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HOGARTH IN LONDON STREETS.
BT

o.

WALTER TUORMBC'llYt AUTHOR or "ART AKO KJ.TCAE
AT B01d .&l{O .A.BROAD," ETC. ETC.

.SU11<1:-GA11R1c1<'s
Houu, 27, Soiahampto11 Strut, Strand,

Octoocr23rd, 1767.
mad GOLDSlffl'R: thtforrr.n- drmtd ill dark t14rtlcoloured ~tl~tt, trimmed tnt/t gokl /a<t, and a ytllot#
brocade ,eail/coat; 1h, latt,r in Iii, tdtbrat«l p,achbloom coat, jU8l home from friend FILBY, the tailor'1,
.A black 1'<'9• enter, T#ithan old r"1 and blut china bo,el,
and ma/trial• for punch, at w:lrieh GOLDSJIITB's tye
l:iNJltl, and /ufuui/y l'lfflOt'U /,u cocial 1"" and IIIJord
from the table.

0.llUIICIC

Garrick.
am glad I met you, Goldie,
coming out of the theatre.
I thought I kuew you.
though you were in that
bloom-coloured coat. We
are friends again now ;
yet I do think you'd have
shirked meGoldrncitA. No, no.
How do yon think it
Bo yon noticed the coat?
(turning round and round). The
Doctor would not give it a look last
night. Fact 1 that flu/gariatt brute,
Moser, directly I tried to apeak, kept
shouting, "Stay 1 atay 1Toctor Shooson is
going to zay zomething." I &aid, " Well ! are
you sure you'll comprehend him?" Not bad 1
Eh? not bad I (la11g.\8-GAB.IUCJt loou
amuud). I wu telling the Doctor how hard
it wu to be simple enough in a fable-to make, for
instance, little fishes talk like little fiahes. The
Doctor laoghed. I said, "Well, well, Doctor, if
I"
you had to do it, they would all talk like 11JAale1
think that was hard hitting-eh, Davy P
Gar. Yea; yon had Sam there.
Gold. If Bo.well heard you call his J opiter,
SamI Well, take care 1 take care I So, ooming
home, I wrote a fable. Here it is:-" Once npon a
time (by-the-bye, you talk of my showy dressing-about my not dressing like a gentlem@)--"
Let me tell you-yonGar. Come, come, Noll, talk no more of that.
Yon are perhaps the worst-eh, eh!
Gold. (#imply, Aoldiag "P !,i, MCi toil" mock ii,,.
dignaiio11). Let me tell yon that when my tailor
brought home my Tyrian bloom coat, he said, "Sir,
I have a favonr to beg of yon. When anybody ash
you who made yonr clothes, be pleased to mention
John Filby, at the 'HarJo!".' in Water Lane.''
Welll ·.rhat do yon think
(Guuucit /auglu.)
Johnson said to this?
Gar. Not an idea.
Gold. Why this: "Why, sir, that was because
the coat is of such an absurd colour. It will draw
a mob round yon, and then they'll hear of Filby, and
aee that he can make a coat even of an absnrd
colonr."
Oar. (/au!llu). I snppose you have heard merry
old Qui11is dead i'
Gold. Yes. Well, he made people laugh long
enough, and now he makes them cry. The perfect
actor has both powers ; his--bnt
I must go on
with my fable:" Once upon a tinle a school of yonng dace, just
out for a holiday, were dancing. and standing on

.!

their heads under the trailing boughs of a large at his door in Leicester Fields. Death had his hand
willow, for the dav was too hot to allo,v of much I on his shoulder then; and I dared not atop to speak.
play or fun ontsid~ the golden antnmn shadows of · The bushy, thick eyebrows had !oat their archness;
the trees that grew on the bank. At last, tired of his quick, bull-dog eyes were fireless and faded ; his
standing on their heads, the dace all assembled clenched month drooped ; and the skiu. 011 his
round an old obstinate John Bull of a prickly J>erch, round, foll forehead 'fl'as loose and yellow. I saw
who had come there for shade, and listened to him him stoop, and pat his dog " Trump;" nod I waited
aa be talked of the uses of aspiration and ambi- till the servants packed in a parcel of copper-plates,
tion .
and he drove slowly off.
'yonnggeotlemen,Forward,
Gold. Poor Hogarth! I 'flill ask Johnson to
'"Excelsior,'heaaid,
Upward, Unaclfiah Rivalry, Progreuioo, must be writc, an epitaph for him. Curious enongh, they
written on onr standard. We all are here waiting say that that reprobate, C.:hnrchill,whom be drew
for preferment and a higher office. This river is as a bear with banda on, is dying at Bonlogoe.
bnt a atartiog-poiot,' and so on. At that moment -How paltry death makes all quarrels look 1 How
a red worm, fastened to a hook, descended wriggling did Hogarth die P Suddenly?
Oar. Yea. He was that very morning weak
just at the old philosophic gentleman's nose. Forgetfnl of others for a moment, be seized it, and WIIS but cheerfnl; he even worked languidly upon a
instantly drawn op through the water out of the caricature of the Judges of the Common Pleu,
astonished sight of his congngatioo.
iotroduciug portraits of Noel, Clive, 'W_illes,and
" ' What is that?' said the youngest dace, inter- Bathurst, worthy of Rabelais. Such bewigged and
rogatively.
solemn owls you never saw. He even drew op an
" 'That?' said one who flattered him,elf be had answer to a flattering letter of Dr. Franklin. H;e
seen the world, hnving once ventured live yards up ate a po!Uldof beefsteak for his dinner, and boasted
the aide brook; 'oh 1 that is what we call pref er- that no man in EIJglaod had ever such a etomach as
inent ! • "
his. He then went to bed, and soon after was
seized with a violent and dan~na
aickoees. He
Do yon like it? See the moral ngainst foolish and rang the bell till the rope broke in his hand; and
reitless ambiLion?
It 18
Mrs. Lewis rushing in, he gave one groan, tried to
•
point to some picture on the wall, and expired in
Oar. Well, I mnst be blind if I didn't .
good, hut too long.
her arms. I have been an hour since I came home
•
•
•
•
* •
•
trying to write an epitaph on the dear, lion-hearted
Garrick. Wife's oft' to bed; so no,v for some fellow, hut I cannot get further thanpunch. Is Johnson back, Noll, from the LiIJcoln" His mlltchless works of fame, secure,
Shall ll•e, onr country's pride and boast,
ahire Langtona P
As long as Nature shall cndUN"Goldamitn. Back, DavyP Yes, on Tuesday. I
met hinl Jut night at the founding of a new literary Here I stick. My mind seems to lose nll focua
when I get excited. As. for poor Moaaop, I don't
club.
Oar. (tpdci) . Where? I like the idea. I shall think even venison would rouae his appetite to-day.
Do you remember Hogarth'• sketch of me aa
be of you, Goldie.
Richard III P
" I 11 be with yon anon."
Gold. Yes 1 of eonrse I do, Davy! I was there
Gold. At the "Turk's Head," in f't1lrrard Street, thAt night yon drea&edup • Fieldin,:, to help
Soh<>-1Lquiet crib, removed from the rolling din Hogarth's memory; he thought a moment or two,
and cataract of wheels in the Oxford Road. We and then drew him jnat as he looked before he went
out to Lisbon, with his long fine nose, and mouth
meet once a week, at 11eveno'clock-nine of ns.
fallen in. But they were saying Jut night at the
Gar. The number of the Muses.
Gold. Truly. There is the Doctor, Sir Joshua, club that he had a preeentiment of hia death ;-I
with his ear-trumpet and enuff, Burke, Dr. Nugent, suppose, merely a sense of the flickering lamp-of
Beanclerk, Langton, myself, poor Chamier, and that the blood retreating back to the citadel of the heart.
sonr-faced dog, Sir John Hawkins. They talk of Bedad 1 I have had presentinlenta too. I had one
Dyer, a member of Johnson'• old Ivy Lane Club, in the night before I was Jut arrested.
Ga;, Well, Noll, then why did you not get off
Newgate Street; and I suppose that note-taking
coxcomb, Boswell, will drag him,elf in, by catching to some quiet place in Islington, and study natural
hold of the Doctor's skirts, when he comes back history, as yon once intended P .But about this prefrom Utrecht, where Heaven keep him as long u seotiment P
Gold. It was Hawkins telling it. He wu dinpossible.
Gar. I shall be of yon. I will join, and annb Bos- ing with one of the Tbornhills and Hogarth Jut
week in the Piazza. All at once the conversation
well. What is Johnson doing now?
Gold. Well, he ia struggling with hypochondria, lulled, just as the wind does sometimes on gnaty,
The only eonnd wu
that befogs his Cyclopean mind; he ia revising" Shak, chimoey;ahaking nights.
apere," and has been lately miting a review of that that of the draught flntiog through the keyhole.
Hogarth
broke
the
silence,
and,
looking np from a
poem of mine, "The Traveller ." By-the-bye, don't
you really like this coat, Garrick P Ian't the colonr brolfll stndy, said, drinking the Jut red drop in his
delicious? I have already had three Templara at glus, "My next picttlJ'8 will be oalled, 'The End
of all Things."-" If that is the ease," said Thornthe " Bedford" ask me where I got it made.
Oar. Oh ! they were laugliiog at yon, Noll. hill, laughing, and stretching to the laggard bottle;
Yon're too smart; you look like a North American " there will be an end to the painter too l " dancing-muter.
That is not the colour to rub " There will, indeed l" said Hogarth, with a heavy
abont with in sponging-houses and Strand taverns. sigh, looking monrn(nlly into a mirror that hung
opposite him ; " so the eooner the work is done the
Waiters always expect more if yon dreaa well.
Gold. Well, I wont be angry, Davy, just after better."
making it np at Reynolds'; but I really think it
Gar. Did he ever finish the plate? •
Gold. (dratDit,g a "'1ll /rom I/re well-like poclrel
becoming with this dark blue waiatcoat. Filby eaid
he never "seed" a gentleman become a colour oft/re peacn-!Jloom).He did, and here i1 an impresmore ; he thought the fall at the waist one of the sion of it, it is full of fancy and thought-a broken
happiut things he bad done. I shall let Reynolds bottle-a worn-out broom-the hntt-end of a mnaket-a cracked bell-a bow nnstrung-a
broken
take me in this coat ; it is, as Filby says, soorld' a End Tavern"
Gar. Get oot of that, Noll, mi:1 for yourself. crown-a Callentower--" The TY
I hope you '11 punish Filby for hia flattery by never tumbling down-the moon in her Jut
paying bis bill. You a11relyare not going, at your gibbet falling, the body rotted off', and the. cham
time of life, to set up for a blood, and perform mated away-Pboobos and his horses dead m the
the live acts of "The Rake'a Progress ! " Touch the ,tagoant clouds-a vessel wrecked-Time, with his
scythe and honr-glass broken, and his pipe jnat
bell for the silver punch-ladle poor Quin gave me.
smoked ont-H.'s own picture of the Timn fading
Gold. Where have you been this morning?
Gar. Down to Chlawir.k with Mossop, to ioqnire into air-a statue of Bankrnptcy against Naturean empty pnrse; and here, Davy, a touch for
for Mni. Hogarth. Hogarth-poor
fellow !-died
last night. I think that quarrel with Wilke, has- you-a play-book lying open, with" Ezeulll 0'1t11t1"
tened his end. (Cuffey, put aome wood on the fire.) written on the last page. He showed it a few days
He died striking 11t his adversary, who had told after to the artists who were in an inner room
people that the painter was in hia dotage. I saw at Chiswick retouching hia plates. '!'hey all li~ed
him yesterday morning being liCted into his coach it. "Stop!" he said; "give it here ! Nothing
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remain, but this!" and he swept in, wit.h his bl'llllh but drove Wilkes and his set mad. Long before this
full of sepia, a painter's palette broken! "Fini, I" the Tories and Anti-Walpole men had encouraged him
-just when he had finished his inimitable " Rake's
be sighed, " the deeJ. ia done l it is all over l "
Gar. Poor fellow l (Pan the punch.) I knew Progress "-to design a series of plates called " The
be bad got bis death-wound when I met h1m two Statesman's Progreas." Why, he might have been
months ago at the " Mitre," opposite Fetter Lane. almost crowned by the mob if he had chosen to fly
He looked aad, aud his hat wu drawn down more with the other curs at that brave old English genthan nanally low over the scar oo his right temple ; tleman, Sir Robert.
bis bumping forehead no longer shone with the oil
Gold. Or have been drawn oft.'with golden sops.
of humour-the little dogged man wu silent and No I Hogarth was rough, but honest-very honest.
grave. He said to me, u we drew up near the fire
Gar. Never was ench a bludgeon fight, I think.
in Johnson'• right.hand corner seat, " Garrick, feel Jnst fresh from an onslaught on Methodism,
my pulse, and tell me what yon think of it." I did, Hogarth, in a print of the Time,, drew Pitt on
puttmg on a sort of quack grimace, to amnae him. stilts, blowing up a fire that has caught the two
1 said, "It beats low, bnt calmly."-" ~fy dear globes ; ridiculed Lord Temple, Lord Hardwicke,
friend," he replied, with a look I shall never forget, and Lord Harrington's Grenadiers. No. 17 of the
"if you don't know what its beat is called in medical Norin Briton contained an article by Wilkes againet
jargon, I will tell you-I '11tell you what it beats: this picture, accusing Hogarth of rancour, maleit beats the lJead Maren!"
I did not reply ; volence, and plagiarisms from Callot. It spoke of
he paid his reckoning, shook me by the hand, and, him as worn out, and delighting only in painting
drawing his hat over his eyes, walked feebly out.
the dark side of things. (Goldie, touch the fire,
Gold. I am glad it wu you, and not me. I there's a good fellow l I'll ring for pipes, so that
ihould have fallen to crying, u sure as my name is we may take a l,irtueye view of things.) Wilkes
Noll. What a fool I seem with this peacb-bloBBom laughed, too, at his failures in history and portrait.
coat, when I think of myself behind that great in- painting.
evitable black curtain, that must some day fall on
Gold. I was away in the country, and did not
all our performances, and shut us out from our read that scurrilous paper.
grinning and bisaing audiences for ever ! Then
Gar. Enraged at being accused of envr and
Death llinga us a crust to comfort us, and labels it vanity (Don't look at that coat ol yours, Goldie),
"Posthumous Fame." , What comfort is that? I Hogarth went to Wilkea's trial, and took a sketch
would rather hear Johnson iuote a line of "The of him from the gallery of the Court of Common
Traveller" at the " Bedford' than have a whole Pleas, sheltered behind forests of wigs. I need not
Westminster Abbey built over me.
tell you he caught our clever, wicked, patriotic
Oar. And I one night's welcome of a thousand friend's demon squint and projecting rat-teeth with
honest hands than all the c.old monuments in Poets' terrible severity. Then, what mnst he do but
Comer.
publish it. Churchill, like a true brother-bruiser,
Gold. Poets' Comer l I prefer Garrick'• chimney replied with a poetical epistle, describing Hogarth
comer. Delicious perfume of the lemou l Was as hopelessly in hia dotage. Hogarth, catching up
punch thy final cause, 0 lemon?
another handful of blinding mud, brought ont then
Oar. Hogarth, when you knew him, was very his Churchill u a bear in a caaaock, holding a
quick and lively, always honest and sincere; never club knotted with lies. He then-still unsatisfied,
backbiting; and severe only on the rreaent. I found -set to work altering the Time,, bringing in himhis servants all in tears: now, that a a good sign.
self whipping Wilkes and Churchill, who are disGold. That depends on what he left them in his tiogniahed u a bear and a monkey, adding the
will.
Kiug of Prn99ia smoking, and Pitt lying down, and
Gar. Now, don't be cynical, Goldie; it does not firing at the Dove of Peace, which is perched on
suit you. Hogarth', servants had all lived with the Emi;lish standard.
him for years, and loved him like a father. They
Gold. A sorry ending for a great man's life-were not like Cuft'ey'sbrother here, whom I met the filnging about rotten eggs-such as too often broke
other day, and asked him how he got on with the in his hand to his own detriment. If this was how
son of his old muter, who, I heard, wasrather fond he had spent his life, I think we-two of the beat
of using the whip, and was u severe a chip of the minds in Londonold block as his father. "Cua' him! him all old
Gar. Goldie! Goldie I No, no l
block, musa," said Sambo.
Gold. Yea l I am not given to sham self-depreGold. (laug"8). I have heard that Hogarth ciation. I asy, if he had apent his life merely
preferred small tradesmen's clubs, where he could manufacturing squibs, we-two- _ - .
see character, for he was irritable, and did not like
(GA&RICK 1pring1 up in · tne attitude of Hamlet
contradiction.
preparing to wre,tle wit!, Laerte, .)
Oar. Do 1ou, GoldieP-eh? eh ?
Gold. Weill well !--we
should not now be
Gold. }'aix ! no; but I have enough or it with lamenting beaide his grave.
the Doctor. Hawkin, seemed to eay Hogarth was
Oar. Well, I suppose it is grief makes you dip
jealous of Reynoldi, and was rather mean in bis so thirstily into the china punchbowl. Now, don't
ho111ekceping. He called him, too, I think, a turn- be angry I We are human; and there is no reason,
coat in politics, and not alwaye a friend of morality. because the young Adam dies, that the old Adam
Oar. Bahl That man never laughed but once, should not be thirsty.
and that wu when a friend broke hia thigh. · He
"All that live must die,
livn by lly-blowing reputations. Ho will backbite
Paulog through nature lo eternity."
Sam himself some day, if he and Boswell don't fall
to blows, and nm each other through. He is just
Ohl that's only one striking-never mind one;
one of those fleah-lliea of society of whom our poor he is the smallest of them, and must take care or
Hogarthcl'llllhed so many. He goesabout pretend. himself. There is no one sitting up for you in the
ing to praise him,· and then slips in a sting about Temple; and if the printer's boy does come too
his jealousy of the old masters. · Now, it was only early in the morning, why, let him wait.
yesterday Mre. Piozzi told me that Hogarth once
Gold. (ling,) "Let him wait-let him wait-Lff
aaid to her that, "Johnson's conversation is to other mx WAIT!" There's a bass note! No weakness
men'a what Titian'• painting was compared to Hud- in that chest l By-the-bye, you haven't a loose
son'•; but don't you asy I said so, for the con- five,pound note? Filby '11be dunning me.
noisseun are at war, you know, and because I hate
Oar. The worst man in the world to come to,
them, they think I hate Titian,-and let 'em!"
Goldie. (Oh, the vanity of peach-bloBSOmcoats !)
Gold. J nst like him, Davy. (Shall I fill your Who was it told Foote I once went to do a generous
glua with this lemon-coloured scented nectar P) action, and was frightened back by the ghost of a
The little man or Chi•wick certainly was what the farthing? Who said I usedto tell Kitty Clive not
Doctor calla "a good bater." - What blows he hos to make my tea as red as blood?
atrnck in bis time at hypocrisy, lust, cruelty, and
Gold. Not I, or you mny tread me under foot.
all the brother vices I It makes me quite ashamed Did I ever say an unkind thing of any friend,
to think of my buft'oon plays and trifling verses. Davy?
Think, too, of this sturdy swimmer at last sinking in
Gar. Well, upon my word, Goldie, I think not;
the muddy whirlpoola of party I
but certainly many a blundering thing-eh?
Oar. It was merely because he was half dead
Gold,' By all the g11iueasever born, Da,•y ! I
when be took to such swimming. His print of the never said the words. The dirty blackguard that
was meant to 11idpeace and unite. the people, said so is only fit to live off the rinaings of creation

nme,

and the oft'al of humanity. Shiver the guineas l
let III go on \Vith our talk about Hogarth ; and if,
before I go, yon could oblige me, why, I ,hall sing
a Non nolJil, and go bomt, whistling, to the Temple,
ready to defy Filby to-morrow or nat day-pay my
coal-bill, and boy some books.
Gar. What! all with five guineas?
Gold. Yes; judicio1Uly applied in small instalments, that stimulate the hope, and are tonics to the
imagination. By-the-bye, did it ever strike you that
Hogarth is the 6nt English painter who need London as a background for his scenes P He will not
be the Jut. I think a place with seven hundred
thousand souls, and seven miles' length of streets,
is no bad field, Davy, for the observer and the
thinker. He certainly has left records of tbia ageofits cellu,, dens, and palacea-its angels, men, and
devils-its highwaymen, footpads, beaux, quackaGar. Poor poeta,Gold. Bad actors, gamblers, ahoeblacka, publicans,
chairmen, merchants, Jorda, ladies, and apprentices.
His net wu always full of oddities -refugees,
thieves, intriguers, bullies, jockeys, or foola. Wherever you go now in London, he is there. By the
pert Charles I. at Charing Cross-there his coach
broke down; by the Fleet's black ditch-there his
murdered man was thrown ; Bow Church-there
bis Lord Mayor'• procession passes ; Guildhallthere his industrious apprentice feasts; St. James'•
Street-there his rake wu arrested; St. Martin'•
Lane-there',
where the guilty wife in Marriage
a la Mode destroyed herself; 'fybnm-there Tom
Idle quivered and swung.
Gar. Very trne, Goldie. I only wish he had
done still more, and then no age would have been
so depicted and so satirized. The cock-pit-Bridewell-the fair-the theatre-the
suburban innthe Surgeons' Hall-the strolling-player's boothBedlam-our prisone-the Thames-our drawingrooma,-he hu done, but there is no Tem~ Barno Park-no Strand, nor much of common"\hop-life
either, though he does give us a barber and a quack
doctor's, and a merchant's counting-house. He will
leave the impression of ours being a bad and unhappy age. By-the-bye, what are you writing now?
Gold. Nothing to bout of. A abort English
grammar, for which I am promised the enormous
sum of five pounds-half of which I have already
borrowed. I be bound Papyriua gets more for one
of his ridiculous cro99-readings.
Gar. Nay, nay, Goldie I I saw yon the other
day, at the Wednesday Club, crying with laughter
at the idea of Lord Chatham taking his seat, and
being severely handled by the populace-eh ? eh P
Gold. Oh! the man ia not altogether a fool.
Dy-the-bye, that day Reynolds had brought us together in· Leicester Square-do you remember?-!
spoke of my comedy, "The Good-natured Man."
Gar. I remember. You promised me a look
at the manuscript for Drury Lane. It was the
day after the Doctor had the interview with the
King. I am loaded with manuscript, but still the
author of the "Vicar" shall not be disregarded
(a1111me1
a llig!, and ratner pompou, tone-GOLD·
SXITB look, vend).
Gold. Before we made up our quarrel I thought
of going to Covent Garden; but Rich's death, and
Beard's dubitations, drove me to waitGar. You did well I you did well! Covent Garden is no theatre for genius. Beard is physically
and spiritually deaf. I believe no actor in London
baa more power of serving an author than I have.
Gold. We will not discuaathe relative importance
of actors and authors, or we shall fall to swords
again. Read my play ; if it is good, and will pay
you, bring it out, and we shall both benefit. One
or two of the characters are not ill drawn.
Gar. It is riot mere talent llonts a play, it is the
dramatic interest ; aud here the Doctor even fell
through. Still, though I would not hold out too
great hopes of good fortune, I will promise to carefully peruse your mannacript.-Now, to continue
with Hogarth, let ns tom over this portfolio of his
engravings.
Gold. So be it.
Then I will send you the
manuscript. I think it will give the theatre a lift.
Gar. Ohl as for thnt-But by-the.bye, you know
me as au actor, hut not much as an author. What
do you say to my reading you some notes I have just
been writing after reheanal tbie morning of a
review of Hogarth, supposed to be written some
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hundred years hence, by a critic who is considering
the poetry our old friend has thrown round London.
I talk of the men and times as p8llsed,jnst as a
bit of drollery of my own, becanse it throws the
t-hin<;(
into focns.
dold. Read it, by all means ! I shall be happy
to fnruish you with any hints that mayGar. Verywell l I'll snnffthecandles,andbegin:" It ia almost a hundred years aince the death
of the great London painter ; and if ever a verdict
can be pronounced on his fame, now is the time
to call the jury together. A hundred years ago
the great Garrick-"
Gold. la not that a little presumptuous?
Oar. Perhaps it is. We'll soften that. This
is only a rough copy. Bot, by-the-bye, do you
agree with me in my argument?
Gold. What argument?
Oar. Hang it, Noll I I haven't yet come to it,
and never shall, if you don't let me get on. I
argue, that there is poetry to be found in London.
Gold. Poetry ? Of co111'8e
!-bu,hela of it I
specially this November weather, when the lamps
shine like yellow stars in the dusk, and at a distance
form themselves into strange letteu and cyphers.
Yes-(,top, to ligM1,i4 pipe.)
Oar. (ande). [Bot this is October. Now, I think,
I have got him on his track about Hogarth and
London poetry. Now he will run on in long rhapsodies, if properly plied with pooch at intervals.]
Go on, Goldie I I want you to point me ont this
new branch of poetry. I thought poetry was
confined to green fields and babbling brooks," Where lhe world seems ever young ."

But how can any breath of Nature's poetry steal
into this region of man's works and arts.
Gold. Zounds I Well! I'll tell you. I went
out this morning to visit Hogarth'a haunts, for I
had he~d he was dying from bookseller Davies,
and I "wanted to think him over. It is one of
these golden-fogged October mornings that I go out
to ramble through the London hannts of our great
pictorial satirist. The son seemed paaaing through
a series of chemical experiments. Now it was a
globe of luminons, pale, purple fire ; now a mere
blot of yellow, that reminds nnpoetical people of
gilt buttons and coloured wafeN; presently it becomes
a burning brazen ball ; and a moment after it loomed
like a redhot shell descending through fiery snlphnr
clouds upon a suffering and guilty town. The
stones were hard, dry, clear, and grey in the mild
autumn morning light, and yielded sharp responses to
the busy feet that trod them. It was cheering to see,
as yon approached a street-corner, the broad wafi
of snolit vapour, that fell aslant the houses, shining
iuto sorrowing and happy eye,, with all that gracious impartiality with which Heaven bestows its
precions, though everyday, blessings of hope and life.
Oar. Bravo, Goldie !
Gold. I turned iny back to the angel warnings
and praisings showered from the steeple or Saxon
St. Dunstan, and pushed on-my stick borne like a
sword over my shonlder-to Temple Bar, that
Portland stone, cold classicality,which Wren erected
after the Great Fire, wheu there was a rage, Davy,
for Corinthian and other sham, lifeless classicalities.
This black windowed archway, not nnlike the month
of a sewer, through which our bulldog-facedHogarth
has passed a thousand times, from the stripling time
when he aallied out, as he u,ed to say, poor and
hipped, to go into the city, and sell the copper-plates,
wrapped in soft blue paper he carries in bis deep
left-band pocket, to the time he weut city-wards
to visit good, vain, old Richardson, where he met the
Doctor, and took him for a lunatic, beC11nsehe
twitched his face, and gibbered at th~ window.
Oar. I can see him now, the little man, with his
small gold-laced hat cocked op over his right temple,
to show the scar there, his keen eyea, like a terrier's
at a rat-hole, ever on the watch-gay in his blue
coat, small sword, and silver-bnclded shoes-stopping at the black, smeared gateway that divides
old London city and ite freedom and riches Crom
the liberty of the borough-city of Westminster.
Gold. H is busy eye bas often rested on that very
misplaced row of black leave, and fruit that top the
wooden mud-splashed gates, that hal"e opened at
the herald's knock and trumpet alternately to
swarth Charles, on his way to get drunk with the
Lord Mayor, nod hook-nosed bigot James, to
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Anne and the Proud Duchess. Through this
purgatorial arch I have seen him watch the great
daily black tide of London life-its goodness,
badneaa, wisdom, and folly-rush past like a horizontal Niagara-loud roaring, and never-ceasing.
Gar. I have seen Hogarth-his hand still warm
from pressing Quin's-arm-in-arm with Hoadley
or Hayman, smiling at those dummy pointing
statnea of Queen Elizabeth and James I., or looking
with a certain sense of mystery into the dim churchlike windows, where the bankeN keep their ledgers
and ponderous cash-books. He used to laugh at
the ahrivelled black plaistel'I of bygone posting-bills,
which, affixed to the walls, give them the air of only
having just recovered from the Great Plague. The
last time we were together he would stop at the
corner fruit-stall on the right -hand aideto admire the
yellow pean, and the charcolll smonldering crims?n
under the suffering, out-at-elbow chestnuts of Spain.
Gold. But when I saw Hogarth looking up there,
leaving for a moment old Sir James Tbornhill's arm,
and casting his eye over the round arched top of
the Bar, he was peering at something else besides a
looming yellow aky burning away overhead, to a
brighter and purer flower blue, tenderly feathered
with grey clouds. Yes I he borrowed a apy-glaaa
for a halfpenny of a seedy chairman, and looked np
at those dreadful rebel heads, which stand out dark
against the sky, like so mauy barber's blocks. I
saw him sketching on his thumb-uail,118he u,ed to do,
those gaunt Scotch heads, still wrung with a pain
which remaina there, petrified by death, soon by aun
and wind to become shapeleasblack masks, nunoticed
even by the street boys. Then, with an absent
stare, as if be was looking within, watching a
new picture engraving on bis retina, he would lounge
off to go home to Leicester Square, where hia rival,
Reynolds, lived; and just out of which, in St. Mar.
tin's Street, Sir IB118C
Newton resided, as Boswell
has wormed out.
Gar. Not that he always went straight home to
his easel, for the little satirist 's trade was to observe.
He was a painter of Lo11donmanners, therefore his
bu,ineaa was to know London, and study its
features. He wonld stroll round Jonathan Wild's
lair in Lewknor's Lane, to watch bullies swagger,
or painted women squirt brandy into each other's
faces ; or he went to look for his rake, in bis tom
and unbuttoned laced coat, at King's CoffeeHonse,
the drinking shed near the portico of St. Panl's,
Covent Garden, where poor starved Hudibras Butler
sleeps his sleep. Here he went to aee the young
swordsmeu, who stop op all night, come to finish
the last drop, and then stroll into the market to kisa
the fresh market-girls, and cool their heated stomachs with a pottle of scented strawberries, with
the Fnlham dew on them ; or perhaps the ahrewd,
absent little man ordered his coRChto meet him at
Johnaon'a tavern (the " Mitre," opposite Fetter
Lane), and went off to stndy the last scene of the
Idle Apprentice at Tyburn, where Jack Sheppard,
the thieving carpenter, is to end his agile life,
Jonathan Wild be strangled to death, or Lord
Ferrers, expiating his crimes, die inaanely reckless
in his wedding clothes, uopitied and nnwept.
Gold. The little engraver, the sturdy grandson
or the Westmoreland yeoman, delighted to rnb
elbows with cruel, greasy butchel'I, one-eyed aailoN,
lame highwaymen, informers, and pimps. Many a
time hasour friend in the blue coat walked in the
great draught round black-and-white St. Paul's,
fresher then than it is now from the hands of the
great Sir Christopher, who sleeps in the crypt with
mneh good company. A pity, Davy, it is so
smeared ,vith sooty rain, and looks so like a great
JEthiopian giant playing at cop-and-ball. It is
pleasant to think that in hia searches for droning
preacheN, sleepy «:'.Ongregationa,
and ogling clerks,
such as he bas introduced in the organ-loft scene
of his Two Apprentices, he must have worked
in and out under the great leaden-covered dome
which Time has now BO scratched and clawed, and
have watched with pleasure the old London suu,
that is still as hearty and changeableas ever, brighten
on its golden coronet of a gnllery above, where Sir
Jamea Thornhill has put St. Paul to a secoud martyrdom. He liked to watch, as I do, with duller
and stupider eyes, the leaves on the black trees
in the green churchyard fade and get yellow, till
they become patches of rags-b ad as the leaves of
·
theatrical trees.
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Oar. Leave the stage alone, Noll! Ten to one,
bot he-with Fielding perhaps, or aome wit of the
Club-has been up in that stone gallery, where I
have been, to look down with indignant wonder at the
sublime dulness of the mighty oeean of red-tiled roofs,
lying like a great wreck under a sea of seacoalsmoke,
the streets mere lines on the great gronndplan mass,
and the river its silverfrnme. He seesTy burn far away,
where Tom ldle 'a deadly, never-green tree standswhere Lawyer Silvertongue perished ; Bow Church,
from whose sonny balcony, by the projecting clock,
Polish Prince Frederic looked down on the mon•
strons }!ayor's atate coach, with the tight-legged
footmen swarming on behind; on Bridewell, where
he went to see the hemp beaten, jnst as he went to
Bedlam to aee the Rake iu his last stage of hopeless
idiotcy-not more foolish than when he was sane,
but less sane than when he waa foolish ; ont there
rons the noisome Fleet, npon whose Stygian black
waters opens that terrible trap-door in the den in
Blood-Bowl Alley, down which Tom Idle and his
one-eyed footpad, with the pistol sticking out of
his torn pocket, tbrUJt the murdered man.
.
Gold. Yon take breath; I'll go on. Far away
yonder to the right, up Chepe, is the Industrious
Merchant's house, and on the east the "Adam and
Eve" public-home (now Eden Street), where the
sagacions, little, hawk-eyed man stood making notes
on his thumb of the ragged root marching from
Finchley to tbe bloody moor of Culloden, where
the grim, hairy HighlandeN hewed them down
with their swords. As he descends from this " bad
eminence," our little Londoa Asmodeu, will give
an eye - as I did this special red hazy October
morning as I went to Newbery's about the Grammar-to the strings of sooty apples and stone flowera
over the windows, and to the white glitter that
glimmers fitfully upon the dark glass round those
strange little rooms above the porches where mysteriou, men ought to dwell, bnt where there probably
is nothing but a world of dnsty archives and mortuary rolls, written by dead men about dead men's
wiahes and about dead men's lands; and yet if all
dead op there, why that little puffing thread of
curling blue smoke-that melting feather and plume
of vapour that steals so stealthily and quietly op
the aide of the great stone mountain-the London
Dom Daniel sepulchre of prayer-the huge ecclesiastical money-box,-and then melts into thin air.
That most be life, or I don't kuow what life is!
Oar. Fill your pipe, Goldie I But leaving that
mystery uncorked for some other day, let na, Goldie,
on tip-toe, follow this watchful dog, who saw every.
thing, and track him to Southwark Fair, where he
much loved to resort-St. )largaret's Hill is tho
place, not far from the fluent, brown river. There
his strolling actors are now just as he BIIW them
dressing in the booth before that disastrous fall, when
Bajazet and 'l'nmcrlane broke their heads and cracked
their royal crowns. There are the demons discnssing the pot of porter, the nymph tollowing her hair,
the hog cutting the cat's tail, nnd Diann spouting
her heroic verses under peculiar difficulties. . That
pretty white-and-red woman, beating the red-and.
blue tinaelled drum, blazoned with the royal arms,
to announce the commencement of the tragedy of
" Bajazet, or tlie Orphan of &marcand," is the
poor girl that Hogarth himself-yea, the little
strutting gentleman in the blue and gold frockdefended when the brute of a Bajazet, the manager,
would have struck her for stealing a shilling at the
door. Twenty to one, bot he goes into the "master
of fence's" booth to see Figg, that horror of Irish
fighteN-the trucnlent man, with the bald bullet
head, striped with plaisters-backaword with some
other gladiator of the day, who, stripped to the
waist, which is bound with a scarlet handkerchief,
waits, with shiny skin and swelling mnscle, for his
terrific antagonist. Now the swords cross with
a clBllh and sparkle of fire ; now they sweep and
curve down on arm and rib, leaving line• of crimson ; now they cut op at the wrist, down at the
breast, and sharp at the elbow, with the emphasis
of attack, rejoinder, repartee, and reb_utting. A
shivering blow on the shoulder of Figg's antagonist,
which produces a grimace and spasm of pain, ends
the fight as we leave the tent . If yon want to see
Figg, stern and stolid, look for him mounted on the
carrion hol'le, keeping guard, with drawn bare eword
over his right shonlder, in the right-hand comer of
Hogarth 's Southwark Fair picture. As for his adver-
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u.ry;yo11 will find him stripped in readiness in with the huge Jonathan-Wild aort of knob-stick,
the front garden of the " Adam and Ere," in the black p)ai&ter on his recently broken head, and
"The Guards' March to Finchley ."
the dirty cravat knotted round his thievis~ neck,
Gold. And now, Garrick, if we want to see him looks round on the proud Welsh baronet with the
at work in a not inappropriate tran~ition, let ue, leak-plume in his hat, the ronft' sword, and the pert
·regardless of highwaymen in black maaks and claret. little spaniel that is coming np the step,, a.a much
coloured roquelays, Yentnre up Tyburn way again, as to say, "We've nabbed ou.r bird!"
At this
and, turning to the right, walk ronnd Marylebone moment up comes the Dea eerie-the gnardian
Church, where this same stalwart Fiirg of the bullet angel who is to deliver him out of all his trouble.
cast-iron head, ribbed with plaisters, lies tranquil, She drops her neat tin box of patches and powder,
·beaten down by that champion of every ringto spring forward with her bag of hard-earned
Death. Let ns step in too, and, though the church savings. She pull, back the cruel turnkey-looking
is to be rebuilt, recall that wonderruJ scene of the jailer, and demands the conecience-stricken man's
Rali:e's Marriage. Look about, and you will cveu .re!~ . How base, in spite of his gold-flowered
eee the old inscription raised in wood on one of the cuffs a foot deep and a foot and a half long, his
gallery pews :gold loops and buttonings, he looke beside that
pure-hearted, sorrowful, forgiving girl who he
"Th.tu: pt,lll: _.....,
: and la,u: in: IIINUI".~
trod down under foot, like a flower be was tired
Let ns, too, repaint No. 5 of "The Rake's Pro- of wearing I How fresh, and pure, and bright
greu" (I went there this morning on pnrpose) she looks with her Jong white apron, tight waist,
as we tread the mnsty-amelling cocoa-unt mats and modest lawn neckerchief veiling her bosom, that
of Marylebone Church this quiet week-day, and trembles in ita cage like a frightened bird! How
breathe its rather mouldy and sepulchral air, industrions her plump, bare arms look, with the
118 of departed chnrchwardens innnmerable under
little frill round the elbow! How proud the good
the broad flag grave-atones of the aisle. The girl is thue to come suddenly down, u from the
d111t lies white and thick on the hymn-books clouds, to the relief of her seducer! And bow pleaand psalter&, destined to remain nntoucbed till santly she, like the milkmaid in" The Enraged MusiSunday, eix days hence, again diatnrbs that un- cian," refutes the vulgar assertion that Hogarth
christian dllllt. It is a cold October mominf{, could not draw a p•ue or pretty face I
too, j111t as when the Rake married the rich old
Gold. And now, having passed the Rake's chair
beldame, who leers in such a Gorgon-like way at in St . James's Street, wondering gravely how he
the toothlesa, drivelling old fogey of a recior. My will reward his protectretS, and whether any spark
breath mounts in a white steam, j111t 118it did from of love or gratitude lingers etill in that cold, hard,
the fool Rake's mouth on that lying and unhappy day. selJish heart, aball we go on to St. Clement's, in the
It may be perhaps a month earlier, because the rims Strand, where that ridiculous altar-piece of the imof the pews do not yet wear green, gloasy, red- prudent charlatan Kent once flaunted, till ou.r little
berried plumes of Christmaa holly . I aee, too, the anarler laughed it down ? Or shall we go to
great sleeping-box citadels-like tills with the lids off }loorfi.elds, to the old Bedlam, where his Rake,
-of Hogarth'• time; I see the akittle-pin balus- crazed, and half-stripped, is tended on his pallet
trades of the communion rails; and, above all, I aee of straw by the poor faithful girl he neglected
the black-lettered table of the commandments, with and shamefully deserted. Then there is Covent
the aatirical oblique crack running in a sinister way Garden, with man1 of his ·haunta, and the scene of
through the ninth edict. I am glad to see no his Jfornittg open to us ; or we may take wing
spider's web over the slit of the poor-bo:r, and fewer far away to the New River at Sadler'• Wella,
gold-lettered tablets recording the humble and re- and wait for the gulled husband, the dear.tic,
tiring charity of departed churchwardens, who cer- bard-featured wife, and the old JJ1811·chil, so
tainly did not die without leaving a sign. There preternaturally vicions, oa we eee them in the
are green damp blots on the walla, and the stucco, picture of Noon, walkintt near the New River
now peeled oft' like sores, shows the raw harsh of Sir Hugh Myddleton, the high-browed, larg&-bricka, soft and red. The latticed window is green, hearted citizen. Or we may take sculls-it is
and discoloured with the atnin of damp-oozing
dillicnlt to get away from Hogarth-and
pull to
from within, not pelted from without. There ie Cuckold's Point, the sedgy reach where pirates used
the square tub of a pulpit, with the irradiated to be hung, and at whose gibbet the reckless comaonndiog-board; there the queer tank of a gallery ; rade of Tom Idle point.a, a.a, seated near his chest,
and there, specially, that indifferent man-perhaps
he and hia weeping mother row towards the ship
the organist-who, in Hogertb's admirable J>ictore, that Tom ia abunt to join.
looks down with folded arms from the upper box
Gar. But, after all, we mnst get back to Leicester
upon the pew-opener in the black hood.
Sqnare, and reconsider and rerise oor former verdict
Gar. To get without much rambling to another of Hogartb's position as a pictorial satirist.
London haunt of Hogarth's, let III go back into
Gold. (gel8 up, and 1eize1 lzis luJJalld Nord).
Pall Mall, and, passing White's, steal down Lower 'Pou my soul I I m111t be going, Davy ; it is put
St. James's Street to the old Henry VIII. rich gate- three by that clock on the mantelpiece, and Newwa1 of St . Jamea's Palace, with its two gnardian bery's devil comes for copy for the Grammar at ten.
towers and central tnrret, oncu the site of u.hospital Confound the pronouns I I should like to go on
for fourteen lepro111maidens. The street is full of about the little man dearly. Away joy and pleasure I
eake-shapedstate coaches, anddicebo:r-Jooking sedans, welcome woe aud care 1 (Suddenly breah into a
borne b1 chairmen who wear cocked hats . One of dance, sin;i•g to a lively guy t,me.)
the chairman-a Welshman evidently, for he hll8 a
" Jltlanchol11 marked himleek in his hat-is with both hands lifting up the
Jltlanclloly marbd himheavy padded lid of the sedan-chair No. 41, and
Jldanchol11tll<lri'<dhim-!~--!~
from behind its cantion,ly curtained window steps
out the scared and disgusted bean, bis lapellcd
Gar. Gray wonld thank yon for that parody.
coat firm in the tenacious grip of a sour and ma}j. Sit down! Oh, stay, Noll, a[ld finish the bowl. I
cions bailiff, who pMenta to him with the other can see already on the red china shore of the bottom
band u.n ominous slip of sealed paper, inscribed the golden curls of scented lemon-J>eel stranded.
"arrest.''
No wonder he t1irns pale as his puffed 'fake courage, Cato I we are near the bottom, and
and aitOwy wig, the huge back bow and flaunting there we shall find truth.
ribbon enda of which we delight to marvel at. No
Gold. I found truth long ngo in my tenth ladleful .
wonder the grinning chairman in front, looking Oh, hang it! now wet napkins ro1mclthe brow, and
back, wonders u.t the detention, and halts irrcao- strong green tea for me till pallicl morning dawns. I
lntely, his rough hands still clutching the chair know I have taken too much, for I find myself
poles, and the broad bnckled strap that connects talking in blank verse. That is not right ! blank
them still hanging over his neck. The rairgcd ahoe- verse is not normal.
black, with the stool and basket of sable implements,
Gar. Here I I'll try yon. How many candles
bare legs, and shuffling alippere, takes advantage of are there iu the room?
the sudden alarm and scuffle to slip out from
Gold. Eight.
between the chair-poles the clouded caue the rake
Gar. No; four, by Jupiter-I
awear its four I
and apcodthrift has dropped from his rela:riog hand. (rings the bell-ettler CUFFEY.) Get my chair
The lamplighter abo'l"e looks down for a moment, ready for Mr. Goldsmith. Tom and the conchman
and forgets his errand, Jetting the oil rnn over from can go with it for once; it is only to the Temple.
his tray npon the chnir. The other bailiff-villnin,

THE ROYAL PICTURES.
THE MARMOZETTEB.
Sir E. Landleer, R.A •• Painter.
T. Landleer, Engr&Yer.
Size or the Picture, l tt. 54In. by 121 In.

TIIE marine residence of her Majesty, her lzome, so
to speak, where she lays aside for a time so much of
the attributes of royalty 118can b,i dispensed with,the trappings of state, no leu than the dntiea appertaining to her exalted poaition,-containe among its
nnmero111Art·worka a conaiderable number of pie·
lures by Sir Edwin Laodaeer, who not only enjoys,
to a great extent, the patronage of his Sovereign and
the Prince Conaort., but haa the privilege, in which
few of his brother-artists share, and that very rarely,
of being a frequent g11e1t iu the royal resideacee.
Landseer ia nndoubtedly the court-painter, though
his name, like that of another artist·kuight, Sir J.
Hayter, is not enrolled in the Lord Chamberlain's
department of the Queen's bouehold; he ha.a not
been " gazetted" to office, but holds his position b1
royal " will and pleasure;" and no oae, it may be
presumed, would be inclined to ditpnte his rigM and
title to it, 118the prince of animal-painters.
Oabome House, as we have ilJtimated, is rich in
" Landseen ; " some of them are kno•n to the
public, there are others with which the1 are unacquainted,-picturea painted expreaaly for her Majesty
or the PrinceConsort,and which have never been bnug
on the walls of any of our exhibition·rooma: but, with
all the abundance, our choice of an e:rample of this
artist's works wu neceeaarily very limited; we could
not., of course, engrave what muat be C0111ideredu
"private" pictures, and the majority of the others
have already been engraved ; the pnbliahen of theae
prints having paid large auma to the artist for the
copyright, could not be e:rpected, even were they ao
inclined, to forego their exc1ueive right in our favour.
This e:rplanation seema neceaaary, becauae~1
of
the subscribers to this publication, knowlilg w~
O.tbome House containa, may think it &tl'lllljl;ethat
we have selected a auhjeet so comparatively inaigniJi.·
cant u a specimen of Landseer :-there wa.ano alternative left to ne.
Yet it ia only when viewed. relatively to other productions t~ the " Marmozettea" may 11tfferdepreciation, for it is an e:rqniaite little picture a.ato finish,
and the subject is treated with pecnliar felicity. It
was painted for the Queen, and exhibiwd at the
Royal Academy, in 1842, under the title of" A Pair
of Brazilian Monkeys, the property of Her Majesty.''
Naturalists have assigned to theae diminutive, but
most sagacious litUe animals, the name of " marmozeltes," a title we have adopted ; and the artist hll8
given to his " sitters" an e:rpresaion almost human:
they are mounted on a magnificent pine-apple,
regarding with intense astonishment a wasp near
them ; the combined e:rpresaion of wonder, cnrioaity,
and apJ>reheosion,could not have been more sncceasfo.lly manifested in the faces of children than it ia in
the countenances of these rare and ilJteresting little

l

creatures.

In such works as this we seem to see u mncb 118
in his larger pictures-perhaps even mo~f
the
e:rtraordinary power that Landaeer poaeeesea
in
giving character to the brute creation ; his animaltor at least such of them as nature seem, to have
given capacities analogoue to those with which
"man, the great master of all," is endowed-think,
speak, argue, appeal; they weep, they rejoice ; the1
become our familiar friends ; we hold converse with
them, and in their mute but moat eloquent language
-for "looks have language "-they appearto ahare
our sorrows and our joys. This is the triumph of
the artist; no painter, living or dead, hll8 proved
himself so great and true a benefactor to the horse
and dog; no one who has so displayed their
characters, 11nd ebown them to be worthy not
merely of our kind treatment, but of our attach·
ment. We do believe that if every houae in the
kingdom bad on its walls two or three printa from
auch pictures by Landseer as teachhumanity,-and
there are many of this kiud,-the functions of the
" Society for the Pre,·ention of Cruelty to Animals "
might, as lawyers say, "cease and determine.''
Some of the old painters of the Dutch schools, auch
aa Rubens and Snyders, have endowed their J>icturea
of animals with more powerfully-expressed instincts,
arising Crom their natural ferocity of character ; but
Landsecr b11&
always invested his with nobler qualities.
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EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND )IRS. S. C. lULL.
PART

1.-THE

WYE:

PROY

Ross

"winding bounds." Mr. HuLHE has taken hi, view of the Town from the opposite side of the
river ; he has thus directed attention to its leading points of interest, the principal of which
i.s the "heaven -directed spire," rising high above them all. }'rom the stately Hotel that
occupies a portion of the once honoured "Prospect,"• there is a wide-spread view, embracing
a fine expanse of country-hill and dale, green meadows, crowded farm-ylll'ds,church spires,

TO i'loNllOUTH.

TUE L1?COSC.t.PE ILLtJ'STR1TJO~S BT 1'. W. UULXB.

Wye has its source in
" lo(ty Plinlimmon ;" it is
one of five sister streams to
which the mountain
gi\'es birth : these
are the Severn, the
Rheidol, the Llyft'.
naut, the Clevedoc,
nnd the Wye. Its
rise is, thus, in
Montgomeryshire; it
flows into Radnorshirt; thence through
nearly the ceutre of
Herefordshire
to
)ion mouth; and af.
terwards, for the
greater part of its
course, forms the
boundary which divid~. Monmouthshire from
, 1.
• Gloucestershire. Although of
' ,I ·
Welsh birth, thctefore, and
distingutshed in nil early Welsh documents as Gwv,-"the
river,"-in its maturity it is English; for both Herefordshire
and Monmouthshire - " anciently " of Wales- have long
been numbered amoug the counties of England. The Wye
is the fairest of the five fair sisters, running ita course of
a hundred and thirty miles through luxuriant scenery-hill
and dale, rock aud valley-in its earlier progress over many
falle, beside productive flats of green pasture, " a wanderer
through the woods," encircling prosperous towns, and navigable for a distance of seventy miles from the sea. Having
gathered the contributions of several liberal tributaries, at
length it joins the rapid and robust river, the "Princelie
Severne," which, thua augmented, runs into the Bristol
Channel, dividing Somerset and Devon from South Wales.•
Although, in due course, we shall ask the Tourist to accompany us downward all the way-from the source of the Wye
to its mouth, from the well into which it dribbles on the
far-off mountain side to the estuary where it joins the Severn
-onr present purpose is to commence our Excuas10N at
that point where the Wye is first seeu in mingled strength
anJ beauty-the renowued town of Ross; t a town that owes
ita fame to the ")fan" who a ceutury and a half ago gnve to
it an illustrio•18page in history, and whose name has been
immortalized by II few Jines of verse, more enduring than any
HE
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pleasant villages, veuerable ruins, records of old Romans aud their Britiah p;deceasors
-all the varieties, in short, that are in landscapes ao many aources of inexpressible delight.
Prom thi& "Prospect" we have been looking down and around on oue of the loveliest of
autumn days, the sun shiuing through surrounding trees over the river. The view ia indeed

"Monument, inscription, stone."

The date of the foundation of Ross is not very remote ; it is
not, however, far distant from a Roman station, the Ariconinm of Antoninus" or which the name
Survives nlone ; nor Is there found a mark
Whereby the curious passenger may learn
Her ample site, save coins and mouldering orns,
And huge unwieldy bones."
• TB& WYS, FRO}( THE

The interest of Betun, Bishop of Hereford, to whose See the
manor waa attached, procured it the grant of a market from
King Stephen, and Henry Ill. constituted it a free borough.
It is a pleasant town, built on au eminence that overlooks
the Wye, which here, as in so mauy other parts, e1hibits
the peculiarity referred to by the poet when describing its
• The Wye flows from Ila source on the south side of Pllnllmmon-a mountain the summit of which Is 2-163feet above the sealevel-ln Montgomeryshlre, south-east,.,.ard, through a porUon of
Ra<.lnorshlre, and then running more directly south, forms the
boundary between the counUes of Radnor anti Brecon, and, after
taming to the •.ast and Intersecting Hcrefvrdshlre, resumes Ila
aoatherly course, aeparatlng Gloucester and Monmouth, and enters
the estuary of the Severn two mllea below Chet>•towto the south.
Ila whole course la 130 miles, for 70 of which It Is navigable by
veuels of 40 tons-so far as Hereford . It 11 connected with the
Severn by a canal running from Hereford to Gloucester, and the
Severn canal Joins Ute Thames at Lech lade.
t TRK SotJTRW AUS RAtLWAThas a branch oo Ross and Herefonl.
At Orange Conrt , about seven miles west of Gloucester, there Is a
JancUon of the Great Western, the South Wales, and the Herefonl,
Rosa and Glouc .. ter railways.
At this spot the H. R. O. line
branch•• off oo Ross and Herefonl; the South Wales main line
proceedlnr direct oo Milford Haven, .,;aCbepstow, Newport, CardU!', Swansea, Caermarthen, Haverfordwest, and Mllfonl HavenIla present termhtus . In the course or 0111' "Excursions" we •hall
conduct the Tourist to all these places, describ ing, and Illustrating, I
the several objecla of Interest ao<Iattraction they present .
i
[The lnlUal letter Is copied from the dial or GlouceaterCatbedral .J I

u

r1,o:;r£CT.''

surpassingly beantiful-euch as only England can supply: for although deficient in grandeur, it
is happily suggestive of the unobtrusive pleasures that arise from internal peace; the grace that
combines high cultivation with uatural boons; nnd the charms that are derived from the 1>aat
and the present 118fruitful sources of hope in the futnre.
• " The Proepect" Is a height outside the oown, oo which there ls a private walk through the rmunds of the
botel,and a public right of way through the churchyard. It Is a piece of land, acquired by the Man of Ron,
and given by him oo bla fellow townsmen for their convenience and recreaUon-to be theirs for" five hondrecl
years ! " It was prettily and pleasantly laid out for their comfort, and here be constructed a reservoir to
1upply them with water"Not oo the skies In nselesa columns tost,
Nor In proud falls magnlftcently lost ;"
but that It might poor "health" and "solace" " through the plain" to all who needed. The name rernalns,
Indeed, but Ila character Is enUrely changed : the reservoir Is now:, dry hollow-the fountain and Its " figures"
gone-potatoes are planted In the centre of the ground, and, although gravelled walks are stlll about It, U1ey
retain nothing of U1elrold charm except the view th ey command-which It has been Impossible to allocate
to private uses.. The wall that enclosed It Is down; the sundial ( with "hb name and arms engraved
thereupon") la not to be found; the hall-room of "the Hotel" stands on part of the site; In a word,
all that could do honour to the memory of " the Man,'' and contluuo bis benevolence from generation
oo generation, has bceu removed by one Innovator at'ter another, and U,e people of Ron are either
so supine or 10 timid as to submit oo this encroachment on their rights, Instead of, day by day,
rooting up or tearing down vegetable and brick and mortar trespassers on TU~lll land. Thero
la bot one excuse for this apathy: It Is stated by Heath (a printer of Monmouth, 11·hoprinted a number
of very Interesting pamphlets, written or com(lllcd by himself, about the year 1808) that "the seats
had been wllf\llly destroyed by loose And Idle people JJGS&lngthrough the grounds;" that the fountain was
removed," having become a receptacle (or the carcasses of dead animals;" that the arms over the north
door of entrance were" destroyed by the barbarous hands of ignorance;" and that of the rowa of elm• be
planted, " the axe since hLsdeath bad vlalted them with premeditated Intentions of violence, and laid their
honoun In the dust."
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From the "Prospect" the eye first falls on WILTON
It appi!US to have been erected by King Stephen, in 1141, and wu held b:, Harr:, de
CASTLJ1-11own picturesque roio--standiog ou the right Longchamp, u a gilt from Henry I., "by the sen-ice of supplying two men-at-arm, for the wars
bank of the Wye, close to the old bridge, " brokeu down " in Wale.." To the Greys it came by marriage; and afterwards, by marriage also, to the lint
Lord Chandos, in whoee family it continued for two centuries, until it wna sold to the Govemora
of Guy's Hoapit.al, in London, to whose large a11dwell-spent revenue the estate now contributes.

KO:COGR.\M .

bya gallant soldier, General Rudhall, who defended Hereford
during the civil war, and who thus arrested the army of

TOE ltOXUMKNT.

Cromwell on its march to invest the city. It wu once the
residence of the Lords Grey, of Wilton; and though now

-7£;_ -

I
j

I

The castle gircs his titl e to th e Earl of Wilto11. We shall pass this
venerable r uiu-a ssociateu with so many " Memories," and which
tl,e ivy preserves aud adorns-when we are voyagiug dowu t he Wye.
Our present duty is lo visit the town ;-to enter the t ime-honoured
dtructUl·ewhich, happily, continnes unimpaired-the old and venerable Church of Ross ; to walk through the market-place made
. , . .. ,, __,
famous by "the Man;" and to visit the house in which he dwelt, and the room in which
he died-nod especially to view from the "Prospect" the delicious scenery be loved.
Let us first look at the town: there are here few remains of a remote date. The streets all lend
"op hill" to TIIE llAUKJ,;T-rLAct:,a quaint structure, built of the red snudstooe, so universal in

--

Tlf& ClU.IH.

bnt a few ivy-covered walls, it was here the noblest ot a
noble race entertained the )ll>t'tSpenser"The T41tronof his Mu•e', pupllairc,
Jn the lint seuon oc hu Cecble age."

I

TD£ sc1111ta-uousa.
the diatrict, which has but little power to resist the influence of time ; it is no older than the
· de,ace
r d b t tand ·
reign of Charles II ., whose timeus s
s tu an ovaI, over t he principal entrance; one

-'~-==-====================================:-=-======-''
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or the sides, however, contains a piece or acnlpture far more
interesting-a
monogram of 1in2ular character, composed
or a reversed L, a <.:,and a heart, from which the letters
,pring; the tradition being that the llfau of Ross, whose
h1Jusc is directly opposite, drsiring, in his loyalty to the

7

who, if not all the poet describe, him, was nudoubtedly as he is pictured by another poetColeridge•-nearly
a cenlury after his death :·
"Friend to the frlendleu, to the sick man health,
With generous Joy he vlew"d his modest wealth ;
He heanl the 11·ldow'•heaYeo-bruthed prayM or praise;
He marked the shelter · d orphans tearful gaze ;
Or, where the sorrow-shrlvelled captive lay,
Poor "d the brl11ht blaze or freedom's noontide ray ."

The house has been divided: one portion has been in a great measure rehnilt; the other
(1&rthas not been 10 materially changed . The floors and panellings of several chambers are

TUI COR.1CLI.

!I
ii

11

crown to have before his eyes a perpetual reminder of the
reato~ monarcb,-and failing in his wish to have the bust
placed where he could see it when he pleased,-caused thia
small stone to be fixed in the position it now occupiea.• lL
is undentood to mean, "Love Charles in your heart."

1,,:

I11

of oak ; a quaint opening lead, to a narrow corridor , and into R smnll room, traditionally said
to have been his bed-room, where he endured his first and his last (his only) illneH, and where
he died : t it looks out. upon hie garden; that garden is now divided, like the house; one half of
the other half bas been converted into a bowling.
it has been strangely "metamorphosed;"
green; the surrounding walls of both, however, sustain flourishing vine and pear-trees. The
one boasts a golhic summer-house, in which there is a tablet commemorating the visit of Priore
George of Cambridge, in 1835, and a table made of the huge beams of the " modest mansion,"
aud part of a tree under which Nelson sat, at Uudhall; while in the other there i~ a small
1·onservatory erected' on the foundation& of the summer-house, in which the venerable .Man of
Ross usually spent his anernoons of qniet nnd contemplation. It was a pretty thing in its time,
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Let us enter the house in which he lived and died, and
off'cr the homage of gratitude to a good man's memory; one
• Among other characteristic anecdotes, It Is related of him that
when "the Great Bell, " which he presented to Ross Church, wu
ca.t at Gloucester, In 1695, he wu present at the c,,stlng, and
"taking with him his old silver tankard, ho ftrst drank theref'rom
to • Church and King; and then threw It Into the furnace, and had
It mixed with the metal thAt made the bell."

whatever it may be now; and as the fathl'r of the present owner-1\Jr. Powlc, the respected
bookseller-kept a dr:awing of it in its better state, the reader may be pleased to sec it engra\"cd
as one of the illustrations of onr tour .
As will thus be seen, there are in Ross several memoriuls of "the l\Jon." We look in vain,
howe•er, for evidence that bis fellow-townsmen have been, or are, more proud or his fame
than vain of his notoriety: there is even now "no moonment, inscription, stone," other than
• ll ls said, and we believe on good authority, that Coleridge actually wrote his beautiful lines on the
Man of Ross In the house In which Kyrle had resided. Lelltla Landon (L. E. L.) was some time a dweller
In this town, visiting an aunt who was a resident here.
·
t lo this chamber there are two doors or oak, In which the arm, or l\lr. Kyrle (his cmt, a hedgehog)
arc punctured, apparently by a gimlet. There la a tradition that the puncturing wu the work of his
hands; this Is probable, for to a m,n so active, who had never previously suffered a day"• Illness, confinement must have been very Irksome, and ho no doobt sought relief In any employment that clrcumstaoccs could auppl)" to him, 11
·blle It Is oot llkely that 10 sloi;ular a whim was a commission to an artlzao.
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that which one of his remote descendant&erected half a century after he slept under the shadowsof the " beaveu-directed
spire" be" taught to rise," and which, until then, contained
no mark to make known "his race, his name, his form."
There is no hospital, no sehool, no alma-houae " neat but void
of state;" no "portioned maids" nor "apprenticed orphans,"
in the middle of the nineteenth ceutury, to" bleu his name ; "
no aeata on which "weary travellers repose," and ask who
gives them rest; nothing, in abort, to make

nition from those of whom he was the benefactor.• The poet wrote, therefore, hie immorlul lines
-an imaginary dialogue between himself and bis friend Lord Bathurst, in his poem on "The
Use of Ricbes"-partly as an example and partly as an anathema t (" Blush, grandeur, blush I
proud courts, withdraw your blaze!"), and they have carried the name of the Man of Rou
throughout the world whereYer the •.\nglo-Saxon tongue i, read. We hope and believe there are
not many cities or towns of Englaud where there have been none at any t.ime found at once so
benevolent and 80 beneficent as John Kyrle, of Ross, with as little idea as had" the Mau" of
the celebrity that Wt\8 to follow-who neither 80nght for nor anticipated reuown beyond the
limited circle directly benefited-who in doing good would have •• blush'd to find it fame,''
but who are benefactors to mankind by the force of example, and inasmuch as " their 1'orke
"The memory ot the Just
Smell aweet and blossom In the dust,"
do follow them!" t
sa,·e his own good deeds which, as we have ehown, 1.1eglect Blessed be the memory of good John Kyrle, the Man of Ron I and may the prophet yet
find in his own country other honours than those which give hi1 name to a wayside inn, a
or cupidity have gone far to obliterate.
Let us now proceed to the church, so happily aseociated "walk" of which he would be ashamed, and a house defaced by an unseemly bnst of pmater.
We commence our voyage down the Wye ,§ entering the neat and trim boat which Mr. Evans,
with the honoured name of John Kyrle, the Man of Roas.*
The church is a spacious and beautiful building, with a the postmaster, providea for us, and for all who desire to make a voyage, brimful of interest and
tower and an elegant spire, 121 feet in height. The church- enjoyment. Mr. Evans is an admirable guide and counsellor, who has traversed the river more
yard ia very neatly kept ; aud has some venerable elm- thnn two thousand times, and whom, with his boats, we recommend to all tourists. Let us
treea, traditionally said to have been planted by the Man pause a moment to sketch yonder boatman, who is conveying the coracle to the stream.
The coracle,II which boatmen and fishermen use to-day on the Wye, differs little from that in
of Ross, whose body, as we have intimated, rests within ita
walls.t It contains a group of tinely-sculpt11rcdmonument&, which their forefathers floated when the Romans were rulers on its banks. In shape it resembles
principally of the Rndhall family (a family no11·extinct), and the half of a walnut-shell ; some laths, or rude sticks, laid croaa-wise form the skeleton ; that
a statue in Roman costume of that gallant Geueral Rudball, is covered with canvas-zinc, however, has been lately adopted for the purpose : it is needless
who defended Hereford for the crown aitainat the asaaults of to say that the ancient covering was generally a horse's bide; a plank across the middle
the army of the Parliament. Under a )>lainstone beside the ·makes the seat ; a smnll paddle is used for directing its movements ; it is so light, and draws 80
altar, the Man of Rosa is buried : as we have said, no " monu- little water, u to be very easily upset. Considerable skill is therefore required to keep exactly in
ment, inscription, stone" marked his grave until, in 1776, the centre, and also to enter it, for the least irrCjtularity in either case is dangerons. 'l'he fishera distant relative, "Lady Betty Dupplin" left by will men of the district are, however, so much "at home" in this walnnt-abell, that accidents rarely
a sum of money, which "her executor and heir" expended happen ; and it is stated, on ~ authority, that voyages have been made in them from Chepin erecting a tomb to his memory. This tomb bas a bas. atow to Bristol. They are 80 light that the boatmen carry them on their backs from place
relief, which purports to be a portrait, and a tablet repre- to place, launching them"when required, and stepping in to croH the river. They are used
senting Charity and Benevolence. But the chief interest of also by anglers. Many a salmon of size baa been thus taken and carried to shore ; and in the aeason
the church is derived from another source. Growing from it is not uncommon for a fisherman to fill his coracle with the smaller fish of the bonntif,J river.
Haviug examined this curious aud very interesting object, that bas undergone so little change
the pew where the good man used to sit are two elmtreea, which, when in full leaf, are singular adornment& for twelve centuries, we commence the voyage of the Wye.
Passing the venerable ruiu of Wilton Castle, and underneath the old bridge, which dates
of the sacred edifice. They are, it is said, about fifty years
old, but are not thicker than a man's arm, 111,dare neces- as far back as the reign of Elizabeth, presents some nouaual features in the way in which the
sarily cut at the tops when they reaeh the roof, which arch-stones are morliced, and retains marks of the "breaking down" to arrest the on-march
is their boundary. 'J'he local tradition ia that they are of Cromwell's troops, we are called upon, first, to notice "Kyrle'a Walk,'' which leads from the
anckers from a tree planted by " the Man" out8ide the churchyard to the river, about a mile from the to11·n-where, however, none of his" seala" remain,
~hurch, but which was "impiously" cut down by a certain and where there survives but one of the many trees he planted. We then look upon two graceful
and the Cbace,-one or both of which are said to have been "hung with
rector, because it exch1ded light; the consequence was, billa,-Penyardf
that they forced their way in.ride, where they have con- woods" by" the Man." We leave here the scenes and circumstances aseoeiatcd with bis history;
tinued to grow and flourish, and where, certainly, they are bare-headed we look back-fancying, nay, believing, his spirit ia moving the minds and hearta
protected by the good will and grateful feelings of the inha- of another generation to remember the eternal recompence-" Inasmuch as ye did it unto one
bitants. There ia one other object of interest associated with of these my little ones, ye did it unto me I "
his memory-the chair in which he used to sit, and which
was afierwards the chair of a convivial eociety.;
• "The truth Is that Kyrle was a man or known Integrity and active benevolence, by whose snllcltatlon
There is no doubt that the fame of John Kyrle arises prin - the wealthy were penoaded to pay contributions to his charitable schemes; U1ls Influence he obt:llned by
an
example of liberality exerted to the utmost extent or his power, and wa., thus enabled to give more than
cipally, if not solely, from the accideut that Pope had heard
he had . "-Da. Jo11:<:!0l<:Life of Pop<. It Is believed he never poasesaed the annual sum of " live hundred
of his generous and liberal acts, which, although at that time pounds,"
"or dehts and taxes, wife and children clear.''
productive of cnormoua good, had recei\·ed no sort of recogt Pope was a frequent visitor at Holme -Lacy , then the seat orViscount Scudamore; aobsequently the
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property of his grace the Duke orNorfolk, and now that of Sir Edwin Stanhope, Dart. The lleudamores
eame In with the Conquoror, but obtained their lands Jn Herefordshire by marriage wltll !be helreos of
the Lllceys, In the reign of Edward Ill.
"The Scudamorcs derived their name from tho Crou Patlt
Fitchu, the &utum Armorl.s Divin!, which they originally bore In their arms, and which Is thought to have
been given them lo commemoration of some memorable action In defence of the ChrisUan (Mith." Tho
rooms Inhabited by the poet, and a tree under which It was his wont to sit, are stlll polnt..i oot to the
curious. These we shall visit aod describe on our Journey (rom Herefonl to Ross. Pope was probably In the
neighbourhood very soon afler Kyrle 's death, and lwl abundant opportunities or hearing the good man's
praise, or noting the beneficent effects or his munlflcent charities, and of mourning at the lndlff'erence with
which his memory was regarded by his fellow townsmen. It Is likely that Mr. Kyrle had been often a
guest at Holme-Lacy, and was personally known to the family.
t Roaa hlll had, at leut, one other benefactor-Mr . Walter Scott, who, having acquired a large fortune by
trade In London, bequeathed .£6000 for the erection of. a achool-house, and the clothing •nd educating
thirty boys and twenty girls, children of the Inhabitants of the town. It Is aald of Mr. Scott, that
when a boy he had taken aome pean from a garden, and "being seen eating of them" by a man who
gues1ed where they eame from, the man told the boy "he would be hanged If he wu found out." Terrified
at this threat, he Instantly Jen. Roas, and made his way to London, where he acquired a fortnne, of
which the boya of to-day conUnne to be the Inheritors . The charity bean his name.
f Thla division or the tour la known and distinguished as that of "the Lower Wye.'' Aa we shall show,
In the coune of nor tour, those who visit the Wye should take this route In preference to ascending It, as
many do, either from Chepstow or Monmouth; flnt, becauae to go down, Is always 11leasanter than to go
up, a river; next, because nearly all the finest views are thus seen to best ad,-antage; t1nd alao, becauae the
voyage up Is a work of exceeding difficulty. Excellent boats, well and carefully manned, are to be obtained either at Herefonl, Ro11, or MonmouU, : the chargea are aomewhat high, necessarily ao, considering
the heavy labour atwndant on "the return ." For a boat with one man, the charge from Rosa to Mon.
mouth Is 15.c., !ho distance being twenty-three miles; tor a larger boat with two men, the charge la ao, .
When the lighter boot Is u,ed, the boatman finds It easier to bring It b>clt by land, on a truck, the distance
being only ten miles; when the heavl,r boat makes the voyage the moo are compelled to draw It nlong the
shore, the Jlftlculty or rowing up stream being (as we have Intimated) very great, In consequence of the
extreme rapidity of the current. The boats In use we shall describe herenncr .
II In He reford and Monmouth It 11 called also a th&raclt, a lrucl:lt, and sometlmea a coblt, and on the
western coast of Ireland a corr<JIJII or coracll,-all namea evidently derived from one root, and proving the
general use or these light boats amon1 the early Britannic tribes. They are or profound antiquity, and are
mentioned by the " rather or history, Herodotus, as used by the ancient Babylonians . He deacrlbes them aa
ronnd, aod covered with sklo•, and the accuracy or his statement Is confirmed by tl,e sculptures now In
our British Museum. Pllny, quoting the old Greek historian Tlma,u•, SAYSthe Britons sailed In boats
made or wattleo, and covered with skins, to Islands six days' distant from their starting-places; and
Sollnus mentions that In his day communication waa kept up between Britain and Ireland by these boats.
c.....r, In his worka, tells us be availed himself or auch vessels In crossing the IIJ,llnlah riven; and that
he obtained his knowledge of their uae while In Britain.
procured a tmclng, and hare engraved It. A monument to the
f Penyard Wood .,,..._,,about a century ago, purchased for .£11,000: It was aold not long
Rev. Jnhn Newton records that "Immediately aflA!rthe restoration of since for £73,000. At Penyanl there was a castle, some remains orwhich may still be
King Ch•rle• (as a l't'Wanl for hi• 1•lety and loyaltv) he wu appointed traced. Towards the clooe of the la.,t century, among the ruin• was found "a vestibule
by the arehbl1hop's comml .. ary to the vleanige o'r Rosa, on the 27th or 1)1&Clou1Jl"S'age," with octagon pilasters, which had caps and bases In the Saxon
or July. 1660; which ,·lcarai;e, on •~count or large returns being at ,tyle. In Donner•, "Itloerary" 11an engraving of a sliver penny, understood to have been
that time required from this )llace, wo• e:rceedlngly burthened and .coined at Penyanl Castle; he lhua briefly describes It, and Its historic associations :-" The
011preued. Newton. therefore, thou~h at first he slood alone. nobly
family of S)l(!nce, of Hangwest, In Yorkshire, about 1638, assumed as their armorial
devoted himself to It• e:tll'encles and relief : flnAlly obtaining this
brorlnr,
az. three peny.yonl 11ence proper," and "these are 10-1,amed of the place
benefice, tog"ether with hi• chapels of Weston and Bram11ton to be where they were first coined," whleh Gullllm 5UJ1posea
lo be this castle. On the summit of" the Chace,"
created and onlalned rcctnrlal ."
towartls tho north, lt a large squ1ue "camp," now overgrown by woods.

• John Kyrle was deocended from an ancient family long seated
at Walfonl, near Ross. He was born at the Wh ite House, In the
parish of Dy mock, Glooeestershlro, on the 22nd or May, 1637, and died
at Roaa, on the7tb November.112,,at the" full ago" ofclghty-elght.
The name appears to have been originally Curl, anerward• Cyril ,
and sub,equently Kyrle. He was a bachelor, and left no near rela tives; his nearest, Mr. " Vande,·ort" Kyrle, Inherited his estate.
It was, however, subsequently divided aod suWMded; and we
believe very little either or his blood or his property Is owned by
ony or his "descendants~ at the present time . It would seem u,at
he did not receive from Pope the asubrlquet or" the Man or Rosa :"
he had, acconllng to .-oobroke, been 10 styled during his lifetime.
He Is deocrlb<d as " In person rather tall, thin, and well shaped,
wearing a plain suit of brown and a wlir, In the fashion or his day.''
But thero 11no Authentic portrait of him.
t " I ne,·er remember having been ao much pleased with a chnreh
and burial-ground as with this; the grey, gothlc architecture, the
ancient tombs, and the heaved turf, where ao many namelesa dead
aro laid ot rest,-tho graod trees, rustling In the wind above, aud
tho glorlon, proopcct sprtad out all around,-lt was the very poetry
of earth-Its beauty And Its sadneos: '-Roscor.
t Thi• chair was, according to Mr. Heath, presented to a Benefit
Society In the town, but aa It wanted a cushion, " to render the s®t
easy, It ..-as turned out ortho club-room, being considered u a )llece
or lumber, In which neglectro s:ate It lay for aome yean, and was
at lut onlereJ t-0 be burnt." ily 1ome lucky chance It was presc"cd,
and Is now de1,os1ted In the •c•try of the church. One other Inter.
estlng memorial or the Man orRosa b preserved, ai.o, In the church .
It la a •mall volume, written by the Rev. John Newton, burled
here : this volume contains tho autograph or John Kyrle. We
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THE ART-JOURNAL.
shown to 01 with its summer-house aod its flowerbeds sarrounded with feocet of lattice-work. It
may be remarked, that the attention of the chessplayen is withdrawn 1Dddenly from their game by
DY THOMAS WRIGHT, F.S.A.
the entrance of au armed knight, who appears io
'1'118 :n.LVITUTIOll'a BT P. w. ruasoLT,
r.8 •.l.
another compartment of the illnmioation.
Of the chamber games · enumerated in the fore1. THE GillE 01' CHESS.
p:oiog extract Crom the romance of " Blonde of
Oxford," that of chess w111 no doubt looked upon
THE Camden Society hu recently published an early
French metrical romance, ("Blonde of Oxford,'' u by far the most distinguiahed. To play well at
by Philippe de Reimes), which gives ns a very in- chess was considered os a very important part of
teresting pictnre of the manners of the thirteenth an aristocratic education. Thus, in the "ChansonJean of Dammartin is repreaented 111 de-Gcste" (metrical romance) of Parise la Duchesse,
century.
the son of a noble fnmily in France, who comes to the son of the heroine, who wu brought np by the
England to aeek J,is fortune, and euters the service king io his palace, had no sooner reached his
nf au Earl of Oxford, u one of the esquires in bis fifteenth year, than "he wu tanght lint his letters,
household. There his dnty is to attend upon the until he had made sufficient progress in them, and
earl's daughter, the lady Blonde, and to serve her at then he learnt to play at tables aod chcH," aud
table. "After the meal, they wrnshtheir hands and learnt these games so well, "that no man in this
then go to play, as each likes best, either in forest:! world was able to mate him ."
or on riven (i. e. hunting or hawking), orinamuseQuant l'anfllsot xv. anz ctcompllz et pMsMl,
l'remlers aprlat a lettres, tant qu·n en sot u,icz;
menta of other kinds. Jean goes to which of them
Pub aprlst-11as tablH et ii esehasJoler,
he likea, and, when he returns, he often goea to
It n'a omean cest mondequl ren peust mater.
Parile la Duchau , p. 86.
play in the chambers of the counteas, with the
ladies, who oblige him to teach them }'rcnch." In th is numerous cycle of romances, aceoca iu
Jean does his beat to please them, for which he wu which kings nod princes, 88 well as nobles, arc requalified by his education, " For he wu very well presented os occnpying their leisure with the game
acquainted with chamber games, such as chess, of cheS8 occur Ycry freqneotly, and llllmetimes the
tables, and dice, with which he entertains his dam- gnme forms an important incident in the story. In
sel (Blonde) ; he often says 'check ' and 'mate ' to "Gorin le Loherain," a messenger hurries to Borher; and he taught her to pl:!.ymany n game."
dean:r,aod finds Count 1'hiebaut playi11gat cheu with
De Jus de cambres1cut ,we,,
Berengier d' Antri. Thiebout is so mncb e:rcited by
D'eschtls,de tables, et de dt!•,
his news, that he pnshes the chess-board violently
Dont II sa damolseleeabat;
from him, aud scatters the chess-men about the
SouventII dlst escheket mat;
De malot Jen It.Joer l'aprbt.
place.
Blonde <f OrfMYl, I. 399.
l'oll, a pou n'cnra:re ,·Is,
Thleba111
LI eocM, boute, et le jeu espandlt.
This is a correct picture of the nanal occupations of
Oarin le Lohtrain, Ii. '17.
the after- part of the day among the snperior classes
of society in the fendal ages ; aod 11Ce11es
io accord- So, in the same romance, the Emperor Pepin, arance with it are often found in the illnmioations of riving at bis camp, had no sooner entered hia tent
the mediicval manuscripts. Ooe of these is repre- than, having put on a loose tunic (l,liaul), aod a
sented in the accompanying engraving (Fig. 1), taken mantle, he called for a chess-board, and sat down
from a manuscript of the fifteenth ceutnry, con- to play.
Each~ demande,sl est au Jeu Hals.
taining the romance of the" Quatre Fila d'Aymon,"

ON DOMESTIC GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

lb., II. 121.

Even Witikiod, the king of the pagan Saxons, i,
represented aa amnaiog himself with this game.
When the messenger, who carried him news that
Charlemagne was oo the way to make war upon
him, arrived at 'Tremoigoe,' the palace of the
Sa:ron king, he found Witikiod playing at chess
with Escorfaus de Lutise, and the Suon queen,
Sebilc, who was also well acquainted with t!ie
game, looking on.
A lul Joe as escha• Escorfnus,le Lutlse;
Sebl!e les esgnrde, qi do Jeu o,t aprlse.
Chan101'du Sa:ron,, I. 91.

Flv. 1,-.l

MBDLEV.l~ UTER·Dll<l<KR SCXIII,

and pretierved io the Library of the Arsenal, in
Pnris. In the chamber in front, a nobleman ond
one of the great ladies of his household 111eenpged
at chess, while in the background we see other
ladies enjoying themselves in the garden, which is

9
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by giving him bis daughter iu marriage, and thns
for many years the conotry remained in J>eace.
But it appears that the lady always shared
in her father's fends, and looked with e:rulting contempt on her father', mutilated enemy. Ooe d11y
ahe was playing with her husband at che1S, and,
towards the eod of the game, Wigan, called away
by some important business, asked ooe of hia
knights to take his place at the chess-board. The
lady was the conqueror, and when she made her last
mon, she said to the knight, " It is not to yon,
but to the aon of the mutilated that I say 'mate.' "
Wigan heard this sarcasm, aod, deeply offended,
hurried to the residence of hie father-in-law, took
him by surprise, nod iofticted upon him the same
mutilations which had been experienced by Remelin.
'l'ben, retnroing home, he engaged in another game
with his wife, aod, having gained it, threw the eyes
and other parb of which her father had been
deprived on the chess-board, e:rclaimiug, " I aay
mat~, lo the daughter of the mutilated." The
story goes on to aay that the lady concealed her
d ·
r
fl J ~ d
rt 't
es1re o vengeance, uo I a IC ,oun an oppo uni y
or eff'ectiog the murder of her hnsbaod.
We need not be surprised if, among the turbulent
barons of the middle ages, the game of chess often
gave rise to disputes and sanguinary quarrels . Tlie
cnrions history of the Filz-Warines, reduced to
writing certainly iu the thirteenth century, gives
the followi11gaccount or the origin of the fend
between King John aod Fulk Fitz-Wllfine, the ontlaw :-" Young Fulk," we are told, "was bred with
the fonr sons of King Heor;v II., and was much
beloved by them all except Jobn ; for he used
It happened that
often to qnarrel with John.
John aod }'ulk were sitting all alone in a chamber
playing at chess; John took the che88-board and
struck Fulk a great blow. Fulk felt himself hart,
raised his foot ond struck Jobu in the middle of the
stomach, that his head went against the wall, and
he became all weak, and fainted. Fulk was in consternation ; but he was glad that there was nobody
in the chamber but they two, and he rnbbed John'•
ears, who recovered from his fainting-fit, ond went
to the king, his father, and made a great complaint.
' Hold .your toogne, wretch,' aaid the king, 'you
are always quarrelling. If }'ulk did anything bnt
good to you, it must have been by your own desert ;•
sod he called his master, and made him beat him
finely and well for complaioin~." Similar incidents
recur continually iu the early romanceto, known ns
the "Cbanaons,de-Gl'ale," which give us so vivid
a picture of feudal times . A fatal quarrel of this
kind was the cause of the feud between Charlemagne
and Ogier le Danois. At one of the Easter festivals
of the court of Charlemagne, the emperor's sou
Charles and Baudoin, the illegitimate son of Ogier,
went to play together. Bauduin and young Charles
took a chess-board and sat down to the game for
pastime. "They have arranged their chess-men on
the board. 'l'be king's son first moved his pawn,
and young Baudoin moved hia a11jin (bishop) backwards. 'l'he king's son thought to preas him very
hard, and moves bis knight upon the other a11jin.
'l'he one moved forward aud the other backward so
long, that young Baudoin said ' mate' to him iu
the corner."
II et Callos prisent un esquekler,
Ao Ju s'aslsent por au, esbanler.
S'ont tor eschesassl• sor le !abler.
LI fix au rot trnbt son paon premier,
:U:.udulne,tralst son auftnarler.
I.I fix au rol le volt formeotcollier,

Witikind wu so angry at this intelligence, that
hia face "became 88 red u a cherry,'' and he broke
the chess-board to pieces.
D'lre et de mautalant ruglst commecerise ;
Le messagen,garde, le geu pe'iOI• et brlse.
In the "Chonson-de-Geste," of Gneri11 de Mootglaive, the story tnrns upon an imprudent act of
Charlemagne, who stakes his whole kingdom upon
a game (!f chess, and losing it to Guerin, is obliged
to componnd with him by surrendering to him his
right lo the city of Montgl11ive,then in the l>088e8·
sion of the Saracens.
These " Chansons-ae-Geste," formed upon tl1e
tradilions of the early Carloviogian period, can only
of coune be taken as a picture of the manner of
Su~ rautr e au fin a tra t t !jOn chevalier.
Tant tralst II uns avant et l'autre arler,
the age at which they were compos~d, that is,
Daudolne,
II dlst mat en !"angler.
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and we
Ogi,r dt Danemarcl1t, I. 3159.
koo,v, from historical evidence, that they ire
strictly true. At that period chess certainly was The young prince waa fnrious at his defeat, and, not
what hos been termed the royal game. The cele- content with tr eating the son of Ogier with the
brated Walter Mapes, writing in the latter J,alf of most insnlting language, he seized the cbe11-bo11rd
the twelfth century, gives n curious nnecdote re- io his two hand~, and struck him so violent a blow
lating to tngicol events which had occurred at the on the forehead, that he split his head, aod
court of Brittany, apparently in the curlier part of ~cattered his brains over the floor. In a well-known
the aame century. Alan, of Brittany, perhaps the illuminated m11onscriptof the fifteenth century, in the
Jut of the name who had ruled over that country, British Mu!ll:um (IIIS. Reg. 15 E, VI. ), containing
had, at the suggestion of his wife, entrapped a a copy of the romance of " Ogier le Daooia,'' thi•
feudatory prince, Remelin, aod subjected him to scene is represented in an illnmiuatioo, which is
the loss of his eyes and other mutilations. Reme- copied in onr cnt (Fig. 2.) Similar incident& are
lio's son, Wigan, having escaped a similar fate, rather common in these old romances. In that of
made wnr upon Alan, aod reduced him to such " Pnrise la Dt1chesse," her young soo, brought up
extremiti es that, through the interference of th e as a fooudliug at the court or the King of Hungary,
he made his peace with Wigan, becomes an object of jealonsy to the old nobles.
king of Fr11D1:~.
D
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:!-'ourof the sous of the latter conspire to murder well,' I rejoined, 'wu it worthy of the character the Saracen,, and that from them it came by way of
him, and it ia arranged that they shall invite him to you bear, to apend the evening in the vanity of I Italy to }'ranee.
The knowledge of the game of che.11,however,
go and play at cheu with them in a retired cellar, chess-play (i11 ca11ilate uncltorum), and defile the
and, having secretly provided themselves with hands and tongue, which ought to be the mediator seem, to have been brought more directly from the
knives, insult him, iu order to draw him into a between man and the Deity? Are you not aware East by the Scandinavian navigaton, to whom ,uch
that , by the canonical law, bishops, who are dice- a means of pauing time in their distant voyages,
quarrel, and then stab him to death. " llugues,"
they said, "will you come with ns to play at chess? playen, ore ordered to be deposed?'
He, however, . and in their long nights at home, wu moat welcome,
you may gain a hundred francs on the gilt chess- making himself a shield of defence from the diff'er- and who soon became extraordinarily attached to it,
ence in the names, said that dice was one thing , and and displayed their ingenuity in elaborately carving
chess another ; conaeqnently that the canon only cheaa-men in ivory (that ia, in the ivory of the
forbade dice, bot that it tacit ly allowed chess. To walrua), which seem to have found au e:i:tenaive
which I replied, 'Cheas,' I said, 'ia not named market in other countries . In the year 1831, a
in the text, but the general term of dice compre- conaiderable number of these carved ivory che88hende both the games. Wherefore, since dice are men were found on the cout of the hie of Lewis,
prohibited, and chess i1 not expressly mentioned, it probably the result of eome ahipwreek in the twelfl.h
follows, without doubt, that both kinda of play are century, for to that period they belong. They
included under one term, and equally condemned?' " belonged to at least seven sets, and had therefore
This occurred in Italy, and it is evident from it that probably been the stock of a dealer. Part of them
the game of cheu wu then well known there, 1 were obtained by the British Muaenm, and a very
though I think we have a right lo conclude from it, ! learned and valuable paper on them was communithat it bad not been loop; known. There appears I cated by Sir }'rederick Madden to the Society or
to be little room for doubting , that chess wu, like · Ant iquaries, and printed in the twenty.fourth volume
so many other medireval practicee, an oriental in- of the .lrc/,,zo/ogia . Some of the beat of them,
vention, that the Byzantine Greeks derived it from . however, remained in private hands, and have more
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board, and at the same time you will teach ua cheu
and dice; for certainly yon know the games much
better than any of ua." Hugues seems to have
been conacioua of the frequency of quarrels arising
from the game, for it wu not until they had promised him that they would not seek any cause of
dispute, that he aCttpted their inritation . They
then led him into the cellar, and sat down at the
cheaa-board. " He began by playing with the son
of Doke Granier ; and each put down a hundred
franca in coined money ; but he bad soon vanquiahed and mated them all, that not one of them
wu able to mate him ."
Au Ill au Due Graner oomen,;a ll Juer ;
Chucun1 mist c. fran1 de deniers monlez ;

:l>lalsII Jes a trea&ozet vancus et matez,
Qu• II n·1 ot I. 101qul l',m J10U.tmater.
Pariu lo Dud!au, p. 106.

Hugnes, in kindneaa, off'ered to teach them better
how to play, without allowing them to risk their
money, but they drew their knives upon him, and
insulted him in the most 011trageoD11
terms . He
killed the foremost of them with a blow of his fiat,
and seizing upon the cbeaa-boanl for a weapon, for
he wu unarmed, he " brained " the other three
with it . We learn from this anecdote that it was
the custom in the middle ages to play at chess for
money.
Aa I have already remarked, these romances picture to 111 the mannera of the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, and not those of the Carlovingian era.
The period when the game of chess wu fint introduced into western Europe can only be coujectured,
for writer, of ell detcriptiona were so much in the
habit of employing the notions belonging to their
own time in relating the eventa or the put, that we
r.au place no dependance on anything which ia not
abaolnte contemporary evidence. The che88-board
and men so long preserved in the treasury of St.
l>enis, and said to have belonged to Charlemagne ,
were, I think, probably, not older than the eleventh
century, and appear to have had a Hyzantine
origin . If the game of cheaa had been known at
the conrt of Charlemagne, I cannot but think that
,..e should have found aome distinct allusion to it.
The earlicat mention or this game that we know is
found in a leth,r from Damianus, cardinal bishop of
O.tia, to Alenuder II., who wu elected to the
Papacy in 1061 , and enjoyed it until 1073. Damianua tells the pope bow he wu tranlling with a
bishop of Jo'lorence,when, "having arrived in the
evening at a hodcl, I withdrew," he says, "into the
cell of a priest, while be remained with the crowd
of traTellera in the apacioua house. Ju the morning, I wu informed by my servant that the aforeeaid bi,bop had been playing at the game of cheu ;
which information, like an arrow, pierced my heart
very acutely. At a convenient hour, I sent for
him, and said in a tone of severe reproof, 1 The
hand i, stretched oot, the rod is ready for the back
of the off'rnder.' 'Let the fault be proved,' said
he, 'and penance ,hall not be refustd.' ' Wu it

Fig, 3,-ICBL.UIDIC

recently puacd into the rich museum of Lord Londcaborough. We give here two groups of these
curious cheaa-men, taken from the colleetion of
Lord Loudeaborough, and from those in the British
Museum u engraved in the volume of the .4.rcl,,.o-

Fig. ,.-IC
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l-0giajust referred to. The fint group, forming onr
cut Fig. 3, conaiats of a king (1), from the colleclection or Lord Londeaboroogh, and a q11een (2),
bishop (8), and knight (4), all from the ..lrclt,.olo!lia; and the second group, }'ig. 4, presents ua

EL.t.lln:c OBEl!S-11£1'1OF TU& 1"11'&UTB CIIITIIRT ,

I

with the warrion on foot, to which the Icelanden copal coetume. The knights are nil on horseback,
gave the name of /,rolcr, and to which Sir Frederick and are covered with characteristic armour. The
Madden gives the English name or warden, one of armed men on Coot,just mentioned by the name of
them (5) from Lord Londesborough's collection, the warden, were peculiar to the Scandinavian aet of
other (6) from the Uritiah Museum. The rest are chess-men, and supplied the place of the rocks, or
pawn,, all from the latter collection ; they are gener- : rooks, in the medireval game, and of the modern
ally plain and octagonal, u in the group to the , eaatle.
Several of the cheaa-men had indeed gone through
right (7), bnt were eometimea ornamented, u in
the case of the other example here given (8.)
more than one modification in their progress from
It will be seen at once tb11tin name and character the East . The Arabs aod Peraia!ll admitted uo
these cheu-men are nearly identical with those in female among the persona on their cheaa-board,
rommon 11sc,although in coetnme they are purely and the piece which we call the queen wu with
S.·andinavian. 1'be king sits in the position, with them the p/serz (vizier or councillor). The oriental
bis sword acroaa his knee, and his hand ready to name, under the form f era, fcrz, or fercc, in
draw it, which is described as characteristic of Latin ferzia, was long preserved in the middle
royalty in the old northern poetry. The queen ages, though certa inly u early as the twelfth
holds in her hand a drinking horn, in which at century the original character of the piece had
p;reat festivala the lady of the houaehold was accua- been changed for that of a queen, and the names
tomed to serve out the ale or mead to the guests. fera and queen became aynonymoua. It is hardly
The bishop. are eome seated, and others standing, neccaeary to eay that a bishop would not be found
but all diatinguiahed by the mitre , c~aier, and epis- on a Saracenic chess-board. 'fhis piece wu called
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by the Penians and Arabs pi/, or pl,il, meaning au called by the latter name, and repre.sented as a conrt
~lepbant, under the form of which animal it was jester . Roe, the name given by the Saracens to the
represented. This name was also preserved in its piece now called the castle, meant apparently a
transmiuion to the Weat, and with the Arab article hero, or champion, Peraiao ro!.:k; the name was
prefixed became al/ii, or more commonly al.fin, preserved in the middle ages, but the piece seems
whir.h was again softened down into aujiti, the to have been tint represented under the character of
usual name of the piece in the old French and Eng- an elephaut, and it was no doubt, from thll tower
lish writen. The character of the biahop must which the elephant carried on its back, that o•ir
have been adopted very early among the Christians, modern form originated. The Icelanders seem
a11d it is found under that character amoug the alone to have adopted the name in ita original
Northerns, and in Engl11od.. Snch, however, was meaning, for with them, as shown above, the lwoJ:r ·
not the case everywhere. 'fhe Russians and Swedes is represented as a warrior on foot.
have preserved the original name of the elephant.
A few examples of carved chess-men have been
In Italy and France this piece was sometimes re- 1 found in different parts of England, which show
presented as an archer; and at an early period in : that theae highly-ornamented pieces were in use at
the latter country, from a supposed confusion of the all periods. One of these, represented in J,'ig. 5,
Arabie 'ii, with the French ful, it was sometimes , is prese"ed in the Ashmolcan llfnseum at Oxford,

below the king and queen are knights, while tboee
to the left of the qneen aud white knight are rooks.
Those in the right hand corner, at top and bottom,
are aufins, or bishops. The pawn, on this cheashoard bt!81'a striking resemblance to those fonnd in

I

Fig . 1.-AIC EARLY CB&IIIJ.BO.aD UD CBE88·JIU.

Fig. 5.-COBl!8-lU:<
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and, to judge by the costume, belongs to the earlier
part of the thirteenth century . Its material i• the
tooth of the wr.lrna (the northern ivory) ; it representa a knight on both aides, one wielding a lance,
the other a sword, the intervening spaces being
filled with foliage. Another knight, made or real
ivory, is represented in Hg . 6, taken from an engraving in the third volume or the .Arcl,~olo9ical

II
I

C&:\TUMY,

using the rook as a mi&1ile,threw it at him. An in' eidentintberomanceorthe"QuatrcFilsd'Aymon,"
where the agents of Regnault go to arrest the duke,
Richard of Normandy, and find him playing at
che88, is thus told qnaintly in the English version,
printed by Copeland:-" When Duke Richarde aaw
that theae sergeanntea had him thus by the arm,
I and helde in his hnnde a lady of ivery, wherewith
I he would have given a mate to Yonnet, he withdrew
, bis arme, and gave to one of the sergeauntea snch a
1 stroke with it into the forehead, that he made him
: tumble over and over at hia feete; and than he tooke
: a rooke, and smote another withal! upon hie head,
: that he all to-brost it to the brayne."
1
'J'he chcas-bo11rdswere natnrally large, and were
: sometimes made of the precions metals, and of other
' rich materials. In one romance, the cbesa-board
, and men arc made of crystal; in another, that of
, Alexander, the men are made of upphires and
' topazes. A cheas,board, prese"ed in the museum
' of the Hotel de Clnny, ot Paris, and aaid to have
' been the one given by the old man of the mountains
: (the Sheikh or the Ha8888Sios)to St. Louis, ia made
, of rock-crystal, and mo,inted in silver gilt. In the
romances, however, the cheu-board ie sometimes
Fig. 6-CBB88 , )IA!f or THE FOOKTE&!ITB CEIITCRY.
spoken of 18 made of ormier, or elm. In fact,
Journal, where it is stated to be in the possession ' when the game of cheu came into extensive use, it
of the Rev. John Eaglea, of Worcester. It belonp became neceasary not only to m11kethe cheu-board
to the reign of Edward III. Here the knight ia , and .men or leasexpen~ive materials ~nd smaller, ~ut
on horseback, and wears chain-mail and plate. The I to give to the latter sunple conventional form,, ID·
body of the horse ia entirely covered with chain• : stead of making. them elabora~ aculptures. The
mail, over which ho•llioga are placed, aud the fo~odat1on for this latter practice had already been
laid by the Arabs, whoae tenet., contrary to those
bead with plate-armour.
All who are acquainted with the geueral character of. the Persians, proacribed all imagea of living
of mediicval carving will 1uppose that these orr,a- beings. The medireval r.onventional form of the
mental chess-men were of large dimensions, and rook, a .fignre with a ~i-parted head, somewhat
consequently rather clumsy for use. 'l'he Jal"!(estof approaching to the heraldic f~>rmor the lleur-de-lit,
thoae fonnd in the Isle of Lewi, a king is upwards appean to have been taken directly from the Arabs.
of four iuchea in height, aud nC:.rly sev~n inches in 'l'he knight was represent~ by a email .upright
· circnmference. They were hence rather formidable ~lnmn, the upper part of 1t bent to one aide, and
weapons in a strong hand, and we find them used 11 euppoeed to have been meant for a rnde reu auch in some of the scenea of the early romances. presentation of the horse's head. The aufin, or
According to one venion of the death of Banduin, bishop, had the same form as the knight, except
the illegitimate son of Ogier, the young prince that the bent end was cleft, probably as an indicaCharles strnck him with the rook so violent a blow tiou of the episcopal mitre. 'l'he aceompanying
that he made hia two eyea fly out.
fignre of a cheas-board (l."ig.7), taken from a mauuscript of the earlier part or the fourteenth century,
U le dona Callot le cop mortel
(.MS. Cotton. Cleopat. B. IX.), but no doubt copied
Ill com Juott as esk4!•et ,u tl6s;
from one of the latter part of the thirteenth century,
U le lerl d'un rok par lei ftert6s,
Que and111lea elx II 11,t da clef voler,
when tlie Anglo-Norman metrical treatise on cheu
Ogitr tk D<JMmarclu,J. 90.
which it illustrate, was composed, gives all the
A rather rode illumination ia one of the manu. conventional form, of che88-men used at that time.
acripta, of which M. Barroia has given a fac-simile The piece at the left hand extremity of the lower
in hit edition of this romance, reprcaentio11:Charles row ia evidently a kiug. 'l'he other king ia seen in
striking hit opponent with the rook. According the centre of the npper row. lmmediat.ely to the
to another venion of the atory, the young prince, left of the latter i• the queen, and the two figures

the Isle of Lewi,. The same forms, with very
slight variations, preseut themsekes in the acenea
of chess-playing 18 depicted in the illuminated mauuacripts. Thns, in a mauuacript of the J,'rench prose
romance of "Meliadus," in the British Museum
(MS. Addit., No. 12,228, fol. 28 v0 ), written between
the yeara 1380 and 1850, we have an interestin1t
sketch, given in our cut, Fig. 8, of two kings engaged
in this game. 'l'he rooks and the bishop are diatinctly represented, bot the othen are less easily
recognised, in consequenceof the imperfect drawing.
Our next cut, J,'ig. 9, is taken from the well-known
man111eriptor the poetry of the German Minnesiugen,
made for Rodiger von )laneue, early in the four.
teenth century, and 110w11reae"ed in the National
Library in Paris, and represents the prince poet.
Otto of Brandenburg, playing at chess with a lady.
We have here the aame conventional forms of
che88°men, a circnmstance which showa that the
aame types prevailed in England, France, and
Germany. Another group, in which a king is introduced playiug at chess, forms the subject or
our cut, Fig. l 0, and is taken from a manD1Cript
of the thirteenth century, in the Harleian collection in the Britiah Musenm (No. 1275), consisting
of a nwnerona seriea of illnstrations of the Bible
history, executed evidently in England. It will
eeen that the character of cheu 18 a royal game 11
sustained throngbcut.
In this century the game or cbe88 had become
extremely popular amor,g the feudal aristocracyinclnding, under that besd, all who could upire
to knighthood. Already, iu the twelfth century,
directiona for the game had been composed in Latin
verse, which seem, to show that, in spite of the
zeal of men like Cardinal Damiann,, it W18 popular
among the clergy. Towards the latter end of the
thirteenth century, a French domiuican friar,
Jacques de Ct:asolea, made the game the anbject
of a moral work, entitled Jforalittu de Scaccario,
which became very popular in later timea, wu published in a French venion by Jean de Viguay, and
translated from this French version into Englieh,
by Caxton, in bis " Boke of Cbeue," so celebrated
among bibliograpben. To the age of Jacques de
Ceuolea belongs on Anglo-Normnn metrical treatise
ou cbeu, of which several copies are p~ed
in
manuscript (the one I have used is in MS. Reg. 13
0
A, XVllI. fol. 161, v ), and which present& ua
with the . fint collection of gamea. Theae games
are diatingniahed by qnaint names, like thoee g. iveu
to the . old dances ; euch as de propre e<mfiuion
(one', own confusion), Icy perde, ,ey "'""e (the
loser wina), Icy ut large,, ell ,age, (he that ia
liberal ie wise), me,cAiefft!t Mmpe111er(miatortune
makea a man reflect), /a c/,a« ruferce et decl,ir1aler
(the chace of the queen aud the knight), de dale,
et de damycele, (ladiea and damaelt), la 6alalie de
rolct1 (the battle of the rooke), aud the like.
Jt is quite unnecesaary to attempt to point out
the numerous alluaiona to the game of cheu during
the fourteenth and fif'teenth centuriea, when it COD•
tinned to be extremely popular. Chaucer, in one
of his minor ~ms, the" Boke of the Duchease," in•
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troducea himself iu a dream as playing at chess l'ith B11tseyde, " Farewet,awete! ywr,•,
And (&1'1!wel
al that e\'er ther ys ,"
Fortune, and epeakaof false moves, as though dis- Therwlth Fortune seyde, " Chek here!"
houeat tricks were eometimes practised in the game . And "mate" la the myd poynl or tho chekkere {thtuboanl),
He tellaua,With a powne (pa""') errante, allu !
A t chesse with me abe gan to pl•:r•,
Fu! craftier to pleyo ahe wu
With hlr falll draaghtes (mort1) dyven
She ataale on me, and toke my !era ( quttn);
And whanne I aaugh my !era awaye,
Allu ! I koutbe no longer playe,

Than Ath&lu•, that made the game
F1nt or the chesse, 10 was hys name.
RoaEaTDSLL·a Cha11ctr, vol. vl., p. 167.

board is represented in our cut, Fig. 12, and it will
be seen at s itlance that the chess-men present a for
(tl'e4ter resemblance to those used at the present day
than tho&egiven in the older illuminations. Within
a few years of the date of this book, a Portu!tDC8C,
named Damiano, who wu perhaparesiding in Italy,
as bis books aeema to have appeared there lint,
drew up a book of directions for chesa with a eet
of eighty-eight games, which display considerable
ingenuity. An edition o( this book wu publiahed
at Rome u early as 1524, and perhaps thie was uot

Fig.

/

Fig. 8.-A

I

ROYAL GAIi& AT CRESS.

With the breaking op of feudalism, th_e game of game, that of cards, which now became very j>opnlar.•
chess seems to have gone to a great ext!?nt ont of When Caxton printed his "Boke of Chesse" in
practice, and made way for a comparatively new 1474, he sought only to publish a moral treatise,

FiV• 9.-A

GAIi& AT CBESS IN Tllll SOURTUl.'ITB CKJITCRY.

aod not to furnish his countrymen with a book of . f,,rms of the meu were considerably modified. An
ioetructions in the game. The cut of the chess- , Italian version.of the work of Jacques de Ce88oles
player given in this book, copied in our cut, Fig. 11, was printed at Florence in 1493, under the title or

I

...

.

f
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FiV• 10.-A

I

r.1"0 AT CU&S8.

1bow1 eome modifications in the forms of the chessmen. The knight, the rook, and the pawu, have
preserved their old forms ; bot we are led to sup J>Ole,by the number of pieces with the bi-partite
head, that the bishop had ueumed a shape nearly
resembling that of the rook. We have juat seen
Chaucer alluding to one or the legenda relating to
the origin or this game. Caxton, aner Jean de
Vignay and Jacquea de Cessoles, gives U1 a strange
atory bow it wu invented under Evylmerodnch,
liing of Babylon, by a philosopher, "whycbe ,....
named in Caldee Exenes, or in Greke Philemetor."
Meanwhile, the game or cbeu had continued to
ftoorieh in Italy, where it appean to have experienced improvements, and where certainly the

:

I
.
,

'

Fiv . 11.-<:n•ss Ill TB& rinEE~Tn

cnTrnr.

Libro de Giuochode/Ii &acchi, among the engravioge to which, as in moat of the editions of that
work, there is a picture or a group of cheu-playera,
' who are here aeated at a ronnd table. The chess-

12.-A:f
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the first. The figures of the chess-men are given
in thi s treatise; that of the king is vase-shaped,
not unlike our modern chess-king, but with two
crowns; the queen is similar in shape, but hu one
crown ; the del.fino (bishop) differs from them in
being smaller, and haviug no crown ; th e car;a/lo
(knigh t) has the form of a horse's head; the rocl,o,
·as it is still called, is in the form of a tower, like
our modern castle; and the 71edo11a
(pawn) resembles a cone, with a knob at the apex. In England,
the p;ame or chess seems not to have been much in
vogue during the fifteenth century ; it is, I believe,
only alluded to once in Shakespeare, in a wellkuo\\'n scene in the Tempest, which may have been
taken from a foreign ,tory, to which he owed hi•
plot . The name of the game hnd been corrupted ioto
che1/1 or cMuU. The game of chess was e1pl'Hllly
discouraged by our" Solomon," James I., as "overwise nod philoaophicke a folly."
An attempt to
bring it into more notice appears to have been made
early in the reign of Elizabeth, under the patronage
of Lord Robert Dudley, afterwards the celebrated
Earl of Leicester, ,~ho displayed on many occasions a taste for refioemeuta of this sort. Inatmc•
lions were again sought from Italy through Frar.ce;
for there was printed and published in London,
io the year 1562, a little volume dedicated to
Lord Robert Dudley, under the title of " The
Plcnsaunt and wittie Playe of the Cheuts reniewed,
with Instructions both to J..earne it Eaaily and to
Play it Well; lately translated out of Il,llian into
J,'reneh, and now set forth in Eoglisbe by James
Rowbothnm." Rowbotham gives 111eome remarks
of his own on the character of the game, and on
the different forms of the chess-men, which are
not uniotercatiog. He says:-" As for the fashion
of the pieces, lhnt is according to the fantaaie
of the workman, which maketh them after thte
mnnoer . Some make · them lyke men, whereof
the kynge is the highest, and the queene (whiche
some name omnscme or lndye) is the next, bothe
two crowned. The bishoppu some name alphins,
some foolee, nod some name them princea, lyke
as 3Jsothey arc next unto the kinge and the queenc,
other some en! them nrchcr$, nod tbei are fashioned
nccording:e to the wyll of the workeman. The
knights some call horsemen, and thci are men on
horse backe. The rookes wme ea! elephantell,
rnriyng towres upou their backes, and men within
the towrcs. The pauoes some cal fote men, as they
arc souldiours on fote, cnriyng some of them p1ke11,
other some harqucbushcs, other some halbards, and
other some the javelyn and target. Other makera
of chea.stmen mnke them of other fashions ; but the
:1se thereof wyll cause perfect knowledge." "Our
Englishc cheast men," he adds, "nre comn1only made
nothing like unto these foresayde fashions: to wit,
the kynge is mode the highest or longest; the qneene i~
longest nextc unto him ; the hishoppe is made with
a sharpc toppe, nud cloven in the middcst not muche
unlykc to a bishop's mytcr; the knight bath his
top cut asloopc, as thoughe beynge dubbed knight;
the rookc is mode lykcst to the kynge and the
qutcne, but that he is not so Joug; the pauncs be
made the smalest and least of all, and thereby they
may best be koowen." .
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IIAGHE.

speaking, we cannot claim Mr. Haghe as a
" "British" artist, but he is naturalized here, and his
.,-r~ ~ works nre so well-known to us-as much so, indeed,
ns those of any Englishmnu-that we feel no hesita·
t;on in inclndiog his name among those who by
right of birth come into our category, for his welldeserved reputation has been nchieved here. At any
rote, we are well assured that our readers will cordially welcome a notice of oue whose works have so
often ministered to the gratification of every lover
~~~~~~.~.
of Art, who has become ncc1oaintedwith them; and
: h
~
there are few, it mny be presumed, to whom his
' ~? '1;
name is not a familiar word. For more than thirty
~-t~~ years he has been among us, adding in a variety of ways to our
~.J
I artistic productions-geoernlly, too, in a department in which he has
~
but few competitors, nod of superiors, fewer still, if any.
Louis Haghe was born at 'I'ournay, in Belgium, in 1806. His
father, who was an archit~ct, intended him for the same profession,
and gave him his first lessons in architectural drawing; in addition
to which, the boy had the advantage of attending Oie evening classes
of the drawing academy of the town. At ten years of nge he was sent to the
College of Tournay, where he studied for five years. After leaving this institution he was placed under the instruction of the Chevalier De la Barriere, a
Q'l:lliii~~:f.l::;~~\TRICTLY

THE

SPY:

A SCENE IN THE ARCHIJJSl!OP'S

alone." The proposition wu accepted, and, in 1823, Mr. Hnghe arrived in
London, aod baa never since quitted it as a permanent place of residence. The
work promised by the London publishers did not, however, come ; bot while
waiting for it he executed several lithographic drawings which soon made him
known, and altered the determination he had formed of returning to Belgium
when his pupil bad leCthim, and there seemed little chance of his getting any
regularemployment : for hitherto he had given very little, if any, attention to
water-colonr painting, which subsequently gained him 80 many admiren . The
late Mr. William Day, of Gate Street, Liueoln'a-inn-Fielda, was at this time
forming the lithographic establishment that has since become 80 well-knownand deservedly so, for by far the largest, most costly, and most important pub-
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:French officer, exiled from his native country , who hnd settled at Tournny, nnd
gnve lessous in landscape walcr ·colour pniuting . This seems lo include the
whole of l\fr. Hnghe's educational career.
'l'he art of lithography, which originated in Germany a few years antecedent
to this period, hnd now found its way into other countries, nod De II\ Bnrriere
having had the opportunity of seeing and appreciating its capabilities aud
importance, established a lithographic presg in 'l'onrony, and obtained the
assistance of bis young pupil in the prosecution of his arduous task-for the art
was even tbeu but iu its infancy, aud the mysteries of its working were but
partially known, eveu to those who were engaged in it : it may well be assumed
that neither principal nor assistant could at that time have foreseen the perfection it has since reached, nor its multiform applications. Much of this excellence is, without doubt, due to the time, attentior. , nud skill devoted to it by
Mr . Hnghe, of whom, twenty yenrs ap;o, we spoke ns "the most accomplished
nnd prolific of lithographic draughtsmen," and as one who, with J. D. Harding ,
S. Prout, Joseph Nnsh, Sidney Cooper, and others, was elevating lithography
to a permnuent l\nd important branch of fine-Art. The work which De la
Barriere wns eugnged in bringing out, was " Vues Pittor esq11
es de la Belgique:"
for this Mr. Haghe made several of the drawings npou stone; but, during its
progress, I.heformer returned to Frnucc, while the latter coutinued nod completed
the pnblication-though he had not yet attained the seventeenth year of his agein conjunction with M. Dezongbe, a Be.lgian landscape-paiuter of distinction.
About this time a young Englishman went over to 'l'ournay for the purpose
of studying the art of lithography under De la Barriere: as the latter was
absent, Jlfr. Haghe undertook the la~k of instructing him in the mode of dra11·ing upon stone. Several print s thus executed were sent to the relatives of the
new student, and were by them showu to some London publishers, who
promised the young English artist employment if he would come over and
reside here . 'l'he Englishman proposed to Mr. Hagbe that the lnttcr should
accompany him, and continue his instructions till the Jotter was nble to "go

ROOM IN TUE

CASTLE 01' SALZIIURO .

[ B 1,1
t.terv: or ~!:i.an d B eat.h .

· lieationa in lithography, that have appeared in Europe, have come forth from
Mr . Day was fortunate in securing at the
outset the valuable co-operation of the young Belgian artist, who, we believe,
formed eventually a partuenhip with the former in this portion of his business;
at any rate, they continued together till the death of Mr . Day, in 1845.
During their connection, many most valuable and bP.autiful productions were,
from time to time, brought before the public; of these stand among the foremost, Vivian's "Spanish Scenery," l\1uller'• "Age of Francis I.;" Lord Mouson's "Views in the Valley of Isett;"
Gally Knight's "Views;" Moore's
"Ecclesiastical Architecture of Italy;" Atkinson's "Sketches in Afl'ghanistan ;"
. Haghe'a "Sketcheg in Belgium and Germany;" and, lastly, though in point of
j the printing·presaes in Gate Street.
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rank it should stand at the head of the list, D. Roberta's magnificent work bedside pronounced him mad; on which Zurbaran made signs that the attt-nof the "Holy Land." On the whole of these, but especially on the two last, daots would give him a piece of charcoal from a censer in Lhe room: havin!(
aa well aa on other obtained it, be drew on the wall close to him, a ,ketch of the head of Chri,t in
Mr. Haghe'e uuwearied pencil waa constantly eo[Z8@:ed,
works executed respectively for Meesrs. Princeps, Grindlay, and Baron Taylor. hie Jut agony. The phyeician holds one of hi, hand,, aa if cou1atingthe fitful
Quite needlese, we are sure, would it be for ue to descant now upon the works and ebbing puleatioos of life, while a monk appears to inquire whether Lhe
specified-the public baa loop; ll!(O put its seal of approbation upon them.
heart of the dying man has beat its last throb. The bead, in this picture
After the completion of the " Holy Land," Mr. Hagbe reproduced in chromo- are eingularly fine, and e1preuive of the thoughts that are puaiug through
lithography the large picture by D. Roberta of "The Destrnctiou of Jeruaalem the mind of each individual.
"1-'erdinaod Visiting Ruben, in his Studio, at. Antwerp," exhibited in 1845,
by the Romans under Titue." This was bis last work in lithography.
Throughout the period in which he had been thue occupied Mr. Haghe had is a gorgeous picture, full of picturesque material which the artist baa worked
op into a compoeition of exceeding brilliancy. l t contains uomerooa figuresfouod opportunity to devote a portion of bis time-and yet but a small partto water·colour painting. lu 1835 be was elected a member of the "New"
Ferdinand, the Governor-General of the Low Countries, and bi, attendant,;
Society, to which he has been eioce almost a regular contributor, rarely, how· Rubens, who is confined to hi, house by an attack of the gout, and hie family ;
ever, e1bibitiog more than two, sometimes only one, each year; but they have aud two of the painter'• pupils or assistants, Jordaeoe, or Snyders, or Wilden,,
always been among the "lions" of the l(allery. The attractiveness of hie or Van Udeo: Van Dyck most have left him long before thie honoured vi,it
subjects, his trnly artistic treatment, and bis powerful and brilliant colonring, was paid. Of three pictures exhibited in the following year-" Rubens paintin,c
could not fail to draw to
, the 'Chapeau de Paille,' "
hie pictoree especial no• 1nterior of the Brewt'r•'
tice: let ua eudeavonr to
Corporatior,.Room, Ant .
recall a few of them.
werp.'' and " Staircase in
'l'he first work which
the Houaeoftbe Brewtra'
directed the attention of
Corporation, Antwerp "
the Art-loving public to
-the flret-named ie the
most important in <-hathe merits of this .painter
wu "TbeCouocilofWar
racter of auhject and in
size : it ie a magnificent
in the Hall of Courtray ,"
drawing, beautifnl in coe1hibited in 1839, and
pnrchased by the late J\lr.
lour, muterly in corupoVernon: it forms a part
aition, and foll of livin,:
of the collection be beexpression ; the female
figuwi, especially one,
queathed to the country,
and was engraved in the
vreaumed to be Helen,
.Art-Journal for 1854, as
}'ormano, are very lovely.
one of the "Vernon GalThe other two works,
much smaller in dimt'n·
ery." The remarks which
accompanied the print at
aions, well eustaincd the
that time render any furposition of the arti~t in
1hi1 claae of subject.
ther comment needless.
This fine old civic ball of
" A Scene at the Gate of
the Convent of Son Gethe Antwerp brewers,
ronymo, Lisbon," exbaa received great honour
bibited in 1840, ia a far
from the attention Mr.
more pleasing, if leas
Haghe has given to it,
powerful, pictnre than
and when one looksat its
that e1hibited in the year
rich ornamental featnree
following, "The Oath of
and pictnreeqoe architecVargu in the Conseil des
lure, we are not anrprised
Troubles, 1567." 1'bis
at the interest which he
incident in the history of
baa ehown in it. In
Spanish domination over
1847 his only eihibited
the Low Countries, is depainting waa a scene in
scribed by the artist with
the "Meeting· Room,"
an :ippalliog fidelity. It
another ruune given, we
is a scene of ferocious
presume, to the " Corcruelty that is revolting
poratioo Room," for it
presents the same appearto look opou : as a development of evil p1188iot1s
ance as that before called
breaking out with nnmiti.
by the latter title: here
gated fury in the hearts
oumerooa burghers are
and actions of ruffians,
congregated Rod engaged
we almost instinctively
in au animated discu88ion.
turn aside from the repre•
In 1848 be contributed
aentatioo; aa a work of
three pictures to the exArt or example of piehibitioo of the Society of
tnreeque grouping, fine
which be ie a member
-" Capuchin Monka at
drawing, and brilliant
colour, it draws ua inMatins, in their Convent
atinctively to it. "Cromat Brugee," a painting
well and Ireton interwith what is known as a
" candle-light elfect," and
cepting aLetter of Charles
I.," taken from the saddle
most powerfull1 ia lhe
of the messenger, who
light throwofromaabadt·d
had put up at the "Blue
lantern upon the heads
Boar," Holboru -e1hi·
11:st,•••d t:,:
THE STUDIO.
~2 at<.r .. ortb &Di Beoc!:.
of the assembled teel,·bited in 1843-tells the
siasties; "Chelfuir, in
atory very circumataotially and graphically. Cromwell has reed the letter, and the Town Hall of Mons," repretenlin,: the public cook distributin!( soup to
holds it before him, evidet,tly pondering its contents as if undecided how to act i the poor; and " Michael Angelo atteudiug bis sick servant, Urbino," a comupon the information it conveys; and yet we can almost detect under the apparent i parntively small drawing, but an exquisite work in fetling and artistic character.
hesitation, n deep and earnest feeling which forebodea the fate of the unhappy "Vespers in the Cbnrch of Sia Anoe, Brugea," exhibited io 1849, is a kind
monarch: hie doom is unquestior,ably fi1ed. "The Town Hall of Courtray ," of companion picture to the "Capuchin Monka," of the preceding year. The
hung at the same time, shows this Jiicturesqne apartment in a Jess quiescent altar of the ch.nrch is lighted up, while the aisle is in deep shade, eiet•pt
1t11tethan the pictnre of 1889: the hall is thronged with an animated poup where here and there the fading light streams tbrolljl;h the windows on a few
of eoldiera and eccleeiastica,the latter soliciting from the warriors permiasion of the figures : tl,ese two lights are admirably managed.
In 1850 we eaw e1hibited two works from Mr. Haghe's 1tudio; one ento eeek the body of Robert of Artoia, alain at the "Battle of the Spun."
It ie a moat effective picture, whether regarded u a work of the mind, or of titled "Miserica of War," represent.I a number of citizens, app11reotly,confined
the hand, or of both.
ns prisoners iu the crypt of a church, which has been converted into a guardFrom Eo(llli•h civil war and Flemith contest, Mr. Hnghe'a pencil passed, rooru. 'l'he figures are habited in the costume of about the middle of the
in 1844, to a quiet death-bed acene -" The laat ~foments of Zurbaran," the seventeenth century : a etrong light from a window is thrown upon the nnh•ppy
ctlebrated Spaoi,h painter, who, no unknown inmate, ia lyinit "•ick unto group, and is introduced with almost magical effect. 'l'he other is simply a
death," in the chamber of the convent of "Santa Cru1," at Lisbon. 'l'he "Guard-Room," treated in a similar way, the light falling upon two aoldil'n,
records of I.his artiat'1 deccuenarrate that the phyaiciau who etood by his the sole occupant. of the apartment. The only picture elhibited by Mr. Ha,;Le
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in the following year, was a smnll view of the interior of the "Church of
St. Gomer, Lierre," enlivened with 11 number of figures.
The largest picture, so far ns our recollectio11extends, which this artist has
painted, is one that was exhibited in 1852-" Audience Chamb er of the Magistrates of Bru)!es-Vi sit of Marguerite of Austria , Duch ess of Parma , Regent of
Helgium ." "The Happy Trio," exhibited the ro,1owiu/! year, reminded 11sof
the works of l\fetzu, or Maes, the old Dutch painters. 'l'he subject consists of
thre e figures-a lady, in a red jacket, seated nt a spinnet, a gentleman, with
his back to the spectator, playing the guitar, and another, apparently the father
of the lady, asleep in a corner of the apartment.
It is a brilliant little picture,
that will bear favourable comparison with the best oftheD11tchschool.
" Salle
d' Armes, in the Castle of Salzburg," hung at the same time , is one of those
military scenes of past ages, which :Mr. Hagl,e has frequently painted, and
with unqualified success. 1'he same may be said of the only picture he exhibited in 1854, a "Corps de Garde," representing a few soldiers of the
burghers, not quite of
class we should call "city rnluntcers,"-thriving
nniform standard as to height nod circnmfcrenre, but looking very warlike.
lt is a humorous picture, admirably paiuted, nod full of character.
The largest number of works exhibited by this artist at nny time was in
1855 , wl,eu he contributed !even to the gallery iu Pall-Mall : "Le Tienitier
in the Church of St. Peter , Rome ," "The Pu st-Office at Albano," "Cunl'ivinl

Ec s,and

Meeting of the Brewers' Corporation, nt Antwerp," "The }'air Reckoner,"
"Comfortable Quarters," "The Report," and "Work l!'irst, nnd Pl11yAfterwards." )fr. llnghe must have worked hard t.o have produced seven such
drnwit1~s as thc.ie during the yenr-for the smnlh:st of them is a gem of exceeding brilliancy, while the largest, the" Brewers' Meeting," is full of figures,
elnuorately 1rninted, and of well-studied chnracter,-a jorial assembly, over
which mirth and good fellowship reign supreme.
Up to this period tLe p11blicknew ?.lr . Haghe only by his lithop,1phic and
water-colour pictures ; but in 1856 he made his appearance, at the British
Institutiou, ns a painter in oils, by exhibiting a view of the "CHOIR OP THE
CHURCH OF SANTA MARIA NovELLO, FLORENCE," engraved below; a work
admirable in composition, and of great power,-qualities every one would expect
from an artist of his experience: but, as we have invariably found to be the case
with nil who have long worked in water-colours, Mr. Haghe's first essay in oils
showed that he was as yet unacquainted with the peculiarities of the new medium.
The picture was deficient in brilliancy, owing to the absence of transpnrency in
the shadows, and , as a consequence, the whole wanted harmony; the opaqueness
of the shadowed parts rendered the others obtrusive. It is possible the painter
may have seen these defects when the picture was hung iu the Gallery by the
side of others, and subsequently remedied them; for the evil, we believe, is
not incurable . The water-colour pictures of the yenr were three, all of them

I

I

CHO!lt Of SANTAMAIHA NOVt:LLO,.FLORt.:NCE.

by ]

large: "The Ante-chamber of the Tribunal of the Inquisition in the Ducal
Pnla ce, Venice," into which is introduced oue of the many historic scenes associnted with the place, namely, the capture hy the ofliccrs of the Inquisition of the
head of some noble family accnsed of crimes against the State; nn exterior view
of the "Ducal Palace, Venice;" nod "The Town Hall of Oudenarde-Mceting
of the Corporation." We cannot do more than point out the se ancl all Mr . Ha ; he's
subsequent productions, for the space at our command prohibits comment.
In 1857 be exhibited at the British Institution another oil-pictul'C, enIn this the defects alluded to in the preccdin!( work
titled "Sunny Hours."
were in some slight degree less npparent . To the new Water-Colour Society
he contributed an incident in the life of Cornelius Vroom, the Dutch painter,n capital s11bject,treated with the artist's usual ability and success; "A Public
Letter -writer in the Remains of the Theatre of Mnrccll1Ls,Rome," nnd "The
Remni11sof the Portico of Octavio, now the l!'ish-market, Rome ." One of his
piclures of 1858 is engraved on the first page of U,is notice-" 'l'uE Srv: A
Sc:t.:NE IN THE AltCIIDISHOPS lloox IN TIIE CASTI.E OF SALZDURG,"
- a
water-colour paiutin)! . At the British Iu slitution in that year Le exliiuilcd
"Peter Boe) urrnng ing his Model." llis other works exhibited with the latter
are-" 'l'he Drinking Song," and "The 'l'rnnscpt of the Church of St . Mark,
Venice." "THE STUDIO," engra\ ·cd ou the preceding page, is from a picture
in lhe possession of Mr. E . Bicknell ; it was never publicly exhibited.
0
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This brief enumeration of Mr. Hnghe's works shows his" speciality" of subject. Like Mr. Cattcrmole, formerly of the "O ld Society of Water -colour
Painters," he lives in a past age, among old continental churches nnd mouasterics, and other edifices, and with the people who worshipped in or occupic,l
them; but he seems most at home ir. the land of his birth, among tho se fine
medimvnl Flemish interiors, so rich in carved decorations , which he paints with
unrivalled fidelity and masterly execution, and fills with figures that are liviug
and acting memorials of the past. His powers of imitation are of rare excellence,
his composition is always most effective, and his colouring, in water -colours,
has the depth and richness of oils, as we find these qualities existing in the best
examples of the Lest oil-painters. His facile and masterly execution is the
more remarkable because he works with his left hnud. The pictures of this
artist always afford us the highest gratific ation, but we greally prefer seeing
him in his ow11Society, to his nppearnnce iu tLe" British Institution ."
Among the " honours" best owed on i\fr . Haghe, we ought to mention that
he received a gold medal for his litho graphic works exhibited in Paris, in
1834 ; was elected" Associate ~fomber " of the Academy of Belgium, in 1847;
was afterward s decorated with the Cross of the Order of Leopold; elected n
member of tl,e Academy of Antwerp ; received a secoud-clnss gold medal at the
UuivHsnl Exhibitiou in Puris, in 1855, for water-colour 11aiuting; and the
"Heywood" gold medal from the Manchester AcaJemy.
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TOlll3S OF ENGLISH ARTISTS.
No. 11.-JOSEPH

NOLLEKENS, R,A,

FEW visitor, to onr national collection of picture&at
Marlborough House can fail to be iotereated with a
well-execnted portrait by Sir William Beechey of
an arti,t, modelling-tool in hand, who looks forth
at the apectator, with a aomewbat melaucholy face,
and an eye worn with labour: the atructure of
I he face is not Engli,h, but there is au ex preasion
about it which would cause inq11iry u to the
career of the person thlll repreeeuted. It ia the
portrait of Joseph Nolleken,, a aculptor of great
repute iu his day, who, successfully practising
the moat proftt.lble pnrt of his art, bust-making,
made much money, but only a temporary fame.
That no characters are ao goodor ao bad u
biographers make them, is a trite remark frequently enforced by experience. History u well
as biography takea much of its tone from the mind
of the writer. Hod Nollekens left his biographer
and pupil, J. T. Smith, the legacy he ao confidently expected, the two volumes of email-minded
narrutive he gave the world as a history of" Nollekens and his Times" might have been laudatory
of the genius of the sculptor, inetead of weariaome
with petty details of hie household arrangements,
with which the public have nothing to do, and
would never have known but from one who was
trnatfully admitted into his household, and who
ahould have reflected how far his conduct, and that
of others like him, made and confirmed the parsimony of Nollekcns,-by submitting to and encouraging meanness for the aakc of reaping the
ultimate gain of a great legacy. There ill certainly poetic justice done when Volpone disappoints
his p1R8ites.
Smith commences his volumes with the bold announcement in hie preface, " I am convinced that
England hns not produced such a character ,ioce
the death of Elwes ;" yet he cannot help relating
his charitable liberality to Richardson, and many
traits that show Nollekeos only wanted the bias of
his mind directed towards good, instead of fostered
to'll'arde evil, by persons who would anbmit to any.
thing for Culnre gain, thongh liateoiog to and recording the scandal of the lowest se"aota of his
house, and when the man waa laid in his grave
printing trashy conversations not worth the read1Dg. The best amongst us could scarcely stand so
severe a test .
Joseph Nollekens was descended from foreign
parent,: hi, father wos born at Antwerp ; his
mother wu a Frenchwoman . Their son, the
scnlptor, was born on the 11th of .\ugust, 1737,
at 28, Dean Street, Soho, in the' house shown in
our engraving , and in which the father died. At
that period Soho Square and the neighbourhood wu
the fashiouable residence of the nobility, and in the
outskirts of Loudon. Nollekens used to speak
of hie early remioiaceocea of that neighbourhood,
when (our ambasaadors lived in the square, and
when a windmill and a pond of water occupied the
ground where Percy Chapel now stands, and it was
a country walk to Marylebone Gardens . When
Nollekens was thirteen yenn of age, be wos apprenticed to Scheemaken, at that time in the height
of fame, and some of whose beat works are in that
museum of monumental aculpture, Westminster
Abbey. He was a auccesaful student, and was
awarded several useful money prizes by the Society
of Arta. With these and other savings he went to
Rome in 1700, where ht1 worked for some yeara,
ftod made money, returning to Mortimer Street,
Cavendiah Square, and marrying the daughter of
J\fr. Welch, the magistrate, a lady who appears to
.
have been more }>nnimoniolll than her husb1U1d
It wu probably thi, coueatcnatioo of circumataneea that coulirmed hia chlll'8Cter; but he never
appears to have been other than a checrrul , kindhearted man, aud in advanced age, after the death
of hie wife, relaxed greatly i11his narrow habits .
To understand Nollekcoa' character properly, it '
is oeceuary to take a more philosophical rcvielVof
his _peculiar ~ition in early life. He came of o
people of another
fa'!°1ly or a~llslt, pe~uted
f&1th,necessitated to live poorly, to atruggle hard
for what Jhey might obtain, nod live among
1tra11gen 'll·1thout 1ouch sympathy; and in some i

in,taocea incur th11dangers of atrong reli~11a prejudice .

Leet fatherless in early life, hi, mother married again,
and retired to Wales, leaving Nollekena without the aid
of money, advice, or cdut"&tioo. It wu a hard life for an
orphan boy, to be leCt thlll friendless in the great 'll'orld of
London ; all the harder from the knowledge that a mother'•

love-the
richest of prizes to a boy-he could never
enjoy, not from any fault of his own, but from the desertion of her who ahould have given it . lo his poverty be
never did a dishonourable act ; he clung to society as best
he could by little er.I$ of pol ite se"iee, and received aome

TOllB or l'IOLLEUIIS ,
friendship in return. Was he to blame if the world
taught him it respected not talent, or gave it a free
stage to labour on, nobackcd by some independence of
pocket P Consequently, when he wu iu Rome, he found
he could more readily put aome few pounds into hie badly-

,tocked punc by dealing in antiques than by
1<:ulpture. He purchaaed from tbe labourers
wbo had discoVl'redthem, the terra.cottae theyobh1ioed in the Via Latina, and he aold them to J\fr.
To•rnley ; they are now in our British i\luaeum,
with many other antiques, some of which have
the 'll'ork of Nollekeoa upon them, in the way of
addition, and restoration, . Tbe young 1nan, by
his prudence, made himself a respectable poaition; it wu the misfortune of hia early poverty,
and the inherited parsimony o( two generations,
as well u a wife still more niit?rd!Y, that ended
in making Nollekena what he wu . But the
wont that can be honestly said of him ia, that
he was dose .banded for what he cooaidered un .
neceeaary extravagances; but he wu uoueually
liberal to ease, of real want or to charity ; and to
all about him he gave good wagea, and occasional
gratuities. It is quite u euy to prove him a
justly-libenl man, u it is to prove him a miser.
Allau Cunningham hos denlt moat hononrably by
him in the memoir he conatructed out of moet
unpleasant material ; his atrong common scn11e
nod love of j111ticeled him to this .
He relates how cheerfully N olleken, helped
Chaotrey, then young and unfriended, to a proper position in the Royal Academy Ed ,ibitioo,
when he sent hie buet of Horne Tooke there;
" having satisfied himself of its excellence, he
turned ronod to those who were arrangin~ the
1rorks for exhibition, and said, 'There's a fine,
n very flue work; let the man who made it be
kuown ; remo\'e one of my busts, and put this
one in its place, for well it de11erveeit.'"
Ao unvarying success in his profession lcavu
no incident to narrate in the calm coune of the
scnlptor's career. His busta were popular, and
he had the advantage or the best sitters . Life
with him was the prosecution of Art, and the
equally quiet accumulation of money . Aided by
his atill more frugal spouse, he amassed a IDrge
fortune. He died in 1823, and was buried in
Paddington Church, but it waa not until fifteen
years afterwards that any record of the fact
appeared withiu ita walls. At that time the
Rev. Mr. Kerrick, the librarian of the public
library of the Cambridge University, au old
friend of the sculptor, and who waa a large
legatee under his will, commissioned Behne& to
execute the one now placed there. The bnssorelievo on it represent. Nollekeoa in hia studio
at work upon the group which he designed and
executed for the monument of Mn . Heard, a
work which aided greatly in securing his professional fame. The iuscription above is very
brief:-" M . S. Joseph Nollekeus, R.A ., ob. non.
Kai. Maii., 1823, iet. 85. Requiescat in pace."
It ia among a group of mooumenta on the
south aide of ·the communion-table , quite in the
corner of the wall, and above the monumeut to
General Charles Crosby . The crowded tablets
give this part of the church almost the elfect of
the show-room of a monumental scnlptor .
}'ew of our suburl.,anc'hurches-for Paddington
wos "in the country" not many years agocontain memorials of artists in such number
as this one does. Of many of them the reetin~place is unmarked ; but here was buried Bushnell,
the sculptor (of the figures on Temple Bar), and
his more famous brother in the art, Thomas
Banks, R.A . Three engravers-Francis Vivares
(celebrated for his landscapes), John Hall, and
Lewis Schiavonctti (beat known by his engraving
from Stothard'• "Canterbury Pilgrims ")-are
alao buried in the churchyard ; where lie two
painters-George
Barrett, and Will iam Collins,
R.A. There are other Art ,cooneclions in the
his(ory of the older church, which stood in the
burial-ground to the north of the present one.
There William Hogarth was married to the
daughter of Sir James Thornhill in 1729; and
here lies Michael Bryan, author of the valuable
"Dictionary of Painters and Engravers ." A
great artist in another walk of Art reposes here
also-Ucynolds' "Tragic Muse" (Mn . Siddons),
1rbose grand delineation of the noblest characteni
gave life ar,d boldness fa the design• of many
artists, and whose fine figure and expreHive
face ham been delineated by some of the
grc:11est among them .
}", W. F.URIIOLT,
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ltOY AL SCOTTISH ACADEYY.
REPORT FOR THE YEAR 1868.

THI& iuatitntion adopts a plan, well worthy of
imitation by other similar asaociated bodies, of publishing annually a report of ita proceedings: that
for the peat year hu been forwarded to ue, and
it contains so Dinch of intereat, not only to the
members of the academy themselves and those who
desire the welfare of Scottish Art especially, but to
nil who are anxionaly watchi:ig the progreas and
condition of Art throughout the United Kingdom,
that we conaider the atatements contained therein
of sufficient importance tc, he noticed at some length.
It sets out with the observation that the Exhibition of 1858 opened at a time of great commercial
depreBSion,a circnmatance which justified the apprehension that its interests might be prejudicially
affected; they were so, however, only in the amount
received for the admission of visitors, which wu
rather lower than it had been during the two preceding years; while, oil the other hand, the &alesof
works exhibited more than counterbalanced the defieieney for admi1Sion, considerably s11rpaasiog,as
they did, those of any former year; on the first day
of the exhibition pictnres to the amount of nearly
£5000 were sold, independent of a large number
which had fonnd purchasers while yet in the etndioa
of the reepective artists, the owners permitting them
to be sent to the gallery of the academy for exhibition. The committees of the "Royal Association
for the Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland,''
and of the "Glasgow Art-Uuion," were in the field
u friendly competitors with the general public for
many of the works exhibited, thereby materially contributiog to the commereial snccesa of the exhibition,
-not the least powerruJ stimnlus in promoting.
future progreasiYe development.
The report next refers, and with justifiable aatisfaction on the part of the council, to the sncceaa of
the evening exhibition; during the six weeka when
the rooms were thus opened, at a reduced rate of
admil8ion, they were u usual filled by nnmhers of
those clasaea of the community to whom a visit in
the day, if at all possible, must prove a serious
sacrifice, but who find in the opening of the gallery
for their enjoyment during the evening, scope for a
healthful unbending of the mind from the toil and
cares of business. To the Scottish Academy belongs
the hononr of initiating this movement in fnvonr of
the labouring claases ; it haa been followed, we all
know, with similar snccesaat the Natioual Museum at
South Kensington, and also at the .Fine Arts' exhibilious in moat of the provincial towns: shall we
ever Jive to see the example copied in Trafalgar
Square and Pall-Mall? or are these institutionsthe former especially ought to think scrionsly about
the matter-re&\)Jved to be the last as public instructors by their works, when they ought to be the
first? Is the artisan or the mechanic of London
never to have his eyes gladdened and his mind refresbed by the sight of those worka whith are anm18llyexhibited to a man who can pay his shilling
for admil8ion, and enter the galleries whenever be
pleases? Is the English Academy apprehensive of
losing caste by imitnting their Scottish brethren?
it would seem so.
The council, in their report, next notice the vote
of thanks pused by the academy to Mr. D. Roberta, R.A., for the gin of his pictnrc of "Uome ;"
the vote was accompanied by a silver medal. The
thanks of the academy have also been presented to
Mr. H. C. Blackburn, for his gift of the picture of
the "Battle of Bannoekburn," by Sir W. Allan, R.A.
The late visit of l\fr . C. Stanfield, R.A., to Edinburgh, and bis elation as an honorary member of
the academy is the next matter referred to. Mr.
Macnee hu undertaken to paint a portrait of
Mr . Stanfirld for the "Artistic Portrait O.llery,"
now being formed by the academy ; this gallery
has recently received the following additions :-a
portrait of the late H. W. Williams, known as
" Grecian Williama,'' painted by the late - Nicholson, R.S.A.; a portrait of the latter, by Mr. SmeJlie
Watson, both presented hy Mrs. Nicholson; and a
portrait of the late W. J. Thomson, R.S.A., painted
hy himself and presented by his sou. Other recent
gifts to the academy are a picture of "Rains," by
}'ergnson, a Scottish artist, who died towards the

close of the seventeenth centnry; nod a large perapective drawing by the lnte
Hamilton, R.A.,
and presented by hi• danl{bter, of hia design for
a Fine-Art Gallery on the Monnd.
Since the preceding report waa pnbliahed, two va•
eancies have occurred in the list of asaociates; one O('•
caaioned by the election of Mr. J. Archer to the rank
of academician, and the other by the reaignation of
l\lr. C. H. Heath, head-master of the GlaagowSchool
of Art, who asaigned as his reasons for reaigning,
the increasing weight of hie official duties. Mr. A.
Fraser and Mr . R. Herdman have been eleeted to
fill these vacancies. Sir Charles L. "Eastlake,P.R.A.,
bas been elected an honorary member. At. pretent,
there are three vacancies among the academiciaueone occasioned by the death of Mr. T. Hamilton;
the others, by the resignation of Mr. J.B. Kidd, and
Mr. Laurence Macdonald, the aculptor, reaident at
Rome. The Jaws of the academy necessitate settled
reaidence in Scotland at the time of election, and
"although by that law members leaving Scotland
are not deprived o! membership, it is of the very
essence of that membership that the academy shonld
continue to be benefited by the exhibition of a fair
proportion of the works of all members, who otherwise forfeit every claim on the academy and its
fiinds, . • . . and that residence is essential for the
conducting of the business of the academy;" we preeume Mr. Kidd, like Mr. Macdonald, ia a nonresident.
The remainder of the report haa reference to the
new edifices of the academy and national gallery:
upon these it is unnecesaary to comment.

Now, as a general rnle, we hold that the 111·ard
of a prize in a competition ought to be accepted
aa a formal verdict of both a decided and a recogniaed 1nperiority; and, conaeqnently, the winner of this prize ought, when architects are competitors, to erect the required building. Such a
rule of action, however, amongst many grave and
serious conaideration~. must imply this moat important one-that the judges be altogether cornpetent, and that their competency is readily acknowledged: and with such qualities in the judges
themsekes m11at be coupled the circnmatance, that
they concur in their views, and are very clear and
decided in their own decision. The competition
under coB8ideration cannot he regarded to have
fulfilled auch conditions. Then, in all competitious, and in this one in particnlar, the point
at isaue is very materially affected, when to one
competitor a single first prize is adjudged, while
two second prizes are awarded to another. This
was the caae in the prcaent inatance.
Now,
in this way, Lord John Manners wonld be led
to feel himself to be free to act independently
of what otherwise he might have regarded aa
the claims of the first prize-men. More minute
inquiries would strengthen and ultimately confirm the view thus obtained. T.he competition once
set on one aide, the course of procedure would be
as plain before the noble lord, u he could deem, to
have it. To be sore a gentleman, who was neither
a prize-man nor even a competitor, conaiderately
interposed with an effort to bring about a fresh
complication. But the idea of a patent right to be
the best (and therefore the sole) government arcbitect, while decidedly ingeniona, ilnd at first sight in
some degree startling, waa happily shunted off by a
THE NEW F O E G N OFF I OE dextrons handling of the points, and the way again
R I
: was clear. The "right man" all the time waa well
ITS ARCHITECT AND THE GOVERNMENT.
known ; and therefore all that then remained to be
done, was to establish him in the " right place" :
AT length it baa been officially announced that the and this is exactly what baa been done. It is not
Government ha.e determined to entrust to Mr. Lord John Manners who first bas pronounced Mr.
G. Gilbert Scott that Jo11g talked of and much G. G. Scott to be tbia" right man," and then hu proneeded national 11·ork, the new Foreign Office. ceeded to act upon eneh a decision of his own. The
Whatever opinions may he entertained, or at lmat decision waa made for him.
It was made at
expressed, in certain quarters, it is impossible to Hamburgh, -when the erection of the H&tel de Ville
refuse to the authorities the credit for mature de- was entrusted to the Engliahman who had rearedso
liberation in thia matter: for ouraelves, we are far towards its completion the noble cathedral of
prepared a)so to concede to them the merit of hav- that imrrtant continental citY. Jt W88 made in
ing exercised the most careful and anxious thought Englan also, when his wo;ks at Ely led the
before having adopted their reaolutiou. And the authorities of Westminster, and Hereford, and
subject waa one which, however simple in itseJCand Lichfield, aud St. Alban'a, aud Doncaster to seek
easy to deal with, had become involved in very per- from Mr. Scott the aid of the !Je&tarckitect for
plexing difHcnlties. Another Governmeut had in- their works of restoration.
And the opinion thua
augurated a great competition, open to all archi- authoritativelypronouncedhasbeenveryconclusively
tects ; and from the productions of a long array of confirn,ed, so that there can be no q11eationthat the
emulous upirant!I, they had made a selection of public nt home (not the clique who delight to call
certain plans and designa for prizes: that is to say, thcmseh-ea, and perhaps actually imagine that they
the persons to whom the Government had entrusted are, the public ; but the real mus of the intelligent
the no less delicate than responsible office of judges, community), nre well content that this national
had made such a selection for them. In accordance buildi11gshould have been entrnated to Mr. Scott:
with this selection, prizes, many in number and and, more than this, it is pretty clear that the
liberal in amonnt, were awarded. This .ought to appointment of no other architect, whilst Mr. Scott
have settled the matter. The competition was de- waa present amongst na, wonld have been received
signed to determine the ablest architect; and he, with the same quiet, expresaive, "of course"
haring as a matter of necessity received the highest kind of approval. All that baa excited the eurprize, would be desired to proeeed with the works. prise of foreigners hns been, that there should
Unfortunately, however, the actual results or the have existed any doubt or hesitation in the
competition proved to be by no means thus satisfac- matter.
tory. On the contrary. nobody was aatiefied. The
We reserve for another occnsion some remarks
term is scarcely applicable e~cn to the first prize- npon the influence that this appointment of Mr.
men; for though they might indeed have been vtry Scott ia calculated to exert upon the interests of
agreeably surprised, yet that is a different thing Art amongst us ; as we do all expression of
altogether. And so it happened that, when Lord our opinion npon the much vexed question of styles,
John Manners had succeeded to Sir B. Hall, all III it haa been applied to thia particnlar buildiug.
that the noble lord found ready prepared to his When we congratulate Mr . Scott on his appointhand, ori the ·subject of the new Foreign Office,was ment, we nt the same time admonish him that
a very palpable and a nry decided blonder. And at length he holds in bis bands the destiny of the
blunders are alw11yabad things, particularly bad"civil Gothic" of his era. The trust is a weighty
because they are blunders. Stil1, a new Foreign one, yet we believe him to be equal to the reaponsiOfficeremained to be erected, and an architect must bility it involves. Let him deal with the style
accordingly be found to erect it. The blunder or fairly nod also fearlessly-disregarding all that will
his predecessor might be a tronhleaome bequest, but not establish its fame, and developing all that yet is
the noble commissioner of pnblic works would feel wanting to the full expression of its powers. He
that he must dispose of it as he best might, and peas will find that, in so doing, his Jong cherished viewa
on to a solution of the question itself-" Who ia to will realise the trinmph that from the first bu
build the new Foreign Office?" On the one hand awaited them; and be will add the key-stone to
there wat the competition with its first prize.men; bis own reputation, Ly proving his contemporaries to
on the other hand appeared the conviction that, in be right in the appointment which he hu received
this instance, at any rote, "first prize-man" was , from them, because he shows himself to be altogdher
not a syuomyn for " best architect."
j worthy of it.
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ENGLAND IN THE OLDEN TIME •
·

Iadmiralion
of the world. All these advantages are
indisputable ; not
however, is our personal and
10,

JT is a qneation admitting of argument how Caronr
utional and individual happiness hua kept pace with
our national progress in the arts and sciences. l ntellectual knowledge haa penetrated into almost
every dark nook and comer of the land; we move I
to 111dfro over ita 1urface on the winga of the '
wind, it may be said; wealth flows into aud from
channels that now may be counted by h1mdreds,
where formerly they were nnmbered only by tens;
onr national greatness has become the envy and the

collective enjoyment of life; this is matter of
opinion,-one, too, which the requirements or the
age leave to few or na any time to discuu, while the
discusion, could it be carried on, ·would terminate
in no good reeult. Our lot is cuat in days when no
alternative is left ns but to move forward ; it may
not, however, prove either an unprofitable or unpleaaaut task sometimes to take a retroipective view,
and see how our forefathers lived in what we are
accnstomed lo call-if we do not so consider the
period-the "l\fprrie days of England." Such a

picture or a paat age ia revealed to us in Mr.
M 'Dermott'& richly-illustrated volume, which we
· briefly glanced at in our last number. "Pale atu, denta," he aaya, "deeply read in their Hallam,,
. their Humes, and their Rapin, "-ought he not
ralher to have written in lien of the !&1ttwo names,
I their Mackintoshes, their Aliaons, and their Ma.
caulays? - "tell u1 there were no railway,, no
electric telegraphs, and no leviathan steamen in the
J 'olden
time.' AIBI! we know it; and we read
too that there were then no commercial panics, nor
J monster "·orkhousea, nor some other of the types of
modern times and products of thi1 iron and pro-

I

'I

I;

,,

THE ANGLIB.'8

frl'l!llive age. And yet onr fathen lived and died,
llDd taught their children how to enjo1 lire and
met:t death, u befitted the 'free-born Engli1hman.'"
The text or Mr: !'('Dermott'• volnme ia mainly
cull~ from the ~hnga of othtr anthon! proee aoa
poetar.al,-de1Cnphon1 of hom~ aud paat1meaof our
tt:Dceetontwo or three reotnr1ea ago: the,ie quotat1on1are aptly aelected, ao_da.re liuked _togeth~r by
the remarks of the compiler, who wntea with a
• Tn
ll11111 Dua or E~ou~o: Btelchea or the
Olden Time. By Ed,rard )(•Dermott. llluatrated with
Twenty Eogravlnga, from dra,rlnlr' :.y Joaeph N .. h,
Oeorse Thomu, lllrket Fu.ter, and Edward Corbould.
Publlahed by W. Kent II Co., Lon.Jon.

MORNING.

' kindred feelinp: for the "merrie daya." To our
: lute, thia is a1 welcome a "Chriatmaa-book" u
I any that baa come into !lnr hands ; the idea is good; for we love aometimea to revert to the day, that
, ~ gone-the events of the olden time are jndiCJ_oualy
aelected, the engravings an, mostly or the
~1glieatclaN, and the text is both intere.ting and
tnstructive. The first illustration i1 a charming little
~toral bit of "Cottap:e Home,," by Birket Fo1ter;
it'! followedby J. Naah's "May-day Gamet," a wide
"ring" or peasant, dancing round the May-pole,
others amuaiug themaelvea with ,hooting at the target, pony-racinp:, &c. We read iu the text that "a
famou1 place for ereetiog the May-pole for the eitizeua of London wu before the Church of St. Andrew,

, iu Leadenhall Street now called iu couseqnence St.
Andrew Undenhaft', .. there wa& also erecttld, according to au old pamphlet puhliahed in 1661 in
the Strand, a remarkable pole, 134 rect in height,
"npon the cost of tl:e parishionen there adjacent,
and the gracious consent of hie aacred Majesty,
with the illu1trious prince, the Duke of York."
"Shepherd• and Shepherde11e1" is the title of
the ne:rt chapter, with an illustration by G. Thomas,
entitled, "A faire and happy Milk-mayd;" the
wood-cut i1 effective aa a composition, but not re1fined in execution. }'ar better ia the ue:rt, the
"Hock Cart," by the same artist-a ha"est-home
scene ; the hock-cart ia the laat waggon-loador grain
from the field; long garlands are 1uapended from

I'
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the top, and held oat by the peasants, some of whom I chapters 011 the hero of Sherwood Forest, and
precede it with music and dance.. Herrick says- .. "Plays and Mysteries." }'rom the chapter on
1
.. The h<>nes,
mares, and (rlaklng 1111181
,
" Mansions," we have selected the illustration by
Cla<Iall In linen, white as HIies;
; J. Nash, a most picturesque composition; the 'l'enerThe harrestawalnsi,nd wenches boun•!,
/ able mistress ia seated at the porch ; she .hns laid
For Joy to••• the hock-cart crowned.
down her knitting-needle, and is cooversinir with a
"Shooting the Popinjay," by J. Nash, illustrates young gardener employed in nailing up the creepers.
a chapter on "Sports and Pastimes;" the sport Then follow three subjects by G. 'fhomas,-an" Old
bkes place in the ronrt-yard of an ancient Tudor Porter relieving the Poor at the Gate" of the
mansion ; "Robin Hood in Fiuabury Field," by mansion of "a fine old English gentleman;" a
G. Thomas, and" Noah's Ark-a Dramatic Mys- "Stng -hunt ;" and a "Hawkin g Party ." After
tery," by E. II. Corboultl , illnstrate respectively these comes" Angling," with quotations from Izank

THE

Corbould finds a subject which is no novelty to him ;
but we do oot quite wideratand bis treatment of it.
"Fencing and Sword Play," by J. Nash, is a briitht
little picture; we remember something of tbia kind
from hi, pencil in the Water-Colour Exhibition.
"Canterbnry Pilgrims," by G. Thomu, is one of
the beat eompositiouaof its clw in the volume ; the
characters introduced iotothc cavalcade can scarcely
be miataken: Chaucer's description of the motley
galherin1t at the Tabard Ion, Southwark, furnishes
Mr. M'Dermott with excellent materials for bis
narrative. Mr. Birket .t'oster has drawn a beautiful
moonlight scene, which he call, " The Abbey'•

Walton's "DisL-oursc on Fish and J,'i•hinp:," and
from the writings of Wyukyn de Worde, and the
Dame Juliana Berners, Prioress of the Nunnery of
Sopewell, an enthusiastic angler of the fifteenth
century ; this, the" contemplative man's recreation,"
is illnst.rated by a woodcut from the pencil of
Birket }'osier, "An Angler's :Mor11ing,"which we
have transferred to our eolumn•, and a delicious
morning it i,, lovely enough to tempt any but a
sloth from his bed to "taste the sweets and breathe
fre~h air," whether or no he be a follower of the
gentle craft. In "Jousts nud Touruaments," J\l r.

OLD MANSION· II OUSE.

ruined Walls," for a chapter on "The Old Abbeys hem]; " Wandering Minstrels" enterta ining the Indies
of England :" of an aristocratic family in the interior of their
mansion; and, finally, "Christmas Revels."
" J do love these t.nclent rolna :
"Happy landlords! happy tenautry I" says the
We nevertread upon them but we set
author of thia volume, " few were the manor-ho111C1
Our foot upon some rev'reod htatory."
in England, a century or two ago, that did not
Then next there are "The Old Cutlea of Eng- present such scenes at Chri,tmaa time." Well,
land,"-tboae other aileot chroniclers of by-gone I they are gone; -but we
look back upon all such
Mr. Foster has also illustrated, · pictures as these, plnaant thongh they are, without
years,-which
gh·iog "Norham Castle" u an example of those ' envy, murmuring, or discontent ; remembering that
strongholda of our forefathera. The three last mercies are not limited to periods of time nor to
engravings are from drnwin~ by J. Nub,-" Dinner [ places, and that, generally, man makes, or man, his
in a Baronial Hall," with the entrance of the boar's j own happiness in every age and clime.
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PRINTING IN COLOURS IN GERMANY.

ART IN

IRELAND AND THE
PROVINCES.

THE ROYAL PICTURES.
OIL BLAS AT PENNAFLOR.

THE attempt to produce anything that deserve&the
WonC'E8TEn.-The aeventh annual meeting of
D. Macllle,R.A., Painter. J. c. Armyta,e, Engra\'er.
name of a picture-that is to aay, in colours-by
the s~hool of Art baa been held. Lord Ward, the
Sizeof the PlctW"e,, I\. If In. by 3 ft. 41n.
means of printing, is of comparatively recent date. preeidt-nt, in the chair. The Jleport atat_ed t~at Gu. Busi,, to uae a theatrical expreuiou, one of the
The more clearly defined the colours were, and the durin, the paat year 283 students had recel\·ed tn"stock-pieca "or our painten, in which they claim
fewer the tints which melted into each other, the 1truct1on in the echool, being leu by 13 than at- to have an unlimited property. Le Sage'• humoroua
greater the chance of a succcaaful imitation of a tended in the previoua year. Thia decreaae had fiction yielda in popularity only to Goldamith'a
given original. Ila Charlee Knight'• "Old Enp;- taken place in the morning clnaes, and not in the graver atory of the "Vicar of Waktfield;" both have
ed al
t . h t"bl
r
b"__.
land ,, we had i'nter,·o- or panelled chambers aud artienn claaaea attending in the evening, n greater
number-0r whom now attend the school than at any prov
moa tnex aua t e aourcea o su ~-.painted windo'll'a presented to ·us " printed ID Conner period. During the lint year or the oper:1- matter for artista,-and one can acarcely feel eur·
colours;" and for these, particulnrly for the !attcr tion of the school, in 1862, the a..-e111gemonthly prised that they ahould be ao frequently applied to,
objecta, the manipulation resorted to. o_f havmg. a atten.da11eein the e_veningwas •h?ut 74 ; in 186:J, for Goldsmith'• tale abonnda with amuaing and
block for each difl'erent colour was suffic1entlysatta- 9/i; ID 1864, 111; m 1866 106; m 1866, 13!; tn afl'ectiug incident, and the hiatory of Gil Blu con.
factory. Attempta were made, too, to print in oil- 18ii7, 126; and in 1868, the laat year, B2; thua taina a faithful portnit of human nature; few
coloun, which were eueceuful enough; but we do showing the average monthly attendance in the boob have been 80 often quoted 81 the latter, " 81
not remember, ho'll'e..-er,that theae w·orks e"er pro- evening to have incrensed from H in the lint ,·ear atfordina happy il1114tntion1of general manners, and
·1 or the achool to B2 in the pnst year. In ndd11ion
rf
duccd on the spectator the impreuio11 o an 01 • to the instruction gi,·en in the school, elementary of the common capricea and iofirmitiea incident to
painting. But iu the course of the present year, drawing ie taught by a maater from this school in man."
productions in this peculiar department of Art hnve four of the public achools of the city. The milw~y
The Jeaaon tan11ht in the narntive aelected by
been exhibited in Germany, which for mnny reaaooa achool, in which dnwing ie now taught by 111 Mr. Macliae for hie picture, ie a war1,iog ap;ainet
deserve notice, and call for more than a passing maater, iaalaoin connection with the central school. flattery. Gil Blaa, thefinteveoingafterhiadeparture
remark. lo the first pince, they are faithfnl copies About 660 children, pupils of theae five schools, have from Oviedo for Salamanca, reacbea Pennafior, and
of celebrated works, often of the same size u the now inatruction in drawing, being an increaae of aeeb a ni!,:ht'a lodging at an inn there. He had
originals,-thcy do produce in a high des;et the 150 o..-er the number for lut yenr. Prizes wei;e aearcely sat doWDto anpper, when a cavalier entered,
I am in..At of an oil-pat"uting·, and, notwithatandmg the diatribut<'d by the noble chairman to the moat men- and addreaaed him thua :-"Mr.Student,
e "'
torious or the pupils; and the bead maater, Mr. Kyd,
,,_~
careful execution and dunbility of the work, may wu complimented by several or the apeakers. The formed that you are that Signor Gil Blu of
be obtained for a aurpriaiogly moderate price. We meeting was crowded, not only by employen and tillane, who is the link of philoaophy, and ornament
have seen the "Madonna and Child,'' after Murillo, artisans, but by U1e nrialocracy or the city a~d of Oviedo. la it pouible that yon are that mirror
2 feet l OI inches high by 2 feet 2j inchea broadneighbourhood ; apeecllea were made by Sir of learuintr, that sublime p:eniua,whoae reputation
nnother of" Christ on the Mount," 3 feet 1 inch by Edmund Lechmere, Dean Peel, the excellent Hon. is 10 great in this country? Yon know not,'' con2 feet 3 inches-the Madonna della Sedia, of Raf. Sec., Aldrich, Eaq., J. l'ukenbam, Eaq.t andoth~rs, tinned he, addreaaing himself to the innkeeper and
faelle a circular picture 2 feet 6 inches in diameter, including llr. S. C. Hall, who attende<1 by invtta- his wife, "you know not what you JIOIICH; you
tion of the committee. The whole or the apea~en have a treuure in this houae ! Behold, in this
ftnd ~-ere •truck by the total effect of the colonring, refvrred
in J1igh term, to the admirable produeuona
01well as by the harmonio111grndations to be_foun.d of lleurs. Kerr and Dinna, at" restoring., the an- yonng gentlemen, the eighth wonder of the world."
in each. All are printed on canvas, which 1s cient fnme of Worceater, and conferring not only After this complimentary speech, with much more
stretched on a common frame, as is the caaewith honour, but more tangible 11dvantageson the ..-en~- of n similar kind, Gil Blas could n<it of course, do
ordinary oil-paintinga. Each print ~a varnished_- rable citv. We might dwell at aome length on th11 leas than invite hia panegyriat to share his supper:or at leut has the appearanre of bemg ao-wb1ch aubject_:but we ahall be ere long called upon to "Ah, with all my heart, I am too much obliged to
"' t , but heJps to treat
it in detail•..:....Tbeannual meeting of the "Dio• my k'
, bavmg
· th rown ~e m
· th e way or
· euec
not only adds to t he decephve
GLOUCESTER
. md a~an ,o~
preserve the work from dust or ?tber injnrioua ceaan School-maaten' A,aocintion., wu held on the 11lustnou1 Gil BIH, not to enJoy my good ~orioflnencea. It will at once be perceived how much Friday, the 26th of No..-ember, in the Com Ex- , tune aa. ion_g u I can; I hnve no great appetite,
more du1ablc such a work ruuat be than au im- ,,bange when Mr. Jnmes P. Knight, of the Chelten- but I will 11t down to bear yon company and eat a
presaion taken on paper. As a proof that the price ham &bool or Art, read a paper "On the Advan- mouthful, purely out of complaiaanee." The frugal
ia moderate, we observe that the sum marked for ·tagea of in~~oduci~g Dnwing as. a Part of N~tional diah of omelet, the traveller had ordered for himself,
the " Madonna" is £1 o&.,for the second picture Education, ahowmg the neeeu1ty or educating the was aoon diapatched, aa was alao a aecond, when Gil
£1 10,., ond for the Rafl'aelle the same. But what eyes and hands or that clue from when~e ~~at come Blas, whom wine and flattery had made generoua,
ffemed to ua the most astonishing was the size of our future work~en and work!omen, mauting alao inqu'red of the landlord if he had no fiih in the
1 "
upon the nereas1ty of educating the tastes of all
del"
,, h
l"ed
some or the lithogrsp h •· Th ere were t wo whoIe- claaaee 88 being the conaumera of manufactured house.
I hove a.
1cate trout,
e rep •, . ,
length portraits of the King and Queen of Ba- article; and the pncticnl arbitrators who, creating ,1 " bot those who eat 1t moat pay for the aance; Its
vnria, the size whole-lcugtha generally are; a" Cru- the de~and, rule the supply. Attention was also a bit too dainty for your palate, I doubt."-" What
ci6xion " also of not leu dimensions. 'l'he diffi• drawn to the inducement, and rewards offtlred by do you call too dainty?'' said the sycophant, railing
culty of obtaining atones of such unusual eize is very tl1e Department or Science and Art 1 and an ~n- his voice; "yon're a wiseacre indeed I Know that
great, but the handling ~f them in printing the nouncement was made that cluaee ID connection there is nothing in this honae too good for Signor
different tinta, or colours, 11 a work of great labour, wit_h the _Cheltenham_Scb<>?lof Art were about to Gil Blaa de Santillane who deaervea to be enter.1:..
, th
be 1mmed10telyestabhahed ID Gloucester.
ta· d l"k
·
" 's
t 1 ..+h
1.
and mak ee a 11ec•wac macunery
,or e purpoSouTHUtPToN.-Tbepublicdiatributionofprize,
me I eapnoce.
upper.was n en". COD·
abaolntely necessary. Augustus Beeker, of Munich, to the pupils of the Southampton School or Art took eluded, ~hen the stranger, havmg eaten and dnn~
ie the proprietor of the establishment whence these place on the e,-eniug or the 20th of November. to repletion, roae from the table, and accoated his
Mr. Weguelin, 11.P., took the chair on the occasion, new acqnnintance in theae words:-" Signor Gil
apecimena of printing in oil-colours emnnate,-certaioly the lal'll:eat, by much, of any we have aeen, and opened the proceedings with a •J>e:CCh
containing Blu, I am too well aatisfied with your good cheer
or as 'll'e believe were ever bt"foreattempted, out of ao mu~h good 1enae and aound pncltcal knowledge to leave yon withont ofl'eriog an important advice,
'
I on the atate and poaition or Art 1n the eou&try, that which you aeem to have great occasion for: henceE~gland.
A house in Berlin-that or Menn. Storch and we aincerelv wiali we could transfer it entire to our forth beware of praise, and be upon your guard
Kramer-has produced latelv other specimen• of column, . lt ia a nre specimen of publio addreaaea a""'inst everybody vo11 do not know. You may
'
upon Art, e..-en from tli<>1ewho have given to the
o,
printing iu colours, which also merit particular aubjcet a life-long attention, but it ia more eape• meet with other people inclined to divert themaelvea
attention . They are altogether difl'erent from those cially ao from one whoae time haa been, we beliO\·e, w;th your credulity, and perhaps to pnsh thioga still
jnat described, not being of ao extraordinary a aize, almost engroaaed by commerciftl pursuits. The further; but don't be duped again, nor believe yournor aiming at imitations of oil-painting . On the number or atudenu ID the school ia now 168, being aelf (thongh they ehould awear it), the eighth
contrary, they ruemble-;-perfectly resemble-ex11nincre,iee of fO over the number on the booka of wonder of the world." So saying, he laughed in
cellent water-colour drawmga. Amontr them are the preceding year. This, however, doee not include his face, and walked away.
How many such
Jand!ca""" ; one, eapecially-" The }'insterm
_ tinz all who come, directly or indirectly, under tho charscten 111Gil Blu and hia table-companion do
..-h
rd
euperintendence of Mr. W. J. Baker, the headPass "-giving
proof of t c most extrao tnary master or the school; for in the various public and not we meet in our journey through life!
Thua much or Le Sage's amusing narntive eeema
fncilitv of imitation . All the diff~rent tints of rock private schools in connexion with the institution at
and iiiou-covered atone, which in a water-colour Southampton are 780 pufila, of whom 2M are neeeaaary folly to understand lllacliae'a clever, and
dmwing are composed of an infinity or colours claaaed under the hend o "The Peninsular and no leu amuaing, picture, which was exhibited at the
blended into one truth-like tone, are reproduced Oriental Steam ShiJ>pingCompany." In the claaei- Royal Academy in 1839. The artist hu told the
here with marvellous fidelity: and there ia nothing fication of thoae ID the head-echool we find 16 novelist's story with admirable point: Gil Blaa,
clerk,, 13 carpenten, 26 schoolboye,and 21 w·ithout e\Ocnto hie ..-cryattitnde, is the very embodiment
which aervea to remind or a mechanical proceu-all
aeem, worked 011 by the pencil into the atate we see. any known occupation. Of the 168• 107 are males, of a eilly dupe, beimiled with enticing words·, the
and 61 female,.
""
Similar reproductioue had been attempted before,
wATEIIPORD.-An Art-Exhibition, pron.oted by efl'rontery aud easy
bearing of the rogue who
but w·c have not yet aeen anything that could bear the Committee or the Waterford Government School uaaona each monthful be takes 1.-ith honied speech
contpariton with thia particular print. 'l'ben, too, or Art, waa opened on November 17th in that addre,sed to his victim; the sly humour of the hoat,
there are others after 1'itian, Leonardo da Vinci, &c., cih·. and an inaugunl addrea waa delivered by Mr. in which bis pretty wife, who is 11repariogto cook
on a ,mall aeale, which present exactly the appear- C. 'N.Bolton. D.A., in which he eloquently advocated the dainty trout, half participates; the apectaton of
anec of powtrful, highly worked U}I copies in water- the atudv of Art by all claaaea of t~e. !l')mmunity. the operation of victimiaing, seen through the open
colour. Th- Berlin worka are more to our taste Tl_ie.loca1 papen •peak or the .exh~bition u con- doorwav are reapectivelyexamplea of character that
,h
,
.
,
..
taming much worthy of eummalton and 1tudy, h
be•'
II d"-.3 I
·t·
d dra
t han th e Iarger onea 10 011•CO1our ,rom "'1umc ; and that it wu likely to pro\"e in all reapecta moat . ave e!' we .,tn 1ocu. n compoa1ton an
w·
though, perhapa, the latter may claim to be consi- succeuful.
mg the picture 11excellent.
It is in the Collection at Oabome.
dered as the greater achievement of the two.
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RUBENS AND HIS SCHOLARS.

born to him in this good city in the year 1674, bnt ' tureeque features, in the beggars that lean against
his second aon was born three years afterwards, the wall, or sink upon their knees beside the gate,
that is on the 29th of June, 1577. That day awaiting the approach of wonhippen, whose charity
being the festival of SS. Peter and Paul, the infant they then solicit. The group inside the building
'1'ht Illtatration1 from Origi1'al Sktlchu l>vth4 .d.ulhor,
was carried to the Church of St. Peter, and chris- hu an equally marked individuality; the rich bonrtened
Peter Paul Rubens, a name never to be for- gCt1iaand hie family can be readily diatin~oished
br the old city of Cologne, hallowed by memorie,
which come to us in unbroken succe81ionfrom the gotten in Art. Let us enter the cloister, and walk from the prosperons farmer, the peasantry are unlike
days of the Romans, there arrived, to pus the last beneath iti arches toward the narrow door of the both, as they are unlike each other, for the dwellers
few years of life, the father of one destined to rank aacred building. Poverty is not without its pie- , on this side the Rhine are very different from those
among the noblest muters of Art. John Rnbena,
a man of learning and integrity, had held honourable office in bis native city of Antwerp, where he
had married Maria Pypelink, a acion of an oldestablished family there. But peace had fled from
the Low Countries in the aanguinary wars which
commenced between the Catholic and Proteatant
factious, and internecine war raged in the old city
on the Scheidt. The Reformers, goaded to madness by the arrogance and determined cruelties of
Spanish papal rule, rose en muse, and deatroyed
the monasteries and churches, burning and wasting
the noble picture& and rich furniture of the altars,
amashing the glorions window, of the aacred buildings, and defacing them within and without. These
buildings, once the glory of Antwerp, were ruined
in one night. The Catholic families fled from a
city where the emperor's power could not suffice
for their protection, and among the number were
the parents of Rubens. They had deacended from
a Styrian family. Bartholomew Rubens, the father
of Johu, had first visited Brussels in attendance on
the court of the Emperor Charlea V. in 1520; had
married a }'Jemish lady of noble birth, and then
settled in Antwerp. His aon fled from the city in
1566, aud sought a home in the ancient city of
Cologne. 'l'he house he inhabited is ,till pointed
out to the visitor,-it is iu the "Sternen Gasse,"
No. 10 ; but in that city of tortnons narrow lanes
the stranger may walk wearily and far in a futile
rOlff m ST. Pn•a's CBUBOB, OOLOQD.
attempt to find it without a competent guide. The
tall houaes, the narrow streets, and the tendency on the other side of the noble river. Society has mystic allusion to the wine-cap of the Holy Comof the latter to wind suddenly, completely mislead not here B1Snmedthe dead level of English unifor- munion P), and bean date " Anno 1569" upon the
a stranger, who cannot catch eight in their close mity. There is a local pride in local habits which rim. The bowl is decorated with the arms of the
depths of any friendly landmark of steeple or tower no great modern scheme of centralization hu yet city-three royal crowns upon a fess-alluding to
to ~uide hie steps aright. The houae, once found, is destroyed. We see little in the scene before ns that the heads or the three magi, once popularly termed
easily distinguished from others near it, u well from might not have met the eye on the day when the " the three Kings of Cologne,'' still preserved aa
its size as from the inscriptioua upon it. It is a unconsciou1baby of tbe Rubens family was formally a aacred relic in the Cathedral of Cologne, first
noble mansion, situated at a alight angle of the admitted a member of the Roman Catholic chhrch. brought there by the Emperor Frederick Barbarosaa
street. The carved door-frame was added in the At one corner of the buildiog still stands the re- in the twelrth century, and which wondrously enyear 1729 ; in a medallion over its centre is a por- markable font in which he 11·aschristened. It is of riched the city in the middle ages by the number
trait of Rubens, and on a ahield above are the arms bronze, shaped like a large chalice (can it have a / of pilgrims drawn toward their shrine.•
The
or Marie de Medicia. In the year l 822, two inscribed tablets were placed between the windows on
each side the doorway, to which attention waa called
by large gilt ,tan above them. One narrates the
fact of Rubens's birth in the mansion ; the other, the
death, in the same houae, of Marie de ){edicis, the
widow of Henry IV. of France, the mother of
T.ouisXIII., and the mother-in-law of three sovereigns, among them Henrietta Maria, wife to our
Charles I., who was by the intrigues of the Cardinal Richelieu compelled to exile herself, living for
manyyeara an unhappy fugitive in various countries,'"
and ultimately dying at Cologne, where her heart
was buried near the high altar, but her body removed to France. The glory of the house, BI the
birthplace of Rubens, is somewhat saddened by the
melancholyend of this once-powerfulroyal patronesa
of the painter. She is said to have died in the
same chamber where he wu born. t
In the Church of St. Peter, a few hundred yards
from the honae of hie birth, the infant Rubeoa wu
christened. It still preserves a certain pietureeque
quaintness, which belongs to the put, and does not
disturb the mind of one who might dream he
,aw the christening proceseion of the baby-boy
destined to be so great a painter and ao diatinguiahed
BIRTllrl.ACI. or llCDB~S.
a man hereafte.r.t John Rubeua had already a aou
summit
of
the
cover
is
decorated
with
fi!('llrea
re- attended with angels, the aacred dove descending
• She lived for some time In England, but wu compresenting the baptiem of the Saviour by St. John, on the apex.
J1Clledto leave It In 1641, when LIiiy, theramousastrologer,
BY P, W, PAIBHOLT, F.S.A,

who saw her, descrlbel her u an "aged, lean, decrepit,
J•nor qneen, ready ror her grave; noceultated to depart
hence, having no place or residence In tbla world but whore
the courtesy or her bard rortuno u,Jgned It."
t The lmcrlptlon on the house lnronm u that "be wu
tho 1evonth child or hi.I parents, who r•lded bore twenty
years;" that his father died here, and wu burled In the
Church of St. Peter.
i One of the last act. of Rnbens 1 Ille wu done In aflec.
tlonale memory or the ohurch of hl1 baptism. He painted
ror U an altar-piece, repro,entlng the Crucltlzlon of St.
l'eter, the patron 1alnt or the edlftce. Jt deplcto the martrnlom, ,rlth the i&lnt'1 head downward, and la more n,.
0

markable for the striking character of the aceno than for
general merit. Raboue thought highly of It, and In one
of bla letters to bla friend Olldorp talb of lt u one of hi•
beat worl<a. Bnt Sir Joshna Reynolds aay1, "Many parts
or thla platnre are so feebly drawn, and with so tame a
pencil, that I eannot help anapoctlng that Rnbeue died
before ho bad oompleted It, and that It wu llnlahed by
some of bis 1ebolan."
The picture was taken by the
Fronch lo Paris, but baa alnco been reotoredto Ito original
place over the altar; the co11ymade lo supply the place
when It was absent II thatoonstantl;yexblblted,-t11eorlgl.
Dai ls at Ill back,
:

i.

'I

i

• This shrine 11 aUII one of the most l'QDl&rkabloupon
the oontlnont.
It couelata of a caseoovered with platea or
allver-gilt, enriched with cbaalng, and laid out In arcadoa,
encloolng llguroa of aalnto and propbota, and highly embolllshod with Jewola and antique aelllptured 1tonoa. The
aknlla of the three klnga repoR within, and may be seen
from an opening In the centre. They are c,owned, and
have their namoa fbrmed In rabloa on oech. lfany or the
Jewel• whloh onee eurlcbed thla shrine were remond, to
support those monb who carried It to Woatphalla for
aarety, at the time when the Frenoh Repnblloans were
maslen or the city or Cologne.
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At tho early age of ten years Hubcns lost the
fostering care of a father. He had known no other
home but Cologne, bnt his mother reverted to her
earlier one in Antwerp. Fearful scenes of strife
had been enacted in that city, as l'rotestant or
Catholic foctioo gained the ascendancy; but now
the Duke of Parma hnu subjugated its hostile inhabitants lo the Emperor Muimilian II. and the
Catholic faith. In 1588 the wiuowed mother of
Rubens wos again located with her family in Antwerp. Iler position and connexions enabled her
to place him as a page, at the age of sixteen, with
another widowed lady, the Countess of Lalning.
l3ut the life was irksome to tho lad,-irksomc by
the very indolence and irregularity that wonld be
its great charm to nu unintellectnal boy. Rubcns's
father was a scholar and a gentleman, and he made
his sons the same. When Peter Paul returned to
his mother's hou5e after a few months' servitude,
she well understood the lad's reasons for so doing;
for she was also no ordinnry person, and her affectionate education and wise council were as lovingly
acknowledged by her son in after life as any mother
could wish ; for when, prosperous and happy in the
palaces of Genoa, the pnintrr was iu fnll enjoyment
of fame, profit, nod pleasure, he broke away from
all, to hurry post-haste to her sick-room. Alas !
she died before he reached it, and the disconsolate
young artist shut himself up for four months in the
Abbey of St. :\fichnel, where she lay buried, mourning thus long a loss that wns irreparable to him.
Thanks to the innate goodness of the female sexunspoiled by that closer business connection with the
world which sometimes hardens n man's heart-there
are fewamong us that cannot testify to the holy care of
a mother's loving guidance. The.re is nothing so precious while it remains with us; tbereis no losa so great
as that loss. Rnbens always felt it was to his mother's
judgment, prudence, and care he owed the due appre·
ciation of his intellectual struggles. Freed from the
servile duties of a page, he was placeu to study law,
that he might follow his father's profession ; but, as
he showed much love for drawing, his tendency was
indulg ed by permission to relax his mind in the art
he loved. That Jove became a passion, and he earnestly petitioned that his future profession mi~ht be
that of a painter. On due consideration,it was allowed
him ; but he was unfortunate in the selection of his
first master, the landscape painter Verhnegt, with
whom he had little sympathy; and still Jess with his
second one, Vnu Oort, the historical painter, a man
ot dissolute life and coarse manners, repulsive to a
gentle and gentlemanly mind, like that of Rubens.
Jiis third master was in every way fitted for hima well·edneated man, with elegant tastes, and kindly
and refined manners. Otto Venius • became the tutor
and friend of the great scholar committed to his
charge. 'l'his artist was court-painter to the Arch·
dnke Albert, the governor of the Netherlands, and
he has received the honourable appellation of "the
Flemish Raphael," and not without reason, as his
graceful pictures will show, many of which are the
treasured decorations of the Antwerp churches to
this day. In that of St. Andrew are several; the
best being "St. Matthew called by the Saviour from
the Receipt of Customs ;" it has more of Raphael's
simplicity of design, purity of colour, and nuobtrn·
sive beauty than we see in any or his followers. He
was a very perfect draughtsman, and designed a
large number of book illustrntious. t To all his
early mastel'I, therefore, we may trace some of the
peculiarities of Rubens's manner, though his genius
surpassed th em nil aud wns trammelled by none.
His power of landscape painting, which- unlike
historic painlers-he occasionally practised for itself,
and not for his backgrounds merely, he may have
imbibed from Verhacgt; his love of bold am!
vigorous colour in figure-painting from Van Oort,
who was chiefly remarkable for that quality ; and
his fondness for graceful infantine forms from

THE ART-JOURNAL
Venius. We copy from the "Emblems of Love,''* accomplish ed man, the scholar-days of Rubens passed
by tbatartist, two figures. One which he calls "Love cheerfully onward. No painter p018e8sed greater
untrammelled," has jtLSt spitrued a bridle on the indtatry th au he, none laboured more unceuingly at
ground, and is flying upward joyfully : the oth er, the teehnic s of Art ; he fortunately had a friend and
termed "Contented Thoughts," shows Cupid in a a muter in Venius, who, leaa great than his pupil
well-cnshioned chair, contemplating his fair one's ultimately became, wu naturally of more refined
picture with secret salisfnction. l3otb call to mind mind, and had a pnrer and Iese senauota love of
similar figures by Rubens, who delighted in such beauty. It ia impossible to over-estimate the utility
of judicious control and criticiam 1ueh BI he would
quaiut imaginings, offsprings of poetic thought.
Happy in the hotLSe of a noble-minded and give to a young man like Rubens, whose natural

COPIOS, ArrE B OTTO 'l'lllfl1lll.

vigour and bold conception wanted ju st such wholesomuc orrection ns Venius could impart. 'l'he refinement of manners, the courtier-like air, and the cul·
tivated tastes of the master were all fully appreciated
by the scholar: and his example, no doubt, confirmed Rubens's own love for collecting and studyin g
the best works, ancient and modern. There is
no better instance of a man who more general ly
profited by the experiences of lire in its upward and
onward conrse than Rubens presents . He may be
said to ha,•e spent his days in constant self-improve·
ment, so that he became not only n great painte r,

· bot a learned man; not only an artiat of world-wide
renown, but an ambassador from bis own sovereign
to other kings, and their companion and friend.
Surely no man ever npheld the artistic character
more nobly than he.
Venita having fully instructed Rubens in the
arcana of his profession, and seeing he was as well
grounded in general knowledge, advised him to viait
Italy. The advice was taken, and, in the middle
of the year 1600, be started on his journey, well
provided with due introductions from the Archduke
I Albert, who already esteemed him. His journey

COl!RffABD OF RllDBl!1S'8 JU.1'S10lf,

lay thro11gh Venice to Mantua, where he presented I finest in Italy. It was thia that gave the painter
himself to lhe Duke Vincenzio Gonzaga, who re- · his peculiar knowledge of antique Art, more par• 1111proper Flemish name, Otto Vnn Veen, he had thus ceived him moat.favourably; and on better acquaint- 1 ticularly as eibibited on medals, coins, and intaglios,
LaUnlzed, In conformity with a cu•tom popular at that
1
time In the Low Countrtea, and which Induced Gorrltz or ance, olfered to attach him to his service BI gentle- minor works as regards size, but often as great in
Rotterdam to alter his Into that or Erasmus, by which man of his chamber; a position Rubens readily : treatment as colossal marbles. It was this that led
only he Lanow known,
accepted, as it allowed him full liberty of studying i him in after life to collect such objects for himself,
t lit.a principal workBare the" Roman Wan "engraved
by 1'empcota ; the " Hlstnrla Septem Infantum' do Lara," the ducal collection, then celebrated as one of the and it was this that gave him bis great facility in
with fortr •plrtted engn.vlngs by the same artist; a folio
designing an abundance of works now comparatively
of emblematic pictures of Human Life; and a small oblong
• The original Ullo of the work ran thus, "Amormn
little known, such as book illustrations, designs for
quarto volume of Emblem• of Love, the most graceful Emblemata, figurls renela lnclsa studio Othonls Ven!.
and beautl(ol of all which he doslgncd. The latter Is now Antwcrpum 'l'enalla apud auctorcm 11.0.c.ux" (1608). pageantry, triumphal arches, &c., which he was
r:7t.erai'.: ...·~~u!'t~~~~lncd (111indeed are all his worl<I) Prefixed are recommendatory Lallo verses by baniel often called on to execute ; and all nf them show
Helnslus and Philip Rubens, the painter's cider brother.
how his fert.ile fancy was grounded on the best
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works of th e ancient artiste, though he never
allowed them to cripple his own native genius. His
classic tastes Jed him to reflect with pleasure on
snr,h works as depicted scenes from their history;
but his native bins leu him to delight chiefly in the
gorgeous richness of th eir ceremonial observances.
Hence Andren l\fantegna's "'l'riumphs of Cresnr "•
riveted his attention most; there was a wealth of
display in this scenic work which accorded wit.h the
young Flemiug's mind, and he copied one of the
comportments, not, however, without some vigorous
variation, the creation of his ownwarmerimaginntion.
With permission of the dnke he visited Rome, bnt
necessarily stayed there but for a limited time ; he
afterwards visited Venice, and his experience of the
greatness of their colourists had a strongly mark ed
effect on his aner works. On bis return to Mantna, the
dnke gave him the greatest proofs of bis esteem and
confidence; he hod in Rubens n gentlemanly companion as well as II highly-informed artist; and he
selected him as the most fitting person to convey to
the king, Philip the Third of Spain, a present of a
state carriage and horses he had obtained for that
purpose . The artist accepted the charge; and became as popular at the court of Madrid as he was at
that of the Duke of lltautua . He painted while
there several portraits of the king and the nobles,
and returned loaded with presents and compliments
to the duke, whom he left soon afterword, to return
to Rome, and finish the comnrission he had given
him to copy the works of the greatest masters there .
Rubens's elder brother Philip accompanied him to
" the eternal city," and studied its antiquiti es with
him. Their conjoined labours appeared in a volume;
the literary part being by the more learned Philip,
but in which Peter Paul had a share, aud be executed the designs which embellish it. We have before
noted Rnbens's connection with the press, which
continu ed all his life; and when he left Rome and
got back to Genoa, he busily sketcheu the ancient
bnildings of the noble old city ; on his return to
Antwerp they were published in a folio volume.t
This return to Antwerp was expedited by the
melancholv news of his mother's last illness. How
it affected· him we have already noted ; on his slow
recovery from the mentnl blow, he thought of ngaiu
going to Mantna. He visited Brussels, to take
leave of his patrons, the Archduke Ferdinand and
his wife the lofanta Isabella; they received him
most graciously, and glailly welcomed him to his
country ; and he ultimately decided on staying
there; but, anxious that the pompous nothings of a
courtier's life shonlu not distract him from his Art,
he decided on making the quiet olu city of Antwerp
his home; and that it mip;ht be a home in its most
perfect sense, he married the daughter of one of its
magistrnt es, Elizabeth Brant, and built himself a
house in the city of his adoption.
Hi s marriage took place in November, 1609 ; the
building of his house v,as not so quickly effected.
The love of Italy and its home-life iud11ceda desire
on his part to construct his new home more in the
Italian thnn the Flemish taste . He obtained n
piece of ground of the guild of Arquebusiers, who
then possessed it,t and upon it erected, from his own
designs, a palatial house, such as fell to the Jot of
few artists to obtain. It sWl exists, but it is much
shorn of its exuberant ornament ; this, which was its
great fnult, was still chrtractcristic of the mind of its
master. He had n taste for the fanciful combination
of forms which produce the sensation of splendour,
and in his works he constantly shows a tendency to
obtain this, even at the sacrifice of consistency. It
was so in his house : and though its details were
" • These pictures passed into the collection of our King
Charles J., and aro still upon tho walls or th o palace at
Hamp ton. Outline cngra.Yings from them wero recently
noticed in our pnges.
t It comprises 139 views, antl was publi shed in 1622.
A seco nd series wa.spublished thirty years afterwards.
t The n.rrn.ngcment he made wiU1 them was, tba.t be
sho uld, in return for the l:1.nd,paint a picture for them
representing their patron, St. Christopher. Rubens seems
to have felt their arrangement o.s a. li beru.1one, and was
anxious to carry It out as libera lly on his own part. He
gave them In return the far-famed work, now the glory of
Antwerp Cathedral,'' The Desc ent from the Cross," considered as his master -piece. This great picture Is th o
Centro of a lnrge tryptlch, or double -winged nllar-piece
the wings acting a.sshutt ers to close over the picture. Th ~
back and front of each wing Is painted in other subj ects
the outer ones exhibiti ng the story of St. Christopher:
which would always be seen when t.ho whole was closed .
The painter thus gave them five pictures instead of !ho
promised one .

23

founded on the clnssic style of the andcnts, it was leading from the principal thoroughfare, the Place
overloaded with the debasements of the Italian Re- de Mer, nearly opposite the Exchange, and in the
vivalists, upon which Rubens added his own fanciful best part of the city. The courtyard was connected
displays, which no architect would probably coun · with a large garden by a triumphal arch; on th e
teuance. He succeeded, however, in defiance of right ,rns th e mansion, on the left the offices. We
rule, in "composing" a very stately and highly- engrave this part of the building, as it affords the best
decorated mansion. It stands iu a narrow street idea of Rubens's general taste in sumptuous design.

RUlJJ::N::f.::ISUlllll::ll-llOU~K.

The garden of Rnbens's house, though confined,
as nil town-gardens must be, was never! heless large
for its situation, and comprised green alleys, pleasant
parterres, and a summer-house he has immortalized
in many pictures. The silttatiou of this summerhouse, opposite the courtyard, may be noted in our
view of that part of bis establishment. Ilarrewyn
published views, in 1692, of the house and grounds,
and from that print we copy the enlarged represen-

tation of this building, where ;Rubens and his
friends passed many happy hours . Like all other
architectural designs of the painter, it is extremely
fanciful-a st.yle which maybe termed "R ubenesqne"
pervades it; but it is a style that met with much
favour in the Low Countries, and may be seen
very frequently repeated in Belgium and Holland.
Rubens nlso possessed the cbnteau at Stein, on the
road between Malines and Vilvorde, a country -house

RUB Exs 's 0 1JAT.E4U AT STE I.N.

equally fitted for the residence of a noble. It is a ' National Gallery. It must be owned that Rubens
characteristic building, now fast decaying, surrounded has made the scene a little more poetic than it
by a moat, which adds to its damp and gloom ; appears to an ordinary eye, but he certainly stu~ied
but has been immortalized by its master, during its for his charming landscapes in the immediate
best days, in severnl good pictures ; one of the vicinity of his own residence.•
best, embracing the rich view over the fertile
country obtained from its windows, now graces our
• To be continued.
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working the wet collodion procesa in the open air
EMILY OF RYLSTONE.
with eaae and convenience.
Amongst other facilitiea for ont-of-door photol'llOX THJ: BU·J:11:LIU' BT P. X, XILUJ:,
graphy, the manipulating box and apparatna of
NoTRINO baa contributed ao largely to the advance- Mr. Lake Price are well known: tbeee are manuvery rarely refer to modern poetry for
ment of photography aa the akill and industry factured by thia firm, and will be found 'll"ellw<>rtby SCULPTORS
that haa been beato'll"ed npon .the apparat"4 re- the attention of those who deaire to excel in thit their aubjecta,and the reuon it aufliciently obvioquired. Without the improved optical arrange- beautiful art.
}'rom the unfortnnate facilities aculpture engagea bot a amall ahare,comparatively, of
ment•, and without the numerona mechanical afforded by the collodion proceaa for the prodnction public attention, and whatit baa it ginn,generally, to
appliances which have enabled the photographer to of poaitive pictnrea by one orration, we are 11011' worka which poaaeu,or auume to poueas, a claaaimeet all the difflcultiea of hie art, auu.picturea-notdelnged by photographs devoi alike of any mani- cal character. And yet there may be found in the
witbatanding the increued: aenaibility, and the festation of tute or ekill : perhaps we abould correct writing, of our poets a multitude of aubjeeta which
facilitiea which chemical acieuce has aecured-11ld
onr expreuion, and aay they manifest a degraded have in them a qnality eminently adapted to thia
not havi, advnnccd much beyond thoae imperfect tute, and give evidence of entire absence of akill. clua of art-grandeur, ·beauty, pathos, or a comproductiona that were regarded with wonder in Thoae lamentable productions we earnestly deaire to bination of any two of tbeee, or of the whole.
the infancy of the art, but which we no" reject eecape from, and we trnat our young photographic Leaving the great mutera of English poetryas unworthy places in our portfolio. In many friend• will discover that though the facilities of the Spenaer, Shakapeare, and Milton-ont of the queaof the numeroua nolicea of the progreu of photo- improved proceaaea are great, they cannot hope to tion (for no one, it may be presumed, would
graphy which have, during the last eighteen yt:an, produce pleasing pictnrea without the aameexerciie expreaa a donbt aa to the acnlptural materiala to
appeared in the ,lrt.Journal, we have conatantly of thought which lead.I a true artist to ,tudy the be found in their worka), the writingt of our
atara, that it, of . second
insisted upon the importance of avoiding the coat, position of a sitter for a portrait, or to meditate minor minstrela-the
too frequently beatowed on the ornamentation UJ>()n
the beat points of view, and the moat favour- magnitude, when compared with the othera-are
of instruments, and to expend liberally to aecure able period of time, to eecure those charma which fertile in them ea no leu adapted to the chisel
of the aculptor than we know them to be, from
the beat poaaible appliances in the least pouible light and ahade impart to a landscape.
apace.
Iu the photographic collection of Meaara. Murray what con,tantly cornea before us, to the pencil
Many of thoae principlea have been so admirably and Heath will be found picturea of the highest of the painter. If the art of the former should,
secured by Measra. Mua&AYand HUTH, of Picca- degree of excellence. Ferrier'• acenea in the happily, ever be raised-which may well be doubted,
dilly, whoae establishment "e have lately visited, Pyrenneet-}'ritb'•
wonderfully truthful vie•• of from ita present position-to the point it ought
that we feel bound to direct attention to them. Many E![Ypt-tbe Spanish acenea by Soullier and Clouurd to reach in public favour, the characters to which
onr poeta have given birth may, perhaps, become u
of the old camera-obacuraa, though very handsome, -" the stately homea of England,'' by Fenton-the
with polished Spanish mahogany and lacquered dramatic production,, so beautifull1 artistic, of Lake familiar to our eyea in atone and marble u they ue
braas-work, were not fitted for every-d11ywork. A Price-and numerona othera by Thompson, Dela- on canvas.
Wordsworth'• poems are not, in all probability,
few weeks of field-work, in the summer, even in motte, &c.,-will each and all command admiration
this country, produced crack& and open joints, from their beauty, while they will instruct from the those which the aculptor wonld moat frequently
through which aunlight found its way, cauaing the absolute truth of the pidure. The atereoacope of consult, even under a more favourable condition
artist much annovance; while some cameraa aeut Measra. Murray and Heath it an admirable in,tru- of hie art than now exiata ; his characters are too
simple or too unheroic to be dignified and 1taby ua to the Cape•of Good Hope and to India were ment; its peculiarities may bethua enumerated :-It
even the painter finds little in Wordsworth
yet more rapidly rendered uaeleas. All this ia ie colllltructed of solid walnut wood (the parts being tue11JU4;
obviated by a camera of plain Honduras mahogany, ,crewed, inatead of 1lued together), and the moat that atrikingly adapts itaelf to hia art. It haa
made by the above firm, which unites great atrengt.h CArefulattention baabeen given to the two important been aaid of him aa a poet, that " he it too intelwith little weight. The beat teat of the value of qualitiea, efficiency and durability. It ia provided lectual and too m11uo,u, to 111e the pbrue of
this instrument is that afforded by its nee in China with a rack-and.screw adjustment for the purpoae of Milton, ever to become generally popular, unleas in
during the important miuion of Lord Elgin. The varying the length of the inatrument ; and thit 1ome of hie smaller pieces; hie peculiar aenaibil.itiea
following extract of a letter from one of the staff' adjustment, having considerable range, enables all cannot be relished by all;" and it it donbtleaa for
from 'fien-tain will ahow the hard service to which persona to view the pictures with eaae and distinct- theee reasons that his writiuga are not popular with
the inslrnmenta supplied by Measra. Murray and neu. The optical. part of the instrument baa re- our artiats aa furnishing materiala for their compoHeath to the miuion have undergone, and how well ceived particular care, and we moat remember that aitiona. Hi, deacriptiollll of natural acenery are
they have endured their rough usage:-" I have not the true steroacopic eff'ectcannot be obtained if thia pictureaque and beautifnl, but hie aketchea of human
before had the opportunity of telling you bow ex- ia neglected. Lenaea in thia instrument are made character are too philosophical and profouud for
cellent in every respect I have found your apparatus expreuly for it, their form being such u to produce mere artistic purpoaea.
From oue of hie longest pieces, "The White
to be. The camera haa been subject to violent the greatest defining power, without diatortion or
alternations of temperature, and to long exposure in colouring at the edgea. By a aimple contrivance Doe of Rylatone," a romantic narrative poem, yet
the bluing aun (th~ thermometer ia at thia moment the lenaea can readily be removed for the purpose of coloured with the peculiar genius of the author,
96° in a shaded room), and a few daya ago every- cleaninit, an obvious and important advantage. The Mr. Miller haa aelected an incident from which
thing '11"81not only damp but wet; and yet all ia in lower, or ground-glau, part of the atereoacope it he haa modelled a very graceflll. baa.relief. The
mo,t perfect condition."
hinged, which aff'orda both the meana for proper pauage tbua illuatrated ia found in the fourth
The difficultiesattending photography in the open cleaning, and for naing coloured cards, with which canto:air have led to many contrivances, each one more very pleasing eff'ecta can be produced when viewing
" Nor more regard doth 1he bellow
Upon the nncomplalnlng doe !
or leas ingenioua, _for the pnrpoae of overcoming tranaparent pictnrea. The reflector required for
Yet the meek creature wu not l'ree
them. We have not aeen anything ,o complete in viewing opaque picturea, besides the advantage of
Erewhlle, rrom some perplexity:
all its requirements aa the photographic tent of allowing the atereoacope to be placed in the moat
For thrice bath ahe approached, tbla day,
Tho thought.bewildered Emily;
Mr. Smartt, a gentleman connected witb thia esta- convenient poaition when so uaed, is greatly imEndeavouring, In her gentle way,
bliahment. In this tent an endeavour baa been proved. 'l'he ordinary reflector being flat, and
Some 1mlle or look or love to gain
made to obviate many or the inconveniences com- generally leas than the picture, the latter can be bot
Enconragement to sport or play ;
Attempta
which, by the unhappy maid,
plained of, eapecially aa to working space, lirmneas, partially illuminated; whereas Murray and Heath's
Have all been alighted or gainsaid ."
eimplicity, and portability. U,ually, in the various new reflector ia convex, a peculiarity of form which
forms of tent now in uae the upper part, where inanrea the reflected light being equally distributed.
The design of the sculptor baa evidently been to
In connection with the atereoacope may be men- repre,ent that the afl'ectionateplayfulneas of Emily'•
,pace ia moat required, ia the moat contracted,
ctu11era-ofucura,
con- singular companion aud friend ia acarcdy recognised
while at the lower part, where it i, of little tioned Marriott', 1tereo1copi;:
importance, a great amount of room ia pro- taiuing twelve plates, in three double backs, and by the maid, whoae mind ia too much absorbed
vided. The new tent ia rectangular in form, is capable of being employed aa a twin-lena camera, or in contemplati11g the broken key-stone and arms
aix feet high in the clear, and three feet square, for two aingle pictures.
of her father's ruined manaion to appreciate the
There are few dntiea m.ore pleasant to the editor careasea of the gentle animal; and the incident of
aff'ording table apace equal to tbirty-aix inches by
eighteen inchea, and ample room for the operator to of any periodical than those which arise out of the a thorn, which in its growth baa rudely throat uide
manipulate with perfect ease and convenience. The diacovery of improvements and excellences in thoae a white lily that haa found ita way through a fiaaunt
chief feature in ita colllllrnction ia the peculiarity of departmeuta which pus properly under hie review. in the atone, brings to her mind the aadauociatior,,a
its frame-work, which constitutes, when erected, a We know not why there should be a tendency, with connected with her own aituation and defenceleascon1y1tem of triangles, so diapoaed aa to etrengthen and some literary and Art critics, towards a delight in the dition. The ornamentation aupporting the legend
aupport each other. The table ia so made that detection of errors in a fellow-labourer's work, rather ia composed of the union of the lily and nightabade,
'll"bennot in 111e it will fold up ; attached te it ia a than in the diacoveryof beauties ; but so it aeemato conventionally treated, and emblematical of purity
"aink," made of waterproof material, which obviates be. We trust we have ever guided our pen with a and melancholy.
the neeeaity of carrying a diah for developing; a deaire to exalt merit, and to lift the worthy into
The 1ubject ia very poetieally treated, and ahon
tnbe ia connected to the ,ink, by which all woste notice. Such baabeenalwaye our desire, and although the sculptor aa an artist of thought and feeling; the
liquid it conveyed outside the tent ; aud mean, of Murray and Heath-aeeing that they mannfacture arrangement of the poup ia moat pictureaqne; the
ventilation are provided. A water-bottle of a very for all the govemmeut departmenta, and that they modelling true, and careful iu execution. Perhaps
convenient and portable form haa been eontrived, have fnrniahed the Chineee miaaion, the Siamese we can pay the baa-relief no higher compliment
for 111e with the tent; and ita entire weight it embaaay, and the Livingttone expedition with philo- than to aay it ia in the poaaeaaionof a gentleman
eighteen pounds, while it can be easily -ted
or sophieal apparatna-can have but ,mall necessity for eminently qnalified to appreeiate its meriu-l!r.
taken down by one person. The object of the in- our praise, yet it alt'orda na real pleasure to add onr Foley, the Royal Academician, ii it, owner.
ventor hu been to make a tent which ahall be so testimony upon their photographic apparatua to that
efficient u to insure to the operator the mean, of of the moat diatinguiahed photographera.

PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS, &c.
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THE ART-JOURNAL
.
A notice of some of the conditions-physical
and
chemi cal-of the clays of this couutry, will not be
considered as out of place in on article devoted lo the
consideration of the t erra -cotta manufactur e.
Clay is rar ely found pure in natur e; it is usually

numerous evidences of the extent to which they
worked in this material.
'l'hrou gh the middle ages,
too, and especially in Italy nod Spain, the nse or
terrn-cotta as a material for ornamentation
was
extensive.
The remains of Moori sh works especially show h ow lar gely the Mohammedan invader s
of Europe availed themselves of th e use of clay ;

VISITS TO ART-MANUFA.CTORIES.
No. I.-TIIE
TERRA-COTTA WORKS OF
JAMES PULHA~I, BROXDOURNE.

lN th e pretty and plcnsnut village of Broxbourne,
reached by the Eastern Counties Railway, and dist:mt nineteen mil es from the Metropo lis, there is a
small, but very iuteresting, manufactory of works iu
to which we desire lo concluct our I
terrn-cotta,
reaclers . It is sit uat e on the Lea, wher e its current
runs side by side with "the New Ri1•e1·." Th e sile /
is historic; it is close by the famous Rye I lousr,
ancl conta ins th e qui et a11d uuobtrusive host elry , I
existiug to-day as it dicl two centuries ago , where
honest Izaak Walton met and chatted with . h is ,
friends when they used to go "a fishing" on th e
banks of the fertile st ream, wh en the wincl wn~
south, and the tre es wer e putting on thei r robes o i
green . We note thes e facts as additional induc ements to attract \'i sitors to this Manufactory, locnt eJ ,
as it is, in a neighbourhood full of int erest nod ri ch
in the piclnr esque.
I
Our detail s conceruing the estab lishment may be ·,
fitly introduc ed by some rem arks concerning tl11·
clays of England, by PR OFESSOR H UNT, F.R .S., t u
whQm we applied for aid in the deparl m cut wit I,
which he is so familiar, and who will he ger.crallr
associated with 11s in our reports ari sing from t he '
"V1s1Ts," it will be our duty, from time to time ,
to make t.o lendin g Art-manufa ctorie s.
J
We sha ll eudcnvonr to select such as either exhibi t
work s of high excellen ce, have large capabilities, or
are affording satisfactory proofs of pro g ress-b earing and the lessons which th ey tau ght were not soon lost,
in mind that with out publi cit y producers mu st labour even when th ey therusch•es retired to the southern
with out app reciation : that there is a point beyond and eastern shores or the fediterranean Sen. Thns
which "patient waiting" cannot go; and that to we see, that the pr oduction of terr a-cotta ornaments
appreciate merit it is-imperatively necessa ry to make may be considered as the most ancient operation of
Iu some cnses our aid will be of the Arts, ancl the facts mentioned also prove the
that merit known.
comparativ ely little value to the producer; as, for truly wond erful durability of this mate rial.
example, in ref erence to the prosperous factory of
Me ss rs. Crossley , at Halifax , conc erning which we
shall soon be called upon lo treat; in others-as
in the in stance und er notice-we
rnay be rn luable
auxiliaries, materially assisting to prom ote the success
that onght to attend nll rightly -dirc clcd efforts for th e
produ ctio n of manufactur ed Art, distiuguishecl as
well by ta ste and purity of desig n, as by practical
utility in its application.
When we consider the peculiar facilities wh ich
ar e offered for produ cing iu clay copies of work s
of Art, and for reproducin g goo cl original desig ns,
and wheu th e economy of production is also taken
into accou n t, it appears somewhat extraordinary
that the use of terra-cotla h as not been extend ed
among us . The argillaccous earl hs of th is country
arc of the most valuable character ; and they arc
uf alm ost infinite variety as reg ard s pla sti cit~·,
texture , and colour. ·with all th ese advaula gcs,
from some cause or othe r, there bas not bee11
any exten sive productiou of ornamental works in
ibis mnlerinl.
ll y giving the subject a place in th e
.Art -Journal, we ma y be the menus not only of
drawing all cution to au art which has hitherto been
far too mu ch 11eg lectc d, but also uf very widely ex.
tendiug it s use.
The use of term-col/a (bak ed clay) is of th e
highest antiquity . Amid st the r elics of the oldest
civi lization, imag es and ornamenta l objects in thi s
material are common.
Ind eed, as soon as mau
bega n lo mould the bricks with which, wh en dried
in the sun, he built his dwellin gs, the facility will ,
which other forms wer e produ ced in the sam,·
material could not fail to hav e been observed.
Thu,
amidst t he ruins over which the sands of the Arabia, ,
<leserls now sweep , we fincl examples of works ii ,
t erra -cotla . If we turn lo Central America , thel'I ·
too-ming led with th e wrecks of citi es and debris of
temples of whi ch traditiou can scarcely tell the tal c,
of whi ch all hi sto rical record is lost- we fiud th e
symbolic idol, nnd other works of Art, rude , indeed ,
but stil l examples of the ' early strug g les of man t o
give permaneuce to that which wa s henutiful or sacred
to him, constructed of clay; the figures in some cases
having been merely sun -clriecl, while in others th ey
have been su bjected to a careful bakin g.
Baked clay was much employed by the Gr eeks
nud the Romans ; aud, indeed, the latt er people have
left us, in the fields of E sse x and of York shire, and
on the banks of the Thames and t!:te Medway,

combined with silica, with lime, and iron , nnd often
with other bodies. Pure clay-the
alumina of ·
chemists -is
absolutely infusible in the greatest
heat to which we can subject it.. It pos~cs es a
remarkable power of holding water mechanically
combined-and
this even when it has been expose d
Thi3 Jl'll'C clay will, in
to very hi gh temperatures.

I
I

'
,
'

I
the porc elain fumace, contract into about one-half '
of its total hulk. W cclgwood, to whom we are /
especially indebted for inl'esligations on this point,
and to whom we owe the usefu l pyrometer, points f
out that n mass of pure clay (alumina) must be
heated .very cautiously, otherwise it will decr cpitate .

i

and fly in piec es, owing lo the sudden expansion into
steam of th e water combinecl with its particles, and
which is retained with a considerable attractive
force . Not only is this pure clay infusible, but
it will not dissolve in the fusible glasses, nud hence
it may be emp loy ed to give opacity to flint or other

H
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glua. If either lime or silica be added to the pure
clay, the mixture will not melt in the hottest fur.
nacea; but if the alumina, lime, and silica, are previously mixed together, it melts-the more readily
when the mixture is made in etrtain definite proportions. A knowledge of these facts ia of the
utmost importance to the manufacture of tenaeotta, or of any other argillaeeoua body.
Clay, u we find it in nature, may be regarded
u a compound of alumina and silica, with lime,
magnesia, and iron, and also, not unfrequently, with
much organic matter. Hence we have clays varying
greatly in their degrees of fusibility ; some in their
tenacity, both in the wet and in the dry state; in
their contrv.tibility, or shrinkage when exposed to
fire, and in their colours; while some of them are
without plasticity, or the facility of being moulded,
-nil of these being 11ointsof the utmost moment
to the manufacturer. 1'he clays that we usually
employ are the clays of our coal formations, these
being generally the result of the decomposition of
the older rocks, which have formed, in a large majority of cues, the aoils upon which the plauts have
grown from which our fossil fuel bas been derived.
'fhe clays of the carboniferous. seriea vary one from

THE ART-JOURNAL.
however, adapted for the production of worke of au
artistic character, owing to ita coanene11, its COD•
tractibility, and it.a fusibility.
Potter', clay, so called, is compact and unctuoua
to the touch, polishing with the preaaure of the
fingers merely, forming, with water, a aemi-trauslucent mass: it is excesaively tenaciows, and very
ductile; it ia infusible in the porcelain kiln,, and
usually burns white. The geological position of
the potter's, or plutic clay, is beneath the London
clay, and above the sands which cover the chalk

Cormationt. The general composition of this im•
portaut clay ia, silica 42·5 , and alumina 88·2, with
a very small quantity of lime and iron, and about
18 parts of water. In terra-cotta manufacture this
is one of the moat important of clays. It exist.a
iu very great abundance in Dol'letahire, and ia especially worked in the neighbourhood of Pool, to
supply the great Statl'ordahire potteries, and the
"stoneware" potteriea of all parts of this kingdom,
and indeed those also of the continent .
The plaatic clays of France are not equal to those

··-..:·..:
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of these islands. M. Brongniart says, " Most of gardcd as clays of the same character and of a
the plastic clays of France employed for cnrthen- 1 similar origin-both being derived from the decom•
ware J,ave the disadvantage of reddening a little in position of the felspar of the granite rocks. The
a somewhat strong heat, and hence it becomes . pipe-clay has been washed down by nature, and
necessary to coat them with a soft glaze, fusible by · deposited where we find it-in basins, Uduallyalong
means of an exccss of lead at a low heat, in order the sides of valleys, while the china clay is washed
to preserve the white appearance of the biscuit; and prepared by the bands of man. These are the
such a gloze has a dull aspect, and cracks readily purest of the natural clays, and may be regarded u
into innumerable fissures by alternations of heat and consisting of silica and alumina.iu nearly equal part,,
cold."
the alumina being more frequently in exceaa. Theae
China cla!J and Pipc-cf«!J.-Thcse may be re- clays are exceedingly iofnsible.

I

I

.[
the other, almost as much aa they do fro.n the
clays which we derive from o\her geological form&·
remarkable of these argillaceous
tions. 1'bo 1I1111t
deposits are those which are ao extensively worked
in the neighbourhood. of Stourbridge-they
are
largely used, on account of their infusibility, in the
manufacture of glass-honae pots oud fire-bricks. We
also find them employed, in aorue few instances, for
the prodnction of ornamental works. At some of the
large eoal and iron works of Yorkshire eooaiderable
attention hu also been given to the production of
articles of use and forornamtnt, from the clays which
are intcrstratified with their coal and ironatorie beds.
Under the denomination of common cla!I, or loam,
we have every variety of clay, from a very tenacious
aluminows mass to the poorest brick-cartli. The
better.varieties of this clav are soft to the touch, forming with water a tenacious paste, and being tolerably
di1fuaiblein that tluid. Although soft. to the touch,
anch elsy wants unctuosity. Nearly all the eommon clay,, also, as they contain much lime and iron,
are fllfible at an ordinary furnace heat. The best
example ot this argillaceoua .substance is alrorded
in the Loudon clay formation, which cousiata chietly
· ot bluish or black clay, which ·i• ,ery tough ; it is not,

Alumina, and t.bealuminous naturalclays,-which
Such are the natural prodnctions from which the
manufacturer of terra-cotta baa to choose, and by posaess the moat plasticity, and, eonaequently, those
judiciowsly selecting and carefully combining these, which are the best fitted for the modeller,-ve apt
to crack in drying, or to lose their shape. This
the beat results may be obtained.
One of the greatest difficulties with which the very serioua defect is rectified, in some measure,
manufacturer of terra-cotta figures and ornamental by adding to the clay a proper proportion of sandworks has to contend, ia the contraction which the the more siliceous the better. By this admixture a
clay ao11:'cnin drying, and the yet greater contraction componnd ia formed which haa lesa attraction for
which it nndergnes in the proceas of baking.
water, and dries more equally from the openness of
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'its grain. In tcrra-cotta fi~ures the artist has aJso
to guard against the different degrees of thickness in
the various parts ; where there is much variation in
thi s respect, desiccation takes place unequally, and
irregular contraction, and hence distortion, is the
resnlt. Hard-burnt stoneware, ground to powder,
nnd incorporated with clay, answers still better than
sand for counteracting the great and irregular contraction referred to.

I in favour and prevailed, leaving

the more noble and
well-nigh time-defying tcrra-cotta to lang11ish in
neglect.
It is not our purpose to discuss the
qualities of stucco, or to investigate how for it
might be regarded as a legitimate materia.l for constructive decorations, or for purely decorative accessories. Having nu opinion of onr own, and a

It is altogether nnnccessary to adduce any arguments in support of the proposition that clay is a
mat erial capable of being successfully and adrnntngeously employed for the production of works, ns
well in the higher departments of decorative art as
in the case of those which are at oncu Jess aspiring
in their character and more commonly in use. At
the same time it is unquestionably true that this
valuable and beautiful material bas been almost altogether overlooked by us, except iu its direct application to the productions of the potter. Some few
works have indeed, from time to time, been produced ; but they have been regarded rather as
exceptional instances of the misapplication of clay,
than as such examples of success as ought to lead

having been 01•crlookcd. Due cure was not eurcised iu the preparation of the clays, and consequently the results, as might have been expected,
were far from being satisfactory. N01v a due care
in the preparation of the clays for terra-cotta implies an experimental, correct, and thorough knowledge of the natural properties of these substances:
and this is the point to which but little attention was directed . As in the potteries, so nlso in
onr tcrra-cotta works, with a very fow exceptions,
but little regard has been bestowed upon the
chemistry of the subject, and still Jess upon the
physical phenomena which it invokes. 'l'hese arc
matters that nre now beginning indeed to attract
attention ; nod it mny safely be assumed, as we
consider, that the progress of such scientific inquiry
I will be necessarily attended with vast improvements
in every species of ceramic production. 'I'he worker
in tcrra-cotta has to deal with materials all of them
to be grouped together ns constituting a single class
of natural substances, but which, at the snme time,
are distinguished (ns we have already shown) the
1 one from the other by various peculiar and often
conflicting qualities. There is no such lhing as
1 a tcrra-cotla clay ready for n~e 11nclcr specific
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very decided one, upon the subject, we proceed to
consider more fully !.he circumstances that have militated against the recognition and use of terra-cotta.
There ore three distinct conditions in all manufacture, the concurrent action of which is essential
the qualities of the
· for success : these are-that
material employed should be thoroughly understood;
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to other and more comprehensil'C results. The very
admirable terra-cottn bends of I he Cmrnrs which
st11dthe brickwork of Hampton Court Palace .afford
a case in point: they are as sharp ond perfect as
when Cardinal Wolsey received them ns n present
from Itnly,-and yet who bas ever regarded them as
suggestive of the capabilities of terra-cotla for the
production of the decorative accessories of our
English red brickwork ? It is probable that the
!esson taught by good terra-cotta has been neglected,
m consequence of the imperfect aud uusatisfnctory
. results somet imes to be observed in worh produced
by this process iu clny. Sharpness and symmetry
have not always proved to be attri butes of terracotta; and, conseqnently, when flatness and distortion
have appeared in their stead, the process of terracotta hos suffered in reputation, and it has been
regarded as by fur too uncertain for general adoption. Hence we may suppose the stucco family to
have derived their origin. Something that could be
modelled and run into various oruameata.J forms
was imperatively demanded by the requirements of
modern building and decoration. If it failed to
fulfil every expected condition, stucco was found to
be both cheap a.nd euy to manage; and ao it grew

1 conditions

that nre i11 every instance cqunlly opplicnblc.
In the terrn-cotla works of Mr. James Pulhnm,
nt Broxbourne, there is very gratifyi ng evidence
that the science of his mamtfacturc has recei,·cd
due attention . Hence he bas been enabled to produce his "granulated stone-like tcrrn-cotln," nnd
his " naturnl stonc-colow· cement."
Both aro
materials of great value and importance-both have
already proved their practical cnpahilities, and,
1
without doubt, when they become better known,
both will be brought into widely extended use. 'l'hc
· 1 former of these materials, however, is the more
valuable of the two, since, from the physical constitution of the mass, objects produced in it hnve less
controctiou, coupled with more general uniformity
of texture, than can be obtained iu any other clay.
In the matter of the applicability of tcrra-cotta to
secondly, that the n1alerial, when scicotifically used, various purposes, which shall a.ll of them be conehonld be Bfplied to objects and for purposea con- aistcut with the qnalitiea of that rna.terial, Mr. Pul1i1tent with 1ta nature; and, thirdly, that the varions ham finds before him a wide field, and one that has
objects produced should exhibit evideacea of appro• been but little explored. We were glad to observe
priate and elegant design. The neglected ata.te of that here, as in the case ot his BOientific ioquirie1,
terra-cotta. appears to have arisen, to a very great Mr. Pulham is acting npon sound principle&. His
extent, from the first of these three conditiolll kilns are employed for the production both of the
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the " Sybil," h•lf rising .ud ,hutting her book,
commoner clasaea of articles for bnilden, and of
THOMAS UWINS.•
the "Almighty creating .Adam," or of the finelythose which may claim a more intimate uaociation
proportioned young man engraved in the frontil•
with Art. Thna it is, probably, that he obtains anch
viere of Gavin Hamilton'• "Scola Italica."
He
employment, and realizes those profita which enable TRERB are few artiste whOle career dord IO nlutel11 him, in the true 1pirit or Art,-" Mere general
him to iaane Crom hie eatab!iahmeut productioua able an example, from its commencement to its representation• or them would ,wt 1&ti1fyme. 'l'he
that, in a commercial aeuae, cannot "pay," although close, u that of Thomu Uwlna. .Apprenticed to outline muat be nicely true, the character and proit is through the instmmentality of these "better
an engraver, when he had an earueat longing to portion, accurate, of the 'whereabout,'
of each
things" that a reputation is often made, and 80 become a painter, he exr.banged in early life the figure or group. I have in prints repetition• withnumber,
and
they
all
fail
in
the
true
line of
out
encouragement ia given by which peraevennce ia burin for the pencil, and illu1trated nnmerou.t litenltimately rewarded.
Ju both· cluaes of objer.ta rary publication,. He painted )>Ortnita, too; and elegance or gnndeur that IO diltinctl)· mark1 the
Mr. Uwin1, how}fr. Pulham may widely e.itend the range of his his gentle manner, nnited to hta ability, rendered production• of that great m.u."
him popular 08 a drawing-muter.
But he had ever, declined thi, honourable Art-million : hi,
.,
operations with the utmost advantage; anu, more higher upiration,;
and, after long 1tru"le and timidity prevented him undertaking anch a ta.k,
particularly, he may anticipate the moat gratifying peneverance, by his own exertion, he obtained the and certamly it wu one of no little magnitude,
results from the production of a claaaor works in means to realize the cherilhecl object of hil life, and
Thero ha,·e rarely been two volume, laid before
which the distinctive qnalitiea of both cluses may quitted England for Italy.
the public of printe corre1ponde11ce oontaining IO
be combined. What we 80 much want is artutic
The first volume of thi1 work contains an intro- little acandal; indeed, the manner in which Mr.
common tliing1, and ,wf"l artutic tliing,. We ductorv memoir, coldly but carefully written, and Uwin1 eulogilea his friends, not IO much when
want to have Art ,tamping it.II genuiue impreaa somewhat encumbered by a aeries of uetcbes of writing to them u when writing of them, ii perfectly chivalroua. He loved them 11tzt to the Roral
upon all those minor accessories of buildings which .llr. Uwin1' fellow pupils in the art of engral'ing;
can be 80 happily executed in terra-cotta .• and, on a liat or exhibited works, both during his member- Academy, which unknowingly he w11111hip~d-lieship o( the Water-Colour Society and the Royal 1ie,·ing 1t •• inf1tllible." Mn. U win1 bu kept batk
the other hand, we have no special sympathy with Academy; a brief history or the Sketching Society, aundry detail, u to the difflcultiea and triala Mr.
Jnere vaaee, for which we have to aeek something in which our graciou1 Queen took eo much intere.t;
Uwins expnienrcd connected with his kceperahip of
that may represent a use. Aud 80 also with many a few lette111from France and Scotland, where Mr. the National G111lerJ'
, We exprcaed 01;r opinion of
other objects, as well aa with architectnral details U wine puaed eome little time previous to hia con- the attacka made upon him at the time, and have in
and acceasories. The applicatiou of terra·cotta
tinental residence; and the commenoement of the our poaaeaaion more than one letter from the arti1t,
to purposes strictly architectural affords a wide "Let ten from Italy."
The llt'cond l'olume of the acknowledging the obligation, and warm in th8llks.
,
h
•
f th A
r,
Th
memoi111ii filled by )lr. Uwina' correspondence We engaged him to touch the plates of the cngurange ,or t e genius o
e rt-manu acturer.
e with his brothe111, lloctor and Mr. Uwins, during vinge from the Royal Gallery, which have in due
inlaid and glazed tiles ,rhich Minton brought to hie aenn ye1tn' residence in Italv. To this ia added course appeared in this pubhcationtask he deauch perfection, while primarily designed for pave- ll number of letters to and from the late Sir Thomas lighted m almoet to the last, He knew and loYed
Jnents, have been fonnd to be occuionally applicable Lawrence, Sir Charles L. Eutlake, Hr . Chaton, and the original, 10 well, that he wu peculiarly fitted
for purpoaea of anrface decoration upon walls. They Mr. Severn.
Distinguished men do not always to correct any fault of the engravers; and he did
Jnakegood and effective "strings," or bands which write remarkable lette111,and since tbil correepon- so with the utmoet care and attention, The l.lueen
aeparate atoriN and compartments of bnildings. deuce Italy baa been made u familiar to ua u had great confidence in Air. U wina' knowledge of
But for all anch purpo,ea the Oat tile cannot com- France; but there ii a vigour, a 1implicity, blended Art, and his appointment •• keeper of the Royal
nare with the terra-cotta wrought in relief-aasnmwith keen obee"ation and perfect frankneu, in the Galleries emanated directh• from her Majesty.
t -- lette111 of Thomas Uwiua, which briuga Rome,
Mn. Uwina, to whom; however, he WH only
10g, that ia, that the terra-cotta be equal iu intrinaic Venice, but especially Naplee, before ua, flowing in united a few brief year8-8ix or ael'en, we believeexcellence with the tile. Cornices, again, orria- the enthueiasm of a genuine artist. It II curloua hae paid a beautiful tribute to hie character in old
Jnental ncceseories for doon and windows, with to compare the rugged, discontented tone of )lr. age, when ahe anys, "At home he made cbeerfulothen which might form the angles of buildiugs, or Uwina' lette111from Scotlandcountry ungenial nea a social duty, and uniformh- avoided every
Wo
Jnark the limits of the aeveral homes in a conti- .to him in every way, deapite its natural beautv, and word that could awaken care or ·anxiety."
remember Hr. Uwina before he went to Italy, when
these, with many other architec- to which be wu unsympathizing, if not unjuatnoons gronp,-all
we
were
but
beginning
to
comprehend
the
value
of
tural works, may be 80 well executed in terra-cotta with the harmony that breathea through communioationa from Italy. Nor can we wonder at thil : the a l>icture, and regretted that hie going abroad deth at t hey WI·11comman d th e att en t ·ion r our arc h.1• Italian
climate suited hia delicate and eenaitive pnved us of the leaaone we hoped to ha,·e received.
tects. Thus we may hope to see genuine brickwork con1titution, and its Art treuuree and "1unnineaa"
He was then, u e\'er, a email, 1pare, delicate-lookin Jnore general nae, in combination with architec- warmed him into that excellence which those who ing man, hia dRrk hair thinning, and his clear, grey,
tnral terra-cottu of real excellence. It is also moat knew hil early drawinge never imagined he could intellectual eyes almost concealed by bis long eyeimportant that Mr . Pulham should introduce into have attained . Di.Abook illuatrations were certainl1, luhea and overban1ting brows. Hi, manne111were
his establiehment new principles of design. With- conepicuoua for the truth of their "atory telling, • timid and uncertam, but ever gent.le, eopeeially to
children, who al wRya loved him. " In the facee
ont taking his stand with the exclusive advocates of and their correct drawing, and hie worka in "the
of plain persons," aays hie biographer, "whoae
either of the rival 1ehoola of Art, Mr. Pnlham old Water-Colour Society" were always attractive;
d
b. ·
h but we well remember the aenaation created by the thoughts are chiefiy busied with truth, beauty, and
Jnay aeek froJD natnnl form• an com matious Ilic
lint oil paintinge he sent Crom Italy to England, benevolence, espec1allv if they have been chastened
designs u will infuse into his works a vitality and and the difficulty in belieYing they were the work by much eorrow, there may be aeen at timea au
a freshneas not otherwise to be obtained. It ii very of hil delicate hand,-his Italian peaaants in the expression litJle abort of transfiguration, when the
well to reproduce a fine work of 80me early artist, foN'ground, and the deliciou.t Italian scenery. The soul appears lo illuminate and elevate the ex11res•
but it is much better, having imbibed that old atm08f)hn·, of thOle earlier pictures hu never been sion, quite independently o( the features.
Thie
rather rare quality ot ezpreaaion, by being repeatt-d,
artist'• spirit, to deaip:n a fresh work for onrselvea.
surpassed. Thia wu not the fruit of inspiration,
continues
to
ennoble
the
countenAnce
throughout
The pages we have devoted to this anbject con- or what ia called "geniua," but of study, industain eugravinga ot about twenty or .Mr. Fulham's
try, and observation.
In hie letten .llr. Uwina life, and usually terminates in extreme beauty of
d
h
1 ted th
1 frequently reverts to hie age, regretting that he old age, when the lines of the face, and even of the
rod ·
P uctmua; au we ave 18 ec
ose examp 88 had not enjoyed the .Art-opPortunitiea afforded br a figure, expreas only repose, refinement, and reflec•
which, for the Jnost part, more particularly illustrate reaidence in Italy at an earlier period; but his mmd tion. , . •• 'i11e1e lines of true genius were imthe tern-cottas of the higher order 88 works of Art. wae u freah at forty, nay, much fresher, than the pressed upon the countenance of Tbom&1 Uwins."
The selection was made from a very large number of mind of" young Englsnd" at half that age: wit- We quite agree with the writer in the truth ot
works, of all classes and orden-aome original and neas a passage from one of bil eloquent letters to these obaervutiona, and upon their effect on her
husband; but we cannot call them the "linu of
othen copies-with but few (perhaps none) that can his brother Zachariah:"All the dreams or my infancv, all the waking true gmiHa:" they are the impreaa of what 11
be considered objectionable to the instructed eye aud
the artistic mind. A11,1ongstthe vases there are two Yiaions of my youth, and all the ·invention& of my better-:-_pure morality and religion.
Hr. U wine died at Staine&, at the age or ,e.-entyor three that will at once be recognised, aa having riper years, have been realized, exceeded-a thou- five yean and six months, and waa buried there, in
been familiar favourites for centuries ; while others, aand times exceeded-by the rich and voluptuous the new buri:11-ground adjoining the old churchwhich will be no less readily dietin~ished, have aaaemhlage of beauties which are ecattered with yard.
been designed expressly for the maunfacturer. Theae unsparing hand round the Bav of Naplee, and the
He wu never a great artist, but hiatictures were
vasea have been exclnai\"ely used, we belie,·e, as still more interesting Gulf of S1tlerno. Autiqui- alwaya of a "good" clau; and the 1igh order or
decoratious of gardens and cou1ervatorie1, for which tiea, merely 08 antiquities, do not much affect me: hie mind was evidenced by bis choice of subject : it
h
d when I have once realized sentiments of departed ever exhibited rending, thought, aud earnestness of
d
greatness, I can do no more; but the beRuties of
office they are eminently qualifie , from t e goo
He was, as we have intimated, execedtone of their colour and the sharpnt'A of their nature take me by storm. History hu but one purpose.
rngly eensiti\ ·e, and more prone than he ought to
mauipnlation. -It would indeed have been a for- page-Nature ia inexhaustible!"
hu·e been to receive annoyance from ho•tilo critiThe devotion of l;wina to .Art was only another cism; while he rarely attached much rnlue to thllt
lunate circun.efance had a large number of these
vaaeein terra -cotta occupied the places now filled in phaae of his devotion to Nature; and it ie intereet- which was laudatory; indeed, el'ery critic of every
the garden& of the Crystal Palace with cold dupli- rng to trace in these pages bis earnest love of his degree he seemed to look upon 08 hie uatural enemy.
catea of eome of the coldest and feeblest productions Protestant faith, in the midst of au{lentitione from We make this remRrk becauee the sentiment ia
ever manufactured from marble.
which he revolted. Unsullied by bitterness or un- very generally shored by the artilts of our day;
'l'here are no doubt very many penons who desire kinJne~, he doe!' .not anathematize those who differ hence the little interr.ourse that aubeists between
painte111and men of letten ; and hence au evil that
information 88 to the eource from which they can fro~ him : he pitiea, but never penecu_tea.
For
obtain articles ot this character· we are therefore
Str Thomas La'!rcnce, that accomphah~ gentle- works greatly to the prejudice of both.
· th ·
h h-'I
· , th • man, who made time to arrange and thmk for all many yeara, indeed, aince the daye of "Sir Joehua,"
. · · th
0
ua~t1Dg_ em in.. e1r aearc , " 1 ewe may e~J J. e within hil ephere, took a warm interest in .llr. thia evil hH been continually increaeing. Neither
1&tiaracttou of a1d1ngto rew11:d a very _mentono.us Uwina' progreaa, and wiabed him to make some W eet nor Lawrence, and Iese than either, Eaetlake,
manufacturer, whose productions especially require studies while he was in Rome from "Eve receiving hu given a thought to the advantage which Art
that publicity which ia very difficult to acquire, the Apple," on the ceiling of the Siltine Chapel, may derive from aaaociation with litenture, or how
much the profeaao111of both mi;;ht profit from a
and is, in thia, more than in most cases, au im• A M,xo1a or Tno11•s Uw1ffs, n.A.,late Keeper of somewhat close and rontinual interco11111e. The
pentive ueceaaity for the achievement of 1ucce111.
the Royal Galleries and the Nattonal Gallery, Librarian or ,ubject ia one with which we may be called upon to
the Royal Academy, &c. &c. By Mra. U'Ktllll,
3 vola, deal at length hereafter,
1
Pubtlahed by Longman & Co., Lorufon.
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THE ART-JOURNAL
.
TIIE RA.VELOCK COMPETITION.

ART IN CONTINENTAL ST.A.TES.

this article appears, the golden apple in this
case will have been awarded-Ute 16th of December
bein~ the day appointed for the final jndgment. Like
the famous fruit of the ancient myth, all the apples
of our A.rt-contests are labelled "to the fairest;"
but, alas 1 in how many cases bas the promise of the
legend proved nn illusion ancl a snare I Rarely have
the best and fairest had even a spectral chance in
certain of the late most partial elections. The models
in this case are limited to two feet, and tho whole
are more advantageously shown in the great room of
the Society of British Artists than nny antecedent
competitive works we have el£ewhere seen; the
visitor cnu walk ronnd each figure, and consider it
apart. The prescription of two feet as the stature of
the figures was a wise provision; but the necesaity
of raising these small warriors to II level with the
eye, or to nn elevation above it, has in e,·ery case
demanded a support ,w massive as to shrink the
figures, insomuch, as to deprive them of any degree
of impressive character with which they may be
endowed. A cursory glance tells the visitor that
but few of the athletes of the ru·t are in the arenaa resnlt which we can only attribute to a want of
faith in that strict justice which should be the only
rule of all committees of j ndgmcnt . We are ngain
here exercised in a pleasant game of enigmas-the
works being sent in under mottoes-which means
that tht1 sculptors are all as well known to the
judges as if the names were attarhed to the works.
'fhis arrangement has been sufficieutly tried to show
it to be a failure-it is but a temptation to competitors and their friends to descend to unworthy
means of advancing particular interests . For ollrselves, we hail rather the mottoes than the names,
and so perform we our duty without knowledge
of, or inquiry relative to, names. We have said
that among the competitors there can be bllt few
men of reputation; ancl there are some statuettes
which we are surprised hnve been received, so
utterly deficient are they of every plausible quality
-being altogether without form, and void. We
had vainly hoped that every sculptor who hod
entered on this competition had made himself acquainted with his subject; but very, very few seem
to have any truthful conception of the person or
character of HaveJock. We have nc\'er seen him;
yet we have him before us-a somewhat spare man,
perhaps under the middle height, with features
sharp and betokening suffering-plain at all times
in dress, and simple and unassuming in manner;and this is the man who is represented in every
degree of corporeal volume, from the rotundity
of a hlalakoff, to the tenuity of a Paganini; and
again, in style, from the hero of stage-craft to
the drawing-room lounger, and thence again to
an exaiq;erntiou of saintly characteristic. We had
marked several for especial notice, but think it
better to abstain from individual criticism. There
are in all, upwards of thirty statuettes in which the
chief errors arise from an entire misconception of
the mnn, and the errors of the worst are of such
a kind, that we are eurprised thnt their authors
should venture to compete for a public work.
Among the whole we can see bot two or three
which evidence auy inquiry and just conception.
[Since the above was written the committee hove
made their selection, which determines ~o . 4 as the
model of the future statne of Havelock. It is by
Behues, and we are gratified to hear that it is considered a felicitous likeness of the late Genernl.]

PAR1s.-The Oompicg11e,which has become n
favourite residence of the court, is being repaired
and ornamented. Ten statues, copied from antiquee 1
have lately nrri\'ed there, executed at Rome nncl
Paris; they are to be placed in niches on the fac;ade
of the palace. The origin of this fine chutcau has
ita date in the reign of Charles the Bald : it was
rebuilt by St. Louis, and mnde a royal residence;
since which it has undergone numerous transfor"Society
mations ~nder different reigns. -The
of the Friends of Art," nt Ronen, has purchasrd
forty-one of the best pictures sent for exhibition.
-A clever [ainter, of the "DaYid" period, is just
dead-Ren
Cndeau, surnamed" Cadeau d' Angers,"
aged seventy-six : he was a pupil of Guerin, and
painted several clever portraits aud genre subjects. A rim! to the Paris Bourse is about being erected at
Marseilles: a splendid building, richly ornamented
with statues and bassi-rclievi.-An imperial decree
opens n credit of ninety thousand francs for the
restoration of the Church of St. Anne, at Jerusalem.
-King Leopold bas conferred the Order of Leopold
on .M. S. Jean, a painter of fruit and flowers.-The
successful candidates for the Prix de Rome have
just set off for the Villa Medici. M. de Conninck,
who gained the second prize, has been allowed the
privilege of two years' residence in consequence of
his age, thirty years, being an obstacle to his ent~ring the lists next yenr.-A statue of Ary Scheffer
is to be erected at Dordrecbt by subscription.-A
b11Stof the Minister Chaptal, by lluseignour, has
been placed in tho Oonservatoire des .Lfrts et
Metiers.-In tbo Tom· de l' Hoi·loge, at the Louvre,
are two niches, in which nre exhibited, during
a certr,in period, the various statues intended for
the ornamentation of public buildings; this is
a useful plan, as their effect can thus be well appreciated. At the present time these niches are occupied by "Circe" and "Christian Art," the latter
a simple and a well-composed atatue.-The
King
of Sardinia bas offered to the city of Paris a statue
of King Victor Emanuel, by Marochetti; it is
shortly expected at the HOtel de Ville.
Mmncu.-Letters
harn beenli1telrreceived from
Theodore. Horscbelt, a German nrhst, now in the
Caucasus, whither he went, in company of the
Rlll!ainn troops, to stud>' battle scenes "from the
life."
Horscbelt is still a young man, and it is
only since a re,.. years that he has adopted battle
pictures as bis favourite subjects. Stags, chamois,
hunting scenes in the Alps, were the subjects of bis
earlier works. 'rhe illustrations to Charles Bauer's
"Chamois Ilunting in the .Mounts.ins of Bavaria"
are from his pencil, and date from Horscbelt's early
period. The first plate, which forms the frontis piece, is a fine study from nature-a
group of
chamois on a mountain-top. 'l'be communications
from the scenes of his present life are full of interest;
for of the prinoipal battles he wna not only an eyewitness, but n participator. General Baron Wzefsky
was shot dead at Ins side ; and at the capture of
numerous "Auls" be advanced with the battalions
to the storm. He is now at Tillis, with a rich store
of sketches nil made on the spot. Ho intends to
accompany the troops in the next campaign, in
order to become still better acquainted with the
people and their mountain fastnesses. Should be
escape with his life, he will return next year to
Munich, first passing through St. Petersburg.
llorscbelt is a most worthy, amiable, and industrious man ; and it is gratifying to see genius succeeding as bis bas done. A few years [since be
travelled in the E~st, and on bis return surprised
his friends with n fine picture of "A Caravan resting in the Desert."
ANTWB11.P.-'l'bc administration of the town of
Antwerp has advertised for designs for n new
Exchange, to be built in the pince of that recently
destroyed by fire, and on the snmo spot, nvoiJing,
however, any encroachments on the neighbouring
properties. The question if the court of this building be kept open or be covered in, is left to the discretion of the competing architects. There is to be
only one story above the ground-floor, in which different apartments can bu distributed.
For the
electric telegraph, on the upper story, two rooms
arc to be provided, one of which is to ha1·e one
hundred metres superficially . The whole building
must be fire-proof. Though the site hns been
resolved upon, at present nothing is to prevent the
examinnlion of plans for any other site that might
offer extraordinary advantages. All plans nre to be
sent in, post-free, lo the civic administrntion of
Antwerp, before the 31st of January, 185!). Six
thousand five hundred frnnes nrc to be divided
among the first six successful candidates-four thousand for the first, nnd lh·c hundred for each of th e
other five. Tho plans aent in nrc nil to bo the property of the town council. ;

BEFORE

OBI TU ARY.
)IR. W . EVANS.

Tms artist, an Associate member of the old WaterColour Society, diet!, at his residence in the Marylebone Road, ou the 7lh of last month, at the age of
forty-nine; we shall have some notice of his career
in onr next number. Intellii:ence of his death
reached ns too late in the month to admit of anything more than a simple announcement.
J\!R. A.

n. JOHNS.

We are also preparing a memoir of Mr. John s, n
provincial artist of considerable relcbrity, who died
on the 10th of December, at Plvmonth, at the
•
advanced age of eighty-one.
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TIIB COLLECTION OF ENGRAVINGS
AT KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
THE engravini:s presented lo the i\fuseum nt Kensington, as the nudeus of a collection hereafter to be
made illustrative of the history of llritish engraving,
are now hung upon temporary screens nt the entrance to one of the upper galleries. On the part
of :i\1r.Sheepshnnks the gift is another noble instance of munificence, the more estimable thnt he
presents during his lifetime his pictorial wealth to
the public. The collection is limited, and contains,
of course, many prints in which the donor was immediately interested, as being plates from his own
pictures. Much, therefore, remain~ to be done;
but this, hy no means the least interesting of nuy
Art-collections, may sorely be comparatively the
least expensive, ns there are in the country storM of
beautiful engrnvings shut up in portfolios, portions
of which, it is hoped, may from time to time find
their way to Kcnsinp;ton in the shape of presenta tions, made in a spirit similar to that of 1\lr. Sheepshanks . l'rom some or other of these hidden stores
may we not hope to see come forth an impre sion of
Bru·low's Titian's Venus (I G56), or his illnsll'lltions
of ,E op? Then there mnst he examples of Faithorn,
White, and Smith-the two former lived in the 17th
century, the last in the 17th and 18th-and George
Vertne, the most celebrated engraver of his day.
Examples of Hognrth's works must be abundant in
the country, for of some of them as many ns twelve
hundred copies were subscribed for. Of Woollett,
Strange, and bar!) there are examples among the
prints in question; but the works of these famous
engravers muat be multiplied. There are, we believe,
none of Boydell, or Ryland, or Rooker. The first
of thcsc-cngrnver,
publisher, alderman, Lord
Mayor-is intimately connected with the advancement of engraving. Ilis Shakspere is an era in the
history of English engraving : yet neither the
qualities of the engraving nor the style of the paint ings whence they were made wouJd, in the present
day, save an artist from want; and yet a hundred
years ago they brought fame and fortune to Boyde!!
-the only examples of A.rt, ns he himself said,
"that ever had the honour of mnkine: a Lord
Mayor ." Book illustrations were nt this time the
most profitable resource of both painters and engravers. The usual fee for a design was a guinea;
but Francis Hayman's terms were two guineas. But
after the enterpri~e of Unymnn nnd Blakey, who
executed a series of hi torical compositions, engrav ing became more independent of literature: their
works, which nre now very scarce, were the first
series of historical prints after designs by Englishmen. Scarce, however, ns they are, there ought to
be at least one set at Kensington. The subjects were
well selected, being "'fhe Landing of Julius Cre ar,"
"Caractacns before Claudius," "Conversion of the
Britons," "'fhe Settlement of the Saxons in Britain,"
&c. &c., and many of the se1ies have been eniz:raved
small for mollett's "History of England." Dalton
m11Stnot be forgotten, as he did much in the art
himself, and employed Basire, Mason, and certain
foreign artists in his work on Greece; nnd the
Athenian Stuart a sistecl in the promotion of the
art by his employment of llasire, Rooker, Strange,
Wnlker, &c. The best works of some of the artists
we mention will be most difficult to procure, yet
they should be in the collection, and all, that is as
mnuy as possible, should be framed, and, above nil,
they must be exhibited nuder a light as nearly
npproat'hing open dnylight as possible.
Thus it will be understood that the collertion is
limited, but, thanks to Mr. Sheepshauks, there is a
nucleus for a history of British engraving, which n
few ycnrs ought to render nearly perfect ; for remnants of the lnbonrs of the best of our engravers of the
last century must e.xist in the country, which, as solitary examples of Art aro worthless, but which in
chronological series acquire n certain value. '!'he
prints arc hung in neat frame~ of nrni bed deal, a
met hod that does not attract the eye from the en~ra,,in~.

This "move" on the port of the Deportment of
Science and Art is highly creditable to its directors;
we ncccpt it i:ratcfnlly, as another proof of the active
cncr:-'Y by which proceedings arc directed. We ,·nnnot doubt it bt'ing followed up by other introductions
of c,·cn greater moment .
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BRITISH MUSEUM NOVELTIES.
h!PORTANTadditious have been made to our great
nationo.l collection, and alterations effected for their
due displ11y,which will open new apartments to the
public with the new year. The eeric,iof vaulted
chambers that support the Egyptian saloon have
been converted into a Museum of Monnmental Art,
for which they are admirably adapted. The floor of
these chambers is on the ground level ; and thou11:h
visitors to them descend, their subterraneoua character is merely the result ot a general elevation
of the principal floor of the Maseum. By a judicious selection of such works of aculpture 88
belong to the mortnary aeries alone, space h88 been
gained above-stairs for many additions there. This
bringing together the monumental sculpture of all
ages and nations is of much interest and value, 11
well for the display of variety of design u for
its power of aelf.ilJuatratiou by contrast, and a
consequent increase of utility to the student. In
these vaulted rooms he may commence with the
Egyptian tablet and Assyrian slipper-tomb of earthenware ; view the grim Etrurian sepulchre, shaped
like the body it held, or surmounted by the resemblance of the deceued; and thus ascend to the
most beautiful of all sepulchral memorials, the
graceful 1tele of the Greeks, with its elegant sculptured b1111Si-rclicvi,
and its flowing foliations ; ending
with the severer forms which characterized the
Roman funeral monnmenta. Many years ago, when
the Mnaenm purchased from Signor Campanari his
collection of Etruscan relics, chiefly obtained from
the vast necropolis at Corneto, the ancient Tarquinia, they obtained therewith his copies of the
wall-paintings which covered these tombs of the
ancient Italian race. They were correct copies in
size and form of the originals, and were placed
above the cues in the rooms devoted to Greek Art.
They have now been brought together again, and
two vaults are devoted !o a re-construction, by their
means, of an Etruscan tomb. The visitor will enter
the small chamber-elaborately painted on wall and
ceiling-and ponder ou the ideas of the future state
as depicted by these old artists.
In close contiguity to these vaults a noble hall is
constructed, with a roof of glua, for the exhibition
of the Asayrian sculpture recently consigned to us.
The slabs will be arranged around the walls of this
hall, and the delicacy of their execution, and marvellous minutire of detail, cannot fail to strike the
moat unobservant. Photography conld not have
done more in bringing before us these ancient races
in all their truthfulness or form and feature, than
is done by these patient labours in tculpture.
The Townley Gallery is improved by niches, in
which the Vcons is enshrined : while other of ita
renowned works are more efficiently displayed.
The marbles from Halicarnuaua (Budrum) 81'\'
arranged in the outer portico of the Museum-a
position much to be regretted, bnt necesaitated, we
believe, Croma want of apace inside. Where, then,
is to be the locality in which the large additions,
recently sent Cromthence and from Carthage, arc to
be exhibited? We cannot conceal the tact that onr
Mnaenm is too small for the proper exhibition of its
present contents, and additions are continnally being
made. A glass ahed has been erected nuder the 1>ortico, to shelter the marbles now arranged there, and
they have been judicio119lycombined and partially
restored by Mr. Westmacott. We aay, jndicioualy,
becanaethete restorations have been acrioualy attacked, and, we think, unjustly, (or they simply
consist or bringing together and aecuring the varioua
fragments, restoring such parts only aa their proper
study warrants ; taking care that the restored parts
do not deceivo the eye. To effect this, the surface
of the additions is slightly lower, and hu leu finish.
By this means the noble statue of Mausolua appears
in ita integrity, and not with half a face and one leg,
as it muat have done but for this. Every gallery
of aculpture abounds with such restorations, and the
gallery par e.rcellence-the Vatican-most of all;
but there the restorations are difficult to detect, and
arc not so honestly done aa at our British Mnaenm.•
• Since the auo,·e was ..-rltten we h11ve seen a copy or a
lfcm~rlal addre.-ed to tho Finl Lortl of tho Treasury,
11:ined by a numeran, body or our mo,t ,llstlngulshcd
arti,t.s, and lovers or Art, •Ith rererence to tho ln•det1oate
nccamwodatlon provided for tbe•e aueleut •cul11tures.
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HINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.
RouL AcA.DEl!Y.-On the 10th of last month,
being the nineteenth anniversary of the foondation
of the Royal Academy, tbe academicians proceeded
to award the annual mcdo.la,according to cnatom.
There was no gold medal awarded this year, but the
silver medals were given to the following students:To Mr. W. Holyoake, for the beat painting Crom
the living draped model: to Mr. E . Crawford, for
the beat drawing from the life; to Mr. C. B. Birch,
for the beat model from the life; to Mr. F. Topham, for the beat drawing from the antique; to
Mr. S. G. Cameroux, for the best model from the
antique; and to Mr. H. M. Eyton, for a perspective
drawing. There appears to ha'fe been no election,
there being, we aupposc, no "vacancy.'.'
TUE SOCIETYOP F.EHALEAllTISTS.-The exhibition of this society for 1851) will be held in the
spacious gallery, No. 7, Haymarket, next door to
the theatre, and the prospects of the institution
promise an exhibition superior in attraction to that
of the past season. The society proposes to open
their gallery in February . Ladies desirous of contributing will receive a copy of regulations on
application to the secretary, Mrs. Dlllldas Murray,
13, York Place, Portman Sqnare.
TRE NEW ART Soc1ETr.-This society is, we
presume, in course of formation; but althon![h the
excellent and accomplished Earl of Carlisle is at
its head, we have serious doubts 88 to its ever
becomiug "ripe .' ' It aims at far too much :-with
its " award of prizes, medals of honour, and other
testimonio.ls; " its exhibitions, " ancient and modern;" ita "converaaziones ;" "library of reference;" "local committees in the provinces;" "lectures;" "di&ctl.88iona
;" "claaaes; 0 "honorarycorresponding members," &c. &c. The acheme has
been in a great degree tried-in so far as relates to
all its more attractive features-and failed. The
REUNIONDES ARTShad its splendid suite of apartments in Harley Street; the committee added to
Art the attractions of mmic (the beat muaic, vocal
and instrumental, to be obtained in England) ;
invited artists (free) generally ; exhibited all the
works of Art they could obtain, and, moreover, supplied refreshments. The plan did not answer, and was
abandoned; yet in o.llrespects there waswise and satisfactory management,&liberal spirit,mnch industry,
and an earnest llesire to do good, ou the part of its
conductors. llfr. Ottley may fancy that hie "lectures" will be the " all in all" of the " New Art
Society;" but he may be mistaken. He may
imagine that "medals of honour" may be special
baits ; but they are not yet-and never may bein existence. In short, if he thinks to make this
society do the work of the Graphic, and other
societies of the kind, of the British Institution, of
the Royal Academy, of the department of Science
and Art, and or the Nation-that is to say, what the
Nation ought to do-and succeeds in doing it, he
will be a public benefactor such as Great Britain
has not seen since Vortigern wore a "painted vest.''•
THE CRYSTALPALACE.-Varions changes have
either been introduced or are in progress at the
Crystal l'alace. That which "leads" ia the introduction of a aeries of lectures 011 the Fine-Arts
Courts, illustrated by disaolving views of the actual
court, (an onsuitable and naelesa &880Ciation),by
lllr. Pepper. Now Mr. Pepper is au excellent and
popular lecturer on chemistry, but he would be himself the fint to admit his ignorance of Art. He is
here, therefore, a valuable person in the wrong
place. Mr. Bowley, the general manager is also
avowedly out of his sphere when he meddlea with
Art-matters. Consequently, Art ia making a retrograde, and not a progressive, move at the Crystal
Palace. The picture .gallery hu, however, much
improved. Mr. Wass is weeding it as freely and as
frequently as he can ; and there have been many
• The Inaugural meeting was held at the Hanover
Sqnare Rooms 011 the evening or the 17th of December.
In the absence or the F.arl of Carlisle, the chair wa, occupied by Lord Rnnelagh, who, In his addrou to the meetMr. Ottley
ing, explained tho objects of the society.
spoke at length or tho adv1>nlages or a cultivated taste r,,r
Art, And the Rev. Mr. Bellew followed on the same ,ubject.
allcr which the snolety ,..,.. declared as constituted. The
smaller room, were hung with Mr. FIA!ow's collection or
pictures, and the evenln:i concluded with a concert. The
results or tho meeting ,r~o not such a, to change our view•
of the uffalr.

reMnt additions of much importance; while the
"sales" effected have been large, considering that the
exhibition ia not "in leUOn."-The best object Mr.
Bowley has recently achieved i, the enlargement of
the tropical enclosure at the ncrthern end of the
building, and the lighting it up with gas as the darknesa closea in, during the short days of sunlight.
The fountains, too, are played, and their jets gleam
gaily among their aparkling brethren of tbe gas.
pipes. The whole forms a lovely scene, unique in
England, and one that alone will always more than
repay a viait to Sydenham.
TUK KENSINGTONMvsEUJl.-lt
is announced
that the muaenm will be open free during the
Christmas holidays. We regret to learn that Mr.
Heury Cole continues at Uome-the atate of his
health not juatifying the hope of his early return to
England.
:Ma. BEllESPORDHOPE has delivered a lecture
on " the Common Sense of Art" at the Kensington
Mnaeum. The a11bjectchiefly, it not exclusively,
treated onder so comprehensive a title w88, however, architecture . According to the Critic, "The
lecturer, with a vigorous and clear logic, enforced
the new 'fiews of the superiority of Gothic architecture over all other styles as the national architecture ·or England . lie urged good reasons for its
acceptance as a style capable of progression and
development in an eclectic spirit, and, with a motive
which it is just to say was free from bigotry or
prejudice, recommended its adoption as the one
style cf architecture capable of growth and refined
advancement.''
P1ctuu SALES.-At a recent aale, by anction,
of another portion of the modern pictures belonging
to Mesars. Hooper and Wass, the following were
the principal works offered, aud the prices they
realized:-" Ariadne," D. :!\lacliac, R.A., 118 gs. ;
"The Early Lesson," T. Faed, 127 gs. ; "Fruit and
Flowers," T. Groenland, 81 gs.; "Ruins of Elgin
Cathedral," D. Roberts, R.A., 106 gs.; "Hampton
Court in the Time of Charles I.," F. Goodall, A.R.A.,
310gs .; "London, from Greenwich Park," J.B.
Pyne, 71 gs.; "Landscape, with Boar Hunt," J.
Linnell, 80 ga.
THE EXHIBITION OP 1861. -The
Society of
Arts 1w issued a circular concerning this project.
It is therefore, we presume, to be carried out ; and
al though our doubts as to ita policy and nltimate
advantage are neither removed nor lesaened, it will
be our duty-if it muat take place-so to aid it as to
render it aa effective and useful as poB8ihle. It
is, we belie'fe, certain that the site will not be
Batteraca ; the bnildin11:will be erected on the
public gronnd at South Kensington ; poB8ibly it
will not be a temporary erection-for if" rumour"
is to be credited, the Society of Arts must, ere long,
quit their "holding" in the Adelphi, and contemplate aa " a valnable chance," the po88C11ionof "a
local habitation," created by "a anrplua fund" arising out of an Exhibition in 1861. No one will regret
it, if there be such a result, for the executive has
worked well, is working well, and may work ,till
better for the public good, if means and appliances
be thua supplied it. We trust, therefore, mannfactnrers throughout the kingdom will proceed
forthwith to prepare for the ntw trial to which
they, some two years hence, will be subjected. We
know thl'y are generally reluctant to take part in
this movement-but they mu,t do 10; and it will
be worse than unwise to defer to the eleventh hour
arrangements that ought to be con&idcred,if not
commenced, forthwith. . We shall bring this matter
under the notice of our readers from time to time .
THE LIONS AT TllAl'ALGAll S~UA.U. -The
Build-ergives currency to a rumour that, although
the Lions will be designed by Sir Edwin Landaeer,
they will be executed by Marochetti. We believe
the idea to be without foondation-ariaing, perhap!I,
from the fact that the great painter is working in
the atelier of the baron. The lions will be, we
nnderstand, in bronze-a material far better fitted
for the purpose than &Dydescription of ,toue .
Tut: Ni;:w NA.TIONAL
GALLEllY.-Our excellent
contemporary, tho Critic, states that a plan has
been devised for removing the pictures now at
Marlborough House-destined ere long to be the
residence of the Priuce of Walt!l-to " the old
riding-school of George IV. in Carl!ou Ridr.," a
place with which we confeBSourselves to be unacquainted. " It has been condemned 1111nnMfe as the
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repoeitory of public records, principally because
it was not fire-proof, and the records have been
removed to the new building in Fetter Lane. It is
now empty, and the stress of circumstances, it is
said, has led Lord J. :Manners to look upon it as a
possible resting-place for the gifts of Vernon aud
Turner." We can scarcely credit a statement so
opposed to every principle of reason and right.
THE C&YSTALPALACE ART-UN!ON.-'fhe programme of this society will be issued, we believe,
early in Jannary. It cannot fail to be aatisfactory.
The council consists of noblemen and gentlemen
whose names will sufficiently guarantee the good
faith of all arrangements. Mr. Battam, the mana~er
and superintendent, is eminently qualified for the
important post ; and several Art-objects have been
already shown, of so great merit and beauty-combining pure taste with artistic skill-that we may
safely assume a general eagerness for their possession.
Indeed, it will excite no little surprise to find that
valuable productions may be obtained by comparatively small payments. It is rumoured ,also,
that Aa.T, in its higher sense, will form a prominent element in the scheme.
THE ROYALExcHANOE.-When the Royal Ex·
change wu decorated by Sang, we foretold the
total obfuscation of that thin and wiry ornament in
a few years. This is now accomplished-Giulio Romano's naiads, with their vegetable continuations,
arc embalmed in city smoke. The authorities are
embellishing the Mansion H~use with scnlpture at
great cost ; they may perhaps extend their cares to
the Exchange, and decorate it with bas-reliefs
presenting a history of British commerce-the only
kind of decoration that will resist the smokecharged atmosphere of the city. This plan we proposed before Mr. Sang began his labonra.
MEDI.t:VALART.-The Critic has an article concerning Art objects and antiquities, the collection of the Marquis de Campagna, at Rome, wluch
is likely to find its way to England for sale, consigned to Messrs. Phillips, of Cockapur Street, who
will ~npply all requisite information on the subject,
and show to any inquirer photographs of the principal subjects.
A NEW CRYSTALPALACE.-A scheme has been
issued for erecting a new Cryatal Palace at " Mus.
well Hill," north-west of London. We can acarcely
consider it as likely to be carried out, with the
financial warning of Sydenhnm in full view ; although there can be no doubt any plan would be
baaed on an amount of prudence auch u waa entirely lost sight of when a dream of proaperity led
so many astray after the eventful year 1861. At
present there .is no liat of Directors, and we are at a
loss to know under what auapicea the project hllB
been promulgated.
ART-EXHIBITIONAT ST. JOHN, NEW BRUNS•
w1cx.-An Art-Association has been recently established in this part of our Canadian dominions,
and in the month of November an exhibition of
pictures, in number about one hundred and fifty,
was opened, the prodnctiona of English and other
painters, aud of Canadian artists and amateurs.
Among the former are works by David, Egley,
G. A. Williams, J . C. Brown, R.S .A., F. W. Hulme,
Vickers, J. Cairna, Soper, A. Perigal, A.R.S.A.,
Rose, and Dearman ; and among the latter, those of
J. Holman, Swift, Nash, Pendlebury, Munro, Ward,
Misa E. Robertson. The majority of subjects arc
landscapes, as we gather from the catalogue, and
there are several pieces of fruit, fiowers, and a fe"·
portraits. A correspondent, to whose courtesy we
are indebted for tbia information, nya, " In spite of
the dull times, the exhibition ha3 been visited by a
considerable nu111berof persons, and the public taste
ia evidently improving here."
We believe this
association owes its aucceaa, if not ita exhibition, to
Mr. W. P. Dole, a resident of St. John, and a fervent
lover of the Fine-Arts.
ALL Souu' CHuacu, LANOHAKPLACE,- No
cine hu yet, so far aa we r.au learn, been obtained
towards the discovery of the person who contrived
to gain access to the altar-piece of this church and
destroy it, abont the end of the month of November .
The picture, representing " Christ crowned with
Thorns," waa by the late R. Westall, R.A ., and was a
good specimen of this artist's talents. Westall wu
a conscientious, pains-taking painter, but hnd not
the genius adapted to works of au elevated character. The miscreant whose knife mntilnf.ed the
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picture contrived alsoto cut out the monogram from
REVIEWS.
the costly velvet communion-cloth. Mr. Farrer,
the well-known picture dealer, has undertaken to
get the painting repaired.
THE PICTUREGALLERYOPMa. ROBINSON,which Cil!BRIDO'ESCHOOLCF ART: llR. RusxtN's Iiu.uOURA.LADDRESS, Published by DBIOBTON,
was opened about five years ago, in New Bond
BELL, & Co., Cambridge; BELL A.NDDALD'r,
Street, for the l!&leof genuil'.l.eworks by modern
London.
British painters, continues to be supplied with pic- The opening of the new School of Art in the town
tures of a good class. We believe Mr. Robinson of Cambridge waa deemed an event or sufficient imgnaranteea the authenticity of every picture he ofl'ers portance to demand the presence of th4 "Grafor l!&le. Moreover, he has ,been of essential ser- duate of Oxford," in order that he might deliver
vice to many young deserving artists, no less than the inaugural address. It may well be Biked, "Hu
to those whose reputation is established ; while Cambridge no graduate among her own aona, no
the b11yer may calculate with certainty that he does learned profeaaor well 'up' in Art-matters, that she
ia compelled to resort to the siater university for
not purchase a copy instead of an original ; or if he some
one to speak to the assembly on these topics?"
does, that he has his " remedy."
Be this, however, as it mny, ll!r. Ruakin waa there
MR, SPUJlOEON'SNEW TABERNACLE,
- Archi- by invitati on, aud delivered an address, which the
tects are at length called upon, by public adt'ertise- committee desired to preserve in a permanent form,
ment, to send in plans or model&for the new chapel and have, by permisgion of Mr. Ruskin, had it
to be erected, near the "Elephant aud Castle," printed for this purpose. Like very much which
Newington, for the use of Mr. Spurgeon. The bas proceeded from the pen of the author, here is a
premiums offered for the three best designs ofl'ered mixture of the really useful teaching and of ita
blending of the practical and the poeti1n competition are respectively, £50, £SO, and £20 opposite-a
oal-words of true wisdom, and descriptions written
-sums absurdly insignificant in proportion to the aa it were with a aunbeam, so dazzling and brilliant
magnitude of the intended structure, and the con- are they. Of these is the beautiful episode of a
sequent labour entailed upon competitors in pre- journey laat summer among the northem vales of
paring the drawings . It is quite clear the " Spur- Switzerland, a magnificent descriptive pioture, auch
geon Tabernacle Committee" place but small value u no other living writer could pen, but except to
on the time and thought an architect must necesaarily captivate hia bearers with power of expreuion and
expend on a work of this extensive character; graces of language, altogether uaeleaa to the purport
of the meeting. The digresaion is, however, quite
perhapa they think the honour of competing for pardonable.
a tabernacle is almost an equivalent for the labour
But what will the majority of our presumed Artit entaila. A curious, and, we believe, an original lovers and our actual Art-patrcna aay to the follow•
feature in competition nnnonncementa, is one which ing ?-" The fact is, we don't care for picture-in
occnra in that put forth by the committee who have very deed we don't! The Academy exhibition is a
taken thia work in hand : they re<J.uestthat those thing to talk of, and to amuse vacant hours ; those
who aend in designs "will act as Judges, to award who are riJb amongst us buy a pain ting or two for
the firat and third premiums;" the committee them- mixed reasons: sometimes to fill the comer of a
passage-sometimes to help the drawing-room talk
aelves will award the second: this looks au1piciOU1.before
dinner-sometimes
because the painter ia
THE GRAVEOP STOTHARD.-Now, that the prac- fashionable--<lMasionally because be ia. poor-not
tice of intramural burial is discoutinned within the uufrequently that we may have a collection ot
metropolitan area, aud the city churchyards are specimens of painting, aa we have specimen• of
closed against the future dead, a practice is spring- minerals or butterfliee-and, in the best and rarest
ing up of planting out and beautifying theee often ease of all, because we have really, as we call it,
large spaces of ground, and throwing them open to taken a fancy to the picture ; meaning the eame
that exercise of the people's leisure which may here sort of fancy which one would take to 11 pretty armor a newly-shaped decanter; bu t 89 for real
be taken in r.onjunction with many ancient memories chair
love of the picture, and joy of it when we have got
and many solemn morals. '.l'his new and popular it, I do not believe it is felt by one in n thousand."
reading of the records of mortality exposes here This is we believe a truth, unpalatable aa it may be.
and there, as might have been expected, the fact
So alao is this, although fancifully expreued :that they have been negligently kept,-the muser " There's no way of gett.iog good Art but one, at
comes every now and then upon a blank that wauts once the simplest and moat difficult-namely, to
filling up in these illustrated books of tbti dead. It enjoy it. Examine the history of nations, and you
is now four-and-twenty years since Thom89 Stothard, will find this great fact clear and unmistakeable on
the front of it -that good Art baa only been produced
a Royal Academician in a day that the mightiness by nations who rejoiced in it; fed themsehes with
of subsequent events bas thrown far back, W89 laid it, aa if it were bread_i basked in it, aa if it were
away to hia last rest in the burial-ground of Buohill sunshine ; shouted at tne eight of it; danced with
Fields :-and suddenly his friends and admirers, the delight of it; quarrelled for it; fought for it;
among the visitors who wander over its solemn par- starved for it; aid, in fact, precieelf the oppoeite
terres, have become alive to the trnth, that no memo- with it of what we want to do with it-they made
·
rial atone records that fact in the spot where the great it to kee_p,and we to sell."
· H ere 1s a fragment of good teaching:-" I appeal
painter lies buried. Among the other changes that
to
all those who are to become the pupils of these
separate that time Cromthis, a change has come over aohools to keep clear of the notion of following Art
the spirit and form of Art practice and patronage, that 89 dilettantism; it ought to delight you, aa your
may, itself, have helped the growth of the weeds stu dies of physical science delight you-but you don't
above this artiat's grave . Stothard'• chief employ- eall physical science dilettantism. If you are deter•
ment consisted in the illustration of periodical and mined only to think of Art aa a play or a pleasure,
other worka,-and
in deaigning for silversmiths give it up at once ; you will do no irood to yourand for the products of the potter ;-and what a selves, and you will degrade the pursuit in the eight
wealth of fancy and of grace he lavished ou these of others."
We could extract many more auch aenaible pasobjects, from a mind in which the store was ex- sages aa these if our apace permitted; indeed, there
haustless, the men of this generation, that touches is ao much of truth throughout the larger portion of
so nearly to his own, do not aulficiently know. No the addrel8, and so much of beauty in the remainder,
perfect collection of Stothard'• worka exists :-the
that we hope it will find in ita published form 11
largest is that in the British Museum, which ready entrance wherever there is a desire to know
amounts to nearly four thousand examples. The what are the principles which should govem and
collection of his brother artist, the present Mr. direct Art-patrcna and Art-atudenta.
Frost, and that of l\liss Kearsley, are the ne:i:t in
amount. Stothard may be said to have been in the THB WHITII Doll OP RYI.STONB. By W. WORDS•
pastoral what Flaxman was in the classical.-HowWORTH. Published by LoNOllA.N & Co.,
ever, be his qualitiea in life what they migbl, the
London.
spot where they lie aealed for eternity is, at last, it This we have to add to the illustrated volumes of
aeems, to have a memorial. Reverent hearts have the re11Bonthat come under the denomination of
been stirring in the matter,-and
the blank in "gift-book,;" but aa we propose to ofi'erin our next
Bunbill Fields is to he filled up. A meeting of the number some specimens ot the engravinga, for which
great artist's friends and admirers waa aomewbat we could not find room this month, we content ourfor the present with merely announcing its
recently held ; and it was then determined, that selves
appearance ae a worth~· type of the class of books to
steps should be taken for placing some simple nnd which it belonga. It is profusely ornamented with
appropriate monument above bis grave. Of course, exquisite woodcuts, designed by Mr. Birket Foster,
the character of the memorial will to some extent and with aeveral equally beautiful fioral "headpieces," by Mr. ll. N. Humphreys.
depend on the amount of the subscriptions.
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GRBECB: PICTORIAL, DBScRtPTIVB, AND H1sToWORDSWORTH,
D.D.,
RICAL. B_y_CH&ISTOPHBR
Canon of Westminster Head Master of Harrow
School, &c. &c. A New Edition, carefully revued. With numerous Engravings. And A
HIBTORYOP THB CHA&.\CTIIBIBTICS
OP Glll!BK
AllT. By Gaoao11 Sciuu, F.S.A. Publiahed
by J . .Mull&AY,London.
Nearly twenty yeara haYe elapeed aince the firat
appearance of thia work, when it wu noticed at
oonaiderable length in the pages of the .Art-JONNtlll.
During thia period three editions have been called
for by Uie public, and it hu been translated into
the Frencli and Italian languagee. Thus it hu
acquired .not only an English, but a continental,
reputation, and needs no commendation from our
pen. The preeent edition hu been entirely revised
by the author, and the text, u well u the numerous
eugra'tinge,. illuatrative of the ecenery, arohitecture,
ooetume,and Fine Arte of the country, are, in some
N19peota,remodelled or rea\'l'Ulged, ao as to bring
the latter into more intimate connection with their
deecriptions.
But interell:ing and entertaining as ,.... each previou edition of Dr. Wordaworth'a volume, the
etudent ;of ancient Greek Art alwaya found that it
,.... greatly wanting in the information -tial
to
hie requirementa. Thie deficiency ii now rupplied
in Kr. Scharf'• introductory chapter on the "History of the Charaoteristiet1 of Greek Art," which
oooupiee, including a multitude of engravings, nearly
ninety pagea. 'fheee illu1tration1 include exampl~
of Gl'ffk arohiteoture, eoulpture, painting, and the
oeramic artl, from the earlieet period to the decadence of Greek Art in the time of Constantine. The
lliati,ry ia not ao complete u it might have been
made, owing to the limited apace to which Mr.
Scharf wu reetricted. He hu, nevertheleu, compl'9988dinto the allotted compass a very large amount
of athetioal information, which the numerou1 engravings, aelected with great judgment, and well
exeeuted, materially aid in elucidating. The book
may now be regarded u a complete compendium of
the hiatory of thia once glorioua oountry, written by
the ~h~ of ita exiating Art-monument& and topopaph1oal appearances. Both to the olaaaioal and
artiatio atudent it will be found invalnable.

but hill own expl'Meion of thOM thought., not another'• tranelation of them. And little gema thengravings are; not all, perbape, of quite equal
merit in point of execution, but ,till all very grauju&-the term that eeema moet applicable to them.
There are two or three which look rather heavy-a
fault that, perhaps, rests with the printer.
GRAY'I POJITIC.U.Wo&U.

Published by S.uD'ION
Low, SoN, & Co., London.
A pretty little pocket edition lhia of the poems of
The
one of the moet 1>0pular English writen.
"Elegy" and the cl Bard" must live H long u the
language of the Saxon exista, and wherever it has
penetrated. A few illustrations from the fertile and
truthful pencil of Mr. Birket Foater, with a number
of elegant ornamented head and tail-pieeee, deeigned
by Mr. W. Harry Bogen, enhance the intel'99t or
the "'" volume : the former are delicately engrued
by M:eun. Palmer and Whimperia, and the laUer,
with equal aucceu, by Hr . .E. Evana.
L' A.LL'Bono. :ny Jomf Kn:ro!I'. Publiahed by
SAXPSONLow, Soi., & Co., London.
The illuatrations which adorn lhia edition of the
poem appeared in another form some yean ago :
they are reproductions on wood of the deeigus engraved and published by the" Etching Club." Yr.
W. J. Linton hu copied them with much fidelity,
retaining the apirit of the etching-needle, with ita
free and graceful execution. The volume ii well
suited for the drawing-room table, and u it ii produced at a far Ieee coat than the original work, it
will no doubt reoeive a oorreaponding amount of
popular favour. The artiata who etched the deeigna
are among thoee wh.oee names are well knownMeun. CoJl8, Redgrave, Horaley, Creawick, F.
Tayler, H.J. Townsend, and Stonhouse.

THll Ron.L ACAD'BXYAND TBB NATIONALGAL•
LBRY. By J.P. DAVIS. Published by WARD
ANDLocx, London.
The writer of this pamphlet is, we believe, an artist,
but we do :not find h11 name in any recent catacimnmtanoe
logue of any of the exhibitiona-a
eaaily accounted for, inumuoh u he abhora all
academies, oonaidering them only nuraeriea of meTBB H.utLllT:
AN 0DB WlllTTBNIN WBICRWOOD diocrity, invented to deetroy and not to foeter geniu,.
FoRJIST. By THOXAS WARTON. llluatrated
Althoufh hill publication contains much-too muchwith Fourteen Etchings by BtllKl!T FosTB&. truth, 1t ia not calculated to be of se"ice to the
Published by SA.X1'8oMLow, SoN, & Co., cause of Art, for the author is abaolutely rabid, and
London.
entirely defeat&his purpoee by a total want of pruThe illuatrated publioations of Jleaara. Samp1on dence, common reuoning, and oommon sense. Such
Low and Co. are thia year unuaually numerous, and uaailants are the beet friends of the Royal Academy ;
all, ao far u we have yet aeen, very good. This, they tum away t>ublic attention from the real faults
howner, olaima, in some re.pects, preoedenoe· over of the institution by mia-atatements ooncemin{
the othen: firat, Jlr. Birket Foater appeara herein mattera in which it is strong, hitting not the expoaed
in a new oharacter; and secondly, becauae the poem pai1e, but where it is defended by armour of proof.
ill118trated ii not among thoae whioh have almost
That the Royal Academy needa reform ia certain.
beeome hackneyed themea. In Warton's" Hamlet"
Perhape we may be equally aure that to auch reform
the artist baa broken up fallow ground, though of it will be ere long subjected ; but auch unthinking
that aimple, putoral kind in which other labourera of writers as Hr. Davia will not be aids to accomplish
kindred spirit ha'1'9,even with himaelf, long laboured. the objeot which every true lover of Britiali Art
The poetry of Warton ii but little known; he wu earne.tly deai.ree to promote.
one of thoae minor poets of the lut century, whose
writings have been almoat lost amid the greater
oonatellations that were hia oontemporaries, or have fu SBASoN&. By JAMBS THoXBON. Published
been hill BU008lll0r&.
The work with which his
by NtsBBT & Co., London.
name ia moat cloeely uaociated in the mind of the Another beautiful edition of one of our favourite
literary public ii hill "History of English Poetry."
poets, whose pa,:ea we never open without finding
Hill father and hie brother were poeta of no ordi- 1n them somethmg that refre1he1 and delightll ua.
lW'Y capacity, the latter, Joeepli Warton, being Thomson's deacriptions of nature are veritable picconsidered by many critiea the beet of the three. turee, painted by the hand of one who loved, adThomu Warton, who died towards the cloee of the mired, and appreoiated all her charms. The enlut century, wu Profeaaor of Poetry at Oxford, gra•inga in this edition are from the pencils of
Camden Profeaaor of History, and, 1n 1786, wu 1,fesara. Birket Foater, F. R. Pfokeragill, R.A., J.
appointed Poet Laureate. Hazlitt apeaka of some Wolf, and G. Thomas: it ii quite needleaa to say
of hie sonnets as the fineat in the language, and that whatever comes from thoee well-practised artiste
Coleridge and Bowlet praise them highly. Cer- in the way of book illu1tration1 are excellent. Mr.
tainly they llhow dtep, earneet, but somewhat Foater and Mr. Wolf especially seem to have reached
romantic thought, and vigorou1, manly expreeaion. a point beyond which it would be impoaible to go.
Hill abort poem on Sir Joahua Beynold1'1 painted The drawings on the wood have been placed in the
window at Oxford ii fancifully deacriptive. "The
hand, of some of our beat engraver&-Me11ra. Dalsiel,
Ham let" speaks for itaelf; it ia a abort poem, de- Wimperia, Palmer, W. Thomu, Evan,, and Green,
scribing the peacefuln888 of rural life :who have signally aucceeded in reproducing the
works of the respective artiats. Mr. Noel Hum" The hind bow bleat. who ne'er beA"Ulled
To quit tho hamlet's bawUtnrn wild,
phreys has adorned each "Seuon"
with a very
Nor haunt tbe cro••d, nor tempt the main,
e!egant floral introductory Yignette, that we would
For splendid care and guilty gain,.. &c. cto.
clue with the moat elegant of the illuatrauon1.
The whole of the poem refora to auch scenes as
llr. Foeter knows ao well how to depict. Of his
picturee, u oompo1iti~n11 it is unneco988ry for ua to FATRBR AND DAUOUTBll: a Portraiture from the
Life. ·By FuP.Dl!lllCA BRl!llB&. Tranalated
aay anything. Everybody knows what he is when
b1. MARY How1n . Published by A. HALL,
he geta into the fields, walks by sparkling brooklets,
'\i mTUE, & Co., London.
reeta on the primroee banks, or shade, himeelf from
the noonday heat under the covert of aome giant At the eleventh hour we received this tale from our
oak. But m these illuotrations ho hoe laid down old friend and fn,•ourite. Frederica Bremer. We
the pencil 1 put uide the block of boxwood, and havo time for little more than to announce its arrival
taken up tne etching-needle and the plate of copper nmong us, with the advantage of tranalation by
consequently there is here not only hie thought&; !tlary Howitt~ In old times, Amelia Opie published

a atory called "Th• Father and Daughter," which
may now be reirarded u not only the foundation, but
the crown, of ner reputation, for llhe nner wrote a
better work. MiaaBremer, m her ereface says she
ii wearied of the old atory oflovera' 81ghs, hopee, torments, quarrels, reconciliation,, fucinations, happi•
neu, anil deapair; she uy1 she i1 "tired writmg
about them, u it the romance of life had not something more beautiful-mething
higher."
She
pt
on to say, llhe will now write about "one
of thoee primary eauaee-one whicb exiated before
lovera' 1igb. atcended from earth, inasmuch u a
father', love looked down upon its firat child, and
which will remain when they have all ceased. It
is of this that I will now write." And with thia
determination, Miu Bremer commenced her atory,
and carried it on with the trueet nature 1 and the
deepeat intereat, until the charming herome meeta
with a oertain couain, " Axel." From the moment
we heard of him, we knew that liliae Bremer wu
fioating rapidly onward, with Cupid at the helm ;
whether he will be thrown overboard or not we
cannot determine, u we have only got through half
the volume ; but the muterly determination of the
author to carry out her purpoee becomes evident,
and we tremble for poor Cupid. We can, judging
from the "so far" as we have gone, imagine that
thia will be the moet popular of all Kia Bremer',
tales : instead of confining heraelf, aa perhape ahe
originally intended, to the sole delineation of the
love that exiata between " Father and Daughter,"
she draws in the other feelinga and paaaiona incidental to our nature, and benda them to her pur•
poae; this increase& the intereat, and prove& that
u ahe advancea in yeara she prorre-1 in the know•
ledge of both the outer and inner life of the !rind.
Our ftJelings and passions are eo linked together
by the Almighty power, who ga•e them to ua for
our own good, and the good of our fellow creature.,
that we can hardly become the hiatorian of one development, without bringing forward the action of
another, When they are comipted, or turned from
their right course by the contamination of evil,
we must not ;blame the passion-God-given-but
the pe.mion infused by ain. To say the tran1lation
ii by Kary Howitt, ii to u y it is excellent.

Ris RoYAL H1omn11S P1UNCJ1FllllD'BlltCJt WnLIAX OP PRUBSIA, Drawn on Stone from Life
by Hllll RoYAL HIOHNB88 THB PR1NCl!88
FRJIDJIR!CltWILLIAM OP PRUSSIAAND PlltN•
CB88 ROYAL OP ENOLA.MD, Publiehed by
DllOABTAII',ALLAM, & Co., London; C. D.
LuDJIJUTZ,Berlin.
A paragraph that appeared in some of the daily
papers a abort Ume since gave the information that
Mr. Edward Corbould had been received during the
autumn at the palace of hie late royal pupil, the
Princeea Fredenok William, and that Her Royal
Highneaa had conaulted him about divera matten
connected with the practice of Art, and the building
of a studio for her especial use, ao that it would
aeem neither the carea of state, nor the dutiea of the
new relationship which the royal lady baa formed,
are intended to withdraw her attention from a
pursuit whioh, we know, wu in her own country
one that aff'orded her the highest gratification. Bu't
we have other and more tangible evidence of the
fact in thia large three-quarter length portrait of
the Prince, her husband. It ii executed in lithography, with a boldneu and skill that would not
diacredit a long-practised P,rofeaaional artiat. It
may be accepted u a good likene1& of the Pruaaian
Prinoe, and a really good work of Art.
LIGHT POR TR'B PATH OP LIFE. Deaigncd by
SAMUEL8TUE8BY, Published by GRIFFITH
.L'ID FAll.RAN,
This ia an illuminated volume, channing1y designed
and very beautifully printed. It consists of a collection of Scripture texts, three or four on each
page. The artist has followed no eatabliahed rule
1n hie de1ign11 although he has borrowed hint& from
predeceBSOram the charming art, and hu freely
used the mi.aaal.enow ao euy of aoceu everywhere.
The book ia an appropriate gift-book for Chriatma purpoae for whioh, we presume, it ii principally
intended.
A SHORTHAKDBOOXOPCOll(]>,UtATIVB
PmLOLOOY.
By HYDB CLARKJI,D.C.L. Published by J.
WEAL'B,London.
Thill ii a reprint of the treatise on Comparative Philolo~, prefixed to Dr. Clarke s Grammar of the
Enghah language, which commences his English
Dictionary.
To atuden ts of our language, who
desire to get at " the root of tho matter," thia
extract from the larger work will prove of much
service .
0
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bis t. Paul addrcs ing ~he Athen~s,
·I
and maulier style, and prove him an intelligent represents that apostle. exhorh!lg the capti".e '
I
follower of Gliiberti, and also a worthy pre- 1 St. Peter : the _adaptation, b~ it obse:"ed, 1s I
cursor of his own scholar, :Masaccio, though qualified by a. d1ffereuceof att1tud_c,swt~ble t:<>
much iuferior to him. Masaccio the second the different circumstances, which raises it
great genius in Italian painting: (as Giotto above me1:eo~dinary borro~ing.•
was the first,) brought to bear fully on his
:M~acmo died ~~ddculy, ~nhis forty-firs~ year,
own art those principles of perspective in not without susp1c1onof pmson.. J?estructive acwbich Paollo Uc_cllo bad al~eady n_iade some cidents. and thou~lttless demohtio1:1have dealt
advance, but winch Ma.sacc10 applied to the upon his works m~h unusual. severity; so that
foreshorteninrr of the figure with far areater these few mouldcrmg darkenmg frescos nearly
skill. Truth~ strength, and beauty of f~rm he alol!e preserve th_c.re~embrance of a great
learnt by the aid of Donatello and Ghiberti · gemus from transplrlllg mto a mere name-a
and be was the first who clearly and fully sa; consideration that leads oue to gaze_on them
that painting must embrnce a. close and with the more veneration, and even :w~thsom~Lo'SOOS, 1'"1rnnUAllY
l, ls.59 .
direct imitation of the forms of Nature, with thing of a.we. As f_cware ~he r_cmammgparb·
their modifications of distance vestw·e of culars of his short life. He is said to have been
colow·, aud varying adornments' of light and so absorbed in his pursuits, as to b_c utterly
FLORENTINE PAINTERS O:F THE shade, in the representation of which last, careless of appearances and worldly 1~tcrest~,
SECOND PERIOD.
especially, he made the first considerable never applying for what was due t_ohim until
advances. The sum of bis endeavours is well reminded by necessity-so far _envi~bly wrapt
N our number for De- marked h.v the common saying, that the works young man !-but
so careless, likewise, of dre~s
ccmber last, we dwelt on before him were pai11ted, but his livi,1g. and deportment, forgetful per.haps even of his
the first period of the He early went to Rome, as Masolino had done very coll'.!band wash~i~d basm 1 as t~ earn_t_be
art of paintin g at Flo- before him; but the frescos there in . Clemente, uncomplimentary addition of amo to bis fam~ar
rence, prolong ed beyond doubtfull.vascribed to him, are overdaubed works n_am~~f Maso ;_the compoun~ hence result.mg
its natural date, and in the old Giottesque sty Jc, wholly unlike his sigmfymg no~lung IY!orefiatt.errn~ tbau louti.sh,
closed by Fra Angelico authenticated productions. Ilearing that Cosmo helpless, stupid, or big awkward 'Iom,. accord mg
•
-the period in which de' lledici from whom he had received favours to the arbitrary sense, more or less liberal and
the object was to express was recall~d from exile, he hastened back t~ kindly, of the speaker. This sobri_quet, how·
religious fancies and feelings, with Florence where Masolino bein.,. no more he ever, we are carefully told by kind-hearted
little regard for truthfulness and corn- was app~inted t~ finish the wo~ks in the Car- amiable Giorgio V asari, by no mea1;1sarose from
pleteness in rendering t he bodily mine. The frescos which then, in 14.J,0, bis an absence of moral worth; smce! though
form. We will now continue the thirty-eighth year, emanated from bis pencil, negligent of hims~lf, he w~ ever. ~neudly to
subject with some account of our im- are now, in that obscure and narrow recess of others, apt to yield. services, ~i_smteres~d,
pressions of the second period , in which the Carmelite church, chilled and faded to an generous. 'fhere is m the Uffizn a dra~g
the leading aim was to delmeate the form appearance so ghostlike and uninviting, that said, aud with. every_appear~ce of probabilitJ,
well, for its own sake, rather than to express the mass of visitors scarcely vouchsafe them a to be a portrrut of 1nm by Ins own hand. It is
devout imaginations. In the main, these second glauce, and pass away in a manner that a most forc_iblysketched bead _ofa youth, rather
last were for a while somewhat subordinated reminds one precisely of our own holiday sight- rough and 111-favoured,but with a look full of
We are told that,
in the arduous aud most needful endeavour to seers at Hampton Court, streaming along, with energy and earncstn~ss.
advance the physical part of the art ; but it looks m?s.t determinedly straightforward, past pe~son~ll'.)'.,he wa~ htlie ,:alued or thought
must be added that the aim was in perfect the legitimate descendants of these very of m bis hfe; but his works m the cburch.wh_cre
harmony with the robust intellects of the active frescos-Raphael's
Cru·toous, one of the three bis bones are.laid . were l?ng objects of pilgnmand prosperous citi?.eus of }'lorence; and it noblest series of pictures in the world. But age _to the. mightiest artists of Italy. N_oncof
was so especially wilb the classical and philo- those who are so far adva.nced in inte!liaence Ins 1mmed111te
followers, however, at all mailed
sopbical tastes of their leaders at the time, the as to look beyond mere complexion, ana the him in freedom or gr~ndeur of style . The
first three Medici, with whom a veneration for minor prettinesses, will here-in these venerable pencil that dropt from bis hand was no~ found,
the idealisms of the medireval modification of filmy phantoms of Uasaccio's work-as there, till Raphael himself entered the Carmme, and
.
Christianity, was, it is sufficiently notorious, be struck with the simple manly apostolical searched for it.
anything but a prevalent feeling.
majesty of the principal fi!!'llres, and their
Twenty years before. 1'Ias~cc10 began those
The sculptors led the advancement, as might noble, free, broad dmperies; 'both which recall works, there was admitted mto the school ?f
have been expected; their art bein$' simply the Cartoons at once: nay, the resemblance the convent attache~ to the chu!~h, a ~er~
orphan child, na~1ed Fili_ppoL 1PP1-;an~ ,C!'Cl~sivelydedicated to form, with dir~ct in the heads themselves, as Mengs observes, frie1;1dles~
fac~tu~s m the very nature of the _workfor. its is striking. Impressive, too, are the grave an idle little dune~, -rrho_did noth1?g but dis·
proJection and complete effect; whilst pallltmg portrait-like figm·es of the numerous by-stand- fig_urcthe h<?okswith _caricatures, till the g<?Od
on the other hand, a more comple~ art, can ers whom Masaccio introduces, in the plain prior, fancyrng he discovered ~ent daw~g
,,
only .complete ~er eft'eets by the aid of per- attire of his own times, calml.v observing the beneath these trou~lesome practices, ga~e him
I'
spec~1~e1 and hght and shade, and colour, miracles; and especially striking the fine the means of learnmg to draw. Va.sari n~~t
I
R?qms1t!ons of gradual and slow development . drawing, modelling, and foreshortening of the adds that he soon began to stuily Masacc10 s
ii
I
'I .he pain.ters, moreover, had . not the. sa_me undraped figures, so different from the iueapa- fr~scos; and followed t~~ manner of that mast~r
direct assistance from the remams of antiqwty, bility of previous painters. Until now, the with such wonderful ability, that even before hlS
• ncccntly,German",.lters luweascribedthesefigures
and appear to hav~ been far .more than the figures were, at best, a visionary unearthly
sculptors ill restramed subJechon to the tra- class of beings: we cannot readily acknow- or our first parent. nod t. Paul w F111plno
Lippi,"·ho
ditionary .types and dogmas of the church, led~e them as Adam's descendants ,. but here , or
completed
theBut
serleIn of
frescos
forty
years after
the
death
Mn.saccio.
the
faded
and
otherwise
oh!
cure con"!'hose ob~ect was to keep her flock in d~vo- at ast, we see a being endued with muscles, ditiouor thesepictures,whore,too, the laterartist imltnted
tional bondage after the good old fashion, bone, and !lesh, who can do somethin! else thocarllorone·•styleor conception,and, In oneInstanceat
I\
th th to
t
d At N
least, i known to have completed bis unfinished work, we,
ra er
an
p~omo e soun
r ··
ever- than turn up the whites of his eyes in eamy surely,maywellhesitateLoascribeto eachpointerhis pre.
thel~s, the ~dmu:able progress of :Srunel- raptures, leaving the world to impious men else share, uponsurmisesopposedto expresstrndltloru,. IJ
leschi. and Ghibert i could no t b~ t .s t LU\
ul a.t e more liber ally t rrune
. , more capabi e t han Filipino,
The figures hore transferred by German writers to
seemto us 00 be by no menusdecidedlyIn F11ipthe SlSter ~ - Most of t~e principles. t~ey himself., 1iiasaccio's works improve to the Jno·smodeor treatment,and verydecidedlyin !fa,ncclo"s
first exemplified were applicable to pamtm~ last. 'Ihe constraint of form in the earliest modeof conception.Accordingto the former1Lccounbl,
uall
d
t
t
d 1
•h
they were the earliestof Masacclo'spaintingshere: conequ Y; au SO?n WO ap_ an C ear-sig t_c fresco vanishes in the latest; and the light sequentlythat comparativefeeblenessIn the dmwlng
scholars of theirs, Masolmo and Masaccio, and shade, with no diminution of vi.,.our is which.wesuppose,mustbe the causeof their attribution
ap~eared., tom. ake _that application.
produced with far niore del,·cacy, o.uel
""·p bet'ter Inexperience.
to Filipino,may
be explainedotherwiseby Masaccio's
llut even R.SSuming them to be executed
asolino 15 sa.1d to have been the most Judgment in every respect.
And in expres- by ~111plno,
Is It not probablethat they woreduiflM<l by
efficient assistant
of Ghibcrti
predecessor! In one Instance,FilipinoIs kno~·nto
'
d h in his •Baptistry sion, what can be more to the puiose than !,is
have completed his designs. Indeed the manner of conGate, ~o 1ar
as concernc t e finii;hing of the the action of Adam and Eve, in the xpulsion, ceptlonin Flllplno·swork>here, generally,is so different
draperies and the roundness and softness of which Raphael copied in the Loggie-the
w his productionsel<ewhere,and so much more like
11~f,r~ig~~:~
0 t~utd~11~~~t
~:;c:,b•~~~ll~~
the human. form. He '?egan the famous ~er:ies shame of the man burying bis face in his
of frescos in the Carmme; but after pamtmg hands, and the more vehement gi·ief of the Jlll,lnl.<!r
hadleftbehindhim. The old accountrespecting
two
··
h er visage
·
· unconce al ed the
the pnrllcular
figures
Justthat,
alluded
w,derives
support
from
. of them , and some fi1gures on th e ce1"Iing, woman, rrusmg
ill
celebroted
tradition
Jn copying
them,
Raphael
his .feeble. ~calth gave. way beneath. the un- d~spair, as they issue forth into the unknown copiedMasaccio. So little ofhis remains,that we should,
restmg actmty_ of his mmd, and he died at au I wilderness of thefr
punishment?
The withoutlrrefragnbloreasons,wodcrly heslt.nte,surely,
J
JI
k
b
h
w Jeprlvehimof the honourof having11roduced
by fnr the
ear Y age.
LS wor s, o scnre as t ey now : other figure here, which Raphael borrowed
finestconceptions
everascribedto him.
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seventeenthyear, manyaffirmedthe spirit of the from Giovannide'Medieiis extant, in which he earnest look, a noble bearing. The eyes of one
departed painter to have entered his body. But writes-" We laughed a good while at the are even bright with a lofty and ardent enthusiasm; and another's express much gentle
this account, though still often repeated, is error of Fra Filippo." He has been sup.J><>sed
shownon a referenceto dates to be inaccurate, to allude to the Frate's notorious abduction of tenderness; but on the whole, the monk's
since in the year 1440, when Masaccio began the xoung damsel from the convent at Prato. restless and irregular character appears here
these frescos, Filippo was already twenty-eight Whilst emplo,redthere in painting a Madonna also in a certain air of fretfulness and disorder
1earsold ; and it maybe added that his remain- for the hofy sisterhood,his roving eye chanced in some of his figures. There are ~leams of
mg works do not tend to confirm the story, to settle itself on Lucrezia di FrancescoButi, a nobly impassionedfeeling,but no evidencesof
since their style bears no resemblance to that girl of exceeding beauty and gracefulness, we that sustained calmnessand tender serenity of
of the other painter; Filippo's softer and more are told, who was there as a novice,or boarder ; nature, which distinguish the works of the
I pett,r, feeble manner bemg indeed strikin~ly and he soon bethought him of asking permis- best religiouspainters.•
The most gifted of Filippo's scholars, the I
dissimilar to Masaccio's. In all prob~bility, sion to makea study of her, for the Beata Verthe circumstances apply rather to his son gine in his picture, a request which was link in art between him and his son, whose I
Filipino, whose known career harmoniseswith readily granted. Oh imprudent Lady Superior; teacher he became, was Sandro Botticelli, a ,j
them in point of time, and in other particu- for she can scarcelybe sueposedwhollyignorant painter une9ual, but of refined inventive
The next circumstance recorded of of the Frate's ill reputation! The consequence powers. His numerous Madonna pictures,
.1 lars.
Filippo is, however, not only uncontradicted was immediate-was a matter of course. He commonly round, are conspicuous for the
by other events, but strongly characteristic of becameviolently enamouredof her. No doubt somewhat sour and sickly melancholy of
the roving propensities,and appetite for unre· he complimentedher artfully, not only on his the Virgin, and for the thick, short, stumpy '
strained pleasure,which marked all the al'ter cam-as, but with his lips. No doubt he said features, and redundantstraggling brown locks
part of his life. He broke loose from his con- everything to exalt her self-esteem for a few of Im figures, which proclaim him at once.
vent; and we next findhim paddlingabout, with moments, and destroy it for ever after. And if His drawing is rude and weak for the scholar
some youths as idle as himself,in a boat at sea, they in whosematenial care she lived had been of Lippi and contemporary of Ghirlandajo;
off'Ancona; where they were suddenlysharked tyrannical, had surrounded her with vexatious and as for modelling,the roundnessof the limbs
off'by a Moorishrover, and carried away pri- restraints, had snubbed and thwarted her with is indicated by gradations smooth and delicate
soners to Barbary, .After eighteen mouths of trivial dulness, 'tis ve:,_likelythat the memory indeed, but so faint and feeble that the form in
captivity, he happened one da,r to take np a of it was now the Frate s most powerfulally and most instances is made out by the thick brown
piece of charcoal,and amuse himself by draw- advocate, securing a success,which otherwise outline to which he very rudely and clumsily
mg his master's portrait on the garden-wall; might have been ever wanting. Whatever the has recourse. Yet in his works, elegance,and
wlien the feat, exciting admirationand personal ways and means,he gainedher consentto elope di~ity , and tenderness of expressionare often
respect, led to his liberation. Having e::r.eeuted with him, although no longer a youth of the mmglcd with these ungainly eccentricities
I some
pictures for this generous Moor, he was primrose period, but an over mellowreprobate and almost ridiculousweaknessesin the render'I safely sent back b,r him to Italy. Fra Filippo of six. and . forty. 'fhe scholars of Santa ing of form; so that we should be losers
now returned to his art, and to the society of Margherita, on a certain anniversary, were in passing him by contemptuously, or even
friends who admired and liked him, but no in- allowedto walk forth, to worship the Cintola, carelessly. In composition,in the picturesque
ducements could long detain him within the the very girdle of our Blessed Lady, presented beauty and variety of his postures and groupstaid limits of a reputable life. His personal by her to St. Thomas,and preservedat Prato; ings, in the constnut endeavour to rise from
wanderingabroad, and captivityin the hands of and on this pious Of?portuuity,the pair suc- the mere real into the poetical,he shines forth
the infidel,were but a type of his spiritual vaga- ceeded in aecomplishmgtheir wicked purpose. amongsthis contemporaries;and the interest of
bondage at home, and slavery under sensual 'fhe nuns gained an ill name in consequence; his pictures is enhancedby his taste and feeling
habits of his own, not half so liberal and and the lionest pride of Luerezia's father in the inventionand arrangementof ideal cosgenerous ns the Moor. So much addicted to received a death-blow. ·He endeavoured to tume, coifs, and veils and scarves and robes,
them was he, that he would scatter away for recover his daughter, but whether from fear most diligently diapered with tine threads of
their gratificationwhnteverhe had, recklessly; of him, or infatuated love of FilipPo, his gold; to all which he imparts a strange imagibut ifhe could not comJ>nsshis wishes, it is attempts were fruitless. In undue time she native elegance. His colouriniris sometimes
said that he would then addresshimselfto paint bore a son, Filipino, to whom we have brilliant, delicate, and harmomous to a rare
the desired object, and so, by familiarisiu~him- already alluded, as a painter no less eminent degree. All these qualitiesare wellexemplified
self with its image, allay the perturbation of than his father. The Pope, on this, in- in one of the two Botticellis recently added to
his feelings. His paintings,as usual significant fluenced by the Medici, offered Filippo a dis- our gallery. We mean, the picture in which
of their author's character, furnish abundant pensation to marry Lucrczia; but tlie Frate, the ugly and clumsy Bambino lies ou bis hack
traces of its conflicts and inconsistencies. We preferring licentious liberty, evaded the offer, in the arms of his splendidly coifed young
see in them handsome Madonnas, far indeed and so wearing out grace, brought on himself, mother. She has something of the grand exbeneath sanctity, with angels in fantastical according to the usual accounts, a tragical cited ,tare of the Madonnadi San Sisto, and is
attire like oriental singing-girls, playing on punishment. He was poisoned, it is thought ~ingularlydignified in her bearing, and fancimusical instruments at their feet ; and some· by the relations of Luerczia, or of some other fully elegant in her attire ; and the angel who
times he introducesinto sacred subjects,coarse womansimilarlywronged.
waits with linen for the babe, though niarked
There is in the Louvre a certain dark picture by the thick short features and redundant locks
and lowcharacters borderingon the humorous;
but anon the better part of his double nature canopied by three golden arches, the Madonna so characteristicof Botticelli,has a true tenderasserts itself, and you are edifiedby somefigure in which is said to be the portrait of Lucrczia, nessand sweetnessof expression. Andobsene
of such dignity, and religiouspurity and tender· taken by himon the above occasion. The lightest too, for it is worth while, the delicate 1:early
ness of expression,as would have donehonour J>artsof the work are a deep warm dun ; and and grey tones of the harmoniouseolourmgof
to the noblest painter of such subjects. His though the sort crimsonsand blues of the robes, this picture, which we consider on the whole
colour inclinesto the warm and tender, his man· the gold glories and embroideries,glance forth the finest by the master we have ever seen. A
ner to the so~ and cloudy (or ,j'umalo, as it is fromit with somethingofan attractivesplendour, wild fantastic vein, now and then breaking out
called) ; and his main object was to follow we mightscarcelylook a secondtime at a J>rodue- into a strange animation,and a peculiarlyluJ;U·
Nature as he saw her, borrowi~ little fromthe t.ionof so obscure and antiquated a complexion, brious melancholy,alike characterizethe pamtbut for somethingstriking and noblein the air of ings of Sandro. His freakish wildnesssome of
antique, or other conventionalities.
Cosmode' Medici, knowinghis rovingpropen· that young girl, who stands with the child in our readers may have obsened in his " Adorasities, and wishinghim to finishwith prompti- her arms ; though she is not at all like a Ma- tion of the Magi," now in England. A circle
tude a work on which he was emeloyedin his donna, but resembles some Moorish princess of angels, with straggling locks and vestments,
own palace, once actually lockedhim up in the rather. One might fancyher a reminiscenceof career through the sky with the kind of imperoom in which he was painting. The Frate, the painter's Algerine captivity. He has here tuosity one would look for in a party of young
however,not to be so outwitted, made ropes of given the beauty a proud serious look, and clad witcheson the Walpurgis night; and, below, a
his sheets, and letting himself down from the her in a turban-like cap, whose outermost fold numberof shepherdsare embracingandrejoicing
window,escaped. Cosmo, on the whole, de- wavessplendidlyin goldenlinesdownher shoul- beneath the heavenlyadvent, with a 9twnt and
fl,, lighted to find that he had not broken his neck, der, and above which is a circular nimbus, grotesqueenergy. Bottieelli's lugubnousnessis
never again venturedto imposeon him a similar powderedwithin with gold, most glitteringly. signalized by severalpictures in Florence. The
I
I
restraint. "I see," said lie, "beasts are pro- All this makes her look so superb, that no Madonna,supporting her child amongst angels
I per for burdens, but men of genius as forms of wonder the girl's head was turned : heart per- likeuncombed,unclippedyoung acolytes,looks
light, not to be kept in durance." This re- haf?Sshe had not. At least one sees no trace
of the m<»t beautiful worka by Lippi we ha¥c
probate Carmelitewas much in favourwith the of 1t in the somewhathau~hty sullen look her met• Ono
with, In point of expresolon, la that aemlcln,olar
Medici,and even with the Pope himself. They admirer has given in the picture. Around her picture exhibited tut 1ummer In our Inatltutlon, of the
and other saints, •ealed together In a nrden. Two
seem to have been more amused than angered stand angels,like chorister-boys,(but that they BapUst
ot these figures are ealnts Indeed, expresafng religion•
by vices pranked np with cheerfulness,pleasant are gloriouslywinged,) with round faces, and cares
and nsplrlngs, with a depth and grace which would
humour, and boon companionship
. A letter rather disorderlyhair. They also havea serious have honoured any pencil, and perfect beaut7 of drawln&',
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very sick and wan and sad, and seems quite
tired of her eternal vocation of sitlin~ in state,
gorgeously attired, and holding celestial levces.
The angels themselves also display a melancholy
of hue and countenance like that resultant from
rolling seas. Grace of posture and grouping,
and tender gazings, however, frequently commend them; and sometimes lhe painter introduces a blooming rose-bush, or some beautiful
rare object as an accessory, in a manner which
discovers a deep and true romantic feeling.
He was one of the first who treated with some
degree of wacefulness, those antique mythological subJects which his patrons the Medici
preferred before all others ; and for their \"'ilia
at Castello, he painted that picture of the
Birth of Venus, which is now in the gallery of
the Uffizii. Venus, with a melancholy look,
and the most exuberant wildly-straggling hair,
is standing on a shell, and being wafted along
by the breath of two clumsy ill-favoured men
hung in the air, whom we are called upon
courteously to accept as zephyrs. Around her
falls a shower of roses, as she glides towards a
bank, where a disorderly woman, in a modern
wind-fluttered dress, runs forward, to throw a
robe over her. Much modest pensive grace,
and delicate drawing and modelling-in the
latter respects Sandro is improvin~ hereappear in the Venus; but the picture is
far too serious and heavy for so lightsome
a theme. It appears as if monkish melancholy, the fashion of the age, pursued him
even here. The grave prudery with which Rio
alludes to this picture would do honour to
Mrs. Hannah More. "Botticelli," he remarks,
"notwithstanding the natural purity of his
imagination, was obliged to paint a Venus for
Cosmo di Medici, and to repeat the same subject
more than once, with the various alterations suggested by his learned patron." Is it not dreadful
to think of? To paint a Venus! What coercion
of principles ! What t,yrnnny of taste!
We
cannot conceive how arbitrariness could assume
a more harrowinl> form. Overwhelmed with
ho1Tor by this mcident, we naturally tum
for relief and comfort to the pages of Rio
himself, in the hope of finding in what particularly delightful and edifying manner the
painter might meanwhile have been employed,
according to that writer's taste and judgment.
We soon find that his favourite theme is "the
perfect and marvellous life of St. Francis."
u It would seem," he writes, "that a special blessing wns
attached to the localities sanctified by his presence, and that
tho perfUme of his holiness preserved the Fine Arla from
corruption. Ills sanctuary at Assisi was tho centre of inspirations and pil1rrlmages during tho wholo of l-'.1cfourteenth century. There all artists of renown havo pro, trated
themselves In succession, nod left tho plow, tribute of their
pencil . The innumerable convents of the Franciscan s have
multiplied to an Infinite extent the representations of the
same subject, with which painters, monka, and people
have at last become ns familiar as .with tho passion of
Je.•us Christ himself ."

A consummation devoutly to be wished, certainly! In this exquisitely na"ive admission,
we see the chief tendency and flower of the
writer's teaching, which is indeed to obscure
and overlay the idea of the Saviour with the
mere phantoms of a sickly and superstitious
fancy. We do not believe that it is in the
power of any remes to corrupt with so much
subtlety and lasting power as this so much
admired St. Francis.
Sandro, without being, so far as we know,
immoral, in any liberal sense of the term, seems,
in certain respects, to have resembled his
teacher Filippo; inasmuch as he was a careless
spendthrift, whimsical, eccentric, and apt to
impoverish:himself even to amiserabledegree,by
ne~lecting his proper vocation for pursuits in
wluch he had no calling. Several instances of
his jesting humour have come down to us. He
once slily gummed red paper caps, like those
then worn at Florence, on the heads of the
angels in one of his pupil's pictures, under

circumstances which rendered the act quite attracted us to the church several times at an
bewildering and appalling.
A weaver next early hour, when alone there is light enough to
door, distracting him with the constant din of make anything of them. The treatment of the
eight looms, whose vibrations almost shook his subjects, (from the Lives of the Baptist and
rickety little tenement about his ears, he the Virgin,) is the most complete exempliflremonstrated; but his neighbour's only reply cation of the painter's strong tendency to porwas that he would do as he pleased in his own traiture, rather than to purely historical puinthouse. The painter then, resolving to be even ing ; for the most prominent parts of these
with him, poised an enormous mass of stone on compositions nre the numbers of illUBtrious
their party-wall, so lightly that the tread of Florentines of his own times, whom he has
the workmen, and the whirring of the shuttles, introduced as bystanders. And their simple
threatened every moment to brin~ it crashing costume, their long gowns, dark red and black,
down amongst them, through roof and rafter. their hoods and skull-caps, unite with thefr
It was now the weaver's turn to receive his grave and manly countenances, to give them
own reply, till equitable terms were made something of a solemn senatorial aspect, not
between them. Sandro, in jest, once accusing unworthy of the high occasion on which they
a friend before the parish priest of the serious are brought together. It seems as if they
heresy of denying the immortality of the soul, were placed there, to testify by their presence
received for answer, " I hold the o~inion their faith and religious reverence. 'l'here, in
respecting my accuser, who justifies it by the dim light, you may contemplate the harshneglecting his proper business, to undertake a visaged Lorenzo de' Medici, the large-nosed
commentary on Dante, without one scrap of Politiano, the spare and diminutive Ficino,
learning for the task."
president of the Platonic Academy, and the
Finally, the fanaticism of Savonarola, (aided Ghirlandai themselves, either obsening the
perhaps, in the present instance, b_ythe dull Angel and St. Zachary, or talking in separate
austerity of age, which so egotistically and knots to each other. Their image grows upon
ungratefully slanders the past pleasures it can you, and kindles with life, as you gaze. There
no longer enjoy,) subdued the fine fancy and 1s something solemn in feeling yourself alone
sensibility of Saudro; and he became one of with them, in that dim and silent chapel. Or,
those who publicly burnt their studies of the in the indoor scenes, which have quite the air
naked figure and of mythological subjects, in of domestic subjects taken from the painter's
conformity with the exhortations of the severe times, the Beauties of Florence-Ginevra de'
reformer. Indeed, influenced still more lament- Bcnci is there-appear,
in their brocade
ably, Sandro Botticelli entirely renounced his dresses, tight bodice5, and sleeves curiousl,r
beautiful art, as something lewd and unholy, slashed, and hair in little curls; or in then·
and became one of the party nicknamed Pia- muslin nunlike coifs of a demurer aspect.
.r1no11i,
or mourners, from their melancholy corn- These ladies stand primly in processional order,
plaints and murmurings. And thus sinkuig to (somewhat formal and antiquated in st1le and
age, and poverty, and crutches, he must, his manner, it must be confessed), attending the
biographer says, have died of hunger, but lying-in lev6e of Santa Anna, or Santa Elizafor the charity of the M:edici and other admirers betta; or they are fondling the new-born infant,
of his self-dishonoured talents.
with gentle and playful smiles, which prove
The dignified realism and sober judgment in that Ghirlandajo had a lively sense of female
Ghirlnndajo's works place him in strong con- comeliness and amiable vivacity. Nay, some
trast to his immediate contemporary .Botticelli. of the figures in the upper pictures seem
He studied Masaccio, (but without attaining highly graceful, elegant, aud lovely; as if the
his freedom and grandeur of style,) following artist were emergent into a freer and more
him especially in introducin~ into sacred sub- casil,r-rounding style of beauty; but they are
jects numerous portraits of his contemporaries, so !ugh, that to look at them is a most neckas bystanders. A manly plainness, a manner straining, opera-glass-requiring, and, after all,
of conception in which the noblest of the but partially successful endeavour. Besides,
persons and things around him are chosen to Time Las carried off some of their charms
represent the holy histories, characterizes piecemeal. Piteous it is, how much so, that
Ghirlandajo, with but little of Italian ideality. Ghirlandajo should have lavished his finest
And as, from his dili$ent study of Van Eyck talents on works fifty and sixty feet above the
and other Flemish pamters, he derived, with spectator, and almost in the dark !
much of their depth and clearness of colour and
He painted them al the cost of Giovanni
finish, something also of their stiffness and Tomabuoni, an uncle of Lorenzo de' Medici.
formality, in his earlier works he resembles Giovanni promised, if the pictw·es pleased him,
them remarkably; with just so much less two hundred ducats more than the stipulated
homeliness and superior dignity of form and price. They delighted him-and yet-and yet
bearing, as his models, the noble citizens of -he " frankly confestied" he should be better
Florence, may be supposed to display, compared pleased if the painter would content himself
with the burghers of Bruges and Ghent. His with the amount first named. Ghirlandajo,
pictw·e of St. Jerome, in the Ognissanti, is dry one of those so wrapped in their calling as to
and minute enough for a very early Belgian; care little about its profits, merely protested
and his somewhat later picture of the Offering that he had been solely bent on pleasing
of the Wise Men, in a chapel near the Nunziata, Giovanni, without a thought of additional
reminds you of a Mabuse, or M:atsys, in the recompence. He had already given his purse
extreme elaboration and clearness of every and household cares to his brother, that he
part, and even in the inharmonious plainness might be left alone with his work ; his love of
of the Madonna. In the back~round he has which was such that be breathed ardently a
introduced the Massacre of tue Innocents, certain ideal wish-namely, that they would
contrasting, as Rio remarks, its horrors with a employ him to paint the walls of Florence all
landscape of a river, mountains, and sky, imper- round with histories.
turbably, soothingly, serene and tranquil. In
These frescos at " New St. M:ary" are, on the
another picture of the Wise Men's Offering (in whole, his best works, but another series 11t
the Uflizii), he has introduced the Lagunes of Santa Trinita is full of high merit, including a
Venice, with a truth of aerial perspective unex- Death of St. Francis, perhaps his finest single
ampled in Italian, though not in Flemish art. picture. It is most hours of the day in absoBut Ghirlandajo's finest works are his frescos, lute darkness; but when the slanting morning
produced towards the close of his life, which l~ht penetrates for a little while, you may
ended in his fiftieth year. That noble series drn1ly trace there one of the noblest works in
in Santa Maria Novella, which covers the lofty I Florence.
The well-meaning fanatic is at
walls of the choir, interests exceedingly,_ and length at rest on his bier, one gently thinks
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happily so; and the monks arc gathered about who pushed Art forward to that glorious
VISCOUNT HARDINGE.
him, some kneeliua in profound and aft"ec- period then about to ensue.
tionate grief. One kisses his feet, others his
Michael Angelo did not at all resemble his
FROM THE GROUP BY J . 11. FOLEY, tl.A.
hands, a fourth is feeling anxiously for the earl,Y instructor, Ghirlandajo; but he was WE have80 freqnentlvhad occasionto speakof thia
pulsations of his heart. The rest of the obviously in a certain degree indebted to the noblespecimenof aculpture,that fewof our readen
solemn brotherhood stand by, reading the ser- ideal grandeur and energy of Luca Signorelli canbeignorantofthehighopinionwe haveformedof
vice of death, or holding up the coldl;r glim- of Cortona, who surpassed his contemporaries it, in commonwith all who had an opportnnityto
mcring tapers, and the cross, to wlucli his in drawing the human form, and whose judge of its merits from IIAltual
inspection. Such
i;lazed eyes still seem lifted. It is an caruest frescos of the Last J udgment at Orvieto opportunity,unfortnnately,no longer exiata; the
imaginative representation, full of deep manly are distinguished by a daring invention work baa left the conntry, and, in all probability,
pathos.
not unworthy of the subject. Michael An- hu, by thla time, reachedita ultimate destination,
Four other painters of this Pre Da Vinci, Pre gelo ever highly extolled his works, and in Calcutta-where it will stand for ages to come,we
Buonaroti period, Gozzoli, Rosselli, Signorelli, his Last J udgment, Vasari tells us, "courte- hope,an enduringrecord of the geniusof the aculptor,
Filipino, we must glance at rapidly, warned by ously availed himself to a certain extent of his aud a nobletestimonialto the diatingniahedservice,
contracting space. Gozzoli,the pupil of Ange- inventions." Luca's works in the Uffizii, two of a gallant commander,erectedby the inhabitants
of the country where some of his greatesthonours
lico, is the most cheerful, serenely sweet-spirited, pictures of the Holy Family, truly show an were won. It will reflect little credit upon-we
and amiable of them. The childlike innocence iidvance of what we now call a Michael An~eles- ought,perhaps,to aay it will prove an eternal dieof his teacher remaining in his heart, walked que largeness and grandeur of manner, dignity grace to-us at home if the propositionthat was
with him forth of the Cloister into the arcades of composition, and power of drawing,_together made aome months back by a ,;ery large body of
of summer palaces, the pleasant gardens, and with a colouring more grave and subdued than British artiata,to aid in procuringfundsfor a bronze
vineyards ; where be watched the maidenscull- characterizes the pictures of his contemporaries. cut fromthe model,to be pllMledin a conspicuous
ing the purple clusters, and saw the knights Luca's noble preludes to Michael An~lo have part of the metropolis,is not respondedto aa it
riding past the flowcr-inwoventrellises towards perhaps more affinity to his true spirit than ought to be. The late ViacountHardingewu not
the far-oft' city; and the grass, and the birds in anythmg that came after him.
a Wellington
, but, with thia single exception,we
the blue sky, delighted liim more than the;y
llut, after all, the most nobly refined and sub- cannotcall to mindone holdinga commi&aion
in the
seem ever to have delighted painter before; and lime work of the second pr.rfod of }'lorentine armiesof England who could show a higher claim
in the simplicity of his heart he crowded painting, is, so far as we kn?w, a f~ent,
the to the gratitudeof his conntrymenthan " Hardinge
to~ther in liis work the sweetand joyousobjects name of whose author remains a subject of un- of Lahore." During half a century his life wu
of nis rambles, even as a child heaps the spri~- conclusive conjecture. We refer to the now devotedto the service of his sovereign and his
flowers before him. Ris mind was like an April celebrated unfinished~icture beloncn~ to l\fr. conntry,either in a military or civil capacity: the
o·
Peniusnlaand India bear witneaato hia exertion•
day, in teeming, and also in the nature of the Labouchere, of the adonna, two c · dren and against the euemieaof England,-at Roleia and
things it put forth. Yet were the hol1 Cloisters angehi, formerly ascribed to Ghirlandajo, in \'imiera, Corunnn,and the pasaageof the Douro,
not out of view any of the time; and anon he broad ignorance of the characteristics of that Busaeo,TorresVedraa,Albnera, the three siegesof
,vould return to them, and, lo, angelic wings master, and now supP.osedto be a very earl,r Badajos,CiudadRodrigo,Salamanca,Vittoria,Pam- · I
sprang from the lineaments in his memory of the work of Michael Ange.o's. Excellent as it is, 1t pelnna, the Pyreneea,Nivelle,Nievre,Orthca,Ligny;
simple innocent lasses he had seen at the must, whoever painted it, be considered as ·and, lutly, through the war of the Pnnjaub, for
vintage, and they were not unworthy of them ; belongi~ to the earlier period, since the style which he gained hia patent of nobility. Such a
and the spirit of Fra Beato Giovanni greeted is essentially the old dry vernacular manner; career a&this ia uanredly deservingof a memorial
him at the portal ; and again he conversed with albeit the forms and composition bear strong amongus similarto that whichIudia has decreedin
the Saints, in serene though solemn musings. traces of a most refined classical influence: the his honour.
The frescos in the Riccardi Palace still display result is a depth of feeling combined with a
But if the veteranwarrior'&desertswereeven far
one of the sweetest of these light free airings of peculiar noble grace, unique, as we believe, in lessimportantthan his long servicesmanifested,-if
his fancy; but on the walls of the Campo Santo, Art. The treatment is sculpturesque; the hair his namehad beeu alliedwith ouly half the list of
at Pisa, his summer roses have, alas ! half shed singularly so ; and, besides the peculiarities hard-foughtbattlesat whichhe waa present,and in
their leaves. For his rendering of the more alluded to by Dr. Waagen, the grace and the honoursof whichhe &haredprominently,-still
serious depth of expression, we would refer to beauty of the hands appear to us to plead for this workoughtto have a plllAle
somewherein the
,
d
highwayof our metropolis; as one of the noblest
the St. Francis, in tlic large picture m our own Michael Angelo as their author. An perhaps sculpturesof modern time it is worthy of such
gallery-a most truly characteristic and worthy the circumstance of the work being left un· distinction. Londonis not 80 rich in public aculp·
representation of the saint.
finished, may be taken as another reason for tares that we can all'ordto )>US over this unheeded, I
And near it you may see one of the best supposing it Michael Angelo's ; for who else nor is the art of the ac•.tlptor
80 generallyrecognised
works of Rosselli, whom Vnsari so much under- could have rested quietly before putting the and ao highly appreciatedthat one work,more or
rates. Compare the biographer's disparage- last touches to such exq11isiteness
. But he, leas,is of suchemailconsequeuceas to be a matter ·1
ments with the beautiful head of St. Jerome, weak man, weak even in his strength, could, as of indifference
to the artiat or the public. But the
finely expressive of saintlv sorrow, fine in every we all know, lea'l"eArt's masterynecesmore or groupof Hardingeon his chargeris no ordinary,no
respect, the noble air and solemn feeling of some less in embryo, either from their fallinir short every-daywork-it is a master-piece
of Art, onethat
of the other figures, and I.he wildly fanciful of even higher conceptions, or from his fear of for grandeurof design, for truth of action, and for
angels, careering joyously in the heavens, to the losing, in the completion, some subtle and power and beauty of execution,has acarcely,if at
sound of their own lutes and trumf)Cts. Except- mysterious power which graced the more vague all, 8 parallel in the world. "I lookat that noble
ing the Botticelli, alreadv alluded to, this pie· and imperfect image. Those two spiritual horse," wasthe remarkmade to us by one who baa
ture is perhaps the best of our early Florentine youthti, one reading a scroll, and the other with written much and well upon the art of senlpture,
···
I
· l
d
Fili" · •
I h ·
d
l ·
" I look-I turn my head aside for a moment,and
acqms1tions. n simpie grnn eur
pmo s an utter Y'c armmg ease an grace earung on expectto findthat during this brief intervalhe has
otlier works sink much beneath his early frescos his shoulder, make one, for tl1e moment, fanc;y dashedforward;" 80 full of fiery actionand of phyin the Carmine, painted when either Masaccio's that the spirit of Praxiteles or Zeuxis had sical strengthis the represe1ttation.Viewthe work
designs fell into ltis hands, or his manUe on his turned Chr1Stian,and descended to aid the band from whateverpoint you may, it offen everywhere
shoulders. Rio says that his career was one of this mysterious Florentine. The seated somethingto exciteadmirationat the e.eniusof the
continued development of faults; but a jealous Madonna, holding the book, which the little artist whocouldconceiveand execnteso grand and
severity a,,"'llinstthose who fall away tn any Saviour standing at her knee looks up to with beautifulan exampleof sculpture. Againwe say,
degree from the old ascetic standard often leads animation, is cast in the same godlike mould ; London ought to pos8e68a reproductionof this
that writer into exaggerations. It must be but the memory of the old serenit,y__and
JX>Wergroup,wherethousandsmay dailygazeupon it.
The presenttime is favourablefor directing the
admitted that Filipino's Roman trophies were of Olympus is there still strong. Here IS, not
only an incumbrance to him. The a11fiq11ities a true Mary the meek, but a true Juno, (tbe attention of the public,and especiallyof the comwh1chafter returning from the Eternal City he genius of women,)or Cybele, mother of deities. paoionsin arms of the deceucd Field-Manhal, to
introduced so abundantly int.o his later frescos We know of no other painter capable of this ; the ,object. During the current month, London
in Santa Maria Novella, the vases, armour, gro- neither Botticelli (for mastery of form was will be once more filling with the wealthy • 11d
tesques and other clumsy and obtrusive decora- whollywantingi, nor Signorelli, nor Veroechio. influential; wetrust, therefore,thosewhooriginated
d bt di ·
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th the movementto which we have already referred,
.
t ions,
un ou e Y give em a sagreea Y "' IC ae
nge O alone IS
conceiva e as e willbeon the alert to forwardtheir views. We ahall
quaint and fantastical general aspect ; but the 11uthor; and even if his, the work manifests a considerit our duty to aid them to the utmost of
vigorous representations of violent and tragieal pure and chastened feeling of a kind which our power: two or three names have been meni'
emotions which distinguish them, deserve far ,va.s not developed, youthful powers of a tioned to us who ore willingto subacribeliberally ,,
more credit than that most cloistral of critics heavenly order which do not appear in his towards the work, 80 that there seem&no doubt
vouchsafes. For the life and spirit which he known productions. Happy Mr. Labouchere! of a aatisfactoryresultwhena subecription
list is once
threw into the creations of his pencil, and ltis It is one of the most precious ornaments culled opened. But, whether the end be attainedor not,
promotion of a lighter, freer, and more complete from the reliques of nations to decorate wealth,Y the sculptorof the " Ino and Bacchus,"of " John
1
manner of representation, the son oC Lucrezia Britannia ; nor can Florence with all her fair Hampden,"and of" ViacountHardinge" has earned
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MONUMENTAL COMMEMORATIONS. half
TeE Book of Monuments progreaaea as a aerial ;
and, aioce our last notice of the subject, a variety
of chapters, previouely announced as projected, have
received more or less of cxecntioo,-while other pro•
jects of the kind, of greater or Iese interest to one
claea of readers or another, are before ue, that ha\"e
been since announced.-Amongst theaeYarietiea, the
Crimean volume steadily advances, under the editing
of the Sculpture Muee. The monument, at Carmarthen, to the officers and soldiers of the
ROYALWELSH FuS1LEEJl8who fell in that disastrous confilct, has been set up. Our readers will
remember, that this record has, aa one of its aonreea
of interest, that touching incident which ruoa through
ao many of the episodes of this Crimean volume, and
adds a sentiment both tender and noble to details
which in themselves are very noble and very aad.
The memorial is the tribute of those gallant soldiers
wlio brought home their laurels from that far field,
and took the prizes due to the living,-to their
brothers of the corps whose laurels were rooted in
graves, and whose only prize is this homage from the
living soldier to the dead. The 111ooumeut,which
is the work of Mr. Edward Richardson, has been
executed at the cost of the officers of the 23rd
Fueileen. It towers to a height of thirty feet ;
and on one of four panels it bears an inseription
recording in general term, its memorial purpose.
The other panels resolve the general record into ita
particnlara. One panel hands down to posterity
the names of thoec, belonging to the corps, who
died at the Alma, Sept. 20, 1854 :-one tells who
fell at the storming of the Redan, on the 8th of
September, 1855 ;-and the fourth, to those who
died at Inkermann, on the 5th of November, 1854,
adds the names of the Fueileers who fell in the
trenches before Sebastopol, during those two dreary
years, and a summary of persona cut off' by the
more terrible instrument of disease in that memorable war.-The first atone of one of another
claae of Crimean monuments, in which the sentiment of brotherhood takes a different form, leas
tender, perhaps, but very pleasing nevertheless, has
been laid since we reported last. The
WXSTJIINSTERSceOOL C111ME.lNMoNUKENT,
commemorating the fate of dietiognishcd officers
educated at that institution, who fell in the Chersoneae,-Lord Raglan and General Markham being
amongst the number,-has had this species of inauguration, in the Broad Sanctuary, at Westmineter,
the J>lacechosen for the purpose. The exact site
fronts the weatem entrance to the Abbey; and here
will arise a polished column of Peterhead granite,
resting on a handsome square pedestal of Portland
atone, and soaring to a height of some sixty-two feet.
The pedestal will be enclosed within an ornamental
railing, twenty feet square. This monument haa
been designed by the eminent architect, llfr. G. G.
Scott,-and has the following senlpture incidents.
The column will be surmounted by a representation,
in atone, of St. George and the Dragon ; and figures
underneath will present King Henry 111. and
Edward I., in whose reigns the Abbey, as now
existing, was rebuilt,-Queen Elizabeth, who founded
the sehool,-and Queen Victoria, as the sovereign
in whose reign the events commemorated occurred.
-Scotland, too, continues her contributions to the
marble annals of the same deetrnctive campaigns.
The officers and privates ofHER MAJESTY'S9TH REGIMENT01 LIGHT lNto whom it proved fatal are recorded on a
1!'.lNTRY
handsome mural monument which has jaat been
erected in the old Church of St. John, in the fair
city of Perth. For the
}foNUllENT TO COLONELMo11111s,
the subscriptions being not likely, as appears, much to etceed
the aum of £500, it has been decided that that
memorial, too, ahall takt: the favourite, very manage.
able, and, ae regards seale, very elastic, form of a
colnmn.-Aud while, all over the length and breadth
of the islands in whose service they died, these
memorials of our lost heroes are ariamg,-it ia not
inappropriate that we should allude to aGaouP OF BRITISH CRIMEAN MoNUllENTS
which Captain Brine, of the Royal Engineers, has
'.lxecnted, with great labour, and presented to the
Queen. Thia group reprodocca, in Iukermann stone,
and (with one or two exceptions) on the scale of

an inch to a foot, the principal monumeuts
The men of Newcastle-upon-Tyne are proceeding
that have arisen in the Crimea aud at Scutari I with their efforts to illustrate that town in the name
over those of onr officers or soldiers who died in I of one of its greatest sor..s, by means of abattle or perished by disease. It is a most touch- , STATUEOP THE LATEGEOIIGBSTEPUENSON.-lt
ing record, -and eloquent of the morals that reside is now a good many ytl&l'Ssince the great engineer
in the theme. Even an engraving of it carries the received that form of tribute in the south :-where,
mind irresistibly away to the sleepers by those in the metropolis of the empire itself, his fullmelancholy shores, where the living them2elves hear . length figure, by Baily, stands, in marble, in the
little more than the dull beat of the Bosphorus, or : great ball of the Tmninu~ of the North Weatem
the sigh of the wind as it sweeps, with a voice more I Railway,-presiding, as it were, at the source of
desolate thau elsewhere, np the slopes of Cathcart'• that network of iron with which he bound together
Hill.-Beforc passing from these memorials of war the land,-and to be seen for ages to come by the
to more peaceful seulpture themes, we may as well living multitudes who shall pour their hurrying
mention here, as belonging to the same subject, tides unceasingly along the lines that he laid down.
though it carries ua out of our national ranks, that On such a site, the idea of the mighty worker ie at
the monument erected at Prague .to the memory of once generalized and localized; but it is, certainly,
in the interest of others than
the late Marshal Radetzky was uncovered during most fitting,-rather
the recent visit of the Emperor to that city, amid of himself,-that hie memory should receive the
specific localization which attaches to hie monua more than ueual pomp, civil and military ;-the
professional feature of leading interest, being the mental presentment in the province of hie birth.
presence of the generals who served with and under Probably, l',lr. Baily'e familiarity with the subject,
Radetzky in Italy, and of the \"eterans whom he led as arising out of hie previoue dealings with it, will
during the War of Liberation against-Napoleon I. have pointed him out as the fittest sculptor for the
These stood together there as casual and lleeting execution of this northern work.-The design for
indexes of the long soldier-career to be a permiµient rescuingrecord of which to posterity the monument in queaTux Gil.AVEOF STOTHARD,in Bunhill.fielda,
tion is reared. The work has been cast at Nurem- from the neglect and obseurity to which it has been
berg, and ie the gift of the Society of the }'rienda , too long surrendered, progreaaa. At a meeting held
of Art to the city of Prague.
in the rooma of the Society of British Artiste, a comPaaeing from these memorials of the men to mittee was formed for giving effect to the object in
view ;-and many men of great inlluence, social and
whom in life its sterner tasks were aaaigned," Whose swordsare rust,
artistic, indnding the pl'ellident aud members of
Whose bodies dust,
the academy to which the deceased belonged, ha"!'e
And whose soula are with the Lord, we trust,"given in their names as promoters of the project.
we come to ·chapters of the same monumental At that meeting, it waa determined, that in case the
volume which present the senlpture muee engaged subscriptions should reach, as was considered proin the nllotment of her civic crowns. Among her bable, a sufficient sum, the early idea of a memorial
doings of this kind, we may record, first, that the over the grave should expand itself into a atatne, to
men of Cromarty have been laying, in that town, be erected in the National Gallery, or elsewhere.
the foundation atone of a-How far the monument in question may have
l',foNUXENTTo THE LATEHuoH Mn.u:R.-Here,
awakened a kindred action in another case, we
we have again the pillar ;-which, in some one or do not know; b11t,we see it stated, that Mr. Graves,
other of its forms, seems to be the favourite monu- the eminent print publisher, of Pall Mall, ia about
mental mark, since the day when Jacob set a pillar to erect a monument over the-npon Rachel'• grave, where she left him for ever
GRAVE OF SIR RoB&RT STR..t.NGE,the great
"in the way to Ephrath."
In the ease of this engra\"er, where it lies unhonoured in the Church of
Miller monument, the pillar ia to be fifty feet high ; St. Paul, Covent Garden.-To this record of iodiand a statue of the deceased geologist, to be executed vidual munificence, it will not be out of pw.-c to
by Mr. Handyaide Ritchie, ia to stand, like Simon add, that, to theSTATUE OF HANDEL, in his native town of
Stylites, on its top :-which is about as bad a nee
of a statue as can well be contrived. The mono- Halle, the Crystal Palace Company, at Sydenham,ment, as designed, contains, however, a graceful who are preparing their own grand illustration of
reference to the history and labours of the dead. the great composer, in another way,-have conThe base is to be of old red sandstone, taken from tributed a sum of fifty pounds.-Onr readers will be
the shore quarry which waa the first seene of glad to hear, too, that it is in contemplation to
Mr. Miller's geological researches. The remainder erect aSTATUE OF 01.1vx11 GoLDSlllTH in front of
of the work will be wrought from a more durable
stone.-Speaking of felicities of monumental allu- Trinity College, Dublin.
sioo, we may mention that the Builder gives some
The last chapters of a \"ery aad history are ;yet
account of a quaint gravestone lately set up, in unwritten,-but
the catastrophe ia settled; and,
Norwood Cemetery, over the remains ofin its painful sense, the Pointed Hall of Greenwich
JOHN BRITl'ON, THE ARCR..t:OLOGIST.-The Hospital has recently received, by order of parliamonument-for this mere gravestone rises to the ment, a melancholy illustration. The artist ia Mr.
dignity of a montlIDent io virtue of its scheme-was, 1 Richard Westmacott,-and the new addition to this
it seems, the design of Professor Hosking. It is an chamber of our naval records ia aupright block of stone, similar to those at StoneMoNUllENT TO SIR JOUN FRANKLINAND HIS
henge,-beiog at the base three feet, aix inches, by Co:11PANJ0Ns
.-There ia a good deal of originality
two feet, four inches-in height, eleven feet,-and I in the conception of this work,-and to a monudiminishing slightly ou all sides. The block weighs ment which ia in form a tablet and inseription the
five tona :-and stands juet aa it was rent out of the sculptor has contrived to give an epic treatment.
quarry, with no mark of the tool on it beyond The story of the expedition ia iudicated from its
that of the apalling-hammer which was employed to opening to its close ;-and the fate that fell on the
Besides the gallant ships, and the gallant men who sailed them,
throw off some rougher irregularities.
name, it bears no other inseription than what is e:i:preaaivelyshadowed forth. As we have said,
reeords the dates of the birth and the death, cut into the main field of the monument ia a tablet, occupyceremony of ing a large space-for the entire work is about
the base of the wrought plinth.-The
laying the foundation atone of the, eighteen feet in height by nearly ten in w1dth,-on
MoNUKENTTo THE LATEEARL OF ELLESllERE I which are inscribed, under the several headings of
has alsotaken place, in the neighbourhood of Wor- . Erebu, and Te"or, the names of all the officers of
sley, in Lancashire. The exact site is a lofty : the lost ships, and a memorial reference to all their
eminence, westward from Woraley Hall, called working hands. 'fo the left of this tablet, as the
Wren's Neat; and there, for many miles around, ' spectator fronts the monument, the senlpture rethe monument will be a conepicnoue object to the : presents the youth of the expedition. A standing
traveller, coming from whate-rer point of view. 'fhe figure of a naval officer, compasaes in hand, and a
octagonal shaft which forms its principal feature will globe, &c., by hie aide, ia engaged in earnestly
rise to a height of 132 feet.-Travelling, once more, studying a chnrt of the eeaa iuto which he is about
to sail; and, thrown into background by the llag of
for a m·oment, abroad, we may record, that aSTATUEOF PETER THE HEKlllT has been in- England that lloats between him and them, tower
augurated in the gardens of the old Monastery of the tall masts of the brave ships, with their canvas
Neumoustier, at Huy, in Belgium :-in which wings spread for the voyage from whence they were
religioue houee the Hermit died.
never to return.
'fowering up, to mateh these, on
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the opposite aide of the monument, are the iceberg
peaks of an Arctic sea, shattered and tossed into
forms of hopeleeswildness; and over them, a aoli.
tary star tells of the pole and its sentinel in the sky.
The cleft of an icebergholds a broken apar ; nnd at
the foot of the monument, balancing the figure on
the lefl, aita a sailor, with drooping head and
wo11ndedfoot,-and in his air and attitude that
which hints the close of the sad tale, as yet unrevealed, but kuo'tl"Dtoo well. Of the long dark
years that lie between these two figures, when shall
the story be told ? As yet, we know of it nothing
certainly save the tomb which the broad intervening
tablet picturea; but we know, too, that the laurel
grows even amid the Arctic darkneea and out of the
thick-ribbed ice,-and the ecnlptor has twined it
into crowns above the names here committed to
the keeping of the coUDtrymenof these honoured
dead for ever.
Though happily not a " Monumental Commemoration," we may here refer to aOP Ma. CaossLEY.-The men of Halifax
STATUE
are engaged in the payment of one of those civic
debts, the growing frequeucyof which amongst na
ia one of the noblest and most bopefnl symptoms of
the times in which we live. Mr. Croealey is a
manufacturer in that thriving Yorkshire town,employing four thousand hands for his O'll"D immediate objects,and extending his sympathies to all the
population of the great community in the midst of
which he dwells. For the social diecaeesmore or
Iese inseparable Crom great gatherings of men, but
curable in a degree far beyond what our fathers
imagined, and by methods of which they never
thought, Mr. Croesleyis one of those who adopt the
new system of moral therapeutics. With them, the
old practiceof "bleeding and cold water" is ethically
and politically gone out. The great truth that lies
at the basis of their system-the beat discoveryof
this 11ge,and which the "fine old English gentleman" miaeed,-ia, that, in whatever degreeof life, a
man, besidesbeing a machine, u a man. With this
aimple divining rod, how many wells have these
men opened up in the social desert I-Happily, the
anbject is growing familiar amongst us, and it is
sufficient here to say, thnt to all which can elevate
the stature and alleviate the lot of the labouring
population over whom it is his high mission-since
he nndentands it,-in a sense,to preside,Mr. Crossley baa lent himself with a zeal which the people
pay with a free people's love. The love of the fine
old English labourer for the f\ne old English gentleman had a touch of the slave in it :-but these
men stand ap, to love. They offer au intellectual
homage:-and aome day, it will be thoroughly
UDdentoodhow near the intellect and the heart lie
to each other. Mr. Croaaley's last girt to the men
of Halifax was a free park ; and into that park,
amongst other sources of recreation at which be
proposes that hard mechanicminds shall drink, he
has actually introduced works of Art. Statues,and atatnea from the antique,-for labouring men,
their wives and children I In that park the ghost
of Sir Roger de Coverley will never walk.-What
will be the great and !inal amoUDtof response to
these acts of Mr. Croesley,will probably be known
only by means of the recording angel's book ; but
one immediate, partienlar, and aJ>propriateform of
response has been,a anbecriptionset on foot amongst
the workmen themselves for a statue of Mr. Croesley, to stand amongst the statues in his own park,
-filled up with a rapidity that shows where the
response came from. For this statue, in marble,
Mr. Durham is to receive .£1000;-aud he hasjust
made a model,-hardly completed yet, but which
we have seen,-which shows that he baa caught the
spirit of bis occasion,and looked rather to his work
tban to its price. The original modtl on which he
obtained the commiesion presented Mr. Croaaleyas
a atanding figure ; and this, for the sake of the
greater variety to be obtained, the eculptor has
exchanged for a sitting form, at an increase of
working coat which will of conne be hie own. The
1tatue, being marble, will occupy an interior,-a
temple, or aomethingof the kind, to be erected in
the grounds. It represent&a (ulJ.Jeugthfigure that
would atand aomewhnt abort of eight feet high,
sea~ed,with great freedomof action, in a largearmchair. Somethin,:of the mental and moral activity
of the man is indicated even in the attitude of rest
into which the figure is thro'tl"D. That aolution of

the long-mooted question of modem costume for
portrait sculpture which treata a portrait as a document, and holds that a Halifax manufacturer in n
Roman toga would leadan arcbreologiatof New Zea.
land, or British Columbia,a thousand yearn hence,
into a maze or error,-l\fr. Durham has treated with
great felicity. Mr. Crouley wears, in this work, the
coat, waistcoat, and breeches of his time,-bnt they
are fashionedby an artist, not by a tailor. The loose
Crockia made to yield lines u free as need be desired,
while testifying faithfully of the man and hi1 age.
This is the true Greek solution of an Art-difficulty.
The difficulty,with the Greek, was made to bend to
the art,-not the art to evade the difficnlty. The
men of Halifaxno doubt desiredto have ltfr. Croealey
shown to their children" in his armour as he lived,"
-not shownas a maaquerader.-A profusionof hair
which Mr. Crolliey wears on hie chin lends the
ecnlptor an incident of the picturesque, and adds
aometbing to the effect of his composition,1fhile it
is another meaua of identification. Altogether, the
men of Halifax will, we think, have good reason
to be satisfied with their Art-commemoration of
Mr. Croealey.
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AacHITECTUH may be said to be a aoeialart.
That is, it refuses to monopolize a solitary great•
ness. It is then greatest indeed when its con.
federate Arts are alsogreat with it. Hence we now
should be disposed to seek for the strongest nrgu•
ment in support of a favourable opinion of the
present condition and prospects of our own architeeture, from the fact that we see so great and so
gratifying an advance in the condition of the more
important architectural acceeaoriea taking place
before our eyes. So long as our revivedarchitecture
had no higher aim than to reproduce, or in more
correct language to copy, certain works of certain
past ages, 10 long the greatest of the Arts itaelfwaa
langaishing amon~t us; and, consequently,at such
a time it was utterly hopeleea to seek for anything
of real excellenceiu the productions of th01e Arts
which are intimately associated with architecture.
It was not to be expectedthat the accondariesshould
commence, in taking a decided step in advance.
The initiative in the great movement must be taken
by the primary ; then the secondarica, in due
courso, might be expected to follow. And inch,
accordingly,is the order in which the actual facts
have been realized. Our architecture having at
length demonstrated its own healthful vitality, we
now are aware that really admirable productions in
architeetnral ecnlptnre and carving, in metal work,
and in stained glass, with other kindred Arts, await
our welcome. A ready and a hearty welcomewe
have for every such work, and we hope to give it
expressionin special notices of them all. That we
may render to them the more full jnstice, we propose to consider them individually; and on the
present occasion,it is our intention to devote our
remarks excllllivelyto STAINED
or.us.
The peculiar beauty and attraetiveneeaof stained
gla.aswould ensure for it a largemeasure of attention, from the very first moment that the Arts of
the Middle Ages began to exercise a revived inlluence upon the public mind. And yet, at the
same time, there were circnmatanceaconnectedwith
the production of this beautifnl material, which
would inevitably render its revival a matter by no
meanseasy to be accomplished. The remains of the
old glass of the beat periodswhichyet survivedwould
be found very difficult to study, with the view to a
practical applicationof their teaching. On a searching investigation alao they would appear to be in a
peculiar manner medimvalin their associations,and
their very excellenceswollidseem to be inseparably
allied with what a modern student might be disposed involnntarily to regard as inherent imperrectiona. And again, so mnch of the effect of the
old glazing would prol'e to have resulted from the
treatment of the iron and lead work, as also Crom
the use of coloured glass untouched by the pencil,
that the production of stained glass might after all
be regarded as rather a manuracture than an Art.
Thus, the revived stained glaea would, in the first
instance at least, consist, either or studiously care-

I

ful imitation, of old examples by ardent arcbmologiata,or of cold and formalmanufacturesestimated
and produced at 80 much for the sqnare foot. The
result of thia would be, on the one hand, that artist,
truly deservingof that name, would regard atained
glass as unworthy of their attention, while on the
other hand the stained glass itaelf would acquire the
reputation of being only applicableto a condition of
thmgs no longer in existence.
It has been moat truthfnlly said of the old painten upon glees,that the "secret of their ancceaalies
in the material " whicb they used, "and in its
arrangement" by them. Here our attention is
directed to two qllllitiea in early gla.as,which wonld
escape the notice alike of the modern manufacturer
who was not also an artist.
and of the areh1COlogist
The one quality lies in the character of the glass
itself, the other in a thorough mastery of the principles of colour when employed upon a translucent
medium. The old gl111&
was in itself perfect for its
purpose: and 80 also the old painters on glass understood both how to use it, and how to er.hance
the full developmentof it• capabilities by the consistent application of their own powers. It would
require arti1ts, arcbmologiatartists certainly, but
most certainly genuine artist.a to bring out in our
own stained glaaa such qualities 88 these, which still
1deam harmoniously resplendent in the lustrous
relies of the olden time. It is our present highly
agreeable duty to record the fact, that such artists
are at length at work amongst na in earnest upon
thia beautiful material.
The first introductionof the revivedDie of stained
glass was attended with a twofold result, which was
eminently Ytiafactorybecause 80 decidedlyhopeful.
There was, that is to say, a great demand for the
beat atained gla.aswhich could be had, twenty and
fifteenyears ago: but there was also an uureaerved
hesitation with regard to putting stained g1a.asinto
1findowaof the lint importance, until 11 !Jett/ff'alyle
of glass ahonld be obtainable. Here was apparent
a cordial reception for stained glaes, as tbe production of a revived art ; but it was coupled with
the conviction, that the time was not then come in
which the new glass could be consideredas worthy
to take rank with the old. The coming of that
time, however, was both confidentlyexpected and
patiently waited for. Meanwhile, the study
and practice of architecture contiuued to make a
sure, though perhaps a slow, advance. And then
the attention of architects was directed to the
stained glass which should fill, not only old windows
that they might be called upon to restore, but also
the new ones of their own new edifices. There is
one of our gl'eateatand moat admirable early edifices
also, which boa been thronghont the revival at once
a echooland a museumof the productionsof modern
painters on gla.as. Without doubt the windowsof
Ely Cathedral have done much to lead the revival
onward; and it may be added, that had Ely Cathedral happened to have stood in Westminater, instead
of Ely, there cannot be a question that its teaching
would have been by far more impressive,and more
effectual. And yet the Ely window• have quietly
and gradually accomplished their mission. They
aho1nd, from year to year, how much there yet
remained for our workers in glaaa to accompliah.
When an artist did chanceto produce a window and
it found its way to Ely, the freah leason gathered
to itself an influence even greater than its own,
through the potent agency of aaaociation. Thns
the windows iu the transept, by the Gerentea of
Paris (and particularly those of the elder brother,
now unhappily no longer spared to do further
honour to his profession),are infinitely more valuable in that position-though for full justice to
themselves placed too high above the spectator'•
eyes-than they could have been elsewhere,where
such an extended comparison with other worka
would be impouible.
In glancing at the progreeaof the stained glass
revival, Mr. Winston's part in it is by far too im•
portant not to be distinctly noticed. At once an
amateur, 11nartist, an archmologiat, and a man of
ecience, this gentleman,having publisheda masterly
handbook of the stained glass of past times, led the
way in a searching investigationinto the composition
of the old glaes, and into the method by which it
obtained its coloura. In connection with Mr.
Powell, of London, and nleo with Meeara.Ward and
Nitou, l\Ir. Winston succeeded in removing one
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obstacle, hitherto fatal to the onward proi:rcss of parent canvas, nod to be denlt with nccordingly.
the art to which he hod devoted himself. He Thegrentwcstern window of Norwich Cathedral, the
disco1•ered, after repented anlllyses, the principk-s memorial of the lntc amiable Bishop Stanley, is this
upon which the glorious rubies and blues of th~ old gentlemnu's most ambitious work: we mny specify
glD8s might be reproduced,-" the rubies," in the other specimens of bis system of treatment, as exhappily expressirn words more recently used by Mr. isting at Ilalifnx nnd at Upper Tootini:, near LonPowell, of Birmingham, " streaky, nnd brilliant, don. l'nssing over seveml glass pi·oducers, and
with the colour generally mi.xcd throughout the producers on a large scale, but who would not
mass, and not only floshed upon the surface," after themselves expect from us a salutation as urtists iu
the prevailing n~age in modern glass. Mr. Win- any school whatever, we come to the small group
ston also (again to quote from Mr. Powell), who in very deed nre both artists nod "artists in
observed how "the fine, thick, uneven pot-metal" gloss." Of these gentlemen, if we regard them in
(old gloss, that is, coloured in the melliug-pot, nnd the order of seniority in their profession, Messrs.
entirely tronslucent,) "caught the rays of li11:htand Ilnrdma& nod Powell, of Birmingham, may claim to
held them fast, struggling aud 1lD8hing,in its gemmy be first mentioued. ]\[r. Powdl is the glass artist
substance, until tlie whole became a translucent of this distinguished firm; who, as our renders nrc
picture, but without hurting the eye of the specta- doubtless aware, arc workers in the precious metals,
tor, as no roy of light could pass directly through and iii iron and bras!, in cm broidcry also, and
it." And the result of such observation has beer. various textile fabrics, aa well as iu gloss. 1\Ir.
the production of pot-metal capable of nccomplish- Powell, nearly connected with the late Augustus
ing equally noble results, when placed in the hands Welby Pugiu, shores in the enthusiasm nod in the
of artists equally skilful and experienced. In his Art-feeling of his late accomplished father-in-Jaw:
more important efforts to work with his own like him nlso, a member of the Church of Rome,
admirable glass, Mr. Winston has not been success- llfr. Powell inclines more ardently to the medimval
ful, witness the truly unfortunate medallion-glazing sentiment and habit of expression identified with
which uow fills the grand cast window of Lincoln the grand old works that he knows so well how
Cathedral. Mr. Winston's present views, we be- to appreciate, than we can regard to be con~istent
lic,•e, incline to the style known as "Ciuque-ccnto,'' with the nim of no English artist in glass of the
and he is also understood to be favourably disposed present day. Yet lr . Powell's is a very noble and
to the natnralidtie treatment of the Munich srhool.
a thoroughly geutlemonly medimvalism. As no
The possession of n material capable of producing artist, too, he has the true feeling for all Art, and
windows of a high order, together with the in- for his own art first of all.
Ile can command,
creasing influence of architecture upon nil the nsso- also, a most happy facility in the treatment of his
cinted Arts, has gradnally induced artists to study subjects; he has n ftrm yet nu easy and elastic
the peculinrconditioos under which painting upon glass touch ; he is II joilicions and a vigorous colooriat;
requires to be practised. Being neither producers of and he thoroughly understands gin s and its cnpamere trauspnrenciea, nor pointers on canvas which bilities-whnt it con do, and what it cnonot, and
is to fill windows, "artists in gloss" must feel, nud what ought never lo be attempted wilh it. Still,
they must show that they feel, themselves to have there is always 011 evident leaning towards even the
nu art, and a truly noble art, of their own. Like weaknesses of old masters of his art, and n deep
their brother artists, the orcl1itects, they hove much sympathy with them in their 1Jiew of the practical
to learn from what the post has treasured up for treatment of it, which to us form subjects.for regret,
them of the works of those who, in the thirteenth and in their degree detract from the high excellence
century, were indeed masters in their art. At the of his works. Were the intrusive new glnss to be
same time, again like the architect's, theirs is not, by removed frvm Cologne, in order to make way for
any means, the vocation of expert copyists, who what might harmonize with the nobler glazing
have to do once more what once was done, and to do above, 111
r. Po1,ell is the very man to deal with
it as well, because executing it in a faithful fnc-simile. I hose grand windows, aud to fill them worthily with
The rich gloriea of tbe early glass, our artists in the stained gln~s. And yet we do not desire to see him
same material have to emulate. We ask from them commissioned to fill the restored windows in Worstained glass that shall be os true to the material ceater Cathedral, or the eastern triplet nt Ely.
and to its proper use, as true also as works of
Two other almost rivnl establishments iu London
Art, as the very finest remains that yet linger in complete the group of artists in gins , who have
York, or triumph in the Clerestory of Cologne. already fairly established themselves in that most
Still we must have stained glass of our own,-the
honourable position. These are Messrs. Bell nnd
work of our own times,-the expression, too, of the Clayton, and La,·ers and Bammd,- we pince them
Art-feeling nod tlte Art-capacity of our own times. in that order, upon the same principle of seniority,
In a word, we seek for arti,llwork.r,-decp thoughts, Mcssrs. Dell and Clayton having been first cstathat is, and ardent affections, conveyed by hands at blished as a firm, while Mr. Lavera hos himself
once trained in the school of ennobling discipline been practising hfa profession longer than those
oud free to expatiate in the glorious liberty of Art. gentlemen, although until very recently without nn
And we verily believe that such men have ceased to alliance with llfr. Barraud. 'l'hese gentlemen are nil
be only objects of earnest and anxious desire amongst labouring upon the same principle, and iL is but
us. 'l'he veterans of the stained glass revival mny justice to them nil for us to ossert that they have
now be said to have honourably accomplished the all achieved an equal measure of success. We are
duties allotted to them, and to have left the onward aware that circumstances have placed Messrs. Bell
path open to their more youthful successors. Mr. nod Clayton in n higher position than their compeWailes and l\lr. Warrington have each secured a re- titors, in the opinion of mouy judges of the most
putation of their own, not without the satisfactory eminent ability : but at the same time we also
accompaniment of substantial honours. The snme know that Measrs. Laverd and Bnrrnud have promay be said of Mr. Williment, with the addition of dnced, and are continually producing, works of the
n special tribute of admiration for his heraldic very highest excellence; and we are convinced that
windows, as they are exemplified at Hampton Court, when once these gentlemen have had some important
in the Great Hall, and in the ne,.-Hnil of Lincoln's catl1edral windows entrusted to them, their claims to
Inn. Even in heraldry, however, it was possible to stand in the front of our artists in glass will be
be too strictlymediroval; and, consequently, while we universally recognised. 'fhey hove nlrendy e.xeconsider the glass, to which we have just referred, to cnted a very considerable number of important
be exactly adapted to Wolsey's windows aud to the windows, nod in almost every instance with this
Tudor edifice in Lincoln's-inn-Fields, we desire to most satisfactory and gratifyii,g result, that one of
see heraldic glass in the edifices of ibe present cra their "~odows hos led to commissions for other
in exact harmony with the architectural freshness of windows in the same church and in its neighsuch edifices themselvea. 111r.Oliphant baa retired: bonrhood.
we wish that he had still persevered, since he could
The success which has attended these artists may
scarcely have failed to hove realized his abundant be deduced from precisely the causes which alone ·
promise of future excellence. Messrs. Ward and could have been expected to have led to it. We
Nixon still coutiuue such works D8those with which speak now equally of both the establishments of lllr.
we are familiar in the north transept of West- Bell and Mr. Lavers. Gloss has been studied and
minster Abbey. Mr. Hedgcland, n friend of ]\[r, its qualities mD8tered. The works of thC:old artists
Winston's, labours in the naturalistic style, having have also been studied-studied with archreological
unfortunately been led away by the delusion that zeal coupled with artistic intelligence. 'fhe Artstained glass is to be regarded as a k:iud of trans- element also e:tists in streugth in either establish-
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mcnt; and with it in each is coupled n complcto
practical fnm;Jinrily with the manufacturing depnrtment of glass-producing.
This is most 1mportaot; nnd it is one of Mr. Jlardmon's strong
points : like the Lonclon firms, he has most happily
adjusted the artistic and manufacturing dcpn1·tmcnts
of the profession,-lhose two departments which in
nnion ore essential for lll'Ofessional snccess. And
then ngnin, for the exercise of ouothcr quality of
commanding importance, nil these establishments nrc
alike distinguished: we now refer lo their cnrefnl
study of architecture, as n great art which ought to
exert n powerful influence upon their nrt, and from
which they consequently ought to derive much of
most valuable teaching. lllr. Hardman nod llfr.
Powell, D8 we should expect, regard architecture
through a Pugin medium; and, thcrcfore,architeetnre
for them con be expected lo do no more than lend
them back to its greatest medin:val nchie,•cments .
It is not thus with their London contem~ornries.
With them, Gothic architecture is a revived nrt,
that is looking for it~ own full developmeut and
noblest expression from the present nod in the
fntnre: and they, consequently, see in the revived
Gothic no architecture which must lead them onwards, in harmonious fellowship with its own ndvanciug steps. It is from a rcciprocol action upon
oue another on the part of nrchitccturc nod its great
accessories, that all may derive advantages not
otherwise obtainable: the architecture thtLS alone
cnu be complete; the occessorinl arts thus alone
cnu be at once consistent with the urchitceture and
most perfect in themselves. We cannot too earucstly impress upon the gentlemen, whose works in
stained glass nrc now under our consideration, the
importance of n devotion to lhe study of Gothic nrt.
1-'irst, ns it expresses itself in architecture, let them
study it with all the devotedness of artists: and
next, as through itd architecture it conveys lessons
of its own upon the nrt of pniutiug upon gloss, let
them sll1dy it in the very same spirit. 'l'hey will
find that thtLSthey acquire n strong impulse which
will carry them triumphantly onwru·d. 'l'bey may
even hope that their works, being deeply imbued
with the Gothic spirit, may beoeliciolly affect the
great architecture itself througl1 tho working of the
deep syn,pothies of Art.
Mnch os has already been accomplished by both
Mr. Lil\'ers and Mr. Bell in composition, drawing,
and colour, we feel that those gentlemen will accept,
in the same candid spirit that we offer, our earnest
advice to them to aim at still higher perfection in
each nud all of these great qualities of their art.
'fhe old gloss will teach them much; in colour,
perhaps, it will teach them nil that can be tnnght in
brilliancy of tone, harmony of combination, nod
fclicitotLSimpressiveness of effect. In both composition and drawing, the same venerable nuthoritie.q
,1ill show them by what means eiccllence once \\as
attained, and thus they will learn how they may
consistently seek after a still more perfect excellence
of their own. We do not write thus, as if we considered that our best artists in glass had failed to
consult and to study the early authorities upon such
matters,-but
because we feel that upon theae
matters they can not be too perseveringly studied
by men, who take the lead in the glass-art of our
dny. Theo, indeed, is the study of old gloss best
calculated to exercise the most beneficial influences,
when the student is nn artist who is consciotLSof
the possession of independent powers of his own,
and can feel that he is strong in the strength of his
own freedom. Such artists Mr. Lavers and Mr.
Bell have pro,cd themselves to be: they, conscqneutly, are the very men to persevere in study.
iog old glass, because they know how to search out
and to appreciate its deepest teachings.
The aSfilduitywith which architectural sculpture
wos destroyed in the evil days through which the
middle ages have transmitted to us their noble Arts,
renders it peculiarly important for our artists in
glass lo study what yet has been spared to them of
the works of n sister art that, in so many points, is
closely ossocinted in treatment with the nrt more
decidedly their own. Every good niched nod eanopied statue must be a lesson of great value to the
glass-painter. Even a good niched canopy cannot
fnil tu possess teaching worthy of his thoughtf-ul
regard. 'l'his is particularly true of the finest and
earliest (they arc the finest) remains of monumental
sculpture and niche-work. The statuettes, or
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Hart.hill wu formerly tho reaidence of the late
"weepen," u they are termed, which encompau
Herbert :Minton, FAq., who built and endowed a
many of onr nobleat railed tombs, contain whole
church ther-a .beautitnl and elaborate specimen
volumea of preciona teaching, inch as we now refer
of eocleeiutical architecture, together with panonto. It is the same with the canopied niches, in
age-houae, 1choola, &o. The eHmJ!le .et by this
ettimable gentleman ii being worthily followed by
which these tignreaare genera1ly placed. We would
hil nephew, M:r. Campbell. It may not be out of
instance, as examples, the monument, of De Valence,
plaoe to note, while alludinf to this family, that
and Edmund, Earl of Lancaster, of Edward III. and
another nephew, .llr. Holline, a1ao of Stoke-uponhi, brother John of Eltham, in Westminster Abbey,
Trent, bu recently off'ered the munificent eum of
and the monuments in the Beauchamp Chapel at
£1000 towards the rurchue of a plot of land to be
Warwick, and the Presbytery at Lincoln ; other
laid out u a people I park.
most valuable examples are to be found, and par•
DuutrN.-We hear that it is in contemplation to
ticularly in the northern connties. Monumental
open an Exhibition of Sketcbe1 from N11tur1only,
both in oil and water-coloure, on the 22nd of tho
brasses alsosometimes might be studied with somepresent month, in connection with the Dublin Art•
what aimilar advantage, u in the inatance of the
Union with a Yiew to encourage a branch of the
fine relic at Elsyng, in Norfolk. There ia much
ART
IN
IRELAND
AND
THE
Fine lri.; not aufliciently cultivated-yet one of the
also for our artiste in glua to study, in their treatutmoet importance and intere1t; and this exhibi•
PROVINCES.
ment of the human figures in the remaina of the
tion (the first of the kind) will undoubtedly prove
great scnlpton of antiquity.
A certain aculp·
very attractive.
All aketohea muat be forwarded
tnreaque rather than a pictorial feeling ia nnqnea•
on or before the 10th, after which date no sketch
THB H.A.RTSBU.L
Woa1m10 l!u'a INanroTB .tionably a quality proper to painting on g~ : aD~, There are few of our readen who have not accorded can be received.
BIBXUIOHAK.-The annual meeting for the disaceordingly, from the greateat 1,f authont1~ this honour to the memory of the late Herbert l!inton, a
feeling, in some degree, ill to be acquired. W 1thout gentleman to whom the Ceramic A.rtaof thil country tribution ft prizes among the aublcriben to the
the slightest idea of imitation from it, without any were very greatly indebted 1 and by whoae large bene- Birmingham An-Union, took plaoe on the 13th of
apparent commnuity of sentiment with it, our volence many useful institutions in England were January, Sir John Batcllit'1 the Kayor, preading.
aided and /romoted.
We rejoice to know that hil The reoeipta of the 1ubecription lilt amounted to
artiste in p;lua will be ready to admit that they nephew an aucceuor Colin Kinton Campbell, Eeq., £342, of which £310 were available for expenditure
can find in the Parthenaic frieze of Phidiu, a is following the ;.;c\ example, and carrying out in woru of Art. Thia ii a com11arativelyinaignitreaaury of precioua teaching in their figure com- his admirable uncle'• plan for the benefit more ftcant aum, but it ii an increue of that of the preespecially of the district with which he wu imme- ceding year .
poaition.
LrvBBPooL.-The Herta collection of antiquiWhat has been already said upon the value of diately uaociated. He hu recently erected in the
monumental works to artista in glua, with reference neighbourhood of Stoke-upon-Trent, where the tiee, which formed one prominent feature in the
famoua
manuractory
ii
lituated,
a
building,
the
Haneheater
A.n-treuures Exhibition, baring been
to both figure and canopy·work, natnrally leads ua
of which is to alford enjoyment and inetruc- sent bf ita proprietor, J . .llayer, F.S.A.., of Liverto add a few word, upon the advantages to be purpose
tion to working men. We e:i:tract the following pool, 1a to be dill>Oledof by auction, early in
derived from a study of the heraldry with whieh particulan from a local paper :-"The village of February. Some idea of ita extent may be formed
these works so generally abound. We are anxious Hartahill baa for some years put been well known from the tact of ita comprising more than three
to see our stained glua no len excellent when to a large section of the general public on account thouaand Iota, coneiating of Aarrian, Babflonian,
applied to civil, and occaeionally even to domestic, ot containing several rare Gothic buildings, from Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan, and Roman antiquities,
uses, than when uaocio.ted with ecclesiastical edifices. the designs of the chief of the Gothic architect& of with many others from Peruvia, Hexico, and llhina.
And heraldry is an art, at once so graphically and the day1 .Mr. G. Gilbert Scott . These buildings The collection of gema and cam- ii particularl_y
expresaively historical and also biographical, and owe theu exiltence to the princely munificence of fine, and the aale catalogue is prefaced by an excellate .llr. Herbert Minton-a name ever to be lent and learned diaquiaition on their peculiaritiee,
so peculiarly adapted to the conditions and ca~a- the
mentioned with honour and reverence. In a some- by Edward Gerbanf, one of the directors of the
bilities of painting upon glUB, that it contains what more limited degree this village hu also been Archmological lnetitute of Rome. The 1tatuettes
within itaelf the elements of complete sncceaa in the favourably known u the seat of one of thoae inati- in bronze and silver are generally line, u are the
production of stained glua for both civil and domestic tutions happily becomintr every year more nume- ancient ftctile vases and the penonal decoratione,
architecture. It must be remembered, however, rou1, which have for their direct object the eleva- necklaoea, rings, &c. Tbe collector wu always retho.t heraldry has to be1/udied before it is under- tion-inl,ellectual, socio.I,and moral-of the working markable for !iii tute and correct judgment.
SuNDBBL.UCD
. - A. 1ublcription amounting to
stood, and alsothat it has to be studied as well u claaea, using the term in the limited sense in
an art u a science. Heraldry, too, like architectnre, which it is generally applied. PaYoured beyond nearly two thouaand pounds hu been railed with
many of i!s contemporanet, this institution was a view to the erection of a statue in memory__of
and like stained glass, requires to be studied by under
the immediate patronage, and enjoyed the Havelock1 _in Sunderland, hiJ native place. The
men, who do not look into the past until they lose benefit of the advice and uaiatance of Hr . .Minton models wnich
have been 10nt in com{>Otition,will
the faculty of looking around and berore them. Our -a tact which contributed largely to ita becoming be judged by the committee on, we believe, the 8th
heraldry has to be made our own, os our architecture in some respect, a model institution . We have to instant .
BBroHTON.-A school of Practical Art, under the
and our atainedglass have. The early practice of this diachqe the grateful duty of recording an act of
genero.1ty on the part of one of the worthy suceea- title of the " Brighton and Suuex School," and in
art and science has ita own teachings ready for na,connection with the government department at
and then with ourselves it resta to develop Crom sors of Mr. Minton-Mr. Colin l!inton Campbellthem the heraldry or the present and the future. in which have been combined the two chief cha- Kensington, wu opened here on the 17th of the
racteriatica of the benevolent eff'ortaof that gentle- lut mon~ 1 under auspicee that leave but little
We hope to see much accomplished in thiJ matter, man'• uncle-a devotion to the higheat forms of doubt of Ule
issue. Mr. 1. White is appointed
in the new national buildings that have lately been Art, and a desiro to promote the happineaa of his head-muter, and .llr. F. Merrifield, son of )(ra.
so wiselfentrueted 1,y our Government to Mr. G. G. bumbler neigbboun. With these views, Mr. Camv.- l!errifield, the well-known writer upon Art, hu
Scott. Here architecture ought powerfully to bell hu erected and preaented to the Hartahill consented to act u honorary secretary, pro tein.
BBl8TOL.-Prior to the oloeing of the exhibition
exercise its iotlnence, under a new llllpect, npou Working Men's Institution a building in which
stained glass ; and heraldry mnat certainly be the beauty and utility are admirably combined, and that has recently taken place in this city, a lecture
lljl;encythrowi;h which Ihe arcbitectnre should moat whicli will, we truat, be found a means of increaa- wu delivered in the principal room of the gallery,
powerfully act, with the view to aff'ect the stained ing the efficiency of the uaociation. The deaigns on the evening of the 11th of lut month, by
were fumiahed by Mr. Edgar, architect of Stoke, .llr. G. Parry, of Hifham Court, on the 1ubjeot of
glua in the moat salutary manner. or course we who
hu shown b1maelt to be la!JCIYimbued with "The Fine A.rte, their Nature, Unity, and Value."
do not imply that the stained glasa in civil buildings the apirit, and to be an enthuaiutio disciple, of the The local papera speak favourably of the lecturer' a
oup;ht to be so far heraldic, that it should be re- great muter whose worka stand in cl018contiguity addreaa, and of the marked attention with whieh it
atricted to armorial bearings and inaiguia ; figures to the new building. The block of building which was received by a numeroua audience. We rejoice
may be u consistently introdnced here u into haa been erected for the purposea of the aeaociation to find that a willingneu to liaten to 1uch teacheccleaiutical glua, and yet here the entire subjects comprises a reading-room or lecture-ball, of com- ings is greatly on the increase with the public;
may derive an appropriatencsa and also a value parath·ely large dimensions, about 46 feet bJ 23 but we would venture to give a hint to thOl8 who
essentially their own, through the exercise of an feet, and a keeper's house in immediate connection." undertake to lecture upon Art, that they lhould
During the paat month the building hu been in- by all mean• avoid so mueh of "learning"
as
heraldic feeling over them in their every part.
augurated, and it ia now in the occupancy of the tenda to make their ad.iredry and uninterest•
If we were to be desired to form an additional working men. There is no loc-&litvin the kingdom ing-a common fault, so far u our experience goea:
eatablishment of painters in ~laae, we should bind where such an institute ia more likely to be pro• a lecture upon any subject, to win the attention of
together in a firm brotherhood an architect, an ductive or good results. The name of" Jd.inton" a mixed assembly, lhould be agreeably and popuarchreologiat, an artist, and a glazier. F01.1rsuch will thua be honoured for generations yet to come, larly treated.
'fBNBY.-Wbatever neglect may bav~ 11ttended
men of eqnal ability, of the same devotedneaa, and in a diatrict for which the great man who bore it
men of diatinguiahed ability during their\lifetime
of the same faculty of command each in hia own bu done so much and so well.
The
day
after
the
opening,
a
lint
"converin
ages long put, the preaent generation 1eem1 dedepartment, would constitnte formido.blerivals even
wu held within its walls. The exhibi- siroua of paying their memory all due honour. It
to the existing establishments. Such an asaertion sazione"
tion room was tilled with a great variety of choice is proposed to erect a monument, in the parish
does but urge upon the heads of the existing estab- works of Art and Art-manufacture, which were churcli of Tenby, to Dr. Robert Recorde, phyailishmenla, the neceMity of continually strengthening evidently the sources of much gratification and de- cian to Queen Mary, who died in 1668. Recorde
themselves in each and in all of tbeac several depart- light to a very crowded asaemb\y. Intimately uao- was a native of 'fen by, and ia spoken of by
ments of their profeaaion. None may be neglected. ciated u the beet interests ot the Staff'ordahire Pot- Halliwell u " the lint original writer on arithFrom the harmonious working of all a continually teriea a.re with the knowledge o.nd practice of Art, metic, the first on geometry, the first who introadvancing aucceaamay be anticipated with the moat atill, from their isolated position, the workmen duced the knowledge of algebra into England;
thero have few opportunities for profiting by accees the tint writer in EngliJh on astronomy; the first
animating confidence.
to either pictures or models that would serve to penon in thi1 country who adopted the Copernicum
In the foregoing columns, we have deaignedly re- stimulate and aaaiat their exertion,. Doubtleu this syatem; the inventor of the eign of equality, and
stricted the direct application of our remarks within fact may account for the very great interest taken · the inventcr of the present method of extracting
the. narrow range of a small number of distinguished in this exhibition 1 which contained examples auch 1 the square root."
1
art11t1. We-~-= mean, ignore, in so doing, the as r11rolyare brougnt together in this neighbourhood. 1
valnable services in the canae of the revived art of
painting on glua, of many other gentlemen, who
have be~n and still are zealonaly working in the
BIDiepath iu various parta of the country. In conclusion, we will embody our ~teful acknowledp;ment of their eff'ortRin a brief but hearty expreuion
of our aympathy with one earnest and thoughtful
member of the noble fraternity of " artista in glua,"
Mr. Prcedy, of Worcester, a gentleman whom we
should be truly glad to see taking an actiTe part in
a metropolitan eatabliahment connected with his
profession,
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Emigrant's Departure ;" the other, "A Market-Girl," n rJass of subject which
has always been a favourite with Poole, though he has rarely exhibited pictur es
of this character, of which" CROS!lNG THE STREAM,"and " THE MoUNTA.lN
SrllJNo," engraved on the two following pages, respectively, are examples.
We remember to have seen about this time a considerable number of watercolour drawings of rustic figures, executed with much grace and expression .
In 1€40 he sent to the British Institution , "The Gipsies' Toilet," a picture
rather weak in tone and timid ill execution, but still one of good promise. The
same year he conlributetl to the Academy two pictures-" Hermon aud
Dorothea," nnd "'l'he Recruit ; " the latter, especially, a composition of great
merit, though, like that just mentioned, weak in colour.
In 1841 Mr. Poole attempted a sacred subject-" By the Waters of
Babylon." The picture is pleasing, but it is q11itcclear from all the arti st ' s
subsequent works that he feels his strength lies in another direction . " 'l'he
Mou11tainRivulet,'' a charming little rustic composition, was exhibited at the
British Institution in ] 842. 'l'o the Academy Exhibition of the same year Im
sent th ree pictures-" Tired Pilgrims," another rustic composition, which
shows artistic powers considerably in advance of all his preceding efforts ; a
"Market Girl;" and "Margaret alone at the Spinniog -Wbed," a small
painting, the subject expressed with deep tenderness and pathos.
The year 1843 was a great epoch in the career of this painter, for be produced a picture nt the Academy which at once gave him enviable notoriety ,his "SOLOMONEAGLE" struck every visitor to the gallery with astonishment:
those who had never heard of the painter wondered who he could he, nnd they
to whom he was known by his previous productions,-his little rustic groups,
and others of a similar nature,-wcre sm·prised at this sudden display of powers
for which they had not given him credit; the peculiarity, no less t han the
originality, of the subject, the magnitude of the car,vas, the variety of character
plnctd upon it, and the intense dramatic effect-the exprcssio11is u etl in its
highest meaning-thrown into the terrible scene, instantly arrested the attention
of the spectator, and left nn impression on the miud not soon or cosily effaced.
}'rom this time forth the works of l\'fr. P oole were sought nficr.
It was undoubtedly attributable to the success achieved by the "So lomon

BRITISH ARTI STS :
THEI R STYLE AND CHARA CTE~
WITH ENGRAVED ILLIISTllATI ONS.

No. XL[l.-PAUL

FALCONER POOLE, A.R.A.

ONSIDERING
the position which this painter occupies in the world of Art, his e1hibited pictures
have never been so numerous as his many admirers would be pleased to see: from the outset
of his career he aeems to have made up his mind
that the public should not become too familiar
with his works-t hat these shonld be "rare," if
not "rich;"
and, as a consequence, we have
;/
seldom seen more than oue picture as his contribution to our anuunl exhibitions, while this one
' •• •
-' • •• :'
has onl_y increase~ the desire _for mo~e, for he is
~
an artist possessrng no ordrnary gifts. Paul
Fa lconer Poole was born in 1810 at Bristol, a city
tl1at has given birth to several most excellent painters, though it has
been too slow in recognising and appreciating their merits . Ere
he had reached his twentieth year, he came up to London, and in
1830 exhibited for the first time in the metropolis, sendiug to
the Academy a little picture, entitled, "'l'he Well-a Scene at
\
Naples." Ji'rom 1830 to 1838 his name did not appear in the
lI
catalogues of any of our metropolitan exhibitions ; the inter\
vening years were passed in diligent study, and in qualifying
h imself for the arduous encounter which a youug artist has always to endure
ere he wins a name in public estimation. 'fhe first-fruits of this protract ed
withdrawal from observation were seen in two pictnres exhibited at the
Academy in the latter of the above-mentioned years: one entitled, "'l'he
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Eagle," that the artist painted and exhibited in the following year another / Visitation and Surrender of Syon Houae (at lsleworth, Middlesex) to the Comeome,vhat kindred snbject, " The Moora beleaguered by the Spaniards in the missioners appointed by Thomas Cromwell in the reign of Henry VIII .,'' a
City of Valencia," a scene in which the horrora of war, with its attendant.I, I anbject differing from the plagne and famine scenes just referred to, bnt not
famine, eickne;ss,and aufl'ering, are eloqnently and moat painfally represeoted. J leaa abounding in impressive character of a wide range. The dispositions of the
Bad not the preceding work made its appearance, thia would have cauaed aa variuna figures are moat akilfully managed, and the work ia altogether one of a
great a sensation aa that; but while every one acknowledged the genius of the very high order. In December of this year he waa elected Asaociate of the
painter, and whilu it fully anatained hia eminent position, there were few who Academy, an honour to which his merits fully entitled him. In 1847 the
would not gladly have seen his talent turned into a more elevated and agreeable name of this artist did not appear in the catalogue of the Royal Academy, but
channel; n auccesaion of miseries, whether real or pictorial, saddens and appals it >!'aain the list of the competitora at Westminster Hull, under the anapices of
'\ the Royal CommiHioners, when he received one of the premiums of £300 for hia
the heart.
Poole did not exhibit again till 1846, when he sent to the Academy, "The , picture of" Edward's generosity to the Burgeasea of Calais,'' a composition full
)I
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of pusagea of great power and beauty ; but, .. a whole, deficient in unity. in one frame, drawn from "The Tempeat,"-" Ferdinand declaring hi, love for
"Arlete, a peuant girl of FalaiJe, in Normandy, lint discovered by Duke Miranda," "The Conspiracy of Sebutian and Antonio,'' and "Ferdinand and
Robert le Diable," wu the subject of a picture exhibited at the Academy Miranda playing Chea;" ~ of theee f?r~, a •~ but beaut.itul picture ill
in 184.8. A large portion of the composition ii laodacape, painted with .. it.elf, and 1how1 many po1nta of great lrliatic ment.
much truth and muterly execution u the fiKW"11-1Ubjecu
by this artist. Jo the
One of the mott remarkable pictures which Poole hu painted ia that he
following yenr he exhibited "The Blackberry Gatheren," and three episode&, exhibited in 1860, "The Meueoger announcing to Job the Irruption of the
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Sablll&llaand the Slaughter of the Se"anta." It wu engraved and published, , the country. Tho~h a subject admitting of much license, it ia treated with all
u moat of our readen will, doubtlea, remember, in the 4rt.Journal for 185-l. the delicacy that such a scene would allow, consistent with truth; there ia, ill
"!~eGoth•.in Italy," painted in 1851, i, another composition that maoife&tsthe fact, an entire absence of everything that might offend; in drawing and colour,
ongmal ge~1uaof the ~ist. Groupe of brawny, stalwart Seythiana, with youn,r the picture i1 very masterly. "The l\Jay Queen preparing for the Dance," and
Roma~ maidens u ~helJ'attendant,, are luxuriating amid the verdant banks aud "Marina singing to her father Peride&,'' were exhibited in 1852. The fonner
fountains of an Ital1an garden, in the produce of the vineyard, and orchards of is one of the moat elegant single figures the artist ever painted; the latter,
I
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eapeeiallyin the wan aud aorrowfnl portrait of the Prince or Tyre, 1how1with
what force character and feeling may be, and are, ponrtrayed. Another year
elapsed without any work appearing publicly from the pencil of this painter ;
but in 1854.he sent to the Academy,"The Song or the Tronbadoun-Bertrand
de Boru, Lord or the Cutle or Haute-Fort, in Provence,the Warrior Poet or
the Twelnh Century;" a moonlight scene, in which several figureaare represented, on the ramparts of a castle by the sea-aide,listening to the lay of the
minstrel. The picture is unquestionablya prodnction of geuiua,but it does not
bear that stamp of originality nor the skilful manipulation seen in many preceding works. His contribution to the Academy iu the followingyear, " The

J:afrued

by)

Seventh Day of the Decameron-Philomena'a Song by the aide of the beantiful
I.eke in the Ladiea' Valley," is auother pictnre of the aame clua, and, like the
former, has both merits aud demerits; the last are round chieflyin the colouring,
a green and yellow haze pervadeathe whole compoaition,while the figureaare
painted in a lowand monotououatone. "The Conapiraton-the Midnight Me«:ting" waa exhibited in 1866. It represents au incident in the history or Switzerland, where Arnold, Werner, and Walter (the latter the father-in-lawor Tell),are
describedu having met by appointment at a aolitary apot on the lake of Waidatatten, called Rutli, for the purpose of maturing their plans for liberating the
country from the tyranny of Geaaler; the three patriots are seen in conference

THE l!OUNT.UN

in a cave lighted by torches ; the picture scarcely auatained the reputation
achievedby Mr. Poole, aud waa generally regardedas a failure-from hia hand.
A aimilar verdict may almoat be prononncedagainat hia next exhibited picture,
"A Field Conventicle,"an oft-repeat~ anbject, illnatrating the open-air preaching of the Scottish Covenautera; it ia powerful in colour, but lacks originality
ot treatment, and is devoid of interest and feeling. The old wonhippers in
glen aod monntain-defilewere not anch meu u Mr. Poole baa here put on the
caavaa. One other picture only remains to be noticed; it is that exhibited last
year, "The Last Scene in King Lear;" the old king ia holding a feather to the

43
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lipa or his dead daughter Cordelia, to ascertain if life be totally extinct. Edgar,
Kent, Albany, and othen stand round to watch the l'ellult. The picture presents
features of greater excellencethan those of the perioda immediatelypreceding,
bot it by no means equals some or earlier date-thoeu by which the repntation
of thia artist was made. We participate iu the regrets, ao frequent!! m~e iu onr
hearing, when the matter of Mr. Poole's works baa beeu uuder d1acUS11on,
that
he ehould have departed from the bold, vigorous, manly, aud original style in
which his "Job," " Solomon Eagle," " Gothe iu Italy," &c., are painted, and
has adopted in its stead a style like that of his later works.
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH ARTISTS.
l!io. 12.-WILLIAH

COLLINS, R.A.

Englishmen who feel honest pride in
their own beautifnl country and its best
class of peaaantry, mu.at have a veneration
for the paintt<I' who baa delineated both so
well. Its leafy lanes, filled with litUe merry
rustics, sometime, swinging on the gates,
each one " happy aa a king," or crowded
round the cottage door, with kindly welcome
to the timid " ,tray kitten " that creep,
doubtingly toward the pan of milk so hospitably placed for its refection ; or the life
orthe ae&· beach, with its young" ahrimpen"
and fiaher-boye, with their thickset forms
and ruddy facea,-all delineate the beat fea.
tures of the great Anglo-Suon raceto which
it ia an honour to belong. Never waa the
sea-aide, or the country-life of England
better painted than by William Colli111;
and it is a pleasure to look npon bis pictures
in the foggy winter days of a London December, and dream of visiting some such pleasant spots, and chat with such roay villagers
when June comes ronnd again.
It is a noble thing to have wealth to
apare,-but only so when it is put to noble
uaea. The men who spend their superfluity
on fine pictures lay up a p(easnre for all
time-a refining " joy for ever" to all who
look on them. It baa but one drawbackits e:i:clnsivenesa; for fine works are sometimes little ireen but by their possessors, and
often are buried in galleries all bot unvisited.
But when men who love Art, and buy wisely,
make a free gili of their tasteful gatherings
for the good of their fellow-conntrymen,
ennobling the humblest by teaching them
to contemplate works kings might covet,
how great a debt of gratitude do we owe to
them 1 Sncb men are the late Mr. Vernon
and the living Mr. Sbeepsbanks,-meu who
mmt ever be regarded aa national benefactors ; they have aided in enlightening,
through the medinm of the Arts, a large
body of their countrymen, and the good
work; will be continued long alier their contemporaries have paBBedaway. They have
also given English Art a public station it
had not before, for we had no special galleries devoted to our native school of paiuting, until their munificence gave us one,
to which we might take a foreigner, and
show him what our artists have done. IC
the British people have reason to be grateful
for inch gifts, the British artists owe a
deeper debt of gratitude to these two geutlemeu.
Some of Collins'• best cabinet pictures
may be seen in the collections at Marlborongh House and Kcuaington,-pictures
redolent of happy country life, or of breezy
glowing sea-beaches. Collins never painted
" storms in harvest," or " storms at sea," hit nature waa euentially happy. As you
feel the calm sunny influence of his pictures
on the mind, yon are impresl!ed with the
certainty of the pleasure he mu.at have felt
in painting them. Had he been an anthor
instead of an artist, yon feel he would 11ever
depict village life nfter the fashion of Crabbe,
bnt rather rival Mias Mitford.
There is a pleasant life of Collin,, written
by bis son (who by bis talent adds another
of the idea that a clever
proof of the fall11Cy
father seldom baa a clever son), and to that
memoir we mnst refer onr reader, who may
reqnire faller details of the artist's life than
we can give; it is a well-told narrative of
an honourable career, a trne picture of the
early atruggles and nltimate triumphs of an
artist of whom England may be prond. It
m111thave been an agreeable task for such
:i son to write of anch a father.
A abort
memoir of Collius, as our readers will remember, appeared in the volume of the
Arl.J<ntrtu,l for 1855, in our aeries of
"British Arti,ts."
ALL

Collins waa bom in London,-d
it i, somewhat remarkable
that our betotdelineaton of conotry boys, Collins and Hunt, were
both bom not far uunder, and in localities not apparently propitioue · the first in Great Tichfield Street, the aecond in Bolton
Streei (now called Endell Street), Long Acre. Collin, is an e:i:ample
oCthe mi:i:edmarriageswhich produce "true-bom Engliahmen."
His father waa an Irishman, a native of Wicklow, bia mother a
Scottish lady Crom the vicinity of Ediubnrgh: Collin, aeni~r
labonred nnceasingly aa a man of letters and a p1ctnre-dealer; hia
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best literary works were "Memoirs of a Picture," in which be
detailed the tricks of the trade in picture-dealing and pictnrestealing, and a "Life of Morland," with whom he waa i~timate,
and whose advice and assistance he sought for the early mstrnction of young William, who in after life was of opinion that be
gaiued more from his father's advice and guidance than from
thnt of the disaolnte, but more highly-gifted Morland.
Drawing was the boy's delight from earliest youth, "whatever
natural object he perceived he endeavoured to imitate upon paper;

Dutch-looking snbnrb of Lendon. His industry was nntiring, and nltimately led to
attention,-hia works, when better known,
had e:i:cellenceawhich riveted it. He sncoeeded in making a po6ition for himself, bnt
bis career wu an arduous one ; the poor IOD
of a poor father, at whose death he had only
the bequest of bia family's wants. Yet
through all he kept a brave heart and a
ateady hand, and ytan of perseverance
bronght ultimate reward.
Late in life Collins went to Bayawater to
reside; the locality had been recommended
by his physician aa the drieat and healthiest
in London. He took the house No. 85,
Orlord Terrace, in 1840; but, finding it
too small for his requirements, he removed,
in 1843, to another adjacent and larger
abode at No. 1, Devonport Street. OC its
e:i:temal aspect onr cut will furnish an idea ;
it is one of the thou.sand honaea bnildera
run np in the anburbs; but to the painter
it had "the unnanal attraction of containing
a room capable of being converted into a epacions and convenient studio :" these are the
words of hie son, who adds-" It is not one
of the least cnriou.a paaugea in his life, that
he had never poeaeued a comfortable painting-room up to this 1ieriod of his career.
In all hie changes of abode he had been
contented with taking any apartment in the
house that afforded a tolerable light, resigning every other advantage of high roofs
and fine skylights. His first sea-coast scenes
were painted in a garret of his house in
New Cavendish Street. The ' Fisherman's
Departure,' Sir Robert Peel'a 'Frost Scene,'
and a long aeries of other remarkable picture1, were produced in a little bedroom of
hie fint abode at Hampstead."
His son
records the pleasure he felt in his studio.
"Once established in the new locality of
bis labours, with more of bia sketches, his
design,, his relics of Art about him than he
bad ever been able to range in any former
studio-with his painting-table, that had
belonged to Gainsborough, with bis little
model of an old womao, dreaaed
by the same
great painter'• hand, with the favourite
palettes of Lawrence and Wilkie, huog up
before him ; with all the other curiosities,
e:i:periments, and studies in Art that he had
collected, now for the tint time conveniently
disposed around him-bis enjoyment of his
new painting-room was complete."
Bot
"like Wilkie, he laboured only a brief apace
in the first painting-room that he had ever
completely prepared for his own occupation,
before the hand of death arrested bis pencil
for e\ er ! "
A long and wearying illness, denoting a
break up of the system, at last conquered
his healthy nature ; and the artist died on
the 17th of February, 1847. He is buried
in the cemetery of the Ch11rch of St. Mary,
Paddington. The grave is marked by a
marble cross, on the base of which these
words are inscribed:-" In testimony of
their affection for his memory, their remembrance of his virtues, and their respect for
bis genius aa the painter of the coast eceoery
and cottage life of his native land, his widow
aud his two sons have raised this monument
on the site of one which he erected to his
mother and brother, with whom he is now
buried." The spot posaeSBeSmore of the
elements of the picturesque than we find
in suburban graveyards ; and the tomb itself
ia characterised by its pure and simple tute.
It is no melancholy pilgrimage to the
painter's grave : trees wave near it in the
green summer-time, and it speaksonly of
hopeful, happy rest.
In ~fr. Wilkie Collios'a Life of his Father
is a list of the pictures painted by the latter,
arranged chronologically from the cnrliest
exhibited work, bearing date, 1807, to the
latest, 1846, with the names of the purchasers and the prices paid for them.
0
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even a gronp of old blacking-bottles, picturesquely arranged by_his
friend Linnell, supplied him with a fund of material too precious
to be disdained." By all the means which a clever and e:iruest
boy will make use of, he carried on his studies. He sketched
from nature in the fields round London. In 1807 be entered
the Royal Academy as a student, ond the tint views ~e contributed
to the walls of their e:i:hibition were sketched at M11lbank,then a
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l!R . BENJAMIN WYON.
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AllONG the losaea with which we have to debit the
year so recently closed, we must not omit some
record or one who was himself an eminent member
of a family long eminent in the branch ;if Art which
they professed. Benjamin Wyon, who died on the
21st of November last, wu the son of Thomas
Wyon, the well·known chief engraver of seals to
Kings George III. and George IV .-,md waa born,
in London, on the 9th of January, 1602. He began
his Art career, of course, nuder the eyo of his father;
and, along with his conain, the late William Wyou,
he ati1died under his distinguished brother Thomu,
the chief engraver to the royal mint ;-whose abort
career, u is well remembered, though it ended at the
nntimely age of twenty·&ve, yet sufficed to raise .the
medallist'• art in this country to a height of excellence which before his day it had not at any time
attained. If the prize o( pre-eminence be due to
the early dead, Benjamin Wyoo had yet his ample
share of the family gift. At an early age, he carried
off" several prizes for medals from the Society of
Arts : and the silver medal of the Royal Academy
"111 conferred on him for a head of Apollo, which
afterwards the Royal Academy of Mnaic adopted u
the design for their prize medal. At the age of
nineteen, young Wyou was employed, with much
credit to himself, on the great seal of George IV.
He also attracted considerable notice to himself,
while still young, by a head which he eiecuted of
Dr. Hutton . In 1830, as a natural consequence
of such antecedents, he was appointed to fill the
,·acancy which his father ten in the office of chief
engraver of his Mojesty'a sealt,-and he executed
the seal then required for the new sovereign,
William IV. The works, however, which earned
for the late Mr . Benjamin Wyon his highest repu·
tation were the seals which he eiecuted for the
present Queen.-Out of a vast number of other
medal&, regal aud corporate, public and private,
which duriug his snccessful career l\fr. Wyon produced, we may select the following for separate
mention :-The Shakspere Medal of the City of
London School, presented to that institution by the
late Mr. Beaufoy. The medal of the Royal Scottish
Academy, at Edinburgh. Medals, for the Art-Union
of London, in commemoration of the architects, Wreu,
Chambers, and Vanbrngh. The medal awarded by
the Board of Trade for gallantry in saving life at
sea. The medal for the Humane Society at Ply·
mouth. A medal commemorative or her Majesty's
maniage,-aud one co1nmemorative of the baptiam
of the Prince of Wales, and the King of Prussia's
,-isit to this country as sponsor on the occasion.
A medal commemorating the visit of the Emperor
and Empress of the French to the city of London,aud another on oecuion or a similar visit from the
King or Sardinia. These two latter medals were
executed at the cost or the Corporation of Londou,aud are aplendid specimens of the medalliat's art.By a large circle of friends, to whom the qualities
that do not belong to a record like this had endeared
him, Mr. Benjamin Wyon will long be miaaed. He
leaves a widow and many children to monrn hie loss ;
-but it is pleuant to know, that if the long-accustomed pitcher be broken at this old family fount of
Art, death baa not dried the well. Mr. Joseph S.
Wyon, whom hia deceued father trained to hi, own
profession, and who waa the assistant of his later
labolll'I, illherits the family gin,-and hu, in virtne
of it, been permitted to put on hia father's fallen
mantle u chief engraver of seal&to the Queen.
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Ratto, Rome, taken from the banks of the Tiber;"
a "View in the Environs of Rome;" and two views
of" Walten, in the Environs of St. Omer." From
that time hie name waa rarely absent from any of
the public eihibition~ of the French Academy; his
last appearance was at the Uuh·eraal Eiposition
iu 1855, to which he contributed two pictures.
Though M. }1enry is known chiefly u a landscape
painter, yet he occuionally employed his pencil on
other subjects : in the Church of Sta. Marguerite
is a " Baptism of Christ" by him, and in that of
St . Etienne-du-Mont, a Stn. Genevih·e. Several of
his works have been purchased at different times
by the French government for presentation to provincial museums ; among these we may eapecially
point out a "Wood in Normandy,'' presented to
the Museum of Bar-le-Due, and a " View un the
road to Genoa, near Nice," given to the Museum
of Amiens.
In 1834, M. Fleury waa awarded by the Conncil
of the Fine Arts in Paris a medal of the third class ;
in 1837, one or the second class; and iu 1845, one
or the first class. In 1851 the decoration of tbe
Legion of Honour was bestowed on him.
His
works have always been held in high esteem by his
countrymen for their truth, picturesque character,
and careful treatment.
MR. A. D. JOHNS.

Although, as a general rnle, talent of a high order
rarely fails to establish a wide-spread reputation,
yet instances sometimes ocenr, especially in remote
localities, where, in the well.known words of the
poet, it is almost
"born to blash unseen,
And waste Ila sweetness on the d .. ert air ."'

Au example of this nature ia supplied by the
career of the late Mr. Ambrose Bowden Johns,
whose death we briefly noticed last mouth. He
wu born in Plymouth, in the year 1776-7, and
served bis apprenticeship to Haydon, the bookaeller,
father of the artist. Early in life he withdrew from
business and adopted landseape-paintinit as a Jlrofession, to which he devoted himself with the utmost
enthnsiaam, and with very considerable success,
yet his fame was almost entirely limited to his own
·
county.
Ju his practice he was little induenced by the
works of contemporary artists, though be had
sketched with Turner, and waa well acquaiutd with
some of the leading metropolitan paiuten.
His
view or nature was $Ometimesmodified or influenced
by ideas drawn from the works of the older landscape-painters, Clande, Gaspar Pousain, &c., and by
our own Wilson; still hia pictures were never deli·
cient in originality . They were commonly the offspring of hia own mind, and are remarkable for
novelty or arrangement and a natural character
entirely his own. .Pew e1celled him in the representation of foliage, and the valleys and cottages
of his native county were never more truthfully
and agreeably delineated than by his pencil. His
colouring is mellow, yet not devoid of freshness, bis
execution broad, bnt free from mannerism-simple,
yet varied 11udeffo,ctivc.
On the few occuions when Mr . Johns exhibited
at the Royal Aeademy, his pictnres seemed to want
brilliancy : this resulted, perhaps, partly from a
dislike to all forced effects, and partly from his
painting with reference to a:iother standard, as in
p;alleries where the old masters predominate his
landscapes hold their gronnd admirably. At Cobham Hall, the mansion of Earl Darnley, is a picture,
a view or Okehampton Castle, on which Dr . Waageu
bas 11asaed high euloginm, a verdict that Sir
C. L. Eutlake baa confirmed. Another work of
M. LEON FLEURY.
very superior character, though or a widely different
The Paris papers announce the recent death or subject, a " Boy blowing Bubbles,'' is iu possession
this artist, one of the most distinguished landscape or Sir M. Lopez.
painters of the French school. M. Flenry, the son
His life, protracted far beyond the ordinary allotted
or a clever historical painter, was bor11 at Paris in term, wu distinguished by every Christian virtue,
1804 : after receiving the rudiments of an Art- but hia gentleness, courtesy, and hospitality were
education under his father, he became successively a moat conspicuona; while on more than one trying
pupil of Victor Bertin and of Heraent. On quitting occuion hia integrity waa exalted into magnanimity.
the atndio of the latter, he set out on a lengthened Courted aa hia society was by individuals of all
sketching tour, and between the years 1827 and ranks, yet that of his brother artists, by whom
1830, travelled over Italy, Belgium, and a large he waa much beloved, was generally prefened by
part of his native country . Returning to Paris, he him ; and in the town of Plymouth, the scene of bis
prepared for exhibition at the Salon, to which he birth, hia labours, and his death, his iuftuence was
aeut, in 1831, fonr pictures, " A View or the Ponte Celt as eunobling his profession. It has been re-

i

marked, by one who knew well Mr. Johns, that "the
contentment which characterised his life was drawn
from that hope which comforts those whoso hearts
condemn them not."

,
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MR. THOMAS BELSHAW .

The uame or Mr . Belshaw, the annonucement
or whose death appeared recently i11 some of the
daily journals, must be pcrf'ectly familiar to all who
were connected with the various exhibitions of industrial Art whieh have taken )l!aee in the country
within the last few years. He was among the originators of, nud materially aided in carrying out, the
exhibitions at Manchester, Liverpool, Derby, Sheffield, 1\lacclesfield,&c.: he organized the first great
Art-manufacture exhibition at Birmingham, and no
small measure of the success which attended the
universal Exhibition in 1851 was due to his admirable ma1111gementand unwearied labours in the
arran!{ement of the vut mass of contributions.
Subsequently, at Cork and Dublin, he was similarly
engaged ; and, lastly, at the Crystal Palace, Sydenham, at the commencement of that vast undertaking.
During the Russian war, !lfr. Belshaw, from his
well-known activity and experience in matters of
such a natnre, was appointed deputy storekL-eper
to the Army Works Corps, and sailed to the
Crimea in charge of the third division of this contingent. 011 his puaage 0111,in the Berwick trans·
port, he met with an accident, which, combined
with anxiety, disappointment, and neglect-as it
has been alleged-led to hia death in the prime of
life. We arc L-oucernedto know hia widow aud
children are Jen in ao destitute a state that a subscription for their bene&t bas been set on foot.
There can he little doubt of the appeal being liberally answered when these facts are made public;
and, cspeciolly, by those who benefited by the
services of the late Mr . Belshaw.•
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION .
THIS sixth year of exhibition by the Photographic Society tends to convince us that it
is 'absolutely necessary to eft'ect a chRnge somewhere. A good collect1onof photographs-many
of them very charming as pictures, and exhibiting much manipulatory skill-is hung on
the walls of the Sufi'olk Street Gallery, and
the impression we receive on entering the rooms
is, that they exhibit a stereotype-like sameness
-a repetition in character, with slight variations, of the last and previous exhibitions.
This impression is strengthened by the admission of pictures which every one has seen, who,
during the last six mouths, has walked along
the Strand, the Haymarket, Regent Street, or
Piccadilly.
We take it that the Photographic Society
has two well marked lines of operation. One
(upon which its popularity will depend, and
therefore of much importance), the advancement
of photography as an art, which of course will
be shown by the exhibition of sun pictures in
which the numerous difficulties, as it respects
the lenticular image and the want of agreement between the chromatic character and the
chemical activity, have been most effectually
overcome. The other, bearing strongly on
the first, the investigation of the physical
and chemical phenomena which are involved in
the production of a t>hotographicpicture. ART
in the first place, nnd SCIENCEin the second.
The exl1ibitionsof the Society should show
us the results which had been obtained-with
new lenses, or new arrangements of lenses-by
means of new processes, or modificationsof processes already known, and display any novel

II
I

• We understand that &ubscrlptlons will be received at
the Unity Bank, Cannon Street, City; Mr . .Alderman
Mechl"sEstablishment, Leadenhall Street; Moura. Elkington & Co., 22, Rege11t Street, St. James'•; W. Donald,
Esq., St. James's Hall, Regent Street; Messrs. Bradbury
and Evans, 11, Bouverlo Street; George Grove, Esq ., Secre!Jlry to the Crystal l'alace Company; and by Mr. Joseph
White, Hon . Secretary to the Fund, 22, Richmond Stroot,
St. George·, Road, Soathwark, S.E.
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applications or the art it cultivates. Beyond productions. The play of light through the preparedu follow,:-Abont a quarterof an ounce
tins, whenever possible, the refinements of beautiful windows of the abbey ruin shows of gelatinei1 diuolved in eight or ten ounca of
that the artist has watched, with all an artist's water,b7 the aid of heat. To thil solutionia added
scientificexperiments should be illustrated.
by meunre, of a aaturatedaolution
It is beneath the di~ity of the Society to care, the ever-chaIJgingeffects produced by the abontone 0U11ce,
bichromateof potuh, in water,and the mixtnre
exhibit photographs which have beenjroduced movement of the shadows, and seized upon of
,trainedthrougha fu.en cloth. The belt eort of
ror sale, and consequently diaplaye in the that moment when the blending of light and ia
gelatinefor the purpoteia that Died by coob and
dealers' shop windows, before they are hung in shade developed that peculiar beauty which confectionera,
and commonlyeold under the name
the Societv's exhibition room.
"subdues, yet elevates, the gazer's soul." of ,telatine. The abovemixtnrewill,if kept in the
We have heard the exhibition of the Royal We do not so much admire Mr. Fenton's Egye- dark, owingto the &ntile)>tic
and preaervingpower
Academy quoted as an excuse for the exhibition tian figures. His Nubian Water-carrier 1s of the bichromateof potub, keep goodfor eevenl
or the Photographic Society. There is no pa· statuesque and beautiful. One of his Dancing months. Whenrequired,if it ehouldbe too thick,
rallel between them. The efforts of mind dis- Girls has a strange quiet-an oriental dreamy ae in cold weather,the solutionia alightlywarmed
played in the production of a picture have air ; but valuable as all of these pictures are, beforellling; it ia then,in a dark room,pouredover
nothing in common with the mechanicalpro- as truly representing some phases in the life the plateto be engraved,whichia altenrarda held in
ce~s of obtaining a photograph. The artist of this interesti~ people, we cannot regard a verticalpolition,that the superlluousliqnid may
drainoff'at one of the cornen. It ia next placedin
exhibits 1tnoriginal production, which requires them as a success.
much skilledlabour before it can be multiplied :
Mr. F. Frith's views of the Pyramids, the a horizontal poeitionover a epirit-la.mp,and the
the photographer obtains his negative, and the Sphinx, and hisPanorama or Cairo, are amongst gelatinecarefullydried,whichia left u a thin film,
multiplication of his picture is a very simple the very best examples or the perfection to of a paleyellowcolour,coverin(Ithe metallic1urf1ee.
The objectto be engravedia laid on the metal
affair; and, in the majority of instances, ori- which photography has arrived. The latter plate
and screweddownupon it in a photographic
ginal pictures are not exhibited in the Society's picture conveys an idea or the peculiarities of copying
frame-lllCh objects may be either the
rooms.
an Eastern city, which it would be exceedingly leaveeof plant., l1ee, or enpvinga, writinga,or
The trading character is, too, most offensively difficultto convey by any other means.
photograph,. Thus arranged the whole ia to be
obtruded in the catalogue-the prices, varying
Mr. Hamilton Crake has contributed some expoeedto the 1unahine,until a faint im~ profrom ls . and 2s. to 63s., being a curious feature very interesting pictures of the Rock Temples dnoedby the contrastbetweenthe changed broor India, with their mysterious sculptures. colour of the birhromateand ite originalyel/0111,
on every page.
Our remarks are dictated by the most friendly Photography has here a province peculiit.rlyits makeeits appearance.
When the plate bearing the pbotOjt?aphic
image
feeling; we admire photography, and we desire own, and one which we desire to see more exto see the Photographic Society taking and tended than it is, although our travellers are is removedfrom the copyingframe,the aw1aceia
maintaining its proper placeamidst the societies now frequentl,Yavailing themselves of the ca- to hecarefullyand very evenly1preadwith a liUle
gnm-copal,care being taken that
established for the advancement of Science and mera to tell its truthful story. The Stereo- finel7-powdered
Art in this country. It has allowed itself to be graphs of Britanny are other examples of the the quantitv ia very small,and the layer uniform.
Whenthe plate
bu beenthua powderedwith eopal,
overridden by the commercial element; and value of the art in this direction.
is held horizontallyover a spirit-lampin order
unless, ere yet it be too late, the council re·
There are a few illustrations of the uses of it
to melt the copal: this ttquirea conaiderableheat,
solves to return to and maintain a far more photographyto the geologist,a few photographs and
ita meltingia knownby the changeof colour;
independent position, the fate of the Society is from the microscope,and some three or four the }'late
must then he withdrawufrom the la.mp
sealed.
pictures intended to illustrate the rapidity with and allowed to cool. The gelatine being thus
It is time to return to the exhibition as it which an impression can now be made on the coYeredwith a layer of copal nuiformlydiuemistands, and, having expressed our grievance, sensitive tablets. Why have we not a series of nated,the etchingliqnidia to be pouredon. Tbia
we can do so with great pleasure.
those very remarkable pictures of the sun, with is thus prepared:-Muriatic acid i• aaturatedwith
In every way the most remarkable pictures the solar spots, taken at Kew ? Why has not the peroxideof iron, by the aid of beat. After
are the copies of the cartoons at Hampton the society secured examplesor Mr. Warren de ,training the solution,to removeimpurities,it is
reducedin volume.
Court, by Caldesi and Montecchi. The fidelity la Rue's stereoscopic moonsP-views taken at evaporateduntil it is con.aiderably
of these reproductions of one of man's greatest the two extreme points of the moon's libration, and is thenponredinto bottles,in which,88it coola,
into a brownaemi·crystalline
mau. The
works is nothing less than marvellous. The which resolve themselves in the stereoscope it aolidifiea
wonderful drawing, the intensity of expression into a most perfect representation of our sate- bottlesare then wellcorkedup and kept for Die,
It
ie
found
convenient
to
have
solntiona
of this
in every linefroduced by the pencil of Raphael, lite. Why, indeed-with the exception of a
are preserve , as no other process of copying picture by Mr. Charles Beisch, of a small set Jlerchlorideof iron of dilferent 1trengths. Son.e
could J.>reserve
them. The verv work of Time, by Mr. Sykes Ward, and a few, we believe J.iquidof a mediumstrength is poured over the
; the liquid penetratesthe gelatinewherever
with bis effacingfiniers, is shown by the search- only two, carbon pictures by Mr. Pouncey, plate
light h88not acted n1>0nit, but it refuseato
ing chemistry or hght in a striking manner. and it may be one or two others-have we no the
penetrate those parts upon which the light bu
Other copies, no less excellent, of these car- examples or attempts to overcomedefectswhich actedsufficiently
. It is npon this remarkablefact
toons, by C. Thurston Thompson,must also be still lieset photography? We believe it is, that that the art of photoglyphicengravingia founded.
referred to. Mr. 0. G. Reilander exhibits the Society is too exclusively worked to com- In about a minute the etching ia aeen to begin,
many of his fine studies from the life-a branch mercial ends.
whichis knownby the parta etched t.urning brown
of the art in which be hasbeen peculiarly sucThere are many Photographic exhibitors or black,and then it apreadaover the wholeplate,
cessful ; witness his remarkable picture, the whose pictures deserve much praise, but we the detail, of the picture appearing with great
"Two Ways of Lire," exhibited at the Man. avoid entering more generally than we have rapidityin everypart of it. If the etching1pread1
chester Fine Art exhibition. We haveno l)icture done into the merits of productions of which too rapidly, the etching finid must be diluted, eo
in the present exhibition of such pretensions as every one has now an opportunity of judging that the procesamay go 011alowly. If the etching
that one ; but there are numerous detached for themselves. In conclusion, we desire to ftnid is slightlymovedwith a camel-hairpencil,a
studies of the highest merit, and one most impress upon the council of the Photographic F eff'ectia produced. When the etching will
charminggroup, 'fheScripture Reader, in which Society the imperative necessity of their atten- improve110further, the proceaamust be ,topped:
there is less of "stage eft'ect.,"and more nature tion to the means of improving the art which tbia ia done by wipingoff'the liquid with cotton
than in any picture we remember to have seen. they profess to encourage, and of avoiding, wool, and then rapidly pouring a atream of cold
water over the plate, which carriee olf all that
We learn that the strange misconceptionpre- through all future time, at any cost, the very remaina
of the acid. The plate is then 11ipedwith
vails regarding these " subject " pictures, that suspicionof allowin~the Societyto become the a clean linen cloth, and robbed with soft whiting
the groups--sucb a ~oup, indeed, as that of medium of advertismg the productions of any and water to removethe gelatine,and the etching
the" Two Ways of L1fe"-havc been copied~ photographic trader.
is completed.
one operation, from living figures grouped as
proWe haveexaminedsomeof the impresaio1111
we see them in the picture ; and hence some
dncedby this proceaaof Mr. Fox Talbot'•,and they
very strong objections have been raised against
appear to promisea better result than any of the
PHOTOGLYPHIC ENGRAVING.
this very picture. 'fhe Jhotographic artist
proceueawhichhaveyet beenintroducedto engrave
the photographicpicture. Thereis a moredelicate,
does no more than the Roy Academiciandoes :
he makes each figure an individual study, and THISis the namep;ivenby Mr. Fox Talbotto a new and, at the aametime,a more decideddefinitionon
he groups those separate " negati'oea" to- process,whichhe bas patented,forproducingengrav· all the linesof the engraving,and the gradationof
gether, to form a complete positive picture. inga directlyfromphotographicpictures,uponr,lates tone from the deep shadows,through the middle
tints, to the high lights,are well1in:se"edin moat
Messrs. De Ferrier and Beer have contributed or steel,copper,or zinc.
The manipulatorydetailsfor the productionof a cases,care and experiencealonebeing necessaryto
several of these " subject" pictures ; the quiet
en,urethis in all.
engraving,are as follows:humour of the pair, " .lt'ortyWinks," and " One I>hotoglyphic
Wink," nlcasesus greatly.
A steel,copper,or zincplate is to be wellcleaned, Mr. Fox Talboth88patentedthis proceaa,but we
b M H
it shouldthen be rubbedwith a linen cloth dipped are aaauredby bis friendsthat this is only donefor
Th 1e pictures Y r. loger Fenton are too in a mixtureof causticsodaaud whiting in orderto the purposeof securingbi1claim88 the inventorof
well k~ow_nto requ_ire any special notice from removeany tracesof greasineBB;
the plate is then to photoglyphicengraving,and that it is hia intention,
us. His views of Tmtcrn Ab_beyand of Raglan be rubbeddry with anothercloth.
by and by, to makea freegift to the countryof thia
Castle arc among some of his most successful j The compositionem1iloyedto cover the plate is valuableprocess.
R. H.
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The honourable task of nrrnnging, designing, and
erecting the new edifice has been entrusted to
Jllr. G. Gilbert Scott, AR.A., and to Mr. 1\1.Di11by
,Vyatt, C.B., conjoinlly,-the
exterior nrcliitccluro
of the strncturc being specially placed unde1· the
N1N1m,EN years ago curiosity was intensely excited
direction of the former distinguished architect, while
by the announcement of a work under the above title
the latter is instructed to direct his parliculnr atby a certain J. D. Passavant, who for ten years
tention to the arrangements and fittings of the
before bad proceeded so noiselessly with his inquiry
interior.
that hia name wos known but within a limited orea.
At first sight, possibly, it mny appear lo many
Such wos the amount of labour evidenced iu the first
persons that two architects of real eminence would
volume, that we despaired of witnessing the fulfilment
not be dispoeed to nccept such a conjoint charge;
of the promise of a second : but a second did apand, further, that, ereu if they did accept it, they
pear, and now a third comes forth-results
of
would not work together, either cordially or for the
thought, labour, and travel extending over a period
best advantage of their common trnst. In the
of thirty years; and there is yet work to be done
present instance the two itcntlemen whom we have
before the subject can be said to be exhausted .
nnmcd have formnlly accepted Lord Stanley's proglorious
lo the prosecution of his enterprise-nil
posal; and we are disposed to consider that the
nod honourable, but we fear hut little profitablefuture Indian Oflice will derive infinite benefit from
the nnthor b:is visited nil tlte collections in France,
their haviug thus been brought to act together. In
E111dnnd.and Germany, known as containing works
n. competition we rnrely see two thoroughly good
of Rnffaelle. To Stockholm and Madrid hos he also
d' igns for the some building, which could not
extended his researches; the collections only of 'l'urin
dcrivll mutual advantage from one another. Here,
nod St. Petersburg remain to be seen by him: and
without any competition, we hnvc two able men
when we kno,v of the wide diffusion of the works of
engaged to devote their time and their talents, not
Raffncllc-for every known collection in Europe
the one to excel the other, but the two lo render
profc scs to show something by him, either as picmore excellent a single design. And there is to us
ture, cartoon, or drawioii:-it is matler of especial
a peculiar hopefulness in the individuals thus sewonder that n man who died as yet so youthful should
Each already
lected, and thus brought together.
have designed all, and seen executed 10 many, of the
possesses a reputation sufficiently high to treat the
works which benr his nnme. A reputation so tranother with respectful consideration; and, al the same
scendent has been n great temptation, d11ringupwards
time, the reputation of each is based upon such
of three ccuturies , lo that large and ever-increasing
decided individuality of view, that neither of them
population of falsifiers, whose felon trade exalts them
can be subjected to any suspicion of exercising an
to opulence, while the meritorious artist is upheld
undue influence over his C'lileague. Mr. Scott is
by the bare staff of life,-nnd they hnve fully availed
the 11vowedchampion of the Gothic-the Gothic, as
themselrns of the occasion. Thus, the forgeries on
we
require nn 11rchitecture for practical use, in
Raffnellc nre innnmernble, and we had thought that
ond for this Victorian B!f;e,in England
With no
n true estimate of his labours had been impossible;
little c1pericnce of the Gothic also, as it once exbut in this pnrt of his work Pas avant 1ti1·esII cataTHE NEW INDIAN OFFICE A.ND pressed itself in the middle nges, both in our own
logue of nil his authentic works, and truly marvellous
countrv and in the vnrious countries of medireval
ITS ARCHITECTS.
are their number and v11ricly. •rhc cnmnernlion
Europ~, Mr. Digby Wyatt has, in practice, attacheJ
extends over twenty-two closely printed po1_1:cs,
wherein ar~ registered some eight hundrerl works in Tm,:days of the India Ilotue in Leadenhall Street himself more heartily to the claBSicRenaissance of
almost every dcpnrtmcnt of Art. It is to us most in the cast arc umnbered, and in its stend a new ltaly. ?IIr. Wyatt has also of late been actively
interesting lo consider the influences lo which Raf- Indian QtJiceis to occupy a suitable position amongst employed upon works in the nrehitecturc of Europe,
adapted to Indian associnlions and uses, and erected
fnellc yidded in the course of his prodice-intcthe other public buildings of the Imperial Govern· upon Indian soil : he is 11lso more particularly a
resti og more than ever now that there is arisen mcut in the city of Westminster.
This is as it secular architect.
)fr. Scott has acquired his
amoug us a sect who profess to drink at the same should be. The old India House was identified,
fouutaios os those which to the "divine" master both in use and association, with a condition of greatness chiefly from ecclesiastical works, with
were the sources of his emotions. But the results Indi11n rule, now happily transferred from present which most be coupled his famous Hotel de Ville,
At Westminster the Gothic is
l1ave beeu widely different. There is no evidence, existence to the history of the past. To have re- nt II amburgh.
di reel or 11resumptive,thnt Rnffaelle during his earlier tained this edifice, so esseutially n Company's house, quite safe with 1\fr. Scott; and Mr. Wyatt will there
studies had seen the ancient sculptw·es in the collec- lor the occupation and use of the officinl persono<>es find how well the true dcvelopmcut of the Gothic
tion of the Dukes of Urbino. It i~ not, however, pro- attached to the Indian deportment of her Majesty's will adapt itself, while retaining its true purity as
bable that he was ignorant of their existence; but if government would consequently bnve been some- n style, to all that the Renaissnuce cnn accomplish
his father did not receive from them any new inspi- thing worse than a very serious mistake. The new for the u."Dges and rcquiremeul-S of modern lifo.
rnlioo, he certainly would not countenance a classic Tndian goverumeot must not inaugurate its opera- Such a combiuation as this may be e1pecled to
solve the long pending ditliculty about a sty le of
bent in his son. His picture, however, of "The
tion through the agency of obsolete traditions.
'l'hree Graces" has in itself sufficient evidence thnt Despatches from India no longer could consistently architecture fot· our <lay: the Renaissance may
the idea wns borrowed from the antique nt Siena. be addressed lo the old centre of the Company'd suggest much that, in practice, may be most valu·
Beyond this, there is not in his earlier time any authority; and so, also, despatches from home able to the Gothic, ancl the Gothic will not fail to
indication of a leaning towards Greek Art; on the would require to bear date from the Indian Office of iuvest every such practical suggestion with its own
contrary, his study of M asaccio and Da Vinci, nod the Secretary of State, nnd not from Lt,adenhnll architectural excellence and dignity.
We shall watch the progress of the new Indian
his intercourse with Fra Bnrtolomeo, seemed to con- Street, as of o),l. Something more than a mere
firm him in what is called Christion .-\rt. Aud trausfer of the ruling power has been effected; nod Office with even unusual interest, and also with
peculiar care : nnd great indeed will be our disapafterwards in Rome, the designs for the "Disputa,"
it is well to record this fact at once significantly
and even for the "Pnrnassns," afford no indica- and permanently, by establishing the Secretary of pointment shonld we not find our warmest hopes
tion of n. systematic study of the antique. But it State for Iodin, his council, and official staff in a realized, and, indeed, more than realized by Mr.
meanwhile, we corcott and l\lr. Wyalt,-wbom,
is impossible that genius like that of ltaffnelle, new government office of their own. We cnn feel
surrounded as he was in Rome by the choicest the importance, as well as the propriety, of such dially congratulate on their having received this
remains of Greek Art, should long continue lo resist 11measure here at home; and in India we may be commission, as wo feel it to be a mntter of conits influence. Different from these is the "School of sure that it will be regarded with far deeper senti- gratulation to the cause of Art amongst us that the
new Indian Office should have been placed iu their
Athens;" his desire for accurate chnractcr and cos- ments of approving satisfaction.
hands.
tume threw him at once deep into the study of the
!.-OrdStanley has acted in this matter in a manner
antique: nod not only wn.s the new element pro- calculated to secure for himself the npprobntion of
nounced in that grand composition, but olso in the those, whose approbation he would be likely to
TllE
'\Jud!(rnent of Paris/' "Quos Ego/' "Lucretia," regard as of real value. He has been prompt, bnt
PICTURES
I
MARLBOROUGH
HOUSE.
&c., oil of which he designed about the year 1510. without haste,-he
has taken time for careful reAnd, further, he was confirmed in bis new manner ~rctiou, and yet without yielding to the enervating
by commissions for subjects to which he felt it due rnflucuces of needless delays. The public buildings 'l' H E various conflicting decisions nt "hich the House
to consult the ancients, inasmuch as he could avail of Westminster will thus acquire n fresh accession of Commons hns nrrived on the subject of the Nahimself of their counsel and nssistnuce-as his to their confederacy, which may rely upon the tional Gallery are yielding their natural fruit, in that
"Galntea," the" Story of Cupid nod P ychc," for sympathising approbation of the entire community. uncertainty of action which has so often impeded
Agostino Cbigi, the mythological works for the Au Indian Office nt Westminster cannot fail to be the healthy development of our great national instiConstantine in itself, in its title nod use, a popular, as well as n tutions. The practice of separation follows, es of
bath -room of Cardinal Ilibiena-the
aud Attila compositions also neceRsitated an earnest public building; and it is with the utmost satisfac- course, on a 1,olicy which abrogates the law of cohcinquiry into Roman costume; and at length \he tion thnt we ncld the expression of our firm con- sion,-and the parts of a great whole, relcastd from
viction, that tlte ludian Office which will forthwith the principle of inter-relation, naturally seek to toke
• "UAfacl von Ul'blno und Sein Yat er Giovanni Santi "
Yon J. 0. Passi,vant; Drltlcr Theil. Leip le, F. A. Brock- be erected, will prove to be intriosicnlly worlhy both up their independent places eoch on principles of its
haus ; London, TrUboer.
of its object and of the approval of the nation. own. In November next, ns our readers pretty

RAFFA.ELLE, AND HIS FATHER,
GIOVANNI SANTI.*'

I

,

ornamental art of the then rcceoUy discovered Baths
of 'l'itns suggested the decorations of the 1.-0ggie
of the Vatican, in which scope was given lo his
rich and various fnocy, and exercise to his fine
apprehension of the beautifnl. In Art, perhaps,
more than in all else, are initcnuous untures open to
incidental impressions : and Raffaellc was no exception lo this rule. In his earlier works his models
seem to have been of the somewhat sliii:ht mould of
the natives of Urbino, Umbrin, and 1'uscany, hut
latterly his figures ha1•c larger proportious, like n
certain type of the iuhabitants of Home. In his
earliest femnle heads the forehead ore high, and the
eyebrows arched, as were those foaturcs of the ladies
of the court of Urbino in his time, but in Rome he
adopted a more severe chnrncler, like that also of
the Romans; and this is sufficienlly shown by comparison of his earlier l\fodouuos with the famous
"Madonna de! Pesce," in Spain, and the "St. Sixtus," at Dresden.
The particular subjects treated of in the book
before us are supplemeolnry to the first nnd second
pnrts, as-Piuluricchio's works at icna, the Stanza
della Segnnt ura, the school of Athens, Roffuelle's
mistress, hid letter to his uncle Ciarla, 11tUrbino, in
1514, his death and last will and testament, &c.
But the knowledge of the existence or such II work
must necessarily check nil attempts in this direction
at the otlribnlion of spurious works; for here is a
catalogue of nil the known works of the master, with
their whereabouts, or such indication of their abiding
pl~ces as will render it easy to trnce them ; and on
this account will the name of P8llsnvnnt be as intimately associated with that of Raffnelle aa that of
Giulio Romano, or any of that school who called
themselves pupils of the famous Urbinian.
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generally know, l\farlborongh Ho11St',which has for
some time put, under our accustomed lnw of the
fragmentary and provisional, furuiahed one of our
many exhibition rooms, will be wanted for the
establishmcnt of the Prince of Wales; and, with a
view to the previoua measures neceuary for adapting
this palace to its new purpose, the pictures at
present housed there have notice to quit. in _M!'rch.
By the providence of Lord Elcho and h1a d1ac1plea,
snd by some other happy contrivances, which work
together with their laboun to the familiar end of
confusion these pictures, with conatitutiona that
demand daretnl nnrtnre, find themaclves auddenly in
the atreets. In the lint preaaure of the emergency,
the Commisaioner of Worka seems to have fallen
back on a Refuge for the Deatitute,-and for oue
desperate moment, the JJotion had been entertained
of lodginit these houseleas children of Art in the old
house in Carlton Ride, whence some of the 11ational
records were so recently rtlCUed in varions stages of
decline. But the rats and the river-damp, which
were troublesome joint-tcnaota for the records, were
not likely to agree better with pictures ; and ~e
Chief Commissioner has landed in a scheme which
we would frankly accept as a choice of evils, if we
conld not aee our own way to a plan by which the
evil of the position may be altogether avoided. A
gallery to contain the Vernon pictures is in procesa
of erection near the present mnsenm 11tKenaington
Gore,-and
the worka are proceeding with the
rapidity auppoaed to be demanded by the necesaitiea
of the cue .
Now, candidlv admitting, aa we do, that it is
really very diffic,ilt for any one having responsibility
to know how to act, in the midst of dilemmaa
created by the multitude of counsellon who do ,wt
produce wiadom,-we, yet, must proteat, with all the
earnestneas which they have left us, aguinat the
arnngcment in qneation. It ia by every meana
desirable, so far aa may be poaaible, to keep together
the national pictnres, in view of the better counsel
that may yet finally 11revail. Against thia aplitting
op of an imr.ortant whole into its constituent
portiona-this
opping oft' the limbs of a great institution-we must remonstrate, in the very spirit of
all the remarka that we have ever had to make on
the aubject. What our voice can do towards
redeeming errora that are past, and arresting raah
cooM!quencea, we are bo11nd to contribute. The
fitting destination for theiie pictures, on their
removal from :l'rlarlborough House, ia, to re-attach
them to the great bocly, in Trafalgar Square, to
which they belong. The true ultimate solution of
the National Gallery question depends on, at any
rate, keeping the national picturea in company. To
this obvious coune, there is oul1 one objection :-the
nation hu not room in Trafalgar Square for the
pictures which are already there.
Well, then, the remedy for thia state of things
meets us face to face,-and we cannot evade it. The
time baa come for plain speaking, when the logic of
a great national interest is at etake. Tlie lwyal
Academy u i11tAe tcay. The conntry ia aetually
turned aaide from a coune that becomes it bl the
figure of this anomalous body standing right m its
path. The sufferance on which the Academ1 haa
eo long aat in Trafalgar Square haa expired, by the·
conditions of the caae.-And since plain speaking u
demanded by the occasion, let it be aaid, that the
Royal Academy has not eatabliahed auch a claim for
itself with the country ,-it haa not taken euch a
firm grup of the high miuion which it had before
it,-aa ahould entitle it to interfere in any way with
the due development of our national institutioua.
The apace which the Academy now occupies given
op t.othe wanta of the National Gallery,-to which
it belonga,-will
enable the latter not only to
re-afllliate to iteelf ita detached memben, but to
meet all demands on it for some few yeara to come:
-th111, leaving the qnestion of ita great final future
to be determined with greater leiaure, and in a
calmer mood. Aa for the Royal Academy, it,
future fortunes are to a great extent in its own
hauda :-and, for the aake of much that it baa done,
and iu spite of much that it has left nndone, we
earnestly desire that it may see the tn1e direction
in which its intereata lie. But, iu more ways than
one, it moat at length, and at any rate, ceaaeto be
an obatroctive body,-and lint of all, here. The
nation ,,nut re-enter on ita rights iu Trafalgar
Square.
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COLOUR, AND THE DIFFUSION
OF TASTE.•
It ia not easy to do juatice to a work of this comprehenain, nature "'1thin the limited spa~e at our
command this month. The author bu included
within the compue of hi~ volume. ao. many t~piea
bearing immediately on h11 two pnuc1pal aubJects,
and bas entered ao fully into each and all, that we
can hope to do little more than g~ve _our readen
such an outline of the contents aa will mduce th~m
to look into the book for themeelvea; but we tell
them at the outeet it is a book for earnest, patient
atudy, not one for mere amueemeot . It is the result
of reeearch, thought, and labour-a boo~ of pract/cal
and experimental knowledge, not of fanciful theor1ee;
one in which popular iestbeticnl errora, and popular
ignorance of, or indifference to, the trt!e and the
beautiful are fearleSAly denounced. 81r Gardn~r
of
Wilkinson ia an authority upon Cllrtain c1artistic works, whose opinion ou~bt not to ho lightly
eateemed. Hie long reaidence 10 the Eaat, and the
atudy which be gu ·e to the ancient arta of the
peop!e among whom he dw!'lt, as. hie pre,·ioua publications 1bow, well qualify him to become an
ioatructor at home on the matten which have again
induced him to appear aa an author.
Nearly one half of the volume is devoted to the
question of " Colour," concerning which he remarks
at the out1Mot
that "it ia not by forming a theory on
aome fanciful baais that a ~cq,tion of the harmony
of colours ia to be acquired; like a correct ear for
music, it ia a natural gift. Theory will not form it,
aa theory will not enable any one to detect a falae
note. The power dependaon the perceptive faculty;
and unleaa any one poaseaath11, he will vainly
attempt to lav down rnlea f"r the ,:uidance of
others." \Ve have before now heard this propqeition diacueeed, but moat certainly it cannot be controverted. There are people who cannot aee, u
there are those who cannot bear. We hue met
with both; with men pueionately fond of pic~u.ffll
or music, but who have not the faculty of perce1vmg
the harmony of coloun or of 1ound1. He then proceeds to show, from the general arrangement or an
Engliah flower-garden and bordera how univeraally
defective ia thia faculty aa regards colour, and he
follow, these remarks with Mo\·eralPll$'e&treating of
coloured glue windowaand glau m08llca, and pointa
out the mistakes \\'hich many artist, in stained
glau of our own day make, when they copy, u
they are apt to do, the faulty drawing or the inelegance of the figurea of an early period, _for the
aake or giving an antique character to tbeu work.
Had the deaignera of those day, been able to draw
well and correctly, they would have done ao; incapacity, not choice, compelled them to make their
figurea faulty and rude, and we are not, therefore,
compelled to copy them iu thia particular . A
large Portion of die remainder of this di vision of the
book II occupied by a tabular list of the namea of
the principal coloun and their varieties, in Engliah,
Arabic, French, German, Greek, Latin, and Italian,
and by a moat curious and patient analytical liat of
coloun a11dtints, of every conceivable hue, that will,
or will not, harmonize. We have never seen euch
an elaborate enumeration u ia here aet down.
But it ia the second diviaion of the book-that
which diecUNM the queation of the" Neceaaity for
a General Diffusion ol 'f88te among ali Clauee " which moat concerns the publio. It is a queation
that has once and again been opened up by ua ; and
on many points Sir Gardner Wilkinaon reiterates
our opinion, . "What hope," he aaks, "can there
be of general improvement in the 'arts of production,' if thoee who create them are ignorant of the
simplest notion• of taste, and cannot even comprehend the beauty of a deaign if presented to them ?
It ia not by the education of the higher claaeee
alone, nor by the patronage of the great, that taste
ia to be spread through a country . They may contrihuu aa far 88 lie• in their power towards thia
object-and the etforta now makmg by aome men of
rank and wealth are both creditable and uaeful; but
for the community to have a feeling for Art of any
kind, the atudy muat be general,and the minds of
those who make, 88 well aa of those who require, worka
of taate, must be imbued with a true appreciation of
the beautiful . I do not, however 1 by thia remark,
wish to imply that men of rank an<I wealth, in England or any other country, are distinguiahed above
all tho rest of the community by correct taate: the
few who poueu it are the exception; and the exhibition of objecta of their choice too frequently demonstrate, an admiration for meretricious ornament
and faulty de1ign."
• " On Colour, and On the N~slty for a General
Dltraslon of Taste among all Classes: with Remarks on

Laying ont Dressed or Ornamental Garden•.
Gardner Wllklnoon,D.C.L., l'.R.S., &e. l<c."

by J . Murray, London.

Dy Sir J.

Publl•hcd

In enlarging upon thia topic the author revit>waa
vaat variety of matters, directly or indirectly, bearing upon it-the miatakea into which manufacturen
and dNignera fall ; the inability of good deaip~n
to get their deaigna executed-both from the ignorance or pervenenHB or the manufacturer, and the
ubaence of tnate and judgmeot in the public; the
atvle of Greek ceramic art; achoola of deaign, and
other pl11ceaof Art-instruction; a comparison of
Engliah and foreign design•; decorative deaign ;
natural object.; eculptul't'I, plRin and coloured ;
monument• to the dead; the decoration of houaea;
eccleaiastical and domeatio architecture; ancient
Italian l'ictures; flo..-er-gardene, with a long lilt
of ftowenng plan ta adapted for the beda.
Here are, unquestionably, material, nlfording a
wide IOOpefor amplification and diecU88io11. They
are worked out at N>naiderable length, and in a true
and right spirit. \Ve have no doubt there ar~ many
quite disposed to deny the concluaiona at which, on
mao:y pointa, the author arrive1. We can find
nothing in them cootrary to what our experience
hu taught ua. They mar not be, and sre not, very
\"et')" flattering to our national vanity. but they aro
not the leaa true ; and if in the pride of our hearts we
could only bring our minde to believe that they are
ao, we ahould be in a fair way to improTe ourael vea.
The book contains a conaiderable number of
woodcuta and ooloured plates, illuatrati ve of ~:ramplea
of good taste and bad taste vlaced in contrut.
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CORNISII ANTIQUITIES.•
Co11NWALL
haalong been celt:brated for the largcneas
and variety of its early autiquities . It i1, however,
but rarely viaited, and we owe our knowledge of its
relics chiefly to somewhat meagre accounts in topogravhical works deficient of engravioga. Mr. Blight
is a resident artist in Penzance ; and he haa with
great iud1111try
gathered sketches, and engraved viewa,
of the principal early monuments in Cornwall : for
in a companion volume to the present, published in
1856, he haa preaerved a seriea of ancient croaaea
aud other autiquities iu the west of Cornwall. The
booka are apecimens, therefore, of the local Art of
the county ; and our cuts, borrowed from the volume,
will beat speak of their quality. The seriea ia of
considerable curio,ity, thouith it must he confessed
there is a aameoesa iu many, inseparable from the
principles which apJ>l'Bl"to ha,·e guided the style
of the designer&. The antiquities are arranged in
period• by the author, and cooaiat of nearly seventy
examples. The earliest are mere rude stoue ahafta,
with circnlar heads aeulptured into a Maltese crosa.
Thia form seems to have undergone enrichment in
process of time; and our first cut of one iu the
churchyard of St. Colnmb ia of cor,siderableelcgance;
both aides arc similarly ornamented.
That at
Lnnherne exhibits the whole of the abaft (of which
the previous specimen has been depri\"ed), and is
remarkable for the hure of the Saviour rodel7
sculptured upon it, 111well aa for the interlaced
ornament below, and the inacriptions, which appear
t.obe Saxon, and are on both sides. They probably
referred to the person to whose memory the pillar waa
erected, or rcqueated a prayer for hia soul, in the style
of the older Daniah specimens seen in the Isle of Man,
and identical with thoee described by Herr Wonaae,
of Copenhagen. The more enriched character of the
Gothic eroaaeais exhibited in thnt at St. Mawgan,
which the author states to be the most elaborate
specimen of the kind in Cornwall: its summit ia
a four.aided tabernacle containing figures of aainta,
a representation uf the Crucifixiou, and a aaiutly
legend, whose explication is yet to be sought among
the local tales of the monkish chroniclers. A somewhat similar erou stands in the churchyard of
Cricklade, on the banka of the 1'hames, and baa been
engraved in our volume for 1857 (p. 60); that, however, haa the shnft perfect at the base, while the Cornwall specimen has evidently been inserted rudely into
another atone. Bearing the aame general character,
but showing somewhat of decadence, ia our fourth
specimen from Lantegloa, near Fowe7, which waa
found about twenty yean ago, deeply buried in a
trench that ran rouud the walls of the church, and
which is now erected near the church porch. It
conaists of a he:ragonnl shall, diminiahing upwarda
• Al<ctlfflT CROfJ8U Al<D OTRE& .A1<TIQUITR8 r.f TR& UST
OF COR!<'ll'ALL. lly J. T . llllght. Pnbll•hedbyVlbert,Pen-

1.ance; Simpkin and Marshall, London.
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to where, at the height of eight feet, it ia sur- and other monuments of antiquity scattereil through much to carry his mind back to the early days of
mounted by an oblong head rising two feet above it. these pleasing volumes by llfr. Blight, will find Christianity in a remote part or our island, where
On the two broadest sides of the head, in doubly
arched niches, are the Crncitixiou, and the Virgin
and Child; on the opposite sides SS. Peter and
Paul.
A curious scctil)n of the present volume is devoted to an account of the various holy wells to
which sanctity is still attached, and a somewhat
superstitious belief in their physical powers, as well
as the peculiar benefits to be derived, aa nt St. Key11e,
of which Sonthey hos made snch good use in the

BT. COLUXB.

legendary ballad whose quiet hnmour bas given
it a great popularity. Of this, and others having
a local celebrity, our author has preserved many
agreeable views, which must have occupied mnr.h
time in collecting, and patient illbonr in the
execntion. The ancient chapels, whose pictured
rnius succeed these, are very primitive structures;
they are to be found in some of the wildest and
most unfreqnented parts of Cornwall-on desolate
m~rs, iu sequestered volleys, on rocky eminences,
and on the edges of lofty and rugged cliffs, where
they must have been exposed to the severest storms,

ST. IU, trG.l!f,

still i, preaerved 10 many and such curious records
of the faith and the simple arts of its ancient in-

I

habitants. The labour of Mr. Blight mnst have
been considerable, and we hope it may be rewarded

and at timea daahed by the spray of the ocean.
That on Roche Rock is a veritable eu;le's nest,
perched on a ledge of a bare peak, to which ascent
is difficult. Theae little cells were evidently the
home of recloaes, who lived there for that total
retirement that makes them so uninviting to others.
They may i\aTe served also as refuges for shipwrecked mariners. The earliest Christian edifices
U.l<T£GL08.
still remain as fragments of walls on different parts
of the Cornish coast, beaten down by time and the
storms of centuries, or buried iu sands, as at as it deserves: a real love of his subject bas evi- r fully reudered what be has industriously gathered,
Perranzabuloe or St. Enodoc. The student of these dently influenced him in bis task, and he hns faith- j The volume is highly creditable to CornwalL
0
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HELIOGRAPHIC RESEARCHE~
BY M, 'NIEl'CE DE SAINT-VICTOR.

I

I

I.
1

_I

M. N1~c1 DE S,UNT-VJCTOR baa been punuing
with great diligence, and with corresponding auccees,
his reaearches into those heliographic phenomena
which appear to prove the actual absorption of light
in all photographic results, and under all circumstances of exposure to the solar influences. The
results obtained are ao remarkable that we are induced to make au abstract of a communication from
M. Niepce, which was read by M. Chevreul before
the .Acadlmie de, &inlce,.
When papen which have been prepared with
1tarcb and soda, or potash, or cyanide of potaesinm,
are exposed to sunshine, and then woshed with the
tincture of turmeric, a yellow image is produced
over all the exposed parts-ir washed with the blue
1'Dlution of turnsole, it becomes red over those
divisions.
If the · ozonometric paper of :M. Honzenu, N>mpoaedor reddened tnrnaole and iodide of potnssium,
is apoaed to li!{ht behind a negative photograph on
glaes, and if after exposure it is pnssed into water,
the nposed parts beeome blue, the covered parts
remaining red.
If a paper prepared with the nitrate and oxide of
uranium and nitrate of copper is exposed · to the
annehioe under the same circumstances, tbe eipoaed
parts become of an ashen gray. IC a design is
traced with a solution of those salts, and the paper
be then exposed to sunshine, the image speedily
appears. It is extraordinary that this imaf(e disappears in the dark, and it is revived again in the
light.
M. Niepce baa shown that nuder all circumstances
papers covered with starch will, when exposed to
aolarization, acquire the power of decomposing the
iodide of potassium, and of becoming coloured by n
80lntion of indigo or of logwood, the nnaposed
portions remaining without these properties.
lf two pieces of cotton, one wet nod the other
dry, be exposed to 1un1hine, and then in the dark, a
80lntion of nitrate of silver be poured upon them,
the .silver will be quickly reduced on the moistened
ti11ne, while the reduction takes place very ,lowly
upon the dry cloth.
Vegt<table earths are snaceptible in a very great
degree of acquiring this heliof(raphic activity. If
1oil is taken from a depth in the earth, and kept
in darkuees, it prod11cesno effect upon papcn spread
with chloride of silver, and extended above it. If
thia mould is spread on a plate of metal, and, after
drying, it is exposed to the sun, one part being covered
with a ecreen, it appean in the exposed parts to
have undergone a very remarkable change-for if
now a sheet or paper 1pread with chloride of silver is
1tretched over it in tl1e dark, all that portion of the
paper which is oppoaite tke ,oil which l,.a, been
,olari:ed tuill receire a 1tro11gimpreanon, none
whatever being made by the unsolarized portion.
It is found by M. Nicpce that all kinda of earth
aud clay are susceptible of acquiring very great
activity, which is exerted in darkness, aa iu the above
experiment. He proposes to continue during the
approaching l!e&IOl.l hie reeearches upon vegetation,
and on the maturing of fn1it1 under the influence of
this absorbed power, which acts in all respects similarly to the chemical power of the solar rays.
It will be in the memory of many of our readers
that M. Niepoe fou11dthat a long cardboard tube,
presented directly opposite to the sun, absorbed and
retained a chemical power which could be employed
iu the prod net ion of photographic pictures. He hns
now demonstrated that, if, after expo3nre to brilliant
sunshine, the tube is carefully closed with a cover,
aud then placed in a tin case-it 'ft-illat the expiration
of 1ix months exhibit 80 much activity that photo•
graphic paper placed at the mouth of the tube i1
blackened, or, ir it is placed with a negative on thin
paper over it, that it will produce a photographic
picture. The bottling of tunsbioe is here seen to
be an eetabliehed fact.
By the investigations or M. Niepce we learn many
of the conditions under which the fading of colours,
either of dyea or pigments, takes place. These appear
to have an especial interest to M. Chevr~ul, whose
papen on dyeing, and whose work on colours, are

:::.:::.:::.w=c-~..;:-k_n-_o
__
"_·n_t_oour_:~de:•·

THE WHITE DOE OF RYLSTONE•

·
--WE intimated, in the brief notice of thi1 volume
friven lut month, our intention to recur to it again,
chiefly for the p1irpoae of introducing a few examplea

of the illn.atratio~s into o!l" pages, which we have
now the opportnmty or domg. The poem.doee not
alford 80 great a variety of pictorial 1nbject aa other
· writings of a aornewhat analogons character, but
Mr. Fosler baa made the beet uee of .the materiala
)'laced in hia hands. The principal portion of the

I

I

Ii
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I

I

scenery connected with the poem lies in one of the
most picturesque localities in England-the Valley of
the Wharf, in Yorbhire, in which stand the fine
ruin, cf Bolton Abbey; bnt there are also several
other intereating places mentioned incidentally, such

, as Durham Cathedral, Raby Hall, "lurking Dernpathless side," Rylstone Church, Norton
Tower, Brancepcth 'fowen; Barden Tower,-tbese,
with many beautiful "bite" of the Wharf scenery,
· aud a few ideal views suggested by the poem, consti-

Ibrook's

·,

tute the landscape illuslration1. The figure-subjects, enough of them to give variety to the illnstrationa,
strictly ao called, are less numerous, but thl,re are while Mr . Foster's pencil is quite as felicitons in
rendering these aa the landscapes.
Wordsworth's "White Doe of Rylstone" i1, per• Tnx Warn Do• or RrL&rolfE; oa, T11• FATB or haps, far Iese extensivdy known than hie" ExcnrTn1 Noaro1'S, Dy W. Wordsworth.
With llln•tratlons
·
,,
d
h' h
by Dlrket F<>11ter
and H . N. Humphreys. l'ubllshed by s1on, an some of 1s s ort 1,oems; yet it contains
, many paa88ges of exquisite beauty and of graceful
Longman& Co., London.
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aimplicity: II!Oreover the story is affectingly told,
and ought to win its way among thos e who love
romance when it bears, as does this, the appearance
of trntb, both in the plot and the langua ge iu which
the tale is expressed. It is founded on a tradition ,

churchyard dw·iog divine service; after the close of
which she returned home as regularly as the rest of
the congregation. The animal had been the constant
companion of Emily Norton, whose father and
brothers fell in the insurrection of the Earls of

wns buried; thither the maiden used to repair, and,
after her death, the doe.
We have selected four example~ of the illust rations contained in thi s elegant edition of the poem :
there is a certain amount of similarity in three out

long prevalent in the locality, that, soon after the
dissolution of the monasteries by Henry VIII. a
white doe long continued to make a weekly pilgrimage from Rylstoue over the fells, or hills, of
Boltou, nud was constantly found iu the abbey

.ART-DOINGS IN GERMANY.

STRANGELYeoongb, th e movement which, during
some time, has been going ou in England for
opening galleries and museums to the public on
In
Sunday, bas now spread to the Continent.
Protestant Pru~sia the wish hos been expressed that
the public collections may be visited on holidays as
well as on workdays.
The authoress, Fanny Lewnld, has given expression to this desire of all who are confined to
their bureau six days out of the seven ; aud she has
bep;ged that the favonr may be granted, and the
boon be gi1•en, as n Chri stmas gift to the workingclasses of the capitnl. Students nt the un iversity,
nnd those who attend public clnsses, as well as
trade :nnen and workers in factories , are occupied at
the very hours tbnt these galleries ore open, nud
consequently have never an opportunity of relaxing
their minds or forming their jndgment by the contemplation of these collections. We shall await
with no little cnriosity the result of these endeavours.
But if such a mcnsurc be found advisable ou
the Continent, whue Sunday is not made so tiring
nnd dull a day as some here would fain have it
to be, how much more desirable must it be for
England, where every place of recreation is closed by
law, and the tap -room only lawfully left open? •
'fhe King of Bavaria hos conferred on se1•eral of
the artists who contributed to uphold the fame of
German Art at the late Great Exhibition, the first
and second classes of the Order of St . J\fichael
(eq•aivalent to Knight -Commnuder and Companion
of our English orders) . The court painter, ]<'eodor
Dietz, and the illustrator of Faust, Engelbert
Scibertz, received the Knight 's Cross, whilst the
rank of Commander was conferred on six or eight
others-Austrians,
Wurtemburgers, nnd Prnssians.
According to English observance, all these men
wonld have been debarred from receiving this mark
of appreciation without the assent of their own
sovereign; and King Maximilian would also have
been prevented from his recognition of their scrNorthumberland nod Westmoreland, in the reign of victs to Art iu general, and to the Munich ExhiElizab eth. The little chapel of St. Mary, attached to bition in particular. However much to be respected
the priory, escaped the ravages of the s1ioiler, and such rule may be in diplomatic relations, it is sw-ely
was used for public worship: in the enclosure very out of place when an artist, or author, or scientific man is the person it is intended to honour.
whereon it stood, Emily'a favourite brother , Francis,
We ore happy to learn that the opposition which
a certain Jesuitical party raised agninst the subject
of the sixth great picture of Knulbach in th e new
l\lnsenm, is not likely to have much effect. All
the subjects chosen form epochs in the world 's
history; nnd, as one of the most eventful of modem
times, "The Reformation " had been very naturally
selected . 'l'he influence, moral and political, which
is mixed up with that one word is so obvious, that
every one feels there are few events recorded in the
annals of any country which, in importance, can be
compnred to it. In a Protestant country it seems
strange that the choice of such a subject should
have found opponents . But it bas so ; and in men,
too, who, from their influent ial position, had a fnir
chance of currying out th eir plans. Happily they
have been frustrated .
'I'he reigning Duke of Saxe-Weimar -t he purchaser nt theGrcnt Mu nich Exhibition of ;\faurice Yon
Schwind 's picture of " The Rnvens," for the sum
of eight thou,nnd florins, has allowed th e work to
be exhibited, nnd the receipts of th e entree, which
are optional, is destined for the sufferers from n
conflagration in two neighbour ing villages.
The
stream of visitors to see thi s pleasing composition
is unint errupt ed, and but one feeling is expr essed
by nil who come to ste it-th at of deligh t nod
admiration.
That the reigning duke not only takes an intere st
in Art , but is r esolved to promote it in bis lnnd, is
pr oved by the foct thnt Genelli, the illustr ator of
Homer, bas received an invitation to settle in

of (,he four, b•1t we could scarcely ovoid this,-nor
should we have been careful to have done oth erwise,
if practi cable, because they at once identify themselves with the !tory. The book is certainly nmong
the most elegant the season bas produced .

I
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• Since the nbo\'o was ·written, the anx iously ex pected
dccbi on has been pronounced. From January 1st the
galleries or th e Museum are to he open ed on Sunday s to
the public from eleven to two o'clock. Anoth er admira ble
rerorm has been also effected. The new Museum is to be
open ed f11"ati1 dally from ten to thr ee o'clock. Form erly •
small sum was paid for admission : the hours, moreover,
were inconvenient for many, being from twelve to two
o'clock.-[ Our correspondent nt Munich, thoug h an Engllshmo.n, has so long resided abroad as. it would seem, to
be Ignorant of th e feeling which exists In England on thl.s
subj ect. -Eo . A. J .]
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Weimar. He baa accepted the honourable offer,
THE ROYAL PICTURES.
and accordingly will soon leave M nnich to establish himself in his new sphere or action.
A SEA-PORT.
In a former paper, when speaking of the Munich
Exhibition, we made nae of the expression, "It
Clande,Painter.
W. Floyd, Engraver.
formed 1111 epoch in .J.rl." Aud we did 80 adSizeor the Picture, 3 n. 2 In. by 2 n. &t lo.
viaedly. It was not a mere phrase that slipped OF the great laud1cape-painten whom we are accna·
from our pen at random, but it was well weighed tomcd to designate " old masters," no oue haa been,
beforehand, and found to be justified by what that or is, held in higher estimation than Claude, aa he is
always called, bnt whoee real name was Claude
Exhibition had shown.
In the ditrerent states of Germany no oue was Gelee ; some writers speak of him as Claude Lorraii.e,
prepared for 110 prominent a result as was obtained. from the locality or his birth ; Bryan, for example,
In foreign countries, in England, France, &c., in his "Dictionary of Painters," places his name
especially in the latter-little
or no notice wos under the letter L, though he calls him Claude
given to the occurrence; and, to say truth, the throughout the biographical notice.
projectors of the undertaking themselves, thoup:h
This artist was born, in 1600, in the small town
they anticipated a worthy collection, had not the of Chamagne, in the diocese or Toul, in Lorraine;
slightest notion that their efforts would bring to- his father is said to have been a paatrycook, bnt the
gether euch great and auch varied excellence. It statement haa never been authenticated, and, latterly,
waa only later when those returned who, with their has been disputed; nor is it a matter of any moment.
own eyes, had 6et1n the works which covered the There is, however, no doubt that his parents were in
endless walls of the vast building, or when some very humble circumstances, and that he lost them at
letter or criticism on the subject in the papers ap- an early age; he was in his twelfth year when this
occurrence happened, and, as a consequence of it, he
peared, that the truth, and the whole truth, be~n
to be known. Many then came to see who before wns compelled to exert himself for his own support.
had not intended to do so: but still, despite the With this view he set off' on foot for Fribourg, where
extra thouaanda who for weeks filled Munich, they his eldest brother resided, following the occupation
were not 10 many as they would have beeu, had the of a wood-ca"er. Here he found employment in
real state of things been folly known. One report making desi!l;lls for his brother, and while thus
did, indeed, appear in a French journal; but it employed, the latent seeds of genius began to germiwas so excessively absurd, and displayed such otter oate, and he soon evinced the most decided proof, of
ignorance, and made snch ridiculmu blunders, that taste for a pursuit which he afterwards carried to
it bore about the same resemblance to a critical such high perfection. Claude bad not been many
report, as the grimaces of a clown to the dramntir. months at Fribourg, when a relative, a travelling
representations of a Kemble or a Siddons. One did dealer in lace, passed through the town on his way
not know at which to wonder most-at the folly of to Rome; and being struck with the talent evidenced
the writer, or the want of ,agacity of an editor who by the lad, undertook the charge of him as far as the
could accept such trash.
imperial city, intending to place him with some artist
It is greatly to be regretted that more Euglish for instruction. It so happened, however, that this
artists were not among the visitors to the Exhibi- relative was obliged to quit Rome very aoon after
tioo, and that the Royal Academy of London did hie arrival there ; and, moat unintentionally, it is
not thiok it worth while to depute some of ite preeumed, without making any provision for him;
members to go there, and report on what they saw. so his protege waa once again thrown on his own
There would have been an advantage in thi1-an
resourcea. Nothing dannted by hia forlorn eitua·
advantage to both parties. In another country, tioo, a ,tranger in a ,trange city, he applied himeelf
however, this has been done; and the Belgian diligently to study and copy pictures wherever he
Government, by eending two painters of eminence could, and, it ia supposed, maintained himself by the
to study German Art in the Crystal Palace of aale of his copies. While thua engaged he aooiMunich, haa shown bow justly it appreciated what dentally sow, at one of the periodical fairs, aome
Germany has produced, and how desirous it was to pictures of architectural views by Godfrey W aal, or
Waiss, an artist retiding at Naple11. Waal must
further the improvement of ite own school.
The choice of the Belgian Government fell on have been a comparatively obecure painter, for we
MM. Gnffens and Swerts, and a better could not do not find his name in any biographical work to
have been made; for not only are both eminent which we have access; atill his pictures so won the
in their profession-they are the fresco painters of admiration of young Claude that he sought him ont
Belginm-hnt their personal qualities fit them ad- at Naples, and prevailed on Waal to receive him into
mirably for the office to which they were appointed. bis studio ; there he remained two years, gaining a
That modesty which is almost always to be found proficiency in the knowledge of perspective, and
with men of pre-eminent ability, distinguishes each. applying it snccesefnlly in architectural paintings;
Both are of kindly dispoaition; and in their jndg- moreover, by hia kind and obliging diaposition, he
mente appreciating aud just. We often had an gained the respect and friendship of his master .
opportunity of seeing them in society at Munich, But he soon began to discover that what he was
where they were received with a cordiality which thus learning was of limited a11plication; his mind
showed the estimation iu which they were both required a wider field of action, aud hearing that
Agostino Tassi had arrived in Rome, he took leave,
held; and even then, in listening to their obse"a·
tions on what they saw, and remarking the defer- with much regret, of hia kind frie11dWaal, who fur·
ence they always showed to the opinions of nished him with letters of introduction to Tassi,
others, we were struck by the largeness of their and departed for Rome; the latter most willingly
views, by the extent of their knowledge, and by received him, not only into hie studio, but into his
their unohtrnsiveneas and retiring manner. The home, which Clande shared. "Under such a master,
report which they furnished has been laid before combined with other advantages, the zeal and assitheir Government, and is allowed by competent duity of the scholar were proportionately incited to
judges to diaplay an admirable knowledge of the exertion ; the result was, that he successfully imbibed
task they had to perform.
the style and principles inculcated, and therefore his
It may be well to mention here thnt )l[M. Gutrens early productions, both in composition, execution,
nnd Swerta were the painters who decorated the and effect, bear a close affinity to those by T888i."
walls or the Exchange at Antwerp with frescoes; But we must break off our biographical remarh,
and hardly was the work completed, when the which will be resumed at another opportunitywhole building was destroyed by fire-the drawings, on the publication of our next print after this
sketcheA, &c., of both artiste being consumed with painter-to say a few words about the picture here
the reat. These frescoes were highly spoken or; engraved.
The "Sea-port" is evidently a composition, one
but as the same men have been commiHioned to
ornament the new building, when completed, with of those imaginative worka which Claude so fretheir work, we do not doubt thnt the new produr.tions quently painted; it is extremely simple in arrange.
will snrpaaa the old; for when auch men travel and ment, a pile of architecture-that or Italy-on the
see the worka or othen, observation brings ite fruit. right, is balanced on the left by some vcaaehi; two
Men who have aet themaelvea a high aim, and zeal- round towers, in minous condition, and more ships,
0111lyetrive to reach it, disdain no legitimate aids; are seen in the middle distance, and behind these
nor do they slight instruction even from the most what appears to be part of a town ; the whole is
humble, if it only teach them something whereby . represented under the effect of a warm early sunrise.
the end may be attained.
1 The pict11rei, at Windsor Caatle.

CORRESPONDENCE.
To tlu Editq,- of" Ta• ART-1oumr.u."
THE DRAWING JIASTEB.
S1a,-Your correspondent, "the Drawing Haater," ii, I undentand by hil letter, a teacher in a
public 1ehool, and he appean to have written when
about "done up" by the "·ork of the llideummer
term. Like ;most public-school men, he aeem1 to
sneer at the private 1chool1,:yet wi1he1 they 1rere
upon the same model u the eublic achoola at which
he grumbles! Perhap1 he will permit me to .. ure
him that many private schoola are a long diltance
ahead of the public ones, at lead in the very matter
which most nearly concerns him. I know that it
is now beeomin~ very u1ual for young peoele to
commence leannng to draw and to write 1mmltaneously; and that in many private middle-clUI
1chool1drawing ii considered u much a part of the
curriculum of education ae claaaic1and mathematica.
Drawing 1hould ha taught to ALL pupiZ. without
eztra cl,arg,. When thil plan ia adopted in both
public and private schools;.Art-education will have
1t1 proper atatu1, and the drawing master will cease
to grumble.
It ii evident, I think, that your corretpondent
has never attempted to teach children to draw, or
he would not have 1aid that " models, cute and
objects of nature or still life, should be used,
and
nothing else tolerated." It ia certain that many
months must sometime, be con1umed in teaching
to draw t"ight linea, and the ouUinea of the simple1t
form,. The pencil only should be used hotli for
writing and drawing; and it would be aa absurd to
place the 1implest model before a child till he had
learned to hold and guide the pencil, and IU;(l.nired
some confidence and dexterity, aa to e:rpect him to
read fluently before he had mastered the A B C.
I am not ashamed to &~knowledge my deep
obligations to Mr. J. D. Hardin,:- for his valuable,
or innluable, "l..ellOns on A.rt,' a work which waa
first brought under my notic& by your 1ournal, and
which I have faithrully used for several yean.
Children of ,ix yean of age will intelligibly use ita
progreaaive leuons, and rapidly become acquainted
with the tint principles of A.rt. By the aid of that
work I have had the pleasure of instructing many
scores of young person, in drawing, and have, I
believe, given them 1uch a fair and earlv 1tart in
the delightful art, as that they will feel themaelve1
for life, and increuingly, indebted to an egotiatioal
BRIGHTON8CKOOLJUBTBR.

BENTLEY'S PORCELAIN VARNISH.
BIR,-Your Journal of December laet contain, a
letter from Hr. Pyne respecting " Bentley'• Porcelain Lustre Varnish," about which I can offer
aome information, and have only to regret that it
ill not more aatiafactory.
The article in question waa the dilloovery of the
late Mr. 1oseph Cottle, of Briltol, aided by hia
friend, Sir Humphrey Davy; but being a literary,
aa well u a scientific man, he did not wish his
name brought before the public in this matter.
Having had the appointment for the aale of thill
Varnish, I can s_peakto the great pains that were
taken, not only 1n the eerfecting ita manufacture,
but in endeavouring to mtroduee it into use among
Artiatal-the
ad ,-ertiling column, of your own
1ourna having been one medium. Sample botUea
were also forwarded to many membera of the Royal
Academy, and other patrons of the art; but notwithstanding these means, the subsequent demand
waa so very trifling aa not to make the aale worth
any one's attention, and about six yean ago the
residue waa sold for little more than the value of
the bottles.
Strict search has been made among the late Hr.
Cottle'a papen, but at present without aucceaa.
I enclose aome of the testimonials received by
Mr. Cottle, which agree with 1,lr. Pyne'a aa to the
value of thil Varni1h, and it is to be regretted that
an earlier recognition by the public of ite merits
has not been the means of preserving it to tho1c for
whoee advantage it was mainly designed.
Should the receipt be found, it will bo without
delay brought again into public notice.
DANIBL GRRIIN,
11, Fimbu,-y Oirc1u:
(These Testimonials bear tho respective signatures or
Sir M.A. Shce,P.R.A., A. Cooper,R.A., W. Etty, ILA.,
C. R. Leslie, R.A., J. D. Harding, R. K. Relnaglo, &c.,
&c. ; all or whom apeak most favourably or the Vamlsh
In question. We hope Mr. Green's Jetter moy be the
means or finding some clue to the lost receipt or this
Varnish, which seemsto be so valuable.-Eo . A. _J.]
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THE ABT-JOURNAL.
RUBENS AND HIS SCHOLARS.•
BY 7. W. 7AillB0LT,

7.8.A.

Tn great Fleming, now well eelablisbed in hi•
picturesque home in the old city of Antwerp, gave
scope to the tastes which governed his miud. His
honae and its appurtenances had that sumptuous aud
fanciful style which characterized his pictures ;t its
interior was further enriched by muterpiecee of
Art, selected with judgment wherever he could
obtain them ; and in collecting he wu guided by
the advice of the beet men, who were constantly
aiding him to increase his store.
Robena' home-life has thus been nanated by his
biographen: He rose very early, and made a point
of commencing his day by religious devotion. After
breakfasting, he went to his painting-room, and
while at work received visiton, and talked with
them freely; or, in their absence, listened to some
one who read to him from the pages of the finest
writen, his love for the clasAica inducing him to
give preference to the beat Roman anthon, he himself being a thoroughly good Latin scholar. At
midday he took a frugal dinner ; for he had taught
himself to think that loading the stomach clogged
the fancy. By this cnstom he was enabled to go to
work again after his meal, and continue till the
evening ; and but for this rnle he could never have
executed one tithe of his commissions. At the
close of the day he rode for severol miles, and on
his return pused the evening in agreeable converse
with the friends who visited his house: they comprised the beet society of the day, and in their
company he would examine and descant on his line
collection of coins, prints, and antiqnea, or take
steps to increase it by any means they could
point out,-for Robena was an ardent "collector"
and a liberal purchuer, esteeming money, not for
itself, bnt for the intellectual pleasures it procured
him. Thns the artist of princely mind lived like a
prince, except that his courtiers were not the self.
seeking parasites of conrta in general, but the friends
who loved him {or his own sake, and for the pleaanre his society gave them, binding them by his
countenance into one brotherhood.
The print published by Harrewyns, in 1684, exhibits the studio of Rubens, at that time converted
into a bed-chamber, and which we here copy. It
is lighted from the roof. Disraeli tbna apeaks of
it : t "This princely artist perhapa lint contrived
for bis studio the apartment with a dome, like the
rotunda of .the Pantheon, where the light, deecending from an aperture or window at top, sent down
a single eqnal light-that
perfection of light which
distributes its magical effect on the objects beneath.
Thi, was his precious mnsenm, where he had collected a vast nnmher of books, which were intermixed with his marbles, statues, cameos, intaglioi,
and all that variety of the richea of Art which be
had dnwn from Rome.§ But the walls diJ. not·yield
in value, for they were covered by pictures of his
own composition, or copies by hie own hand, made
at Venice and Madrid, of Titian and Paul Veronese.
No foreigners, men of letters, lovers of the Arts,
or even princes, would pass through Antwerp without visiting the house of Rubens, to witneaa the
animated residence of genius, and the great man who
had conceived the idea. Yet great aa was his mind,
and splendid u were the habits of his life, he could
not resist the entreaties of the 100,000 florins of our
Duke of Buckingham to dispose of bis studio. The
great aoist could not, howe"l"er,abandon for ever the
delightful contemplations he was depriving himself
of, and u substitutes for the miracles of A rt he had
!oat, he solicited and obtained leave to replace them
by caata, which were scrupulously deposited in the
placee where the originals had been." There can be
no higher compliment paid from man to man than
• Concluded from p. 23.
t Houbralr.en tells us that upon the construction of this
manalonRubeoa spent 60,000 ftorlna.
l "Curlooltles o( Lltcraturet vol. Ill.
f In Ute appendix lo Carpenter's" Pictorial Notlcea o(
Vandyke•• la printed tbe correopondence between hlm1el(
and Bir D. Carleton, oft"erlngto exchange some or bis o,rn
pictures (or antiques In pouesalon or the latter, who was
ambauador from England to Holland, and who collected
allo ror the E1>rlor Arundel.
·

was paid by Sir Dudley Carleton, after the amicable
exchange he made with Rubens of his own antiqnee
for some of the artist', pictures:-" I cannot snbecribe to your denial of being a prince, because
I esteem yon the prince of painters, and of gentle·
men, and to that end I ki88 your hands." Such
language from an ambuaador to an artist, on the
conclnsion of a bargain, sheds honour on both.
Rnbena always felt the true dignity of his own
character; he never forfeited it by any unworthy act,
nor would he ever allow it to be lowered by any
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false estimate from any source. When John, Doke
of Braganza, afterwards King of Portngal, deaired
him, during his stay at Madrid, to pay him a visit,
at his famed hunting-seat, the Villa Vicioaa, the
artist accepted the invitation ; and set out with 10
large a number of servants, that the noble duke took
fright at the expensee so large a retinue might im·
pose on him ; and dispntched a meesenger to meet
Rubens half-way, with an apology of " sodden and
unavoidable absence," on the part of the duke, and an
offer of a pone of fifty pistolee to indemnify the artist

BUBS:1$ '8 OUA.tR.

for the expenaee of hie journey. Rubena met the I gentleman, that made Robena the companion of
meanness with a dignity that reversed the position of princes, and ultimately an ambassador of state. He
the artist and the prince. " Give the duke my most had met our Duke of Buckingham in Paris, in April,
dutiful regards,'' aaid he, " and asaure him of my 1625, and afterwards at Antwerp, in the September of
great regret at not personally paying those respects his the same year; and the intimacy led to the employ of
invitation led me to hope to do. It was to assure Ruben,, in state affairs, by the Infanta Isabella, who
hie highness of my best services that I set out, and had often found his advice naeful, and felt that the
so far was I from expecting fifty pistole• toward pay· : painter conld negotiate beat in her aft'ain, and
ing my expensee, that I have already with me one endantter their i88ue leas than any other person,
wu Art, not politics. He
thonaand snch pieces, which will more than serve aa his ostenaible mi1111ion
my need."
conducted his business with remarkable tact. In
It wu thia princely mind, and clear honesty of our own State Paper Office hie letters are still pre·
conduct, combined with the style of an educated served, and have recently been edited by Mr. Saina-

UOOll 1K &l1BSIC'.;'s B0t1:tK~

bury, 1'ho says of them, that they poseeaa "a high
and noble tone, dignity, firmneea, and cantionaneaa,
exquisitely united to the most polite courtesy,
elegant composition, and elevated sentiment, and
at once show the education of the gentleman, and
the mind of the man." In 1628 the Earl of Carlisle met Rubens iu the house of Vandyke, at
Antwerp, and he has written a very graphic account
of the interview to the Duke of Bnckinghnm, which

gives a good idea or the painter's earnest diplomacy
in aid of a peace between England and Spain: The
Abbe de Scaglia writes to the Earl of Carbale :"The King of Spain, the more to qnalify the Sieur
Rubens, and to give the greater reputation to his
negotiation, hu declared him aecretary of his privy
council, a reason why his Majesty should esteem
him the more and yourself also.'' All this led to a
journey to Spain, after the uaauination, in the
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same year, of the Duke of Buckingham, ita implacable enemy, end the ultimate happy settlement
of a peace. Rubens, on his return, immediately
atarted for England, which he reached in May,
] 629, in a ship expressly sent to Dunkirk, by King
Charles I., for his use. In England he was most
honourably received, lodged in the house of Sir Balthazar Gerbier, and all his expenses paid by Charles,
who knighted him on the 21st of l!'ebrunry, 1630,
allowing him to add to his coat of arms a canton
containing the lion of England : the University of
Cambridge also conferred on him the honorary
degree of master of arts.
Bis political career ceased with the life of the
Infanta Isabella in 1633, nud he henceforward gave
his undivided attention to Art, although Charles had
offered him a pension if he would remove to Brussels, and net there as political agent to the Euglish
Goveromeut--an offer he at once refused, as it
would depose, or interfere with, his respected friend
Gtrbier.
Of his industry in his art we have
already spoken ; but it took n more discursi,-e range
thau among most artists. He did not paint only,
but furnished an abundance of designs for varied
purposes. One of Gerbier's letters tells of" certain
drawings of the said Sir P. Rubens for carving of
cops," intended for the use of tbe celebrated collector of A.rt and t·ert1J, Thomas Howard, Earl of
Arundel. He also furnished numerous designs for
books ; and the productions of the world-renowned
press of Plantyn, of Antwerp, were frequently decorated with cmbltmntic title-pages, full of originality and power. Like Raphael, he employed the
best engravers to copy his works under his own
superintendence, and he drew upon wood many
gooJ designs, fully aware of the large renown that
Albert Dnrer had achieved by the same process.•
We also find him working on missals, and never
avoiding anything that could promote the general
love of Art among all classes of society. Of his
architectural testes we have already spoken. He
furnished the design for the fn",ndcof the Church of
St. Charles Borromeo, at Antwerp, one of the most
striking relies of the past grandeur of the old city
preserved for our time: it was constructed by the
Jesuits , and enriched with costly marbles, taken by
the Spaniards from an Algcrinc corsair which was
conveying them to Constantinople for the erect.ion
of a mosque, brought to Cadiz, and sold to an Antwerp merchant. Rubens enriched this structure with
many fine paintin~s; of these, thirty-nine upon the
vaulting, the snbJccts taken from sacred history,
afford extraordinary proof of his talent at foreshortening. They were fortunately copied hy De
Witt, and afterwards engraved by Jean Pnnt, and
puhlished at Amsterdam in 1751, for the church
was almost destroyed by fire, occasioned by lightning,
in the year 1718-the fa,;ade in part, and the chapel
of the Virgin adjoining, are all that remain as Rubens
designed them. The latter is exceedingly picturesque in its arrangement, covered with paintings,
decorated with statuary, and enriched with costly
marbles. t Though the architect may justly consider the works of Rubens meretricious, they hit the
popular taste of the day; and his love of display, and
fondness for mythological embodiment, leu to his
employ by the towu-council of Antwerp, when
Ferdiuaud and Isabella made their triumphal entry
into that city in 1642, to design the triumphal
arches, and other pageants with which the senate
of Antwerp greeted its imperial rulers; and they nil
exhibit, iu a striking manner, the painter's love for
scenic effects. Unlike Rnffuelle, who studied the
frescoes of the Baths of Titus, and founded 011 them
a style of ornament refined by his own gentle
graces; the Antwerp artist saw only ns much in the
• These woodcuts are gen erally much larger than
Durer's, but do g.o t possess that. cleanness of line o.nd
knowledge of pen-d ra,rlng whloh Durer's evince. They
have more solid shadow, and their painter-like style has
been sometimes aided by tint-blocks printed over them,
att,,r the manner of the Italian, Ugo da Cnrpi. The large st
of hi s cuts la the somew hat otrenslvo subject, SUSAnnoh
and the Elders; It me.. ures 22j Inches in breadth by 17 In
height. The next In size, and the best In treatment, Is a
Repose of the Holy Fnmlly, remarkable for the freedom
and beauty of lh o trees and laud.scope; It ls n copy of one
of his be t knowu pictures. But perhaps the most cham cterlsttc is a group of Fauns supporting Sllenus; It Is A.<lmlrnbly rend ered. All were engraved by Ch risto pher Jegher ,
whoso chief nblllty Joy in the preocrval1on of Rubens' s
powerful chiar·o,curo .
t Th is chu rch W<LSused .. an hospital for the wounded
Engli sh soldiers after tho Dottle of Wa terl oo.
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grand remains of ancient architecture as would
nllow him to indnlge in a bold and bizarre combination of ita most striking features with his own
powerful imagininga. • Though now we t.est these
works by a purer standard of taste, ther e is little
doubt that it was necessary, in the first instance, to
popularize the style, and prune it of redundanci es

arterwards. Rubens aided the general movement,
and, by gaining attention to the picturesque, paved
the woy for a chaster study of ancient architecture.
In nll these labours he was aided by many
assistants, nod his school embraced the best men of
his age and country, who, after his death, nobly
upheld Flemish art. Rubens never disowned their

aaaistance, or concealed ita true character. Thus,
in the list of pictures sent to Carleton, be notes
" Prometheua bound on Mount Caucasus, with
no eagle, which pecks his liver. Original by my
hand, and the eagle done by Snyders.-Leopards,
taken from life, with satyrs and nymphs. Original
by my hand, except a most beautiful landscape, by

the hand of a master skilful in that department."
When not his own, he notes, " by one of my
scholars, the whole, however, retouched by my
hand." His pictures have been trebly clasaified by
Dr. Wangen, as-painted by bimaelf; by hie pupils
nftrr his sketches, and retouched by him; or copies
of well-known pictures by him, similarly corrected.

ltOU KNS •s lilONUlU ! NT.

succcs&or in the master 's peculiar style ; Snyders
took his independeu t course as n vigorous painter of
hunting-scenes; and his other pupil, David Teniers,
the cider, struck out a new path-the delineation of
• His friend Ge,•artfus ha.s puhlbh ed a uoblc folio volum o
descriptive of tho great doings on this occasion, with admi- the manners of the pensnuts of the Low Countries.
rably exe cuted plates by Sandrart and Bolswert, under They again hnd their followers, and thus the genius
Uubcns's superintendence. la the publtc picture gallery of of Rubens, like a fruitful tree, branched forth aud
Antwerp are st.tll preserved tho original Jcslg 11sfor some
of these gorgeous pageants, boldly painted by the hand of blossomed over the land, when it~ root laid low in
the groui:d.
Rubens himself.
Vandyke and Jordaens were his greatest assistants;
the former stood alone after Ruhens's death, and the
latter enjoyed the reputation of being the greatest
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In the pictue gallery of Antwerp ia still pre•
served the chair in which the painter nauall1 sat.
It ia mounted on a pedestal within a glaaa cnae,
aud appears to ha\"e been subjected to dail1 wear,
with all that con1tanc1 with which an artist naeaa
piece of furniture to which he is habituated : the
leathern seat baa been broken through in many
placee, and hu been carefnlly drawn together by
strong threads. The leathern back ie ornamented
with gilding stamped upon it, and in the centre are
the arms or Rubens, above which appears his name,
tbna :-Pet. Paul. Robena; below ie the date 1628.
Rubens wu twice married;• bis second wife was
a beautiful girl of sixteen, his niece, Helena Fourment, whose features are well known by their endless multiplication in his works; for he was not only
fond of pnintiug her portrait, bnt adopting her
featllJ'el for the beauties of his fanc1 subjects. The
painter, at the J>eriodof his second marriage, had
reached the somewhat advanced age of fifty-four,
but he had mannen which concea).,J hie yean, and
in the pruntinge where he is represented with his
young wife we are never struck by the discrepancy
of their ages. Rubens had a somewhat 10/date1pe
style, and hia wife had a romelineaa beyond her
year,; the pictue at Blenhcim, in which she is
depicted in all the glory of her beauty, attended
by a page, enfficiently attests this ; u 11nother
picture in the aame collection, and which was pre·
sented by the cit1 of Bruseele to the great Duke of
Marlborough, tells of the painter·, happy home.
The scene is the garden of his house at Antwerp;
Rubens ie proudly and lovingly walking beside his
wife, who conducts their child in leading strinp.
The painter wisely made his home his world; he
gathered there, with no niggard hand, all that could
make life pleasant, and few pused life so happily.
There ie a good anecdote told of him, which well
illustrates the felicitooe common sense of the man.
An English student of alchemy made the painter
magnificent promises of fortune by aid of the lcience,
if he would furnish the neceaaary funds for bia
laboratory. Princes were found at this time to
aerionaly entertain hopes of thua enriching them·
selves. The painter merely replied, " Yoo are here
too late, by fnll twenty yean; for eiuce that time
I have found the art of making gold by aid of this
palette and pencils."
In 16,o Rubens died. A letter from hie old
friend, Sir B. Gerbier, dated Broeaele, May 21, 16,o,
notes, " Sir Peter Rnbt:n1 is deadly sick; the phy.
aiciana of this tonne being aeut unto him for to try
their beat skill on him." In another letter, written
to King Charles I. on the same day, he adds a postscript-" Since I finished this letter news is come of
Sir Peter Rubens' death." He had died on the
20th of May, lMO,t aged aixty yean, "ofa deflac.
tion which fell on his heart, after some day, of
indiapoaitioa and goat. He ia much regretted and
commended : bath left a rich widow and rich children." He was buried on the 23rd of ?tfay, in the
vanlt belonging to his wife's family, in the Church
of St. Jamea, at Antwerp . Hie funeral was condncted with much pomp, attended by the chief personage, in Antwerp, the officen of'the city, and the
memben of the Academy of Painting. Sixty boys
of the Orphan Asylum walked beside the bier, each
carrying a lighted taper. The church was hung
throughout with black velvet, the service being performed in the snmptuoua manner oeually ado11ted
for the nobility. His widow afterwards endowed
the chapel given in our view, and erected in it the
altar there represented. The picture above the
altar-table ia from the painter's own hand. It
represent& the Virgin with the Infant Saviour in her
lap, surrounded by saints, among whom stands
• His lint wire died lo the aommer or 1628. He remained a widower ootll December, 1630, when he again
married. His polltlcal travels occupied much or his time
while single, and calmed bis mind by a change or acene. It
wu dorlog thla time that be visited France, SJ1Gln,and
England.
t .Mr. SalnabOJ'f, lo a note to his book, adlll,-" It baa
always been aald that Robena died on Mny 30, 16'0; bot
the ten days' dlff'ereoce between the old and the new atyle,
from the year 1682 to 1699, muat alwa71 be taken Into
aeoount when flxlng the date or an event which occors In
a Roman CatboUo countrr. The Gregorian, or reformed
calendar, was not osed In England until September, 1752.
Ao aot was U!en paased, ordering the day following, U,e
2nd or September, to be reckoned the 14th. which allowed
eleven days for the dlscrerancles of the old nnd ucw stylea
during the eighteenth century."

St. George in full armour, which is a portrait of
Rnbena, the female saints beside him being portraits
of hie wives, and St. Jerome that of his father. It
is a family group as well aa a sacred picture. Above
it i1 a marble statue of the Virgin, which is attri-

buted to Dn Quesnoy, better known u Fiamingo.
The small crucifix ataacling upon the altar-table
ie said to be that which wu uaedby Rllbena himaelt
in his private devotion,. The central alab in front
of the altar covers the grave of the muter; it baa

a verv loug iaacriptioo from the pen of the learned
Gevartius, the Intimate friend of the painter, celebrating his ability u a painter, and hie knowledge
as a man "of all the arts and elegancies of every
age," and that he " ltappily laid the foundation of
the peace" between England and Spain. Beneath
are a few lines to record the reatoration of this

monument in 1765 by Jacques de Parye, a canon of
this church, " a descendant of Rubens through bis
mother and grandmother-descendants of Robena in
the male line having become extinct."
An inventory of the pictures in his hoase at his
death was sent by Gerbier to Charles I. The late
Dawson Turner published a limited number of copies

011171lOBor ST. CBAIILU IIOBBOXEO.

for private distribution, and Mr. Sainsbury h111recently reprinted it ; • he say,, " the nnmber and
value oCthese worka of Art are strikingly illuatrative
of the character nnd position of the man : they
• In hla recently pnbll•hed volume or papera llloatraUng
the ll!e or Rubens aa an artist and a dlplomatl.st.

equally show hia attachment to his profeaaio11,and
the extent of his pecuniary resources. They are said
to have produced the aom of £25,000. It wu the
intention of the family to have sold them by auction,
but they were sold separately by private contract,
having been valued by Soyden, Wildena, and Moerman&. The King of Spain secured the gems, medale,
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and carvings, as well u some of the best pictures;
the Emperor of Germany, the King of Poland, the
Elector of Bavaria, and Cardinal Richelieu were the
next moat important purcbuera. The collection
was particularly rich in pictures by Titian, Paul
Veronese, and Tiutoretto, and a very many copies" made in Spaine, ltalie, and other places, aa well
after Titian as other good llll\lten." There were
ninety-fonr pictures by bis own band, among them
that which bis widow presented to adorn the chapel
of the tomb of her buaband-tbe famous "C"4peau
de Paille;"• many laudacapea, portrait,, and other
subjects, probably kept u studies by the painter, or
from some interesting uaocintion-for he bad more
demands for bis work than he r.onld aatis(y. His
collection of pictures by the old masters comprite
apecimens by John Van Eyck, Albert Durer, Lucu
Van Leyden, Holbein, Qnintyn Matsy1, &c., proving
the catholicity of his tastes. Of the muten of his
owu era, be had many fine Vandykes, t Snyders,
Jordaens, De Vos, Breugbel, &e. In short, it was
the gallery of a noble of refined tute.
The solemn old city of Antwerp feels still honourable pride in its great painter, of whom it bas
been well said, " there was the aame breadth and
magnificence in his character as in the colonr of his
compositions, and bis mind was as free from littleness as his works." In 1840, at the great fete in
hononr of Rubens, his statue, of coloseal proportions,
by Geefs, waa uncovered. It stands in the centre of
the Place Verte, the great public Sljllll'eimmediately
beside the old cathedral, whose picturesque towers
form an admirable background to the scene. Englaud may learn a nseful lesson here, and not practically deny her own intellectually great sons, by
refusing them that public recognition which she
ao willingly accords to statesmen and warrion.
While they are often forgotten or uncared for by
another generation,

Gamen du Puquier, P. Tbuillier, and Julea
Geofl'roy: the sculptors whoae decease has been recorded during the same period, E. Seurre and R.
Gayrard.-The fountain of the Place du Chlit,let is
now uncoYered : it has received a new, riohly ornamented bue.-The GoYernment h .. pnrchued the
"Souper Libre" by H.'.Levy, and the "Lydia," a
marble statue, by M. Le~re, students at Rome.'fhe fine painting of "Jupiter precipitating Crime,"
by Paul Veroneee, which wuformerly in the Loune,
and injudiciously taken thence, to be placed on a
ceiling, is about to bebrought back to the LouYre.An interesting disconry baa been made in Hungary
of 48 paintingw, aaid to be by Michel Wohlgniuth,
Albert Durer'a muter, 12 of which represent acenea
in the life of "Saint Elizabeth ot Hunpry."Rumour aaya an exhibition ot the works ot Ary
Schefl'er will shortly be opened : the Government
has bought his fine work, " Saint .Auguatin and
Saint :llonica."

NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY.

Tms Portrait Gallery, in the third year of ita
adminiatration, baa at length taken the bolt from
ita door, iu Great George Street, and let in the
public. Not that the door stands open, as in other
of the national collections, and the pnblic may walk
in, whoever will, and on moet daya token they will.
Two days only in the week are conceded to the
public impatience for a view of that mlected galaxy
of British worthies which the trustees have been
preparing, with a leisure that might aeem designed
to whet the eagerness now sought to be restrained.
To the same end of restraint, olher measures of precaution have been devised ; and as, in momenta of
popular excitement, the anthorities erect barriers at
a distance from the centre of interest, in order to
check the mah of the human tides, it is contrived
here that the public pressure towards Weatminster
shall break first against certain printsellen' shops
" The artlat never dies:•
sufficiently removed from the neighbonrhood of the
His worka mlect greatness and glory on hia abbey. From whatever point of the great metrocountry for ever ; his victory is one of peaceaud polis-the way to 29, Great George Street is made
goodwill, appealing to, aud conquering by, the beat to be round by Pall Mall or Bond Street. In a
feelin~ of 011r natnre; and when presented to onr word, aince the 15th of Jut month, the pictures
view in the manly tvpe of Rubens, commands hononr constituting the National Portrait Gallery are to be
and esteem from all.
seen, at stated houn, on Wednesdays and Saturdays
only, by virtue of tickets to be delivered by Measn.
Colnaghi, Pall Mall East, }lesan . Gravea, Pall
ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES. Mall, or Mr. John Smith, New Bond Street.-The
p ,uus.-W e have at length seen the so-called reason of this ronnd-about way into George Street
tamoua pictures purchased, for the Louvre1 of the does certainly not at first sight seem very obvious.
Soult tamily, for .£12,000: they consist or "The
Whether it is, that the trustees, having somewhat
Nativity of the Virgin," by Murillo, bought in at the neglected the principle of selection in the getting
aale for 96,000f., tor which the GoYernment baa together of their examples, are desiroua to recover
paid 160,000f. ; "The Miracle of Saint Diego " themselves by enforcing selectuess in the audience,named the" Angel's Kitchen," by Zurbaran, bought or whether a real futidiouaness, arising out of the
in for 89J75f., aold to the Government for 801000!. ; nature of their charge, suggeata to them, that they
be
·cu1
h
~
h
"Saint l'eter Noluque and Saint Raymona Pennaflor," by Zurbaran. 19,000f., sold for U,OOOf. ; must
parti ar as to t e company ,rom wit out
'.' A Bishop lying in State,". by zurbaran, bought whom they introduce to the company within, is, at
1n for 6,000t., sold for 25,000f.; "Saint Bazile any rate, not expressed. We can well underatand,
describing his Doctrine," by the elder Herrera, how a courtly master of the ceremonies in attendance
20,000f. These paintings have been painted, re- on the British worthies should think that some of
pain~ed, cleaned, varnished-in abort, got up, and the rough aprons and paper caps which make their
are 1n a moat deplorable state of reto11ch. The way into the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square
best is the "Nativit>· ," in which the remaina of and the British Museum are scarcely the flt persons
some very fine painting are viaible, although it is to bring into the presence of La Belle Hamilton,
so much repaired: the others are totally unworthy of the Louvre. The u San Diego,, looked DucheSBde Grammont ;-but then, we should quesmuch 1!etter at. the Soult eale than at present: tion, iu torn,-and as we have before done,-whether
a cleaning mania. po88eS&e8 unfortunately tho di- La Belle Hamilton, Ducheu de Grammont, though
rectors of the Loune, and if continued, many fine a perfectly reapectable individual iu her way, is
works will be ruined.-The Salon is to open on the exactly the sort of person whom Parliament in16th of April next: the paintings and other works tended that the truateea shoold offer to the working
of Art are to be sent in from the 16th of February public 88 one of the first and most illustrious
to the 15th of .March.-'fhe French painters who examples of British worth ?-We see, at any rate,
died during the past year'- are Ary Scheffer, that the restrictions instituted will have the effects
Roche Latila, Correard, Leon l'·leury, Rene Cadeau,
_
__
·--~aopposed. The barrier of the printaellcr will thin
• Described In u,e catalogue as "Tho picture or a the numbers seeking admission at the gallery doors,
womanwith her band.Ione uponanother." Robenawould even amongst the wearers of broad-cloth :-whilst
10~· ::.:
r.e.Jr:
it may well be doubted if the mau in the apron will
the death or his wldow,'andremainedwith their deocend~ often enter Mr. Colnaghi's shop to solicit a ticket
aots. unUI the year 1s2:i, when It wu purcbascd by for George Street. We question if Lord Stanhope
H. Nlewenbuyaror 36,000 llorlua,and brought to England. has any ob;ection to aprons ·-and we are certain
After being ofl'eredIn vain to George IV., It wu bought
by the tale Sir Robert Peel ror 3,500 gulneu.
that the arguments uaed m Parliament when this
t Among them ,.... the "Betn,yal or Christ," which new establishment was applied for were expreuly of
the painter bad presentedto RubeDJu a loYe-gll\bo- th k' d th t d
t
J d th
Tb
fore be went to lh1ly. It 11 atlll In Ant•erp. Rubens
e ID
a o no e1c ll e. e pa~r cap.e
bid round young Vandyke poor; he bad made him rich moral of the whole matter 11 unsatisfactory. It
by purchulng bis unsold picture,, taking him Into his seems to us, that the trustees of the National Portrait
own •tudlo,and ultimatelyenablinghim to ,tart ror study Gallery have not a perfectly clear idea either of what
.
. . .
.
.
In ltaly,glvlng hima horserorthejoumey. Rubenshung
bla parting gilt In the boatpositionIn his hous• and took a national msbtubon, 1n e:eneral,u, or what a colleccoDJtantpli'&lurela pointingout Its merits to b'ls vbltora. tion of British worthies, in particnlar, 1l11nddbe.
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THE ROYAL PICTURES.

THE WOHAN OF SAMARIA.
Guercloo,Painter.
B. Meunier,EngraYer,
Sizeor the Picture, 3 n. 9f In. by 2 f't. 9l ID.
G1ov.uon F!lANcEScoBARBl!:llT,aurnamed Guercino du Cento, was born at Cento, in 1692; he
received the uame of Guercino, by which he is now
generally known, from a defect in his eye. Gn~ino
belongs to the Bolognese school of painters ; he wu
a follower, but not a di1eiple, of the Caracci,-in
fact, was a self.taue:ht artist. Hi.a father used to
carry wood to the neighbouring towns, and took his
son with him ; in these viaita the lad fonnd opportunities for acquiring the rudiments of Art. .After
studying for some time at Bologna and Venice, he
went to Rome, where he remained aeveral years,
with many of the moat eminent followen of Carraci,
and contracted an intimate acquaintance with Caravaggio. " His taste," aay, Vaaari, " is mainly
founded in the style of this last muter, displaying
strong contrast of light and shade, both exceedingly
bold, yet mingled with much sweetness and harmony,
and with powerful art of relief,-a branch ao greatly
admired by professors." In 1623 he returned to
Cento, and lived there during twenty years, till the
death of Guido induced him to remove to Bologna.
Gnercino died in 1666, leaving considerable wealth.
The works oC this painter exhibit three distinct
styles ; the first, formed on that of his friend Caravaggio, ia characterised by extreme depth of shadow,
ao that he became one of the moat decided of the
so-called Tenebron, a term given to those who
followed this practice. His second manner is by
far the more pleasing and valuable, and eppeara to
have beenthe results of his visits to Venice and to
Bologna; it is distinguished by leas violent contruta,
more delicacy of colouring, and greater correctneaa
of design. In his third manner he endeavoured to
imitate the style of Guido, but his early training had
left too strong an impreaa on his mind to allow of a
succeaaful transition from either of his preceding
sty lea to the elegance of Guido ; and in the attempt
he lost his own original vigonr, and became feeble
and insipid.
The numerous commissions given to Guercino is
generally supposed, to quote the words of Vaaari,
" to pnt him upon a more easy method, no less
than his own incredible genius for execution and
despatch." It is recorded that he painted one hundred and six altar-pieces for churches, one hundred
and forty -fonr large historical pictnres for princely
patrons, besides numerous freacoea, and very many
Madonnaa, portraits, and landacapea. Bia principal
works are-" St. William of Aqnitaine, kneeling
before St. Bernard," and "Tbe Virgin appearing to
St. Brnno," both in the Academy of Bologna ; " The
Last Moments of Dido," in the Spada Gallery, Rome ;
"St. Pcdronella," his ckf-d'=ure, in tbe Capitol;
"Anrora," in the Palazzo Ludoviai; "The Incredulity of St. Thomas," in the Vatican. In the Pitti
Palace, Florence, is " St. Peter raising Tabitha;"
iu the Palazzo Brignole Sale, at Genoa, is "Cleopatra," "The Virgin Enthroned," and othen. The
Cathedral of Ferrara possesses "St. Lawrence;" the
Hermitage at St. Petersbnrg, a " Madonna and
Child," and "Christ and bis Disciples ;" the Royal
Palace at Turin, " The Prodigal Sou," and others ;
in the Brera, at Milan, is "The Dismiual oCHagar,"
reckoned among the best of Goercino's later works.
The ehnrches in Cento contain some excellent pictures, among which "The Resurrection" is entitled
to especial notice.
His finest freecoes ornament the cnpola of the
cathedral at Piacenza; these works were e:i:ecnted
when the artist's powers were in full vigour. The
cupola is divided into eight compartments, in the
upper part of which he has represented the Propheta
accompanied by Angels ; and in the lower, the
Sibyls, and subjecta from the New Testament. These
paintings certainly place Guercino among the greatest
artists of his time.
The "Woman of Samaria" is a repetition of a
flgnre frequently paintl!d by Gnercino, sometimes in
coujunction with that of Christ, and sometimes as
we see it here; it is a carefully painted picture,
executed, it is presumed, in his ~st time ; the face
of the figure is highly pleasiog, and the colouring
throughout rich bnt not extravagant.
lt is in the Collection at Windsor Castle.
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EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.
PART

11.-THE WYE:

FIi.OJ(

Ross TO :MONKOUTH.

TllS ILLOSTAUIO:CS FBOK DRA11"1110SIIY I', 11', BtrLl(B,

~.....;;..,
.;,. ~)rM1,.01ATELYafl
cr passing under Wilton

Bridge,
we make acquaintance with the peculi,;;:;.- arities of the River Wye. I ts " winding
uo1mds" are so remarkab le that frequently after the boat has floated four or
live miles we find ourselves within gunshot of the place from which we started,
-a tree-clad hiU, or a church spire, seen
_ directly in front , presentJy appearin11;at
th; ·side or in another moment, behind the spectator; while,
perhaps' iu ~ few minntea, it is immediately again in his onward
path: forming alternately a foreground or a ~ackground t~ the
picture, and that so suddenly as to .seem mcomprehens1ble.
On quitting the level land, the vaned and ~rok1;n. acen~y
on either aide suggests a vague, though irrea1stible impression, that the craggy pr;cipices, rocky ascen~s, and
isolated plnteaux, between which the stream takes its tortuous way-now rep~sing i~ deel! and _glas~y pools, th~n
hurrying down a gushmg ~ap1d,as 1f behi~d t,1me,and agam
stopping to take up at mtervals the wmdmg atreamlets
poured from receding elevations over the little greensward
vales they encircle-were the boundaries of a river always.in a word, that the Wye is a river designed by Nature
itself.* ,
The Wye has been well described as a " capricious and
headlong current ," its sudden rises and falls rendering it but
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weather, although a quick current even then, it becomes very shallow iu parts. There are
no "falls," nor is there any weir or lock, during the whole of the voyage we are describing;
breaks are, however, numerona, the water sometimes "dropping " a foot or more, and bubbling
into foam. Through nearly the whole of its coune from Rosa to Chepstow, where it joina
the Severn, the Wye ia, as Wordsworth describes it, "a wanderer through the woods," the
treea generally dcacending 80 low from overhanging steeps as to border the stream ; indeed,
during its lower portion, the foliage and rocks are so closely intermixed aa to aft'ord no pasaagenot even a footpath-from the banks. Theae trees are for the moat part oak and beech, the
dark shades of the yew frequently giving force and character to the grouping . There is seldom
much variety in the foliage, if we except that which arisea from frequent orchards, for which
Herefordshire &Rd Gloucestershire are famoua. As in all such cases, the adjacent meadows are
ever green, and supply excellent pasturage to cattle. The great attraction of the Wye, however,
consists in the singularly picturesque limestone rocks, which contiuually, as it were, look down
upon and guard the river: from every hole and crevice creeps the ivy and other parasitic
plants, covering them with various shades of green, except on jutting crags where the wind
has power-these are left hare, or clothed only by lich.ms. They are "1im11le and grand,

Q00Dk10B C.IBTLB, FROK TBII URRY,

L'I OOODRIOB C.lSTLS,

little available to commerce. During or after rains, it rnahea
along at immense speed, overftowing adjacent banks, and,
in some instances, washing its rock boundaries. In fine
· • The Severn estuary oeemo. In the earliest tlmee, to have formed
the boundnry between the SIiurian Gwyddel, or Gael, and the
tribe of the Wicca,, or watermen-or, u the monkish chroniclers
called them, Wiccii-lnhabltlng the dales of WorccstA!rahlre and
Gloucestershire ; though the Wlccll, the more mercantile race,
eventually occupied the peninsula between the Severn and Wye,
constituting t11eForeot of Dean; this tract being of Importance n-om
Ila abundance of timber and Iron ore, with which, u appears by a
pasgage In " C,esar's Commentaries," they traded with the opposite
coast or Brittany, before his lnvulon of England. The Iron ore
crosoeo the Wye a few miles below Ro11, near a detached and mgged
eminence called the Doward (In Gaelic, the Jllack Height), but In
oome Weloh rccordo, Garth Ein/01& (the Smith's HIii) . On the
summit Is a sloping plateo.u, depre11ed Into two equal part.a; that
nearest the river crowned by an embankment of dry atone1, and
t11e r,uthest Joined to It by ooe of enrth, tripled at the oummlt.
u IC occupied a second time by oome larger force. 'J'he smaller
camp, lying Immediately nbove a mineral excavation and near the
river, aeems the earliest, and Is probably the Garth Elnlon of the
Wlcclan occupantl; for until the Junction of the upper plateau, the
lower fastness was within arrow-shot or the summit, and thus moot
have been constructed by a peopleu yet Ill practised In the employ ment of anch ml11lles.

rarely formal and fantnstic." • It is this combination which renders the acenery 80 peculiarly
picturesque, although it produces little variety: indeed, a mile of the Wye, in any part of
it, affords a complete idea of the whole; while ita contracted character-closed in, as it is, by
woods and rocks, ntver a stone's-throw apm-much
impairs its beauty, when contrasted with
rivers broader, and opening more expanaive views. Moreover, the Wye is a lonely river;
for miles together along its banks there are no habitations ; the traffic on its waters is very
limited; few are its factories of any kind; the extensive and gloomy forest of Dean encloses
it daring a large portion of its lower courae; and the only peasantry who live aloug its sidea
are the boatmen and the charcoal·bumera, who are seldom seen at their daily work-the one
labouring only when the tide serves, and the other toiling among trees that hide him from sight,__
.. Wreaths of smoke
Sent up In ollence n-om among the trees ;
WlU1some uncertain notice, u might seem,
Of vagrant dwellers In the houselesa wooda."

To its natural gifts of beauty, and they are many, may be added those which are derived from
pretty villages, generally acattered on hill-sides, the apirea of near or distant churches, secluded
farm-housea, cultivated demeanea, and mansions, populous towns 11Ddvenerable bridges, aoo
more especially the ruins of ancient castles and " holy abbeys ;" some of the grandest " remains "
in the kingdom, adding their attractions to the lovely river-scenery of the Wye, recalling, and
with impressive effect, the linea of the poet:" Time
Hath moulded Into beauty many a tower
Which, when It frown'd with all Its battlements,
Waa only IA!rrlble,"

Snch is the River Wye, to the leading charms of which we design to introduce-the tonriat.
• "The rock, blee.k, naked, and unadorned, cannot be considered beautiful. Tint It with mosses and
lichens of various hues, and yon give It a degree of beauty; adorn It with shrubs and banging herbage,
and yon make It otlll more plcturaqoe; connect It with wood and water, and yon make It In the hlgbeat
degree lntA!reatlng.''-FosBaon.
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Under Pencraig House, the grounds of which are charmBut we may not delay, for we have to pace the ateep 111<,-ent
that leads to Goodrich Castle.
ingly wooded to the water, we obtain a combined view of It ia the relic of a noble fortalice, and would aeem-seated on the topmost height of a
Goodrich Court and Goodrich C111tle-the former a modern hill that overlooka the rapid river, and aided by ita broad moat, which time has not yet filled
residence, the latter one of the moat interesting and pictu- up-to have been impregnable: it wu not ao. Whatever its ancient glory may have been,
resque of the ancient remaina which abound throughout the it was doomtd to fall before the persevering energy of the troopa of the Commonwealth, and
district we are visiting.• Perhaps nowhere in the kingdom "the ei~hty bam,laof. powder" which "the Commons voted" u auxiliaries to their officer,
will the traveller be more strongly impressed by the lines of Colonel Birch. He found the work, however, notwithatandiu!{the added anccours of" battering
the poet," There ts a power
And magic In the ruln"d battlement,
To which the palace of the present hour
Musi yield Its pomp, and wait ill! agea are Its dower:·

The " Conrt" ia nearest ; we visit that tint : it occi1pies a hill summit; the aite ia fine; nature gave it this
advantage ; and also the trees that grow huuriantly in
the copse, orchards, and plantations, through which we
ascend by a rugged footway from the ri\"er-aide. The
building, however, is a blot on the landscape; unmeaning towers, and turrets, and pinnacles, in "styles" outrageously "mixed,'' are utterly "out of keeping" with ,urrounding objects, and aadly disturb the tranquillizing thought
induced before we reach, and after we leave, it. The atructnre was a "whim" of the late Sir Samuel Meyrick; and,
we imagine, the architect, Mr. Blore, acted in obedience to
"onfor"-the
only "Order" he appean to have taken into
account. Goodrich Court, however, contains that remarkable collection of ancient armour which Meyrick upended
(and not unprofitably) a fortWle :md a life's labour to briug
together: its value is here comparatively Jost; few can see,
and very few be advantaged by it. We believe it to be an
heir-loom that may not be removed from its place. Tourists
ou the Wye should certainly examine this singular and interesting aasemblagc, although to do so involves a troublesome walk, and the payment of a shilling, which we re•pectfnlly think might be dispensed with by the inheritor
of so rich a store of instructive wealth. To our friend,
Mr. Fairholt, we are indebted for information we append iu
a note.t
The boat is to meet ns a few yards from the landing-place
under Goodrich Court,-at Goodrich }'erry,-bnt there is a
bend in the road, and we have a walk of a mile or more before
we reach it. That walk is, however,through the village, where
there is an old "Cage" converted into a comfortable cottage;
and a church, with which are associated some memorable
incidents. 'l'he spire of this church is, like that of Ross, seen
from many points of view, and is always an effective adjunct
to the landscape : it has other attractions ; here were long
located the anceston of the famous Dt-an of St. Patrick's;
one of whom, the Rev. Thomas Swift, waa its vicar in 1628,
and, taking zealous part with the sovereign, was, it is said,
plundered more than thirty times by the army of the parliament, ejected from hie living, his estate seqnestrated, and
himself imprisoned. A chalice, used by him, found its way
into Ireland, and was, in 1726, "Presented by Jonathau
Swift, D.D., Dean of the Church of St. Patrick, Dublin,
grandson of the aforesaid Thomas, to Goodridge Church,
to be for ita use • for ever.'" It ia still in the keeping
of the vicar, and is regarded aa a relic of hip;h value.t
• The ancient road to Goodrich lay through a parish called Wal.
ford, where was the family seat of tho Kyrles, of whom " the Man
of Ross • was a Junior member. It hWJbeen surmised that Walford
lay on the lino of Otra·s Dyke, and thus derived Its name; but this
dyke, unfortunately, cannot be traced here, except by such as aro
predetermined to find It. The name Lsderived from w ..th (Welsh)
Fonl, a road-vlz. the Welsh road. It la crossed by a very dangerous ford over the Wre, but there Is now a good though more
circuitous turnpike-road over Kern Bridge.
t The armoury Is the largest and most complete private collecUon
ever formed In England, aod comprises many aulta of a rare and
.aluable kind. The late Sir Samuel llleyrlck wa, Indefatigable as
a collector, and his knowledge led him to publl•h the beat Englbh
book oo the subject, bis "Critical Inquiry Into Antlent Armour; In
three vols. folio, 18:U; and some yean af\erwards the detcrlptlve
text to Skelton"• engraved lllustratlona "of the Collection at Goodrich CoorL" Ile also arranged the collection lo the Tower of London ; and was, throughout life, the great authority on all matten
connecied wllh armour. The Goodrich collection embraces a history
of weapons of defence commencing with the rude Implements, ftlnt,
atone, or wood, of the anage tribes; they bear some analogy to those
aaed by our primitive forefathen, or which many examples are also
preae"ed. The early Greek, Etruacan, and Celtic relics are especially
lnteresllng ; the medl,on.l armour la of great rarity ; and In one loatance h111been admirably mounted under the direction of Sir Samuel,
and In accordance with tho old customs of Ute touroay. Thus on one
aide Is the tree set np for supporting the emblazoned ehlelds of the
comlJataota, who are aeaied on armed ancl caparlsoned hones till•
Ing attach other; while their fellow-knights wait their turn on foot.
Many of the noble 10118of armour In this collection are remarkable
r,,r the artl1tlc finish and beauty of their deooratlom ; some are
covered with engravings; and all Indicate the large amount of coat
beatowed oo defenalve weapoos and body .armour. In tho reign or
the Emperor Charlea V. Milan and Nuremberg were the principal
lactorles from which knlghta were 1upplled, whose sulla sometimes
cost very large a,uma of money, being covered with ~mbosaed ornament and engraving, and of\eo enriched with Inlaid scroll-work of
gold or allver. The collection has 1peclmen1 of such cootly works,
only lo be rivalled by the 1umptuous Jewelled armour of tbe Eut,
of which It abo oontalm many valuable •peclmeos.
l Somethln.f of the quaint and humorous character of " the
famous Dean must have been Inherited from his loyal grandfather.
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cannon," "two monster pieces," and "six granadoes,'' by no means easy; for the garrison,
under brave Sir Richard Linp;en,kept him "witho•1t," from the 22nd June to the 3rd of August,
1646, which so exasperated the asaailants that they refused to recognise a "white ftag for
parley," insisted upon "unconditional surrender,'' and made prisonen of war the governor and
all his troops, with their " arms, ammunitions, and provisions."

BOSBXA.RT TOPPL'lfG~

It ia not known who founded this grand fortress ; but "the near affinity of its name to
that of • Godricus Dux,' which occun in witneas of two charten granted by King Canute to
the Abbey of Holm," baa led to a conjecture that he was ita firit lord; • it is certain, however,
The following anecdote 11related of the " malignant., vicar:-" Having mortgagw his eatate at Goodrich
for 300 broad plecet, and quilted them Into bis waistcoat, be set out for Raglan Castle, near Monmouth,
whither the king had retired after the battle of Naseby, In 1645. The Earl of Worcester, who knew him
..-ell, asked what his errand 11
·as 7 • I nm come,' said Swtn, • to give his majesty my coat; at the same
time polllng It off, and presenting It. The earl told him pleasantly, that his coat was worth little . • Why,
then,' said Swift, • take my waistcoat.' This was 100n proved by Ila weight lo be a more valuable garment ;
and It Lsremembered by Clarendon that the king received oo supply more seasonable or acceptable during
tho whole war than these 300 broad plecea; his distress being at tbat time very great, and his resources
altogether cut off...
• The foundation of this fortreu, at 1-t of that part which now appears most ancient, the l!qU&reKeep,
or Donjoo, datea a.•far back as the reign of Edward the Confessor, and Its erection was mingled 11·lththe
strange and wretched medley of political oonfuslon and Intrigues which led lo the Norman Invasion. This
feeble and vacillating monarch, at one time yielding lo the ambitious Earl Godwin and his warlike soos, at
another seeking a oounteractlng support from his Norman kindred, was, In the middle of tbe eleveoUt
century, sorely preoaed by the rebellion of Godwin and his son Harold, strengthened by their coalition with
the King or South Wales. This had previously been repeated, and, In consequence, the Confessor had
placed his ,>,rn nephew Ralph In command or the border outle or Hereford, where he was killed by
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that for a long period it ,ras the baronial residence of the
'l'albota, .Earls of Shrewsbury, ita earliest authenticated record
bearing the date 1204, when it was given by King John .to
William Strigul, Earl Marahal, to hold " by the service
of two knights' feea," his son Walter, Earl of Pembroke,
dying here iu 1246. To the Talbot• it passed by marriage.
Subaeqnently, by marriage also, to the De Greys, Earls, and
afterwards Dokes, of Kent ; aud it was to the Countess of Kent
the parliament, in 1646, conveyed intimation that there was
"a neeeaaity for its demolition," when it was demolished accordingly. The Keep ia said to be of a date anterior to the
Conquest. Ita windows, arches, columns, and zigzag orna·
ments, still in good preae"atiou, are described by some early
writers as "the moat truly Saxon that can be;" and ao are the
dungeons underneath, into which, when the caatle was in
its glory, light never entered, and air only through a few
crevices. It i& very doubtful, however, whether any other
portion of the castle ia older than the twelfth century.*
One of the most graceful, and, at the same time, the most
perfect of ita architfctural beauties, is that we have pictured.
It ia a charming "bit," and through the opening ia a lovely
view of the river and the wooded slopes opposite. Yet it
stands nearest to that tower which suffered moat from the
cannon of the Commonwealth ; on these slopea, now so tranqnil, their artillery was planted, and their soldiery eneam1,ed,
while the siege luted.
No donbt subsequent additions, under several lords, gave
to the structure its imposing character. There are distinct
tracea of such augmentations from au early to a comparatively
late period. Ita long and narrow galleries, sally-ports, batteries, vaulted gateways, semicircular towers, fusses, rock.
hewn pit.i, huge buttreeaes, loop-holes and machicolations,
decorated chapel, ladies' tower, watch towers, enormous fire.
hearths, warder's seat, once gorgeous hall, huge fire-places,
great chambers of state, dormitoriea, garrison towers, and
spacious 1tables,-the'8, and many other objects, now broken
either by time or war, and mantled with venerable ivy,
attest its grandeur and ita strength, when, for six centuries
at least, it held away over surrounding districb, and looked
down in its magnificence, as it doea now in its decay, upon
the waters of the beautiful Wye.
All hononr to the lady who now owns the interesting
ruin,t for the care and cost she expends to prevent the
further encroachments of " the destroyer." A venerable
chatelain-one Titus Morgan-who makes shoes in the
village, and who has had the place in charge during forty.
nine years, succeeding his father in the office, is an excellent
and very comm11nicntivcusher to its attractions; or his aides.
de-camp, two agreeable daughters, are as ready and as skilful
as himself in greeting and in guiding visitors.
Even if it were not ao happily aituated as it ia, on the
high-road to the beautiea of the Wye, these remarkable ruins
would amply repay a long detour; for although anfficieutly
large to convey an idea of immense capacity and power, they
are aiugularly " condensed,'' and may be inspected with but
small saerifice of time and trouble. There are more extensive and Car grander remains in many parts of this and the
adjacent county, but none more interesting, more pietul'Cllque,or more entirely characteristic of au age when the
stern realities of life supplied the staple of romance. Mr.
Huuo: was on the opposite aide of the river when he made
tho Welsh, and the castle burnt. The king himself residing
much In the vicinity of Glono,ster, where hi, naval and mllltary
reserves were collected, his staunch friend and couoaellor, Bishop
Aldred or Worcester, at that time erected a stately church at
Glooceoter "to the honour of St. Peter," and, as d• /ado a 1ort of
"secretary-at-war," endeavoured to regulate lo a somewhat orderly
manner the defence of the frontier. A portion of thlJ church yet
remains, forming the chapter-room oC Gloucester Cathedral, aud the
cloae similarity of style refers the chapter-room of Gloucester and
the ltO<lpat Goodrich to the aame architect. The latter was styled
"Caatrum Godrlcl," the name of Godrlcus, dealgnated aa a king's
thane, appearing lo Domeaday Book as the owner or estates of some
magnitude In the neighbourhood of Dean Forest on the right, and of
other royal demesnea on the lei\, banlt oCSevern. It waa probably a
oommand 1ubordloated to the Castle of Hereford. Tho coat or lta
repair at one time devolved by tenure on the Abbot of \Vlncbcombe,
near Cheltenham, a royal residence In the reign of Kenulphus ; and
at the erection of Goodrich Castle, Bbhop Aldred had the re\'enues of
thlJ abbey, and endeavoured, with lltUe succen, to hold the king'•
party together, lo opposition to the rebellious earls. There Is a
curious Inscription In one of the lower windows relaUog to the family
of Aylmer de Valence, In the limo of Edward II. Thoae who are
anxious Corfurther details may either consult Lappenberg's "History
or the Anglo-Saxons," or Sir Bulwer Lytton•, novel of "Harold," aa
their taate may Incline In (&Yourof the authentic or the fanciful.
• "It la expreaaty mentioned lo record that Goodrich Caatle ,raa
the fortress of the tract called Arcenfleld or Irchenfteld, from the
Roman station at Arlcoolum . TblJ tract waa formerly foreat Cor
In the Charla, Antiqua,, In the Tower or London, Is the order fo~ Its
dlaafforestaUoo.''-Foenon.
Irchenfteld Is Saxon, and mean• the
Fleld oCHedgehogs . Urchin IJ 1Ull a common local name for the
hedgehog .
t Mn . Marriott. Elizabeth, the aeoond daughter and co.belreu of
GIibert Talbot, 1eventh Earl of Sbrenbury, conveyed the castle In
marriage to Henry De Grey, Earl of Kent, In wbo1e Camlly It oon.
tinned UII the year 1740, when, on the death of Henry, Duke oCKeot,
It ,raa aold to Admiral Grltlln. Mn. Marriott ii bla grand-daughter.
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his drawing: as he quaintly says, "he sat down before it, not as did its assailants of old, with a
view to rednce the place to a ruin, but the ruin to a view;" in the' hope of giviug to others some
portion of the intense enjoyment he him.selfderived from the glorious old pile-so fertile of lhonght
to the antiquary, of pleasure to the tourist, and of instrnction as well as delight to the artist.
Bot they who visit Goodrich Castle will lose a rich treat if they fail to ascend the Keepan easy task-because of the magnificent and very beautiful view commanded from ita summit.
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What a view-north, south, east, and weat I Hills, enclosing fertile vales; dense woods
surronnding pasture-fields, dotted with sheep; low meadow lands, on which luxuriate the famone
Herefordshire cows, known here and everywhere by their red coats and white faces.* On ony
side are the distant Malvern Hills; on another, the hills that look down upon Hereford cite;
Further off are the Welsh mountains; while, moving southwards, we see the Coldwell rocks,
Symond'a Yat, and the tall Kymin, that hangs over Monmouth. In the immediate foreground
is the small Church of Walford, of which the historian of the district, Fosbroke, was rector.

here he lived, died, nod
was buried. Doward Hill
and Coppet Hill rise above
the river, crossed by n
bridge, Kern Bridge, very
near to which arc the venerable remains of the nucient priory of Flauesford
- now a farm-house which yet retains some
anol(J)'s r.t.T.
relic&of ita former beauty.
From thia spot we beat note the singular wiudinga of the Wye: from Goodrich Ferry nnder.
neath ue to Huntabam'a Ferryt ia a distance of only oue mile, while by water there ia
a apace of eight milea to be traversed between the one ferry and the other.
We re-enter onr boat, leave to the right the old priory, pass nnder Kern Bridge, and are
• The breed Is peculiar to Hererordahlre, and la prese"ed pure with exceeding oare. If a calf with
a red face or particoloured coat enters the world, hlJ sore deetloy Is the 11&11
of the butcher. The con,
however, are not ramous for milk-they grow and fatten too mocb for that. Al a farmer we.met at Mon.
mouth expreued It, "They give none of It away; they lteep It all to thlrsela !"
t It Is atated by Mr. Cllll'e-we ltnow not on what authority-that "In 1387, Henry IV. ,raa butenlng
acrou Huntaham Ferry, on his way to Monmouth, lo deep anxiety about hil royal oousort, whoae
confinement waa near at hand, when be ,raa met by a meeaenger who announced the birth oC a princeHenry v.-nd
the aafety of the qu0<10. The lt1ng beltowed the ferry on tbla m:in as a guerdon, The
grant aUll exllta."
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voyaging down the rapid current of the Wye. The
object that first attracts our notice is the distant epire
of Ruarden, or Ruer-dean, Church, crowning the summit
of a lofty hill. We soon approach CourUield, famous
in history, or mther in tradition, as the place in
which the fifth Harry was nursed . We do not find,
however, any safe authority for the fact, although it
wny be true that " being, when young, of a sickly habit,
he wns placed here nnder the care of the Countesa of
Salisbury ;" and it is further said, that the couutess lies
buricJ in the little church of Welsh Bicknor, • close at hand,
and which we pass on our voyage down the stream .t Obviously, the monument referred to is of later date. Such was
the opinion of Sir Samuel l'rfeyrick (a safe and sure authority). Welsh Bicknor is a pretty church, among the
smallest in England, and is now in process of " restora.
tiou "-we trust, nnder wise guardianship. 'fhe simple and
graceful parsouage-honse beside it is happy in suggestion&
of the tranquil life which a country clergyman, above all
other men, may enjoy.
The old mansion of Courtfield is altogether gone-a
" stately h,>u.se" supplies its place; but, until within a com•
pRratively recent period, a few walls of the ancient strncturc were standing; now, we believe, not a vestige of it
remains.t
'fhe estate of Courtfield is held by the Vaughans, descendants of the family who are said to have poasesaed it in the time
of Henry V.§ They continue Roman Catholics. The demesne
is charmingly situated; the foliage of the wooded slopes
spreads to the river-brink ; but for a distance of, perhaps,
two miles before the dwelling is reached, there is a border of
tall and finely grown elm-trees-the elm and the witch-elm
planted alternately ; and although time has destroyed some
o( them, the greater number endure in green old age.

These rocks derive their name Croma singularly cold well in the neighbourhood; so, at leut,
it is said in "the books," but our inquiriea failed to discover it. There are springs enoughand no doubt they are sufficiently frigid; bnt noue of the " authorities "point to any one in
particular. Mr. Hulme', sketch will convey an idea of this very beautiful aceue. It ia imposaible,
howe\"er, to describe it accurately-either by pen or pencil. A socceuion of rocks-bare in
parts, and in others clad in green-hanging almost perpendicularly over the river, are separated
by deep and narrow cletls, in which grow a variety of trees, some of them rising so high as to
be on a level with the hill-top; others apparently a masa of evergreen shrubs, light and dark,
harmoniously mingled by the muter-hand of nature. The peculiar character of the Wye here
add~ materially to the beauty of the landacape. Al we approach it we see Raven Cliff right
before u.s; presently, a pretty peaked rock, called after the poet Bloomfield {some time a
resident in the neighbourhood), comes in sight; then Symond'e Yat; then Vanaittart'a Rock;
then Adare'e Rock, with others which, if they be named, have, as the guide ir.formed us, "namea
of no account."• These rocks are all on the left. bank; on the right bank is a sweep of lowlying meadow land, not unCrequently covered with water. The reader is called upon to imagine
a series of steep cliffs, covered with verdure to the river's brink-the tops bare, but picturesquely bare, for the lichens and creeping plants preserve them from unseemly nakedness.
Such are the Coldwell Rocks; bnt to be appreciated, they must be seen; our written description, 88 compared with the scene, is 88 cold as the coldest spring that gave a name to
10 much of nat1aral grar.eaod delicious beauty.
We land here, to walk up and down hill for abo11ta mile; the boat meanwhile makea its
voyage of five milea, and rejoin, us, giving oa time to ascend "Symond'• Yat,"t and enjoy a
view immeasurably superior even to that we have already described. We shall fint rest at
the cottage of the guide; if it be spring, we may scent the bloBBOmeof an abundant orchard;
and if autumn, we can taste its fruit ; at any &easoo,a draught of home-made cider is 1ure to be

" How nobly does this venerahle wood,
Gilt with the glories of the orient sun,
Embosom yon fair mansion !..

At a turn of the river, before the mansion is seen, we
pnss the village o( Lidbrook. Iron and tin are both manufactured here, the neighbouring Forest of Dean supplying
charcoal in abundance. JI The village borders the river, and
presents a busy aud bustling scene; the smoke from tall
chimneys rising above the foliage, and the boats and barges
at the quay forming a picture somewhat singular and striking
iu this J>eculiarlyrural district.
We are now reaching the special beauties of the Wye.
Directly fronting us is one of the most charming of its views
from the source to the mouth, a tree-clad hill-nothing
more. The hill is called Rosemary Topping, a pleasant
name affixed to a scene of surpassing grace and beauty.
Trees of various shades and character rise from the base to
its to1,most height, ending, apparently, in a point covered with
a mass of rich foliage.f Our engraving will convey a auffi.
ciently accurate idea of the scene.
But we are now reaching "the lion" of the district-the
famollll Coldwell Rocks.
• The name In Doomsday Book Is BlcanoCre,viz. Vychao (little),
One (a passage or croaslng over a rl•er). as the same thing at Oloo.
ceater Bridge la called" over;' par ucellenct.
t Welsh Blcknor Is llO called to dlstlnguioh it from English Blclmor,
In Oloucesterahlee, two miles below It, on the opposite side of the
river; the river being the ancient bouodary between England and
Wales"lode vagos vaga Cambreoses, hlnc resplclt Anglos,"
according to the monk, Neckham, a writer or Latin poetry, who
died In the year 1217. It Is said his name was Nequam, and that he
changed It to Necllham, "because, when he"de>lredto be re-admitted
to St. Albe.n's Priory, the abbot replied to ·him, "SI bonus sis, venta.,-11 neqnam, nequaquam."
w\i~tl;r:~~.~~ve
been the abode or loo Vychao, or Little Jack, a
f The Vaughans, according to Coxe (Hist. Monmoothshlre) have
no records of their residence here earlier than the time of Elizabeth;
the family, however, trace their pedigree much further be.ck.
II An historical and descriptive account of the Forest of Dean has
been =ntly
published by the Rev. H. G. Nicholls-a clergyman
long resident In the Immediate oelghboorhood. To that volume
we must rerer the reader who may dealre lnConnatlon on I.besubject,
for to give It proper consideration lo our pages ls out of theqnestlon.
Mr. Nicholls has made a userut, though a "dry•• book. We may
regret the absence of legends, traditions, and characterl,tlc anecdota,
11'hlchno doubt might be found lo abundance In this slogularl)"
primitive and wild district. The people there are still but partially
clvlllZ<d,although very different from what they were when Camden
dcscriba them as "10 given to robbing and spoiling that there
;,:i;:_.!awes made bf the authority -,f Parliament to reatralo

1 " At Coldwell the front screen appears u a wood,- hUI rthe hlll

Is Rosemary Topping). swelling to a point. In a few mfoutea It
chaog.,. Its 1hape, and the woody hlll becomes a lony aide ecreen on
the right; while the front onColds Itself Into a majestic piece of
rock scenery ."'-G1Ll'll(,
" This la the most perfect specimen or a
dressed hlllock, which should always have low and bushy plants,
becanse large tr ... , If few, look meagre and scattered ; If nume.
rous, heavy and onlfono. No mixture of exotica contd prodoce
tho 1-utlrul tints, and no skill the exquisite grooplog and dlsposl.
admlrsblc exemplar of a thicket laid uut by nature."-
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offered to the tourist by the civil and obliging woman who keep, the house, and who will presently walk with u.s through the close uoderwood that may confuse our path, if unattended.
She will draw attention to a little bubbling rivulet, that here divides Herefordshire from
Gloocesterahire ; point ont a pretty infant-school, founded and still endowed by the good
Bishop of Newfoundland, formerly the rector of English Bicknor-a parish he doea not forget,
although many thousand milea of sea are now between him and that -pleasant vale beside the
sylvan Wye ! She will ehow you other objects that greet the eye u yon ascend; and will
soon place you-and leave you-on a broad platform, which is the summit of the Yat, that
seemed a pointed peak when yon gazed upon it from the river below. You are six hundred feet
above the stream; and hence you have 10 view seven counties-Herefordshire, in which you
note "the Beacon;" Worcestershire, which displays to you the Malvern Hills; Shropshire,
where the Clee Hille invite your gaze; Brecknockahire, where the Black Mountain courts
your ken; Radnorahire, where" the Welsh Mountains" rise above the mist; Monmouthshire,
where the Coppet Hill comea between yon, and the spire of Rosa, on the one aide, while Great
Doward on the other, keeps Monmouth town from your sight; and Gloucestershire, on which
you stand!
" -Mouotsln1 stem and deaolate;
But In the majesty or dlataoce now
Bet oft', and to our ken appearing fair
0( aspect, with a!rlal sonneu clad,
And beautilled with mornlog·1 purple beam."

Symond's Yat is, therefore, rightly classed among the moat beautiful objects of this beautiful
locality : below and above-at its base and on its height-the scene is very lovely I
• Some 11:dy years ago the barrlsten lo going to the asalzea went down the Wye, and gave their names to
the dUferent rocks; Vanslttart was one of them. There b onhapplly no more dignified or poetical origin for
these name, . Just before we approach Coldwell Rocks, a singular bot not very i,lcturesque objeot will
attract the eye; It Is a monwnent erected b7 bereaved parents to the memory of a 10n who ,ru drowned
here aboot sixty yeara ago.
t" Yat," la simply "gate, .. In some books we llod this beaot.llW spot called "Cymon•1 Yat." It
probably meant the "leamao·1 Yate," or road, In reference to the Danish foray, of which It ,ru the chief
scene.
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}[JNOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.
Tai: COXINGAllT SEASON.-The first exhibition of the aeaaou has alwaya been that of the
British Institution, and it still continues to be so,
-opening its doon in the first week of February.
It ·will be immediately aucceedcd by another, that
of the Society of 1''rcnr.h Artists, which, during the
second week of the same mouth, will aolicit · its
ahare of public patronage. But so unprecedently
dark has been the whole of the month of December,
that to artists it has been a mew non-one Jong
and dismally vexatioWIholiday, insomuch that many
pictures that were intended for early exhibitions
have been neee,iaarily postponed.
After the two
,, exhibitions above named, the National and the
Britiah
Artiats
follow
in
March
and
April; and in
I'
May, the Royal Academy and the two Water Colour
Institutiona, and theae, anceeededby the French Coli
lection and the Winter Gallery, bring us again to
the beginning of another year.
SOUTHKENSINGTON
MusEUX.-A aeries of six
I
lectures on matten relating to Art, waa commenced laat month in the lecture theatre of this in/i stitution ; two of the course, on Hindoo Art and
Mohammedan Art respectively, were delivered by
nr. G. Kinkel, one of the profeason at the Univer·1 sity of Bonn ; the next, which will be on the 7th
of this month, is to be delivered by Mr. Westmacott, R.A., the subject "Scnlpturea in Relief;" and
the remaining three, on the 14th, 2lat, and 28th,
by Mr. J.C. Robinaon, F.S.A., keeper of the Art
collections, on "Ancient Greek Painted Pottery,"
"Italian Majolica Wares," and "Porcelain Wares iu
general."
THB Ron.L SCOTTISH
ACADEllYis 110Warranging
its gallery of pictures in the building allotted to
them at Edinburgh ; the edifice being one of the
two claaaic temples constructed on the mound between the old and the new town. The collection
comprises &!>me
good specimens of th~ old maaters
(described by Dr. Waageu), and many of the
"moderna;" in addition to which are some fine pictures by living artists of eminence, pnrchaaed by the
funds at the Society's disposal. In thia way the
Academy haa secured aome excellent examplea of
native genins which do honour to Scotland,and to the
liberality and discrimination of the purchaaen. This
encouragement of Art by artists is an honourable
trait of the Scottish Academy, worthy of imitation
in the aouth. The collec1.ionwill be opened in the
apring. In the adjoining building, the Scottish Society of Antiquariea Museum is to bt! placed; it
comprise&many historic relics of great interest, and
will be publicly opened with aome lclat about May
next.
THZ Caur.u. PALACEAaT-UNION.-Thecouncil
haa issued its programme, and it promises well.
If this project be carried out with integrity, there
can be no doubt of its anccesa, not only aa a uaeful
auiliary to the Crystal Palace, but aa a valuable
acceuion to the public; for ita manager, l\lr. Battam,
will be sure to mnltiply only auch works u are pure
and good in design, and, therefore, calcnlated to
become public inatructon.
Many of the objects
for circulation among subscribers may now be aeen
at Sydenham : we have not yet been enabled to examine them, but a very full descriptive account in
the Titne8 conveys assurance of the satisfactory
condition of this aociety at ,tarting, and of the
certainty that beneficial resnlts may be expected
from ita procedure. We shall ere long bring under
detailed notice the several Art productions prepared,
or preparing, for its members.
THE BURNS CENTENABT.-Before thia number
of our journal goea to preaa, but too late for its
record, the variety of celebration&in honour of the
centenary return of the birthday of the poet, Robert
Burna, will have taken place in the localities named.
Beaides the acts of commemoration by "Alloway'•
anld hatlnted kirk," over which the near grave will
have beenapt to throw an interest and a aolemnity
of their own,-a pnblic banquet ,raa to be held in the
Muaic Hall in Edinburgh, which, witk "some
great man " in the chair, and auch probable apeakers
besides aa .the list of atewarda auggeata, could
scarcely fail to yield aomething on which our readers
will find occaaion to dwell.-Amongst ounelves, the
Cryatal Palace Company, at Sydenham, had announced a Barna festival; and their programme had
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a feature, which, besides giving great interest of its Among them is a unique helmel of silvc1·,found in a
own to the memorial day, shonld have borne some tomb at Bolsena (the Vulsioium of ancient Etruria) ;
it is enriched with scnlptured ornament, the apex
worthy fruit to the future. A prize of fifty ~neas
was offered for the beat poem on the subject of formed by winged horses, nod the name .d.nuum,
Burns, ranging between the extremea of one hundred inacribed in Etruscan characters, in front : so sumpand two hundred lines,-aud this poem was to tuous a specimen of ancient warlike Art haa never
become the property of the company, and be read been elsewhere found. Diadems, garlands of pre,
in the palace aa a constituent portion of the cente- cions ornament, pins, rinics, broochca of all kinda,
lllll'Y entertainments. The name of the victor waa form more than three hundred items. The seriea of
to be ascertained only at the time of reading, coins iu gold of the Roman emperon, down to the
and proclaimed from the roatrum. The Borns lateat of the Byzantine aeries, is very extensive and
laureate waa to be crowned in the capitol. In complete. The plastic art of early It.aly is also
answer to this invitation, no leaa than six hundrecl well represented; and has the advantage of beiug well
poems are said to have beeu sent in . Now, wiless classed, according to the places wherein the several
tho muse who found Burns on the hill-side, and objects were discovered. The catalogne concludes
makea the river musical that murmurs by his grave, with a curious series of early picturea, illustrative of
have indeed deserted the land, the best of six hun- the rise of Art in Italy from the early Byzantine
dred should be aomething worth hearing. However, period to the era of Raphael. Altogether, this exof the elements of thia cooteat our readers may tensive and complete collection is a mnaeum to rival
reckon on hearing a good deal. The prize poem, it the finest of its kind. It is rumoured that the
is underalood, the Cryatal Palace Company will Emperor Napoleon is in treaty to secure it for
publish ; but they need not expect to have the France, where it wonld certainly be placed to adpress on thia occaaion all to themselves. The judge a vantage.
TRANSPARENTEN.\XJ!:L PHOTOGRAPIIS
.-One
need scarcely count on a quiet time of it, for the
rest of their lives. There will be the usual appeal, of the latest noveltiea in photographic art that has
from their decision to posterity, no doubt. Our come under our notice, is aome specimens of transreaders, too, may be pretty sure that we shall have parent photugraphs from the establishment of
aomething to tell them on the subject of this con- .Measn. H. Squire and Co.: they are the invention of
test in our next nnmber.-A pleasant incident, and Mr. Glover, who has taken out a patent to protect
one that will be bought by no heart-burnings, has it. The substance on which the pictures are taken
been introdncecl into their Burns celebration by the is gla&1covered with a pure white enamel, the surmen of Ayr. At a public meeting held in that town, face cf which is slightly granulated by acid. One
it waa resolved to open a snbacription for the pur- of the great pecnliaritiea of these enamels is that
pose of presenting the nieces of Robert Burns, they are poaitivea either by transmitted or reflected
daughten of the late Mrs. Begg, with a gift in com- light. As transparenciea for a window or the stereomemoration of this centenary occaaion. Should the scope they arc very beautifnl : they are snsceptible
sum collected for the purpose exceed .£1000; the of taking transparent colours which increase their
committee are to have power to inveat any portion richness, and will bear waahing like a piece of
of the surplus for the benefit of any one or more porcelain. A portrait of a lady, among other speciother aurviving relatives of Burns whom they may mens submitted to us, is remarkable for its delicacy
tbiuk entitled to receive it. The admirers of the and purity of tone, as well aa for its life-like characpoet throughout the world are invited to co-operate ter, approaching most closely to a miniature on
in the promotion of this Cuud,and the ordinary aub- ivory. We understand that the proce&1of manipuseriptiona are limited to a pound on one aide, and a lating thcae photographs is both aimple and easy.
ST. PAUL'S CATHEDRAL.-0111'readers will reshilling ou the other. Special donation,, it seems,
made, in summer last, in
are nnrestricted ; and, not meaning any objection member that the 1111pcsl
to the scheme or its terms, but, on the contrary, the namo of the Bishop of London, and of the Dean
wiahing them all 111CCCS1,-we
cannot help observing, and Chapter of St. Paul's, for funds applicable to
that this seems to us a shrewd Scotch device for the purpose of fitting up the great metropolitan
getting at once the benefit of a limit and the benefit cathedral for special church services, contemplated,
in the first place, that what waa temporary and
ofnoue.
THE ART 07 PHOTOGRAPHY
has just been ap- incidental in this arrangement sbonld be executed
plied, by Messrs. Calde&iand Montecchi, to a mar- in such manner as would not impoveriah the
vellous drawing, by Turner, in tbe po&le88iouof effect o! the magnificent strncture,-and compreJohn Dillon, Eaq. ; the subject is "Westminster hended, in the next place, the larger object of perAbbey Chapel, North of the Choir," and the draw- manently embellishing the cathedral in harmony
ing bean, on one of the atooe slabs of the pavement, with the original views of its great architect, Sir
the inscription "William Turner, Nat"8, 1775." Christopher Wren. Whether regarded as II ChrisIt is an early work, and donbtleaa waa executed tian temple or aa a Christian tomb, this is one of
towards the close of the laat century, when the the mo&t interesting, as it is asauredly one of the
practice of this grent painter waa almost exclusively grandest, edifices in the world,-and in any country
confined ta architectural subjects, which, to judge bnt ours it would stand in an area a quarter of a
from this example, aa well as from -others we have mile square, and have laviahed on its interior all
aeen, were represented with the truth, aceuracy, and the reaonrcea of money and of Art . In England,
artistic expreaaion that cannot be aurpaaaed. We we shut it up in a brick-and-mortar case-through
which if aceident makea a hole and gives a glimp1e
have characterised this drawing aa "marvellons,"
and feel perfectly jnstified in applying the term to of its glorious proportions, we patch np the hole
it, for if the photograph had been taken from the again, and leave the curious to take its features
edifice itself, and under the moat favourable circnm- seriatim ;-and internally we surrender it to that
atancea for producing a pictnresque effect, the resnlt "cold, dull, and unedifying" nakedneu which may
conld not have been truer or more beautifnl : all the suit its character as a tomb, but derogates certainly
detail of the architecture ia moat delicately rendered ; from its character as a temple. This is our idioaynthe stains and the injuries which time and man have cracy : but, under proper treatment, idiosyncracies,
aingly or together left on columns and aculptnred indiridnal and na1.ional,wear themselves out; and
acreena and carved monument, are all here to teatify in the progreu of the changea that time brings, we
to the geniua of the artiat, and to his fidelity of are not without hope of one day seeing the cathedelineation. The photograph haa, we believe, been dral receive the full benefit of the eminence on
executed privately for Mr. Dillon, who purchaaed which it stands, aud show its broadside to the
the drawing at the sale of the late Earl Harewood'• river as boldly and uninterruptedly as it lifts its
dome to the sky. For thia, however, the time is
collection last year.
As regards some redemption of the maTHE C.t.XPA:l!.6.
COLJ.:&CTION,
IO long celebrated not yet.
for its interest and value, has recently been cata. jestic interior from its utterly neglected look, the
logued in a quarto volume, excellently arranged dean and chapter are doing what they can, and
and claaaified. The Etniscan and early Greek vaaea the biahop is backing them. A sum of £11,000
are without a rival for interest, beauty, and quantity; or £12,000, our readers will remember, was the
they number nearly two thousand apecimena, and amount originally aaked :-a very small 11U11, inwere obtained in the course of extensive excavationa deed, it would seem, to . have any difficulty in
in the ancient citiea and cemeteries of Italy. The raising for such a purpose in a metropolis like oun.
Greek and Roman bronzes are equally rare and fine ; The public should clearly understand, that for none
while the Etruscan and GrlllCo-Italian arms and of the objects contemplated are there any capitular
armour, are unrivalled in interest and beauty. revennea available. The dean and chapter, as the
R
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bishop points out, are all endowed on the reducecl ration; but she gathered up knowledge, and treaand limited acale determined by recent acts of sured it as only the blind can. Literature, to those
parliame:it. Wiant they have themselves cootri- who have all their faculties, and who are well-placed
butecl to that which has been already done, has in society, is a hard struggle, but what mnst it have
been from their own private resources. The been to the poor blind girl, in a remote Irish village I
bishop, therefore, again comes forward now to state After many trials, aud mucl1 doubting of her own
the case of the grent cathedral :-and we gladly powers, her poems made thllir way, and excited
considerable interest and astonishment. A small
give the aid of our columus to his appeal.
SIR JosJJUA REYNOLDS.-The great president volume, published in 1844, was seen by the beneappear8 to lose, wil h the lapse of time, and in the volent statesman Sir Uohert Peel, and he granted the
new and shifting lights of Art, no part of the pres- poetess a pension of £20 a-year. She was then
tige which 10 naturally belongs to him in the body comparatively young, and hoped to win her way to
which his name, more than any other single one, independence; but literature has failed her-not
makes illnstrions. A life of the great painter has altogether, but it is totally insufficient to the support
been a favourite exercise of such powers and leisure of her and her mother : to that beloved parent she
as succeeding academicians have had to spare from allows £18 a-year, and is now struggling in London,
their own immediate art : and it is said now, that with great difficulty, to maintain herself; bnt the
one of the most distinguished of the present body, stniggle is beyond her strength. Her character,
}Jr. Leslie, whose ability to wield the pen does not her industry, her talent, are without a spot : the few
remain to be proved by ita present occupation, is who know her respect her thoroughly; and a little
en~ed in writing a uew life of Sir Joshua Ueynolds. more than what abe makes would save her from the
FACSllllLE .. HA:!ILET
."-We told our readers cruel want nod anxiety that have eaten out the life
some months since, that the Dnke of Devomhire of many a gifted child of song. Were her pension
had rendered an important service to English lite- increased to £50 a-year, she would consider it
rature, by means of an interesting application of pho- "riches:" but while this is hoped for, sorely there
tography :-that process haviug been employed in the will be some who will " distribute of their wealth"
reproduction in facaimile, and to the extent of forty to her who has never seen the face of that" Nature"
copies,-liberallydistributed by him,-of the margin which, nevertheless, inspires her song. Mr . Fulcher,
copy of the first edition, quarto, of Shakapere's of 22, Mootpellier Square, Brompton, will answer
"Hamlet."
We see it statecl now, that the duke any questions concerning Miss Browne, and receive
is following up this good work by a facsimile of the any contributions that may be offered for her benefit.
THE N.tw ADELl'HI 'l'HEATU:may be cited u a
1604, quarto, edition of the aame play ; and has
engaged the services of Mr . J. Payne Collier in its most sncceuful example of a convenient and elegant
superintendence. The bnsineaa of collation will, of place of amusement, second only to the new Italian
course, be greatly asaistecl by this useful application Opera in the convenience of its arrangement&. 'rhe
of an art whose uses are developing themselves with act drop has been painted from a design bY.C. Stana rapidity that takes men by surprise . The second field, R.A ., and represents the elegant Greek bnildedition of the tragedy, now in process or being ing known u the Monument of Lysicrates, in the
reproduced, is a great enlargement on ita prede- midst of a lovely landscape enlivened by groups of
cessor of 1603,-and contains, olao, much that is dancers. This picture is surrounded by a deep
omitted from the folio of 1628. The folio, how- enriched frame. The ceiling of the house ia very
ever, contains passages which are not in this quarto chaste and elegant ; the lnnettee, apparently open to
of 1604 :-and a facsimile of the folio would seem, the sky,. are very happy in idea. It is matter 9f
therefore, to be a necessary complement to this surprise, where all is so good, how such a tastelcu
p;ood work. Everything that helps us to throw and unmeaning mass of confnsion as the front of the
light on thi~ great, though somewhat perplexed, upper boxes present&, could have originated : the
masterpiece of the world's master mind, is a boon ornament is without character or meaning, and conto literature,-and a most worthy employment of the trasts singnlarly with the good taste apparent everyresources at the command of men like the Duke of where else.
·
Ma. For.ET, R.A., has been honoured with a
Devonshire.
LATIKERPREACHtNGAT ST. PAtrL's Caoss.-A
commi11ion from the Queen to execute, in marble, a
picture th,11 entitled is now exhibitt'.d at Messrs. life-size bust of the late Viscount Hardioge, to be
Jennings, in Cheapeide. It is by Sir George Hay· placed in the corridor of Windsor Cutle. The preter, and is certainly, we think, the best of hie works; sent viscount has ordered a bronze statuette, of the
he appear8 to have bad his composition much better in large model size, from Mr . Foley's equestrian ~up
hand than that of his "Martyrdom," painted some ye81"8 engraved in our Journal this month. We rejoice to
ago. Aaingle glance at the picture snfficesto show the find t.bat, so far as a reduced copy of this noble work
careful research which has been exercised with a view will supply such a defiriency, the country will not
to perfect accuracy of impersonation, costume, and be without an opportunity of seeing and obtaining it,
incident. Latimer is in the act of exhorting a for there is little doubt that when the statuette is
numerons audience against the worship of the Virgin procurable there will be a demand for it: still, we
Mary. Immediately before him are the city autho- desire to have it in all ita grandeur in our highway,
rities-the
Lord Mayor, Treasurer, &c., bel1iod and hope there will be no relaxation of effort to
whom are the Captain of the Royal Body Guard, secure such a result. We presume the r.asting of
and his attendants ; and near these, as formiop; the bronze statuette will be entrusted to Mt:aars.
simple nnita of the congrep;ation, Cranmer, and Elkington, who so well executed the Jarp;er work.
Ridley. John Foxe, the author of "The Acts and =PORTRAIT OP HANDEL.-The Sacred Harmonic
Moonmenta of the Church," and John Rnsaell, the Society, already fommate in the p089e88ionof the
first Earl of Bedford, are sitting in the chamber of statue of Handel, by Roubillae, one of his earliest and
the pulpit celebrated as St . Paul's Cross, and best works, lias recently received'.a gift, from Lady
which stood at the northern aide towards the east Rivers, of an early portrait of the gm.t master of
end of Old St. Paul's Church, the entrance gate to sacred melody, by Denner. It is of mnch interest;
the Cheap; it is alluded to in public documents beiiag the identical portrait presented by Handel
dmiog the reigns of Henry III., the Edwards, to bis amanuensis Smith, as a testimony of regard,
Richard II., &c. The picture has much merit as a and has never passed out of bis family, Lady
work of Art, and is extremely interesting as au Rivers being Smith's grand-daughter.
epitome of the religions feeling of the time.
LANGBAll CHA:!IBERS.-These reunions are apFRANCESBROWNE,OP STR.\NORLANE.-We have pointed to be held at the Langham School upon the
seen a very eloquent letter in the Dail!f New,, plead- same principle as those of last year, the series tering the cause of the blind poetess, Frances Browne. minating with the sketching evenings. It is hoped
Hers is certllinly a case which callil for sympathy, t11ese meetings will become attractive from the
and the help which it is one of the happiest privi- number and interest of the works exhibited.
leites of wealth to be able to extend to those who are
THB N1:w FoRBIGN OFFICE: MR. Sco-rr AND
afflicted either by hodily suffering or by circom- Ma. J. H . PARKER..-ln his capacity of" President
etances over which they have uo control. Frances of the Oxford Architectnral Society," Mr. J. H.
Browne wu born at Stranorlane, in the county of Parker has addressed to himself, as the present imDonegal ; her father was the village postmaster ; personation of the venerable "Mr. Urban," of the
she lost her sight by the small-pox at the age of Gentleman', J,fagazine, a very clever and aeusible
eighteen months. Aa she grew up, her little letter upon the subject of the ,tyle of architecture
brothers and sisters nsed to read to the blind book- be.st suited for the new Foreign Office to be erected
loving child. Bums wu the first idol of her admi- by Mr . Scott . Mr. Parker has not repented of hia

Gothic antecedents likt Mr . Petit, and consequently
his letter is by no means an at.tempt to divert the
~ent Gothic architect from his own architecture
by a lecture u catkedr4 upon something else.
On the contrary, strongly approving the decision of
the government, that the new eclifice ahonld be
Gothic, and should be erect~d by Mr . Scott, Mr.
Parker still submits that the nieting condition of
the circumstances connected with the new Foreign
Office, leaves the architect free to recast his competition design lo any extent ; and he ur,tea on Mr.
Scott, that u his original design bad so much in it that
at once wu foreigu and was not English, he ought
to modify it very considerably before he determines
011 its actual adoption. Mr. Parker adds, that he by
no means desires to exclude foreign Gothic from
exercising an important influence upon the re-rived
and renewed Gothic of England; very far from this,
he demonstrates with much ability, though, perhaps,
with somewhat over-strained zeal (Mr. Parker has
been studying amongst the Gothic buildings of
France of late, and writiue; very nice papers abont
them iu the Arclu~o/o!lia), that it is from the
Gothic of the continent that our own revived style
mnst seek its moat perfect aspirations . Still Mr.
Parker urges, with equal justice and force, that we
ought to select for our authorities and guides 111cli
foreign examples as will harmonize the most happily
with the peculiarly English characteristica and
expressions of the sty le. In the case of the new
Foreign Office, accordingly, he earnestly invites the
attention of l\fr . Scott to what were once the" English Provinces of France," and particularly to the
public hospital at Augera, from which he believes
our own early English Gothic to have been directly
derived. We accept with mnch satisfaction Mr.
Parker's opinion, that the Gothic of France, of
En{lli4k France more especially, ought to be
thoroughly studied by our architects, while with
him, we also desire that the Gothic of Italy may
exerei~ the least po11ible degree of practical ioflu.
ence upon th.e rising architect ore of our day. The
Venetian Gothic may be all that Mr. Ruskin says of
it-for Venice: it is not what we want in England;
bnt in France we may find much that may be moat
valuable to us, when wrought up after being fused in
the English crucible.-We have much pleasure in
adding, that Mr. Parker's letter has been printed in
e.rte,uo by our able contemporaries, the B•ilder,
and the Buildi11g New,.
JOSIAHWEDGWOOD
.-Tardy justice is at length
to be rendered to one of the greatest men:who
rendered memorable "for all time " the eighteenth
century in England. A public meeting, at which
the accomplished Earl of Carlisle preiided, has been
held at Buralem to promote the great national purposeof recording national gratitude. The oceaaion
was at too late a period to enable us to treat the
subject,-which, asswedly, it will be our high prilege to do next month.
l\lR. T. J . HILL'S DRAWINGCLASSESPORC1vn.
ENGINEERS,ARCHITECTS,&c.-These classes are
held at l\fr . Hill 's establishment, Hi, Old Street,
City Road, for conveying instruction in architectnral
and mechanical drawing to all persona to whom
some experience in sncb departments of practical art
may be useful and valuable. The system pursued
appears to be generally sound, though we should be
disposed to suggest both a wider range of aubjecta
and a freer use of models. Mr. Hill has a yearly
exhibition of the works of his pupils, and the exhibition which hasjnst closed we viaited with great
satisfaction. Bearing in mind that de8ign was not
to be sought in these drawings, their merit consisting exclusively in accuracy and good manipulative
treatment, there were many examples that were
worthy of high commendation.
AT THE SOCIETYOP ARTS,on the 111th of January, M. Silvestre, a French writer npon Art, read
an interesting paper, in his own language, on the
English School of Painting.
MR. S. C. HALL.-Our readers will perceive that
this gentleman is about to deliver two Jeetureeoo
"t.beAuthors of the Age :" he terms them" WRI1TEN
PollTlL\ITS," and they will consist excluaively of the
"great men and women of the epoch" with whom he
has been personally acquainted. It will anffice for
ns to direct attention to the programme, and to say
that these memories extend over a period of more
than thirty-five ye81"8.
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the dreases of the figu1ea do not always belong to the
same period; for example, in the plate of ".Mr.
Brisk'a Courtship ended," the gentleman wears an
Elizabethan ruff and doublet; Prudence, when she
01t1GIXAL UxPl:nusHRD PAPERS 1LLt:STRATIVBcatechize, the boys, ii habited in a robe something
oF THE Ln-e OF Sm PBTBR PAUL Rt:nRN~, like that which the maiden a of ancient Rome are
AS AN Anns1· ASD A DtPLOllATIST. Edited supposed to have worn, and she is sealed in a chair
by w. NoRL SAII\SBUR\'. Published by such aa Cato, or '.any other Roman senator, may
B11ADB'CRY
& EVANS, London .
have occupied ; Greathenrt has a helmet of the old
This volume is the result of researches in the State Norman period, and a crusader's shield; and among
Paper Office of England, by one or the officials; 1md the rnbbuh Muckrake scrapes together is a copy of
may be receil·ed as 11 fair sample of the stores that the Times newspaper, a cruel satire on the "leadare still awaiting- the exploration of the historic ing journal of Europe," enough to call down its
student in that abundant and ecantily used mine. wrath on tlte unlucky artiat who had the audacity
Mr. Sainabun•, in his preface, notes the discouraging to perpetrate such a deed. These errors of dote
doubts of persona who knew the pursuit he wrut and costume should have been avoided, because
engaged in, and who kindly asked" what there could they serve to destroy the unity of idea and of time
be new to eay about Rubens." A. patient reae11rch that runs through the narrative.
and a volume of 400 pages afford an an1wer. The
series of documents, now for the first time printed,
abounds in intereet, and the interest is not confined PASU.GB8 FR0:11 THB POBM8 OF THOMASHoon.
Illustrated by the Junior Etching Club, in
to Rubens. We are furnished with a living picture
Thirty-four Plates. Published by E. GAllBAllT
of the age in which be li'l"ed, and the intellectual
pursuits of the higher classes: for the Appendix
and Co., London.
contains a very interesting corre«pondcnce relative With a well-meant desire to do honour to the
to tho famous Arnndelian collection,-" the father memory of Hood-the poet whoee writings have
Earl of Somerset's equal power to move his readers to laughter and to
of vertu in England,"-the
collection, the great Mantuan collection, &c. ; while wring tears from their eydida-the members of the
the notice« of Art and 11rtistsof the era, incidentally Junior Etching Club have undertaken the taak of
narrated, abound in details of much intere«t and illustrating some of the moat striking paeeages in
value. Throughout they give a ple11.11ant
impression his poema. The intention ia laudable ;-we wish
of the artists and their patrons. We find these mrn, it were in our power to add that the result of their
in times of singular civil and religioua disaenaion, labours ia commeneurate with their desire,; and
consoling themselves in their innocent and elevating thia it certainly is not. Apart from the design•,
pursuits : ardour on the part of the noble, open- which are of varied merit and excellence, the genehanded honour on the part of the artist . Art seems ral character of the prints i1 that of heavineaa and
to have been the refuge for the overtaxed mind of " woolline81." Some are over-elaborated, and,
the stateaman, and the artist the man whose friend- therefore, dark and ineffective ; others, again, mere
ship he could repose on BAfely. While one agent patches of black and white, without harmony; and
speaks of .ltubena's price,, u "demands, like the lawa others weak and unfiniahed. We are ,peaking of
of the Medes and Persians, which may not be them as a whole, but there are exceptions to these
altered," the English ambaasador ,peaks of him critical remarks . For example, Lord G. ~'itzierald'a
u "the prince of painters and gentlemen:" thus, "Bridr of Sighs" ia excellent, both in design and
though never wanting in courtesy and liberality he execution (it would have been better if the rays
still knew how to be true to hie own position and from the policeman's lantern, falling on the dead
value. This book sheds a new and clearer light woman, had been leas harsh at the edges) ; Mr.
on one great feature or Rubens's character, his power )lillais's subject, from tho same poem, is most
u a diplomatist; and to it we owe the peace with poetically conceived and admirablf rendered; Jd.r.
Spain, effected by his earnest aJent after Buckingham Luard's " Lay of the Labourer" is also excellent
wu aasa.sainatedby Felton. His ability wu rewarded u a compoaition,-painfully true, but not offective u
by KinJ Uthood, by Charles I., and by honours from an engraving, from monotony of tone; Mr. Keene'a
the Umversity of Cambridge. The account of his "Lee Shore" is open to the same observation ;
sojourn in England ia very minute and curioua; but " A Retrospective Review," by .Mr. Clark, is capital,
we think Mr . Sainsbury is quite mistaken in hie new perfectly Hoodish in character,.and 'l"ery delicately
fact-that Rubens was nearly drowned bv his boat etched; "Sigh on, Sad Heart," by Mr. Smallupsetting "in ahootin!l' London Bridge ." The letter field, is a real picture, powerful as a composition,
from which thia ia inferred warrants no such in- and u powerfully executed ; "In nights far gone/'
terpretation; Rubens was evidently not of the party. also by Mr. Smallfield, ia another that must be
A ,·er)' full account of the pictures painted by placed among the very best of the ,eriea. The
Rubens for the Banqueting House at Whitehall con- names that appear aa contributors to this work,
tains details entirely new; and the volume through- besides those alread)' indicated, are l,[eaara. Rosout ia a.valuable addition to our A.rt-literature.
siter, Tennie!, Carrick, H. Moore, Oakes, Solomon,
F. Powell, Gale, Barwell, Halliday, Severn, A. J.
Lewis, H. C. Whaite, J. Sleigh, H. S. Marks, and
'fHB P1LGRI»'s PROGRESS.Part the Second. With
Viscount Bury : moat of the118artieta are known to
Illustrations designed and etched by W. ll. have a strontt Pre-Raffaellitiah biu, which ii aeen
8coTT, R.8.A.
Published by A.. FULLARTON in these de11gns. We may just add, that a more
and Co., Edinburgh and London.
careful and lengthened examination of the etchinp
The l11teDavid Scott, an artist of original but rather thau we were able to give them when exhibited ID
eccentric genius, produced 1ome few years ago a the autumn of laat year at the French Gallery,
aeries of outline ,ketches illustrating thd first part forces an opinion upon us le88 favourable than that
of Bunyan'• "Pilgrim's Progreas."
They were we then formed, and expressed in the ..A.rt-Jour,ial.
published, and found many admiren among a claaa )loat of the etchings were then marked " unor indi•iduala who can appreciate talent in Art even finiahed ;" we think they would have been better
when exhibited in a 1tyle whioh modem taste, gene- had they remained so : many .Promising worka of
rally, ia diapoaed to decry. The volume before us Art are spoiled by having a "httle more" done to
is intended u a 1equel to the former, the illustra- them : we suspect thie to be the cue with the series
tions being by Mr. W. B. Scott, a brother, we be- from Hood's poems.
lieve, of the deceaaed artiat, whoao mantle, however,
has not altogether deaoended upon the living man,
so far, at leaat, u it mav have reference to these HOLBBIN'R DANCB 01' DEATH, Dy FRANCIS
Douc11, Esq., F.A.8. : also Hor .DBIN'e BIBLB
designs. One fact may, ·_perhapa, be advanced in
CuTB, With Introduction by THOXASFROG•
extenuation: Mr. W. B. Scott hu, evidently, not
NALL
Dmnur.
Published by H. G. BoHN,
been left quite a free agent in the matter, to follow
London.
his own imagination, the objeot of the publishers
being, as announced in the preface, to have the two Few, it may be aupposed, who have not a love for
aeries " similarly treated, both in thought and exe- the antiquities of Art, no !en than its curioaitiea,
cution;" and although this object is attained to are acquainted with Holbein'a singular det1ign1
1ome extent, it would be almoat an impoaaibility to known as the "Dance of Death," which w~re
find two artists whose thoughts upon any given brought before the public many years ago by the
subject are identical, especially if either of the two late Francia Douce, a learned antiquarian, who
happened to be one with a mind so singularly en- wrote a diaeertation on the several representation,
dowed u wu that of David Scott. With such a of the aubject. Mr. Bohn hu con1idered Douce'a
di.advantage hie successor h11.11
had to contend; and work of aufflcient interest to republish it in his
if his designs cannot take a foremost place, they "Illu1trated Library" aeries, and baa included in
are certainly entitled to come at no very great dis- the volume the ninety illustrations bearing the
They consist of title of" Holbein'a Bible Cuts," admirably copied
tan.ie after their predeceuors.
twenty-five illustrations, conceived and executed on wood by Mr. John Byfield and his Bister, Jd.iaa
with considerable imagination and spirit, but with Mary B}'field. These illustrations have not been
a feeling akin to the modern German achool, of circulated in England in a complete form since the
which Overbeck was the founder. We occasionally year 1649, when an English veraion waa published
meet with ~me anachronism, u regards coatume ; at Lyona, by Johan Frellon; a few appeared in the
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"Bibliographical Decameron," in 1821, which were
aelected for that work by Mr. Dibdin, who appenda
a few introductory remark& to the design, in the
volume before us. There hu always been some
doubt aa to the authorship of the drawings, though
they are, by almost univenal opinion, ascribed to
Holbein. Mr. Dibdin conaiders the originals were
executed in distemper, aa no well-authenticated
water-colour drawing ia known to hne been executed by Holbein when abroad, and that they
were produced before he quitted Buie for England,
in 1526: "I am willing to believe," the writer
..dds, " that the original blocka themselve«, like
thoae for the triumph, of the EmP.OrorMaximilian,
Mr. D1bdin ascribe« the
are Yl!T in exiatence."
earliest engravings from the "Dible Cuts" to
Liltzelberger, a native of Baale, and contemporary
with Holbein, who ia also supposed to have engraved the blocks of the " Dance of Death :''
these matters must, however, continue to be apeculative to a certain extent. The" Bible Cuts" seem
to ua to show a more general refined character as •
to compoaition and drawing than those in the
" Dance of Death ; " some of them are truly beautiful, and though in all there ii unmistakable
evidence of the peculiar condition of Art at the
period asaigned to them, we can see ao much to
admire in them u to welcome the volume which
Mr. Bohn's taste and enterprise have induced him
to publish.
CUllI06IT1B8OF LITBllATUllB. By ISAACDISB.Al!LI,
A New Edition.
Editecl, with Memoir and
, ChanNotes, by the Rittht Hon. B. D18B.ABI.1
cellor of Her MaJet1ty'1Exchequer. Published
by RoUTLBDG'R
& Co., London. :
We should fear to say how many editions this wellknow~ work of mac Disraeli h~ gone _through
since ~ta first appearance. We believe this to be
at leut the nineteenth, and to poaseaamore of the
requisites for modem readers than any of its J>redeceaaors. In one great feature-portability and cheapneu-it far outstrips them; in careful editing and
additional notes it certainly hu the advantage o'l"er
all. It waa at the conclusion of the last century that
the preliminary portions of these literary curiosities
were given to the world, and since then many of
their hints mir;bt be worked out more clearly. The
hiatory of the 1tudioua life of the elder Disraeli, contributed by his 10n, the present Chancellor of her
Majesty's Exchequer, ii such a record of the calm
career or a man of letters aa few could have the opportunity of studying, and fewer still be enabled to describe so feelingly and so well. Amid the fever of politica, we cannot help thinking that the Chancellor may
look back to hi.a own days of literary labour with a
pleasant regret, which has been more than once expreaaed by politicians w~o were born ~cholars•. That
his father'1 taates are h11, may be evidenced m the
labour he hu given to this edition of his works, and
the number of curious (acts picked up in out-of-the
way booka which occur in tlie nolea ao abundantly
spread through these volumes. '!'hey tell of extensive reading, and that not .restricted to an ordina!")'
library, but gathered from volumes that repoae m
"black letter" originality, and are only to 1,e found
in the librariet1 of curious collectors. In so diacur1ive a series of essays aa these volumes conaiat of, it
required an equally wide range over the field of
literature, and that our editor has taken. Such
laboura cannot be alwaya judged by the ordinar7.
standard; it ia a far more troublesome taak than 1t
seems. A. day's re«earch in a library to establish a
fact or date may only contribute a line to a volume 1
and, though of vital importance, make, but a email
show. These note« frequently display thia kind of
labour, but the7 add much to the value of the book.
We may note ID particular those on "the hero of
We
Hudibraa," and "the biographers of Heylin."
cannot do more than point to these and many others
scattered throufh the volumet1 e'l"idencea of the
value of this edition, which ia to be followed by the
works that were the matured labour of the elder
Disraeli's profound and peculiar acholanhip 1 and
which have never hitherto appeared in an uniform
series.

aa:

OLDTB!tTAJIUINT HISTORYILLUBTB.ATBD
:-A. Series
of Designs by an English Artist about A.D.
1310. Drawn from a Manuscript now in the
Old Roni Collection, British Museum, by
A. H.
WB8TLAXB. Published by .11.ASTBBS,
London; PARKBB,Ox.ford.
The brief title above given ia all the history appended
to a series of lithographic copies in outline of drawing11to be found in a remarkable manuacript now in
the British Museum, and generally known u Queen
Mary's Psalter 1 from the circumatance of its having
been presentea to her in October, 1553, by one
Daldwm Smith, who obtained it from some persona
about to carry it abroad. The cover of the book ia
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supposed to have been embroidered by that Queen's
own hand . The volume ie abundantly illustrated
by delicately-executed pen drawings, slightly wuhed
with shadows and tints. The first aixty-five leavN
are occupied by drawings illustrative of the Old
Testament, which Mr. Westlake has copied, and
a few he has now publiehed.
He should moat
certainly have prefaced hie labours with an account of the manuscript; and he has not even
given the preae-mark, to enable any one to idenilly the book at all. His copies are minutely
and truthfully rendered, and there may be a suffloient number of antiquaries who may care to have
them, but they must necessarily be restricted to a
few, for the larger number of peraona will strongly
object to the outre and indelicate rendering of early
1eripture hietory, which might be tolerated .in the
fourteenth, but will not be in the nineteenth century. The scenea depicting the actions of the Firat
Peraon of the Trinity, the Fall, and the Expulaion
of Adam and E,.e, few peraona in the present day
-eancontemplnte with agreeable feeling.
P.A.DITINOPOPULARLYExPLAI!lllD: with Hietorioal Sketches of the Progreae of the Art. By
T. J. GULLICK,Painter, and J. Turns, F.S.A.
Publiahed by KBNT & Co., London.
There ii a very large maaa of historic aud practical
information compreaeed into thie little volume, the
joint production of two writen, one of whom baa
made himself well-known by several excellent works
of a popular and instructive character . Of Mr .
Gullick, who writea "painter" after hie name, we
as yet knew little; but that is no reason why he
ehould not have.at leaat a theoretical knowledge of
Art, and it ia juat u probable he haa a thorough
practical acquaintance with it, though the world is
ignorant of hie doinr.
What share each writer
respectively has had ID the authorship of this book
it 11 impossible to say, but the result of their laboun ie a work that may be ad,·11ntageoualy consulted. It treats of the various methods of painting in fresco, oil, water-colour, :and all other
nhiclee used by the anriente and modems ; of
painting in pottery, porcelain, enamel, ~laaa, &c.
It is a book of practical teaching, compiled from
the beet authorities, and brought down to our own
day, explaining in concise and intelligible language
the proceaeea and material, employed in the art of
Much may be learned, even by those
painting.
1rho fancy they do not require to be taught, from
the careful perusal of this unpretending but comprehensive treatise.
CHILDBH.6.ROLD'8PILORUU.OB. By Lo:anBYRON.
Illuatrated with original aketchee. Publiehed
by JORN HuRR.A.Y,London.
We may claaa this edition of what we consider
B1.ron'a finest and most beautiful poem among the
gilt-books of the season. It is richly arrayed in a
coTering of green and gold, and is profusely ornamented internally with an infinity of woodcuts,
drawn by Mr. Skelton, and engraved by Mr. J. W.
Whymper and .Mr. J. Cooper. Very many of the
aubJects have, if we remember rightly, appeared u
engravings on ateel or copper, in former edition, of
the poet'• works, but they bear repenting in another
form, and with the new additione they constitute a
very elegant volume.
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A HISTORY OF THB BRITISH Ell.PIR'B IN INnu.
By E. H. NOLAN, Pb . D. With llluatrations
on Steel. Parta XVIII and XIX . Publiahed
by J. 8. VIRTUE,London.
This well-written and comprehensive history, which
ia publiahed in monthly numben, oontinuee to be
ieaued with undeviating regularity. 'fhe former of
the two parte now on our table brings down the
annal, of the once-powerful Mogul Empire to the
death of Aurungzebe, at the oommencement of the
Jut century, an event which terminated the moat
brilliant epoch of ita hietory. Dr. Nolan continues
hie laboura by a review of the Mohammedan period .
This work, when oompleted, will form a valuable
addition to the library . It i, a narrative of more
than especial interetlt to every Engliahman at this
particular period, now that the oountry to which it
refen hu become an inte~l
part of the British
EmP,ire, under the immed1&te 10,·ereignty of our
:o:.:e:nornms.
Published by ARTHUR
HALL, VIRTUB& Co., London .
"rom Browne ... ia . already the parent of many
chtldren; but while ID the full strength of animal
life, be ia atill " head or the family ." 'fhe " Foster
Brothen" hu a higher_ nature than its progeni-
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I ton.
We congratulate
lie on the appearance

the publiaben and the pub-1
of tbia vigorous and honest
volume·; the sketches of school and oolle e life are
but too faithful; and though the "tag" of the story
ie u old aa can well be, and has been " used up" by
nearly every noveliat, yet here it develops character in a new manner-and
in a way we hardly
think the author intended.
Hie leaning ii c,·idently democratic; yet the tide of bravery and
honour aets full in for the aristocracy! We cannot,
however, agree with the young noble that ho waa
right in palming a living lie upon the public-one
whose weotkneaeand folly rendered him "not aufflciently strong for the place;" for if richea bestow
luxury, they alao have their reaponeibility, and our
hero aacrificea hie duty to hie 1Dclination; but we
repeat he had no right to do this. The righteously
rich are Gon's aeleoted almoners .
The conclusion ii worked up "glorioualy :" we
could ourselves have cheered, and thrown up our
cnp, for the senior wrangler of St. Donifaco.

PORTB..UTOF ROB'BRTBURNS. Engraved by w.
BoLL, from a Drawing lly A. 8KlllVINO. Published by BLACKIB& SoN, Glasgow; E. Gu1BART& Co., London.
This print aptieara 1'ery opportunely-just
at the
time when it 11 proposed to do especial honour to
the memory of the 1:!cottieh poet : and a very admirable portrait it ie, beaming with manly beauty,
intelligence, and vivacity, the imperaonation of a
man endowed by nature with no ordinary gifLt.
Skirving, the artist, lived in Edinburgh toward,
thu cloae of the last century, and wu intimate with
Burne : hie portraita were always executed in
crayons; this one of hie friend and companion ie in
red crayons on tinted paper, and waa 10 fuourite a
work of the artiet'a that he would never consent to
part with it, nor with another, that of the late
John Rennie, the eminent engineer. On the:death
of Skirving both portraits were purchued by Mr.
Renni,, and are now in the poaaeaeion of his son,
Mr . George Rennie, who haa allowed the" Burns"
drawing to be engraved. .Mr. Holl seems u if he
had worked at it con amore, so delirate, yet firm
ii the manipulation, ao refined, yet vigoroua and
artistic, is ill general expreaeion. Skirving'a picture ahows only the head and a small portion of the
shoulders. In order to give the subject a more
complete form, .Mr. Holl haa collied into hi(work
the remainder or the bust aa given in Naamyth'a
well-known portrait.

Meean. Black have mnde a mistake in resuscitating
them from what we had thought was their final
sleep. Thie ie not the kind of literature which
children of the preaent day are accustomed to have
placed in their handa, nor ie it deeirable that they
ahould have it, though we are fnr from wishing that
the young mind ehould be always perJ>lexing itaelf
witli the myateries of Nature and Science-the
numerous owgie, of all kinda . A little fancy and a
little romance, if of a healthy sort, mny profitably
be added to the more 80lid intellectual food provided
for our boye and girle, who will tl1rive the better
for a change of diet. Park's travela are intereeling; but 80 much more ie now known of the
country he travened than ii to be found in hie
adventures, that the geographical information he
gives ia of oomparathely little value concerning
the preaent state and condition of the interior of
Africa.
STUDIESFROM.THB GRBA.Tlu8TER8. Engraved
and Printed in Colours by W. 1)1cKBS. With
Prose llluatrationa. Parts 1 to 4. Published by
HAMlLTON,ADAM8& Co., London.
We cordially welcome this attempt to render popular
the pictures of the great masters of Art, although
there is ample room for improvement in the manner
in which aome of the copies are produced,-eo far,
that is, 88 relates to the drawing of the figures,
which, in aeveral inatancee we could point out, ia
unexceptionably bad : Correggio'a "Holy Family"
ie a notable example. Now if Art ia to instruct u
well u to please, such erron u this ought to be
most carefully avoided, otherwise the main object
which abould guide those who aaaiet in making Art
popular i, defeated. The selection of aubjecta in
th1&serial, so far 88 it haa yet extended, ie morked
by judgment and sound discrimination: the first
four part.&--each contains two engraving.-inelude Guido'a "Ecce Homo," Reynolda'a "Infant
Samuel," Heae' "Chriat Blessing Little Children,"
Stothard'& "Schoolmietreae," Guercino'a "Christ
Entombed," Murillo'• "Spanish Flower Girl,"
Spada'e "Prodigal Son," and the "Holy Family"
by Correggio. 'l'hey are well printed ID colours,
from metal platea, we believe. The remarks which
accompany each picture combine biography and
description, and are written carefully and in a spirit
of wholesome teachableneaa.

AN:IICDOTBS
OF Doos . By EDWARDJusa, Eeq.
Publiahed by H. G. Bomr, London.
VlllIT 01' A LoNDON ExQUISITB TO HIS MAIDEN Mr. Jeaee baa publiahed another edition of hie justly
AUNTSIN THB COUNTRY.llluatrated by THBO, popular " Anecdote& of Dogs" --considerably enPubliahed by W. KBNT & Co., London.
larged. He baa adopted a severe line of Pope's 88 hie
With every deaire to aid a neophyte in Art, we can motto-" Histories are more full of examplee'of the
ecarcely congratulate Theo on h11 first appearance fidelity of do~tban
of friends." We Wllh our race
in public. Hie design ie an ambitious one, ~ut 88 would prllf'e this to be a libel. No matter how uglv,
yet hie wings are not sufficiently strong for the how curriah, how ferocious a dog is, he ii alwa,·s
flighti nor hie mind 80 trained 88 to be able to dis- faithful. .Fidelity is hie peculiar attribute; he cann"ot
tinguish between real wit and comio feeling on the be enticed from his master-he will starve with
one part, and vulgariem, or, at least, common-place him, die with him, but he will never leave him.
idea, on the other. The" Exquieite's Vieit" can- Cruelty may force him to keep out of hie wny, but
not for an instant rank with similar works from the it will not compel him to fonake his tyrant. The
pencils of Seymour, Doyle, Phiz, and John Parry. only human quality that approaches the fidelity of
The idea ie good, and ia susceptible of much more the dog to man, ie the love of woman.
than the artiet hu carried out. He haa talent
Mr. Jesse treats this subject conam1Jre.
He gathered
which, by careful study of drawing, and humour these anecdotes together, not ao much to please the
which, under the influence of greater refinement of public u to pleue himself . Be desired thnt the
feeling and better taste than hu ahowa here, may be world should know and esteem hie four-footed
turned to a profitable and agreeable account. At friends aa he knew and eeteemed them ; hie subject
present hie succeaa is by no mean, commensurate pew upon him, and the longer he waa engaged upon
with the labour he has expended on hie work.
1t the better he liked it : hia earneatneM wins where
a oolder biographer would fail to interest. The
illustrations are numerous, but very unequal in
SCRAPSAND8KBTCHB8.By GBOROBCRUlltSIUNX. merit. Some of the dogs are faithfully drawn and
Part I. Publiehed by KaNT & Co.,London.
superbly engraved-other prints have been already
A reieaue ol the inimitable humorous sketches worn out in the service, and ought to have been rewhich many years ago made the name of George touched before they were suffered to appear again
Cruikshank ao popular with thote who find amuse- before the public .
ment in fun and laughter. Bia prolifio etchingneedle is lo,ingly at home with the droll aide of
nature, and we all know what abundant material a THB PuOTOORAPHICTBACH'BR, By 0 . WHARTON
SnosoN.
Second Edition.
Publiahed by
kindred spirit will see, or fancy it sees, u he
:H. SQUIRB& Co., London.
Journeys through life. The first part of the re189Ueie filled with the " Illustration, of Time :" it The demand for a second edition of this little
has come very opportunely to wile away, very manual, which we noticed on ita firat appearance a
agreeably, half an liour of our present long winter abort time since, baa given the author an opporevenings by the family fireside, or in the midst of tunity of making some important additions to it:
a goodround circle of young visitors.
these consist of a description of the method of transferring collodion film from glaaa to leather; 80me
remarks on negatives by positive proeeaa, followed
TnATBLSIN THI! INTERIOROFAFBICA. By MuNOO by others on vignette pliotographa and chromo'"" PARK.-GULLIVIIR'S TnA,"111.8.-THB CABTLB photographs ; and an explanation of the method of
' 01' OTRANTO
.-BARON MuNCHAUSBN. Pub- producing transparent enamel photographs.
The
lished by A. and C. Bu.cx, Edinburgh .
great value of this" Teacher" 11 that it embodies
We have put these work, under a general heading, all which, aa it seems to ua, ii neceaaary to be known
because tliey all are iaaued by one publishing firm ; npon the practice of the art, and expreaea ita
teachinga in the moat simple language.
but aurely, with the exception of the flnt-named,
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English landscape, was the son or a dissenting Dissenting minister at Henley-upon-Thamesof
a few years hence : and there, clasped round
the waist, or leaning over their sturdy brothers'
thoughtful boy, scornful or his Dilectus, as shoulders, are the four girls (forming a pretty
decidedly born to be hung. How often the family picture), if one could keep out of view
tree or knowledge that the boy-genius is seen the black hands clawing round the circle, longclimbin~-looking for fruit-is mistaken by ing to snatch away some one of the happy
blind friends for the gallows tree !-that choicest band. Mary has forget-me-not eyes, not a
tree in the devil's nursery garden, growing so doubt of it; Susannah, the loving, anxious
near the suicide's tree, and the old hollow tree look of the future mother; Sarah is comel,r
the miser hides his gold pieces in.
and kindly ; and Elizabeth.- Well, to all this
It was a happy day for Art when the old circle of eighteen bright eager eyes t.he old,
cautious father-who was looked upon with a neat-dressed father, with the trim white ruffle
sort or dread by the Suffolk people, sup- frills rouud his fiue-made hauds, tells the old
posed to be in tlie habit or carrying a pistol favourite sto']-the
more relished because
Lo:ocoo1<,
Muca l, 1859.
and a dagger about him, and who was certainly every turn an contrast is expected-how, one
- - - -- - --known to be able to use the small-sword with night driving'his cart, with a keg of smuggled
both hands-followed the truant son, and brand.Yin it, hidden under samples of Coventry
GAINSBOROUGH IN GREEN LANES. found him, not robbing orchards or snaring shrouds (then his monopoly in Sudbury, the
rabbits with Hogarth's idle apprentices, but old town of the Flemish weavers), dark against
quietly seated on a bank, drawing a cluster of the full moonlight rode up a revenue officer,and
BY O. WALTER THORNDURY,
.&.tJTBOROJ' "J,RT AM> 11'1,TrJla AT non
.u,o .lBBO.&.D,"ETC. flapping dock leaves, dull green above and asked with a threatening voice, as if exulting
woolly white beneath, copying them, rib in a capture, what he had in that cart ? "l'll
and stem, and purple thorny flower, as if show you," said pater: and slipping on a long
YE July day, when the bee obeying some irresistible command to do so. white shroud, stood, tall and erect, in the
was asleep on the pur- Yesterday, the good old crape merchant and vehicle, much to the consternation of the officer,
ple cushion of the thistle- smuggler of Coventry shrouds said,-when who, thinking he had met a party of resurrec.flower, and the yellowing he found those letters to the schoolmaster, tion men and a resuscitated corpse, rode off as
corn was in a wanderin_g, " Give Tom a holida~," forged for future if a highwayman were behind him.
drowsy, yet restless stir, truant use, and hidden m the cavity of a warmNow come in faster and faster-no longer
I rambled out to see ing-pan,-shakin~ bis old grey head, "Tom to be hid in warming-pans or under bedif any fragment of Gainsborough's will be hanged ; ' but now, when he steals valances - drawings of hedge-rows, beside
landscape-world still remained un- home, not disturbing the patient little uncon- the river Stour, that curves like a glitterwashed away by the fell deluge of scious fellow in the old-f1U1hioned
Tommy and ing sabre-blade among the Suffolk meadows
time. I looked in vain for the frail, Harry coat, and finds in nooks and chinks or and gently swelling uplands ; or willowed
liquorice-coloured trees and the fre- his bedroom all sorts of sketches or stumps fields, where the wild duck squatters and the
quent market cart, the contemplative of trees, stiles, sheep, shepherd-boys cutting heron booms; of patient, suffering donkeys,
peasant, with his eyes all white, and the sticks, and bird-boys plying their clappers, he whose passion is to pitch the octave perfectly
playful children; so I pierce deeper into the rubs his old hands and chuckles,-" I was correct; of do~ and children-brown children,
fields,where the silken barley is in a coquettish wrong; Tom will be a genius." Tom pre- on whose cheeks the red and shadow mingle as
ftutter, and the wind goes plou~hing (with a sently wanders in with his satchel, secretly in a Catherine pear, "the side that's uei:t the
shadowy plough) through the frightened and triumphant, with such sly landscape notes in the sun ;" of Darnons and sleeping Musidoras.
bending ranks of the elastic corn. I push pocket of his little sky-blue Sandford and Merton
It was about this time that the handsome
through a hedge, shaking the hoarded tear- coat ; he is met full butt by father (0 crimini.') young Suffolk genius, hid in a rustic summerdrops from the wild-rose lachrymatories : see, with the warming-pan, and fifty "give Tom a house at the leafy end of his father's Sudbury
the wind rises, and patches of blue break holiday" forgeries are emptied at his feet. orchard, took the flying likeness of a rogue
out like forget-me-nots amid the great snow- He is, with downcast head, in all the panic whom he saw climb a Jar~nel tree, and who
drifts of white eastern cloud. The lark is and colic of excuses, trying to appear like ran away at sight of the pamter in ambuscade.
silent now, and gone to sleep deep in the corn. truth, when the old Sudliury clothier makes a The man afterwards, as Mr. Fulcher records,
Sorry that our search has been in vain, we swoop at his son, drops the pan, and kisses him denied the offence, till the boy, laughingly,
return to our country garden ; there, too, we. till he is as red as a coal. Henceforward the ftashed out the portrait of "Tom Pear-tree,"
find him not : but there I enter ~n, tho~h instinct to reproduce nature, though no longer andJroved the offence beyond denial. It was
a fallen man, into Paradise, and joy, music, a delicious forbidden desire, to be followed as · the eighth commandment had suddenly
perfume, weave for me a triple cord of plea- with a half-guilty stealth, is a glory and a pride appeared ruliricked over the four walls. Long
sure. I watch with all the delight of a poet- to him. Then, after wl, he was not a dunce, afterwards, when the painter, in embroidered
nat•.ll'aliat--dim and feeble as my eyes are now and he will be a painter, as nil in Sepulchre suit, was reproducing on his canvas the dazzling
becoming, dried up over books, my face Street, in the parish of St. Gregory, Sudbury, loveliness of Mrs. Graham, who still queens it
bleaching with the reflection of white pagesSuffolk,acknowledge;and as the clergymanuncle in bis unfading colours, that quaint first porthe wild robber humble-bee flying bullet- (mother's side) and fat.her's dissentmg kinsmen trait of the rogue, in whose features, longing
swift to the rose's bleeding heart, or loading confess, this bright May day, in the good year and fear, insolence and temerity, were pleahimself with a rich booty of gold-dust from 1739. Now his uncle, who keeps the gram- santly mingled, hung over the fire-place, bringthe lily's deep-mouthed silver chalice. As for mar-school, will no more ftog him for scratch- ing back breezes from the orchard violet-bank,
the lime now in flower, it is a fountain of ing figures on the benches, so oft' he goes to and sifting gales of summer air through the gay
music-the foster-nurse of black swarms of cut a caricature of the worthy man on the Pall Mall House.
singing bees, who drone all day with an angry school wall, where it still remains. So it is,
We who know how an old yellow letter somelove. The roses are pouring m crimson cata- ila tJita, we go, but the shadows remain. This times serves as a raft to ftoat us back quick over
racts from gable to basement, and even the very night, after a short but bitter dose of the sea of past time, can understand why Gainsstray leaves flood the lawn witb. vagrant sweet- Cresar,-sentences that seem to be words of borough hung up that crab-tree, knotty head,
ness. Torrents, red with the light of dawn, command, such quick, strong pistol-shots they and kept it as carefully as if it had been a talis~ur the roses, and I sing in irrepressible nre,-the little painter will be taken upon the man. The lives of most men divide into a
JOllityknee or that fine old man, his father-a great dioramic series of pictures, and now, leaving
man in the Sudbury wool halls-and will, as the old resolute merchant-father, scheming
A spangle dew Is on the web,
The pearl drop's In the rose,
a treat, after being seriously warned never to Jack, the corbelled and gabled houses of Sud0 oenr a morn like thla was born
forge other men's names, lie told the stories bury, with all the well-knowncowslip meadows,
For tbc Illy-bud to unclose.
or how he (pater) went to Holland, and saw the where grave kine philosophise in Brahmin
The purple pansy's velvet soft,
canals, and the gardens, and the tulips, and quiet, and where the ~tour flows on p~t
The swan's egg golden sweet,
The high cherry la ripe !or the birds who pipe,
the palace in the wood near the Hague, and wood and tower, farm, nver, church, and mill,
And the atnr.wberry 'a red at our feet.
the great picture of the Bull, by Paul Potter the promising boy goes up to the great brick
But this will never do : so determining to (he bas to tell the last part twice). Was Babel, to lodge at a silversmith's house, to
work out that special secret or the beautiful the bull chestnut, or black, or chocolate ? All practise etching with Gravelot the engraver;
that the Suffolk painter discovered, I set to the nine children sit round him. Jack the to visit St. Martin's Academy, where Hogarth
work at some old notes of mine upon his land- schemer, a mechanical genius ; Robert the had studied ; and finally, to enter the studio
scapes, and sit down under my hawthorn-tree scapegrace,who will elope with a poor beauty ; of Ho~h's
friend, Hayman, the rival of
tent to write the following.
Mathias, who is shortly to die by an accident Cipriani and Laroon, a riotous fellow, who
Gainsborough, our first English painter or with a dinner-fork; and Humphrey, the scientific liked the clash or swords at a tavern, and who
in Suffolk, and the grandson of a
THE ART-JOURNAL. clothier
schoolmaster, who looked upon the truant,
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patronised Fi~, and the Duke or Cumber- terfl.ies,that seem to have broken loose from manner-introduced the portraits of his two
daughters; called it " The Return from Harland's protlge, Broughton, whom Hogarth the shop of some magicianjeweller.
drewwrestlingwith death. Hayman decorated One of these days-over a world of the said vest ;" threw in a quiet sunset effect,and sent
Vauxhall, where Walpole used to be seen, waggons, white horses, children, and other it Wiltshire as a present, believing it " the
and was a sworn bolllc companionof Quin, sketchinglandscapefurniture-the real sun rises best thing he had executed." All kindwho could find no stronger epithet of p_raise as it can only rise oncein any man'slife. A Miss nesses shownhim-theatre tickets, or musical
with which to express liis delight at Rich- Burns, sister to one of his father's commercial treats-he repaid with pictures. All this time
mond Hill, than that it was a " perfect haunch, travellers,wishes,or is wished(whocan findout when he is burning to get out of " the face
by heaven!" A gross, fat-eyed actor was which?), to sit to the genius. Genius's eyes way"-" the simple portrait way"-that deQuin, but still a good actor, and a witty man. kindle, and her likeness appears suddenlyin lights that lean, witty, fickle Horace Walpole,
While Gainsboroughwallowed in the mire of three places at once-outside on his canvas, who goes about, jott~ his Academycatalogue,
Covent Garden vice-pools,in company with and inside in his brain and heart. He mar- G. is raving about music, and trying to paint
cheating picture makers, picture destroyers, ries the pretty Scotch girl, the natural daugh- a full-lengthof Shakspere,with a queer notion
framesellers,and such Art changelings,Wilson, ter of tlie Duke of .Bedford,who the old "of showingwhere that inimitable poet h11.d
red-nosedWilson,wasin London,foundingEng- servant declaresto be handsomerthan Madam his ideas from, by an immediate ray darti"{I,
lish landscapeson his garret windowviews,and Kedlington,the belle of Sudbury,and sets up, down upon l,u eye, tur11edup for /1,epurpose,'
Reynoldsre-discoveringthe art of portrait paint- humbleand happy, in a little house in Ipswich, as the painter says in a letter to Garrick, who
ing in the studio of Hudson, that ingenious W olsey's city, which is washed by the Orwell, wanted it for the 1769 jubilee. Luckily, he
creature who had been known to paint a man the stately river that Chaucer and Drayton rubbed out "the eilly smiling thing," or we
should have had a poet apparentlycau~ht in
with one cocked hat on his head and another took a note of.
A slight unpleasantnesswith a rich squire, his eye by the hook of some angel fly-fishing
under his arm. Hogarth at this time (1742), a
few years before Culloden drank so deep of who sends for us and bores us with long enu- from an upper cloud.
We dehght in all the stories of this impulbrave blood,was founding the English genre merations of broken windows, mistaking us
school,and paintini those great moral satires, for painters and glaziers,b1~ us pupils, and sive and versatile man ; of his buying Giarin which his age lies embalmed for us. But especiallya son of that Mr. Kirby, whosehook dini's violin,which he never could stretch, and
none of these wisebuildersknewon what foun- on perspectiveHogarth playfullyillustrated.
Abel's viol de gamba, which he could not
More vill:ige spires now to p&int,pointing finger. We can see him begging the Welsh
dations they were working; and it was with
them as with those ~t
men of historv who silently and unswervinglyto heaven; more harper to sell him his harp, and purchasing a
plant acorns, not tlunking of the future oak- sheep and dogs ; more red-jacketedmen riding hautboyto rival that blackbird,FIBCher. We
trees that from those small germs will arise sideways on grey chargers; more sunbrown have seen him (in our mind's eye, Horatio)
to shelter nations under their outstretched girls and boys, warming themselvesby cheery sketch the "Blue Boy "-afterwards a distinleafy wings.
cottage fires. Instead now of the Stonr's guished ironmonger,-and then rush up to try
Bright eighteen comes: the young painter antlered pollards and suicidal willows,its fair the Vandyketheorbo he has just bought of the
of man's face and nature's face, takes rooms in green pastures and red cows,alwaysin a rumi- bearded Germanprofessorhe found dining in a
Hatton Garden,and, in that murky, tepid air, nating doze, G. has the broad Orwell, black garret on a pipe and some roastedapples. No
models clay fi~
of animals, paints five- with colliers,and bright with boats, beaming· wonderhe lireatheda divinelight into the eye
guinea portraits, and gives away landscapesto along betweendimplinghills, woods,and Eng- of Fiseher's portrait. No wonderhis delighted
dealers, indignant and grumbling at the pre- lish homes.
brushdweltonthe chestnutglowof an old Stradsent. But thls will never do : forests of red
It is only for the panoramic effect we hint narius, and knew how to fleck the bright light
chimney-pollsinstead of mossy Suft'olkbeech at the patronage thrust upon Gainsboroughby on the mellowrim of a hantboy. No wonderthe
trunks and slender birches, striped and zoned that insolent, wrong-headed man, Governor painter,usuallyso sketchy,engravedwith carewith cestnses of silver; grinning " slav1s" in- Thicknesse,of Lancfguard Fort, who, amused ful dark letters the maker'snameon the painted
stead of roee-bloodedSudburymaidens! Where by the wooden figure of a man leaning over piano. No wonderhe gave ColonelHamilton
shallI learn the warmsketchycolour,the playful the J?ainter's garaen wall, commissionedhim a picture for pla:yingto him witchingl_y
on the
har.pyhandling; wheresee the tranquil peasant to pamt King Georgein the royal yacht, being violin,and Mr. NollekinsSmith "a pmch " of
children, the market carts, the meditative saluted by tlie river fort.
a dog's head, because he seemed, as a boy, to
cows? Not here-not here in the garden of
But we, who want to sketch Gainsborongh's like fiddling. We need no print to show him
the dancing chancellor,now disenchantedand landscape genius, and what be did and did not us bowingaway with reversedwig at a violinturned to stone. Not here; but far other- do for English nature-its Paradise hedgesof cello, or blowing his brains out through a
where-out in Suft'olk,where the poppiesbum flowers, its crumbling gravel-lanebanks, and blunderbnss-monthedhautboy.
in lines of fire through the corn, that for miles its hair-brush stubbles, &c.-mnst bear him
We recall him-as in a statue, so firm and
round is in a golden boil; where the trees drip away from his Ipswich music clubs and coun- sharp istbe outline-in a room,the sides heaped
with liquid pearl o' mornings, and the lark try gentlemen's houses, where, from living with canvases,the comers stacked with flntea
soars up to dwell alone in rejoicingprayer, the beauties, he studies the grace of motion and and violins, standing, with his brushes, two
rapt hermit of the autumn-sky, thanking God the poetry of commonlife, to Bath, were Bean yards long, painting for ho\U'S a day, or
all day for the gracious lavish blessing of his Nash,old andfeeble,stillpotters about,the ghost in the evening at Hampstead, refreshing
yellowharvest.
·
of the once regal master of ceremoniesand his eye at the twilight window, or by lampSo out comes the rusty valise; we cork up emperor of the Pump Room-the butterfly light near his wife, sitting drawing leafy
the sticky, dusty varnish bottles; rinse the monarch,whosewinking bust there stood be- lanes, up to the knees in sketches, thrown
sheaf of coloured brushes in turpentine; slap tween those of Pope and Newton.
under the table as waste.
canvases together, first looking, like a be- Gainsboroughtakes a house in the Circus,
Or shall we take him later, gay in a rich
witched man, at our last portrait; slice off the and raises his prices to a hundred for a whole suit of drab, ~Id-laced, painting Steme, Chatwet crimson, and the lirother indigoes and length. Quin he paints, and Lord Clare, and terton, Richardson,or Johnson, and snatching
chromes, from our dark mahogany palette ; Mr. Medlicott, a ~y cousiu of Miss Edge- moments to hug his violin under his chin ; or
throw down some silver ransom to tlie sable worth ; and he beglllBto send to the Academy with a bit of clay from the beer-barrel, or a
landlady,who thinks we are doing a foolish generalsridi~ in scarlet grandeurthrough oak lump of wax from the candle, to model the
thing; mount the Suffolk highflyer, and, de- woods; Garnck's portrait, " the best ever headof that beautiful singer, Miss Linle;r,who
fying highwaymen,bowl off to our old Suft'olk painted" of the mercurial Staffordshireman ; has just charmed him at a concert, and who
nest. 'l'he unluckyportrait AldermanChitter- and that of the Duke of Argyleand Lord Ver- Sheridan is shortly to crack bottles and shed
ling would not pay for, and that we ran our non's son. Gainsborough must have been a blood forP
sword through, wishingit were the said alder- blunt, proud, independent, trusty, warm, and
between the
But not regarding the 11.uarrels
man, who is a globular man, we leave, with a thoroughlylovableman. The Suft'olklabourers independentpainter and his exacting, and selnoaelessVenus cast and a Miss Biffintorso, as had always stories to tell of his kind deeds fish,and insolent patron, who, not content with·
keepsakesfor Mrs. Griper, the landlady-bless when he took a fancyto their cottages,thatched selling the artist a viol de garnha for one
her!
with green sponges of moss,or to their little hundred guineas,worries Gainsboroughabout
After all, landscape is our fork, and we Ganymedes of sons. Honest Wiltshire, the a gratuitous portrait-or how the painter sent
tell anxious friends we shall do the trick Batli carrier, was as true to him as Hobson to the gevemor his future wife's likeness
yet. It is now easy sketching gentlemen- Miltoni he never would receive paymentfor wrappedup in a landscape-we will just have
gentry in powdered wigs and strawberryvel- taking nis pictures to the London Exhibition; one more glimpse or two of the painter just
vets ; romanticsportsmen,with g,ins and do_gs, he even sent him as a present, saddled and as he leaves Bath, and, to avoid the incubus of
as much like Acta:ons as possible; gipsies, bridled, a favourite horse the painter had re- a patron, hurries to London,to rival Reynolds,
brown-facedHindoo people, under hundred- quested as a model. The Suft'olkman was not and hob and nob with flatulent West, grimacarmed trees; wood pickers' children-girl's
to be outdone by the Bath man : he painted ing Fuseli, and that wild London hermit,
faces that makerose-leavesfade,witheringwith the ~nerous carrier's waggon and horse- Barry. No more grimy Hatton Garden and
envy-and boys chasingTurquoise-wingedbut- idealised it in the Thomson and Shenstone Mrs. Griper, but a three-hundred-pound-a-1ear
- - - - ~
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house, once Duke Schomberg's, in Pall Mall,
with long lines of windows, and a knocker that,
in proper hands, goes off' like a cannon-shot.
John Astle,r has part of the house. John is a
portrait-pamter, who once used to line his
waistcoats with his own failures. The King and
Queen sit to the Suffolk man; and now, peers J
and pensioners flow in in a frothy torrent. He
pines for green fields; is laughed at by Peter
Pindar for stealing from Snyders ; goes to
the Lakes, stimulated by Gray; quarrels with
the Academy; paints Mrs. Siddons in buff' and
blue; meets Sheridan often at Sir George
Beaumont's; catches cold at the trial of
Warren Hastinss; makes it up solemnly with
Reynolds on Ins death-bed; exclaims faintly,
"We are all going to heaven, and Vandyke
is of the company;" dies; and is quietly
buried by the side of his friend, Mr. Kirby, at
Kew.
It is difficult to see the proud quick-tempered
man-who quarrelled witb Reynolds, because
Sir Joshua had the insolence to be taken ill
just as he was going to paint him-in the
painter of our idealized cottage life; of woodmen's children cowering uniler hedges from
the golden lashes of the sun ; of the mushroom
girl asleep on the bank: can the man who
limned these gentle rose-hid children be the
same man who, when the prosy lord called out,
"Now, sir, I desire you not to overlook this
dimple in my chin," shouted, "D- the dimple,
I won't pamt you or your chin !" and who,
when another out~us
nobleman swore at
the painter's delay, drew his brush across
the girlish face, saying, "Where is my fellow
now?"
But it is in the quiet enthusiast about
Loutherbourg's panorama, and the hypochondriac, who hopes Sheridan will attend his
funeral, that we see the quiet pastoral painter
oC milkmaids' wooings and chaffering fishermen, of crying children and of maidens tending
the farmyard pigs.
We love the gentle tenderness and contentment, as of the golden age, that pervades the
Suff'olk painter's pictures. We regard them
with gratitude, as proof of the love of landscape
-then but a small bush, now so good and
honoured a tree ; but we still must regard him
in painting with much of that modified love we
feel for Thomson in poetry, taking both rather
for what they set men to do than for what
they did. It is true that Gainsborough, with
a fine enthusiasm for his art, was always in his
walks watching the cobweb grey of London
distances, the faces of children, the ripple of
dock-leaves, the grim bluntness of chance
stumps. But how did he work? Not often
in the open air, though he painted the open
air; not often in the country, though he
painted the country. It is also true that
he took hi:Jmen from clay dolls; his cows from
pinched wax; his rocks from knobs of coal;
his trees from firewood; his water and grass
from dry moss and flakes of looking-glass.
Artificial systems of course produce artificial
Art ; goodrecipes produce good cook!<,but
not good painters. Such tricks, like the angry
ton of coals thrown down for the Last J udgment scene in Martin's studio, may give hints,
but even to a genius must be dangerous aids.
It, however, in a false and perriwig age,
showed the London r.ainter's • solicitude to
realize, and the activity and energy of his
mind, that rejected no allies of the imagination, just as caricaturists draw outrageous
heads from disturbed pillows and even creased
paper. Better for Gainsborough, one breezy
day, treading the crisp aromatic th_ymeon the
upper Downs, or lying on his back, watching
the progress of the lazy silver-loaded clouds,
and listening to the lark an angel has summoned
to Heaven's gate.
Well might Reynolds praise the honest
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man's plan of working by night, as a proof of
his zeal, and of his forming all parts of his
picture at the same time, though he did half
lament his neglect of the old masters and his
i~orance of Italy. G.'s eye turned to the
living world, and his objects of study were
everywhere around him. He was the first to
show us that there was poetry in English
rustic life, and that barley-sugar temples were
not essential as a garnish to English oak
woods. He applied the manner of the Fleinish
and Dutch schools to English nature, and
prepared the way for English Art. What
Reynold's called "a portrrut-like representation of nature,'' we have since found is the
most poetical, for we have learned that what
we once called "heightening,'' is only varying, and too often debasing, nature. If he
could not idealize, he could at least give the
srace and beauty he saw; and what after all
1s the ideal compared with the best nature, of
which it is but a stiff' patchwork copy? He
stuffed no Apollos into liis clouds, like Wilson,
whose brain the recurrent porter-pot fired with
dreams of schoolboy mythologr
People
sneered, as Reynolds did, at Gamsborou~h's
manner, because it was original and darmg;
yet he confessed, with the regret of forced
honesty, that all those odd scratcl1esand marks,
that looked mere negligence, by a kind of
magic, at a certain distance, assumed forms,
and dropped into their places. Gainsborouah
liked to surprise by this odd, hatching, slight
brown manner; it was the result of a handling
learnt by a self-taught man, who, ignorant of
rules, studies onl_yeffect, disregards finish, and
shapes out a road for himself. All his pictures
were sketches; his thin sky had a fermenting
lightness, effervescence, and general eff'ectthat greater finish without knowledge would
only have made leaden, heavy, and waxen.
Colour and facility were his great gifts : precision, drawing, and finish, were not his;
there is alwa_ysa dreamy vapour about his
landscape, which gives it a fire-screen poetry,
and the look of fan-painting, were it not redeemed by genius. He ma,: give us his daylight owl, and his cattle feedin~ on the waves,
but still we are bewitched. The foreground
may run back, and the background forwardit lS nil one to us. He may even break the
Ruskin decalogue, and put the fork of a tree
where no fork ought to be, still we love his
art, and prefer him often to the mustard-andcress school, and the society of microscopic
botanists. We know he studied Wynants and
Ruysdael, and had not courage to break from
their conventions. His brown transparent
flimsy woods were not always shadows. He
began by painting ferns, and grasses, and oaktrees, leaf by leaf-young chestnut leaves, olive
tips and all. But he grew impatient of a
labour that the age was not ripe for. He
expressed the young and timid national poetr,r
of his time. If sometimes he threw in a Musidora, or some such classic nonentity, bathing,
that was the age's fault, not his and Thomson's.
At all events he gave us no Chelsea-china
shepherds, piping in cherry-coloured brocades,
high-quartered shoes and diamond buckles.
In this way-away from nature-Gainsborough
worked like a dragon, with chalks, lead pencils,
bi~tre, sepia, Indian ink, or black and wliite, the
shadows mopped in with a sponge, the high
lights struck out by means of a small lump of
whiting, held by a pair of sugar-tongs. The fine
sentiment of Gainsborough's scrimm~d landscapes used to fill Constable's eyes with tears.
They show the artist's moods; they do not
show an artist dominated over by nature.
Gainsborough's landscape was the text for the
artist's sermon and poem. Modern landscape
shows us nature herself preaching to us in her
great dumb staid way. Leslie says of Gainsborough, "Love, and be silent." T11ebeauty

~
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is like that of the bloom in a cheek-look for
it in dissection, and it is gone.
We seldom ~ up and down an English lane
without thinking of Gainsborough's _Pictnrechildren ; his barefoot child, with the little pet
dog on her arm, on her way to the well-" the
fountain," the old artificial age would have
called it. Shall we, in turning this corner,
where the honey-suckles are sounding their
long fairy trumpets, come upon " the cottage
door," with the girl and pigs, that W olcot
railed at. Where is " the market cart" to
overtake us ? Is that snarl and wrangle we
?"
hear over the fallows "the do~s fi_ghtin_g
No wonder that Garrick and Sneridan, ~uin
and Foote, did not stop very long in the corridors as they went to the great fashionable
portrait-painter's studio, to see the woodman,
with his prayerful eyeballs turned up, and the
cowering dog. They did not sell. People did not
care for quiet waggons, girls supping milk, boys
playing with cats, hedgers smoking, a thatcher's
village and its wild ducks. No; what they
came to see-they or their subsequent train of
visitors-w11S the fashionable portraits, with
landscape backgrounds, pillars, and brown skirmishes of trees ; General Wolf, in a silverlaced coat ; the Countess of Buckingham, in
white satin, and yellow gauze sash; William
Pitt, lean and ascetic, with the jerky snub
nose; George Ill., foolishly prosy, on a white
horse; Mrs. Sheridan, in blue draeery; and
Dr. Schomberg, fat and ~rand, in pink velvet.
Talking of Gainsborough s /ortraits, we must
not forget the Blue Boy, an Mrs. Gra:ham,the
loss of whom sent Lord Lyudoch to Barossa:
the first, the most firm, spirited, and maJl!y
portrait of youth ever painted ; the last, the
most bewitching fairy queen of womanhood.
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And now, having in some degree worked
through my task, I break out like a bird, rejoicing, and sing some scrap verses, jotted down in
my yesterday's walk on the back of an old letter,
which, if they are bad, are certainly almost as
joyous as that blackbird's song out there in
the laurel bush, whoseJlossy leaves are now
glittering like little ov mirrors in the afternoon sun.
The larks, a sweet, unct'aslng quire,

Keep 'll·atch In summer skies ;
And ev'ry hour fresh singers so~r
With sweeter harmonies.
The bee above the corn-flowers moves
With hesitating choice;
The blackbird, by the shepherd's cot,
Rivals the maiden's voice.
The sunshine, flickering In th e wheat,
Is In a golden boll;
The bee, deep In the thistle flo,rer,
Gathers the honey oil.

And now, as I go out-half sorry that m.r
task is done-nature seems a little sorry and
reflective too-just as I feel at present. The
great musi~ mountain of the flowering .li!Ile
still hangs its sugared tassels; but the million
bees it fosters suck and suck moodily, with a
low sullen hum, like fretted children sinking
half angrily to sleep. The long grass in the
shady spots under my t.horn-tree (white with
flowers 1n May as a well-powdered perriwig), I
see answers to my mind with a low creeping
sigh of wind wa,•ering through it in a purposeless weak way, that means sadness, if that
great, manufacturing, passive, abstract thing
nature can feel sadn~s; and when I look.over f!!Y
garden palings, which are tufted white with
lichen, I see the wind is beating up for rain,
and the masses of corn are pressing round the
fold hurdles, every sprin~y sta:lk at play, as if
it was practising fly-fishing. The great elmtrees close twisted and dark, wring their hands
and 1lower their heads round me, and the
standard roses, in gushes of crimson, shed
theil' flowers at my feet with a fretful sorrow.
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Caxtoo,-and Lord Morpeth met the Dean with a
ze.il equal to hia own. It ia tht1 quality of geoerona
mind,, arrested auddeoly by a wrong, to make a
THE subject of the Caxton lfemorial baa come before great rebound; and Dean Miln.an waa carried, at a
ABUNDANCE ,
the public once again; and this fact gires u.a the step, over much intervening ground, towards his
J, Van Eyckcn, Painter .
T. Vernon, Engra,·er.
opportunity of saying, that the fate which hu coocluaiona. lu the hour when he met the shade
•
Size of the Picture 3 n. iu! In. by 2 n . 101 111
atteucled the mo,·emeut in its favour is not a little of the old printer wanderiug reproachfully over the
Tms picture ia by the aame artist as that entitled curious, and not quite creditable to the spirit of the ruins of his ancient home in Weatmioster , the Dean
"Charity," from which an engraving appeared in lll(e,-if, indeed, the spirit of the age can be fairly conceived the thing to be done and the means of
a former number of oar Journal; both subJects have charged with it. Of thia, however, we think there doing it. To a111.eaaethe historic ghost, a public
an allegorical character, and are treated in a manner ia very great doubt. A retrospect over the circum- m0D1unent wu to arise in the scene most haunted
altogether opposed to everything like nature. Here, stances which constitute the history of the movement, by bis mem.iries,-and the open apace at the end of
for example, ii a young mother lovingly contem- goea far, ns we underatand them, to vindicate the the then new Victoria Street, fronting the Abbey, was
platiug her twin babes, who, totally uncovered, are age ;-but it must do so, of course, at the expenae pointed out by the Dean u combining exactly the
lying in a baaket in the open air, placed, as it aeems, of individuals. We shall not consider ounelves conditiona of site wanted. In the earnestnesa of his
iu the corner of a wheat-field adjoiniug the cotl.llge bound to indicate the particular shouldera which PUfJJO&e,
Dean Milman hadeven planned the mouuof the peasant matron . Nature has been bountiful must bear the blame of thia failure; but grou meut. It was to be-" a fountain of living water by
to the mother, who has literally been "bleased iu neglect or conspicuous mismanagement, in one day: out of which ahould ariae a tall pillar, obelisk,
her basket and her store," for the living group is quarter or another, beyond all question there has or cluater of Gothic pinnacles, for light by 11ight."
surrounded with other indications of .J.bunda11ce; been. It is important that the character of the times Thut, it will be seen, that , whatever be the moral
the fnll ears of corn, the rich purple grapes, the should be redeemeJ by the cleor exposition of this of bia subsequent inaction, Dean Milman bad, at
brilliant and aweet-acented flowera, are typical of fact, if it admits of exposition; aud for this reason, any rate, got far beyond the attitude of the Danish
the liberal hand that has showered such a profusion -and because, if the attitude of the national mind prince u a ciudu rerum. Not only had he the aeuae
Hamlet bad of a wrong-doer-to be
of good things upon her. The painter has allowed on the subject be such as we believe it to be, it may of a wronghis imagination to riot among luxuries ; the wife is, yet not be too late to revive, at some fitting time, a killed, but he had contrived all the means of killing
indeed, "a fruitful field" herself, while the vineyard, project which wu broken only through being dropped it . In hie public he hadentire confidence,-and we
the coru-lield, and the garden, have brought forth from the hands in charge of it,-we think it well to believe with perfect jnatice . He proposed to Lord
abundantly for her gratification . We must, however, cut a glance, in company with our readers, over Morpeth, that a subacription ahould "be commenced
look at the picture without any consideration of its the strange, eventful, and very eccentric story of the amongst those who were connected with literature, in
its moat extenaive significatioo,-but which ahould
being a reality, an incident of actual life ; bnt aa a Caxton l\Iemorial.
Three hundred and fifty years ago, or thereabouts, include all claaaes of the community;"-and
he excomposition which has enabled the painter to group
together DU111ses
of colour that enrich each other by there lived in a house in the Almoury, at Westminster, presaedit u his opinion,that the snmwould be "a conarrangement, juxtaposition , and contrast, it ia very if tradition may be trusted,-which house fell down, siderable one." And certainly, at the time, it seemed,
aucceuful . As a work of Art, its chief merit lies, of its own extreme old age, in the year 1846 or -u ii seems to ua now,-tbat the Dean had taken
nndoubtedly, in the colouring, though the compo&i· 1847,-one William Caxton. Who William Cuto11 the true measure of the public mind. The Society of
tion ia pleasing. The light falls with full force on wu, there are very few Euglishmen needing to be told : Arts offered the use of 1ta great room for the public
the figures,which are relieved against a sky of in- -he being, indeed, aud emphatically, the one William meetiog,-Lord Morpeth took the chnir, and men
tense blue; the ouly dark passages lll'C the hair of Caxton of whom the national heart keeps great of influence gathered about him,-the Prince Conthe mother and the portion of the dress which is in account. Now, what thia William Caxton did in his sort was among the list of aubscribera,-and one
·as, to bring printing into England;-and
printer, Mr . Clowes, aet the tune of aubacripshadow: the former, being the darker of the two, generation, 11
unfortunately weakens everything else, and even what is summed up in those few words, the national tion to a very high key, by giving .tl 00. The
imparta a certain degree of poverty to the llesh.tinta, heart thoroughly understands. The national tongue raiaed pitch of the public mind in favour of the
which the bright red of the roses does not tend to doea not euily expresa it :-but it may be enough project wu indicated in many other ways. One
lesaeu ; at the aame time these defects considerably to say, that be thereby aent the waters of life flowing publisher wrote a letter to the Time,, under the
increase the delicacy of tone apparent in the flesh. through all the land, ministering to the soul's thirat Caxton ealenture,-in which he inai,ted that the
Thus, while there ia throughout great general rich- in palace and in cot,-fed the universal people on monument should be one of unrivalled magniness of colour, there is nlso an absence of harmony; all the honey that the poets had hived,-aud brought tlC<!nce,in virtue of an unrivalled title.-!fow,
this quality i~ destroyed by the obtl'U3ivepassages we a new force into our English freedom, which gives it in much of this, it ia u well to admit, there was
hnve pointed out, but which, happily , are unnoticc · the strength of a giant and the quality of an im- some exaggeration. Cutou'a title ia large enough
able in the engraving, for the engraver hu so trana- mortal. Within the Abbey preei11ctathe preas of to bear beiug stated fairly ; aud, before the world,
lated theln as to reuder them valuable aids to the England atarted on ita great misaion,~uipped
by at auy rate-and even before ounelves-Caxton and
harmony and brilliancy or bis work. It ii evident William Caxton. The bard, the scholar, the divine, Guttenberg stand on very different grounds for a
the painter', object in hie treatment of the subject the atateamau, the worker in all the mines of science memorial like thia. A wide diatinction mnat, of
'R'aslight, but in his desire to gain this he has aacri- and on all the fieldd of thought, have since enlisted course, be made between the author of the moat
ficed another quality, which it wu not wcll to dis- for its service and carried the mission on :-but,
important invention by which the world hu been
pense with.
William Caxton sent it forth. The fountain of that benefited, and the man whose merit (very great,
M. Van Eycken was, as we have previously said, great aea whose doily tides refresh the land, and indeed) is, that he foresaw its conaeqnencea, and
one of the most popular and pleasing artists of the waft for its service all the treasures of the world of naturalized it amongat us. In this view, Caxton is
modern Belgian achool; enthuaiastically attached to mind, bubbled up in the aauctuary at Westminster, cine of the British worthiea, and ahould have his
his art, it wna to him a Jabour of love, and in almost and leaped to the light which it nourished beneath commemoration in the new legislative palace, in
all his production, we aee an earnest attempt to give the shadow of the minster towers. This thing did the new Portrait Gallcry,-and by a monument of
his own. Besides, we have a few words to aay,
them an elevating direction . Had he been born in William Caxton, the first English printer:-and
Italy three or four centnriea ago, hi» tendencies I then, having done an immortal thing, he folded Inter, by way of showing that the plea for this monomight have claaaed him with those paintera of the around him the cloak of his mortality, and slept ment rests upon another ground. Meantime, in view
Umbrian achool of which Kugler aays :-" Purity of with his fathers .
of the after ailence, it ia amnaing to refer to one more
The ce11tnries~ed away,-aud the fountain hnd instance of the exaggeration of that early time of the
soul, fe"ent unearthly longings, and an abandon·
meut of the whole beiug to a pleasing, aad, cnthllii· become the sea 1t is,-wheo. the sound of the old project. True, this instance has the transatlantic
a.stic teuderneu, are its prevailing characteristics. honae falling reminde•l some one amongst us that atamp on it; but it met the auent of the meeting, and
The elevation aud character of this school ii not so the man who did this thing had been three huudred registers the atmosphere. " There let it stand," aaid
much owing to any decided and formal principle, as and fifty-six yeara uleep, and had yet no mon11ment Mr. Bancroft,-" on the side of the abbey tDliick
to a particular mode of thought; and wherethisia
in England. The peraon whom the falling house neareltto.J.merica!" Wedon'tthinkanEnglilhman
firat aeen, there, whatever may have been the edu- awakened waa himaelf a poet,-and he wu, besides, could have reached thia figure :-an lriahman, per·
cation of the individual artist, we recognise the CQm- a prieat,-it was Dean Milman ;-and he made it a haps, might. A phlegmatic Englishman might even
meocement of the achool of Umbria. Thna it wu point of rooscience to tell his countrymen what he dispute the /act ,-but we kuow, at any rate, what
tbat this tendency of thought, extending by degrees had discovered. This was in 1847 :-a few more Mr. Bancroft meant, and like his aentiment if we are
to external forms, developed in them that idealizing days, and it will be twelve years ago. The firat uncertain of his geometry. The anecdote ia, in any
habit which .naturally accompanies an exclusive at - expression of the public mind on hearing of the case, one more instance to ahow, that all t.he good
tention to the expn,aaion of epiritunl and devotional monumental waut., was one of something like iucre- and propitiout fairies seemed to have got together
acntimeot."
Van Eycken belongs to the spiritual dulity, or BUfJ>riae
that this should be so :-and then, at the expected birth of this young monument .
achool of the nineteenth century; and there is little there followed a atir, so eager and demonstrative for The badfairy, herself, came in iu a mild form. The
doubt that if he had not been almost suddenly a time, na makes it positively absurd that we should only objector that we remember was one in the
arrested by death while yet in the prime of life, he have to aay, in 1859, that the man who did this ])ai/!I Neros, who ~'Omplainedof the aile 11ropoaed,
becanae he said it would improve the approach to
would ha\'e made himaelf a European reputation, thing haa no monument in England llQw.
Dean Milman, when he bad found out the want the Dean's Yard! Such an objector could, of coune,
for he waa a stndiona, painstaking, and intelligent
artist, with a mind deeply imbued with poetical of ages, brooded over it, to use his own expresaion, do little harm :-nay, he might even do good if his
feeling, u the two pictures in the Roynl poaaeuioo for a time,-and then, in the name of the public objection wu to be taken as the measure of what
amply prove.
conscience, he went direct to hcad-quartera. Lord could be aaid againat the project. No monument
Though somewhat similar in subject, they are not Morpeth wns in those days at the Woods and Forests, can be erected in London without preaei:tiug inci·
"companion" works; the "Abundance" ia much -and to Lord Morpeth the Dean addressed himaelf. dentally an attractive feature in some man'• home.
larger than the "Charity : " both, when we Jut aaw To no better man in all the land could layman or It would be a very violent inference, indeed, which
priest have carried :m appeal from the grave of should suggest that the mouument was, therefore,
them, being in the aame apartment at Osborne.
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the occasion in question might aa well have grudged '
to l\lr. Bancroft the gratification of having the
monument to Caxton stand ou the side next to
America.
Aner II stir and excitement like tbnt which we
hnve described, is it not strange to have to record
that the day on which Lord Morpeth presided over
a great public meeting in the great room of the
Society of Arts Wll& the last eventful dny in the
history of the Caxton movement P Whether it was,
that the ardent temperament of the time, like spirits
on fire, burned itself ont,-or that the mercurial
action of those who brought out thia project was of so
exhausting a nature as to require a twelve yeo.ra'
repose, -eertain it is, that they who were so demonstrative on that day never made another sign. The
fairy godmother& who came to the birth went away,
and, it would seem, forgot to leave their gifts.
Over the scheme born a.mid the trum1icts, there fell
a dee11silence. The name of Cuton, conjured with
so loudly, had been taken in vain. The venerable
phantom paraded in George Street for a purpose, was
dismissed, -the purpose unfulfilled. The ghost went
back to its grave, and the Dean to his " broodiog,"
-and Lord Carlisle crossed over to the great cootinent that stands right opposite the west side of the
Abbey, from whenr.e, to thi1 day, Mr . Bancroft mny
look in vain for the pillar-the
pillar of the fire
and of the fount-the sacred fire which hie countrymen, like the men of old, carried with them when
they moved their English tents to the Far Weat,the fount whose watera, like those of Arethusa,
flowed throngh the sea the pilgrims crossed, nnd
welled np afresh and untainted in the ne,v region
which they found-that
was to arise between
them. The public conseieucc, ao far as it was
represented by those who spoke so loudly in ita
name, satisfied with having asserted itself for an
hour , returned to its sleep of centuries. Dean :Milman, having aseertained that he /,ad the opportunity
he sought and the public on whom he reckoned,
gave up all attempts at using either. The Caxton
scheme, which he nnnounced with so much confidence as having "taken form and conaiatence,"
faded into a myth, which ever and anon some
curious inquirer would eiplore ,-alwaya without re, some voice would arise, qucaault. Now and &l{nin
tioning what had become of the Caxton monument,
-but 110one took the trouble to produce it aoy
more. }'or onrselves, we believe we had looked
on the thing 11&long aioce dead, of ita inaction, if
we had not forgotten it altogether,-when a recent
question in the columns of our contemporary, the
Illutrated Londo1iNew,, has produced the remain,
of that ill-fated movement, and brought before us
the embera of a burnt-out project, and the fragment&
of a shattered scheme.
lt appears, that, seven years aner the spasmodic
action initiated by the Dean of St. Paul's-that
is,
in 1854-a anm of £171 2.r., as the balance of an
amount of £450 which came into the treasurer'•
hands before he had time to fall asleep, was, with
the consent of the subscriber&, t>aid over to the
Printera' Pension Society, on the special condition
that the money should be applied towards the
creation of a Caxton pension. This sum was after.
wards swelled by an amount of £8 2,. 2d. from the
aame quarter . The committee themselves had, in
the meantime, been enabled to collect from other
sources £40 8.r. 8d. :-and these amounts together
gave them the command for their purpose of
£225 12.!.10d . This sum was obvioualy inadequate
as the foundation of an annuity; which it was
decided should not be of less annual value than £25,
-and would take £850 to purchase . It was resolved, therefore, to appropriate in aid of this object
the protteds of the printers' anniveraary dinner of
1857 ; and this resource having produced £424, a
sum of £200 61. 8d. only remains now to be provided towards the fund for the purchase of the
Cuton penaion. An appeal in behalf of thia balance
is circulating amongst the master-printers in the
provlnees,-thc metropolitan trade considering that
they have done their part in the matter.
Now, to this appropriation or the balance dng out
of the grave of that dead ,scheme, it will readily be
nnderatood that we intend to offer no objection .
The object is a worthy ooe,-and Caxton'• a most
fitting name in which to fonnd a printer's pension.
Still, it mll8t not be concealed, that of the move-
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by the present Lord Carlisle, sanctioned by the
Society of Arta and patronized by royalty, this is RELATION OF ANATOMY TO ART.
"a most lnme aud impotent concl11Sion." That the
DY ROIIERT KNOX, lf.D ., F.R.S.E .,
qf Fran<•.
spirit invoked, and evoked, twelve years ago, should Corrupondinv Alemhtr of tht Imperial Acadt11111
hnve been worked to higher conclusions than this,
bad the zeal that was long-winded been longer lived, SOME REMARKS ON THE UTILITY 01' A KNOWLEDGE
and the energy that wrought been equal to the
OF ANATOMY TO PAINTERS AND SCULPTOUS, AND
energy that roused, it is difficult to douht. A monuON THE MEANS AnOPTED BY THEll TO ACQUlU:
ment to Cuton was a want at the time when the
THAT KNOWLEDGE.•
Dean of St. Paul's found it out,-ia a want now,and will remain a want until it shall be supplied .And, a.s we have said, the argument for anch a To the Preside1tf and Mem~ers qf the .Academy of
& iences of Fra11ce.
monument reats on a ground supplementary to the
claim of the man. The idea of a teatimouial of the GENTLEllEN,-.\t a recent meeting of the Acakind tnkes larger proportions than are involved in demy a report was rend on a figure representing
the payment of our debt to Caxton . With the single ,m ltomme ecorche, constructed by M. Lami, aod
eieeption of the introduction of Christianity into submitted by him to the Academy for ita approval .
these islnnds, the introduction of printing is the A committee was appointed to examine the figure,
and to report therton. Their report was favourable
greatest event in our national annals :-and the eunt,
as well as the man, demands a monumental record . to the views adopted by M. Lami in the construction
This mighty chapter of 011rhistory, with its uospeak- of his anatomieal figure. In addreasing this note
ablu conscquencea, needs the illustration of every to yonr ill11Strionsbody, I have no wish to criticise
:Musethat we cao command. There is no country a report drawn np with great care, candour, and
under the sun thnt 011
·es so mnch to the Printing judgment; my aim is rather to bring before the
Press a.sEogland. Over all for which our father's Academy, in a more direct manner than any incitoiled and bled it i1 the uusleepiug sentinel ; and it dental discussion on the merits of an artificial
holds for the great future of our laud every field thnt anatomical figure could do, certain great principles
the weary past has won. The people, we repeat, involved in the use of all such figures, whether for
know thoroughly whnt they owe to the man who the education of artists or of medical men; and, inbrought the prC>18amongst ns,-becau.,e they know cideotally, that mnch debated question, as to the
thoroughly what they owe to the p1'e88. 'l'here is nlility of a knowledge of anatomy to the artiat, or,
scarcely any more profound conviction than thi1 in other terms, to induce the Academy to discnaa
lying at the popular heart ; and a Cai ton monument " the true relation of anatomical science to Art ."
properly introduced and properly worked would com- As the Academy baa to a certain extent entertained
mand the penny of every man who can earn a pound this qucation, although not strictly a scientific one,
in the land . }'or such a monument, Denn Milm1111'1or has at least indirectly sanctioned its disc1wion,
was, so far aa general terms go, a good design. A permit me to claim the attention of your distinfount of gushing waters by day, and of living light by guiahed body to the following remarks, which, had
night, is the trne and characteristic symbol of that a similar disc11S1ionarisen in the Academy of Fine
which h11&refreahed and enlightened the world. Arts, I should with leas hesitation have addressed
Nor need the imposition, or the acceptance, of aitch to it. An illustrious member or that Academy, M.
a scheme narrow the scope of architectural or sculp- Horaee Vernet, was one of the reporter& on the
tural dieplay. Within the conditiooa implied, geniua merits of the anatomical figure of M. Lami ; hie
has a range not limited as to either variety of thought expressed opinioos on a question of this kiod would
or magnificence of form.- Be the expressions or be of great value, and would receive from all lovera.
forms, however, what they will, we feel satisfied, for of Art the highest consideration. ?ily uperience
ourselves, that, sooner or later-and the sooner the as an anatomical teacher, .not merely of some thoubetter-Caxton, and the Thing he did, m«1t have a sand medical atudents, bnt of many distinguiabed
highly-educated amateurs of all classes and ranks,
monument in England .
That Cuton's claim has not been altogether over- has convinced me of a truth which I believe will be
looked amongst us, and that something in the way coufirmed by all the dietinguiahed anatomist& in the
of monumental commemoration /ra.r been done, and Academy, many of whom I have the honour to
is doing, in the matter, it is pleasant to add, before know and esteem as long-tried friends-that
a
taking leave of the aubject. In Westminater Abbey, knowledge of anatomy can ooly be acquired by a
some yeara ago, the Roxburgh Clnb, with Lord careful and oft.repeated handling and inspection or
Spencer at their head, set up a tablet in memorial the skeleton, and by frequent actual dissection, also
of the old printer :-and another act of commemo- implying a frequent handling and inspection of all
ration to the same Engliah worthy is now in pro- the soft organs of the body. The sense of touch
grcss. The great botel erecting at Westminster must be conatanU1 employed to verify the facts,
rises on the site of the ancient house which the tradi. and to correct the 1mpreasions and sensations which
tion of centuries kept associated with the name of are sore to be at fanlt when the sense or eight is alone
C'.uton; and the eentrc of its entrance hall ia be- employed. No drawing, however highly finishedlieved to mark the exact 1pot on which the firat no figure-not even a dissection made by anotherEnglish press stood aod the firat English printer can ever convey to the mind of the atudent any
wrought. !loved by these facts, a eertain number actual knowledge-.ny clear and precise anatomical
of gentlemen, among the directora and shareholdera, ioformat iou. Such forms, to be comprehended,
have felt that a atatuc of Cuton, standing here, must all be handled, and the impreas, to be lasting,
would be at once an ornament, and a highly cha- must be frequently repeated . Hence the valne or
racteriatic one, to the new institution . To effect actual dissection by the student who hop0$ to
this object, a subscription has been got up privately become a distinguished and safe surgeon. Such
amongst themselves ;-and a model has beeo made diB1ections must, as the distinguished anatomist,
by Mr. Durham, the scnlptor, which represents the sitting with yon on the aame benches well know
old English printer standing by the great inetrn. and admit , be conducted in several ways. After
ment that he brought to E:igland . The idea is a a minute examination of each strncture,-as
a
good one :-bot both these memorials represent, it muscle, for example, traced out.and-out, and under
will be obvious, the efforts of private individuals only, every aspect,-it most be again dissected with great
recogniain~ for themselves the claim whose appeal care, and examined in litu-that is, as little disis to a nation . Neither of them takes a character turbed as possible from its actual relation• during
at all commeosnratc with the greatness of the boon life ; and thti influence of life over its form and
commemorated, or expressive of ita wide diffitsion. position calcnlated, by causing the limb, or other
In an open space fronting this new Westminster dissected part, to assume varioua attitudes . Should
Palace Hotel, 1honld arise, at the bidding of the
great public, the pillar of fire and of the fount :-with
• Slll,-I desire to make your ,-aloable Journa.1 the
auch acce&(loriesas will give a dignity to the act of medium of communicating my opinions on a subject which
cannot
ft>IIto Interest a large proporUon of your tt&den ;
commemoration large enough for the theme, and be, and which,
through yonr columoa, will beat .-eh the
at the same time, a worthy evidence of that English .-riles to whom my oboervatlonaare prlncl.-Uy &dd...aed.
Art which has since grown np in the shadow of the lly motive, lo printing this article, wlll be apparent l'rom
Ill contents.
Printing Pre88.
Yoor obedient servant,
To tht E<lito,• of U..
R.K.
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such studies be ueglccted or misuuderstood by the face, neck, and torso. The face of the Juno roused : an object of Art: its deep study is almoat aure to
88 by pauion ia not an anatomical display.
mislead the artiat . On the other hand, Science-prostudent, he will find himself greatly embl11'1'assed
a surgeon, his knowledge being, in fact, the anatomy
1'hese remarks may to some seem sufficient ; but I perly so called-demand, the profoundest e:r.aminaof a dead body instead of a living one, on which he 1 ahall venture, conaideriug the importance and I tion of that machinery. Fine Art, it is true, ia called
perhaps for the fint time is then called to operate. acknowledged difficulty of the subject, to add the on to represent the other great cla&1of objects comThis is one of several reasons why so many very following :-1. Sir Charles Bell, with whom I was I posing the material world-objects invented by man,
good anatomists have failed 88 surgeons-not beeanae well acquainted for more than thirty yean, main- constituting what is called the Social Arts, and
they were anatomists, but because they had separated tained the opinion, that to a profound knowledge of the modifications of natural objects themselves by
in their minds the anatomy of the living from the anatomy the great artists of Greece and Italy owed man ; but 88 these objects and modifications are of
dead, and had studied only that derived from the their snperiority over all others. To any objection human invention, and are not of nature, properly
dead. This objection to such insulated studies, and I made to this theory (for it in reality is one) Sir &peaking,I need not further advert to them here.
to this form of study, occurred to me very early in Charles usually observed, that until I had examined The highest aim of the true artist is to represent
life, and since then innumerable opportunities have the sketch-book of the immortal Leonardo da Vinci, the m11terial world a1 natMre made it, and more
or.cnrred of verifying the correctneaa of the rule. aupposed to be at that time in the library of the especially man; his form, thoughts, and action,, all
But if the view I adopt be correct as regards the Britiah Museum, I was scarcely in a position to expressed by aigna or attitudes which he compresurgeon, how much more applicable must it be to contest or confute his views. It W88 in vain I hends.
4. A question might be raised here with propril>ly
the artist, who is usually called on to represent that urged to him the fact all but universally admitted,
only which is alive, or which has just ceased to live? that the ancient Greeks knew nothing of anatomy; enough-namely, the question u to the influence
Hence it was that, many yean ago, in my lectures he pointed to their atatues ; he thought alao that I exercised by the interior over the exterior. I shall
on anatomy, and more recently in the two works• greatly underrated the anatomical knowledge of confine my remarks to man. The influence amounts
I have the honour to preseut with this note to the i\l ichael Angelo and of Raphael ; but he rested to this-No internal etructnre ever showa itself in
Academy, I cautioned the artist to be careful how uniformly his chief argument on the anatomical the young and well formed in its true or naked
he conducted his anatomiea1 studies, lest, by dis- studies of Leonardo. Since Sir Charles', death I have shape. As regard, the skeleton in the healthy and
secting and drawing dead mnacles, be should forget carefully examined Du Vinci's sketch-book, which originally well formed, the oueona prominences
that his business lay only with the living. The is at this moment in the Queen's private library at form beauteous grooves, or depreuions, or dimples,present attempt of M. Lami is to overcome this Windsor, and find nothing in it warranting the 1111in the back or spine, the iliac crests, the sternum,
difficulty, and no doubt merits the approbation of theories of Sir Charles Bell. That Leonardo W88a the distal extremities of the metacarpal and metathe Academy. Its professed aim is to enable the wonderful man-a genius of the highest order, a tarsal bones,-or they form swellings, smooth and
student of Art to draw or chisel correctly the master of his art, and a good anatomist in an artistic flowing, never abrupt or angular, as may be seen in
external forms of man and woman-forms more or point of view-I readily admit, but nothing more; the malleoli of the finely formed healthy limb; the
Jess modified, and influenced by the muscles, the and more especially must I deny that the superiority collar-bones in the fine neck of man or woman, the
tendons, the aponeurosea, and the bones-atructures
of the work, of Leonardo and his great contempo- rounded extremity or head of the ulna, the ancon
over which nature has spread a Yeil or an envelope, raries was due to their anatomical knowledge; for, process of the ulna, and the condyles of the distal
giving to all and to each of them an aspect wholly first, artists of all ages have drawn and chiselled in extremity of the humerus. None of these promiand entirely different and distinct from the real or marble various animals,-such 88 the horse, the nencea 88 seen under the circumatancea I speak of,
naked atructnre, which neYer appears to man but lion, the deer, &c.,-yet no one has ever ventured to and which alone concern the artist, resemble in the
under circumstances more or less disagreeable, un- affirm that these artists ever dissected and studied the moat remote manner the actual anatomical form,
pleasant, unseemly, or appalling. The circumstances anatomy of the animals they painted or sculptured. which the practical anatomist lroowa they posae!s,
to which I allude are well understood by all men
2. }'cw of the great masters ever dissected from having often verified the fact by a careful
who have in the least reflected on such matters; man, or studied any other forms but the living. exploration of these shapea in the prepared akeleton
they arc, in fact, the appearances presented by those Michael Angelo himself-so often cited as the denuded of every aon part. The study, therefore, of
whom nature has not favoured in their original con- supreme authority on this question-admits that such shapes (1 mean skeleton and museular shapel!),
struction ; in the exhausted by penury or disease; the superficial muscles alone interest the artist, and and the frequent drawing of them, is 1nre to mialcad
laatly, in the dissected dead: in all these man per- towards the close of life he expressed a regret that the artist, to fill him with anatomical conceits, and
ceives more or less distinclly those forms which he had attended too much to anatomical forms, and to place on the canv88 skeleton forma and denuded
nature intended he should uot see, or seeing, should neglected the study of that beauty which nature bas corpses for human figures. The fine exterior, on
not admire nor look at with a curious eye, saving in placed in fine proportions and a highly decorated the other hand, presents a series of the most beaua scientific point of view. · Of all these structures uterior, which, enveloping the bideona shapea of tiful s11·ellings,depressions, and grooves, derived
whit:h compose the machinery of the body, and the interior madi11eryof all animals-the appalling from the presence of structures such as the osseous
which are always the more wonderful and the more emblems of decay and diHolution, of death, and of system, which, whether looked on aa a skeleton, or
mysterious and incomprehenaible the dee11erwe pro- extinction-not only conceals and masks them, but too distinctly exposed during life, as happens in
ceed, it is admitted that the studies of the artist bestows on them other characters, by which s11cb disease, or too prominently brought forward by the
ought to be limited to those which reach the snrface, 1hape1,frightful in themselves, are converted into artist, excite only disgust and pity in the mind of
and which influence that uterior to which I attach forms, on which the eye gazes with delight. RaJfaelle the spectator.
so much importance; accordingly M. Lnmi, and early withdrew from following a path so dangerous
5. It is the same, m11tati1mutandi1, with the
those who have preceded him in such labours, have to the artist-I
mean, the study of a miuutely muscular and aponenrotic syatems: wherever disconfined their attention to the superficial muscles and accurate positive anatomy, which he instinctively played in their true shapes they excite only dislike.
tO'the more remarkable prominences of the skeleton ; di8covered to be n wrong direction and a false light; They have shapes which nowhere exist in that
but even to this procedure, cautions and prudent whilst Leonardo, as is proved by his sketch-book, nature which meets the eye; they have no meaning,
though it seems, I venture to object, on grounds 1 carefully corrected bis impressions of anatomical explain nothing, Bltisfy no feeling, no desire.
shall presently endeavour to explain. Look nt the forms by sketching on the aame page with the dead Science examines them carefully-most carefullyhand and foot of the Venus, and say if the anato- and dissected arm the living arm in action, clothed yet even abe has failed to diacover the philosophic
mical 1kape1of the interior are to be seen or dis- with all the beauty which it esscutially owes to the principles regulating their shapes. Art heeda them
covered in any part? Do yon perceive the malleoli just development of fine proportions and of a deco- not ; it does more, or ought to do more-it rejects
in the shape they assume in the skeleton? Why, rated exterior, such as nature alone can give.
them. Those rounded masses, graduating and
then, teach the artist to draw them ? Do the joints
S. Anatomical 1hape1have, properly speaking, no sloping into each other-those
flat and semi-flnt
of the fingers or toes, with their l't'Spective palmar resemblance to livir,g form,. The atudy of them, surfaces-those grooves, elevation,, and depressions,
and plantar regions, correspond in the finely-formed therefore, by the artist is a mistake. Place before on which so much of the beauty of fine forms
!oot and hand either in position or shape with what you the finely-formed hand or foot of the living dcpends,-has no reference whatever to any of those
we find in the skeleton, or even in the dissected frame, or the marble imitation of these in the geometrical or mathematical figures which man has
hand or foot? Lastly, in the grand head and neck Niobe, the Venus, or the Bacchus, and you will find invented, and which, therefore, he comprehends.
of the Apolio, or of the Niobe, or of that immortal. they have not any resemblance to the skeleton or Why, then, should the artist study them ? Neither
and inimitable m:irble representing her second even to the dissected foot and band clothed with in the young Hercules, nor the Apollo, nor the
daughter, can any one point out a single anatomical their muscles. It is only when originally ill-formed Niobe, nor the Venus, are any mnacular shapes to
1tr11ctureso modifying the surface aa to be recog- or waated by disease or famine that the finely formed be detected. Grooves there are, and elevations,
nisable in its real shape or character? Why, then, extremities resemble their anatomical interior-a
depressions, and flat anrfacea, all comprehended at a
teach the artist to draw such shapes? 1 know it result always frightful to contemplate. Why, then, glance by those who possess an eye for fine forms,
will be said that when the living arm is in action, draw auch shapes, thus committing a double errorunintelligible to those who have not. That in every
and the human face displays the passion, of the in nn educational and an artistic point of view?finely formed neck the deep muscles mnat be (lro•
aoul, the interior form& or ahapes appear on the drawing those shapes-for, properly speaking, they perly developed, as well as the 1uperficial, is a fact
surface; but this I am pre(lared, from the most arc not forms-which nature carefnlly conceals from confirmed by a dissection of the part; but this
careful observation, to deny. In the fine forms of human sight, and confounding them with those she proof is not required by the artiat. To conatitute
even the yo11ngail,/ele, when in the prime of life and has been so careful to coustruct-or, in other worda, a fine ann, the bra,chiali1jle.ror must be as fully
of youth ; when the fully developed envelope, the leading the artist to confound the interior with the developed as the biceps; and to perfect the form of
emblem of youth, is etill present in all its beauty exterior, and to mistake the one for the other .
the fore-arm, certain of the anterior and posterior
and integrity, mnaeular, tendinons, osseous, or
Science and Art-I
mean Fine Art-have two muscles must continue fleshy to near the wrist.
aponeurotic forms never show themselves M 111cll different and distinct aims: the bigheat aim of the To form n fine limb, the peroneal muaeles, generally
under any circumstances. It is the Sime with the latter is to represent the objects of the material so defective in the Anglo-Saxon limbs, must con• "A lllanual or Arthtlc Anatomy." Renshaw, Lon. world as nature made them, unmodified by man. tinue muscular to near the malleoli. These are facts
don. "GrentArtl•ta and Great Anatomists ." Yon Yoorst, The constitnent machinery of these objecta-that ia, of utility to the artist, which I discovered and
London.
the a11atomical mechanism-is not before them aa described many yean ago: they are explanatory
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THE ART-JOURNAL.
facts we owe to science-that is, anatomical research ; but they are of no importance to the artist,
further than showing him that the exterior is influ.
enced by the interior to an extent and depth of
which he may not have been fully aware. How the
abdominal aurface is influenced by the interior I
need not aay. By age, dit>ease,anxiety, and passion,
the anatomy of the face at last reveals itself to the
view, displaying those shapes which the anatomist
moat erroneously recommends the artist to study
and to draw; but to know Nature's intentions in
this respect we have only to look at the head of the
Minerva, and of the Apolio, of the yotlllg and healthy
of all races, before the tear and wear of life, the
stormv viciuitncles of civilization, and the sympathies of the thoracic and abdominal viscera or organ&,
by their development, have told on that surface by
which man indicates most of the passions of his soul.
No anatomical drawings or figures of the muscles
are requisite to instruct the artist how to represent
in the grand physiognomy of the antique Greek, of
the Juno, of the Apollo, the l\linerva, or the Niobe,
all the strong aud stormy passions which afflict or
ennoble mankind.
The principle• here briefly sketched I have
already submitted to the public at greater length
in a translation of M. Fan's work on anatomy, and
in a separate work on the aame subject, a copy of
which I have the honour to present with this communication to the Academy. I do not wish it to
be understood that I altogether deny the utility of
such works or figures as those of M . Lami. They
may serve to give to those some idea of the human
structure who bnve not the courage or the leisure
to enmiuc the real for themselves; but they are
of no use to the medieal man, and of qnestionable '
utility to the artist, who ought never to draw from
them but in presence of the living figure, in order
that, like the immortal and far-seeing Da Vinci, he
may nc,·er confound the interior with the exterior;
dead with living forms; shapes which constitute no
part of the visible living world with forms which
nature created Bl!d decorated : in brief, that on
sketching auch skeleton and muscular abapespractice I do not recommend-be may, by drawing
the aame parts clothed with their natural exterior,
and full of life, learn at once the difference, and 10
as speedily as possible blot the former from his
mind. I am sensible, from reading the report to
the Academy, that l\f . Lami has done his beat to
overcome the objection of drawing from the dead
or disaected corse, by giving to the muscles of his
figure, in as far as be could, the semblance and
form of life : bnt even admitting this poasible,
which I think is scarcely so, still there remains this
unanswerable objection to all such figures, the
,kape, !JOU represellt are not found an9where in
liuing nature. Such figures may be useful, then, in
popular education, but even here there is the objection to them that they are not true - an objection
which must ever be fatal to their utility. In the
coune of the discussion to which the report presented to the Academy gave rise, it was objected
by some members of the Academy that )[. Lami
had omitted the superficial veins. This objection,
I venture to think, is unimportant; those veins lie
embedded in that envelope (the snbcutaneons eellular ti1&ue)on which so much of the beauty of the
exterior depends, and is more especially a principal
means by which nature conceals the anatomical
shapes in the living figure. To liave retained these
veina, a portion of the envelope in which they lie
embedded must also have been retained, and this
would neceaaarily have concealed certain portions of
the mnsclcs, the full dhiplay of which was clearly
M . Lami's great eft'ort. The real objection to the
fignre is in the character of the dissected shapes
thus placed before the artist as living forms, and
the inference which the young artist is sure to draw
from this, namely, that the drawing such ahapeais
the placing on canvas or marble the actual forms
of the human figure, towards the perfecting which
nature not only avails henclf of bone and muscle,
but integumentary layen
tendon and &J>Oneurosia,
and envelopes of a thickness and de111itycontinually
varying in dift'erent regions of the body and at
dift'erent perioda of life. These the anatomist,
aiming at anatomical truth, sweeps oft' with the
ICalpel, thus presenting to the artist a figure which
never uisted in nature. It may be objected, no
doubt, to such views-adopted by me, however, not

hastily, but after long and deep consideration and
reflection-that the young artist may readily enough
correct any erroneous perceptions originating in such
studies by a constant reference to the living figure,
instances of which we find, as I have myself related,
in the lives of Leonardo and Raffaelle : but original
perceptions (first impressions) are overcome with
difficulty, and it ia given to few to correct their
original and early mistakes. It was late in life
before l\Iicbael Angelo perceived bis original error .
We must not, therefore, trust to this: let the
young artist acquire a knowledge of anatomy by
all means; this he can do by attending a course of
lectures on the bones, joints, and muscles, delivered
in an anatomical theatre: but he may safely, I
think, dispense with drawing any of the frightful
objects be sees there, unless it be, perhaps, a mere
outline, to enable him to adjust the poaition of the
larger articulations, and the relation of the head
and limbs to the torao. Hia grand efforts must be
l'e3erved for the sketching of living men and women
as they appear before him, omitting nothing that
can induce the spectator to bestow on his imitative
labours the highest of all praise, namely, that they
gi,·e a perfect imitation and representation of the
material world.
I have the honour to be,
With profotllld regard and respect,
Gentlemen,
Your most obedient servant,

R.

KNOX,

THE ART OF PHOTOGRAPHY.
-FaoH the time when, pegged into a high little chair,
we fint jerked oft',upon the back of a letter, a repre·
sentation of the skein of ailk which our mother was
unravelling by our side, we have taken a lively
interest in all the pictorial processes which have so
abundantly variegated the surfaces of paper and of
canvas. By almoat all these, result& have been produeed more or less gratifying. Perhaps the only eft'ort
which has provoked our indignation, is the everpresent, nnmeaning vulgarity which crawls, like a
plague of loathsome insects in Egypt, over the walla
of our holl8CI. We reserve, however, our wrath for
a special outpouring upon "paper-hanginga."
The
eft'orts which have affected us with the deepest
melancholy, are a few of Turner's later pictures, and
innumerable bad photographs. To the Art upon
which the prodnctlon of these last is chargeable, we
now confine our observations.
We recollect to have had our notice called to
certain objects in the Exhibition of 1851,inClauA.
C,'iaasA embraces all that mine of speculative and
delusive subjects termed "promising."
Those to
whiehwe11owreferpurportedtobemechanicallyconstructed landscapes, we believe, by Mr. }'ox Talbot.
They were, undoubtedly, "interesting" and curions,
bnt we regarded them as we do the results of a ea!culating or talking machine, with astonishment and
pity. They suggested, too, an uncomfortable idea
that the " artist" had spilled a cnp of ea/ ,aoirover
sundry sheets of paper, and pinned them up to dry.
It is not our intention in the present article, or in
subsequent articles, upon photography, to adopt any
theorits of partizanship, or to be enslaved by any
prejudices whatever. We shall endeavour to write
purely in the interests of Art. The character of
this Journal, as a fritnd of the easel and palette, is
snflieiently known to screen ua from the jealousy of
painten ; and, on the other hand, we profess so
ample an acquaintance with the practice and results
of photography in its various branches, that its
loven need not fear our doing it full and impartial j111tice. The history of the art, the steps by
which it progressed, and theformult11 of these operations, are not so mnch our province as is its preaent
state, and the comparative snccess of its vario111pro,
ceases. Of these, we must be permitted to judge
u:itll reference to pictorial and illwtrative ..frt in
ge,,eral. We think that we are now entitled to
decline to take up a photograph, and pronotlllce
upon it simply as "a most curious and wonderful
production, made in a few seconds, air,-in a few
seconds I Ece,ything is there, yon see ! " We mnst
allow to the art the credit of having eatabliahed for
it8elf a title to be regarded in comparison with its
neighboun. Photographers do uot now want to be
patted on the back, and told that they are ,good

e
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little boys, and that their performances are very
creditable, considering their age ; but they boldly
hire the Suffol:. Street Gallery, and challenge the
ab8tract admiration of the men who have been used
there to ~bibit their own beautiful works.
It is a critical and timid time of life, this, when
tbe quondam schoolboy feels that he must renonnce
the privileges of his class, and be judged as a man
by the stern ,rnrld of men. Suck a,i ordeal, ID// /UJ
not kentate to ,ay, f/,_eart of photography ii nolD
p@1ing througll; and this is our starting point.
Almost up to the present time, it haa been, very
properly, in the hauds of chemists and opticians,
and the men IT ho had a steady hand and a correct
eye for the " definition" in a brick-wall. Not that
we would deny to exceptional productions of years
ago, to daguerreotype portrnits, and to a few "talbotype" landscapes, a high degree of delicacy and
artistic beauty ; but we may safely aay that any.
thing approaching to a aatisfactory uniformity of
successful and pleasing result has only been established within a very recent period. Thus, to close
the first or introductory branch of our subject, we
remark, that although we are inclined to admit that
photography bas pasaed the bounds of mere scientific
interest, and now takes rank amongst the great
pictorial arts of the day,-with lithographic or
atecl·plate printing, and even, with certain broad
distinctions, with painting itaelf,-we do not thus
necessarily place it on a par with any of these
arts; it is ,till, as compared with them, "in its in•
fancy;" and it has ita own distinctive defects, which
are, aa yet, more obvious and objectionable than
any which can ordinarily be charged upon the sister
Art!. To counterbalanr.e these, however, it has ita
own peculiar chU'Dl.l and beauties, and it poueaata
certain q11alities,to be diacuaaedhereafter, both in
its practice and results, which are altogether its
own. Whether some of these are to be regarded as
advantages, or otherwise, will continue to be a matter
of opinion, but they will aJl'ordns subject for iateresting diseuaaion and remark.

I

'I

Having defined, to some extent, the poaition to
which photography has attained, we now turn our
attention to some of its chief peculiarities as a
pictorial art.
Of these, the moat obvious, and that which
undoubtedly lies at the root of its popn!arit/, is
its euential trnthrulneu of outline, and, to a conaiderable extent, of perspective, and light and
shade. We are aware that ladies, of uncertain age,
have discovered and prononnced that "those photographic machines are as false and deceitful u
IM re,t of 1na11/rind;that the portraits which
Mr. So-and-so took of them were no more like
them than nothing at all-their 11wnsisten would
not have known them I" Weareawarethatgentlemen with uncomfortably large noses (not over well
"defined" by nature with "tips"), with immense
tuberous feet, and double-jointed knees, covered with
woru-out patterns, have taken pains to spread abroad
in the public mind an alarming theory about apheriea! a6e"atio11. It is true that combinations of
lenses, arranged so as to shorten the focus, and
quicken the chemical action of the light, large ones
especially-such lenses are commonly used for por·
traiture-are liable to this objection, to a serious
extent. Such lenses have also other heavy faults.
Their manufacture we believe to be, at present, very
imperfectly nndentood. But the distortion, or diaproportionate enlargement of near objects, produced
by a landscape lens of good construction, is so very
small as not to amotlllt to a defect, whilat the "deli·
nition " which they give is so wonderfully minute
and perfect, as to lead 111 to believe that the con·
atruction and manufacture of these instruments bas
approached very nearly to perfection, and certainly
leaves little or nothing to be deaired.
We are, then, not only inclined to leave the art
in qniet poSle&lion of ita "corner -atone," but we
find it difficult to express how fully, and for how
many different reaaona, we appreciate this attrib11te
of photography, We can scarcely avoid moralizing
in connection with I.bissubject; 1ince truth i1 a dirine
quality, at the ..,ery foundation of everything that
is lovely in earth and heaven; and it is, we argue,
quite impouible that thia qnality can so obrionaly
and largely pervade a popular art, toitlloutezerci#i,rg
tM llappie,t a,,d
importartt ir,fae,,u, lwtli
upott tM ta,te, and tlle 11umil1oftke ~ople. It ia
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an attribute, to which, '!re beliC\·e, there is, in the notice, requires a mnch greater acquaintance with
whole range of Art, no parallel ; to whose naea and the priuciplea of Art than would seem to be
delights we can uaign no limits, and shall, of course, applicable to "a merely mechanical science." And,
not attempt to enumerate them. We will merely secondly, we are convinced that no extravagant
soggest to our readers an offer, by auction, of a col· "pretensions" can long be maintained in the public
leetion of genuine photographic portraita of all the mind. Photography does not even now profesa to
great and holy men of antiquity, and of our Newton, be either "high Art," or in any way a substitute
and Milton, and Sbakapere ! The concourse of for it. We shall endeavour to define clearly, at a
people I The bids I The reserved price! We pro- future time, both what in our opinion it !,a# done,
test there u, in this new spiritual quality of Art, a and what it may yet hope to aecorupliah; and we
chlll'lll of wonderful freehneaa and power, which is shall not hesitate also to exhibit what we eoueider it
quite independent of general or artistic effect, and has 1101 done, and what, in our humble opinion, it
which appeals instinctively to our readiest sym- can ne\'er, in the nature of things, hope to do.
The claaa of persons, now a very large one, who
pathies. Every atone, every little perfection, or
dilapidation, the most minute detail, which, in an practise photography, ia undo11btedlya very different
It certainly
ordinary drawing, would merit no special attention, clua from the old regime of "artiste."
becomes, in a photograph, worthy of careful study . includes a vut number who know nothing, and, if
Very commonly, indeed, we have obaerved that we judge by their mme,,care leaa for the principles,
theae faithful pictures have conveyed to ourselves we will not aay of Art, but of common aenae and
more copious and correct ideas of detail than the decency. B:it even these, ita practice, how degradinspection of the subject, themselves bad supplied; ing soever to an "artist," may insensibly benefit.
for there appears to be a greater aptitude in the Whatever Art may, in the opinion of some, suffer
mind for careful and minute atudy from paper, and from photography, that large claaa of the public,
at inlerr:a/1of lei.,,,re, than when the mind is occu- who are sunk 10 far below .Jrt, will unquestionably
pied with the general impressions suggested by a reap from it a more than compenaating advantage.
view of the objects themselves, accompanied, u We do not believe in ita power to dett,r any youth,
theae inspections uaually are, by some degree of to whom nature hu given an artist·~ eye and heart,
nnaettlement, or of excitement, if the object be one from a proper cultiration of those tastes and talents
of great or nnwonted interest. The probable effects with which he is gifted. Your most accomplished
of the truthfulness of photography upon Art in artist, if he will stoop to the tuk, will ever be your
beat photographer; and your akilfnl "manipulator,"
general, will be considered at a future time.
We now come to the di~vantagea of this attri- if he be poaaeaeed likewise of a grain of senae or
bute : for it bappeIJe, by a singular fatality, that perception, will never rest until he hu acquainted
upon it hangs· the chief reproach to photographic himself with the rules which are applied to Art in
productions as works of Art. The fact is, that it is its higher walka; and he will then mnke it bis contoo ln,tkful.
It insists upon giving us " the trntb, !lant and most anxious study how he can apply
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth ." Now, these rules to hie own pursuit. And this-all bough
we want, in .t\rt, the firat and Jut of these condi- no easy matter, and a thing not to be perfected in a
tions, bnt we can dispense very well with the middle day-be will find to be a study which will admit of
term . Doubtless, it is u truly the province of Art the most varied and satisfactory application.
to improve upon nature, by control and arrangement,
'l'be ra11idityof production of which the merely
as it is to copy her closely in all that we do imitate ; mechanical proce88 of photographic picture -making
and, therefore, we py·boldly, that by the non-pos- is capable, may easily become a source of great
eesaion of these privileges, photography pays a heavy mischief. The student should benr in mind that
corupensation to Art, and must for ever remain what be is to aim at is not the production of a large
under an immense diaadvantage in this respect. number of "good" pictures, but, if poHible, of ONE
We are sure that no one will be more ready to sub- which shall satisfy all the requirements of his judgac;ibe to the accuracy of this remark, than the meut and taste . That one, when produced, will be,
accomplished photographer himself. No man knows we need not say, of infinitely greater value to his
so well u be, that very rarely indeed does a land- feelings and reputation than a" Jane-full" of merely
scape arrange itself upon bis focnuing-glus, as well, "good" pictures. Think of the careful thought
u effectively, as he r.ould arrange it, if l,e could. and labour which are expended over every successful
No man is so painfully conacioua as be is, that piece of canvaa, nnd the months of patient work
nature's lighta and shades are generally woefully which are requisite to perfect a firat.eJnas steel
patchy and ineffective, compared with Turner',; plate ! and then turn to the gentleman who describes
and, in short, that although his chemical knowledge a machine which he bna contrived for taking six
be perfectly adequate, and bis manipulation faultless, dozen pictures in a day I Every one of them-this
it is a marvel, an accident, a chance of a thousand, is the distreaeing part of the business-every one of
when a picture . "turns out" as artutic, in every them capable of throwing off' as many imprusions
respect, as his culti\'ated taste could wi&b.
as the steel plate! We shudder to think of the thou.
Next to the truthfulneH of photography, its moat sands of vile "negatil'ea" boxed up at this moment
atriking peculiarities are its somewhat mechanical in holes and corners, any one of which mny, ou
character, and the rapidity with which its results a suuny day, hatch a brood of hateful "positives."
are produced. These chnracteristice constitute the
We feel it to be a solemn duty to remind photochief elements of the extent and popularity of the graphera of the responsibilities which they incur l1y
practice of photography, just as its truthfulness is harbouring these dangerous reproductive producthe greatest charm of its results. It was perfectly lions ; and we beg of them-for their own sakes,
natural and inevitable that when this art began to aud for that of society-to Jose no time in washing
excite univenal attention, the whole body of skilled off, or otherwise destroyin~, by far the greater part
dranghtamen looked upon it with jealousy and dis- of these "negative" posaesaions.
truat. It is inevitable that many artists must continue to dislike or to deapi5C it. We can even
When Daguerre nod his contemporaries, some
imagine that some who bailed it as a beautiful thing, twenty years ago, aucceeded in fixing the most
and who even made a partial and timid use of it, ba\'e delicate lights and shades, reflected from an object
harboured it as they would a tame anake; giving it through an optical lens upon po/ial,ed ailrer s111·a good awitcbing now and then, lest it should grow f acu, the world was charmed with the invention.
rampant, and bite. It is evident that some clusee It was, indeed, exquisitely beautiful in its results.
of artiste bad substantial cause to dreadit. It has To the present day we believe that, iu point of delialready almost entirely superseded the craft of the cacy and detail, there is no pictorial procesa in the
miniature painter, knd is upon the point of touching, whole range of Art that can be said to aurp1188the
with an irreaittible band, several other branches of daguerreotype. But the costly metallic medium,
skilled Art.
with its unpleasantly brilliant reflecting surface, was
But, quite apart from " interested motives," there a manifest difficulty in the way of its adaptations;
wu, and there continuea to be, a reasonable jealousy, whilst the fact of its being a non-reproductire pronot so much of the Art itself, or of ill capabilities, ceaa excluded the idea of its application to the variona
aa of ita pretenaione, and the ,piril ef it, practice. commercial and valuable purposes for wbich the
We do not partidpate in these fears, because we are great principle of photographic representation was
convinced of two things with reference to this sub· seen to be so strikingly available. Thua we take
ject. Firstly, that to practise the Art tcitk di4tinc· leave of "dag11erreotypea." They are very wonderful
lion, which will very shortly be, if it be not IJOW, and very beautiful; but they are no more available
the only kind of practice which will command for the popular uses of Art than are the costly illu-

I minated

man11.1Cripta
in the British M11.1Cnm.The
ouly purposea to which tbia procesa ia now applied
are to an exceedingly limited and rapidly narrowing
extent in portraiture, and for the atereoacope, to
which latter use the smoothne,is of its aurfoce aud
its delicacy have been the attractions.
We have now to beg the patient attention of our
readers, whilst we point out some moat wonderful
adaptations of the photographic art.
To Mr . Fox Talbot is due, we believe, the pro.
dur.tion of the first matrix, or "negative," by
means of the camera, which, by a eecond process,
still purely photographic, klld capable of indefinite repetition, gave a " positive" result-that
ia, a picture with objects in their correct relative
poaitions, and with the proper relations of light
and shade. Now, it ia obriona that, in order to
aecompliah tbeae objecta, the matrix, or "negative,"
must be produced in the camera u:i/1, all t!,eu
condition, rererud . The right hand of the picture
must be brought to the left; blacks must be white,
and whites black; shadow, must be clear, and high
lights opaque. We wish IU80to call attention to
another most atriking apparent difficulty. The
foreground of a picture requires, of courae, that ita
shadows should be deep and broad, and ita whole
treatment bold and decisive, as compared with the
distant portions of the landscape. Now, since the
depth and boldneas of a photographic result depend
upon the chemical action of the light not being too
1/rong (for the effect of au over-expo8t'd picture ia a
general feebleneaa, all the abadow being by degreea
obliterated), it results that the chemical power of
the rays of light reflected from the objec:ta in the
view is required to be greatest from the most distant
ones, a,,d lessening in cxnct proportion u they
approach the foreground of the picture; and this,
contrary to all apparent reason, u found to be preci1ely tl,e ca.ie; and all the other above-named
required conditions-by
a sort of providential
nrrangement so remarkable that it looks exceedingly
like a ,pecial one, rather than by any complicated
devices of Mr. Fox Talbot'a-hasten to crowd them.
sclvea upon this woIJderful " negative" picture .
The lens, of its own accord, reverses the relative
position of the objects,-tbrows right to the left,
and left to the rigbt,-tbe
cbemicsl action of the
light 1,/acI:ening(instead of rcl,iteni11g)the prepared
surface in the moat inconceivably delicate proportion
to its intensity. We have, altogether, such an indi.
visible, unalterable, and appropriate combiIJation of
natural laws, bearing upon the subject with anch
perfect benerolence towards the desired reault, that
it has frequently struck us that a photogrnphic pieture is not so much a contrivance of man u II design
of nature, with which we hnve become happily
acquainted, and which to neglect in cultivation
would approach nearly to a sin.
The process originally employed by Mr . Fox
Talbot is the one which is termed the Talbotype, or
" C'alotype." The medium used is paper, carefully
freed fro111metallic specks, and of an even texture ;
it is saturated with an iodide of silver. The exposure in the camera ,·nrics from four to twenty
minutes.
The image, when removed from the
camera, is II latent one, or very feebly visible. It
is "developed" (that is, the action of the light in
blackening the salt of silver is carried on to the
required extent) by means of gallic acid. This
venerable and l't'spectable process is still employed,
to a very limited extent, chiefly by arti$ts and
amateur tra,ellera, who are not so much anxious to
produr.e fine pictures as to carry away suggestions
and remembrances, its portability and cheapnesa
being great ~commendations ; yet, as we have
before stated, we have seen very beautiful results
by this process-very far more to our liking than,
for instance, any good-sized land1cape by the albumen procesa. For example, amongst many which
have been before the public, the views in the Pyrenees (12 in. by 14 in.) by the Viscount Vigier, are
admirable for their texture, perspective, and lighting.
l\lr. Buckle, of Leamiugton, and :Mr. Rosling, of
Reigate, were each neat and beautiful ealotype
manipulators in the early days of the art.
We shall thus for the present take our leave of
the second great division of the photographic processes, but shall probably have occasion to refer to
it collaterally in comparison with the results of proceesea to be discussed herenftt'r.
FRANCIS FRITH.
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circumstances ; but nowhere, perha11a,ia this r.o evident aa among artists of
. every grade.
We have a notable example of the truth of tbis usertion in tbe case or the
THEIR
STYLE AND CHARACTER,
veteran painter whose name stsnda at the head of this article. Mr . WitherWITH ENOIUVED ILLllll'l'll.ATIONB,
ington was born on the 26th of May, 1785, in an old house of the Elizabethan
period, long since taken down, th11twas situated in Goawell Street, London,
within a hundred yards of the spot on which the ancient civic barrier of
No. XLIII,-WILLIAM FREDERICK WITIIF.RINGTON, R.A.
Alderagate formerly stood. Now, although tbill locality shows a very different
doctrine, almost univer:lally admitted, that the aspect at the present lime to that it exhibited towarda the close of the last
!I
young mind is direeted towards a particular pursuit century, it cannot be supposed the embryo artist derived the least breath of
in life bv the circumstances which surround it, or iuspiratiou from the objects by which be was there surronudeJ. It. is quite
the locality wherein the child is reared and nur- true that within a mile of the p11ternal dwelling he might, as a boy, have
tured, notwithstanding its general truth, meets with wandered in meadows glittering with the early dew in epring, and fragrant
many exceptionable cases serving to contravene it . with the new-mown grass in summer; he mny have followed the windinga of
Geuiua sets at defiance all such seeming natural laws, the New River, as it flowed through verdaut banks shaded by alder nnd
<f•
often soars fur away from the home and scenes of its willow, instead of, as now, running silently between long rows of unsightly
childhood, and finds a region in which to expatiate and houses, and in the midst of a teemin~, noisy, and bustling populatio11: this be
labour, either in a world of imagination or of practical probably did, and it might have given an imp1dse to the direction to which
utility , quite distinct from that of its birth . Genius is subsequently bis Art-aympnthies turned. Neither was there at home, so far
at least as we have beard, mnch to encourage an innate love of Art, though no
free and fetterleas.. It
t 11bo ds It mocksall decrees.•·
attempt was made to oppose it; on the coutrary, when the child, u was his
spurns 8 a
un •
•
wont, defaced e\·ery available spot in the house with "sketches in chalk," his
it triumphs over every obstacle placed in its upward path, till it reaches the father found it advisable at length to substitute a slate and pencil for the wall
goal of its ambition, and lie&down in peace. It is singular, too, to notice how and chalk, and would occasionally facilitate his studies by drawing, for him to
the youthful mind, so far from being influenced as it grows up by early asso- copy, a face in profile, or parts of a face: thus was the first seed cast into the
ciations, frequently turns in the very opposite direction ; boys, for exam1,le, uncultured mind. After the productions in &latecame black lead pencils and
whose only knowledge of the ocean and a sailor's life bas been gaiced from paper, and pictures m,tltiplied without number till the boy was old enough to
books, have felt an irresistible impulse to face the discomforts of the one and be sent to school, and then there was little or no time to give to the favourite
the perils of the other, have entered the navy, and risen to be great com- purauit. School-days passed away, and business followed, yet amid ils occupamanders: in fact, in every profession, calling, or busineaa, numerous instances tions all leie1tre moments were devoted to copying prints, drawings, and
might be adduced of the mind working in manifest independence of extraneow, 1 picture!, varied with attempts nt original composition. While thus euga:;ed
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Witherington happened to be introduced to a gentleman who had been a
student in the Royal Academy; be lent the young amateur-for at thia time
he had scarcely thought of adopting the Arts u a profeaaion-some of the
studies made in the schools, and also recommended him to draw from plaater
casts. After some little practice from these models be succeeded in gaining
admittance, as a probationer, to the Academy Schools, and subsequently became
a regular student, continuing to work there aasidnonaly for a considerable time
ere he finally resolved to forego every other punnit in favour of that which
stood foremost in bis estimation. Having made his selection, be entered upou
it heartily and diligently as a Jand8".apepainter nominally; yet in many of his
pictures the figures introduced occupy so prominent a position, and are so
relatively large, as almost to give to the work the character of a figure subject.
We have spoken of l\lr. Witherington as a" veteran" in Art, and surely one
who hss been before the public aa an exhibitor for nearly half a century has

[ ..·• and G. P. NicbcUa

, richly earned !Och an appellation : a rare occurrence indeed is it to find a
painter in his seventy-fourth year poaaeaaing so mnch vigour of intellect and
ateadinesa of band u be exhibited last year, and aa we sincerely hope be will
show us in years to come. Our recollection of his works extends over nearly
thirty years, during which be produced publicly about one hundred pictures.
He first appeared at the British Inst itution, in 1810-11, with a view of
" Tiutem Abbey,'' and sooD. after, at the Royal Academy, be exhibited
" A Cottage at Hartwell, Bucks;" bis earliest altention being directed to
those strictly rustic acenea which conslitnte, perhaps, his best works. Tbeae
were followed by "A Forest Scene,'' with figures digging and cart_ing grovel;
"The Top;" " A Hay.field ;" " Returning Home," a subject of ru11tic
Ii~;
" Shepherd Boys;" "The Fifth of November;" "The Reaper'•
j Repast;" "1'he Daueing Bear;" "John Gilpin :" these were all exhibited at
the Royal Academy prior to the year 1824, and, u the titles of the pictures
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annest, abow considerable variety in the subjects selected ; 10 also do many or productive orchards, festooned hop-?J"dena, verdant meadows watered by
those paiuted during the six followintp:years, aa-" A Modern Picture Gallery, ailvery streams, and variety or bill and dale-is not round throup;hout broad
with Portraits;" "The Beggar's Petition ;" "The Robin;" "Luinia ;" England. In 1831 he exhibited "The Com.field;" in ]832, "Dinner-Time,"
"Preparing for Market;" "Market Gardeners Loading;" "Gueu my name;" a rustic scene; in ]834, "Farm-house, Cudham, Kent," a view" Near t'arn" The Hop Garden;" "Don Q,ui1ote and Saucho Panza after their rencontre borough, Kent," and "Reaping;" in I 835, "The }'erry," and "Wati,r-l\lill,
with the Yanguesian Carriers;" "The Soldier's Wife;" "Heath Scene, ' Braeted, Kent;" in 1836, a picture painted for the late Earl of Egremont-a
Kent;" "The Orchard :" with several picture, of Eut Indian scenery, "View of Petworth Park," as seen at a dinner given by the earl to live thouaaod
J>Bintedfrom aketchea by Colonel Jobnaoo, &c., in the vicinity of Bombay women and children; in 183i, "A Lucky E11eape,"and"Studic1forPicturea;"
eapecially. In 1830 Mr . Witherington waa elected Aasociate or the Al'&demy in 1838, "Displaying the Catch," a finely pniuted work, which represents a
in room of the now President, then chosen to fill a vacancy iu the ranks of the young rustic exultingly showing a net full of.fish, he baa succeeded in taking, to
Academicians.
an unfortunate jnveuile brother of the angle, whose <"Ountenancesufficiently
It wu about this period that the declining atate of the artist's health com- indicatea hia own ill-luck. Another of this year's contributions was a "Laue
pt,lled him not only to pus much of his time out of the studio, but to reaort Scene, near Cudham, Kent."
"The Uencontre," exhibited in 1839, is a subject scarcely worthy of the care
during the summer and autumn montht to the country, where, amid "fresh
tielda and pastures new," he might recruit bis exhausted eoergiea and strength . which the artist bestowed upon it: a group of children enjoying the fun
He employed the far p:reater portion of these months painting in the open caused by a small dog trying to reacha brood of goaliutp:aiu a pond, while the
air; and to this may be attributed the comparatively email number of pictures , maternal goose repels the atp:greaaor. "The Rise of the RAvensbouml', Keeton,
he exhibited for the two or three yeara after his election u an AuO<"iate,and Kent," exhibited at the eame time, is a very plt:aaing picture. Three vacaol'ies
also the fact that almost all his succeeding works were laud.scapea. 'l'be rich huing occurred by death this year among the Royal .-\<"ademicians,the
and pictureaque county of Kent seen,a to have been favourite sketching-ground Anociates elected in the room of the deccaacJ members includrd the name of
with him; and QDemore beautiful-with its ample woods, extensh·e parks, : Mr. Witherington; the otllt'rs were Mr. Madise 1111d Mr. Unrt : the election
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took place io Febrnary, 1840. The only picture be sent thnt yenr was one a "Study from Nature, near Hayes, Kent," a group of trees not of the most
entitled "Stacking Hay." It is possible that at this time the artidt was still in I pictu1caque character, but fresh, verdant, and truthful in 11:enernlform and
too delicate a state of health to labour much at hia easel; whether or not this was I in the delineation of foliage. Anot her Kentiah st-ene-" Haves Common,"
the case, he came out in the following year with a manifest increue of numbers, : alao a study from nature-completes the series of the year: thti perspective of
his contributions comisting of four pictures-" Repose;" "Winchester 'fower, ! the common id moat successfully delineated.
Windaor CuUe, from Romney Lock;" "View from Keaton Common, Kent;"
The year 1844 bore evidence that J\lr. Witherington had extended his travels
and "Morant's Court Hill, from Dry Hill }'arm, near Sundridge, Kent." beyond the hedgerows and green meadows of Kent, and the banks· of the
'l'heae Kentisb acenea are rendered with mnch taste, feeling, and truth . . Thames about Windsor and Maidenhead, to which his travels in starch of the
"Ambledon }'erry, near Henley-on-Thames," and" Pasaing the Lock, Windsor," I picturesque seem hitherto to have been restricted: the five pictures exhibited
painted aud exhibited in 1842, are two very pleuing examples of Mr. Withcr- : by him in that year are from sketches taken in Wales. "A Lift on the Way
ington'a pencil; the several acceNoriea are introduced akilfnlly and appro- 1 Home" shows a valley, shut in by cratp:aand mountaics, where a cart bas
pri11tely,and a fresh, cheerful, Englith character i• given to the scenes. One stopped to take in a tp:roupof Welsh peaaaots returning from market. '!'be
of four picturea which were in the Academy iu the exhibition of 1843 was figures are "put in" with much skill, and arc rather rich in colour. Of the
essentially a figure aubject: "The Snppoaed Death of Imogen" consists of four othen, two are views near Bettws-y-Coi,<l,the third a acene on the Lieder,
three figures contemplntin,: the presumed dead body. The next in the North Wales, and the fourth, "Stepping-stones on the J\lachno." One of thl!
catalogue of the year to which ?tlr. Witherington'• name appeared was, "The . best of these Welsh views ia the " Fulls of Machno" (1845). '!'he subject is well
Hop Garland," painted for the late Mr. Wells, of Redleaf; the charming little selected, and hu many points of execution and colour lhot render it valuable.
picture of the aame subject, but with aome alteration in the composition, "1'be Greeting," and "Returning from the Village," are both of the same date.
11urchued by Mr. Vernon, and now iu the "Vernon Collection," at Marl- · ..\notber change of locality appeared in one, at least, of the pictures exhibited
borough House, wu never exhibited at the Aeademy. After this followed ' by this painter in 1846-a " i\tidday Scene near Bideford, Devon." It is a
-·-- -- --
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close wooded sceoe, with the sunlight brnkiog very naturally through the masses
of foliage; the trees are graceful in form, truthful in character, and freely painted .
It• companions in the gallery wert< "Harvest Time," and "The Rescue of
llolaod Grreme:" the former a nook of a corn-field, closed in on the left by a
cutting aod binding into
group of trees; reapers are at work in the for~nod,
sheaves the goldeu grain : it is a capital pictnreof its clasa. So also is another,
exhibited in the following year-"Tbe
lllid-d'ny Retreat," a work on which
much labour 'll"U bestowed, and not without the most advantageous reaults.
'J'he " retreat" consists of a thirk screen of trees, which were undoubtedly
closely copied froru nature . The distribution of light and shade is most
judicious; but the foliage would have gained additional value if touched in
with a fuller and more free pencil. With this were e1hibited "The Village,"
and "Going to Market." The former, prefaced in the catalogue of the Academy
by a quotation from Goldsmith's "Deserted Village," is a work of very striking
e1celleuce, though the remark we just made with respect to the l,andling of the
foliage applies with equal force to the trees in thia picture. "Goiog to !\larket"
almo•t takes rank as a figure subject. A farmer, before starting for the neighbouriug town, is caressing a yonog child which ita mother holds op to his face.

The subject is better suited to a smaller canvas than that on which it is
' painted.
In 1848 appeared another" HARVESTFIELD," oue of our 'll'oodcuts, very
similar io character aod treatment to that already described. It was accom·
panied by a "Scene in North Del'oo," a paaaage of thickly wooded )aodscape,
the li!(ht penetrating here and there tl1rongh the dense masses of folia((e, and
serving to make the darkness more visible. "BauKFAST," also one of the
woodcuts, a husbandman seated on a newly felled log of timber, and partaking
of his frugal meal, which his wife and children have brouirht him, is another
of those rustic scenea identified with the best works of this painter. It waa
e1hibitcd in 1849, together with two views sketched among the F.oglish
lakes-" Grasmere,'' aud "A mbleside:" the former especially is treated with
much poetic feeling. 'J'he followin1t year produced "Summer," the title given
to a subject of sylvan scenery; "Coniston Lake;" "The l\1oootain Road;"
and a bit of l\lnrlborough }'orest: all of them works that maintained the repu. tation of the artist . Jo 1851 he uhibited "Midsummer;" a" Sceoe in Knowle
1 Park, Kent, after Stormy Weather;"
anti. a" View from the Trout beck Road,
I looking over Windmoere:" the first of these 'll"e greatly preferred to the
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othen. Hie ne1t contrib11tions to the Acndemy comprised, "The Bird's Neat
in Danger," another close, wooded seem,, fo which animation is given by a
,rroup of young urchin,, one of whom climbs a tree in search of a neat;
"Crummock Water, Buttermere,'' a true but somewhat Aardly eipreaaed
repreaeotation; and "Derwent and Bassenthwaite Lakes."
In 1653 he
e1hibited "The Village Post Office,'' the best figure picture he ever producedthe characten well studied aud well drawu; "A Summer Afternoon,'' a
pleuaot, glowing landscape; and "The Way ro110d the Park:" the subject
ia only a walk " fenced" with treea, whose ahadud tooea are broken by gleam,
of auulight, faithfully described. In the following year appeared" 'l'he Park,"
"Harvesting near Derweotwater," and a" Water-Mill,'' three subjects difl'eriog
mneh from each other, but all treated with truth and a right feeling for the
picturesque in nature.
Two ont of the three pictures eihibited in 1853 were painted in Surrey;
one, entitled "The Sileot Mole,'' a large canvas, preseotiog a view of the
narrow, gentle river winding through fertile meadows, aod enlivened bf the
introduction or a fisherman in a boat raising some "eel-pots;" the other
a group of children "Gathering Watercreues" on ita banks. The third
painting wu called "The Homettead," a moat agreeable composition-at leaat
to those who, like ourselves, can enjoy such truly English pastoral scenes. In

[J. aad 0. P. Nichol.a

1856 the public saw in 'J'rafulgnr Square five subjects from hia pencil: two
painted near Chudleigh, Devouahire-one called "The Brook," the other
I "The Glen;" two, respectively entitled, "Wioh,r," and "Autumn,"-the
'. former typified by a labourer employed in cutting down timber, to whom
I a child has brought his daily meal, aod the lntter by three children bomewnrdbound from gleaning; the fifth, " RETURNINGrao:11CHURCH," forms one of
our ill~tratioos.
Four pictures constitute :Mr. Witberington's q•1ota to the
e1hibition of 1857-" Early Summer;" " In Lyndale, North Devon ; " "'l'hc
Never-failing Brook-the Busy 1\1ill;" 11nd " Spring." La~t year he sent two
viewa-" On the Greta,'' and "Mid-day ." Oo these we have 110 s11ace to
comment; and they have been so recently the subject of our remarks ns to
render any further observation unnecessary.
Mr. Witherington is a true lover of Kuglisb ground, and an able illustrator
of its "thousand sights of lovelineaa." Unlike very ma1,y of our artists, he
hu not been beguiled by the beauties of continental scenery to quit hie native
I laud in search of the picturesque. Here he baa fonod eoongh And to spare;
. and when bis own suo goes down-loo,r may it be first, though the shadows of
will leave behind very maoy pleuar.t and
I hia life are rapidly lengthening-he
·1 faithful memories of nooks and corners of old Eugland lighted up by the auo! ahine, and enriched by the faocy, of his pencil.
i
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WILSON, R.A.

Tnx late Preaident of the Royal Academy, Sir
Martin Areber Sbee, hu apoken of the career of
Uichard Wilson u " a reproach to the age in
which he lived. With powers which ought to have
raised him to the higheat fame, and recommended
him to the most prosperous fortune, Wilson W88
suff'ered to live embarrassed and to die poor;" and
this at a time when £2000 a year could be realised
by an inferior artist, Barret, iJtho11gh "Wilson's
landscapes," to use Barry' a words, " aff'ord the
happieat illustration of whatever there is fucinatiug,
rich, precious, and harmonious in the Venetian
colouring,"-a testimony which nothing but genuine
merit could have extorted from auch a critic. A
more caustic writer, equally able to decide on true
merit, Dr. Walcot (better known 88 Peter Pindar),
deapite of the neglect of would.be cogno,ce,,/i, exclaimed, in his aatiric " Odea to the Royal Acade-

I

tffll.ted with l'C{W sncceu. Indeed, he poeaeued
that veraatility of power u to be one minute an
eagle sweeping the heavens, and the next a wren :
twittering a aimple note on the humble thorn."
The brilliancy and beauty of his skies and diatancee, :
supported by rich and repoaive muaeaor shade
throWll over the woods, rocky hills, and buildings .
which usually constituted his middle diatances, toge- 1
ther with his well-handled, truthful, and admirably
ananged foregrounds, displayed thi.a great painter
to every advantage in the recent Art- Treasures Ex•
hibition at Manchester.

I

Wi110n was one of the founden of the l~yal
Academy, and hia portrait appears in tbe interesting
pictures of its early members, by Zoff'any ; the
Academy wu ultimately of pecuniary use to him
when he wu appointed ita secretary-it
wu all
he lhen had to depend upon ; and he shifted hia
London reaideucea for the worse 88 be increated in
matured ability, and declined in public patronage.
He at one time resided where 10 many great
painten had lived before him, in the north arcade
of the Piazza, Covent Garden ; then in Charlotte
Street, Fitzroy Square; in Great Queeu Street,

mician,:"--"
Old red-nosed Wilson's art
Will hold Its empire o'er niy heart,
By Britain left In poverty to pine.
But, honest \Vilaon, never mind,
Immortal praloes thou shalt find,
And for a di oner have no cause to fear.
Thou start'st at my 1irophellc rhymes !
Don't be lm.-uent for these timesWalt UII thou but been dead a hundred year! ·,

I

II
I

I
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The justnesa of Walcot's judg;ment has been
abundantly testified since he wrote theae lines ; the
pictnres that Wilson coold ouly sell for a few
pounds each, and then only to charitable pawnbrokers, have since fetched as many hundreds .•
At one time the " English Claude" wu so far reduced in circumstances u to be unable to execute r.
small commission when he was in great want of it,
because he had not money enough to purchnse
cau,·as and colours. t
The great landscape painter was born in one or
the finest district& of Wales, that most picturesque
haunt of landscape painter•. He '11"88 the third son
of the Rev. John Wilson, Rector of Penegoes, in
l\fontgomeryshire, where he wu horn in 1713.
His mother was of the family of Wynne, of Leeswood, near Mold, Flintshire . He received a 11:ood
clU1ical education, and early showed a marked 'predilection for drawing. lie was taken to London, at
the ap:e of fifteen, by his relative, Sir George
Wynne, anJ placed nnderWright,a portrait painter.
He soon, however, commenced on his own account,
and painted, amor,ir; other notables, the Prince of
Wales and the Duke of York. After some time he set
off' for lt•ly, where, unconscious of the beut of bis
geniu~, he continued to paint portrait.a. There he
frequented good society, and was much respected.
Zuccherclli and Vernet, having seen his sketches,
prevailed ttpon him to relinquish portrait and apply
himself to landscape painting . Raphael Mengs
painh•d his portrait in exchange for a landscape.
In 1755, after six years' residence in Italy, he relie
turned, and took up his abode in London.
conti11uedto paint fine pictures, but bis art was too
iutellectual for the public taste or his day. His
style was too broad, suggestive, and masterly; it
aavoured too much of "mind" and artistic feeling
to meet with a just echo in the breath of the uni11itiated. Still he persevered, without cateriug to the
bad taste that was, and almost always is, f88hionable.
The style or this distinguished artist formed au
epoch in English landscape painting. His claims
to praise are, grandeur in the choice or invention
of his scenea, felicity in the distribution of his lights
and shadow,, freshness and harmony in his tinta.
Fuaeli aays that, "Wilson's taste w88 so exquisite,
and hia eye so ch88te, that whatever came from his
easel bore the stamp of elegance and truth. Hie
snbjecte were the selections of taste ; and whether
of the simple, the elegant, or the sublime, they were
• Small plct•1res, which he uaed to pl3CCalong the wash
or skirting bnanls of hl1 studio, and which In lhcae days
will bring from one hundred to two hundred guineas each,
were bought from the artist by a well-known picture
draler (who told the anecdote to the writer) (or auma or
one, two, and aomeUmesthree guinea.a.
t It wu fuml•hed by the young man who had recom.
mended him lo his pat.run, and who afterwards entered the
church, and achieved oomo celebrity In hl1 day as an
amateur artt.t, the Rev. Mr. Peten, who bad Intended to
become a painter, but •·u •hoeked at fearing Wl1110n'1fate
might be hi• own, u ho felt be had not a Uthe of bis
talent.

COLOKO!(DI& BOUSE.

Lincoln's.Jnn-1''ields; at the corner of Foley Place,
Great Portland Street; and laatly, in a wretched
lodging in Tottenham Street, Tottenham Court
Road. From thence he made a sudden flight to
Wales, and a happy and comfortable home. The
death of his brother put him into posaeMion of
property in his native land, and a pr1>fitablelead
mine was found upon his eatate. He resided at
Colomondie, the seat of his cousin, Miea Catherine
Jones, to whose estates he would also have succeeded bad he survived her. It is in the village of
Llanverria, Deubighshire, in the midst of scenery

TU& TOllB

Royal Academy of Artiats.
Interred May 15,
1782, aged 69." Aod beneath this inscription is
added a tribute to his memory in the Welsh language, which obtained the prize at the Eisteddfod
of 1852, of which the following venion is off'ered:.. Fl'om ll(e'• first dawn his genius ahed Its raya,
And Nature owned him In bis earliest days
A willing suitor; sklll'd her lines t' lm.-rt,
With all the lore and graces or his Art ;
HI• noble •·ork! are 1tlll admired, and claim
The just reward of an enduring fame."

The Rev. Dr. Williams, Rector of Nannerch, near
}fold, is collecting aubacriptions for the erection of

the artist lo\'ed, and where he woold ramble daily
with his faithful dog, who once returned howling
a/011e to the house, and drairited a servant by the
clothes to the spot where Wilsou lay helplessly
suff'ering the fint stroke of a mortal malady of
which be died soon afterwards.•
His tomb, near the entrance to the pariah church
of St. Mary, at }fold, is a handsome and wellconstructed aarcophagus, which, with the pretty bit
of scenery it commands, forms. the subject of the
accompanying woodcut. On it is engraved-" The
remains of Richard Wilson, Esq., Member of the

or wu..:;ox.
a handsome monument itUide the church to Wilaon'a
memory; the Marquis of Weatminster, Sir Charles
Eaat.lake, P.R.A ., and other diatingoished penons,
have come forward with liberal contributions, which,
it ia hoped, will induce many to follow their example.

F. W. FAillllOLT.
• Our sketch of the house was made oome Y""" ago bl'
Mr. llarrlsou, an artist since deceased. That of Wilson s
tomb was recently furnished by Mr. W . Linton, the wollkno,rn .-inter, together with notes descriptive and hlogra.
phlcal-the only aulotance of the kind that bas hitherto
been received by the writer of this aeries of .-pers.
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the clothes they carried npon them, ou which the number used in moat of the common games. In
tavern-keepers, who seem to have acted alao u our cut (No. 2), taken from the illumination in a
p&Wllbrokers, readily lent amall 1nms of money. copy of Jean de Vignay's tranalation of Jacobus de
We often read of men who got into the taverner's
hands, playing as well u drinking themselves naked;
BY THOMAS WRIGHT, F.8.A.
and iu a well-known mannllCl'iptof the beginning of
TBR 1LLU9TIUT10W BT ... w. F41RBOLT, r.a..1..
the fonrteent-h centnry (MS. Reg. 2 B, Vil. fol.
167 v0 )' we find an illumination which represents
2. DICE, TAllLES, DRAUGHTS, CAllDS.
thia proceas very literally (Fisc. 1). One, who is
AT an early period the German tribes, as known to evidently the more aged of the two players, is
the Romans, were notorioualy addicted to gambling . already ,perfectly naked, whilst the other is reduced
We are informed by Tacitus that a German in hie to his shirt. The illuminator appeara to have intime would risk not only his property, but hid own tended to represent them as playing against each
peraooal liberty, oo a throw of the dice; and if he other till neither had anything lef't, like the two
lost, he aubmitted patiently, as a point or honour, celebrated cats of Kilkenny, who ate one another UJ>
to be bound by his opponent, and carried to the until nothing remained bot their tails.
A bnrleaque parody 011 the church service,
market to be aold into alavery. The Anglo-Saxons
appear to have shared largely in thia paseion ; and written in Latin, perhaps as early as the thirteenth
.4ntiqu"8,"
thl'ir habits of gambling are alluded to in different centlll')', and printed in the "kliquit,
writen. A well-known writer or the first half or gives ns rather a cnrious picture of tavern manners
at that early period. The docnment is profane,
the twelRh century, Ordericus Vitalia, tells ns that
in hia time even the prelates or the church were in -mnch more IIO than any of the parodies for which
the habit or playing at dice. A still more celebrated Hone was prosecuted ; but it is only a moderate
Fi{/. 2.-A DICS-PUUR.
writer, John or Salisbury, who lived a little Inter in example of the general lameae in this respect which
the aame century, apeaks of dice-playing as being prevailed, even among the clergy, in what have been Ceaeolis (MS. Reg. 19 C, XI.), the dice-player
then extremely prevalent, nod enumerates no lesa ealled "the agea of faith." Thia is entitled "The appenre to hold but two dice in his hand; bot this
than ten different games, which he namea in Latin, Maas of the Drunkards," and contains a rnnning is to be laid aolely to the charge of the dranghtsas follows :-teuua,
calculiu, talJula (tables), urio allusion to the throwing of the three dice, and the 1088 man'e want of skill, as the text tells us distinctly
t1el Dardana pugna (Troy fight), tricolu,, tenio of clothing which followed ; . but it is fnll of Latin that he haa three. We learn also from the text,
(aice), monarcAu.r,orlJiculi, taliorcAiu, and t1ulpu pnne on the words of the church ecrvice, and the that in the jng he holds in his right hand he carries
(the game of fox).-" De Nugu Ourialium," lib. i. greater part of it would not bear a tranalation .
his money, a late example of the use of earthen
c. II. 'l'he sort of estimation in which the game was
It will have been already remarked that, in all vessels for this pnrpose. Two dice were, however,
then held ia cnrionaly illustrated by an aneedote iu theae aneedotee aud stories, the ordinary number of aometimes need, Cdpeciallyin the game of hazard,
the Carloviugian romance of "Pari4e la DucAe8te," the dice is three. This appears to have been the which appears to have been the great gambling
where the King of the Hungarians wishes to contrive aome means of testing the real character (aristocratic or plebeian) of his foundling, yonng Hagnee,
uot then known to be the aon of the Ducheae Parise.
A party of robbers (which appcan not to have been
a specially diereputRble avocation among the H 011garians of the romance) ' are employed, lint to
seduce the youth to " the cheae and the dice," and
af\ernrds to lead him against hia will to a thieving
expedition, the object of which was to rob the
treaaury of the king, his goofather. They made a
great hole in the wall, and thrust Hnguee throngb
it. The yo nth beheld the heaps of gold aud ailver
with aatoni1hment; bnt, reaolved to tonch none of
the wealth be saw around him, hie eyes fell upon
a coffer 011 which lay three dice, "made and pointed
in fine ivory."
" Garde 1or I. escrln, sl a veu IIJ. dez,
Qlll aoot de fin yvolre et ralt et polotori."'

ON DOMESTIC GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

PM'/Mla ~.

p. 94.

Hngues seized the three dice, thrnst them into his
bosom, and, retnrning throngh the breach in the wall,
told the robbers that he had carried away " the worth
of four cities." When the robbers heard hie explanation, they at once concluded, from the taste be had
displayed on tbia occaaion, that he was of p;entle
blood, and the kiug formed the aame opinion on the
result of this trial.
Dnring the period of which we are now apeaking
nse of
-the twelfth and thirteenth ceoturi-the
dice had spread itself from the highest to the very
lowest clasa of the population: In its simpler form,
that of the game of hazard, 111which the chance of
Fi;J. 3.-A GUIBU~G l'ARTT OP TB& IIX'H&lffll OB!l1't1B\',
each player rested 011 the mere throw of the dice, it
was the common game of the low frequenters of the game of the middle ages. Chaucer, in the "Par- I utility, yet this hasbeen attempted at various times,
taverns, that claae which lived upon the vicea of donere'e Tale," derocribeathe hazardoors as playing and not only in a very grotesque, but in a similar
with two dice. But in the curioua scene in the manner at very distant periods. This was done by
"Towneley Mysteriea" (p. 241), a work apparently giving the die the form of a man, ao doubled up,
contemporary with Chaucer, the tormentere, or that wheu thrown he fell iu different positions, so
executioners, are introduced throwing for Chriat's as to show the points uppermost, like an ordinary
nnseamed garment with three dice; the winner die. The smaller example represented in our cut
throwa fifteen points, which could only be thrown (Fig. 4) is Roman, and made of silver, and several
with that number of dice. A very curious piece of
painted glaae, now in the poaaeuion of Mr. Fairholt, of German manufacture, and forming part,
apparently, of a series illuetrative of the history of
the Prodigal Son, represents a party of gamblers at
1
: dice, of the earlier part of the sixteenth century, in
/ which they are playing with two dice. It is copied
Fig. 1.-ll&Ot~·.u.
O.lllDLEll>I.
in onr cnt (Fig. 3). The original beare the inecription, "Ja" Ya" Hau~ll Trytruen in Aa,ufra11,"
aociety, and which wae hardly looked npim as with a men:hant'a mark, and the date, 11182. Three
FirJ.4.-0R.''l.lll&llTAL DICK.
belonging to society itself. The practice and results dice, however, continued to be used long after this,
of gambling are frequently referred to in the popular and are from time to time allnded to during the Roman dice of the aame form are known. It
writers of the later middle agea. People could no ,ineenth and seventeenth centnries.
is singular that the same idea ahould have prelonger stake their peraonal libertv on the throw, bnt
It would not ,eem easy to jtivc much ornamen- sented itself at a much later period, and, as far
they played for everything they had._ven
for tation to the form of dice without destroying their as we can judge, without any room for 1uppoaiog
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that it wns by imitation . Our second example,
which is lnr~er thnn the other, and carved in boxwood, is of German work, and apparently as old as
the beginning of th e sixteenth centnry. Both arc
now iu the fine aud extensive collection of Lord
Londesborough .
The simple throwing of the dice wa• rather nu
eicitement than an amusement; and at an early
period people sought the latter by a combination of
the dice-throwin g with some other system of movements or calculations . Jn this wny, no doubt, origi11nledthe different games enumerated above by John
of Salisbury, the most popular of which was that of
tubles (tabula or tabultl!). This game wa.s iu use
among the Homnns, und wns in nil probability barrowed from them by the Anglo-Saxons, umong
whom it was in great favour, nnd who called the
game f(J!fe/ (evidenlly a mere adoption· of the Latin
11nme).nnd the <licetease/as and t(l'jel-stanas. 'l'be
former evidently represents the Latin tesselltl!, little
cubes; and the latter seems to show thut the AngloSaton dice were usually made of stones. At a
later period, the game of tables, used nearly always
iu the plural , is continunlly mentioned along with
cbes~, ns the two most fashionable and aristocratic
games in use. An early and richly illumina ted
manuscript in the British Museum- perhaps of the
beginuinK or the fourtecntl1 century (MS. Harl.
No. 1257)-furnishes ns with the group of players

'

II
I
I•

I

Fi9 . 5.-.A

PARTY

.!T

TABLES.

at tables represented in our cnt (Fig. 5). The
tabl e, or board, with bars or points, is here clearly
delineated, and we see that the players use both
dice and men, or pieces-the latter round discs, like
our modern drnngbtsmen. Ju another manuscript,

Fig .

G.-A

most celebrated as a favourite game among country
pa1·sons.
Auotber game existing in the middle ages, hut
much more rarely alluded to, was called daml!1, or
Indies, and has still pre&erved that name in French.
In En glish, it was changed for that of draught,,
derived no doubt from the circumstance of dra wi11g
the men from ouc square to another. Our cut

I
j-...1.'('·~ lllllili~
ill:::..:~~
Pi (/ i .-A

O.UU•.: AT DllAL:GUT:;.

(Fig. 7), taken from n. manuscript in the Briti sh
Museum of the beginning of the fourteenth centur y,
known commonly as Queen Mary's Psalter (MS.
Reg. 2 B, VII.), represents o. lady :and gentleman
playing at dames, or draughts, differing only from
the character of the game at the present dny in the
circumstance that the draughtsmen are evidently
square.
The medirevnl games were gTad,1a!ly superseded
by a new contrivance, that of playing-cards, which
were introduced into Western Europe in the course
of the fourteenth century. Tt has been snggested
that the idea of playing-cards was taken from chess
-in fact, that they are the game of chess transferred
to paper, and without a bonrd, and they are generally understood to have been derived from the
East. Cards, while they possessed some of the
cbaracteri .stics of chess, presented the same mixtur e
of chance and skill which distinguished the game of
tables. Au Italian writer, probably of the !utter
part of the fifteenth cent,uy, named Co.velluzzo,
author of o. history of Vitcrbo, states that "in the
year 1379 was brought into Viterbo the game of
cards, which comes from the country of the Saracens,
and is with them ealled naib." Cards are still in
Spanish called naipes, which is said to be derived
from the Arabic: but they were certniuly known
in the west of Europe before the clnte given by

TJ.BLE·BO!RO (BA CKGJ.lllfO:S-) OF THE FOURTEENTll CENronr.

This game continued long to exist in England
under its old name of tables. 'J'hus Shakespeare:"This is the npc or r~rm, monsicur the nice,
That, when he play• at tau,., chides the dice."'
Lore• Labour·, Lo,t, act v. sc. 2.

I

belonging to a rather later period of the fourteenth
centnry (MS. Reg. 13 A, XVIII. fol. 157 v 0 ), we
have a diagram which shows the board as composed
of two tables, represented in our cut No. 6. It was
probably this construction which cansed the name
to be used iu the plural; and as the Anglo-Sa.lolls
alwaysusedthennmein thesingnlar ,ns isthecasealso
with John of Salisbury in the twclrth century, while
the plural is always used by the writers of a later dnte,
we •eemjnstified in concluding that the board used by
the Anglo-Saxons and Anglo-Normans consisted of
ouc table, like thnt represented in our cut ~a. 5, and
that this was afterwards snperseded by the double
board. It is hardly necessary to point out to our
readers that the se two picture s of the boards show
us clearly that the medirevnl game of tables was
identical with our modern bnckgammun, or rather,
we should perhaps say, that the game of backgammon, as now played, is one of the games played on
: the tables.
In the manuscript last quoted (MS. Reg. 13 A,
XVIII.) the fignre of the board is given to illustrate
a very curious treatise on the game of tables, written
in Latin, in the fourteenth , or even perhaps in the
thirteenth, century . The writer begins by informing us, that "there are many games at tables with
dice, of which the first is the long game, and is the
game of the English, nod it is common, and played
as follows: multi s,mt ludi aataoulas cum ta.&il!is,
quorum primus est longus ludus et est ludus A nglicor11111,et est communis, et est ta/is natur~,"
meaning, I presume, that it was the game usually
played in England. From the directions given
for playing it, this game seems to have had a close
general resemblance to backgammon. The writer
of the treatise says that it was played with three
dice, or with two dice, in which latter case they
counted six at earh throw for the third die. l n
some of the other games described here, two dice
only were used. We learn from this treatise the
English terms for two modes of winning at the
"long game" of tables-the one being called "lympoldyng," the other "lurchyug;"
and a person
losing by the former wns said to be "lympolded."
The writer of this tract givea directions for playing
nt sernral other games of tables, and names some of
them-snch as" paume carie," the Lombard's game
(liulus Lmubardorum), the "imperial," the "provincia],u "baraUe," and "fnylys."

the onelye table-tn/!11that nre plaid withal at ordinaries, into an ordinarye did he most gentleman-like
convay himselfe iu state." We learn from another
tract of the same author, the "Gul's Horubooke,"
that the table-men at this time were usnnllv

I

The !{amc appears at this time to have been a paint ed.
.
..•
favourite one iu the taverns and ordinaries. Thus,
We hardly perceive how the name of tn~lcs ~1sin a satirical tract in verse, printed in 1600 we are appeared. It seems prob~hle that at th1d time
tolJ of'
the game of tabl es meant simply what we now call
backgammon, a word t.he oldest mention of which,
" An honest vlcker, and a kind consort,
f
I h
b
bi t di
·
60 ar ?s"
TI1a.t to tho alehnuao fri endly would resort,
· a~~ een a e,, 0
scoyer, o_ccurs in
To have a game at tablu now and than,
Howells Fan,1har Letters, first prmted ID 1646 .
Or drlnke his pot a, . •oone as any man."
It is there written baggamon. In the "Com pleat
Ltttm(J 01 llumour, Blm, 1000.
Gamester," 1674, backgammon nud ticktnck occur
And one of the most popular of the satirical writers ns two distinct games nt what would have formerly
of that period, Dekker, iu his "Lantborne and been called tables; and another similar game wa.s
~nndle-Ligh!·," print ed in 1620, says, punningly,called Iri sh. Curiously enough, in the earlier part
And knowmg that your most selected gallants are of the last century the game of backgammon was

Fi(J. 8.-C.&.RDS L~ THE roon TE&!-,'"T
U c&~'"T
ouv.

Cnvellnzzo. Onr cut (Fig. 8) is taken from a very
fine manuscript of the romance of Melindus, in
the Britisl1 Museum (MS. Addit. 12,228, fol.
313 v 0 ), which was written apparently in tho
south of France between the years 1330 and 13a0;
it represents a royal party J>laying at cards, which
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were tl,erefore considered nt that time aa the amnse- that, and ~ she had seen used in places of wonhip
ment of the highest cla88eaof society. They are, how· (Jentlemen ~ h~u,es) there as _she had beeu."
ever, first distinctly alluded to in history iu the year
From this time the menhon of cards becomes
1303. Jn that yenr Chnrlea VI. of France wns frequent. They formed the common amnsement in
labonring nnder a visitation of insanity; ar.d we the courts of Scotland and Eoglnnd nnder the
find iu the accounts of his treasurer, Charles reigns of Henry V!I. and James IV.; and it ia
Poupart, an entry to the following effect :-" Given ~c~mled th_at when the lnt.tcr monarch paid his first
to Jacqnemin Grinp:onnenr, painter, for three packs vmt to his affianced hnde, the young Princess
of cards, gilt and diversly coloured, and ornamented Margaret of ~.ngland, "he founde the quene plnyiug
"'ith several devises, to deliver to the lord the King at the cardes.
for his amusement, fifty-six eols of Paria." It is
lo Germany nt this time cnrd-playing was carried
clear from this entry that the game of cards was lo no extravagant _degree, and it becnru~ 11n object
then tolerably ,veil known in Ji'rance, and that it of attack and entire to the reformers among the
waa by no means new, though it waa evidently not clergy. Our cut (f'ig. 10) represents n German
a tommon game, aud the cards had to be made by a
is, as I anppose, an :illuminator of
painter-that
m1m11BCripts.We find aa yet no allUBion to them
in England ; and it is remarkable that ndtbcr
Chancer, nor any of the numerona 11'riters of his
and the following age, ever speak of them . An
illuminated manuscript of apparently the earlier
part of the fifteenth century, perhaps of Flemish
worknmnahip (it contains a copy of Raonl de Preale'a
1''rench translation of St. Augustine'• " Ciuitiu
Dei"), presents na with another card-party, which
we give in our cut (I-'i~. 0). Three persons are

Fi'}, 10.-C'J.Rl>S
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card-party in a ti1,·eru, taken from nu early pninted
coffer io the Museum of Old German Art at Nuremberg. '!'he design of the cards ia that of packs of
I fnucifully on1amcnte,l cards made in Germany at the
close of the fifteenth cenlurv. The Gl'rmnn satirists
I of that age complnin that the rage for p;arubling hnd
taken possession of all classes of society, nod !~veiled
nil rauks, ages, and scxea; that the noble gambled
with the commoner, and the clergy with tl,e laity .
Some of the clerical reformers decbred that rard·
playing aa well as dice was a dendly sin; and others
complained that this lo~e of gambling hnd cnuaed
people to forp:et all honourable puranits.
I A aimilar outcry was raised in onr own country;
I

JURI.Y L" TIii

SJXTf.ENTH CK~H· r,\".

and a few years later it arose equally loud. A short subjects, cutting in like manner the few words of
nnonymous poem on the ruin of the realm, belong· neceaaary explanation. 'l'his practice further exing apparently to the earlier part of the reign of pauded itaeli into what are called block-books, conHenry VIII. (l\lS. HarJ . No. 2252, fol. 25 v0 ), siatiug of pictorial subjects, with copious explanatory
complains of the nobles and gentry :text. Some one at length hit upon the idea of
" Deforethys tyme they lo-rydfor to Ju•t..
c11tting the pages of n regular book on ao many
And in •hotyoge chefely they selt th;r m;nde,
blocks of wood, and Inking impressions on paper or
And thor landys and pouessyona now sett they moste,
vellum instead of writing the manUBcript. aud this
And at cardu and dyce ye may them ft'ynde."
'
.
!
.,
.,
. .
, plan waa soon further unpro,·ed by cuthng letters
Cardes and dyce are from this time forward : or words on separate pieces of wood, and setting
spoken of aa the grtat blot on C?ntemporary : tJ1em up together to form pages. '111cwood was
manners; and they seem for a long time to have I subsequently superseded by metal. And thus origi.
driven most other games out of use. Roy, in his noted the noble art of PRINTING.
1-emarkable satire against Cardinal Wolsey, com- .
plains that the bishops themselves were addicted to
---+- j
gambling :" To play at the cardes and dyco
I THE HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT.
Some of theym are no th)·ngc n;ce,
Doth at h111ard
and mom~haunce.'"
The rage for cards and dice prevailed equnlly iu
PROGR~:ss OF TIIE DECORATIO:SS.
Scotland.
Sir David Lindsay's popish parson, IN the Queen's Robing Room, on the walls of which
in 1535, boasts of his skill in these gamce :l\lr. Dyce ia painting incidents from the life of
" Thoch I preicb nocht, I can play nt the calche;
King Arthur, nothing has been done aince our last
I ,rot thore Is nocht ane amang yow all
·
h 1\1 JI b
d
d J•
k
Mair ferylle can play at the rutc-ba.11;
nohcc; nor 111 r. er ert a vnucc us wor s in
the chamber appropriated to him. 'l'he lower parts
And for the cart!!, tho tl\bels, and the dy••,
I of the Prince's <.:hambcrare not, it may be supposed,
Aboveall parsoWII I may heir the prysc."
The 81lme celebrated writer, in a poeru against to be left as they now are; some change in the bas.
Cardinal Beaton, represents that prelate as a great reliefs hna been effected since we saw it last, but the
gambler:whole looks extremely heavy, aud the more so since
" In bnnkctUng,playing at cartls and d;ce,
the upper part hns been fitted 11'ith the series of full·
Into ale ,ryoedomeI ..-ashaldln wyae,
length portraits on diapered gilt grounds, and these
And sr,,i.lrltnocht to play 11·lthking nor knleht ..
show what ia wanting below. We are glad that the
Thre thousand crowncsof golde upon ano night.
j monkish bas-relief, that ,..as placed experimentally
It mUBtnot be forgotten that it is parUy to the over the fire-place, has been removed-Jong ago did
use of playing-cards thal we owe the inveution we condemn the taate that essayed tl1e introduction
which has been justly regarded aa one of the of the rude c-0ntorted manner of the very infancy of
greatest benefits granted to mankind. The firat oak carving . For years have we closely watched the
cnrds, aa we have 1cen, were painted with tl1e hand. progreaa of thePC works, and we nre justified in sayThey were subsequently made more npidly by a inp; that a very large proportion of the decorationa
process called stencilling-that
is, by cutting the arc but costly experiments, which hove failed. The
rude forms through a piece of pasteboard, parch- difficulty of obtaining a Cullbroad light in all these
ment, or thin metal, which, placed on the cardboard rooms and corridors is aufilciently ob\"ious; but in
intended to receive the impresaion, waa brushed many cases the coloured glass might hnve been spared.
over with ink or colour, ,.-hich p1181edthrough the The honourable members of the lower chamber found
cot out lines, and imparted the figure to the their house too dark with the pointed glass windows,
material beneath.
A further impro,·ement \TH which have been removed, a lighter glass having been
made by cutting the figures on blocks of 11'ood,and substituted. But we fear that we muat despair of a
literally printing them on the cards. These card- similar improvement in those dark corridors wherein
blocks are anpposed to have given the first idea of are already placed some of the pictures of the hiawood-engraving. When people saw the effects of torical aeries. Aa in the Prince's Chamber there
cutting the figures of the cards npon blocks, they cannot be thrown a atronger light, there must be
began to cut figures of saints on blocks in the same reflection. We knoll' not what may be conte-·m·
manner, and then applied the method to other plated, but the breadths of gilding in the :pper

I

Fig. 9.-C.lROS

I!< TllS

nnul!Tn

C&IITCRT.

here engaged in the game, two of whom are ladies.
After the date at which three {lacks of cards ,vere
made for the amUBCmeutof the lunatic king, the
game of cards aeems soo1,to have become common
in France ; for Jeaa than four years later-on the
22nd of January, 1397-the provost of Paris con1idered it neceHary to publish an edict, forbidding
working people to play at tennis, bowls, dice, cards,
or ninepins, on working days. By one of the acts
of the synod of Laugres, in 1404, the clergy were
npreHly forbidden to play at cnrds. These had
now made their way into Germany, and had become
so popular there, that early in the fifteenth century
card-making had become a regular trade.
In the third year of the reign of Edward IV.
(1463), the importation of playiog-card1, probably
from Germany, waa forbidden, among other things,
by 11ctof parliament ; and aa that act is nnderstood
to have been called for by the English manufaeturen, who ,nffered by the foreign trade, it can
hardly be doubted that cardswere then manufactured in England 011 a rather extenaive scale. Carda
had then, iudetd, evidently beeome very popular in
Eo1daud; and only twenty yean afterwards they
are~apoken of as the common Christmas game, for
MMgery Pnatou 11'rote u follo11'Sto her h111band,
John Paston, on the 24th of December in that
year,-" Please it you to weet (knoll') that I sent
your eldest son John to my Lndy Morley, to have
knowledge of what sports were used in her hoUBein
the Christmas next following after the decease of
my lord her huabaud ; an4 she said that there were
none disguisings, nor harpings, nor luting, nor
singing, nor none loud disports, but playing at the
tables, and the chesa, and card1-1uch disports abe
gave her folks leave to play, and none other .••••
I sent yonr younger son to the Lady Stapleton, and
ahe aaid according to my Lady Morley's saying in
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panels suggest, for the sake of harmouy and compoTHE ROYAL PICTURES.
THE BRITISH INSTITUTION.
sition, a downward continuation of a like manner of
--enrichment. The chamber is small, therefore the
light from the high windows falls directly Oil the
THE MONASTERY.
AGAINthe Art-season commences: the British
oppoeite walls, the lower parts of the room being
O. Achenbach, P&lnler.
E. Goodall, Engraver.
llllltitution is open, its walls are covered with
lighted only by a subdued reflection, which is
Size of Ute Picture, 5 ft. 3l ln. by 3 ft. 71 In.
pictures on every available apace where they
further reduced by the brilliancy of the upper Osw.&LDAcHtNBACHis one of the moet promising
gilded leather panels on which the light directly landscape paintenof the DnaaeldorfSchool, in which can be seen, and even where thev cannot be
falls. It is, therefore, desirable that the com- his brother Andre, also a landscape painter, hasfor seen·. The number of exhibited· works does
partmental divisions be gilded, or that the bas-reliefs mauy yeara held a high position. 'rhe DUBBeldorf not each {ear vary much; and sometimes the
themselves be gilded, a treatment which would Academy of Arts now ranks among the best schools number o rejected pictures approximates. The
realize two worthy results-they would compose in Germany ; it is, in fact, second to none. Origin- number of returned works is this year five
with the upper panelliug, and would thns be brought ally founded in 1700, by the Elector Palatine, hundred, and it haa been the same before.
out so u to be seen, for they are at present invisible. John William, it derived additional importance and The exhibited works amount to five hundred
Gibson's enthroned atatue of the Queen, when all renewed vigour from the foetering care and pa. and ninety-two, among which are amply reprt·
the doon are cloaed,looka too large for this room. trooage given by the Elector Palatine of Bavaria, sented every department of Art except one,
It falls, however, into just proportions when aeen Chnrlea Theodore, who, in 1767, cauaed it to be and that one is (the old story) what is called
from the corridor, with the doors open, but it reconstructed and placed under the direction or Ail/My. That which we know 88 "high Art"
is doubtful if this compenaatea for the disadvantage. Lambert Krahe, who died in 1790. He wu sue- is denounced aa ungrateful to the painter ; but
The portraits whfoh decorate this chamber are all ceeded by Langer, who retained the post till 1806, it is not that " high Art" is ungrateful, but
painted upon diapered leather gilt, the figure cutting when the gallery-for it waa still regarded aa little that it demands for its themes the rarest gif'ta
the gilding very aharply without any painted back· more than a place of exhibition-was transferred to
ground. The impersonations are of the size of life, ;\Junir.h: Langer followed it to the latter city and of the painter and the poet. Mediocrity in the
and represent principally the Tudors and their connec- became director of the M1inich Academy. From highest walk of paintmg is intolerable ; but
tions. There are Mary Queen of Scots, Francis II., 1806 till 1819 the Art-school, which remained at mediocrity in low Art sells readily. On looking
Darnley, Henry VU., Elizabeth of York, Prince Dnsaeldorf, had no director, but only tbree pro· round on these walls, the eye is met by declaArthur, Katherine of Arragon, Henry VIII., and all feason or muten, to teach drawing, architecture, rations of the most fearful depravity of taste in
hia wives; Mary, Philip, Elizabeth, &c.
and engraving. In 1819, however, Cornelius was the choice of subject ; and right earnestly do
The greater number of the frescoes in the Poets' charged with ita reorganization, and wu named the painters devote themselves to the consecraHall may be considered aa destroyed by damp, Director; yet it will not till 1821 that he com- tion of their unworthy themes. The expendiwhich hu affected these works in a way to show menced actually the functions of hia office, and it is ture o( energy and thought which we often 11('6
the great diversity of manner in which they have from this period we should date the re-creation of thrown away upon some rustic driveller, would
of the flesh, especially the institution. During the period intervening be- ennoble a passage of sentiment or poetry,
been executed. Some passages
the shaded and lower tints, are ataioed and dis- tween the yeara lut mentioned, Profeasor Mosler that certainly would be more precious both
coloured with the most unwholesome hues, and presided over all the preparatory arrangements in as to money value and the increaac of the
entire fields of microscopic fungi have their annual the abaence of Cornelius, who passed the summer painter's reputation. But to tum to the Insticycles of seaaon&-perish, revive, and again die, mouths at Munich, executing the freacoeawhich he
tution it&elf,the changes all but immediate with
bequeathing fresh strenglh to their posterity, which wu commiaaioned to paint for the Prince Royal of
must in the end equal mushrooms in growth, unleas Bavaria; during the winter montlis Cornelius re- reference to the Royal Academy ought to be
in the mean time this lwrtu lwmidu fall under aumed his duties. In 1825, the latter artiat, finding followed by some "revision" of the space in
the notice of some unusually inquisitive committee i the directorship of the Academy interfered too much Pall Mall ; for the Directory is rich and indeof the hononrable house. In Honley's "Satan at with his own profeasional practice, resigned the post, pendent, and year by year they turn away
the ear of Eve," a small portion of the leg of Adam and was succerded in 1827 by Schadow, Mosler works which find honourable place in other
looks as if scraped off, showing the white plaster, acting as director in the interim. Schadow wu institutions. They must move sooner or later,
and the left hand corner is diacolo11red. Tcnniel's accompanied to DUBBeldorfby aeveral of thoae who and it would only be graceful to do so while
"St. Cecilia" looks u yet free from injury, but had been his pupils-Hubner, Hildebrandt, Lesaiog, their space is so much prized by our rising
"The Thames and the English Riven," by Armitage, and Sohn-who consulted together u to the best school.
is mnch stained, and appcan mildewed, and in the meaoa of remodelling the achool, or rather of formNo. 1. 'Sardis,' HARRY JOHNSON. Daylight,
" Death of Marmion," by the aame painter, the ing the nucleus of a new on~, for the majority of with its vulgarity or detail, would have mocked
shaded parts show the progress of decomposition, Comelius's pnpils had followed their master to the desolation of this scene ; it is therefore set
but the lighter breadtha of the flesh aeem as yet Munich. When the latter entered upon his duties forth in tones ~nerally subdued, and shaded
intact. In Cope'• "Death of Lara," parts of the at Dusaeldorf, the number of scholars attending the
by the thickenmg veil of night. The silence
flesh, and alao of tbe draperies, are discoloured, and r.oune of iustruclion did not exceed forty ; during
in the "First Trial of Griselda" the surface is juat the fint aix months it greatly increaaed; under of the place is broken only by the rise of a
beginning to break. The " Red Crose Knight," by Schadow the numbers were augmented in a much bittern, alarmed by a Cox worrying a bird.
Watts, is in a co11dition wone than that of any larger proportion. At the expiration of ten yeara There is little material in the subject. What
for Persepolis or Hcliof the aeries, a portion of the surface of the left leg from Schadow's uaumption of t.he director's chair, there is may be l?Ood
of the knight having fallen off. Jn Herbert's "Dis·
the names of more than 140 pupila appeared on the opolis, or any oilier city qtl(e ezeat i11polu,
inheritance of Cordelia" there is no appearance of boob of the Academy; among them were many who and baa been upwards of two thousand years
in process of entombment.
discolouration. Some o( these frescoes are painted have now become famous throughout Europe.
Landscape-painting, as practised by the living
upon outside walls; had the place been even modeNo. 2. 'The Sand-pit Road,' R. REDGRAVE,
rately aired during the winter moutbs, the works artists of Dusaeldorf, is, u we aaw in a recent R.A. A most truthful title. The subject is
would have been preserved. The place is at present visit to the exhibition of the present year, making especially a clay or gravel bank, with a netwarmed by hot 811", but during a great portion of the rapid advancea-hu, in fact, beeome eminently dia- work of fissures and minute incident; to all
winter it is abandoned to the discretion of the foga tiugniahed throughout Germany ; much of thia excel- the eccentric reticulation of which the painter
of Thomey hie. It is vain to argue that our leoce is derived from the influence of Leuing and has $1Venhis best attention. Verily, truth in
frescoes,beiug housed, ought thenceforward to take Schirmer, two of the old uaociatea of the regene- Art 1s something to strive for.
care o( themaelves, since frescoes in Italy have with- rated school: the latter artist has recently quitted
No. 3. 'B~ozzi-Fi.shin<> Craft of Venice
stood the exterior influences (or centuries. It ia, we Dnsaeldorf, after many years' residence there. The
Coo:u, A.R.A.
believe, only lately that the charming works in the elder Achenbach ia one of the chief supporters of ita oft' the Giardini Publici,' E.
vestibule of the Santisaima Trinita have been glazed, renowu, while hia younger brother, Oswald, ia fut We observe some change in the convictions of
and we cannot conceive that they could have ever following in his footsteps. The tendency or the this painter. Look into that sky,;e who are
been more brilliant than they now are. To ua Duaaeldorf landlcape-paintera i1 towards naturaliam philosophic in airy expression, an tell us if
experience is worth nothing unleas purchued at rather than idealism ; their worka are carefully that be anything more than the thinnest wash
the greatest coat. The fate of these frescoes teaches studied, and u carefully painted; but, u one gene- of turpentine. We notice it simply because
us that we muat 11ot paint npou an outside wall rally find, in the continental schools, they are deli- we fear it will not stand. The boats are cerwithout due precaution. The picturea in the corri- cieot in that brilliancy, freshneas, and beautyof tainly much less severe, and therefore, in exedon will escape the mouldy mortality which has colouring which is so attractive in the pictures or cution, more agreeable than others that have
overtaken the worlra in the Poets' Hall, becanse our own.
gone before them.
they are painted on ,late and ventilated at the back.
The picture of "The Monastery" affords an exNo. 7. 'The Bird's Nest,' C. Du:us. A
The aeries of statnea is complete in St. Stephen's ample of these critical remarka: u a composition it rustic group : round, firm, and very pleasantly
Hall, and the windows have been filled with the is very akilfully put together, and the scene alto- coloured.
stained glua which wu removed Cromthe windows or gether appeara a veritable copy from nature; bnt
No. 8. 'West Front of the Cathedral of
the House or Commons, each pane containing the iu tone it is not pleuant to the eye of one aceuaarms of one of the cities or boroughs of Great Britain tomed to look upon Eogliah landscape: it shows Abbeville,' L. J. Woon. The building is not
and Ireland. The light here for freaooes,with plain two predominant coloure-red, where the objects to be mistaken; but we cannot endure to see
glaas, wu better than that of any other part of the catch tbe evening sunlight; and an opeqnegrey, for those dear, dirty old houses, which we know
edifice,with the exception of, perhaps, the robing the shadow,. Those who remember the pictures of to be severely grizzled by the wear and tear
rooms, but what it may be with the stained glua John Glover will be able to realize the general elrect of centuries, to be flaunting in these false and
of thia work, which forma a portion of the collection gaudy hutl;I. The beat view of the building is
cannot yet be aeen.
Cromthe nver.
--at Osborne.
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No. 18. 'Saltarello Romano,' R. BucKNER. country proprietor, "dressed in his Sunday "Henry IV ." and "The Merry Wives of
We have never been fortunate enough to meet best,'' and wearin~ the piquant Andalusian hat, Windsor."
with the grace and sentiment which tbis painter which we see partially adopted by young ladies
No. 67. 'The banks of the Yare,' J. STARL
attributes to his Roman boys. The balance of among ourselves as a riding hat, is going to Tbia is somewhere above Norwich-the river
their stvlc, and the manner of their raggedness, Seville for a holiday. lie is mounted, with is not so pretty below. A small picture,
is sufficientlyRoman; but if we interrogate their Juanilla en croupe,on a round sleek cob, and at descriptive of a most natural daylight-charnature-their hands, feet, and heads-they are this instant pulls up to shake bands with a mingly fresh in colour.
children of superior birth in masquerade. Do shcpherd,-simply a meeting of two friends.
No. 68. 'A Study of Trout,' J. RoL!':s.
we fail most frequently in painting from what As a Spanish subject, it is most accurately Two fish painted with the glistening freshness
we see, or in working from what we feel?
national in every particular; there is, however, of life. .
No. 20. ' L' Allegro,' W. E . FROST,A.R.A. something unsatisfactory in the disposition of
No. 73. 'The Granite Sanctuary, Kamai:,'
A small replica of the picture in the Queen's the hind legs of the horse. We cannot under- FRANKDILLON.These subjects are very much
collection. Here the Graces are not limited stand the necessity of a Spanish title.
alike, and are mainly indelited for success to
No. 54. 'Hush!' A. PBOns. An interior, treatment. While they exist they stand in
to t.hrce.
No. 21. 'Clontarf Roads, Dublin Bay,' E . with less work. and more elfect than we have memory of nations of men and thousands of
H.HES, A.RH .A. A. holiday sea-sunny, hitbert.o seen in the productions of the painter. years that have successively lived and died,
light, scarcely playful-evidently 1-apid, per- The exclamatory title is the caution of a mother and if they are eloquent in their description of
haps precipitated. What if it were carried on to her child not to wake the baby ; and the desolation, it is enough.
No. 78. 'Aqua Santa,' E. LoNG. The lccak
to what is now called finish?
scene is a rude cottage home. It IS the most
No. 2.J,. 'The Monk Felix,' C. GOLDIE. sparkling picture we have seen under this here is the entrance to a church, where a youth
Suggested, ns we read, hy Longfellow's name.
passes holy water by his own hand to that of a
"Golden Legend." A small and successful
No. 57. 'L~o Maggiore,' G. E. HERING. girl to whom he is attached. The costume is
study of a single figure; which, if the artist had And this is Italia agai.ti-ever drifting up both correct to undue severity, and the figures are
seen in bis studio as we see it here, be would in Art aud history. The veil of twilight is somewhat still'.
have painted out the trees at the back of gathering over the lower part of the picture,
No. 79. 'Evening-Squally Weather-Coast
Felix.
while upwards the ultimate sunbeams touch for I of Devon,'H . Moou. This little picture evinces
No. 26. 'Chapel in the Cathedral of St. a moment the heights of the composition. 'l'be great moral courage; the subject is but a dark
Mark's, Venice,'D. lloBERTs,R.A. This-so
penetrating silence is broken only by the whis- cliff, the base of which is lashed by the waves,
entirely severed from the grand interior, hung per of the ripple as it meets the shore. Every but the breadth, substance, manner, and effect,
with its blazing cross-is rather Italian than foot of this ground is so well known as to are unexceptionable.
Venetian; but there are some figures in the require no description. The unremitting study
No. 82. 'Cbate.au and Citadel of Dieppe,'
. In colour rich and various; and
picture unaccountably red, and the same red of Italian scenerJ has fully imbued this painter W. PARRO'lT
meets the eye again and again. This is a jest, with the natural sentiment of Italian subject- very like the tilace, thou~h perhaps not the
best view of this very quamt and very French
but not a good one. These fever-sP.ots must matter.
59. 'Antwerp-Sunset,' F .E.D.PRITCHARD.1 old citadel.
certainly come out, or the picture will ever be
inharmonious. Mr. Roberts, as to the licence This view i3taken from the upper quays,whence
No. 81. 'Evening, from Plymouth Harbour,'
of bis brush, must have been patted on the is obt:uned a J.>Crspectiveview of the river J. DANBY. Such is the title, we take it as it
shoulder by Rembrandt Van Rhyn, or, better, front of the city, with its most important. comes to us, and are thankful that we know
buildings. The sunset glow is satisfactorily what is meant. As a daylight subject, there is
by the frenzied Tintoretto.
nothing inviting in the dispositions, which are
No. 37. 'Inver Canoch, Inverness.shire,' sustained throughout the pict.ure.
. The challenge of nature has
No. 66. 'Sir John Falstaft' examines "the meagre and linear; but, under an effect of sunJ. HOLLAND
been here accepted, and a passage of the m~st half dozen of sufficient men " provided for set, all objections are superseded, on the one
noble darinfr is the result. The management him by Robert Shallow, Esquire,' J. GILBERT. hand by the splendours of the evening sky; and,
of the fiittmg lights and shades makes the The subject is from the second part of on the ot.be.r,by the deepening gloom in which
distant hills the playground of the sportive "Henry IV.,'' in the second scene of the third appear, phantom-like, some of those mighty
shadows of the clouds; and then the plain act. We look at this picture with mixed ships, of which, we trust, we are not too proud.
beneath the eye-it" even breadth and distance emotions, of which the greatest proportion are The picture is perhaps, too much like "The
to the bills-are most convincingly laid down. akin to admiration. Falstaff is nearly realized Erenmg Gun."
No. 43. 'Lake Lugano and S. Salvador,' here-we have seen in painting no such near
Mo. 84. 'At Morlaix, Brittany,'D.W .DBANE.
G. PETTITT. '1.'belower part of this view is a approach to the "mountain of flesh" and ever- A studv of an outside flight of stone stairssystem of greys, yellowish and greenish, which, flowing Hippocrene of wit. He sits at his faithfuily ricketv and insecure.
with the roseate good.night bidden by the sun case in the court of Sballow's house, whence . No. 93. 'A Gossip ata SpanishTabema,' J.B.
to the mountain ee&;ks,is most difficult to there is a view over the adjacent fields. ' BURGESS.'l'be picture presents three figures,
reconcile. The painting is most careful-too Crouched by the side of his chair, on this side, worked out with marvellous assiduity, and
much so ; we see what every touch proposes to is his page, a boy of the Flibbertigibbet class; apparently from the national living reality. Is
while on the other Master Shallow brings for, there any advantage in placing the head of the
do, and if it fail we are not satisfied.
No. 44. 'An English Valley,' H. JuTSU}[. ward his men one by one. These intolerable girl immediately over that of the old man !
No. 97. 'ThePark,'H.LBJEUNE. Near this
We remember with pleasure the recent cQrn- citizens and worse soldiers are grouped on the
fields of this painter. This is another cereal right of the picture, and the tailor is under is ' The Common.' Both are single fi~ures, by
poem : be devotes himself in a manner most examination. Bardolph, in the centre of the the same artist, each evidencing how shgbt may
exemplary to the agricultural pro,perity .of his agroupment, is under arms-that is, he i$ be the material of a picture under the hand of
country. The trees, with him sine quibU11110n,doing state duty, standing to "attention" with a master. In the former, is a child, a girl of
are on the left ; the nearCJt section is a busy bis pike. We might ask wherefore there is gentle blood, painted with a nicety so exquisite
com.field,-this may represent seedy Surrey : more of studious caution in the painting of the as to make us wish the shades were a little less
accessories than in the drawing aud painttng of opaque. And further, if the painter will not
the distances are one continued oakhurst-a
paradise of the Druids,-this may be weedy the figures ? wherefore the tailor and even warm these trees "a wee,'' we sincerely trust
Sussex. Enough,-as a total it is full of the Shallow are overdone in caricature ? wherefore the proprietor of the picture will do that same
the red celebrity of Bardolph's nose should himself. The other IS a study of a cottage
riches and ripeness of an English autumn.
No. 45. 'A Welsh Pastoral,' G. Cou. This exhaust the ruddiest wealth of the palette P girl; lighter, in general tone, than the other,
has all the fresh reality of having been painted This and more may be easily answered and and equal in beauty of execution.
on the spot, and exemplifiesthe fact that even easily remedied, almost by recipe; but there is
No. 109. 'The Bride's Last Signal,' J. Huthe fl'?Cene&t
local hues of nature may be har- no such facile recipe for paintmg the bead of TER. In this picture a lady is seen waving her
Falstaff, which must ever be the theme wber- handkerchief to a departing ship, which does not
montzed by masterly treatment.
No. 49. 'Children of the Mist,' G. W. HoR- ever he is introduced. Having doll'ed the appear in the comJ><>sition.She kneels on a
LOB.
These are two or three sheep, with an "Jack,'' which he is to his "friends,'' we find terrace which immecliatelyoverhangs the shore,
accompaniment of a brace of well-conditioned him here assuming the" Sir John,'' which be . and her sut>pressedgrief derives a double force
rabbits, all feeding high up, on a level with the would he to all the outside world. His style of expression from the t>ainful earnestness
clouds, on some scant.Yshelf of the Ochila or is becomingly jaunty, but his features are too with which she makes her signal. The picture
the Grampians. The title is not happy, but the heavy, although, for the moment, be is suffi- is placed too high for a full appreciation of ita
sheep are equal to anything that bas ever been ciently business.like to be serious. It were merits.
done in this way.
eaayt.osumhimupinone"fool-bornjeat,''but
No.110. 'Study in Cl~e Wood, South
No. 50. 'Dos Amigos,' R. ANSDELL
. It is the difficultyis to bind up in the cordage of his Wales,' G. SA.NT. ThissubJect is a portion of a
not at all necessary to tell us by a Spanish face-to catch and concentrate any portion of plantation in which the larger timber bas been
title that we are here in the neighbourhood of li~ht from the ever.flashing wit which he dis- cut, the remnant in these presents being simply a
Seville. The story appears to be this :-a small tributes broadcast through the two parts of wilderness of brush and young wood. But it
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No. 172. 'Scene in Scotland-Bringing the
is winter, or the very birthdny of spring, for
every spray is leafless. 'l'he success of the Kye from the :Mountains,' A. J . STAm:. The
imitation will make the spectator wonder if the "kye " arc driven towards us through a glade,
the intervals of which show us the sides of
P,ainter really sat it out upon the spot-marvel
1f he yet survive-and if the picture be not a some sullen towering Ben-it may be Lomond,
and thence the "milky mothers" come. Both
posthumous exhibition.
No . 120. 'Partridges,' J. WoLP. They arc the sylvan and the pastoral portions of the
well drawn, and the life of the bird is a natural work refer immediately to nature.
No . 173. 'Remains of the Roman Forumdescription . The title is accompanied by a
quotation from Thomson, which spea~s of the Sunset, ' D. ROBERTS,R. A. We find here all
liirds as " basking." 'l'hey bask . only on fine the familiar objects, as they have stood for
days, but they are here "in turnip,'' the wea- centuries :-to bring them forward in low toned
breadth, touched here and there by the last
ther is not, therefore, favourable for basking.
No . 130. 'Cattle,' W. HUGGINS
. In the land- rays of the sun, is the most fitting treatment
scape portion of this picture there is too much under which they could be introduced .
No . 179. 'The Home of the Mountaineer,'
light ; but the animals, two cows and a calf,
. The subject is from Rogers.
are genuine, having been selected more for FRANKW YBURD
natural point than prettiness.
"Loni; did his wife,
Sucltllng her babe-hor only one-lnok out
No.131. 'TheS1sters,'G.Su1TH. Thisisso
The way he went &t parting, but ho eamo 110!."
ditl'erent in feeling from all that has preceded it
under this name, that we should have hesitated This picture is remarkable for the feeling and
in believing its authorship, save on the open truth shown in the management of the light.
testimony of a catalogue. The siste1·s are two The lone wife is seated at her casement, cir·
children, seated on a bank, in view of the sea ; cumstanced literally according to the verse.
and the object of the painter being to produce The effect and the suppression of colour
as powerful a contrast as possible, the group is remind us of certain of the Dutch painters,
forced by colour, up to the regimen of the in whose works the light is real and actual,
and without the antagonism of colour.
intense school.
No. 138. 'Richmond, from the Swale, YorkMIDDLEROOM
.
shire,' G. STANFIELD. The subject is minutely
Ko . 19,.'The Needles, Isle of Wight,' J. J .
detailed throughout, with admirable trausparence of the shaded passages, and with per- WILSON.A chalk cliff is a most difficult material
to dispose of, but the sea being somewhat light
fect maintr.nance of breadth .
No.151. 'Richmond) Yorkshire,' E.J. Nrn- in hue, and the chalk toned clown, the result
lU.NN. This is another view of llichmond, not is a perfect harmony. The direction taken by
from the same point, but in the same line of the flying scud is etl'ectively indicated .
No . 206. 'The Fisherman's Home,' F. U XDER·
view as that just noticed. It is peremptory
mu .. In reference to this picture we cannot
in n,anner.
. No. 150. 'The Bankrupt,' J .COLLINSON.
The feel otherwise than that, if the artist had reduced
bankrupt is a boy who wishes to purchase the protrusion of certain parts of his back·
" hardbake" upon credit ; but the sour and ground, the figures would have gained imancient huckstress presents him his bill, mensely by the slight change.
No. 214. 'Bonchurch, Isle of Wight .,' J. J.
amounting to twopence halfpenny, which he is
not prepared to pay. The picture wants etl'ect WILSON. One of those small pictures with
trees, which this painter executes with so much
to give substance and presence to the figures.
No. 157. 'Expectancy,' J. SANT. Simply a forcible truth.
No. 218. 'See-Saw,' C. Ross1TER. 'l'he inchild looking anxiously from a casement. No thing, can be more simple ; but the subject is cident is a catastrophe: one of the two boys,
brought forward with all the proprieties, and holding a child, is falling back oft' the plank,
mucli of the elegance, of Reinolds's own feel- and the other is apprehensive of a descent
ing. If it be a portrait it 1s also a charming more rapid than agreeable. The peep of landscape baekg'l'<>und1s crisp and fragrant-somepicture .
No. 158. 'Hay-time, Manor Farm, Bracknell, where near Hampstead P
No. 238. 'The Isola Bella-Lago Maggiore,'
Berks,' W. S. RosE. The subject consists of
farm buildings, and trees, all very faithfully G. STA.Nl'IELD.Here we look towards the shores
painted from the reality .
of the lake from a certain nook ou the island
No. 162. ' Some Members of a Highland which contains a picturesque mingling of a piece
Society,' T. M. JoY. A young lady attired of so-called Italian architecture, with other
!hero -Scott.ice (that is, having crowned her own shreds of architecture , which are also Italian ,
natural costume with the Andalusian hat), is but in another category . These latter are
carrying a Skye terrier, which she introduces rugzed old houses of a charming irregularity
to her other Rr11t~es-mountaiu fawns-for we of line, and assuredly they receive ample jusarc on the hill-side, and the ground is covered tice in the picture.
with snow : a portrait, perhaps-a very pretty
No . 242. 'Lucv Ashton nnd Ravenswood at
conceit .
the Fountain,' ALEXANDERJOHNSTON. This
No.Hl3. 'Evening in the Corn-field,' J. LIN· is a small picture, with the two figures circumNELL,Sen. This may be called a foreground stanced literally according to the text of the
picture, realizing the title according to tlie sim- story.
plest principle . The merits of the work are
No . 244-. 'The Tired Shoe-black Boy,'
those on winch we have often dwelt in reference MARSHALCLA.'{TON. The boy is asleep on the
to the pictures of this art.ist, and this, in its ground, his head resting on his box. This
natural t.ruth and simplicity, is not inferior to small picture is among the best we have ever
any that have preceded it .
·
seen by its author.
No. 1il. 'First and Last Etl'orts,' L. lIAi-rrE. No. 246. 'The Golden Age,' G. LANCE. The
A sad story of a painter, who, in his last ill· landscape backlJTOund,with the trees and the
ness, bas seated himself once more at his easel, ~oup of Arcadians, whether they be friends of
but the etl'ort seems too much for him, and, fityrus, or night and day compamons of Silenus,
exhausted and wearied, he turns his eyes on we wot not, so dusky i, their whereabouts ; but
his child-a boy, who is kneeling, as in the act such a background, we say, is a novelty to these
of copyin~ a drawing which rs before him. luscious fruits. This elegant licence removes
The descr1ptiou is true and touching ; but us from the sideboard and the overpowering
what would Mr. Haghe have made of the fragrance of the fruit room.
narrative in water colours, with all the brilNo. 277. 'Dors, ma Petite Amour,' J. H. S.
liancy, depth, and animated chiaroscuro that Mu,N. The words of the title are those of a
have always distinguished his productions?
mother, who bends over the cradle of her

~-~----

.

sleeeing chil<l. The treatment of the grou-;:forcibly expressive of the tenderness of the
mother.
No. 280. 'The Orphans,' A. Paov1s . These
orphans are a brood of chickens, which are
receiving food from a rustic maiden in an out house, that is so charmingl,r painted ns to
constitute it the pit.h of the picture.
No. 281. ' The River Ayr at Catrine,'
II. J UTSUM
. A smooth, and perhaps treachcrous, part. of the stream, shut in by woody
and weedy banks : the docks aud all the small
salad, that are as gold in a well-disposed foreground, are rife aud rich here ; and the trees,
that arc yet well clad, arc most scrupulouslv
painted, with indications in their tint th11tthe
summer is goin~ by.
No. 288. 'Fruit ., &c.,' W. DUFFIELD. A
lar~e picture, containing a great variety of
fruits, described with the most provoking
illusion.
No. 292. 'A Sr,ring Day nt Stoke, Salop,'
J . W. OAKES. 1his is a large composition,
into which we looked with the unreasonable
expectation of seeing a surface similar to that
or certain of the artist's last year's productions; but a continuation of such labour must
end in one of two results-lodge the unfor·
tunate either in nn Mylum for the blind or the
insane.
No . 307. 'The Swale at Richmond,' E. J .
NIEMANN. This is an evening effect, deriring
great power from the opposition to the sky of
the deep-toned watercourse and trees .
No. 311,. 'A Country Girl,' J. bsurr .
This once well-known pamter comes among us
like one who has slept since the fascim,tions of
Sir Joshua and his followers lost their p<>wer.
The picture is a dream of the past-a rustic, with
something of the grace and spirit of former
years. Though interred at Godalming years
ago, thus may he still revisit the glimpses of
the SUD.
No. 318. 'Omnibus Life in London,' W. M.
EGLEY. Painfully true it is-that
is, the
picture; but the title would lead a Frenchmnu
to believe that Londoners inhabit omnibuses.
The perspective crowds these poor people
cruelly close. The whole or the detail, however, has been most carefully studied.
No. 325. 'A Precious Burden,' H. V ANSE·
BEN. This work declares itself at, once as an
emanation of the French school. The subject
is rustic-colour
tolerable, but composition
faulty.
No . 338. ''l'he Storm,' and 'The -Calm,'
J . A. FrTZQERALD.Two subjects of elfdomdreams during a sleep induced by the wand of
Prospero . Such a rendering or these hideous
realtles is terribly suggestive that the artist
must have a case or such familiars at home.
No . 347. 'Isla Mayor-Banks of the Guadalquivir,' R. ANIIDELL
. The subject is a herd
or Spanish cattle, which have been driven to the
river-side to drink. The animals on the canvas
are of a fine breed ; and, we presume, the artist
presents them to us as he saw them. They
are attended by two mounted herdsmen; but
the bull, cows, and calves, constitute the
picture .
No . 354. 'Vandyck and Dobson,' J.' D.
. The story is this :-V andyck's
W INGl'IELD
att.ention having been attracted by a picture bv
Dobson, which was exposed for sale in a shop
on Snow Hill, he sought the paint.er and discovered him working in a garret. We find him
therefore with his wife in Dobson's studio. It
is really an excellent subject, and handled in a
manner very masterlv.
No. 360. 'Autumnal Evening on tl1e Banks
of the Trent, near Nottingham,' H. DAWSON.
The subjects selected by this artist are curiously
utilit.arian, but he invests them with all the
poesy of which they are naturally susc.eptible.
The river here runs iuto the picture, and the
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forte of the work is the retiring passages and the
lower sky, and to this the near left of the composition is not equal; but it is yet powerful,
brilliant, and independent.
No. 369. 'Mater Castissima ora pro nobis,'
T. M. JoY. 'l'his artist is painting much more
powerfully t.han he has ever done before. The
prayer is put into t.hc mouths of two Italian
boys, who are worshipping before the image of
the Virgin. In the face of the nearer of the
two there is some inaccuracy in the drawing;
this adjusted, the picture will be Yeryeffective.

I

i
I

C. H. STANLEY.This suhjert is unique, and
TII E EXHIBITION
therefore not to be mistaken, but it looks here
OP
very new : nevertheless, it is one of the best
church iuteriors we have of late seen.
THE SOCIETY O:F }'E~IALE ARTISTS .
No. ·US. 'Returning Home - the Day's
Work Done,' H. BRITTAYWILLIS. 'l'he heads
of the oxen in this picture catch the eie, and Tms, the third season of the Exhibition of
it refuses to pass from them : they are, mdeed, :Female ArtistE, opens with increased claims
superbly painted. The suhjrct is a team of upon the attention of patrons of Art, inasmuchas
honest working beeves, walking with their tlie works in subject-matter are more ambitious,
accustomed measured step out of the picture.
and in execution more careful and accurate,
than those that have preceded them. The exisNo. 453. 'The Birth of a Pyramid-an
Attempt to realize an Egyptian Tradition,' tence of the institution has been brief, but its
SOUTHROOlf.
E. HoPLEY. The story 1s of an Egyptian establishment has acted as a most salutary and
· No. 379. 'Water Dogs,' F. W . KEYL. princess who im~osed npon her millions of sustaining stimulus to the exertions of those
This is really n bold and original conception ; wooers the contnbution of a block of granite who had no hope from anv other. There arc
it is a large work, the most imJlortant we have to the building of a pyramid. When we look among these pictures productions of a quality
ever seen under this name. The dogs have into this picture it declares itself to be a 1·esult so rare, as at once to achieve a reputation for
their backs turned, and are swimming away of years of study and labour. We cannot their authors; yet which, but for the establishfrom us towards a poor wounded duck. The attempt to describe it ; a page would be insuffi- ment of a society of lady artists, had never
eager exertions of the animals are described cient. The work, we apprehend, will excite been seen; for in other arenre the men are the
rather wonder than admiration.
athletes, whose eager emulation among themwith infinite spirit.
No. 460. 'The Village Blacksmith's Shop,' selves entirely displace feminine pretension.
No. 396. 'View of Gibraltar,' J. W. CAR. The blackness of the breadths of The list of exhibited pictures is less numerous
MICHAEL.This view is taken abreast of the R. ELMORE
rock, at the distance of some hundreds of yards this picture cannot be accounted for but by than last year; and the limitation has secured
from the shore, the fore-sea and distance being supposing the picture to have been executed that higher degree of excellence to which we
covered with a variety of craft, as xebecs, fruit in a verv subdued light.
allude. But, as formerly there was a plethora
No. 461. 'Stonehouse Pool, with the Govem- of flowers and subjects of the still-life class,
boats, heavy Spanisl1 fishing-boats, and, of
course, an English ship of the line ; and all ment Victualling Warehouses, Mount Edge- there is at present also a superfluity; and
these are painted with a knowledge and power cumbe, Plymouth,' H . DAWSON. This subject flowers and fruit are now painted in a manner
rarely met with in marine pamting. 'l'he is by no means sufficiently attract.ive to justify so charming, that nothing short of perfection
work is full or the most minute and careful the waste of sunlight that is caat over it.
in this direction is at all tolerable. In this definish-it is refreshing to see a marine picture
No. 478 . 'Early Morning on the Lake of partment of painting there are examples that
in which every item of the composition is so the Four Cantons,' H . JoIINSOY. '!'his looks we do not conceive it possible can be excelled.
thoroughly understood.
very easy to paint ; but when we feel it brighten The enthusiasm of one of these ladies has led her
No. 398. 'The Cottage Door,' JosEPH from dawn mto daylight it must be acknow- to choosea subject which has perhaps never been
Cu.RK. At the cottage door is groueed the ledged that with such effects the appearance of selected before. The name of the artist is
cottage family, the principal agent being the simplicity is one of the great triumphs of Art. FwRENCE PEEL, and her suhject is simpl~ a
father, who tickles bis baby with a tobacco
No. 479. 'Hedges have Eyes, and Walls stone, which her confidencein her manipulative
pipe ; the head of this figure is admirably have Ears,' E.T. PARRIS. J<'ullof quaint sig- power has led her to believe she could render
lighted, or rather shaded. It is a less telling nificance; one oft hose acted proverlis whereof lllteresting : of this, more hereafter. But the
production than "The Sick Child."
this artist has afforded so many felicitous muea progress of these earnest students is more
conspicuous in their figure and landscape
No. 405 . 'Flowers and Pye-finch's Nest,' en ace/II!.
W. H. WA.RD. The birds themselves will be
No. 483. 'The Hard Word,' E . lluGUES . studies. 1ilrs. MuR1u.Y,of Teneriffe,signalizes
in despair on seeing this picture-they cannot The painting of the two heads in this composi- herself by four very brilliant drawings, of which
compete with it. William Cowper is now tion 1s eharmin~. It is easy to lapse into hard the largest is-title and subject-' Pill'erari
gainsaid. Near this ia another version of the execution, but 1t is necessary to work ow· wav playing to the Virgiu,' wherein there are two
same subject, not less painfully microscopic.
to one or two logical conelus1onsbefore arriving groups: on the left, the two musicians, and
No. 406. 'Little Grandmamma,' W. GALE. at the convictionof the necessity for obliterating on tlie right, a woman directing the attention
A child's head coiffed with an old lady's head- the too linear contour of form. The subject is of her child to the picture of the Virgin. 'l'he
dress-exquisitely sweet.
simple in its humanity and circumstances, but drawing was made in Rome; for nowhere
No. 412. 'Fruit,' G. LANCE
. A delicious as to the Art, it is ennobled by exquisite feeling. else can models be got up to this nationality
miniature-little grapes, and little currants,
No. 489. 'The Pyramids at Sunrise,' F. Dn.- of feature and accuracy of costume. 'l'wo
everything delicate1yminute, gathered ·by Puck LON. There is, perhaps, much truth· in this other Italian subject.s are 'A Roman Pilgrim,'
for the twelfth-night entertainment given by representation, but we have seen the pyramids and a boy of the Campa~a, which dill'er from
Oberon and Titania.
under every phase of nature.
each other very widely m temperament-the
No. 413. 'Zorahaya,' FRANKWrBURD. This
No. 495. 'The Blind Girl of Castel Cuille,' former being necessarily severe, while the
is a glimpse of the "Hhareem" (that is the last J. RITCHIE. This is what is called an example latter is one entire and cmJJhaticexpression of
orthographic eolliteration), wherein we find of "pre-Raffaellite" art . The subject is from joyous acth-ity. This drawing we cannot suffiZorahaya resting on a couch, contemplating the verse of Longfellow, but, like so many of ciently eulogize; it is strikingly original, and
through her lattice the moonlight on the sea : the works of the intense school, the picture is the best perhaps that this lady has ever exhiit is a small picture, rich with many beauties.
beside the subject. The work excites, perhaps, bited. The fourth of her fi~ure pictures is
No. 427. 'Bird-Catching,' W. HEMSLEY. the frantic admiration of the disciples of the entitled 'An Outcast,' which is also in
An open composition, with a group of boys, school; and the industry with which it has been conception extremely independent, and in
whose occupation is very perspicuously de- executed will be regarded nniversally with some effect very forcible. The style of Mrs.
scribed. The work evidences aliundant power generosity of feeling, but we cannot persuade MuRnu's works is eminently original: she
and resource.
ourselves that Reynolds was wrong when he seizes her subjects with a power and freshNo. 431.. 'Interior of a Welsh Shed,' G. admired the balance of hard and soft in the ness that place before us her Italian chaCoL'E. The door in this study is in reality the philosophy of Teniers.
ractcrs with new attributes, and a force of
picture : it is old, worn, paintless, patched,
Of sculpture and casts there are thirteen colour that fewartists have I he tact to harmonize.
and worm-eaten-just the surface that would pieces-busts and compositions ; the names of 'l'hese are a great advance on her productions
be grateful for being patiently dwelt upon.
the exhibitors being Frederick Thrupp, Torello of last year. Miss GILLIEScontributes one picNo. 435. 'Roderick Random's Encounter Ambuchi, G. Halse, H . McCarthy, C. B. Birch, ture, 'Vivia Perpetua' in prison on the eve of
with Captain Weasel,' G. CRUICKSHANK.
This F . Conolly, E. Bennet, &c. It will be at once her martyrdom. The figure is presented in
is not so eccentric as some of the recent works seen from this notice that all the best works profile, in the act of prayer, looking through
of the artist, inasmuch as it would be difficult are small pictures, common-place in subject, the window of her prison; but besides the
to exceed the extravagance of the text.
some of them being worked up by nicety of light which from without illumines the feaNo. 436. 'The Temple of Hope, Roma execution to the utmost excellence of Art. tures, there is also one from within, by which
Vecchia-Evening,' W. LINTON. As a painter The largest picture on the walls stands alone the other is sueerseded-that of faith and hope,
of historic solitudes, this artist is sometimes in its magmtude; it is "The Christening of and this, even m the feeling of the beholder, is
unapproachable. The sentiment here is elegant the Prince of Wales," painted by Sir George more impressive than the material beauty that
and touching; but wherefore are we to look to Hayter. The British Institution is the vantage- characterizes the mould of the features. The
" Roma Vecchia" when the " Roma" of the ground of the rising school ; here may be esti- figure and the draperies have been most scruheathen temple is not "Vecchia" but dead P
mated the tone of our studentship, which is pnlously studied, and the lowering of the
No. 441. 'Interior, St. Jacques, Antwerp,' more ambitious of manner than of theme.
colour, and general simplicity and chastity of
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eff'ect, all contribute to enhance the exalted ' Pulpit in the Church or S. Fermo, Verona,'
ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.
by Mrs. HIGFORD BURR, are drawings of
expression of the figure.
On the first screen is a small picture by exquisite delicacy or colour and execution ;
P,uus.-The
only talk or thought in the ArtMrs.E. M. WARD,80 sunny as at once to appeal rarely do we, in this class of subject, meet circles
here at preeent ia the forthcoming exhibition;
to the eye on entering the room. It is called with such taste in selection and execution.
all elte ia forgotten. The Palau iu r Ind,utrie, in
"The Supplicant,' and shows a young lady who,
FLORENCE
PEEL,the lady already alluded to, which it takes place, will be differently arranged
about to take a morning ride, is entreated by exhibits her study without a title ; it is, as we this year to what it wae two yean ago; there ...m
in the centre two or three large room,; the
a do~-a fine, honest-looking animal-to be · have intimated, a drawing of a large stone be
rest of the gallery ia to be dh·ided down the middle,
permitted to accomrany her. Although we garnished with gadding ivy and a solitary tuft thus forming ;four long galleries. The am•ll picsee only the head o the dog, the incident is of short seeded grass . It is unique; we have ture, will be hung where they can be eeen adnnvery literally set forth : it is a work of many never before seen a subject in itself 80 UD· tageoualy. A lottery ia authorized; each ticket
beauties, firm iu manner, but playful in its important rendered so interesting, by mere cost, two franca, "hich may be paid ot the entry;
sunny light and brilliant hues. A very happy assiduity of manipulation. In the catalogue paintings are lo be purchased ae aubacription1 come
m.-The " Pieta," executed by Bonnardel at Rome,
and novel arrangement exists in the drawing it is said that the study was made for self· and
left unfiniahed at hill death, hae been complt:ted
called 'Children Minding their Mother's Stall improvement, "and as an experiment, whether by eome of hi, friends; the government baa bought
-the Fish-market,' by Mrs. BACK.HOUSE.
The while working chiefly with a view to detail, it it for the Church of St. Germain I' A.uxerroia.-Tbe
stall is on the beach, and the figures are re- is absolutelv necessary, as Crequentl1,asserted, government bu ordered the buata of Lavoiaier,
Deanoyer, l)ucia Benie, and Haily, for
lieved by the open breadth of the sea, which is to lose sight of ~neral effect." '.the absence lloucber,
the gnllery of the Jmtilute.-The portrai11 ID the
behind them. The composition is light and of general effect IS not a desirable condition of "Gallery of Apollo,'' at the Loune, having the
simple, forcible in e.D'ect,and no less powerful detail, but a fatal insufficiency of all pictures light in front, could not be well eeen, and have
in colour. 'I got a Fedder!' seems again worked under eyes that see too well, by a hand been replaced by reproduetiona in Gobelin tapeal.l'y.
VIBNNA.-The d11union that unfortunately exto be of the spoils of the seaboard, another of influenced by the temptation of showing too
among the artists of Vienna ia now happily
the class amphibia: a lau~hing child, who much. But }'lorence Peel shows a perfect isted
at an end. The parties into which the\· bad divided
throws over the rag, which 1s to her a bonnet, apprehension of the do/cc duro, that infinitely tbemeelve,, the belier to carry out ·their several
a large spray of sea-weed, that she tells us is a difficult science in the art of painting; and view,, and to counteract thoee of their opponent.a,
'fedder.'
•Old Brocades, or the Sack of a sternly virtuous purpose she has detailed have united in amity. Hitherto each had 1ta eepa•
Aunt Tabitha's Wardrobe,' by Miss ADEL.UDE her breadths of light, and subdued her ont- rate exhibition, with all the multifarious attendant
,.·hich huty feuds invariably bring with
BuRGESS,contains two figures-a young lady lines in a manner successfully illusttative of bittemeesea
them. lloth aides materially suffered by the atrife ;
who, having dressed in an old brocade, is con- her proposition. Miss STODDART's
two works, while neither Art, nor 11ny of the belligerente, could
sulting her irlass as to her appearance; and her ' Evening Landscape-Kircudbrightshire,' and show a single gain u the result. At the great Art
maid, who IS enraptured with the becoming fit 'View on the Ken,' are judiciously selected as Exhibit ion at Munich, in the autumn of laat nar, it
of the dress. It is an ambitions work, the subjects, and carried out with a full impression wae painful to eee how the Vi..nnese artists eeparated
themeelvea in fractions, each in a different comdrawing is everywhere careful, and the exe- of the value of breadth. Miss STONEexhibits partment,
studiously apart from the other .-The
cntion, especially that of the background, is ' Rivaulx-Yorkshire,' and a 'Willow Pool in grave of Mozart ie at laet marked by a fitting monuunexceptionable. By the same artist there is Burnham Beech Wood,' both most carefully ment, or at leaet will be IO in a comparatively abort
another drawing from ' 'l'he Old Curiosity elaborated ; the latter especially agreeable in time, the bronze work ha,·ing been juat cut, and
Sho1_>,'
equal in quality to the other, but in colour. By Mrs. E. D. MURRAYthere are baa now only to be chieelled before the erection
will take place. Aa the preciee epot of earth ia not
sentiment much more touching. '.lfresh-ga- a view or • Holy Island during the Herring known,
the pedestal ia to be m•de large enough to
thered Watercresses,' and 'A Flower-Girl,' by Season,' 'Mont St. Jory, near Toulouse,' &c. cover all the apace about which a dispute baa been
Mrs. V. BARTHOLOMEW,
two single figures, are 'Christ Church Gateway, Canterbury,' and' Old raieed. A ,haft of granile, eight fttt in height,
the most successful drawings we have ever seen Houses, Gloucester,' by Louise ll.&.YNER,
are support.a a sitting figure of the weeping Polyb,mb,Ythis lady ; they are treated with a judicious really as masterly as anything we sec in this nia, auppoaed to be the inventreu of harmony . The
figure ueelf ia in bronze. On the four sides of the
s1D1r,licity
which gives value to the subjects.
department of Art. 'The Fort of Baia-Bay
pillar are the medallion portrait of Mozart, alao
'fhe Comrades,' by Mi.'18TEKUSCH,
presents of Naples,' Mrs. E. RoMILLY,is a delicate, of bronze, and the varioua inacriptiona. A railing
two Italian organ·boys resting. The figures, airy, and perfectly harmonious drawing; and, around it encloses a square apace of about six and
which are relieved by an elaborately painted as an example of power of colour and effect, thirty feet . The composition ia from the hand of
.
landscape background, are characteristic and may be cited-' A View from Hampstead Heath, Henna JII.Bllera
DKBSllP.N.-Profeeaor Rietachel'a model for the
well executed : the tone is generally broad; had looking towards Harrow,' by S. WILKES.
statue of Carl Maria von Weber is now on view at
the figures been a little more brought out, the
We remember Mrs. W1TR1rns's 'Winter the aculptor's residence. The work ia universally
work would have been improved; but it is, Berries' of last year, and might repeat, in admired, both for the conception of the great corunevertheless, an admirable performance. By reference to a similar agroupment now exhi- poaer'• character which it displays, ae "'ell ae for
SAilAH}'.HEWETTthere is a drawing thoroughly bited, the eulogy which the others merited tbe execution, and the arrangement of all the
details. Weber is represented standing before a
English-' Hop-picking, at Sevenoaks, Kent,' so well. Of flowers and fruit we have already muaic-deek;
bis head ia turned, na if listeningequal to any version of the subject we have said the exl1ibition has a superabundance; and more, perbape, in thought than in reality-to eome
ever seen in any exlubition. The figures are as ladies are pre-eminently flower painters, romantic melody tbat has just reached his ear,
numerous, and well drawn; the hop-garden is this society should show none but the rarest floating hitherward from the realm of Fancy. There
successfully represented,and the general manner examples of this branch of art. Mrs. BABTHO- ia a fine enthusiaem in his look. One hand grupa
folds of hie clonk, while a bunch of flowers
of dealing with the material in which the draw- wm:w's 'Apples,' and Miss LANcE's 'Grapes,' the
which he ia holding droops o\"er the fingers. Proi~ is made, shows skill and experience which are most tempting instances of truthful imita- feaaor Rietachel ia aleo busy wilh the preparatory
it 1s strange should not have sooner acquired tion : these are on the screens, in company work for his great statue of Luther. He baa morereputation. By Miss KATESw1rr, there is a with others of the smaller and more highly over a monument in band to be placed in one of
picture of much merit, entitled ' I Love to finished works of the collection. A m1nia- the cemeteries, the figure on which aymbolizes the
words, "Come unto me all ye that are heavy laden,
Look npon a Scene like this,' also 'Taking up ture in oil of Mrs. S. G. Dennis, by Mrs. and
I will give you reat."
a Stitch.' Mrs. Sw1n exhibits several works, MosELY,is as delicately worked as any waterWBIMAR.-We noticed some time ago the inviamong which two portraits of doga are pro- colour production or the same class. There tation which Professor Genelli bad received to make
minent. 'Maude,' by Miss ELLENPARTRIDGE,are also, by Miss KETTLE,four miniatures, Weimar bis future residence, and bia acceptance of
is a study of much simplicity and sweetness; treated generally, as pictures, with great refine- it. This, u well as many other ateps which the
Duke baa lately taken, indicates an intention
and not less attrac~ive is 'N?ra Creina,' by !he ment and elegance of taste; these are-' Miss Grand
of making Weimar the eeat of Art, ae well aa a
same lady. 'Making Acquamtance,' a drawmg Tennant,' 'The Children of F. C. Worsley, residence for the prince. Count Kalkreuth, who ia
by Lady BELCHJ:B,shows an agronpment of Esg.,''Forget-me-not,' and' The Student.' The bimeelf an artist, hae doubtleae been instrumental
rustic figures (apparently from the sister island), fTU1tand flower compositions by Miss WALTER in effecting eome of these changes. We saw him
with a dog, whose friendship, it appears, it 1s are much superior to those exhibited by her at Munich in the exhibitinn, in company with the
Grand Duke, and calling bia 11ttent1onto the difdesirable to cultivate; a light, brilliant, and last year ; they are rich and brilliant-the
ferent works that were moat worthy of notice . He
we!Hmished drawing. In 'The Colossi, at sweetest growth of summer and autumn. To now, with a number of other artists, hae juat preSunrise, Thebes,' &c., Mrs. ROBERTON
BLAINE, many other meritorious works the necessary sented the Grand Duke with a collection of paintthe proposed eff'eet is fully made out, and limit of this notice denies us the pleasure of ings and dnnl'inga, in grateful recognition of the
the picture is altogether a work of great doing justice; but the names of other ladies foatering care which Art hae of late experienced in
the duchy. 1'he Duke on receiving the gift obpower. To Miss BLAXBall honour is due for that are signalized here are-Lady EDWARD ee"ed,
"it would be an encouragement to him to
her charming landscape, 'The Glacier of Rosen- THYNNE,the late Mrs. R. J. SPIERS, Mrs. proceed in the aame path that be had trod hitherto."
Jani;' atmosphere and distances cannot be more UwINs, :Miss HIBBERT, Miss CLAXTON,
&c.
RoMB.-For two yean past the well-known l•ndtenderly treated than we see them here ; the &c. In conclusion, it must be admitted, that, acRee painter, Willers, hu been staying in Greece,
bia portfolio with sketches made in the
enrtcbmg
work is the result of years of patient toil and such is the excellence of the exhibition, the
and in the north of the country. He
studious inquiry : her ' Florence' of last year soeiet,r now takes its place as one or our Peloponnesus,
ia a native of Oldenburg; but instead of re1urning
was a memorable performance. The 'Tomb established Art-Institutions .
thither, he intends taking up bia residence in Rome,
in the Pellegrini Church, at Verona,' and the I
1ind ia already on hia way to the imperial city.
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I ao cloae that there can be no space between them for miles upon miles. It is the }'orcst of ,I
dark and deoae pillan of smoke issue here and there out of the matted foliage ; they
I' Dean;
rise from occasional foundries, for the smoke created by the charcoal-bnrners is light and bh,e,

EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.

,
I

BY MR. AND l\IRS. S. C. HALL.
PART

111.-Tnt:

WYE:

fROll

TR'I tt.LVSTaAT10D FROM DliWDC08

Ross

and adds to the picturesque as it ascends upwards. Yon hill is Bnck,tone Hill, on the summit
of which is Stanutoo Church, and which holds a venerable remain of the Druids; the hill
more distant is the Kymio, looking down 11pouMonmouth. On its top alao there is a monnment to the naval heroes of a time not long past. These records of ages remote and near we
shall reach in due course.

TO MO!OIOUTH.

)IY F. W. HOUIS, STC'.

"Yat," is in some records called
by the characteristic na:ne, Jutland;
for the rock, of which it consists,
here forces the Wye to make a circuitous bend, encompassing it on
three sides so as to form a small
peniusula, on the summit of which
the spectator hns the singular problem of seei11gthe river on each side
of him. The limestone rock rises to a precipitous peak; and
below it, nt a Jess altitude, a rugged hill of siliceous breccia,
the summit of which is fenced by a line of massive boulders
so co11tinuousas to resemble a cyclopean wall. This summit
has been used as a camp, secured on one side by the natural I
line of boulder stones; on nnother by the chasm or depression
between the breccia and limestone rocks; and on the other
sid1·sby the precipice and river. Ou the side nest the chasm
it has been further strengthened by a triple earthwork, like
J
that on the Doward.
By means of these two worb, one on each side of the
Wve, having some rich pasture contiguous to each, the
a~rigina) settlers were at once in a position of security and
abundance, and could follow their mining and pastoral occupations with little fear of serious molestation.
These fortresses were destined, aRer the lapse of centuries
which saw the rise and fall of the Roman domination, the
expulsion of the Silures by the Cambrian Britons, and, again,
the humiliation of the latter by the encroaching Suon kingdoms of Mercia and Wcssei:, to be occupied by new intruders .
In the eleventh year of Edward the Elder (A. D. llll), a
body of Norwegian vikings, Jed by Eric, the Bloody .\i:e, then ,
a mere lad, one of the numerous sous of Harald Haarfager, j
THS UIIS-JttL~S AT nw WSIII.
supported by two Jarls, Roald or Rognvald, and Uhter or
Otter, in a marauding er11edit.ionlanded at Beachley, near
Our boat awaits na: it hu gone it& five miles ronod-pused
Huntsham Farm and Hunt· Chepstow, and cro,sing Dean Forest, took post at Symood's sham Ferry , and Whitchurch }'erry-and rests at the 1''erry of New Weir.•
The lock and weir formerly here have vauisbed ; they were found to be useless in a river
Yat, or Jutland. }'rom its anmmit they could aurvey the
broad er pause of meadows weal or the town or Ross, and which 10 continually liable to sudden rises and fall&; and although indications of their whereabouts
had been part of the little Britiah kingdom or Ergoiir, now are freqneutly encountered, there are none remaining between Hereford and Cbepatow; they
called the Hundred of Archeofield, over which the celebrated were, indeed, not only useless, but injurious to navigation, aud destructive of the fish, aud so
Vortigeru wus 011ccking, or 1ubregulu1. In quest of plunder, were removed by the Crown soon after the eat11tewas purchased. At this place arc also the
they took prisoner a British bishop, named Camailgaret, who remains or some irou-11orka, to auist which it is said the weir was coustructed at this spot.
was ransomed by the king for £40. The aceoe of ransom i,
; :.;
depicted in an ancient fresco on the ehnrch wall at Dew'
chwcb, near Ross. The shires of Hereford and Glouccater
were assembled, nod the poau romilal111 aurrounded the
vikiog troop in their fastness at Symond's Yat, near which
they formed a aqnare encampment, yet visible. 1''rom this
place Symond's Yat would be so ei:poaed to arrow-abot u to
be 11otenable.
Here the vikinga seem to ba,·e eacaped down the cuic.,t I
aide of the precipice towards the old camp on Doward Hill; I
but, as it would seem, with ill fate, for near the ford leading to
it is a defile still called The Slaughter. It is said that Jar)
Roald, and Geolcie, the brother of Jar) Utrter, with a great I
part of their nrmy, were here slain. A considerable body must 1
have reached the Doward Hill; and as some time was neccs-1
eary to follow and surround them again, they were able to
enlante the old Silurian fortress, and protect its summit by
the same kind of triple embankment found at Symond's Yat. I
In the sequel they capitulated, and were allowed to leave the ·1
country-a s,quel qn,te intelligible when the nature of the i
entrenchment at Doward Hill is considered.•
In our description of the views from Symoad's Yat
we have noted only distant objects ; but those that are close
at hand are of aurpassing beauty. Yon trace the eonrse of
the river during part of it&long jonrni,y, since you left it;
you look on rich farms, pleuant villagt:a, and pretty homestead, amoug trees; yon see the bill-rocks of varied and
fantutic forms; the steep and winding footways that lead
from dales to bill,; here and there a rippling stream,
TB& D&0P1"ll'f0 W&LL.
lei1nrely making way towards the river, and singing as it
goes; now and then, a boat, with oars or sail, or a laden "New Weir is not a broad fractured face of rock, but, rather, a woody bill, from which lari:e
barge, passes np or down, the boatman's song ascending; or rocky projections, io two or three places, bunt out, rudely hnog with twisting branches and
yon hear the workman's tool ringing through the air, u he 1b&g![yfurniture, which, like mane round the lion's head, give a more savage air to these wild
Near the top, a pointed fragment of solitary rock, rising above the
forces the limestone Crom the mass, to burn in lime-kilns, ei:hibitious of Nature."
rest, hu "rather a fantastic appearance." 1'bis rock l\fr. Hulme pictured. Seen at a distance,
picturesquely acattered on the bill-side.
it bears a close resemblance to a time-worn turret of some ancient castle, looking down on the
On the left, yon look down upon a mass of cloae treesdell beneath. "The scene at the New Weir consista of ei:qnisite crags, thr,1wn into flue confusion
by falls from the upper rim. These crags are full of projections and recesses and heaps of rnins,
• For this ln(ormatlon, and also (nr Ille Interesting nolet concern.
,~
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Ing Goodrich Castle and the Black )lountalna, we are lndebte,l to lhe
H. Fryer, E,q., or
kindness and courlely or a correspondent-Henry
Colef'ord, Oloaceslenhlre .

• The Now Weir la distant rrom Roll ftve miles b7 land, and eighteen miles by ,ra'er.
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nil abrnbbed and weather-holed, and forming a most romantic
variety of _shelves, rode ai:ches, clefu, and mimic tow~n.
Between th1a and the 011po11tebank of rock-wall and bangmg
wood the river, rapid aod confined, roars hastily along. The
banks are a M!rieaof meadows of deep rich green, enlivening
the dusky gloom of the narrow dell. A single rock column
ttives an agreeable novelty to the aide crag,. It is ooly one
of mnny othen similar that were standing sisty year, ago,
iuaulBted from the main wall of rock, but now dther falleo or
gormnudized by the ravenoua lime-kiln, that, regardleaa of
the beauty of the Wye, 'in grim repose especta hia evenintt
prey .' " We are quoting f'osbroke'a Noteaon Gilpiu's Tour .
The scenery of this neighbourhood , although it hu much
beauty, has much aameuc1S-rocka and trees overhnuging
water. We have now the f'orest of Dean on both aides of the
river; and amid d~nse foliage clothing the steeps from the
brink, we punue our voyage. Passing a pretty lodgeofoneof
the keepers-the only one on the right bnnk•-we arrive at

I

An ancient cl:urch-Cm1acH D1xTON-i1 encountered cloee to a small bouroe that marks the
division bet~een the countiea of l~erefordahire and Monmonthshire, the O~Jl?•it~bank being in
Glouceatenb1re. • "Hut dt!ter1pt1on ftaga (we borrow a paaaagefrom G1Jp10)m rnnoio,t over
such a mo11otouy of terma. High, low, ateep, woody, rocky, and a few others , are all the
coloU1'11
of language. We hue to describe aceoea in which there are infinite gndationa and
'
'
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THS D0W4RD IIOCU.

I amidat some general aameneu,

infinite peculiarities.'' Fosbroke, in his notes to Gilpin, complains
that the author must have become sleepy when he thus "slabbera over a fine scene of continual
change and inimitable grouping.'' But it i• certain that when the voya~ bas been made between Roas and Monmouth, the eye and mind have wearied of the perpetual aucceaaion of rock,

<i

JCOCK.4T !fBW WEIR.

THE DROPPINGWELL-a ain~lar formation of rocks, scattered without order, the reault, probably, of some terrible
earth-•hnkiog, ages ago. The water baa a petrifying influence, resembling that of certain wells in Yorkshire and
Derbyshire, and it baa given a very remarkable character to
the hill ,idea and the huge manes of conglomerated stones
which abound on the piece of flat land that ~kirts the river.
In this immediate neighbourhood is the deepest part of
the Wye. It has here a depth or sixty feet at low water;
while within a few yards of this dell, uoderuenth, it suddenly
shallows to a few iuchea. We picture a group or singular
rocks, which form a sort of water -wall to the Great Doward :
they are of the class or which we have seen ao many-very
striking, and highly picturesque, clothed as they are with licheua
or various hues, with stunted shrubs •prinl{inK here and there
out or creviL-es, 11nd 1urmo1111tedby tall aud finely-grown
treea.t We pnas a beautiful demene, the Leys House, with
many charminir hills and hollows, and rt'4Ch another liou of
the district-Haduock.
"The right side consists of fields,
fo1ming the area of a sylvan amphithentre; and the left ia
made up of meadotl'a, iu Oat, &well,nnd hollow, intermingled
with woody ridges, and strips of field• iu front of steep aidescreens of wood." The view here is escccdingly chumiu![ .

I

I

11

• There are In the (ores! twelve kecpcn ; bot their bualnesa b only
to look after the wood ; gawe 11not preserved.
t "The river roars along a curve, between High Meadow Woods
on U1eleft, and the rock.wall of the Orea! Uoward oo the right. At
the end or thl1 ttach 11a beautiful masa or rock. crowned ..-Ith ahruho
and 1,enduloao cree1,en; In (ront the river (orm• a pool, and 11 beck1<rounded by the summit or lho Little Do~ anl In augar.loal. "Foa11ai,1:1 .

"Between the 0 .. 1 and Little Doward, In a valley, lle1 a slngu.
larly 1,lclureoque estate, called the Klln -houae Farm. In a comer or
It Is a romantic cavern, bearing the name or King Arthur·, Hall ."
It wu probably a mine, out or which 11·uobl&lned Iron ore in old
Uu:cs.

---

----
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DIXTO:Ccuuacu.

wood, and water, seldom and but little varied. The "wanderer 011the Wye" should, therefore,
never fail to ascend the heighta which so frequently preeent themselves, and obtain views or

I

• For tbe drawing or" Dlxton Church, .. also ror that or the" Doward Rock•,"" that or the "JancUon
or lho Wye and Monnow;• and that or" llonmoulh rrom the Monnow,"' 'Ire are Indebted to the courtety or
Capl&ln Carter, an accom1,llah•d artist.amateur, reoldeot at Monmouth.
-
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the winding river, the near hi!!., and the diltaot monotaine;
his pleunre will thna. be very la~ly en haoced.
We have now in view Little Doward-again
rock,, again
treee, again wnter. The eye is attrncted by a view -tower or
cast-iron; it is unfinished, in consequence, it ie ut,deratood,
or alnrm that it might attract lightning-an
idea that did
not occur until a large 1nm had been expended in ita construction.
The rocks here, on the right bank, become !Dore
continuous, but vary little in character from thoee or which
we have seen so much, and of which, perhaps, we begin to
Many of them have uamee: thus, here we have
weary.
the Martin Roch; the river here, which is deep, is called
"Mlll'tin'e Pool." llut the 1tuides and boatmen are •ilent
88 to their origin; neither tnidition uor invention being aids
at their side u they conduct the tonrist up and down the
stream.•
Every now and then, 88 you row along the river, you reach
a quiet and retired nook, in which the patient fisher hu
moored his bo•t: it ie strongly fastened to the bank by ropes,
and made steady at the bow by a strong pole, to which it ie
attached : the net is of course overboard, and the rope which 1
conuecta it with the punt the fisher holds in bie baud-he ie
th•1s instantly informed when a salmon hu entered it, I
inosmnch u he feels the sudden check. The net is then
rapidly raised, and the fish transrerred to the "r.ool parlour"
or the boat. Sometime, the fi,herman is fortunate; but 1
orten he has to sit a whole day, from before eunriae till long
arter snuset, in this constrained position, his hand just above
the atream, without the excitement or a single tonch.
Ir, however, he can enjoy nature, he will receive ample
compensation for the absence or sport. His choice of station
is alwnya some peculiarly quiet spot, out of the way of
passers, where the foliage grows luxuriantly, where the ,
breezes are al ways refresl,iog, and sometimes musical, and
where awtet birds are ever aiogiog among braochee over- I
hc1d, among the reed, and rushea at hie aide, or high in the
I
air above.
And so we moor our boat at the quay, aud enter :\Ion- I
mouth town.
I
The to¥·n, staudiog as it Joea on ao elevation above the
two river,, is thus seen to great advantage. Our engravinK• 1
eupply two view1: the first, 88 it appears from the meadow•
that akirt the Mounow ; the second, from the old bridge that
r.ros,iea the Wye . The several objecta or interest in and
about the town we shall deacribe in the part that follow1.
And here we shall, for a time, leave the Wye and ita attractions of beautiful and pictnreaque scenery, or ancient rnins,
'>f i,,;racerul billa, or pleasant streamlets, or pretty village,,
and of lordly mansions; while lorty mour,tains lend their
interest everywhere, sometimes near, but more often at far-off
distances, frequently as dim outlines calling up usociationa
with the long put, few of them being more striking or more
sugKeative than the Black Mouotaioa, looming in eight from
any of the adjacent atcepa.t
Hereafter, it will be our duty to return to this charming
district : firat, to picture the Wye from its source in Plinlirnmon to the town of Roas, and next, to describe it from
;\lonmouth, where we now leave it, to ita jnnction with
" Priocdie Severo," below Chepstow .
It is below the town that the Wye and Monnow meet, j111t
. - --- -- -- ---------·---• Upon the Little l>owanl, a hlll of pccullarly ftoe outline, viewed

under a tree-clad hill, to which is given the nnacconntable name of" Gibraltar." The two rivers
run at either aide or a flat green meadow, and embrace aa they turn ite corner, proceeding thence
together to Chepstow town, thence to npid Severn, and thence into the Briatol Chauuel.
Onr readers will bear in mind that we are not yet in WALES: Monmouthshire ii now one of
our Engliab counties, though '' anciently " it appertained to the ancient Briton,, aud was the
battle-field of so many of their gallant aud continuons atrugglce for liberty, not only with the
Romana, not alone with the Suons, nor merely with the Norman invaden; in later ages they

1

I

,I

I
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In front from the Monmouth road, are the Interesting remalna
Ddtbh camp. Three circular terrace& wind up to the summit.

llO!'CllOOTU FROll TBS M02"COW.

fongl.,t bravely, and under many
enemiea do,rn to a comparatively
On thi1 aubject we shall have
land," according due honour to

diaadvantagea, with ancceeding kings, and "lhe Eogli•h," their
recent period.
much to say when we advance further into " the bowel, of the
a people ever brave, ever endnring, anal ever fierce in thtir

ora
It

11a valua~le rollc or llrltlsh fortification, where Caractacus probably

po1ted hlm~elf, rnr how utherwl!lc are the adjacent ltom:m camps on
the Grent DowArdaud Symond"•Yat to be accounted for I Ostorlus
J>rohabl)'attempted to force him by the Great Dowanl, but appa.
rcntly did not &nr.cced,and being compelled to cross the river encamped at Sym1111d'11
Yat. The Inference I~ drawn fron1 tho clrcum.
stance or the (iauls having taken up a position protected by a.river,
where e,·cn C:osar dt>cllned actlon.-Fo:tBRO'I.E.

" 'fho fierce Sllurea,"'who Inhabited this district, held In equal

contempt lhe lurea anti the menaces of the Romans. •rhe Silures,
under their general, Caractacns, made a tec.liou111
nnd desperate re5l8lance. 'fhe neighbourhood ls full or evidence that, If a barbarous
people, they kept the cl\·llizcrw of the world lonA" at bay, avalllng
tl1t>m"elv~ or all natural ahb-hlll~. r,,rest.s. and morusea, "gaerdykes;' hullow1, and dens, arnt especially rivers; always retreating
when the Uomana succe,•tfod In luring them into close action.

Accnnllng lo Glraldus Cambrcnals, "the Wel•h )l6Ued days and
nights In running ov,r the tops or hills and penetrating wood.I.'
t A dl,tant rango or hills cnll..t the Black Mountain,, where,

In 1093, llhy11, the la.."t king o( South \\'ales, "''a.t de(eatcd and islatn
by Hernan! De Neur Marche,ooe of U1eConqueror's earliest rollowen,

"·ho was re"'·art.leJ \\Ith the county of Brecknock, marrying, as
usual, one of the \Vebh royal family; and on whose helrea,, bybll,

marrying •1tzwaltcr MIio, Earl or Hcrefonl, she carried his possession• Into U1Atfamily. Bernard waa burled In Bishop Aldred"• old
Saxon Church of St. Peter, a.t Gloucester, l'-efore the altar, where an

Inscription calls him" Bernanlua de Novo Mereato;· translated Now.
market, when In truth-as there were no Welsh count111until the
'·c,.J
reign orHenry VIII., but It was divided Into Jonlahli», or march.. llON»oVTB ,ao11 TH• WYS.
Bernard was the Loni orthe New March Juat conquered, viz., Breoon.
Fr,,m this lime the Independenceor Wales, long a ahadowy UDN!&llty,
coued even In rreteuce, save In predatory or feeble 1trugr1 .. , vainly fight. for freedom, nuder 1overeign1 who merited better deetiaiee than generally it wu their lot
encouraged by the national bards, who1&poello spirit, gradually to achieve. Ha1>pily now " W alee" and " England" are one . Bot time hu not rendered leu
becoming more" ftutterlng, f't.lnt,1.ndlow," died out In inch plaintive
hut touching melodl.. aa that or" Merch Xegan,~ or late 90 elegantly the duty of the historian to chronicle the heroilm of a race 11·ho have to-day lost none of lhe
- - ~~red
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We may pause in our descriptions of beautiful scenery-of
directora of public cbarities are born under the plauet Mercury; but, perhaps, you laugh
You do not know them as I do," and
rock, hill, vale, and river, and of grand relics of the olden at astrology, and treat. the stan with contempt.
time-to introduce one of those e)lisodes such as rarely fail then his eves looked so fierce and wild, that we began to doubt bis sanity. "Directora
to occur to the wanderer who is seeking incident as well as of puhlic •charities," he continued, " however innocent &JJd honest they may be at the
searching for the pict11resque.
l'Ommencrment of their career, become thieves before it ia finished. 1 see you do not
As we toiled up the steep-that
lea,ls from Goodrich believe me. Well, it's pleasant to have faith iu human honeaty; but if you desire to eujoy
village to Goodrich Castle-along a pathway, rendered the hm1ry, do r,ot inquire into the management of publil' charities. The lion baa always his
rutzged by recent rain&, we encountered a man whom, by nu jackals. Lawu or liueey-11othing too high, nothing too low, for peculation. A charity ia
almost instinrtive impulse, we knew lo be "n character." , like the bait on my hook cut into a shoal ol minnows-they
all "·aut the pi~king ou't.
He wos stout, and strongly built, with but one arm, ontl ,
limped poiufully. A Ji hiup;-basket wos strapped ou his bock,
and his fifhing-rod wos so con&lructed as to serve the purpose of n walking-stick. lie paused frcq11ently, leaning
sometimes oguinst a tree, sometimes again t n projecting :
knoll : at Ieng! h he sat down on a sort of stile, hitched 1
up l1is basket, placed his rod beside him, removed his felt
hat, nod wiped his bnld hcud aud rugged brows. His
was a most contradictory counlcnnnre : the forehead full
nod well proporlionetl, the eyes rcstlc and bright-jesting, "gamesome" eyes-the
nose shorl antl abrupt at once clever antl coarse; so fnr so good-there" as abundant obsennt ion, os well ns sunshine, above ; but the .
mouth wos loose, with turned-down, discontented, corners; i
the upper lip ready to curl into a snarl; the jnw heavy, the !
chin full to sensuality: still the whole was remarkable; and .
it is ever a treat lo encounter "hat is not common-pince.
W c exchanged greetings. lle hnd observed us o,·erlooking 1
the rich land cape, where, from omid surrounding woods, rose 1
the tall spire of the church we ha<l tl,al morning ,·isited- I
the Church of Ho s. lie was sufficiently ocute lo guess onr I
train of thought; the eyes that beamed so brightly became dark,
while his lip cnrled into an expression sareoslic and bitter.
"I have," he said, " been admiring the fidelity with which
the intentions of 'The Mau of Ross' are carried out; I find
myself often called upon-by myself-to admire that sort
of thing, and sometimes to ponder o\Cr it before I cnn make
ii out: here it strikes the wa\'farer at once-' I le "ho runs
may reail.' Now I do uot,- as yon bnve 110 iloubt percci,·cd, I
.JtJNCTJO!'C or TIHl W\"t: 4:SD MO:OCOW.
-1 do not 'ntn,' but I can read nud think. We honour
the charities of the dead by core lo their bequests ! I am Well, the sort of life I lead has its pleunrea also-the air, the sunshine, the wonderful, wonrcnlly a wayfarer, having neither house nor home, ond core derful beautv in which the Creator hu clothed the world. And I encounter good, earue&t,
as little fo~ kith and kin, as kith and kin are likdy to care , ,imple peopie. I ,rant to reach the castle, so will continue my 'upward "·ay.'
There is
for a rclnhve houselePs nod homdess. I had n boy-dre?m I great eihilaration in mounting upwards. I enjoy it more now than I did "·hen a boy. 1 used
of .bow proud I should foci .to ha,·e been.born e\'Cn a p~n h I to bound np a hill that hung over our village. You see me limp, and do not believe me, but
Then it was simply an idle pleasure-an animal enjoyment costinp;
cb1ld of the tow_nof Joh_u Kyrle_; I nounsbed and chensb~d it is true, nevertheless.
th~t dream d.°!"mg. a to1!some hfe, a1.1dat lut made a pil- nothinir, gaining nothing: now it ia a triumph over physical difficulty. 1'here is more pity
gnmage Jo VISlt Ins shnne; yet, ~mg whnt I have seen, in your eye, than I like. Do let me repeat that I was far more to be ' felt for' when hale
and hearmg what ha,·e heard, tl11s day, I thank God I nm ar.d strong, bnoyaut and active, than I am now. Now I own no master but the Qneen !
not a ~an of l!on. .
•
.
We bade him adieu, and ad,·anced a few paces, when he summoned ns bal'k abruptly, and
Agam he wiped his brow, h1• colour faded, the sarc3st1c a~kcd if we remembered Doctor Andrew Borde-his rhymes about the Welsh harp.
lip uoc•uled, the corners of his month became rather more
=---.....
_
atraight; he appeared considerably relieved by the torrent i
of words be had poured forth, and by the 1•ehemence with
which he struck one end of his fishing-rod i1,to the award.
" Still,'' we said, "dee)lite all the present can do to :
obliterate the past-to eradicate the memorv of a man his
fellow-men affect to honour-the facts of his existence and ;
his good deeds ha,·e become history, and are patent to the
I
whole world."
"Ah," he said, "that may be true; yet I have been tryiop; i
to believe, for the last half-hour, that the ' J\lau of Hoss· 1
never did exist except in the poetry of Pope."
He laughed bitterly; and it was a study to obae1Te the ,
rapid and varied upresaion of his coutradidory face; but 1
he was fond of talking, and only pauaed to gaiu breath.
"The law of nature is reversed with me.
When n,y
limbs were sound, before I lost my nrm, and my foot was
crushed by a railway accident,-now don't pity me, nor
look ae if you did,-that accident was my salvation; what
maimed and mangled half my body, unfettered the other and
better half-left my head clear, and gave me leisure. I wos
a quill-driving automaton till then ; chained to a desk for
tweh·e honn a day, and often working over honra-often
,ixteen out of the twenty-four-with
a week's holiday juat
to make me pant for the life of a tramper.
'fhe railway
directors are liberal gentlemen ; if they dismember you,
they pay you handsomely. I never estimated myeelf at half
the value they put upon me. They taught me self-respect.
If thus mutilated I was worth so much- what must I have
TJJK f1$UER 0 ~ TDli wn:.
been worth when perfect?
It ought to bnve made my
-· -~
old lawyer.master ashamed of himself and the pound a
" The\· have,'' he continued, "been running in my bead all day. I suppose it is this half
week he paid me. 'fhe annuity 1 reerive will keep me out Welsh air that haa revi~cd them;" and he repeated the quaint old rhymes:of the workhouse to the end of my days ; nud I'm free of
" lf l hovem, harpc r care ror no morefield and tlood ! Until winter s•ts in, I seldom sleep two
It ts my treasure; I keep It In store.
For my hnrp It Is made or good mare"•skinno;
nighta in the same place. I ehoo11eto think my rod my
Tho stryngcs be or good ho,-.ohair; It mnketha good dynnc.
recreation ; y•t I havt work 011 hand-bard work-but it is
M)· songe, anll my voice, nod my hnrpe tloe ngrc e,
of my owr, choosing. 'fhe first thing I do when l arrive
l\luch like the buzzingor nn humble bee ;
iu a town, is to inquire into its charities: the second, to
Yet In my country doo I mnke l"'Ysllme
discover their abnae. Now, mark I I have seldom found the
ln 1clllngor prorhecles whichbee not in rhyme."'
one with,,nt the other. Talk of history !-such a history
We beard him singing the two last lines, to a tune of" Jang eyne," as we mounted higher and
u I could write! You may depend upon it, that all the higher up the hill.
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There may not appear to be anything wort.hy of

I boards arc,

nt once, submilled to the action of

VISITS TO .A.RT-MANUFA.CTORIES. especial notice iu the manufacture of a piece of card- polished metal rollers, that the resulting surface is
No. 3.-0RNAMENTAL
STATIONERY, PLAYING
CARDS, AND THE PATENT VEGETABLE
PARCHMENT.
THE EST ABLISHHENT

or

)IESSRS. DE LA RUE.

I:, we examine any bundle of letten received, we
will say, twenty years since, we cannot but be struck
at the plain, even coarse, appearance of the paper
upon which they are written, when compared with
the elegant stationery with which we are now familiar. Our note papers, especially that prepared for
ladies' use, and our envelopes, are now delicate in
texture, pleasing in every variety of tint, and the
ornamentation is generally elegant. Within a few
years, the improvement which has taken place in
every branch of this manufacture-whether it be in
embosaing, in printing in coloun, in the production
of enamelled aurfacea, in the preparation of valentines, in the designs of the papers for ornamental
alblllllS, for the binding of Irish linens or
piece
goods, or for the decoration of glo\'e and frui boxes
-has been truly remarkable.
The whole of this improvement has resulted from
the enterprising spirit, the nnwearying energy and
goodtaste or one individual.
The capricious goddess Fashiou, who is for ever
leading our fair sisters captive, running them into
ridiculom extremes, and exerting a despotic tyranny
uncontrolled by either reason or taste, declared straw
hats or bonnet& to be agaiu,t her rule, and that
paper ahould form the head-cover for a aeaaon.
Theo it was that a native of Guernaey, gifted with
the inventive facnlty, produeed au embossed paper
for making bonnet&, and the demand for this material led to the conatruction of machines for its
manufacture. Paper bonnet&in our humid climate
could not continue long in vogue, and the inventor
of the emboaaed paper and emboaaing machines
directed his attention to the improvement of atationery. Thus originated with Mr. Thomu De la
Rue the manufactory which we have lately visited,
and which is one of the largest, as it is certainly the
most complete, in the world. Situated in the dis•
met of Bunhill Fields, which is surrounded with
many historical 8880ciationsconnected with the progresaof our civilization, is the manufactory of De
la Rue & Co. Extending behind the houses in
Bunhill Row, it now stands upon nearly an acre and
half of ground; and the several 11.oors,which are
crowded with machinery, represent a space of about
five acres. 'l'his apace comprehends the variollll
department& which are devoted to a trade finding
CW1tomerain every part of the civilized globe ; and
we mllllt, in brief, endeavour to convey to our readers
some idea of one of the moat complete and best
conductM establishments to be met with in this
country, employing hundreds of men and women,
boys &ndgirls.
One feature worthy of the highest commendation,
and one which we could desire to see copied in all
the large establishments of the United Kingdom, i•
the marked attention which the employers have
given to the social condition of the employed. The
men were induced, by the promised remission or half
an hour from the general day's work, to abaudon the
use of beer during the hours of labour. Beyond
this, since it was necessary that some refreshment
such as tea ahonld be obtained, it wu thought to be
desirable, on the BCOreof economy and of quality,
that, instead of letting each man make his own,
there shonld be a more wholesale system adopted.
The men, therefore, have formed a fund for this
purpose, appointing some of their own body to
euperintend the purchase of tea, sugar, and milk.
One of the Mr. De la Rue'a invented a boiler, euffi.ciently capaciona to make tea for so large a body,
and so conatructed that the fine aroma of the tea is
not lost. This machine was, at fint, made for the
men by the firm ; but they have been repaid, and it
ia DOW the propertr of the workmen. The result of
this arrangement 18, that every one in the establishment can obtain a pint of excellent tea, with good
an~ and milk, for a penny. A sickneee fund, and
a library for the me of all, are well organized ; and
altogether this hive of indnatry is working with the
utmost harmony and profit to all concerned. We
muat now proceed with our description of some of
the many interesting manipulatory detaila or this
manufacture.

o[

board; but ita production involves several niceties
of manipulation which deserve especial attention.
Card-board is of various kinds, and of course the
materials required for the production of the finest
varieties are in every way superior to those which
are employed in the manufacture for the inferior
sorts. Cardi are but sheets of paper pasted together,
and consequently the manufacturer has but to deal
with paste and paper. The manufacture of the paper
does not belong to De la Roe's establishment; tl1erefore, this article becomes a matter of selection. The
preparation of the paste is an operation requiring
the greatest care, especially that which is used for
the finest cards. Everything depends, in the first
place, upon the purity of the 11.our,and of the water
employed; these are mingled with close attention
to certain rulea, which experience has shown are
necessary, and then boiled in cauldrona by a nicely
regulated heat . The paste-room, in which 400
pounds of flour are made into paste daily, is one of
much interest; the different qualities of paste which
are piled around this apartment in tube ready for
use, varying in colour and tranaparency, and the
mixing and boiling processes, all bear distinguishing marks of the supervision of one who has learnt
how to subdue aoience to be the handmaid of industry. In thia room there is 11laomnnufactured
the aizes which are required in this mauufactory;
moat especial attention is required in makinp: the
solutions of gelatine, for it is Conndthat a very slight
alteration in the temperature employed will effect an
alteration in the gelatinous solution of an exceedingly injurious character.
For the manufacture of card-boards, sheets of
paper are properly arranged, as it regards number
and quality, and theae piles of paper are carried to
the pasting-room. Here there are two long tables :
every man having on his left hand hie pile of papers,
and on his right hia tub of paste. He places a sheet
on his bench before him, and taking his large brush
he dipa it in the paste, and by a series of very regular curvilinear sweeps over the surface, he spreads
a 1miform coat of it upon the paper; on this he lay,
another sheet, and by a rapid sweep with the hands
the two are united. It should be remarked, that a card
may consist of two or of several eheeta or paper
cemented together-the thicker cards requiring, of
course, the greater number. Whatever may be the
number employed, the workman takes at last two
sheet& together, the under one forming the upper
surface of one card ; the upper sheet the nr.der
one of the next. This upper sheet is pasted, and
thllll arises a pile of pasted sheets with unpasted
intervals.
Close to the pasting-tables are hydraulic presses,
and into these the wet piles of paper are pnt, and
aubjected to powerful mechanical compression, by
which every pasted sheet is brought into the closeet
possible contact. Paste is merely 11.our,consisting
of gluten, starch, &c., rendered miscible in water :
it is not a solution, consequently, by the great
mechanical force applied, water is squeezed out, but
the true cementing paste ie retained, penetrating
the capillary pores of each sheet, and producing
the moat perfect adhesion.
After the pilea of pasted paper have remained for
some time in the hydraulic preeaes, they are removed
to the drying-rooms, which are a aeries of vault&,
extending below the manufactory. Here each sheet
of " paste-board" is taken, and by means of a
piece of hooked wire, hung upon rode. A current
of hot and dry air is driven by mean, of a fan into
these vaults; this rapidly robe the paper of ita
moisture, and, becoming cool as it cuculatee towards the end of these cellars, the air woold
again part with ita moisture, as dew, and thus injure the other aheeta, were not pn:cantiona taken to
avoid this. Many hundred feet of iron pipes are
arranged around these vanlta, and through these hot
,team is constantly cirenlating: thua the air ia
maintained at ita high temperature, until it leaves
the vaults charged with the moisture which it was
intended to remove. The" boards " being thoroughly
dry, they are taken down, and n:moved to another
apartment.
The surface of a card-board, when it comes from
the drying-room, ia far from unitorm ; examined
with a lens it will be round to be a aerie&of elevations and depreuioos, and it is found, that it these
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not satisfactory. The procesa therefore adflpted is
to pass them through a machine, in which there are
a series of rapidly revolving brushes, which search
into e\'ery part of the card, remove any loose particles, and impart a uniform burnish to it. The
next stage is to level both aides by rollers, and
especially in the case of card-boards which are to be
employed for playing cards, it is important that the
smoothness of the two surfaces should be different.
In this process of smoothing, therefore, the board
passes between a metal roller and a paper roller.
The lathir is made by pasting together a great
number of sheets o! paper, compressing them to the
greatest possible degree of consistency, and turning
the paper cylinder in a lathe. The result is a roller,
the surface of which couaists entirely of edges of
paper, with a texture as close as that o! finely
polished wood. After this, the card may be regarded as complete; procesaes of glaxing, enamelling, colouring, embossing, &c., following, as
may be desired. For whatever procesa the card
may be required, the principle of its formation is
that which has been described. We will, howcwer,
at once proceed to the conaideration of the mannfacture of playin@ cards, for which this establiahment has been long and jllllt.lycelebrated.
With the history of plnying cards, which is
curious, our prescribed apace will not allow U8 to
deal. The " pips" and the "honours" on our cards
retain their antiquated and grotesque characten .
Attempt& have been again and agai.nmade to introduce figures or a more natural character; but, we
are informed, that these attempts have ever been.
attended with 1088,so firmlv are the public wedded
to the old forms. The "pipa 1'-nearu and diamond4
in red, and q;ade,and clu!J, in black-are printed
by oue impulse iI,. oil colours, forty in a sheet. The
"honours"
are many-coloured, and they conseqnently require several blocks, each block lleing del"oted to ita own particular colour. Without entering into a description of this process of printing,
which ia similar to that which is employed in the
production of paper-hangings, with which moat
persona are tolerably familiar, we proceed. Great
attention has been of late years given to the ornamentation of the backs of our playing cards, and in
this department the house of De la Rue & Co.
baa ever been unrivalled. They employ artists
of the higheat talent in Curniehing designa for the
backs of their playing cards; and many of the
packawhich are issuing this aeaaon exhibit designs
of exceeding beauty. Graceful in the groupings of
fruit& or 11.owen,in the ever-lovely arabesque-like
curves, or harmonious in the arrangement&of colour,
the refined character of many of these may be a
simple, but it is, nevertheleee, a striking proo!, that
a better, a purer order of things is ariaing amongst
us, since in our idle hours we solicit and receive those
trifles upon which there has been a sufficient induce•
ment for the artist to bestow hia talent&.
The backs and the front& of playing cards are
printed on aingle sheets, that is, before the sheets are
pasted into " boarda." The front& and the backs
are pasted upon. prepared "foU11dation card,," and
theu subjected to the various processea already described. In addition to which, playing cards are,
before finishing, subjected to a " sixeing" process,
the size for the back and front of the card being
different in character. When dry-and it should be
here remarked, that in every part of this vast establiahment are drying cloeeta, so that, paper having a
pecnliar power of condensing and retaining moiatore in its pore,, this moisture may be removed in
every stage of the proceu-when dry, the cards are
placed between polished aheets of copper, and passed
a few times between milling rollers; they are then
carried to a hydraulic preaa !or 11.atteuing,and subjected to a pressure oCat least a thousand too,, by
which they acquire their solidity, and the high finish
which is always found on the best playing cards.
The cards, being complete, are cnt, first into long
strips, and then iuto single carda; and so complete
are the arraugemente for this purpose, that, although
the cutter turns out 20,000 cards a day, they are of
precisely the eame dimenaione. The cards are then
sorted into their different qnalitiea, namely, "Mogula," which are the best cards, without spot or
blemish ; " Harry,," which may have a speck on
the back or face ; the " Highlanders," which are still
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leu perfect; and the " .Ar.drews," which are the
commonest cards,
The ace of spades beintt the government ,tamp, on
which o duty or one ahilliug ia paid, is printed at
Somerset House. All cards exported are free of
dnty, e<maeqnently,as these packs are all furniahed
with this atampcd card, the duty is returned upon an
affirmation made to the effect that they have been
sent out ofthe countrv.
The maonfacture oiviaiting carda, wedding cards,
&c., will have been aufflcieutly explained np to the
process or enamelling and their oramentation. 'l'he
composition of the enamel preparation variea according to the circumstances for which the card• may
be required. Zinc white, among.t other thing.,
enten into the enamelling compound. There was,
at one time, an idea that the health of those en•
gaged in the manufacture or enamelledcardasuffered
from the absorption of metallic oxides, which were
highly detrimental to the human health. Whatever
may have been the case, this does uot now appear to
be so; and, beyond the circumstances of working
in very warm rooma, there are no other injurious
conditions to which the enamellen are subjected.
Before we pasa from the manufacture or cards,
we would remark that, by far the large majority of
the railway tickets are manufactured here. 'fhese
have, according to the raihray from which they are
to be issued, fixed eolonrs and patterns, differing
from those of any other line. These tickets are cut
by boys, with a rapidity which ia trnly marvellous.
We uudentand that more than a million-and-a-half
or these tickets are manufactured weekly.
If the edgea of cards are to be silvered or gilt, a
line of gold eize is applied, and then the silver or
gold-leaf, or the Dutch metal, as the case may be, is
laid on it. Ir embosaiog ia required, the carda are
taken to the embosaing machines.
The preparation of the plates or cylinden for
emboasing paper brings into play aome beaut.iful
application, of the electrotype process. The design
being decided on-supposing it, as ia generally the
case, to be a continually repeating pattern-it is
engraved with great care by the die engTBveron
steel ; thia engraved piece of metal ia not perhaps
more thau half an inch or an inch square. Impreasiooa of this die are then taken upon a sheet of gutta
percha; in this, of course, mnch care ia required to
enanre exactness. The impressed surface of the
gutta percha is rubbed over with plumbago or some
conducting substance, it is then placed in the decomposing cell of the electrotype arrangement, and
a sheet of copper is depoaited, which ia covered with
a multitude of focsimiles of the engraved die. We
connted a• many as 1200 repetitions on one plate.
This is employed in emboasingthe paper, which may
be either white, or it may have been prepared with
colour and varnished previously to thia process. In
the embouiog machines the paper paases between
an unyielding ateel roller and the plate or cylinder
upon which the pattern has been prepared.
To Mr. Warren De la Rue, many of the mechanical
appliances which are found so exceedinglynaeful are
doe-hia mtehanical genius and his great chemical
knowledge pecnliarly fitting him to conduct an
establi1hment of thia kind. The machine for CO•
louring paper is one or those beautiful applications
which r.aooot be aeen without pleasure. It is not
easy without drawing. to describe machiuery ; but
it is possible to indicate to some extent its mode of
operation. Let ua 111pposean endless band, extending from one end to the other of a long room, and
traversing, by the action of the machine, backward
and forward over warmed plates. This band is
rather wider than the sheet of paper to be coloured.
Now, at one end or the machine, a boy places the
sheet; this, by the motion, is drawn under a trough,
triangular in 1hape, having a fine alit at ita lower
angle, through which the colour it contains flow,
out on to the sheet as it ia moved gndually under it.
By a most aimple and ingenious contrivance, each
aheet of paper is made, by the machine itself, to overlap the sheet which preceded it by about half an
inch, so that the 1heeta pasa on in an unbroken
stream. A, the paper pasaea out from under the
colouring trough; 1t progresse1 under bmshes which
have, by the action of an eccentric, a peculiar motion
imparted to them by which a cycloidal cn"e is produced on the moving paper. By this meana, the
colour ii apread with great uniformity over the surface. In aome few cues the colour ia applied byhand;
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and it is curious to obaerve that the motion with
which the colourer apreada hie colour on the surfaceof
the paper ia preciaelysimilar to that of the machine.
As the papen pasa from the machine along the endleae web, the colour becomes 1nflicieotly hardened
to admit of the removal of the 1heeta from the other
end, without the risk of diltorbing the coloured
surface.
The apace in this establi1hment occupied in the
manufacture of envelopes ia marked by the extreme
activity with which every operation goes on. The
impressed stamp on the poatal eovelopea ia, like the
ace of spades in cards, executed at Somerset House;
from thence they are all sent to De la Rue's to be
folded. Those who visited the Great Exhibition
will well remember the beautiful envelope folding
machine which was always found, when at work,
with a crowd of cnrions inquiren aronud it. The
papers are lint cnt of the proper 1ize, and one corner is impressed with some design-such 81 a crest,
a monogram, a name, or indeed whatever may be
required. It ia then gummed at this corner-an
operation performed with great ease by children, who
pass the corner under a triangular trough containing
the gum, and 81 they withdraw it, they bring away
the required portion of adhesive material, which has
paased through a alit in the bottom of the little
trough. When this is dry, they are sent in bundles to the foldintt machine. Here no less than six
motions are necesssry ;-the paper is laid down, the
four flaps mnst be turned over one after the other,
and the envelope most be withdrawn. A boy lays
on the machine a piece of the cut paper ; a rectangular hammer falls and knocks it into a aimilar boxlike space; the hammer rises and leaves the four
flaps atanding op ; the same motion which raises
the hammer, brings np an iron finger which presses
down one corner ; then another ariaes and does the
eame, and another and another; then the finished
envelope itself rises, is clipped by a mecbaoical arm,
and drawn away, leaving its space to be occupiedby
another. The rapidity with which this is done i1
something remarkable. The prevailing fashion of
stamping papen with monograms, or fancifuldesigns
embracintt the addreases of the writers, has giYen
riae to an immeoae trade in this particular direction.
Dies have to be cut ; and we learn that the vast
variety of tastrs, which have to be pleased, become
really a so11rceof conaiderable annoyance, from the
immeme stock of dies which are thus rendered necessary. This opplies eqnally to all the chaste
varieties of wedding stationery for which this house
ia celebrated.
It should be borne in mind, the Messn. De la Rue
& Company are wholesale manufacturen. The retail atationer receives his orders from his customers,
and he senda liis order to the wholesale house.
Many might, without this intimation, have thought
it desirable to go to an establishment where ao great
a variety could be seen; but, on arriving there they
would be disappointed, as it ia not possible in so
extensive an establishment, where every minute ia
11f value, to admit of any approach to a retail trade.
:Mourning stationery is another very important
diviaion of this manufacture; but thia, with ordinary
fancy stationery, we are compelled to pass by l'l;thont notice, for the sake of directing attention to
novelties. The machines for printiop: in colours,
and for the combination of colour printing with embouiog, are of a peculiarly interesting character.
Here we have an enormous fly press acting upon
pieces of card-board with a force equal to a thoussod
tons, and bringing out in high relief the design which
has been eograyed upon the steel die. In combining
colour printing with these embossed impressions,
everything depends upon the nice adjustment of
parts; and this "registering," as it ie technically
called, is carried ont in the greatest perfection. We
inRpected a great number of the beautiful desi~a
produced in this way for the band&for Irish linens
and other " piece gooda;" and we were almost disposed to regret that so much artiatic skill in the
prodnction of elegapt deai~s, and so mnch mechanical ingenuity in .the· details of the manufacturing
proceu, should be expended upon things of so trifling
a character. The necessity which, however, calls
upon the mannfacturer or textile fabrics to send hia
guods into the market thus highly ornamented,
shows that there must be a general improvement in
the public taste. In the Art-Journal, we have
published from time to time most charming de-

aigus, which would hue been exceedinglyapplicable
to many of the productions to which we have been
alluding ; but we admit, although theae designs
have not been copied, that those produced in this
manufactory are in no respect inferior to our own.
'fhe printing of postage and receipt stamps forms
a separate department of this immense establishment-thi, division being directly under the supervision of government officen. One important object with the postal and atamp authorities has been
the production of atamps-the colollrll of which
should be sufficiently permanent to stand the wetting to which they are subjected, and other rough
usage ; but from which the required obliterating
ink could not be removed without rendering the
attempt at fraud evident. The chemieal knowledge
of Mr. Warren De la Rue hashere been of the utmost
value. Aa a chemiat this gentleman is well known
for his investigation of the colouring principle of
the cochineal insect, and other colouring matters,
and out of these researches there has ariaen the
preparation of those inks which are used in printing
the stampa. In the preparation of the plate from
which the 1heeta of etampa are printed, the multiplying process by the agency of the electrotype,
which has been already explained, ia brought to
bear. One head alone is engraved by the die engraver, and this is multiplied 120 times to produce
the sheet required. The printing, the sorting of
the sheets, and the perforating processes, are each
of them peculiarly interesting.
We must, however, paas on to the conaideration
of one of the most curious, as it promises to be one
of the moet useful of modern discoveries. Thie is
the •o-called "Vegetable Parchment," which wu
diacovered by Mr. W. E. Gaine, in 1854. Vegetable pnrchmeot is made from waterleaf, or unaized
paper, of which ordinary blotting paper is a common
example, and is well adapted for the proceu. This
is maunfactured from rags of linen and cotton,
thoroughly tom to pieces in the pulping machine,
and it is found that long fibred paper ia not ao good
for the production of vegetable parchment 81 that
which is more thoroughly pulped. The str11ctnre
of the waterlcaf may be regarded as an interlacement of vegetable fibres in every direction, simply
held together by contact, nod consequently offenng
a vast extension of surface and minute cavities to
favour capillary action. To make vegetable parchment, the waterleaf or blotting paper ia simply
dipped in dilute sulphuric acid, when the change
takes place, and though nothing appean to be added
or subtracted, the waterleaf loses all its previona
properties, and becomes in all external respects
similar to the prepared skin of animals, known aa
parchment.
Vegetable parchment greatly re,embles animal
parchment ; the same peculiar tint, the same degree
of translucency, the same transition from the fibrona
to the hornlike condition. Vegetable, like animal,
parchment possesses a high degree of cohesion,
bearing frequently repeatoo bending and rebending,
without showing any tendency to break in the folda ;
like the latter, it is highly hygroscopic, acquiring, by
the absorbtion of moisture, increased flexibility and
toughness. The preparation of gun cotton, by the
action of nitric acid upon cotton, is now tolerably
well understood ; and it is generally known that in
thia case there is an increase of weight, arising from
the combination of nitrogen ,vith the cotton. Dr;
Hofmann, however, informs us that vegetable parchment is ,omethiog totally different from this. He
eaya :-" With the exception of about 0·9 per cent.
of minerol matter, a quantity not much exceeding
the amount which is present in the better varieties
of ordinary pa11er,the snbatance of ve~etable parchment is idt'ntical in compnition toith cell1d01t or
woody fibre. The analytical e:i:perimenis demonstrate, 111might have been expected, that the ex•
traordinary change which the properties of paper
undergo during ita trausformation, depends solely
and exclusively upon a molecular rearrangement of
the constituents, and not upon any alteration in the
composition of the paper. In this respect, the
action which sulphuric acid exerts upon woody fibre
may be compared to the transformation of woody
fibre, under the protracted influence of the aame
agent, into dertrin, a substance altogether different
from fibre, but atill identical with it in composition."
For the preparation of the most perfect vegetable
parchment, about two ,olumes of sulphuric acid and
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oue volume of water are mixed together, the blotting
paper ia dipped into this fluid, and in a few seconds
the paper will be found to have undergone a manifeat
change. It is removed from the acid, well washed
with clean water, and subsequently, for the purpose
of removing all troceaof sulphuric acid, it is dipped
into very dilute ammonia, the ammonia being re.
moved by frequent washings. When dried, this is
the vegetable parchment. Its nppearance has been
already deferibcd . Ita strengtb is given from four
experiments made by Dr. Hofmann :lbs. lbs. lbs.
Water-leaf l"IJ)er broke when loaded
wlUi
•
.
•
•
.
. 17 15 15
Vegetable parchment broke when
loaded wltll ,
,
,
,
• 78 75 70
Animal parchment broke wbcn loaded
with
92 78 AG

lbs.
15·6
U

75

Amongst the many applications of this very re.
markable preparation, the following peculiarities will
indicate many artistic ones:1. Vegetable parchment resists the action of most
chemicals beyond that of any other organic body.
2. It is found that vegetable parchment takea
1fl'iting ink and dyes with great facility.
3. It may be varnished .without being previously

sized.

I

I
I

II
i

-

4 . It may be jmpr~ted
with aalts, which will
not in the least affect its properties, but which will
enable it to resist the action of fungi and of insects .
In addition to its oae !or deed4, policie, of insurance, and similar documents, it is valuable !or
worki11g drawing,, as it doea not break on folding,
and is not injured by wet. Tracing paper can be
made of it, which is, in enry respect, superior to
either ordinary tracing paper or cloth . For bind.
ing, the flexibility and endurance of the vegetable
parchment renders it peculiarly applicable; and,
as it admits moat readily of being coloured and
gilt, the highest degree of ornamentation can be
given it.
.J.rti.ftcia/.
jlower1, made from this material are
exceedingly strong, and very perfect in colour.
Vegetable parchment may be employed by artists iu
threew11ys-Cor pencil and for pen and ink draw.
ings; for water colours and oil painting ; and for
the latter purpose it appears to stand alone for unrivalled excellence.
Such is a rapid sketch .,f an eatablishment which
is, in every way, worthy of commendation. The
perfection of every section of the manufactures for
which the firm has a world.wide reputation, the
excellence of all the arrangements !or the comfort
and well-being of those employed, and the regu.
Jarity with which an enormous amount of material
is prepared for the home, foreign, and colonial
mnrketl, dittingoishingly mark the manufactory of
Thomas De la Rue & Co., as a fine example of one
of our native industries.

A.RT IN

IRELAND A.ND THE
PROVINCES.

DUBLIN : NATIONAL

GA.LLl!RY OF lRBLAND.-

The first atone of this edifice was laid, in the pro•
eence of a large number or the Irish nobility and
gentry, by Hit E:rcellency the Lord Lieutenant, on
the 29th of January.
The circumatancea which
gave rise to thit important proceeding-auguring,
aa we trust, a bright future for the Fine Arts of
he beat learned from the following
Ireland-will
extract of the addreBBread to his Excellency by Mr .
G. F. Mulvany, Il..H.A., the honorary seeretarr, on
behalf of the governors and 1uardians of the National
Gallery :-" It is an occasion to which, in common
with the public at large, the governors and guardians have long looked forward with anxious expectation-they
had hoped that ere now they would
have reached a far more advanced stage of progresa1
and even been, perhaps, assembled in the completea
building to open and inaugurate it. They have,
howe'fer, been subjected to the not uncommon mischance or such undertakings, that or too cheaply
estimating the probable cost of the work, and have
found that the funds by which it wu originally
contemplated that the building could have been
erected fell far abort or the neceaaarl' amount.
Those funds amounted to the sum of £11,000, £6,000
of which wu supplied by parliamentary votes in the
years 1855 and 1856, and £ .5,000 contnbuted by the
committee of the subscription collected at the close
of the great exhibition, held on this lawn in the
year 18,53, a subacrirtion designed to commemorate
- --::_--~ - ----

the distinguished public services of William Dargan,
Eaq., in connection with that exhibition. After a
considerable time bad been occupied in the consideration of plans and deaigna for the gallerr, it
wae found that a much larger sum waa required,
and it became neceuary to obtaiu the aanction of
the Lords of the Treaaury to an application to parliament for a further grant. Such an application
was accordingly made for the additional sum of
£12,()1)(), The endeavours of the governors to procure this sanction occupied a much longer time, but
at laat, in the spring of 1868, the justice of- the
claim wu recognised, and an additional aum of
£6,000 has been voted towards this object in the
last 1easion of parliament. With funds thus at
present augmented, the building trustees have
thought they may aafely proceed in the erection of
the Gallery. The designs and plans of it have been
finally arranged, under the aanct.ion of the Board of
Trade, and their inspector for Science and Arts, and
approved of by the public bodies whose concurrence
is required by the act of parliament-namely, the
Trustees of Primate Marsh's Library, and the governors and guardians of the National Gallery-they
have also been neproved br the Committee of the
Dargan Subscription Fund, by the Council of the
Royal Dublin Society, and on the part of the Right
Hon . Sidney Herbert, under whom the lawn is
bolden. 'fhe external elevation or the building
will correspond with that or the New Museum of
the Il.oyal Dublin Society, recently erected on the
south side of the lawu ." The addreBBconcludes by
an invitation from the go\'eroora for " public aid to
support them in their exertions, !earinJ that whatever sums they may be able to obtain from the
legislature for building purpose, and for the maintenance of their eatabhahment, they may be disappointed in anv application for aid towards the
purchase of collections, and they feel some COD•
fidence that the proceedings of thu day, aaauring to
the public, u they do, the erection or a National
Gallery of Ireland, will induce the great bodf of
this important obJect,
our gentry and people to BBBiat
and to follow the generous example set by those
noblemen and gentlemen whose names are already
found in our list of subscribers and donon."
WATEllfORD.-The Art-E:rhibit.ion held in this
city at the close or last year hu, in ite results,
fully anawered the expectations of its promoters.
An official report of the oommittee informs us that
the number of visitors wu 16 638; the receipts
amounted to £186 7s. lOd., and the expenditure to
£131 7s. lOd., thus leaving a balance of £65 in the
hands of the treasurer. Of this aum £40 have been
applied to the purposes of the School of Art, in
compliance with the rules of the department, and
£16 were voted for the purchue of a pil'Ce of plate
to be presented to George Gibson, Eaq., honorary secretary, in recognition of unwcaried and gratuitous
services in promoting and carrying out the exhibition.
LIVBRPOOL.-The Society of Arte has hitherto
met with an amount of aucceaa that mDBt be gratifying to all who have laboured in its establishment, and in this, its first exhibition . The
following list of pictures sold haa been forwarded
to us :-• Wild Flowers,' J. H. Mole, 16l. 16'. i
• Wild Heatb,' W. 8. Roee1 61. 10,.; ' Woodlana
Dell,' W. 8. Rose, 6l .i. 'Anel' (baa-relief), F. H.
Miller, 8l.; 'Tomb or 1,;onrad,Strasburg Cathedral,'
W. G. Herdman, 61. ; 'Evening Hour,' Collingwood
Smith, 6l. &.; • Obcrwesell,' :Mrs. Oliver, 7l. 1, . ;
• Blairlogie,' Jamea Wood, 61.; • Linlithgow,' S.
Rayner 20l. ; ' The Squire ' a Hall,' J . Stcphanoft',
221. ; 'Cotter's Saturdal Night,' J. Stepbanolf, 171. ;
• War,' J. Stepbanoff. 4 . 10,. ; 'Sbe listens with her
Soul,' Stubbs, 12l.12, . : 'Tranquil Hour,' Collingwood Smith, 51. 6,.; • Vitre, Brittany,' L . J. Wood,
16l. 16,. ; • The Confidante,' James Curnock, 45/, ;
• The Haunt or the Stag,' J. H. Smith, 4l. 4, . ;
'The Frozen Brook,' G. A. Williams, 20/. ; • Ludlow
Cutle,' Niemann, 75l. i 'Windsor Castle/ J . J .
Hughes, 6l. ; 'Pueing Snower' Collingwooa Smith,
5l. 68. ; 'Chapel, Haddon,' 8. &yner 1 25l. ; 'Beauchamp Chapel,' S. Rayner, 251.; 'Dina.a .Mowddy,'
George Sbalders, 40l. ; • Grandad's lieturn,' Alex.
Burr, 100/,; • Night,' S. P . Hall, 361. 151. ; • 1tlorningl' S. P . Hall, 361. 16s. ; 'Coast Scene,' Jamee
Cal ow, 20l. ; • Ayr Fishing Boats,' Henry K.
Taylor, 20/, ; • Arcli of Titus,' William Parrott, 71. ;
'The Sognefjord, Norway,' W. Melby, 84.l. · 'Stone•
henge,' J. D . Nalder, 3ll . 10,.; 'Bridge, .Dolgelly{
J. It. C11fferata, 51. ; 'Tombe of Sbiekha,' Fran1t
Dillon, SOI.; 'Sunset,' J. Mogford, 80/.; 'Chepatow
Castle,' J. Joy, 61. & . ; • Donne Castle,' C. Pearaon 1
10/,; • Loch Lomond,' J . Joy, 4/, 4, . ; 'Derby Day,
Alex . Blaikley, 10/. ; 'Land&caJ>eand Cattle,' H . C.
Selou•, 151. ; • Downs, SuBBex,' J. Priee 1•40/. ; • Dell
in the Wood,' J. Price, 401.; 'Young ~ourmahal,'
'f . J. Ewbank, 471. 5s. ; • A Calm,' Henry Dawson,
211. ; • Llanatephen Castle,' Henry Lamb, 61. & . ;
• Near Brombro' ,• Benjamin Callow, 10/, ; • Cattle,'
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W. E. Turner, 30/, ; 'Old Bridge, Stirling,' W. G.
Herdman, 20/.; 'Nymph and Cupid1.' MiBBMargaret
Tekusch, 29/, &. ; ' Game of Uh888,' Miss E .
Edwards, 161. 15,. ; 'Pooley Bridge,' E. A. Pettitt,
201.; 'Wreck Ashore,' J . Callow (London), 61. & . •
'Last Ray o! Day,' C. Smith, 91. 10,. ; 'Hoylake,I
James Callow, 71. 7•. ; • Brombro',' John Callow
sen., 4/. ; ' Trefriu,' P. Deakin, lOl. ; 'Landtcap;
and Cattle,' J. D. Harding, 49/. 168. ; • The Brunette,' William Spillman, 31. lls.; 'Study in the
Higblanda,' A. C. Stannus, 31. 3, . i 'The Noon-day
Meal,' Jame, Carnock, 361. · • On tne Ouae • E . Boddington, 201.; ' Waiting for Fish,' E . Po web, 7/. 7,. i
• Loch Riddan,' G. F. Buchanan, 851.; • Morning,
R. Benedict, 101. ; 'Evening,' R. Benedict, 10/. ;
'Windy Day,' T. J. Ewbank, 36/, 16,,; • Ballachulish,' E . Richardson, 181.; 'Oft' Portnan,' Edward Hayes, 101. 10,. ; 'The Release •- William
Balter, 621. 10,.; 'Slave Merchant,' J . Noblet 121.;
• A Present from tbe Country,' Emma Corfle1d, 81.
& . ; • Dead Game,' Miss Huggins, 71.7,.; 'In the
)Vood,' ,George Alexander, 81. & . ; 'Henry the
i!eventh a Chapel,' J. G. Toney, 421.; 'Grumio,'
W. F. Callaway, 71. ; 'Expectation,' Fanny Geefs
301. ; 'Windsor Forest,' 1tlrs. Oliver, 71.7,. ; 'Cob~
Alfred
le~tz,' Mrs. Oliver, 71. 7, . ; '~dacape,'
Chnt, 311. 10,. ; • Eastham,' DenJamin Callow, 10/.
10,. ; 'Engaged ,' Thomas Heaphy, 211. ; 'A Study,'
E. Hughes, 2ll . ; • Capture at Locbleven,' A. B.
Clay, 841.; 'Bala Lake,' E. Pugh, 61. & . ; 'Richm<?n~Pa,rk.' T. 8. Soper, 81. &. ; 'Cathedral-yard
Stirling, W. G. Herdman, 261. ; • October Evening.I
T . . S. Cooper, A.R .A., 3501.; 'Streamlet,' H. F.
W1therby, 10/. i 'Muasel Gatherers,' J. Michie, 121.
12, . ; • Dog,,'
Earl, 10/,; Coast Scene,' G. D.
Callow, 12l. 12a. ; 'Higblaud Produce,' J. A. Houston, 261.; 'Chryaanthemuma,' Miss C. James, 101.
1O,. ; • La Bouquetiere du Il.oi,' a pastel, Madame
M. Lagache, 401. &c., &c. The catalogue contaiua
a list of 872 exhibited work, of all kinds ; and we
observe that very few of the larger pictures have
found purehasers. Van Schendel, of Bruseela, oontribut.ea four, to which are respectively attached
these J>ricea-360/., 2801., 2401., and one, 'The
Birth of Christ,' 12001. Amount of aal~ 1 23831. &.
SullFFIBLD.-On the 26th of January ine council
of the Sheffield School or Art gave a pleasant entertainment to the friends or the institution, the
arrangements of the evening being made by Mr.
Young Mitchell, principal of the achool, and his
BBBistants. A very large assembly of the moat influential inbabitanta met to testify their interest
in the progre11 of the achool, and to inspect the
collection or works of Art, chiefly lent for the
occasion by gentlemen resident in the locality .
The walla of the rooms and corridors were hung
with many excellent pictures by ancient and modem
painters, large photographs, and in glaaa oaaea were
exhibited collections of Majolica and Paliaay ware,
new and old ; specimens of carved wood, silverwork, enamels, Venetian glaas, bookbinding, electrotypflll, &c. At the eoutb end of the statue gallery the prize-drawing& of the students were aeen,
and, at the north end, a oollection of water-colour
drawings, by local artists. Everything appears to
have been dona that oould afford interest to the
visitors, who, after partaking of tea and coffee,
aasembled in the large clasa room, where Mr. Alderman Dunn took the chair, in the unavoidable
absence of Lord Goderich, who had oonsented to
preside. Mr. Dunn addreaaed the meeting, in a
long and able speech-judging from the report of
the
it which we have seen in the local journa~n
nature, progreBB,and proepeota of the achool, and
then proceeded to deliver the prizes adjudged to
the suceeBBful competitors. We can find apace to
enumerate only the principal of these :-the "Norfolk Prize ," or 20 guineas, to Ch11rles Green, for
the best design for a candelabrum · the "Mayor'a
Prize," of 10 guineas, to Walter Nicholson-with
whom Hugh Stannua waa almost bracketed aa
equal-for the best design for a race-cup : the
"Parker Bcholanhip," of £10, for gaining the
greatest number of medala in two ),' ears, to Read
'l'urner · the " Muter Cutlers' Prize, ' of 6 guineaa
to Rena' Turner for the beat design for twelve ailve;
fruit-knives; and the "Montgomery Medal" to
Howard M. Ashley, for the beat drawing of eight
11.owersfrom nature .
Lune .-The oommittee of the "Fine Arts Asao•
ciation " recently met to diacuaa the question aa to
the best method or decoration to be aaopted . Mr.
Cope, R.A., and .Mr. Armitage, from wliom lettera
were read, auggested that the Victoria Hall and
the vestibule should be ornamented with freacoea,
the cost of which was eatimated at £10,000; but the
committee is not at preaent in a position to incur the
responsibility of so large an outlay, and, therefore,
recommend that the vestibule ahould have the first
attention, and that a aubeoription ahould at once be
commenced to l'llise the sum required for that pur•
pose, about £1500,
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JENNER.

l'BOH THE STATUE BY W. C. l!ABSUALL,

T_H_E_A_R_T-_Jo_u_n_,N_TA_L_._---:-------------1:
TIIE

B.A.

MollE thnn one-third of a century haa elapsed since
the de11thof Edward Jenner, nnd yet it ia only today, aa it were, that a memorial haa been raised in
honour of one of the grenteat benefactors of the
human rnce. Statues and monument& we have
erected to commemorate the deede of warriors, the
patriotism or statesmen, the learning of the scholar,
and the genius of the poet, but till now we have
almoat forgotten the man to whom the whole world
owes a debt that lhe wealth of kingdoms could not
discharge. It is, indeed, a question whether one
person in twenty knowa even the nan,e of him who
haa been the means of rescuing millions from an
untimely grave, and of prceerviog the " human face
divine" from, perhaps, the most terrible malady
which can affect it. When the names of heroes and
conquerors ahall have passed il,to oblivion, or be
ranked only with the destroyers of mankind, hia
will be pronounced with blessings to the furthest
end of time.
Dr. Jenner waa born in 1749, at Berkeley, in
Gloucestershire, was articled to a surgeon at Sudbury, in Suffolk, and, when his indentures were
expired, came to London, and became a pupil of the
distinguished anrgeon and anatomist, John Hunter;
subsequently he returned to hia native place, commenced prar.tice there, and continued it till his
death, in 1823. No offers of profitable employment elsewhere, no temptation in the way of
honourable public position in his profession, could
allure him from the village in which he waa
born. It waa while reaidiog at Sudbury that
he one day heard a female farm-servaut remark
that she "could not take the smallpox because she
had had cowpox ; " and on malting inquiry, he fonnd
a popular notion prevailed in that district that
milkers, who had been infected with a peculiar
eruption caught from the animal at a particular
period, were quite secure from smallpox. Upon
mentioning the subject to the medical men in the
neighbourhood, they told him they were perfectly
aware of the existence of the idea, but that the
security could not at all times be relied on; the
fact being, which Jenner after long inveatigation
discovered, that although there were aeveral kinda
of emption to which the cow was subject, one eapeeially had alone the power of warding off or mitigntiug the disease.
About the year 1780, and when he waa settled at
Berkeley, the idea first occurred to him that it
might be possible to propagate the cowpox,and with
it the security from emallpox-first from the cow
to the human body, and then from one person to
another. He came up to London to endeavour to
gain converts to bia theory among the profession,
but he waa met only by ridicule or acepticism ; and
it was not till eix year, after that he determined to
malte the experiment. On the 14th of May-a day
unnoticed in the English calendar, but annually
commemorated in Berlin-a boy eight yenrs of age
waa vaccinated with matter taken from the hands of
a milkmaid. He took the disorder " kindly,"
passed through it safely, and at the end of a few
weeks waa inoculated for smallpox withont the
slightest effect. Still profeaaional men were 80
unwilling to acknowledge the truth of the discovery,
or were 80 prejudiced against it, that a year elapsed,
dnriog which he bad to contend against opposition
of the severest and most unfair kind, ere be could
establish anything like public confidence in his
treatment. Upward, of seventy of the most distinguished medical men in London and elsewhere then
,igned a document, testifying their entire approval
of the practice. In 1802 1,arliament voted Jenner
a sum of £10,000, and in 1807 a further sum of
£20,000 . Never waa public money more worthily
bestowed; while hononn Bowed in upon him from
every country of Europe.
:Mr. Calder Marshall'a statue or Jenner, placed Jut
year in Trafalgar Square, ia the spontaneona offering
of the British people. As a portrait atntne, it is a
work of eomiderable merit. The pose is eaay, the
long toga or cloak is arranged in graceful folds, and
the likeness ia said, by those who recollect the
living man, to be excellent.

Mahomet II. and hi, Sultana, marvellously etched
with a pen. By Titian there are only two, but one

DRAWINGS OF THE OLD MASTERS ia II drawing of the Brat claaa, being a careful etudy
for the famous Peter :llartyr, in the Church of
IN THE BRITISH MUSEUM.
SS. Giovanni II Paolo, at Venice; it ia freely drawn
"WANT of apace" baa hitherto deprived the public
of the gratification of examining theae curiosities of
Art ; and truly we remember no gallery in Europe
of first concep•
in which the plea for the aeclU11ion
tions is not the aame. The mere travelling •iJhtseer cannot condeiwendto dry, discoloured hatchmga
and etchinga, while yet under the enchantment
of the glories which have grown out of them : he
cannot understand the relation, between a ftniahed
mnrvel of Art nod a rude outline U('On rough
paper. The collection now exhibited II not extensive, but it ia aufflciently 10 to afford an idea or
how the old masters embodied their first ideaa. Al
it waa in their day, so is it in ours. A sketch upon
paper, then perhapa another and another, until
perhaps a small essay in oil dictnted the dispoaitiona
for the large picture. Berlin and Munich are rich
in early and curious drawiol?, but it ia in Rome,
and Florence, where the affinity between the drawing and the picture can be eetabliahed. At the
latter place tliere waa a time when, with a proper
introduction, the rarest dnwinga might be copied,
but we believe that thia ia not now permitted. In
certain small rooms in the Palazzo Vecchio they
are kept in atrong boxes, whence they are charily
dn wn forth for the inspection of the curion,, and
among them we aee fragmentary evidencee of such
works ae the Cartoon of Piaa, the Fall of the
Damned, with chalk and pt:n drawinga for wellknown works by Raffoelle, Titian, Fra Bartolommeo,
Andrea del Sarlo, Titian, Leonardo, Giorgione, and
a host of others. The famou, Medici had the
pa, ot the rest of Europe in re•JM;Ctof the portfolioa of their painters ; and certawly theee sketches
were more interesting to them than to all elae1 as
they poaaeaeed ao many of the worka which nad
ariaen from them.
Our collection ia amall, but precious, aa containing design& which refer to famous eompoaitions.
The drawinga and engravinga are framed and glazed,
and hung upon eight screens in tho manuecript
department of the Museum. The greater number
of the dnwinga wero left us by Mr. R. Payne
Knight; a few were bequeathed by the Rev. C. M.
Cracherode, and others have been purohaaed. The
earliest drawing ia by Giotto; it contains sketches
of two male and three female figurPB, in the
but feeble and
costume of the tim~haracteristic,
timid. In a small drawing by Angelico da Fieaole
there ia more knowledge; it II a careful outline of
a youthful aaint in a niche, rather statueaque than
pictorial. Then we have a mnrked advance in
two sheets of handa by Fra Filippo Lippi, drawn
"·ith the point on brown paper, the lighta put in
with white . The importance which thia artist
attached to nccuracy of the extremities ia ahown in
tbe careful drawing of these hands. Two figurea
by Masaecio evidence the grnceful facility or thil
artist, a qunlity which even Raffaelle did not acquire until he had aeen Masaccio"aworka at Florence. By Andrea del Caatagno the1·eare three male
figures on blue paper, and an elegant imperaonation,
thnt of a female holding a wreath, by Filippino
Li.Ppi. Then follow examples of Antonio del PollaJolo, Paolo Uccello Sandro Botticelli, Aleaaio
Baldovinetto, and Ghiriandaio . By Michael Angelo
there are two most vigoroua and careful sketches,
one in blnck chalk of the Prophet Jonu, in the
Siatine Chapel, the other of a draped male figure.
By Fra Bartolommeo there ia a drawing in blnck
clin!k, slight, and apparently much rubbed, repre•
senting the Virgin enthroned, surrounded by adoring aainta; one of those ideas which a painter
desires to see realized in large, with the same forcible
aimplicity-t\ thing which never occurs. Then
follows a drawing by Andrea del Sorto, very elaborate, wilh the shades somewhat heavy i and by
Perugino a sketch for one of the angels introduced
in the Assumption of the Virgin at Florence.
Then come four drawinga by Raffaelle, between the
ftnit and second of which there ia a remarkable
diff'erence. The finit ia a aketch for the young
king in the Adoration of the Magi, at Berlin ; the
second ia a free and careleaa pen dnwing-perhapa
the ftnit-for the figure of Horace in the Pamaaans,
in the Vatican : on the same paper there are handa,
very bold and not leas accurate. The next ia a
study of the Sappho and other ftgurea in the fresco of
the Pamaaeua, in tbe Vatican; and the lut a sketch
for the Enh>mbment, which ia in the Borghese
Palace at Rome. By Giulio Romano there ia the
NursinJ of Jupiter, and by Pierino del Vaga a saint
exorciamg a demon. Of the Venetian&we have, by
Giovanni Bellini, figures of St. John the Baptist
aud a Bishop; and by Gentile Bellini, two curiou,
portrnit&-nothing leaa than those of the Sultan

with the pen, and the trees with a knowledge and
power far in advance of bia contemporariet1. There
11 a Flight into Egypt, by Veroneee, a Mart,-rdom
of St . Stephen, by Tintoretto, and a Raiamg of
Lazarus, by the 111me; with others by BuaaJio,
Schinone, &c. Of the echool of Milan there are
two Leonardoe; then two Coneggioe, and we are
compantinly rich in the Bolognese, u we have
examples from the portfolioe of Agoetino Caracci,
name 1
Ludovico Carncci, Annibale of the 81l111e
and Guido Reni, with others by Guercino an<l
Cignani. Then we come to the German artieta,
among whom figure the Nurembergers Wohlgemuth, the excellent Peter Viacher, and Diirer, with
Burgkmair, Bebam, Holbein, &c. &c. And among
the Dutch and Fleminga we have Van der W eyde,
Memling, Mabuse, Goltziua, Vinckenbooma, Rubena,
Vandyke, Teniera, Rembrandt, Hieria, Terburg,
Ruyadael, Van Je Velde, &c. &c. Upon the riJht
hand ecreena are hung the engnvinga of the Italian
and German echoola, all extremely interesting to
the artist, u auggeatiH of compoeition and authority tor ooatume.
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OBITUARY.
LORD NORTHWICK.

death of this venerable nobleman-on the
20th of January-occurred just as we had cloaed
for press our Jut number. Hie name ia 80 well.
known as an amateur of Art, as to jnatify a abort
notice of him in onr columns.
Lord Northwick was born in 1770, and at the
time of his death waa within two or three weeks of
attaining hia eighty.ninth year. In early life he
waa sent to Switzerland for hia education; and here
the mind received ita first biaa in the direction
which became 80 marked in after life. On leaving
Switzerland, hia lordahip-then the Hou. ~fr. Rnshont-proceeded
to Italy, and other European
countries, in the study of whose antiquities and
works of Art he passed several years, not refnruiog
to England until 1800, when he succeeded to the
title and estatea or Northwick.
Doring the residence of his lordship on the continent, and especially in Italy, he acquired that love
of Art which continued with him to the latest period
of his life ; for tho111thduring the last two years
his health had been declining, he lost nothing of
his intellectual vigour. To collect pictures was his
chief delight; and when, by the death of bis father,
he had the means of indulging his taste, he lost no
opportunity of enriching his galleries in London
and at Northwick, and aubsequcntly at Thirl.stane
House, near Ch~Jtenham, to which the principal
pictures from London were removed. In the ArtJournal for September and October, 1846, appeared
notices of hie lordship's collections at Northwick
and Tbirlstane Honse respectively ; the two united
would, we believe, form the most extensive private
gnllery in Europe posseaaed by one not of royal
dignity. These works are principally those of the
old maaten. Amid the vaat accumulation-for it
is large indeed-are, ae may be expected, many
of very inferior quality, some decidedly good, and a
few-by compari80o only-of the highest quality.
Lord Northwick's desire to enlarge his collectio1&
often induced him, especially of late yean, to purchaae without exercising that jndgment which,
earlier in life, he waa accustomed to manifeat. The
same remarks do not apply to hia cabinets of eoius,
medala, cameos, &c., for his lordship was a numiamatist aa well aa a picture collector. The Greek
coins are said to be very tine.
His galleries were always open at all timea, under
proper realrictiona, to the impection of the public,
for he was ever as liberal in allowing others to see
hi, Art-treaaurea aa he waa in expending his wealth
to acquire them. His urbanity of mauner, extensive
knowledge, and agreeable conversational powers,
will not soon he forgotten by those who had the
privilege of enjoying his aociety.
It is reported that the whole of the works of Art
will be brought to the hammer; if so, there will be
a wondrou.adispersion of these extensive collections.
His lordship, it appears, died without mnkiog his
will; at least, none, according to advertisements in
the daily papers, haa been found.
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Ron.L AcADEXY.-THB NEW Assocun.-On
the 31st of Jauuary, the Royal Academy of Arts
filled np the vacancy which has so long existed in
the ranks of its aseociates, as a consequence of Mr.
Foley's promotion to the full honours of the body.
Our readers know, that, it is not very long eince
the Royal Academy were persuaded to abolish
that absnrd and nnjuet regnlation by which their
elections, iu either rank, were limited to a particular
period of the year,-so as, in combination with
another restriction of theirs eqnally injnriona, to
occasion, almost as a matter of course, a lengthened
vacation, and, as a matter of probability, ""!I
lengthened in one of a number of· benefices ridiculously disproportioned at beet to the number
of e1pectants awaiting them and well entitled to
their enjoyment. According to the common sense
and common justice of the matter, the vacancy is
filled np now as soon as it ia created ;-though in the
present instance, circumstances have deprived the
last auociate of the full benefit of thia new birth of
academic reason. The Queen's absence from town,
aud engagements, have, it appears, prevented the
signature of Mr. Foley's diploma;-and
till the
diploma is signed, the election of the Academician
is considered incomplete, and the vacancy for the
associateship not to have accrued. Whether, in
days like these, the Queen's absence in the far
Highlands presents such a positive obstacle to the
completion of an academic title as the newlyawakened wit of the body may not yet succeed in
overcoming, we will not pause to inquire. We
throw out the suggestion :-and proceed, with much
satisfaction, to announce, that the new aeeociate,
now that Mr. Foley luu been got fairly ont of his
way, is, Mr . John l!'rederick Lewis, late the President of the Society of Water-Colour Painters.
Twenty years ago, Mr . Lewis was well known to
to the
the Art public as "Spanish Le"is,"-as
public of to-day he is known as" Eastern Lewis:"but wherever his thint of Art led him, he carried
with him a hand, for translating the characters
which he found, almost miraculous in its power.Not forgetting that this election, like so many
which have preceded it, leaves certain long-etauding
wrongs of the Royal Academy still nnredressed,-if
our readers would see how good an election in itself
it is, they will find, on turning to the number of
this Journal for February, l 858, a summary of the
e1traordinary labours "hich now constitute Mr .
Lewis's charm, a11dcertain engraved specimens both
of his earlier manner and of his later .
THE NATIONALGALLERYAND THE ROYAL
ACADEMY.-This "troublesome" matter may be
considered as arranged : the Chancellor of the
Exchequer brought his sagacious mind to bear upon
it, and that which his predecessors failed to do is
done. At all events, the question is settled-that
is something. There will certainly be two opinions
as to whether the country has acted "isdy for Art,
in losing all hold on the Royal Academy-leaving it
for at least another generation altogether a private
and irresponsible body, to do just as it pleases with
the large and important intereats that have been,
and are to remain, entirely under its control. In
Pir.cadilly it will be as it is in Trafalgar Squarea narrow, selfish, and illiberal policy will prevail in
its councils; the great Art-teachers-lectures, libraries, models, premiums, and schools-will give the
smallest posaible amount of aid ; the mystic forty
will continue to be forty; the annual dinners will
be, u heretofore, gatherings which benefit the
country and the profesaion nothing ; and charity
11ill be, as naual, open only at one door. These are
evils that might have been remedied: perhaps not
easily, but certainly. The Chancellor of the Exchequer did not feel himself able to grapple with
them ; and rid himself of a difficulty by sending the
Academy to Burlington Honse, and continning the
National Gallery in Trafalgar Square. We believe
on the whole he has made good terms for the
nation, and can fully comprehend t.he obstacles ho
had to snrmonnt-obstacles that had absolutely terrified preeeding ministers into paralysis. There
can be no donbt that his largest diffi.cnltyarose from
the fact that the President of the Royal Academy
and the paid member of Council of the National
Gallery wu one and the same person, and that, in

occupying positions so irreconcilable, and, indeed,
antagonistic, he kept the Government in a state of
thraldom. On the whole, therefore, an entire separation is a boon ; and po88ibly Sir Charles Eastlake
may hereafter be at the head of both, without serious
prejudice to public service. For our own parts- ·
and we believe we represent the feelings of manywe cousider it would have been a benefit of infinitely
greater magnitude if a worthy National Gallery of
Art had been erected at Brompton, and the Academy
had continued occupants of the present odious and
inconvenient building- subject always to public
control. We conc~ve, consequently, that we have
lost n great " chance," snch as will not again oll'er
to the existing generation. The subject is so large,
and involves so many important considerations, that
we shall postpone dealing with it for a month : we
shall then have all the necessary and authentic
documents before na, enabling na to judge righlly,
and place the matter in all its bearings before our
readers.
FRA.NCE,AND ENGLISHARTISTS.-The French
government seems desirous to include the domain
of British Art within the entente cordiale that etill
happily connects the two countries. Our advertising columns contain a communication from the
Frr.nch Minister of State to our Royal Academy
(and another from the Bel~ian Government), inviting
the artists of Great Bnlain to contribute to the
forthcoming annual exhibition in Paris. It expresses the " great sympathy and eateem " which
his excellency entertains for the productions of the
English achool, and that a room will be especially
devoted to the reception of auch works. We shall
be indeed well pleased to know that the invitation
will have such responses as may confer credit upon
na, but e&11 scarcely hope this will be the case: our
leading artists of all kinds will generally, we suppose, prefer exhibiting at home ; still, pictures which
have already been exhibited here, and are yet in the
handa of the painters, unsold, may find their way
into the galleries abroad: at all events, we sincerely
trust that whatever is sent may be of a quality that
will bring honour, and not diacredit, on our school ;
it would be melancholy indeed to see it represented
by the works of our third and fourth rate, or even
second-rate artists. As a corollary to the invitation
from Frnnce, M. Silvestre has forwarded to na the
subjoined communications, with a request that we
would publish them :.. The following letter has been addre11ed by Mr. John
P. Knight, Secretary or the Royal Academy, to M. Thoophlle Silvestre, appointed hy H . E . the Minister or Stale
and or the Household or the Emperor or the l'rench , to
Inspect the museums and other lo.tltuUons or the •1ne
Arlll lo Europe:" Rli/lol Acadtmy qf Art•, Trafalgar Squart,
Londor,, January 31, 1~9.
"StR,-I laid your two letters, the last dated the 24th
lo•t., before the President aod Council of the Royal Aea.
demy of Arlll, at their meeting on Saturday last, and am
directed to convey to you the Msurance of their high
appreciation or the expression or H . E. the French llllnlster
or State, Jn approbation or the English School or Art, and
also or the offer on his part to devote a room ror the reception or Englbh works or Art for exhibition at the Palau
dt l'lndu1trie lo April next. I have also received lostruc-
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home development of artistic principles has created
new necesaities to secure higher qualities of domestic
embellishment. So long as those entitled to lead
eocial taste were satisfied, the practical painter,
paper-hanger, or furnisher, supplied the demand;
or, in important cases, the architect, with more
satisfactory reanlts, diffused his unity of thought
over the mansion or apartment. Now, when higher
styles of home ornamentation are becoming integral
portions of domestic comfort, and when decoration
18 rising to the importance of a recognised depart ment of Art, the period for a further division of
profeaaional skill has arrived, when the consulting
decorator-one specially qualified to advise in the
theury and practice of decoration-baa become aa
indispensable as the cousulting engineer or architect
in their respective departments."
Mr. Stewart
rightly adds that " no truth ia now more demonstrable than that beauty depends on harmonious
combinations, and not upon expensive stlections,
which often prove nothing better than costly incongruities." It will be obvious to all \Yhoread this
notice that such a guide will be very valuable to
those who furnish or decorate, either a mansion or a
cottage, who, desiring to avoid needlesa or foolish
expenditure, feel that, if left entirely to themselves,
they are far more likely to go wrong than right,
and who may not only ell'ect their object by
obtaining elegance and adopting truth, but save
large sums of money by pursuing the only path
that leada to correct conclusions. We have long
advocated as a truism the principle that " beauty is
cheaper than deformity," that simplicity is pure
taste, and that to gratify and instruct the eye and
mind, wealth ie a less advantage than a just appreciation of excellence. lt is only in England that, when
the owner of a thing of cost seeks admiration for it,
he tells yon l.uw much lie paid for it. Tliit reproach
is, however, rapidly leavmg na. A time is not far
off, when it will be more difficult to find that which
is bad than that which is good in the factory or the
shop-consequently in houses grand or humble.
We hail, therefore, as an auspicious event the advent
of Mr. John Stewart, and hope, if he be the first, be
will not be the only "consulting decorator," who
will judiciously and honestly guide those who cannot,
and ought not to, depend entirely on their own
judgment when making arrangements, npon which
must depend so mnch of the pleasme they are to
have and give-perhaps for a long series of yearsat home.•
THE FIB.STCoNVERSA.ZIONE
of the season held
by the "Artists and Amateurs" Society, took place
at Willis's Rooms, on the 3rd of last month. The
room was not so well filled with works of Art aa we
have seen it on maoy former occasions, &till there
were a few pictures and portfolios well worth looking at. Among the former we recognised two or
three old friends :-Maclise's "Gipsy Encampment,"
to our minda the greatest work of the artist ; Tur ner's "Burning of the Honsee of Parliament;" and
a large early drawing, by the aame painter, of an
imaginary Italian acene, in which the Sybil's temple
at Tivoli is introduced ; the composition is full of
fine poetical feeling : the drawing wascontributed by
it&present owner, Mr. Vokins.
HONOURSTOWEDGWOOD.-There are, it seems,
two proposals, each of which is designed to honour
the memory of Josiah Wedgwood, in the locality
with which his name is so closely connected. We
do not, however, yet understand them clearly ; it
will, therefore, be our wiser way to delay somewhat
until we are in posaeeaionof sufficient facts for our
guidance. Tardy justice is, at all events, now sure
to be . rendered to this energetic and enterprising
man: what. shape it will actually assume is still a
question-whether as an institution, as almshonsee,
as a ~tatue, or-as an eloqueut writer in the Times
advocates-as a means of abating the "smoke
nuisance I"
PHOTOGRAPHY
APFLIID TO LITHOGRAPHT.-M.
Jobard hu communicated to the Institute of l!'rance
a new process by which photography is made available for the prodnction of lithographic or zinN•
graphic prints. A lithographic stone or a zinc
plate is ~'Overedwith the iodide of silver, and a
picture obtained on this surface. As soon as the
light baa made its impression, the atone or plate is
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Britain,
" The President and Council reel that this expression of
sympathy ror British Art, on the part or the French
Government, deserve., and demands an earnest response
from British artists, aa rounding a noble emulation and
mutual goodwlll between the artists or the two countries,
"I have the honour to be, Sir,
"Your obedient servant,
"JOHN P. KNIGII1', R.A.,Stc."
"JI. TM<>phileSilrutre."

.. CONSULTING
TIECO'JIA.TOR."-This
is a new idea.

It is somewhat singular that, at a period when certainly there is a general desire to do all things not
only well but rightly in the way of furniture and
decoration, we should have so long needed a competent adviser withont finding any. A prospectus
hasbeen placed in our hands, to which it is our dnty
to call the attention of our readers. It emauatea
from Mr. John Stewart, "recently of Edinburgh,"
aud is accompanied by testimonials of the highest
character, signed by some of the beat judges in the
kingdom-conclusive 118to Mr. Stewart's competency
for the very delicate and important office he undertakes. We extract a passage from his advertisement:-" The growing appreciation of purer styles
of decoration is the beet evidence of national progress in Art; and this awakening attention to the

• We refer our readers to Mr. Stewart's adverllsemeot,
which appears elsewhere.
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covered with a thick solution of gum Arabic, with
which some lamp-black has been mixed, and it is
placed aside in tbe dark to dry. When the gum is
thoroughly dry, it is placed in water, which of
course dissolves it. Over nil those parts npon
which the light bas acted the iodide 11 removed,
which is not the cue over the other parts. The
stone or plate is now in a state of preparation
to receive the ink; and if tbis is applied carefully,
}f. Jobard states, the whites are retained in great
purity, and the proof, are very perfect.
PHOTOGllAPHICPICTUILES IN CARDON.-Mr.
Pouncey some time aioce announced a discovery, by
which the uncertainty of the silver aalts was avoided,
and all the permanence of an impression from a
copper-plate given to photographic picturee. He
has just communicated his process to the Photographic Society, and we hasten to give our readers
the advantage of this important di&covery. The iuventor takes a "alack-sized paper," which he carefully presses. Having the paper ready, it is laid,
face uppermost, :>na tint hoard or glass, and he proceedsas follows :1. Prepare a saturated solution of bichromate of
potash .
2. Prepare a common solution of gum arabic about
the con•istency of thin varnish.
8. Prepare vegetable carbon, by grinding it with
a muller on a paint-atone or alab, with water, in the
BD.llle
manner that a painter grinds his colonra.
Mix together cqnal parts of the solutions 1 and 2,
and then add oue-eighth the quantity of No. S, stir
the whole together with a glass rod, and strain it
through the finest muslin that can be obtained.
Coat the paper freely, by means of a broad camel's
hair brush, and allow the paper to absorb the mix.tore for abont two miuutes. 1'heo, with a painter's
four-inch hog's hair "softener," work the surface
regularly over, with an alternate vertical and horizontal motion, until the whole presents a smooth,
even surface, partially dry. The dryiug may then
be completed by the fire. Place this paper, with a
negative 1>hotograph above it, in a copying frame,
and expose to sunshine in the usual way-the time
of exposure varying from five to fifteen minutes.
Wher,. removed from the pressure frame, lay the picture, face do1C11ward1,
in a flat dish of clean water
-and let it soak for five or six hours. During this
soaking, all those parts which are not acted on by
light come off, while the other parts remain, varying
in intensity according to the influences of the rays
'pel'ineating the negati're. Thus we obtaiu pictures
actually printed on paper, in what must be a rompouod of carbon and oxide of chromium, combined
with the organic matter of the gum and the paper.
We anticipate very great results from this process.
. THE PHOTODllOKB
.-Some time ago we noticed,
in our Journal, an optical contrivance devised by
Mr . Rose, of Glasgow, for rendering some of the
extraordinary illusions of persistence of vision patent
to an entire company at the same instant . Since
that time he hasbronght his contrivance to greater
perfection, by producing an apparatus in connection
with a powerful light, by which a large disc exposed
before an audience, exhibits, when set in rapid revo·
l11tioo,very surprising effects. The apparatna coo·
.aiats of two diatinct parts: one, a large disc of about
six feet in diameter, whicli is placed before the
company, with its face perfectly exposed, and set in
rapid revolntion; the other, a powerful light thrown
from an opposite gallery, over the heads of the
apectatora, and iotermitted by the action of a per·
forated disc revolving with great rapidity in front of
it. The ingenuity of the device mainly conaists in
the skilful coincidence of two independent met.ions,
at a great distance from each other, from which
results a regular and accurate measurement of
flashes of light, in due relation to the motion of a
disc of figures rapidly moving. lo the construct.ion
of the apparahta conditions have to be observed,
. which could not be made in~lligible without illustrative diagrams. One interesting effect may serve
to indicate the illusions presented. A wheel, four
feet iu diameter, is brought to a velocity of two thou aand revolutions per minute, and instantly shown in
a state of permanentapparent rest, or moving slowly
in the direction of ita absolute motion, or contrary
to it. We have been accustomed to look with
interest ou a rapidly revolving wheel when brought
to apparcut rest, for a single i,utant, by a flaah of
electric light, but it ia something far more astonish-
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ing to see the wheel at apparent rest for any length much to say that all who desire to advance the
of time, when 1m know that such au effect can be truest and beat interesta of the working clasaee-to
produced only by measuring out flashes of light make them prosperous, happy, and coutent-ahould
with such exactitude that at every flash the spokes aid the circulat.ion of this admirable and valuable
penny paper.
shall be in the aame relative position.
Ni:w P110CESSl'Olt FIXINGCH.UK DRAWINGS
."THE OLD RIDING ScHOOL."-Our brave and
We are often applied to for information on the best energetic contemporary, the Critic, claims, aud
method of fixing chalk drawings, and have, at claims justly, the merit of having, by a timely provarious times, answered to the beat of our know- j tcAt, prevented the removal of the national pictures
ledge, the queries put to us. The following notice of the Eogliah achool to this receptacle, where
appeared in a recent number of the Builder; we damp, if not fire, would have made short work of
tranafer it to our pages for the benefit of those whom them. The idea was so preposterous that we ourit may concern :-" 1\1.Ortlieb has just communi- selves conceived the rumour to be an invention ;
cated a paper to the Academy of Sciences on this we are coo1equently the more bound to accord due
subject. The first methods for fixing works of Art honour to the Critic, and to expreB8 the gratitude
exe~uted iu chalks, charcoal, and other substances of all artists and Art -lovers for the exposure, and
which are in danger of destruction from the slightest the comments, that averted from a fate so disastrous
touch, date from very far back, and in some cases are the colltetious of Vernon and Turner, and the other
perfectl;v successful. Sometimes the drawing is glories of our British achool.
rapidly dipped into a bath of some glutinous liquid,
BLACJtLEAD P.t:NCILS.-We remember the time
and sometimes the liquid itself is applied with a when Me88J'8.Brookman and Langdon monopoliaed
brush. Th.is, however, cannot be done with chalk almott the entire "pencil market;" it is not so
or charcoal drawings. A very thin and transparent oow,-tbe apirit of competition and of trade has
sheet of bibulous paper is laid ·on the drawing, and brought others into the field to dispute with them
the brush is then paased over the protecting sheet ; the claim to superiority. However, these manufacthe glutinous liquid penetrates to the drawing, and turera, judging from some specimens we have
the wi•hed-for effect is produced. In the case of recently tried, are by no means behind their rivala,
chalk drawiugs (pastels), however, this process has if they do not keep so far aheadof them as formerly.
the inconvenience that certain tints, which, on being Their " .1"ine-Art Drawi11g Pencils," adapted for
wetted, change their tone, do not return to their ordinary drawing purposes, are quite equal, u
former state on drying. This circumstauce led comparatively clieap pencils, to any we have used:
M. Ortlieb to make some experiments with a view they work pleasantly and smoothly, and the colour
to find a better fixing liquid t ban those now in use ; of the lead is rich . The B pencil would be greatly
nod after many trials he found that the silicates of improved by being made firmer; we find it break
potash and soda answered very well, but with the under the toucli if pressed upon rather heavily.
serious drawback that during the application the
EXHIBITIONor DxsIGNS !'Oil THK REV.
H.
coloura were liable to be disturbed, so as to give SPURGBOM'sN.t:w "TAB.tRNACLE."-The comthe drawing the appearance of being 'smudged.'
mittee preaiding over the erection of the building
At length, however, he aocceeded in obviating this which they are pleased to designate a "Tabernacle,"
iocor,.venienceby a very simple plan, which merely and which is intended to be devoted to the usea of
consists in executing the pastel upon thick hut Mr. Spurgeon', congregation, has inaugurated anoosized paper, such as is used in copper-plate print- other architectural competition . And certain archiing, and afterwards applying the fixing liquid to the tects and otAer, have responded to their invitation;
back : it is thus quickly absorbed, without canaiog the resnlt being an exhibition of a numerous series
any disturbance of colours on the other side. To of designs, with plans and speciticatioDJ, in the
this it moat be added, lhat none but mineral colours large room (and an excellent room it is) at Rea's
should be used, these being the only ones that can Horse Repository, at Newingtoo, immediately adcombine with the silicate,, which have no action on joining the site that has been selected for the buildvegetable colours. These rules being observed, the ing it.oelf. The most ecclesiastical of architectural
picture will not only resist damp, but will even styles was peremptorily excluded from this competiresist washing with water; acid vapours have an tioo, the Gothic having been directly ascribed, by
effect upon it; and it becomes combustible.''
no leas an authority than Mr. Spurgeon himself, to
ART IN CHINA.-A lady of distinguished taste, a demoniacal origin. The classic, with it, Italian
who is at present residing at Peoang, where her modifications, and that peculiar architectural exhuabaud has a high appointment, writes us that the pression which baa its type in the Surrey Gardens,
American frigate appointed to take out the United accordingly remained open to the competitora. The
States Minister Extraordinary (Mr. Reed) to China, competition itself ahows that the llyzantioe, nottonched at Penang, and gave an entertainment to withstanding its Gothic affinity, was held by some
those "having authority," ou board what our fair to be an admissible style. By far the ablest, and
correspondent calls a " floating palsee." " In the in every respect the best of the designs, is in this
state cabin," she add!, "were some beautiful pieces Byzantine style. We know well the skilful hand
of carved ebony furniture-a sofa and some tables: from which these drawings marked" ]Joni ,oil '[Ui
we much admired them, and were told that some 111al!I peme" proceeded; but we cannot bold out
gentlemen at Canton, ,rho took the ..1.rt·Journal, to their author much hope of success, for the very
allowed the Chinese artificers to see it, and that this reason that he ought most certainly to be successful.
had much improved their designs. The designs of His design is too arcbitectw-al, and, what is still
the carvings on the sofa, which were all pierced worse, it is too ecclesiastical. The prevailing idea
through, were much more free, and less grotesque, is evidently obtained from the edifice in which
than those of Chinese inspiration; and this was Mr. Spurgeon acquired so much of bis popularity.
T.t:STlllONIALTO E.W. Cox, EsQ.-1'he editor
attributed to the iufiueuce of the Art.Journal."
We are not surely arrogati11gtoo much to ourselves of the Law Time, hu found grateful frienda among
to call this "fame I"
his renders : a costly and beautiful piece of plate
"THE BRITISH WonKllAN.''-It
is pleasant to has been presented to him," in recognition of his
report the satisfactory progress of this excellent and unwearied and successful endeavours to 11romotcthe
most useful work, and our belief that its enlightened mental, moral, and social advancement of their
projector, llr. Smithies, is, after all, likely to tiud branch of the legal profession," by the solicitors of
it " answer" commercially. There is no publication Englani and Wa.lea. Mr. Cox is not the only editor
of the agecalculated to be so edensively scrviceable. who has thus been honoured during the past month :
It addresses itself to millions, and cannot fail to the editor of the ])erby &porter bas received a
instruct as well as to gratify every reader. The similar gratifying and" recompensing" compliment •
'fH.t:llE is at Mr. Hogarth's, in the Haymarket, a
letter-press is entirely unobjectio11able, iuterferiug
with no conscientious prejudice, exciting no bitter- fresco-or
perhaps, more properly speakiug, an
oess, arousing no angry feeling or indignant thought . cncauetic paintisg-which
hna been removed from
It is for all, and all may enjoy it. Every peony one of the palacesin Florence. It is a small life.
part contains at least half a dozen engravings ; sized head of a Madonna, that has formed a printhey may be compared with the best that are cipal figure in a composition. The history of the
issued in onr own or in any other periodical work. fragment is not giveu, but it is attributed to
Thus, therefore, the eye and the mind are taught; the , Ralfaclle. The features are extremely beautiful,
teaching through both is honest morality, the duties , with more of the nature of Christian Art tllaD the
and the rights of labour, to fear God, to honour the · form of classic Art.
Queen, and to love our neighbour. It is not too ,
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Spain, because they. endeavoured to ~tablish the gate sands in the uason : were it satirical, it would
independence of their country. The picture oft'en be Hogarthian ; but there is no Alire in it, all is
a bold and grand composition ; aide by aide on a genuine, true, and actual-the living men, women,
LA.VnmoB DB L'EGLISB Dt' MONT ST. APPOL- rude couch and covered, except the heads, with a and children of our day, luxuriating in the warm
velvet pall, lie the two gallant aoldiers, sur- sunshine and healthy breeze, of the Kentish cout.
black
LINAlR'B
. Engraved by J. KP.L'!-BRfrom the
Picture by E . DBGEll. Published by H. rounded by civic officials, troopen, &c., whoso Neither is there vulirarity here among these groups
countenances betray unmistakeably the various of citizens with their families; in fact, they show
GRAVBS& Co., London.
emotions of the heart, that or grief being !he moat an aristocratic bearing, suited to those who have
CA.VA'LlBB.!!
A.NDRou :rnnuns.
F.ngra\"ed by F . apparent. This is in every way •. fine print; the retired from buaineaa for awhile and become
Wzm1BR1from the Picture byW .CUIPHAUSBN
. figures are powerfully charactensed, and moat idlers by the blue sea-aide. But we discuaaed at
Publishea by ACKBB)IANN& Co., London.
conaiderable length the merits of the pictul'l? when
•
.
intelligenUy expreued.
The German " Christus" 11 a small mezzohnto exhib ited in 1864 : it only therefore remams for
DIB 0BSCl!WISTJ!B. Engraved by F. WBRNBR,
ua
to say a few words about the engraving . From
suggested
by
a
cu1tom.whic.
h
engraving
,
the
subject
from the Picture by E. GESELSCHAP. Pubprevails in aome parts or Germany, where children, the peculiarity of the compo1ition, the large number
lished by H. GaA.VllS& Co., London.
laden with toy,, fruits, &o., go to the houses of of figures it contain,, and the infinite variet:r of
LB TINTOBBTA.l: LIT DB MoBT DR LA F11.L11. their
friend, at Christmu-time-or
New-Year's colour and tone apparent in the dreaaea, Mr.
Engraved by A. )(ARTINET, from the Picture
Eve
we rather think-to make presents . In Geael1- Sharpe's taak--Ga we know well from having freby L . CoIONBT. Published by E. GA.llllWlT
chsp'1 picture, a young child, robed and bare-footed, quently seen hi1!1working on the pla~«;-w~ .one
& Co., London.
of no ordinary difficulty. The compoa1t1ondivides
havmg a qw,·yround its head, and altogether .a~~
DBRNIBRSHoNNBUR8BBNDUSA.UX00XTB8 D'Eo- the similitude of one of those "Infant Christa
itaelf into two parts; a line drawn through the
MONTBT DII HORll' PAR LB GRANDSBBMBNT painted by the old ~uters, '.i• p11111ing_along
a lonely centre will at once determine this : of these two
DB BRUXBLLB8. Engra'l'ed by A. llART\NBT1 highway, laden wit"! o~ennga; on its, sho1;1ldera parta respectively, light is the keystone of the one,
from the Picture by L. GALLA.IT. Publiahea stick is borne, on which 11suspended a ' Chnstmas- and dar1' of the other: it wu utterly impoaaible to
by H. OBA.VD& Co., London.
tree " ita branchee bearing fruit ; the lap is filled bring these into harmony, when in truth they are
THB Gzn'!IAN "CHllISTUS."
Engraved by A. with fruit and toys, and at the side hang a drum, two distinct picture., both in compoaition and
MABTINllT,from the Picture by E . G11HL8• a sword, 1late1, &c. It is a fanciful and pleui1!g treatment, and the eye cannot embrace the whole
Cl!AP. Published by ACKBmlANNand Co., idea that would, however, be better ap)?rec1Bted1n at the Ame time. This defect in the arrangement
London.
of the 1ubject is far more prominent in the enthe ~ountry whence it originate, than with ua.
graving than in the P.•inting, where v!'-riety of
We hB'l'ecluaed these engravings together, because
--·
they have all been iaaued by one publisher, Juliua A SKBTCHOP THB HISTORY OP PAINTING,AN- colour hu a counteractmg influence: neither Mr.
Buddeua, of Dilsseldorf, w~o liaa placed the'!1 reapecCIBNTA.NDMoDBBN,ehowing ita ~adual and Sharpe nor any other engraver in the world, could
tively in the hands of vanoua London pubhahers, u
various development from the earliest agea to entirely overcome this difficulty : all that could be
the present time. By RALPH N1cHol.80N done baa, we believe, been done, to bring the 1ubindicated above. Deger'a picture of the" Virgin and
Child" is a composition that hu more of the chaWoBNU.11 Keeper and Secretary, National ject together, u artiata are ar.cuatomed to aay. A
clOle eumination of the print in ita details will
Gallery. 'Published by J. Mt."RRA.Y,
London.
racter of the Murillo aehool than of any of the
testify to the lkill, ingenuity and labour be&t~wed
Italian painters; the two figures are beautifully The University of Oxford having eeleoted Mr. upon
it; vigour and delicacy have been respectively
pouped; a feeling of deep tendemeaa is apparent Womum'e "Hiatoi:r of Painting," the first edition employed
where these qualities were needed, while
m the face of the Holl .Mother, !hile ~hat. of the of which wu pubhahed a few years aince, u the there are certain puaages to which we could point
for atudenta who preeent themaelvea for that are admirable 1pecimen1 of cutting; and the
child is Wonderfullr lirnn!l and ~infantile ln ex- cl11111-book
preaaion. At equa distances from each other, eumination in the Fine Arta, the author haa been fidelity with which the face, are tranalated '!ii.I be
around and above the group, the heads !)f ch~rube induced to prepare another edition of his book, at once admitted by all who recollect the onginal.
are peering through the clouda; the un1form1ty of carefully revised, and enlarged ao 88 to bring the An engraving, howev~r, of ~i• magnitu~e, to haye
arrangement which the ~rtiat baa .ri!en to these eubject down to the 'l"erylatest period. The volume ample
justice done to it, required more time for. 1!1
objecta, three on each _11dethe Virfln, a~d o~e is only what it profeaaeato be-a sketchl or manual,
than could be spared by the ~1ety
directly above her head,.11 .a grand m11take 1n.t!n• of the history of the art from the ear iest known accomplishment
for
whom
it wu executed. Under all the circumotherwise fine work: it 1nveata the comJ>oe1tion records, thoee of the Egyptians, extending ove! a stancee of ita
pr\>'1ucti!)D,~. Sharpe ought to. be a
with a conventionalism and atift'neu, which it would period of more than three ~ouaa~d >:eara1 and m- gainer in public
estimation u an accomplished,
haTe been well to avoid. The pioture hu been eluding every country wberem pamtmg llBI ~en
aound, and Twne,t engraver.
exquisitely engraved by Keller w~ohaa given to the developed in a nation or a school. The matenala
That the rent-roll of the Art-Union of London
flesh remarkable aoftneu and dehcaoy of texture.
have however, been very diligently collected, . they will alao be swelled by the gin of this print to the
Camphauaen'a " Boundheada and Cavalien " are ;y,tematically arranged, and lucidly placed be- eubacribers of the {>rea8Dtyear, there cannot be a
mifht have been painted by Cattermole, or Haghe; fore the reader, who may almoet at a glance a~cer- doubt : the populanty of the subject, independent
it 18 juat euch a acene u theae artista would have tain to what/articular
aohool every great/ainter
of any merits it poaaeaaea u a work of Art, must
been at home in . A cavalier of noble blood, it belonged, an what are the peculiarities an u:~el- attract a large number of subscribers, especially
would aeem, with his family, a wife, aon, and lencea of his etyle. For the purpoee of enablmg among the thouaanda who have seen and enjoyed
daughter, are prisoners in 01;1e.
of our fine old Eng- the atudent to mveatigate at grea~r length any " Life on Ramegate Sands :" with our country
lieh churches i th!IYare rf!Ohnmg O!la bed of atraw, especial portion of the subject, a senea of notes at couains too-those who dwell always among pleawith a aour-Jookmg Puntan soldier, well armed, the end of each epoch or. period .refen him to 11;1ch aant fields and bubbling atreama, requiring no aeakeeping watch and ward over them ; on the floor worka u will afford the mformation he may desire. breezea to bring health to the body and rose, to the
leading to the chancel . a body of ~romwell'a It is altogether the moet comprehensive work of the cheeb--it will be both amusing and inatructi\"e to
fanatical · troopers have kmdled a fire with, appa- kind that hu ever come under our notice.
know how we Londonen demean ourselves at the
rently, some portion of the wood tom Cromthe 18cred
In hie concluding remarka , Mr. Womum makee sea-aide when out for a holiday,
edifice, while two of their hones refreah themaelves some sensible obeervationa on the so-called PreFAIR. By HBNllY .
from the font, whoee waten ha'l'e for long years Raft'aellite revival in Germany and this country. MB11oIR8 OP BABTHOLOXBW
been the viaible aign to many generations of intro- He aaya :-" The attempt ~f Overbeck and ~then ~
:MOBLEY, Published by CHA.PKA.N& HALL,
duction into the Christian fold :-those old Puritans re-eatabliah the early sentimental or ucetic art 11
London.
·
were u insensible to the humanizing influences of a retrograde movement ; ao is that style alao which Mr. Morley'• book is a novelty in literature, and it
eooleaiaatical art u they were to the hallowing denotes exceaaive attention to elaborate detail, and may already be pronounced a aucce88 ful novelty, as
creeds and ceremonies of the reformed Church. magnifies the eccentricities or accidenta of the indi- far u criticism and Ale are concerned. Those perThe picture is very fine both in composition. and vidual into generi~ eharac~riatica. • No ex!llted aona who like the fineladiesofOliver Goldsmith, can
detail; it is full of interest, painful though th11 be, sentiment oan po111blybe aided by either uglmeBB only talkof "Shakapere_ and the ll!~sical glaaaee,"
and the characten are moat ably sustained. The or disease· neither health nor comelineaa are in- may question the propnety of wntmg a book at
engraving is in mezzotinto, and a good specimen of compatible' with sorrow or piety. To attempt to all on ao "low" a subject; indeed a ehake of a
represent intellectual or apiritual power at the ex- critical head 81 portentous u that of Sheridan's
the style.
·
Another example of m!!zzotinto is We~er'a en-1 pense of the phyaical conditi~n is. absurd •. .The Lord Burleigh, haa been given towa!d the author,
gravinf, of Geseltichap'a picture called "Die Geach- physical ideal can alone harmomze with the apmtual who aina in good company, for genial Ben J!)D~n .
wiater,' or "The Sisters:" it represents the ideal · lofty sentiment and physical baaeneu are devoted hie best talents to a five-act play, depicting
interior of a !)Ottage, w:here a ~ound-f~ced 7oung essentially antagonistic." .
the fun of the fair in the early days of James the
"If euch revi'l"als are to be looked upon only u First. Ben wu a atudent of the humour that gave 10
German girl 11 seated ID a chBll",holding 1n her
arma a child whose face ie even rounder than her the reaotion of vigorou1 minda to counteract ~ft'ete strong an individuality to men, when he and Shakown; they are true types. of the .J>e&l8!1trYof academic generalitiea, then they are great aemcca i apere Wftlked the world, "gathering humoun of
" Fatherland," but the pnnt hu litUe mtereat but they muat nnk accordinJlY 88 mere means, ana men daily wherever they came," u honest old
are on no account to be admired for their own aakea Aubrey tells ua• • Now _the ,, h~moun" of aeve,n
beyond this.
Coignet'• fine but moat sad picture of" Tintoretto 88 ends to be attained . This will probably be the centuries are depicted m the history of Lon~on a
painting the portrait .of his ~ead Daughter," is well result of these new art vitalities."
•
•
Great Fair; and are they not worth exhumatio1;1~
known to thOle acquamted with the beat worka of the
Our own view of modem Pre-Raft'aelliam 11 em- How litUe we know of the buay people, whose hismodem French school, u well u by the printa that bodied in this lut paragraph : it is that we have tory haa never yet been written, while the folliea of
have before been published from the picture. Mar- often expreaaed · if the tendencies evinced ill the state never want · their historian. We . wh? . retinet hu not translated it in his beat manner : the labours of Mr. Millaia, Mr. Holman Hunt, and member Bartholomew Fair in ita dying conditi?n,
engraving is llat and ineft'e_ctive,faul~ that. appear their ,chool, have 1uch a. result u Mr. Womum may think of ita decease with u little compunction
to arise from over-elaboration; certain portiona are anticipates these artists will have worked to some u of any other near Newgate : it had long ouUived
very beautifully rendered, such u the dead body, good purp.;,e u regards othen, and not entirely ita utility, · it had become a nuisance, and wu
and the dra)?8ri81 immediately surrounding it. without benefit to themsehee, u in,t,-ummt,; ii: abolished. But thouJh degraded for fifty yeara 1
M. .Martinet 11 a French engraver of deservedly auch a light their namea may ha Ye an honourable it had been otherwll8 . durinJ. ~ hundred, anci
high reputation, which this print, however, does place in the annals of English Art.
more ·than that long period of 1ta hiatory _haalallen
not 1uatain.
--to Mr. Morley'• lot to narrate. When 1t W!l-9
flnt
founded in the green fielda of the outakirts of
A far more aucceaful reenlt haa been attained by LIPB .LT TllB SBA·BIDB. Enrraved by c.
the same engraver in hie reproduction of Gallait'a
SHAB,PB,from thelicture byW. P. FalTll, R.A. London it wu u welcome to the churchman and
Publiahed by the BT·_UNIONOP LoNDON,
the me~hant, u it wu to the mere pleuurepicture of" 'fhe Last Honours paid to Counta Egh
seeker. It wu a market to which all men flocked,
mont and Hom," the bold Flemish commandera
who.were executed in Bruaaela in 1668, by order of A mar.,ellous exhibition of the bright and appy and Pn·or Rahere,-when he founded St . Bartho- .
Al
tain
l f Fla de for Philip of aide of Cockneydom ia M.r.F1ith'1 pfoture of Rama-
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lomew'a ?tfonaatery\ batched his manelloua storiea
of miracles done there, and, better than all, got
the credulous to believe them-felt that he only
w1&J1ted
a rneral gathering from all quarters on the
great festival of the patron aaint, to ensure due
attention to hia brotherhood, and a !arr 1bare of
bueineu profit. The grant to hold this fair, awarded
him by Henry I., is abundant in ill powers, and
proffers the royal protection to all who come to it to
trade or for .P.leasure. Trading was in those daye a
somewhat difficult matter; road1 were bad, robbers
abundant, communication consequently very difficult. Buch a combination of the 11/ik and the
dtilce as Smithfield then preeented, made the feast
of St . Bartholomew much to be rejoiced in by
the Londoners, who timed their movementl affectionately toward itK annual commemoration. Mr.
Morley has most patiently $'8therod from all eources
the varioua pbuee of its e:n1tence i first as a market
of utility, ultimately as a aort of i:saturnalia, in all
1tagea of its history ueing his factl rightfully, u a
means of displaying the put life of the people of
England. In hia chapters we ace, u in a senee of
pictures, the peculiar feeling which governed the
men of the metropolis, as century after century
pused away; and b"r contrasting the later chapters with the earlier," we feel how changed it bad
become. Where the trader and the wandering
glee-man met in the days of Henry I., there came in
those of Elizabeth a motley crew of revellers, who
converted the fair into what Ben 1onaon described
it in the reign of her 1ucce110r, a vast and eomewhat reckless scene. Puritanism scowled it down,
but it rose again like a giant in the days of the
merry monarch, and reached ill culmination when
in ite freat theatrical booths, under the management o euch men as Henry Fielding, the no>'eliat,
and with the beat actors Crom the royal theatre,,
it could attract the nobility and royalty iteelf to
witneu itl various 1ight1. The Prince of Wales
was once conducted by torchlight over Smithfield to
eee "the fun of the fair," by Rich, the manager of
the theatre royal, and Sir Robert Walpole, premier,
was a fre<J.uent visitor 1 and ia laid to have eaten
roast pig m the precmct&-one of the " correct
thinge to do here" in the olden time.
The reader mu1t search in M.r. Morley'• book for
the thousand-and-one odd thinga which took place
in Smithfield during ao long a time. We cannot
narrate a tithe of itl wonders, from the " Hare and
Tabor " of the daya of Elizabeth, to " the Learned
l'ig " of the last of itl ehows; from the glori~B of
}:lkanah Settle'• "Siege of Troy," to the literary
doinge of Henry Fielding-tales which make the
page, of these " memoirs" so varied and ao !reeh.
Mr . Morley'• volume isfot up in good tute, with
an abundant sprinkling o curious engravinge. It
ia quite a drawing-room book, and is a good instance of what a clever man may do with an aJ>Parently unpromising or " vulgar " aubject. Thia
history of a fair ia in reality a history of the manners and customs, as well as the amusementl, of the
oapital of England 1 and deaervea to take itl due
place u an interesting and instructive contribution
to a knowledge of our ancestors.

stands the venerable little church, faced on the
opposite aide by aome cottagea-church and cottagea
surrounded or Banked by groups of fine old trees,
whose leaft- brancbea are ehown with photographic fidelity. The mow lies about on roof and
ground, and it clinge to the trunke of the trees ;
only here and there ia it white and glittering, for
the day baa been bright, and the 1un, now illumining in itl d('9(,ent the di1tant horizon by a dull red
atreak, hu thawed and discoloured large patchea o!
the pure covering which in the morning 1pread
itself o>'er the landscape. 'l'he picture is a bit o!
true nature, faithfully copied by the artist, and u
faithfully by the printer : it aeeme to be the only
ff'i11ter we ahall aee thia seuon, for we are now in
the middle of February, and in our suburban garden
primroaea are in full blo110m,and the sweet-briar
hedge is putting forth green and fragrant leaves.
DRBAXL.t.ND
. By 1B88IB ?tfACLBOD.With Illustrative Linea by MARYELIZ.t.BETH. Publiahed
by W. KBNT& Co., London.
Our immortal dramatist hu aaid," We are such stuff' as dreams are made of, and
Our little life la roundedwith a sleep.'"

Upon this hint the two ladies whoee namee appear
upon the title-page of this richly-bound book line
1poken-tbe one with her pencil, the other with her
pen. Here is the "Poet's Dream:" hie lute ii laid
aside; he has fallen uleep over an unfinished manuscript, and a vision pUlea before hia aealed eyelids;
one winged figure hold, a chaplet of laurel towards
him; another blows the trumpet of fame; another,
with streaming hair 1 and unlovely countenance,
1 from him, while imps, and gnomes, and hideous
11.iea
reptiles come forward to meet him with bags of
gold, which, in all probability, hit hands will nenr
grasp . The "Ezile," a maiden, dreams of the land
from which destiny baa separated her, and of the
hour when she wu wooed by a gentle ebepherd
swain under the branchea of the wide-spreading
beech-tree. The "Con'lueror," an aged monarch,
crowned and robed, baa h1amemory once again reverting to the days when he "waded throu'gb &laughter
to a throne," and received the forced homage of the
vanquished. The "Criminal" is in hia dungeon,
chained and fettered ; bot he see, once more the
hours when, an innocent boy, be knelt beaide hie
mother and received the bleninge of the whiterobed priest. We wish Misl Macleod had eurreunded
the latter with the attributee of the Protestant faith,
instead of those that dietinnish the Romanist.
Perhap•t however, the lady ia 'herself of this creed ;
if ao, ane has applied her art conscientioualy.
"A.gez"an old woman1 whose distaff is by her aide,
but whose thread of lire is almost used up, dreame
of early love, of matronly felicitiee, terminating ill a
terrible cataatrophe-the death of her husband u a
felon. The "Merchant" dreams of rich argosiea,
which storms are engulpbing in the aea. The "Miser" of his hoards, which, u he eleepa, the midnight
burglar ateale from him. The "M.urderer'1" dream
eummom up the epectre of bis victim1 exposing to
him the wound of the auaeain'a knife · and the
8 NoTBS AND OBSJ!JI.VA•" Brave Knight," sleeping on the tented fteld, hu a
Bm JOSHUA RHYNOLDS
TIONSOH P1CTURB8b&c
. Edited br_WILLIAlll vision of his fair wife and young children. There
.Conox, Eeq. l'u liahed by J. R. BxrrH, are other dreamere1 too1 but we must leave them in
the "land of Nod' unaeecribed. •
London.
Ot the two l~diet1whoae united talenta ha>'e proMr. Cotton i1 most indefatigable in his determina- duced this work the artiat bean off the l!..im-;oot
tion to enlighten the world upon the subject of that lliu llacleod'a drawinge are of a high order,
8,ir Jos~ua. Reynolds is hie hobby-hone, and he nor do they evince much originality of conception :
r1de1 him almoat to death. The title-page of thia they are ingenious and pleuing, and, withal, the
book-whether it will pron the last, or not, we can- idea is rather novel. The illustration.a-we should
not tell-embracee a variety of matter i it runs call Mary Elizabeth'• line, "descriptive" rather
thus :-" Sir Joshua Reynolds's Notee an<1Obaena"illuetrative"-are
drawn on stone by llr.
tiona on Pictures, chiefty of the Venetian School than
J. Brandard, and printed in tinta 1 which give them
being Extractl from hia Italian Sketch-boob. Aleo: a showy appearance. The "E:rile'a
Dream," and
the Rev. W. Muon'• Obeervations on Bir Joshua ' s the "Conqueror', Dream," are to our mind the
Method of Colouring. And aome unpublilhed Let.- beat in the eeriea i the former ia pretty and poetical ;
ten of Dr. Jobneon, lfalone, and others. With an the latter very spirited.
Appendix, containinJ a Transcript of Sir Joshua's
Account-book, 1how1ng what P1cturea be painted,
8!1d the Price, paid for them." With the excepOP PHOTOGRAPHIC
CRBKISTRY. By
tion of a few of the notea on the Venetian pictul"8tl, A J.IANU.t.L
T. FRBDBRICKHARDWICK. Fifth Edition.
we can discover little or nothing here to intereat or
Publiahed by 1. CHURCHILL,London.
inform_; IIJ!,dth!l 1ube~ce of these note&Reynolds
embodied m hui " D11eoureea.'' The hiatory and The name of Hardwick in connection with the Chepractice of the great painter hu but a very faint ~try of PhotofT&phy is now so well known, that
gleam of additional light thrown on it tiy Hr, 1t eoarcely req01ree a word of ours to aaeure our
Cotton'• new publication.
readers that this, the fifth edition of hi, admirable
manual, ii one of the beat booke for the photographic
or amateur. llr. Hardwick'• examination of
Wnmm.
From a drawing by W. E. JoHJIS. Pub- artist
each special diviaion of his subject becomes more
lilbed by G. BAXTD, London.
and more complete with each new iseue of hia book,
Thie ia one of the very beat " Imitation drawinga" and we feel fully justified in stating that thla ii one
we remember to have aeen: it ia printed by Mr. of the moat complete of all the workt which have
Bute!'• patent prooeae. The acene ui the outakirta appeared on photography.
oalmf
a village; to the right of the roadJ which runs
llr. Hardwick bu aone ao muoh good work, that
09t ltn.igbt through the centre 01 the picture, he could readily aff'ord to give more credit than he

has done, to those who have gone before him in tbia
moat intereating field or labour . He hu followed
in the footprinte of older photographers, and hu
worked eo well, that he might have added to his
own moat favourable position, if be bad ebowo more
candour towards thoae who were hia teachers, and
had more freely acknowledged the sources from
which hia first lessom were derived.
ExTBACTBPROlil THB WoRltS OP Ju.H PAUL F.
R1caTBll. Helected and Translated by GBOB•
OU.NAI.ADY CH4TTERTOK. Publiabed by J.
W. PARXER& SoN, London.
Tboee who cannot gather for themaelvea the Bowen
of German literature 1 are greatly indebted to 1uch
as not only collect, out aelect from the abundant
beauty and wiadom to be found in "freab fteld1 and
paaturea new" what ii moat calculated to enrich and
improve our tule, and enlarge our appreciation of
the treuurea which have been hitherto aealed
again.It us. We are grateful to Lady Chatterton
for the discrimination she hu shown in these
extractl from one or the higbeat, purest, and beat
men of the age. No more valuable gift-book could
be presented to old or young.
BPBNSU.'llPo:rr1c4L WoB.XS. Vol. I . With Memoir and Critical Diaeertatione, by the ReT. G.
GILPILLA.H. Publiahed b.YJ. NICHOL, Edinburgh; J. NI.BBBT
& Co., London.
We have on aeveral former oocaaions noticed this
well-edited, yet cheap, library edition of the worke
of our poeta-thoee that date before the commenoement of the preaent century. The volume last
iaued begins the writinp of Bpemer, to be completed in fi1'evolumee. '.Ihe public, generally, know
little of this poet, chieffy, we believe, on account of
the difflculty of understanding him with his obsolete words and quaint etymology. Varioue edition,
hue been publilhed at different times with the view
of obviating this, bot it hu never beenao completely
done u by the method adopted by Kr. Gilfillan, who
hu had the gloaaary, or modem meaning of the old
words used by Spenaer, printed at the margin of the
line in whicli tliey appear, ao that the reader is not
conetantly "runn10g his eye" to the bottom of the
page in eearch of what be would find-the old
method of printing glOlll&l'iee
1 when not inaerted at
the end of the book. The ao.vantqea of this plan
must be manifest to all.
VIBW8 OP TH1I ENGLl8H LAXESAND llouHTADfll,
By T. L . AePLAND. llA111LTON,
Al>Axs,& Co.,
London : J. GARNBTT,Windermere.
These views conaiat of eight little aqua-tint& print&
of the principal IIC8lleryof the lakes : they are
neatly drawn, prettily coloured, and are well auited
to a ecnp-book or album; or, u they are publiahed
in an ornamental cue of green and g-0ld,they will
help to make a drawing-room table look gay.

0

HBRALDRYIN Hl8TORY, PoBTRY AND RoKA.NCB
.
By ELLBH J . MILLINGTON. Publiahed by
CH4PXAH& H.u.L, London.
A lady baa here ventured on what eome may conaider a very dry and uninviting aubject for 1tud1 i
but ehe hu, by her mode of pleuant anecdotal
treatment, made it a most agreeable bookto all who
wish for a good general comprehenaion of a
"aoience" that had ita glorious days in the chivalric era, when " valiant knightl and ladies ga_y"
made it an important part of their education. Our
fair authoreu hu exhausted all the U10Ciation1
that connect themaelvea with heraldry in a aeries
of oha11tereabounding in curious Cacti (unreatrioted
in their discuniven-,
but alwaya illustrative of
the aubject in hand) in a portable volume.
A H.t.NU4L OP TRB PBIL080PHY OP VotCB AND
8PBBCH. By JillBB HUNT, Ph.D., &c. Publiahed by LoNGJUN & Co.
When a practical man writee 0011 OIMl'd upon a
subject he lovea, he rarely m~
to make a book
generally intereating to all. This ii the cue with
Dr. Hunt'• volume, which abound, with curioua
detaile and amusing anecdote& sufflcient to make it
agreeable to readers who would fear "philoaophy"
leea palatably given. Dr. Hunt, following hia
father', oateer, has long been known for his 1uooe11•
fol treatment of all vooal defectl ; the present book
ii a proof how sound is hia knowledge 1 _and how
well-grounded he ii in all that relate& to nil art.
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restrained only by the limits of mortal powers.
There are few things in our experience more
surprising than the comparison between these
praises and some or the pictures which are the
particular objects of them.
"Not to admire la all tho art I know,
To make men happy, and to keep them ao."

Lo!<DOS, APRIL I, !<59.

LEONARDO

DA VINCI.

e
~1[11111•~~'1'.~HE first period of Italian
illl!'ii~~l painting portrayed the
visions of an imaginative
faith with something or
a childlike simplicity and
rudeness; the second period, headed by Masaccio,
laboured to add natural truthfulness; the third, which we now
approach, contributed a beauty and
grandeur in harmony with the highest
requirements of the cultivated imagination, and, by their union with the qualities earlier sought for, raised the art
at the beginning of the sixteenth century to
that brief eminence, which was the lo(tiest
and divinest it-t.as attained in modem times.
Da Vinci is entitled to be considered the
foremost leader of this, the Augustan epoch
of Italian painting. He was-in this art
at least-a man of slow unfcrtile invention,
and by no means gifted with natural facility
of execution; but his perceptions were subtle
and penetrating, his feeling was tender and
profound, his taste refined, all to a rare degree ; and what these could elfect by dint of
patience and labour, without a prolific imagination of the intensest force or the most vigorous
technical power, was accomplished by him.
Although a poet with his pencil in a high
degree, be was even more a philosopher in Art,
whose aim was to rectify and enlarge its principles rather than to multiply {>ictures. Hence
resulted a manner of drawmg careful and
refined, and yet of partial excellence, a roundness and force in the modelling, and light and
shade unexamJ>led,though commonly laboured
to hardness and heaviness, a beauty of composition, an elegance in what is called style,
which were both wholly without precedent.
Above all, his works arc distinguished by a
perception of character and expression subtle
and delicate to the highest degree that he
could b[ thought and assiduity attain, though,
in his ideal subjects, often of an irrelevant
beauty. It is commonly an abstract exemplification of nature, rather than a strongly
imaginative conception of the particular theme.
Leonardo's office was, amongst other things, to
free Art from the last remains of Gothic rigidity
and meagreness. In bis reputation he has
been by far the most fortunate of painters.
Critical writers have commonly seized on him
as a ready means of suppl1inir them with the
pleasures or unalloyed adm1rat1on,and the consequent luxuries of unimpeded eulogy, accepting hia really imperfect endeavours as consummate achievements, and, in spite of the endless
labour, incompletion, and fewness of his works,
exalting his name as t.he sinonym of an accompliahment and mastery m Art which were
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So says the Creechian version of Horace, to
which may be oppcsed Wordsworth's declaration, that "we hve by admiration, hope, and
love," a truth to be heartily acknowledged with
reverential gratitude. Yet it must be confessed
that the enjoyments of ideal loYeand veneration
and
are apt exceedingly to warp the ju~ent,
so place continual. stumbling-blocks ID the way
of Just criticism; since, such is man's proneness
to them, that in the absence or an object worthy
of admiration, he will immediate!,: shape one
with his fancy out or something at hand, which
is, indeed, often very unworthy of such a distinction : and hence the world has been filled
with idols, such as Napoleon, Cesar, and
others, from whose glorious fanes their sentinels denied all issuing forth; so that they were,
in sober fact, mere abodes of captivity, delusion,
and suff'ering-full of the narrow cells or death.
In the more peaceful and pleasat1t paths of
Art, this Cr&Vlllft after a perfectly delightful
ideal has, we feel convinced, been sin~arl)'
fortunate for Leonardo da Vinci, rais•Di.his
fame much above his merits, great tbon~h they
were undoubtedly. Before few divi111tieain
bis part of the temple of fame ha'l"ethere arisen
such dense and continual 'l"apouringsof critical
incense.
He was born in 1452. His illegitimate
father, Ser Piero, notary to the Florentine
Signory, provided for him a liberal education;
and though his singular versatility itself, from
the first, seems to have interposed obstacles,
through the inconstancy of mind which it occasioned, his early progress was extraordina~.
In arithmetic, especially, he soon puzzled his
teacher; and no less apt at the more graceful
studies-applying himself to melodious as well
as abstract numbers-he played on the lute
and sung, it is said, divinely, improvising both
poetrv and accompaniment-a display which
bis beauty and graceful vivacity must have rendered extremely attractive. But the plastic
arts were already even more his favourites;
and his earliest attempts or which an account
remains are singularly characteristic of some of
his permanent preferences. lie modelled
smiling heads of women and children in terracotta, and from such fi~es he soon afterwards
drew on veryfinecambnc or linen most patiently.
Who does not here see, at once, that love of mild
female elegances, and infant beauty, and round
modellings,which ever afterwards distinguished
him-tendencies which seem to have arisen in
some de~e from the example of Andrea del
Verroch10, who, we are told, drew with extraordinary care female heads, which were constantly imitated by Leonardo da Vinci. And
probably this influence of V errochio may have
led Ser Piero to consult him as to his son's
future pursuits, and by his advice, to send him
as a pupil to that great artist's workshop. But
the astonisbin~ youth soon took the pencil out
of the masters hand for ever. He added to
one of his pictures an angel, the liveliness
and beauty or which so disgusted Andrea with
a sense of bis own inferiority, that he determined thenceforth to confine himself to sculpture.
The Medusa is probably the earliest work by
Da Vinci now at Florence, and a highly characteristic one, inasmuch as, with a careful
stud,r of the beautiful, it combines its antithesis, or artistic foil, fantastic ugliness, for
which he had so marked and curious a predilection. The Gorgon's severed head bes in a
cave-the face upturned, and the crown, which

2

ia nearest to you, tressed with snakes, dying,
and some detaching themselves. The last venomous vitality of the dreadful being seems
quivering awaJ,through her serpent hair. These
uncoiling bratds of multitudinous suakea are
realized with extraordinary labour and truthfulness, down to their very hardness, weight, and
ghastliness of sheen, and the sudden spasmodic
upturning of their half-dead members. Were
not Leonardo's tenderness to animals wellknown, did we not remember that he would
purchase birds for the simple pleasure of freeing
them from their cages, we might have feared
that many a snake was tortured into a model
for this strange display of reptile agony. The
Gor~nian lure of beauty in the face-which,
fll$Cmatingand absorbing the gaze, may have
often prevented those snakes from beini seen,
till the victim was unredeemably withm their
power-is rendered with less gusto, and, characteristically enongh, left unfinished. The
hard-ringed, venom-sweating eves, the mouth,
breathing obviously a noxious ·vapour, have by
no means that "loveliness" which Shelley's
imagination saw in the infinite void above
them, when he penned his famous verses.
We recollect but three other remarkable
pictures by Leonardo in all Florence : the
Adoration of the Kings, a large composition,
not carried forward lieyond the dead colour
of the shadows, and cb1eftynoticeable for the
excessive elaboration of the trees, which he has
at once completely delineated with a stiff' and
mannered mmuteness, quite at variance with
the true spirit of such objects ; secondly, we
recall a portrait said to oeof the beautiful
Genevra de' Benci, who is, however, here not
beautiful, and drawn with hardness and an
absence of elegance remarkable for Leonardo,
and reminding one of a somewhat early Flemish
picture rather; thirdlr , is to be remembered
with far more satisfaction, the portrait of himself when advanced in life, one of the most
grandly handsome of heads, dignified, penetrating, adorned with a magnificent silver beard,
and, though over dark, one of the noblest and
best painted of his works. But to admire
bis de/icary and elega11cein portraiture, we
must jouruey from the banks of the Arno to
those of the Seine. When unemployed in
Italy, chiefly because so much less practical
t.ban his great rivals, he accepted the invitation of Francis I., and went to little more
than die in his service-he took with him that
most famed portrait which he had painted at
Florence sixteen years before, in happier and
less disputedly glorious days. This is the likeness of Mona Lisa del Giocondo, the fair Florentine lady, wilh the demure dark cyprus
drawn over her hair, and yet smiling, where she
is seated in t.he midst of a strange quaint landhough
scape, like sharpest alpine aiSt1illes. .A.It
said to he unfinished, the rounding and softening
of the features are singul.trly laboured, with an
untiring resolution to render every dimple in
her elegant, pleasing face, which, even like
some refined coquette's, smiles on you so
faintly, that it scarcely seems to smile at all.
But what a melancholy wreck is the picture!
A sickly invalid is Mona Lisi\ now. Just such
complexions abouuded in Florence when the
Boccacian plague struck it, and drove away
her ancestral likenesses to the pure and healthy
villa amongst the bills. Where, alas! now are
the pinky nostrils, and the dim violets of the
eyelids, and that artful union in the carnations
which made up the very freshest bloom of life,
and the apparent lively beating of the pulses,
seen especuilly at the pit of the throat, which
Vasari celebrates ? Faded-gone-followed
by a complete little network of cracks. Mona
Lisa's face is now wan and colourlesa-absolutely greenish, with shades of notbintt but
black ! But the worst of it is, the famed perfection of the execution no longer appears;
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the laboured finish now seems to result in and our homage to Madonna Lisa de! Gioeondo. lines, and thus far is, no doubt, Leonardo's;
of
something of stiffness, and yet to be softened Come, gentlemen, I have private news from but for the almost whimsical S)><>rtiveness
away into a want of distinctness and precision. Rome, which will give us all a good laugh at the expre.ssion,(though for certain sublime and
'l'his is the very portrait which Leonardo the Pope; after which I want you to give me profound reasons we are by no means inclined
to quarrel with it,) he has not been considered
kept on his easel no less than four years, from your opinion on my new guitar."•
Another portrait in the Louvre of Leonardo's fully responsible. The countenances in his own
bis desire to finish it to the utmost completeness and perfection he could attain. They say genuine handiwork is the Belle Ferroniere, Cartoon of the Virgin and Sant' Anna beara
be wa.s accustomed to take a musician, or a perhaps Lucrezia Crivelli, mistress of Ludovico more noble and elevated character; so that
good teller of facetious stories, with him to the Sforza. She is no beauty, with her straight probably the tone of the plavfulness may have
sittings, to keep up well that smile of hers, hard features and full cheeks, although her been considerably qualified bythe hands of the
which he was bent upon fixing on his canvas eyes are full of thought and character. The pupil.
The most beautiful known composition of
safely, for the endowment and enrichment of flesh tint, (almo~tbrassy in hue,) is here unmitiposterity. But, surely, unless indeed the gated unvaried brown ochre shaded with black, Da Vinci's, excepting his "Last Supper," is,
painting required the entire absorption of his eyes and all, and the background is wholly it appears to us, La rierge au:r&cw,, a picfaculties, such assistance can hardly have been intensest sable. Va.sari says admiringly, that ture which, from the Last Supper being an
needful, since he was distinguished by his cap- this great genius, to give the utmost force of utter wreck, is one of the most precious works
tivating powers of conversation, and proficiency relief, laboured to discover a black darker than by him remaining. We allude to the one bein the light.er accomplishments, a.swell as for other blacks, calculated to throw forwardevery longing to Lord Suff'olk,in which the refinehis rare philosophical and artistic gifts. With- shade of lesser intensity, "all with a view of ment of the expression, and parts of the
out taking into the account his superfluous attaining the last perfection of Art." We see drawin~, the extremely laboured and forcible
attraction of personal beauty, one may conclude in this example of such a system of light and modellmg, and finish, (all different from the
that an occasional tt!te-a-tt!tewith such a per- shade, that nothing could oe heavier or more manner of his scholars,) claim for it the rare
sonage cannot have been distasteful to the lady disagreeable. How superior the advances in distinction or being, in the important parts at
herseH, and may have been accorded by her light and shade and colour made by Francia least, the work of his own hand. Lord
with a very becoming urbanity, and a quite and Perugino, who were both born a few years Suff'olk'spicture is far finer than the repetition
sufficient tendency to smiles. Nay, we should before Leonardo; so that in styling him the in the Louvre in almost every respect, esperather think the difficulty would have been to leader of the most accomplished period of Art, cially in t.he singularly sweet face of the kneelkeep the corners or the month, and the we must admit several important qualifications, ing angel, who here looks lovin~l1 on the
attendant dimplings, within due limits. We preferring him simply for his more truthful Infant St. John, as he adores the dmne Child;
dare say his friends, when they met him in and refined drawing and composition, and whilst in the Louvre version, with a oonnthe streets, jested occasionally on the subject. greater variety of character and expression. tenance of no such tender power, she looks out
"Ah, Messer Leonardo," we fancy we hear The defects of shadin~ and colour which mark of the picture towards the spectator, and points
them saying, "whither away, in such deep the Ferroniere, prevail even more in another to him the devout act. A far less happy concogitation bent ? Addressest thou thyself now Louvre picture, also of Leonardo's own execu- ception, this last-though also Leonardo s own,
to fill the intestines of the woolly tribe wit.h tion-a half figure of the Baptist. The morn- as shown by a separate study from his own
air, till they swell to such an alarming degree, ing star of right.eousnessis here represented as hand-since it interferes with the simple tender
as almost to fill the chamber? Or art thou a good-humouredsmiling personage, who would unity of the sentiment, and the repose of the
fabricating little Plutonic reptiles, which, do exceedingly well for a Fann or Sylvan. picture. Besides, in that lonely basalt-like
sub- cave, wild with tangled plants, aud ~ted
though they have no life, have yet the wit to Even a thyrsus would be advan~usly
fly through the air? Or condescending to stituted for the cross he holds m his hand. with flowers, where by the banks of the Red
graver utilities, and schemes of moderate, sober In modelling and colour, this is like a figure Sea we ma,: conceive them to have sought
practice, art thou at the present moment smoothly carved in ivory, and steeped in walnut shelter from Herod's sword, we should scarcely
teaching rivers how to run up hill, or churches, juice, and with all its elaboration, very hard look for a visitor. This view of their situation,
without so much as dropping a stone, to mo11nt and imperfect in much of the drawing. By which at first aeems a most free poetic licence,
a whole flight of steps? Or, being averse to the bye, it occurs to us to ask, what has Mr. perhaps renders it sufficiently probable. The
evervt.hing but pure thought and meditation Ruskm to say of such a very paganish notion elegant ideality of the figures, on the other
thyself, art thou setting the elements them- of the Baptist P Does it not tenii to show, as hand, bows itself into a tender tribute of imagiselvea-the very air and light around us-to
well as Leonardo's mild, round-cheeked, quies- nation to the sacred theme, with a most attracwork mightiest things with marvellous po- cent Madonnas, and even the Roman consular tive grace. The kneeling Virgin throws her
tency P"-" No," says another, "he is domg looks and draperies in his Last Supper, that arm over the little St. J"ohn,with a maternal
none of these things just now. I wish he the "corrupted," the "fallen Raphael," de- care and guidance, as he, kneeling also, but
were-the latter. And as for his noble cartoon nounced by that writer for demoralizing Art reverently aloof, adores the infant Saviour,
for the Sifl'llory, Pietro, despairing of ever with conceptions of this class, was preceded in with a touching infantine seriousness and simbringing him to it again, and considering it them all by his ever deeply-respected Da Vinci, plicity. His divine playfellow, seated beneath
properly our own, inasmuch as three ducats who should therefore be considered even more on the ground, in a significant lowliness of
and a half have already been paid on account, culpable for having set the shameful example P place, answers him already with the well-known
has given that to the plodding and unswerving The commendable cheerfulness to which his sign of benediction ; and the Angel, who kneels
young Buonaroti to finish; and I have just views of religious subjects tended, is strikingly, benind, supporting the Saviour, regards him
seen him at it in Santa Maria Novella, hara at though somewhat eccentrically, marked in an with a most calm, complacent tenderness. Her
work rectifying the anatomy and the passions ele~ant and pleasing picture, also in the Louvre, face, (for to such a one it is impossible to
of those crazy infuriated horses, which he says which was, however, to all appearance not apply an other than feminine pronoun,) is perare altogether out of order." Here the speaker painted, tbongh designed, by him. The Beata haps the loveliest Leonardo has left us ; the
winks, and touches his gossip with his elbow. r ergine,sitting on the knees of her mother, an most winning example of that peculiar kind
"But what is--what really u Signor Leonardo elegant female as young as herself, stoops of beaut.y which he often strove for, with a
about all this time? I'll tell you in your ear. down, and stretches forth her hands to take to patience supported wonderfully almo,t to the
Like a bee in a bell-flower,he has been hanging her bosom her Infant, who is playiug with a end. The Cull soft eyelids, the mouth with
with all his soul three or four days in only one lamb. Her look is languid with exceeding its mysteries of sweetness, the delicate small
of Mona Lisa's dimples; and as she has so tenderness. "Oh, come to my heart, you chin, and dimpled cheek, are resting-places of
many-in cheeks, and chin, and neck, besides a pretty little fellow!" she is sayin~. He, mean- pure tenderness, where it seems safe from
lovely little one at the root of each finger- while, holding his lamb, (pretty little creatures further banishment and wanderings. And yet
goodness, when will he come to the end of her both,) seems asking with most eloquent inno- it is, emphatically, a "sweet woman's" facepicture! The,v will evidently have time to turn cence of tongueless glances whether he may if such an expression may be used without
and narrow mto wrinkles first. Monsignore play a little longer. Santa Anna, a pretty trivial and undignified associations-not sp_eciUlysses in Mona Calypso's cave for half a· doien lady with soft eielids, looks down on them fically saintly or angelic, but full of that dear
years was nothing tot.his; or rather it is likeJu~ with a sweet. smilmg co.mplacency. This group and true love universal, which no one who
piter himselr,quite bound and tied ue by the lit.tie has much highly studied beauty of form and comprehends and feels what it is, would venture
cestus of Venus; for here is a fellow, whose
to prufane by marking a.s uncon~nial with
proper function it is to order about the
• It Is pleasantly nntlceable that this gentlema.n's qolz. sanctitv, as distinctly apart from 1t, and unOno
or
zing
Is
nea.rly
a.II
or
It
aobstantlated
by
Vasarl.
elements, irrecoverably lost in the pit of a Leonardo'• project.a was tn raise the Raptlatery, a.nd place worthy of heavenly persons and occasions. As
dimple. Is it not lamentable? Oh, with his steps onder It., wltbnot Injury to the edifice-a. plan which, we have often said before, we delight altogether
one mind, give him a hundred hands, and three with hl1 usoa.l eloquence, ho so explaln•d, tha.t the thing in pictures which thus finely honour pure and
practicable till he departed, when every one """
centuries of existence, and the power of action, seemed
for hlmselr tha.t It was lmpnulble. Humboldt atyles him true humanit.v. Last summer we could never
and he would build the true Palace of Life out the greatest phy1lclst or the llrteonth Ct'ntory; and adds- gain a complete view of Mr. Frith's "Derb,r
Like Baeon, bot a. whole ceutory before him, he regarded Day," at our Academy, so densely was 1t
of the rude obscure materials lying neglected "lndoctlon
as the only autt method of tniatlng n&tural
about us! But farewell, Leonardo, our duty aolence."
thronged on every occasion. Literally, we
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could only see a scrap of that most popular variety out of a subject which painters have workhouses. And as for the picture, it is,
production at a time. Meanwhile,Leonardo's commonlytreated with a monotonoustameness. perhaps, the most melancholy exhibition.of
Angel, exhibited in the next street, was left Indeed, if we may venture to ascribe a defect many here that are melaucholy-a wreck of
almost in solitude with Giorgione's delightful to such a work, we should S11Y
that it is some- beauty, poeticallyrepresentative of the wreck
heroine, and this notwithstanding all that has what too mnckof a magnificentdisplay of varied and decay of so much else that was beautiful
of late been taught with respect to .A.rt,and all animatedaction. At tbe momentchosen,when and great in Italy. A faint, filmy,dirty indiour boasted advancement. Surely that ad- the Saviour was declaring the impending cation yet appears of the tender beauty of the
treachery, we cannot but imagine a more Saviour's heaa, as if, (to express in other terms
vance, as yet, has carried us but a little way.
And yet the present work of Leonardo's is solemn unity of feelingon the part of the dis- Wordsworth's idea of it,) 'fime and Decay
much deteriorated. Notwithstanding all his ciples, a more deeply, intensely concentrated themselves, which have even more injured
science,his colourshave been quite singularly attention to his words. Not all at once,surely, every other import-antpart of the picture, had
fugitive; and this picture espeetallyboth palely that separation into knots, and discussionand here felt some slight reverence. Of the other
and darkly mourns his ill-advised experiments questioningof the event with all the diversities heads scarcelyanything can be made out; and
in that branch of the art. The flesh tints have of feeling and character which the painter has some of them, mottled all over with the apnow no red whatever: they are like parchment, in~niously brought together; though much of pearing wall, black weather-stains, and tlie
or old discoloured ivory; and the shadows, this, consistently with what St. John relates, thrice repeated streakings of the wretched rethroughout, must be blackened far beyond may have occurred when the first excitement daubers, have a miserablygrotesque character.
even what Leonardo's erroneouspreferencefor had abated, and individual peculiarities found The,r look like rude caricatures of what was
darkness left them. Yet even now we cannot time to recover from the all-levellingshock of originallyintended,a wretched parody of it,help fancying,though perhapsit is but a fancy, astonishment and sorrow. But whatever de. even as the religion prevailingaround is of the
that we see traces of a beautiful subdued cool feet there may be in the geueral conception, true Christianity. The dim beauty .of the
harmony in this picture, composed of deep from a too artificial variety of emotions not Saviour's face-faint as a calm moon within
yellows, greens, soft rich blue, and brown, probableat the momentrepresented,thoroughly the edges of a thickening smoke-creates the
with but little of ruddier hues; the whole admirable are the several groups of them- impressionof having been more youthful than
resulting in a tone poetically appropriate to selves,apart from such a consideration. Ad- the head in the engraving,and far more beauthat cool and fresh solemnsea cave, where bnt mirable the assumed composure of that dark tiful, in the close sense of the word beauty.
for the sacred personageswho now enshrine it, hard-featuredJudas, (the only shadowedface), How Leonardo remained days in meditation
the ~laucous Nereids would certainly inhabit, and the ardent St. Peter ben<lingover him to before that face in its unfinished state, his
stamng their locks with those jonquils, and the almost swooningSt. John, and asking him hands idly before him, everybody knows, and
braiding them with the leafy garlands that to inquire of whom those horrible words were how the good Prior grew fidgety, and even
droop from the quaint pinnacles.
seoken. Where shall we find a group com- indignant, and at length carried a complaintto
But notwithstandingits elegance,and tender bming moral and picturesque contrasts more my Lord Duke; when the painter made him
sweetnessof sentiment,and poetry, the picture, finely? How animated,too, that younger man aware that thinking is not idleness,and that
on examination,certainly lets one quietlysome- at the end of the table, startin~ up and leaning m~n are often best employ~dwhen apparently
what further into the secret of Leonardo's forward in his excitement, with somethingof domg nothing ; the conceptionthen proceeding
weaknesses and unsurmounted difficulties. the spirit of a Roman prompt to champion mo~t actively an~ su~fully,
and the exeThe drawing is in parts strikingly defective; his master! What life m the eager, honest, cution not wandering on m the dark beforeit.
and the modelling much over-laboured,pro- affectionate fidelity, the questionin~ wonder, 'fhe story that be retaliated on the Prior by
ducing a substance hard and unftesh-like,how- the thrilling horror, the grave calm mgenuous- milking him the model of that bard self.
ever smoothly and forcibly projected. With ness on tlie other side-a rare, many-linked possessed Judas, whose bead was the other
subtle and refined,hut partial perceptions,he chain of the most varied and speakin~ ex- difficulty,is rendered improbableby the known
carceawith his pencil those finger-jointsand pression. Above all, the pathetic resigned worth of the Prior, and the good nature of
tendons of the foreshortenedhand, those dim- beauty in the air of the Saviour-a beauty still Leonardo himself: besides,the face indicates
pliu~ of the cheek, those languorously sweet faintly traceable in the face,that most melan- no monstrous wickedness,such as is implied
eyelids laden with love; and yet, even here, choly of all the ruins in the pensive, faded by these traditionary stories, and very proa want of artistic !)OWer
and facilityap!)C&fs
in Elysium of Art ! To descend to technical perly, siuce, had the dark apostle been thus
the hardness and heaviness with which they matters from such heights as these, consum- branded in the visage, he would not, surely,
are overwrought,and much is indeed, in sober mate is the skill in grouping and composition have been so trusted.•
truth, astonishingly jejeunc and bad. Even down to every detail ; and peculiarly refined
The convent court is converted into the
those who most aclmireLeonardo cannot avoid and noblethe cast of the draperies,a something s.table-yard of a barra~k1 with a coeious Judassee~ these defects, but they attribute them at once novel and unequalled in its kind by like heap of manure r1S1ngdarkly m the midst
to hlS scholars. These secondary parts, say later artists.•
of its light arcades, which were frescoed by
they of the present picture, must be by some
Au idea of the picture in its original state some of Leonardo's pupils. Their works are
inferior hand, and the beautiful heads only by sufficient to justifv all this, may be gained by
Leonardo. But unfortunatelythe heads them- the aid of early copies,and Leonardo's remain- • After leaving 1'111an,Leonardo deserted the cllvloe
selves are in many parts equally ill-drawn. ing studies, but thus onl1, as the painting art he bad here faithfully followed, and betrayed science
the handa of murder aocl raploe-grlevoua to relate.
The Madonna's face is alto~ether crooked, and itself is almost effaced. Yet its ruined con- Into
lie became tra,elllng englne.r to C:esar llorgla, and made
even the exquisite Angel's m parts very much dition, and the meanness and bareness of the Journeys through his dominion,, to strengthen tho for.
and offensive engines of that horriblo monster.
in what maybe calledthe juve11ilestyle. There room which contains it, composea picture so treaaea
Oh, what a falllng off' ,ras there! Surely, when ao occu.
is wanting, generally,that natural easy fusion pathetic in itself, that it is worth wbile, even pied,
he must have sometimes reverted compuoctlou.ly to
of contours, that delicate modulationof form, for that, to go there. Surprise may at first be hla employments here, and, remembering thoso two con.
traated facet, have e:rclalmed, " Oh, great archetypes and
that due subordination of every part to the felt at Da Vmei'a want of judgnient in execu- aymbola,
are ye, as 'twere, of myaelf, and oC l\·hat I have
simpleunity of the wholelimb or figure, which ting this his greatest work, which occupied abandoned I Disgraceful Irresolution, and lnablllty to
cope
with
world, which throwa mo to the very reel
COD3titutethe charm of Raphael's very supe- years of thought and labour, on the irremov- of tho finttheoccupation
r,ff'en ! Oh, too seductive
rior manner of drawing and modelling. Leo- able wall of a chamber, in a remote corner thoughtfulness or science,thatwhich
ao absorbs mo that I
nardo'a analytical, distinguishing, dividing of the citv, and a poor one in its best days; am apt to overlook utterly the object fur which I use Its
powen ! " Illa want of practical energy with his pencil,
mind well undentands many separate parts of but this a1so is characteristic of a man no aod the dl!l&ppolntmeots resulting from It, give a me.
the form, but will put them ill together. As less marked by impracticabilityin all that re- lancholy tinge to the latter part of his career . Leo X.
bespoke a picture from him; but when ho •aw Leonardo
in many things, the two painters may here be garded the completion and permanenceof his only
fidclle-faddllng about tho composition of a vambh,
not ineffectively eontradistinguished. Leo- works, than by the prolon~d meditation and he exclalmecl, •• The n1on will do nothing : he Is thinking
nardo, of great intelligence and refinement, labour be devoted to their conception, and of tho encl,beforo he has made o beginning." At Florence,
tho Servile monks took him with all his household Into
yet dwelling analytically on t.he elements of earlier s~s
of progress. His experimental their abode, flattering thcmselv .. that thus they held him
things, more in the spirit of the philosopher; use of oil mstead of fresco so failed, that the safe. Many a meal was devoured by thoso burdensome
before any eqolraient appeared . At length, how.
the other synthetical, that is, more like the picture, further injured by damps, and even guests,
ever,_tbe cartoon now belonging to oar R. A.'s came forth,
poet, seeing objects rather in their entireness mundations,began to decay witlnn firt1 years. and e:rcltccl soch admiration, that all t1orence fiocked to
as to some high rcath-al. But how provoking was that
and result, or bvin~ aspect, with that simpler The chamber now reminds one of notbmg else It,
whioh followed! As usual, Leonardo, all at once, became
truthfulness of the imaginationwhich is denied so much as the dining-hallof one of our poorer absorbed
In another punult . He took to painting the
portrait or the celcbratt-d Glnevrn Beocl, and deaerkcl the
to the piecemealor partial perceptionsof those
monks or the Nunziata. His only worlr. In France wu
who rather slowly co,utrucl the matter by • Wo avail ounelvet of the fint opportunity of amend- canalmaking, accompanied by procrastinating promises
reaaoningit out.
Ing an erroneous lmpl'\'SSlonconveyed In page 322 or our of something from hi, easel ; ancl thu. mattcn went on
last
volume.
Wo
there
stated
that
In
the
oompo,lllun
of
In his " Last Supper," founded on the nar- hb "Last Supper,MLeonardo was much Indebted to a bas. ~r!
.hall~1Y a°al~lltoa~!~:ea,~~ ::::~a~ ~l:':°a~r;.:.~~!
rative of St. John rather than on that of St. rellef
by Luca della Robbla, now lo the Soulage collection. acquirements by labouring diligently to make himself
Matthew, Da Vinci's love of floe distinctions A clearer Tiew <•fthat bas-rellef, which hangs over a door ao,1nalnted with the Cathullo ritual, and the trne path of
a bad llght, ahon that It la not by Luca himself, but the Christian faith; and to havo lameoted on hla death-~ 1
of character and expression has elaborated a aInlater
work by one or hla followen. In thla cue Leouardo that he hlld offended Ocd and man by not labouring lo An
scene of extraordinaryanimation and dramatic must therefore have been tho original, not the copyist.
u he ought to have done.
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--------------------,--------------------,-------------now 'air faded and redaubed; and stable re- so subt.le and wonderful,that no hands, howTHE ROYAL PICTURES.
fuse is J>iledagainst the walls, and chokes up ever able, could fully realize it." The ascripthe winilowsthey decorated. A eenacolo of 1.ionor a divine power, so of1.enmade, seems
THE HOME-EXPECTED.
Austriandragoonswasseated on the benches,de- here virtuall1, abandoned. " But there is
W. Mulrady, R.A ., Painter.
C. Couaen, Engranr.
vouringbreailand cheeseand ~lie ; and others good reason,' Vasari continues, "to believe
Size of the Picture, 2 n. i In. by 1 ft. 8 lo.
were grooming their horses m the middle of that the very greatness of his most exalted A TIMS will come-even if it hu not alttady
the court. Oh, the abominationof desolation mind, aiming at more than could be eff'ected, arrived-when the works of }lr. Mulrtady will be
has indeedvisited this unhappyland; and here was itself an impediment: perpetuallyseeking u eagerly coveted, in England, at least, u thoae of
to add perfection to perfection-this was the any artiat of any time or country. Nearly sixty
we patheticallyfeel it!
In the An,brosianlibrary at Milan are many true hindrance." The proper amendmenthere yean have elapled since he came over from Ireland
of Leonardo's pen and ink studies-grotesque would be that he aimed at more than l,e could to enter the achoola of the Royal Academy, where
caricatures, female heads, little round portly eff'ect,seeking to attain perfection, for its ac- it was aoon predicted of him, that "one day be
horses, and a multitude of other scraps, some complishmentby no meansappearsin his works. would diatiuguiah himself." The dawn or that day
of them drawn with extraordinary neatness, Notwithstanding all his knowledge and refine- soon appeared, and from ita ealiest hour to the
though for the most part stiffly and feebly; ment, his productions had, in other lands es- preaeut the aun of his fame hu never gone do'll'll,nor
the whole highly significant of the desultory peciall,r,been alreadyexcelled in some or the been obacured, except when he hu voluntarily or
character of his mind and lamentablehabit of most important technical requisites; and in unavoidably withdrawn himaelf from pnblic obaerva; but for the last nine yean the world hu aeen
trifling away time. Many of the caricatures almost every respect they were Car surpassed t.ion
little or nothing of him on the waU. of the Royal
were done, it is said, iu furtherance of his soon afterwards.
except two or three pictures painted in
favourite inquiry into the imaginedconnection This tune in honour of Leonardo having .\cademy,
hi, earlier day,, and that exhibited Jut ya.r, "The
between human and brute physiognomies;but long become conventional,catches the ear of Young Brother," painted for the Vernon Gallery;
surely, for a scientific purpose, 1he limits of Young Ottley, and is hummedforth by his lips this work had been long on the euel, aud therefore
nature should not have been passed; and these enthusiastically; but when we tum to the may be claued in the aame catego", though not
faces are commonlyneither brute nor human, only specimenshe can set before our eyes, we entirely completed till recently. In 1848 he made
but monstrousgrotesque, and with little or no are struck with their paucity and J>rominent his Jut great appearance oe!ore the world by exhibithumour. Moreover, the many studies by Da blemishes. Mr. Ruskin, too, finds Leonardo ing fonr paintings, one of which, "The Butt," wu
Vinci, to be seen here and elsewhere, abun- an available image in giving ruetorical point worthy of hie very best time. The exhibition, howdantl,r confirm the impressionwhich the rest and picturesqueness to transcendental dogma- ever, which wu opened the aame year in the large
of his works known to us creates-namel,r, tisms.• For our bumble selves, it has been room of the Society of Arla at the Adelphi, showed
that he possessedvery little invention. IC Ins " so far forth" our aim to draw some of the the progreuive aud accumulative powen of the
brain had teemed with fine conceptions, it is embroideredveils of undistinguiahingadmira- painter lo the greatest advantage. Here were
not in nature for him to have restrained the tion from before the image of a relined and collected the result&of half a century's earnett and
atndy, unceuing devotedneu to hit pursuit,
expression of them, and wasted so much time philosophical improver of Art, knowing that patient
increasing experiences. More than two hunin elaborating these trifilng and ni_ggledlittle vague and exaggerated praise yields only a and
dred works of varioua kinda, told perspicuonaly the
things, so diff'ereutfrom the inventiveness and spurious and barren fame. It ia a distinct per- atory of this most eminent artist'• profesaional life.
importance of almost every sketch we have ception of the merits actually existin~, which
It is, we believe, a fact-and, if true, it is a
seen by Raphael, and, at the same time, so alone confers on those who are admired, the aingular oue in the practi~-e of painten-that Mr.
inferior in their hardness and feebleness of true honour of imparting a fertilizing delight Mulready very rarely finished a picture till a Jong
drawing to l,i, easy and spirited truthfulness. and instruction.
time alter its commencement; u many u twenty
The " Last Supper" is a work of elaborate
or even thirty yean have been suffered to clapee
intellectual deduction rather than a truly
• " Classed by Jove of beauty, Leonardo will stand between the beginning and the eud. Thie dclay
imaginative impression; the "Battle of the hlgbest."-Jfocum Painur,, vol. Ill. p. '3. Wbereare the wu occasioned tlmoat invariably by hi1 extreme
prooti oC this IO be met with r An echo Crom every desire to uti,fy himself-to realize bis own concepStar.dard," commonly thought to be his de- collecUon
we haYe been able lo visit aoswen, Where r
sign, is simplf Rubens's, suggested by Vasari'a Careful examloatlou oC numbers of the painter·• worka tions of what the work shonld be: he felt, too, that
oonT!ncea
ua
that he la not entltlNl lo any such dlatlnctloo . year by ya.r he added to his knowledge, and
descriptiono the lost cartoon ; and what else Ila strength, we
b&YeIIIUe doubt, lay lo subtlety oC cha- matured hie powers, and thua, ya.r by year the
is there of Leonardo'a to indicate power of racter and or expresalon.
Hla most aUracUve ftgorea are
imagination? His Holy Families,usually with 1weet, elegant, and tender, but cerlaloly not ewlueotly pictures gradutlly "ripened under hi1 hand ; " and
6ta"'ifld.
In bla faYourlte mannered r,malo heads, the from this method of procedure it ie, perbtpe, that
the kneeling Infant BaJ>tist, are singularly over-heavy eyelids, the full cbeeb aud dimpllnga, the
we eee in all no approximation to change of style,
deficient in variety. It is of course wholly ala! or the nostrils, and other Ceatun,a of the kind, are though
full evidence of comparative improvement.
expreucd •Ith a hardoeu and e:ratrgeratloo
inconceivable that he could have filled the generally
by no means Indicative or an lnteusely delicate feellog Cor
Though the quality of expre..ion wu among the
pontifical halls witu works comparable to beauty. It wu exquWte In Mr. Rualtln here agalu to excellencee
at which he aimed, those of drawing and
Ignore Raphael. Had Da Vlocl "1tood highest f-,r Jove
Raphael's for creative power. Comparisons of
beauty;• his sketcb-booka would have abounded with colour aeem to have been moet etudioualy aought
are odious,and we make this one in no vain rndeavoun lo trace out the ooooectlon between the human after and realized: we speak of hi1 practice now in
disparagementor Da Vinci, but in just respect and t/11dioi111.rather than with mouatrous media between the put tense, for we cannot expect, in the oonne
human and 1M bnil~, with stiffly rounded Insipid pretUfor another, far greater in every way, with the
oeu, and ftnlcal modellings with bis peu of clumsy Ill.tie of nature, to see much more of any kind from the
whom he has been groundlessly ranked in hones, In which the beauty of the noble animal Is missed. pencil of the venerable artist, who ia, we belieYe,
hla ftrat example of a proper manner of ranking the the oldest member of the Academy, except Mr.
terms of transcendental praise, as if he were In
painters, we are IOld by .Mr. Ruskin that the habitual choice
his equal-nay, sometuing superior, in com- of
sacred aul>Jecla"conatltulel the JJ&inter,ao Car forth, Jamee Ward. What fine examples of drawing are
pleteness and profundity. But, in truth, his one oC the highest order; u, for Instance, Leonardo lo the studies from the life in black and red chalk,
paloUng of U,e • Lut 8up1ier.• He who dellghla lo which were exhibited, with hie picturee, in the
powers have been most strangely and incon- his
reprosenlln1 the acla or meditations of great men, u, Cor
sistently misrepresented b1 many writers. ln,tance, Raphael painting the School of Atl1ens, Is ao far Adelphi l At the present time a number of these
a painter of the aecoud order." Of course the &ketchesare being reproduced in lithography, at the
Vaaari, at the ~ning
of his eulogium,says: forth
Immediate comment here Is, that Leonardo, be.ldee thla instance of the Department of Science and Art, for
11 There was an inexpressible grace manione" Lut Supper," painted scarcely any picture (none,
the students in the varioua Government Schools; and
fested without eff'ort in every work, and so ao far u we know, that aurvlve) of the highest clau of nothing
better of their kind could be pnt into the
but commonly wuted bis time In trlftes, u we
rare an ability, that t.o whatever subject he subject,
have abundantly had lo lameoL Raphael, on the other
of pnpile. Colonr, l\Ir. Mulready seems ever
turned bis attention, howeverdifficult,he pre- hand, not ouly treated the Ctnacolo-moat probably twice hands
all the other greatest event.I of Holy Writ, with an to have held in profound estimation; and be haa
sently made himself absolute master of it. -but
energy and variety of Invention wholly unparalleled. It had his reward, accordingly, in an acquisition
Extraordinarr, power was conjoined with re- may be .,.,d, on Mr. Rlllklo"a part, that be meaoa atrlc!Jy of power with respect to this quality which hu
facility." Now nothwg can be less to limit hi• asoertloo wlthlu the particular terms he never been 1urpused-rarely equtlled. And yet it
I markable
uaes ;-10/ar a, lh'II painted iuch m/dttll. But admitting
characteristicof Leonardo than this. He was this,
such Instances, put forth In a pompous dldacUc is singular that hit pictures do not engrave well ;
ao far from possessing this facility, that it atyle, u an llluatratlon of the rltrbt way of cluslog they are uot tranalatable into black and white: the
palnten,
absurdly loappoalte and partial. We
must be manifest to all who really study his might Justareu moat
properly say, Dante, the author of a sub- fact ia only to be accounted for by other facts-the
works, and not his critics merely, that they lime mystery, Is, to far forth, lo the highest place ; absence of atrong contrast:,, and the abaolutc negaMIiton, the writer or lyrical dramu and soonela, ao far tion, or nearly ao, of whit~s, or very high lighta ;
were produced-we can hardl;ysay/i.11i1l,ed,
so forth,
lo the second; or Sophocles, who sounded the
few of them were completed-with an un- depthl
or tragedy, will necessarily belong to the ftnt with marvellous brilliancy and richneae of colonr,
paralleled slowness and labour, resulting not order In his sphere, and Shwpero, a writer or s110rUve there ia at the aame time auch extreme harmonv,
and dramatic fairy tales, will bence(orth take that it is impouible they can make efl'ecti;e
m the gracefullightness and ease of a Terburg oomedles
rank lo the second order of geolusoa. Truly our critic,
or Rembrandt, but in a hardness that betrays "to Car Corth," la hlmaelf not a creditable painter or engraving, : hence it is we sec ao few from the
paloten, and we Cear moat "tale rank" parallel with works of thie admirable painter. A notable example
the want of facility very unpleasantly: yet aome
lower llmnen he dlldalna ao majesUcally, or, of these deficienciesia supplied in the picture of the
11
Vaaari himself,a pageor two on, adds, incon- lo useofblatheown
solemn worda, "no rank at all-rather a "Home-Expected,"-a
moat pleuing compoeition,
sistently enougu-" Many of his undertakings negative rank, holding a certain order In the abyu ;" Cnr, bnt
of ao nuifonn a tone throughout u to deprive
1! w_erenever completed,because it appeared to bearing In mind bit aolmos against Raphael, e:rpresaed ao
openly elaewb..,..,, there C&D, we think, bellWe doubt that the work of more than half ita vtlne when denuded
him that the hand could never give its due this la not mere careleuoesa or love nC high eouDdlng of its golden plumage-a warm, sunny tint of colonr.
dogmatism', such u la unhappily Crtqucut with him, bul
perfectionto the object which he lieheld in his an
The picture hanga in oue of the corridors of Bnclt•
unJusll:, disparaging remark, J,,.,elled deliberately
imagination; for he frequently formedan idea agaluat the spoelal object oCbla aversion.
ingham Palace.
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No.

,.-CHR0:110-LITHOOR.APllY.

THE 1:STABLISHl!ENTS OJI' MESSRS. ROWNEY
AND OJI' i,n,:ssRS. )(. & N. HANHART.
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Lt.u: the dyer's hand, the human mind takes colour
from that it works in : so Shakepere wrote, and
the truth of this is rendered evident by each day's
experience. Surround any individual mind with
deformities, 11ndthe result is that it becomes depraved-its tastes, its feelings are perverted, and it
loses the power of perceiving the difference bdween
the true and the false. \Ve have evidences of this
in childhood, when the ill-formed doll, the rude
representation of a horse, or the gaudily-coloured,
bµt ill-drawn picture, becomes the idol of the heart.
In maturity we discover the continuance of this
perve!'lliou,and find the man expresaiog his admiration of some caricature of nature, and the woman
rejoicing in the deformities which are the faahion of
her cl&BB,
although every propriety is set-at defiance,
and the r11leaof decency scarcely escape violation.
Surronnd another individual mind with objects of
beauty, whether of nature or of Art, these become
it. types, with which all other things are compared
-ita standard by which it meaaures the correctness
of Art-productious, and to the test of which even
Nature is submitted.
There is not auy remarkable difference in the
capacities of men, but there is the widest posaible
diver1ities in their power of appreciating those thinga
which are offeroo for the eutertaiument of the imagination, or for the improvement of the intellect.
"A clear blue eky, spangled with st&l'I, will prove
an iuaipid object to t'.yesaccustomed to the glare of
torches and tapers, gilding and glitter-eyes that will
turn with disgust from the green mautle of the
spring, so gorgeously adorned with buds and foliage,
flowers and bloBSoms,to contemplate a gaudy silken
robe, atriped and intersected with unfriendly tints,
that fritter the muses of light and distract the
viaiou, pinked into the moat fautaatic forms, flounced
and furbelowed, and fringed with all the littlenesa of
art unknown to elegance."
Knowing theu the importance of preventing the
formation, on the tablet of the mind, of unnatural
or impure pictures, aud aeeiug, that as the cameraobacnra represents the objects around, so does the
dark box of the human son! exhibit the influences
external to itaelf, it becomes one of the moat important elements in education to secure the absence
of all those things which are destitute of truth,
incongruous in themaelvea, and consequently which
tend to produce a vitiated taate. In spite of all
that may be said to the contrary-and we know
it hu been so said-we have the fullest convictiou
in the soul-pnrifying po,rer of the worka of genius ;
and hence it is our earnest desire to see such works
u widely spread aa poaaihle amon~t the people.
A cheap literatnre is finding ita way through the
length and breadth of the laud. lt would be a
hlesaing could we aay it waa a jure literature, but
somehow or other this large fie\ is left tll the care
of a set of adventuren who find that. their spiced meat
ia eagerly devoured, and they apice it accordingly,
regardleBS of the results. Art haa been greatly
cheapened, and we feel confident that the disaemination of really good engravings from the works of the
heat maatere, and woodcnte representing pleasing
aubjects, have already done their work of good.
The ..lrt.Jo1m1al ie fairly entitled to take some
credit to itself for what it baa effected within the
field of ita exertion, and there are other illuatrated
journals 'lfhich have done their work full well, aud
aided iu improving the public taste. It is not without regret that we have recently seen the production
of pictures in coloun which have been, with a few
txceptioua, false in every principle, and the tendency of which mnat be-aeeing that they are rt:D·
dered attractive by their brilliant colouring, and
knowing, u we do, that they are uaed to adorn the
wall of the cottage, and the parlour of the respectable mechanic -that
they, like the spiced
literature already referred to, will tend to deprave
the tute, to destroy all feeling for the works true
to nature, which are calmand unobtruding in their
truth, and to render the mind insensible to any influencea that are not in the highest degree atimu ·
la ting.

CHB.OllO-LITIIOORAPHT,
which we have claaaed u
an Art-manufacture (and a description of the procesaes employed will show that we are correct in
doing so), offera the mean, of repeating the work of
the artist in the artist's own best style. Thus, it ie
one of the means for obtaining the end which ,re
desire-offering, it appears, the greatest facilities for
diffusing a taste for Art, for educating the people in
a correct appreciation of its powen, and guiding
them arip;ht in the knowledge of its principles.
Chromo-lithography affords us the means of reproducing facsimiles of the best works of the best
mnsten in colo11r11.Some of the productions have
already been so nearly perfect, that at a little distance the mechanical picture could not be diatingtw1hed from the origiual work, of which it was a
copy ; they may therefore fairly take their places on
the walls of those who are not sufficiently affluent
to pnrchaae the original production of the artist, in
the same way as a line engraving substitutes the
picture of which it ie the representation; while the
chromo-lithograph has the charm of colonr superadded.
We have lately viaited the works of some of the
most celebrated of our lithographic printen, who
have especially worked in coloon, hut we muat
endeavour to describe the methods by which the
pictures are produced, before we say anything of the
chromo-lithographa themselves,
Lithography, from lit!wll, a atone, and 9rapke,
writing, ia the process of obtaining imprcsaione from
writin~ or drawings previoualy made upon atone.
The atones beat suited for this purpose are obtained
at Solenhofen, near Munich: they are not nulike
some of our Bath atones ; but hitherto no anccesa
appe&l'Ito have attended the use of auy Britiah rock
88 a lithographic stone. Quarries of the fine-grained
aandetoncs uaed occur along the banlrs of the Danube, in the county of Pappenheim, which are extensively worked. 'l'he good quality of a lithographic
atone is generally denoted by the following charactera-it has a yellowish grey hue, and uniform
throughont, a steel point makes an impreaaion npon
it with difficulty, its fracture is conchoidal.
The atones from Munich are retailed on the spot
iu the form of slaba, or layen, having an equal
thickness ; they are obtained from the qurrica by
sawing, in anch a manner as to aacrifil-eas little aa
possible of the irregular edges of the slabs. One of
the aides ie then dreued and coarsely smoothed.
The thickness of theae stones varica from 1 J inch to
3 inches, and ia nearly proportional to their other
dimensions.
The atones receive their finishing, dresaing, and
polishing at the lithographic establishment, which
operations are performed in the same manner aa the
grinding and poliahing of mirror plate. The work
ie done by hand-by rubbing one slab, with a circular movement, over another, the lower one being
fixed in a horizontal position, and having finelysifted sand w:tl1water }'laced upon it. The degree
of poliah to be obtained is determined by the style
of work that the stones are intended to produce.
For crayon drawing the atone is grained according
to the fancy of the dranghteman. The higher the
finish of the swface, the sofler are the drawinga;
but a smaller number of impreBSionecan be taken,
aa the printing surface becomes paaty mnch quicker.
For chroma-lithography this preparation of the surface is of the utmost importance. When the ,tonca
are required to be worked upon with iuk they should
he still more soflened down, a1Jd the final polish
prodnced with pumice atone and water : thua prepared, the stones are packed for nae with white
paper between their surfaces. To work on thctc
stones litlw9rapkic crayo,u are employed.
Lithography depends upon the power or the atone
to absorb grease, and to yield it np again in part to
another absorbent body, such as paper. The processes of the art have been stated to be fonnded on
the following principles.
1. Upon the adhesion to a grained or finelypolished atone of an encanstic fat, which forma the
lines of the drawing or writing.
2. Upon the power acquired by the part& penetrated by this encauatic of attracting to themselves
and becoming covered with printer's ink.
3. Upon the interposition of a film of water over
those parts of the stone which have not the greasy
lines of the drawing, or writing.
4. Upon a preasure applied to the stone, auch as
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to transfer to 11aper the greater part of the ink
which cover11the greasy tracings or drawings of the
encanst.ic.
To insure the absence of ink from those parts
of the atone which have not the required lines, or
which correspond with those parla of the picture or
writing which should be whitjl, the water employed
is slightly acidnlated.
For fine lithographic print&, the crayon, mnst
posse88every requisite quality: the ingredients which
they contain should be of such a nature 88 to adhere
strongly to the surface of the stone, both after the
drawing haa received the preparation of acid, aud
during the printing ; they should be sufficiently
hard to admit of a fine point being made, and to
work comfortably without breaking. 'l'he following
composition for crayons has been employed succeaafully by MM. Bernard and Delarne, at Paris, who
have been long celebrated for their manufacture of
lithographic materials:Pure wax ( best q uallty)
, para.
Dry white tallow aoap

2

Gum lac

2

•

White tallow
.
.
•
.
• 2
Lampblack, enough to gh·e a dark tint 1
Oocaslonally oopal varnish
1

,.

,.

The wu muat he melted over a gentle heat, and the
lac added by degrees in small pi1:ees,keeping the
wu stirred the whole time ; the soap is then introduced iu fine ehavin.1t1,and when these substances
are perfectly mixed, the copal varniah, which should
contain the lampblack, mnst be poured in. The
heat and agitation are continned until the mixture
acquires the requisite consistence, which may be
recogui&ed by letting a small portion cool on a
smooth surfa<.-e,and testing its quality with a penknife. The composition, on being cut, should afford
brittle slices. 1'he boilini( may be qnickened by
igniting the risiug vapours, which increases the
temperature, and renders the fumes less offensive.
When ready, the s11bstancemust be poured into a
braaa mould of a convenient crayon size, which haa
been previously smeared with a greaay cloth.
Lithographic ink, for produciog the ordinary
prints, is prepared in the following manner :Wax

•

Tallow .

18 part

.

8

Hard tallow aoap
Shell-lac
•
lllutfo Jn wan
Venice turpentine
Lampblack

,.

6

u

s
1
,

The maatic and lac, previonaly ground together, are
to be carefully heated in the turpentine, the wu
and tallow are to he added after they are taken off
the fire, and, wheu their solution is effected, the
soap shavings must be thrown in; laatly, the lampblack ia to be well intermixed. Whenever the nnion
ia accomplished by heat, tloe operation ie finished;
the liquor ie left to cool a little, then poured out on
tables, and, when cold, cut into ~uare roda.
Lithographic ink of good quality should be suaceptible of forming an emuleion, ao attenuated that
it may appear to be diuolved when n,hbed upon a
hard body in distilled or rain water. The ink
ahould be flowing in the pen, not spreading on the
1toue ; capable of forming delicate trace,, and very
black, to ,how its delineations. The moat eaaential
quality of the ink ie to sink well into the atone, in
order to re-produce the most delicate outlines of
the drawing, and to afford a great number of impressions. It must be able, therefore, to resist the
acid with which the atone is moistened, without
letting any of the greaay material which it contains
escape.
The ink which haa been described may be employed equally with the pen and br111h,for writing,
black-lead drawing, aqua tinta, mixed drawinga,
woodcuts, &r.. When the ink ia required for use,
it must be rob\;>eddown with water, till the ahade
be of requisite depth ; the plate or lliahupon which
the inlr.i, rubbed should be heated to a temperature
of from 84° to 90° Fahr . Aa the ink rarely keepa
in a liquid slate for more than twenty-four honn,
no more should be di680lved than is required for
uae at the time. The artiatic work may be either
executed at once on the atone, or it may be produced on paper, and transferred to the atone.
AUTOGRAPHIC
P.t.PER.-'l'he operation by which
writing or drawing is transferred Crom paper to
atone ia termed autography ; it not only present&a
means of abridging labour, bnt also of reverting the
writing or drawing into the direction in which the7
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were traced : whilst, if executed directly upon the
atone, the impression given by it is inverted ;
htnce a writing upon atone must be inverted from
right to left to obtain direct impreasions. By
meaua of autograpbie paper and the transfer, proofs
are obtained in the same direction with the writing
and drawing, while the tedium and difficult task of
reversed writing is avoided.
AuTooaAPHIC IN1t.-This ink should be fatter
and softer than that applied directly to the atone,
in order that it may dry upon the paper, and still
preserve sufficient viscidity to slick to the stone by
mere pressure. The ink is composed of100 parts.
100 ,,

White soap •
•
•
White wax of best qaallty

~~~\~~f~uet ·
Mastic •
Lampblack

•

!~ ::

·
•

60

.,

or 35 .,
These materials are to be melted in the same manner aa described for the lithographic ink. It will
be understood that if this page had been printe,l
with an ink like the above, and if it was then
turned face down ou the lithographic stone, and a
gentle rubbing prcesnre applied, that a copy of it
would be ohtained on the atoue; and if a damp
sponge was tbeu passed over the stc,ne, that all the
inked parts, rejectiug the acidulated water, would
receive a greasy ink, which would not stain the
parts of the stone covered with that fluid. Such ia
lithography .
Chromo-Jilhogrophy, as the process of printing
in colour from stone ia termed, bas not been Jong
introduced, and, considering all the difficulties which
surrouud the process, great progress baa undoubtedly
beeu made. It must not, however, be for one
moment supposed that the art is perfect in all its
details; the results obtained by a purely mecbanieal process are surprising, and we may confidently
predict that in a few years pictures of the highest
possible merit will be produced by those skilful
lithographers to whose works we shall presently
more particularly allude. It is first important to
describe the process of chromo-lith9grapby. A
drawing of the subject in outline, on transfer
tracing-paper, is made in the ordinary way; when
transferred to a stone, this ,lrawing is called the
keytfone, aud it serves aa a guide to all the others,
for it must be transferred to as many different
stones as there are colonra in the subject : as many
as between thirty and forty stones have been used
in the production of oue coloured print. The first
stone required, generally for flat, local tints, ia
covered with lithoe:rapbic ink where the parts are
required to be of solid colour; the different gradations are produced by rubbing the stoue with
rubbing-stuff, or tint-ink, made of soap, shell-lac,
&c.&c.,and with a pointed lithographic chalk where
neeeHary. The stone is then washed over with
nitrous acid, aud goes through the entire proceaa
i}escribed above. A roller charged with lithographic printing ink is then passed over it to ascertain
if the drawing comes aa desired, aud the iuk is
immediately afterwards washed off with tnrpe11tine;
if satisfactory, this stone is ready for priutiog, aud
ia worked off in the requisite colour; the next atone
undergoes the same process for another colour, and
so with the rest, till the work is complete: it will
of course be understood that before any single impresaion is finished, it will have to paaa through aa
many separate printings aa there are drawings on
atones. The colours used in printing, we may add,
are ground up with burnt linseed oil, termed
varni.rk. Supposing we have any picture in colonrs
which we desire to copy ; there is first made a
general drawing of the whole, then, with great care,
this is dissected, all tbe parts which are red being
marked out ou one atone, all the parts which are
blue on another stone, all the parts which are
yellow on a third atoue, and 80 on through any
number of ato11es. It is aa if with the utmost
ca•1tionwe bad cut up the picture, 80 as to separate
evcry colour, or l(flldntion of colour, and yet so
exactly that every section .fits, and unites into
a perfect whole. To place a drawing of the
character of one of Turner's productions, 'Tbe
Polypbemus,' for example, in which the colours,
and the blendinge of the colours, are mnst irregular,
and yet the whole effect ie harmonious, ia a task of
no small difficulty; but when once this is effected
aatiafactorily-although each picture may require
thirty printings-the result is tbua obtained with
:io

I comparative

ease. Each atone ia of the eame size,
and they all fit with much exaetuess into the frame
of the lithographic printing press. It will, we
think, be easily understood, that if on the ceutre
of the upper edge of the frame there ia a needlepoint, and two others on the lower edl{11
of the
frame, permanently fixed, there will be made three
fine holes in the paper when it is placed on the
preas. This being done, if at w:h printing the
needle-points are made to paaa through the anme
boles, the most perfect "register" will be effected.
Every part of the picture will match with every
other part, and the finished result will, if successful,
disguise the mechanical ingenuity by means of
which the result baa been obtained.
The chromo.Jithograpbic artist muet, to a certain
extent, empltJy the aame means to produce any
given elfect aa the original artist baa done. The
painter has obtained what he conceives to be the
most natural or artistic elfect by certain combioations of colour, or certain contrasts of colour.
Every one of these conditions must be secured by
the artist on atone, before the facsimile desired can
be produl'ed ; that elfect which the artist has
obtained by means of the brush and the palette are
mechanically repeated by using many stoues charged
with the same colours aa those with which the
artist charged his brmb. It will, we think, be
evident to our readers that we are correct in calling
this process an Art-manufacture, though it ia an
Art-manufacture of the highest order.
At the establishments of Messrs. Rowney & Co.
and Messrs. 1\1. and N. Hanhart, which we have
visited, we could not but e:i:preasour admiration at
the perfect imitations of the original drawiugs which
they were enabled to produce with the lithographic
atone. We examined, with much care, mauy of
their productions, and there was only one point by
which we detected the dilfereucea between the work
of the artist aud the Art-manufacture. In any
water.colour drawing we find the evident marks of
the brush, by which clfects have been produced,
and there ia certain arrangement of the linea, marking each man's work, which we have not seen perfectly imitated in auy of the chromo-litbographa.
At the same time it must be admitted, that the
peculiarities of the artist's style are repeated in a
very remarkable mauner, aud, in many cases, where
the drawing and the chromo·lithoe:rapb have been
mounted in the l!llme manner, aud similarly framed
and glazed, it has not been poaaible, at the distance
of a few feet, to pronounce with certainty which was
the original or which the copy. In some pictures,
of which chromo-lithograpbic copies have been
obtained, the number of colours have been so great,
that between thirty aud forty stouea have been
required to produce the ueceaaaryeffects. The extent
to which this is carried may be judged of by the
fact, that to prodnce the correct colour employed by
the artist Hunt in bis 'Bird's Nest,' to repreaeut
the eggs, no less than three printings, and therefore three atones, were required ;-and the peculiar
effects, which are 80 beautifully given by tbe same
artist to the plums, in his 'Delicious Dessert,' in
which the powdery "bloom" ia singularly real, we
find reproduced, with very great aucceaa,by the use
of four different stones, printing in the order-first
blue, then red, then blue 11gaiu,and theu ye/lowand each colour is, as it were, stippled on the stone,
ao that the combined elfect is very nearly that of
nature. Those two pictures are prodnced by Messrs.
Hanhart.
Messrs. Rowney & Co. have lately pnbliabed the
' Polyphemus' of Turner ; and, aa a reproduction
of that extraordinary work, it is in every way a wonderful production. The blazing suu which ahoots
its powerful rays through maaaes ofvapouriugclouda,
pied with every prismatic tint, and reflectin1t those
on the heaving waters beneath, so that we have air
and ocean blending, in purple and gold, into one
dazzling whole, is aa near an approach to perfection aa anything which has yet beeu produced by
this method. Some years since, MeHrs. Day & Co.
produced, by the aame process, the ' Blue Lights.'
In each or these pictures there is the same kind of
exaggeration, and a similar kind of truth, and in
both the chromo-lithographer baa caught the wildest
pecnliaritiea. We are disposed to think that with
the experience which baa been gaiued, during the
few years which have past since the 'Blue Lights'
was produced, a superior manipulation hns been

gained, and the general aerial elfect of the latter
picture is superior to that of the former one, aa the
result of this more delicate handling. The greatest
poaaible merit is due to the enterprising lithographers who hove, with 80 much perseverance,
brought cbromo.lithography to its present state.
The following remarks from the prospectus of
Messrs. George Rowney & Co. are so much to the
purpose that we copy them :" Cbromo-litbography hu recently become one
of the most popular arts in this country, from its
having been adopted aa a means for multiplying
copies of oil paiutings and water-colour drawiop;
and 80 admirably ia it adapted for this purpose, that
11otonly is each colour and gradation of light and
shade rendered with remarkable accuracy, but even
the very textnre of the paint and the rough surface
of the paper ia copied with strict fidelity. Now,
although this latter process may seem to the casual
observer to be a matter of little moment, it is, in
reality, of the greatest importance to the truthful
representation of an artist's work, which, 'lfithout
texture, is apt to appear tame and iuaipid.
" Beautiful aa are many of the fine line and
mezzo-tint engravings, and perfect as they undoubtedly are in light and shade, they mnst always
fail to give an accurate idea of a painter'• style,
owing to the abseuce of the colour of the original
work. And when it is considered that colour is one
of the greatest charms of the Eugliah school, and
that, in this respect, the British artist is unrivalled, it will be readily admitted that without
this new process mauy fine works, if published,
would lose half their interest by being divested of
that quality which appeals most directly to the eye,
and produces that sense of pleasurable emotion 80
desirable wheu contemplating works of Art. It is,
therefore, with considerable satisfaction that the
publishers of this aeries of prints contemplate the
ancceas of their experiments in this new art. They
were the first to perceive its capabilities, aud they
aucceeded in developing its qualities, in despite of a
Btrong amount of prejudice and opposition. They
have worked steadily on, with one fixed object-that
of producing facsimiles of good drawings, at such a
moderate price aa would bring them within the
meaua of the public generally ; hoping by this means
to foster the love and appreciatiou of the Fine Arte,
and to aid in aome measure tbe apread of Aft.
education, the importance of which is now universally acknowledged. As manufacturers, in matters
of taste, the English may be said to be behind many
of their neighbours ; bot certainly no nation possesses artists more capable of rectifying the deficiency, and that in the beat aud simplest mannernamely, by example. But it is equally essential
that the public should be able to discriminate
between the really good and the mediocre; and
nothing is more likely to tend to that desirable
result than the constant contemplation of gilod
works of Art . The eye by such means becomes
insensibly tutored to observe and admire that which
is beautiful and harmonious, aud to reject those
objects which are offensive to good taste.''
MeHrs. Rowney & Co. have prod11ced, and are
producing, copies of some of the best works of
Turner, of Stanfield, of Roberts, of Lau@, of Hunt,
of Prout, and others. MeBSrs.Hauhart have also
choice examples of the works of Stanfield, of Roberta,
of Cooper, of Harding, of Richardson, of Holland.
Ju those cbromo-Jitbograpbic productfons there is,
as in the line engraving, many degrees of excellence,
these depending, iu one case aa in the other, on the
feeling of the artist on stone for the work wbich
he may be employed to copy. The Wetterhorn and
the Castle of Isenberg, from Richardson, and a
scene ou the Calabrian cout, from Rowbotham,
appeared to poHcss the highest excellences. Theee
were the productions of the preaaes of Messrs. M.
and N. Hanhart. We still think, however, that it
is quite practical to secure more of that softening
iufluence of air, called, aa it appears, not qnite correctly, aerial perspective, than they have yet obtained. The ' Choice Fruit,' after Lance, and the
' Choice Dessert,' after Hunt, from the same establishment, leaves little to be desired. It is difficult,
amongst the numerous productions of Messrs.
George Rowney & Co., to particularize thoae posseu.
iug the highest degrees of excellence. We have
already spoken of the Polypbemns of Turner. We
have before us the 'Croaaing the Ford,' after Mui-
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ready, and ' The Canal of the Guidecca, and Church
of the Jesuits, Venice,' after Stanfield, which are, u
reproductions, neither wore nor le88 than beautiful.
The water of the canal, the blending of the distant
bills, with the heavy cumuli which rise from the
Adriatic, are, as art istic effects, triumphs in the
original picture, and they are no lesa triumphs in
the mechanical copy. The warmth of colouring
in the chromo-Iithograph after Mulready is preserved
in a remarkable manner. A 'Sketch of St . Paul's,'
after Dodgson, shows u perfectly as anything we
have aeeu how compMely the difficulties of printing
air, smoke, or mist from a atone may be overcome.•

SCENE II.
Ward Ji'o. 4, Bu.uwza lilting up in btd, trying lo lktlch
t1l4ma1111ul him.

Brauwer. " We are the salt of the earth,"
quotha; that is what seemed written all over
liim. "Yes; and the pepper too," thought I;
for I heard that same smooth-faced fellow of a
chaplainflyblowadozengood men's names yesterday while talking with the house-doctor in the
window-seat for half an hour, only just after he
had shut the Bible to, and marked his place" Doas menshoulddo untoyou"-with a lavender
stalk, taken from the blue and red china bowl
on the side table. "Be merciful, even as your
Father in heaven is merciful;" that is another
or the chapters where tbe good man's lavender
LA.ST HOURS OF THE PA.INTERS. stallt ~s-the
lavender stalk, that pays you
for pmching it by smelling all the sweeter.
There, that lavender is the true Christian !
BY G. WALTER THORNBURY,
When Rubens squeezed me, and gave me one
.ltJTBOll or u .£RT .&.ND!U .Tt'R& .AT B0l1S ,U(D DAO.AD," ETC.
of his sour, proud looks, I rammed my foot
through my canvas of "The Tavern Feast," and
No. 1.-BUUWEll
IN THE ANTwEIU' HOSPITA.L.t
went off'to the canal boat whistling. Was I a
SCENE I.
pet dog, to be stroked quiet when I chose to
T/u Ho,pilal R«q,1;011-room. Tiu old Hot1SB-8UROKOlC, ill
show my teeth P I am not one of your lavender,p«Jadu, ii rtadillg t1l4 entriu of t1l4 laat 11ighlfrom
1M R«q,l;Oll-boc.t.
stalk men. When you squeeze me, I give out
Surqeon(read{/). "Dirk Guelders,brought in no pleasant oil, but poison, for the squeezer.from the Sedan Chair Tavern, incised wound But, thank Heaven, no one can say I am a hypoof head." Drunken brawl, I suppase. But crite. You fellow in black there, bring me a
where is that name the great pamter, Peter stoup of Burgundy . You shake your head P A
Paul Rubens, came here the other day hoJ>ing flask of sherry P No P Well, then, a tankard of
to find. "Floris," "Vanderpot." No. Yes! miserable beer, for my throat is redhot.; and if
here it is, I declare. "Adrian Brauwer, in a the burning once smoulder down to myheart,
state of collapse, apparently produced by long you 'II have no more Brauwer to pamt you
indulgence in vice and unceasing drinking, boors up to their knees in tom cards, sur~ons
found near the glasshouse furnaces. Pulse low dressing a knife cut, or jolly topers fightmg in
a heap on the tavern floor. Why don't you
-scarcely audible ; stertorous snore-almost
apoplectic; since, on tonics being administered, go P I have no money (searcheshis coat, whick
feverish and delirious." Bad, bad !-no hope lies on hit bed, eoger/;J)-no, not a stiver; and
for the po<>rV&gllbondpainter, though he is the all the gold buttons I cut off'to pay the drunken
friend of Herr Rubens, and Hals's old pupil, rascal of a bailiff at Paris to let me off; but
as somebody said. This comes of your beer- I'll paint you that fellow with the red rag round
drinking and smoking, and of the sottish his yellow skull forehead in the fourth bed
boors you spent your foolish life drawing.in my row. Yes-yes I will. Go-go for the
Dear me ! dear me ! where have I been and liquor ! He does not go. Fling a pillow at
put my spectacles to ?-I must go and look after him, you No. 6, with the red spots on_ your
the _poor scoundrel who hassold himself to the face; vou are nearest . Wh,Y does not No. 7
devil, and never got his wages. It will look hit him with his fist? he IS close by.-Oh !
well with Herr Rubens, who is a man of mark No. 7 is dead-under the sheet. Very well.
and inftuence, and will be tallted of as a deed I beg Van Undertaker's pardon; I should be
of charity, and ~ill-will-exten~
my practice sorry to disturb him.
-not that I do 1t for that. I ' II Just quill up
No. 6. He quiet, No . l.; the fever is on you:
my ruff' a little first, and roll out my band- that is not the doorkeeper ; that is only the
strings, and get Catherine to rub my gold- Doctor's black cloak hung up while he goes
headed cane with a little rouge-I know the round the next ward.
little puss won't have far to go for that
No. 2. Can't you let us sleep, No. l. It
plate-powder! And just a thimble full of is very_bard poor _sick men can't be let sleep;
Cura90a, to prevent infection, for one does not and all for a drunken madman picked up in the
know where these tramping fellows have been streets.
lying,-and then to charity. Thank Heaven !
Brautcer. Take care, you skeleton in sheep's
althouih I am old, and just a little bald, my clothing, or I 'II throttle you before the Doctor
heart JS in the right place. Let me see- One can come. I£ I was P.ickedup in the street, I
ducatoon yesterday from Burgomaster Lieben ; w~n't born there, like you. Take care, or
one from Frau Katsen. The money comes in I'll paint you as a devil in my next picture for
-it comes in; but then, what with the taxes, the Duke d'Aremberg . Why, you are only fit
the almsbox, andto sit as a model for Lazarus at the Rich
[ Goe, out, cou11tin9o,i hit Ji119er1.Man's Gate. You have the sores of Lazarus
and the bad heart of Dives, you scoundrel, you!
• A noUce ofleveral or thesechromo-llthographlc prints What business have they to put you next to
wlll be fonnd under the head or" Revlewa" In the present an unfortunate great man's lied, whose shoes
number or the ..frl .Joumal .-Eo . ..f. J.
you are not fit even to black. Grumble away !
t AD111.urBuowu, one of the most celebrated of the
Dutch genre painters or the Tenlera and Ostade school, Say a word more, and I 'II fling this bottle of
wu the aon or poor parenta, and bom at Haerlem or leeches at you, you pickle-herring, you saucy
Oudenarde-blographera dispute which. He wu round by matchseller, you. I have seen better men than
Frank Hall painting handkerchiefs for his mother to 1ell,
and was taken by the painter anJ educaud In hi• atudlo; you hung before this .-That pain in my temple
but treated 10 cruelly that, by the help or his fellow pupll, again ! Where am I P Landlord ! another
O.tade, he egcapod to Amsterdam, •here , to his delight,
he round the dealers' windows runof his rlctu...,.. Here, flagon of canary; that'll make three. More
no longer a "milch cow" to the mlaer Hals , Branwer lights. Another chair for the great Peter Paul
plunged Into low vice, painting merely to eam money for
tavern feuta,andalways Idle or droueo . Thereat orhl1 Rubens .-!£ that rogue of a dealer will not give
Urewu Bohemian enough. He got Imprisoned at Antwerp, a hundred ducatoons for" The Skitt.le Players,"
and wu released by the Intercession or Ruben•, who bring it back-D'ye hear P-and I'll ram it with
received him Into hi• house and treated him as a brother ,
But the 1eYere regimen or reftned Ure Is u unbearable to my foot into the stove fire. "Too cold in
the Bohemian as a bedroom roofed In to an Arab chief. colour,'' says he.
Well, that will warm it.
Again he plunged Into the mnd bath, and only reappeared
to retom and die In the Antwerp Hoopltal. Rube111put Be going, or I'll toss the mug at thee ! Don' t
op a monument to 1h11Morland of Holland.
banJy words with the _great Dutch painter.

No. 6. His head wanders. This drunken
glazier is the curse of the ward.
Brouwer. Here! bring my colour-box, Dirk,
and the golden amber oil in the dusty schiedam
bottle over the fireplace, and my hogs' brushes
that I have worn into shape, and my mahogany
shield with the ring of the rainbow in it . '!'here
it is !-under the lied of that quiet fool, who
will keep his shaved head under the sheet; and
m:yheavy maulstick, that I should have knocked
old Hals down with when he kept me locked
up, without. beer or meat, in that filthy garret,
where you could hear the fleas, and the rats
nibbled at you by dayliBht. Faugh ! How
glad I was to burst out mto the blue air, and
get to the good taverns of Amsterdam ! St.
Didymus ! didn't I leap for joy to see a picture
of mine in a dealer's window. There, that is the
sketch I began on the ale-barrel last night when
I drew the landlord on the wainscoat with the
redhot poker,when some onetouched my poor sick
brain with fire, and sent me here on a shutter.
I could hear them saying, "Dead drunk ; dead
drunk!" like a funeral senice, over me; but I
knew the wav to trick them, and save coach
hire. I am ucit the green gosling fool that I was
when Ostade let me out of that cursed garret
of Hals's. Not I. Now for fame! Fill the
glass again; froth in snow flowers: that's good!
Shake that quiet fellow at No . 7 up; I want
to immortalise him.
No. 6. Death has done that already. Draw
me. You can leave out where they put the
blister.
Brouwer. A merry fellow. Now I like that;
but don't joke me aoout death. That is the way
the Doctor talks . "Black fever," then shakes
his head like a rattlesnake ; " third stage ; it
is no use givin§ that man any more medicine."
-" I know it,' I said; ~ve me brandy-aqua
citte. Let me swim in 1t--brandy; and look
here-a long clean pipe-I don't like your foul
pipe ; it makes me ill. My stomach is not as
stron~ as it was; what though I have a splendid
constitution, and a chest (strikes it and lo119kl.

Sings)Tbe white rose-eloudl were all 111ftower
Up In the wandering blue,
And In between the burata ohon
The lark, rejoicing, ftew.

0 that won't do, that is Isey's soug.-Now,
No. 6, as you have been civil, I'll sketch you
a Cuyp. Squeeze me out some vermilhon,
ivory black, ochres,- and blues. Thank you.
Now then (prete,u/s to paint on kit cocerld).
We '11 soak it in sunshine after : I have the
glaze here in this bottle ; it's all a trick, and is
done with a certain sort of a brush. Haven't
l caught the viper critic cant! There, didn't I
tell you ! Gentleman in scarlet cloak, holding a
black horse-red cow patched with white, and a
wine-coloured bull-boy fishing in a canal under
some pollard willows. I know the trees, close
to Haerlem, where I used to paint the handkerchiefs with flowers for my mother to sell. I
was happy then : the devil wine hadn't taken
me by the hand then! I can do any style :
yellow tan dogs pullin~ at a wild boar's earthat is Snyders. Both s white horse ; Teniers'
grey men in red caps, playing at bowls ;
Osiade, with his ~olden gloom-all learnt Crom
me-chaldrons bright as plate-cabbagea, curling and crinkling-canal boats with umbery
sails swollen with wind-foggy sunset, as over
the 'dunes,' half dull smoky red, half red burnished to rolisbed ruby, kindling in threads
and bars o fire. Bless you, I know all their
tricks ! Flowers, too,Guelder roses like puff'sof
snow-poppies burning to a black core-gilt
sunflowers-hollyhocks in rosettes-the lily's
silver cup-the violet, orange, as I am, at heart,
and so on. I t4ink I shall give up my painting
now, and go over to the bleaching ground outside the wall-though I never see the clean linea
without longing to begin to paint on it, and
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the grev clouds don't sit still like good model
boors, with red cauliflower noses, you give your
gulden an hour to stare at you.-Now I have
no money I shall have more leisure, and shall
do great things; and hang me if I be shut up
any more, with only a bottle of wine a-dav, at
Rubeos's. The cursed hospital I was in'yesterday was better than that, with its row of
numbered beds, (your next-hand man perhaps a
dead man!) and that horrid bare room,with the
coffin.lid ceiling, and nothing to listen to but the
consumptive cough and the gurgling of the medicine that made me thirsty, and that breathing of the angel in the clock-case-' one and
two, and one and two'-till
I flung a stool at
it . If I asked for aquafortis to etch with, they
thought I wanted it. to drink-burn
them!What did the doctor say of my pictures at the
duke's, where he dined yesterday P Let me
think-my
memory flatters.
I heard him
telling the smooth-faced chaplain, as he passed
carelessly my bed, not thinking I was the manI know all their drivelling cant, but how was it P
-" The expression so lively and characteristic,
the management of t.he colour so surprising
and transparent, the finish so ex~uisite and so
truthful, the drawing so correct, ' and all the
work of that poor wretch (that's me), with the
crack through the brain, and the withered up
heart. I called to them to hand me the wine
jug-they
first laughed and then scolded.Where am IP Hals's garret, with the sloping
roof and dusty stacks of lumber pictures? No;
the window is in the wrong place. The church
I hid from him in behind the font, watching
every face that entered? No; there is a chest
of drawers where God's altar and the star
candles should be. The Amsterdam picturedealer's saloon? No; I see no table covered
with Turkey carpet, no Titians on the wall.
0 poor, poor brain! (rue, on oneelbo"') where is
it P Oh, help my poor dim eyes! The Aohl'erp
prison? No; there are no rings and chains, no
soldiers playing at cards for me to sketch them
at the table in the corner. Rubens's house, with
the nosegay pictures, and the stately man in
black P No; there is no easel here, no pie,
tures. The tavern den at Paris, reeking of
smoke, and noisy with the clash or swords ; the
hideou11faces covered with hair, like the baboon
devils of Breughel P No; 1 have it-it i$ the
great inn at Strasburg.
The wine is in mv
head! What do all these people do in my bedroom?
No. 7. Pray be quiet, and let us sleep; vou
are in the Antwerp Hospital.
•
Brauu:er. Oh don't say the hospitaldon't say the hospital! My heart is full of
blood, my brain still beating like a printingpress at work ; I have materials for thirty
years of life in this busy factory of my
body. I have been n sinner-Heaven help me!
'l'hat spasm again, like a knife drawn across
my heart! Hear me from thy throne, 0 Judge
of all! Don't press so on my forehead, Doctor-that is where I am in such pain. Wine
-wine, or I faint! I am often in this way-it
is for want of wine. Save me, Doctor! save
me from thnt great black hand that claws at
me-keep me from that square hole in the
ground they push me into! I will not die-I
will repent ! Lord, have mercy upon me !
There comes that hand again! no-no, not
yet !-(die,).

THE ABT-JOURNAL.
JOSIAH WEDGWOOD.

WE are living, it would seem, in a time of
retributions. 'fhe ~ which has been characterized as emphaticilly the age of practical
applications, has an ear and a heart, it l'l found,
open to sentiment.al ones. That Science to
whlch the world of our day has so largely surrendered itself is not, after all, the cold ungenial spirit which it was a fashion once to
call her. In her search over the field of fact,
she comes now and then, we see, on a neglected grave, and by it.sside she takes a reverent
stand. In the very whirl of her rush over the
present, she will pause to restore, witb piou~
hand, some fading inscription of the past.
This busy period of ours finds leisure for the
verification of old titles and the redress of posthumous wrongs. lo more than one of its very_
busiest marts, for example, the wheels stood
still, not many weeks ago, to let proclamation
be made, in the name of the Scottish Muse, of
the accomplishment of the first period of that
Burns' immortality which is to be reckoned in
centuries . Then, wandering through one of
those melancholy areas which sanitary science
has at length reclaimed from the service of
pestilence to the wholesome uses of a city, the
age stumbled, only the other day, over the unmarked resting.place of the artist Stothard,
and handed it, reproachfully, over to the Muse
in whose cause he wrought so 1011gand so well.
Down by the old Abbey walls, at Westminster,
under whose shadow, as it were, all the great
motive agencies or this time of marvels have
met, or are to meet, has been found flitting
the unappeased ghost of him who planted iu our
soil the mightv principle that is the strength
of them all. H11rd by the Dean's Sanctuary,
the genius or our da:vhas to celebrate, ere long,
an ancient achieveme'nt mightier than its own, to
write the name of William Caxton, and the record of his great gift to Englaod,-the Printing-press. And now, the figure of Josiah
Wedgwood starts suddeuly up in the path of
science, from its sleep of more than sixt_y
years, a claimant for the notice of that spirit
of redress which is abroad, and at once finds
such a reception as befits it from the chivalry
of the age.
And who was Josiah Wedgwood, that he
should assert a place in the memories of busy
men P Who was Josiah Wedgwood! It were
as reasonable-and, indeed, something like the
same thing-to ask, who is the Emperor of
China. Josiah Wedgwood was a worthy who,
as regards all that has for ages presented the
figure of that celestial potentate most familiarly
to the En~lish mind, did, in bis day, enter on
a rivalry with the Brother of the Sun and Moon.
He ran'· Stoke" against" Pekin" fort.he plate.
The man who should seriously put the above
question would raise an inference, as respects
himself, that dinner is to him an unfamiliar fact.
Wedgwood is a name which he who eats may
read. It is more widely known, and greatly
more respected, than the willow pattern . Peculiarly and emphatically, Wedgwood is a" housebold word." Commerce has carried the name
into all the cities of the earth, and pilgrims
into all the deserts. We of a century later
than Wedgwood's, live in a period of great
excitement, when Science casts her t.riumphs
into shapes so startling, thnt it should seem
SCENE III .
scarcely surprising if the world overlooks, for
DoorOJ>ffl',
mttr Rnffll .
a time, those labours of hers, however worthy
JJoclor.I think you said the name of the of their source and useful to itself, which took
patient was- P
forms less strange and tran&cendeotal. But
R•bent. Adrian Brauwcr.
Science is justified of all her children, and
Doctor. Adrian Brauwer-that
is No. l, justifies them in return: and now that attention
quite at the further end.
18 called to the name of Josiah Wedgwood, it
R•betu (co.,,.;ngwp, lift, ll,c thee{). Poor will be found, that foe dazzling nature of the
Adrian! he is asleep.
scientific lights amid which we live will serve
Doctor.He ii d«ld !
but to throw their stronger illumination on the
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grave of the artist .potter, where it lies, as yet
unhonoured, amongst the English hills into
whose sterility he brought a new Etruria .
We may rejoice, then, that the men and the
women of that hardworkiog but unromantic
and uopicturesque district of busy England
have been aroused to n sense of what they
owe to this great man, and are about to
,
honour his memory. And we trust the glory
I·
will not be theirs alone, but that from every
part of England aids will be tendered to do
the work worthily; for there is no part of
'
England which derives no advantage from the
I:
enlightened mind of the great potter.
I
The )ocal newspapers inform us that there
are two ways in which this object is to be
acl1ieved; both are desirable, and both are in
harmony the one with the other. In the potteries of Staffordshire, and in the immediate
vicinity of Wedgwood's labours, there is, it
seems, to be AN INSTITUTE, in which the young
are to be taught and the old to be comforted :
whnt precise form it will assume we cannot
yet say, but there can be no doubt of this
being done. The other is to erect A STATUII
of " the man," somewhere in the locality-we
hope in immediate proximity to the Institute .
,·1
We trust that no conflicting elements will
find their way into this scheme-that the ahsorbing-tbe only-consideration, will be how
best the memory of W cdirwood may be
honoured. The purpose is holy; it is the
payment of a just debt: and those who throw,
or suff'er to be thrown, impediments in the
way, must be held responsible for the consequences that may postpone the discharge
of a sacred duty. We write so much because
there are rumours of divisions and dissensions,
where all should be harmonv and good-willfor
the accomplishment of a high purpose.
If both objects cannot be attamed, TUE JN.
STITUTEis surely the best and the most appropriate, especially if it be, as we uoderstnnd
it is to be, associated with a school of Art,
a museum, and a free library . Such would
surely be the desire of the man who is to be
honoured-such is the highc8t compliment hi$
memor,ycan receive from liis successors in "the
Staft'ordshirc potteries."
But if there be n alnt«e, as we hope there
may be, also, we trust it will be the fruit of
honesty, "fair play," and pat.riotism ; that no
injust.ice will be rerpetrated at the outset,
such as may be a heavy blow and great discouragement to Art, and nn effectual impediment to the progress of subscriptions. This
warning is not wit.bout a meaning: one of the
most active of the many gentlemen who take
this case in hand, writes concerning "a beautiful and life-like statuette," by an artist named
"Fontana," which it appears he has sern, and
than which he considers "nothing could be
more appropriat.e," "the dress, the likenea,,
and the figure" being, as he opines, "the most
accurate embodiment of the living Wedgwood
w dall eoer tee!"
This is anticipating with a vengeance ! Certainly, if there be no other competitor, we
shall never see a better, any more than we
shall see the "Spanish fleet," because it is
"not yet in sight!"
But how a stranger-we
snppose an Italian-be he good artist or be he
bad, can comprehend what Wedgwood was,
and how he ought to be represented-in "dress,
likeness, and fi~re "-we are at a loss to
conceive. And if it be a settled matter that
/1,i, statuette is to grow into that statue, we
hope few persons will be so unwise as to contribute funds to perpetuate what, if not an
absurdity, will be an injustice, discreditable to
those who would honour Wedgwood's memory-a thorouih English manufacturer-dej
gradi~ to British sculptors, and dangerously
prejudicial to British Art.
~
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exhibitions of that society ; most of the landscapes, therefore, painted by this
. artist, were sent there, and his portraits to the Academy. On glancing throngh
the catalogues of the latter, lThich extend from the year 1824 to 1838, we fiud
a long list of portraits from his pencil, and among them those of many distinWITH ENOIU TED ILLllllTII.ATJONS.
guiahed individuals. The landscapes exhibited during this period were,
"Evening-the
vicinity of a }'arm," in 1827; "A Sandy Road," in 1829 ;
"The Fanner'& Boy," iu 1830; "A Fish-Market," in 1834; "Christ appearNo. XLIV.-JOHN
LINNELL.
ing to the two Disciples journeying to Emmaus," a large and fine landscape
NOTHE tt name, long and honourably known in our subject, in which the figures occupy only a subordinate place, in 1885; "The
school of landscape painters, must be added to Hollow 1'rt!t,'' in 1836 ; " Southampton by Moonlight," and a "Scene in
those we have already placed on the list of this Windsor Forest," in 1887.
serits ; it is that or John Linnell, who was born
In 1839 be exhibited at the British Institution "St . John Preaching," a
in London in 171:1
2. He commenced the study work that attracted marked attention by its originality of conception and vigour
of drawing under that eccentric man, but clever of execution: iu this, as in all other compositions of a similar class from his
artist, Uie Into J ohn Varley, one of the early hand, the figures hold quite a secondary place, though the title would lead to a
fouuders of the En!dish school of water-colour different conclusion; here, for example, the dreary wilderneH, the arena of the
painters, with whom' be had, u a fellow-pupil, forerunner of Christ, is effectually brought before the mind of the observer;
William Ilunt . Linnell began to exhibit the while the first baptismal Cont,a pool "in Bethabara beyond Jordan," enhances
fruits of his Art-studies at a very early age, the interest of the pictorial story. Six portraits were contributed to the Royal
for when he was scaretly fifteen years old, Academy that year. "Gipsies," in the British Institution iu 1840, is a landhe sent to the Royal Academy two small landscapes, and in scape of a very high order of merit, most effective in its rich tone; i:i the
the following year, 1808, to the .British Institution, another small ·Academy the same year be exhibited four portraits, those of the Marquis of
picture, called "Fishermen-a Scene from Nature:" to both of Lansdowne, the Earl of Shelburne, the Countess of Mount Edgecumbe, and
the e galleries he has been a constant contributor, with scarcely Major Farrant, and with them "Philip baptiiiog the Eunuch," a fine landscape
It
an interval from that period; the Academy,as may be presumed, composition treated with a true feeling for the picturesque, and touched with
\f (
receiving the larger proportion of his works.
masculine vigour. Another snbject of this class, "The Flight into Egypt,"
\ 1!
We have classed Mr. Linnell among the landscape painters, wu sent to the Institution in the following year; a landscapeeoRtaiuing a mus
'
because he is now chiefly known by his pictnrea of this class ; of rich material, but with almost an entire negation of the green tints which
but for more than one half of his career--and, of course, the earlier half-he was I are frequently apparent even in Eutern scenery. The "Cottage Door," a most
in much request as a portrait painter, Many of our readers may not be aware pleasing representation of En~lish domestic life in its rural aspect, wu exhi_.
that portraits are excluded, by the rules of the British Institution, from the I bited in the same gallery in 1842: it is touching in character, and painted with

BRITISH ARTISTS:
THEIR STYLE AND CHARACTE~

HAJlrSTE.u>

infinite skill; bnt the subject seems ill-suited to the aize of the canvas; the
picture appears as if it were the fragment of a larger one. The whole of his
contributions this year to the Academy were portraits, three of them being of
the Baring family; and, with one exception, the same may be said of hia
pictnrea of the year following, the e:rception being a genuine figure subject,
"The Supper 11tEmmans," a work which was the result of deep feeling, bot
which, in the arrangement of light and shade, showed some treatment scarcely
to be justified by any recognised rules. In 1844, the whole of this painter's
e:rhibited works were portraits, the principal one .being that of Thomas Carlyle,
a very striking picture, for the artist seems to have imbued it with that kind of
dreamy, yet deep-toned, character which belongs to this original, powerful, but
ontimes mystical writer; it, in fact, partakes more of sentimental composition

HE.\TH.

( Butt ..crr.crt.b atid Btat.h.

of portraiture. Again, in 1845, we find him still exhibiting portrait&
Ithan
only: those of Lady Beauchamp, the Earl of Ilchester, Lord Methuen~
In 1846 Linnell exhibited at the British Institution the channmg httle
&c •.

picture entitled "A Spring Wood Scene:" it was purchued by the late Mr.

IVernon, and is now in that portion of the National Collection which bears the

name of the donor. An engraving from it appeared in the Art-Jo11nial for
the year 1851. His contributions to the Academy, in 1846, were three
portraits. At the British Institution in the following year was another beautiful small picture, called "The Dell,"-not quite an appropriate title, for ~be
scene presented is little else than a narrow sluggish stream, shadowed over with
a mass of trees. The effect (s sombre; but an examination of the work displays
extraordinary richne88 and depth of foliageopposed to the careering white cloud
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riaiog in the aky. Two out of three of hia contributions to the Academy were arrayed in the lower sky; in contrast to which the coming atorm drops its black
landscapes also-"The Windmill," a small tanvas, now in the Vernon Collec, curtain firat over the foreground." As n whole it ia a work of rare merit,
tion, and eogravtd in the .Jrt-Journal for 1850; and" Mid-day," illuttrating elaborated with the moat carefol thought. Fine a1 this picture ia, and greatly
u it wu admired when exhibited, it will not bear comparison with that aeen at
a line from Thomson's" Seasons:"only work he
the Academy in the aame year: "The Eve of the Deluge"-the
" While Nature Iles around deep lull'd In noon."
aent-quite took the public by surpriae, from the sublimity and daring with
The acenery of the latter work conaists principally of a meadow: in the fore- which the painter hu inve1ted hia subject, drawn especially from the cooclndiog
ground ia a wide-spreadiug oak, beneath which a dock of abeep, together with puaageof Miltoo'a description of the entrance or the animals into the ark:their ahepherd, have sought ahelter from the noontide heat ; beyond tbia the
" .Me1nwhllothe south wind rose, aml with black wings
eye ia carried into diataoee over an ext~oaive and diversified range of country.
Wide hovering, all lhe clouds W!feU1erdrove
carried out, is that of entire repose :
The aeotimeot aimed at, and a11cceaaf11lly
From under heaven."
the treatment of the subject differs greatly from the artist'• usual manoer,-he
delighta in tempestuous aspecta and akies or thunder-clouds. Perhaps the The artiat hu availed himaelr of the expression, "together dro,·e," to work out
earliest of his larger pictnres of thia description is, "The Last Gleam before the one of the gl'&lldeateffects of sky that bas ever been aeen in painting . The
Storm," exhibited at the British :U.atitutioo in 1848 . lo noticing this work at sky clo11,1from an apex at the top of the composition, the opening gradually
that time it elicited from UI the following remarks:-" With respect to the widening to the horizon, whenee again upon the landaeape the light aeem, to
aelectioo of subject-matter utually made by this arti,t, we vent ore to aoggeat diminish to a point. The ark appears high on a rocky point on the right,
that, were he to rocalue hia caova1 with something more ambitious u a ground- to which the animal,, in a lengthened train, are making their ucent ; and
work, he would rank among the greatest poetieal painters who have ever Jived. above are crowd& of scared wild fowl and birds of prey directing their
He invests hia uninspiring Georgics with au aspect of sublimity well fitted for courae to the ark. The breadth of the compoaition is a landaeape of grandeur
the loniest theme of the epic muse. The picture appears to be a compositioll corresponding with the slcy, the lines in all ita parta forming a beautifully
in which every care is taken to give elfecL to the voluminous white clouds barmoniout 1y1tem. In the immediate foreground is the strongeat point of
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11ght, aud here are 11teuNoah, his sons, and their wives. In colour, compoait1on, and wblime poetry, the picture ia truly worthy of the verae of Milton.
. "The Fl1ght into E!t)'pt,"-a repetition, with some alight alterations, of the
p1eture.e~h1bited in 1841,-and "A Summer's Evening," were contributed to
the Bntiah Inatitntion in 1849, and to the Academy were aent "Sand-pita,"
and "The Return of Ulyaaes." The "Sand-pita" ranks among Art-critica a1
one o~ the purest examplea of English landacape OIU' school hu produced; the
matenala are of the moat ahnple pictorial character, but they are brought
fo~ard with such exquiaite feeling for the truth of nature, with ao much
~eh~y of conception, and with auch mastery of pencilling, u to become
attractive. The spectator looks upon a deacending road, on whose
1~tibly
right are the J>its and a mus of broken ground: beyond tbia the eye ia met
by a middle region, whence the eye travels on to a distau~ beautifully touched,
ai_idbrought up with great aweetneaa to the sky at the horizon : it i1 a brilliant
picture, one that will stand the teat of the most fa1tidioua connoiaaeur who
knowa what good Art ia. " The Return of Ulysaes" ia a large work : the
~ne ,hows a small bay, having an outlet in the distance to the open aea; a
11ngle_galley, it, aaila ,till uofurlt:d, doata near the shore. Ulyues-who,
acco.rdmg to the poet'• version of the narrative, is soundly asleep-is being
earned from the veaael by bis attendants. The aim of the artist has evi-
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I dently been to preaent a powerful effect of auulight, in which he has abundantly
auceeeded.
"Opening the Gate," and "Purchasing the Flock," were hung in the
British Inatitution in 1850 : the titles of the picture& aufficiently declare the
respective subjects ; the latter of the two works pleaaed us best. In the same
year Linnell exhibited at the Academy "CROSSINGTHE Baooit," one of the
illnatrationa which accompany this notice; the picture is gorgeous in colour
and brilliant with light, which, with !he various shades, ia admirably diaperaed:
it ia a noble landaeape. " Christ and the Women of Samaria" wu aeen at the
aame exhibition: like most worka of a aimilar kind by thia painter, it showa
a aeriptnral narrative "grounded" on an Engliah laodaeape, for there ia no
attempt at delineating the scenery of the E&lt : the ideality of the compoaition
is limited to the figures, which ia by far the least agreeable and intereating
pa111ge in it; but it is altogether a grand work, glorious in colour and
masterly in its breadth of light and abade. A little gem is " The FarmEvening,'' exhibited at the British Inatitutioo in 18&I ; ita effulgent tranquillity ia the very poetry of painting; evell.ing sunlight wu never more
gloriously represented on canvas. "Woodland&" and "Morning" were in
the Academy.
Another of the finest landacapea by Linnell wu seen at the British Institu-
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tion in 1852,-" A Boar Hunt in England in the Olden Time:" a wild
conntry, broken by woodland, ia here repreaented with great power; in the
foreground lies the animal ,lain by the hunters, who repoae in groups
around the carcue. The sky ia, u uaual, magnificently painted, disputing
priority of attention with the rest of the composition. To the Academy
exhibition of that year he contributed three paintinga,-" The Sere Leaf,'' a
paaaageof broken woodside scenery, with a mus of nnder1rood and a few
trees, aeen nuder the effect of a dull autumn day ; "Barley Harvest-Evening,''
a rich aunaet scene; a man and a cart loaded with the ripe grain atand out
in strong relief against the red horizon; and" The Timber Waggon." "The
Weald of Kent,'' in the British Institution in 1858, is a notable example of
what an artist of g eniua can accomplish out of the moat ordinary material :
there ia nothing here but a range of yellow aandy bank, ancceededby a flat airy
distance; the whole ia, however, ao truthful and annoy, that it cannot fail to
excite admiration, canopied, u it ia, by a sky of clouds rolling along in magnificent array. Three landacapeawere contributed to the Academy in that year,
-" The Villaft8 Spring,'' a rough roadway scene, with here and there a
shallow pool of water, enclosed by a ecreen of trees, all firmly and vigorously

painted; "A Foreat Road," nearly similar in character; and " Under the
Hawthorn,'' a beautiful picture, but huntt in a part of the gnllery where, from
ita position, its merita must have been overlooked by a majority of the visitors.
The lut time Mr. Linnell exhibited at the British Inatitntion wu in 1854,
when he aent "Harvest Home," the leading feature of which is a glorious aky;
and " The Refuge,'' which ahowa an impending storm, repreaented with the
powerful effect of which this artist is master. To the Royal Academy he
contributed only a tingle picture in that year,-" The Disobedient Prophet,''
but it wu one of tl,e pictnrea of the aeuon : it is a large work, and ita cornponent parta are few and maasive, the principal being a high bank crowned
with a group of pine tree,, at the foot of which a broken road runs through
the compo1ition; here are aeen the dead prophet, the lion, and the aaa, aa
described in the sacred narrative : it ii a painting of extraordinary power, both
in colour and treatment.
In 1855 Mr. Linnell exhibited also only one picture: he called it " A
Country Road,'' and it is literally nothing more than a repreaentation of one
of thoae passages of rural scenery of which scores are to be found within
twenty or thirty miles of the metropolis, on the aouthem aide of the 'fbames:
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the aubject ii compoaed and treated in the usual manner or the artiat-a piece
of broken foreground, nearly cloaed in by tree,,the distance almoat melting
into thin air. In the following year, too, he had bot one picture in tbe
exhibition, "A Harvest Snnaet ;" in 1857 he tent nothing; and lut year
again only one, " Shepherds,'' the latter especially 1uataining the high reputation or thia veteran painter.
llfr. Linnell'• manner, or ,tyle, aa it is generally called, is truly original : in
hil earlier landscapes it teems evident he took Gainsborough as his model ; hie
later are entirely bis own-he baa imitat~ no other painter, either ancient or
modem. The few comments our space baa permitted us to make on hil exhibited pictures will sufficeto show the leading characteristics of hie subjects and
treatment ; light appears to be the quality he moat seeks for, and on his ekies
he exhaust&all the powers or hia invention, the !rnita of his studiea, and the
resources o( hie art ; not that he ia inaensible to, or carelea1of, the other component )lll'ta of his subjecta, but he aeema to work at the sky and the clouds
with a loving heart and an obedient hand. Hie general manipulation is sometimes indefinite and rather confused, giving to the picture what artiste call
to0olli1ce.u. Mr . Rnskin says-" The finest atudiea of J . Linnell are peculiarly
elaborate, and in many pointa moat skilful ; they (ail perhaps o( interest, owing

(.:". Cooper .

to over fulneu of detail, and a want of generMlizationin the effect." Hie
portrait, are di1tinguished by broad and masterly execution, combined with
delicacy and force of colour,-in truth, he is a great culourist, both as to tone
and tran1parency.
Mr . Linnell is not a member of the Academy, to whote annual exhibition,
he hu been for so many years one of the moat valuable contributors ; whether
or no be hu ever propoaed himself !or academical honours by entering bis name
u a candidate we are 11otquite sure; he may be indifferent, for aught we know,
to having thoae magiClllinitials, R.A., after hie name; but moat undoubtedly
one of the moat aucceaafulportrait-painters, and one of the greatest landscapepainters of the English school, should be in the ranks or our national Art.
academy. The opinion entertained of him by the amateur and collector ii
aulllcientlytested by the large aums given for his pictures-SOO or 1000 guineu
being no uncommon price: we know of no landacape•painter in the Academy
who i1 paid auch suma.
About teven years ago Linnell le~ London, and took up bis residence near
Reigate, in Surrey; the scenery in this locnlity has supplied him with materials
for many of hie latest ,ubjecta. He has two aona, artists, who are following
very closely in the wake or their honoured father.
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Garden market ; and the neglected graaagrown enclosure, which then occupied the centre of
St. Jamea's Park, wu hie nearest glimpse of country
No. U.-J. M, W; TURNER, R.A.
life. But hie early aspirations towards Art were
Po1.'Tand painter were combined iu the meuW orga- proudly talked of by his parent,-whoee profeasiot:
nization or Joseph Mallord William Turner; his works naturally led to the communieative,-1111d got to the
can never be fnlly appreciated until they are taught ean of Dr. :Munro, an Art-amateur, who bad
to be considered not merely u piclnres (however gathered a large collection of drawinga, and added
high the claBSto which they are assigned), bnt as to hia stores by eugaging young artists to work in
poe71U
; for that they undonbtedly are, and as much
lifted above the ordinary world u the thought and
action or a fine poem must ever be. Eo~land hu
reaaon to be proud of her landscape paintera ; they
have ontluted all rivalry, and have won a tardy
acknowledgment of superiority from the geuer_al
world: but. among the worthiest we shall look. m
vain for a power like Turner's, capable of _elevating
into the ideal the most commonplace aubJech, and
turning, by the alchemy or hia genius, "the baseai
lead to solid p;old."
It ia plenunt to form an ideal picture of the ma_n
atudioua of beauty, devoting a life to the n:iost exqmaite delineation or nature in ita most beautiful moods.
He lived, by choice, so much alone that few knew
him and it had been well if the reserve he coveted
had' been never broken by biographic notes, as it is
impouible to conceive a more anti-poetical penon
than Turner himself. All reminiscencea of him arc
decidedly unpleasant, in peraon and in manners,
111,dworae than all in habit; his pareimony waa
exceaaive. Altogether, it is beat to know him only by
his works, and keep an ideal Torner for the mind to '
dwell upon. Many anecdote&of his" ntling puaion"
f1011tabout in artistic circles, it is almost to be hoped
no oue will collect them for the press, though some
have been so gathered; they only serve to lower the
man, and are but records of the evil which, more or
leu, weighs down human nature . Let the " earthy
Tuaxaa's numa11ca.
part " of Turner rest in his parent earth, and let us
only know his ,ublime miud-in the bequest he hu his house of an evening at the rate or a shilling an
made to the nation . Here, at least, he has behaved hour. The Doctor wu 111Cfuiin hi, time to many ;
nobly; the sun broke through the clouds in setting I I tbe cash, thongh little, wu valuable, u the " overMaiden Lane, Covent Garden, wu the home of a time" earnings of poor lads, and he liberally lent
,mall barber in the latter half or the l111tcentury. his drawings by great mutera, for their use _by
It ia a narrow crowded way, through which carriages day. Girtin, Varley, Edridge, and othen began with
cannot pus ; at th11t period this neighbourhood the Doctor, aud looked back iu after life, not nnpleawaa a dense labyrinth of court a and alleys from santly, to the evenings spent in working, chatting,
St. Martin's Lane to Covent Garden. Here was and learning with him. At thia time water-colour
an abundant population; all the stories, or even drawing was restricted to a half-mechanical style of
wuhint,t in positive shadows by a aeries of middle·
tints, which brought out the body of the design ; it
wu heightened by simple washes of warmer colour,
or strengthened by brown shadows. The early
drawin@ of Turner, like those or Dayes, Hearne,
are all formed on thia model. Turner
and ~ker,
resided with hie father, in Maiden Lane, until the
year 1800, when he was elected an Associate of the
Royal Academy ; two yean after this he was
"an R.A." He had entered aa a student there in
1781l, hia lint oil-picture wu hung in the P.Xhibition
in 171l3. When he left Maiden Lane for the north
of London (the artistic quarter), his father went
with him, and the old mau who answered the door,
and took a sixpence from a visitor, ia anid to have
been the aame person. Neither father uor son ever
lost a chauce of securing or saving the smallest
trifle. The painter bu been known to take to a
private purchuer a picture for which a thousand
pounds has been paid, and then ask for the fare or
the hackney -coach in addition.
Turner never. allowed a visitor or a brother artist
to see him at work, or lo enter hia painting-room.
Slowly he emerged from hia early style, and the
works he executed at the beginning of the pre11eut
century are among hie best ; they combine fancy
with fact ; ultimately he let his poetry eo fv predominate that "fact" could scarcely be recognised
in his works ; he lived to caricature his own greatlllllTB•PU.CS OP TVBlUCR.
neu. The want of discrimination in the mau of
rooms, of the houacs held separate families ; it 11
·11, the world, and the large reputation the painter had
therefore, a fitting locality for a busy bair-dreuer.
earned, gave a fictitioua value to all hie works. Hi•
Hie name wu Turner, and hi, parti-coloured cold formal early drawinga now aell for high prices,
pole hung beside the archway leading into Hand while better works of the aame calibre and era in
Court ; the house is a small one, 11ith only one Art are compantively valueleu; hi, later gorgeoue
window in front ; it is now 11ddedas a 1torehouae to dreams of colour, ill-defined, and hardly to be comadjoining premises, but is unaltered in ila general prehended, are also bought at high prices. Neither
features. Here the painter was born, in the year deserve to be placed beside such earnest and truth1775, and christened in the adjoining church or ful poems aa hie "Carthage," in the National
St. Paul's Covent Garden, on the 14th of March. Gallery, or his "Ulysses" in the "Turner ColHis early days were spent iu this aqnalid district, lection."
the flowera he saw were among the rickety sheds of
Turner'• last residence was No. 47, Queen Anne
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Street, Cavendish Sqnue. It is a gloomy house,
with dull blank walls, and few windows; it was
known by ita 11.1\teof dirty neglect for many yean.
Here were stowed away the great maa1 of pictures,
,ketches, and prints from hie works, which Turner
amused carefully, but did not "preserve," for many
were found injured by duat and clamp, the result of
I
the neglect of cleanlineu and comfort which bad no
i1
charms for him. A curious instance of the value
I
he attached to the merest trifle from hie own
hand, and the di1like he had to any peraon trading
by chance with it, wu related by an eminent
printaeller, into who1e shop he once walked, to
purchase, if po11ibl~.an engraviup; made many yean
before from one of hie pictures. Hie description of
the subject he aided by a few rude lines, scrawled
with a pen on a looae piece of paper, which flew
behind the counter in turning over the portfoliot to
look for the print. The painter ultimately got hit
print, and, miuing the scrap of paper, eagerly
demanded it or the unconscious printaeller, whose
confusion redoubled Turner'• anxiety, which wu only
appeased wheu the scrap or paper wu recovered
from a dark corner, aud carefully wrapped with the
engraving. In justice, however, to Turner, it must
be admitted, from the faela which have been revealed to the pnblic since his death, that he had a
motive-and a worthy one too-in exercising thia
apparently avaricious and gruping dispoaition : he
knew well that everything from bis pencil, however
insignificant in character, would realize money when
be waa gone ; and he aought to accumulate it in
every y.·ay for beneficent purposes.
The illness which led to 'l'nrner's death reqnired
him to take a change of air; but he dreaded expense, though now a rich man, and he found by
chance a small lodging to let in a little house
fronting the 'rhames, near Cremorne Gardens,
Chelsea.
Retaining bis dialike of visitors, he
never gave his name to the miatreaa of the ho111C,
nor did she know it until after his death, which
haj>pened here on the lllth of December, 1851.
On a bright winter's day, a very short time before,
the painter wu carried to the lint floor window to
aee the sun aet with a calm glow over the Thames.
On the 30th of the same month he waa buried in
the crypt of St. Paul's Cathedral, by the aide
of Sir J oabna &ynoldil, whom he highly esteemed,
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and by whom he desired to find a lut resting-place.
The funeral was attended by the President of the
and
Royal Academy, very many of its mem~
usociates, and a large number of others, anx1oua to
do honour to the memory of one, who did u much
u ever artiat did, to elevate the British school
honourably among the nations. To no paintt;r !u
there ever given so large a powe1: of 1pprec1atmg
and portraying the beautifnl in nature ; and there
is no name in Art more widely and univerully
knoy;n and reverenced.
}', W. FAIRHOLT,
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nature! But there is a knock at the door.
A visitor presents himself: it is an old friend,
and a countryman. The greeting is truly
beautiful and hearty in the extreme. Both
hands are held out to the stranger, and a long
DY E . Y. RIPPINOILLE.
low "Ay -ay-ay!" is met with a burst of language strange to the ordinary ear. 'Tis not
No. 1.-THOllWALDSEN,
alonedel.4thtfulto be the friend of the sculptor,
UPONMonte Pi11cio,one of the seven bills of but of such a man as Thorwaldsen.
the eternal city of Rome, and in the Via Silvia
It would be folly to attempt to describe the
or Sistina-I forget which-there Jh,ed that pictures-it is difficult to see them, or anyfine old fellow and noble artist-sculptor, the thing but their owner, in the loose gray workDane, Thorwaldsen (date, from 'a7 to '41). ing-coat he wears, buttoned up to the throat
On the right, as yon made your way towards nnd coming down low over, neither trousers
the Quatro Fontani, you observed the almost nor pantaloons, but a pair of long cotton
blank wall of a very unpretendini house, which drawers, socks, and slippers. This is his
had no proper entrance, and which looked like weekly levee-his home suit-his workingone of those dwellings,certainly to be found in costume, and yet around him here are someof
many parts of Italy, in which the builder had the first people of many countries. In the
forgotten the staircase, and was obliged to small room next to his bed-room there is a
supply one by an after-thought. There was a portrait of him by Horace Vemet worthy of
single stone step laid down, as it were, at the the fame of both great artists f and there is
bottom of the wall, and projecting into the also a large slab of slate, upon which is the
street ; and surmounting this was a kind of chalked outline of a figure in bas-relief,and on
plain back-door,which usually stood open, and an old chair a lump of modelling clay, with
looked as if it were intended as a guide to sticks, &c. But we are now in the bedroomstran~rs that paid their respects on a Sunday large, airy, and untidy, of course. Shoes and
mornmg, as the practice tben was, to the clothes are scattered about, and on a chair by
dwelling of the great sculptor, to see his the bedside lies a blue or a black coat, under
private collectionof modern pictures and him· the lappel of which glitters a bright star, with
self. Upon this ftight of steep and narrow the ribbon of some order. It is not left here
ste)?Spresenting itself, JOU crept up, at the for eft'ect. We come into the room to see
penl of falling back mto the street ; and many pretty pictures which the better aparthaving reached the upper step (no landing- ments will not contain,-and this is left in our
place), made your presence known by knocking way, like other things. Everywhere the good
at a door with your stick or your knuckles, or taste which selects, and friendly feeling which
in the best way you could. After a little makes the great sculptor the possessor of so
delay, the door was OJ?ened,
and a large man many clever works of Art, are apparent. Here
stood before it. To him you gave your card are manyof the best, and as manyof the earlier
or your name, and a large warm hand was and inferior productions of the artists living
immediatelyheld out to you, and a low, soft, with and around him got together. To the
and musicalvoice invited you to enter. It is knowing in such matters they suggest the
impossible £or you to be mistaken-it is the cheering and probable fact that tliere is an
11 great sculptor himself. The room is filled enjoyment connected with them uUerly unwith well-dressedpeople,speakingall languages. known f.othe common collector,whose vulgar
You are accompaniedfor a minute or two by gratification is gain, or the consoling fact of
11
the master of the place, and perhaps asked knowing that he has hung up as many guineas
how long you have been at Rome, how long upon his walls as he lias taken out of his
you intend to stay, and also told that this is pocket. I have ~ reasons to know that the
his private collection, and that the studio of great sculptor pnded himself in helping many
his own work is in the Piazza Barberini; he a deserving brother in Art as mucli as in the
then tells you to look about you, and joins his possessionof a valuablepicture. But there is
company. Your reception is warm and cordial an odour of soup, and the visitors are going.
in the highest degree, and you are a very
At one of those splendid1oiree1given during
extraordinary mortal if it does not make a the winters at Rome by the Due di Torlonia,
lasting impression,or if for the next half hour and at which all the llile and ordinary of all
you can see anything but the great sculptor nations are found, I had first the delight of
himself. He mixes, and talks, and laughs, in meetin~ Thorwaldsen. Gibson, the sculptor,
the admiring crowd with the natural ease and with has usual bonl,ommie,
wwi so kind as to
simplicity of a schoolboy. The deep tone of introduce me, and, as I was then green in
his voice sustains, like the diapason of an Italian, to translate between us. From the
organ, the harmony of all the tongues iu truly great an amiablereception is certain, and
motion, swelling and falling as he approaches of course I met with one. To the question of
or recedes from you. I have really sometimes how long I thought of staying at Rome my
felt a musicaldelight in the cadences thus sus- reply was received with a hearty laugh from
tained, especially when mixed with the sweet the great sculptor. The idea of "a year or
voices of certain English females, making up two" appeared greatly to amuse him, and with
the choir, and which contrast strongly with much glee he remarked, "I said the same fifty
those of the natives. But now he comes this years ago;" and then, turning to Gibson,"here
way. What a splendidlydevelopedhead, with as another of the run-awa,rs." Some of the
its mass of grey, or rather white, hair, which, works of Thorwaldsen which I first saw in
like the mane of a lion, first lifts itself, and St. Peter's rather disappointed me. There is
then falls in loose and shaggynegligence! That too· much of the conventional in them, and
large area of face, fresh and healthy, with its when au attempt is made to get out of that,
light blue nnd bright eyes beamingwith intel- too little selection is made in common nature.
ligence and good nature ; and how well sup- In the monumentof one of the popes, by Thorported is this rich capit.alby the ample column waldsen,the allegorical figuresof Faith, ReliU_Pon
which it rests! What a happy combina- gion, &c., are little else thnn direct portraits
tion ! How necessary-how well fitted to of the ordinary Roman woman,with her pecueach other as a composition! What breadth, liar squat form,and short stout columnof neck.
what firmness,what consistency! Such a form It will not be impertinentto observe that in no
and character seems fit to deal with the place in the world has Art availed itself less of
pJramids and with the gigantic Memnons of the ideal so abundantly fumishcd by Greek and
the desert and the plains of endless extent. classic forms than in Rome. Look into any
What a singular mixture of dignity and good of the works of the last forty years, or of
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modem Art in Rome, and you will not be able
to detect a single example, or the slightest
proof that Art lias not begun where you find
it, or that any antique or medirevalArt has
preceded it. A class of artists unknown in this
country-mere copyists-exists at Rome, yet
the fine examples of the Vatican, the Doria,
the Farnese, &c., have no imitators. Conventionalism embraces the lifeless,the vapid, and
the commonplace; and imitation extends only
to the vulgar of every-day life. So strongly
tinctured with this are the artists of Rome, that
all who notice or can understand such things
must rememberthat the excellent president of
the Royal Academy,upon his return to England, gave to all his femalesthis Roman-woman
form and character, evidently without perceiving the peculiarity be conferred.
It may readily be imagined I lost but little
time in visiting the studio in the Piazza Barberini, where the bas-reliefs and the recent
great works of Thorwaldsen-" Christ and his
Apostles," and "St. John Preaching," &c.,
were to be seen. At one o'clock all the workmen of the studios were absent at the lraloria,
-one of Gibson's has often amused me and
others at the Lepri, when he came for his
dinner, by taking oft' his coat, sitting down
with his hat on, and by using a fan which he
carried in his pocket to cool himself. This
was the agreeable hour for going to enjoy the
works of the great sculptor. I had frequently
been,and had the pleasure of exchanginga few
words with him. He was always Creeto communicate, and languagewas for a time my only
difficulty. This wore away,and my admiration
increased-li~ht broke in upon me in the study
I was pursumg as to the geniu loco. Faultfinding and laudation are the common resorts
of vulgar criticism, while refinement in taste
not only takes broader views of results, but
loves to trace the course which the mind of
to mark the obstructhe operator has J>ur&Ued,
tions at which it bas hesitated, linirered, or
been subdued, or diverted, or where it ~ned
new strength, light, and advancement. It is
trne that ibis can only be done on a large and
long-continuedseries of eft'orts,and of works ;
but here they were, and the study became the
more profound and interesting.
Some years had now passed; I wasabout to
leaveRome, muchto my sorrow and lasting regret, and the nobleold fellow,whomI now spoke
to freely, and regarded with sincere affection,I
think,wasthen on the point of leavingforCopen.:
hagen, to receivethe honourslavished,not upon
him, but reflectedback upon his country and bis
countrymen. I think it must have been almost
the last time I saw him. I had crept quietly
iuto his studio, during the glorious heat of
mezzoJJiornc,and was seated on a seat I had
placed in a convenientlight for examiningthe
last and greatest eft'ortor the genius of 1'horwaldsen-his "St. John Preaching." It consists of a rank of perhaps twenty figures,larger
than life, and given that kind of arrangement
that fits them for the space oft'ered by the
tympanum of a pediment. This large studio,
filled with casts and unfinished works, was
divided into several compartments, by means
or cloths or canvasessuspended and stretched
from wall to wall. The stillness of the place
was perfectly undisturbed, and I sat quietly
musing after a long examination,and deeply
buried in my own thonghts and reflections.
The bas-reliefshad wearied me, the monotony
of surface, and the eternal legs, heads, and
tails of the horses,and the meuholding bridles,
making a display of casqued heads, shoulders,
bodies, and anns, all well drawn and executed,
but of these I had enough. Both subject and
style were properly stilted; the ri~ht cut of
face, the right display of muscle,with swords
and spears to match, true fighting-men, no
doubt, and bent upon doing great things in
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some way or other, but not knowing what
they looked, with very unmeaning races: one
glimmer of intelligence,one spark of character,
would have been worth a whole army of such
terfect and correct automata ; and I felt how
appL the world was in its diversifiedu~iness,
and ow insipid it would be were its eauty
as perfect and uno~ectionable as sculptured
marble makes it.
ere was a bust of the
fine head of Byron-I could not look at it,
it was so like other fine beads. A statue of
that marvellous man, Napoleon I., whose personal character, cast in tlie glass of au Eau de
Cologne bottle, or in the worn-out mould of
a wandering /ornzatore,and mounted upon a
board with any of the monstrosities in the
world of forms, you can never mistake ; yet
here it was missed altogether, a fine work or
Art, no doubt, but of Art producing nothi,!ut
itself. All these and many more had en
seized, passed, and were sinking into utter
obscurity before the glories of the "St. John
Preachi:f'
I was asking myself how a mind,
which h received suchJust, true, and(erfect
impression, could also ail in tasks o apJ>a
·
rently far less difficultl. DelusionI knew to be
the grand source of uman error, aud neither
incompetencynor obstinaca ; but with the truth
atarin{ you m the face,an vociferatinsin your
ear, c allenging J.our att.ention, and msistinf
upon being atten ed to, how was this possible
In what waf could the votart of truth be ao
beguiled? nellicable ! A ·ght touch upon
the shoulder m e me start ; and at the same
moment the low and pleasant musical la:£h of
the sculptor was heard. " So," he sai , " l
have foun-Mou again listening to the Preacher.
Ebbe11e? at does he sa:yto-day?" " More,"
I replied, "than ever; he has something to sd.
every time I see him." The great man smile .
" But have you been round ?" be said. "Man{
times,'' I replied ;-"but I always come bac
again to my old &lace,
and feel no dispositionnow
to go to anp ot er. Should I come a hundred
times, the reacher would be the first and last
object of my admiration. Believe me, I am
deeplytouched,de~hted, and instructed."-" I
am glad,'' he sai , with rather a subdued
change of manner. "I too have learnt something in the prosecution of that work." I
looked inquirin~y at him. With rather more
of earnestness, e continued-"If I am right
here, I have been wrong everywhere else;
indeed, I am sure we are all wrong. The
universal is often no more than the prevailing
commonplace; the ideal no more than the
idolatrous or the conventional for the time
being. I came to Rome to study Bernini.
Canova, Gibson, and many others did the
same; and, whatet"er others
have done, I
feel, if mfupresent knowledgeh come earlier,
I might ave spared half the labour of my life."
I ventured to remark that the eft'orts of
few lives had led to such grand results.
I also observed that Gibson had told me he
meant to found himself uhhn Bernini, but was
lucky enough to discover is mistake, and that
it appeared to me Canon must have done the
same, as his Camecertainly rested upon his
total rejection of all Bernini had conceivedand
done. "That is true,'' he remarked ; " but
many, under this delusion, have plunged themselves into inextricable darkness." Still he
said he r~rded the ideal as the "fiand
,rafore" ~ e great cheatfrof Art.
hat mis ed
by the i ea!, he himse had left nature to
followat any distance behind, and thought be
was advancing because he went before her.
" I am now sure,'' he continued, " that an
artist must walk with nature as his companion;
and where the ideal professes to be bi~ide,
he must take care she doea not le him
astray." After a alight pause he asked,-" In
what work would you say there ia the la~t
quantity of the purely natural P"-" Certai y,''

1°!a

I replied, "in this of St. John preaching." chargi1 an arrow?"-" Da vero, da vero," he
"No," he replied, "you mistake me; I do not rejoine quickly, "that question has
refer to myownworks, but to one of the highest been replied to, because," he continu ,
of antiquity:'' I observed I should fear to smiling, "it has rarela indeed been asked."
venture an opinion. " I will tell you,'' he Our gossip ended sud enly, and, I am sorry
said ; "there is more true nature in tlie Atollo to say, never was renewed.
Belvidere than in any other sin9i1ewor of
ancient or modern Art."-"l am eligbted," I
said, " to have your opinion, hut I fear my
THE EXHIBITION
knowledgeof the subject does not extend far
OP
enough honestly to accord in your judgment."
" There is a general error in estimatmg the THE ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY.
excellence of this statue, as well as others
which are said to be formed on the ideal of THE thirty-third eihibition of this academywu
Art: it is not the ideal, properly speaking, nor openedin the beginningof February,and, u naual,
numberof pictureshighly
the universal and the general, which constitute it contaiuaa considerable
excellence; had it been made up merely of creditableto the artistaof Scotland. Theaecannot
proprietybe gone over at great length, nor
selections and parts from what is prop~ re- with
lookedat criticallyin their details,bnt the more
garded as the general and the unive , it salient
pointsof this northernexhibitionform part
would have been insipid, and even coDtmon- of those standardsby which national progress in
place, and not what it is, the most beautiful Art ia to be tested; and confiningour remarksto
statue of the world : it is in the selection of this aspectof the exhibition,oar criticalduty shall
the teculiar, and not of the gene!'a4that its be discharged u brietly u pouible, especiallyu
mate less an:.eJierfect character is made up there are no newworksof muchgeoeralimportance
cafuce."-"
y,'' I replied," this is a beauti- exhibited. Perhapsan exceptionon,:htto be made
fu and nice distinction,and I feel the full force to this geoeralstatement,not ao mnch for what the
of what you have said. It is clearly in the drawingis, u for what it is not. Roakinbaaentered
perfection of its character that its superiority the lists aa an eihibitor,and it is interestingto aee
exists. But I remember," I said, " Cicero how the eloquent writer agrees with the more
somewhereremarks, that what we callform the humbleexhibitor. We are not of thosewho 1'ould
Greeks call character."-" That is true," he re- insistthat he "who drives fat oxenshouldhimself
fat," nor shouldwe think of anythingeo abanrd I
fclied, " except that character is the soul of be
confoundingthe facultyof criticismwith the
orm."-"Then," I continued to observe," all upower
of painting;butit mayreasonablybeexpected
the beauty in the world combinedin one speci- that those
who eooetitutethemselvestribunes of I
men coula not confer character."-" Certainly Art, whopronouncedogmatically
uponartisticprinnot,'' be said," unless that beauty could be made ciplea,and whouaumeto benotonlyteachersof the
transcendental as to create the novelty or unlearnedmultitude,but teachersof our moat acpeculiarity whichis the essenceof character."- complishedartista,-it may be reasonablyexpected,
" I shall think Jong and deetlfi over this con- whensnch put their theoriesin practice,and venversation."-"There is muc , ' he said, "for tnre to comebeforethe publicaa painters,that the
the genuine artist to reflect upon, and of a worksthey prodnceshallat leut be consistentwith
kind, too, which can only be anpllied by the the opiniou,they propound. It is not meantthat
genius of Art itself; but the know edge wanted the amateurshallhaveacq,uredthe technicalknowoften arrives too late to be put into practice." ledge,or be able to displaythe manipnlativede:i:.
artist,-theae, aa a general
"As regardsthe Apollo," I ventured to remark, terity of the profeaaiobal
"that marvellous statue is, to my conception, rnle, are only to be acquiredthroughlong practice,
but an abstraction of the thin~ it represents." u well as hard stndy; but if a teacher insisted
wu the only colour to be nted for a
" That is true," he said ; " it ts the essence of that grey
purpose,if he denouncedall whodid not nae
the thing it represents, and is a proof that it given
the peculiartone or grey he fancied,and if, whenhe
is not mere /()l"m
which makes it what it is- beganto paint, he uaedred insteadof grey, his
there is a somethingwhich clearlygoesbeyond, pupil wouldnot be likelyto acquiremoreimplicit
and is superior to it. Form is the resort of the faith in hie prelections. Mr. Ruakin,by the exhifeeble in Art, is easill obtained, and often bitionof this drawing,11uta
himselfverymuchin the
mechanically."-" But,' I again observed," an positionof sncha teacher. It wouldbe naeleaato
abstraction is but an apotheosis to the thing giveeitracts fromhis writingsto snpportthe staterather than a representation of it; this makes ment that in true Art natureandita literalimitation
rnleaof schools
sculpture a more J;>erfectllimitative art than is everything,and the couveutional
paint~"-"
And it is so,' he answered, smil- leasor worsethan nothing,becauseother puaagee
y look of surprise spoke for me, and could with equal facilitybe f11uudteachingalmoat
mg.
he continued,-" You regardpainting as o.supe- the oppositeopinion; but, taking his opinione
rior and more perfect art than that by which upon the meritsof naturalism,aa these have been
by the public,and intlueneedthe Preimitations are rendered, as in wax-work 11Dderatood
Raphaelites,we ventureto uaert that this sketchis
figuresP"-" Certainly," I said. "But the imi- not
only contraryto, but inconsistentwith those
tation is far less complete in your art than in teachings
aboutthe literalimitationof naturebeing
that of Redi ;• but the imitation here is the the perfectionof Art, wherewithMr. Ruskinhu ao
imitation of the inferior in the thing repre- longbeenendeavonring
to enliti;htenthe world,and
sented; now it is in the imitation of the liigh especially
the Britishpnblic. Thedifl'erence
between
and the highest upon which the excellenceof pictorialand ornamentalart hu long been recogthe other arts is founded."-" I berceive clearly niaed,and is well understood,
althoughit takesmore
what ou mean."-" No don t the embod1- spaceto describethan can beaffordedin the general
ment o action is SUp«lriorto that of form, and noticeof an exhibition; but bothin form,composiie essentialand well
the embodiment of form is most perfect when tion,aod colour,that dilf'erence
it comprises character." After a hause I marked; and what we maintainis t.hia,that Mr.
11$ked,"Does it not speak highly for t e PQ/JO· Ruskin's drawing, althongh profea1ingto be a
laccioof Athens, the mobs of the Agora, for literal copy of nature, and, therefore,belongingto
their taste or natural acumen, that they could pictorialart, hu neverthelua,either throughiguorbe presented with, and made to enjoy and ance,or intention,beenproducedfor eff'ectby those
unrealcombinationsin colour which a:e only
ap~eciate, such an abttractionas the Apollo- miaaible
the stylekoownaaornamental,andw ich
a wman without his bow and arrows, and are not in
permi88ible
at all by one whoeemiaaion
representing nothing but the action of dis- is the restorationof pictorialart to the unaided
• Theanatomical
lmlt&UoD1
or Redlare aomeor the literalismof nature. Like manyof Mr. Ruskin's
moste:r1ulalte
worborthe kindknowntotheworld;the sentences,these peach-blossoms
are beautiful,bnt
prlnclpaare In a mnaeamat Florence.Fortruth and they also arc uot absolutelytrue; and, in both,
IdentityIn appearance
thereIs perhapsnothingto competewith them; the mostalavlshPre-Raphaelite
niggle brilliant colour is made t11supply the lack of
,InksIntolmlgnlftcance
bycomparison.
verity or knowledge. The deep ultrnmarinesky,
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the white blossoms touched with lake, a rich brown
stem with grey light on the one aide, aud reflected lights enriched with lake, and leaves touched
with emerald green, form, as may easily be supposed,
a pretty combination of the moat brilliant colours
and contrasts ; but how a sky of intense blue would
produee lake reflected lights, even on a brown stalk
of peach-blossom, is upon the literal theory not yet
made plain by Mr. Ruskin. In trnth, knowingly or
or unknowingly, he has followed the practice of
Watteau, rather than adhered to nature, in the
painting of these blossoms. The prince of French
ornamentalist.s laid all hia shadows in with a brown
lake, and to this is attributable mnch of that richness and harmony which are the chief features
of his ,tyle. But for Ruskin to set fort-h the conventional craft of Watteau as hie own unmiJ:ed
study of nature, was either to draw deeply on public
gullibility, or to exhibit his own waut of practical
knowledge in the most elementary attributes of
colour. We have dwelt longer 011this pretty, but
trifling, sketch than is at all consistent with its real
importance; but as a straw indicates the direction of
the c11rrent,so this sketch, trifling as it is, shows
that however conventionalism and the roles of Art are
ridiculed when adopted by others, Mr. Ruskin does
not despise taking advantage of the moat intense
conventionalitiea known, even in ornamental art,
when more brilliant effects in paint can be obtained, than can be aeeured through that steadfast
reliance on l!ature which he has so magnified in books,
intended for the guidanceand enlighteumentof others.
The exhibition embraces many pictures of more
or leaa merit, such as 'The Escape,' by Millais,
'The Thunder-Cloud,' by Cooke, the 'Eve of St.
Agcea,' by Hunt, aud others, which have in former
years been noticed in these columns in connection
with one or other of the London exhibition,. It
also contains the ' Dr. Guthrie Preaching,' exhibited
last year in the Royal Academy by Mr. George
Harvey, and • The Maasacre at Cawnpore,' and
'The Bloody Tryste,' exhibited by Mr . Noel Paton.
Both the Preaching and the Massacre have been
considerably altered-the
former in efl'ect, and
it is unnecessary to
the other in intention-yet
say more than that both Harvey'a picture and
Paton'• have been bettered by the change. There
Ila&been some disappointment felt and expressed
that the fine series of six pictures painted by Harvey
for the Royal Association are not exhibited; but
theae pictures will make an exhibition of themselves. The subject is Burns'• celebrated aong of
"Auld lang 1yne;" and it is 1u11icientto say, to
secure for them a hearty welcome from Scotch.
men, in whatever part of the world the1 may be
located, that the pictures a111tai11
the sentiment of
that world-wide song. The Royal A.aaociationfor
the Promotion of the Fine Art, in Scotland ought,
with such a series of prints, to add very largely to
the 111bacriptio11list, beca\116no man has ahown
himself so thoroughly a national painter u Harvey.
Noel Paton exhibits several other subjects beaides
those aeen in London last season-drawings, ecolpture1, and picturea; and while all bear the strong
impress of his elegant faucy, it would be mere idle
adulation to say that the genius displayed in an1 is
likely to add to his 11reviousl1affirmed reputation,
if' Barthram'a Dirge' (No. 613) be excepted, which
ahowa an ad,ance in colour far beyond what the
most sanguine of Mr . Paton'• admirers could have
anticipated. Coold this artist but reproduce the
strength and q111Jit.yof colour obtained in this
sketch thronghout hie larger works, the celebrity he
has attained would be but the lint-fruits of that
which he might speedily achieve. This 'Barthram'a
Dirge,' by Paton, stands its ground in colour &!(ainat
Holman Hunt', 'Eve of St. Agues,' which hangs
beside it; and, for Paton'a pictures hitherto, such a
teat woold have proved more severe thau agreeable.
Sir John Watson Gordon appeara to be reserving
hie strength for the Royal Academy, beca11.se,although his portrait of William Chambers (painted
for the Hall and Heading-room at Peebles, which
that gentleman hu 80 generously built for hie native
townsmen) is a good likene88 and a creditable picture, there is nothing in it as a specimen of Art to
attract more than ordinary attention. The same is
at least equally true of Lord Dalhouaie, the Duke of
Argyle, and the other portraits exhibited this year
in Edinburgh by the venerable president. Colvin
Smith, however, appears in greater strength than

he has done for mauy years past, lwo of his half their "·orka need net expect to cozen fame by leavlcngths displaying a clearness of colour combined I ing the more laborious path for nny shorter by-way.
with that firm hold of a likeness which this artist I Among the figure subjects there are some picturea
never fails to get-a combination of qualities which , of great merit, not only for what they are, but for
offer an additional guarantee for the continued I what they promise. As already intimated, the
sncceaa of the Scotch school in portraiture. There , majority of Royal Scottish Academicians do nothing
is also a very fine full-length portrait of the Mayor I for the Scottish Exhibition in this department,
of Liverpool, by John Robert.son, clearer in .the while equal abstinence in others would at least
lights and more transparent in the ahadowa; in a detract nothing from the reputation of the Scottish
word, leas leathery in tone than many of the earlier school. But a few picturee by artists resident in
portraits by this artist, and it displays altogether a England or elsewhere help to make up the want;
considerable adhnce in profesaional excellence. Mr . and chief among them ia John Phillip, A.R.A., who
Graham Gilbert has some heads fine iu colour; and sends his ' Evil Eye,' one of the main attractioua,
there is a portrait of David Roberta, R.A., painted iu wlaich is a very clever portrait of himself sketchsome twenty yeara since, by R. S. Lauder, which is iog by a aide glance the interior of a Spanish
very beautiful; but among the younger artists ther.i gipsey'a tent. This ~icture is not so black in its
is nothing in portraiture to mark either much pro- shadows as Mr. Philip s sometimes gets, and is, as a
greaa or much promhie-a fact all the more remark- whole, a very good specimen of his style and powers.
able, that in figure painting both are conspicuously The greatest-we might say almost the only-t;tfort
visible in the works of several of the comin~ men. in historic Art, is Montrose, driven to Execution,
In female portraiture, Francia Grant, R.A., exhibits by Jamee Drummond, R.S.A. 'rhe aim of this pie.
the most important work in the rooms-a full-length ture is high; and even comparative failure on such
of Mn. Markham, exquiaite for the lady-like feeliog a work is more creditable than 1ucceu in a dozen
thrown over the principal parts of the ligure. But of subjects not worth the painting; but although
there is more than a tendency to the old difficulty there is much excellence and a praiseworth1 amount
often 80 couepicuous in the works of Lawrence, and of historic truth, every figure being a lesion on
iu the full-lengths of all the portrait-painters between coatnme, yet the principal figure is deficient in
him and Sir Joshna Reynolds, with the single ex- di!(nity, and the subject altogether looks as if beyond
ception of Raeburn-viz., the difficolty of getting the grasp of the artist. ' The Porteous Mob,' by
ladies and gentlemen to stand on their feet rather the same painter, exhibited some years since, wu
than on their tiptoes. It is quite true that many within his circle, and therefore it was an excel.
women, when they aspire to appear elegant, atep lent, although by no mea11, a perfect picture; but
on their tiptoes, or nearly so, rather than walk on Mr. Drummond will require to rise on more power.
their feet ; but it betokens more a lady's-maid than a ful wings before he can be equally 1ucceaafol with
lady's gentility; and nothing adds more to the that higher range of historical incident of which the
dignity of either a lady or gentleman, whether in Montrote tragedy forms one. There is a large but
society or on the canvas, than a firm step, accom· not very attractive picture by J. Archer, and anpanied with easy action. The snowy landscape other-more Pre-Raphaelite, and in this exhibition
background of this portrait is also well intended, one o! the expiring embers of that fallacy which hu
but bears evidence of that haste from which nearly gone out like the crackling of thorns under a potall the general portraits of our most popular artiste the second better in reality, although not so much
auffer more or less, although it is but justice to eay of a picture u the first. There is also a frost eceue
that Mr. Grant sins less in this direction than many by Lees,wonderfully like several which have preceded
of the greatest men who have gone before him. In it from the same pencil ; and there are some 1riah
female portraiture, one of the most promising heads subjects by E. Nicol, which have all been seen
exhibited is a portrait of Mary, youngest daughter before in one form or another, although they olway1
of Stewart B. Hare, Eeq., of Calder Hall, by provoke laughter, however ofteu they are looked at;
William Cranford-a head which is not only clearly and some smaller or less important specimens from
bot cleverly painted, but which also contains the dozens of other artists, more interesting to local
higher qualities of ~nuine girlhood, combined with than to general readers; but the vast stride made
by John Faed in colour, u displayed principally in
true simplicity of style and unaffected exprell&ion.
Among the landscapes there is nothing so im- the' Bedouin exchanging a Young Slave for Armour,'
portant as to demand detailed criticiam, although is a pleasing fact of more than local importance.
there are some creditable, and a great number or There are some freely painted heads in a email hievery respectable, landscapea by R. S. Lcmder, E. T. torical picture by the same artist; and he has
Cranford, Hill, Houston, Macculloch, Bough, A. endeavoured to embody the heart-vexed Job and hia
Fraser, and othera, too numero111even to name. heartless comforters; but this is the leut 1ucceaaful
Indeed, Scottish Art-to far as the older artiate e1fort of the painter, and not to be compared u a
represent it-is running entirely into landscape, work of Art with tbe ' Bedouin,' already mentioned.
except among thoee who devote themselvee to porThere are some pictures of importance t~ all
traiture.
There ma7 be many C8l1ICI for this interested in Art, the productions of young men
change which has come over the spirit of those on whom the burden of aupporting the reputation
who were once historical painters, but the two prin- of the Scotch achool is already resting. These
cipal are, firat, a resti•eness under hard work, youths have all recently been, and some of them
combined with the neceuity of ~tting a certain still are, 1tudent1 at the Royal Institution ; and
amount of money in the easiest way possible, and, while their works do honour to their instructors,
eecond, a mistaken idea, but one painfully prevalent, it may be hoped that, under the new rl9im6 of Artthat landscapesare far more eaail1painted than figures. teaching in Edinburgh, the fruit.aof the future may
Concerning the first reuon, the matter mnat rest equal those of the present and the past. }'irat
between the painters and the purchasers, and if the among these youths, Hugh Cameron may be placed ;
latter are satisfied, the evil must go on; but the his picture of ' Going to Hay'-two country girl.a
time will oome, when public attention will be going to the hay-field, and ainging as they godireeted to the gradualdieappearance of historical being one of the beat specimen.aof colour and legiand high Art from our anuual eihibition1; and timate artistic finish which has been exhibited in
nowhere more than in Scotland is this evil increaa- Edinburgh for yeara ; and there were very few
ing, although even in London ita existence begins to pictures exhibited last year in London superior to
excite serious attention among those thoughtfully this ' .Going to Hay,' in the two qualities named.
interested in the worthy development and progress The toue and texture, and simplicity of sty le
of the British school of painting. But the second achieved, ia a high standard from which to make
cause-namely, the idea that landscape painting ia another atart, and nothing but intense atudy ani
so much easier than figure subjects-is the child of hard work will keep Mr. Cameron up to the point
a dim-viaioned delusion. It is quite true that a he has already reached. In auch a ease, not to
third or fourth rate landscape is more easily painted go forward is to go back ; because a portion of
than a historical subject taking the same rank ; and that strength which hu been concentrated upon
it may be admitted that mediocrity is more readily colour will require to be devoted to the compoaireached in landscape than in figure aubjects; but tion of more mind-wearing subjects, if a high.
the absolute dearth of fint.class landscapes ahowa reputation is to be attained ; and then comea the
that, after all, humanity is more easily rendered rock ahead-that on which so many young men
than the outer world of nature. Fint-claas land- of highest promise have made shipwreck of their
scaresare u rare as great historical pictures, so pro!eaaional prospects-viz., the need for inc~
that those who aspire to lastiug reputation from applic.atio:, which can &lone compensate ~or. t~=1
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diffusion or mental power over the many neceuar')'
requisites or great pictures. Another or thelft yonng
men is John Burr-his
brother does not exhibit this aeuon-and
his 'New Frock,' although
not so perfect, in any qnality, has many points
or excellence combined with some aerioua defects. In character, and the power or rendering
the children or common life u I.hey lll'e, I beae
brothera Burr have already 1ecnred high local
estimation, and moat juatly, beca1118upon these
pbaaes of their art most laudable efforts are
beato,red; but in this 'New Frock' there is in
some part, a careleaness or dramng, and a want
of appreciation ot womanly beauty, which mar what
would otherwiae have been a very high class picture.
Aa it ia, it ia simply a good picture, with many high
clua pasaageainteraperaed-the wone ones being
so clearly the reault or inattention u to make the
mixing up of such excellence and ungainliness rar
from creditable to the artist.
Peter Graham,
another or these lads, upires to higher eft'orta, and,
in 'An Incident in the Times of the Covenanter&,'
ventures on that mine of Scottish story ,rhicb
Harvey has so sncce11Cullyworked . With many
well-expreued ideu, Mr. Graham has also mnch
to acquire before be can become victor in so higb
a field; but his 'Incident' ia creditable, and not
without promise. M'Taggart is another . young
man whoae pictures are well calculated to inspire
hope, although that shonld not altogether be unmixed
with fear, because there is one tendency shown in
nearly all the work, of thia young artist, which
mnat be checked and overcome. There ia nothing
more delightful or generally more difficult to achieve
than harmony and tone, and, therefore, it ia not
unnatural that the minds of young artists should be
devoted to overcome the difficnlty. But they mnat
remember that a false tone may be got ao perfect aa
to become inaipidity, and that there is more hope
in vigorona rawness than in sickly harmony or
colour. We cannot gn into that subject at present,
bnt nature knows nothing or 1ubjects painted on a
key, and no Art can be true which even proximately
violates the principle, or natnre. The Jut or these
young men which we shall name, ia Pettie-a mere
youth, but one who already paints with a
dexterity, and thinks with a Tigoor, far beyond his
yeara. These all belong to a cla11 of studenta
which, ir the public and aaeodations spoil them not,
will mark an era in the history or Art in Scotland.
First among the specimens of sculptnre stands
Mr. Calder Marshall'• magnificent fignre of' Ophelia,'
well known both in London, and from being one of
the gems or the Manchester exhibition ; and next to
it mnat be placed a colonal bnat or that myth, ' 'fhe
Norse Sea-king,' by a yonng man, another or the
cl&B1 of young students, John Hntchinsou, who
exhibits, we believe, for the firat time, and who baa,
therefore, taken the northern artiatic public by
atorm with his successful dibdt. The head wants
aome or thOBecharacteristica such u the heavy under
jaw, uenally usociated with such personages, and
which seem neceHarY to give the ru11idea or animal
strength ; bnt eveu with such defects, thia head is a
conceptio1&anfficient to secure for its author more
than a respectable place among imaginative sculptora .
The coloaaal bust or 'Her Majesty the Queen,' bv
John Steel, is already ,re)) known; and the bnsts by
Brodie and othen are many of them respectable,
but require no separate notice. Among the wntercolonr drawinga there are apecimens by Kenneth
Macleay, Mn. Blackbnrn, G. M. Greig, Ferrier,
W. Miller, and others, creditable to the reapective
artiste ; and aomc clever architectural deaigns by
David Bryce, Rind, and Matheson, the latter exhibiting the plans of the new Post -office for Edinburgh, which have been approved both by government and the city corporation . Two very clever
sea-pieces, by Vallance, and some landscapes, bv
Crauatoun, McWhirter, and Charles E. Jol,nston,
ebould have been noticed. l\f any have been left
unnoticed although mark ed for criticiam · yet
with the picturea already named, and otbcn: aome
of them by London arti1ts, the Exhibition is this
year fnlly as interesting, and certainly more encooraginp:! than it hu been for some years pMt.
We believe the rules of the Scottish Academy do
not prohibit the exhibition of works that have beeu
hung in other galleries : why then do not the
Scotti1h arti1ts aend more <ifLento London? where
they would be welcomed.

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

ART IN CONTINENT.AL STATES.

VIE TRI.
C. 8tanlleld, R.A., Painter. W. MIiier, Engraver.

PARIB.-Thc number of .Art-worke receiTed at
the Salon for thia year already exceeds 4600, about
2000 more are expected-an extension or time for
their reception having been granted.-We lire here
looking forward witb b<>peto the invitation gi\·en
to the .English achool.-The propoaed exhibition of
Ary Schetfor"a works aeema at pret10nt lo meet with
difficulties not easily •urmounted.-A
fine panoramic building hu been erected in the Champ,
Ely1iu, where Colonel L' Angloia ia now executing
a picture of "The Taking of the Malakoff.''-Tbe
communeorVaucouleun baa voted 10,000 Crancefor a
atatue or Joan of Arc.-A petition,the objector which
i1 lo prennt the reproduction of engruinga by photography, ia about lo be presented to the .Emperor,
'who will have aome difficulty, it may be preaumed,
to prevent theae piraciea.-.M . A. Martiny has received a commiaa1ou to execute n plate from the
picture or" 'l'he Nativity of the Virgin," by Murillo,
lately purchased by the Go\'ernment.-Ary Scheffer'•
picture of "Chriatua Conaolator," which wu engraved in the .A1·t-Joun1al aeveral rean ago, and
which belon,red to the late Ducheaa of Orleans, was
recently aolcl for the sum of £2400 to M. Fodor,
a well-known l>utch collector.
CoLOONB
.-The aociety existing in Cologne for
the purchaae of works or Art intended to form the
nucleus of a civic picture-gallery, h11 just added to
the collection "Oli ver Cromwell at the Bedside of
hia Dying Daughter," by Professor Juliua Schrader,
of Berlin. For the years 1858, 1869, 1000 and 1600
t.halen (£160 and £:.!2o) were appropriated to the
purpoaes or the aociety. 'the sum of £600 is fixed for
the year 1860, and the pictures which are aubmitted
in competition muat be hiatorical. In the firat year
this was not the cue, and 1ize, aa well u subject, waa
lert to the diacretion of I.he artist.-A
picture
by Zimmerman, which wu in the Great Munich
Exhibition, and which we marked in our catalo~e
at the time on account or ita excellence, repreaentlllg
French troope quartered in the magnifi cent saloon
of a 'palace, hu been bought by H. Stein-tferstatt; and another, which we also remember returning to admire in the same exhibition-" Peuanta
Singing in a Church," by Benjamin Vautier, of
Duaaeldorf, baa too been bought by Karl Stein.
DussBLDOlll'.-No decision baa yet been come to
respecting the direclorahip or the Academy. It ia
thought that Bendermann, of Dresden, will be invited lo fill the vacant office, but no ateps have
hitherto been taken lo learn if he would be mclined
lo accept it. His amiable disposition would enaure
him many frienda.-Leaaing, who left Duueldorf to
accept the otr~ra of the Grand Duke of Baden, doea
not think of quitting Carlsrube; on the contrary,
he ia much pl~aaed with his poaition there. Those
artiata, howenr, who lately emigrated to Weimar
feel mony a longing for the Rbine .-In December
last a New York merchllnl paid l>u-ldorf a visit,
to take mea.aurea for Clll'l'ling out a long-cheriahed
scheme-namely, lo ahow, to the Americana what
German art .ia: . Ilo intends, if possible, to arrange
a great oxh1b1tion of I.he worka of German artiats:
and a hundred pictures or the Dusseldor! aohool hue
already been obtained, and are indeed already on
board ship to be aent to their destination in the
New World. No desire of gain is mixed up with
Mr. Aufermann'a undertaking: it arose aolely from
the wish to introduce into the land which baa now
become hie home, specimens of German mode of
thou ght, of German poetry, and German feeling .
VIBNNA.-On the 7th of Februar .-, the sixteen
plans which are to contend for the· r.rize for the
monument lo be erected in memory of I rioce Charles
Scbwarzenburg, were exhibited in the Academy of
Arte. They are still on ,·iew. 'fhe decioion real.8
with a committee composed or Count Thun, the
Director Ruben, and fi .-e professors of the Academy.
)luNICH.-The Russian batt.le/ainter, Kotzebue,
who for some yeara has reside in Munich, has
just finished one of bia large works, "' hich he was
commissioned to paint by the emperor, representing
"Suwarrow's P8888ge over the St. Gothard ." It ia
placed in hia atelier for the inspection of I.he public,
and the proceeds of the e:r.bibition are to be gnen to
the Artist'• Relief Fund.-Gonelli, who ia 1&houtlo
aettle 11tWeimar, in accordance with the invitation
of the Grand Duke 1 ha.a not yet left Munich . Before hie departure hie brother artists intend to entertain him.
BnussELS.-M. Fraikin bM juat finished a piece
of aculpture which ia attracliog large numbers to
his stud io, where it is exhibited : the subject is
Venue in a shell, unfolding her veil for a sail;
Cupid is the ateersman, and he uses bis bow for t he
rudder. It is one or tboee fanc iful aubJecta which
.Jo:ttyused lo paint with ao much poeucal feeling
and such gorgeoumesa of colouring.

Size or the Picture, 2

n. s In. by l n. 101 lo.

Nu1n:aous aa are the pictureaque acenes which
invite the artist to linger ou the coasta of Southern
Italy, he will find none more inviting than tho,e
which abound in the GuJra or Naples and Salerno.
The whole line of aea-girt land extending from
Pozzuoli on the north to Salerno· on the south
would anpply landscape subjects sufficient in uumber
to fill a large pictnre gallery, and beautiful enongb,
if treated as they deaene to be, to win the admiration of all 'll'ho might chance to see them. This
region ia the sketching -ground or many or our
painten, 8lJ it ,raa or some of the old Italian artists.
The poet Rogen allndea to its loveliness, and &IIO·
ciates one particular locality situated therein, Amalfi,
with the name of Salvator Rusa :" There wouldI linger-then go forth again,
And hover round that region unexplored,
Where t.o 8J..LVAToa
( when, a.1 aome relate,

Dy chanceor choicehe led a bandit"•Ute,
Yet oft withdrew,alone and unobse"ed,
To wanderthrough thoaoawfulsolltndoo),
Natoro revealedherself. Unnll'd 1he 1tood,
In all her wlldo... , all her majooty,
Aa lo that elder Ume, ere Alan was made."
Vietti lies at a abort distance only from Amalfi,
,rhich at one period of ita history-namely, in the
twelfth century, when it was pillaged by the Piaan,
-contained a population of 50,000 inhabitant,, and
waa a city of vast commercill importance :" The Umehas been
When on the quays along the Syrian coau
'Twaaasked, and eagerly, at brrak o!dawn,
• What ahlpoare trom Amalft!' whooher coins,
Sliverand gold. circled from clime to clime;
From Alexandria aoutbwartl to Sennaar,
And e11Stwanlthrough Damascusand Cabal,

And Samarcand,to the great wall, Cathay."'

It has not been onr p:ood fortune to visit Vietri,
but we find it described in that excellent touriat's
companion, Murray's Handbook of Southern Italy,
aa "a small but delightful watering-place, of about
3,000 souls, beautifully aitnated at the extremity or
a aavage p:orge, called the Val Araiccia, in the
northern angle of the Gulf of Salerno." Mr. Stanfield's picture shows but a amall portion of the town,
that which is immediately situated on the shore, from
a point where the view ia taken. The sea here
auumes the form of a bay, the farther end of whir.h
is enclosed by precipitona rocks, terminating with
hills, not very lofty, but ~ently aloping towards the
beach. The principal obJect in the pictnre are the
remain, of an ancient tower, on the summit of which
some buildings of a comparatively modern date have
been erected, aa a kind of dwelling-houae. Stretching onward from this, and to its right, the various
edifices are aeen grouped in a moat pictoreaque
manner, almost os if intended to invite the pencil of
the artist. Drawn up on tho beach, underneath the
tower, are a few fishing boats-all that now remain
or the vast commercial navy that need to lloat on
the waters or I.hie and the adjacent ports ; and in
the foreground a few of the fishing popnlation are
occupied with their work.
Interesting aa is the subject pictorially, Mr. Stanfield has given to it additional value by his ski!Cul
and able treatment : the sky is eapecially worthy of
notice, from the elegant forma which the clouds
asanme, and their light, feathery, and lloating
appearance; their rellectiona in the water render
the blne surface or the latter very transparent. In
colour the picture is bright and very harmonious,
with an entire absence of that " chalkiness,'' which
is 1een in some of this arti&t's works. We foci
it would be an act of injnstice to Mr. Miller,
the engraver or this charming picture, were we
to pus by, without notice, the admirable manner in
" ·hich he baa perrormed his taak. The engraving
is oue of remarkabl e delicacy and finish, especially
in the clouds, and the sanda in the foreground; the
te:rture of the latter ia wonderfully preserved, soft,
damp, and glittering in the sunbeams. We believe
that the print of Vietri will be regarded aa one or
the beat landacape engravings that baa appeared in
this series.
The pictnre is in the collection at Osborne.
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INDOORS AMUSEMENTS

I
'!

OCCUP.ATIONS OF THE LADIES

1·

IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

AND

:1

themselves in some less playful manner. In the
romance of "La Violette," already quoted (p. 159),
we read of the father of a family going to sleep after
dinner. In the same romance (p. 152), the young
ladies and gentlemen of a noble household are

in lighter amusements. Their hours of rccreation followed the dinner and the snpper, when
they were often joined by the younger portion or
the gentlemen of the castle, while the older, and
more serious, remained at the table, or occupied

,:
1

BY THOMAS WRIOIIT, F.8 .A.

1

1
,I

THE ILLt11TUTJ0l(lJ

BY J'....

r.&.IADOLT, r.s •.1.

EQUA.LLY in the feudal castle or manor, and in the
honee of the substantial burgher, the female part of
the family spent a great part of their time in
different kinds of work in the chambers of the lady
of the household. Snch work ia alluded to in
ruedireval writers, from time to time, and we find it
represented in illuminated manuacripu, but not so
frequently as some of the other domestic scenes.
In the romance of the "Death of Garin le Loherain,"
when Count Fromont visited the chamber of fair
Beatrice, he found her occupied in sewing a very
beautiful cl,ai,uil, or petticoat :-

"Vint en la cbambre ll la bele Ilcntrlz;
Elc cosolt un molt rlche cbaln•II."
Mori de Garin, p. 10.

In the romance of "La Violette," the daughter of
the burgher, in whose house the Count Girard is
lodged, is described aa being "one day seated in her
father's chambers working a stole and amice in silk
and gold, very skilfully, and she made in it, with
care, many a little croas and many a star, singing
meaning, it is supall the while a cluz111on-a-toile,"
posed, a song of a grave measure, composed for the
pnrpo11eof being sung by ladies when weaving:" I. Jor slit es chambreo son pere,
Une estole et I. amlt perc
De sole et d'or molt soutllment,
SI I ranenteotevement
Malnte crolsele et malnte estolle,
Et dis: ceste chanchon h tone:•
Roma11 d, La Violttk, p. 113.

Embroidery, indeed, wu a fuonrite

Fig.

3.-J.

Fig. 1•..,.1U01aom,av.

lady thus employed is represented in our fint cut,
taken from a richly illuminated monuacript of the
fourteenth century, in the Britiah MllBenm (MS.
Reg. 2 B, VII.) The ladies, too, not only made up
the cloth, into dresses and articles of other kinda,
but they \Tere e1tensively employed in the various
proceseea of making the cloth itself. Our cut (Fig. 2),

I

<all&

5.-J.

yarn.
The ladies and maidens were nt timea releaaed
from these aerioua labours, and allowed to indnlge

I

BOOJ>KJ.lf-DUIID.

I

personage in Shakespeare (" Hamlet,"
scene 4), asks-

Act iii.

I

" What devil was't
That tb111bath cozen 'd you at /loodffl<lll.blind P "

Bot cocklee eeems formerly to have been a very
favourite game. One of the players wu blindfolded,
and knelt down, with hie face on the knee of another,
and hie hand held out tlat behind him ; the other
players in tum struck him on the hand, and he wu
obliged to gneaa at the name of the striker, who, if he

OJ.JIS .LT BOT-COCKLll&o

L.ll>T O.lalll!<O.

taken from a monnacript of about the same period
(MS: Reg. 10 E, IV.), represents the proceas of
card~g the wool ; and the same mannacript furnishes
us with another cut (Fig. 3), in which a lady
appears in the employment of •pinning it into

o,

Library, at Oxford, is one of several subjects repre~ntiog the game of blindman's bull', or, as it was
formerly called in Englaud, hoodman-blind, because
the person blinded had the eyes covered with the
hood. It is here played by femalea, but, in other
illuminations, or drawings, the players are boys or
men (the latter plainly indicated by their beards).
The name hoodman-blind ia not found at an earlier
period than the Elizabethan age, yet the name, from
ite allnaion to the costume, wu evidently older. A

Fig.
2.-.l

games is mentioned about a century and a half
e111
licr by tbc troi,~ere Rntebenf, and by other
medireval writers; but all we seem to know of it ia
that the players were seated, apparently 011 the
ground, and that one of them wu furnished with a
rod or stick. We know leu still of pince merille.
Quifery is evidently the game which was, at a later
period, called hot-cockles ; and tier.r is understood
to be the game now called bli11dman'1bull'. These,.
and other games, are not nnfreqnently represented
in the fanciful drawings in the margins of medimval
I illnminatedmanuacript.i; bntasnonameaordeacrip, tiona are giveu with these drawings, it ia often very
I difficult to identify them. Our cut (Fig. 4), which
, is given by Strutt, from a manll8cript in the lJodleian

occupation : a

Fig. 4.-TBS

Fig.

LADT SPill:<l~O.

described u spreading themselves over the castle,
to amnee themselves, attended by minstrels with
music. }'rom other romances we find that this
amusement consisted often in dancing, and that
the ladies sometimes sang for themselves, instead of
having minstrels. Sometimes, as described in a
former paper, they played at sedentary games, such
as cheu and tables ; or at plays of a still more
frolicsome character. These latter seem to have
been most in vogue in the evening, after supper.
The author of the " Menagier de Paris," written
ahont the year 1898 (tom. i. p. 71), describes the
ladiea as playing, in an evening, at games named
l>ric, and qui f ery? (who struck), and pince·
mmlle, and tiers, and others. The first of these

gueaaed right, waa compelled to take his place. A
part of the joke appean to have consisted in the hardneasoftheblowa. Onrcnt (}t'ig.5),fromtheBodleian
mannacript (which waa written in 1844), is evidently
intended to represent a party of females playing at
hot-cock.lea, though the damsel who playa the priucipal part ia not blindfolded, and she is touched on
the back, and not on the hand. Our next cut
(Fig. 6), which represents a party of shepherda and

I
j

shepherde88CIIengaged in the same game, is taken
from a pieee of Flemish tapestry, of the fifteenth
century, which is at present to be seen in the South
Kenaington Museum. Our allneions to this game
also are found in the writers of the ,ixteenth 1111d
seventeenth centmiea. Among the" commendatory
verses" to the second edition of " Gondibert," (by
William Davenant), printed in 1658, ia the following
rather cnriollB piece of wit, which explains itaelf,
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aud is, at the same time, an extremely good description of this game :Tl,t

Pou·,llot -Co<l:lu.

" Thu.a poets, p&salng limo awoy,
Like children, al hot-cocl'lu play;
All strike by turn, and WIii is strcok,
( And he lies down that writes II book) .
ll11veat thee, Will, for now I come,
Spread thy hand faire upon thy bomb ;
For thy much Insolence, bold bard,
And lltUe sense, I •trike thua hard.
• Whose baud ...-asthat!• • •Twas Jaspar Mayne. •
• Nay, there yon·re out; !lo down ngaln . •

Fig.

With Gondlbcrt, prepare, and all
Sec wbcro the doct.or comes to maul
Tho author·• hand, •twill make him reel ;
No, Will lies still, and doc• not feel.

on the English crown ill the reign of Edward J.,
the deed by which they made this acknowledgment,
having all their seals hung to it, preseuted when
rolled up much the appearance of the roll used in
this gsme ; and hence no doubt they gave it in
But room for one, new come to town,
derision the name of the Ragman'1 roll. AfterThat strikes so hard, he·u knock blm down;
The hand, he knows, since It the place
wards it became the cuatom to call any roll with
Has t.oucht more tender than hi, face;
many siguaturea, or any long catalogue, the various
Important sherltr, now thou lyat down,
headings of which were perhaps marked by strings,
we·11 kiss lhy hands, and clap onr own."
The game of hot-cockles has only become obsolete by the same name. This game of 1:hanceor fortune
in recent times, if it be even now quite ont of use. was continued, under other names, to a late period.
In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuriea the burlesque characters were often inscribed on the back of
roundels, which were no donbt dealt ronnd to
the company like cards, with the inscribed side
downwards.
Sometimes the ladies and young men indulged

i~:t.~~-~i~1~C!·~~~f~
~n;.;.:i~.~~···
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called, in more modern times, frog-in-the-middle.
One of the party, who played frog, sat on the
gronnd, while his comrades surrounded and buffeted
" As at hot-cocJ/u once I laid me down,
And felt the weighty band of many a clown,
him, until he could catch and hold one of them,
Buxoma gave II gentle tap, and I
who then had to take his place. In our cut, the
Quick relic, and read aoft mischief In her eye."
players are females.
'l'his passage is aptly illustrated by the cut from the
Games of questions and commands, and of forfeits,
tapestry given above. The same Bodleian manu- were also common in medireval society. Among the
scri)!t gives us a playfnl gronp, reproduced in our poems of Baudoin and Jean de Conde (poets of the
cut (Fig. 7), which Strutt believes to be the game thirteenth century), we have a deacription of a game
1ifoat readers will remember the passage in Gay's
" Pastorals."

,,I

Fil}.

8.-A

GAME AT 8ALL.

within doors in more active games-among which
we may mention especially different games with the
ball, and also, perhaps, the whipping-top. We learn
from many sources that hand-ball ,ras from a very
early period a fayourite recreation with the youth of
both sexes. It is a subject not unfreqnently met
with in the marginal drawings of medireval manuscripts. Our cut (No. 8) is taken from one of the
carvings of the miurere seats in Gloucester Cathedral. The long tails of the hoods belong to the

ii

II
I
I

II
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or
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of thia kind. "One time,'' we are told, "there was
play among ladies and damsel, ; there were among
them both clever and handsome ; they took up
many games, until, at last, they elected a queen to
play at roy-qui.ttt •ment (the king who does not lie) ;
ahe, whom they chose, was clever at commands and
at q ueation, ."
" Une fol lerent en dosnol
Entre dames et damolselles ;
De oolnlea I ot et de belles.
Do plualeurs dedults s·ontrembtrent,
Et tant c"uno royne fistrent
~~:~~~n:!:O~t':~~!~~
-mtnt.
Entremeltro de commander
Et de demandes demander ."
Barba:an Fabliau.r, tom. I. p. 100.

ii

The aim of the questions waa, of course, to provoke
answers which would exr.ite mirth ; and the sequel
of the story aho,ra the great want of delicacy which
prevailed in medireval society. Another sort of
amusement was furnished, by what may be called
gamea of chance ; in which the players, in turn,
dre,r a character at hazard. These characters ,rere
generally written in verse, iu burlesque and often
very coarse language, aud several sets ot them have
been prese"ed in old manuscripts . They consist of
a series of alternate good and bad characters,
sometimes only designed for females, but at others
for women and men : two of these sets (printed in
my .Jnecdota Lileraria) were written in England;

Fil}. 9.-WllJPro(O-TOP.

one, of the thirteenth century, in Anglo-Norman, costun1e of the latter part of the fourteenth century.
the other, of the fifteenth century, in English. The whipping-top waa also a plaything of consider·
From these we learn that the game, iu England, able antiquity; I think it may be traced to the
was called Rageman, or Ragman, and that the Anglo-Saxon period. Our cut (Fig. 9) is taken
verses, describing the character, were written on a from one of the marginal drawings of a well-known
roll called Ragman's roll, and had strings attached manuscript in the British l\fosenm (MS. Reg. 2 B.
to them, by which each person drew his or her VII .) of the beginning of the fourteenth century,
chance. The Englialt set has a ahort preface, in It may be remarked that the knote on the lashes
which the author addresses himself to the ladies, for merely mark a conventional manner of representing
a whip, for every boy knows that a knotted whip
whose apecial use it was compiled:would not do for a top. Medireval art was full of
" My ladyes and my malstresaes echone,
such conventionalities.
Lyke hit onto ;ronr bumbylle wommanbedo
Reaave In gr6 (good parl) or my sympllle persone
A subject closely connected with the domestic
Thi.! rollc, which wlthouten any drede
amusements of the female part of the household is
Kynge Ragman me bad mesoure In brcde,
that of tame or pet animals. Singing-birds kept in
And crlatyned yt the mercuro or your chaanee;
Draweth a strynge, and that shal atrelgbt 7.ow leyde
cages were common during the middle nge, and are
Unt.o the verry path of your goyernaunce. '
both mentioned by the popular writers and pictured
i. e. it will.tell you exactly how yon behave yourself, in the illuminated manuscripts . In the romance of
what is your character. This game is alluded to "La Violette " a tame lark plays rather an important
part in the story. Our cut (Fig. 10), where we see
by the poet 'Go,ver in the "Confe11io .&mantis : "two birds in a cage together, and which is curious for
" Venus, whlohe atant wlthoute !awe,
the form of the cage, is given by Willemiu from a
In non certeyne, bot as men drawe
or Rogtmon upcn the cbaunce,
manuscript of the fourteenth century at Paris. The
Bebe leyetb no peya ( tNight) In the balannee."
hawk, though usually kept only for hunting,somelimes
The ragman's· roll, when rolled up for nse, wonld became a pet, and persons carried their hawks on
present a confused mass of strings hanging from it, the fiat even in social partiea within doors. The
probably with bits of wax at the end, from which jay is spoken of as a cage-bird. The parrot, under
the drawer had to select one. This game possesses the name of papejay, popinjay, or papingay, is also
a peculiar historical interest. When the Scotfah often apokeu of during the middle ages, although,
nobles and chieftains acknowledged their dependence in all probability, it was very rare. The favourite
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--talking-bird ,ru the pie, or magpie, which often visits when the master is at home?" It said no
plays a very remarkable part in medireval stories. more all the day, but the lady set her wits to work
'fhe aptness of this bird for imitation led to an for a stratagem to avert the danger. So when
exaggerated estimate of its powers, and it is fre- night came, ahe called her chamber-maiden, and
gave her a great jug full of water, and a lighted
candle, and a wooden mallet, and about midnight
the maiden mounted on the top of the house, and
began to beat with the mallet on the laths, and
from time to time showed the light through the
crevices, and threw the water right down upon
the pie till the bird was wet all over. Next morning the husband came home, and began to question
his pie. " Sir," it said, "my lady's friend has been
here, and stayed nil night, and ia only just gone
away. I saw him go." Then the husband wns
very augry, and was going to quarrel with his wife,
bnt the pie went on-" Sir, it has thundered and
lightened all night, and the rain was so heavy that I
have been wet through ." " Nay," said the husband, " it has been fine all night, without rain or
atorm." "Yon aee," said the crafty dame, "yon
see how much your bird is to be believed. Why
should you put more faith in him when he tells
tales about me, than when he talks 80 knowingly
about the weather?" So the burgher thought he
Fig. 10.-Bllll>S SNCAGED,
had been deceived, and turning hie wrath upon the
qnently made to give information to the husband of pie, drew it from the cage and twisted its neck ;
the weaknessesof his wife. Several mediaevalstories but he bad no sooner done 80 than, looking up, be
turn upon this supposed quality. The good Chevalier saw how tbe laths had been deranged. So he got a
de la Tour-Landry, in his book of counsels to his ladder, mounted on the roof, and discovered the
daughters, composed in the second half of the four- whole mystery. If, says the story, he had not
teenth century• tella a story of a magpie u a warning been ao hasty, the life of his bird would have been
of the danger of indulging in gluttony. " I will saved. In the English version of this series of
tell you," he says, "a story in regard to women tales, printed by Weber, the pie's cage ia made to
who eat dainty morsels in the absence of their lords. hang in the hnll ,There was a lady who had a pie in a cage, which
1:li: his hallo,
talked of everything which it saw done. Now it
" ~~: 1b;:: 1~~
Apcrtllch(optnll/), ln Frenchlangagc,
happened that the lord of the household preserved a
And heng In a fairecage."
large eel in a pond, and kept it very carefully, in
order to give it to some of his lords or of his friends, In the other English version, edited by the author
in ease they should visit hiru. So it happened that of this paper for the Percy Society, the bird is said
the lady said to her female attendant that it would to have been, not a pie, bot a "popynjay" or parrot,
be good to eat the great eel, and accordingly they and there are other variations in it which show that
ent it, and agreed that they would tell their lord it had been taken more directly from the Oriental
that the otter had eaten it. And when the lord original, in which, 88 might be expected, the bird is
returned, the pie began to say to him, • My lord, a parrot.
my lady hu eaten the eel.' '!'hen the lord went to
Among the animals mentioned 88 pets we somehis pond, and missed his eel; and he went into the times find monkeys. One of the Latin stories iu
house, and uked his wife what had become of it. the collection printed by the Percy Society, tells
She thon!l;htto excme herself easily, but he said that bow a rustic, entering the hall of a certain noblehe knew'all about it., and that the pie had told him. man, seeing a monkey dressed in the same suit u
The result was that there was great quarrelling and the nobleman's family, and supposing, u its back
trouble in the house; but when the lord was gone wu turned, that it was one of his sons, began to
away, the lady and her female attendant went to the addresa it with all suitable reverence ; but when he
pie,aod plucked all the feathers from his head, saying, saw that it was only a monkey chattering at him,
• You told aboot the eel.' And ao the poor pie was he exclaimed, " A curse upon you I I thought you
quite bald. But from that time forward; when it had been Jenkin, my lord's son."• The favourite
saw any people who were bald or had large fore- quadruped, however, has always been the dog, of
heads, the pie said to them, • Ah I yon told abont whicb several kinds are mentioned u lady's pet&.
the eel I' And this is a good example I.ow no The Chevalier de La Tour-Landry warns his
woman ought to eat any choice monel by gluttony daughters against giving to their pet dogs dainties
without the knowledg1,of her lord, unless it be to which wonld be better bestowed on the poor. I
give it to people of honour; for this lady was afterwards mocked and jeered for eating the eel, through
the pie which complained of it." The reader will
recognise in this the origin of a much more modern
story.
One of the stories in the celebrated mediaeval
collection, entiUed "The Seven Sages," alto turns
upon the talkative qualities of this bird. There was
11 burgher who had a pie which, on being queationed, related whatever it had seen, for it spoke
uncommonly well the language of the people. Now
the burgher's wife wu a good for nothing woman,
and u soon u her husband went from home about
bnsineaa, she 1ent for her friend ont of the town ;
but the pie, which was a great favourite of the
burgher, told him all the goings on when he returned, and the husband knew that it always spoke
Fig. ll.-rus
UDY AKD uia CATS.
the trnth. So he became acquainted with hia wife's
conduct. One dny the burgher went from home, have printed in the "kliquit8 .dntiqum" a curioua
and told his wife he should not return that night, Anglo-Norman poem, of the beginning of the fourso she immediately 1ent for her friend; but be was teenth century, written 88 a satire on the ladies of
afraid to enter, for "the pie was hung up in his
cageon a high perch in the middle of the porch of
the house." Encouraged however by the lady
• The Lalin orlg!n•.1 of ~bis •~ry I• 10 quaint uiat. lt
. d ventured 1n,
. and' pasaedt h'rough t he hall' deserves
bo given1p11ulm11,trbil.
nulico tl Jl'llta .
t he ~,nen
Quldamtoanlam
cuJusdam noblll•"De
lntrans
,·ldensque
to the chamber. The pie, which saw him pass, olmlamde oecta flllorumvestltuni,qnla doJum ad eum
and knew him well on account of some tricb he habebat,flllumcredldltesaedomlol,culcumrcverentlaqua
had played npon it ealled out "Ah sir I you who debulLloqoerctor. lnvenlt esae•lmlam•opereom eachln~
nantem, col Ille, • Maledlearl•! ' lnqult, • eredldl qood
ore in the chamber there, why don't you pay your fllllle8 Jantyn fllluadomlnlmel.'"-Latia &oria, p. 122.
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the time, who were too fond of their dogs, and fed
them delicately, while the $Crvants were left to
short commons. (Reliq. .Antiq. vol i. p. 155).
Cats are seldom mentioned as pets, except of illfamed old women. There was a prejudice against
them in the mi.Ide ages, and they were joined iu
peoples imagination with witchcraft, and with other
diabolical agencie$. The accompanying gronp of
an old lady and her cats is taken from a carving on
one of the miurere, in the Church of :Minster in the
Isle of 1'hanet.
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CRYSTAL PALACE ART-UNION.
IP the ultimate succeas of any project is to be
measured, at an early stage of its career, by a prosperoua beginning, and hy a popularity far exceeding
what had even been hoIM=d
for, the CRYSTAL
PALACE
ART-UNtOlfmay be already pronounced successful.
This is the morll satisfactory, because this Art-Union
posseasea etrong claims upon the public for sympathy and support. It ia a good thing-aiming
at really beneficial results, ably and judiciously
conducted, and calculated to realize even more than
it l\olds forth to its subscribers. It, therefore, ou!Jht
to become popular. And, accordingly, it is with
satisfaction we record the fair promise it already
gives of sllccess.
It will be borne in remembrance that this association has not been formed for the purpose of giving
effect to any commercial enterprise. Ou the contrary, it is strictly what it professes to be-an .J.rtUnion. It baa been formed for the purpose of
developing, amongst all classes of our social eommnnity, the love for works of true Art, and for
leading to the geoernl "advancement of Art,appre ciation." The association has allied itself to the
Crystal Palace, because its own objects it declares
to be identical with those of that wonderful institntion. "The resources of the Crystal Palace," the
council of this Art-Union affirm, to "supply a means
of aiding in a comprehensive educational progress,
especially in reference to Art, altogether without precedent." It is, indeed, a just inference
from such a conviction, that the Crystal Palace
should be made to assist in the dissemination of
works of Art, and productions of Art-manufacture,
that will "confirm and enlarge the value of ita own
sy,tem of action." Once assume that the Crystal
Palace is a great-the greatest-popular Art-tll&cher,
and it follows of necessity that it must take that
practical step in advance, which renders it the centre
from which educational works of ArL of a popular
character should radiate.
We rejoice to find the
Directora of the Crystal Palace Company taking up:a
decided po,ition as teachers of Art. They poaseas
abundant resources in that capacity; and, since they
have come forward with this Art-Union, we feel enconraged to look to them for a foll development of
the educational powers of the Crystal Palace. But
this is too comprehensive a matter by far to be considered u incidental to an Art-Union, or, indeed, to
any other ,object ; and, beaides, it is our present
object to place briefty before our readers what the
"Crystal Palace Art-Union" is doing, and to invite
for it their cordial and zealous co,operation.
"The works proposed to be included within the
sphere of the society's operations comprise pictures,
drawings, engravings, sculptures, bronzes, carvings,
photographs, enamel and porcelain painting,, glass,
u well na selected examples of the higher branchea
of ornamental art;" and "the distribution of these
objects will be effected, first, by the selection of a
work of Art, by the subscriber himself, from among
those executed expressly for this purpose, and,
secondly, by the annual drawing, within the palace,
of the prizes, which will be carefully selected by the
co11J1cil,whose duty it will be to secure for the
prizebolden objects of a varied character and of the
highest excellence." These plans speak for themselves; and it cnn be easily understood that they
arc calculated to. exert an unnsual influence. Sub• t·
scrip
ions may be e1"ther of one, t wo, tb ree, or five
guineas; and the objects to be selected, and the
chances of prizes, are adjusted to the proportionate
claims of those amounts
Amon""t the work,
.. •
. n,
already prepared and awutmg selection by snbecnben
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or one ,tuinca are two exquisite busts of Ophelia and
Miranda (eleven iuches high), executed after the
original models by Mr. W. Calder Marshall, R.A.,
by Copeland, iu ceramic ,tatuary ; a Renaiasance
vase; fine model reproductions of Gneco-Etruecan
executed by Meaars. Battam and Son ; a beauvlUICll,
tiful "swan tazza," and the "Ariosto v111e,"in
Parian, by Kerr and Binns, of Worcester ; a jewel
vue ;-and photographs: four large views (21 by 18
inches) of the Crystal Palace-two interiors, and two
taken from the gardens. For subacribera of larger
sum, there have been provided a fine tazza in electrobronze; modelGreekvases; a beautiful vaec and stand
in Parian; life-size copies of the bust of Ophelia; the
magnificent photograph of the interior of the Crystal
Palace (54 inches by 24), by Delamotlc, that lately
attracted so much attention at the Photographic
Exhibition; and a thoroughly Gibsonian version, in
ceramic statuary, of Gibson's" Nymph at the Bath,"
which forms an exquisite statuette, prejudicially
affected, however, by the introduction of gold and
colour, after the present manner of the distinguished
sculptor. Other works will be added in course of
time. The objects for prizes are still under the
consideration of the council.
We desire to express in the strongest terms our
approval of what this Art-Union baa already accomplished. Everything that is submitted to the choice
of the subscribers mmt be good, since all bear the
impress of a pure taste, and teach a refined appreciation of Art. In the selection of prizes we trust
the council will extend their approval to worthy
objects of every class that is specified in their moat
aatiafactory prospectns. There is one poiut that we
wonld press upon their attention with reference both
to the prizes nnd to auy fnture object, to be presented to subecribers; and this is, that their ArtUnion should comprehend works no leaa varied in
their ,tyle of Art than in the material in which they
a.re produced and the forms they usnme.
" The Cry,tal Palace ArL- Union " will receive
from ns such future notice aa may be consistent
with it.a progresa ; and when hereafter adverting to
this society itself, and to its proceedings, we shall
be prepared to corroborate our present expreaaion
of admiration for the manner in which the duties of
secretary and general superintendent are diecharged
by Mr. Thomas Battam, jun ., F.S.A.-the Mr.
Ballam of the Ceramic Court. Having thna, at the
outact of this project, given to it a warm and cordial
support, we shall be the more free to comment
npon any errors or &hort-cominga,if, at any time,
any 1uch ahall be found to exist.

A.RT IN SCOTLAND, IRELAND, AND
THE PROVINCES.
EDINBVROH.-At a recent general meeting of
the Royal Scottish Academy, the followinf Asaociatea were elected to the rank of Academicians :M.eaars
• .E. Nicol, Gourlay, Steell, and W. Brodie;
the Jut-mentioned is a eculptor.
· The Wallau Monument.-It having been decided
by a number of Scottiah gentlemen that a monu.ment to the memory of thia ancient hero should
be er~ted on the Abbey Craig, Cambuakenneth,
Stirlingabire, £6000 being subacribed for the wnc,
the committee eelected the design by Noel Paton,
and IO far the matter eeemed aettled, until, with
that 1trange penersity which seeme to attend the
fate of all public monumenta, the eecretary of the
committee endeavoured, at a aubeequent public
meeting, to get up a 1trong agitation, and entir,lr :overthrow everything that hu been done.
Mr. Paton, who bas long been favourably known as
a painter of eminence, has now, for the lint time,
appeared before the world u a eculptor, and his
notion, have evidently been too artistic for the
opponenta of his design, aome o! whom aeem to
prefer a tall tower placed on the site, or a gigantic
Wallace on a pedestal. Mr. Paton's design is now
in the Edinburgh Exhibition, and is by him in.tended to typify "The triumph o! Freedom and
Bravery over powerful but unholy Ambition," which
is done by 1ymbolic figurea of a lion and aerpentlimbed giant. This proatrate figure bold• the
broken chain with which he would bind the lion,
"ho hl!9 planted hia feet u_pon him, and sounde
forth h11note of triumph. The design ii exceedingly 1pirited, and if executed o! the coloual proportions originally intended,. would be one of the

I

most striking public monumenta we know. It la
completely out o! the "conventional" style; hence
it baa alarmed aome of the committee, who have
tbe Collyto talk of offending the English by such a
display; for thia purpoee the monument, like Bottom
in the "Midsummer NiJht'a Dream," bu been
"translated,"-tbe
lion 11 aaid to be Scotland, o!
course, and the figure beneath "En(tland, crowned,
brawny, and perfidioua ;" and Enghah touriata are
propheaied to fly Scotland in future in high dudgeon
at all thia; and perhapa inteatine wars may again
break out between north and south. For I.he comfort of all aucb alarmiata, we beg to auure them
there would be little difficulty in erecting auch a
monument in Smithfield, the apot where England
diagraced herself by the execution of Wallace.
Moet certainly no Englishman is aillf enough to
take the ignorant and narrow ,·iew o the matter
some Scotamen seem inclined to take. A poetic
work must not be put into v1,lgar and distorted
proee for mere party purpoees.-Mr . Paton'a pieture 1 "In Memoriam," exhibited in the lbyitl
Aca<lcmy last yeRr, baa been purchased by Mr.
Hill, of Edinburgh, I.he eminent printaeller.
Gusoow.-At
tho examination of the etudenta of
the. Normal Colleges by her Majesty's inepentor, in
December Jaat, eighty-three prizes were awarded
for the beet works in the various atages of Artinstruction, viz. free-hand drawing, practical geometry, perspective, model drawing, &c. &c., being
an advRnce of thirty-eight on thoec o! tl1e previoue year. At the Paisley Educational Institute
thirty-five · prizes were given. The Art cla88ea in
these institutions are conducted by Mr. Edwin Lyne,
of I.he Department of Science and Art, who display,
great energy and ekill in their management, since
hia connection with the Government School of
Deaign. We believe that drawing baa become much
more general, being now taught on sound principles
in many of the public echoola of Glasgow; indeed,
it ia rapidly becoming a part of general education.
BANFF.-A lecture on "The Harmony of the
Fine Arte" was recently delivered before the Banfl"
Literary Society, by the Rev. J. B. Ritchie, of
Aberdeen. We have eeen an outline of the address
in one o! the local papers, from which we judge
that the reverend lecturer treated his eubjeet in a
moet able and pleasing manner .
CwxMBt..-On the 17th of 1''ebruary, the lectnre
hall of the Mecbanice' Inetitute waa numerously
attended by the friends of the pupila attending the
School of Art, and others interested in the welfare
of the Institution, to witnesa the dietribution of
prize, to the sucoesaful candidates. A large number
o! the prizes were the gift of M:r. White, a gentleman reaident in Clonmel, who hu liberally aided
towards the aupport of the echool. One of the
epeakers, Mr. Fitzgerald, aub-eheriff, expreased his
deep regret that the intereet originally taken in the
echool had not been mt\intained; as a proo! of the
fact, he atated that the average attendanoe of pupils
had decreased from ninety-one to thirty-four, the
number attending about the period. of the recent
exhibition, eince which period. it had again fallen
u low aa thirty. Allusion wu also made to the
comparatively small attendance of the artizan clusee
at tlie exhibition, for whose benefit more eseecially
it wu intended. Such a statement ie anythmg but
complimentary to the operative classes of Clonmel,
and argues indifference to their own welfare.
MANCHP.Snm
.-The annual meeting of the Mancheater School of Art was held at the Royal Institution, M.oecley Street, on February 22nd. The
galleries were filled with the national drawings
frorn all the echools o! Art in the United Kingdom.
We learn from the report that the debt of about
£400, contracted three years ago, bad aince been
almoet paid off, chiefly by the additional pro~
of the school. The aub.criptions had fallen from
£296, in 1865, to £265 in the put year; but the
fees from studenta had, dttring t.be aame period,
advanc~ from £313 to £613. The total mcome
bad been tor the past year £1166 13a. 7d.; and
though the year commenced with a debt of £120
2,, 9d., the amount owing at the close wu
only £10 136. ld. Mr. Hammersley, the head
muter, atated that the number of pupils who
attended the School of Art waa 649; 800 pupils o!
parochial ecboolshad been taught by pupil teachers ;
and 2461 pupils of other clauee had received inatruction by the maaters or certified teachers of the
echool: be alao said that while no echool of Art
could receive more than thirty medal&at an examination, the Mancheater echool had awarded to it
twenty-nine at the Jaet examination. Mr. Alderman Agnew paid a well-merited compliment to Mr.
Hammersley for his management of the echool.
Among the viaiton on this occaaionwas Mr. Ruakin,
who addressed the meeting for an hour and a half
upon the characteriatica o! Art and artists; his
lecture-for 10 it may be called-waa listened to
with the utmost attention and interest, though, u

may be presumed, his remuka were tinged with
hie own peculiar feelings and opiniona.
NswcABTLB·UNDIUt-LYNB.-Thc
friends and·aupporters of the School of Art here had their annual
meeting on the 22nd of February, when Mr. W.
Jaekaou, .11.P. for the borough, waa called to the
chair. In the course o! hia addreu, Mr. Jackaon made eapecial reference to the education of
females in Art, and eaid, aa an illustration of ita
importance, that a fashionable milliner of Regent
Street told him that any girl who understood the
element, of drawing waa able to obtain much
higher wagea than a one who bad not that knowledge, and that aeveral roung women in her employ, poaaetaed of some information on the art of
de11gn,were of the greatest aaaiatance to her. This
fact is well worthy of consideration on the part of
those who are seeking to ameliorate the condition
of intelligent young females who have to earn their
own livelihood. From the reeort it appears that
the total number of pupila reeen·ing instruction at,
and in connection with1 the central echool, wu
300: the number of 1tu<1entaat the latter was 68,
being an advance of 11 over the pre,·ious year.
• LBEDS.-Tbe School of Art in this town being in
debt to the amount of about £120, attempts have
recently been made to liquidate it by holding two
com:w•azioniat the Town Hall: at one of these
gatheringa a paper, ably :written, waa read by the
Rev. A. llury, on" Art as an Interpreter of Nature."
A concert, in connection with an Artexhibition, is, we understand, to take place for the
same object.
BRADFOB.D.--A
School of Art was inaugurated in
thie town on the 1st of last month, when Mr. Ruskin
delivered an appropriate addresa to the company
a88embled.
CANTRRB~llY.-Amonument ia being executed
by Mr. Pyffers, whose worka have been oecaaionally
noticed in our columna, for the crypt of St. Auguatine's Chapel, to the memory of deceased students
of the college in this city. The principal figures in
the eculptural design are St. Auguatine preaching
to Ethelbert, the Saxon monarch.

PICTURE SALES.
number or pictures by the old
A CONSIDERABLE
maaten, chiefly from the collection of the late
Mr. L. Pryse, M.P., wu dispoaed of by Mears.
Christie and Manaon, on tlie 12th of March.
We obaerved that none of the worke fetched
remarkable high pricea, a fact tending to show
that old picturea are not estimated as they used
to be, or else that thoae eubmitted for aale on
the preaent occasion were not of the highest character . The priucipal "lots," and the prices they
ealized, were as follows:-" Portrait of Helenaa
Forman," Robena, from the collection of Lucien
Bonaparte, 101 ga.; "La Carita," Andrea del Sarto,
from the Ruspi,tliaai P3lace, 125 ga.; " Il Vaggio
di Rachele," Salvator Roaa,from the gallery or La
Contesaa M. T. Spinelli, 240 ga. ; "The Virgin,
attended by Two Angels, appearing to St. Dominic,"
B. Boccacino, 101 gs.; it was stated that thia picture
is believed to be the only example in England. of
this old and rare Italian painter; it wu formerly in
the Church of St . Dominic, at Savona. "Venua
Bathing," and "Endymion carrying Venns on his
Shoulders," both engraved by G. Ghisi, about the
year 1566, a J>air, by Luca Penni, 245 ga. ; "Landecape, with a Peasant driving Sheep over a Wood.en
Bridge," Rnyadael, 170 gs. ; " The Holy Family,''
W. Mierie, 155 ga. ; " Italian Seaport,'' J. Vernet,
l 00 ga. ; " Italian Landscape, with a LargeParty of
Muleteers nnder a Group of Trees, &c.," a very fine
picture, by N. Berghem, which was most keenly
contested, £735; and a beautiful apecimen of Canalett i'a pencil, "The Grand Canal, Venice," 275 ga.
'l'here were more than 170 pictures ao1d; the grou
aum they realized was upwards of £4.560.
At a aale by Meaars. Foster, a amall picture by
Webater, called "The Hop-Garden," realized 126 ga.;
"The Meadows near Canterbury-Summer Morning,'' by T. S. Cooper, 260 gs. : "Alpine Scenerythe Rocky Glen," 'l'. Creswick, 145 ga.; "View near
Arran, Scotland,'' and ita companion, H . Bright,
114 ga. ; "The Blind Piper, a Scene in Normandy,"
}'. Goodall, 100 ga.: "The Wedding Morning,'' R.
Redgrave, ISO ga. ; "Lake Wallingatadt, Switzerland," W. Muller, 820 ga. The number of pictun:a
included in the catalogue of the sale wu 188; the
sum for which the whole were disposed of exceeded £4000.
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honoured L&llcaster,-to whom it devolved by marriage with Blanche, "daughter and heir" ot
Henry, Duke of Lancaster, whose title wu inherited, with the estates, by the great nobleman
wbt1ia immortal iu the pageaof hiatory, and alao in thoee of" the playwright" -William Shakapcre.
thoee of the Herbert,, Earls of
Paaaing aubeequently through varions banda-pecially
Pembroke-it became the properly of the Dukes of Beaufort: aud the present Duke ia no,v its
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ONllOUTH rises from the river.side,
\ occupying a alight elevation, which
etanda between the Monnow and the
~ Wye, at the mouth of the Monnow,
whence ite name ia derived. The
effect is very striking from the bridge
at which the voyager moora hia boat.
The situatiou of the town is eingnlarly beautiful, occupying a tongne of land formed by the
conOuence of the two rivers at the termination
of 11 rich valley, aurrounded by lofty hills, whose
wooded acclivities, from the base to the summit,
enrich 11 landscape rarely aurpaased in oy part of
Wales or Eoglauu.
Seen from the Monnow, the town aeems perched on the
height of a hnge cliff; whilst from all adjacent place,, the
chnrch ateeple-the Church of St. Mary-towers high above
eurrounding houses.
The tourist hu a choice of good inua-a matter of no
email importance ; for as Monmouth ie the centre of many
attractions to tboee who vieit the Wye, it will probably be
a restiug-place of some days; hence they will make excursious to some of the most interesting object&in a locality fall
IIO!C!COW'BIUDOI .
of them. We cannot, therefore, do better than IDfply the
tonriat with .a.GUIDE to the eeveral leading "Lions' of the
lord.
We
cannot
believe
him
to
be
reaponaible
for the shameful condition in which these
diatrict. • Some of theee we ahall picture : but to describe
remnant&, left by old Time, are suffered to exist. The walls are crwnbling away ; " Harry'•
Gruamuut l:a.tlc.
window" ia breaking np ; while the interior hu been literally converted into a pigsty, where it
ia hazardona for a foot to tread. The atate of thia rniu forms so marked a contl'lllt with that of

Goodrleb Cutle.

•'Il111trnAbbey.
•W7udclil,

Cbepe?ow Cutle .
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them all would be to enlarge this portion of our tour beyond
the limit&to which we are restricted.
Monmouth is famous in history ; and bu been so from a
very remote period ; although its earliest e1isti111tcharter is
dated no farther back than 1549-granted by Edward VI.
" to the burgeaees of his burg and town of Monmouth, in the
Marches of Wales, and in the Duchy of Lancaster."
It is surmised to have been a Roman station, the Blestiwn
of Antoni11ns; but it wu certainly a stronghold of the
Suona, by whom it wu fortified, to mai11taintheir aequired
territory between the Severn and the Wye, and to check in•
cnnione of the Welah; there waa undoubtedly a fortreaa here
at the Conquest. It is e1preaaly mentioned in Domesday
Book aa forming part of the royal demesne ; " in the cuatody of William Fitz Baderon," iu whoee family it remained
for two centuriea. Lamharde statea that "the citie had once
a castle in it," which, during the barons' wars, was razed
to the ground. "Thua," quoth the chronicler, " the glorie
of Monmonth had cleoe perished, ne bad it pleased God
long after, in that aame place, to give life to the noble king
Henry V., who of the aame ia called Henry of Monmouth."
It ia this castle, and this memorable "birth," that give
imperiahable renown to the town of Monmouth. The preaent
castle-a mieerable and abamefolly desecrated rnin, yet oue
that vies iu interest with that of imperial Windaor iteelfwaa built, or perhaps rebuilt, by old John of Gaunt,-time• For thla" Onlde"we are Indebted to a kind correspondent, W.W.
Old, Eaq., of Monmouth, an amateur artist, who, having long realded
In the neighbourhood, 11 familiar with every portion or It. From
him also we have received the minor aketches which lllllltrate this
chapter ,-the Naval Temple, Oeotl'rey'a Window, Nelson's Summerhoute, Staunton Church, and the Buclutooe: Captain Carter having
supplied 111 with a drawing of the " CasUe from the Meado11'1
,"

IIO!CJIOVTII 0£BTU,

rao11TB&

IIOll!COW'.

Raglan,and alao that of Chepstow-both of which are the property of the Duke, and remarkable
for neatness and order, aud due care to preservation-that we muat suppose Monmout.h to be,
in some way or other, out of bis jurisdiction . At all eveota, Monmouth Caatle ia diacreditable
to the local authorities; and argnes very short-sighted policy, no lesa than ahameful indif.
ferenee to the source whence the town derives its glory and ite fame.
2
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The hero of Agincourt was born here, on the llth of Angnat,
1887. The chamber in which " he first drew breath" was a
part of an upper story, 58 feet long by 24 feet broad, and was
"decorated with ornamented gothic windows," one of which,
the only one that remains, we have engraved. The "county
magistrates" erected a statue to "Harry of Monmouth" in
the front of the Town
Hall, the only authority
they could Iind for " a
liken-" being a whole
length portrait in the cabinet at, Strawberry Hill ;
thia they copied, and the
result is a very miserable
production, con,idered as
a work of .\.rt, although
an undoubted proof that
his fellow-townsmen recollected him some four
centuries after his death.•
Monmouth is believed
to have been the birthplace of another famous
man-" Geoff'reyof Monmonth :" little is known
of his history, except that
he. became archdeacon of
his native town, was
"probably" educated at
one of ita monasteries,and
was consecratedBishop of
IURBY'8 Wl!fDOW.
St. Asaph in 1152.
Geoffrey of Monmouth, who was also called "Galfridns
Arthuriua," bnt whose proper name was Geoffrey-ap-Arthur,
is known chiefly by hie romantic history of England, a work
" altered and disguised" from a history of British Kings,
written by "Tyssilio, or St. Teilau, Bishop of St.~AHph, a
writer who lived in the seventh century." It has been long
regarded as a collection of fables, to which no value can be
attached ; but it originated the tragedy of "King Lear," was
the source from which Milton drew the beautiful picture of
"Comua," and to which other poets havebeen largely indebted.

1:here yet i:emaius,in a very good state of preservation, a ~wer of the ancient Priory, founded
dunn_gthe retgn of Henry_I., for black monks of the Benedictine order, by Wyhenoc, grandson
of Fitz Baderon, and third Lord of Monmouth. lu this tower exists an apartment said
and believed to have been Geoffrey's study; but it ia evidently of a later date. The 'building ia now used as a National School-remarkably neat, well ordered, and apparently well
conducted.
The MoNNow BRIDGE ia an object of considerable interest; eo also is the Gate-bo111ea aingnlarly picturesque structure, "the foundation of which," according to Grose, "ia so

ll'AV4L TIUIPLS.

ancient that neither history nor tradition afford any light respelltiog.its erection." Obviously
it was one of the most formidable defence~of the town in "old timea." The venerable Church
of St. Thomas stands close beside the bridge : it is of high antiquity; " the simplicity of its
form, the circular shape of the door-way, and of the arch separating the nave from the chancel,
nod the style of their oro11ments,which bear a Saxon character, seem to indicate that it was constrncted before the Couqueat." It has been carefully and jndicioualy "restored ."
There are few other " remains " of note in the ancient town of Monmouth, although in ita
suburbs and "within walking di1tance" there are many. We may, therefore, be permitted to
introduce on this page an engraving of a building which ia considered and shown as one of its
"lions"-a summer-house com1ecratedto the memory of the great Admiral Nelson, and which

• On the great 1tal"""'eat Troy Houae11preiervedan old CT&dle
which11called that of HenryV . It la certainlynot as old as the .,,;
that monarch; we engrave It, togelher,i·lth tome piecesof old
armour apparently of the time of Ellrabeth,which,tand bealdeIt.
A comparloonof this cradlewith that upon the tomb of the Infant
childofJames I. InWe1tmln1terAbbey,withwhichIt Is almootIdentical, will aatlll'ythe ace11tlcal
u to lta dale. It 11coveredwith faded
and tattered red velvet,and ornamentedwith gilt nails and silken
fringe; fromIla generalcharacterwemay believeIt wasconstructed
abcut 1660. Thelate Sir SamnelMeyrlckconsideredIt of the time
of Charle•I., and the arch,eologlsta
who vloltedthe houserecently
repudiatedthe notionof Its beingthat of the ftflh Harry.
'
of

We rngravea tep,esenlatlonof anotheroldcradlelongpreserved
In MonmouthC88tle,and whichhad betterclaims to he con1ldered
as that In whichthebaby-king wasl'O<'ked.It baa all the characterl1tlcaof cradle• of his era aa representedIn ancientdrawlngo;and
WM entirelymade of wocd. It was merelya wooden
oblongbcx, contains an old carved chair- his seat during a visit to the neighbourhood,in 1802. Bot that
which attracts most attention in this interesting lorality, nod to which all tourists will make a
pilgrimage, is the Kymiu Hill, the ascent to which commeocea immediately aner passing Wye
Bridge. It is partly in Monmouthshire. and partly in Glonceatershire,and on its summit is a
PAVILION,which we picture, leas for its intrinsic value (for it is clumsy, and little worthy of the
proud position it occupiea),than as the spot from which a view is obtained, equal, perhaps, to
any that may be obtained in Wales or in EI,gland: from this point are seen no fevrer than nine
cou11tics:-those of Monmouth,. Gloucester, Hereford, Worct"Ster,Salop, Radnor, Brecon, Glamorgan, and Somerset. Of this exciting scene thus writes the county historian:-" I shall not
attempt to deacribe the unbounded expanse of country which presents itself around and beneath,
and embraces a circumference of nearly three hundred miles. The eye, aatiated with the
distant protpect, reposea at length on the near views, dwells on the country immediately beneath
and around, is attracted with the pleasing position of Monmouth, here seen to sin~ar advantage,
admirea the elegant bend and silvery current of the Monnow, glistening through meada, in ita
course towards the Wye, and the junction of the two riven."
The Pavilion was built in 1794, and "a Naval Temple" was added to it in 1801, the purpose
whichswungbetweenpoata, aurmonntedby can·ed blrda,with foli- being to accommodate the numerous parties who visited tbe hill to enjoy the view : from
ated omam,nt beneath. It hu been figuredIn booka devotedto
antlqultleo,andrec,ntly In Murray's" Handbookof MedlsvalArt.," its windows and neighbouring seat, the whole country, near and distant, is commanded. It
whereIt 11,tat.et to be pre1ernd In MonmouthCaatle; It baa, bow- is impossible for language to render justice to the delights supplied from this spot to all lovers
ever, long puaed from thence Into private hands, and, at pres ent, we
are nnableto •ay where the relic may be seen, or whetherIndeedIt of the grand aod beautiful in nature.
A road leads from the Kymin to THE BucKsTONE-one of the most famona druidic remains
be In exlltenco.
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to be fonnd in a diatrict abounding with them: it ia a we ahall treat in the Part that followa thia. A reference to our Plan will show that other
singular relic of the wildest aupentitions of our British an- interesting objects are accessible by short drives or walks from the town. Llanthony Abbey,
ceatoraGroamont Castle, Uak Castle, and "shadowy Caerleon," are too far away to be reached easily.
"Which the gentlesttouchat once1et moving,
Skenfrith Castle, the Templar's House, and New Castle, will &npplymaterial for much thonght
But all earth's l"'"er could'ntcaat from Ila ~e ! "
and interest, if the tonriat take but a health-walk. Th,iae" atrong dwellings" of the old border
lord, are illustration, of its history, when the district wu a continual seat of war; each is now
Such is the poet's reading; and they were uanally 80 con- a broken ruin, bnt each had renown iu its day as-

•i

" A atatelle1eate, a lottie prlncelleplaee."

I

White Castle (" Castle Gwyn") was, ao Carback u the reign of J4111esI ., deacribed u "J'ltinous
and in decay time out of mind," and Skenfrith as "decayed time out of the memory of man."

I
I

I
/i

I

GiOYFR.G1''8 WUU>OW'.

etrueted, or so placed, u certainly to "rock" when but lightly
touched-hence their popular name of "rockiug-stones." •
The CHURCHOP STAUNTON,
in the immediate neighbour ,
hood, is highly interesting in chancier, and very picture,que.
TBB BOC.UTOlCB,

It ia said to be the oldest castle iu Monmouthahitt. The Templar's Houae is now a farm.
honae. Tre Owen, an ancient mansion, is now also the abode of a substantial farmer. It
is, however, a remarkably fine specimen of Tudor domestic architecture, aaid to have been added
the famous fairies' oak, a
to by Inigo Jones. Close to New Castle-a castle now "old"-ia
singularly grown tree, with pendent branches. The druidieal monument, the three stones from

i:I
I

]i

8TAtmT01C CBOBCB.

I

We introduce an engraving of the interior, from the pencil of 1
our friend Mr. Old.
We have already made the reader familiar with those
attraction, which neighbour Monmouth and border the
Wye - Goodrich Court and Symond'a Yat; Ross is distant only a few miles-by land, that is to aay. Othera we
nor llOUdK,
shall describe as we resume our voyage - downward to
Chepatow : the venerable Chnrch of St. Hriavel, the gloomy which some learned antiquarians have derived the name of Trelech (Tri leek or Tair !leek), is
Forest of Dean, and the Abbey of Tintern-the majestic ruin a relic of much interest .
that trlorifiea the banks of the fair river. Regal Raglan
Troy Ho11se,one of the seats of the Duke of Beaufort, is aitunted about a mile from Monriver" Trothy," corrupted into Troy. It is said to have
mouth, to the east, near the a~
been
built by Inigo Jones, but is by no means a pure example of the great architect's genim.
• "The form of the atone la an IrregularaquareInvertedpyramid,
The point whereIt toncheathe pedeatalIsnot above2 feetsquare. Ila
On our fourth pnge we give alao n view of the Leya, a mansion and domain we visited and
heightIs about 10 feet; S. E. side, 18 feet 6 inches; N, aide, 17 feet;
S. W ., 9 feet; and Ila aonth aide, 12 feet. The rock pedestalls an noted on our way down the Wye. To that division o( our tour it properly belongs, although seen
lrregularaquare; S. E. side, n feet; N., 1' fee19lncbes; w.,2l!eet from auy of the heights that neighbour Monmouth, from which it is distant only about four
6 lnchea; S., 1' feel."-Foaeaou.
miles, and of which, consequently, it is one of the leading attractions.
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There is, however, one interesting atructure in Monmouth
of which we have u yet taken no note-the A)mehousea
foo1adedby "William Jones "-a common name, but one to
which is due the gratitnde of a long posterity in this town.
Monmouth seems more proud of its William Jones than
Roes of its John Kyrle. There is a degree of mystery about
the former that iucreaaea the iutereat felt to know what are
facts and what fancies of the good man's history. The
"facts" are clear enough : the Free Grammar School and
pretty almshouaes tell of the liberality and benevolence of
their fouodl!I'. The "faociea" cannot be better given than
in the words of a woman we met at the entrance to one of
the houses, and who voluot~ered to tell us "more about them
than ans, book or body in Monmouth." Our informant could
not have been cery old: her small form wos erect and firm ;
her step brisk and elastic; but her face wu lioed and relined-a woudcrrnl specimen of " croM hatching "-not at
all, it wonld seem, of the same date as her keen, earnest,
restlets blue eyes-eyes that were still fnll of the untamed
fire of energetic youth. She was respectably dreesed ; the
steel buckle in her higb,crowued hat was bright, and her
jacket and petticoat, of the t1ue Cambrian cut and colours,
fitted to a hair.
"Many say one thing, and as many another," she commenced; "but I have good right to know the truth. My
grau'mother come from Newland, where Muter Jones his
parents, if not himself wu born; for the Monmouth people
say be was a Monmouth lad, and my grau'father-or
maybe it was my great-grau'father-knew and lived in the
same house wi' the shoemaker King. If I don't know the
truth about Muter Jones, all I say is, ff'lw doe,? a1ad no
o:ie ever tells me."
The old lady was too decided for ns to question her veracity,
ao we meekly uked for the story.
" But will you believe it?" she inquired, sharply, "and
not go looking after it into books, that never tell a word of
truth."
As we were well np in "authorities," we could usure her
we did not intend looking into books, but rather at the
almshouses. No charities ao enduring u those recorded iu
brick and mortar.
" Master Jooes's family could do little for him," she continued, "or they would not ha' let him be a •boots• to au
ion in Monmouth. A very gay, lighteome, spirity lad he wu.
And, though my grao'motber did not hold wi' it, some did
say that he fell in love wi' a girl above his rank, and, finding
it wonld not do, be left Monmouth in despair like ; but before
he went he owed Muter King, the shoemaker, the price of a
pair of aboee. He got them only a night or two before be
ran right away from the ion; and when many called him a
rogue, Muter King laughed, and said, • Will Jones is a good
lad, and whenever he can he'U pay me.' Well, years and
years went away, as they always do, rolling one after the
other . The old people at Newland died in Jen tbau ten
yeru'S alter their aon left; and \\'henever Will Jones was
mentioned, it wu as the lad who ran away with Master
King'a shoes; but still the shoemaker said,• The lad's a good
lad, and when he cau he'll pny me.' Well, after a while
even the shoes and Will Jones were forgotten. The slips of
cider tb11t old Master Jones and his missus planted in the
garden of their little cottage at Newland had grown into
trees, and the whole look of the place waa changed. It was n
fine spring morning, and the elder-treed were iu flower,
when a poor man, doubled like a bow, and shaking under a
ragged coat, crept through the village, and sat on the grass,
nuder the shadow of the trees, for they spread far beyond the
rails. The woman who lived in the cottage only scoffed at
his questions, and would not answer civilly, and told him to
go away, but he would not. He entreated her to let him
rest there, nod gfre him to drink of the water of his father's
well, but she was without feeling, ood set her dog at him.
So riaiog np, he went to the alehouse ; and when the
master found he aat on the bench at the door, and
ordered nothing, he told him there wu an oveneer then
at the poorhouse, and he had better go there ot once,
and not take up the room of a p;ood customer. Well,
there he went, and declared himself to be Will Jones, who
had been nearly thirty years away, and w'bo had returned,
ragged and peooilesa, to claim relief from the parish where
his parents lived and died, and where be was born; but they
declared that, after having lived at Monmouth, and been long
a,ray, he had no settlement in Newland; that be should have
no relief from them, but that they wonld eend him on to Monmouth. He tried to win their pity; said he wu footsore and
weary-an old worn-out man, who only craved to end his
days where be fint drew breath, and be buried in the grave
where bis parents Jay. But no pity was shown him; he was
taken before J\lr. Wyndham, of Clearwell, who sent him,
hungry and footsore still, to J\lonmouth, u his right settlement. I always heard that in the Monmouth poorhouae he wore the pauper's dress, and eat the pauper's

bread; and yet there wu that in the man which went to the hearts of those about him.
He soon made his way to Joe King the shoemaker, and found him living in the same small
house, next door to the• King's Head' ion, where he had served when a lad. Joe wu always
a kindly fellow-my father said all Joes were kindly-it comes to them from Joseph, who
put gold money in his brotben' aacks: that's in the Bible, and if you won't take my word for
it, you may go to the Bible and look. And Joe, thinking the strange man w111above the
common, pitied him because of the pauper dress, and uked him to have a bit ; and they had
a Jong chat together. And after awhile, l\laater Jones asked the old shoemaker if he remembered a good-for-nothing scamp of a boy "ho lived next door, years ago-one Jones, who h3d
cheated him out of a pair of eboes, and gone to London? Aud the old man looked kindly,
Will' some called him,-but
shook his head, atJd said he remembered Will Jones,-'Wild
he wu no scamp; aod wonld pay him yet-if he could ; if he could not, he wu not going to
sin bis soul by not forgiving a poor fellow the value of a pair af shoes.
"Next morning the pauper was gone, and of conne there was great fuss and talk in the poorhouse that he had gone off with the workhouse clothes : but a month after that a p;entlemau'a
coach drove right np to the door, and a gentleman got out ; a fine broad-shouldered p;entleman
be was, firm on his limbs, with a back u straight aa a poplar-tree ; he carried a bundle under his
arm, and uked for the master of the poorhouse. The news spread, as they aay, like • wild-fire,'
-great news, that the pauper, old Will Jones, had turned out to be William Jones, Esquire, of the
city of Loo'un, and ever so many foreign cities-who had a right to ataud upright before the Lord
Mayor cf Lon'un and the King-a mno fnll of money. And after that he drove straight to
Muter King's, the shoemaker, and it w111no easy thing lo make him believe that the great
geotlematJ, or the old pauper-one or the other-wu the boy from Newland, who rao away from
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the inn, and owed him for the shoea. And they had & deal of chaffing about it. And my gran' father said a purse, heavy with gold, was left on the shoemaker's table. Ah, there's many a
ready-made gentleman has worn the pauper's coat I He did intend to have done for little Newland what he did for great Monmouth, but never forgave their turning bi.m over to Monmouth
parish-how could any one forgive that? Sure I.here's no pleasanter sight than the houses he
built, a1ad the comfort he gives year by yeor to mauy who, but for him, wonld be comfortless :
and such was his love for this town of Monmouth, that he left thousands of pounds in Luo'on
to build almshouses for twenty blind and lame people of the town, who might find themselves
in that far-away city. Surely, Monmouth was near his heart I But he wu too pure a Christian to bear malice, and left even to the poor at Newland five thoDS11ndpounds, with directions about their having the Gospel preached-to teach them charity I"
Such is the popnlar story of William Jones, and such the origin of those admirable almshouses
which supply food 110dhomea to many who have" seen better days.'' We may safely believe ittradition is rarely wrong; and though there are eveu in Moomonth some cold-brained folk who
seek to prove that William Jones never wu poor, they do not deny that he wu a native of the
district-that he m3de a fortune iu Loudon-and that be hu been for two centuries the bene·
factor of l'tloomo11thtown.
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PAUOTl'. This is the view 80 frequentlypainted- turnstile, on which a boy with an infant is mounted,
that ot the back of the edifice,where it i, washedby and turned round by girls. The proposition is an
PORTLAND GALLERY.
the river.Orne, afte~og
nuder the main street. nnqnalilied daylight, with brilliancy and variety of
The place is depic moat accurately. · The • Old colour, in the realization of which the eucceaeis
To the exhibition of this Institution the landscapes Clock-towerat Rouen' is equally exact.
perfect. The locu is Hampstead-I.hat paradise of
No. 40. 'The Idlers,' C. Duus. We are intro- painters, where every kind of background material
again give colour and character. It must also]be
duced
here
to
a
group
of
ruatic
goasips,
each
and
all
obaervedthat the majority of the subjects ia derived
is found at their doors.
from the inexhaustiblefund of the picturesquewhich very characteristicallysupporting the title. The backNo. 102. 'The Majesty of Night,' ELIIAH WALwe poaseaaat home; and truly our own home varie- ground-a woodland screen-is freely and fimtly TON. Thie is a study of a nude lady, enthroned
painted,
and
gives
value
to
the
colour
and
execution
ties, with all their garden-like freshness, arc much
on n moonbeam, and backed by the crescent.. The
more difficult to paint than continental scenery. of the figures.
fi~, as being too henvy, ho.sbeen painted from an
.No. 44. 'Thames Barges,' E. C. W1LL1AllS
. ii -selectedmodel, but the flesh painting is nnexcepLoog·agoeverypeep, from the Monte Pincio and the
aognet Palatine, hu been made as. familiar u the Theyare mooredat the water's edge,the perspective tionable.
Piszzi of Pimlico; nnd he who cannot tell the carrying the eye down the river, each successive No. 105. • Farm Yard-the Pet Team,' J. F.
nnmber of bricks in the Doge'a Palace muat have object diminishing in substance,until the distance HEIIRING,and A. T. RoLFE. The artists show
eadly forgotten hia tarithmetic. Bot theae Welsh is lost in the morninp:light. lo colour the picture great knowledge of the points of the nnimnl; and
and Highland mountains laugh· or weep ac- is moat unassuming; the frankness of its treatment the other department of the composition is made
out with much fresbnll88.
·
cording to the hnmour of our akics; and at the is its great ch11n11.
No. 53. 'An October Morning-clearing the
No. I 10. 'On the Hills, near Hastin!!;&,'S. R.
so.mebehest they a.re brown, grey, or /fueen. We
have now been enabled to see some of t e habitnnl Gronnd for Winter Sowing,' J. PEEL. The morn- PERCY. We are placed here on 8 aectionof broken
exhibitors at this institution through various phases ing effectis rich, and perfectly successful,save that foreroound-an elevation studded with trees, and
of their · r,ractice,and of them nothing but what ia the shadowsare here and there slightly too strong. over ooking the aea-.re non e r,ero e lien tro~alo
hononrabe can be said. During the BllDlmerthey The snbject is difficult to paint. It has not been -that ia, if it be not all truth, it is most judiciously
labonr earnestly from nature; and that it is with selected for its prettiness, being a ridge of arable disposed. It is painted with an effectivetouch, and
profit, there is evidence enough in the results ; in land-perhaps aomewherenear Coniecliffe,on the an agreeableharmony of atrong natural colour.
some the minute imitation of surface cannot be 'fees, as we presume that is the river which nppears
No. Ill. 'The Raft,' W. UNDERHILL.Thie
carried farther, while in othen the lights and darks below.
subject has been very frequently treated; but
No. 56. 'Gathering Kelp-Eveninir,' G. A. the incidents of the theme may be varieu infi.
are alternated with the happiest effects. 'fhere is a
deficiencyof figure pictures suitable for the line, the W1LLU.XS.The distances are very skilfully dealt nitely. There are but few figures,and the single
majority of the beat figure studies being very small; with ; they are removed by the evening mists, life motive is o.man helping a woman out of the
and in some of theae compoaitions80 resolute is the whichat once veil the background form,, and give sea to a miserablerefuge from the yet howlingtemfeeling for an unqualified daylight effect,that the substance to the near figures, engaged in col- pest. On the raft are two men, apparently dead,
backgroundscannot be kept from patting the figures leeting sea-weed. The quantities,and the substance and if so, not from starvation. It is a large picture,
on the back. 'fhis exhibitionhas always had many of the .quantities, in the composition, are so ad- put together in a manner sufficientlytelling aa to
smallinteriors and genre picturesvery highly worked juated, that we feel that nothing could be added the immediateincident. In the figures much of the
out, and of theee there is now a considerablepro- or subtracted without being felt. · Below this, by nude is shown; the slightest inaccuracyin proporportion ; but it is to be observedthat many artists who the same artiat, is a winter sunset, a phase which tion ·ia therefore at once declared. · It is, however,
are indebted to this institution for what reputation he renders with great truth.
a daring essay, successfulin many r.ointe.
No. 61. "frilling with Affection,' C. J. LEWIS. No. 113. 'Woodcockand Spo.niea,' G. ARXl'IELD,
eoever they may enjoy, exhibit here no more u
aoon u they find themselves established in the There are three figures, but 10 stndiously perfect The excitement of the dogs in this picture is a
I
public good-will. This is neither graceful nor are the acceasoriee,that the eye wanders from faithful piece of portraiture.
grateful; but hence it is that we find here so many the love-lom fisher-boy and the two mocking
No. 122. 'Red Wheat and Wild Flowers,' J. S.
maidens to the thatch, the pip:eona,the masonry, RAVEN. 'J.'hisis a small picture, of which the subpainters in the transition atate.
No. 4. 'Follow-my·Le$der,' J. A. FITZGERALD.and even the straw, Curiously painted ar.ceasory ject is a hedge nook in a cornfield,the citadel of a
Th~int of the .incident is the preparation of the will, in nine cues out of ten, supersedethe figures. communityof rabbit.. The snbjeet is simple, but
No. 67. • On '.the Thames, near Goring,' T. J. it is beautifullybrought forward.
" l . er" to conduct his following,Will-o'-the-Wisp
, A. characteriatic 11assage of Thamea
like, into a pond. Being "clothed in rage," he is a SOPER
No. 144. ''fhe Red Taro, Helvellyn,'G. P.ffl'ITl'.
The impressions which this work conveys to the
most picturesqneilluatration of that vulgar paradox. scenery, brought forwardnuder clear do.ylight.
No. 71. 'Falaehood, and a Mother's Admonition,' mind are varioua. It has been clearly the purpose
The principle which the artist has proposedto himself.is that of securing the greatest measure of day- J . M. BARBER. This picture is unequallytainted, to expressvastness,which had been further promoted
light, relying for his oppositions on varionalygra- u if it had been ultimately hurried ; but t ere are by 80me imposing feature in subdued tone. The
dated colour. In this he is successful; and the certain ·passages which are unobjectionable. It is hard and stony truth of the foregroundis a passage
one of those domeaticaeeneeof humble life, of which of which the importance is at once acknowledged,
picture ia otherwisevery minutely finished.
No. 5. • The moon is up, and yet it is not night,' there are perhaps too many.
and thence the eye passesto the luatrons mirror-like
No. 73. 'Sair,tfoin and Clover in Flower,' J. H. tarn, with its marvellouareflections.· If there were
H • . MooRE. A smnll picture, composed of that
peeulillfcombinationto which the painter shows a RAVEN. The time has been when the painter of more·or shade in the picture, the eye would·acarcely
marked preference-a aea view from an upland such a picture as thia would have been pronounced dissent from its uniform g'reynesa,and, without the
shore, studded with trees. It is a Pl\888geof no- irremediablymad. The subject is simply what the episodeof the !oat excunionist, the whole would be
title imports, wi.th a very low horizon. The picture qualified with a sentiment more penetrating than
affected natural truth.
No. 6. • Left in Chnrge,' J. D. WATSON,A little is fragrant, not only with clover, but with all the that by which it affectsthe .mind.
·
girl stands here u curatrix of a sleepingbaby. They wild flowersthat stud and star the summer fields,
No. 159. 'A Mermilid,' G. RUNCIXAN.There is
aeem to be the sole occupants of the cottage. An from the giddyflaunting poppyto the humblestindis no story or~int, as for o.swe can aee here; the
effectivepicture.
·
·
vidnalaof the .familyof gramina . Of tlie foreground sky is divid between effects of sunset and moonNo. 12. 'Salmon Fiahing, Wales-ascertaining we can only aay that every item of the wild lnxuri- rise, both lights falling on the figure. It is painted
the Weight,' A. P. ROLFE
•. A party of four sports- ance is most conscientionalypainted. The actuality in the feelingof a. foreign school..
men are here engaged in weighing their fish. The of the minute elaboration,and the patience necessary
No. 167. 'The Rose of Lueerne,' F. UNDERHILL.
artist declares himself a piscator, for the stream for it, are equally surprising.
The rtlinement that is often attributed to imper78.
'The
Rebearanl,'
J
.
L.
H1xoN.
A
periNo.
sonationa from the lower strata of ·society is a
looks likely, and in goou condition.
No. 24. 'A WoodlandPool,' B. W. LEADER.The patetic acrobat i• here educating80mekind of terrier mockery and a delusion. The characters, on the
future
public
career.
The
point
of
the
pnppy
for
a
contrary; in this work might ·have had more of
trees here, and their folisge, are painted with great
·
firmness,and that independence.of feelingwhich is incident is forciblydwelt npon.
interesting form. We only make the observation
No. 80. 'In the Meadow,, Pyrford, Surrey,' becausethe picture ia highly successfulu a study
arrived at by close study of nature alone. The
whole of the objects perfectly maintain their places. F. HuLXE. 'l'he nearest section of this composition of sunshine and shadow; a great advance on its
No. 81. 'The Spring,' N. 0. LunoN , 'fhis is presentsa stagnant pool,fringed with aquatic weed&; predecessors.
No. 170. 'Scene on the Coast,' F. MONTAGUE,
also a aylvan theme, ahadedin a great measnre by and hence the eye passes to a ruin, a feature which
dense leafage, and selected with 80me taste for M&istathe pictnreaqnequality of the view. His ap- A very large picture, showing the coast liue. goinf
romance. It ia generallylow in tone, but the parta &ii,rehenaion
of the simple beauties of nature qua- into the picture with an expanse of clry sand an
ea the works of this artist u among the most shingle u at low water. The effectis that of broad
are well defined.
da7light, with appropriate incidents, telling accordNo. 84. 'Gathering Bark,' H. MooRE. The graceful of our rising school.
No. 91. ''lhe Tranquil Stream,' H. B. GRAY. ing to the degrees of distance represented. It ia
virtue of this excellent work liee in the sea, which
is .not presented na a flat smooth surface,but infi. An oldcr:;ure, studded with gorse and trees, with the largest compositionwe remember to have seen
section-a woodeddistance, clo$ing the under this name, and nlthongh the objects are not
nitely nppled, and with the nicest elaboration. The a secon
foreground,shaded and partially shut in by trees, is view. Such are the materials of this picture, which nnmeroua,the interest is sustained. ·
No. I 81. 'Benvoirlich,' B. L. Ll!ADER. This is
enriched with a variety of wild flowers,which con- appears in every pueage to have been workedimmeu wild a puaage of acenery u any in the Highlands,
diatelyfrom natnre.
tribute much to the interest uf the picture.
No. 95. 'The Church of St. Germain, Amiens,' nnd such is its aemblanceof reality that it suggests
No. 87. 'St. Paul's, from the Thamee,' S. A.
SLJ:AP. A small upright picture, painted much in L. J. WooD. This, and the 'Befl'roi, at Calais,' are the idea of having been·f:,int.ed·on the spot, with
the feelingof the French aehool. It is uniformly two street views,not perhapa 10 elaborate u others every attention to local co our aud sanny effect;
No. I 90. • Primulas,' THoXASWORSEY.Theae
low in tone, and in parta-u the water-not anffi- that have precededthem, but atill very interesting.
No. 98. • The Turnstile,' C. Rossrn:R. Acom- flowersare painted with much freshnessand delicacy,
ciently careful.
No. 88. • Church of St. Pierre, at Caen,' W. poaitionshowing a knot of children usembled at a but the sky doesnot in anywiseassist the group. .
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graudeur. The green of the moantain•aide ia ex- the thin drooping apraya of elm, with their apane
tremely positive, but from the apparent truth of the leaves individuall7 painted, form the beetfeature of
the picture.
general detail it muat be accepted u true.
No. 399. 'A SWJUner Enning,' A. GtLBERT.
No. 506. 'Cottage Interior,' A. Paov11,
It
Thia is a amall view on the Thames, brought for- this, in all its parts, be a veritable habitation, it i1
ward with a warm treatment, in perfect accordance more valuable in a picture than in the reality ;
with the propoeed effect.
hence it will be appropriated u subject-matter by
No. 403. 'The Woods in Spring,' G. HHVEY, every artist who might aee it. It hu much of the
The acreena in the lint room contain many works The subject is a forest glade, in which the trees and excellent !eeling·with which the painter qnalitl.eahia
of mnch interest and beanty, but aa many of the their leafage are described with maaterly feeling.
works.
artist. have their anperior works distributed on the
No. 407 , 'Itinerants,' C. Ross1TEB. Theee preNo. 507, 'Night,' J. E. CoLL1N1. Thia is a
walls, where they are noticed in their numeral aent themaelvea u an agronpment of four, three profile-study of a female head and buat, relieved b7
aequence, we give only some of the names of the boya and a girl, their iDJtruments being two tin a dark aky. Tl\e featurea are painted with solidity,
authon of these smaller pictures, u Mrs. Withen, pipes, an accordion, and a triangle. Their sweet but the face and ahouldera should not have 1A. Moore, Sleap, Smallfield, G. S. Hall, Sarah muaic may acarea would.be charitable public, but identical in colour.
Hewitt, Carrick, Fitzgerald, Burgess, Duk~, Sark, the irreaiatible appeal of their facea, with its superior
No. 508. 'A Sprig of Pluma,' H. CHAP.Llll,
Pettit, Needham, Fruer, Naish, &c.
centripetal force, mDJt atract the bawbeea from the Portion, of the little picture are studiollll.y worked,
No. 819. 'Early Loven,' F. S.IIALLnEJJ>. To pocket.a of the paaaengen. It is, u uaual, powerful but the bloom on the fruit does not look u if likel7
to be awept off'by a bee's wing.
apeak of thia work u a picture, without reference 1n colour.
No. 410. 'Yew Tree, in lhrton Vale, CumberNo. 522. 'An Euy Conacience,' J. HATLUL
to the narrative, it muat be pronounced an euay
of real power in the flllelltiala of Art. It oontaiDJ land,' B. Rv»o&. 'l'hia is the yew which Words- This is a study of a child's head, on which ia a
worth tella 11.1
may have anpplied weapons to the stal- chaplet of hawthorn llowera. Pretty and childiah,
two fignrea, a yonth, and a girl much his junior:
but the correlative expreuicn of the two, u read wart bowmen who fonght at Agincourt-nay, even bnt it would have told with mnch greater force
in the earnest featnrea of the latter, and the preaanre at Crecy, The tree is certainly moat skilfully painted, relieved by a dark backgro11Dd.
No. 529. ' Grouae on the ,Wing,' D' Aacy BAOOJr,
of the hands of both, 1111penedea
the neeeseity of a but it stands alone, a melancholy spot in the picture,
title. The7 meet at a stile, and, u it is evening, entirely 11D1npportedby any ahffll of sympathizing Theee birda appear to be represented u at the end
of their flight, and about to drop jutt be7ond the
the tones are generally low, with the aception of shade.
Winter M~rning,' ahoulder of the mountain over which they are
No. 413 . 'Ice Cart-Hazy
a hedge of eglantine which, with its e.xtravagant
G. A. Wll,LlAl[S, Of all the winter aubjecta painted flying. The grouae are definite enough, and the
luiuriance, tilla tbe right of the composition.
No. 32~. 'Roaliu Chapel.' J, D. SWARBBECJt.by this artist, this ia by far the moet intense. There compoaition is wild in character, but it might
One of the beat pictures of thia famoua relic that we is no tricky aecntion to amUIOthe eye ; it is a have been a little wilder in it.a tonea.
freezingreality.
No. 531. 'The Light of the Cross,' Dr. Co.r,.
remember to have aeen.
LINS. We turn to Revelation for the interpretation of
No. 336. 'The Romp,' C. Du.us.
There are
INNER ROOM,
this myatic composition ; but it would have beenwell
four figures in this . composition, two women and
two children. It is generally low in tone, and
No. 427, 'Morning-on
the Jeraey Coast,' W. if the painter had aaaisted the spectator by giving the
thence much force and reality are obtained for one E. BAn:s. The entire section of land and water in direct sonrce of his inapiration. It is a large work,
of the figures, which is painted np to a light tone. thia picture preaenta a low-toned breadth, that in the npper part of which the Cl08I appeara,
The background is unaceptionable.
contrasts effectively with the aky lighted by the diff'n.ainga dazzling e11'ulgencearound it; in the
No. 34.8. 'A Dream of the Gouliot Cave,Sark,' aun, which ia rising behind the castle. Thie aimple lower part crawla the serpent, the Jut inhabitant
J, G. NAISH, There is great power of colour in treatment is so succeuful u to ccnatitnte the of the world, the human race haring disappeared.
this work, but, for want of definition, the story is picture one of the beat we have aeen by the artist. There is some good painting in the picture, but
obacure.
Near it is another, 'The Emigrants,' an incident mysticiam in Art is alwaya un.aatiafactory.
No. 351. 'Spring-time in the Wooda,'S.J.L&w1s. frQDI"David Copperfield," by the wne hand.
On the acreeDJin the third room are diatribnted
The principal object here is the bole of an ancient
No. 431. ' The Discovery after the Dnel,' M. J,
oak-tree, which, with its aurroundinga, is very auc- LA.
wuss.
The diecovery is that of the body of the some worka of merit, uceaaf11llydelineated. It looka the portrait of a cavalier, who hu fallen in mortal strife with a rival
No, 543 . 'Cadaon Foreet in J11De,'A. Funa.
veritable local,.
in the alfectione of the lady who is now bending In this picture the shaded puaagea of the leafage
Ne. 354. * * * * • • * D. Puxou.
The over the dead man: the acene of the incident aeema are acmewhat heavy, from being painted with colour
acene of the incident here ia the ruin of a chapel or to be the roof of Haddon Hall.
too opaqne. The diapositiona are e11'ective,but the,'
monastery; it ia now turned into a cuisine, the
No. 434. 'The Morning after the Gale,' J. E. wonld have beenyet more so had the ground light&
buaine11 of which is carried on by a c1ief,who is MnDo"ll's, We eee here a tranaport which hu been of a higher tone.
receiving a diahof tine trout from a female attend- been cast uhore on a rocky oout; the - is yet
No. 546. 'A Summer's Eve at Sonning,' E. C.
ant, while a boy ia occupied in attending to a airloin rolling heavily in, and the incident ia accompanied W1LL1us. The aubdned and tranquil feeling in
of beef at the fire. Tt is spirited throughout, and by all the probable circnmatancea of such an event. this work ia moet agreeable ; the time i, snmet,
ingenioua in compoaition.
No. 439. • A SWJUnerDay-Hoylake, Cheshire,' merging into twilight.
No. 369. 'Samuel,' BELL SXITB. Samuel may H. WILJ.1Axs. The aubjeet is a dat expanse of
No. 549. 'Lane near Frankley, Worcestershire.'
be here received u about to minister before the aandy shore at low water, in the management of P. DEA1tlN. The subject is simply a piece of rough
Lord, "girded with a linen ephod." The features which the diatancea are 11rilfnll7aided by the annny bottom shut in by trees, painted with some aucceae.
No. 552. 'The Bird's ~eat,' W. S. Rou.
A
are lighted up in a manner that may be accepted haze that pervades the locality.
u alluaive to the apiritaal condition of the child;
Ne. 463. 'I.& Creux Harbour, !eland of Sark,' email picture, pleasantly coloued u to the lower
and this, with a 1igni1lcant action and elevated painted on the apot by J. G. NAJIB, The principle paaaagea; but the trees are of a weird sr-, acepexpreaaion, eatabliahea a character according to the on which thia work hu been painted teem1 to be tional in nature.
letter of the aacred text. Near this is a 'Bnatic to ahcw how far execution can suppl7 the place
Ne. 566. 'Toothache in the Middle A,-.,' H. S.
Gronp,' by the 111111e
artist, the beat of his produc- of pictnreaque qnality. The drawing of the rocb,
Mu1ts.
The snff'ererwean the hood and camail
ticDJ in this flnst't,
of the jetty which forms the harbour, and the ot the fourteenth century ; be holds a handkerehiet
A sprinkling of shingle on the shore, is u minute and to hia face, and rocking himaelf on a h>w ,tool,
No. 368. 'A Quiet Valley,' S. R. Pucv.
oompoaition of lake and mountain scenery; present- circwnatantial u photography ; but the moat un- thaa appealsto your sympathiea. It is a. amall
ing featlllff of much romantic beanty, with a ayatem fcrtnnate element of the compotition ia the water, picture, powerful in colour.
of colour extremely harmouioua.
of uncompromiling green, and thia, without grey,
Ne. 569. 'Gilae and Trout,' H. L. RoLB. The
No. 871. 'Her I.edyship'a Pela,' W. Ho&LOa. direct or alluaive, is an nnman~le
anomaly.
tiah painted by this artist continnall7 draw forth
The.e are two Bpanielt of the King Charles'• breed,
No. 466. 'River Conway,' F. W. HULKB.
our unqnalified praise ; we have again to call attea.
crouchedupon a table with, near them, the head of \\ hether llowing betw- low or high banh, the tion to the very close imitlticn of nature in this
·
a greyaoand, that atande on the floor; the heada of acenery of this river ia alwaya attractive. The work.
the apaniela are well painted, and characteristic.
stream diridea the ccmpoeition in the centre, the
B.aides the worka we have noted, there are on
into blutra in the middle distance. these acreena, and worthy of mention, flowers bf
No. 879. 'The Popular Song,' F. SII.ALLl'l&LD, left bank riains
This is a miniature in oil, finished to a degree of The upect is reduced to the tone of a clowled RJKEB; a landacape by DuJtIM ; ' Pear Blouom,'
inAnite nicet7. It contains but one figure,that of 1nnunerda7.
Woun;
an interior by PilXOH;
'Cologne,'
a girl, who holda before her a ballad which llhe ia
No. 47 4. ' Leading Hay near Winchelaea, SDJ- D& FLEUltT, &c.
18%,'A. W. W1uaxs.
The simplicity, aubatance,
linging.
The number of worb exhibited it about the l&Dle
No. 399. 'A CottageDoor,' A. Paov11. Aleoa and concentrated power of thia work con,titute it that baa been hnng for eome yean put. It ia
llllll1 pictnre, remarkable for the moat delicate one of the best of the production, of ite author. desirable that the npper part.a of the wall.a ahoald
manipnlation. We stand within tha cottage door, The -.us ia a breadth of hay-meadow, sloping be filled with larger worn, but the daya of Ju.
looking ontwarda on the bright ennahine of a gently UfWardato the left, with the mown hay aized figures are gone, whereu miniatnre in oil in•
aummer'a day, amid which atanda a girl holding running m linel into the compoaition. A laden creaaea ye1Z by yev. The quality of the landNape
diaoourae with another within. The reeult is the ha1-eart ia ready to be drawn off',and the oxen are works improves from year to year; a very imponan.i
utmoet foree of oontrut.
being yoked. In comparison with those that have feature of the improvement being that deairable
No. 397. * * * * R. S. LA.UDH,R.S.A. The preceded it, this picture ia characteriaedby a vaJu. divenity of manner and feeling which characteri ..
many achoola rather thau one. The lanci-pe
anbject is a section or a lofty ~ of mountain,, able and aalutary diff'erenee.
• seen from the lake which wulaee the bate. It
No. 482. 'Coming from the Fvm,' N. 0. paintera are more oonatant to theaewall.athan thia a mountain aclitnde without aip of life, brought LUPTOII'. The wayfarer is a little girl, and she who paint figures, and some of their proau.t.iou
fornrd with a tone of exaltatioa1111011Dting
to approuhes na b7 a bowery path through a wood : wonlcl be attractive to an7 exhibition •
No.195. 'Clovelly, by Moonlight,' H. C.WHAITE.
With all the power given to the burning kiln, in the
middle or this oompotition, the force and character
reside, nevertheless, in the moonligM, u treated in
the lower. part. We submit, that with conception
ao juat, and a manipulation so true, the moonlight
alone would be sufficient.
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have been included in very many volumeeof aelecud of the editorial craft u bia uaiatant, wu appointed
poetry, and are thus known to thoWl&llds
who might in that capacity, and towards the end or the year
have had no opportnnity of poueS1ingthemaelveaof anpeneded him altogether in his post. Thus struck
MR. T. K. HERVEY.•
the collected writings of their author. "The Con- down by aevere illoeea,and deposed from; an emof the links that connect literature with vict.Ship " made its first appearancein the Literary ployment which so entirely accordedwith his tuta,
ANOTHJ!ll
the Fine Arts haa been aeveredby the death of Mr. 1 Sinlr:enirfor 1825, and in arter years many charming he had to contend with the combined evils of a
T. K. Hervey, the author of some very gracefnl lyrics from )Ir. Hervey's pen were published from present incapacity for labour, a denuded pane. uul
poetry, the editor for many years or I.he.J.tlientnm, time to time in that periodical,Tiu .Amwlet,and the a comparativclyhopeleeafuture.
On the partial recoveryof hia health, Mr. Herve7
and a frequent contribntor to the .Art.Jowrnal. We Fri4ndtAip'1 O.fferi11g;of which lut mentioned
have been surprised to have met with no biography nnal be wu for one year (1S26) the editor. !!any becamea contributor to this Journal, and during the
of this accomplishedwriter in the colWllllaof any of hia poems display an intimate acqaaintance lut four years, its pageshavebeen enrichedby DIIIIY
of our daily or weekly contemporariea,and hasten with the best models, and are graceful, melodions, admirable papers on varions Art topics from his pe11.
to remedy the omiaeion,so far u we have it in our and what ia not without significancein theee days On subjects connected with the Fine Arts, and with
power, bv recording such particnlars of hia life u of stilted nonaense, intelligible. We are, indeed, Scnlptnre more especially, hia judgment wu we have beenenabled to collect.
hardly acquaintedwith an inatance in which the first markably sound. Many of his lyrical and deecripThomas Kibble Hervey wu born at Paisley on efforts of a youthful poet have been more entirely tive poemswere written to commemora&epllintinga
· the 4th of February, 1799, and wu brought to free from the viceaof style and the solecismsof taste and scnlptnree b7 English artiata ; and no more
Mancheeter in hia fourth year by his father, who which ordinarily characterise anch compoaitiollB, conclaaiveevidenceconld be adduced of the purity
and refinement of hia critical taste than is to be
settled in that town u a dryealter in 1803. He than the poeticalJnenilia of 'l'. K. Hervey.
receivedthe rudiments of bis education at a private
In 1829 Mr. Hervey published a third edition of found in theae poetical exercitationa.
To his proae criticisms on boob, it hu been
seminary, whence he wu removed in doe tlJlle to hia "Australia," and a aeriea of hia minor poems
the Free Grammar School of Maucheater. After (including thoae whichhad appearedin the Annuals), objected that they were aometimee too incisive;
the usual conne or study, he wu articled to an emi- under the title of" The Poetical Sketch-Book;" but but bis conversation was genial, good bumOllled,
nent solicitor in that town, to whose London agents a great number of his shorter lyrics remain still and, we may add, illBt.ructive,whenthe topic atforded
he was afterwards transferred with the view of unedited. About the same time, he produced a him any opportnnity of pouring forth I.he atorea
obtaining for him a wider p~feuional experieuce tasteful collectionof fugitive poetry under the title with which he coo1dinveet_it from his extllmi're,
than could have been afforded him in a provincial of "The English Helicon," aud a volume of very if deanltory, reading. We have, indeed, rarely entowu. The articled clerk of a metropolitan solicitor, grace¥, poetical illustrations of the cluf-d 'o,u11re1 conntered a literary man of the preaeat day, I.he
nnlike hia salaried colleagne, ia aeldom overbur- of some of the most eminent modern English geniality of whoae manner or I.he charm of whole
thened with work ; he doee, in fact, pretty much u scnlptora. 'l'hia_work atforda ample ~ridence of the conversation were more fascinating than hie. Al•
he please., and hu often more liberty at hia com- cultivated !,ute 10 matters of Art of its author, and though an idler in one senaeof the term, he wu an
mand than is either expedientor wholesome. This Wll&IYof hia eeaaya in the .Athen,n,n and the .Art- indefatigablereader of English and French literainre;
wu especially the caaewith young Hervey, who, Jowrnal, several years afterwards, may be taken and in poet-land, there wu hardly a •pat of ground
having a precocioustaste for the lighter brancheeof u. ~nclnsive proofs of his competency u an Art- which seemed capable of yie}ding him a nugget,
however insignificant, into which it had not been
literatnre, was little diapoaedto fatigue himaelf by a cnt1c.
For upwards of twenty years prior to 1854, hia pleaauze to penetrate ; extracting often from
too earnest devot.ionto the dry detaila of law; and
hia friends soon ascertained that although you may ~-. Hervey had been an extensive contribntor of forsaken diggings treasure which had been wholl7
bring a hone to the water, to make him drink is a ~t1cal eeaays to t~e ..d.tlun,,,u,n,~d for the last overlookedby previouainveetigatora.
H ia scattered poemawill, we hope, be collected
much more dillicnlt operation. Certain it wu that eight years of that lllterval he wu its sole reeponand published in an integral form ; accompaniedby'
hia draughts from Blackstone,or Coke npon Lyttel- sible edito~. _Hewu, ind~ the m811!1~
or ~ng
ton, were of a thoroughly homOlOpathiccharacter. that pnblicat1011to an enviable poa1t1onm the such a notice of his life u may render justice to hia
~ soon u he wu anpposed to have profited an.ffi.- peri~cal literature of th~ co~try ; and were. any genius without concealingthose failingawhich wonld
number of. his ~oles to be repnnted 1ubeerveI.he interests of morality ud truth, if aet
c1entlyby the accustomedterm of probation, he was ?01111derable
placed with Mr. (afterwards Seljeant) Scriven, in m volumea of the ordinary a12e,they wonld pre- forth u a beaconto bis younger sncceaeorain lite,.
order that he might be inducted into the mye- aeot evidence of an amount of indnatry for which ratnre, wonld indicate:to them the rooksaud shoals
teries of conveyancingand specialpleading; of which, few peo~le hav~ hitherto given him credit. H to which it 1r111 his uu.fortune to be exposedwith•
however, be imbibed anch infinitt;timalquantitiee u 11 but CIIIJ"
to h1~. 1;11emory
to rem~k that very ont, on bis part, the prudence that might have
by no means likel1to avail him for any prac- many of theee cnticliDls.11'1:
characteria_ed
by a C?r- enabled him to avoid them. That hia careerwu,
~ed
tical purpose. Bot he could " pen a stanza" if unable rectn!"8 of taste ~d !'° 10~te
acqnamtance.'!1th to a certain extent, a N •atup,le can acarcelybe
to "draw a plea," and hia dexterity in this respect the literature of hia .time, which has been exhibited denied; but those whohave experienoedI.heremone
appeara to have excited the undisguised admiration l? t~e same utent 1n few oth_ercontemporary pe- which moat sooner or later attend tha iu1111of
of hia preceptor, who aaaured his Cather that hia nodicala. The. knowledge '!h1ch long experience, opportunilieannimproved,aud talents compent.ivel1
aon'a genius was of too high an order to be wuted and a love of literature for its own sake, can alone unconverted, may readily nndentand how aeverel1
upou the deeert air of a provincial attorney's office; supply, superaddedto a sort of intuitive appreciation the conaeqnenceamay have preaaed upon him, and
and who.recommended,accordingly,that he ahonld of w~t was good, '!onld have ~ndered ~. the how large an amount of atonement ma7 alread7
be permitted to qnalify for the Bar. A anggeation 6eaMideal of an editor for a literary periodical, have been oft'ered for shortcomings which have
so flattering to the honeet pride of an indulgent had his perseverance and powers of application marred bu.t too often the fame, and alloyed the
parent was tolerably aecnreof acceptance. and the borne anything like a dne relation to h11 critical happin-, of literary men who have poumaedevery
young poet wu entered about the yeez' 1818 at taste and jndgment. ~nt we m111theeitate to con- qnallilcationfor IWlCeell, ave that definedprinciple
in I.heplll'•
Trinity College,Cambridge, which be quitted, after de~ a wan~of energy m the la~r !~ of hia life, of action and undeviating ~a reeidence of two years without taking a degree. which he llllght not have had 1t Ill h11 power to ,nit oCan honett aim, without which no aubatanThe B11CCC88of a little ~m entitled "Australia," controL }'or a long ~od ~tecedent to bi, de- tial sncceeacan be achieved.
The death of Mr. Hervey took place on the 17th
which he published in the aeoond yes of his colle- ~·
he had been. afflictedmth a chronic uthma,
giate life,and which drew him once more to London, which, nnder the 1nJlu~ce of a cold, would often of February, 1859 ; on the 4th of which IDOllih
had well-nigh turned his head. n wu, indeed, an aaanme a. moat ~g
c~aracter. All;hough he had completed hia 1ixtieth yeez. Its immediaae
attempt of no ordinary promise aud if a liitle too greatly relieved, from time to tlJlle, b1 the skill and cause wu a recnrreuce of the chronic diaeuewhich
much of an echo of a well:kuo,;11model, poa._i
zealousattention of his ~~~ friends, its haruaing had so long oppreeaed him, arising from the elfecta
merita of its own which were calcnlated to create recurrencehad a moet lllJllnonaeffect on, not only of a aeverecold. He was married on the 17th of
a favourable impraeion of its author. n Nellll
hia ~y
health, but on his mental and. moral October, 1843, to Mias Eleonora Louia Montap
to have been commenced u a prize poem, bnt ~erpea. F~r many montha together, at di1ferent (benelf a poet or no mean order), who (with their
Mr. Hervey'• mnse having lnred him coa.eiderably intervala dnnng the_Jut few years, he hu been onl1 son, Frederick Robert, born. on I.he 11th of
beyond the limits to which collegiate poeta are nnable to take reet 1n a rec~be~t poatnre, or to March, 1845) atill aarvivee him.
ordinarily reetricted, he resolved to work out his p~e
even a t~mporary alleviati?n fro~ extreme
M, FRANQOIS LEON BfNOUVILLIC.
idea without referenceto hia original object, and his sntl'enag, excepting fro~ remediee. which were
The French school of .J>8intinghaa to deplore. in
Po4'.ticalhonours appear to have fully compenaated, alm0tt u bad u the diaeue. Dnnng theae _pa·
1n hia eetimation for the abaenceof thoee to which roxyama, mental labour wu out of the qneation. the recent death of M . .Benouville,I.heloea of one or
he ought to have ~ntitled himeelfatCambridge. Nor Some of hia literary acq~tance who ~ discover its most promising and popular artiab. He wu
were the p~
bestowedupon this fint otrwing of an excnae for no abortcollllllgsbut their o,rn, had born in Paris in 1S21, and 1tudiedunder M. Pioot.
hia m- by an7 meana nndeaerved. It contains been.accuatom_ed
to den~uncethis physi~ incapacity His principal works are, " The Chriatiana in the
palNgl!II which, for vigour, melod1, and cnriou
u wilfnl neglige~ ?r mdole~oe.(Coleridgewu for Amphitheatre before their Martyrdom," bought bT
felicity of diction, have seldom been distanced by many yeara .the Victimof a similar ~proach) ; but the French Government; " St. Fru~ois blelliug
moderu writers of the heroic couplet, and are still th~ who, lik~.onraelv911,
were acq11a1oted
with the the Town of Auiae," pnrchued by the Emperor
more rarel7 to be met with in the pri•ilid of a ph~a1calcondition ~f the man, have been able f:o Lonia Napoleon; and " The Death of I.he DieHorteneia
young poet. A second edition followedqnickl1 on ~~ a more charitable ground. for _mu~hof his obedient Prophet ;" portrait& of Ql188D
the first, to which wu appendedvarioUBlyrical efl'n- mert10n. In t!3e an~nmn of l 8.>S h!s diaeue !I'· and the Emperor Napoleou, painted for the
aioll8of collBiderableDllllit. Some of theee pieoee awned a moet diatreu1ng aspect-one, llldeed,which Minister of State ; " The Two Pigeona," the
filledeverybodyabout him with dismay, and wholly property of M. Benoit Fonld ; " Ralfaelle'a Pim
• We are Indebted for tllll biographical &ketch to u ln• incapacitatedhim for any literary labour whatsoever. Meeting with the Fornarina;" " Ponuia on the
tlmale friend of the late Mr. Hervey: for the valuable 1er- Donng that interval a locu111
Banke of the Tiber," and aeveralsmaller works now
tennu in the ..J.t;u\>I- we derived from his pen, we refer wllh gratitude to
Yille. In 1855 he wu decoratedhla memory, and are lndaoecl to give to the aabject greater became indispensable, and one of hia friends who in the Hokl
had learned from him someportion of hia knowledge with the ribbon of the Legion of Honour.
apace than we usually allot to aacb ooUcee.-Ed. A.•.J.
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THE ;ROYALACADEMY.

BY 1. l!OZ!Ea.

IN one of a short series of papera sent. to

rears

public ia at length informed u to what course
the Government mean to punme iu reference to the
Royal Academy-for good or ill, the matter is at all
events settled; the National Gallery will be excln·
sivcly needfor exhibiting the national pictures, and
the Academy ,Yill receive from the country a set off
for the advantngcs of which it has been considered
expedient to deprive them-that set oft' being a piece
of ground situate in Piccndilly, and now occupied by
Burlington House.
We are, a11d have ever been, among those who
maintain that the Royal Academy had a moral, if
not a clearly legal, rif!ht to their holding in 'l'rafalgnr
Square. To have sent thnt body adrift without compeusation would hnve been to commit an act not
only indefensible but dishonourable: the conotry
was bound by an implied if not an actual contract;
and although some unthinking or prejudiced persons
in the Honse of Commons have desired to ignore it
altogether, we rejoice that neither the dignity of the
Cro,m nor of Parliament is likely to be compromised,
but that the Academy will receive to the full an
amount of Jibeml justice, which equity as well ns
policy demands for them.
}'or ourselves (and we represent the views of
many), we ahollld have been better pleased to lcnrn
that the whole of the unp;ainlystructure in Trafalgar
Sqnnre had been len to the Royal Academy, while
the country had erected a Palace of Art at South
Kensington, that would be what the preal•nt National
Gallery never can be-worthy of the Nation. A
time will come when England will lament to have
lost a chance that can ne1•er again offer. Much,
however, may be done with the large space the
Government may allocnte in Trnfalgar Square, by
removing the barrack to more fitting quarters, and
also St. Martin's Wor~house-entirely out of placetaking in, indeed, the whole of the ground that
intervenes between the present front of the National
Gallery and Leicester Square, and erecting au entirely
new building on the site.
We are not now celled upon to consider this
matter: our present business is with the Royal
Academy alone. That body has found an able and
eloquent advocate in Lord Lyndhnrst. They have
been singularly fortunate. At an age that few
men reach, and in the posseasion of faculties on
which time seems to have had no prejudicial influence, this venerable peer rises in the Upper Hoose
to explnin and to excuse, t.odefond and to enlighten,
to destroy much of prejudice, to give evidence of
great good, to prove strong claims upon public
sympathy, to supply conclusive proofs of public
aervice-iu a word, to show tbat the "cunis"
of
the Royal Acndemy upon notionnl support are large
and many, and that they ha,·e continued-increasing
year by year--eince the time when George III. gave
them his potronage, and a few poor chambel'll,needed
for no other purpose, in Somerset House. · There
can be no doubt that Lord Lyodhnrst proved his
case,-bot it ia quite clear, to thoati who heard him,
and to thoae who have rend his speech, th!it he
treated his case as an advocate, and not as a jndge.
All that was in his brief he stated with consummate
skill; and if the issue had rested with" twelv6 good
men and true," be would have obtnined damages to
any nmount he had asked for-£70,000 worth of
land in Piccndilly, or as much mere as they were
"laid at."
Fortunately, however, the mntter ia not to be
settled quite so easily. Lord Derby, on his part,
protests against p;ranting the "too much" that has
been asked; and Lord Monteagle ateps forwnrd to
interpose-shrewdly, and with a long look forwardhis counsel of prudence before that is done which
cannot be undoue.
If we are to render jnatice to the Royal Academy,
jnstice is dne also to the public. }'nlly odmittiug,
nnd readily conceding as a ri;lt.t,the demands of the
Academy to the full value of their holding in 'fra.
falgar Sqnsre, it ia neither reasonable nor just that
they should receive a value much beyond it, especially as they resolutely and peraeveringly determine
that, wherever they mny be, however they are con1ide1-ed,and whatever is to be their compenaation,
they will permit no interference, no gnardiauship,
no snrveillnnce, either of the public or the Parliament-responaible in no degree to the Lcgialntnre,
THE

from
Rome, and published in our Journal four or tlve
aince, the writer aays, "People at Rome, and
m England, have a very mistaken appreciation of
the defelopment of Art-among the Americans. They
are p;enerally supposed to be of too positive and
practical a torn of mind, too much engrossed with
thti stern l'elllitiesof life, to waste the precious hours
in worshipping at the shrine of Art; yet this a great
miatake; whether arising Crompn:j11diceor ignorance
we cannot aay, but, at all events, it 1s utterly false.
The American School of Art, as develo1>ed
at Rome,
evinces both excellence, earnestueas, and tr11efeeling
for Art ; it is a school of promise, bidding fair to
take its place and hold ita head aloft in the great
artiatic republic. Consistently cnrryin!( out their
national views, or, rather, more profoundly speaking,
founding their impreasions on the aame broad bnsis
on which rest their religiolll and political creeds, the
American artist& are essentially eclectic. Untrammelled by the dogmatism of any particular school,
ranging at pleasure through the accnmnlatcd treasures
of · bygone centuries, spread before them in the
wondroos galleries of Italy, they faithfully and carneatly propose to imitate all that is beautiful,
without considering whence it comes, or whither it
may lead them. They anrrender up their souls to
the guidance of their artistic conscience, and, like
true republican,, refuse to bow down before any
graven images of conventional tyranny. The gods
of Greece are to them no gods at all, unless they
lead them towards an ideal heaven, where their
imagination may revel in coutemplation of unalloyed
natural beauty. There is somethinp; p;raod and
elevating, as well as fresh and enthusiustic, in this
simple worship of Art for its own aake, contradis- ·
tinguished to the dogmatic subjection of prescribed
rules enforced by nntagonistic schools."
Mozier, the sculptor of the group here engraved,
is one of those American artists referred to in the
foregoing observations ; he is a gentlemnn of independent property, who follows Art more from love
of it than 118a profession, nnd who h118taken. up his
residence in Rome to avail himself of all those
facilities for study nod practice which this renowned
Art-city affords. The "Prodigal Son" belongs to the
naturalistic school of Art, which the sculptor has
evidently followed, rather than the exnmples left us
by the great Greek sculptors and their immediate
1ucceaaors; there is no attempt to idealize or give a
poetical version of the subject; it is simply an aged
Eastern man embracing a youth, whose somewhat
attenuated form BIid ill-clothed limbs ore signs of
want. and misery ; but the gronp is presented with
a feeling of genuine pathos which is most striking:
the .faceaof the two fignrea are highly e1presaive;
that of the fat.her, is loving, yet worn with sorrow;
the erring son's is confiding and little else; the
remembrance of the past mnat be too deeply
engraven on the memory to admit of llny com·
bination of joyous feeling. ·
, We have aaid this group is of the natnrnlistic
achool, the remark appears to be borue out as much
by the attitude of the young man as by any other
part of the con1po1ition; this is simply natural,
prod11ced by the act of embraeinp;, but it is not
graceful, the lines tlow. inelegantly, a fanlt that
could not posaibly be avoided, circumstanced as the
figure is. If the sculptor had studied Art rather
than nahtre he wonld have adopted a less constrained
and formal attitude, yet, perhaps, it wonld have been
one which told the story far lc11eft'cctnally than that
he hu adopted•. The upper part of the group ia
very beautiful, and 1culpture1quely rich.
One of the moat remnrkable works executed by
Mozier is a atat1&eof Pocahontas, thu daughter of an
Indian king who rnled over Virginia at the time
when the Engliah first settled there. · She was
married to a Captain Smith, one of the settlers, who
had been t.nkenprisoner by her father, and condemned
to death, but at the intercession of the young
lndian girl, who offered her life for his, he was
pardoned. Smith converted her to Christionity, aud
brought her to England, where she died. Mo1ier
has represented her meditating upon the cross, the
1ymbol of her new faith; those who have seen the
atatue apeak of it in very high terms.
01
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caring nothing for public opinion, amennble hereafter, u they have been heretofore, only to the
Crown-the Crown being now, as ever, merely a
nominal-or, if it sound better, nn honorarycontrol over their proceedings, and of which they
are, to all intent& and purposes, ns really and practically free as any other society aclf-elected, self.
constituted, and answerable for themselves only to
themselves.
It was in the brief which Lord Lyndhurst helcl,
that, while other Art.institutions in every state of
Europe were upheld nnd maintained out of the public
purse, the Royal Academy o( England was in no
way a tax on tbe nation, sustaining itself solely
by its own exertions, and deriving its funds exclusively from public exhibitions, instituted and con·
ducted by its members. It was in his Lordship's
brief alsothat the Academy supported schools, pensioned decayed brethren, relie\'ed anffering professors,
and did mony other p;ood things, which it was in
reality the duty of the country to do. Bot it was
not in his Lordship's brief to state the cll8Con "the
other side;" that is yetto be done. And of a surety
it will be done in the House of Commons, if not in
the Honse of Peers, when the shortcomings of the
Royal Academy-it& sins of ominioo, if not of commission-may receive illustration aud explanation
also.
It will ~ matter of deep regret if the country
loses, once and for ever, all chance of exercising a
salutary control over the Royal Academy ; if it
require no change of any kind in ita laws, no alteration whatever in the system by which it is omnipotent over the destinies of artists, and almost over
those of Art, in England.
Lord Lyndhnrst is a very aged gentleman-a man
of lnrgc mind and of singular ability; but time lemma
much a desire for "experimenting," and to those
who have lived long there is always an apparent
peril in change : we appeal therefore from bis authority to that of men who believe that what was
wise and fitting to an institution in the year 1780
cau be neither wise or fittill11:for that institution iu
1859.
It ia probable that the Royal Academy, which
repudiates all interference with its privileges or
principles on the part of Parliament, and distinctly
intimates that it will receive no public grant that is
trammeled with a right of public inquiry, will itselC
aet about the work of reform. We know, indeed,
that among ita members are several enlightened
men who see, and have long seen, the necessity oC
ao alteriug their constitution that it shall be commensurate with the advancing spirit of the age-that
where all is progress they dare not stand still; indeed, already there are rumours afloat which induce
a belief that regulations adhered to witb. a pertinacity absolutely marvellous for nearly a century will
be forthwith abrogated, and that the Royal Academy
will anticipate all the public might do by doing all
the public could desire to hate done. This is indeed
a consummation devoutly to be wished. We know
too much of commissions, and have too wholesome
a dread of blue books, not to feel that much danger
might be the result of " pressure from without," but that would be a less evil than a warrnnt to the
Royal Academy to continue for the next half century the plan and policy on which it has exiiited
during the Inst eighty years, and by which it has been
placed perpetually in a position of hostility, if not to
Art, certainly to the public.
As this subject will be, ere long, again ean\'aased
in the Hoose of Commons, and as we ahall then be
better able to consider it in all ita bearings, it is
unnecessary to give to it at present larger apace.
We shall probably soon know also what concessions
the Royal Academy design to make, for although
they may concede nothing to coercion-nothing as
matter ·of bargain-there can be no doubt that in a
short time information ·will be conveyed in some
way or other to the public thnt certain changes in
the character and constitution of the Royal Academy
will bear date from the day on which they enter on
their new possessions, and are no longer, 118they
have either been or been thought to be for nearly a
century, at the mercy of a coprice.
The other claimants for " groond,"-whose demands will be undoubtedly considered, and, we
presume, admitted-such as the "Water-Colour
Societies," &c., &c., we shall have to notice in due
course.
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his intense mcdiEvaliam in a group of furniture such
HINOR TOPICS OF THE llONTH.
u Piers Gaveston might have ordered, had hia London
residence beenin St. Jamea'a
Of bnildinga
ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
not in any aenae or de,:n,e Go ·c, Mr. D. Burton'•
THE SocraTY OP P.UNTll:RSIN WATEII:CoLOUIUI,
"United Service Club, Pall Mall," i, the facile -At a recent meeting of this society, held for the
Tss Architectural Exhibition hu lllldergone two princ~p,. We do not consider it to be neceaaaryto purpose of electing new members, the occuion
cbangeeof consideiable importance since we lut •i:;fy any works that ,re ahoold have aupposed passed without an election. The candidatea were
invited attention to it in onr column,. It hu eatab, t eir authors would have been anxiona not to have twenty-eight in number, and the common inference
liabed iteelf in a new locality, and it appears at a exhibited; but we cannot refrain from expre1111ingis that none of these were.worthy of election; yet
different aeason of the year. Instead of seeking, u our regret at tl.nding in the collection• auch pr:oduc- among the aspirants there were mentioned be~ore
heretofore, a temporary reating-place in the g!l11eries tiona u occupy the greater part of the acreen ID the the day of electio~, names of ~sta~lished rep~ta!10~,
of the " British Artiste," in Suft'olk Street, it now
gallery.
··
lect w1'th wh'ch
· on which a slur 1s cast by reJect1on. Yet 1f, mdihasa home permanently i,taown in ~odnit Street, eutThe
almoet 1npercilto111
1 1't 11
ridnally, the members of the society were appealed
under the roof of the Arch1tectnral Umon Company ; treated by so many architects, u evidently awakened to a large majority would prooonnce each of the
and it haa taken ita place amonpt the apring exhi- in the minds of some of their profeAional brethren t.,;o or three most favourably-known candidates
bitions of the London seuon in prt!erence to a com- the idea that they may advantageously convert the fully eligible, on.the acore of 11ecompliahmentin their
panionship with the pictures in the French Gallery Architectural Exhibition into a apecies of achool for art to the distinction of nomination, and hence the
u a winter exhibition. In both of these matters the diaplay of architectural drawings. "Sketchea," ioe~itable conclusion that such a resolution must
the Architectural Exhibition most decidedly gains both at home and abroad, accordingly, abound ; and have been effected by some ir,tereated divenion.
by the altered arrangements.
.
many of them-particularly
thoee by Mr. Street, 'fhe nnmber of members in this aociety ia not
The collections that are now orn to the public Mr. Digby Wyatt, Mr. Vaughan, :Mr.F. P. Cockerell, limited-their election ia annual, and hitherto their
in Conduit Street will be foun to pronounce a Mr. Christopher, and Mr. Graham-are excellent atraightfonrard policy has ever been the recognition
very emphatic opinion upon the much-vexed question productions of their claae. They are also pecoliarly of merit. Their lawa reqnirea two-thinh of the votes
of atyle in the architutnre of the day. So com- valuable in these photographie days, since they to establi•h election-and thia ia liberal, when it is
pletely hu the ,et of the. archi~!ral mind 510far demonstnte the fact that studions and elaborate remembered that in some bodies one black ball in
u it i• apparent from this exh1b1t10~)bel!!11n the architectlll111dniwiog from old edifice&baa not been ten exclud~. We revert with pleuure to the antedirection of Gothic art, that drawmgt ID other altogether anperaeded by instantaneous lllll·c:turea.
cedents of the Old Water-Colour-none of onr Artstyles here appear almost in the c~
?f excepFrom whit has been Aid, it will have
a in- bodies have aUBtainedthemaelvea during their long
tioaa to a general rnle. More than a little, ~ndeed,of ferred that in ,nch original works H diaplay the and brilliant career leas restionably than this
the Gothic ia aingolar enough, and a still larger higher ~ea of architectural genius, this exhibition society : they have occopie for a long aeriea of
proportion of it u far as may be from being either is eignally dell.cient. Mr. Owen Jonea, indeed, with years a distinguiahed place in public estimation,
satiefactoi or promising; yet all this mnst be en· hia Mnswell Hill romance, almost engroaaes this which it would now be most nnwi,e to d.r.mage.
titled Got ic, or at any rate, Gothic it waa intended department to himself. Hie large drawinga and They are amenable to no outside tribunal-their
to be, and it certainly cannot be usigned_ to any· cartful plans for the propoaed new Cryttal Palace bUBinessis within their own nutshell ; yet they are
Bot then there are some drawmgs that in northern. London, have been executed by him what is called a "public body,'' and hence should
thin,rlae.
wor ·1y vindicate the honour of the style, while with the utmost freedom aud eft'ectiveneas; and they public opinion be an item in their consideration.*
they no less clearly express the divided feeling 1fbi~h declare, in a most impreaaive manner, the rich ferSOUTH KENSINGTONMUSEUll.-An important
prevents a cordial union amongst the ablest of its tility of his artiatic resourcea. So attractive are collection, lent by Matthew Uzielli, Elq., of antique
adherents. Mr. G. G. Scott, in addition to some they, in fact, that it is almost impouible for any and other engroved gems and cameos, ia now to bo
minor subjects, exhibit&hia very jndicioUBand eff'ec- one (not practically intereated in the exiating seen in the Museum, Sooth Kensington. It comtive deaign for the restoration of St. Cuthbert's Sydenham Institution) to withhold the wiah that prises nearly 600 apecimene, many of great excelTower, Durham Cathedral.
Mr . Street, in the Mr. Jones were a veritable Aladdin, endowed with lence and value, including npwarda of 860 of those
little that he vouchsafes to place before ns, is as full powers to realize a Tiaion well worthy to take recently diaperaed at the ,ale of the Hertz collecclever and &1 mediieval u ever-if poaaible,even more rank with tbe f11,ireatCanciea of the Oriental en- tion. There are examples of the best period&of
mediieval, and therefore more retrogreaaive than is chanter. With }Jr. Owen Jones'• drawings, we are Greek and Grieco-Roman work; also some of the
his wont. Mr. Aahpitel gives 118 a somewhat tempted to ~in contrast another deaign, with- Cinque-cento, in settings of the time. The reception
atriking deaign for whit he terms "a restoration out any enc tment whatever about it, and for an "on loan" of fine works of Art from private persons,
of St. Margaret's, Westminster."
The restored edifice of a very different character: this is Mr. who are willing to give the p11blicsome benefit fro_m
church would approximate in style, u closely 11 Pennethome'a vel'llion of the new Government their collections, ia a characteriatic of the .Mnaeumof
in its present condition it does in site, to the Offices, with the actual erection of which it is de- Art at South Kenaington.
Chapel of Henry VII., and it woold supply the vontly to be hoped that Mr. Penoethorne will have
THE SREl:PSRA:NUGALLEllT,-The Crilie ltarla
central deficiency of the Abbey with a very lo.fly nothing to do. A duller, leas artiatic, leasinriting a 1uggeation that application 1hoold be made to
spire after the Fribourg type. Mr. J, K. Colling edifice it would indeed be dillicolt to produce.
Mr. Sheep1hanka to .reecind that ~tipulati?n, i!1~ia
has several drawings of great beauty and intereat.
The small drawings of stained glaas, with the munificent deed of gift to the nation, whi~h, lim1ta
·Thoee that represent hie admirable new church, cartoons of full size, are not many in number ; the exhibition of his pictures to a bnilding at
now erectin~, for Mr. R. C.:.Naylor, in Hooton bnt amongst them there are works of a very high West Brompton. Steps ahoold certainly be taken
Park, Cheshire, are amongat the very best in the character. The designs for stained glaas exhibited to accomplieh so desirable an object. When the
collection, as the edill.ceitself is evidently a work of bv Meaara. Clayton and Bell, Lavera and Barraud, arrangement wu ID8de,no doubt Mr. Sheepahanb
the highest order of architectural excellence. It is and Hardman and Powell, show with what eue
believed, either that the British Art-palace wo~d
constructed of red and white aandatone, with polished these three great eatabli1hme11ts maintain their
be at South Kensington, or that a v':J. long penod
red granite columns to nave and chancel, entrance position at the head of theirJrofeaaion.
would elapee befor,i apace waa obtain in Trafalgar
doora, and porches. Mr. Colling'&two drawings of
A small court hu beenfltt np b7 Meaal'II.Cox Square. The cue ia now entirely altered: it would
parts of West Walton Church, Norfolk, recall vividly and Son with ecclesiastical plate and embroideriea,
be a calamity to 1eparate the Sheepsbanb gift ~m
to our remembrance one of the most remarkable and with the productions of the patent wood-carving the gifts of Vernon and Turner.
The Natio~al
edifices that the thirteenth and fourteenth centnriea work.a, now their exclusive property. Here are Gallery, be it where it may, will surely be the 11.tbng
produced in England.
Mr. G. Trucfltt, in bis 1pecimena or the carvin1 proceaaes in every atage place for collecting and exhibiting these evidences of
deaigna, ia clever and original, u UBual,and hia and condition, all of t em deaening thonghtfnl British geniUBand British patriotiam : to aeparate
drawings are executed with his customary ability. attention. We propoee very ahortly to eonaider in
them would be a seriona evil.
Mr. J. R. Withers hu a group of agreeable draw- detail the capabilities and the great value of the
THE GUARDS'MEllOll:IAL,to be placed at the
i11ga,architecturally good, of churr.hee in Hertford- patent machinery that the Meaan. Cox are employ,
bottom of Waterloo Place, i, progreaaing ; the
shire and Eseex, ahowing new works projected or 1ng with anch beneficial effect in the execution of design, u our readers have already been told, ie
which have been completed. Mr. Goldie, Mr. T. A. every varieth and clus or carvings in wood.
by Mr. John Bell, who haa modelled one o~ .the
Lewis, lllr. A. M. Dunn, Mr. J. H. Browne, Mr. A.
Measl'II. ardman exhibit a cue of works in figure• which are introduced into the comP4?91tion,
Billing, ani Mr. J. Clarke, exhibit meritorious de- variona metal,, chiefly of an eccleaiutical character, and aent it oft' to the foundry of Mesm. Elkington,
signs for new churches. There are several designs in every respect worthy of their reputation; but
at Birmingham, who have undertaken to cast all the
for achoola, and !>then for villaa, mansions, and their Meaan. Hart are not represented, neither are there
bronze work : the artistic execution, by them, ~f
lodgee, which jnstz claim commendation, without any contributions from Coventry. Meura. J"ohnaton, Mr. Foley'• 1tat11eof Lord Hardinge, ahowa th~
evincing any very ecided originality of either con- of London, however, are exhibitors of works of this capabilitiea for t.he performance of work of thia
~tion or treatment. The beat (and we are com- claae. The other collection, &f architectural accee- kind. The metal to be med for the " Guard&'
ed thns conciaelyto group them together) are by sories compriae numerous and admirable ::f.:imena Memorial" is that of a quantity of braas guns
esm. C. F. Haywar\ W. Lightley, J. Blake, of the tilea of .Meaan. Minton, Mesm.
aw, and captured at Sebaatopol, which are now being broken
W. G. Habenhon, G. . Clarke, J. Norton, E . othen ; of carvings in that beantifol material, ser- up at Woolwich for the purpoee.
Roberta, J. Mackland, R. J. Withers, S.S. Teulon, pentine; with Hobbs' and Pngh's looks and keya,
J, James, E. Ellia, D. Brandon, R. Hesketh, and Botten'• and Howard'• valves, Thumble's paper• !!Incethe above wu written, we uodentand that a
C. Gray. Mr. 1. D. Wyatt exhibits a clever and hangings, Kenhaw'e imitative wooda, parquetry, meeting o( the Society hu been held, at which, among
pGUed, wu one stating that If more•ieffectivedrawing of Pippbrook House, near Dorkiag; and varioUBbricks and other similar productions. other re1olut10111
wu at Ila command,they wooldgladly open their pile.,and llr. J, B. Phelip a photograph from the column Meaan. Thumble'1 paper-hangings are ain~arly
to art11tawhoare not memben; and It wu abo reoolnd
executed by him with great ability u a memorial of meritorions in deaign aa well II in quality; nt no 1o memorlallzethe Lonla of the Treuary for apartmeota
the late Sir C. Hotham. Both of th~ works are fresh deaigna appear to have been introduced by la the Intendedbwldlog on the site ot Barlln,toa G&nleu.
Lord SL Leonarda,lo hla place la pmllameot,brought lh•
from deai~a by Mr. G. G. Scott. Mr . W. Burges the serpentine companies.
latter 1nbJectlo the notice of the Government: a almllar
does not euibit anything architectural; but he showa
atopbu been taken bf the New Wa&er Colour loclti)",
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Ba1n~11 P1cTuns JN P.&llls.-There i1 much or an i111ult. We eannot doubt, that in such a I the affair; and, if rumour were to be credited the
,peculation in the Art.world as to results that will 1pirit Me1Bn. D,ce and Richmond protested against I public might be alarmed aa to the form which d'ler
follow the invitation to oontribute pictures to the a requisition to compete with Me9Bra. Foley ud
all, this " monument" may yet take ; at p~nt
it
uhibition in Paris; it would seem there ia a pro- McDowell, in deiugning and executing a recumbent would be equally unwise aud unfair to notice the
bability of their being such as will do credit to our I figure to conatitnte a monument to the memory of various " wbiapera" that reach profeaaional ears.
DAVIDCox.-There i1, we believe, aome in.ten.
country; for no fewer than thirty artist.I, at the I Dr . Blomfield. We can only suppose that, in the
head of whom is Sir Charles Eaatlake, express a I confuaion incident to examining a Royal Academy tion to have an exhibition in London, during the
wiah that the arrangement may be conducted by catalogue, the committee supposed Me1Bra. Dyce aeaaon, of the worn or this admirable landscape
M. E. Gambart, who has their "full confidence." 1 &11dRichmond to be sculptors, and not paintera, painter, whose water.colour pictures, especially, are
M. Gambart has large experience, and is a gentle- : and that they did not discover their mistake until among the fineat of our school, for origillllity, trutli,
man of integrity, as well as ability, and, if he be . the two painters informed them of it. If it be not and beauty . His email dnwinga, of a few )"1111'8
encouraged to set himself heartily to the task, we ; " a mistake," it is about as groBS an error u the since, are veritable gems; while there is a grandeur
cannot doubt hie sncce1B. The artists acting with history of Art records; but we are now ao accua- and a poetical feeling in hia large works which few
him will be enabled to borrow from " proprietors " J stomed to "blunders" concerning competitions that Judscape artiste have ever reached, ud none have
ench paintingg u may favourably exhibit our school, we cu scarcely marvel at any abeurdit7 or injuatice snrpuaed. We 1111ticipatea treat in renewing our
and uphold the reputation it has already obtained in connected with them.
acquaintance with many old pictorial friends which
France . We trust M. Gambart will exercise stem
LANGILUICHAKBEIIS.-The fint of the annual still live pleasantly in our memory, wliile we are
resolution in rejecting, as well as in selecting, for a series of exhibition meetings wu held in the Lang- eure the exhibition will be hailed with delight by
few bad works would more than counterbalance the ham School on the evening of the 26th of February every lover of genuine art.
effect of many good. Better few or none, than a -the contributors being Duncan, W. Hunt, SmallTH!. NELSONCottJ)(N.-Sinoe our last number
field, Higgins, Pidgeon, Fitzgerald, Calderon, G. wu at press this matter has once more been
number of" mediocrities."
P.&NOllAXAOP C.&NTON.-Mr. Burford has re- L. Hall, J. H. Mole, E. Hughes, Marks, Pearson, mooted in the Honse of Common,, Mr. Laurie
ccntly added to the other panoramic attractions at Hixon, C. J. Lewis, &c. The oil pictures sent here haring inquired of Lord John Manners when the
Leicester Square a view of the city of Canton, as it are generally recently executed, &11dintended for the lions were expected to be "placed in position,"
and why the e:recntion of them was entr,l8ted to
appeared after the bombardment and assault of the public ahibitiona.
allied English and French troops, in December,
THE HERTZ CoLLECTio.N
.- Thlit '1e1y extensive Sir E. Landseer instead of Mr . Lough, the sculptor
1867. The picture is painted Crom photographs collection of claasic antiquities, formed after many originally appointed by the committee. Hie lordtaken by the officers of the Royal Engineers, for years by Mr. Hertz, and sold by him to Mr. Mayer, ahip replied that Sir Edwin was at preAe11tengaged
militarypurposes, and Jent to the artist by General of Liverpool, was again scattered during the laat in modelling the animals, which, it waa upected,
Peel and General Sir J. F. Burgoyne. The view is month in a sale that occupied ai:rteen days. The would be in their places at no distant day, ud Uiat
taken from a apot now known as Captain Mann's collection attracted much attention when exhibited the Government had selected him for the taak
Battery, a newly-erected work on one of the highest Jut at Manchester, and its value was estimated in becausethey considered him the moat competent to
point& on the northern aide of the city, within the its collective form: the sale has shown that this undertake it.
S1:DGl'JELD's8TEll1tOOllAPB8OP ENGLrSR AND
walls. It co111equentlyembraces the whole of both was just, for though large or fair prices have gene.
the old and new towns, the east and west suburbs, rally been secured for the whole of the 3,137 lots, WELSHSCENEIIT.-We have uamined a very large
the river, with the island of Honan in the distance, a lo88 hu resulted on the total . The collection collection or atereographa produced by Mr. Sedgaud, toward! the north, a considerable extent of wu purchased for £12,000-the
sale has realized field, who, we understand, holds a prominent rank
country, bounded by a picturesque range of lofty £10,011. Some few Iota have been reserved; but in this" brauch of Art." An important branch it
mountains, called the " White Cloud Mountains." if set agailllt the auction expenses, it will still make has become, considered even commercially ; but it
This point or view must be beat for showing the the difference of about .£2,000. The larger quan- ia alao an essential element in education, opening
extent of the city, and the surrounding scenery, but tity of articles comprising the collection conaisted up many new sources of delight, while adding
it leaves the spectator with a very unfavourable im- of gem,, set as rings, in cameo and intaglio. It was materially to our power of deriving instruction
preasion of the architectural beauties of Canton, if thought that so large a number at once brought to from the great book of nature. If these exam~les
it really baa any. Aa far as the eye reaches, the sale would produce low prices ; but they all eold be, u they certainly are, "cheap," they are "good;"
ground is covered with a dense mass of low houaea, better than they us•wly do at aales; and aome as good, perhaps, as any that have been submitted
looking more like ranges of cowsheds than human few fetched extraordinary prices. Thus, a ring, to purchasers. We have here delicious aeeoeryhabitationa. They are all built with sloping roof1, with an intaglio of Apollo, Jeaa thnn two inches in "bits" from the lakaa, and charming pueagea
and have only ground floors; there are no chimney- height, sold for £90. The general run of pricea from the river-banlca in Wales, and old abbeyapota or apertures for getting rid of smoke; the was from .£16 to £20 for fine rings; but a large Battle, Tintern, and Netley; cathedrala---Briatol,
doorways are low, and the windows few and small: number aold from £2 to £6. The atatistica of the Salisbury, Exeter, Wells, York, Canterbury, WinRaglan, Pein fact, the whole aspect of the place is wretched and sale have aome interest for collectors, and it tends cheater; venerable ruins-Kenilworth,
miserable. Towards the river, which, in the picture, to show that even fine Greek and Etrnacan vuea ve111ey,and Hnrstmonceanx : in ahort, a aeries of
is far in the distance, there are signs of a better will fetch prices much beneath rings and jewels. interesting Britiah views, to the number of nearly a
claas of houses, while, here ud there, the tower of a The British Muaewn very properly made some thonaand, every one of which is or nine to the
pagodarises up. Looking to the Jell, and a little cheap purchaaea of really :remarkable works. Thna antiqWII")',the lover of Art, or both. The publisher
behind, aa the spectator stands with his faceto the they obtained, for £26, the beautiful Greek TUe of these stereographs-Mr. Bennet-has pr?4uced
city, the country is most picturesque, it seems well engraved by Lenormant, having a dnped Victory a new atereoeeope especially deaign~ for the.1r nae,
wooded, and the paddy fields, or rice grounds, give painted upon it; and, for £34, the well-known bnt applicable also to any other viewa. It .11 VerJ
to it the sppearance of being carefnlly cultivated. metal mirror found at Chinai in 1826, ud which simple in conatrnction, bein~ open at ~e 11d~, ao
There are many interesting localities introduced into has been engraved in three of the best worlca de- as to obtain the largest available quantity of li;sh~·
this portion of the panorama which we have not voted to ucient glyptic art. The largest prices The focua is easily obtained, ~d altogeth~ tt 11
apace to point out. \Ve can only recommend our have beenpaid for articles which ecarcely should I convenient as well u elegant m con1troct1on and
readers to pay a visit to the picture, which is painted . have been catalogued with claaaic works: a aet of design.
with Mr. Burford's accustomed care and artistic bronze Bnddhiat deities sold for £226, and a
THE CaTaTALPALACEP1CTUllEGA.LLJtllY.-Mr.
knowledge. He has not here availed himself of the pair of horrible human akulla, inlaid with coloured Waaa informs ne that this uhibition is closed for a
uanal means of enriching hia work by groups or atones, the work of the old Mexicans, sold for £30 month, .in order that it may be re.opened .o.n the
lls.ur.ea or other aimilar recognised privileges of a and £40 each. Collectora therefore evidently look 1st of May; and the directon desire publiCJty to
pllllter, &11dhe baa adopted throughout rather a to rarity, rather than beauty, in their purchasea. • their earnest wiah to render this divi.sion of the
Jow tone of colour. The picture Joolcaa transcript Such of the public aa care to study some of the Crystal Palace largely beneficial to artists. Many
of nature-of a place nearly deserted, save by those finest of the gems from thi1 collection may now aaleahave been effected during the put 1!81, as
whoae valour has given them posse88ion ot it. A have a good opportunity of doing so at the Sooth a source of enjoyment and an element of 1natrnction, there is nothing in the great edilioe ~t
few soldiers of the allied armies are almoat the only Kensington Mnaerun, aa stated above.
Hna
C.uu. WEllNltB.-This gentleman will renders ao much pnblic service. The gallery 18
living beings to be seen about.
MoNUJaNT TO Tll.lt LATE BrsBoP or LoNDON. open his studio, with an exhibition of his worka, always crowded; and it is certain that knowledge
-A monumetit i1 to be erected in St. Paul's to this early in the preaen tmonth; and, at the same time, concerning Art is by this means geiierall,rand naeucellent prelate, a sum of £1200 being at the dis- he will be prepared to receive his pupia in his fully spreading . It is, therefore, moet desirable that
.
1
J>0881
of a committee for the purpose. They have c1for the study and practice of drawing in the collection ahonld consist oni, of !fO~b of euellence. We know how impoe11ble it 11 to gather
,I
118Dedinritatio111 to compete to no fewer than water eolonra.
eighteen artist&; the cost of the competition, divided
PHOTOGliPHIC i>xssoLVlNG V11:ws.-Meun.
together anywhere a thonsand pictures ~ "first.
between the eighteen, will, therefore, amount to the Negretti and 1.amba,the photographers to the Crystal rate;" hut it is the duty as .•ell u ~e 10t~~ of
:!
anm that one of the eighteen will receive, and the Palace Company, have adapted tranaparent photo- the directors to keep that ubJect contmuaUy ID view.
committee, we humbly think, might have limited graphs on glau to the diaaolving view apparatus And in their snperiutend?~t, Mr.
they have f:D
their application to half a dozen, with quite as much with which Mr . Pepper illoatntes hia lectures. The abl11and uperienced an:riliary, .":ho has done, and 18
probability of a satisfactory result. The list containa pictures thua obtained are very effective, and they doing, "his beet." Some lldd1tio~al help from
two painters, ?tk D,ce and Mr. Richmond, both ad- give quite a new, aa well u a more elevated, artistic lecton who are disposed.
to" l~nd," rn order'? gra~1fy
and teachthe many, with a little more co1111derat1on
mirable artists, and men otn11qnestionableability, but character to this favourite exhibition.
they are no more acnlptors than Meurs . Foley ud
THE WELLINGTON
MoNUKENT
.-Mr. Stevens is on the part oC arti1ts to .bene~t .t~emaelves a~~ the
McDowell are painters; if theae two were asked to busy preparing the work committed to his charge, institution, will render this e:rhib1tion-what . it ~ ao
compete with Meaers. Dyce and Ricbmond in deco- and we understand it will be ere long shown to "a well ealculated to be-one. of the m~~ .mentonoua
rating the walli of the HOUieof Lordi, we imagine select few." There is still, however, a degree of and pop~
of all the picture uhib1t1ons of the
they would receive the application as either a " hoax" mystery, not calculated to allay aoapicion,1>efVading metropolis.
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MR. Pons OP BtR)UNOHAll:is exhibiting, at
REVIEWS.
56, Lincolu's Inn Fields, various of his combinations
metal-work-adapted
of metal with marble-Art
principally to mantel-pieces, but applied also to CHBOKO
· LlTKOOIU.PHlOP,cruau.
.Published by
varions architectural Plll"J>ote&.It is aome time
G. RowNBY & Co., London.
1ince we direeted attention to this novel and very
valuable branch of Art ; but on more thau one occa- A large number of chromo-lithographic prints have
recently been put before the public by Meaara.
sion we have deacribed its peculiarity and its merit. Rowney and Co., who eeem of late to have
Mr. Potts has been many years labouring to bring paid especial attention to this particular branch
it to snch a state as may render it available for of Art-illuatration, and with more or leas of succeaa
practical purpoaea, and he has succeeded. Many of in their productions. Several of those which have
the relief, in bronze or in metaldore
are admirable come into our handa are printed at the establieh1J*:imena of pure and high Art, that may certainly ment of Meaara. Rowney; the othera are printed by
nval in design, as well as in execution, the best of M.eaara.Hanhart: we will flrat notice the former.
Mulready'• "Croeaing the Ford," from ita aizo
those which have b.len J>roduced,for purpose, akin
to theae, in France. As we shall ere long treat this and character of the picture, claima our firat con,iThe print ia as large u the original, of
anbject at aome length, we for the present content deration.
which it conveya a very favourable idea: in colour
onnelves with such notice u may direct to it the it ii remarkably brilJiant-far more eo, we ehould
thoughts of architects, artists, and amateun.
imagine, than tlle picture wu, even when it came
MONUUNTAL EPPtOT OP QunN K.t.TH&llJ!fJ; fresh from the painter's easel; it is, in truth, hot
PARll.-This work, now nearly completed by Mr. to a degtte of intensity . Coneidering the ditllculties
J. B. Philip, is in white marble, and is designed to be of copying by any mechanical proceee, such u thil
placed in Sudely Castle by Mr. J.C. Dent, its present ii, the peculiar manipulation of .Mulready, the 1.>rint
proprietor. The original monument of the queen, may be accepted as a good imitation; and,certainly,
when fnuned and glazed, it will make a very pretty
who wu ao fortunate u to surTive Henry VIII ., decoration
to any well furnished apartment. "The
wu destroyed when many aimilar memorials fell Canal of the Guidecca, Venice," from the picture
victims to the wild zeal of iconocluts. Mr . Philip by Stanfield in the Vernon Collection, ii alao a large
hu atndied his fil{IIJ"e from the best portraits of print, and, aa a whole, pleaaea ua better than the
Katherine Parr, and hia treatment of it realizes all Mulready copy; all the principal points of the
the purer sentiment of mediieval effigies; and, at original are faithfully preservecf, and the general
time, he has clearly ahown that bis work effect ia rich and powerful ; the aky and the water
the -e
belonga, not to the middle either of the fourteenth are admirably managed. Thie print is alao well
worth framing and hanging up. "The Cathedral
century or of ·the sixteenth, but of this present Porch, Evreux," after K Dolby, is a good reprenineteenth century . Mr. Philip ia alao completing eentation of that fine old architectural specimen ;
a monumental memorial, of unusual artistic impor- it is warm in colour, IUldhas throughout that aspect
tance, to the late Dr. Mill, which is destined to o( nature which eannot be mistaken. A little more
take its place amongst the fine early monuments in attention to the detaila of the architecture would
Ely Cathedral ; and the new work will be foUild a hRve been a decided improvement. "The Church
worthy usociate for the early ones. Mr. G. G. of St. Jacques, Caen," alter W. Callow, is not 10
Seott'a monument to the late Ducheu of Gloucester, pleasing . It eeema, however, to have been coeied
a sketch, or unflniehed drawing: there 1s a
and hia Crimean Memorial which i1 to appear near from
general want of harmonr in the picture-the printhe western front of Westminster Abbey, we pro- cipal shadowed part falling on a low m~ of ahopposeto notice with care when they shall have been roofs at the base of the church, a conventional: rather
completed : both are in course of execution by th!1~ a natu.ral. method of treatment, for which the
,
Mr. Philip. This artist'a atudio is also occupied origin~ art11t II anewe!"1lble,not the copyist.
P888mg on to the pnnts. from Meaara. Han~art •
with many highly intereating works of arc'utectural
a
large
on.eThe
preaea,
.we
commence.
w1!!1
aculpture, the moet important of which are four
from the picture by
1tatuea of the Evangelista of coloual aize, to be Andalullllll Letter- Wnter,
F. W. Topham. It ii excelle.nt,-eo g~. that one
placed at a height of about fifty feet in the tower of would
!t as. tb:e ?n.ginal. In
almoet as aoon p~
Haring devoted colour and. texture the 1m1talion 11 m1m1table, and
St. Michael's Church, Cornhitl.
himself to architectural and monumental sculpture, the ~autiful harm?ny apparen~ thr?ughout t~e
Mr.Philip is gradually developing the principles which :work 11.among the highest attraction~ 1t off'era: th11
gnided the late lamented Gcerta, of Louvain, in the 11certamly one of the beat chromo-hthographa we
production of hia exquisitely beautiful works. In have enr eeen. "Mount St. Michael," after Stanfield, ie a far Iese eucceaaful copy ; it ie heavy, and
their style of art, accordingly, the production, of entirely
deficient in half tones; the tranaparency of
Mr. Philip 111'8-ntially
and:emphatically Gothic; oil-coloura can rarely be obtained by the proeeu of
and they, therefore, provide a practical reply for chromolithol!"f!lphy, and for thia reaaon the deep
any inquiriea into what the Gothic of our own day 1hadow1 which the artiat chooses to put into his
desirea to do, and is able to do, in its applicatiou of work should be kept lighter in the printed copy1
the greatest of the arts that are in alliance with and thereby euch defectl u we obeerve here woul<1
be avoided; there is, moreover, a manifest coarsearchitecture.
n- throughout for which no \lower of colouring,
Tex CELEB11.A.T£D
Suu-Brn
nox Srowz.W e understand this magnificent and valuable bed, even if more agreeable than it II here, could compenaate. "The Lake of Lugano," and "The
which wu designed and executed by Signor Borra Rhine,
near Cologne," a pair, after drawings by T.
in 1787, and during 108 years formed the resting- M. Richardaon, and both good, though we prefer the
place of the many royal penonages who visited former; there ii a eweet and tranquil atmoepheric
Stowe, including her present Majesty and the Prince eft'ect pervading the lake and diltant mountain,,
Couaort, is now exhibited in London for the first while the foreground, broken up into rich m1Ne&of
time at the picture gallery of Mr. Waleaby, in colour, tella admirably against the blue watera; the
few atunted treee which crown the bank.aare, nowWaterloo Plaee.
THI: SPURGEONT.t.BERNa.cu:.-The second pre- ever, too black, and from this cause meet tile eye
too
intrusively. There is acarcely material enough
mium of Jl30 has been awvded bf the committee to in the" Rhine" aubject to demand ao much apace
Mr. W.W. Pooock, of KnightsbriT• for his design, u the artist ha1 given to it, but he hu treated it
bearing the motto " Metropolitan.'
It is preaumed with much taste and feeling. " PallaDJ10,on Lake
that, u matter of course, Mr . Pocock will be en- luniore,"
from a drawing by Rowbottom, ii one
of tbe beet of the number before ua, delicate in tone,
trusted with the erection of the edifice.
aunny, and t>ictureaquely treated: the quiet 1urface
FL.u.J,.i.N's Woau.-Thecondition
of Flannan's
cuta in University College is by no means credit- of the lake 11, however, rulDed-to the eye, at least
-by
the reflected forma of the nearer hill; aurely,
able to the authorities. They are loaded with dnat, Mr. Rowbottom,
you could not ha,e Been them
illlomuoh u entirely to deatr.>y their effect. We ueume the inverted pyramidal ahape 1011 have
ban an impression that a hnudred pounds ·were given to them: there is little in the outline of the
voted to the College for the creditable cuatody of hill itself, ,till 1- in its ehadowed indentation•, to
these works ; but sinr.e they are ao neglected it is ju,tify your mode of treatment, beaides, these line•
to be regretted that they have been placed where "compose" awkwardly with the white ripple left by
they are, as they ought to form a pr011tinent feature the row-boat cloae by. "The Coming Shower( a
in a gallery of Britiab acnlpture ; thia must not be marine-aubjeut, alter Meadows, deserves a wor<1of
commendation : the distant water and the clouds
forgotten in the arrangements about to be carried are
true to nature, and the composition of the picoat.
ture ii pleasing : we have no doubt it hu been
TIIII Rout. GoLD Mr»AL of the Jnatitute of faithfully copied by the lithographer. Another
British Architects has been awarded this year to marine view-" Beating up Channel," after J. Callow, ia not good-the forma of the waves are diaMr. Gilbert Scott, A.R.A..
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agreeable, and uulike an~·thing we have seen in
nature, and the colouring 11poor and crude. "Paea
of the Grimaell," ufter T. M. Richardson-the laat
we have to notice, is likewise the let1at intere,tinir :
it waa a grand mistake upon the fart of the arliat
to make au oval-shaped picture o auch a scenethoae mighty mountain ~levationa require a more
eubetantial base than ia here allotted to them-they
eeem as if they would topple down and crush all
beneath them; as a print, too, it looks thin and poor,
although partl are heavily coloured.
CHIUST BLBSSlNOL1TTLB CHILDREN. Painted
by H. LBJBUNB; engraved by JlllB8 F.t.EI>.
Published by HKNliYGuvu & Co., London.
Thia is a fine print, of a claaa aomewhat rare of
late ; for Art ie not often now-a-days made " the
teacher.''
Lejeune is a painter of high order,
thinking ever, u well u working continually; not
content to accept as themes the commonplace, of
llte and character, but aearching for subjects in
80 urcee the moet elevated and the moat illlltructin.
Such an artist is ever welcome to the critic. This
divine eubj~t he has treated with sy!Dpa~y u well as
underatandml{-we had almoet wd with 'flrayer;
and perhapa it is 80 , for he has evidenµy Mt it,
and his pencil haa been guided by no ordmary aentiment while picturing one of the moat touching
and beautiful of all the episodes in the Saviour',
pilgrimage on earth . It ii not a little singular that
none of the old and great maatera in Art should
haYe selected a point in the hietory of His career, ao
peculiarly ,uited for Art. We cannot call to mind
one : yet there ii no incident ao inviting, IUld none
to which there wu 80 much certainty of recompense
of fame, for ita appeal ie univeraal to the human
heart ; and, perhaps, there is no puaage of the
Bible 80 familiar u that which records the words
of Chrilt-" Bulfer little children to come unto
me, and forbid them not,"-when he rebuked His
disciple,, who would have kept them back. .Mr.
Lejeune hae, we repeati.felt hia 1ubject, and treated
it with great ability. The figure and countenance
of the Saviour is a fine oonception; no artiet hu
ever or will ever reach our ideas of the Divinitfbut 'Lejeune ~ not failed, and that ii aay1ng
much. The mothera and the children are beautifully rendered; they supply, indeed, the ~trength
of the picture, while the apoatlee, standing by,
pondering and wondering, are true to the text. A
pictt;re better ,uited to English homea, where Art
II loved and appreciated and where a perpetual
1-n
for good is, as it o'ught to be, derived from
Art, has been seldom iaaued by any publieher ; for
the engraver hu done hia work well, and e\l'entially
aided to make this print a favourite, u 1t oannot
fail to be with all oluaee.
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O:BTIISBIUNE.Pa1nte Y • l!JB_UNB.
b ngrave
1ryCHARLESToMK.I.~8. Publ11hed Y RKNB.Y
0RAVB8& Co., London.
Here Lejeune hu dealt with the Saviour alone ; at
that awful moment when" agony" was the prelude
to death. It ia a bold -y
: the artist here tread,
on ground that has been occupied by mighty predeceaaora; challenging compariaons that no living
painter can bear un-thed, and if we much prefer
the eubject to which we have juat adverted, it ii
because from no hand 1 in our day, can we expect a
portraiture that realizes our conception, of the
Divine Muter. There is no incident of His lire 80
ditllcult to Art . It ii, indeed, all but impOlaible to
convey to the mind that terrible eu1!'eringwhic!i the
apoetle reoorda in a few burninJ. word,. LeJeune
hu treated it, perhaJI&,as well u 1t could be treated :
he hu made a touching picture, a picture that producea profound reverence, and aida the Chriatian
teacher in hia tuk. That may have been the
utmoet of hia aim, and in 10 far he hu 1uooeeded.

I
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P.uYBB.. Painted by W. C. T. DoBSO!f. Engraved
by liJ!!lllY Cou&I!f, Published by ~ Giu.Vll8
& Co., London.
Here are two children merely, a aiater and brother,
their hand, reatinJ on the eacred book. They are
at "Prayer"-il
B1mple prayer, no doubt, but one
t.Jrat ii ever heard, for the heart uttera it. Of ~eh
alight material.I the artiat hu made a moat eft'ective
picture, charming in feeling and in trea~ _ent; ~e
facet are beautiful, with that hol7 tranquillity which
ii in harmon7 with the occupauon of the.moment,
and which giyes a truer zest to the gaiety ~
naturally and wiaely follows thought. The pnnt
ii one that all will look upon with pleasure : one
which the engraver, as well as the P.ainter, baa felt;
it ii an Art-companion that all will comprehend,
and which all may enjoy.
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CoxnfG Evun.
Painted by TROKAS F .1.:an.
.BograYed by W. H. SIICl(ONe. Publiahecl by
H. GB.ATM& Co., London.
Thia picture ia •ilnJ>lYthat of a graceful Scotti.h
girl-gneeful in 1p1te of her ruetio jaoket and bare
feet-etaodiog by a 1tile, and waiting; waiting fvr
what? No other figure ia eeeod· but there ia a dog
bounding from out a pua of un erwood-we may be
aure hie muter ia not fai off', although the t.reN
hide him for the moment from her aight. The
"Coming Event" ia one that may by poeaibilitr be
guelled at by all who are young, 'and Ion. The
picture ia nry pretty, and very pleuiog; it ia the
work of a charming arti.t, 1kilfully engravtd, and
will be regarded u an acceea.iooof value to all who
•
delire pleuure f~m Art.

TB'll 'Wous OP Ia.uc DIIRASLI. Edited by hia
Son, The Rio RT HoN. B. D111u:au. Axnn1•
OP LITBB.ATURB.Vol. II. Publiahed by RoUT•
L:BDOB& Co., London.
This volume completea the new edition of the
writinp of the elder Diaraeli, which lleun. Routledge have publiahed in aeTen volume,, well printed
and neatly bound, and published at a nry moderate
price. It i• now nearly aeveoty yeara since the
author made hil arpearance before the public, when
the firet volume o the " Curioeit.ieaof Literature"
wu produced; the third and lut of thia eeriee wu
not publiahed till 1817; aubiequently_ aaecond aeriee
appeared, alao in three volumee. Hia other writMiscellanies," "Quarrela of .Auinp are "Lite~
thon," "Calamitiee of Authon," "The Character of
Jamea l.t"••The Literaiy Character,'' and" Amenities of Literature." Th-booka, eeTerallJand colPvlfCB'. Engraved by H. LBKONfrom the Picture lectively1 evidence a highly cultivated mind, much
!>J'T. Wall81'JIB,R.A. Publiahcd by the Art- antiquarian 1tudy and minroh, u well u an intiUnion of Glugow.
·
mate acquaintance with thioga not generally kno,rn
'We have a profoUJld veneration for Jlr. Punen, and in history: and literature. Though philoeophically
or dieaertatioo, are by no means
hil worthy apoU18Judy, and a loving regard for written, the
their wonderful dog Toby, the pattern of meekoeu dry reading; and however much uoauited to the
prevailing
tute
of
the day1 which 1 unfortunatelyd
and 1111bmiuion
to in1ult ;-from our childhood to the
yean we . hue now reached, the ahow-box of the demaoda booka that require out litue attention an
the
glorio111trio hu been an object of our interut, and le11 thought, there are few peraon1 ~og
we confe11, without a bluah on the cheek at our aenae to appreciate what ia really worth reading,
will
not
derive
pleasure
and
imtruction
from
who
apparent childiehn-, that we never aee it elevated
for exhibition but we involuntarily atop to refreah their perusal. It ia fair to preaume that this neat
our memoriea and our 1pirits with the welcome and portable edition will make the writinga of
drolleriea of the acton. We consider Punch u a Iaaao Disraeli far more widely known than they
legitimate part of the national conatitutioo, and have hitherto been.
llhould fear that the country wu falling into irre•
trievable ruin were any calamity to befal him ; 11 POPL.lll Hous:a .Ac.t.D&llY. By the Author of
"Marr_ Powell." 2 Vole. Publiahed by A.a·
ataunch conae"ati vea of all that i1 venerable and
THURHALL, VmTUB & Co., London.
worthy to be maintained in our inatitutiona, we
atrongly proteat againat any attempt to introduce No author of fiction writea more, and few write ao
reform into thia eatate of the realm: PUJ1chre~uirea well, u the author of " .llary Powell." Her fiction,
no Act of Parliament to "alter and amend ' his may be [aeu, beoauae of their perfect truth to chadomeetic economy; it worka admi:ably, and to the racter. She never diato~ never e:uggeratee, never
entire aati.faction of the crowds to whoee notice it calla up bittemeaa or acidity for the aake of ftavour
ia daily submitted in the public highways.
or contrast ; ia earneetlr aorry when her men and
Stimulated by tho aucceaawhioh laat year attended women " come to grief, ' but never riaka a prin•
the iaeue of the engraving from Mr. Webster'• pic- ciple to noid the result of miaconduot: her pecuture of "The Playground," the Art-Union of Glu- liar element ia truth, her happinthat charity
gow purpoeee to give the aubscriben of the current ~-ildi. " auff'ereth long, and ia kind." Her booka
year another work by the aame arti1t-hia "Punch,"
111"8 ail - "freab,"
becauee their aouroe ia pur,.
a picture painted u far back u 1840, in which :rear Nothing oan be more ailople than the construction
it wu exhibited at the Royal Academy. It 1a a of thia charming narrative. Three aiatert-ladiucompO&itionthat ehowa aa much of individual cha- meet with a revel'l8 of fortune, and rather than be
racter u any picture thia arti.t hu produced at any der.ndant upon a brother " John,'' reaolve to eeta•
period ofhia career. The acene i• laid in a country bliah a "~
echool for JOWi{ ladiel." The
rulage, and PWlch ia being exhibited on the high. houee they inhent ia admirably 1u1ted to the .J>Ur•
road, lkirted on one aide by, probably, the rectorr·
poae, and they aet about " aacrificing a position"
houa-for
we have only aight of lhe railed-111 with diff'ereot degreea of hope, fear, and pride,
on the other by the village echool- according to their aenral diapoaitioo1. The three
nrden-and
Jiouae, a fine old gable-ended houae. By the aide aiaten are altetched with a bro.do- and yet a mi•
of the ,how-box 1tand1 ita owner, "diatilling eweet outeneu that would enchant a literary " Ruskin ;"
muaio" from hia Pandean pipe• and big drum: thia fine, natural women are the three, the aecond not
man ia a moat admirable imperaonation of the cha- of ao high a nature u her aiaten, but coming out
racter. In front ia gathered a group of apeotaton, bravely, u proud women often do, in the hour of
old and young, giving undivided and almoet breath- trial.
The incident, ariaiog from the diff'erent
1- attention to the dialogue between Punch and obaractere of the pupila grow without forcing ; and
hil wife. The venerable echoolmuter hu left his it ia impouible to lay down volumea containing ao
puplla to take care of themaelve1, and atanda loanin~ much pathoe, euch quiet humour, 1111ch
keen obaer•
on bia etick in perfect admiration ; hil " better half,'
vation, until they are finiabed ; and then a eecond
by hil lide, li.ftaup her withered handa at the marvel- reading becomea a neceaaity, for there are holy and
lous exhibition ; the poetman delay, the delivery of aacrecl thought.I and lesaooa grafted on many a page
baker ia allowing the dinner he that deeene to be trea1ured in our heart of heart,.
hi1 leUen-the
oarriee home to get cold-the public-hoUl8 lad ia Long may the author live to write, and we to read.
-ted quietly on hie beer-tray-a gaping farm-boy
look.I aghut : in abort, there are a acore of incident,
all worthy of note in thia remarkably humorous pie• Tn l'Iu:Nc:a OP TllB Hou8li. OP D.1.VID; oa, Tnan
Yau.a IX ma HoLY CITY. Edited by the
tun, where all seem u much intereated and amuaed
Rev. PaoF1111101L
J. H. !NOJU.BAM, Rector of
u the ocouion deman~
but the widow and her
St. John'• Church, Mobile. Publiabed by
orphanl, who wait the coming of the daily waggon
.AlLTKUR
HALi.,
Vl:BTUB,
and Co., London.
that ia to bear them away from their loved home,
and have no heart for laughter. This latter epiaode Some two yean ago, w11recommeof ·'1the "Prince
ia moet judiciously introduced oontrutiog, u it of the HoUl8 of David" to a pui.~llher who wu
doee, eff'ectively, though patnf;;by, with the mirth aoxiou1 to reproduce aome able work of " Brother
1onathan'•,'' but, after a careful peruaal, and aundry
of the othen.
The engraving of tbe _picture ia, upon tbe whole, consultations, he said, " He wu afraid there would
good and telling. Kr. Lemon hu evidently made be auch an uproar in the religiou1 world against
the figures hil firat oonaideration1 and they ataod out the very aemblance of fiction connected with the
well. The print ia large, and will no doubt attract life of oui- Saviour, that be would have nothing to
do with it." We regretted thia extremely, for we
many subeoriben to tbe aooiety that publiahea it.
felt UIIUred tha~ on the contrary, numbe1'8 of the
" religioua world ' would hail the Tolume u calTo BooJt OP TJIB TK.UOIS. By Mr. and Hn
culated to be moet Taluable, from the purity of it.t
S. C. HALL. Published by A. HALL, VmruZ: object, the beauty of ita atyle, and the information
and Co., London.
ao poetically conveyed of the acenee of our SAv1oua'1
need not to be in- laboun.
The teaden of tbe JJ.rt-JOUN111l
formed of the nature of thia work : we speak of it
It wae certainly -with no amall degree of pleuure
here merely to announce it u a aeparate publica- that we reoeived our old favourite in ita English
f.!on in a han~aome.ly boWld Tolume. Every atten- dre• from the hande of our own publiaben, who
tion hu been given 10 the way of paper and printing better undentood the temper and tone of the
to produce the illustrations in the beet ~ble
"religioua worldt" and who han laid the public
wa:,;,. while tbe authon have made coonderable under a great ooligation by thus placing within
addition, to the text, in order to render their tour their reach a work which, we are penuaded, eve"
of the river u complete in all ita department.I u denomination of Chriatiana cannot fail to appreciate.
oould be done.
There is no 1tory-eo to aay-to analyse, no myatery

-r•

to aolve, no "new thing" to tell, and yet from the
fint page to the last, the volume onrllowa with
intereat; the cbaracten are well dneloped the
11CeDery
ia in accordance with " Bible Hiatory ,I, the
incident, flow out, without an elfort, and we conlider it, u we.would a beautiful:and holy dream-if
not insrired certainly auggeeted by .. mioiatering
angela.' In l.i;;erica, ita author, Profeuor Ingraham,
hu aohie1·cd great popularity · and, u there they
count the circulation of a book by thouaaode, where
we should be well content to number hundreda, ao
"The Prince of the Houae of David" bu PUied
through aixteen or eighteen large edition,: it r. now
in the handa of our own 1,1ublic,and we look forward
to ita exciting the deepeat mtereat wheraver it ia read.
TowN SwAJll'I A.MD
SocuL Barno•.
The Sequel
of " A Glance at the Homee of the Thouaaoda.''
Dy GBOaoa GODWIN, F.R .S., Editor of the
.Buildw. With numerous Engravinga done
from the life. Publiahed by RoUTLBI>Oaand
Co., London.
There ia ample food for melancholy meditation in
Xr. Godwin'• little book1 and an ample field aet
forth for the laboun or the Chriatian and the
philanthropiat in the work of ameliorating the con•
dition of thoee claaaea of our countrymen and
countrywomen to which ita pagee refer. It eeema
almost incredible-and ia enough to damp the energies of the moet ardent regenerator of thoee whom
we call the "m-"-that
so much ofvire and
miaery 1hould etill exiat, notwithataoding the vut
eff'orta that have been made within the lut few
: evil• are put down in
yean for their 1111ppreaaion
one place, only to riee up in greater numben and
atreogth at another, so that the only chance of
ultimate and luting improvement aeemato be the
united action of all in a poeition better than thoee
whom it ia deaigned to benefit. Individual inter•
ferencel and that of aocietiea, have done much1 but
infinite y more than hu been already accompliahed
ia atill undone. On reading over Mr. Godwin'•
fearful narrative, one ia well-nigh tempted to uk
whether a cune doee not reet upon a city where
auch iniquity and euch aq_ualor prevail• without
any univenal attempt, bemg m11de to eradicate
them root and branch. " Verily, we are guilty
concerning our brother.''
Ill' TBB R&ION OP QUllBN VIorollU.
Drawn by. N. WHITTOClt. Publiabed by
I.Lorn, BaOTHue, London.
Thia ia a large " bird' a-eye" view of London, taken
from a point, u it 1eem1 to us, near Bethlehem
Hcepital, St. George'• Road, Southwark, though by
what mean, the arti.t could in that locality have
attained 1uch an elevation u enabled hilo to "draw
hil plan, we are at a l011 to conceive. Howenr,
here ia London the modem Babylon 1tretchiog
out in ita length and breadth into dmoet interminable diataoce, it.t publio buildinp, squares,
atreeta, and alley,, too, delineated with m~elloue
accuracy. Intenecting the deme m .. is the
Thamee, winding ita way from Lambeth Palace io
Limehouae. It ia a work on which immense labour
must have been beatowed, and will atand II a
record of what London ia in the year of grace 1869.
What it will be at the end of another oentury none
can fo; we only know that in evary direction
it ia enlarging ita boUJ1dariee,and year by year
aheltering lieneath ita ample winp additional thouaaoda of human beinp to awell ita already overgrown population. A "key" ia publiahed with
the map, which ia Uleful to point out particular
localities.

LolfDON

Ta• PanrCU'LD AND PB.Acnc:a OP H.ulxONIOU8
COLOUIUNOIN Ou., WATBB, AND PHOTOOIUPRIC Coi.ouu, EeP.BCIALLYAS Al'PLlBD
TO PaoTOOIUPB'8. By an AllTIBT•PKOTO•
OIUPKD.
Published by 1. N:awK.UI'; and
C.usBLL & Co., London.
With the improvement, in photography there hu
ariaen a new arlr-the art of colouring the picturea
which light hu drawn. The condition, were naarily novel, and whether the painter had to deal
with IUJl•drawn pictures on paper, glaaa, or ailverto secure
plate, aome inventive power waa n-,:
the true eff'eot of colour, without aacriJioing the
photographic detail, and harmony of light and
ahadow. The author of thia little work appean to
have atuclied all the J>OCuliar
conditions of thia new
art, and he commun1cate1 the re11ultaof hil experi•
eoce in a very clear and aati.factory manner. There
ia great room for iloprovement in the large majority
of pictures, whether portrait, or 1tereographa, which
are now produced ; and we think this " ArtiatPhotographer" hu conferred a benefit on hie brother
photograJ.lhera,in placing before them the principlN
u_ponwhich they 1bould proceed, and in teaoliing
tbem the detail, of the manipulation of colouring
photographa.
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PERUGINO, FRA DA.RTOLOMEO,
AND OTHER PRE-RAPIIAELITES.

~~lillll~@l~IIE

colleclion at Florence
in the Pitti Palace, the
grand duke's residence,
consisting of lit.tle more
than five hundred pictures, is not so numerous
as that of the U ffizii,but
more select; most of the works
being verv good indeed, and
scarcely any bad. They are hung in
twelve very splendid halls, of which
the six principal ones are in straight
perspective, and the others divergent on
the left hand. The magnificent inlaid
floors are of variegated marbles. Here are
tables of the costliest tiietra-dnra, representing
antique utensils and fruits and flowers and shells,
enriched with the glorious lapis-lazuli, and sardonyx, and amethyst.s and topazes fashioned
into grapes, purple and yellow, and stones whose
delicate gradations of shade-like colour are most
ingeniously made available for the rounded forms
of different objects of the same hue. What
marvellous elaooration is here, too, of the most
delicate flower painting, on huge S1:vresvases,
the finest we ever beheld, tlironed on these
tables, at the end of liltle silky boudoir-like
passages and recesses, luxurious with ottomans
and chairs of delicate brocade, embedded in
gilt scroll frames !-Tourist.s may well be diffident of reclining on them in travelled vestments, which perhaps have gathered some soil
from sitting amongst the gentums on the Alpine
stones. The paintings around, also, are varnished so as to have an unusually brilliant
and lively appearance : indeed, the delicate
and softly harmonious colouring of the many
large pictures by Andrea del Sarto, which are
a most conspicuous and showy part of the collection, has somewhat suffered from this very
lustrous heightening. And, finallv, if these
treasures on the wall will ever per011tyour eyes
to range so far, you will not come away u01mpressed with the sumptuous ceilings, painted
m the seventeenth century, by Pietro da Cortona,
and supported at the cornice by demigods and
nymphs and satyrs, in white alto-relievo, displaymg, some of them, much animation, spirit,
and grace of fancy. Five of these apartments
are named afler planets denoting virtues attributed to Cosmo, the first grand duke ; and thus
we have the Halls of Venus, Apollo, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn, in which those deities are
represented as taking the kindliest interest in the
advancement of that odious youth, cold-blooded,
treacherous, and ferocious, as he was, and capable of almost any atrocity. They arc assiduously
training him in those virtues which he so systematically avoided; and hence the allegories
have, at any rate, this advantage, that in the
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eyes of those acquainted with Cosmo's career, fore a beautiful landseape, under a sky of surthe,Ywill pass for very discriminative and biting passing clearness and sereuitv. She is ado~
sat.ire. The collection beneath is chiefly of the the Sacred Child, laid low on the earth, sigmAugustan age of Italian art; the works of the ficantly, and held by an angel, who looks on
earlier masters, especially, being neither nume- her with upturned sentimental eye, most Perurous nor remarkablv interesting. Amongst so ginesquelJ. And another little child, wholly
many treasures or the Yer.yhighest order, it is naked, 1s behind her, kneeling and likewise
not until the second or third visit that you can adoring, with touching infantine simplicitysettle long or composedly on any one of them. a little thing thrown helpless on the world, for
Rather, vou hurry about from one picture of pity and tenderness to profit by. An intense
world-wide renown to another, already some- serene repose, the deepest feeling, pervades
thing known to you through the cold, cloudy every part of the picture; the colour of which
reflections of the engravers, just to salute it, is tranquil purity itself. The landscape-a disas it were, and mark it out for future rumina- tant river retirmg under green lawny slopes,
tion ; better pleased at first to take a general and crossed by a bridge flanked with picturesque
and comprehensivesurvey of the whole banquet spires amidst delicate trees, the sunshine on
before you. Certainly, no bee blown by a north which is expressed by touches of gold leaf-is
wind from a bare mountain to a hundred par- of a deep beauty and tenderness; the aerial
terres, each equally alluring, or from Laverna perspective being remarkably good. 'l'he redown to Careggi, could be more puzzled than ceding hills, like semi-transparent azure crystal,
ourselves, where first to bury himself, and cull melt away into the silvery brightness of the disnectar with sufficient patience and steadiness. tant atmosphere, even like the remote ApenHaving regard, however, to what we have nines, near Carrara, at the end of the green Val
alread_yoffered of our Florentine impressions, d' Arno, when we saw them the afternoon bewe think there are good and sufficient.reasons fore from the height of Fiesole. The landscape
for beginning-at length-with the earliest seems influenced by the same calm spirit of
work which it seems desirable to notice ; and holy love as the figures-seems gently conthis is an exquisite Perugino in the first room scious of the sacred presences. We know of
no earlier or even contemporaneouspainter who
you enter.
Our last paper, that on Da Vinci, related to has displayed so sweet and delicate a feeling of
one who lalioured profoundly to combine with beauty in landscape. Rio tells us, that when
a more subtle and varied truth and expression, Perugino was tempted by the most brilliant
an unexampled elegance and harmony of style prospects to settle at Rome, his love for his
and composition; and it is pleasing to bear in native mountains, and his wish to return and
mind that in this advancement he smoothed live amonw3t them, prevailed over every other
the way for Raphael. But at. the self-same consideration. In this ficture we seem t.o see
time, there was progress making in another evidence of the truth o that assertion. It is,
great essential which distinguished Raphael. on the whole, a most perfect and poetical exWe mean that more enthusiastic and delicate ample of the tender dreamy enthusiasm which
spiritual tenderness and grace which he ·: ' constitutes the chief charm of the painter.
the first, and indeed the only one, to unite, funy The Madonna, the Bambino, and angels, are
and largely, with the physical requisites of Art, the same in general design as those in the centre
and so accomplish,at last, the union of all that of the triptych by Perugino, lately added to our
is needed for the highest order of religious gallery ; but the second child is there omitted ;
painting. Here, as is universally known, his and the landscape is far less interesting and
precursor was his own personal instructor, important. The Pitti picture too has, we think,
Peru/11110,whose fancy acquired an exclusively a more simple impressiveness from the absence
devotional cast from tlie influences predominant of the three choral angels standing in the sky ;
and onr present notion is that the Madonna's
in the land where he was born anii bred-the
very Holy Land of Monkerv. Assisi, near face is more expressive and beautiful than in
his native place, had become the Medina of our version: the colour is certainly of a clearer
Italy; for there innumerable pilgrims flocked and more luminous tranquillity. The compato t.he tomb of St. Francis, the Spouse of rative heaviness of our repetition, and its marked
Povert.y, the Apostle of voluntary sores and resemblance in this, and also in other respects,
mortifications, the great supplementary Me- to the Sposalizio at Milan, may support the sugdiator, almost the second Redeemer. l>ante, ge.stiont'hat the youthful Raphael chiefly J?ainted
with a huge monstrousness of metaphor, says the centre compartment from the Pitti picture ;
the mountain slope where he first saw the day, Perugino himself executing the wings. The
Assisi, should be called nothing but the East, right one, of the angel leading the boy Tobit,
since there a sun rose on the world; meaning he certainly never surpassed. The spirit-like
this seraphic teacl:,·r. Formerly wise men came placidity of the winged Raphael, emoued yet
from the East: he,e, (to accept Dante's new undisturbed by such mild tenderness and pitv
style,) fools went to it. Thither, too, dupes as angels feel, and the simple wondering revegifted, almost all the most eminent religious rential love with which that delightful lad in
painters had repaired in their turn, not only to the quaint Urbinese costume looks up at him,
decorate the, ,hrine itself, but in many instances as he is handed along, are the verv qumtessence
to enrich tl):.;country around with the work of of the master's finest thought, the very flower
their pencils ; so that the strong early bias of of his meditations in that U mbrian valley,where,
Perugino's imagination need in no way surprise (they say,) the spirits of St. Francis and Sta
us. His more immediate instructors were in Chiara still hovermg, blest their votaries with
all probability, Nicolo di Fol.4?noand Fiorenza heavenly visions.
In the Pitti Palace is also his "Deposition
di Lorenzo, who derived mucn of their feeling
through Angelico, and Taddeo Bartolo, the of our Lord," a large picture of many figures,
Sienese. Perugino came to Florence at a very stiJf and jejunely artificial in compos1tion, but
early period of his career, and was there influ- seldom equalled for its expression of calmsacred
ential in developing spirituality in painters of sorrow. A number of saints are gathered
congenial minds, in opposition to that natural- around the crucified. Redeemer, supporting and
ism, which was then, with especial force, the lamenting him. The Madonna, worn and shaken
by the depth of her sorrow, looks steadfastly in
prevalent native tendency.
His picture in the first room of the Pitti, the face of her dead son: other saints stand
which hasgiven rise to these preliminaryobser- around, hanging the head pensively, (tender
vations, is certainly one of the most interesting elegiac figures,) or raise their solemn groaning
as if. in direct
and most characteristic of him we ever met looks towards the SJ.>CCtator,
with. The Madonna, with a pensive melan- appeal to him; thus giving the work something
choly expression, is kneeling in a meadow, be- of an expressly didactic character. Behind is
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an elaborate but not very significant landscaee. tlying with a deplorable fertility, the proofs of
This precious work is unfortunately much m- is intellectual prostration."
The accusations against his moral character,
jured. There is now no longer in it that
streth of splendid luminous colour, whic is repeated by Vasari, form a remarkable antiso c ractenstic of Perugino, and so appro- thesis to bis works. He says that Peru\f o,
priate to his spirituality of conception ; the having with the energy insl::d hy his 'nd
picture being much faded, from lon'tJ exposure conductress Poverty, raised · self from most
to the sun in the Church of Sta hiara, for J:nurious beginninfi to considerable wealth,
whose nuns it was painted. Soon after it was
for avarice, and placed all
cawe distin~he
finished, a wealth.y Florentine offered them his hopes in t e goods of fortune. It is added
thrice as much for it as the!, h:J!ven, and to by the same bio~her,
that he was envious
procure them another exact 1 s· · ar from the and untruthful, t
ed with a brain of marble
same hand ; but the6e declined, inasmuch as hardness, and t at he denied the immortality
Pietro himself, on
referred to, could of the soul,-had very little religion. Holy
not undertake to eq
it by any second St. Francis ! Thy Laureate of the Pencil, the
effort.
Visionar1 of hol%sorrows, possessed of but
Peruto's tritual laekadaisieality, (we wish little rel~on !
is stream, emanating from
to use t e wor in the least disrespectful sense the sacre heights of Dante's new Orient, the
it will possibly bear), or rather, we ought per- first tributary to the young river of Raphael,
haps to say, his lackanamaranll,Mu, is not enriching it with calm waters, which, lingerabsent even from this solemn and pathetic work. ing, reflected a holy brightness, and the hues
The figures, conscious of the spectator's pre- of tender seraph w~-like clouds, said to have
senee, spread their hands, and hang their heads soaked and lost itse in a foul bed of mortal
on one side, as if desirous to be an edif1ing clay! His enthusiastic admirer, Mr. Ruskin,
spectacle of sacred sorrow. The female samts, avails himself of this report characteristitoo, are clad in caps with graceful loops for eally. Comparing him with Angelico, he
ears, and gauzes wreathing their shoulders s~
of "a short-coming undefineable about
with that studied el~ee
which is one of this hlS noblest faces, an absence of the full outremarkable painter's ascinations. 'l'hese orna- pouring of the sacred spirit that there is in
ments are, m this dreadful moment, precise~ An/cilico ; traceable, I doubt not, to some
de eieneies and avaricious flaws of his heart,
toint de vice, entirely unrent and undisorder
y their gentle wearers, whose grief is doubtless whose conseVences in his conduct were such
too entirely spiritual to entangle itself with as to give asari hope that his lies ~bt
base matter of any kind. Nevertheless, despite stick to him, (for the contradiction of which
these ~euliarities inseparable from the artist, in the main, if there be not contradiction
the grief in the countenances,-a grief tem)ired enough in every line that the hand of
by tenderness and faith, as if already the oly Perogino ever drew, compare Rio)." Then,
Spirit weredescendingto comfort them,-evinees if so, why reiterate the imputation ; why give
a profound and rare depth of feeling on the it increased currency:; why bring it forward,
part of the painter. Perugino, generally, was iuat for a poor foil to brighten Angelico withal P
so wrapped up in imaginations of seraphic
erogino might here well sal, " The six St.
lougiugs, " Elysian beauty, melancholy grace," Catherines, and the blessed ta U milita, Sta
as to seem scarce conscious of anything out of Scholastica, and Sta Placida to boot, defend me
harmony with them, and to invest even objects from my friends! If, after all, (thanks to my
in themselves of o?posite character, when thrust weak paint~,) be believes my heart free from
unwelcomely in hlS way, with their attributes. these avaricious flaws, is it riffht in him to
For instance, in that beautiful fresco at Pani- break it, himself, illto a mere Co to set off the
eale, of the Mart)!Clomof St. Sebastian,-for an blessed Fra Giovanni's scatheless yurity and
acquaintance with which we are indebted to holiness, and to decorate his own pitiless style
Mr. Lyard, and the humane exertions of the with the bleeding fragments-tliat style in
Arunde Soeiety,-tbe exe~utioners are amiable, which he seems ever, I do think, to be making
slender youths, who seem us~ the arrows of up for the weakness of his reasons, by the
/or;e, not dealn, in postures o suitable grace, strength of his im:r: P" In s~port of which
only a little too fantastical. The ball around, protest,-for indee we think e painter has
allJolden with festive antique grotesques, is a some right to complain,-we recommend the
h for a bridal ; and the landscape beyond its reader to examine well the trita°h
by
arches, placid delightfulness. But for the ex- Perugino, in our gallery, already allu e to, the
quisitely appropriate face of the martyr, it young Tobit's and Raphael's faces especially,
would seem some lov°i tale of mild enchant- and try to discover what flaws of an avaricious
ment ; the agentsof enus subduing Adonis heart are there to be traced, in conformity with
at last, by some unheard-of and inconceivable Mr. Ruskin's "I doubt not."* But, to speak
stra~em ; or, at the beat, a beatification without pam-no martyrdom. In Pietro's "Battle of
• There la, ft seems to us, bot lltUe dlacemment In this
the Amazons," too, in the Louvre, the fair war- oomparlaon depreciative of Peruglno. The countenances
eharacterlatlc of the two palnten being essentially d(f.
riors look back on their adversaries like that ferent. Peruglno's aalota are still sorrowing and aspiring,
coquette, pretty Phillis, whose li~ring eyes t.nd Angellco '1, beyond them In their coune , have atserene felicity . Peruglno's "short-coming undewere so much at variance with her ufttive feet. lalned
fineable," shown by unearthly longing beaming forth from
On the whole, the great and delig tful prin- sorrow, constitutes, In fact, the very pathos of his beauty.
ciple, so admirably exemplified
his pupil " The full oot-poorlng of the sacred spirit" la not yet
vouchsafed. With rer.nl to the general charge of avarice
Raphael, of objects being harmonize and recon- against
Peruglno , It as Indeed been conaldcrably weakciled by all-embraeiug gentleness, and the em- ened by the production of oome particular lnataocea of
liberality
In bis deall ngs with rellglona bodies ; and the
phasiz!DKwhatever beauty is in them, was often usertlon that
he wu denied Chrlatlan burial becall5e of
carried 6y this :Qisinterto a puerile and fantas- bis Infidelity, refuted by the discovery or a church docu.wblch eslabllahes the contrary . It Is certainly
tieal excess.
· narrow monotonous view of ment
.desirable that 10 delightful a painter 1hould have
things, his constant subjection of them to the highly
the full benefit of t.ny weakness In the erldence against
him.
But
the Idea that such aconsatlons may be held aa
same type, violated the ~nd law, by virtue
refuted by the works of bla rocll la puerlle, and
and by privilege of whic the mind requires simply
Involves a prloclple fraught with sue gross Injustice wlU,
variety. Too much Perutno se~uestered his respect to our coool111lonsaa to the conduct and character
fancy, fed it on one most ainti kind of food· ofothen,thatwewouldprotestagalnstlt.
Forwhodoea
· k, most pro ably f rom t ~ lofty
not know how t.nomaloua a being lo man-how refined and
and i·t was,. we th
. lll
may be the Intellect, and how gross and mean the
lack of varied diet, more than from any other passions of the aame penoo 1-a oreaturedlvlded between
cause that his mind sunk into a prolonged fee. two principles : one moment uplrlng above the stan, and
bl '
.
·
.
looking 1teadll7 with vision beatific through the gates of
eness, which his warmest admirers do not heaven ltaelf ; the next crawling In Uiemud, and f'ascloated,
question ; for even Rio relates that the last charmed wlUl It; In hla Intellectual operation• following
t
t
f his lif
d · " ul • pure locltemeota of bla reason and most lovely lmaglnawen Y years o
e were passe m m tI- tlon ; In his actlona too often the degraded slave of a
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seriously, such is remorseless rhetoric, which
sweeps on, sacrific:,i ~bt and left, for the
sake of the in~nsa
le rillianey and strength
the chief theme, (or whim),
of effect! H
been Peru~o, something the reverse of all
this might Just as easiltihave been said.
P~o
revisited orence at an advanced
period of his career. Provoked by his caustic
remarks on the works of the ~ters
there, in
that more advanced style w "eh was su~
seding his own, :Micliael Angelo told ·
publicly that he was a blockhead (g'!:) in
Art, for which he summoned him be ore the
justices, who, however, dismissed the comtaint.
A1JBuonaroti cannot have been insensi le of
the Umbrian's high merit, we must suppose
that his contempt merel.y pointed at tlie indolent mannerism into whicli he was more and
more sinkin~, and his disregard of that extended know edge of truth and nature, which
could alone redeem him from it. His feeble
drawiug, his shanky legs, his rheumatic feet
and hands, muat have been \uite irritating to
that mi~bty Florentine. T e works of Da
Vine~ six years his junior, though~
immense inftuenee immediately around · ,
bad but little effect on the imperturba~
•
dreamy Pietro. Their aP.test Florentine
mirer was a fellow Jttl
with Leonardo of
Veroccbio, Lorenzo
redi, who in the companionship of both P~o
and Da Vinci,
enjo;yedfacilities for comliining their different
ments according to his prevalent aim. In the
Uffizii are several pictures ~ him or saints,
graceful, amiable, sweet-so ed personages,
standinfJifore copioua green landsr:ns of soft
lawna . s and trees. Thus far
may be
ealle dil11tedPerug_i110;only the manner is
fuller, and more Da Villeian. Indeed, in other
pictures by Di Credi, this interesting novelty
of roundness is pushed to a dreposterousl.1
fleshb and clumsy excess ; an some of his
Barn inos are even hideo';tl obese : as in the
toad-like one in our own
ery. The graceor
the motive and pensive tenderness of the sentiment, however, constantly atone for this hippohetameian type of limbs, and the frequentla
eavy, ill-proportioned faces. This gentle an
pious painter, an ardent follower of Savonarola,
perverted wlll, t.nd all Ila grovelllog babltudos. Moreover,
we may someUmos meet wlUl Individuals, who, lo matters
eUllCAI,resemble Perugloo In hla art-penona so aboorbed
In the contemplaUon of a pure, abstract spiritual Ideal, u
to trouble themaelvea very llttle about mere ordinary,
g.,ractlcable, every-day morality; In which they have been
trayed Into stnlnge banlneaa and pt.ltrlneas, from sheer
Inattention to matten they have brought the1111elveato
consider but trivial and ephemeral ; In such instancea, the
natural lnaUncta of _,,,,., (u Indeed might be expected ,!
prevailing over the more foreign and artificial clalma o
tvum . Besides, In the constant endeavour to climb the
coldest, and most seqnestered pinnacles of purity, (but
thinly aired for poor human lungs,) the fall Into muddy
places Is someUmcs, (lamentable to relate,) ve7o sudden
t.nd humlllaUog . On these grounds, and oUlers, or which
we lament we have no spGCe, we cannot consider the
painter"• character vindicated by the pictures; nor do we
think It aafe to trust any mt.11 simply because of the
divinity of hla muslngs .-We cannot Imagine It right that
t.ny paintings of angelll t.nd ll&lntawbataoever, or aerapblo
sonneUogs, or gorgeons treatises In ~rose, full of high.
sounding abstractions of sentiment, s ould be received as
proo~, or even evidences, of moral firmness, self-command,
or practical goodness, any more than that, on the other
band, such paloten aa Tenlen , Salvator, and Caravagglo,
for representing subjects of a different kind, should be
grandlloquenlly consigned to pita of Imaginary penlltlon,
lo that meek, modest, and charitable otyle of crltlclam,
which hu recently been Introduced Into our literature .
With regard to the present" teaching'" of Peruglno, (to
use the term now brought promlncntll, fonranl In Art
criticism), we consider that where the m od la balanced by
the rob111ter and more rational sympathies, and well
grounded In beauUes of the sublimer onler, his lntluence
may refine the fancy and the oentlmental faculty delightfully. But, othen.-lse, his fasclDAtlona, which are un doubtedly gre&t, may tend to emasculate and narrow the
Imagination to aomeUllng of a opurlons Franolacan tone.
If our own aon, Percival, who delights In a rich and maaay
medhevally bound cbur ch4 ervlce, a narrow white collar,
and long double-breasted coat close buttoned, were con.
otantly admiring prints after this master, and we round
that over-pleasant fellow, hla bounger broUler Tom, had
meanwhile been ornamenting I• chambers with subjecta
by Titian or Corregglo , not quite allowable or creditable
to his choice, why we think we should feel rather more
fidgety about the Peruglncs than about the othen,
considering them llkely to have a prejudicial operaUon
mncb more subtle, oboUoate, and lasting.
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is celebrated by Rio for his filial tenderness to idealism of a rntle young triest in Romiah drawinf: of the nude, without which he could
his instmctor Verocchio, whose remains he vestments, an the very e egantly elevated never ve advancedhis art. And there came
fetched all the way from Venice for interment Madonnadella Miseracordia, in the same city, Lorenzo di Credi, and poor Sandro Botticelli,
at Florence, his native city. He was, however, protecting a number of votarists with her whose fine fanc becameparalcfzedby this fanahis legatee as well as friend, and brought his mantle. An interesting tcture of his in the ticism, so that e was rroun down by it to a
goods together with his body.
Pitti, is, nevertheless, o a pathetic cast-a pitiable renunciation o his art, to an old age
A somewhat later student of Da Vinci, and Dead Christ, with the Magdalen im~etuously of lu~brious indigence, to absolute beggary,
on the whole aorhaps the :Jual of that master, embrac~ his feet, the Madonna ho di:\ bis in which be must have perished,bad not the
was Fra Barto omeo, seve of whose pictures hand, an f:'ing in his face with a
mer profaneMedicirelievedhim. These and several
are amongst the largest and most magnificent grief, and t e Apostle of Love, with softened other diatinguiahedPifononi, or Weepers, as
ornamentsof the Pitti collection. His expres- sorrow, suprrtmg his figure at the back. th7 were nicknamed, ollowed the example;
sions have by no meansthe intense seriousness, The Pieta o Perugino is not here rivalled. an the pyre was kindled amidst
and
the abstracted, dreamy, unearthly longin~ of Yet even that is, we think, transcendedby our rejoic~, althouih a iave by-stan er, a mer•
Perugino's. His feeling is indeed somet1D1esPictorial Blessing, (if so bold a term may be eliant o Venice, ad o ered to redeem it at a
solemn and patbeticali tender, but in several wdoned,) Francia's Pieta, the soul of our cost of twenty thousand crowns. This was a
important instances ·ghly characteristic of
ational Gallery, a spark of the highest and sad bonfire,burning many beautiful things, and
him, it tends, within certain limits, to what we sweetest spirit of Itali translated into the great with its fumes, no doubt, int:oxicalingstill furwill call a sacred atlefct· Devotional cynics body of our metropois, making it a place of ther the hi~h-wroughtbrain of him who conhave imressed Barto omeo into their service; p:;f rimage to divine beauty more preciouslh trived its kmdling. From f.hat time, many of
but we eel convinced,on examinationof his en owed than the Assisian.6.ill,and vyingwit the clrudent fell away from him; and his stimuworks, that he is a livelier and more liberal- the Florentine shrines and halls themselves. late rashness and extravaganceincreased, till
hearted 1ii:ter than they wouldmake him out The Bolognesehas, it seems to us, more heart, a still more foolishrecurrence to this odiouslyto be.
· saints are a much more genial, a morehuman-liketenderness and beauty in his abused, life-no~
element of fire aecom~easant, and sociable order of beings than the pathos than the abstractedlydreamyUmbrian: plished his min. T e Franciacans, with the
mbrian's: the weakness is, that they are those ~ivering lips evince a sorrow more like pope's apfroval, challengedhim to submit his
ours ; t ose eyes, even of the angel, where love cause to t e test of fiery ordeal. With reluosometimessomewhattoo consciously~ful,
too artificiall{ elegant. There is, m these and comfort seem clearing through the tears, tant weaknesshe ~ve way to the enthusiasmof
instances, rat er too much flutter, too much look at us more warml.r, with a more genial his co1utor, the ominicanFriar, Pesoia,who
ado, as they arrange themselves round the srerethy ; and in the mcomparablebeauty of rushed orward as his ohamgion. Accordingly,
throne of the Madonna; whosecanopyis held t e ead Saviour's face, the beautv of His soul a dismal pile of fagots an broomrose in tlie
by converted Cupids flying in the air, and may still be wonderfullt traced. We have bblio square, eitty feet Ion~,intersected b,r a
e two feet wi e, along wfoch the ordeal1Sts
whosefootstoolis perhar,: sweetly accorded to seen nothing like it elsew ere.
a most enthusiastic litt e winged Lutist, singBut to return to Fra Bartolomeofor a few were to tass, concealedin ragingflames. Almost
ins- some holy anaoreontic, or canticle, full of moments; for his life presents much interest. the who e populationof the republicwas heaJ:d
bnght tenderness and joy. The persons who Born at a ~ near Prato, of obscure and piled around the square. At length, w en
form this elegant tableau are by no means ~nts, and dwe · g near one of the gii.tesof expectation was motionless, mute, raised to
deficientin piety and tender feeling. Heaven
rence during his first studies under Cosimo the highest, canticles were heard in the living
forbid that we should say the contrary ; but Rosselli,he was called Bacciodella Porta; nor lane beyondthe pile; and the Dominicanswere
perhaps they are thinking a tittle too much of was he known to his companionsby any other seen arriving; liut the host was immediately
showini their sweet gifts and graces ; thout, name. The youth was loved for his upright, discernedhome high amidst them. The Franno dou t, still from amiable motives: for t e orderly, and devout life ; and bis de~ht in" ciscanssprang forward. They would not allow
sake of beautiful appearances,(as gentle lovers the society and preac~ of learned an pious the Holy Presence to be carried through the
of beaut~,) and for an edifyingeffectconceived men soon led to so ar ent an intimacy with fire; perhaps really fearing in their hearts that
as resultmg on those who ref:.d them.-Yet, Savonarola,that he almost lived in his convent, its sanctity might save its bearer, and so give
after all, may it not simply , that they are and unhappily becamea foremost assistant in triumph to their adversaries. The Dominicans
somelight-hearted, innocent race, so nurtured the first of his more fanatical, self-~
insistmg on the contrary, a wrangle of several
on beaut&,and on the vivifyinf climate of the excesses. We allude to the notorious public hours ensued, and the populace were losing
south, t at what to our col stiff northern burning, on the first da1.of the Carnival. of fajtience; when suddenly, an admirable downignorance and insensibility seems artificial works of Art, of the unveiled·and7thological all of rain so debilitated the combustiblesthat
grace and frivolity, is with them unconscious kind, whicharose fromthe ill-judge rigidity of the immediate consummationof the tragical
nature, and the mere sweetnessof unfettered the heroic, but headstrong, arbitrary, and far absurdity becamein1possible;and all separated,
too meddling reformer-that funeral pile of wet through, and disgusted at the loss of that
joy?
Bartolomeo's teclmical twer was extra- antique and natural beantt, mingled no doubt ex3uisite and t~
excitement which they
ordinarilypeat, and, in all ut colour, marks with grosser matter, for w ich he providedthe ha confidently proDUsedthemselves. From
an epoch m advance of Perugino, than whom flames; his own reputation for sense, and all that hour Savonarola completely lost credit;
he was twenty-threeyears yollllgCr. His corn- that commandsthe confidenceof cautious and and a few days afterwards el'en the friendlL
position,more interwovenand united than that discern%¥,men, being essentially, and most Signoria betrayed him to his enemies. 0
of the older schools,is an admirablesubordina- lament.ahy indeed,the apex of it. In the out- Superstition and Fanaticism, it was simplyY6
tion of easy variety to harmonious order and set of these proceedings,processionsof children who destroyed that hi~h-hearted, ~ions, and
symmetry; his drapery, (for which be ori~i- belohff!ngto the schools he had benevolently &atriotic man ! Borgia and his ranciscan
nated the :{ ~e,)
be~ especially noli e estab shed, were sent by him from house to ounds were but instruments in §011r hands !
and beautif •
· lines, rom the large con- house, to demand in the names of Jesus and But for the disgust arising from the work of
tours down to the lesser details, are as a lab{," the Madonna, that the anatl,ema should be y011r tkltuio,u, the Florentinepeopleand governrinth in whichbeaut~ secretlyand assiduousJ. fiven us. to them-meaning all objects which ment would not have so aba.ndonedhim ; and
worshipped. His · ht and shade is broa , e had enouncedas licentiousor profane; and his cause, so great and admirable in the main,
tr.rous and novel; ·s colourclear and ~wer- many of the citizens so aided this exaction, as might have eventuallytrospered ! Never was
r • thou!h too much abounding, we think, in almost to enforcecompliance. A scaffoldwas there one in which the ailure is more distinctly
green an bard ill-toned red, and sometimes erected in the public square for the reception to be traced to the failings and weaknesses of
too black in the shadows, from bis, thus far, of these condemned spoils. At its base were its representative, with a severe· and iDelanfollowing Da Vinci even in the use of change- falsehair, carnivaldresses, musicalinstruments, cboly retribution. When Savonarola'senemies
able £igments. His union of a light freedom cards, dice, and trinkets of every description. attacked his convent, for the purpose of dewith orce in the manner of painting is unfure- Above, were books and drawings, busts and livering him to the papal power, the affection
In short, in all things, we have ere i:traits of the most celebrated Florentine of Bacciodella Porta made him one of the five
' cedented.
uties, and even pictures by great artists, hundredcitizens who had undertakento J>rotect
an approximationto the tme picturesqueprinciple, in opposition to the formalit:b:and dis- condemned,in many instances on insufficient the now doomed reformer. But when danger
connectednessof the old manner. is single ~unds, as indecorous and irreligious. The thickened, and blood actuallybe~ to flow,he
ric was diademedaloft by several admirable was reduced to a ttiable condition. Being,as
figures of prophets, painted late in his career,
under the influenceof MichaelAngelo, especi- antique statues, to which the names of con- Vasari tells us, o a chicken-heartedtemperaally the gigantic St. Mark seated under a temporaneousfair ones bad, in a frivolousbad ment-poor dear man, in one so gifted for totniche, are imposi~ fire::9, magnificentl3. tftste,beengiven; as La BellaBencina,La Bella ness, we may readily fo1eive,howevermuc we
Bina, La Lena Morella, and others. What a md lament,an inaptitu e for scenesof violence
draped ; but emulation ere led hiin be~n
his proper sphere; and the result is somet ·ng beautiful/eile it must have been ! With what an peril-his courage aud hresence of mind
forced and imperfectly felt. He shines far a plenitu e of melancholyadmirationwe should alto~ether ~aveway; and in t e extremeflutter
more in calm and gentle grace ; as in that have walked round and round it ! Hither had of bis trepidation, he vowed, if he escaped, to
figure of St. Stephen, at Lucca, a charming come Baeciodella Porta,_and contributed those renouncethe world altogether, and assume the
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Dominicanhabit. This vow he punctually ful. muscles and foreshorteninp, to which I had
THE ROYAL PICTURES.
filled; and when soon after, that ominous fire constantly to listen with imperturbablemeek(whichhis friendhimselfhad unhappilykept in ness, are pleasantlv exchanged for the gooduse, sanctioned,in some deivee,) consumed humouredpraises r hourly receive for my good
TIIE SPANISH SISTERS.
Savonarola's strangled body, in the self-same wine,goldenVerdea and ruby MontePulciano." J. l'bllllr, A.R.A., Painter. D. Devachez, Engravtt.
place whichhad witnessedthe formerdegrading Nevertheless,he soon resumed the pencil, and
Size of the Picture, I ff. Bl ln. by I t\. , l In.
spectacles,FraBartolomeo,utterly spirit-broken, for the rest of his days, which however were Or the numerous pictures or Spanish liCewhich Mr.
relinquishedhis art, as well as his secular free- not many; for, in consequenceof over exertion Phillip has painted, tliis, which waa f,.Jhibit.edat the
dom. Four years he kept this secondvow, till at a gio,tra, or tilting-match,at Viterbo, in the Royal Academy in 1855, under the title or "El
the youthful Raphael visiting Florence, sought eyes of his inamorata,he brought on a malady, Pasco,'' is one of the most l'leuing and elegant.
his acquaintance, and lamenting a mysterious whichterminated fatally in his forty-fifthyear. The figures are, probably, portraits, and, by the
unfathomable loss in this sad idleness, per- The monkishcynicismof Rio casts on him much richness or their costume, belong to the upper
suaded him to resume the pencil; and then a unfounded opprobrium. It styles him pro- cla&1e&
or sociefv. The coutonr of their faces, their
delightfulinterchangeof intellectual gift!!took foundlyvicious,although in the authority cited, btigbt blaek eyes, the deep olive and red of their
place between them ; the Frate communicating nothing is laid to his charge beyond what we complexions, identify them at onre "ith the race
his acquirementsin light and shade,and colour, have stated : it imputes to him gross habits whoae blood ia of Moorish origin. They are habited
and receivingin return, not merely lessons in of debauchery,in mere fertility of style, as it in embroidered silk, apparently of the costliest mapersJ?ective,but a deeper feeling£or grace and were, and mildlysubstitutes for the gio,tra at nufacture ; their veila, richly laced, fall gracefully
suavity from him who was of all who ever used Viterbo, a fatal excess of intemperance. Poor over their persons ; 'll'hilc the indispensable fanwithout which a Spanish lady's walking costume is
the "silver point," the master of them. Barto- Mariotto! This seraphic doctor of criticism never
the stringed beads appended
lom~o afterwards went to Rome, and there scribbles thee but a sorry epitaph! A deter- to the complete-and
crucifix, put the fi1Jishing touches to this
studied Michael Angelo also; but from an minedopponentof Savonarola,and a /Jonf!foanl, picturesque
The national coquetry, for 'll'hich
have been a bad and vulgar man, and such the youngergroup.
excess of modesty, tlie quiet timid man soon 111,ut
ladies of the country have so distinreturned, bewildered and humbled by the pro- a man 1111181have handled !!llCredsubjects in a guished a reputation, baa not been forgotten by the
digious quantity and variety of artistic excel- mean and commonplacemanner,whatever illu- art.fat in tbe demenuour and expression with which
lencehe had met withinthe eternnlcity-though sory appearancesthere may be to the contrary. he has present.ed his subjects.
_
the greater part of it was, no doubt, incomr,ar- We believethis gentle species of inferencehas
Byron {to whom England nnd everything English
ably inferior to his own productions. 1hus led Rio to form a lower estimate of Mariotto's were but dnst in the balance, when weighed ag3inst
losmg heart, he even left a picture he had worksthm he merits. The extraordinary:force, other countries with which, and their inhabitants,
~n,
for Raphael to finish. Subsequently, clearness, and softness of his colour and light be bad formed acquaintance) pays such compliment&
bemg twitted at Florence with his inability to and shade, in which he vies with Bartolomeo, to the ladiea of Spain, even at the expense of his
paint the nude,-told perhaps that he did quite are fulli admitted; but we think his tvpcs and own fair countrywomen, aa ought to have for ever
niht in formerly burning his studies of that expressions would have been thought more ba11ishedhim from the presence or the latter . He
kind, though on grounds different from those highly of, bad the circumstanceaof his lire been says, in bis " Childe Harold,'' after eulogising the
pretended,namely,his incapacity,-he so far de- agreeableto the writer-had he, in short, been exploits of the Maid of Saragoesn,parted from his recent stnctness as to paint a one ofthe "W eepers," instead of one of their " Yet are l'paln"a mald1 no race of Amazon•,
St. Sebastian without drapery. The soft and adversaries. We have scarcely space left for Dut !ormed for all the wllcblng arts of love;
thus In arm• they emulate her sous,
vivid figure was a sigual triumph, indeed too Ghirlandajo's son, Ridolfo, also a scholar of Though
And In th• horrid phalanx dare to move,
beautiful; for the monks found in the confes- Bartolomeo's,and an admirable painter. His
'Tls bot the tender 6erceneoa or the dove
Peclr.lng the band that boven o"er her mate;
sional that it stirred light thoughts; and so it two pictures in the Uffizii,of miracles by St.
Jn aoRne,1, a.aIn flrmueu, t'a.rabove
was removed,and soon afterwards sent to the Zenobius,havean energyofactionandexpression Remoter females, !amed for sickening rrate;
King of France. The good Frate's last years rare at this period, and a fine remanent of the Her mind LInobler sure, her charms ren:hance &11great."'
must havebeen pleasant to his convent and to old spiritual fervour combinedwith a singular
• • • • • •
me, ye climes which poets love to laud!
himself: pleasnnt to his convent,partly because clearnessand intensity of colour and light and " Match
Match me, yo harema of the land where now
the profit of his works, which were numerous shade. And m~cent
is his ceiling in the
I strike my strain, w-distant, to aprlaud
lleauUes tbal e'en a cynic moat avow !
and nnportant, was entirely its property; plea- chapel of the Florentine Palazzo Vecchio-a
Match me those houris whom ye 1can:e allow
sant to himself,inasmuchas improv~ to the ricli invention of sacred figures and emblems, To taate the gale, leat Love should ride the wind,
end, he went on painting, with infimte love, adapted with delightful ingenuity and signifi- With Spain's dark-glancing daugbten !-deli;n to know,
your wise Prophet", paradise we ftnddelightful works, wnich.he brought to a felici- cance to the number and grouping of the orna- HlaThere
black.eyed maids of heaven, angelically !.Ind!"
tous conclusion-enjoying that quiet retirement mental compartments which enclose them.
The 1>manwhich Byron here oft'en to Spanish
which even in youth he liad most desired, and Here the style is tmly noble and refined,and
occupyinghis leisure with music, and singing denotes one of those lesser luminaries which feminine beauty is more creditable to his genius as
to h1mseff,for which recreations his fondness shone in the heavenof Italian Art by the side a poet, than to his eatimate of that moral and intelincreasedas he grew older. But this enviable of Michael Angelo and Raphael. Indeed, lectual worth which alone constitutes real beauty,
life, (which we could almost ourseh·es covet,) Raphael, who was Ridolfo's personal friend, so and to his wte and judgment, when be would comthe daughters of Spain with those of his own
was unhappily not of long duration. In con- highly esteemedhis talents, that he urged him pare
We prefer the picture which a prose writer
sequence of his painting beneath a window to come to aid in bis great works at Rome. land.
aketched of this subject to that drawn by the
wherethe hot sunbeams continuallypoured on But Ridolfo did not respondto the call. We baa
poet :-" It is not the amilea of a pretty face, uor
his back, he became partly paralyzed; and an are told that he was one of those who loved the tiut of her complexion, nor the beauty aud
imJ>mdentexcessof figs,of whichlie was exceed- " not to lose sight of the Cupola," that is to symmetry of her person, nor the costly dreea and
i~ly fond, adding a fever to this malady, he say, liked best his native air, and so at Florence decorations, that compose woman's lovelinesa: nor
finished his course, with pious consciousness he remained.
is it the enchanting glance of her eye, with which
and humbletrust to the last, not later than his
Such-the heroes of these last two articles- she darts such laatre on the man she deems worthy
forty-eighthyear.
were fl,e real Pre-Ropliaelite,. In carryingout of her friendship, that constitutes her beauty. It
Early in his career, there was a painter with a parallelbetween them and our own painters is her pleasing deportment, her chaste conversation,
whom he formedso close an intimacythat they 0£the sametitle, we supposewe must take Mr. the sensibility and purity of her thoughts, her
lived and worked together, till theu-style be- Millais for our Leonardo, Mr. Holman Hunt aff'ability and open disposition, her sympathy with
came so similar,that it was sometimesdifficult for our Perugino, and Mr. Wallis for our Fra those in advenity, her corurort.ing and relieving
to trace their several hands. Yet their tem- Bartolomeo. These gentlemen have surely the poor in distress, and, above all, lhe humbleness
peraments widely differed. Mariotto Albert.i- drawn their noni de g11errefrom a too recent of her soul, that constitute true lovelineea." And
nelli wasjovial,a loverof pleasure,andespecially period; for in the noblest principles of Art, what a gem of a picture has Shakepere left us in
hated monks; so that when his loved Baccio they are demonstrablyPre-Masacc1osand Pre- theac few wordsbecameone, he was almost beside himselfwith Giottos. But in fact they ought not to be com- " Oh, 1he doU, teach tbe ton:hes to burn bright!
Hor beauty hangs uron tho cheek or ulght,
grief and vexation. Bereft of bis friendly sup- pared to any Italians; since the Italians aimed
Like a rich Jc,rci In an Etblop"s cnr;
port, tired of the endlessdifficultiesof Art, and at beauty, or at all events, where it was otherlleauty too rich !or use, /or tarlh too <U1Jr:"
tormented by the cabals and captious criticisms wise,at ~ and dignity-of all whichour Preand attractive as are the maidens whom
of the painters around him, he, too, soon after- Raphaehtes have no notion. From their asto- Mr.Fascinating
Phillip has delighted to honour-true
types,
wards, abandoned his ~.
but strange to nishing awkwardnessand hideousness of con- doubtless,
"Spain's dark-glancing daughten"relate, to keep an hotel and eating-house, not ception, we should rather compare them wit.h they wouldornever
carry off' the ·golden apple from
to meditatein a cloister. And for somemonths the more ungainly of the early Flemings; not her whose portrait is sketched by our great
he evendischargedhis newfunctionswith spirit calling them Pre-Rubenses,however,since they dramatist, in which mind and heart couatitutc th11
and gusto. " Ah ! formerly," said he to his are nothing in that glorious direction,but from truest elements of its beauty.
guest.s, "the object was to imitute fl.eshand their remarkable inferiorityin all that constiThe "Spanish Sieten" is in the collection nt
blood: here we make them-surely a higher tutes pure and harmoniouspainting, Pre-Ma- Osborne.
vocation! And those tiresome cavillings on buses, Pre-Van Eycks.
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IN LONDON DRAWING
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ROOMS.

DY G. WALTER THORNBURY,
ACTROR 01-' ".lRT A."<DlU.1TBB J.T DOllB .UC'DJ.BBOJ.D," ETC.

-WE enter the Lawrence world on tiptoe, over
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carpets or three-pile velvet, softer than the
flowriest turf that fairy ever trip~cd on, in
those moonlight games, where a mus room was
the maypole. On the mantelpiece there. is a
clock of gold and amber, which ticks oft' the
moments with a silvery chirrup, as if moments
were not of the smallest consequencein fashionable life. There are gorgeous Titians on the
wal~ lapped in a luminous atmosphere of
Venetian sunshine and sea air; there are
Rembrandt scenes where Jewish Rabbis and
Dutch cavaliers seem holdi~ some mysterious
meeting in a ceJlar, where but one ray of light
comes; there are radiant Cuyps, and angelic
visions of Murillo. As for the sofas, they are
soft as clouds; and the curtains frame the
windows with a rose-coloured light, as of sunshine penetrating through flowers.
It tves me rather a chill to step mentally
out o this rose-leaf world, and to go back in
memory to that faded genteel house in the
parish of SS. Philip and Jacob, where the
youni genius was liorn. It is in the most
wretc ed ~arter of that city which the slavetrade enric ed, that this raw brick house, with
its square parallel windows and smoky walls,
now stands. It is in the veJI centre of that
whirlpool of mud that is ea ed Bristol, far
away from the stately street where pompous
merchants, fresh from the Exchan~e, fulk over
bygone business ; far from the o d medireval
?iatewa{s and sculptured towers ; far away
rom C atterton's dim room above the porch;
far from the silent quays and the old deserted
s uares, once the centre of wealth and fashion.
T e city that let Savage pine in rison, and
Chatterton poison himself in Broo Street, is
prol•ably ignorant that it ever gave birth to so
small a genius as even Sir Thomas Lawrence.
Like all parvenues, who never rest till they
irritate an accidental want into a disgrace, and
who srsnd their first guinea in ring to the
Heral 's for one of tliose absur tarchment
ground-i>lans,where, from a central ·e, branch
a dozen hypotheses, Lawrence, the well-known
phenomenon son of the landlord of the Bear
Inn at Devizes, was enabled, by the imagination
and exertions of kind antiguarian friends, to
trace himself up to a crusad';!jf k~ht, whom
that feat kint""balf lion, h wol - Richard
the irst, dub d at the siege of Acre. His
mother they proved to be of the gentle blood
of the Pow1sses. Bygone estates were showered
upon these dn\up ancestors; and baronets
were~roved to e traceable on both sides of
the ouse. We all know now that these
heraldic tracings are purchasable by money,
nnd amount to nothing more than an expensive
catalogue of all known persons of your own
names who have grown rich since the Conquest.
The rich people who associated with Lawrcnce in his time of prosperity and wealth,
finding him handsome, well mannered, a clever
actor, a ~ billiard player, a ~d shot, and
nearly everyth::;p but a ~ rider, could not
rest till the&ha proved t e ~ood taste of their
friendshit y showing that t 1e landlord's son
was no p ebeian born. Only one taste of their
protege', they did not care to remember, and
that was his early love of puftilism, and how,
with all his native city's passion for bruising,
he used to take a boy-afterwards his model
for Satan-and go out into a field where they
could bummel out their grievances like two
young lacksmitbs.
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Lawrence's crotchety, restless father was
just the man whose son miYihthave been exfected to be clever. His ife was a web of
alf-begun schemes and incomplete studies. It
was a mind unfocussed and undirected strongly
to a given heint. In the son the bias came
early, from t c twofold fact of his Catherhavin!
been once an artist, and his inn at Bristo
being adorned with good engravings ; from
such twofold advantages of innate faci?e and
iouthful direction srang the genius. . e bas
een a solicitor; t en a travelling J::it and
artist; he married a clergyman's aughter;
ran through his mone,r; became a supervisor
of Excise at Bristol, m the gloomy house we
have described; he gave up this to take the
White Lion Inn, to which be added a coft'ee
house and small farm ; in due time became, as
might be expected of such a rollinf stone and
feather-brain, bankrupt ; emerge a~
as
landlord of the fashionable posting mn, the
Bear, at Devizes ; and there was absorbed into
the superior eft'ulgenceof his child's genius.
The father seems to have been a vain, rest..
less, bustli?g, good-humoured man, with the
scholar and gentleman curiously peetng out
sometimesthrough the landlord. Dresse in lack,
with enormous aowdered periwi~ and starched
ruffles, he woul bustle in to his hungry, irritable, newly-arrived guests, with, instead of the
bill of fare, Milton and Shakspere under his
arm, out of which he would insist on reciting
special passa~s. In the mother we find the
quiet, W:ntle, nfilish lady, honourably lowering
her spirit to her tumble duties, and submitting
with touching patience to the insults or impatience of the rich or insolent.
Lonfiiafter, Lord Ken,-on used to relate how
the fat er would come into private parlours,
and say how the i>henomenon,only five years
old, would either take their likenesses or repeat
Milton's " Pandemonium." At that moment
the door opens, and in burst the beautiful child,
careerini round the room on a stick. He was
asked if e could take the gentleman's likeness.
'That I can," he said; "and very like too."
So he drew Lord Kenyon "very like too," told
Mrs. Ken,-on her face was not straight, and
was coaxed and &raised, as might be expected.
Once a year t e inimitable Garrick stopped
at the Bear, and was instantly oft' to the
summer-house with his French wife, to hear
"the one or two speeches Tommy had learned
since last time." Prince, Hoare, Sheridan,
Wilkes-everybodv-beard
the little ho,- with
the antelope eyes, patted him on the head, and
had. their likenesses taken. The phenomenon
was a boy of extraordinary beaut.y, with a
Grecian mouth, a perfect nose, woman's eyes,
firettily surprised eyebrows, and rich liair,
ailing in curling torrents on his boyish
shoulaers.
How could such a genius-so double-armed,
so beautiful-but be spoiled. The only wonder
is he did not grow up a monster, without heart
or stomach. 1'he father had sixteen children;
one of them was already at Oxford when
Thomas, the jenius, was sent to a small school
near the ol fortifications, on St. Michael's
Hill, Bristol. A real live earl was among his
schoolfellows. A scrar of French and a mouthful of Latin was all t e landlord's son learned.
Five bears of this school, and he was taken
away y his foolish, iiracticable father,
ot yet of him coul it
to paint and ]!\out.
be said, as useli afterwards foolishly said,
intendin~, by a volley of undue
to cover
a stab o unjust detraction, " ut., by Got, he
paints eyes better than 'feeshian."
At SIX Lawrence painted bis first remcmbered portrait. At seven be was so well-known
that his likeness was en~ved by Sherwin.
The same year t.hat Mrs. Siddons declared the
boy's voice was lust and true, Garrick made a
face at him, too him on bis knee, and asked

ITomm,- if

he would be actor or painter.
"Which was it P" But this precocity, thou~b
dangerous, is not rare, but it is only m special
cases that it is recorded. At eight Reynolds drew
Plymton Church ; at seven West sketched
his s eeping sister; and at six Morland was
renowned.
Lawrence's father would not let him, as he
called it, cramp bis genius by reading books or
rules,-and here he was wise; but he took
him round to gentleman's seats, to see the old
masters that rusticated there. These sights
came as healthfc"coolers" to the hoy's rising
vanity. The~ ory of a Rubens made him sigh,
and say, "Oh . I shall never paint like that."
From recitin~oseph's story, and Pope's "Ye
nymphs of
lyma, bWen the song," at the
mature aft of ten, lit e Tom began to aim
at high rt and reli~ious histo
Christ
reprovin{ Peter," for 1UStance. e bad yet
to learn is limitations.
The bo~egan to go the round of the country:
houses.
· draw~ were the plathings of
the drawing-room ta le, and furnis ed topics
for those oowigged dileftanti and c~r10,cenfi
whom Herne describes as twaddling a out the
Co1Te~~osityof Correggio; one s~cial king of
Twad edom even dilated, in his ok, on the
clever boy who drew strong likenesses of any
one with freedom and grace in exactly seven
minutes.
The rolling-stone of a father evidently now
discovered tliat his true mine was his son. He
threw by his inn, and first wandering about
Oxford and W e_ymouth,as if ·he bad been a
showman, and his son a learned pig, he settled
down in Bath, where, if his son prove a genius
of the true mint, his future is eas1: no more
frothinfi up ale, or shouti~ stern directions for
the "B ue Parlour," for r. Lawrence nowno, no ! A deformed sister of Jeevish CumPlagi¥Yberland-Sheridan's Sir Fretf
comes and lives with them. The Oxford son
gets a Bath lectureship. The daughters go to
school, and the eldest becomes companion in a
baronet's family. His house cost him a hundred
a-year. The son's portrait of Mrs. Siddons, as
Zara, was engraved. Sir Henry Harpur wanted
to adopt him as his son; and a painter even proposed to paint the future flattering fashionable
flortrait-painter as Christ. His oval crayon
"kenesses at a guinea and a half became the
rage; and, to crown all, besides the patronage
of Lord Cremorne and the beautiful ·Duchess
of Devonshire, the boy . made himself famous
by drawing Miss Sbakspere, the "toast" of the
day, from memory: his cultivated memory of
the human face had become a genius.
There was one shoal, however, he seemed
likely to split on : he fancied he was more
actor than painter, and .being least successful
in this art., grew more anxiouslh 1youd of it ;
on the same principle on whic
ilton preferred his ccParadise Regained» to his "Paradise Lost." If he had become an actor, he
would have returned to painting, but with mind
soured and warped, and time lost. His father,
thinking the brush more profitable than the
buskin, arran~d a plot with the comedians
Palmer and ernara. Old Lawrence and
friends are in the back room, the unblushing
phenomenonand the two actors in the front ;
the blow is to be struck heavy and sudden-no
second one will be re1uired. The scheme was
dramatic: Palmer too an armchair at one end
of the room, while Bernard, openin~ " The
Brides of Venice," began a scene in w icli he
was Priuli, and Lawrence Jaffier. The tyro
went on for some time, then stopped; no one
rompted him; he hemmed, he coughed, he was
ost. At this moment, Palmer, ris~ gravely
from his chair, took the boy regretf y by the
bands, and assured him that the s~ was not
a saCeundertaking for him ; and whlle he was
still talking, the father burst in, crying, " What!
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Jaffier ! why, Tom, they would not let you feeling his pale pulse, should look vacant, and : cement. This lady's man, in spite of his
murder even a conspirator!" then the friends say, with cold, practised mechanism, dead. sort, dark eyes, and taper, white hands too,
chimed in a chorus about the advantages of Bis father was ahrnrs starting impracticable I could work still in a way that his crusading
Art, and the shame of neglecting and treading schemes. He allowed his father and mother ancestor (if he ever lived), pounding away at
under foot natural geni\1$,and the thing was £300 a-year. He had perpetual accommodation the gates of Acre, at the head of the Red
done; the father and the winking actors felt, bills to answer; his domestic outla was care- Crosses, might not have sneered at. On one
as they left the crushed and tearful boy, that less and neglected. He kept two Louses, one occasion (I think when painting tremendous
in Jermyn Street for himself, one in Greek Lord Thurlow's portrait), Lawrence, walking
they had won the game.
I
It was at this time, when a lady describes Street for his parents. Mr. Angerstein lent about all the ti1ne (for he seldom sat down to
him to a friend as a handsome boy, with collar him money, on condition he should receive all work), painted two whole days and one night
!\ thrown back, and with his dark curls falling his earnings till the debt was paid off, allowing without stopping. Professor Wilson loved to
and almost hiding his face as he drew, that he the artist £20 a-week. His father had been write at a breathing:,and, with a cigar and some
obtained a medal and other honours from the reckless-expensive, and the son suffered from sherry, be shut up till he had thundered out one
Societ.yof Arts for a crayon copy of the Trans- that same mental disease. Late in life, when of his" Noctes ;" but the feat is scarcely so
figuration. And now, too, he met the great borrowing money,Sir Thomassaid, "I began life wonderful as the strain of body and mind thus
Barry, was bewitched by his fervid words, wrongly-I spent more money than I earned, successfully, and without any recorded injury,
and determined to come to London and study and accumulated debts at heavy interest."
borne by the fashionablepainter. Not in vain,
In spite of all his success and ambition, we should think, had been those strippings to
oil-painting. He took a house in Leicester
Square, where Reynolds lived, and had an Lawrence did not exhibit in the Royal Academy the wai~t, and those lashing out fights in the
introduction to .the great president. It was a till 1787; then, though onl1.eighteen years of Bristol fields ; well those rou~h sunburnt
solemn interview; the ~t man was just snub- age (the year Reynolds exhibited thirteen por- cricketings and tumbling wrestles of earl,r
bing a pert young artist, and dismissing_him traits), Lawrence broke out "forty thousand days. There was stamina for work in th1S
with the cold and safe valediction of "Well, strong," and sent seven. In 1790, the year he graceful pet of drawing-rooms; pith in this
well-go on, go on." The president was kind painted the little Princess Amelia, lie sent quiet, equable man, who could have moved
to Tom, said he saw he had been studying lhe twelve paintings, and took a showier house in unruffled in any court of Europe, and not have
old masters, and ad\'ised him to go to Nuture :Old Bond Street. He still had Hoppner, the passed for the worst bred man either, landto Nature he went, but it was to the nature of favourite of the Prince of Wales, to compete lord's son though he was.
Now, as the sun of popularity grew hotter
the drawing-room. West and Westall were with, and their adherents formed two factions.
fellow-students at the Academy, at the time But there was no stopping Lawrence, who was and brighter on that favoured Jermyn Street
when the bright-ey:edcountry genius was draw- too prudent to make a fool of himself by paint- house, in srite of West's growing fame, with
ing the Apollo and the Fighting Gladiator.
ing great pictures that would not sell ; he was his tame histo!J' and vapid religion,-in spite
Already, Lawrence had told his friends that not goin~ to split his handsome bead against of Opie and Hoppner,-the painter would
no one but Reynolds matched him in heads ; the class1calrock, like poor frantic Haydon ; he daily hear, as be set his J>aletteof early mornand now he came up to London to measure was not goi~, entangled in a net of debts as ings, faster and louder roll the wheels of coroweapons with Reynolds, Opie, Hoppner, and hc was, to drive himself mad by painting huge neted chariots, louder and more fulminating
Gainsborough. For the wantonness of Hopp- cartoons of unmeaning Ill,Ythologicaldreams beat the volleyingknocks of fat-l~ed footmen,
ner and the elegance of Gainsborough he was stolen from Lempi-iere. He wanted to carry with strawberry leaves on their !{littering buta match; Opie, beside him, was coarse and out. the success he had begun at six years of tons. Vanity, vanity, all is vamty indeed, he
wooden; but Reynolds he could not touch,-he age. He saw that though portrait-painting might have cried with the wise king ; hut then,
could J)!lintwomen with fawn's eyes, creatures may, in unworthy hands, be a mere degraded, why should he rave at Vanity, who fed upon
fair and graceful as flowers, but he could not flattering manufacture, it had been one of the the crumbs that fell from ber table! Not,
paint majesty, thought, and intellect like Rey- ideals of Art from the time Giotto painted his mind, that we would drag Lawrence, who
nolds. }'or a year or two, at thia time, the friend Dante. What he wanted to do was to mow had been the correspondent and friend of
young painter seems to have been intoxicated down that prickly undenrood of nettly debts Reynolds and Cowper, down to the level of the
with success, and to have been as aft'ected a that grew so thickly round his easel, and vexed mere flattering portrait painter: the smooth
youth as could well be imagined. At parties him as he worked. And this was strong and man whose duty it is to improve nature-to
with Farington, Smirke, and Fuseli, he would noble in the painter of beuutiful women: he turn bilious yellows and dyspeptic lividness to
rise up whenever there was a lull in conversa- did well in not setting up a sham and dead maiden carnation and the light that burns
tion, reciting in a soft, bland, conceited voice ideal-only another name for his own vanitywithin the rose ; who pares oft' warts, irons
long-winded speeches from Milton, as Fuseli, and burning incense before it, and worshipping down wrinkles, puts the dial of age back half
always violent,-which he thought was to be it perpetually. No; he, like a true man, found a dozen degrees, leaves the white streaks out
strong,-cruelly s_aid," Very like Belial, but out his limitations, and what he could do, and of the hair, plumps out the sinking cheeks,
deuced unlike Beelzebub."
did it, and did nothing else :-did not, as some refills the mouth with its lost pearls; in fact,
Lawrence's first great picture, after leaving men I know do, pine and fret out their lives, that fools and flatters you that others may also
Leicester Square for Jermyn Street, was am- trying to do just what God never meant them, come to be in turn cheated, fooled, and flatbitious, but in a mistaken direction. He -turning away vexed and disoontented with tered. He was not the mere smirking emptr:I
painted for Payne Knight-who poor Haydon the simple work they could do so well and easily, headed coxcomb, who paints coxcombs
; and straining for the impossibleexcellence that feather-brains so well from pure sympathy,had so much to do witn~an Homeric J>.icture
the young pugilist Jackson, afterwards Byron's lures them to povertv and ridicule. Fancy who, as be flicks 011 his carmines and rose
Mentor, sat as a model; but his first great Teniers giving up his quiet skittle-players and madders, trips out his commonplacesand misetriumph was a successful portrait of a beauty snug inn revels, and growing thin as a thread- rable compliments, which only people more
and a celebrity-Miss Farren, afterwar<b paper with envy, staring his life away briore foolish than himself would simper at, in that
Countess of Derby. This was a legitimate Raphael's "Transfiguration." No, no, not he: ridiculou11way peculiar to people who know
omen of his success in ever! way. · It was a he was satisfied wifh his own triumphs in his they are being flattered.
portrait in the first place, and secondly, it was own humble world, and remained the easy
No; Lawrence was too early satiated wit.h
a female portrait-here was his strength. He king and lord of it, as he deserved for his praise, too early, as the phenomenon landpainted the beauty in a white John cloak; wisdom. .Beforethose erring men let the vision lord's son, accustomed to all the sillinesses and
critics tried to make mischief by oomparing it of Haydon, dabbled in blood before his un- tri~ngisms of people of fashion, to care much
I· to old Sir Joshua's Mrs. Billington as St. finished picture, come sometimes as a terrible for such ephemeral fame as the glitter of a
Cecilia-her thin bare arms and winter muff warning. Let them think of dead Wilkie being May exhibition could give him. He, who at
the critics spit at, till Burke said that "painter's let down into his deep, still grave, among the thirteen had considered himself second only to
proprieties are always best"-a very poor argu- laving waters of the Spanish seas; snd remem- Reynolds, and superior to Opieand Hoppnerment for irrational conventions.
.
ber bowthe man who was born to show us the whose ambition, with occas1onaloutbreaks not
But the crown of the youn"' man's success piety and simple happiness of the Scotch pea- specially successful, had been sensibly content
,,
was painting portraits of the f ing and Queen, sant's cot, sold his birthright for the miserable with portrait~painting fame-was too blase
1.
to be sent out by Lord Macartney for the Em- satisfaction of painting bad historical pictures, with small success to care for anything but real
peror of China. It was quite enough : the -streaky, smeared, flimsy, empty wind-bags eminence in Art. Above his easel, Rembrandt's
King had said, 'This is a genius, he shall paint of pictu~, without feeling or without life.
Jew Rabbi looked ever gravely down on the fops
for me:' at once the air round No.-, Jermyn
Lawrence was too cold of blood, and too and "toasts" who filled hlS studio, inciting
St~eet grew yellow with the flying swarms of bla1I with early success, to throw away his him to higher efforts; not sufficient {or him
gumeas.
fame and income to feed such nightmare was the legendary dying speech of Reynolds,
But in one thing the young Devizes genius Sirens as these. He went on working bravely "that Lawrence begins where I leave off."
was unlucky. He bad sown nettles of debt, and hard, believing in no glory to be picked
He, the fashionable painter, who was welwhich would grow round his easel, till that day ready-ripe Crom the tree-no fame to be built come in any society,-who knew everybody
'I
,, he
should be lifted from the floor, and the doctor up witliout blood, tears, and sweat., as the and was seen everywhere,-who had none of
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genius about him, but was to all the equable,
coldly-warm, perfect gentleman, who could flirt,
or gossip witli the best, was all this time, when
money poured in, and every paper brayed out
its foolish praise, not really happy or content.
No, not even at Rome, when m the Vatican
d
d d
the gracious successor of St. Peter escen e ,
from his throne, to go to his room, and put
on the real Fisherman's ring ;-no, not when,
after the Peace, two emperors sat to him, and the
autocrat of Russia "graciously condescended,"
as the phrase goes, to shift his picture, and
alter the easel pegs ;-no, not when Metternich
invited him to go and see the Colosseum by
moonlight. No; he knew bis weakness as
well as the merest youngster who but yesterday cried ready to break his heart over the
first picture returned from the Academy, with
the fatal R chalked upon the back. He knew
that though he could give sunshiny eyes, dewy
with tears of joy and Iaughter,~hair falling in
golden cascades over shoulders that Venus
might have envicd,-that
he could not build

cient for us no,r to repeat only a few leading facts.
Mr. Stark was a native of Norwich, and was placed
as a pupil 1rith the elder Crome, whose son, the late
Jchn Crome, bad been his scboolfello,r and compauion. Soon after the term of bis articles bad
expired, he came up to London, and was admitted a
student of the Royal Academy in 1817. His first
picture-" Boys Bathing"-wu
exhibited about
this time, and was purchased by the then Dean o!
Windsor. Other worb followed in succession,and
found their way into the collection, of Sir J. G.
Egerton the Marquis of Stalford, the Countess de
Grey, Sir F. Cbantrey, T. Phill)ps, R.A., Lord
Northwick, Mr. Watson Taylor, Sir G. Beaumont,
Sir F. Freeling, &c. &c., patrons whose well-known
taste and judp;ment sufficeto eridence the merits of
this artist', pictures. In the very midst of bis anr.cees, however, be was compelled, by a severely painful affliction to leave London, and return to the care
of his family at Norwich, where he remained t,relve
yeara, the first three of which be passed without the
ability to practise his profession. In 1830 ho returned to London, remained here t~n yeara, and
then, in conseqnenceof the death of bis wife, took
op bis residence at Windsor, the neighbourhood of
up a senatorial head like Titian; that he could which aupplied him with subjects for nnmerona
not infu.<1einto bis painted eyes the thought and pictnrea. About the year. 1850 he once more was
wisdom that Raphael knew how to infuse. established in London, being induced to remove
What was his Mr. An~rstein, and his oracular from the country by the desire to afford bis son
Payne Knight, who did not think much of the Mr. A. J. Stark-who, by the way, has recently
Elgin marbles, to V andyck's Gevartius, on exhibited some small pir.tnrea of conlliderable merit
whlch Rubens is tho~ht to have painted, and -the advantages deriv11blefrom the Art-acbools of
which Vandyck is said to have kept in his the metropoli1.
paint box, like a precious amulet p He knew
It cannot be denied that the later productions of
the witchery of blushing flesh, of the glow of the deceased painter found leas favour with the
health, of sea-blue eyes, of vermillion lips, public thau bis earlier works. Other patrons of
dewy as flower leaves after rain; but he felt Art arose, "who knew not Joseph." His quiet,
that his art was somewhat of the meretricious unpretending, and unobtrusive style, true as it was
it wanted the solidity and to natnre, did not suit the prevailing taste of the
and flims!,-that
last few years· bot still bis worb were looked for
thoughtfn ness of the old masters,-that,
corn- nnd appreciated by those who relieh gennioe Eoglish
pared with Titian, that Homer of _painting, he landse&pedelineated with a careful, firm pencil, and
was a mere clever child, who drew pretty clothed in a garb of sober colouring, which 11
ttracb
faces.
and aatisflee, but doea not dazzle, the sense&.
That dreadful upholstery picture of George
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the grand, hil!toric air . There was nothing
grand in the padded, worn out, fat old gentleman ; but then, that is no reason the painter
should have buried him alive with sofas, curtains, and console tables.
Yet, small as the ideal of Lawrence was, is

not the whole world of Art contained in the
oval of the human face P Axe not all phases
of day and night to be looked in the dark
sea of the human eye, where rain and sunshine,
and all transitions from noon to twilight, ftit
and change P Are not all the curves of ~
metry to be found in the changes of the lips P
all the varieties and gradations of colour in the
rose-tints of the cheek? The alchemist called
the human body "the little world," believing
it had its own sun and constellation, sea and
a~r-might not the name be more appropriately
given to the human face p
.
L t
t h
all h
·
e ns no • t en, C
t e great portraitpainter's ideal a mean one.

OBITUARY.
MB. JAMES STARK.
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Tats artist, whose landscapea have, with the exception of one rather long mte"al, for a period of
nearly fort.y years, been contributed to the exhibitiona of the Royal Aeademy and the British Institntion, died, in the sixtieth year o! his age, at his resi•
dence in Mornington Place, Hampstead Road, on
the 24th of March : he had long been in a declining
atate of health, but the illneu which terminated in
his death was severe, and rapid in its result,.
In the volume of the ~rt-Journal for 1850
appeared a }>?!traitof Mr. Stark, with a biographieal
'fbose of our readers who
ske~cb of b11 ~r.
dmre to aeqnamt themselves with the history of

I

the critical press, to say, that we cannot call to
memory a single instance in which be ever made a
microscopic study of a piece oflichen, mo11, tliistledo1111,,
or clterry-lJ!w1om; but we have a ,·ivid recollection of a passage introduced in one of his
landscapes, in which the fragile and beautiful minor
convolvuluswinda for support its elegant and graceful binding stem around the scarcely lcsa fragile
stem of one of the reed-like graaaes: a trne picture
of frailty leaning on frailty, and which, being as
true a picture of the frailty of the moral and phyaical world leaniog for support on its equally frail
sister half, out1r~igha in. moral and poet)cal beauty
three acres of hchen, six bushels of th1stle-~ow~,
or an orchard of cberry-bloaaom. Evans, 1u his
treatment of these things (for all true Art is some
~pecilictreatment ~f some specificthin.g, produ.ctive
of ao'.°e one •P«;C1fic
. beauty,. belonging to 1t .or
deducible from 1t, without disparagemoot to its
euential natnre or quality},. c)oe_elyfollows out the
precepts of _the gr~t and 1ll1m1table~oo~ he was
closely readmg durm.g the whole of. his life. He
found, f~~ ~he van~ pages of this ip-eat book,
tbat the m1llal forme impoeed by creation on our
world were firs~ the ~t,
and that the eecondary
forms ocr.Df!edm. descending sequc~~ i and though
vegetable life DUght ha,:e been 1n1tiated by the
smaller, yet to descend 10 Art much more than
half way towards these would be to lose much of
the. impreasivene&8reaulting from a. treatm~nt in
which the lar~r and more general 11 kept ID the
ascendant. H1a treatment, however, of \hese ex.
tremes _betrayed hia t"!e appreciation of both, t~e
one bemg only subordinated. to _the other. HIS
sense of close .character,. again,. induced .a natural
mo_de of execu.tio~,by which, wb!le ~ttcndmg to the
ulhmatc ~~12attou of the pn.nc1pal. fo!'ffis, the
secondary ~nc1d~ntabecame au~ctently md,cated.
In treatmg hill and mountain acenery, ~e would
nppear to have never emulated the beautiful, the
light, the graceful. . He ~ften said, " There are
already too many ~otng this,'.' Bot he ne~er, on
!he other hand, omitted to give a large equivalent
10 character and r11ggedgrandeur, supported by a
wondroua force and" presence" of the tbiugs repre-
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phy,ical force and hardihood: they were not placea
for picmiea,nor for atrolls ; and the gloomy depth
of the valley would be immeasurable but from the
flashing light from the uodulous mirror,surrace ot
the low and far-off torrent, which enables the eye t-0
measure its remotcneu. If one ,imple phrase 1rould
more than any other serve to realize a just idea of
Mr. Evans was an associated member of the old this atyle, it may be aaid of it that it is "esseuSociety of Painters in Water Colours, and was tially male;" nnd, by way of mere illuatration, that
better known as "Evans of Briatol," in order to npon ,canning attentively one of the aides of his
distinguish him from " Evans of Eton," another nearer bille, yon would instinctively throw off your
well-known 110dearlier member of the aame society. dre&8boots, and nrm your feet with the iron-bonnd
It is with infinite pain we bow ourselves to that flat mountain-shoe of the district.
which in this instance ,trike, out, by an irresistible
Many circumstances of ~lr. Evans'a life contrinecessity, from the list of living painters, a man of b11ted,if not to create, to nurture tbia proneness to
snch original powera and depth of feeling as Mr. robOBtArt. He domiciled himself for many years
Evans.
in the centre of a grand gorge of this mountain
In landscape painting, bis chief and most snc- sceneryin North Wales, at a farm called Tyn-y-Cai,
ceeafulpursuit, we have never had a man since the on au e1ten1ive pool forming the junction of the
origin of our water-colour school, running in a Lleddr with the Conway. A Cyclopian cottage
parallel course of Art, and with tbe same sncce&l!ful formed the farm-house ; and while accommodating
results, with that of the one whose demise we now himself to the habits of ita primitive inm11tea,hie
deplore. His originality was perfect and unique; mind beC3memor11aud more nnnecommodatingto
eo mnch so as to induce the impression that he any but tbe impressions furnished by the ,tern feamigbt have come amongst ne already a painter, turea around him. Isolated thus from schools, and
withont previonaly seeing th11 works of auy other stndioe, and exhibitions, it was ouly to be feared
painter. He certainly had, among other things, the th11tbe might fall into the trite, circumscribed, or
one great advantag,, of pursuing his subject from minute, or have evaporated into the unreal and
the first, without the warp so often received from flimsy; but bis original impulse never left him, and
the ordinary elementary tuition. His sole contests during this period of hie career he produced what
were those with Nature, and he soon found, from must perbapa be considered bis finest works, and
bard knocks received alone in these encounters, that amongst them a email one, or superb merit and
she mnat be resolutely seized to be made to yield. pathos, called "Trath Mawr." A continuation of
He, like all of DB, commencedwith small arms, and the dreary Trath forme the foregro11nd,in which, at
fonnd tbat bis spoil• were neceasarilysmall. Earlier a distance, a figure on a pony-uneasy and restive
than any atndent we have kuowu, he relinquished under the combined annoyance of wind, rain, and
his first mode, and auomed a broader front; and no footing-wait& for, and baile, the unseen ferryeooner than any other whose career we have fol- boat.
lowed, did he realize larger and more general conHe was not leas felicitona in grappling with the
cessionato his artietic power.
trne cbaracteristies of the torrents that 1tir the
It will be already perceived that our prepoasea- gloom of these dreary regions, threading their downsions are highly in favour of the subject of thia wnrd course in a thonaand more or less definedrills,
memoir ; and, under this circumstance, it would collecting themselves into tranquil pools, rushing
lllR . WILLIAM EVANS.

We recorded, in the early part of the year, the
death of Mr. William Evans, which occurred on the
7th of December last, after three or fonr years of
intense suffering. We are now enabled to offer to
our readers II brief sketch of his life, from the pen
of a brother artist who knew him intimately.
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with darkening force through gloomr gorges, fretting their margins amongst minor impediments,
aud leapinit with surging bound the larger obstructions to their career, at once trammelled and impetnoua. Nothing can be imagined much finer than
his occasional treatment of the cot•
seeneey of
the same district; and not limited to the exteriors,
but freqnentlr furnished by the views of their interiors, which rival, in force, colour, and light and
shade, some of the finest ,rorks br the great Dutch
lllll8tcrs of the aame style, bearing closer upon that
of Rembrandt than any one else, though ther are
felt at once to be neither imitations of one nor the
other .
'J'he laat three years of Evans's studies from
nature were spent in Italy, ranginit bet,veen the extreme north, or lake districts, and as far ·south aa
Saleruo; wintering at Genoa; Rome, and Naples,
from which placea he accumulated stores of material which will now never be realized in the form of
completed works. His treatment of Italian snbjects was again perfectly original, when compared
with the general staple of other mcn'a works, aml
he may be aaid to have made it bend in au extraor dinary manner to that same maaculine geniUBwhich
sUBtainedhim so triumphantly through the best of
his English subjects.
In the earlier portion of thia notice it was aaid,
"it will already be perceived that our preposse88ions
are highly in favour of the subject of this memoir."
It is true; and if Mr . Evans may have had, in
common with the great painters of evcey age, some
few points to detract from this large catalogue of
pictorial powers, let the · microscopic critic of the
day detect them-logically or illogically atteinpt to
prove, multiply, and enlarge · them. We can only
aay, with a genuine love of true Art aud real grandeur before us, it is impossible to do so without
first flinging aside the infibitely greater enjoyment
of his beautit:a, and that the 1088and error by this
proce88 would be too flagrant an.I too palpable to
submit to for the mere purpose of flinging a few
son-spots upon the glowing front of geniUB.
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PARIB.-The lottery at the Salon is definitively
fixed at one franc the ticket; we hope next month
to gh·e ao111ereport of the exhibition. It ii said
the i·ury, composed of the first claaa of members of
the natitule, has been excessively aeyere in their
reject ion of proffered ·works; our correspondent
slates that works t.y Chaplib, and other eminent
nrtists , have been refused.-!,{. Duprenoir, a landscnpe painter of talent, ia dead; he was a great
tra,•eller, and executed many views of Ruuian,
English, and Scotch scenery : he was born about
the year 1800.-The apleodid buildings · of the
Boulevard de Sebastopol advance rapidly · thil
spring will wilne88 the destruction of nearly the
whole of the Rue de-la Harpe, and all the buildings
.
which surround the Sorbonne;
MuNICH.-'l'here are few authors who understand
well the invention or the recitation of a atory; in
Gorman literature we can scarcely ·name one other
be•idea Giun and MU811lllB
: and so alao ii it in
painli~g; ·. indeed, -we can mention but two such
artists, E. Neureuther, of Munich, and A. Richter ,
of Dresden, who understand this representation in
a truly artistio manner; But latel:y still a lllird is
aolving this problem in a new, original, and aurpriaing manner-Moritz Schwind, who ii aurely
obtaining an elevated rank , The fame of the painting of the "Seven Ravens," which adorned the
German Exposition at .Munich, baa certainly extended beyond the Channel. . Before this, Schwind
had represented the well-known charming tale of
"Aschenbrodel," in a series of drawinga. Thia
work, executed in three great divisions, now in the
pone88ion of the Baron von Frankenstein, baa been
engraved by Profel80r Fules Thaeter, and published
bv Piloty · and Evtchle; to thil engraving I would
dlrect your attention. Tho story, I presume, ia
well known. Schwind'• arrangement divides it
into three part., an introduction to the departure
for the princely (royal) feaat, and the neglect of
Aschenbrodel; her appearance at it, and abrupt departure, leaving behind her the golden slipperforming, u it were, the alkgro and adagio of the
•rmphony; and finally, in the third picture, the
diacovery of Aachenbrodel by the prince, and the
univeraal rejoicing of the people. Besides the minor
1,wnea appertaining to the etory, two others are
added in the ornamental bordering, representing

the final triumph of oppreued and persecuted innocence, viz. the Grecian fable of "Amor and Psyche,"
and the German legend of " Dornroealein," the
maiden thrown by an angry fairy into an enchanted
sleep, and imprisoned in an enchanted castle, from
which a valiant young prince rescue, her. In the
first picture we see the richly apparelled aisters entering the litter which is to bring them to the royal
ball ; the father follows, bearing the lap-do~ ill /ua
arma: the mother is yet absent, engaged. m confining the poorlr-clothed Ascheubrodcl in the
kitchen . A amal picture, preceding t.hia one, gives
us a view of the sitters' dressing-room, while one
following representa Aachenbrodel mourning over
the pile of grains which 1he is charged to aort, with
the dovea auisting her, and the good fairy entering
with her gifts. In the second drawing Aschenbrodel, richlv dre88ed by the fairy, appears, resplendent wiih grace and beauty, at the prince'•
ball; the prince, on hi.a knees, is greeting lier, and
her sisters, affrighted, are staring at their rival.
Joy and brightneu, beauty and love, are to be
found in that paintin~, which, as a contrast, ii followed by the night m the second one, where the
prince is looking for her who so suddenly vanished,
but discoven only her elegant shoe. Between happineaa and grief-for ahe cannot be found, as the
fairy has carried her through the air-ii merely a
small pain tin~, showing the watchman on the palace
tower, with piercing gaze seeking through the night
traces of the refugee : finally she is found. We
hu-e seen the unfortunate prince, full of grief,
looking at the golden shoe, and now Aschenbrodel
is discovered lo be the happy and charming one to
whom the shoe belongs, and she becomes 1iil bride,
amid the astonishment of the atep-parenta, the rage
of the sisters, and the acclamations of the eopulace.
It is engraYed from the drawiDJ which Fe1d Piloty
has made of Schwind', picture, 1n which alto attention ii paid u, the distinction of light and dark
co1our. We know not which deserves the highest
praise, the beauty and elegance of the drawing, the
well-defined character of the figures, the representatiou of mingled emotions, or the highly humorous
intermez::o. The richne88 and clearneu of the composition make the work a source of pleasure to
the artist, or an elegant adornment for the drawingroom.-The Album of King Louis, which ii, 10 to
speak, a general German exposition of Art, will be
finished during the present summer, in the aume
establishment as the fnithful and exact portrait• of
the beauties of King Louis' Oallery.-The hiltorical painter Joseph Anthonr Fischer died here
on the 20th of March .-Franz .A.dam,the son of the
celebrated battle-painter, has juet finished a portrait, the size of life, of the veteran Marshal Radetszky on horaeback. The picture, painted by
command of the emperor, is deetined for the arsenal
in Vienna. The marshal is on his well-known
grey horse, and though the animal is standing still,
there is much life and vigour in every part. As a
horse-painter, Franz Adam has long enjoyed a high
reputation . The usunl 9uiet look of the manhal ia
preserved in the old soldier's countenance; he seems
thoughtfully waiting the result of some well-laid
plans. There ii something oouehing in the filial
veneration which the young emperor cherishes for
the memory of hi.I old and faithful servant . At his
death and at hie funeral there waa no mark of
honour or of personal respect omitted which it was
po58iblefor the aurviYor to ahow the dead. The picture ii greatly J>raised,and is considered one of the
beat works of the muter.
The best proof of the
faithful individuality of the portrait ii to be
found in the manifold recollections which the sight
of it calls forth in all the old companions-in-arms
or acquaintance, who come lo look at the wellknown featurea.-Another picture which baa made
quite a aenaation here ii the work of Ludwig von
Hagn, and ii at the present moment the cynosure
on which all eyes are directed at the exhibition of
the Art-Union. It represents a matine, muaicale;
the scene is the terrace-the pleaasnt, shady terrace
-of the pleaaure-grounde pertaining to a baronial
castle, which, with all its rich ornament and
tracery, ia seen in the background. The actors
consilt of a 'circle of dilettn11ti who are occupied
with their mu,ic ; and the air and dreu of the
figurea denote the high rank of the performers.
The costume is that of the last century. In the
great Munich Exhibition of last year the artist
had a striking picture of the aame aort-" A Promenade at Venailles," which gave him, 88 here
also, an admirable opportunity of pourtraying with
delicacy and skill the characteristica of the individual, in addition to that pomp and brilliancy
which the court-life of the time presented .-The
aculptor Ralbig has just completed a bust of Freiberm von Aufseu, the founder and indefatigable
president of the "Germanic Museum." The bust
was commanded by hia majesty King Louis : the
likeneu ia considered moat faitl1ful.

VrENNA.-ln one of the churches here, the aocalled "Alt Lercbenfeld" Church, a 1eries of fresco
paintings has been in progrcsa for some time, and
this year it is expected the whole will bo brought
to a oonclusion. The same artist who waa entruated
with the execution or the figures in the newlyreatored cathedral at Speyen, namely, Joseph Gasaer,
hu been commiuioned to undertake the sculpture
around the portal of tbia church. The flgurea from
his hand at Speyen are finely conceived, and a
natural ease, as regards the attitude, and a simplicity of treatment in the drapery and other accessories, are the ehar.icteristics of hia work. The
interior of the edifice is alao lo be restored, and in
pulpit, organ, and altar, much of interest will be
brought to light which has hitheroo been but little
heeded.-The artistic world in Vienna gives sign of
renewed life and Yigour ; indeed, it is striking
how muchl,rogreu has beon made here in all that
relates to rt in the last few years. The changi,a
now going on in the appearance of the city itself
will afford many an opportunitv for the diaplay of
artistic taste and invention. New buildinga will
be erected, both public and private, and before long
we shall have the old Vienna before u, with quite a
new face.-The ea1ting has taken place of the
monument to the memory of the Archduke Charles.
'l'hree hundred weight of bronze flowed iooo the pit 1
four fathoms deep, ln which the mould stood, ane1
all went on aucceeafully. Since the great cast of
the upper part of the " Bavaria," at the Munich
Foundry, nothing 011 the aame enormous acale baa
been attempted .
,
Fru.NKFORT
.-A well-known picture , by Dietz" The Destruction of the Castle of Heidelberlf by
the French, under General .M:elac"-ia now exhibiting here. The first time we saw it was at Munich,
just after its completion, and again at the great
eithibition of works of Art held in that city lut
year . A)though on these pages no reference to
polities finds a place, we cannot heir observing that
this picture, with all its -lruthfu . delineation of
human woe and wanton destruction of a monument
of beauty, is the very fittest reply that could be offered
to certam phrases lately diaaeminated anent "Liberty," "Civilisation,,, and "Regeneration of the
l'eoples." The name of Melac is so execrated to
this very day in Wirtemberg, that we have ourselves
heard in the Black Fcreat many a dog called so.
'fhe deep curse of a whole people fell blastingly on
that man's head, and . popular feeling gave itself
Yent by thus applying the name of him who, more
like a demon than a human creature, had brought
woe into every homestead. The picture ii a street
scene, In the background, high over the houses,
rises the Culle of Heidelberg, aa seen from that
side fronting the terrace, and looking down on the
oown and the river . Smoke and flames are pouring
forth from the windows of the castle, and vast
volumes of sm~ke roll away over the other part. of
the magnificent building, filling the sky with terror
equal to that seen in the thronged street below.
1'bere is an ill-boding look in the wild ahapee sailing
along high above the devoted bends of the agonised
burghers . lo the foreground rides llelac through
the crowd: he looks down with a demoniac calmneaa
on a group composed of a young mother, an old man,
and two weeping maidens. Tho groupe of soldiery
hastening through the town are animated, and there
is life in the composition. We could wish, howeYer,
that the colouring were other than it is-the fleah
of most of the flgurea has none of the warmth and
vitality of flesh ; it is waxen and unlife-like.
Crowds of visitora flock to see the picture, for it is
especially interesting at this moment, when philanthropic intentions are unfolding, thus to behold in a
palpable shape the work of "regeneratioo."-Tbe
Kunst Verein of th is citv has just purchased a small
picture of Annibal Caracci1 representing the Holy
Familt, and another of Ri11eira,named "Spagnoletto,' the subject of which ie the Good Samaritan.
Both were bought for a very moderate aum, the
uncertain state of the financial world having already
bei:un lo exercise its influence even in this direction.
-From the above~named society the Grar:d l>uke
of Boden has obtained a charminf little picture by
Overbeck, for the sum of 2500 florma.
VRESDEN
.-Bendermann is about to depart from
here, to begin his duties at Duueldorf . There is
but one feeling of regret at this e,•ent, for he has
beeu more than twenty years a member of the
Academy, and hi.I beneficial influence has made
itself f~I~ and has been acknowledged by all.Ludwig uruner, the keeper of the print-room in
our museum, has been appointed profe88or of engraving in place of Hcrrn Steinla, lately deceased.
STUTTOARDT.-Acollection of old German pictures of the Swabian school has jUBtbeen purchased
by the government of Herrn Abel, in order that
they may be incorporated with the national collection. There are seventy-nine in all.
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ROME, AND HER WORKS OF ART.•
PART I.-EDIFICES.
"The Nlobe or nation., there she stand,,
Childless and crownleso, In her voiceless woe;
An empty um wllhlo her withered hands,
Whose holy dust was scattered long ago.
The Sclplos' tomb contains no ashes now,
The very sepulchres lie teoantless
or their heroic dwellers : dost thou Jlow.
Old Tiber, through a marble wilderness?
Rise, with thy yellow waves, and mantle her distress "
Childt Harold.

is the countrv, and Rome the city, to which for ages
"'-"• .. ,, • n.,;3.r
the foot of the traveller baa tnroed, who desires to see the
noblest relics of ancient grandenr, and the finest monument&
of a nation'• geniue in Art. Century after century baa eerved
to malre desolate her palaces, and lay wute her heritage of
1treatne111;
the Goth and the Christian have by tnrna trampled
dowu and destroyed the landmarks of past glories ; foreign
wan and intestine feuda have aided iu the work of spoliation;
and yet Italy stand• alone, as a nation, in the magnitude and
coatlineeaof her Art-treaanres. Almost denuded of political
power, a reproach to herself, a derision to her neighbonra, her very name partially blotted 011tfrom the indepen-·
dent governments of the world,-fair and beautiful without,
but unsightly witbin,-still from all part• of the world men
are attracted thither by the memory of what she has been,
and by what ia yet in her poseeuion. The marvel is that,
with the vir.ieaitudeaand changes to which the country has been subjected for
nearly fifteen hunclredyears, it retain• anything to invite a pilgrimage to its
sbrine,-that it baanot becomelike Greece, an almoet deserted laud, and like the
TALY

cities of Palestine, where the owl and the bittern find a habitation,-that the
eerpent does not hiea in the ancient halls of revelry, the springs of her river•
are not choked up, and her vineyard• do not grow wild jtrapes. It is from the
forbearanceof other nations, and the reverence felt for her former magnificence
and glory, that such reaults have not hap11eoed,more thai, from any eff'ort1made
by her own children to preaerve the inheritance bequeathedthem by their forefathers. It will be our pnrpose, in the aeries of papen of which this i1 the
commencement,to describeand illustrate some of the most remarkable of these
Art-monuments-architectural, sculptnral, and pictorial-which Rome contains.
To many of onr readers the 1ubject, doubtleea,will not be altogether new: the
ground has been often travelled over; but it will bear revisiting, and a renewal
of old acquaintances,through onr pages, we hope will not he unacceptableto any
who may have wandered through the etreeta, or contemplated the galleries, of
"imperial Rome."
Th«.re are two phaees of Art which people vieit Rome to see : one, what is
Jen of the works of the old Romans; the other, what baa been created in the
city, or gathered within its limits, dnring the last five or 1ix hundred yean: the
former is almost entirely restricted to architecture and sculpture ; the latter
add1 to theee, painting in its moet elevated character. Iu this artide it is pros
poeedto deal only with the subject of ite ancient architecture, though oue of
the illustrations which now accompanyonr remarke we have eelected because
it repreeents a principal view of Rome as it now atands.
What a train of memories muet pass over the mind of the student of
Roman history both past and preeent, as he walk&through the city, still
grand amid its comparativedesolation,or e1te11dshis visit of inapectionthrough
the Sllm>nnding111burbs. How, as he surveys each shattered ruin of some
noblebuilding celebrated in its annals, will he repeople the scene with the men
whoee namee are chronicled in the most famous pagesof the world's history ;
and the events with which those namesare connected will riee up bP.forehim in
all their glory or infamy. Every foot of gronnd ia eloquent with the 1tories of
truth or tradition. There, i1 pointed out to him the actual or presumed spot
where the Roman populace, in the majesty of a righteous indignation, kindled

KODEBN BOKE FBOJI. 'IHI: LEFT BANK OF THJl TIBER.

at the altar on which au insulted matron was sacrificed,roee up aud expelled
from hie throne the laat of their kiugs ;-he sees the city filled with hordee of
wild, ferocious, but warlike barbarians, and the venerable eenaton waiting in
their official robes the fate of the vanquished from the hands of the infuriated
Gauls;-he traces out the loeality where Creaar, the crowned conqueror, fell
• We oommence, with Ible article, a aeries or papers on the principal Art works In
Rome: tbe lllustraUon1 which accompany them are Crom the large and oostly work
of M. Amengaud, of Paris, one of the most enterprising publishers In Europe or
Illustrated books of a high character, and with whom we have entered Into an arrange.
ment for a supply of such woodcuts u will belt answer our purpoee, 1111d
maintain the
poeitlon wblob oar Illustrated pages have Jong secured to DS,

beneath the daggen of Brutus and hie fellow-conspiraton against the man
whosevalonr, geniua, and success excited the jealousy of his countrymen ;-be
stands, perhaps, upou another spot of gro1md, which once, according to tradi·
tion, opened, and then cloeedagain, over the body of a eelf-immolatingpatriot ;
-he remember&that in the midst of tile city the great Apostle of the Gentiles,
and his fellow-labourer, wboee assumed eucceeaornow aita enthroned on the
Seven Hills, suff'eredmartyrdom at the biddiug of a tyrant aud fiend, and that
thousands profeeaingthe Christian faith yieldedup their lives, in every pouible
form of violent deaths, amid the rejoicingeof aseemhled multitudes ;-and, if
he be 111 Engliahman, he will not forget that an ancient British sovereign was
led captive through those atreets, exclaiming aa he passed along and saw the
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for much improvement in the architectural beanty of Rome. Intestine dispntes and foreignwan seem to have engagedthe sole attention of the Romans:
it was a J>eriodof gigantic wars, vast conquests,and wide extensionof dominion
throughont the three quarten of the globe. Still some edifices not unworthy of this great aud powerful nation were erected, especiallyduring the
latter portion of the time referred to ; but of these, as of those ot earlier date,
scarcely any traces exist: the only remains which, it is believed,can with any
probability be reckoned among them, are the snbatructures of three ancient
temples below the Church of San Nicola in Carcere; the so-calledTempleof
Fortuna Virilia, near the theatre of Marcelina; and, perhaps, also the three
colnmna in the Forum, by some called the Temple of J11piterStator, and by
othen the temple of Castor and Pollux; of the last mentioned we shall speak
hereafter.
The empire being firmly establishedin the hands or Augnstua,and the doon
of the Temple of Janna closed-the ai~ of nniveraalpeace-the Empt:ror
directed his thoughts to the social condition of bis Roman subjects, and to the
state of the city. Under bis patronage-which was in a great measnre instigated by his friend Mecmnas,whosename ia to this day synonymouswith that
of a liberal patron or literature eapecially-artiats and men of lettera flouriehed;
aud Rome becameu renowned for its magnificenceas the peoplewere for their
military proweaa. Angnatusis said to have remarked towards the clo1eof his

grandeur of the proud and haughty city, " How can a people r.ossesaedof
such magnificenceat homeenvy me my h11mblecottage in Britain ? ' ThelK:,and
many recollectionsof sin:ilar import, will crowd nponthe mind of a Etrangeras
he meditates on what is left to recall the histories aaaociatedwith old Rome.
lt ia a fact upon which all writers now agree, that during the early part of
the repnblic the Romana poueesed few architectnral works of much pretension. The people and their rulen were too intent upon establishingand consolidating the power of the government to give time or attention to the
adornment of the city: the private residences of the citizens were simple in
structure, and their public buildings were scarcely of a higher character.
During the reign of the kings 'farquinius Priacua, Servius Tullius, and
Tarqninius Snperbus, the laat of the race, who waa dethro11edabont two
hundred and fifty years after the bnilding of the city, or about 510 B.c.,
the architecture of the city made considerableprogre11. The great Temple
of Jupiter, in the Capitol, the Circus Mnimna, the Romauum Forum, vast
aqnedncta, the Mamertinua, or prison of Tullius, were among the most
remarkable of the public .works raised by the kings ; but not a vestige of
any of them now remains, except of the Mamertinus. The long period
which elapsed between the death of Tarquinius Superbua,and I.be eatablish.
ment of the empire nnder Augnstus, a period of nearly five hnndred years,
and designated by historians as the "Commonwealth," waa not remarkable

THE FORUM,

long reign, that he found Rome a city of bricks and should lt'&veit a city of architecture." He a1aoconveyedthe waters Virgo, Julia,and Tepula,to Rome,
marble: and this was·no vain boast-aqueducts, temples, arcades,theatres, and by aqueductsof stnpendoualength, decoratedwith large and beantiful columns
p11blicbuildings of every kind, rose up in all directions: the whole plain be- of marble, besidesrepairiug those which hronght the water, Appia and Marcia
tween the Quirinal hill and the Tiber becamea uew town, which in eplendour to the city. Mrs. Crecy, in her translation of Milizia's celebrated work,
far surpassedthe City of the Hills: it was entirely covered with fine public Memoriedegli .J.rchitetti.J.ntickie Moderni, writes,-" The reign of Augustus
edificesonly, not a single private dwelling wu allowedthere, !eat by its com- was the golden age of scienceand the fine Arts. Grecianarchitecture at that
parative meanneaait ehoulddestroy the grandeur and uniformityof the whole period was so encouraged at Rome, that Augnstna could with reason boast
plan. The wealthy Romana,like our own citizens,had their mansionsand villas of having left a city of marble where he bad found one of brick. In the time
in the snbnrba; they were placedin gardenswithin the fields between the high of the Cmaara,fourteen magnificentaqueducts,supported by magnificentarches,
roada which i11nedfrom the city, and principally in· the district ronnd about conducted whole rivers to Rome from a distance of many miles, and anpplied
the Eaqnilinehill, contignouato the Quirinal. Among the many uoble edifices one hundred and fifty public fountains, one hundred and eighteen large baths,
conttrncted at Rome in the time of Angnatua,may be enumerated,accordingto beaideathe water necessaryfor those artificial seas in which naval combatswere
Snetonins,the Temple and Fornm of l\fara the Avenger; the Temple of Jupi- represented; one hnndred tho11sandatatnes ornamented the public sqwirea,the
ter Tonan,, which the Chevalier Bunsen calla the "Temple of Saturn ;" the temples,the streets, and the honsea; ninety coloaaalstatnes, raised on pedeatala,
Temple of Apollo Palat.ine; the Portico and Basilicaof Cains and Lnciua; the and forty-eight obelisksof Egyptian granite, adorned variona parts of the city.
Port1coe1of Livy and Octavia, and the Theatre of Marccllua. And, during Nor was this atnpendouamagnificenceconfinedto Rome,or even to Italy. All
the Emperor'• absence in distant parts of the Romau empire, bis friend and the provincesof the vast empire were embellishedby Auguatnaand his auccesson-in-law, Agrippa Vipaaniua-who bad been mainly instrumental in raising 110rs,by the opulent nobles, by the tributary kings and the allies, with temples,
him !othe imperialthrone, and whombe left to direct affairaat home-erected, 1 circuses, theatres, palicea, aq11edncts,amphitbeatf\ll, bridges, baths, and new
at b11 own expense,the Porch and Temple of Neptune, the hot batha called . cities." How iuaiguificantis all that we see and bear of the works of modern
Thermre Agrippre,and the magnificent Pantheon, whose portico is generally I times, and especiallyin England, in comparison with what we read of as
•llowed to be "the moat sublime result that was ever produced by so little I existing in old Rome. Bat oura is an age of iron rather thlLllof gold in every•
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thing pertaining to Art: we bnild, it is trne, bnt we lint count the coat, and I We shall concludethis introductory article by a few remarks on the subjects
onr expenditure ia regulated more by what we choose to spend than by what I introduced as illnstrationa, reservingour obaervationaon the various edifices,
we ought, to maintain our position among the great and intellectual uationa of both ancient and modern, to future papen.
the world. Private patronage doeamore for Art in England than public.
The V1EWov MODERN
ROYE,taken from the left banks of the Tiber, ia very
That Rome borrowed her ideas of Art from Greece there is no question; fine. Stretching across the river is the Bridge of St. Angelo,not in itaelf an
large numben of Greeks had, even prior to the time of Augu,tus, settled in imposing strnctnre, especially when compared with our own metropolitan
various parts of Italy, and carried with them a knowledgeof those arts which bridges, but of vast historic interest; to the right is the Castle of St. Angdo;
had raised their own eonutry to so elevateda position. The Roman emperon aud beyond the bridge, a mass of palatial residences, above which rises the
are supposedto have employedthe Greeks who resided in Rome, both as archi- dome of the noble Church of St. Peter: between this and the castle is
tects, sculpton, and decoraton ; while it cannot be doubted that the Roman seen the Vatican. The bridge, except the parapets, and a small arch at
artist-a of all kinds acquired their respective arts from their teachings and the end neareat the castle, is of ancient construction; it was built by the
practice. Vitrnvius, the earliest of the Roman architects whose name has Emperor Hadrian about 180 A.D., and was originally called PoM £/i'U#.
deacendedto us, and who is now calledthe "father of architecture," lived in the In 1450 Pope Nicholas V. thoroughly restored the masonry; Clement VII.,
time of Augustus, and probably designedsome of the edificesbuilt iu his reign, I about 1520, decorated it with some statues; and Bemini, about the year
though there is no authenticated record of the fact. It has beenasserted that he 1660, by order of Clement IX., added two othcn, and the parapet. Bemiui'a
designedthe Theatre of Marcellns,but Milizia is of opinionthat ita arrangement figures are the two angels-one bearing the crown of thorns, the other with
is not conaistent with hi• precept&,as laid down in his work on architecture, the inscription on the cro88, Hadrian constructed the bridge to enable him to
which hu descendedt-0our own times. Vitrnvius disapprovedof detaila in the : reach, from the opposite side, his mausolenmand the gardensof Domitia, which
the rules , be much frequented. This mausolcnm is now the Castle of Angelo; it stood
Doric order which are used in this theatre. In his treatise he 11:ives
of Grecinuarchitectnre, so that it is evident he had made them his atudy, and, 1 within the gardens of Domitia, and cousiataof a circnlar tower, whosepresent
doubtless,he followedtheir principles in whatever work he executed.
diameter is 188 feet, placed on a quadrilateral basement, ench aide of which is

I
I
·
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ARCHOP SEPTIXIUI8EVIRU8,
258 feet. Originally it was highly decorated,accordingto Proeopius, who, in
the sixth century, speaks of it as built of Parian marble, and adorned with
statues, both of men and hones, of the same material ; but no vestigesof these
works now exiat. In the fifth or sixth century of the Christian era it is stated
to have been converted into a fortress, though the decorationswere left intact;
but during the latter invasionsof the Roman territories by the Gotba, the
Romana,besiegedin the caatle,were compelledto hurl down the statues on the
heada of the beaiegen. Roailini,a Florentine architect,-mnch patronized by
Pop.i Nicholas V.,-and other architects, during the respective pontificates of
Alexander VI. and Urban VIII., extendedand strengthened the castle as a fortified place; it is now used almoat exclusivelyu a state prison. lta utility as
a fortreu, under the modern system of warfare, is valueleas. On the summit
is a col088albronze figure of an angel, armed with a sword.
The FoRux has been in all times the moat celebrated part of Rome, the
scene of the greatest eveuta connectedwith the history of the city. Here were
discussedthose great questionson which at one period hung the destiny of the
world. Under its F.rticoes were heard the eloquent orations of Cicero; and
there the Gracchi mllamed the passions of the multitude by their seditious
harangues: now it is little more than a desert, for grasa and rank weedsgrow
up at the baae of ita ruined edifices. The range of columns in the foreground
of the engraving is all that remains of the Temple of Fortune, according to
Nippy, b11twhich Bunsen callathe Temple of theVespaeiani; it now consi.staof

an Ionic hexastyleportico of granite columns, the base,, capitals, and entablatnre being of white marble ; on the latter is the followingintcription :SENA
TVSPOPOLVSQUE
llOXANVB
llESTITVIT,
INCENDIO
CONSVXPT\'X
The internal part of the frieze is ornamental, bnt this is wumed to be eome
of the old masonry used in the rebuilding.
The ARCHOPSEPTUUUS
SEVERUS
WU erected in 205, by order of the Senate
and Roman·people, to commemorate the victories of Severua, and his aona,
Caracalla and Geta, over tbe Parthians, the Arabs, and other oriental nations.
It is built of Pentelic marble, and has three archways, with transverse archways through the pien ot the centre arch. Each part is decoratedwith four
!luted Corinthian columns,and a series of bas-reliefs,representing the modesof
Roman warfare. Towards the end of the third line of the inscription and
thronghout the fourth, the spectatormay trace the alterationsmadeby Caracalla,
one of the most infamousof the Roman emperon, after he had aaSUlinatedhis
brother Geta: he then erased his name from the arch. The wholeof the monldings and the vaulting are highly enriched with scnlptured ornaments.
or F!arlian.J.mplutlieatre,bas generallybeen eonaidered
The CoLOSSEUX,
the moat imposing building, from its magnitude, in the world. When the
Emperor Vespasianrestored to the Roman peoplethe lands which the execrable
Nero had taken from them, he laid the fonndation of the Colosseumon the
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site where stood ~ero'1 Dom"' .,!r,rea,or "Golden House:" it waa finished b7 Veapuinn's aon, Tit 111,abont A.D. 79. The lorm or the edifice is oval; the

greatcat diameter i1 620 feet, and the transverse 5lSl feet, measnred from the

I onter face of the walls, from which the

eolwnns project 1 foot 10 inches. A1

i
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a work of architectnre, there is iu it nothiug to excite admiration, though

OUJt;.

j internallythis amphilheatre mnst ha\"ebeen 1ing,tlarl7 grand and impressive.
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No. 60. 'Going to the Tele,rraph Hill, LlanNo. 34. 'Spring Time,' V1cAT Cou;. The
foreground of this picture testifies to extraordi- dudno, North Wales-the River Conwa:vand
na7. devotion to tlie face or nature as the priu- Penmaenbach Mountains in the distance,' J.
SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.
cip.e of this artist's practice. It would be TENNANT. This seems to be an earnest and
most difficult to carry minute imitation further literal rendering_of one of the most captivating
Tms Society opened its rooms to the public than we find it here. It is a landscape, con- prospects that Nort.h Wales can boast. It is
on the 28th of April, with a catalog!)e of eight sisting of many parts and various successive sunny, without eft'ort, and the forms in the
hundred and twenty-two pictures and drawings, distances, paintedfrom the side of a broken foreground, strong in tone and firm in line,
·
and seven sculftural works.
figure subjects bank-fresh in CQlour, but the colour is the eft'ectively rarefy the distances.
No. 61. 'Margate Harbour,' W. E. BATES.
-the foible o many exhibitions-there is a ~reen or nature, at the time of the year which
The view is taken somewhere near Buenos
considerable proportion, the members having 1t is proposed to celebrate.
No. 35. 'Entrance to the Port of Havre,' Ayres, just taking in the lighthouse and the
exerted themselves to good purpose to represent every cllll!s or Art. With, therefore, a J. J. WILSON. The place declares itself at end of the tiier; and although there is so
long list or minor aspirations in all kinds of once. The spectator looks outward, having on little in the picture, the local identity is unmis!lenre, the miscellany aft'ords thoughtful in- his right the Tower of Francis I., with an takeable.
No. 63. 'Via Appia Vecchia, near Rome,
stances or poetry and history .. We have opening leading to the' Rue de Paris, and a
alwavs observed or this institution, that it distant glimpse of the clilfs bevond St. Adresse. commonly called "the Street or the Tombs,'"
has fess of the leaven of the new school than is The sky is clouded and winay, with a corre- J. B PYNE. A small picture, in which the
artist, bearing in mind the " iter Brundtuium
found elsewhere. There are two or three of sponding eft'eet on the sea.
No. 36. 'Alexander Huth, Esq.,' C. BAXnm. u,que," proposes to reverse Horace's descripwhat are called Pre-Raft'aellite essays; but
these. are all, for there is no tendency among A very brilliant portrait, sedate in treatment, tion," llln111 est g-ra•ls Appia tardls," the members themselves to the new manner. but forcible in eft'ect. The face is most careCareCul drawin~ necessarily leads to careful fully painted, but the elaboration is success- by making the road as much as possible assimipaiuting, but faithful execution does not neces- fully concealed. The features are earnest and late with the place of a skull. But we have a
canopy of glory overhead, for the sun signalises
·
sitate hardness, a commonplace truth illus- eloquent.
trated by many of the smaller figure pictures
No. 42. ' Scene at Bethlehem,' J. STEVENS. his "good night" with surpassing splendours.
here. The best of the landscapes will bear This "scene" is the infant Jesua sleepin~,
No. 70. 'The Confiscation of Sir Walter
comparison with the best of the landscapes watched over by an angel. Near the group 1s Ralei~h's Estate,' W. SALTER,M.A.F., &c.
in other institutions : they speak for them- a butterfly, an incongruity which cannot be 'l'he impersonations introduced here are those
selve~ as spoils patiently won from the great satisfactorilf accounted for in Christian Art. on!, necessary to the narrative, which assumes
garner of nature . But thlll is now the character The arm o the angel forms an angle imme- the· form of personal relation rather than that
of all our landscape art ; in such pictures we diately impending over the sleepin$: child in a of the recital of an act of the state ; and this
can breathe and live ; their freshness is lire ; manner injurious to the composition. The distinction reflects the more pointedly on the
while the brown and _yellow sadness or the treatment and tone of the picture seem to be character of the chief of the per801l(1J
before ns.
studio landscapes of bygone years was the suggestions of the Bolognese school.
On the left of the composition sits James I. in
No. 43. 'The Cheq_nered· Shade,' A. J. the. act or giving to hlll minion Carr, Earl or
chronic malady of the art and its professors.
W OOLMER. The locale 18 a garden avenue of Somerset, the deed whereby he became ,eized
But to proceed to an analysis.
No. 6. 'The Abandoned,' J. A. FITZGERALD.trees, so dense as entirely to exclude the sun- of the estate of Sir Walter Raj_eigh, then a
This is neither a ship, nor a lady, in ertremi,, shine, 1.1ave
here and there, where an unusually prisoner in the Tower. Lady Raleigh, with
but a little girl asleep on the seashore, perhaps obtrusive beam penetrates the gloom. In the her children, supplicates, on her knees and in
somewhere near Pegwell Bay. The flesh tones foreground are placed two or three or those tears, the restoration of the property ; but the
are of remarkable purit_y; indeed, the little pic- figures that throng the compositions of this "sorry king" says he "maun hae the lands for
painter-impersonations that seem to be con- Carr,'' and accordingly gives them to him. The
ture is a pleasant breadth of natural daylight .
No. 7. 'A Cavalier,' A. H . VouRRUR. He Jured down from dreamy spheres of never-end- story is \old with perspicuity, and the characters
sleeps, extended in his chair, but not at his mg luxury and ease.
are of appropriate conception. The principle
ease, as no man can in corslet and baldrick.
No. 44. 'The Sea-bird's Summer Home,' on whicli the work has been coloured reverses
'!'here is merit in the work; but it would have H. Moou . A coast view somewhere, perhaps, the common practice of placing the most powerbeen well had the artist made out the face a on the southern shores of our island. It lias ful tints in tlie centre . Here the middle of the
little more, and toned down the outlines on the evidently been worked out on the spot, aud composition is the black satin dress of Lady
tapestry.
with singular assiduity.
Raleigh, and the extremities present the
No. 9. 'Sunny Moments,' W. BROMLEY. No. 48. • • • • T. Ro:s:ERTS. The point brightest hues of the palette. The work is
The title is open to an interpretation more of this bright and eft'ective little work is a full of expression, and it is the best its author
poetic than could be realized in the cottage, in little girl seated in a churchyard culling flowers has ever produced.
which two country girls are here presented to among the tombs, and decorating her hat with
A large
No. 77. 'Beach Scene,' W. Sn.A.YER.
us. There are forms in the composition that them . The face is in elear shade, and the sun- picture, with numerous figures, darker than the
reduce the importance of these figures: the light falls on the shoulders, bringing the figure usual tone or the works or this _painter.
removal of these would improve the picture.
out with great force. A work of much excelNo . 86: 'Uncertainty,' J . NOBLE. In this
No. 11. 'Heather Bells,' E. J . COBBETT
. lence.
composition, the principal of the two persons
This might be a botanical study-class Genia/(1!; No 49. 'The Wearied Shepherd,' J. J. that arc introduced is a lady, who is writing;
but the individuals of the agronpment are or RILL. The boy and his dog are grouped while behind her, and entenng her boudoir, 1s
another order-nothini less than a company of together, both sleeping in an open scene, a man, who pushes aside the curtain that hangs
Cottiers' daughters, with such (!) petticoats for like a section of the South Downs. '!'he pic- at the entrance. The dispositions are made
colour and texture, and standing on a piece or ture is broad and harmonious.
with mach elegant taste.
No. 53. 'Hamlet Prince of Denmark,' F. Y.
hillside bottom, rich in grasses, and fragrant
No. 87. 'Tlie Torrent-l!culptured Bed of the
with the sweet heath-bloom. The figures are HURLSTOXE.In all his readings and interpre- Conway, North Wales,' J. P. PETTITT. The
~ade to tell powerfully against the sky and tations this artist emphasizes a desire to earnest purpose or the artist in this view has
distances.
.
place before us his impersonations in their been to realize the "wave-worn" masses of
No. 19. 'A Summer's Morning among the everyday aspect. As to their dress, Hamlet limestone that compose the walls of the gorge
Mountains,' H. J. BoDnINGTON. This is a and his mother may be very commonplace through which the water-course is cut. The
composition of lake and mountain, with the sun people, and the Queen is not a beauty. It is picture is, in truth, a geological study; but it
rising near t.he centre of the picture . It is fre- situation, action, and expression tliat here fix has been thus worked out at cousiderable sacriquent.ly difficult to determine between morning the attention. The artist has done his best fice. The variegated lichens, the points of the
and evening eft'ects, but the paler misty aspect that there shall be nothing of the merely inte- rock outwards, and their "smooth bore" inof the scene speaks here of morning.
resting-no debilit.ating prettiness to alloy the wards, are most scrupulously described.
No. 23. 'Cam's Park, Fareham Leak, Rants,' grave sentiment of his work. The subject is
No. 95. '"Tis but Fancy's Sketch,' W. D.
G. COLE. A tranquil breadth of summer day- from the fourth scene of the third act., wherein KENNEDY, Simply a young lady wearing a
light, full of what painters and critics used to Hamlet addresses the Ghost:plain white satin dress, whicb she extends at
call "repose," with a sky full of idle cumuli, and
the sides, as if rehearsing ·the minuet de la
" Save me, and hover o'er me with your wlogs,' &c.
a water surface which any sportive gnat might
C(Jtlr.
It has rather a ~ortrait than a pictorial
break up into tiny ringlets.
The' Ghost is seen in the right of the picture, character ; its merit is its execution, justifying
No. 29. 'Good News,' J . HENZELL. The looking somewhat large in comparison with only the last word of the title ~iven to it.
colour of this composition is much assisted by the other figures. Hamlet occupies the centre
No. 103. 'A Heath Scene m Sussex, with
the yellow wall of the cottage, at the door of of the picture, excited by the apparition to an Cattle,' T. F. W.A.INEWRIGHT.
This, by some
which are two girls, one reading a letter to the orgasm of emotion, while the wondering Queen mistake, is a misnomer, the scenery being
other.
a passage of something like Highland lake and
pronouuces him mad.
TUE
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,pountain. The cattle are sheep and kine, Jericho at the .blast of the trumpet P Never- the feeling of Giulio Romano. It has some
which, with the other co1dtnents, are disJ.>OSedtbeless it is Genoa, there is no other consum- good drawing, careful painting, and striking
I
in a manner to form an e ective composition.
mation like it ; besides, here is the Croce di character, but there are long and important
No. 108. 'The Mountain Path,' J. HEN· Malta: and all is so sunny, the vessels look like courses of outline entirely lost in the backZELL.
The ground in this picture is a section l:'easure-boats, and the pcof'e seem to play at ground. la it impossible for this artist to
of hillside, ver~ like a reality. It is a rather
u.siness. [t is a work o many splel'1dours, return to sometbij like the feeling of his
composit1on,in which, as a principal, a one of the best the artist has ever produced : ' Procession of the adonna P'
No. 232. 'Tynemouth,' J. D ..urnr . The
is descending with her gatherings of by the waLi he celebrates himself in the corner
c ns.
painting t ·s very picture, 'i[orking on the sky subJect being viewed from the shore towards
Cu ercoats, rises with ~d effect against the
No. 109. ' Distant View of the Entrance to Ill a frenzy, because the colours dry so fast.
the Pass of Nant Frangon, North Wales,' J.
No. 173. 'The Opinion of the Press,' T. sky. The South Shie ds shore is lost in a
TENNANT. The eye here traverses a basin RoBERT8
. In this picture appears an artist, sunset, which would appear to be rather south
shut in by hills, and lying below th~int
overwhelmed with tief at the announcement than west ; but if the artist paints here what
of view. The distances are most s · fulli that a patron, by w om he has been commis- he bas seen he must be right. The eye is won
defined, with a large detail of objects, yet wit sioned to execute a commission,declines com- by the light and gladsome colour.
No. 2;,3. 'A quiet spot on the Thames,'
a breadth the most satisfacto:iiJ.
pleting the purchase, in consequence of an
No. 110. ''l'be Idle Em roiderer,' J . F. unfavourable notice that has appeared in some W . W. GosLINO
. 'l'beJicture is worthy of a
PATTEN. A study of an odali1que reclining of the newspakrs.
The subject has been better title : we have h a cataloce of "3iuiet
on a couch, in which all the components are sofgested by t e alleged occurrence of an in- spots." Wherever it goes it will consi ered
made out with extraordinary neatness of touch ; ci ent of this kh;1dlast year. The nai:rative a meulmtiick-that is,oneofthe few best things
but there is a certain generalJellowness of is pointed and perstcuou.s ; the young wife that a man does in his lifetime. Bot let us say
hue pe"ad ing the picture whi is anything attempts to cheer er husband, 'but lie has what it. consists of: there is a breadth of water
but agreeable.
cast his palette on the floor, and is inconsol- reflecting the sk~ on one side and the trees on
No. 113. 'News from my Lad,' J. CAUP· able. It presents an admirable adjustment of the other, so faithfully, and with a surface so
BELL,Jon. 'l'be arrival at a conclusion such forms and quantities.
tranquil, that the dip of the May-fl; would be
as this, manifests an independence of feeling
~o . 176. 'Evelyn, second daughter of Ca1;>-registered in far-extending circles. hen there
well suhported by the po\l'.er of asserting it . tain George Cookes,' F . B. HuRLSTONE
. Tbl8 is a piece of the shore with the trees, which in
The su ~ect is an old blacksmith readin~ a is rather a picture than a rrtrait j it is some- form are not all that could be wished, but this
letter in his smithy, the wall of which is IID· what hard in surface, an wants warmth of shows that all was painted as it appeared. It
mediately behind him, hung with implements colour, but the little face is extremely quaint is a work of rare quality.
of his craft, and comin1 forward to the same and enffing in character and expression.
THE SOUTH-EASTROOM.
~lane as the figure, whic is entirely unrelieved.
No. 82. ' Clifden-tbe Twelve Pins of ConNo. 24-1. 'Scene in Conway Bay, North
ainters only will praise the work, but they nemara in the distance,' ALFREDCLINT. The
will not imitate it .
of few
view commands the village, beyond which the Wales,' J . TENNANT. A co~sition
No. 125. 'The Hon . Mrs. Edmund Phiphs,' mountains rise like a grand amphitheatre into quantites, but s:rlicity is wa~ective
.
ess and
R. BuclUIER. This is an elegant portrait, nt the full power of the sun's li~bt, the bases and A deep and natu colour, with
too tall and too young for the lady intended to lower terraces beinL3ivers1fied with broken precision of touch, tell here toei:;eat advantage.
256. ' A River Scene attic rer.<!9ing,'
be represented. The secret, after all, of por- lights and fl.ittin! s ows. This is comb
. We are forcibly retrait painting, is to keep down all, if
tively new groun --a worthy example of · h T. I<'. W A.INEWRIORT
minded here of Paul Potter, and other bucolisible, except the head ; even the lace ere landscaf'"
is put in with a middle tint of umber. Mr.
No. 87. 'Tintem Abbey,' H . J . BoDoINo- cal essayists of the Low Country schools.
Buckner l_)rofitsby looking at Gainsborouih, TON. 'l'be whole of the lower part of the oom- They are, after all, the classics of the cattle
carrying hl8 suppressions even further than ir position is in shade, while the sun yet gilds painter.
Joshua's rival.
Nos. 257 and 258 are res1w,ctivelyentitled
the biih ~uud that bounds the prospect on
No.130. 'Sunset-Coast of Devon,' ALFRED the le t. The effect is perha(s commonplace, 'Sunshine' and 'Clouds,' M. . RIDLEY-and
CLINT. The line of coast runs into the tcture
but the depth and clearness o the shades, and present, the one, a young man and a young
from the left, gradually softeninf until ost in the brilliant tenderness of the lights, consti- woman, either as devoted lovers or an affecthe light of the setting sun. T is is an eft"ect tute it a production of much beauty.
tionate married couple ; the other, a similar
wbi~li. the artist paints with much force and
Ye
No. 188. 'Children Nut Gathering,' E . J. quan-elling, with angry gesticulations.
precLSion
.
CoBBETT. This is one of those compositions seldom notice such works : in thia case we do
No. 132. 'Mountain River View, Caernar- in which this .artist excels all, and one of the so simply to instance the s~ar
poverty of
vonsbire,' J . C. W ADD
. A
of romantic best of its kind be has produced.
tho~ht which could alfor nothing more
scene~a' which nearly fills t e canvas as a foreNo. 195. ''l 'he Rose,' W. SALTER,M.A.F ., wort y 88 11ubwt-matter for a picture.
groun composition. The artist eschews ex- &c. There is a singular (aurity and sweetness
No. 267. ' hitby, from Upgang,' E. NIEcursive colouring, in his desire to communicate in this study-that of a air-haired, delicately- JUNN. This view is from the north beach,
pali&abilityto bis material.
complexioned girl, having her back turned to whence we see only the cliff', the castle, the
o. H6. 'A Mountain Pastoral,' G. CoLE. the spectator, and looking over her shoulder. fiier, and a few other notable features, the town
This is a larft picture, essentially a cattle It is the most faceful single figure the artist ;ling towards the bay on the other side. The
I
composition ; ut it is more of a carefully has ever painte .
s y shows a storm passing off, the effect being
I
executed romantic landscape than is usually
No. 196. 'The Storm on the Hills,' T. F . supported by judicious dispositions in the lower
found in association with flocks and herds ; W AINEWRIOHT
. The storm is a pretty dirier- part of the view.
and so agreeably is the scene painted, that lu,ement ; the reality is a cou£1eof sheep standNo. 277. 'East Prawl, South Devon-Crab
even without the cattle it were an attractive ing ~ether, and gravel ebating some ex- and Lobster Pots,' W. P1TT. 'l'bere is a~ai
picture.
pasto
matter, for they ave thoughtful and rently merit in this work, but it is too gh
No. 158. 'Little Red Ridinf Hood,' C. intelligent beads. The fleeces are painted up for satisfactory examination.
BAXTER. A study of the head o a little girl, to the nicest identity.
No. 286. 'View (Autumn) on the Dee,
cloaked and hooded to the letter of the story.
North Wales,' J. C. WARD. The treatment
No. 206. 'North Coast of Devon-Storm
The face is an irresistible reality; its childish clearinf off,' W. WEST. The colour is not of this close scene looks very like a suggestion
innocence and earnestness are memorable cha- veritab y local, which it might be, and the of nature, the conscientious deference to which
racteristics.
truth would then be more ijferessive; yet the has excluded all tendency to prettiness.
No . 167. 'Genoa, from the New Terrace,' material is dealt with to exce ent purpose. It
No. 294. 'Ground Swell on a Summer's
J . B. PYNE. Ecco! here we are in Ge11or,a
la is a large picture, with an iron-bound coast line Day, South Wales,' ALFREDCLINT. The title
Ricca, with the terrace on the right, backed running into distance ; the gradations are well affords the inference that the description is
by that bewilderment of hotels running in a executed, but there is a prominent piece of that of a calm after a storm, with the influence
~ne into t~e p(cture, until they seem to meet rock in the sea which the composition were of a sea yet unaubsided; and such is the literul
m fellowship with the snow-capped mountains better without, as its only officeis to exclaim reading of the composition, which is so bright
which are ever ready to ass1St the Genoeae continually, "Look at me."
and real that it is to be regretted that the piefiilaciersto yroduce those famous ices that are
No. 213. • Samson and Delilah, from the ture is not lar~r
c boast o their cafes. 'l'be r,.rt is open on "Samson Agonistes" of Milton,' F . LuonroN.
No. 295. ' oung Nurses,' W. HEMSLEY
.
the left, with a crowd of craft t t always look It would seem that the artist bas been niuch A fabup of children, one of whom sits feeding
well in pictures; and the distance is closed by troubled with the back~und of his work, a aby, while the others earnestly look on.
!he mountains, that we wot of, beinf taken up having, after all, left 1t heav{ to the last This work illustrates some of the best prinmasses of menacinJ c ouds. But dewee. It is an extremely dar picture, con- ciples of composition. The primarv forms and
mto th~ sky
where 1s tlie ofana P has it su into the sea ce1ved in the taste of tlie earlier Venetian quantities are the children ; and al.tlionghthere
by the stroke o a brush, as fell the walls of school, and worked out . with somewhat of is nothing to detract from the interest. with
I
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which they are invested, there is yet amp.e and PYNE. A small picture, beautifully mellow in
careful detail t-0satisfy the eye. Although so colour, and altogether of a high order of excelsimple, it shows abundantly that kind of know- lence.
No. 406. 'Entrance to Shields Harbour,'
ledJ?e which is more demonstratively power,
J.P. PETTITT. The time is sunset, and we
in !rt, than in anything else.
No. 301. 'Welsh Rustic,' J. J . HILL. A look from the clift' at Tynemouth, near the
small study of a girl at a spring , brought for- lighthouse , over to South Shields. An attracward with more taste than usually distinguishes tive picture.
No. 423. 'Bonohurch, Isle of Wight,' J. J .
this kind of subject .
No. 308. 'Bray Strand- Evening,' E. WJLSOl!l. A representation of this little church
HAY.Es,A.RH.A.
There is much here to that cannot be mistaken. No. 439, 'Cottage
admire : there is evidence of an " educated Home, Kent,' is also an interesting picture,
eye " and a ready hand ; but, in the desire for although the subject is so simJ)le.
No. 424. 'Gleu~rifl.', Ireland,' G. SIULDERS.
a light breadth, there is a tendency to fall into
insipidity. The remedy is a well-disposed pas- A well-chosen subJect, rendered with a feeling
appropriately romantic . The various forms
sageof dark.
No. 309. 'Labourer's Rest,' J . CAMPBELL,approach each other with the most delicate
Jun. This, it may be presumed, is to be re- gradations ; ii is, in 1.<hort,the best landscape
~ded as a "Pre -Rafl'aelite" essay : as such, that hasever been exhibited under this name.
No. 433. 'A Fisherman of · Folkstone,' J.
1t is eminentlv successful. It represents a
cottage family-father, mother, and children; ZEITTER. A very efl.'ective sketch ; t.lie manand ibey are grouped so close that it cannot ner of execution is happily adapted to the
be understood how they can be so placed. The subject .
No. 440. 'Beatrice listening in the Bower,'
recipes for colour and execution are very fairly
carried out, and there is the proper absence of A. J . WooLMER. 'l'he figure would have comrelief and substance as to the bodies.
posed better if reversed ; as it is, however, it is
No. 321. 'The Way to the Mill,' H.J. Boo- perhaps the most real and most carefully
DINGTON. The stony bed of the shrunken rounded that the artist exhibits .
No. 460. 'Wood-cutting, Rivington, Lansummer rill is here set forth with all the weeds
. The subject ia
and bearded herbage which, with water, is one cashire,' W. C. JOHNSON
of the few features whereof the eye is never one of ordinary class-meadows and treesinterpreted with freshness of feeling and
weary. A gnweful composition.
No. 325. 'Lyme Cob, Dorsetshire-Beach - colour.
in~ boats in a flood-tide,' J . B. PYNE. And it
In the north-east room the most notemight have been added, "in a heavy sea," for
the waves roll in with a force and volume that worthy pictures are-No. 484. 'A Scene near
would imperil the fragile constitution of any Clifden, Connemara,' ALPREDCuNT; No. 484.
fishing-boat, were she left but a few minutes 'A Bit of Luncheon,' E . J . COBBETT;No . 497.
to the will of these roaring billows. The pic- 'Autumn-the First Snow on the Hills,' H.J .
ture is slight in material, but masterly in the Bo»DINGTON;No. 498. 'Pilot Boat near Mount
use to which the material is put; the result Orgueil, Jersey ,' W. E. BATES; No. 500.
being more than interesting-it is exciting.
No. 501. 'A Plea'Deer Hounds,' T. EA.11.1,;
No . 339. 'Near Capel Curig,' J . Sua. The sant Chat,' G. SMITH; No. 502. 'The Fair
prominent passage here is a rough nook, Musician,' C. RossJTER; No. 516. 'Rocky
abounding m stones, weeds, and rank grass, Glen, near Lake Ogwen, North Wales;' No.
and divided by a thread of water, all of which 543. 'Highland Mary,' C. BAXTER; No. 544.
are rendered with becoming truth.
'At Llanbedr, North Wales,' J.P. PETTITT;
Window,' Mrs.
No. 350. 'Beech Trees in West.on Wood, :So. 549. 'The Parson~
Albury, Surrey,' VICAT CoLE. When foliage RIKER; No. 562. ' The Blackpool, on the
is sparse, and does not fall into efl.'ective Lieder, North Wales;' No. 690. 'French
masses, there are few things more difficult to Fishing Lugger eastward of Dover,' J. J. Wu,.
paint, and this is especially the characteristic BON; No. 610. 'The Caber Mountains, Glenof the beech. This picture seems to have been garifl.',Ireland,' G. 8HALDERS.
worked out on the spot, touch by touch, with
The water-colour room contains, as usual, an
the most exemplary patience and earnestness.
extensive variety, of which a few of the most
meritorious drawings are-No. 629. 'Study of a
THE SOUTH-WEST ROOM.
Girl's Head,' lsABELNAl"l'EL;No. 632. 'Fruit,'
No. 356. 'Sunset on the banks of Loch A. FINLAYSON;
No . 642. ' Woolwich Reach,' R.
Katrine,' A. GILBERT
. There is impressive H. Nmss; No. 643. 'Little Nelly showing the
sentiment in this picture : it is more than tran- Monuments in the Old Church,' Miss E. MAc19uil-it is solemn; a feeWlltwhich is even en- RONE; No. 666. 'The Death Watch,' G.
hanced by the departing liglit. The reflections BARNARD ; No . 672. 'Forty Winks,' E . G.ao:>M;
look somewhat strong, the sun being on the No. 677. 'Moel Siabod, from 'l'yn-J-Coed,'
horizon.
G. S. Kus; No. 698. 'Fruit,' JS. BROWN;
No. 373. 'Apple Blossoms,' T. WoRSEY. No. 699. ' An Italian Peasant,' T. C:>PE,Jun.;
This, in its way, is really charming . The reel.No. 717. 'Study from Life,' Madame NoA;
ing of the little picture is fascinating, and its No. 726. 'Just after Sunset,' A. W . WBEDON;
truth unimpeachable.
No . 727. 'Late Supper-full of Horrors,' F.
No. 375. 'Highland Sheep,' G. W. HoRLOR.. SJULLPIELD; No. 738. 'The Amazon,' after
I
In the immediate foreground of rather a large Winterhalter, enamelled on porcelain, A. Ro.
picture stands a group of the aninials, with a GERS; No. 741. 'A Study of Roses,' Miss E.
handsome collie lying on the ground. 'l'he WALTER; 'Old Lighthouse at Sunderland,'
·1 composition confines the eye to the group, Mrs. E. D. Mumu.Y; 'The Happy Family,'
which has been painted from veritable rag~ed Mrs. WITHERS; No. 768. 'Sunset at Mullion,
mountaineers.just beforethe season forshearmg. Cornwall,' G. WHJTTAUR; No. 780. 'ReNo. 383. ' Scripture Musings,' L. WALTER. proach,' W. AYLING. And the sculptural.
11
A study of a female head, well drawn and contributions are by E. G. Papworth, Sen.,
efl.'ectivelypainted.
E. G. Papworth, Jun., C. Wilke, and W.
Ko. 388. 'The Favourite,' J. liENZELL. Barker. And of the whole it may be said,
I
This favourite is a calf, which a girl ia feeding that , although better exhibitions may have
at a cottage door. The work is bright in been seen on these walls, there has never
colour, ancf successfully carries out its pro- been an exhibition here that has in eertair
positio~ : Certain of the markings are perliapa departments of Art borne more immediatt.'
too _pos1t.1ve.
reference to nature.
No. 389. 'Boppart on the Rhine,' J. B.

I,

I

THE FRENCH EXHIBITION .
THE sixth annual exhibition of the works of
French artists is now open at No. 120, Pall
Mall. There are 175 pictures, with some examples of those charming" conversation" subjects which are the gems of these exhibitions.
We have seen here admirable examples of
the poetic translations of Schefl.'er, of the
more material narratives of Delaroche, and
even of the substantive lower of Vernet, the
mysticism of Ingres, an of others who have
ascended almost to the same plane of exaltation, but of certain of whom the earthly
labours are ended, while of the survivors the
names do 11ot appear on this year's catalogue.
There is, however, in small figures, and other
works, a · fair representation of the French
school by Rosa Bonheur, Meissonier, Chavet,
Frere, Plassan, Tassaert, Troyon, Bida, Auguste Bonheur, Brion, Couture, &c. The excellence or many of the small pictures does
not consist in minute and precise execution,
but in very tasteful composition and pictorial
efl.'ect; indeed, a large proportion look like
costumed studies set in schools. The subjects
taken up by Fr~re and others, who paint lowclass life, have one sentiment, and their force
and truth lie in their vulgar domesticity ; but
very far removed from these are the higher
caste themes of Plassan, Meissonier, and those
who follow them, and it is in this section of
their school that the French stand alone ; there
is no other school in Europe that can show
anything like these. Upon this occasion the
collection has been more judiciously formed
than those which have preceded it. Landscapes are few, and there are no marine J>ictures, in the naturalness of both of which
departments the French are very far behind
us ; for whereas now we esteem nothing that is
not animated by the living impress of the
woods and fields, and the voices of the evertoiling waves, the French content themselres
extensively with studio colour and with studio
form.
The most ambitious picture is No. 74, by
Gallait, ' The Brussels Archers paying the last
respects to the Counts Egmont and Horn,'
a small composition, looking very much as if
paiuted as the initiative of a larger work, or a
small copy from one. The two Counts lie on
the same couch after their execution ; near the
bodies stands a Spanish officer in armour, and
the archers crowd near the bottom. It is a
solemn subject, treated with solemn colouring,
the two heads of the counts being relieved liy
a white cloth, a resource which we have seen
before in Gallait's works. The story is aft'ecting, and the artist establishes hi!.<point. By
Leys there is a remarkable picture, No. 108,
' The Early Days of the Reformation- W ds seling, the Carpenter of Antwerp, secretly expounaini the Scriptures.'
The first feeling
that th1S picture conveys is the uneasiness
occasioned by the restless importunity of the
local circumstances, and the still-life of the
composition. The canienter and his audience
are m a courtyard, and it is sufficieutly evident
that the meeting is secret. The work has
many merits, and it has been worked out with
earnest inquiry and patient labour ; but it
would have oeen better in character if tbe
painter had not deferred with such self-abandonment to Lucas Cranach, and the dry German painters of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries. Another work by Leya is No. 109,
' Scene from the Siege of Antwerp-Lady interceding for the preservation of a Church,' a
dark picture, in the taste of the later Dutch
masters. 'Early Morning on the Rhine,' No.
31, is a large picture by Brion, the immediate subject tieing a Rhine raft with its
motley crew. The raft winds into distance,
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and is lo.st in the momi~ mist. The nearest
groups are palpable and characteristic. No .
39, 'The Chess Pla;vers,' by Chavet, is, as a
small figure composition, tlie gem of the co).
lection. It represents two ladies plaJing chess,
with two gentlemen as spectators ; 1t is a couptk-maitre, all brilliancy and elegance. 'The
Toilet,' No. 129, by Plassnn, is also a performance of infinite sweetness and grace. It con•
tains two figures-a lady seated at her dressing-table attended by her 11,aid. The delicacy
of the colour and the softness of the manipulation acquire great value from the general
treatment. There are also by Plassan, 'The
Bouquet' and 'The Tired Sempstress.' Nos.
77 and 78 are two single figures, b7 Gerome,
very small, 'An Albanian Soldier, and 'An
Arnaut Soldier drinking.' The white drapery
of the former falls into a form extremely objectionable, but otherwise the figures are excellent
in everything. This is the artist, be it remembered, who painted the really wonderful pieture, 'Tt-agedy and Comedy.'
'The Decadence of Rome,' No . 41, by Conture, is a small composition, very full of
figures ; but we have some remembrance of
having seen a vecy similar subject here last
year. It is a voluptuous allegory, masterly
m arrangement, colour, and descriptive point,
and looks like a sketch for a larger pfcture,
or a fresco. By Rosa Bonheur there is No. 17,
'Landscape, with Sheep,' a small picture, pre·
senting a group of three or four of the animals
in a piece of rough pasture, painted without
any parade of execution, and with much softness of manner. There are also two studies,
'An Apple-tree in Blossom,' and 'A Cherrytree in Blossom.' Edouard Pierre Frere ex•
hibits Nos. 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, and 62, which
are classed as 'Scenes in Humble Life.'
'The Toilet,' 'The Breakfast,' and ''fhe Artizan's Family,' are compositions of one or
two figures, in which always the materfamilias
is the prominent fignre, busied with her
household cares. In the e1eoution of these
figures there is no pedantry, but the actualities
of composition give them substance and pre·
aence. In 'The Wood-gatherers,' the background, a wood scene, is vanishinic in mist, an
untrue but favourite resource of French artists.
Theodore Charles Frere paints principally
Oriental scenery, as the ' Caravan crossing the
Desert,' 'Constantinople.' &c. No. 75 is a
second picture b.y Gallait, ' The Evening
Prayer,' a composition very like one of the
Madonnas of Rall'aelle. A mother holds her
infant in her arms, and in the place of St. John
there is another child at her side. No. 143,
'The Last Prayer,' by Tassaert, contains a group
of two female figures in humble life, the elder of
whom may be supposed to be dying. The pieture is pamted with little else than white and
black, but the figures are ingeniously circumstanced, and the balance of lights _prevents
their appearing at all heavy,-a skilful method
of treatment, which shows that colour is not a
necessary condition of power. No. H2, by
Leignac, 'The Grandpa.Pa's Portrait,' is somewhat formal in composition, but is distinguished
by many valuable points. No. 110, 'Peasants
going to the Fields,' by Lies, is a small crowded
composition, perhaps too strictly local in its
scene, but yet very careful in all its part.a. No.
111, 'The Smiles,' by I he same hand, is a superior work, containing foreground rustic figures,
relieved by a dark: and very Dutch landscape.
By Guillemin, is No. 8.J.,'A Girl at Prayer,'
a single figure, that of a peasant, with a
chair before her as a prie.dieu, relieved by a
plain backitround, but with an exguisite taste
that enhances evory touch in the figure. It is
the skilful treatment of these commonplace
~ubjeets that gives such value to material so
IJlllljtDillcant. No. 36, 'Curiosity,' by Chaplin,
=-a

1:11
~te-~~·

standing by a curtain,~~~

she partially draws aside,-is more artificial
than the /receding.
Nos. 35 and 38, 'The
Toilet• an 'The Album.' are by the same hand.
No . 85, •The Convalescent,' by Guillemin, is a
girl who has just risen from a sick couch, and
1s contemplating in a glass the waste of her
features-a study of great power, but not so
successful as No. 84. No. 152, Ulysse, is
'Three Jolly Fellows of the Time of Henry
the Third,' a small picture, containing three
figures, in the costume of the sixteenth centur.r
-f011 Scotticeand fou, Gal/ice. The principal
contribution of Troyon is No. 147, 'A Country
Fair in France,' presenting in the foreground a
flock of sheep, with an assemblage of characters as may be supposed to fi~re at such a
scene. It is not so striking a picture as some
we have seen by M. Troyon, whose other works
are, 'The Hay-cart,' 'Cattle driven to the
Pond,' 'The 'Rainbow,' and 'Crossing the
Brook.' No. 17 is a 'Landscape with Sheep,'
by A~te
Bonheur. It is a large picture,
contaimng an oak-tree in the centre, with
which exception the scene is for the most part
open. Beneath the tree there is a female
figure, with several sheep that here and there
catch the sunli~ht that penetrates the masses
of foliage. This is extremely well managed ;
the lights might have been forced a little more,
for they will lose power as the picture acquires
age. A second work by the same artist is
No. 18, 'Cattle Watering.' 'The Cradle,' No .
103, by Lassalle, is one of the humble life subjects, of which there are so many admirable
examples here. It shows a woman tending a
child in a cradle; but the composition is too
full, and hence becomes commonplace. It is
much more easy to crowd a picture than to
eft'ect a proper adjustment of quantities. In
No. 25, 'Sunset m the Bay of Naples,' by
Bouquet, all the components of the scene
itself are painted with studied softness, as a
contrast to which there is a boat brought for.
ward with considerable body and sharpness.
The delicate colour and tender treatment of the
subject are very successful. No. l 75, by Ziem,
is entitled, ' The Grand Canal at Venice;' but
the view is taken from off the Riva degli Schiitvoni, with the Grand Canal, of course, far to
the lert. The view is comprehensive ; and
although sketchy here and there, we find every
remarkable object in its place tinted over with
prismatic hues, and idealizing Venice as a
city of mother.of-pearl-the scene of a never.
ending holiday. No.174, 'The Place St. Mark,
Venice,' by Wyld, is another subject, taken
abreast of the Palace. We know of no artist
who paints Venice with such faiustaking
veracity as Wyld; all his views o the place
are local identities . No. 136, 'Environs of
Barbison,' presents two or three apple-trees;
the subject, in fact, is an orchard frontier, of
which the prominent apple.trees are the outposts. A difficult and unpromising semi.subject,
like to which there are some fifty between
Lisieu1 and Caen. The artist seems to propose the work as a tour de force, for a more
unpicturesqueselection he could not hitve made.
There are some drawings by Bida, especially
'Egyptian Recruits removed from their Vil.
~.· a foreground crowd of miserable wretches
dnven off to military bondage. The other
subjects are, 'An Albanian Balter,' an' Amaut
Solclier,' and a 'Cairo Donkey-driver.' They
are, like his former works, drawn with compo.
site black lead on white paper; but the manipulation is so soft, that tliey have the appearance of having been made on cotton or silk.
The style and manner are unique in tenderness
and easy finish; they tran3CCnd all engraving
and lithographv. As a whole, the selection
bas been made with much tact; in those works
of the French school whicll are most interesting
to English artists and amateurs it is especially
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THE ROYAL PICTURES.
MORNING ON THE NILE .
J. Jacobi, Painter.
Size oftbe Picture 3 ft.

T. A. Prior, Engra.-er.

If lo. b7 2 rt. 2j lo.

Tms picture is the companion work to one, by the
1ame artist, entitled "The Golden Horn, Constan•
tinople," an engraving from which appeared in a
former number of this journal. M. Jacobs i•, u
was then atated, a diatinguiahed member of the
Belgian achool.
A few yeara ago Eirypt wu a country which wu
comparatively nnesplored by artiste-now it hu
become a akett-.hing-gronnd almOllt 88 much t,e.
qnented by them u foreign lands nearer home;
and u a result we have become familiarieed, through
their works, with its scenery, and with the manners
and cnstoma of its inhabitants . Moreover, it hu
been made the great high-road to onr East Indian
poueasiona, and the wild Arsb of the desert may
catch the shrill aonnd of the 1team,whistle 88 the
fteet engine whirla panting and puffing along the
burning solitude. People, too, find their way
thither who have no other object than the pleunre
derived from a anmmer or autumn tour-who,
having esplored E11ropefrom Paria to Cape Spar•
tivento, nnd exhanated all which they consider
worthy of attention within these limit,, eail over
the blue waves of the :Mediterranean, disembark on
the African coast, and malgre all discomforts and
personal inconvenience, follow the windinga of that
wondrona river, the Nile, till they recline under the
ruins of old Thebes, or press onwards to witneaa
the fall of the far.famed Cataracts.
A myaterions river ia this Nile, defying every
attempt of the traveller to trace out it, ori~n.
Winding its way from the high lnnds north of the
eq11Btor,in three atrcame of considerable magnitude, which paaa through Ahyasinia, and other
regions to the westward of it, they meet in one
vast channel in the country of Sennaar. These
united waten then ftow northwards through Nubia
and Eitypt, and after a course of more than eighteen
hundred miles from the farthest explored point of
its principal branch, the Bahr el Abiad, or White
River, they enter the Mediterranean by several
mouths, which are termed the Delta. An American
traveller who ,ome yean ago formed one of an
esploring expedition to Dongola and Sennaar, thoa
describes the appearance of the river in ita courae
through npper Nubia :-"The
Nile, below the
point of junction of the Abiad and Azrek "-that is,
the White aud Blue Rivera-" presents a tmly
magnificent apectacle. Between Halfay and Shendy
the river ia straitened, and traverses a deep and
gloomy defile formed by high rocky hil!J, between
which the Nile runa dark, deep, and rapidly for
about twelve or fifteen milea. Ou emerging from
this defile the river again spreads itaelf majeati.
cally, and ftow, between immenae plaiua of herbage,
bounded only by the horizon." After entering the
EJ!Yplian territories, the Nile runa thronith the
whole length of the country, which it waten and
fertilizes-and to it alone is it owing that Eirypt
exist, aa a productive and habitable region ; hence
the ancient Egyptians worshipped the river u their
tutelary deity. The riae of the Nile, occasioned by
the periodical rsin1 of Central Africa, rommenC"..a
in J ooe, about the summer eolatice, aod it con.
tioues to iocreaae till towards the end of September,
and eometimea, as in the last year, till October,
overflowing the low Janda along its roune.
We have not been able to aacertai11the name of
the place that occupies 10 prominent a poaition in
M. Jacobs'a picture, but it is evidently in the vicinity
of the Great Pyramids, which are aeen in the distance; it is, not improbably, a part of Jizeh, a
amall town standing opposite to Cairo-or, perhaps,
Beni Souef, a place of rather more importance,
which is situated ao11thof Jizeh. On the river is a
number of coaating-boats, one of which, laden with
camels and paaaen1ten, is preparing to quit her
moorinp, for a sailor is "weighing anchor" in a
way which a Britiah seaman would regard with a
contemptuoua look. The time of day is morning.
The colouring of the picture ia its least commend·
able quality, especially in the shadows, which are
opaque and heavy.
It ia in the collection at 0$borne.
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the mtalogne, a view of the town of " Rhyl," on and the project appeared to be taking the
the Welsh coast, a morvelloualy fresh and life-like right course until we came to the flight of
repreaeotatiqu. The subject is little else than a stone steps leading to the Keeper's apart.ments,
large open bay, with a line of sands traversed by a and then I perceived a leetle demur and hesitaTHE WORKS OF D.\.VID COX.
few figures, and the small town in the distance ; but tion. My friend, poor fellow, was as deaf as a
the effect of light, the motion of the silvery clonda,
THERE is no more severe trinl to which the pictures and of the clear grey waves, form one of the most post, and when we came to a stand-still, to my
of any painter can he subjected, than by collecting beautiful representations we have ever seen. It ia surprise, he pot his hand to his ear, and in a
them together, and, when thus combined, by view- painted in a remarkably free manner, and must be whisper, which was usual with him, he asked
ing them as a whole, or comparing them with each looked at from a distance. No. 81, "The Vale of me " what I was going to do P" The question
other. The critic is then in a position to observe Clwyd," another large work in oils, ia a highly was a poser, and seemed to me to inquire
and teat the progress or retrogression of the artist, meritorious production; @oalso is No. 134, " Cut- whether I meant to persevere or tum hack.
to compare him with himself, to IICBD his merits or ting Vetchee,'' bright and sunny.
No. 153, However, this was not exactly what was
defects, and to ascertain whether he has been con- " Bettwys-y-Coed Church," also a large oil-picture, meant. It meant, had I any letter of introscions of either, and if so, whether he ha, laboured will attract attention, u much by its real truth as duction ? or should the peril be encountered
to correct the one and maintain the other: in by the daring manipulation employed by the artist. simply on the rlea of asking to see Mr. Fuseli's
short, the Art.life of the man ia placed before the Noa. 18 and 19, small companion pictures, and re- pictures? This was determined on, and my
apectator, and laid open to his juolgment in indel- spectively entitled "Twilight," and "Bridge near friend very gingerly lifted the old-fashioned
ible characters, which are the seal of bis reputation : Bala,'' are wonderfully rich and transparent in knocker, and gave a tap or two, so gentle, that
how few are there who can undergo the ordco.J. colour. No. 156, "Wind, Rain, and Sunshine,"
I was quite sure, unless somebody was on the
without apprehension of the result.
another small oil-picture, is a brilliant gem, though
To such a trial, however, hu the veteran land- the effect seems to be produced by the most carele1& watch, nobody would hear. At last the door
scape-painter, David Co1, been submitted by his and indifferent handling, u if roughly sketched on was opened, and a ladylike person, whom I
understood to be Mrs. Fuseli, came to learn
friends and admirers-11n e1hibition of about 170 the spot.
our business. It was explained that I, a
of his works baring recently been opened at the
Of the water.colour drawings we especially
countryman and a stranger, begged to see Mr.
"German Gallery," 168, New Bond Street; and a noticed No. 20, "Deer Stalking, Bolton Park;"
rich treat the e1hibition is to all who can appre- No. 75, "Hay-carting,'' a delicious, quiet rural Fuseli's pictures and sir.etches, and we were
ciate thorough English scenery, represented in a 1cene; No. 88, " Mountains and Sheep,'' grand and accordingly shown into his studio. My friend
style of art which is as original as it is true. We atormy; "The Bull," a highly poetical composition, was well acquainted with them all, gave me the
have sometimes heard people say they cannot un- -one may almost hear the roaring of the affrighted history of many, and we proceeded to look
dentand David Cox ; we could only offer to such animal, and the splashing of the heavy rain, u it about us, and to make our comments prettv
our pity,-pity that they had not eyes for Art pours in torrents down upon the meadow,, and the freely. There was certainly a great deal to
or nature; that they could not see his glorious sun- seething mists rise up as from a boiling cauldron; speculate upon in the choice of subjects chosen,
shine, the motions of his clouds as they
No. 116, "Bolaover Castle;" No. 117, "Vale of in the treatment they had received, and iu
Clwyd,'' a rich autumnal scene, with gleoners ; the style and manner adopted by the artist.
" Float throngb the azure air;"
pity that they could not inhale the sweet breath or Nu.118, "A Wreck on the North Cooat," an even- To one of little experience, and who had seen
his bay-fields and purple heaths, nor eeethe rushing ing aner a storm, the rocks painted with extraordi- but little of the various modes by which nature
nary solidity; No. 124, "A Monn~in P~,"
and a conception of the objects of Art impress
-00 of his tempests, nor hear the pattering of his
summer showers, nor repose with him under shadows through which a troop of armed men 1s passmg; those who study and profess it, there was someof his thick, umhrageoD1 elms and his graceful No. 125, "Chatmo1&-Broom,gatherers," at work thing, in what was before us, exeeedin~ly
on the purple plain, under a canopy of whirling,
ash-trees. Not undentand David Cox? why, there fleecy clouds; No. 140, "Lancaster Castle," to- puzzling. It was clearly difficult to decide
is not a peasant in the land who goes to his daily
whether what we saw were the steps to sometoil by the hedge-rows or in the fields, who contd wards which a detachment of troops with baggage- thing which was to succeed, or the accomwaggons
is
wending
its
way,
amid
heot
and
dD1t.
not comprehend and thoroughly feel the truth and
plislied thing itself. In both cases the mind
Among the nuA1eroussmall drawings are "bits"
beauty of his landscapes; who would not acknowwas perplexed. Anrhing so accomplished in
of
great
value.
Hia
productions
of
this
class,
exeledge that what he shows tbem is just that which
conception-a proo that the mind has long
every villager sees above aud around him each cuted fifteen or twenty years ago, when the pencil studied and reflected upon the subject-was
of
the
artist
wu
used
with
leas
freedom
of
manner
summer of his life. The higheet quality of Cox'•
works is their troth of nature, not in her minute than it hu since been, have never been excelled, never before, perhaps, seen in connection with
and microscopic details, but in her broad, grand, scarcely equalled, by any painter, for their tmth of such crude and unformed execution. There
and comprehensive character, in the majesty of her character, and the pure, genuine feeling with which was evidence enough of well-considered prinforms, the brightnesa or the darknees of her conn- the roral scenery or England and Wales is invested : ciples, deduced from an examination of the
tenauce, and the richness of her vesture. Let those they are gems of landscape painting. To those highest and best examples, but all at once
who hitherto have been unable to understand him, who love and reverence such pictures the exhibition the'- appeared to stop short, or to be left,
visit the gallery in Bond Street, look well at what now open in Boud Street cannot fail to prove II rich while the aspirant was running into the wildest
Drawing put forth its claims ;
is there, and if then they come away unenlightened, treat, and will convince any sceptic, if lie hu eyes, extrav~ces.
we may safely affirm there is no remedy for their that David Cox must al ways stand in the very first composition, in some cases, was learned; exrank of British landscape painters.
mental or viswu obfuscation.
EXHIBITION
CY

I

I
I
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David Co1 wu, if we mistake not, a pnpil of
John Varley, but there ia nothing, even in his
earlier works, to remind one of his master: from
the first he seems to have founded a style of his
0\\'11, and rarely, if ever, to have departed Crom the
principles he had laid down for hie g,ridancc. One
of the few early pictures now exhibited, " Meadows
on the river Lugg, Herefordshire," from the collection of an early patron, Mr. Allnutt, of Clapham
Common, reminds m, in colour and handling, of
the works of the late George Barrett, the watercolour painter; but this is the only work in which
can be traced the slightest resemblance to any other
artist, living or dead. From the same collection is
also another picture of his earlier time, and one
which has always been regarded among the best of
his productions, "George IV. embarking for Scotlond at Greenwich," a kind of subject very rare
from the hand of this artist: it is an elaborate
composition, g•lrgeoua in colour, ond pictureequely
treated.
Cox, u most of our readers must be aware is
known chiefly as a water-colour painter. He is 'we
believe, one of the oldest members of the eider
Society ; but the gallery in Bond Street contains a
considerable number of oil-pictures, moat of which
have been painted within the lut ten or fifteen
years. Theae have rarely been seen in London or
even ~t anr 0~ the provincial galleries, nnleaa, perhaps, 1n B1rm1ngham,near to which place he hu
latterly resided. Among those now exhibited we
would especially point out a large picture, No. 1 in

PERSON AL RECOLLECTIONS OF
GREAT ARTISTS.
BY E. \". RIPPINGILLE.

No. 2.-FusELI.
IT was in the year of m_ydeb11tas an artistin the year I produced my picture of "The
Country Post-office" (God save the mark!)just forty years ago, that I made a visit to
Fuseli.
He then inhabited the Keeper's
Chambers, in the old Royal Academy of Somerset House, and was not only in the schools an
object of great terror to the pupils, but out
of them few persons who were not well backed
by those who undertook their introduction
would venture to approach him. I hadheard
a good deal of him, and had seen him in public
-that is, his pictures; but I had the curiosity
to wish to see him in private, and to hear
him speak. I had not the vanity to think he
would talk with me, a green fellow of twent.y.
I had some difficulty in accomplishing this
ambitious object, for the first two or three
persons I asked appeared overcome with my
temerity, and flatly refused. At last a courageous fellow I knew something of consented,

pression and character were not without pretensions, but both were found every now and
then wild and licentious in the extreme. My
friend and myself were both getting very deep
in our critical investigation, and I was shouting
my notions int-0 his ear, when I heard a latcnkey rattling in the lock of the door. As I
looked towards the opening door, not quite at
my ease, my friend turned his face and his
eyes in that direction with evident alarm. At
the same moment a figure entered in black
clothes and white hair-all that the terror of
the moment would permit us to see-with the
air of a man who had detected in his house a
couple of burglars. I was pushed forward to
bear the brunt of the explosion, which, from
appearances, threatened to be rather violent;
but as I made my bow, and stood up to
explain myself in the best way I could, the
surerise, which had given an an~ stir to the
feelings, had subsided, and a qmet and severe
dignity, with some slight s:,_mptomsof courtesv,
had taken its place. " we have availed ourselves,'' I said, "sir, of the kind permission of
Mrs. Fuseli to see your pictures." Something
like a slight bow was attempted on the part of
the painter, and, in a voice anything but
encouraging, he growled forth, "I vornder you
did nort go obstairs ."-" We have been upstairs" (it was exhibition time) .-" Den I
vornder you should koome down." I stood,
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crumpling m7 card of address in my fingers.
He put out his hand rather abruptly, and taking
it, not waiting to have it given him, said,
"You harve your name dareP" While he was
attempting to read my name, written very
small, thro11gh a pair of heavy gold-rimmed
spectacles, I ventured to suggest that I was a
beginner in Art, and was anxious to examine
the works of one who had preceded me by so
many years, and pursued so dift'erent a course.
"0 aye !" he said ; "Jou are de bainter of a
picture obstnirs? V !" he said, "do nod led
dem perswade you dat you harve done all dat
is to be dom in Art. And dis ~ndelman is a
bainter too?" he asked. My fnend, not hearing, looked at me, whilst I answered, "Yes, he
is, sir, but he is deaf."-"No, he is nort deaf,
but deafish." My friend then spoke, and remarked, that he was a student at the Royal
Academy, and had to thank Mr. Fuseli for his
admission into the school. "Val," he said,
" den perbabs I have done a goot ting, or
perhabs nort."
My companion then spoke
of some pictures he had painted and exhibited : this brought fort.h a very, very long
"Aw-aw-awoa !"-a
sound which appeared
to me of a very equivocal character, or
rather more sarcastic than a simple " I understand."
In order to say somethine:, I
remarked, "I do not see, sir, that you liave
any pictures this year."-" Nort obstairs, you
mean?" I nodded. "No, I have nort. I am
nort a bainder of bordraids. My lord and my
lady have nort sat dis season, so I have
nording. Dese are sobjects from Meeltorn.
You have heard of Meeltom ?" This was a
little too much, and I could not refrain from
laughing. The look of my deaf friend, who
did not understand one word, although listening with his hand to his ear, was perfectly
ludicrous, so completely was he posed by my
mirth, and the suppressed, savage glee of the
Keeper, who looked as if he was resolved not
to enjoy his own joke. Before either of us had
recovered ourselves the satirist was going on
with a description of his works, much in the
way the housekeeper proceeds with the visitors
in a private collection when she expects but a
small fee. "Dis is de Minataur, Adam and
Eve, de Lazar-house, de-"
I could not
stand this ; so, with the beat grace I could
muster, and with something of an altered
manner, I broke in with, "I beg your pardon,
sir, but you are giving us a catalogue of your
pictures. I hoped to hear dou say somethin*
of the philosophy of Art, an the principles- '
-" Aw! very val;" and he sat down upon a
high stool, saying to himself, "Very val ! veary
val !" For a mmute or two we were silent;
and my companion put on a very inquiring,
and, as I thought, rather disturbed, look. I
had fixed mi eyes upon the Adam and Eve, was
examining 1t with some earnestness, and, I
daresay, with some symptoms of pleasure; my
companion, with his hand to liis ear, was
dividing his attention between us, and watching
to catch what might fall from the Professor.
"Dat will show," he said, " I have been in de
lyfe P" (studied from the living model.)-" Yes;
and to some purpose too."-" [ had dorts once
to form myself upon living forms and living
tints, but I have been denied colour-colour
hasflown from me, and I have pursued in vain.
I had dort to fill her place wid oder matter,
bud I know nort. Der is somting in drawing-,
in fine form, e~prasion, and character, and m
avoidance of de vulgar and commonplace."
I looked towards him, smilliur at the sarcasm
that was again oozing out. ''Val, once I dort
so." And I fancied I saw a shade of melancholy cross that severe face, but it fled in a
moment. At the next he rose from his seat,
planted his feet firmly upon the floor, drew
himself up to his full lieight, and assumed his
fierce and dcli:int look. Much of this was

habitual clearly, for he spoke unmoved, and
said, in the tone of voice he had used all along,
" Datt is a scene in a lazar-house. Tell me
wart you tink."-" I do not conceive I am
capable of criticising such an extraordinary
work."-" Val, how you are impressed, den."" I am not capable of judging of the composition impartially."-"Val, of de arction, of de
character, of vart you will."-"!
see," I
timidly observed, " that the actors are unknown to me, and of a class I have never seen
about the streets ; they do not at all belon~ to
the familiar or to common everyday life.'" Dart you find?" he asked. "Den you have
discovered vart de world has meest. I knew
you saw character."-" I have ir,.:eatenjoyment
m the search for it ."-" You vill fynd it, take
my vort."
Havinf made my way so far in safety, I
thought would venture on an ordinary subJect,
and see what it would produce. Remember.
in~ a dear old friend, a countryman of the
painter having often spoken of him, I mentioned his name, his marvellous acquirements,
and, above all, his genuine, sterling, and boundless humanity, and asked if he was remembered
by him. He could not recollect at the instant,
but repeating his name once or twice over,
"King, King, of Clifton; yas, he was de
broader-in-law of Dr. Beddois; 0 yas, I was
staying at de house of Meester Couts, and de
doctor used to k.oom dare every day for his
guinea. Val," he said abruptly," have you seen
all you vish P" The question took me a little by
the more harsh because
surprise, an~1!tred
entirely unq · ed by any change of expression, the same cold, hard, and stolid face
attending every change of sentiment, criticism,
wit, sarcasm, &c. I have talked to people
intimate with Fuseli, who have declared that,
with all his apparent bitterness, there was
great gentleness and kindness in his nature.
I must say I left him without any such impression being made on me.
The personal character of Fuseli was completely exotic ; there was not a particle of the
Englishman about him. His shoulders were
narrow, his chest flat, and his petit figure the
type of what is vulltQ}arly associated with a
Frenchman of the old school. There was a
bustling look of activity about him, devoid of
dignity and of the force which appeared capable
of bemg directed to any great p_urpose; his
head betrayed something of intelligence, but
nothing of sentiment or of imagination. He
is said to have been learned, to have known a
good deal of Greek and Latin; but that he
was well read in the humanities and philosophy
of things is very doubtful. In estimating the
art he practised there is some difficulty ; it is
impossible to see how the learning he boasted
bore upon what he practised; no evidence of
it is to be found either in the choice of his subj cct, or in the treatment of it. He appears
to have practised Art upon the broad grounds
upon which it is exercised and pursued by
artists of every class, from the highest to the
lowest, not upon any inherent property or
quality of eropriety \JOS8essedb.J it, but by
the mere bl&Sof inclmation, or by the direction of whim or caprice. He chose bis subjects
and painted them, not because there was anything in them peculiarly adapted to the province of Art, or anything that specifically
recommended them to the respect of taste, but
because they pleased him, and were congenial
with the nature of his mind and feelings.
Looking at his works with this truth in our
minds, we feel that his learning was useless,
and exercised no in1luence whatever over the
thing he professed, adopted, and practised, and
that he might full as well have been without,
and as ignorant as his brothers. Leaming, in
Fuseli's case, was of no more advantage to
him as an artist than as if he hadbeen a good
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chessplayer or a mathematician. These remarks are not made to undervalue learning,
but to lead those who think on the subject to
consider how it may be applied, and in what
way directed. In the study of Art it behoves
all aspirants to learn and to apply all and
every kind of knowledge which truly belongs
to it, and which furthers excellence in it. In
considering the subject before us, certain points
and particulars come out quite clearly, and are
practically proved. It is seen and demonstrated that pictures may be painted by men
of the most limited powers and acquirements.
That it is the same in Art as in Music, in which
singers and fiddlers are made by gifts of nature,
by posaessing fine voices or mechanical aptitude.
Such cases as this we have been considering, if
reflected upon, are apt to flatter men, in their
ignorance, by exhibiting instances in which
great acquirements were productive of no great
results. Perhaps, in so comprehensive a pursuit as that of .A.rt, a sufficient number of
departments will ever be filled by operators
equal to the taste of the public, and who, a.,
tliey find patronage, will never care to make
ac9uirements. A mackarel upon a deal board,
paJDted to the life ; a patch of blue sky, with a
run of water in a meadow and among green
trees ; the eyes-nose-and-mouth resemblance in
a portrait, will ever be matters of satisfaction to
a certain number of painters and patrons: but
the aspirant in Art, bent upon higher achievements, as he learns to know that a poverty of
acquirement will certainl1 cramp his progress,
and defeat success, will, m studying the opposite, take no small pains to learn wl,at it ii that
will facilitate, give advantage, and ultimately
lead him to the great object of his ambition.
He will at least see that such attainments as
those of Fuseli will not make him a painter.

!

PARQUETRY.
WB have already noticed the Architectural Exhibition, and we return to it now for the purpose of
making a few remarks on the interesting display or
parquetry exhibited by Steinitz & Co. Some time
since (.Jrt-Union Journal, 1845, p. 169, 1111d
1846,
p. 70) we gnvetwo articles, with plates of illustrations, on the manufactoreaof this firm; and more recently (.Jrt-Journal, 1855, p.151) we directed especial attention to the solid parquetry introducedby the
Meaara.Arrowsmith, of Bond Street. It is not neceaeary,therefore,that any large apaceshouldbe occupied by our proaent notice. The apecimenaof parquetry which are exhibited by Measra.Steinitz & Co.
are exceedinggoodexamplesof this ornamental manufacture. Theseconaistofparquetfloorsand borders,
and parquet-marquetryborders, veneeredpanellings,
and wall decorationsin various kinds of wood,eecleaiutical decorationa,ornamental,inlaid, and panelled
ceilings,and a beautifullyexecuted expanding table
in parquetry, These 8Dfficiently
illnatrate a kind of
decoration which we desire to eee adopted more
frequentl1 than it ia, and which, we believe, is
becomingmore fuhioaable (for thej" deformedthief,
Fashion," has role also here) than it has been
within onr time. It ia, of course, undentood by our
readersthat parquetryconsiata,ordinarily,of cementing piecesof ornamental wood in geometric fignrea
upon a plane of solid wood. The cabinet,maker ii
enabled in this way to introduce woods of varied
colonra and beauty, which, as they can only be
obtained in small pieces, could not be made available for ornamentation by any other means. Thus,
not merely can wainscot,walnut, maple, and suchlike woods,be employed,bnt the purple.wood,tulip,
saaaalraa,zebra,and nnmeroua other varietiesderived
from tropical planta, which never attain t.o any
larger growth than that which is designated by the
term 1l,ru6.
Another process ii that known as solid parquetry,
which we have, u we have already said, previoU8l1
described. This, however,it may be stated, conaiata
of interlocking and firmly cementing together solid
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piecesof the woodsemployed,of the required thickneaa, for floors or any other purposes. The first is
euentially r:eneering, and the second a process of
!Jinding togetlier. Upon this point we cannot but
quote a passagefrom the circular of Steinitz & Co.,
which we could desire to see corrected. In reference
to the parquetry table, they say, "The peculiarityof
this table, the design or which can be equnlly well
applied to a parquet floor or border, is, that, instead
of being merely veneered, like usual firat-claaatables,
which caunot resist either heat or wet, or being
made 80/id, like the more ordinary work, which
seldom stands, it is plated with quarter-inch hard
woods upon solid groundwork, by which mean, the
greatest beauty of design can be combined with the
perfect durability of a parquet floor."
'l he italics are as we find them, the object being
to convey an idea that this table is not oeneered.
What plating can mean but veneering we do not
understand, and the whole ayatem of parquetry by
this process ia one of veneering and nothing else.
We must object to two other statements calculated
to mislead. They eay their "Patent veneered
panelling and wall decorations in wainscot, maple,
and walnut, <!ffer, no injlamma!Jle material in
ca,e offire." Tb.lit"this advantage possesseslikewise a certain degree of importance may be inferred
from the fact that the serioua calamity which OC·
eurrcd some years ago at Windsor CaaUe,aud baa
been repeated in many churches and other buildings,
arose from the ignitio• of tlle 10/id panelling, which
had been placed in too close proximity to the heated
flues." Wooda may differ in their degreea of inflammability, but if llessn . Steinitz's veneered
panelling ia placed in "too close proximity to the
heated flue,," it will as certainly take fire as will
any other ligneous atntcture. Their woods,again,
according to their own statement, will not swell if
placed on a damp wall or a wet floor; and hence,
eay they, the superiorit7 of their parquetry over
the solid parquetry, which, they admit, obeys the
law of all fibrous bodies, and will swell. We know
not in what foreat this Compan7 grow, their noninflammableand non-absorbentwood; the naturalists
would be interested to learn something more about
this very abnormal condition of a product from the
vegetable world.
Our impression ia that both the solid parquetry
and the veneered parquetry are liable to precisely
the same conditions in relation to fire and water.
It is greaUy to be regretted that, advancing beyond
the fair circle of competition,statements of so absurd
a nature ahould be made, since but few who think
will receive them, and those who receive them will
be misled.
The works of this company are very beautiful;
and, aa they say truly enough, they are enabled " to
form curvilinear as well aa geometricaldesigns, of a
richness utterly impo11ibleto be produced in 'solid'
parquetry, except at an enormous coat," and they
can "introduce rich fancy wood, the use of which
would preclude their use in solid work." We have
on former occaaion1done full justice to both manufactures ; and we feel that ia a duty which we owe
to our readers to place them right where they ma7
poeaiblybe led aatra7.
We clearly perceive that veneered parquetry may,
in the hands of the skilled workman,be rendered far
more ornamental than the solid parquetry, and,
therefore, for many purposes it baa the advantage.
At the same time, there are man7 very important
aituationa iu which solid pnrquetry ma7 be applied
with far more certainty and propriety.

THE GREAT EXHIBITION OF 1861.
IP we are not altogether diapoaed to aympathize
with the individualswith whom the proposal for a
Great Exhibition in the year 1861 has originated, we
cannot withhold from these ~ntlemeu our admiratiou of the steady and determined peareverancewith
which they have maintained their views. Nor do
we dill'er from them in opinion aa to their project ;
of. its being made productive of great practical
utility, we are fully penuaded. The project, in fact,
must be now held to have been accepted; and the
question which, therefore, remains Corconsideration
baareferencerather to the means that may be moet

Iadvantageouslyemployedfor its renlization,than to

of steam machinery, a new sentiment or both fellowthe proposed Exhibition itself. At the same time ship and rivalry has arisen and established itself in
there are certain arguments in support of thia Exhi- action amongst the inhu.bitantaof different regions
bition, and of the decennialgatherings, of which this of the eorth, which demandsperiodicalopportunities
is to be the first, that require to be clearly set forth for that mutunl interchange of ideas which is ob.
aud fairly discussed. We propose, after having de- ta.iued in great artistic and industrial Exhibitions.
clared our own sentiments, to offer a few practical It baa been said also, and with good reason, that the
suggestions with reference to the ultimate working rouoger portion of our population will require once
out of the plaus that may be adopted.
ID ten years a great Exhibition, that they may be
The only opposing argnment of any weight is the old enough to understand that with which they
one that a powertul daily contemporaryput forth, may themsekes becomepersonally familiar. Many
as soon as the proposal of the Society of Arts other reasons might be advanced in addition to
in its colnmna was made public. That argument those at: which we have briefly ii;lanced,all of them
was baaed upon the anppositionthat the Exhibition in favour of the project of the Societyof Arte; and,
that had been suggestedfor the year 1861 should be since there appears no really soundargument on the
a repetition, a kind of duplicate of that which has other aide, we repeat our convictionthat, with the
made 1861 an era of its own; and it was urged that year 1861, a great Exhibition may be expected,that
the 1861 .Exhibitionwas an exceptionalaffair alto- will be distioguiabed by excellences and also by
gether, a thing of itself, and to be left by itself, characteristic features peculiarlyits own. lo the
which it would be impossibleto repeat, and any imi- meantimemuch remains to be said upon every practation of which muat inevitably lead to a discredit- tical point connectedwith the accomplishment of
able failure. Perhaps, if the premises were to be thia great enterprise. To one moat important
granted, the concluaions drawn from them in this matter we wouldat once invite the serious attention
view of the Society of Art's proposition might be of all who are interested in the project under our
acceptedaa correct. But it has been satisfactorily considerntion,-and this ia, that preparatio,u of
shown {aaaumingthe exceptional character of the every kind !Jecommenced in good time. Even now
Exhibition 0£1861, and the conaequentimpo88ibility it would be well that the place for the Exhibition,
to repeat it) that a aeries of. DecennialExhibitions and the building in which it ahould be held, be
might be held, which would poasess qualitiee, and consideredwith a view to some decision upon these
aim at results, altogether distinct from tholtl that preliminaries being formed. And from the present
characterizedthe wonderfulassemblageof the world's moment it would be most desirable that all artiats
produce in 1851. Jn two respects the 1861 Exhi- and manufacturers should form their several plans,
bition would easentiallydiffer from its predecessor: and thus give themselves apace for that careful and
it would omit much that had been before introduced, well studied preparation which alone can render the
and it would introduce much that before had been Exhibition a complete success, through being thoomitted. It would also be designedlyand expreaaly roughly useful and beneficial.
educatWN1l in ita character. Instead of merel7
That there should have been delays and hesitation
ehowingu many objects aa possible, and seeking to on the part of the contributors, when the Exhibition
of
1timulate cnrioaity by placing a few wonderful
1851 was in the course of formation, was only
rarities in the midst of vut masses of the miacel- natural. A great Exhibition then was not a aub·
laneons productions of h11manindustry, the 1861 ject upon which any appeal could be made to exExhibition would bring together, under a aimfle yet perience. No one knew exactly what it might be
strictly systematic claaaification,1peeimeneo what expected to prove, or in what manner contributions
Art, and Seieuce,and Manufacturing enterprise will might moat advantagllouslybe prepared for the purhllve accomplishedwithir. a period of ten years, for pose of appearing in it. But now the case baa
the purpose of leading and encouraging all who are aaanmedan aspect entirely different. There can no
engaged or interested in any such work to still more longer exist any doubt or any uncertainty. Every
perfect and more beneficialachievements. The Exhi- person can understand what kind of an Exhibition
bition of 1851 may indeed be said to have conveyed it is that the Society of Arts baaproposed, and all
a certain amount o! teaching, since it demonatrated who think of taking a part in it know exactly what
both the admirable •kill and dexterity of the workers they ought to send. The two 7ears that precede
in the different proceasea of production, and the the first of the decennial Exhibitions, do not proshort-comingsin the far greaterqualitiesof thought. vide at all too long a period for the formation of
fulnesa aud design, which on every 1ide but too e,i. arrangements, and for their realization. These
dently characterizedtheir production,. This teach- preparations are calculated to be more important
ing, 1uch u it was {and all teaching is valuable in their etJects than any others that each individual
that brings our imperfections and faults faithfully or eacheatabliabmenthave ever made : the7 have to
before us), would fail to lead to more advantageous be made, too, in addition to the customary avocaissue, unless there should be provided some compre• tions and engagements of each; and there will not
henaivemeans for testing its effect,. We proCeaato be in another year a leas amount of those habitual
ha'l'e set ourselvesin earnest to the work of bringing claims upon time and thought, which might leave
Art into alliance with Manufactures, and to have for the great Exhibition of the next year an UD•
studied Art itself in all its higher aapirings,with the divided attention. If they propose to contribute to
view to the attainment of a progressive proficiency the gathering of 1861, let botll artuu and manuin our practice and in our appreciation of it. The facturer, immediately enter upon a cour1e of prepapropoaedExhibition in 1861 ia intended to exemplify ration. When the interval shall have passed awa7,
what we have accompliehedboth in Art and Art- we feel aaauredthey will acknowledgethe soundness
marinfacture. It will invite all artists, all Art- of the advice, that urges upon them promptness aa
manufacturers, all producers of whatsoever works, well u energy of action.
The Crystal Palace at Sydenham baabeen spoken
to place beCorethe world apeeimenaof their success.
Repudiating all that aavouraof mere display, it will of, in certain quarters, aa the edifice in which the
claaaify everything, aud everything will have its 1861 Exhibition ought to be located. The Crystal
place determined by its merit and its ability to Palace might allegea strong claim,ahoul:l those who
convey valuable information. Such an exhibition are in authority there desire to have such a suggesmuat be the appropriate rendt of the Exhibition of tion carried into effect. Still, upon mature reflec.
1861, aa, in its turn, it will lead, with strict con- tion, it must appear that for many cogent reaaona
siatency to ite own aucceaaor,when another decade the 1,roposedExhibition must have a building provided for it nearer London, easier of accesa, and
of years shall have been fulfilled.
lr. addition to the progreaa thllt will have been more completelyavailable for ita own requirement..
made since 1861, and which requires to be made The great u.imand purpose of the Decennial Exhikuown more widely than is po11ibleby any other bitions the Crystal Palacemight indeed carry out to
mean,, the ten years that will be completed in 1861 their full development, by strengthening its own
will have almoat enough of what ia directly and poaitionaa a permauent museum of Art-manufacture&
1peeificallytheir own to justify a great Exhibition at and of industrial productions of every description.
that time, even if it were to contain nothing beyond
There remains one other point to be particularly
apeeimena and illuatrationa either of fresh dia- noticed with reference to preparations Corthe pro•
coveries or of new and improved applications of posed Exhibition : we allude now to the catalognea,
inventions previoualy known. And then, again, and to the organization of a ayatem of popular
1incethe wonderfuladVllllcein socialand commercial lectures in explanationand illustration of the various
intercommunication that has been realized by the collections. All Museums, all great Exhibitions,
electric telegraph, and b7 the improved application and we are disposed to add, every Exhibition of
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whatever kind, ought to be rendered clearly intelligible, and to have their teaching qualities made
known in the most popular manner, both by simple
· ·
descnptive
no t·ices an d b y Ject urea. Th e Great
Exhibition of 1861, beyond all others, will require
to be described ; it will, in fact, in a great measure
rely for its success upon its application through descriptiona of its conlenta. And let na not again
have a catalogue in conraeofpreparation at the very
time that it is most needed in a complete form .
Detailed notices of the collections, such as will be
better calculated for memorials in future times
·
than for hand-books of present reference, must
necessarily be written after the Exhibition ahall h11ve
been formed. But it is eaaential th11tthe arrangemeuta should include some really good and trust.
worthy catalogue; that may be had when it ia wanted,
and used while it may be usefnl. 'l'he Art-Trcasurca
Exhibition at M11uchcater has left behind it, as
d
almost the on1y memorial of ita existence, this a •
monition to all who undertake the direction of
Great Exhibitions :-that the formation of their Exhibition constitutes oile-h11lfof their duties,-aud
that the other half consitts in t.rkibiti11!1
it.
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OF ARTS.

~·onPREMICMS.

LoNo titles and compound names may be very
expressive thiuga, but they also are very inconvenient . Hence they very generally are subjected to
a process of abbreviation, which ao grievously curtails
them of their fair proportions that, in their practical
application, they become remarkable for an uuuliual
brevity. Such a fate has befallen the institution
thnt is so well known as the "Society of Arts."
.It is, in reality, the "Society for the Encourage.
ment of Arts, M:annfactures, and Commerce;" but
this is by far too cumbrous a title for everyday use,
and so the "Mauufactnres and Commerce" are
dropped with "the Encouragement;• and the society
thrives, and is supposed to fulfil ita vocation, as the
" Society of Arts." We ha"e not the very slightest
objection either to the abbreviated title, or to that
which sets forth the society's style in uttn10; nor
have we noticed the fact of this discrepancy _between
the society's accepted title and ita real one, with
any other purpose than as introductory to the
expression of an opinion, that if the society in any
sense ia a "Society of Arts," the Arts ought, in
common justice, to have their full and fair share in
its operations, and in "the Encouragement" which
certainly it professes to hold out to the Arts ou at
least equal terms with ".Manufactures and Com.
merce." Without doubt, the prei-ailing opinion ia
that this institution is a "Society of Arta,'' aod the
Arts, consequently, are very generolly supposed to
engage exclusively ita fostering care. Aud yet, ou
n:ftectioo, either it must be admitted that the Arts
are very ungrateful, or this society will be found
sadly wanting in the discharge of its duty towards
them. The fact is, that the Society of Arla does,
and has done, but little for the Arte; little indeed,
in itself, and a little which becomes atill less when
brought into comparison with the" encouragement"
that is systematically given to Manufactures and
Commerce.
Amongst the agencies employed by this society
in the practical working of ib scheme of action,
are certain prizes and premiums which it auoually
awards for communications :in subjects, which it
duly publishes to the world. or these prizes and
premiums we submit that the Arta, in good policy,
na well u in most strict equity, have a right at
leaat to a third . Indeed, as the society itself
derives from lovers and patrons of the Arts the
larger part of its income, and from the Arts alone,
what we may designate its working title, we should
not consider ounelvea to have exhibited any uu.
warranted Jl&rtiality had we claimed for the Arts
the beat of the prizes, and rather more than an
even third of the premiums. We are content, however, to place the honourable and ever-to-be-honoured
trio aide by side in strict equality, thus seeking
an uniform and impartial encouragement for Arte,
Man11racture1, and Commerce from the 110Ciety,
which claims a right to them all in it• title, though,
in practice, it rarely naca the name of more than
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one of them. Both the public and the snbaeribera
to the society, we arc aaaured, will adopt our own
views in this matter, and will indorae them with
th e1r
· approv al . All that now remarns
· t or us t o do,
then, ia to request that the public and the sub·
scribera will have the e:reat kindness, with us, to
take up the society's " Preminm List," and to ohserve how the Arts are shown by that document
to be dealt with.
This "Premium List" commences with setting
forth the objects for which four" special prizes" will
be awarded, and the terms of the several awards in
accordance with the wishes of the donors of these
prizes. The first is for a "Treatise on Jnrisprudeuce;" the second, for "The Discovery of a Substitute for Cotton" (this prize having been placed at
the diaposal of the council, the subject hae. been
chosen by that body); the third for the "Produc.
tion or an Incombustible Paper for Ledgers, &e.;"
and the fourth, for "A Design for an Iuat.itute."
The Arla, as it appears from hence, have not much
concern with these "special prizes ." Then follows
the "General List." We are not about to inflict
upon our readers even an abstract of its hundred
aud forty-five subjects; bnt while in this list there
is opened up a wide and diversified field of scentific
inquiry and research, and while both Commerce and
Manufactures may hope to derive advantages of
the utmost importance from anything resembling
a satisfactory treatment of the proposed subjects,
the Arts are almost entirely left out of the question,
or they at best only appear indirectly and nuder
subordinate conditions. If the Society of Arts is to
profess one object, and to aim at the realization of
another, this list must be pronounced a aingnlarly
appropriate production . In this case, let na have a
society that, perhaps, may bear some name that
cannot be easily associated with the Arts, but which,
after what would seem to be the fashion of the
times, may devote itself to them. By all means
let our societies be entitled after their own fancy;
if in their titles we can discern their actual object, so much the better-the
better, that is, in
our opinion ·, but if this is not to be expected, at
any rate the Arts ought to secure for themselves
the encouragement of some society that will be
found worthy of such a duty, and competent to
discharge it aucceBSfully. We believe, indeed, that
this is the tme mission of the institution established
in the Adelphi; if so, we look to that institution
for the fulfilment of the trust that devoh-es upon
it-such a fulfilment of that trust 88 will extend
over the entire r11ngeof those diversified, yet united,
operations, that ought to cooatitute the distinctive
characteristics of a "Society for the Encouragement
of ARTS,l\lanufacturca, and Commerce."

ART IN SCOTLA.J.'fDAND THE
PROVINCES.
EDINJn:non.-Gaineborough'a celebrated portrait
of :Alra.Graham baa recently been bequeathed to
the Scottish N atiooal G~lery . The hi.story of the
picture and the bequest u stated thus m the Scottish papers. At the mature age of forty the late
Lord Lynedoch, then Mr. Graham, mamed a lady
of the Cathcart family, and of great beautyt to
whom he wu devotedly attached; the lady died
not very long after her marriage , and her portrait,
taken when ahe was in the full bloom of youth,
was carefully locked up by her husband, after her
death, and deposited in the hands of a person in
London, where it remained unopened till his lord.
,hip's deceaee, a period of fifty years . None of hia
friends ventured, during his lifetime, to allude to
the picture, hut after his death searc~ wu made
for 1t : it wu recovered, and exh1b1ted at the
British Institution a few years ago, where it
attracted universal admiration. The portrait had
been entailed by Lord Lynedoch, but Mr. Graham,
of Redgerton, Perthshire, the gentleman who bequeathed it to the Scottish gallery, and who died
on the 11th of March, waa uceedingly anxious to
eecure it for the purpose mentioned, and arrnnged
with the next heir of entail to pay euch sum u it
might be valued at by Mr. T. Nisbet, of Edinburgh :
the sum of £2000 wu fixed R8 ita price, and it has
now found a resting-place where its merita will be
seen and appreciated .
BIRXINOH.u.1.-The '.Report emanating from the
committee of the School of Practical Art for the
__
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laet year, show, that the number of rupile attend ·
ing the clasaea of the central echoo during that
period wae 820; and the number of children and
adulta inthethe
claaeeatraining
of the public
echoola,
dioceaan
college,and
and parochial
the district echool in Spon Lane, wu 1163. Twenty.five
medals were recently awarded, at the annual examination of the worka of the ,tudenta, by Mr.
Dowler, the government inspector, to 21 pupils .
BRISTOL.-The firat rneral meetinJ of aharcholders of the School o Practical Art m this city
was held at the end ot March. The president,
Mr. P. W. S. Miles, addreaaed the meeting, and in
the course of his remarks stated that the school
had now been in operation five years; and the report showed that great credit wu due to the master,
.Mr. Ferrier, for the aucceaa which had hitherto
attended it, for he had, · unfortunately, received
very inadequate aupport from the public. When
the school was firat established there were 62 pupils
only, now the number h11d increased to 300 males
and females .
Noawica.-The
recent sale of the pictures and
objects of t1ertubelonging to tho late Earl of Orford,
at Wolterton Hall, near this city, attracted a large
number of amateurs and collectors, including many
from London . The pictures which buyers were
mostly in search of were some valuable family portraits; but prior to the sale 1 Mr. Butcher, the auctioneer, announced that, alt11ough the direction• in
the will of the earl made it necessary that the whole
of theae paintings ahould be put up for sale, he had
commission, from members of the family to purchue
them,:and.coneequently there wu a large reaerl'ed
price put upon them. Alter auch an intimation
the biddings were merely nominal, and the works,
with the ei:ception of one, were all bought in at
merely nominal prices; the exception being a portrait of Sir Robert Walpole, by Vanloo, which wu
knocked down to Mr. Scott, of the firm of Colnaghi & Co., for the aum of £175 . Other picture,
bought in were a portrait of William III., by Sir
Godfrey Kneller; one of Lord Nelson, by Lane;
and a "Hunting Scene on the Deach at Brancuter," with portraits of Sir R. Walpole, on the
horse taken from the Pretender, Colonel Churchill,
&c., by Wootton, a famous painter of such aubjecta
in the early part of the l111tcentury. Two fine
portraits of Su E. and Lady Faulkner, in crayons,
by Listard, were purchaaed by Mr . Scott, for .£86;
Mr. Faulkner, or London, bought one of Lady
Robert Spencer for £36, and one of Archbishop
Laudforaaimilarsum.
Theantiquefurniture,ta})CB•
tries, wood-carvings, china, &c., realized prices that
showed their value in the eatimation of tlie buyers :
the principal "lot" among these objects waa a eet
of twelve Louis Quatorz~ elbow fauteuila, carved in
walnut, the backa and seats covered with fine
Gobelin tapestry, representing scenes from ..2Eaop's
Fables : they were knocked down for the sum of
£328 13s. The catalogue contained 1600 lots in
all. and the eale luted four days.
C.utLISLB.-A email monument hu recently been
erected in the cathedral church of thia city to the
memory of Muagrove L . Watson, the sculptor, who
died in 1847; a abort biogra_phical eketch of his
career appeared in the ..&,·t-Journal for January,
1848, with a notice of hia principal works; one of
theao, au exquisitely beautiful bas-relief, representing "Death and Sleep bearing off the dead bodv of
S11rpedon," we alao engraved . The monument in
question include, a medallion portrait of the
lamented artist-one of true and original geniuaand, at tho baae, are a few modelling tools, a hammer, chisels, &c., symbols of his art, grouped together. We understand that the monument has been
erected at the coat of a few brother sculptors, who
have-and all honour to them for it-thus testified
to hia worth. Watson wu born near Carlisle.
HANLEY.-On the 21st of February the annual
meeting of the supporters of the Hanley School of
Art wu held. The report was deemed quite aatis•
factory, both as to the position of the matitution
and the progress of the pupils.
Workmen had
come forward with subacnptions, proving thereby
the intercat felt in the succeaa of the school.
SuNDBRLAND
.-A monument is to be erected to
the brave and good General lial'elock at Sunderland, for which the following artists have competed. The design of .Mr. Behnes baa, it is said,
been selected by the committee :-Mr. G. G. Adams,
Mr. W. F. Woodington, Mr. Bell, Mr. J . C. Lough
(an equestrian statue and others), .Mr. E. G. Papworth (an obelisk with figures at the base), Mr . R.
Jefferaou, Mr. Thornycroft, MeBSrs. Oliver and
Lamb, aided by Mr. Beall (a Gothic canopy crockMr. Camrou:r, and
eted), Mr. Noble, Mr. Behne•.1...
Mr. Rowe, of South Shield•. ·ine monument is to
be erected on tho hill in the Park . 'fhere were
twenty-six statues, two busts, and an obelisk, and
aeveral designs for statues and canopies among the
competition works.
--
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THE ART·JOURXAL.
EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.
PART V.-RAouN

Curu:.

who are wanderers of the Wye, and
rest in the old town of Monmouth,
will eertainly Yisit the picturesque yet
very magnifieent remains of Ra11:lan
Castle ; and a " Part" of our 'l'onr
may be properly devoted to a description of its attractions.• The
vi&itor, however, will find "on the
spot" a guiJe, such as he will rarely
encounter in au·y " notable" place of any district. The
Wardeu of Raglan Castle is a gentleman and a scholar,
although circumstances have placed him in a position somewhat under that to which he is entitled of right.· His
appointment to the office by the Duke of Beaufort is, at all
events, an advantage to those who visit this beautiful ruin;
he ia ever active aud ready in communicating the knowledge-large
and accurate-he
possesses concerning its
remarkable and interesting history. To him-acting u the
Duke's representative-we are no doubt indebted for mnch
or the care and cost expended to prevent further encroach,
menta of the destroyer-Time.
It is but just to commence
onr notice of Raglan by giving expreBBionto the gratitude
that cannot fail to be felt towards his Grace by all who
visit this fine relic or a great epocl1,to which all visitors are
freely welcome, and where a liberal and judicions management is perpetually exercised to preserve without "restoring,''
to arrest decay while e1clnding evidence of " newneaa,"-so
that all is in perfect harmony aud "keeping ."
A ground plan of the castle will enable the reader, better
than any written description can do, to ueertain the distribution of the several buildings of which it con1ists.
,........
,.
.......... , . .............
1,1,
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Raglan is "of no itreat antiqnity,'' u compared with its neighbonrs, dating no farther back
than the fifteenth eentury. In the reign of Henry VIII. it is described by Leland aa "fair and
pleasant, with goodlye parkes adjacent;" and later, by Camden, " as a fair honse bnilt caatellike." There is no doubt, however, thot the citadel, or "Yellow Tower of Gweut,"'isof a period
mnch more remote, and that a " Lord of Raglan" held away here aa early as the time of the
first Henry.
Sub1e<jnently it received varioua additions by auceeedinit lord, until during
the civil war, it wu besieged, taken, dismantled, and finally destroyed. 1lor nei:rly four
centuries it hu been the property of the Enrls and !lfarquisea or Worcester; and from this
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venerable family-seat the late commnnder-in-chief in the Crimea took his title. The history of the
)'riucely race of the Somerset&is almost that of England during its moat eventful periods, from
the wars of the Roses to that of the Crown and the Parliament: they were foremost among the
nobles of the realm in every reign, always gallant gentlemen, onen accomplished scholars, and
very frequently the patrons of Letters, Science, and Art,-on many occasions holding rank
among their moat eminent proCeuors. The memoirs of this great "house" are indeed foll of
incidents akin to romanee ; furni•hing to the throne and the country brave soldiers, skilful
ambaaaadors, loyal subjects, stout defenders of national rights, and men who considered that to
increase popular knowledge, u well u civil liberty, was the tint duty of a nobleman. This

St;,l>lc•.
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1. Keep, or Yellow Tower. 2. Chamber, famous for Its elaborate oak carving. 3. Great Hall . 4. The Butter)'. 6. Kitchen
6. Gateway and Staircase. T. Gallerlea and State-rooms. 8. Chapel.
9. Gateway leading to the Bowling.green . 10. Spot formerly
croaaed by a bridge. II. Breach made during the siege. 12. On
the npper atory ii King Cbarlea's window. 13. Moat sunoundlng
the Keep.

I

It is obvious that the space to which we are neees·
aarily limit~d will enable ua to do little more than introduce
a brief outline or its h~tory, with some explanntiona of the
. various circumstanees and several objects that cannot fail to
JROK TUB KO.lT,
interest t.he Touri,t. 'fhis we shall do u carefully u we
can ; endeavouring t-0 enhance the enjoyment of those by honse is, therefore, illustrioua in a higher eenae than even that which is derived from ranlc,
whom the venerable and beantiful ruin may be visited..
wealth, and antiquity. After the Restoration, the then :Marquis of Woreester, eldest son of the
second marquis, "the author" of " A Century of Inventiona"-a work that "went far beyond
• We have borrowed aome of the Illustrative woodcuts for U,ls its time" -and the grandson of the gallant soldier whose defence of liis castle is among the
Part from "The Cutles and Abbeys of England," by WIiiiam
Beattle, M.D., a work of great merit and value. The anbjects aro of most stirring incidents of the age, was advanced to a dukedom, being created, in 1682, Duke of
objects which do not now undergo change,and aro excellently engraved Beaufort, "with remainder to the heirs male of his body,'' in consideration not alone or hi, eminent
from drawings by an admirable artist, the late w. H. Bartlett. II services to the crown, but also of "his noble deseent from King Edward Ill., by John de
may be desirable to odd that several very beautiful photogra11h1,
rodnced by Mr. Earl, or Worcester, may be pnrchaaed In ooo of the Beaufort, eldest son of John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancuter, by Catherine Swinford, his third
odgea appertaining to the castle.
wife." The present-the eighth-Duke, Henry Charles Fitzroy Somerset, \fU bom in 1824 •.
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The reader will advantageously traverse this ruin ir we
give him some idea or the duties or leading subordinates iu
the defence of a castle in the olden time.
Among its retoincra there was no more important personage than
the
WARDER.
He kept
the gate, and he only
arranged nll entry or
exiL. H e li,·ed iu a
small room beside the
portal, which was
usually prot ected by
bolts, bars, ond a formidable portcullis .
The folding gates
were 011 ordinary occasions shut , aud the
smaller wicket door
iri one of them opened
for foot-pa engers.
A grated opening,
or
loop-hole, was
WJ..RDER.
pr ovided in the gate
for the warder to observe and take note of those who demanded
admission.
Notification of danger was given to the neighbourhood
by light ing th e B EACON
Oil
the topmost tower,
which, as castles were
usnolly placed ou eminences, might be seen
around for ninny miles; so
that retainers, or soldiers,
from other strongholds
might be Pent as oi<ls.
These beacons were open
fire places or iron, affixed
t o the rampart s, and to
tend them was n service
of donger, when bowmen
could hit with au arrow
ns certainly ns rifle-men
now do with a ball.
The AR110URERwas Oil
important denizen of the
" tr onghold of stone,"
and his services were constantly iu request, from
the first hour when the
young knight had "his
suit of mail" ordered, to
TU E BE£ CO~ .
that of the battle -field.
Jn the days when archcra were the chief warri ors, platearmour wns a coveted
defence; andin "pipiug
tim es of peace" the
skill or the armour er
was devoted to th e decoration of the noblc's
suit, which WW! so
valuable, when inlaid
with gold nnd silver
and enriched bY Artworkmanship , th at iust auces are on record
where the wearer was
~ -·' . · slain mere]~· to obtain
the
suit as pluudcr.
AltllOUREI':.
Wh en gunnery ber ame general, the M u KETEER manned the rampart s of th e old
castle, and his steel cap
and cuirass were the onlv
relics or "the panoply
of steel" thot ouce encased the soldier, and
which was found of
littl e avail against th e
bullet .
These were
among the foremost
sabordiuates or a castle
such as th at or Raglan ;
ther cwcreo thers or equal
note, and or perhaps
greater importance, but
to picture th em would
be foreign to our purpose; those we ha,·c intr oduced on this page
MUSE.&T t: l n.
may, however, enable
the reader t-0people the old ruin with its old guards, as well
aa ita ancient lords and governors .

Raglan Castle is indebted for much of its renown to the events that made it a ruin-its brave
defence, in 1646, when assailed by the army of the Parliament. The good and gallant Marquis,
a loyal gentleman and a true man, when summoned to surrender in the June of that year, returned
for answer, he would" rather die nobly than live with infamy ." The besiegers were rapidly augmented by troops "released from Oxford," and, headed by Fairfax, th ey compelled a surrend er,
but not even theu until the venerable soldier bad twice received the commands of the king
to abandon further defence. On the 17th of August, 16411, "the officers, soldiers, and gentle-
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men of the garrison marched ont with horaes and arms, colo11raflying, dr1llll5 beating, trnmpet.s
sounding, matches lighted at both ends, bullets in their mouths, and every soldier with twelve
charges of powder and ball," choosing any place they pleased to deliver up their arms to the
general of the Parliament . The gallant old marquis was then eighty-four years of age, and bis
castle was the last in England that " kept to" the cause of the un_h~ppy king. The si_egewas
followed by sequestration and sale of the whole estate , Cromwell obtammg a large share or 1t. The
lead was taken from the roors; the walls, broken by the cannon, soon let in the weather; timber
was removed by every greedy hand, aud Time was left to "do his wont" with the valua~le and
beautiful castle-mansion that had been so long the glory of Monmouthshire . Unhappily, no
effort was made to restore it when restoration was practicable; it bas, therefore, been a ruin
during two centuries, hut it is, beyond all question, the most picturesque and beautiful ruin in the
kingdom: other ruins there are, grander aud more imposing, but none ao graceful in decay, non e
that so 1>leasantly, yet so forcibly, recalls a period when the Baron's hall was a conti1111alscene
of hospitality, and the Baron at the bead of his retainers in all but name a king.
Onr description of the castle, its towers, its dilapidated staircases , its groined windows, ita arched
doorways, its once proud keep, and the gorgeous remains of its lofty halls and stately apartment~,
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ROYAL APARTM.ENTS.

must be necessarily brief. A sufficiently acc11r&teidea of them, in their present condition, will
be formed from the appended woodcuts ; which exhibit the more strikin g and interesting parts of
the yet magni6cent structure.
" A famousea.sue fine
Th nt RAGOLANhight, sta nd moated almost rol'nd
ll!Bdc of free sto ne, uprelght, as tral ght as lin e,
W hose workmanship In beautl e clolh abound;
With curious knots, wroug h t nll with edged tool•;
Th e slatelye tower that looks o·er pond aud poole,
The fountnlne trim, tha t runs both day and night,
Doth yi eld In showe a rare and noble sight!"

"The famous castle " was scarcely more " fine" in its glory than it is iu its decay.
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The county historian, Coxe, and the Rev. John Evans
We see everywhere proofs that large coat, as well as continual care and matured skill
(" Beauties of England and Wales"), describe the ruin fully; , had been expended, during several epochs, to give to the castle beauty as well as strength.'
b~t _Dr. ~ttie has devoted to the subject a large portion of mouldings and friezes, arches and corbels, of graceful character, although broken and decayed:
h11 mteresbng and valuable book, "The Cast.lea and Abbeys I meet us at every turn, often peering through rich draperiea of green ivy, sometimea standing
of England." From tht:1e sources we borrow our details. grimly out from shattered walls, and occasionally rising from out of mould-heaps-the ghosts of
r~ns stau_d on a gentle eminence near the village; glories departeu.•
mclud1ng t_hecitadel, t~ey_occ~py a tract of ground. not leas
~n short, enough of Raglan remains to justify the praises it receh·cd in so many historiea of
than a tb,~d .of a mile 1n circumference. The c1tad!l, a vaned and eventful times. The unhappy sovereign, Charles I., hiding from bis enemie1, found
detached bmldmg, was a large hexagon, defended by bastJ011s,
anrronnded by a moat, and connected with the castle by a
drawbridge; it was called Melyn y Gwent, or the Yellow
tower of Gwent, and is five stories high. The shell of
the castle encloses two courts or areas, each of which
communicated with a terrace walk, to which resident,
resorted for "ont of door" exerciae and enjoyment, and
which communicated with the bowling-green. 'fhe GaAND
ENTRANCE ii formed by a gothie portal, flanked by two
muaive towen ; they are still in a good state, gracefully
clothed with ivy. The porch, which retains the grooves
for two portcullis, leads into the fint court, formerly pned,
but now carpeted with cleanly shorn grasa, and "sprinkled
with shrubs." On the eutcrn and northern sides are the
range of culinary offices-the kitchen being remarkable for
the great size of its fire-places, indicating the hospitality of
ita old lords. The southern aide seems to have formed a
grand suite or apartments, and the great bow window or the
hall, at the south western extremity or the court, is " finely
canopied with ivy." The stately hall which divides the two
courta, aud which appean to have been built during the reil[IIof
Elizabeth, contains vestiges of splendour and beauty.• Here,
carved in stone, are the arms of the lint Marquis of Worcester,
~itb the family motto, "Mutnre vel timere sperno"-" (scorn
either to change or fear." To the north or the hall are raugea
of offices,which appear to have been the buttery aud pantry.
Beyond them are traces or splendid apartments, some or the
eculptured decoration, of which yet remain. The western door
CD.\XB&& U( TB& 04T&WAY T01\'&R.
or the hall led int(>the chapel, which ia much dilapidated; rew
indications or its holy uses are to be round ; it was probably
destroyed, u well u deaecrated, i>ythe aoldien of the Com- shelter, and wu aaf'e from peril there-bis "barbonr or refuge" for a time; and bis words of
monwealth; yet it is singular, uohritbstanding, that acarce a euloe:, concerning ita strength, its grandeur, and its beauty, will be repeated by all, who, moving
trace of ita architectural ornaments remains, excepting a rew about theae superb ruins, can picture in imagination the castle in the days of its renown, ita
groins rising from grotesque beads that supported the roof. hospitality, its gallantry, and its loyalty, and ofl'er reapeetful homage to the brave and generous
Dr. Beattie conjectnres that the chapel was of a very early lords who ruled it proudly and worthily in the olden time.
date, probably coeval with the Gwent tower, and that it had
......._
never been decorated as other part.aof the castle were. The
Fountain Court may still be distinctly traced ; the " water.
works" at Raglan, during the sovereignty of the first marquis,
rormed, indeed, the leading attractions or the castle, and are
said greatly to have pleaaed the taste and soothed the feelings
or King Charlea, when, a fngitive from Naaeby field, he had
such a 11elcomeof voice and heart within these walla u he
wu never destined to receive afterwards from any of his
subjecta.t
Moat of the apartment. or this noble castle-mansion were
of large dimensions ; everywhere there is evidence that " accommodation" wu obtainable for a email armv, and that
"entertainment" was always there for the "grand company"
ever attendant on its ladies and its lords, officen of the
household, retainen, attendants, and servants.
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• In the Banquet Hall a gn,at Improvement hu been Introduced
by the present warden. The lloor, which, since the hand or the
apoller removed tho encaastlc Ules some two hundred years ago,
was composed or a stiff clay, on which vegetated a few scanty blades
o( grass, and on which the water, a(tar showery weather, always used
to lie In pools, Is now ID&CAdamlaed,
and covered w.ith mine dust, a
aufllcleot deplh or clay having tlrat been wheeled away to Insure the
orlglnal level being preserved. )lino duat being somewhat o( the
um& colour as the original tiles (red predominating), harmonises
nicely, and gives a tone that was wanting. The dimensions or this
splendid ball-68 feet long, 28 wide, 63 to summit of gable, and 30 to
corbels, whence spring the roof-may now be viewed lo comfort, the
tloor being as dry as a carpet.
t Some Interesting discoveries have been lately made as regarda
the water supply of the castle. During the winter of 1858-9, the
liberality of the duke enabled bit Grace's agent, Mr. Wyatt, to
aearch for the ancient draw.well, which was tllled up nearly a centuey and a half ago, lo conaequence of sheep frequently falling Into
It, having wandered among the ruins, then utterly neglected, Crom
adjacent farms. A congress of octogenarians wu tint sammooed,
to leam If any of them could recollect having beard their parents uy
where wul the exact site of the ancient draw.well. Butnotaapark
or Information on the required subject wu It possible to elicit. No
one could even gueu In which direction or the Pltebed or Stone
Courl the well wu situated . At length the warden suggested that
the well ought to have been at a point which II equldlltant t'rom three
doon where water must have been moot required, namely, the
Kltehen, the Butteey, and the Banquet Hall; and he felt convinced
that, "wherever the well ought to have been, there It was." Mr.
Wyatt then gave orden for the turf to be removed ; yet nothing but
broken stone• and rubbish could be discovered. 81111the men were
orden!d to persevere for some days; and, at length, at • depth or
8 foot 3 Inches Crom the surface, In a hole cot through the marl
(tilled with broken tllea, evidently belonging to the roof or the Banquet Hall), ten feet In circumference at the surface, 1.nd gradually
tapering to , feet at the baae, was discovered the veritable well, the
masonry or which II atlll In perfect preservation. After sinking
26 feet lower, a splendid spring guahed Into the well, and, lo forty.
eight hours, there was 16 reet or water, enough, in Cact,to supply the
requirements or ao large an establishment.
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What food for thought is here I What pictures may be drawn by imagination, with the aid or
history I The YACTS are palpable; it demand, no large efl'ort or fan~y to.people every.chamber
of these broken rnins: the eyea may see, and the ear may hear, the cb1valricmen and fm women
who revelled in theae hlllls, and trod these t~
walka in peace, or here beard th~ boom of the
besiegers cannon, and saw the destroyer doiug, in a day, the work of a century of time I
• It Is on record t~at twenty.thn,e staircases were removed for the sake of the atones; Ila walls were
regarded by the peaaanll'f as so many quarries; the tine and venerable trees or tho park and grounds were
either sold or stolen, the fountalna and ftshpon,latilled up with dtbril, and so the " ftne cutle" wu left to decay.
Happily, however, the 11.teand the present Duke have felt the pleasure,as well u acknowledged the duty, or
arresting the atepe or time while preserving the remains Cromvandala 1.nd thieves. As we have Intimated,
a proper guardian protects U.e ruin. The Duke"a agent, Osmond A. Wyatt, Esq., an enlightened gentleman,
gladly aids all the plans and projects or hla Grace; and now we may almost question whether, u a ruin,
Raglan Cuti• Is not more Interesting than It would be If endowed with 1.11the beauty and grandeur, for which
It was conspicuous before the wara or the Crown 1.odthe Parliament.
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The day or our visit to thia memorable ruin wu a day late
in autumn: the trees were dropping their leaves; Nature had
" In her sober IITery all thlnp clad:'

But the sombre shadow, or the time were in harmony with
the solemnity or the ecene; and it wu but 11atural to sit
under its ancient and time-worn tower, looking into the dark
moat beneath, and behold, in imagination, the caetle in its
glory nnd ita pride; to people that broken Hall u on some

The Bowu1rn-GREEN,between the keep and the outrr wall, is still a smooth lawn; trea
surround it; it is partly bordered by the moat, and is always ahadowed by the yet lony remain•
or the strong walls that formed the caatle. But the visitor will not fail to uceud either
the keep or the watch-tower, in order to obtain a view or the sceue, near and distant, that
hu been occupying bis thoughts. 'fhe acrompanying print is taken from th~ 1ummit of
the Tower of Gwent, whence the whole of the ruins are seen immediately below, with the

Tll& B0WLJJl'G-G8KS~.

village and church steeple close at hand, and whence is obtained a fine prospect of the adjacent
country, hounded by distant hills aud mountains. From this point, too, may be seen all of the
hiu:h restival, and hear again sweet or lorty music from yon many "lions" which neighbour Monmouth: the Kymin Hill, 1'ro,: Park, Craig-y-dorth, a
minst.rels' gallery. Almost as easy was it to w11tch ~he famous battle-field between Henry IV. and Owen Glendov;er; the Trelhc range, with the Beacon
leaden missive aa it broke into that stately chamber, touching Hill ; the royal forests of Pen-y-cne Mawr, the heights of Cacrleon, the British encampment of
the wbite hair npon the old man's honoured and venerable
head . • to follow him to his desolste loneliness in Loudon
Tow~r where, being told by his enemies, as death approached,
that h; would be buried at Windsor, he gave thanks to God
that, af'ter be was deail, n nobler hou11ewonld cover him than
he had d«elt in while living. Honour to the memory of the
WIN'DOW or DR~WIIIG-JlOO)f.

TUil \'lLL.lGK FROll TBE KEEP.

Gaer Vawr, and the Roman camp or Carig-y-Garcyd; the hills above l'ontypool, "ith those
beyond the dark vale of Ewiu, in which lie the venerable ruins of Llaotony Abbey : these, and
other objects of absorbing interest to tbe antiquary and the lover of nature, beiug surrotmded
by high mountains, each of which is a landmark of history.
We have written enough to show that a visit to Raglan will afford one of the highest enjoy-

8T,llRCil8

Uf GWilff

TOWER.

"great" marquis I Descended from an august nee-pure
..-omen and good men-in his posterity he gave.to his country
heroea or pt"&ceand heroes or war.

l

• Tbll Incident actually ooc11rnd. Dr. Bayly, the historian or the
•leg,,, •rltea thua :-" There came a muaket bullet Into the •IU>drawlng-room, where my Ion! uH<l to entertain hl1 friends with bis
pleasant dl100unea alter dlnnen and suppen, which, glancing upon
a little marble table or lhe window, and from thence hltthe ID&nJUesa
upon the aide or hll head. HII daughter -In-law, terrlfted, ran <LW&)'
u If the houae had l>een railing down, but preaenlly retumed, and
arologlzed to her rather, who pleasantly aald, • Daughter, you bad
r..aon to run awoy when your father was knocked on the head.""
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meats of which this beautirul and picturesque district affords so many. A residence here or a
few doya-at a neat aud comfortable hotel, the " Beaufort Arms," in the village adjacent-may
be pleaaant and profitable ; for the ruins of Raglan Castle, although they cau be " eeen"
in an hour, may yield pleuure and instruction for a much lon~r time. The distance is but seven
miles from Monmouth town, and that distance is traversed by a railway.
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Alf exhibition of a few very celebrated pictures was
THE P.\INTERS AND PICTURES THEREIN
opened Jo.stmonth at the Marylebone Literary InstiCHRONICLED.•
tution, in Edward Street, Portman ~uare, consisting
or a numerous list of Sir E. Landseer a work,, among
which were some of his moat celebrated productions, THE statistic, of modern exhibitions dilfer in a
together with Frith's 'Derby Day,' Rosa Bonheur's variety or circumataucea from those of similar inati' Horse Fair,' and various other pictures of great tntion1 a hundred yeara ago. There are, probably,
intereat, all the property or Mr. Jacob Bell, who is in these days, more than two tbouaaod pictures
preaident or this inatitntion. The idea of this exhi- annually rejected by our varions Art-aocieties; which,
bition originated in the fact of Mr. Bell's having added to the account of works unsold at the end of
been unable, oi. account of the state of bis health the aeaaon, must, at a very moderate estimate, raise
during the p88t year, to perform the usual duties of the annoal number or noancccaaCulworks to four
his office, he W88desirous of furni11hingsome source thouaand. Even a century ago there were hundreds
of attraction which might prove intereating to the of artist& ; but there waa little sound Art ; yet it
membcn, and, at the same time, contribute towards would appear that artist, were extenah-elyemployed.
the liquidation of an old debt originally incurred at The early catalognes of the Academy are simply list,
the time of the re-building of the theatre. The or pictures sold before exhibition; with, of coune, a
pictnrea are hung in the theatre, which haa been large proportion of portraiture. Thete were the
floored over temporarily, but with great solidity. halcyon days of painting, when a little practice conAmong them we noticed several which we are stituted an edncation in Art-when the leger-degratified in having an opportunity of again seeing. main of execution was transcendent excellence;
There is a gem by Constable,' Waterloo Bridge,' aa seen when asceticism in finish and drawin~ W88not; but,
from somewhere near Whitehall stain, Jong before t.he above all, when every work exhibited waa sold.
erection of the suspeueion bridge. 'The Maid and We all11dein nowise to such meu 88 West, Reythe Magpie' and 'Shoeing,' by Sir E. Landaeer, uolda, Barry, and a very few othen, whose works
whose works, moreover, comprehend 'The Defeat of glorify their names. We are surprised at the sue·
Comus,' a beautiful composition, painted 88 t.he study ceas of men whose names come uot down to us
for the fresco in the Milton Villa, in the gardens either by tradition or honourable mention. Who
of Buckingham Palace; the well-known ' Dignity are ye, William Tompkins, William Pan, Elias
and Impudence,' ' Highland Doge,' 'The Sleeping Martin, William Jamea, S. H. Grimm, Edmund
Bloodhound,' ' Alexander and Diogenea,' 'The Dead Oarvy, and others it were uaeleu to nameP We
Warrior,'' Otter Hounds,'' Bloodhound and Pups,' know ye here as prosperous gentlemen, whose works
'Three Brothers,' and otben or interest and import- stood high in popular estimation. But where are
ance. Mr . Fritb'a 'Derby Day' may be seen here these worh now? if they are not in those gnrreta
to great advantage, aa the viaiton are not so o( which Reynolds apoke in reference to the works
numerous 88 at the Royal Academy. The' Hone of t.he foJlowers of Kneller-thoae that may be pre}'air,' by Rosa Bonheur, is smaller than that fint served aa ahowinit the condition of this or that proeihibited at the French Gallery, but both pictures perty a hundred years ago, hang now in the darkest
were in progress or execution at the same time ; cornen of the panelled breakfast-rooms or ancient
the background in this appears to be darker than in houaea, and are atill remarkable for their " creamy
the larger duplicate. Mr. Ward', picture,' James 11. teiture" in thelighta,'and "juicy depth" in the darks,
reeeiving t.he News of the Lauding of the Prince and for that defiant touch, which interpreted everyor Orange,' maintain• 'all ita force and brilliancy. thing, but meant nothing . The catalogues of the Royal
'Andrew )lan-el' and • The Sacking or a Jew's Academy, considered indieatively, are more replete
Honse,' by Charles Landaeer, are also here ; and a with information more reall1 curious, than the dry
replica of 'Uncle Toby and the Widow Wadman,' and prosy biographies wherein pai11teraarc celebrated
or wbieh Leslie painted two af\er the original, one by indiscreet frienda. Every artist wboae name is
being in t.he Vernon Collection, another in the at all favourably known hu a pMt mortem preSheepshanks gallery, and the third, the property of aeriptional claim to three volumes octavo, and even
Mr. Bell. 'An Old Laboratory,' W. Hunt, a most t.his is sometimes insufficient for the introduction of
extraordinary drawing; • The C',oast of Holland,' conespondence without reference to Art, and deE.W. Cooke, A.R.A.; 'Malvern Hille,'}'. W. Keyl; scription, of viaita to patrons without t.he relief of
'Bibliomania,' a large picture, W. Donglaa; 'A either wit or incident. The aborigiuea of the AcaBather,' W. Etty, R.A.; • A Gleaner,' }'. Tayler; demy were a band of hope from the flnt. The
'A River Scene,' I'. R. Lee, R.A., and T. S. Cooper, motto on the title-page or the catalogue of 1769 is
A.R.! ., and 'Evening in the Meadows,' by the same pithy, but not conciliatory, triumphant-nay, more
artiste; 'Scene from the Taming of the Shrew,' or le18 contnmelioua, 88 read by those who were left
A. Egg, A.R.A.; 'The Foundling,' G. B. O'Niel; "outsiden ." It is' Lucy Lockitt,' A. Elmore, R.A. ; ' Courtahip in
" Major rerum mlbl uascltur ol'\lo."
Spain,' very carefully executed, the late D. C. Gib·
son, and by the ND1e, 'The Vi,it to the Country Commonplace enough, bnt considered fitted for the
Cousins;' 'View on t.he Coast of Cromer,' W. Col- occasion ; though it i1 said that a so-called emenlins, R.A. ; ' Four fancy portrait& in one frame,' dation ,ras proposed, that ia, the plural instead or the
aingular reading of Ute pronoun-1106u for "milu,"
W. P. Frith, RA.; 'Free Trade' and 'Protection,'
the two original drawiuga, by Sir E. Landaeer ; which, no doubt, would have raised the motto from
'Partridges and Goldfinches in the Snow,' Wolfe; what was considered a aneer, into a grievance. The
' An Alderney Cow,' J. Ward, R.A.; • Calves 1-'eed- quotation of the following year" Et vlrea acq11lrlt e11ndo,~
ing,' W. Horlor; 'Small Landscape,' F. R. Lee, R.A.;
'The Duet,' F. Stone, A.R.A. ; 'A Happy Family,' is a bulletin, a proclamation which sets aaide all
G. :Morland; 'Going to School,' E. V. Rippingille; apprehension u to the atability of the institution,
aketch for 'The Larder Invaded,' Sir E. Landseu;
and, cnriously enough, it is printed in capital.&-the
'The Carrara l\Jonntaius,' C. Stanfield, R.A. ; 'An only prefatory quotation in the entire aeries thna set
Old Soldier,' J . Morp;an; and, tons, not the leaat forth. After those two, which thus stand by theminteresting picture in the . collection is Briggs' • Do aelvea, the moUoea become proverbial, critical, and
yon Bite your Thumb at Us,' very well known from didactic, but no longer allusive to the condition of
t.he engraving. There is also by Briggs, ' Othello the Academy.
relating his Adventures,' and yet more interesting
Among t.he notabilities or the time who exhibited
thau this la&t,Wilkie'• ' Hookabader,' but the surface with Reynolda in the earliest years of the Academy,
is entircl1 destroyed-a circumetance attributed, by we find Gainsborough, who waa then living at Bath,
lfr. Bell, to the trying ordeal of its exhibition at Paul Sandby, West (who then lived in Panton
Manchester ; but 88 there is asphaltum worked into Square), Richard Wilson, Zuccarelli, and one or two
the whole of the injured part, the picture would, at others. Poor Wilson, in one of the early catalogues,
any time, have been liable to the 111111e
injury, where records himielf thus :-" A Landakip,'' " lta comother works, in which aaphaltnm waa not used, panion,'' and " A Landskip," and t.heae, and others
would have remained entire. It is gratifying to 10 succeeding yean, are all contributions coming to
hear t.hat the exhibition, in a pecni.iary view, h88
been highly aucceaaful.
• ConUnued from page 327, vol. Iv, lf53.

I

the .Academ1already diapoaed of; indeed, of a catalogue of z45 works given in the catalo~e of 1770,
only 27 were sent in for sale ; and in 1771, of 272,
only twenty are wit.hoot the uteriak, which declares
them for diapoaal; and in 1772, of 824, there were
ouly 44 marked aa unsold. Notwithstanding all
that is said of the needy condition or all artist& of
those days who were not portrait painters, the catalogues of the time, as containing very few worke
that were not already the property of patrons, indicate
a moat enviable preterite to hundreds or our living
painters, whose works are removed from the walls of
the Academy, to go on the provincial tour to Manchester, Liverpool, Bristol, and Glugow, and thence
back to t.he studio of the artist. At the date of the
institution of the Academy, there existed two Artaocieties; one entitled " The FreeSociety of Artist&,''
the other," The Society of Artiata of Great Britain,"
the former of which alone couaiated or more than
one hundred memben, and the cry then 11'18, " How
can they li\·e?" . Such also is the cry to-day,
when we look at the index of the catalogne of the
Royal Academy, and such will be the question tomorrow, and to the end. Verily the wisdom of the
profeaaion is but a modicum. There have been,
however, some who have sacrificed poetry to an
acquisitive philosophy, and Thomaa C'..ainaborough
WU one or these.
Richard Wilson went to Italy 18
a figure, or rather a portrait painter, when, being
told that he waa by nature a land11e&pepainter, he
at once set np his altar in the ffBltl'8llt fields of
Italy, and wors!ti11pedNature in her own hyprethral
temple. Gainaborongh was also one of the consecrated priesthood of the spirit of the beautiful. But
Wilson waa naturally an Arcadian; hia visions were
of sunny plains and blue melting distances, while
Gainsborough loved the seclusion or the groves,
where he, till the end of his life, carried on his
filrtation, with the Dryad,. Wilson, with desperate
entbuaiaam, walked in the faith of landecape art
alone ; but Gainsborough prodneed landscape picture&
in the proportion of one to fonr or six portrait&, and
could therefore alford to decline local portraiture, and
iudnlge his feeling by painting that which wu picturesque i11 16.
Certainly the manner in which Gainsborough enten
upon his academic life atampa him a financier of a
high order. He exhibit& a" Portrait of a Ladywhole length," " Ditto or a Gentleman,'' . "A large
Landscape,'' and " A Boy's Head." The third liCeatudy. may, like .the first and second, be a portrait;
and thus twenty-five per cent. of landscape waa, in
t.hoae times, a saf11and sane proportion of • qnota;
and yet Gainsborough'• rooms were hung with his
landaeapea. Had he not painted portrait& he could
not have afforded to keep hia landacapea ; they
must have gone in exchange for the ataft' of life,
and what opsouium soever t.here might be the
means of procnriug to eat with it. Jn 1770 occurs
for the first time the name 1>fJohn Flaxman, whose
residence waa "at Mr. Flaxman',, the ' Golden
Head,' New Street, Coveut Garden,'' his contribution being " Portrait or a Gentleman-a model:"
modest enough, but this he W88 throughout life.
}'Jaxman W88 born either too soon or too late: at
his actual birth in our Christian era the world 11'18
not ready for him. Had he been born at Athena, in
one of the Olympiada, say the 79th or 80th, he would
have been the friend of Pericles, and his works
would have been among the beat of our antiques,
for he excelled even the Greek&in that Rhodian art
in which they excelled the reat of the world. Flaxman is of those great ones who have no honour in
their own couutry. In the cities of continental
Europe he is cherished and imitated, but at home
he bad uo encouragement to work out his sublimest
conceptions. But we cannot compare advantageously the patronage of poetic sculpture in the beat
days of Flaxman wit.h the same patronage in our
own times. But little of t.he sculptnre of our day
haa ita inspiration and interpretation in immortal
verse. Literally and figuratively the "city article "
haa more to do with the temporary aud fiuctnating
condition• or scnlpture than patron, are willing to
admit. The manner, therefore, wherein their works
read, is not to be charged on the eculpton, for ours
ia the hardware ei,och of the art. Year by year,
for t.he laat twenty yean, have we visited the aeulpture room or the Academy; nay, more, year by
year during the laat five lnstrea, have we, by
the grace of Dou Perez Zmnhnllo'1 complaisant
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acquaintance, aeen the content&oC ~h studio, ao
much of which must be deaignated u "dowlu,"
dropping the adjective which qnalifies the word in
the mouth of a corpulent authority in" Henry IV."
It is scarcely neceaaaryto refer to the vulgar fact
that when money is, in city phraseology, "tight,"
the state or the sculptnre marktot may be indicated
by zero ; for whereas consola do not frequently descend to a panir. point, the .A.rt-indicatoris mneh
more truly mercurial and sensilive, u it rises and
falls at. a multiplied ratio. We know a sculptor of
eminence who, to quote hi11own words, " hu had
no commiseionfor two years ;" and we know othen
who, for even a longer period, have not been employed sufficiently to meet their current expenses.
The prospect& of the profeaaion are at present
elightly improved, but only in the commercial department. There are a few public monnmenta contemplated, the execution or which, according to an
old rule established among us, is most frequently
awarded to the wont aeulptor. If any startled
subscriber to public works demands proof, we place
him in any of the illustrated spaces of our metropolis, and breathe, with a aigb, the last words of
of
Wren's epitaph. But thia is aearcely pr<>p<>,
him whose name we have laat culled from the catalogues. When Reynolds said that Fluman would,
by marriage, be ruined aa a aeulptor, he judged
enoneously. Reynolds hu been a school, but John
Flaxman is still a aehool, and must remain a school
while the art lives. With their lip,, and in their
art, Thorwaldsen and Canova did homage to Flaxman : and no less sincere has been, and is, the
admiration of the German aeulptors, with Ranch
and Rietaehel at their head ; and among painters
it is enough to say that he has been more than
acknowledgedby Ary Scheffer lllid Overbeck.
The limited range of subject-matter in these early
catalogues is instructive. Those whose taste led
them to purchase figure pictures hod no ehoice save
in the "grand atyle." Barry aends perhaps "Venus
riaing from the Sea," and " Medea performing her
lnclllltation ;" Cipriani aenda" Marsyaaand Apollo;"
Coaway, "Rinaldo and Armida ; " Hayman, " The
Cure of Saul ; " Angelica Kauffman, " Andromache
and Hecuba weeping over the Ashee o! Hector," or
a Penseroso; Penny, Lord Clive in aome historical
relation; West, "Juno receiving the Ceatus Crom
Venus," "Penn'a Treaty with the Indians," or
something mythological : the bulk o! the catalogue
conaisting of portraits, and generally very dry. A
new sensation was created by those who painted
Italian landacape, u being of a new order of subject.
matter. The social and domestic, as v,e know them,
had not yet then taken ahape in the dreams or the
painters of a hundred years ago. llogarth's best
productions were broad aatirea ; his worst were
broad caricatures : yet it ia to be hoped that in
their time all were wholesome prelectiona; the
remedy waa hom=pathic, but the doses were by no
means infinitesimal. Hogarth wu acknowledgedto
be inimitable ; hence, there '111'88no attempt made to
follow in bia steps. This was an era of large pictnree ; the mythological and historical characters
were not nnfrequently of the size oClife, and very
commonly half-life, or email-life size. The Low
Country sehoola-werewall kno'lftl in Eugland ; but
it is eitraordinary that nothing that could be called
cognate with the Dntch appeared till the early part
of the pruent century. Let DB look round the
walla of any of the exhibitions of the present day ;
we aha!! fiud a variety of mnterial worked into picturea which never could have been entertained by
minds crowded with the populace of history and
mythology. We may aee as a snbject an exterior
flight of stairs, built against the ontaide wall of a
houae. On paper the theme aeema dry and aqnalid,
but on the canvu it is rich in dilapidation,, full of
valuable cracks and crevices, which are all ao faithfully painted, that the picture is aold aa aoon u
exhibited. Again : there i, a study of a pebbly
brook-the limpid overflowingaof eome mermaiden's
fountaiu-with a green selvage of the gracerul
herbage that our Flora hu confidedfor nnrtnre to
the margins of our streams. And this, too, was
eagerly purchased; and it will remain a picture
when many of these large canvaaeashall have been
long Corgotten. And which or ye whose names
stand forth on those young records would have
condescendedthua to trifle with a loose pile of atones,
ud the knotty fringes of a garrulous thread of

a

water? For their local subject-matter artista did not : a fine cabinet pirtnre, and curioua u being almost
travel. 'l'here were views of Westminater Bridge-,of the only landaeape painted by Sir E. Landaeer,
London Bridge, St. Paul's, Westminater Abbey, R.A., 440 ga. : it wu formerly in the posseseion o!
Lambeth Palace, old housea in Southwark, old the late Dnchess of Bedford, and wu purchased at
honsea in Clerkeuwell; and the laudaeapes were iu the sale now noticed by Lord Ward ; 'The Dawn of
great number commiseionafrom landed proprietol'll Christianity,' J . M. W. Turner, one of his extravafor viewa of their aeats. Thua we have, by George gancee, 820 ga. ; ' Glancus and Scylla,' another of a
Barrett, "A View in Penton Lynn, on the River similar claaa, by the aame artiat, 280 ga. ; 'PeneLiddle, rnt,ning through Canonby, in the County of lope Boothby,' Sir J. Reynolds, one of his most
Dumfries, three miles aonth-east or the first graceful pictures, and in a fine state, 1100 ga.,
Turnpike on the New Roadfrom Carliele through bought by Lord Ward. The whole or these oil
the Dul[e of Buccleuch's Estates to Edinburgh." paiutinga, and the following water-colour pictnrea,
This is pretty well for a title. Then we have, by were from the collection o! Mr. Windus:-' The
Wilaon, "A View near Winatay, the Seat of Sir Bridge of Sigha,' the vignette drawing engraved u
Watkin Williama Wynn, Bart.," and other similar an illnatration of "Childe Harold,'' J. M. W.
of Turner, 69 ga.; 'The Lake of Zng,' J. M. W,
aubjecta by all the landaeape painters, thia c1ase
Art being the extent to which wealthy country gen- Turner, aaid to be the last of this artist's drawings,
tlemen understood landaeape painting. The pictn- 200 ga., bonght by Mr. Gambart; 'Bellinzona,'
reaque wu not loved for its o'lftl aake, and, despite the companion work, 180 ga., bought by Mr.
the leeaonsof Claude, Hobbema, and Both, truthful Pritchard: these two have never been engraved ;
detail wasentirely auperaededby licence o! execution. 'Naples and St. Elmo,' J. D. Harding, from the
And in these days drawinga enjoyed the distinction Bernal Collectiou, 71 ga.; 'Val d' Aosta,' J. D.
of being hung with oil pictures. Samnel Wale, the Harding, 47 ga.; 'Life in the Harem,' J. F. Lewis,
professor of perspective, depict&history on paper, A.R.A., the well-kno'lftl picture exhibited at the
and, with exemplary humility, calla hie productions Society of Water-Colour Painters in 1857, 255 ga.,
"stained drawinga;" whereas Paul Sandby describes bought by Mr . Agnew or Manchester.
To continue the oil pictures:-' The Dirty Boy,'
his works as "water colo11n,"the term by which the
Art ia now universally knowu. "Slained drawings" T. Webster, R.A., 280 ga., bonght by Mr. Marshall:
are now only casually met with; they were made this work formerly belonged to the late Mr. Wad.
out in the nsnal way with the pencil, and then very more, of Tottenham, and was sold, after hie death,
thinly washed ,rith one tint of each of the neceseary for the anm of 346/. l O,. : it is engraved in the
coloan · and when these early essayist, in a depart- volume of the Arl.Journal for the year 1865 ;
ment g;nerally held to be despicable, contemplated 'Landscape-View near Hampatead,' J . Linnell-it
their own meagre performances, they could not, is dated 1859, and, therefore, we presume, hu
even in their most glo~ng visions, have conceived never been exhi~ited-2S5 ga_., bo~h .t ~y Mr.
the glorious future of their pony art. They dreamt Ja"ea; 'The Wise and Foohah V1rg10s, Etty,
not that a time would arrive when water colonr 160 gs.; 'Hylaa and the Nymphs,' Etty, 400 ga.,
would rival oil in depth. ~nd richness; that it would bo~ght by Mr. Farrer i ',Digir;:ingfor Rata,' & am~
for hia
be an art emioen!IYBntiah, and of sueh beauty aa fi!11sheds~udy, by Wilk!e• ah~htly al~.
to be the admiration of every aehool of Europe. In diploma picture, 70 ga.; A Stiff Breeze, Sir A. W.
1771 West exhibited nine picture,, oC which eight Calicott, bis Jut work, 856 ga., bought by Mr.
were historical-one bein11:hia really fine picture, Rought; ' Italian Landscape,with Figures,' Calicott,
"The Death of General Wolfe," which snggeated to 410 ga., bought by Mr. Agnew; 'The Last Banqnet
the pro!easionof tbat time the possibilityof painting at Whitehall in the Time of Charles IJ .,' & large
history otheM\;se than in ancient costume. And in gallery picture, by Professor Leutze, of Dnaseldorf,
the same yesr occurs the name James Barry, who 830 ga., bought by M:r, Co!; 'Lear and Cordelia,'
exhibited" Adam and Eve." When the Academy E. M. Ward, R.A., painted m 1857, 290 ga., bought
opened in 1769, Barry was in Rome, whence he by Mr. Shepherd. 'Portrait of Mrs. Hoare, of
wrote to Reynolds-" Aa I was con9<:ionsthat my Bo~ha';ll Pu:k, E11sex,and ~er Infant.' . The ladf,
notions of colouring were bad and ill grounded, attired m a nch dress of white and gold, 11 seated m
copying of Titian for some time was, I thought, the an open landscape,nursinf th.e child. . The catalogue
only advisable courae I could take, and I have reason of the sale states that this very 1mportant ~d
to think I did not judge ill. The way o! colouring beautiful work has never been out of the pOt1SCBS1on
I had then was enough to damn even a gooddesign of the family for whom it was painted: it is ennmcand drawing, more especiallyamongst such people rated in the published catalogue of Sir Joahna'a
as ours, who are fto~ting ~bf,ut after. magilphs and works, ~d hu nev:e~b~n engraved." After a
mysteries, and very little hkely to satisfy themselves moat apmted compet,tion, 1t waa knocked down to
with that saying of Annihal's-' :Suon dcngno c Mr. Holmes for 2550 ga., a larger anm by 450 ga.
colorito di /ango.'" When Barry wrote this he than wasgiven for Reynolda's celebrated' Strawberry
little knew how closely he was approaching Sir Girl,' at the sale of Mr. Rogers's collection. 'PorJoshna's weakness. The obse"ation comes fitly trait of the Hon. Mrs. Bucknell,' attired in a white
from him, for it does not appear that he waa ever drese, and scarf trimmed with fur, Sir J .. Reynolds.
seduced by the fascinations of "magilpha and mys- This picture came from the aame collection as the
teries.'' •
preceding ; it was painted in 1777, and, according
----+-to an entry in Sir Joshna's journal, he received
75 gs. for it. Mr. Grenfell was ita present purchaser, at the aum of 360 gs. The Jut work we
PICTURE SA.LES.
have to record ia also a portrait-and a right good
one too-by Gainsborough; it is called 'The MornTHE first important sale this aeaaon took place at ing Walk-Portrait
of Mise Haverfield.' Mr.
the auction-rooms oC Messrs. Christie and Manson, Holmes wa11the purchaser, at the price of 720 ga.
on the 26th of March. The paintings and drawings Thia picture, also, it is stated, has never been out of
submitted to competition were generally of a high the po88e&sion
of the family for whom it was painted.
character, and formed portions of the collections of The proceeds of the day's sale amounted to
Mr. B. G. Windus, the late Mr. Serjeant Thompson, £11,750.
and other amateurs. With one or two exceptions,
A. valuable collection of English pictnrea, moat of
all were of tbe English school.
The principal oil pictures, and the prices they them the property of Mr. Thomas Todd, of Aber- ·
The Lut Sight of England,' deen, was sold at Me88l'8.Foster's gallery, on the
realized, _._,
F. M. Brown, 825 gs., bonght by Mr. Gambart; 80th of March. Among them were-' Cattle stand'A Female Head,' J. E. Millaia, A.R.A., 47 gs.; ing in a Stream,' T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 181 ga. ;
' Head of a Lady in the act of cutting off a Lock of 'View at Hampatead,' J. Linnell, 222 gs.; 'The
Hair,' J.E. Millais, 102 ga.; 'Pot Pourri,' J. E. Village Post-office,' F. Goodall, A.R.A., the finished
Millais, & picture llllkuown to the public, 195 ga. ; aketch for the large picture, 170 ga.; 'The Way'The Death of Marmion,' W. Cave Thomas, 90 ga.; farers,' a gipsy woman and child, C. Ruter, 105 gs.;
'Pie du Midi,' C. Stanfield, R.A., a amall picture, 'Somnolency,' a life.aize half-length figure of a
88 ga. ; 'The Eve of St. Agi,ea,' an early work by nymph, her hair wreathed with wild poppies and
W. Holman Hunt, 160 gs., bought by Mr. Gam- harebells, W. Etty, 165 gs. ; 'Sheepfolding-Evenbart; 'A River Scene-View near Endaleigh,Devon,' iog,' J. Linnell, 295 ga.; 'Dutch Boats running
into Saardam,' C. Stanfield, R.A., and one of his
finest picturea of this clase, 605 ga. ; 'The Nearest
• To be conUoned.
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Way in Swnmer.' the engraved pictnre, by T. Cres.
wick, R.! ., aiad R. Anadell, 500 gs.; 'The }'ive
Figures,' .or 'The Tuilette,' W. Etty, 280 gs.;
'Landscape,' with fiKUies,cattle, and sheep, a noble
work by Gainaboronp;h, 570 gs. ; 'View of Edinbnrgh,' J.M. W. Tnrner, 340 gs. Mr.'.i'odd's collection, of which these formed a portion, numbered
thirty-three pictnrea, and realized £4350.
From the other works included in the aale we
may point out-' The Viii~ Patriarch,' T. Webster,
RA., 123 gs.: this gem of a picture meuured only .
11 inches by 8; 'Autumn Scenery,' S. Percy,
86 gs.; 'The Widow,' T. Webster, R.A., a small
picture, which has been engraved, 80 ga. ; ' Heidelberg,' W. Miiller, 170 ga.; • Spring,' J.C . Hook,
220 gs.; 'The Maids of Alcyna endeavouring to
tempt Rugero,' F. R. Pickersgill, R.A., 91 gs.;
' The Duel Scene between Viola and Sir Andrew
Aguecheek,' W.P.Frith, R.A.(size, llt inches by 8!),
101 ga.; 'The Highlands,' T. S. Cooper, A.R.A.,
85 ga. ; 'The Water-Mill,' T. Creawick, R.A., the
figures by F. Goodall, A.R.A., 92 gs.; ' Fordwich
Meadows-Snnaet,' T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 1611ga.
A sale of the pictures belonging to Mr . Pemberton, of Liverpool, took place on April 13th, at
Meaars. Foater'e . The following are a few of
the Iota:-' The Woodside,' T. Creswick, 90 p.;
' Across the Stream,' T. Creawick,. S3 gs.; 'The
Bagpipe Player,' F. Goodall, 199 p.; • A Bit of
Natnre,' W. Miiller, 80 gs.; 'L' Allegro,' W. E .
Frost, 120 gs.; 'The Red Rose,' Charles Baxter,
107 gs.; 'The Impending Chaatiae'!lent,' W. Mulready, 92 ga.; 'Amalfi in the Neapolitan Statea,'
J. B. Pyne, 137 gs. ; 'A Landscape,' P . Naamyth,
235 gs.; ' Pick-a-back,' P. F. Poole, 290 ga. ;
'David and Saul,' J. Linnell, 210 gs.-There was
also another collection sold, including au early Laudaeer, which realized95 gs.; a small Stanfield, 245 gs.;
and othen equally good prices. The total valne of
the pictnrea sold was £3770 .

KING HENRY THE FIFTH
AT THE PRINCESS' THEATRE.
AotNCOURT was a name proudly recorded by the
older English annalista; and Henry of Monmouth
was a combination of the regal and the knightly
character, suited to the requirements of an age of
chivalry. IC the proweaa of the British soldier in
that famons field had been only recorded by pens
like that of Sir John Froiaaart, delighting in preaenting the heroic in rainbow tints, we might have
doubted some of the astounding incidents of that
day's contest, which gave to the email aud wretched
looking English army a glory no after age can
diminish : it was ita Marathon. The driest record
of the coldest writer has invested the day with the
glory of au almost superhuman bravery. It wu
reaerved to Shakspere to "make the dry bones live,''
and give
" The nry age and body of the Ume,

Its form, and pressure."

In the alembic of the poet's braiu, Crom the old
prosy generalization, is re-created the king and his
followers ; we have their thought, and words in the
clear vigour of uataral trnthfnlneas: the soldiers
Bates and Williama are as distinctly characteriaed u
their king or captains. We understand the sort of
men that made np the English forces ; they are not
automatons led by a greater mind merely, but they
have their hopes and fears, and give expreaeion to
the thoughts within them. They are men worth
leading, for you feel that conviction with them leads
to victory or death. In this Shakspere dilfen from
all his contemporaries ; all charaoten he depicted
have their own strong featurea. Ae when yon meet
men in a crowd, though you may see them but for a
short while, you detect the difl'erence between man
and man ; so it is in his works as in naturethere is no crowd made np by mere repetition.
The soul-stirring words of Shakspere put into the
mouth of his Henry V. mu.at have told as powerfully
in the Globe at the Baukeide as now they do in the
Princeu' Theatre. The poet's laboured apologies for
the mean appliances of the stage for which he wrote
are there ont of place. Two centuries and a half,

instead of rendering our great poet's worka obsolete,
have given them a "rej11venescence;" for it ie the
reaearch and scholarship of onr own day brought to
bearon a portion of the work the Elizabethan stage
coold not eliminate, that has enabled us to present
the great event• of past ages in our own with a
vigour and a truthfulneaa that make ns almost feel
as if we were actors in the mimic scene, and saw,
"tho very casques
That did affright the air at Aglnconrt. ••

Mr. Charlea Kean, in speaking of his labours,
says, "Accuracy, not 1A1n11,
has been my object."
This is tn1e to an extent that not one man in a
thousand who crowd his theatre can entirely appreciate. Many hundreds would have been as well
aatiafied to have seen "real armour" of one fashion
as of another-the ribbed and gilded 11.it of the
Elizabethan era as that which has to be constructed
with infinitely more coat and care, from the early
drawinp that decorate a monkish chronicle. It
ia Mr. Kean's merit to despiae no minutim which
can give reality to his scene; and the antiquary, who
woold go simply to jndge his work by his own
branch ofetndy, would feel that each portion of the
appointments of the drama had been earnestly cared
for. The pendent ornaments that hang around
the girdle of the king, the badges embroidered on
hie canopy, the thousand and one little items belonging to the detail of the drama, are all copied
from ancient originals, not mere gauds, invented by
etage-dreuers, but resuscitations of long-forgotten
realities.
When, therefore, the Choma, in the person of
Mrs. Charlea Kean, solemnly invokea attention to
the action of the play, and the dnaky clouds of past
ages seem to roll away at her behest, we appear
to be really listening, amid the glories of the old
Painted Chamber in the royal Palace of Westminster, to the solemn deliberation that leads to
Henry's French wars; or, in the succeeding scene,
to be walking with Faletulf'e old retainers in East.
cheap, and listening to good Dame Quickly'• record
of the fat knight's last hour. This scene ie especially remarkable as a work of Art; and it would
be nnjnst not to note the conscientions elaboration
of detail that has been bestowed npon it, as well
as the chute tone of natural colour that pervades
the whole. London has lost much of the pictnreaque
element in the march of utilitarianism. There is a
beauty in old London which, with all onr modern
wealth, we have lost in the new.
The active bnsineaa of the play is in France, and
the great scene is the aiege of Harllenr . This has
been made the most of: and the desire to present to
the eye of the spectaton a real battle of the middle
ages has been crowned with the most complete sncceaa. The crowd of combatants mixed in a struggling maaa-the ahowen of arrows which fly over
them-the nnwiddy wooden castles that are propelled toward the devoted city, and spread fire and
confusion amid ita towered walls-the rude cannon
shooting forth their fires-and the heroic king prepared to mount the heap of masonry that has fallen
from the breach in the walls, present a eo11pd'aril
of an old battle-field that aeems to draw the spectator
into the mllee. Amid the smoke and lurid ~leama
that shoot upwards from burning buildings, glints of
bright light reflect from glaive and morion of half.
obacnred soldien . The besiem make defence of
their breach &8 ber.t they may by temporary entrenchments, and the soldiery ponr in maaaea
up the hur mound of ruined stone. As in a real
battle-fie! , we cannot distinguish how goesthe vi,:.
tory, till words of capitulation and the voice of
Henry the King is heard on the summit of the
breach. Harlleur has surrendered ; the wild cheers
of the soldiers spread the fact wide; and amid the
smoke, and cry, and clang of the trumpet, they
clamber through the dead and dying, swarming over
broken atones into the old city.
As the scene
cloaea, we feel the confnsion of a battle as deeply
impressed on the mind as if we had participated in
the fight, and have the same vague but deep impression that the soldier must have had, whose arm aided
the general victory. We look on this scene as the
greatest triumph uf stage art in simulating nature
that we have ever witneaaed. Nothing faila. Every
man seem• in earnest . There is I terrible energya wild confusion-a dim struggle amid carnage and
fire-and a reaolting whirl of victory, which make
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the fall of the curtain a welcome repose; for the
mind has been enthralled and excited in the mimic
war before us.
The great event of Henry's career, the battle of
Agincourt, has been most carefully elaborated in 1
aeries of scenes; but their monotony has been judicionsly abrogated by the introduction of two tableaux
-one devoted to the French, the other to the English camp. After this we are introduced to the
watchfires of the British soldiery, as the moon ainka
over that plain, so soon to be immortalized by a
victory that now looka like " a forlorn hope." Thia,
and the snnriae over the French camp, aid our
comprehension of the poaitiun of both armies, and
is followed by one of the most effective scenes in the
play-that in which the king addreaaeahis soldiers
in the manly, nn.ufected, but heart-atirring words,
which warm all deeponding men. This is not a
scene especially " noted" as one that i1 to engage
attention, bnt to onr minds it was second to none,
in pictnreaque and truthful vigonr. The soldien of
all grades, and in every variety of costume, from the
noble knight, in "panoply of steel," to the humble
archer in hie leathern Jerkin, rise from the apathy
of the ranks as the king's earnest words are heard;
and gradually, as his enthusiasm ronses, their hearts
respond, until his appeal is met by an eager crowd,
all trying to reach the monarch's baud, and aaanre
him by gesturea, more eloquent than words, of their
love and fealty. No one hasever ancceeded so well
as Mr . Kean in thns managing to drill maaaeaof men
into natural actors. His crowda are not the uanal
stage crowds, wedized in a throng, and moving to
measured apota. They break forth into pictnreeque
irregularity-they
each act independently of the
other, and all according to individual proprieties of
feeling. It is this that gives anch a atriking reality
to his productions, and begnileathe apectator into a
belief that he, for the time, is actually present
on the acene.
.
An historical episode, introduced by Mr . Kean to
exhibit the reception of the conqueror Iring in
London, still further displays his artiatic lutes.
A maaa of people await the coming of H11nry,on
the Surrey aide of the river, and the battlemented
gate of old London Bridge is crowdtld with min•
strela, and hnng with tapestry ; the crowd &N
eagerly watching, and leap forward as the soldiers
of the renowned batt.le-field march toward the city .
Many a greeting paaaea,a hearty shake of the hand
from some old acquaintance who, " in populous city
pent," will 1tladlyjoin hie soldier friend in an Eastcheap or Thames-bank tavern, and hear him fight
the battle o'er again. One distinguishes a wife and
children in the crowd, and breaks through all
formality in grateful joy at joining them again.
But all is not so unalloyed a triumph : one poor
maiden sinks sobbing down, for oue she had hoped
to meet lies beneath the tnrf of Agincourt. The
loud shonta of all now announce the approach of
Henry ; the citizens, headed by the mayor, crou the
bridge. The bells ponr out their joyons mnsic, and,
amid an almost frantic enthnsiasm, the Iring appears
on his richly-capariaoned ateed. Then
" The mayor and all bi.I brethren ln beat sort,"

tender him the keys of the capital, and the Hymn
of Victory bursts forth around him ; this, it mnst be
remembered, is the very one that was sung npon
the 23rd of November, 1415, when this great event
took place, " and agens his comynge was ordeyned
moche rya.lte in London," as the old chroniclers
inform na. They are also Mr. Kean'• authorities
for the winged children " arrayed in white, with
glittering wings, and their hair aet with sprigs of
laurel,'' and the " others, like virgins, having their
hair adorned with laurels interwovened with gold,''
who greet him with dance and song. ~t is a vivid
realization of the glowing pagesof Holinahed, and
when the king approaches the bridge gate, and a
rain of golden leaves is showered on him from the
battlements, as be bows toward his joyous subjects
on all aides, and voices about, and minatrela sing,
and bell• again ring ont a deafening wdcome, we
feel as the curtain descends, that we have obtained
a ~trospective glance at olden glories that ask
no small labour, thought, and coat to realize.
Mr. Kean'• farewell might be fitly taken in thia
scene, which so perfectly embodies his artistic
power• a man~r.
The rest of the play goes somewhat flatly after
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this. The conclnding scene-the calm interior of
the old Cathedral at Troyes-is the aolemn end of
Henry's glorioua French career.
And now that Mr. Kean baa determined to rest
from his labours, and decided on this u the lut of
Uioae Shakaperian revivals which have been the
great theatrical events of London for the lut nine
yean, thould we not record our strong aenaeof what
he has doue, morally and artistically, for the theatre .
Aa an nctor and a manager, Charles Kean may
obtain his reward upon the atage; u a scholar and
a gentleman, he deserves it elsewhere. We have
always Mt, u a misfortune to a conaiderable class
of onr fellow-subjects, the moral prejudice ~ainst
the atage ; we have felt that, properly conducted, the
theatre may be a great tear.her, may " hold the
mirror up to nature," and restore a knowledge of
put times and manner1, which cannot be to perfectly rendered in any other than dramatic art.
Al we write we see again the splendour of Sardanaplus, the barbaric magnificence of Lear, the
rude aolemnity of Macbeth, the Gothic splendour of
John, the gorgeona magnificence of the court of
King Henry VIII ., u they were aucceaaively, and
succeaafully, displayed on the stage of the Princeaa'
Theatre. Each change of this many-coloured life
had all the truth of a daguerreotype, with the
advantage of living peraonatiou ; there is aomething beyond mere acting talent in all this.
It cannot be but that Mr . Kean'a absence will be
greatly felt from a stage he hu rendered a great
Art-teacher ; it cannot be but that very many will,
for yean to come, remember the pleasures he has
p;iven them, the memories with which he baa stored
and enriched their minds. He is au artist desirous to
ennoble his own profe111ion,and he baa done ao.
The theatre has been, in his hands, a place of men .
ta! recreation; no whisper baa sullied its fair fame.
He has been more than usually encceaaful in winning " golden opinions from all aorta of men," and
more than usual unanimity of kind feeling B1I1ong
hia own corpt . All this must have been the result
of ateady probity, and earnest labour; the man, u
well u the manager, muat be recognised ; and in
noticing the Jut of these poetic revivals of our
great national poet's works that we are to receive
at his hands, we feel it our duty to uk the recognition of the labour1 of Charles Kean, not only u
actor and manager ; and now thia
"Well-graced actor leave»the stage,"
let his retirement be accompanied by some honour·
able teat imony that he baa
"Done bl11plrll.log gently."

We trust the friends of Mr . Kean-and they are
many-his admiren, they are very numeroua-and
the general public, who have contracted to him a
large debt for much pleunre and much instruction-will ere long take aome steps to recognise his
long and valuable laboUl'!I, not alone as a wi8'l
manager, but aa a great teacher.

SALE OF THE LIBRI MANUSCRIPTS.
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Tui: sale of this collection, the moat important which
baa been offered for very many yean, wu concloded
on the 6th of April; it compriaed lJ 76 lote, and
realized £6515. We believe that the rcault has
fully satisfied the expectations of all, and proved
that acholarthip hu not failed in prodncing its doe
interest . Seldom have we seen a better catalogue,
but then it is aeldom that a ac:holar will devote the
enlarged knowledge of a life to the ,object ; in this
inlltalJce M. Libri has been hia own catalogner, and
we have not ouly the resulta of hie knowledge, but
alto of hie personal acquaintance with the book, he
describes. Hie prefatory pageaare 1uch a condenaation of the information a man obtains through a
life •pent among books, u is extremely val•iable to
the uninitiated, and abounds with anecdotes of interest. A series of well-executed fac-aimiles of the
principal manuscripta are appended, and serve to
depict their moat interesting featurea. The list of
works employed in compiling this catalorie, as well
as the careful manner in which every lot II analyzed,
teatify t;oi~ conacie11tio111
scholarship.
M. Ltbn hu an honest love, not only for hie books,

of the middle agea-the painstaking and obscure
monks who, with 'll'ondrons perseverance iu dangerous times, and amid difficulties of which we now can
form no idea, obtained and transcribed older author1.
The value of such transcripta we know from hiatory .
When kings borrowed them from monutic libraries,
they entered into aolemn agreement& for their return under pain of heavy forfeitures ; and one of
the manoacripta in the preaent collection, compiled
by Regimbertus, a monk of the time of Charlemagne, contains, in hie own handwriting, a formal
request to his brethren, to whom he leaves it after
death, to preserve it carefully, and never lend it
until a proper pledge bad been given for ita restitution ; and he minutely describes preca•1tions that
are to be taken to prevent its being injured. Hia
reaaona for. valuing his labour still remain good, as
the volume contain&an unknown trestiae by Pliny.
Sometimes theee patient acribes bad difficulty in
procurinp; writiug materiala-parchment, atylua, or
pen and ink-all were wanting to him who devoted
himself to study, and there was no lack of danger
at an epoch in which those who allowed themselves
to trace geometrical or utronomical figures were
accused of magic. Thie condition of things luted
ill Italy down to the time of Petrarch; and when
thnt poet and scholar desired to copy a precioua
fragment of Roman antiquity, he found that he
could obtain no ink in the towu.
It is not merely the curiosity, or the originality
of manuscripta, that gives them their entire value ;
frequently in one ver1ion is the only true rendering
of a disputed puaage. Jn the eagernesswith which
men aonght to apread knowledge after the glorious
invention of printing, they put to press any copy
they could obtain of a claaaic work ; hence many
early editions are imperfect and bad. M. Libri hu
giveu aome iustancea in which such imperfection
hu descended to modern timee. Hi, collection has
been chiefly made, not ouly with an eye to the
curious, but to the valuable, in the character of the
ver1ion preserved in the maunacripta he obtained.
Seventy Latin manuscripts, older than the twdf'lh
centnry, are, among others, in this collection, and
are more in number than those in the royal library
at Turin, or thoae at Ravenna aud Venice. The
old Iriah and Anglo-Suon 1.111inta
were the authors
of many, and to them we owe the preaervation of
older learning, aometimes in the form of "palimpaeat,"
or twice-written books, the older writinp; being partially obliterated to make way for th6 new, or else
interlined among it. We cannot pretend to give
any enlarged detail of thia great collection, but we
may give an idea of ita contents, and the prices
realized by a fe'II'of the principal lots. The highest
price wu given for a vellum manuscript of Petrarch
and Dante, executed by a contemporary hand for
one of the noble family of Strozzi, of Florence-it
was bought for £250; the lowest price (or one of
the lowest prices) beiug given for the very curious
magical manuscript of Michael Scott, immortalised
by Walter Scott, and which only fetched 10 guineu.
It ia filled with diagrams, signed "Michael Scotua,
Prage in Bohemia," and the curious are warned not
to readit outside the magic circle, lest a fearful end
be their1. Aa uaual in all sales, aome remarkable
Iota fetched low prices, and other1 went beyond their
valne. Thus, the "Lives of Sainta," written by
Otloh, the Monk of Trlwlll, in the eleventh century,
fetched only £15, while the designs for ships aud
fortifications, made iu 1629 for the uae of Robert
Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, when he waa
Grand Chamberlain to the Dnchtlls of Florence,
aold for £51. One of the moat important manuscripta was aecured for the British Musenm, the
treatise on the Mundane Spheres, written and illustrated by Galileo himaelf, which sold for £101. A
series of mathematical treati1es, by Kepler, in the
wne way illustrated by diagrams, and containing
unpubliahed matter, aold for only £19. Generally
speaking high prices were not given, and, if rontruted with the fancy absurdities of old china sales,
they were low indeed.
At the concloaion of M. Libri's introduction to
the catalogue he hu given a glowing eulogy of our
British Museum library ; we are reminded by it to
add our willing echo to hie sentimenta: certainly
all that M. Fanizzi hu done in perfecting this splendid institutiun for the British student is worthy of
u much honour u can be awarded ii.

BARROW.
}'llOll Tll.E STATUE BY ll . NOB.LE.

Da. Jsuc BAllllOW, the son of a lineudraper of
London, was born in 1630, and at school was more
remarkable for a love of fighting thau for attentiou
to his books. He studied at Cambridge for the
church, and at the age of thirty obtained the Greek
profeasor1hip of Cambridge; two yean afterwards
he wu elected Profeaaor of Geometry at Gresham
College, London. Both theae chairs he resigned in
1663, on becoming Lucaaian Profeaaor of Mathematica at Cambridge, auil six years afterwards resigned this office alao, in favour of Sir Isaac Newton.
In 1672 he wu nominated to the mastership of
Trinity College by Charles II., who remarked on
the occaaion that "he had bestowed the honour on
the best ac:holarin England." In 167r>Dr. Barrow
was chosen Vice-chancellor of the Univer1ity. He
died in 1677 .
The statue here engraved has beenaomewhat recently placed in the vacant niche of the ante-chapel of
Trinity College, Cambridge, u a companion figure
to that of Lord Bacon, which fills the opposite
niche; it ia the resulting e:rpreaaionof a aort of compromise in a question which has for some considerable tiJUe been matter of eager debate in the college
itself, and in the oniver1ity at large,-and which
has been decided not in the largest spirit, and,
therefore, not with the most aatiafactory result that
might have been obtained. It seema,that the
Marqnia of Lansdowne, when visiting the Muter of
Trinity, had noticed the monumental blot in the
Chapel llall, and the propriety of aculpturally
peopling this niche,-ao u to compose triangularly
with the sitting Bacon oppoaite, and the magnificeut
statue of Sir laaac N~wton, by Roubiliac, where it
stands in the centre of the hall, "commerc ing with
the skies." 'fhia want, then, Lord Lansdowne
offered to supply by a gift from hill18elf;-but he
left the selection of the man, worthy in this place to
conaort with Newton and Bacon, to the college.
Here begana difficulty and a polemic,-where it
seems to us that there should have been none.
Milton wu propoaed ;-and the question ia aolred,
we 1hould imagine, in the very mention of the
name. But Milton wu a member of Christ',, and
uot of Trinity :-ao, Newton and Bacon could not
have his great companionship. Not pausing to
uk, bow, on this argument, Hacon found hia wav
on to the opposite pedestal, we content ourselves
with aaying, that this is narrow reuoning, and
does the college no credit. Trinity is a great cor11oration in itself, doubtless,-but it is a member
of a greater ; and we should like to know-what
college in Cambridge has not a share in the glory
that Milton sheds over the univer1ity P Undoubtedly, considering the rest of the company,
Milton slwuld have had this niche :-unlesa the
men of Trinity could, for once, have stepped out of
themselves and their univer1ity altogether, and, iu
an honorary way, bronght down Shakspere to sit
with Newton and Bacon in thia conclave of the immortals. To this large hospitality, however, they
were not eqnal,-aud Lord Macaulay is aaid to have
proposed Dr . Bentley. Now, Dr. BenUey w11 a
very eminent man, in his way ; but it is not very
difficult lo understand the reasons which should
forbid Trinity College, in particular, to select him
from all other1 for a signal and m:clusive honour,
amongst themsclvea, like this. They did so :-aud
other names were discussed. Dr. Barrow, however,
seems to have been finally elected into this great
scat on the somewhat negative ground, that he
wounds fewer susceptibilities than any other proposed. for ourselves, we think he IICBl'cely
fills the
place, No one will dispute, that Dr. Barrow was a
most ret!pectable divine :-b11t Newton and Bacon
are terrible names to teat. a greatnesa by. However,
there the dootor sita, at last-1edet et udellit-on
a posthumous throne, like which the world hu few
to offer. The statue is by Mr. Noble,-and is executed in the finest Carrara marble.
Like the
Bacon, and to match with it, it is, u we have said,
a sitting figure ; aud it represent& the doctor with
hie mathematical symbol, the compuaea, in one hand,
and a volume of sermons, indicating hia divinity
eminence, in the other.
·
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111.-Thnt, 1r It were thought deslrnl>lc, and menn• were I MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH •
pl0<·etl1\'lthln reoch or the soc'ety, It would also 1
11
·1tlingl:,establish schools and claoscs for the study
,
"
and practice of painting In water.colours .
,,
.
__
J Y.-Thnt, In communicating with the Government and 1
THE
Hangers
at the Royal Academy tlus
the legislature, the special rommlttee Is to express year are Messrs. D. Roberts, A. Elmore, and J. 11.
THE rollowing_address to t.h~Lords of the Tr~ury
the conviction of the society that tho Interest of Art Folev
can only be truly promoted by the management of
, ,, ·
declar cs th e views an d •,eeJmgs Or th e Old " -a t erthe affairs of this, and all other Art societies being
l HE ACADEll'f ExH!BITIOX.-Amoug
the most
!en. In their own Individual control; and that the remarkable pictures that will appear at the comiug
Colour Society in reference to the position which 1
society also Is t>f opinion that tbo freedom of action exhibition there are by Sir EJwin Landaeer four .
it desires to assume, and to which its distinct'
a body et 1title, it
The ~ip
or the :
now enjoyed by the Royal Academy, by this society,
f h' h •
•,
I
h
'
•
ion. as
.
d
d .
and by other Art soclotles, cannot be wbely Inter- o w 1c one, twc 1\'e ,eet ong, a ows a stag pursued
•
Aca emy a es1re ,
fercd with.
by dogs in the water : the sky pmcnts a raiDy effect,
studios atti:butes to . the 1:wYnl
with a raiobow; the second is a girl leadiDg a calf
t~at the Soc1~ty_of PaIDters.m Water-Coio":1'9should, 1 The New Society of Pn.ioters ii! Water-Colours
dU'ectly or mdirectly,. b~ mcorporated ,nth the!11· has also memorialiiled the Treasury stating that
over the stream-this
is the property of the Queen;
·,. preaen t very 1·1m1
·t ed apace, 1-'t canno t , as 1·t' the third , entitled " My Own Stricken Deer , " ia a
selves, or, at least, exh1b1t
Th' under the same
t r,roof with
t · , w1' th 1...,
the Ro~al Academy. • 18 m.7d accoun d
cer rn
desires to do "afford su11•,ort and encourugcment
composition full of exqnisite poetry; and the fourth
e~presst~na that occ~r in the
~ an t e ~ u- to numerous' meritorious 'artiste who are seeking is a poor terrier waiting patiently the reversion of a
lions which follow )t , . The ~1ety e1pressesh itself efficient means of bringing their works into pnhlie hone which is still a subject of discussion to a
r~y
t~ erect a buildin~ at 1~ ow!1 cost; t e sum i notice."
mastiff. E. :M. Ward, coDtributes "Marie Autoiwh1ch it contemplates in, ·estmg is ten thousand
These memorials preseuted will there cannot be a nette helll'iDg read the Order for her Executiou,"
pounds .
doubt receive that consideration 'to which they are in every way equal to the best of Mr. Ward 's
The appeal of the New Society French series; this is accompanied by two smaller
To TH moBT B01<otriu11u TUI!Loans or Tur. TncAsURr, justly' entitled.
. WBJTEuu,.. .
,_ ' refrains from enteriDg into a detailed statement of works, both single figures; Mrs. Ward also exhibits
The humble memonal qf the undw,,,,,.td, bri ·,r, mon .....• •
•
•
.
•
• t
f
h· t
t ·
b' t
d h
·
C""'1"'ffl'fl the liocitlJI qf Paintti-, in wattr-Colours,
its views, cons1denng 1t a duty to leave to the a pie ure c:, muc ID eres ID su ~ec , ao c ar~mg
(6, Pall JfaU Ea,t, B. W.)
Government the dictation or terms upon which the as a work .of Art .. By _J.R. He!bert there 11 a
po1nrrul picture , ID which the sister or Lazarus
Sheweth :-1 . That annual exhibitions of work.sof Art prayer or the memorial mav be granted.
are essential to the existence of any national school of
•
is represented going early to the tomb of the
painting; that to artist.I they are of the 8rst Importance,
S ·
•t ·
I' fled b all th t IJ'
· •- f
aviour; 1 !8 qua I
Y
e e mg pom ... O
Inciting them by honourable emulation· while to !oven
ot painting, and the general public, they are schools or
COR-RESPONDENCE.
Mr. Herbert 's practice. F. R. Picker"Sill &ends a
Art, and on these grounds the Society or Palnten lo
large victure-a
troubadour, a soldier minstrel,
Water-Coloun bases Its claim to the attention ot the
singiDg, as in competition for the laurel crown, his
Government.
·
·
2. In 1so, the founders of this society came to the folTo the Editor of" THB ART-JouB.NAL."
song o r l ove an d war, to a 11atemng
tn .bun al o f
FORGED PICTURES .
ladies; a work which, in substance, character, and
lowing resolution:-" The utlllty of an exhibition In forwarding the fine Arts arises not only from the advantage
f
t t
d
th'
th t M p · k
0 imen • ranscen 8 every mg . a
of public criticism, but also from the opportunity It gives
S1a,-Aa you have so often and so ably defended 11:
r. 1c. er!gill hasyet produced. A second picture by him 18
to the artist or comparing bis own works with those of his the integrity of Art, and as I know you are anxious
contemporaries lo the same walk. To embrace both these on all occuions to expose any of those tricks by " Samson and Delilah,'' from the verse of Milton.
points, lo their fullest utent., Is the object or the preaeot which the Arts are lowered, the public imposed Millais contributes two 11ictnres · ODe "The · Nun's
exhibition, which, consisting of water-colour pictures only,
,,
. . ·
•
.
must from that circumstance give!<,them a better arrange- upon, and the artiat injured, I venture to state to Grave, presents two nuns digging a grave, which has
ment.,andatalrergroundofappreclatloo,thanwheomlxed
you a recent case .
some woDderful poiDts of execution; the other, a
with 'fhe
plctnres
In oil.lovol'fed In this resolution bas guided
About ten d&)'S
stud >• of
a I t
· bl oom. Th'18 18
· th e th'1rd year.,
principle
- back t •a 1.erson of resnectability
<
ID
3.
came down here from LOn on, with a picture aaid
bell.eve,PPthe-a trees
M H t h b
d
h
r. uu as een engage on ts
the society to the present day; by It the art or painting In to be b, • ID'-' band; and 80 olosely bad my work been we
water-coloun bas taken deep root In the country, has
,
'
.
) be
picture, hnt it is not yet finished. }'rith, in the
1
attained to Its present eminence In the great exhibitions or imitated! and my signature (in two p aces
en contemplation or another 1ar.... picture sends only
Europe, and attracted marked attention trom Its distinctive forged, tbat I was at a loea ( with the aid of a glaaa)
.,
. <'•
•
;,
national character. TbegoveromentofFrancebasapplled
to ,peak with certainty.
I felt convinced it was a one work,
A Portrait of Charles D1ckeus.
to the society for the •cheme or Its constitution, and has copy, but I could not pronounce it to be one beyonda F . Stone coDtribntes three; the subject of one is a
awarded to some or Its members the highest honours; an doubt. The picture was afterwards shown to a hoy about for the first time to accompany his
example
bas. been followedby the academies of Hol- leading dealer in pictures, as well known in the ',a ther In
· h11a
'
d ; th e oth era
• b
land and which
llelglum
oat t o th e fish'1Ug-groun
,. Thluoclety was formed lnccosequence of the Inability Arts for hia good judgment as for his high integrity;
are "Broken Frieudship" and " Too Late,'' both
or the Royal Academy to foster water-colour art In Its lo- and that gentleman at once declared it to be a copy. scenes from French coast life. P. Goodall', picture
fancy; and, although the Buyal Academy has numbered 'l'hrougb the aaaiatance of others, the P"rson who •
Ital '
b'
·
·
1an au ~ect, the matenal of which he proamongst Its memben many of great eminence, who have copied my picture wu traced, and admitted that 11 an
occaolooallypractlsed water-<lOlourralntlng, yet those who he bad made three copies o( the l_licture. Aa every cured during hia recent visit to VeDice. Philllp'a is
paint only 111..-ater-coloun are excluded from any partlcl- voice raised, however bumble, a.ssista in all reforma"A Lover', Quarrel,'' Spanish, of course. Egg
patloo lo the honoun or that Institution.
· t " C
ell mvo
· king God' a Ass1a
· ta
b •
6. Tbo Society or Palnten In Water-Coloon Is, theretions, I beg to hl\nd you thia 1tatement, to be used pam s
romw
uce e,ore
fore, regarded by the public as supplementary In Its cha- u your judgment directa.
the Battle of Na.sehy."
Hook sends four coast
racter to the Royal Academy, and the highest distinction
ALl"RBD MONTAGUE,
scenes from Clovelly · and E.W. Cooke also four.
by those who follow this art i. the membership
Ti'lthur,t, nea,· Readinn,
There are , m oreover , 'very· ela hora t e wor k s hy So1O·
attainable
of the ,oclety.
., March 22, 1859.
[This Is only one out or many Instances which come to mon, "The Acquittal;" by O'Neil , "The Return;"
6. Your memorlallsts are or opinion that the successful
progress of water-colour art Is mainly, If not solely, atlrf . our knowledge, serving to show the soundness of our olt- Wyburd a subject from Undine &c. &c. • and the
bntnble to Its being punned u a distinct school. and to Its
ted d I th t b yen or pictures who deal original
1·
' f h
k
h' h'
'
'·
·h
works being exhibited apart from all other •Inds of Art .
.;o:ldego adln::,t to the artist, or sbou~ procure qua 1ty o t osc wor s w IC we mention, wit
and this lndependencothey arc most anxious to maintain.'
them tlm,ugh aome dealer whose respectability Is a numero11S others which we know to have been iu
7. The growing Importance of the art of water--0olour guarantee agsln,t Imposition. It Is much to be regretted preparation, will it may be argued, raise the standard
painting forces upon the attention of thlll aoclety the that artists wlll not take more trouble than they fref h'
b'b 't' ' be
d th t r
d'
a o prece ing year~ .
neccs,lty of Its extension, but this object they have quenily do to expose frauds •nch as Mr. Montague·• letter o t 18ex I I ion yoD
hitherto found to be unattalnablo from the limited space Indicates. It Is neltl,er Just to themselves, nor honest to
THE RoYAL ACADEllY.-To the professorah1p of
11ttlielr command; now, however, that the Government ls the public, to withhold th-elrready altt.-Eo . ..4••J.]
history, in the Royal Academy, vacant by the death
about to appropriate a site at Burlington Gardens to the
r M r. Hall am,"'1 r. Gro te h as h cennomma· tcd ; au d
wanLsoftbeRoyalAcadcmy,andoflearoedaodsclentlllo
O
bodies, thoy earnestly appeal to be allowed to participate ENGRAVINGS IN TIIE GALLERY OF FLORENCE. the Academy could not have made a more worthy eleclo the grant, and to erect a gallery at their own cost. .
SI" -In the article on "The Drawin ... of the tion . In the case or Mr. Hallam the professorship
8. The Government having acknowledged the utility
-,
.
· ·
,.
.,- · d ·
t fill d
h
d'
t 'ta t · t · tc
and convenience to the public of congregating societies of Old Masten m the Bntlsh Museum, con tame 1n was no
e , per aps, accor mg o 1 s nc ID rArt and Science, your mcmorlallats-bellevlog that wher- a recent number or your valuable Journal, you pretation; but Mr . Grote'• labours are essentially iu
ever the Royal Academ_,. Is established It becomes the mention that the rich collection of drawing, by the the field or aucieDt history. The trusteeship or the
gtniu1 loci-the centreofall Art attraction-would humbly old masters belonging to the Public Gallery, in
British .Museum, also vacant by the death of Mr.
Is conftned to the Florence, is kept in certain small rooms or the Hallam, is filled also hy Mr . Grote. It is a singular
par1~:_f~!ht:•~v:~~esAcademy
professional student : painters In water--0oloun are the Palazzo Vecchio, inaccessible to the general public,
circumstance that, before his decease, Mr . HallRm
chief lnstrueton of the public.
and charily drawn forth for the inspection of the
d
. h h M G
h uld be L :.
10. The grant now sought, If oocordcd, would, In the pri"ileged few. It may interest aome of your expresse a wia t at r. rote • o
....., BUC•
opinion of your momorlallsts, be a nallonal recognition of readers to know that this is no loDger the case . In cesaor iD the trusteeship.
the value and usefulness or the art or painting In water. November, 1857, when the writer or these line, wae
TUE WATER-COLOURSOCIETIES are both open.
coloun, and secure to It the continuance or that lndepen- iu Florence, a selection of the choiceet of these Their "openin.,.," however, took place at too late a
denco which Is necessary to lie future welfare and advanced
·
h d be
f
d
d l
d
"'
ment.
exquiaite
rawmga
a
en rame an g aze , period of the month to enable us to offer any re11. Your memorlallsts, therefore, humbly request that
and arranged on the walla of three rooms in the marks ou their conteuta.
they may have assigned to u,em,oo the Burlington House Gallery o! Uie Uffizi. The collection doea not com1'HE NATIONALGALU:RY.-Seven pictures have
estate, a alte 81 for the erection ot a trallery for public prise drawings by all the European maeters, in and been added to the National Collection-one
by
exhlbitlona, which, from the nature aud comparatively out of preservation, like that of the Louvre, but it
~. small ,lze or paintings In watcr.<)Ulours,needs but a very ie a nry complete school of Florentine art, and the bequest, the others by purchase . The late ,,-liss
moderate space, this society bearing the cost of such erec- fine condition of these treuurea ahows the care with Jane Clark, of Regent Street, bequeathed "The
,
D k
li ·
·
d
tloo, and, If the Government should think 81, paying also
In ground rent or otherwise tor the space so occupied.
which they have been kept . In order to copy in Blind Beggar, ' by ye mans, a nug art1St, an a
Signed by twenty.five members.
the gallery, a letter of recommendation is neceasary native of the Low CouDtries . The picture had
At a general meeting of the society, held on the from some Florentine househlder to the curator,
been in the possession of Redpath, the railway
which the tra'feller may obtain from his hanker , defaulter, at the sale of whose effects it is aaid to
7th or March , it was resolved :and which must state in which department o( the have realized nine hundred and sixty guineas. It
I.-Tbat the society earneeUy dealre to extend their num- gallery he wiehea to t.opy. Having obtained tbia 1.1 a small 11.,cture , coDtaio'tD" pn'ncipallv a group
ben , and usefulness, which their limited space tor r,enniaaion the artiat, or amateur will find every
<'
'
exhibition now preveof.11
their doing.
. .
.
.
.
'
d h
of the bep:gar, an aged man, with a long grey beard,
. 1
d
11.-That, had the aoclet:, space at Its command, It would 11c1htyf(!r carrymg ou~ his w11hee, an t e greatest _
gladly open Its rooms to exhibitors, not members or , oourtesy in all the offlc1als.
and his chi hi, a delicate -lookiog gir . They stan
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scc:na woman praying to a figure or the Virjtin, and
at the same time another woman is about to descend
the steps. In these days of bright and glowing harmonies, the eye is at once struck with the virtuous
abstinence from colom which the artist has made
n cardinal principle in the execution or the picture.
'fhc beggar wears a kind of drab wrapper, and the
girl a pnlo green dress. The heads are pniuted
with a finish almost equal to Denner; and through
the nice t11re with which tlic glazings have been
conducted, the group comes well forward in the
composition. The beggar's head is a most successful study, and the whole is extremely pure in
feeling nod sentiment. 'l'hc other pictures are of
the Italian schools, the best being an "Infant Christ
in the Lap of the Virgin," by l\larco Basaiti, of the
Venetian school, who lived between 1470 and 1520.
The hands of the Virgin are too lar1te; but the whole
of the rest of the work is much beyond its time.
The delicacy with which the head of the Virgin is
carried out is beyond all praise. The colour, both
of the mother and child, is somewhat monotonous,
and approaches the foxy: these arc among the weakne~scs of the period ; yet, altogether, the picture will
be esteemed one of the most valuable of its time. The
background is wouderrully true and spirited-a
meadow w·ith cattle in the foreground, and a castellated mansion. There is a portrait of a lady by
Battista Zelotti, who painted between the years
1532 and lo92. It is a life-sized head and bust,
simple and individual, with the character, but not
the colour, of the school of Titian. The drynesa of
the colour is allusive to the fresco practice of this
paiuter, in which be excelled. Some or his best
works were executed in the hall of the Couucil of
'fen , at Venice. A third is a " Deposition in the
Tomb," by Palmezzano, who painted between 1486
and 153i. He was of the school of Romagna; his
lines arc bard and cuttin1t, and his composition
wants what cogno,centicall "repose ." A fourth ia
a Vir;iin and Child by Giambattista Cima da Couegliano (H92-1517), of the Venetian school. The
Virgin wears a silk bordered kerchief on her head,
and a red robe, over which is a blue drapery. This
is by no means so graceful a picture as that of
Basaiti, but still it is a remarkable work. Auothcr
is " St. Domenic, the lustitutor of the Rosary," a
simple uprig!tt figure, by Marco Zoppo, of the
Bolognese school, who lived between 1-i71 and
1498. It is very elaborate-complicated as to
composition, but in perfect condition. The ecventh
is a" St. Francis in Glory, contemplating a Crucifix"
-a small picture, in which the figure is standing
relieved by a gold-diapered background, and having
Oil each side a choir of augels. These are all
valuable historical additions to the collection.
THE NATIONAL
GALLERY.-ln anticipation of the
removal of the Royal Academy from 'frafalgar
Square, Captain F. Fowkes, R.E., whose services
at I.he Great Exhibition of 1851 most be remem11 bered by all connected with that undertaking, and
who bae since been actively engaged at the Museum
at Brompton, has sketched out plans for so altering
11
the whole of the b11ildingin Trafalgar Square, as to
render it capable of containing three times u many
''
pictures as at present constitute onr oati,mal col'
lection, and at the very moderate cost of thirty-four
thousand pounds. Without going into the details
of the plan, we may briefly state that be proposes to
raise the floor of the central hall to the level of the
floors oC the present picture galleries, so as to form
an uninterrupted lille of apartments the whole
length of the building, while sufficient height would
thus be obtained for an entrance hall under the additional gallery which would then be formed, and
:1 w
bich wonld be entered, Cromthe street, under the
:1 floor of the portico as now existing, the steps on
each aide being taken away. The lower 11.oor,now
used for various purposes oC comparatively little
11 in.port1mcc, Captain Fowkes proposca to convert
into rooms for the exhibition of drawings, but they
must have far more light than at present to make
them eligible exhibiting rooms. These wonld be
entered at once from the eutrance hall; and four
staircases-each stair eight feet wide-will lead
from each side of this hall to the upper galleries.
The alterations to the exterior are limited to the
removal of the central and two secondary domes,
nud the snbatitution for the former of an attic
story, carried over the whole central portion of the
building. Captain l'owkcs's plan seems perfectly
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feasible, and, if we are not to have an entirely new and on this account, if those who are benevolently
edifice, ia, perhaps, as good as can be had-for the disposed feel no especial sympathy with the de11tit11te
money ; and, in theae days or rigid economy of the of the profession, it deserves eucouragement and aid
public funds, a financial view is one which miut from all who can, and are willing to, assist.
VICTORIACaoss G.u.LERr.-A series of pictures,
inevitably carry weight with it in proportion to the
paiuted by }I. Desanges, wu opened to the public
reduced rate of charge for work to be done.
Ma . HENRY CoLE, C.B.-We rejoice to know at the Egyptian Hall, Oil the eve of our gorng to
that Mr . Cole has returned from Italy, and has press; we must therefore defer till next month any
rceumed his duties at South Kensington, with re- detailed notice of them . For the present, it may
stored strength and health. He has not been idle suffice to .ay that these paintings illuatrate many of
while at Rome; the :Museumof the Department of the actions for which the Victoria Cross has been
Science and Art already bears evidenceof hia activity. awarded.
Pusuc FouNTAl.NS.-Tbe movement that hu
And there can he no doubt of hia having largely
augmented bis knowledge and experience, so as to arisen iu favour of what are propo!,ed as " drinking
add materially to his means of advancing the pur- fountains," has at length resolved itself into a
determinntion that there shall be fonbtains. We
pose of the Institution over which be preaides.
THE .. ARTISTSANDAMATEURS"held their third abstain from canvassing the capabilities of the comconversazione for the season on the 7th of April at mitteea and sub-committees who ahall be appointed
Willis'a Rooms. It attracted-as do all these moat to carry out these works. There will be, as there
pleasant meetings-a large assembly, of which the ever hu been, the same amount of intrigue that
numerical superiority mnat be claimed by the besets all public commissions. Each member of
ladies. The great room, and a smaller one ad- committee accepts office only with the view of forjoining, were @upplied with pictures in oil and warding the interests of some promising tyro, and
water-colours, portfolios of drawings, sketches, and thus to enterprising incapacity the public advantage
ph1Jtographa. Among the moat promiuent or these is too frequently sacrificed. Public fountains have
works we noticed the large finished sketch for nt all times been regarded as among the most
O'Neil's picture of" Eastward ho!-Auguat, 1857 ;" fitting objects Cor the exercise of artistic taste and
a powerfully painted water-colour drawing, small, of skill ; but numerous though they be in the public
"Helem Castle, Lisbon," by C. Stanfield, R.A., and placeR,and even the nooks or the cities of Europe,
a charming little coast acene in oil by the same and bow famous soever be the names wherewith
painter; a g1-oupof a lady and her two children, they are aasociated, the failures as Art-productions
admirably painted by F. Goodall, A.R.A. : they re- are more numerous than the successes. What we
present, if we mistake not, his wife and his two wonld observe anent this idea is, that some attempt
youuge&tchildren ; a masterly sketch in charcoal by abunld be made to render as ornamental as possible
J. D. Harding; a fine drawing by Cattermole of the those fountains which may be allotted to our moat
"Defence of Latham Honse by the Countess of public thoroughfares. The patel'8l and jets in T=
Derby against the Parliamentary Troops in the Civil falgar Square are a standing reproach; the twisted
Wan;" "Haymaking," by H. Jutsum, fresh and fish make the most of their allowance of water,
fragrant ; wit.h many others our apace will not but, after all, there is not even enough in tl81ffll
delpl,inorum. }'ountaine are by no means among
permit na to apeeify.
.-Amoog
Mt•SJ;UJ,(OF ART, SOUTHKEl!ISil!IGTON
the most practicable of thoee things which to artiata
other additions to thia collection, there have been are veritable asses' bridgea. Allegory and mytholately acquired several interesting specimens from logy are the sources to which the Italian artiata
the Museum of the Collegio Romauo. Among these have generally addressed themselves for ideaa.
are three curiously engraved bamboo canes, noticed Among the beat exceptions is the famoua Slue
in Murray's Roman Handbook, t.be elaborate orna- Fountain ; and whatever may be our own essays in
ment on one of which datea from the eud of the tbia direction, we trust mythology will be entirely
fifteenth century ; the subjects on all have reference excluded, and that even to sane allegory aomething
to scripture history. There ie also a mosaic of a coloaaal historical will be preferred. Take a given contihead of St. Peter, an interesting illustration of an art nental r.ity where the beat Art has beenfosteredlittle known in tbia country. Some small Florentine say Florence; there ia the Neptune Fountain in the
bronzes of !(O<>dworkmanship, and some carved Piazza de! Grandnca, by Ammanati, a work of
ivories, are inclnded among the number of speei- amall account : there ia the Bargello Fountain, only
mer.s. These acquisitions for the Muaeum were interesting on account of the Greek earcophagus
made by Mr . Cole ; be also obtained in Italy Crom which forms its basin; but then there is the
another collection at Rome a very fine signed Centaur Fountain, au admirable work by Gian
example of the majolica of Forli.
Bologna : then there is the Boar }'ountain in the
THE BRIDGEWATER
GALLERY
baa, we understand, .Mereato Nuovo-but the boar ia copied from the
once more been opened by its noble O\\'ller to the Greek, and, with all its rare merits, we have never
public during the aeaaon. Tickets of admissicn may been able to consider it an appropriate ornament for
be bad on application to Mr. Smith, picture-dealer, a fountain. Then there are those or Santa Croce,
New Bond Street .
S. Spirito, &c., none of which we remember as at
Mr. JOSEPH WvoN-a nephew, we presume, of all worthy of the finlt eehool of modern Art . Let
the great medalliat-haa received the appointment na turn to Nurembcrit, the very antipodea of everyof chief engraver of Her Majesty's lll!als. He is, thing Italian; there is the marvellona fountain in
we undentand, a yonng artist of much ability; and the Hauptmarkt, by the Rupprecht& and Scbonwe trust, as we believe, he will "carry on" the hofcr ; then there is the famous Ginsemannchen,
honours of bis name.
and the Fountain of the Virtues in I.he Lorenzplatz.
ARTISTS'GENERALBENEVOLENT
INSTITUTION.These are all of iron, and we mention them as
-The forty.fourth anlliversary festival of this cha- being of a style in everything distinct from mythority was held at the }'rcemasons' Tavern, on the logy and allegory, and do not hesitate to propose that
16th of the Jaat month. Viscount Hardiage pre- in order to avoid the humiliating errors into which
sided, and was supported by a goodly mnater of our we have fallen in other things, that before the deleading painters and sculptors. 'l'he income of the signs of these works are selected, engravings be
society during the past year amounted to .€1959, procured of the beat of the Italian and German
and thcexpenditnre to £1314, which includes £1075, fountains, not for the purpose of copying, bot for
distributed in v11rionssums, as the circumatances the sake of suggestion.
&ecmto require, to 78 cases of distress; the balance
of the
STREET-LAJ,IP
ADVERTISEJCEl!ITS.-Some
of 1646 is applicable to what is termed the Chri&t- metropolitan parishes are, we bear, entertaining
maa distribution. Sir Charlea Eaatlake, in returning proposals for using the street-lamp, for advertising
thanks for the toast of "The Royal Academy," took the good• of tradeamen, such advertisements being,
occasion to express "his hope and expectation that of course, written or painted on the gl888; the idea
the new building abont to be provided for them is an abominable outrage upon taste, and ought to
would afford great.ly increaacd accommodation, both be scouted by every decent " pariah board." There
to the public and to works of Art" The subscrip- is not a city or town on the Continent where such
tions announced durinit the evening amounted to an enormity would be permitted, and foreigners,
upwards or £500. We may be permitted to shonld they ever have the opportunity of witnessing
remark that the " Artists' General Benevolent In- a sight of this kind, will have juet reason for applystitutioo " is one of the best managed charitable ing to na the remark of Napoleon I., that "England
societies with which we are acquainted-it effects a is a nation of shopkeepers," implying thereby that
large amount of good at the very minimum of cost; we have not a thought of anything which docs not
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I from place to place, than in large and immovable
involve a trading advantage. A member of the 1
REVIEWS.
works; and also with a vulgar delight in the minute
"board'' of Clcrkcnwell pariah, apoke sensibly, when
curioaitiee of productive Art, rather than in the
the matter w111brou~ht andcr consideration there.
MusEux . By HENRY
Acuim,
exerciee of inventive genius, or tho expreaaion of
He said :-" The plan would interfere with the Tus •tOXFORD
1) Re ·
p '
[ M d. ·
dJ
great facts or emotions."
public light, and, perhaps, one of the members of
" · ·• giua ro,essor O e tctne, an OHN
Who can doubt the truth of these observations?
Rus1t1N, ll.A., Honorary Student.a of Christ
that body-an undertaker-would be likely lo co\'er
Church. Published by SKITH, ELDER & Co., and what is the remedy for the evil complained of?
a large part of the etreet-lampa with mourning
Clearly none, till men feel a coamopohl!lD lov1:of
London. J . H. and J. PAlillEB, Oxford.
. .
•
. .
Art, eo to speak, and learn to merge their own tnco:ichea, aud other funeral devict.'8; another mcm ber
tercste in it in thoao higher intereete which include
would cover the glazing with pots and pans; and Thts ta a smal\ tolume, conta1m!1g the subs!~ce
of a lecture, deltvered to the Architectural Societies the gratification and profit of the multitude.
that othcre in various waye would avail themselves of Oxfo1d by D~. Acland, having r~ference ~o
Again, what truth and eloquence are combined
of this means of directing attention to the pecu- the new Museum .m that seat of .learmng, now 1.n in the following pas.•age, where Mr. Ruskin pleads
liarities of their trades. It was also said that the eou!ae of erection from tho designs of the arcb1- for the combining of p~rtrait eculpture with arehiClerkeowell had been called the ' prison pnrish,' teLts, Sir Thomu Deane and Mr .. Woodward. The tecture; u, for example, in a door-way :nod that it waa to be feared if this suggestion w111 learned P.roreuor tou~bes but ahgbtly ~n the .A.rt J " We never seem to know at present where to
carried out, it would be called the 'ad,·ertiaing of the bu1ld10g, ~ut, m the course of bt~ remar!'-8, 1 put such atatues. In the midst of the blighted
parish,' and that it would not be right to let out here and there mtrodu.cea !'n ?b!lllrvation . which trees of desolate equares or at the cro88ings of conthe public property for the purpose of persoual shows .how c0 ~J!letely his m10J ~ imbued wi~h the . fuaed streets, or balanced on the pinnacles of pillal'8,
ell'enllal requmtes of good .architectural Art, and I or riding acr 088 the tops of tnumphal arches, or
advertising." Under what order, it may be asked, h~
expresses a ~ope, to which we ,?ave ~requcntly ' blocking up the aisles of cathedral1, 1n none of theee
would Mr. Ruskin class a lamp thus decorated, if ~ven utterance 10 ou~ pages, that the tune ~"':wa positions, I think, does the portrait statue anawer
ernr he publishes a new edition of The Lam[J8 of mgh when the profemo~~l atalf of Oxford w1ll m- its purpose. It may be a question whether the
Architecture?
Oue would suppose the absurdity elude a ~rofe880r of Art. One J>a888getoward•. the erection of auch statues is honourable to the erecof the project would suffice to crush it in the bud ; end o_fh1a addre88 we canno~ forbear from quotmg, tors, but aasuredly it ia not honourable to the perbut if not, we trust the public voice, ~peaking in the as evidence that zealous, fatthful, and ~oneat D!en 80 08 whom it pretends to commemorate; nor 18 it
ar.e at work, head and hand, on an edifice wht!)h anywiae mat.ter of exultation to a man who haa
name of pablic taste, will at once annihilate it .
,nil, when CC:!°ple~d,~ ra~ked among the .glones deserved \\ell of his country to reflect that his
Tm: NEW ROYAL ACADUIY BUILDINO.-A
Oxford :While th1a building hu . been ID pro- : effigy may one day encumber a cr088ing, or disfigure
contemporary etates, bat npon hcarany only, that of
gre88, we have not been wholly uom~dful of the I a park gate. But there is no man of worth or
Sir Charles Barry is named the architect of the hardy hands. that worked for lla erection. Al~! I heart who would not {eel it a high and pricelea
projected edifice in Burlington Gardens, and that w~ can do ltttle for each other t to eaae the daily reward that his statue should be placed where it
:Mcll8re.Barry and Bauka are to be the architect, toil, an~ sweeten the hard7eamec1 bread. But with might remind the youth of England of what had
the la) mg of the fouuda~1on-~tonewe also erected been exemplary in his life, or useful in his laboure,
of the adjoining "Palace of Science."
TIU: P1CTUllE BY VANDEil WERP, stolen some a humble m~-room by its ~1de,where the work- I and might be regarded with no empty reverence,
no fruitless pensiveness, but with the emulative,
months since from the Amsterdam Gallery, has men have daily m~t fo! their •ta.ted meals; .~ve
been found in London, by the vigilance of our begun each day with. 11mple pra) er from wtlhn.g I eager, unstinted pa88ionatene88 of honour, which
hearte:
have
bad
.vanoua
volu~es
plac~d
for
the_
1
r
youth
pays to the dead leaders of the cauae it loves,
police, and restored to its rightful owners. It was use, and ha_verece1v8!1frequel!t !nstruclton and aid or discoverers
of the light by which it livee. To be
discovered in the posaeaeion of some Frenchmen of from the chief officer m the bmldmg, Mr. BramwelJ, buried under weight of marble, or with splendour
<1uestionable charocter, residing at the east end our clerk of the works. The tem.per of the arch1- of ceremonial, is still 00 more than burial; but to
of the town. Lord Suff'olk's pictares, feloniously tect baa reached the me!]. In their wo1k ~ey have be remembered daily, with profitable tendernesa, by
taken from his lordship'a mansion, near Malmea- had pleaaure. The ~fltals are partly dea~gned.by , tho activest intelligencee of the nation we have
bury, in 1856, were also recovered by the aid of the men themselves, .-and we may be!e !10llce sened, and to have power granted even to the ahathe police, after a lapse of many mouths. The t.!iat some of theee car,1tala preeent novelues. m .de- dows of the poor featuree, sunk into dust, ,till to
value of the Vander Werf painting is said to 111gn;one, f(!r exa~p e, engra~e~ aa a frontispiece warn, to animate, to command, aa the father'• brow
to the bo_okl18 copied from Bnwh ferns, and very I rulee and exalte the toil of his cbildren,-thia is
be £2000.
elegant 1t. ooks, O!Ipaper at least; but '!e ahould I not burial, but immortality."
THE MuswELL HtLL CRYSTALPALACr..-The
tear that if th;e pillar ~ lof~y, the details of the
We could multiply extracts of like import, but
directors of tbie projected edifice have, through ornament, which const1tu~ tte beauty, wouJd be I must forbear, trueting that we have ahown enough
llr. J. Masterman, made an off'cr to the council al.moat loat ;-'.' and. eapec1ally .by the family of . to induce our readers to look into this little book
of tlie Artists' Benevolent Institution, of five acres 0 Shea, who brtl!g wit and alacrity from th~ Eme- 1 for themsolvea, and to uphold Mr. Ruakin'a ebaraoThe car!tngs of ter for integrity of purpose in hia dealings with
of freehold land, ont of the apace secured for the rald lei~ to their cheerful ~k.
t~e. cap1tal1 9:nd. the decoration of the wmdowa, Art, however much we may sometime• differ from
palace, for the purpose of erecting an "Artists'
h~uted,
very_
h_
m
ite~,
aa
our
means
been, have him a.ato tho direction in which he would carry ua.
College,'' as a home for members ·or the profeuion raised ever-livmg 111tereet; and aahave
atrangere walk
who may, unfortunately, have fallen into reduced in the streets, ever and anon they hear the theme
circumstances. This liberal off'er bas, however, diaeuaaed by the workers who pa88 by." An nnder- INDIAY SCF.NESANDCHARACTERS
: Sketched from
been declined by the council, after a full discnasion taking thus commenced and carried on can acarcely
Life. By PlllNCB ALEXISSoLTYXoFF. Edited
f11il to realize all that ite moat aanguine eupporters
of the aubject; the resolution agreed to, states,by EDWARD B. EABTWJCX,F .R.S., F.S.A.
" That, with the information before the meeting, it desire to - it.
Published by Sxrru, ELDu, & Co. London.
Following in the wake of Dr. Acland'a lecture
is not expedient to proceed further with the question." The Critic obae"es, with reference to this are two letters from Mr. Ruskin to hia friend, the The value of these aketchee muet be estimated
profe88or, bearing on the subject of the edifioe. It more bv their presumed accuracy than by their
decision, " that it appears \he result or consulting 11 quite imp088ible for Mr. Ruekin to write upon artistic ·excellencea . No one who looka at them
the other artistic bodies on the subject has been a Art of any kind without speaking enme truths, or would, we imagine, doubt the truth of the obaervareply favoarable to the plan from the New Water- delighting us with the charm, of his eloquence. I tiona made in the preface, that "the publishers
Colour Society and the Artists' Amicable Fund, but Here, therefore, we meet with many pauag,,e com- think it right, in order to enaure a juat appreciation
the other societies have signified either disapproval bining one or other-and, in some, both-of these of the work, to mention that it contains nothing
or indilference." Will the artists of Great Britain qualities, and which we earnestly wiah were en- which is not an exact and faithful representation of
ever be seen nniting aa one body for their mut11al graven on the hearts and underetandings of our nature. Indeed, theee delineations may be said to
countrymen. Ooe or two of these mutt find admit- poeeesa almoet the accuracy of photogral'he ." The
interests? We fear not .
tance 10to our pages. Speaking of the patronage I book is a large folio volume, contaimng sixteen
Tax CRYSTALPALACEAllT-UNION.-At a recent given to a certam claaa of Art - worke, he says:lithographic illuatrations, selected from moat of the
visit paid by the Queen to the Crystal Palace, her
"'l'he paintings by Mei88onier in the }'rench Jrcat provinces of India. The artist, we preeume,
Majesty graciously permitted her name to be placed on Exhibition of this year (18l8), were boua:ht, I be- 11a Rueaian nobleman, who, while travelling in the
the list of subscribers to the Art-Union, and selected liove, before the exhibition opened, for 200 guineas Eut, hu employed his pencil in delineating some
the following works from those which the committee each. They each represented one figure, 11boutsix of the moat striking incidente, placea, and people,
have purchased for subscribers :-A statnette of inches high-one, a etudent reading; th<i other, a that came under his notice. 'l'hua he baa sketched
Gibson'• "~ymph at the Bath," one each of ('alder courtier 1111ndingin a dress-coat. Neither of these a group of the half-naked fiahers on the Coromandel
Marshall's amall bust, of" Ophelia" and " l\liranda," paintings conveyed any informlltion, or produced coast; was present at the festival of the goddesa
any emotion whatever, except that of surprise at Dourga, at Calcutta, the tutelary goddess of the
and two Etrnscan vases, by Messrs. Battam. The their minute and dextrous execution. They will city, when, u we are told, the wealthy Hindu genprices allued to theae works amount to fifteen be placed by their poaae88orson the wall, of small tlemen of Calcutta decorate and light up their
guineas, consequently, her Majesty is a subscriber prh·ate apartments, where they will probably, once boueu, and dancing and singing are the amusement
for fifteen ,hares.
or twice a-week, form the subject of five minutes' of all claaaea of the natives. The "Harem Carconversation while people drink their coffee after riage of the King of Delhi," drawn by a pair of
THE LoKD M.HOR gave a brilliant "evening"
on the 15th April to artists, men of letters, and di11ner. The' aum expended on these toya would gracefully-ahaped bulls, caparisoned, is a atrangecitizens, the immediate purpose being the illustra- have been amply aufflcient to cover a large build- looking ,·ehicle, but, with the figures introduced by
tion of Art-progrcas in photography. Seven or ing with noble frescoes appealin!f to every passer- the artist, tho whole makes a not inelegant ricture.
bf• and representing a large portion of the hietory Next follows a full-length sitting portrait o .Mahaeight hundred ladies and gentlemen were present.
o any given period. But the general tendency of raja Hindu Rao Bahadur, a Maratha prince of the
WAVERLEYNornLs.-Measra. A. and C. Black, the European patrone or Art is to grudge all sums Scindill family, resident at Delhi, and very popular
of Edinburgh, announce a new edition of the apent in a way thus calculated to tonfer benefit on with European& during the time that Lord Har Waverley Novels, in cheap monthly volumes, the the public, and to grudge none for minute treuurea,
dinge wu Uovernor-General. A group or" Mounfirst of which will appear early in the present month . of which the principal advantage is that a lock llnd taineere of the Rimalaya" abowa muJh of the
It will be abundantly illustrated with steel engrav- key can alwaya render them invisible. I have no European character in the phyaiogonomy of these
ings and woodcuts, and, from the specimen pages heaillltion in saying that an uquiaitive aelfiabn('88, , people. "Hunting leopard• belonging to the Rajah
that have been shown us, a portable and carefully rejoicing somewhat in the sensation of poeaeB&ing or llhurtpore," waiting in the garden of hia highwhat can NoT be seen by otbere, ia at the root of ne88 to be set free for the chue, is a pictureaque
~ot up edition of these ever popular books will be this Art-patronage. It is, of course, coupled with eubjcct, with all its attendant paraphemalia of
olfned to the public.
a sense of securer and more convenient investment oxen, carts, drivers, •c., backed by manes of foliin what may be easily protected and eaaily carried age of the tufted mangoliu. A "Cavalcade of
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Sikh Chieftains," 1omc mounted on elephants, exhibits a magnificent array of these brave warriors,
such ae we are accustomed to read o! in eastern
tale,, or the hiatoriee of Bajazet or Solyman. 'l'he
next plate alao represents Sikh Chieftains-two,
well mounted and heavily armed, looking, with
their attendant squires running by their aide, u if
starting forth to some knightly enoounter on a
" Field of the Cloth of Gold." The portrait of the
llaharaja of Gwalior, with his attenaanta, ia intereating, u it repreaenta one whose name hu become
known and respected in England, for hia devotion
to our oauae in the late Indian rebellion, notwithatanding the defection of hie own followcn. He ia
repreaented u a very alight and delicately-framed
young man, and without much intellectual character or expreaaion. "The Palace at Jaypore" ia a
rich Mooriah-looking edifice, one Atory only iu
height, aurmounted with open turreta o( variell
form.e. '!'he remaining aubjecta are-" A Fakeerof
Rajpootana," " Fakeen of llal wab " " Arab and
Nelfl'O in the Service of the RaJ;;iio( Baroda,"
" House and Gardena at llombay, ' a acene suited
to an Arabian Night'• tale, and a" Dance of Nautch
Girls," whose attitudes would undoubtedly never
81lduce an European aculptor into uaing them aa
examples for atuay : anything more ungraceful one
cannot imagine.
Prince Soltykoft"a aketchea are amusing and interesting, 80 far aa almost everything that concerns
Britiah India bu of late become interesting to ua
at home ; yet they show very little that previous
artiata have not already brought before ua, and
o!lentimea with a higher artistic character. We
muat remember, however, that noblea, though they
frequently are liberal patrons of Art, are aeldom
fint-rate artiata: the Ruaaian prince ia quite entitled to take hia place with the beat of them.

- ---- -----

"The London Pulpit "- the Jut of tho three
upon our table-ia an eloq•ient and valuable handbook to all who desire to know where they can beat
go to wonhip and to hear, in accordance with their
peculiar Christian oreed or desire. It oontaina a
vast amount of information, and many opinions and
criticisms, in 80me of which we do, and in others
we do not, agree. Fact, as to the preacher's early
and actual life are difficult to gather : we found a
miatako in the biographical portion of the first
aketch,-the Rev. J. C. M. Bellew ia not an lriahman. And here, again, llr. Ritchie baa a 11.ingat
the Eetabliabed Church. Happily uaertion ia no
proof; but we should like to know bow Mr. Ritchie
would prove that "Irish Proteatanta have little to
oomplam of,-their hiatory ia written in the tears
and blood of milliona whom they have wronged for
ages!" This ia atrong language, and ia given without a ahade of reuon for ita support.

glean a few scattered fragments that lie in bis way
u be movea along the path of nature. Mr, Goaac
doea not profeu to do more i ho aave be "hu swept
rapidly acroaa the vut fiela of m'arvels, anatcbing
up a gem here and there and culling one and
another of the brilliant bioaaoma of tbia flowery
region, to weave a 1pecimen chaplet, a aample coronal, which may tell of the good things behind."
As the title of bia book indicates, the in ,·eatigations
are restricted to zoological aubjecta, and aucb u
are, for the moat part, within the roach of all who
have acceaa to the sea-aide or hedge-ro,n; and the
deacription1 are given in language aa familiar and
untecbnical aa the nature of the aubjert permita ;
for it muat not be forgotten that the atudy of the
world of nature ia a science, not a mere amuaement
to wile away idle hours, and that, even with the
aid of the m1croacope, which enlightens 80 much of
our mental darkncaa, it muat be approached aa a
work of labour, requiring thought and aaaiduity;
Six YBAB8'TBAVBLSIN Rt:SSIA, Bran Engliah it will aoon become a labour of love. Among the
Lady. 2 vole. Pu'>liahed by HUR8T AND numeroua books which have been written to aaaiat
the young student in hie reaearchea, we know of
BLACXB1T,London.
none that may be more useful to him than thia. It
English ladies do now what it would have been im- ia illuatrated with a large number of woodcuts of
poesible to do a few yean ago. 'l'he " freedom of subject.a drawn directly from the microscope.
the rail," even when it does not extend beyond our
every-day boundaries of France, Germany, portions
of Italy and Spain hu nevertheleaa revolutioniaed THE LJ. W8 OP CONTR.\STOP COLOUR,AND THEIR
ArPLlCATlON TO THB AllTB, D.r__ll.E . CHB\'•
the road waya o! tbe world, and the proprieton of
REUL, Director of the Dye Worka of the
inna and honea are obliged, by their own intereata,
Gobelina, &c. &c. Translated from the French
to provide very differently for travellen than they
JonN SPJ.NTON, New .Kdition, with Illusby
uaea to do in those "good old timee," which arc
trations printed in Colours. Publiahed by
now happily matter of hiatory. Thie particular
ltOUTLEDOF.
& Co., London.
"lady" must be a charming travelliog companion,
aa ready to endure u to enjoy; abounding with the In the number of the .Art-Journal for September,
ready sympathy that wooe all who come within 185t, there appenred a brief notice of .M.Chevreul'a
valuable book on colour, ae translated by )lr.
its infiuenoo to affect.ion, and abatea the aufferin~
of othen without greatly increaaing our own. We Martel; and in the following month our able conknow very little of our great northern neighbours, tributor, Mr. Bobert Hunt, made it the aubject of
THB NIOJ!T SIDE OP LONDON.-HERB ANDTm!RB after reading these volumes, "·e are certainly one of hia valuable articles . After theae ooticea it
DI LoNDON,-THB LONDON PULPIT, By J,
diapoaed to embrace the Ruaa, and bestow upon ia quite unneceaaary for ua to go over the aa111e
EWING RITCHlB, Eaq. Publiahed by WILLlAX him (nft,r hia bath) the kiaa of peace. We some- ground again, for although Mr . Spanton'a tranalaTWBBDIB,London.
times f1ave felt that our fair traveller ia almost too tion diJl'en from that of Mr. ll[artel'a, it ia only in
the fonn of expreaaion ; each alike contains the
We have placed these three works together, because anxious to steep everything in that cuuleur tk ro,c sense
original. In reviewing the former
they are by the sall'e author, and bear upon each which ia a lady's privilege; but ahe accords, in edition!ofwethespoke
very strongly of the omiaaioo of
general, good aound reason& for her praiae, and also
other. We consider the" Night Side of London"
the
co
oured
diagrams
appended to the French
gh·cs
us
nearly
aa
much
pleasure
u
she
received.
the moat valuable o( the three, u it ahowa ua the
remarking that without these the book wu
wretched groundwork of tbnt ",ocial evil" of which The style of her writing is firm, and fresh, and work,
nearly uaeleaa: the omission baa been aupplied in
10 much has been said, and for which, after all, ao genial, while her remarks are aufi!ciently conthis new edition and the nlue of the diograma
little hu been done . The monster evil-the great densed. She deals with !acts rather than with will
be sufficiently apparent to nil who consult the
opinion,,
and
never
seeks
to
shield
herself
beneath
"ain-meater" o( the Britioh lolanda, ia INTB:IIPE·
work ; and it ia w1thin the reach of the thousands
D.ANCB,-thia ia the determined foe to our moral the banner of impai·tiality . She feels an affec- occupied
profeaaions and trades where a thorough
and material improvement. The great TBKPBRANCB tion for the people among whom she lived for knowledgein of
of colour ia indiapenaable,
MoVEMBNTbt>gan with the lower orders, but it as- six yean, and not having a large perception of for it is amallthein la1<s
size, and publiabed at a Ten·
the
ridiculous,
she
does
not
perhnpa
perceive
their
cended rapidly i and, while "gentlemen"
would
moderate price.
•
now be uhamea to be aeeo "drunk," they take but foibles, or, if abe does, she deairea rather to conceal
little paina to prevent the druokennc&S of the poor. than to display. Her book would be more popular
It it be the 0110 lu.rury of the latter, it ia a lu:rury with the million if the contrary bad been the case, 'l'lll! WILD FLOWERS OP ENOLA.ND
. B,· the Rev.
RoBBRT TY.\8, M.A., F.R .B.S. Wfth Twelrn
for which the,· pay dearly, and which conaigna them, and we should have got more strictly at the foundation
of
the
social
evil&
that
exist,
under
difftirent
after struggling livea, to nameleaa gra,·ea. Air.
Highly Coloured Groups of Flowers, by JA.!11118
aspects, in every state ; but our " lady " doea her
Ritchie laya bare the haunts and temple, of "fut
ANDREWS, F.H.S. Publiahed by Hot::LSTo:AND WRIGHT, London.
men" and miserable women, and draws hia deduc- beat, not her tcorat, for the Ruaaians, and for thia
tions with atrength and earneatneaa; but we would they ought to be grateful. The volumes are indeed Thie ia one of the moat cl,arming "companionable"
full
of
useful,
aa
well
u
of
interesting,
and
even
impreaa upon him, and upon all who desire to benefit
yolu~1es we ba,·e aeen for" many a long day;" it
the lower "middle class" u well aa the poor, that entertaining, matter, written in a pleasant style, 11 a literary bouquet of beauty and fragrance, fresh
abounding in illustrative anecdote, and bearing from our hills, our lanes, our woods, our riverthere muat be relaxation for the worker; the ~eat
question ia, how ia that relaxation to be obtamed, evidence throughout of an observant, yet a generous,
banks. We might quote page after page, with
and in what 11\puld it cooaiet? Our climate cannot nature.
ad vantage to our readen, if we had apace ;
be depended upon for the enjoyment of the cup of
even then we should do but half justice- gin,
coffee and the out-door music that content our con- Tnl! Bot•QUBT OF Buurr.
Engraved by H. but half pleasure ; for where would be the
tin•ntal neighboun, but why ahould not the TemRomssox, from the picture by C. BAXTER, flower grnups that add such richneaa and vaperance advocates pro,·ide attractive and yet raPublished by 1'. llcLBAN, London.
riety to the whole?
This gathering of wild
tional amuaement? We do not mean ttaching,,
11.owcn ia eapecially fitted for the band of the
but what producea the cheerfulneaa that lightens A f•nciful title given to a group of three girls," not country clerg, ·man, and Mr. Tyaa haa done hia
toil, and aeoda forth the worker with renewed ow'er young to marry yet," but each of whom, it spiriting lo\'ingly, with heart aa well u pen, and
apirit. Certainly there should be 80me counter- may be presumed, would mnko a loving, u abe with head aa well as heart . Hia love for tlie poetry
attraction of a harmlesa kind to keep the poor from certainly would be a lovely, wife. There is a little of nature haa not impaired hia zeal for the liiatory
the pot-house. 1::veoing bands, in the summer, in too much of oporatio character in the manner in of the 11.owenhe delight.a to honour, and the pretty
the parka might do a great deal; and, when the which the aruat hu "composed" them, yet the book contains sufficient information to aattsfy u
weather did not permit, in the Temperance Halla. grouping, with the graceful arrangement of the moderate botanist. llr. Andrewa'a illustrations nre
The legislature should remember that a diajointed dresses and the noacgays, ia rich and tasteful. The faithful in colour and in drawing; we anticipate
atate must spring from the congregated impurities of engraving can scarcely fail to be popular, for the many a stroll through the lovely lanes of our
our population, if not checked, and turned into diffe- subject recommends it, and Mr. Robinson'• free and fo\'Ourite county with this book aa our companion .
rent curreota from those wbicil it ia now loathsome delicate burill ttivea additional value to the painter's
to think o(. The "Night Side of London" deserves elegant design : the shttdowed tone on the face of
a pince upon tho table of every thinker in England. the gipaey-looking maiden ia most skilfully managed LIGHT ANDSU.\DI!. 1::ngravcd by HENRY CousENS,
from the Picture by J . SANT, Publiahod by
" Here and '!'here in London" bean evidence of in its transparency, and contraata adruirably with
GRAVES& Co., London.
the same train of thought and feeling, though the the sunlight on the countenance, of the othen .
The pictures of .Mr. Sant are always charming;
aubjcct does not can them forth in their strength.
there
are few artiata who so entirely reach the
Iodeed 1 this volume showa the author'• weakneaa, E, ·a::n:-os AT THE M1c11oscorx; or, Reaearcbes
heart, and that by no atraining after effect, but simply
tor, mmgled with much curious and intereating
among
the
Minuter
Organs
and
Form,
of
Aniby a pure love of the beautiful in nature and i.he
matter, and atill more that ia right and holy, i• a
mal Life. By P. H. GossE, F .R.S. Published
trne in Art . Tbia ia a moat agreeable print: it
narrow-minded bittemeaa ag,inat our Eetabliehed
by
the
Society
for
Promoting
Chriatian
KnowChurch, that we note with deep regret. This ia
portray• two lovely girls, one aolemo, the other
ledge, London.
Joyous; one literally in shade, the other sparkling
eapccially manifested in the obeerntiona upon the
preachings in St. Paul'a Cathedral. How sadly arc All that Mr. GOAO hu hitherto done in the way of with light,-the light of a happy heart as well aa
80me tempted to forget that " Paul may plant, and authorship hu been well done, and this, the latest under a ray .of a morning sun. The print ia
Apolloe water, but God giveth the increaae " io- of bis works, affords no exception to the rule. The small, and hu been very skilfully engraved by
crcaae to the laboun of both. Yet still Paul ,nuat field of investigation opened up by the art of the Mr. Cousens; it ia a pleasmt subject to look upon,
pla_nt, and Apollo• mu8' water, and can they not do optician ia 80 vast, that no limita can be aaaigned to and cannot be too often in the mind and before
ao 111 brotherly peace and love ?
it : all which the mo1t active inquirer can do ia to the eye.
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matory force with which we know they have
the power to move our sympathies. We are told
to search the Houses of Parliament.. W c do,
and find their essays hidden in lobbies,chambers,
and corridors-sacrificed to inexorable architecture and uncompromisin~ stained glnss.
The palace at Westminster will be the wailiug
place of many of the best works of our day.
When these painters are in their places on the
walls of the Academy, their presence is apologetic: they exhibit some diversion of their
leisure hours, anti thus do no more, from time
to time, than make "signs ."
Ward conciudes the misfortunes of the royal
family of France by the act of accusation of
Marie Antoinette . Herbert exhibit!' a single
figure-Mary Magdalen. Dycepniuts 'Contcntmeut'-an aged ferryman; and Maclisea graceful tri8.e from Moore's Irish Melodies. And
these must be received in the stead of pictures
of nobler purpose, such as we might have had
if the artists we name were not emplGyed for
the Houses of Parliament . The pictures exhibited by Sir Edwin Landseer fail to maintain
the impressions which have been made by those
that have gone before, although of tlie four
there is one that no other baud can equal.
And even while we write, we receive the sad
intelligence that the profession has lost one
of its most accomplished members; one whose
works-conceptions of refined and elegant taste
-have ever, during his long and brilliant career,
been sources of pleasure to the public,-we
mean Mr. Leslie, to whose memory a fitting
tribute is paid elsewhere in our pages. By
t.his eminent artist there are two pictures. The
works of E. R. Pickersgill are more earnestly
historical than any that have preceded them ;
and E~g's 'Cromwell at Naseby' is an original idea, that has suffered somewhat in a
perhaps hasty execution. Horsley's 'Milton '
1s one of the most charming productior,s of its
class; and in Frederick Goodall's 'Felice Ballarin' we see re-productions of the men that
sat to the worthies of the V cnetian school.
Phillip's picture is a work of great power and
perfect accuracy, as descriptive of national
costume and character. 1''rith exhibits only a
portrait,-he is gathering material for another
well-peopled canvas. Mulready has enfeebled
his small picture by painting a naked child in
it ; for, beautifull.y as he draws the nude,
he does not colour 1t well. Stanfield, Roberts,
Redgrave, Lee, and Creswick, contribute subjects in their respective departments, as do
some others; and a certain number do not this
year appear as contributors.
Millais' figures of this year falsify the
position he has so rashly striven to vindicate.
Of them there can be no other interpretation
than that they are a painful recantation of the
principles to which it was the creed of his followers that we must all subscribe at last. His
pictures are placed on the line because he has
been received into the associateship of the
Academy ; but it cannot be believed that such
works could otherwise have procured him that
distinction, nor can it be supposed they will
ever raise him to full membership. But
where are the demonstrations of those who
have been so boastful of their "Pre -Raft'aellite"
heresy P We meet here and there with figures
by ones and twos-all essence-shivering in
their ecstatic meagreness,-mendicants rather
than saints,-cravmg your charity rather than
pm,ring God's blessing. The charity with
wluch the" hangers" have regarded the essays
of lesser professors of the faith should not
have been <lenied to the works of Mr. Millais,
-he suft'ers an irreparable injury by the too
conspicuous exposure of his pictures. They
will be remembered when all else he has done
is forgotten.
The works of our rising school are legion
even in the exhibition, and there must have
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~~iilllflll~ll_1ra
question as to whether
illl!i~~~

i

that which is called PreRaft'aellismhas led to the
exactitude that has now
for some time characterized the drawing of our
school, or the precision
of which even twenty years ago
___ ..,, there existed admirable instances
. in the works of artists who have lived
' to see the triumph of their principles,
it is not necessary to determine here.
The result, however, undoubtedly is, that
the prccisians are "masters of the situation." Indift'erent as is the exhibition of this
year, look where we may on these walls, there
remain but two or three works-;-sketchy traditions of the infancy of the present centurythat profess "spirited touch ' to be the all in all.
Thus the collection is preponderant in examples of manner wherein great exertion of Jabour
has been directed towards the realization of
minute detail, and, in innumerable instances,
without the slightest feeling for eft'cct, or
even roundness. The platitude of surface
and unwholesome breadth which so frequently
accompany sharp and linear drawing, are offensive to taste of even the least refinement; for there are certain canons which must
regulate the production of good Art ; and
when we find works that have been executed
in obedience to these, combining at the same
time exactitude of form, the result must
be a quality which was not common to our
school in the first quarter of the present century. Imitation of form is carried to a scrupulous extreme, and it is left to genius to disCO\"erthe golden mean, of which we may say,
that although there arc no ambitious instances,
the collection is not without worthy examples.
It is not necessary to inquire whence the benefit has arisen,-the drawing and painting of
our school has of late years improved, insomuch that the manner of the French,
once considered minutely definite, is now regarded as unsatisfactorily loose. This severity of practice is shown principally in the
works of non-academical exhibitors, whose
productions excite great public interest, and
some of which are models of beauty and power.
We shall yet for years to come observe on
the walls of the Academy the negative influence of the slowly .Progressive decorations of
the Houses of Parliament. The best figure
painters of the bod_yacademic are subsidized
for the most precious years of their lives.
When Maclise, Herbert, Ward, Dyce, mingle
fitfully in the throng, their writing on the walls
of the citadel of Art has not the grand decla-
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been a thousand l"('jccted. All these evince a
certain preten3ion m mechanical power, and a
portion of them are the results of poetic sentiment ; but n multitude show that their authors
construe originality as the selection of II bald
passage from some eccentric poem, and the
following it out in all its maudfm aft'ectntion.
It must be admitted that the exhibition of
1859 is below the average : we do not complain
that there is uo one picture of universal interest
and attraction-that is an advant.age ; but it is
subject for reflection and regret that we fail to
obtain evidence of marked advance in any of
the leaders of our school, while we seek in vain
for new oaudidates whose productions girn
assurance that the,r are destined to fill the
places which Time 1s now frequently 1·endering
vacant. We do not find proofs t.hat the men
of mark who are aged, or who have gone from
us, are to be replaced bv others as likely to
uphold the fame of our nation.
Yet a grand future is before us, if we can
greatly meet it. All the disadvantages by which
the !loyal Academyhas been encumbered,all the
obstacles that impede its progress, all the difficulties, real or presumed, that have been the
excuses of its members for doing 011/ywhat
they have done to foster and strengthen British
Art, arc in due course of removal ; and the
question is, or soon will be, shall we be in a
condition to prove that the evils of which we
hafe been so long and so energetically complaining are really those that embarrass Art in
England, and that if relieved from them, our
powers would be better seen and appreciated,
and our ilories be more unquestionably manifest? We confess to so111e
dread of the issue,
when a new palace of modern Art is found in
Piccadilly, and we have failed to attribute our
failures and "shortcomings" to limited space,
and so forth, in Trafalgar Square.
Possibly, as we grow older, our memories
may revert to the past with too much of old
love : but we confess our hearts are sad as we
call to mind the exhibitions at Somerset House,
in rooms far more circumscribed than are those
at the National Gallery, when Mulready, Leslie,
Eastlake, Landseer, Stanfield, and Roberts,
were in their prime, and Turner, Hilton, Wilkie, CallcoU.,Lawrence, Constable, and others
almost as note-worthy, were the contributors
by whom the walls were furnished. It is, however, wiser to hoee than to despond, and it is
certain that what IS called our " rising school "
has many excellences, and gives much good
promise, although not in force sufficient to
make us forget our glories, as they were exhibited, year after year, before Millais painted
and Ruskin wrote.
We proceed to review the collection. Although, as heretofore, we devote considerable
space to the great Art-topic of the year, we
have now, as ever, to regret that we shall be
compelled to limit our notices to comparatively
few words of comment. }'or many good works
we have had to search far above " the line,"
and as much below it as possible. " The
hangers" are certainly not to be envied ; but
there are cases on these walls so fla,,"Tantthat
to attribute them to ignorance-to the inability
to distinguish merit from mediocrity-would
be wrongfully to accuse "the three." Is t.his
power to give heart-pangs-to blight hopes
and ruin prospects- to continue always? We
have the means of jud~ing when obvious inj ustice has been committed in reference to
pictures that are placed, but we can do little
more than guess at the melancholy results as
re~rdd the works of artists who have been
reJected altogether ! We should sJartle, as
well as pain, our readers, if we were to explain
some of the cases that have been submitted to
us,-of pictures by painters who have earned
fame, to whom "admissions" seem unaccountable impossibilities.
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No . 8. 'The Village Bridge,' T. CRESWICK, costume-something less scenic had been more
R.A . The bridge is a picturesque object, and path etically eloquent; and then the brilliant
in the picture there is a reminiscence of the colour of the hose suits but ill with the spirit of
artist's earlier faith-minus the freshness of ex- a meeting which {lroposes to touch the tender
pression. The copal is too evident in the touch; emotions. Certes,m colour there is a sentiment
and in matters more important , the work is but never failing if faithfully appealed to. Had we
a reminder of wl1at the painter ha, done.
seen but half a limb of this prisoner we should
No. 9. 'Grace Harvey's Visit to the Sick have recognised the acrobat of the 'Weary
Girl,' W . GALE. The subject, we are told, is Life,' of last year.
found in Kingsley's "Two Years Ago ;" but the
No. 27. 'A Woodland Bank,' H . MooRE.
incident speaks so distinctly for itself, and is so A small paradise of wild flowers, ~asses, and
commonplace, that it were by no means neces- weeds-a fragrant nook of surpassmg beauty.
sary to go so far for such material. The two
No . 30. 'An Incident in the Life of Fredefigures are most delicately executed, and the rick the Great of Prussia,' Mrs . E. M. WARD.
room in which the interview takes place is The" incident" is related in a passage of Carminutely described; but the curtain at the lyle's "Frederick the Great," being the little
window comes too forward.
Fritz's earliest indication of an " appetite for
No . 15. 'The Vale of Uest,' J.E. MrLLAis, soldiery," by "strutting about and assiduously
A. The friends of Pre-Raffaellite art are en- beatingalittledrum."
The two children-for
tirely at a loss to divine into what the pro· there are two-are admirably painted. The dra•
fessions of the ir prote!/eswill finally be re- peries arc broad and effective, yet by no means
solved. The composition to which the title slight in colour or finish. The characters are
attaches is somewhat lar~ : it contains two conceived and expressed with force and truth,
figures, both nuns ; one 18 digging a grave, and altogether there are few more meritorious
while the other sits by in a contemplative pose. works in the collection. The "hangers" do
The churchyard, or convent cemetery, is in- not appear to be of this opinion, or have, at
closed, and beyond the wall there is nothing all events, acted as if they were not ; they
to break the sky save the trees which grow in have been influenced neither bv intelligence nor
the place. The recent works exhibited by gallantry . The picture is small : yet it is so
1.ir.Millais have been a series of surprises, but placed as entirely to destro,v:its value-immethis even more than all that have gone before diately under Mr . Grants "killing" lady,
excites especial wonder. The graveyard, with and on the ground, where it will have a con.
its fresh ~s,
trees (painted , by the way, very tinual coating of dust . We rarely attribute
much as if from photography), and appropriate wrong motives; but it is difficult to know upon
incident, we dismiss by saying that it could what principle " the three " have so elfecnot have been better; of the nuns there is tually ruined this accomplished ladf s work.
No . 31. 'Mrs. Baillie Cochrane, F. GRANT,
more to be said. ln all previous works the
faces have been sti))pled with surpassingjinme,
R.A. A small full-length: the lady is stand·
but the features of the woman digging are as ing with her left hana resting on the back
coarselv painted as any trial sketch that Ho - of a chair. It is a graceful figure, though
garth ever made. Again, the figure is dis- more sketchy in execution than other similar
torted into false action, and is glaringl1 im- works by its author.
perfect in drawing. With respect to the sitting
No . 32. 'Pavonia,' F. LEIGHTON. By a
fi~re , the head does not seem to belong to the simple process of etymological deduction this
body,-the features are coarse in character, lady is so christened because she holds up a
and vulgar in colour. Mr. Millais has shown fan of peacock's tail, which relieves the head.
that he possesses knowledge and power, but It is an original idea, effectively available in a
every successive production of late has been a picture. The head is full of character, and the
new phase, insomuch that we still ask, "What
quality of the painting is incomparably superior
is Pre -Ratfaellite art?" This painter must to that of 'Samson Agonistes,' or any other
surely be trying to probe the depths of human Inter work.
credulity .
No. 34. 'Portrait,' S. CoLE. That of a
No. 21. 'Paris in Portugal-Costumes
of little boy in a red dress, telling well from the
Grigo, near Oporto,' J. ScnENCK. The subject brilliancy of its colour.
is extremely fantastic-Portuguese
reapers
No. 36. 'Walton -on-Thames,' W . E. BATES.
wearin~ chapeaux de dames. The effect of this A pleasant reminiscence of an always agreeable
composition is destroyed by disingenuous treat- subject : seen better, it would be oetter appre ment; the natural daylight hue of the corn-field eiated.
.
would have brought the figures forward.
No . 39. 'The Late Charles Dixon, Esq ., of
No. 22. 'The Very Rev. the Dean of St. Stansted Hall, Hants,' J. P. KNIGHT, R.A.
Paul's,' H . W. PmLLIPs. An admirable like- A full-length figure of the size of life; a proand reality .
ncss of the poet Milman : such as his co-mates duction of great J>OWer
and posterit.1 will like to see him. It is exNo. 40. 'The Night before Naseby,' A. L .
cellently pamted, and bears evidence of a Eoo, A. Of the' Night before Naseoy' there
master hand, and a kindred spirit.
may be many interpretations-it
may have
No . 23. ' The Right Rev . the Lord Bishof. been ))assed by the opposing hosts as was the
of Salisbury,' G. RICHMOND,
A. A simplehal. night before Hastings. Our attention is ad.
length of the size of life, with a cast of inquirJ dressed, however, to but one man, and that man
on the features. The spire of the cathedral 1s is Cromwell. He is on his knees, praying fer.
in the background. The taste of these per- vently in his tent , with his Bible before him
sonal allusions is very questionable .
supported by his sword-a little trick to which
No . 25. 'A Pleasant Way by the River, ' W . we take obJection. His features are entirely
F. WITJIERINGTON,R.A . The entire upper in shade, the light being at his back; but the
field of view is a screen of the foliage that shade is so heaV¥ and opaque that in time the
overhangs a path on the river -bank, made out head will settle mto a black spot. The lines
with a reverent attachment to the simplest con- of the tent canvas interfere much with the
struction of the colour and the breadth of nature. composition. Bevond we see t.l1etented field
No . 26. 'Prison Solace,' R. CARRICK. Al- lighted by the moon. The subject is a good
ways a touching incident, when set forth with one, and it is brou~ht forward without any
a becomi11gfeeling. A young man, a prisoner, vulgar display of military apparatus; its selechas ascended to the window of his cell, to tion is evidence of thought, and the treatment
hold discourse with some dear heart-a wife, proves reading and reflection. It is not, how.
or at least a betrothed . His arm is passed ever, an agreeable picture, although unquesthrough tl1e bars, to which her face is closely tionabl,y the production of a master thoroughly
pressed. The artist has been ill at ease for imbued with a knowledge and love of Art.

No . 41. ' Claude sketching the 'l'omb of
Plautus, near Tivoli,' W. D . KENNEDY.A land.
scape with a title bearing reference to Claude
should be of more clas$ical character than that
which is seen from the brid~, even with the
tomb of Plautus. The work 18 skilful in manipulation, but the colour is not that of nature .
No . 44. 'A Posthumous Portrait,' R. THOR·
BURN, A. It is a small full-length of a child,
a girl apparently about twelve years of age; a
miniature in oil. The head is charmingly
painted, and the composition supporting the
figure is rich, but in good taste . The feet and
legs, however, are too small and slight .
No. 45. 'Morning,' E. M. WA1tD,R.A. A
profile study of the head and bust of a lady in
walking-dress, apparent.ly tending her flowers.
The head comes forward palpable and life-like,
and the picture is charmingl!_painted.
No . 46. • • • • J. A. FITZGERALD
.
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" Full mnny a flower Is born to blush un•ccn,
And waste 11.sswccloosa on the desert air ."

The subject is a flower-girl, who, as if weary
with ill-success in selling her violets, is resting
her head against an ivy-covered bank. The
proposed sentiment is at once felt, and there is
great merit in the execution of the several
parts that make up an effective whole.
No. 55. • • • • J. SANT.

I

" Sometlmes, with most Intensity
Gazing, I >eem to see
Thought folded o,·er thought."

In one essential, of the utmost importance to
the class of subject which he has adopted,
Mr . Sant succeeds to admiration : his costume
is of indefinite form - of no fashion, though
always elegant, and it never in interest supersedes the figure. This is a lady looking
from a window, both arms resting on a cushion.
The features are beautiful, but they bespeak
inward anxiety. There is a surpassmg charm
in every production of this accomplished artist's
pencil.
No. 56. 'Tar, a celebrated Retriever , the
property of Charles Brett, Esq.,' A. COOPER,
R.A. There is only the dog-a black dog with
a duck at his feet. It is a small picture, but
the best its author has for some time exhibited ;
indeed, he has never produced a better.
No. 60. 'The LitUe Loiterer,' H . . LE
JEUNE. The landscape here is an important
chapter of the story ; it is solid, broad, and
natural. The idler is a village child-a girl,
who, on her way to school, is seated listlessly
on a grassy bank. Nothing can be more commonplace than the circumstance in description;
but the picture has that interest which the
hand of genius alone can communicate, and
which no detail can describe.
No . 61. 'A Grey Morning,' H . Mooru: . A
view sea-ward, with nothing for a theme save a
shred of mornin~ sky . Without colour, without
an effort, the art1St has produced a gem of price.
No . 62. 'Beilstein , on the Moselle,' G. STAN·
FIELD. The Moselle is well known for its pictorial sites, and none of these is more attractive
than Beilstein. The little quaint, dirty, interesting old town is viewed from the river-bank, so
as to bring it under the hill with its crown of
ruins. Every passage of the work is translated with unimpeachable sincerity of purpose.
The preservation of local colour, with an effect
so felicitous, is a triumphant success.
No . 63. 'A Huff,' J. PHILLIP, A. Rather
a large composition, {>resenting an extensive
agroupment of Sparush holida_y-makers, of
whom the princieal and centre-piece is a girl,
who stands poutwg and angry, having had a
quarrel with her husband or lover, who is
near, mounted on horseback . She is vexed
even to tears ; but that it is a quarrel with
the man on horseback is not very perspicuous,
although her companion wishes to induce her
to turn round and speak to him. The figures
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are numerous, and purely national in character large picture, bearing on its entire surface its other qualities, constitute.i it one or the
and costume. The artist maintains his rank ; indications of studious labour. The dilferent be3t of the minor performances of the artist.
it is not to be questioned; and if, in this work, draperies are all cast in lines and forms, and
No. 116. • • • • W. GALE.
he gives us less pleasure than he has given us worked in tones that promote the system of
.. Love thy mother, llttlo one;
on other occasions, we may be surely content the composition. It is altogether a more imKlsa and clasp her nee.It again."
with a production to be placed among the best portant work. of the poetic class thau any These lines from Hood stand in the place of a
of its class.
which Mr. Pickcragill hasyet produced. Th title to a miniature group of a mother and
No. 65. 'Mrs. Peel,' H. WEIGALL. A
No. 86. 'Summer,' S. R. PERCY.
e child, executed with a refinement of touch that
portrait of the size of life, simple and elegant broken, tufty, and uncared-for shred of old rivals the most finished productions on ivory.
m treatment.
pasture that occupies the right section of this
No. 11S. • • • • F. LEIGHTON.
No. 69. 'The Countess della Torre,' R. canvas is in reality the picture; the imitation
" Looking at the happy autumn llolds,
BucKNER. This would be a graceful portrait of the worn and commonplace sunny surface
And U1loklng or the days that are no more."
if the stature of the lady were not exaggerated is unexceptionable.
bevond all possibility.
No. 87. 'R. J. Lane, A.E.,' J. P. KNIGHT, The quotation refers to a study of a female head
No. 70. ' The coast of Cornwall, near the R.A. This is a successful portrait; the features of a dark southern type, probably painted from
Land's End-A Dismasted Ship rescued by a arc meditative, the real sentiment for such a the same subject as the figure in a work already
Steamer,' F. R. LEE, R.A. The ship and the head. The resemblance is perfect.
noticed. There is much more in it than in the
No. 96. 'Com~
Summer,' T. CRESWICK, ordinary class of head studies.
steamer in this really grand work. vitiate the
No. 119. 'Oft' Guard,' M. J . LA.WLEss.He
pure and exalted style which prevails through- R.A. There is little or no variety in the
out the remainder of the picture. The subject material employed by Mr. Creswick in his who is in this happy condition is a trooper of the
is a section of sandstone rock, with a clift' larger compositions of late years : a river, seventeenth century,-a royali3t-and English,
beyond it, as a secondary and supporting trees, a village, a strip of common, and a piece it would be at once determined, did not the
quantity. The saudst.one rock has been worn, of cultivated country in varied disposition, watchword "Vive le Roy" stand inscribed on
torn, ground, washed, and riven by the action constitute the limit of his ambition. The prin- the wall. It is a small work, microscopic in
of the elements, and the surely destructive cipal quantity in this picture is a small knoll finish.
No. 124,. 'The Foreigu Guest,' F. D.
alternation of heat and cold during centuries. peninsulated by the bend of a little river, and
And this is what Mr. Lee has proposed to from this base arises a company of aged elms, HARDY. The guest is the monkey of a rerihimself to paint, and this, and all the relative painted with a minuteness which seems to have patetic Italian musician, and the scene o his
circumstances, he has realized with a magna- grown out of the practice of drawing on wood. entertainment is a cottage, the inhabitants of
nimity of feeling we rarely see equalled. On the right is a village, the left opens to the which-father, mother, and children-welcome
1f the small figures were removed, and the cultivated fields. On every part of the surface their visitor in the manner most acceptable to
allusion to life expunged, the poetic argument the utmost care has been exerted, and with him, that is, by feeding him. It is equal to
would be inexpressibly enhanced. There is a entire success as regards the nearest site.
its author's best works.
No. 12:i. 'Marie Antoinette listening to the
want of grey in the shadows, but perhaps the
No. 97. 'What the eye does not see, the
artist does not feel this to be a disadvantage. heart does not grieve at,' J. HAYLLAR. The Act of Accusation, the day before her Trial,'
It is the chef-a'<eucreof his long and honour- proverb is illustrated by a little girl in a green- E. M. WARD, R.A. The conceptions of the
able career.
house, who is admiring the flowers while her two characters, and all the circumstances of
No. 73. 'Puritan Emigrants-An English dog is worrying her doll behind her: bright in this subject, are J;>erhapsas near the truth as
Pastor's Family,' C. LucY. This is scarcely a colour, and precise in the stipple of the may be. There 1s no extraneous accessory to
probability: one of the voluntary exiles for figure.
divert the attention from the personal force of
faith's sake of the seventeenth centur1, lands
No. 98. 'Love in Two Chapters,' J. MoR- the figures, which are so opposite in their
on a lone coast with his Bible and his scant GAN. The pendant is No. 100, and the two attributes. The queen, dressed in the plainest
baggage, and sits bewailing the homeward- pictures describe the courtship and married possible attire, sits in profile, opposed to the
bound ship.
life of two persons of humble station: they are light, which defines the contour of the
figure in a mallller that brings it most elfecNo. 74. 'On the River Wharfe, near Bolton neat in execution and agreeable in colour.
. tively forward from the background. Fouquier
Abbey,' N. 0. LUPTON. The near passages of
No. 101. 'Jean's Toilet,' J. D. WATSON
this picture are full of valuable truths; the A study of a girl dressing her hair: the head Tinville, on his entrance, had surprised her at
scenery about the abbey is at once recognisable. and arms are painted up to a surface like ivory, her religious duties : the crucifix is on the
No. 75. 'Frederick Huth, Esq.,' W. Box- but the lines are left extremely sharp. The little table before her, and while he reads his
ALL,,\,, The subject is presented in profile, right arm is longer than the left.
document, she keeps her eyes fixed on the cruseated; the head is an exceedingly careful
No. 104. 'Ousely Bells, on the Thames, near cifix, and what she hears of the Act she restudy, and the whole exhibits rare talent; but Windsor,' H. DAWSON. A J>icce of common- ceives with a certain curl of the lip, a reserve,
the markings of the eye seem to want the place river scenery : the pith of the work is and a dignity of pose, that besJ>eak contempt,
strength of life.
the sunny sky.
and refusal to recognise the authorities whereby she is outraged. Tinville, a coarse, even
No. 81. 'H. R.H. the Prince Consort, as
No. 105. 'The Poet to his Wife,' D. fuc:Master of the Trinity House,' W. BoxALL,A. LISE,R.A.
brutal impersonation, wearing in his hat three
feathers-white, red, and blue-sits swinging
The Prince wears the uniform of the Trinity
.. Oh, contd we do with this world or ou.rs
his legs under the window, holding the paper
House; he is standing uncovered near the seaAs thou dost with u,ygarden 1,o,..crsshore, and behind him a storm is raging.
Reject the weeds and keep tho flowersbefore him. This work seems to complete the
There are extant better likenesses of tlie
What a heaven on earth we'd make It!"
series in which Mr. Ward has recorded the
misfortunes of Louis XVI. and his family. As
Prince : the drawing and proportions of the We have seen a smaller version of this picturea picture it is a worth.y conclusion to the
lower limbs arc questionable. But the work is differing it may be somewhat from this-painted
liable to a heavier objection; while the sea is for engraving as an illustration to Moore's valuable series, and, like its predecessors, will
roaring, and the winds arc blowing, in the works. The poet and his wife arc two young be placed among his best productions.
No. 133. 'William Henry . Sawyer, Esq.,'
background, neither the one nor the other people. She is busied in trimming the fuchsias
disturbs a feature or moves a hair of the sub- and passion-flowers which cluster round her Sir J. W. GoRDON,R.A. This portrait lias
ject of the picture. This is in all ways wrong: arbour, while he stands by philosophising as been painted for the Hall of the Drapers'
the oraisemblanceis destroyed-we feel at once above. The proposed sentiment is fully esta- Company. It is a full-length, of the size of
that the circumstance is an imJ>ossibility.
blished. It is, as are all the works of this life ; but that is all that can be seen of it, as
No. 82. 'Warrior Poets of the South of admirable painter, interesting and beautiful. the varnish has chilled.
No. 134. 'Posthumous Portrait,' Miss E.
Europe contendin~ in Song,' F. R. PICKERS- We may wish, however, he had given us a
PARTRIDGE. A small study of a head, well
GILL,It.A. The singer is one of the military production of more importance.
No. 106. 'The Countess of Mulgrave,' W. rounded, and agreeable in expression.
troubadours of the thirteenth century, who JS
No. 135. 'Waiting for the Ferry Boatsinging, to a harp accompaniment, a poetic Gusn. 'l'he draperies in this portrait are the
Up_per%ypt,' J . F. LEWIS,A. Like the desert
recital of his own achievements, or those of nepJus ultra of lace and silk painting.
No. 113. 'Clarkson Stanfield, Esq., R.A.,' and daylight subjects of this artist, the pale
some popular hero. The court of jud~ment
is, according to the custom of the time, a D. MACNEE. This portrait is painted for the breadth of the scene is unbroken by a single
tribunal of ladies, who, in this case, distribute Portrait Gallery of the Royal Scottish Aca- streak of shade. Mr. Lewis is true to the
themselvcs beneath the shade of an orange demy. Mr. Stanfield is standing, as in the act principle, that where there are no clouds there
grove on the shores of the Mediterranean, of sketching . It is an unmistakable identity. are no gradations. Those who await the boat
somewhere, it may be, in the neighbourhood
No. 114. 'Repose,' C. W. CorE, R.A. A are two camels and two Arabs; and an examiof Genoa. The female figures arc numerous ; circular picture, showing a mother closely nation of the group p~oclai!llsthe paint.er not
nil coincide in attention to the ln1, but with embracing her infant, in a mallller w,hich de- so entire): at home with 011for a medium as
as great a variety of expression and tempera- clarcs the tenderest affection of the parent. water. 'Ihe picture is, however, most carefully
ment as there are impersonations. It is a I The colour is brilliant and broad-this, with elaborated, and had we never seen the water-
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mnnner is frivolous ; it is true, the words ! look at the flesh surface; the finish is prowhich Shakspere puts into his mouth are vokingly minute.
No.17:i. 'England and Italy,' li[rs. J.B. Hu.
trifling, but they are meaut as evasive, and
might be uttered by a grave and thoughtful A very quaint conceit-that of placin~ two bop
" DAur;hter of Jove and Ledll, bl ... cd, once blessed.
man, such as was the Harry Percy of Henry IV ., side by side, an English and an Italian boy, m
\\"hen her two brothers, on tht!lr a11ow.whlte steeds
Conspicuous, at her nuptials wav'd tho torch t
before be set out on his desperate mission. illustration of happy :England and su1l'ering
lJul the god, bore her from my house a11·ay ."
This picture were a subject for a long chapter Italy. The two fi~ures are extremely well
The picture describes the rescue of Helen from on costume and character, but we have not the painted, as is the entire landscape; but, perhaps,
Theseus, by her brothers Castor and Pollux, apace here for such a disquisition. We looked m the entertainment of subject-matter of this
who, between them, careering through the sky, at it with sad interest, remembering that it is kind, there is a waste of power, that would
bear their fair burthen. It is really a pretty the last work of this gifted painter which we tell eft'ectively in more legitimate material.
idea, but better suited for bas-relief thnu shall have to notice : the pictures of Leslie This accomplished lady is now resident in
will henceforth be vainly sought for on the Itnly ; as " Miss Benham " she obtained no
painting.
inconsiderable repute by her pencil illustraNo. 137. 'The Fusee,' A. COOPER,R.A. walls of the Academy.
No. 160. 'The Church of Santa Maria della tiom, of Longfellow. We rejoice to find her
We are here i11troducedto a shooting party,
who are restin~. The two ponies are well drawn. Salute, at Venice. Erected pursuant to a decree aiming at a higher purpose, and very largely
No. la8 . 'Doubtful Crumbs,' Sir E . L,:so - of the Senate, as a monument of thanksgiving succeeding.
No. 174. 'The Good Shepherd,' W . DYCE,
SEER,RA . This is a storv of a large mastiff' after the cessation of thereat pestilence in
that, having picked a beef bone, fell asleep, 1632, in which 60,000 o the inhabitants R.A.
but still kept one paw on the bone, at which a perished,' D. ROBERTS,R.A. The church
"lleahAII c,my the IAmbsIn his bosom."
hungry puppy stands looking with the most nlone constitutes the picture, the purpose being This is a literal presentation of the Saviour as
grotesque expression of int.erest, but without to give it elevation and importance. The the Shepherd; lie gathers the sheep into the
daring to touch it. The black pup, with bis Dogaoa is shut out, as are the buildings that fold, bearing in his arms a lamb, and being
eagerly protrudio&"tongue and rough coat., is· flank the canal, which would appear if the followed by the sheep as he enters . Thus the
the point of the picture. Sir E. Laodseer pas point of vic,v were more distant Mr. Roberts language of Scripture is rendered by a literal
painted many such heads as t.hat. of the mas- follows Canaletti in painting Venice in low- interpretation in Art, for which it is scarcely
tiff', but he has done nothing which in its way toned breadth, and consequently differs from all necessary to say there is every precedent
other living painters, who with one consent in the ancient schools. If the figure of the
will pair oft' with the poor hungry pup.
No. 139. 'Field Flowers,' H. LE JEUNE. make it another Heliopolis, with its deity ever Savioor were removed from this composition,
The scene is a broad, low-toned composition, shining on it.
there would remain a landscape with a sheepfold
No. 163. 'Doing Crochet-Work,' E. DAvJs. pnled in, trees, nod a cultivated count", auch
less than a landscnpe, as landscapes are now
painted, but more than a background, as back- Two young people-sisters-are
here busied as might be seen in nny rural district" round
grounds have been painted; and in this happy accorcling to the title ; the younger especially London; and in this the artist follows the
valley are ~roups of children, who employ is a most successful study . The bnckgrounil simple conceptions of early Florentine painters.
themselves m gatherin~ and plaitio~ flowers. is perhaps too flat, but 1t is a work of much But the presence of the Saviour glorifies the
Rarely do we see incidents so insignificant excellence.
whole, and elevates the version to the spirit of
qnnlifiedwith so much sweetness of sentiment.
No. 165. 'Mary Mlll?<ialcnwith spices, ap- the scriptural text . It is painted in the most
No. 143. 'Interior of a Farm-house,' A. proaching the tomb of our Lord-Study for perfect purity of feeling; it is, in truth, a work
Pnovrs. So characteristically is all the garni- part of a picture of the holy women passing at of the highest order, compelling not only
ture of this artist's bumble and quaint interior ilaybreak over the place of crucifixion,' J. R. reverence for the theme, hut reseect for the
painted, that the still-life surfaces far transcend HEBBERT,R.A. The mind is at once aft'ected artist who could so well conceive, and so
the forms which are intended actually to live by the inward suffering betrayed by these admirably picture it.
and breathe in them. They are interesting features. The eyes are inflamed with excess
No. 175. 'Brau will never put another stag
pictures; but the colour is not that of the re- of weeping, and the face is wan with \\·atching. to bay ; and Oscar will no mak.' out by himseI:
alities : an approach to fidelity of tint would It is a half.length figure; she carries the vessels The deer will do fine yet,' SIR E. LA.NnsEER,
therefore he a new epoch.
containing the spices, and although but half o( R.A. These are the words of the keeper, on
No. 146. 'Sunbury on Thames,' W . E. the person is visible, we see that she is in seeing one of his best dogs killed in the water
BATES. The view is taken from the opposite motion. With the most perfect propriety the by a swimming stag, and the other likely to
bank. It is a small picture, in which the costume is not conspicuous ; the bead is enve- share the same fate. It is a large picture,
value of a breadth of grey tint is at once felt loped iu a white drapery, which falls on lo the showing principally the bead of the s~, and
and acknowledged.
shoulders, and besides this, there is n white that of the _Pursuingdog, which, as he is preNo. 148. 'Near the Common,Woking, Sur- robe and a blue mantle, and we doubt not this paring to seize the stag, the latt er is about to
rey,' F . W. HULME. The veracity of this arrangement, as it is managed, has been a sub- gore to death, as he has destroyed the other
foreground cannot be impugned. It is a nook ject of anxious study. But the effect is the dog. The expression of the two animals is
closed in by trees,-such a scrap of way-side triumph of the picture : the time is just aft.er fierce and resolute, but the dread menace of the
waste we may see fifty times instanced between daybreak, and the yet feeble morning light Culls stag doomsthe hound. The scene is an e1r.anse
Clapham and Woking, but not in one case upon the left cheek with just sufficient power of lake, agitated by a storm that prevails in
would the " uneducated" eye discover a single to bring the bead gently forward from the the murky sky ; the painting is, however, less
picturesque combination. 1)·hco, however, the background. The subject is mournful; there satisfactory than in other productions by this
rough and weedy bottom is translated to cam as, is, consequently, no prominence of colour, and eminent painter.
not only is the association of circumstance wcl- with equal good feeling no parade of manner.
No. 182. 'A Fine Dai in Arundel Park,'
corned as beautiful, but the manner of its ren- In deep and touching sentiment the work is P. W. ELEN. The view lS that from the high
dcring is pronounced the perfection of Art.
not surpassed by any other of any time or any ground in the park, lookin~up the Arnn towards
No. }Sil. 'Hotspur and Lady Percy,' C. R. school.
the Weald; but. the qunl1tyof the work cannot-.
LESLIE,.It.A.
No. lli7 . 'J ustas the twig is bent the tree's be seen, as it is too !ugh.
Lady . What ls It carriesyou away?
inclined,' W. MULREADY
, R.A. The' twig'
No. 183. 'Mrs . Gaskell,' F. GRANT,RA.
Hot,pur. Why , myhorse, my love-my horse.
in this case is an infant, whom its mother is The lady appears in an open composition, with
Fint Part qf llmrv IV., Act II., &mt 3•
tcnching to pray. The defect of the picture snow on the ground, and consequently in
The farewell is presumed to take place on the we state at once, by saying that the child is in winter walking ilress, wearin~ the Andalusian
~rand staircase of Wark worth Castle. Hotspur colour too red, and tliis redness, by the too hat, which is at present vulgarized; but this ports booted and bonneted for his journey, and the free use of burnt sienna, is exaggerated iu the trait will outlast the ephemeral fashion, and
horse of which be speaks is held by a groom at shades. This artist does not succeed in pai11t- it will hereafter be considered a becoming headthe gate. His manner is as impatient as his ing the nude, that is, as to colour; but who is gear. It. is at once a portrait and a J.>icture.
words, but Lady Percy is all tenderness and there, in any of the living schools, who could
No. 184-. 'On the Coast of Bnttany,' C.
R.A. 'l'he sea belts on the shore
solicitude. There are circumstances in the excel him, even of late years, in dratti11gthe STANFIELD,
picture which might point to that passage of nude? Look at the morbide:zaof the mother's somewhat heavily, and in the meeting of the
the play that has msp1red the conception; but face ; the exquisite texture, the warm and waves lies the argument of the picture. It is
there are others so entirclv at variance with all yielding surface, the drawing and painting of an ordinary low coast scene, broken by a
pre-conceivP.dnotions of 1Iotspur, as to forbid the hands ; the soft union of coutermioous sur- variety of material, valuable only in pictures,
the supposition that Hotspur could be ero-faces; the playful, yet unobtrusive trick of the -old groins, old boats, bits of wreck, spars, and
P.o~ed
. 1n the m~:i figure under consideration. hair-and tell us where the want of freshness rn<>ged
-looking men. There are few points of
'lhis 1mpersonat1onasserts that Hotspur was is. W c feel humiliated in asserting that, had ligl1t; but the few we find are of great importa man sli_ghtand under the middle stature the child been dressed, the picture would have nnce in the broad and generous treatment with
and his air, wit_h bis gloves, beret, and long been as good as many of the arti~t·s most which the subject is worked out.
boots assume hun to have been a fop. His esteemed works. "Get thee glass eyes," and
No. 185. 'Interior of n Cottage in Brittany,'
colour paintings of the artist, we could not
have made a comparison so disadvantageous.
No. 136. • • • • G. JoNEs, RA .
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some application we arc quite sure he would nit ion and placing of the masses of foliage. lt
have answered in the affirmative. The action is one of the most satisfactory of the artist's
is certainly ungraceful, if not unbecoming ; it works.
is, to say the least, "a mistake" so to picture
No. 229. 'Consolation,' T. BnooKs . The
such a man,-an error on the part of the author relations here are of a painful cast, the consoas well as on that of the artist. The portrait, lation bein~ offered by a clergyman to a maiden
therefore, although admirably painted, is one evidently m a dying state. The figures are
\\'C do not desire to see multiplied, the more well drawn and firoily painted .
especially as the accessories are by no means
C. S. LIDDERDALE
.
No. 230. 'Happy!'
in good taste.
Happy indeed to be upon the floor, and be
No. 211. 'Jeanie Deans and Queen Caro- tickled with a feather! Such is the condition
line,' C. R LESLIE, R.A. The impersonations of a laughing, crowing infant, an elder sister
at once speak for themselves, but most espe- being the operator, and the mother hanging in
cially the \\'Cepiug and pleadiug daughter of self-congratulation over her pride . Ueiuly an
I
Douce Davie Deans. 'l'he interview takes excelleut picture of its class : but the yellow
I
place in one of the shaded alleys at Kensing- paper above the mantelpiece should be toned
ton . Thin as the work is, there is an elegance down-the combinations would thereby gain
.1
of conception up to the tone of some: of force.
Kent. Did your letter< pierce U1cqueen to any demonI
stration of grief?
Mr. Lc~lic's beat works.
No. 232. 'Mother and Child,' R. TAIT.
G,111
. Ay, sir ! She took them, re:ul them In my
No . 218. ''l'hc Emigrant's Last Si~ht of These life-sized figures appear to be portraits :
p~enell;
Home,' ll. REDGRA\'E,H..A. In companng the there are passages of very conscientious study
And nnw and then an am1ile tear trill eeldown
Iler clcllcnte check, &:c.
landscape portion of this picture with the· in the work, especinlly the limbs of the child.
No . 230. 'The Earl of Derby,' F. GRANT,
Cordelia, as Queen of France, rcceh·es the fi$ures, it appears that Mr . Redgrave throws
let.ter, the contents of which bring tears to her himself into the former with a fervency of R.A. A full-length portrait of the size of life,
eyes. On her right is he who has delivered devotion rarely witnessed. W c press the band' somewhat severe in expression, yet remarkable
it, and, on her left, her own attendants. Cor- of the honest emigrant, and pray God speed aa a resemblance, and admirably painted.
delia is a felicitous conception, becomingly him on his voyage to his new home. In
No . 237. 'A Maltese Xebec on the R1Jcks
carried out; the other characters are not so looking forward, the eye rests on a hill-side, at of Pufila Mazzodi, Procida-a Steam-Tug and
the bot.tom of which winds the high road, here Neapolitan Boats rendering Assistance : the
successful.
No. 19·J,. 'James Wilson, Esq ., M.P.,' SIR and there flanked by houses, and rising in Island and Castle of Ischia in the Distance,'
J . W. GORDON,RA. 'fhe head looks some- the distance . The severe truth that prevails C. STANFlt:LD,R.A. 1'he movement is on the
right ; the helpless xebec is on her beam cnda,
what large, but the features are those of the throughout the description of this materialsubject . The principle of the portrait has simple in character, but very trying as an Art- heeled towards the shore, fixed in the rocks,
with foremast and main and mizeu-topmasts
been to keep down everything but the l1ead, theme-cannot . be too highly eulogised .
No. 219. 'The New Boy,' G. SMITII. This gone, and it can scarcely Le understood how
according to which, the face becomes the centre
whereto the eye is attracted. It is in all is, it need not be told, a school incident. 1'he the tug is to help her. • Ischia lies across the
respects the work of a master, who yet remains boy is taken to school, by his mother, who is a strait, rising in the left centre of the picture .
widow ; and while she is paying the entrance Like all Mr. Stanfield's works, it is characwithout a rival.
No. 203. ' The Pr ize Calf,' Sm E. LANDSEER, fee to the pedagogue in his sanctum, his ill- terised by breadth and firmness.
No . 240. 'Patchwork,'
D . H. FmsTON.
R.A. This is a smaller picture than those mannered disciples place the dunce's cap on
already noticed. The calf is being led by a the head of the "New Boy," who is pale with The patchwork is in progress between a little
girl over the stepf.ing stones that cross some affright at the reception he meets with . The boy and his grandmother: the child's head is
Highland burn. The figure is dressed with an picture is full of light., and all the faces are, in earnestly painted ; but it is too large, and his
ingenuity most valuable in pictorial composi- their tenderest gradations, worked out in a hands are too small.
No . 2J,3. '" lei on rase,'' Brittany,' A.
tion, as, with the exccptiou of the petticoat , manner most flatterin~ to the eye.
No . 221. 'Glengarilf, Ireland,' G. SIIALDERS. 8oLOMON
. We arc introduced here to a
to none of the other garments can a name be
given. There is something pleasantly original A small landscape : romantic in aspect and hilarious company chez tine barbiere,for it is a
lady who operates, even to the extent of em111the treatment of the idea; but the picture combinations . Painted wit.h a sentiment - that
bellir la jeu,wse et rajeunir la vieilleue. A
looks filmy, shadowy, as if only prepared for would have justified a much larger picture.
No. 222. 'Milton dictating ••Samson Ago- sturd.y Breton is in her hands, but he is afraid
linishin~: it has, certainly, none of the brilliant
oistes,"' J.C . Honsu:Y, A. Milton composed of bemg cut, for she is listening to the lively
_n~i:h earlier works.
properties tha~,1is_t.i
No. 204-. I w1hght, J . W. OAKES. The the poem of " Samson Agooistes" late in life, gossip of her friends, instead of wielding her
incited to the subject by his own affliction, razor with becoming steadiness . 1'hc descriptones are not suffic1cntly deep for t.wilighttions are full of characteristic points ; the air
it is but the aspect of a cloudy day. The which he thus indirectly laments :force of the cornposition lies in a shingly nook
an~ expression of the people are strikingly
" 0 da.rk, dark, d11rk, amid Ule blaze of noon,
Irrecoverab1y dark, total ecllp~e,
on the left-a portion of the winter bed of a
national.
Without a.II hope of day ! " &c.
little river, whel'eon has been cast all the worthNo. 245. 'Miss Macnee,' D.MACNEE. This
less jetsom of the winter floods. This passage Milton, at this time, lived in the neighbour - is a portrait of the size of life; the young lady
is worked out with exemplary patience.
hood of Bunhill Fields, Cripplegate. He is is seated at needlework : the face in half light ,
No . 209. 'The Draught-players,' J. CLARK. here seated in profile, at his or~, and staod- with a touch of high light on the right cheek,
which renders the study very interesting as a
"To teach hi• i;rand;on draughts then
bini on the other side of him 1s his wife, and picture.
His leisure ho'd empl oy ,
e ind him, with the Bible on his knee, is his
No . 2.J:8. 'Breadalbane Cattle,' J . W. BoTUntll, at last, the olll m"n
young friend, Thomas Elwood, the Quaker.
Wu t,catco by tile t,oy. "
Into the little room, Cromthe window of which TOMLF.Y
. A group of long-homed black cattle
Such is the situation. A ragged urchin, whose is seen Cripplegatc Church (Milton 's last rest- staudin~ in water ; the animals arc qualified
feet do not reach the floor, as he sits on his ing-place), the sun is shining, and the lighting with valuable points for/ainting.
rickety chair, is chuckling over the draught- nod shadmg of the figures are beyond all praise.
No. 250. • • • • . C. HooK, A.
board whereon he heats his grandsire. The Iu the features of Milton there are depth
" And out "t<aln I curve an,! flow
'l'o Join the brimming river;
heads and extremities of the figures are less and poetry - with a little more of refineFor men m."l.ycome. aridwen may go,
careful than in other works by the same hand; meut, the face would have been yet nearer
llut I go on (or ever."
but there is a perfect knowledge of the means Milton . Elwood is an admirable conception .
of producing good effects : all the: figurcs-(for
The only inharmonious chord in the whole is The subject is, of course, a brook shaded by
Elizabeth Minshull, Milton's wife; she iooks trees, and over which, on the right, passes a
besides the two mentioned there are others)are well brought out.
vulgar and shrewish. It is a large picture, wooden bridge, painted with the happiest
No. 210. • Charles Dickens in his Study,' and well worthy of being so; Car transcending reality. It has been worked out with the
W. P. l!'mrn , H..A. Mr . Dickens, ,vhen sitting everythinl? that Mr. Horsley has hitherto done, most earneat labour from a given locality .
for th is portrait , ha!! mistaken the sentiment and not lii,;ely to he often equalled.
No. 251. 'Fruit,' G. LANCE. There is an
wherewith he should have invested the author
No . 228. 'Crossing the Stream,' W. F. abandon in this combination which is very
of" Pickwick" and the "Old Curios ity Shop," W1111ERJ);GTON,
R.A. This is a section of agreeable; various fruits are piled up in a
who must in his nature overflow with the milk the gentle river Wbarfc, near Bolton Abbey, and basket, that is again surrounded by the most
of human kindness. He wears a velveteen very happy is thcdescriptionofthedifi'erenttrees
luscious gifts of Pomona. Nothing in this
wrapper, and appears to have put his left hand by which the stream is shaded. It is a cheer- ~epar~ment of art can excel these luscious
hastily, and significantly, into his pocket, as 'I ful picture, li~hted up with a sprinkling of nmt.ations.
turning round with an expression of counten- sunbeams, wluch assist eft'ectuall.y that most
No . 253. 'A Bright Spring Day,' C. P.
ance somewhat sc,ere, he seems to negative difficult achievement in tree paiotmg, the deli- KNtGllT. A small picture, of great merit in
D. W. DE.\NE. Few structures in the shape
of human residences can be more sordid than
this ; hut, as a picture, it is very vigorous, the
light falling effectively on the back of a woman
who is seated in the so-called cottage.
No . 190. 'Barley Harvest, on the Welsh
Coast,' C. P. KNIGHT. Parts of the work
are satisfactory; but there are certain cuttin~
parallel lines that are destructive or unity of
composition. The barley -tieltl is the most
agreeable feature in the picture, which everywhere indicates anxious elaboration.
No . Hl3. 'Cordelia receives intelligence how
her Father had been ill-treated by her Sisters,'
C. W. COPE,R.A. The lines that supply the
subject occur in the third scene of the fourth
act of " King Lear" -
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its representation of the near trees, the textures of their boles and branches, and the
ground herbage with its weeds and primroses.
No. 254. 'Friendship Endangered,' F .
STONE,A. In this picture arc two girls, one
of whom holds a letter, and the other the
envelope. The expression of the features of
both is that of angry excitement. It would
appear that there has been a disagreement
about the letter, but the storv goes no farther.
There is much careful work fu the picture, but
the faces are not executed with tliat studious
clearness of tint which we have been accustomed to see in the female heads of the artist.
No. 261. 'W. H. Carpenter, Esq ., F .S.A.,'
Mrs. C.1.RPENTER.A head and bust; bright,
animated, and like the subject : a picture that,
with others by the same hand, will go farther
than a volume of argument to compel the
Royal Academy to acknowledge "the r1~hts of
women," which they have been always disposed
to ignore.
No. 262. 'Venice,' E. W . COOKE,A. In
all that appertains to effect, colour, and the
fulness of the composition, this picture resembles those that have preceded it, but in
manipulation it is manifestly different, being,
in comparison with other Venetian subjects by
Mr. Cooke, but as a sketch. 'l'he view has the
Dogana on the right, looking out of the port;
the sky is clouded, and the aspect is generally
low in tone. The right and left are crowded
with craft laden with wood and provisions.
No. 263. 'Richelieu and Anne of Austria,'
W. M. EllLEY. As a proof of the sincerity of
his _passion for her, Anne of Austria exacted
of Richelieu that he should dance a sarabi.nd
in her presence as a Spanish jester . In this
character, therefore, we see hiin in ~rave performance of the dance, to the music of one
violin. He wears a green velvet doublet and
small clothes, with a brown Vandyked camaille,
at each point of which is a bell. Behind a
screen is concealed a party of spectators, who
betray themselves by laoghter at the contortions of the cardinal. All the garniture of the
room, and espcciallv of the adjoining cabinet,
is admirably painted.
No. 267. 'A Breezy Day on a Rocky Coast,'
J . W. OAKES
. The subJect is a section of
coast scenery, with the sea, at high-water,
breaking heavily over the rocks. The forms
of the boiling surf have been earnestly studied,
but there is an infirmity of touch which declares
the artist not a master of this class of subject.
The point is enfeebled by two great a breadth
of white surf.
No. 268. 'Gamekeeper's Daughter,' H. H .
EMllEl~ON. The time here is twilight, and
the scene is strikingly romantic, with a female
figure carrying game at her back. She looks
iike nothing so domestic as a gamekeeper's
daughter .
No. 269. • _• • • A. M. MADor.
" Ire took me by the wrlst, and held me hanl; aml,
with his otber hand Urn• o'er his bro~·. he falls to such
perusal of my face, u he wouhi draw It: •

The subject is Ophelia's description to Polonius
of the surprise she su1feredfrom Hamlet . She
is represented in t.he garden ; but the incident
occurred when she was sewing in her closet.
She is aeated on the grass, and Hamlet
seizes her hand from behind ; but his attitude
and the relation of the two fi&'ures is not
intellil)ible ; the form, too, of Ins draping is
objectionable. O_phcliais in some degree successful, yet the subject in its best interpretation
can never be a grateful one.
No. 270. 'My Cottage near the Brook,'
F . R. LEE, R.A. The avenues which this
artist exhibits from time to time are among
the best of his works. This is a subject of
that class, and the perspective illusion is perfect. There is in the trees more of natural
form and colour-more freshness, and direct
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No. 297. 'The River Skernc, near Darlington,' J. PEEL. So fresh, so entirel,Yfree
from the brown predilections of the artist, is
this picture, that we should not have attributed
it to him. The view is taken just below the
bridge, a spot famous for small chub. A picture of many beauties.
No. 298. 'Spring,' J. E . MILLAIS,A. Mr.
Millais' works of this year are by no means
the result of the same infatuation which has
produced some really good pictures; he must
now be practising on the toleration of his
friends. With a few good points, but which
do not redeem the rest, the picture has every
bad quality of the worst art. If this be PreRaffaellite, and ' The Order for Release,' and
the ' Huguenot,' be also or the same class, we
are still at a loss to know what " Pre-Raffaellite" means. The composition places before us an assemblage of some seven or eight
school-girls, who seem to be picnicing on
curds and whey on the verge of an orchard.
If Mr. Millais has shown the utmost /1teaaeof
execut.ion in other works, he shows m this a
laxity which is not ease ; and if he has shown
a sincerity and tnith of drawing which was
not always a beauty, he shows here imperfections which are not venial because they are
not ~es.
Anything like a taste for the
beautiful is outraged by the large measure of
vulgarity that characterizes the ill-conditioned
faces which everywhere meet the eye. 1'he
picture is bright-even powerful ; but this is
all but a mechanical quality. There is no
roundness, no presence in the figures, and
there is scarcely a face that is not out of
drawing; all the flesh being devoid of natural
colour, softness, and transparency . 1'he upper
part of the picture is filled with a representaMIDDLE ROOlf,
tion of frwt trees in blossom. ThlS is the
No . 285. 'Companions,' F. W . KEYL. These better half of the composition,but here even some
companions are a leash of bloodhounds, perfect of the blossom flowers are immensely too large.
in the characteristics of the animal ; but why The {licture has not even the negative merit
are two of the heads presented at precisely the of bcmg an eccentricity, at which the patrons
same angle?
of the artist can afford to laugh with him.
No. 291. 'Portrait of a Lady,' S. PEARCE. No. 304. ' Effect at Sunset,' 1'. S. COOPER,
The presence and movement arc very graceful, A. A group of cattle on the bank of a river,
and the drapery textures are entirely success- tellinJ? against the light sky. It is vigorous ;
ful. · The face might have been coloured with but tlie animals are heavy in effect.
No. 305. 'The Chess-Players-' ' Guard your
more delicacy.
No. 292. 'Henry Mathews, Esq., late Mayor Queen! " ' W . GALE. A small picture of exquiof Bradninch, Devon,' J . P. KNIGIIT,R.A. site finish, showing two officers playing chess,
1'he features are full of animation; they at their upper halves being in mufti, their lower
once address the spectator. Mr. Knight has halves in military contmuations; the lady, it
never painted a more life-like head.
may be presumed, who stands at the back of the
No. 293. 'The Fox and the Grapes,' A. elder, gives the injunction embodied in the title .
SOLOMON.The scene of t1iis incident may be
No. 306. 'The New Ballad-Scene in BritRanelagh, or any public resort some time during tany,' D. W . DEANE. Two girls are leaning on
the first half of the last century, and the the fragment of a low wall ; the one reads to the
"grapes" one of two young ladies who are walk- other the ballad in question. The figures are
ing with a man dressed in the extreme of substantial and characteristic.
No. ~09. 'Olivia and Sophia in their Sunday
the fashion of the time. The " fox " is another
beau, seated on a bench, who gesticulates the Finery,' Mrs. ROBBINSON.Sophia is decoratmost lively repugnance when a friend remarks ing the hair of Olivia with flowers ; both heads
to him on the beauty of one of the ladies who are extremely we11drawn and painted, and the
have just passed. The subject and point of manner in which the laces and drapery textures
the ooservation of both the fox and hlS friend are represented, is unexceptionable. The works
are very distinct. The dresses are perfect in of this accomplished lady are always attractive,
their mode, and also in respect of the singular not alone from choice of subject, but as exhiindustry employed in followingout the patterns. biting many of the best qualities of Art. She
No. 295. 'En trance to the Grand Canal, is entitled to take high professional rank.
Venice-Sunset,' E . A. GOODALL.This view
No. 310. 'Sunday in the Backwoods,' T.
is so well known that it is unnecessary to FAED. This is a work of the rarest excellence
describe it. It is enough to say that the in its line of subject. It describes not only
Dogana and the Salute form the principal the peaceful Sunday-mornin(rworship, but the
quantity in the arrangement, and the canal entire condition of two families of Scottish emiopens of course towards the right. But it is grants. The circumstances are presumed, as
supplied by the extract of a letter written to
in the effect that lies the virtue of the piecethat finely-felt indefinition which the rays of Scotland, and describing particularly the simple
the sun, rather than distance, lend to the view. form of worship on the morning of the SabNo . 296. ' Sixt us the Fifth, when a shepherd, bath. The characters are the father and
studying at a wayside Altar,' C. GOLDIE
. An mother, daughters and son, of one family, and
excellent subject, but more might have been of another-a younger couple with younger
made of it : the incident alluded to is not suf. children. They are assembled at the door of
ficicntly insisted on.
their log-house, and the Bible is in the hands
reference to reality, than have lately been seen
in Mr. Lee's works.
No. 2il. 'The Farewell Sermon,' A. RANKLEY. It may be inferred that the two figures
presented in this work are a clergyman and
his wife, the former in the act of composing
his "farewell sermon." They are seated in a
small room, which is lighted by a shaded lamp,
while without, the moonlight renders every
object distinct. The shade into which the
figures are thrown is mana.,oedwith masterly
skill, as are also the moonlight and the lamplighl, as they break . on the faces and other
objects. So far all is good, but there is
nothing on the canvas allusive to a "farewell"
sermon.
No. 272. ' Mrs. Colvin, of Pishobery Park,
Harlow, Herts, and her Children,' T. M. JoY.
A life-sized family group; the children are
very happily characterised, and the work appertains to tbe most meritorious of its class.
No. 281 ' La Nanna.' F. LEIGHTON
. A
half-length study of the same dark lady that
appears in others of the artist's works. It is
a simple figure, without movement or pointed
expression; but it is extremely interesting in
character, and costumed with graceful taste.
No. 282. 'Mrs. Fordyce Buchan,' R. THOR·
BURN,A. A small portrait of a lady seated;
she is plai11lyattired in a white m118lindress.
It is painted with more resolute execution
than is observable in any of Mr. Thorburn's
previous works.
. The freshNo. 28,i,. 'Shade,' H. J UTSUM
ness of early summer is charmingli felt in this
little {licfore, with its meagre footmg of grassy
declivity, shaded by hill-side trees, and the peep
of distant woods.
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of a fine stalwart form, bearing ample evidence, some children are drinking, and the last head in of tall trees rise n~ainst the sky from a humin his rude personal equipment, of a life of the pail is about to be immersed by an inter- mock in the immedmte foreground, past which
laborious days. Then there is the mother, affec- loper, who steals towards the drinker with mis- flows a river, wherein, according to an old pretionately tending her daughter, who is dying for ehievous intention. The heads and figures are dilection, some of the cows are bathing their
one she has left behind, two other dau~hters on clear and solid in manner of execution, and feet., while others of the herd and numerous
sheep are distributed over the site.
the right, and the other figures distnouted in that which is so seldom entirely satisfactoryNo. 359. 'The Truants,' W. UNDEllHU,L.
attitudes of attention to the reader. The the relief is unexceptionable.
general tone of the work is low-an admirable
No. 332. 'Harvest Field,' J. J. HILL. A There is something original, light, and spirited
in this picture ; lint the forms are too much
provision for telling points ; and in order to small picture, successful in bre11dthand light.
give them full value, the figures are most subNo. 333. 'The Highland Vulpeeide,' A. cut up by lines wl1ich really have no officein
stantially painted, with a nice discrimination of COOPER,R.A. A foxho1Jnd and a pony here the composition. 'l'he truants arc three boys,
textures. The faces are made out with every are painted to the life, but whether the "vul- who are on the trunk or a tree that stretches
variety of appropriate colour, and all coincide pecide" be the dog, or the man, who ought to "askant" a brook. The picture is hung too
in the reverential expression becoming to the ! assist at the composition, but who does not, high for inspection.
occasion. The composition abounds with sup- there is no means of determining. The point
No. 363. 'Mrs. Laurence R. Baily,• J.
ROBERTSON.The lady, a half.length in a gre1
plement.ary incident allusive to Scotland, as at of the far.fetched title does not appear.
the window a piece of heather in a pot., and
No. 334. 'Mary Agatha, youngest daughter dress, is placed between two almost equal
within the door a portrait of Burns. This is of the llight Hon. Lord John Russell, M.P.,' quantities of foliage, making the figure look
the si~al production of its author, and we do J. SA.NT. The head and bust floating in clouds thin and shadowy, as well as outraging the first
uot thmk he will transcend it.
is an uncommon idea, and one extremely diffi- canons of composition.
No. 368. 'The Evening Song,' A. RANK.LEY.
N o. 316. 'Der Rosenkrantz,' W. C. T. cult to deal with. The figure is very perempDoBSoN. A study, principally of the head of toril,Ycut oft' at the waist, leaving too much to The striking Ceature here is the upper skia little girl-a. German rustic : she holds the the imagination: with respect, however, to the the rosy clouds lying in parallel lines. It IS a
rosary before her. It is painted with a Ger- head, nothing can exceed its childish grace beautiful natural phase; but it does not make
man predilection, but it is nevertheless a pro- and sweet.ncss. Few living artists can paint itself felt here as 1t would in a composition of
appropriate sentiment. The evening song is
duetion of rare merit.
such subjects so well.
No . 318. 'Sea-Coast at Lulworth, Devon,'
No . 335. 'On Shore,' T. CREsWICK,R.A. sung by a company of children on a near site
J. F. CROl'SEY. A very conscientious transla- The line of coast trends from the left trnns- of green sward.
No. 369. 'Luft', Boy!' J.C. HooK, A. This
tion of rocks, apparently worked out on the versely inwards, and is Collowed by the lines
spot with singular dili$enee.
of the waves, which fall heavily on the shingle. idea is original ; it is carried out with spirit, preNo. 319. 'Falstaff m Trouble,' A. B. CLAY. It is blowing Creshlyfrom the sea, and a figure senting as a base of operations part or a fi~hmgThe scene in the "Merry Wives of Windsor" on horseback points to a distaut vessel, which boat onlv-the stern-sheets-where are seated
wherein Falstaff escapes in disguise. There is seems to be on the rocks. We have not three figures, a middle-aged and weathersome good painting in the work, but the before seen a etudr of waves by this artist; beaten fisherman, a ;youth, perhaps his son,
figures are presented as all in one light, and the forms are wantmg in that subtle variety and a child, a little boy, wlio does his best
all on one plane. In OJ>en-airscenes effect is which occurs in nature, and which earnest with both hands to obey the sharp command
produced by lights and darks; the rule might devotion to this phase of nature alone can by laying his rudder hard-a-weather to bring
the boat up in the wind; but why this is done
have been observed here.
give.
No. 320. 'A Levantine Merehant,'F. Cru.wNo. 337. 'The Lord Seymour,' J. R. SwIN- we are left to conjecture. The colour is brill'ORD. We have made this dark gentleman's TON. In this portrait the flesh colour is ex- liant, but we have never seen the sea so green
acquaintance before. He is again introduced tremely ungrateful to the eye : it is devoid of as it is here.
No. 371. 'Miss Elliot,' T. Y. GooDERSON.
sitting on the deck of his own xebee, as black freshness, and the Ceatures are deficient in
as ever, attired in a costly Smyrniote suit, his animation.
An elegant and sim)?leportrait, presenting the
legs encased in the traditional apology for the
No. 347. 'The Earl of Seafield, Laird of lady at full-length m a plain walking dress.
jambs of the well-greaved Greeks of old.
Grant, and his son, Viscount Reidhaven,' F. No. 375. 'Miss Emily Long,' is another full.
No. 321. 'Avenue at Youlstone, near Barn- GB.ANT,R.A. Both figures are Cull-lengths, length figure of like good quality.
staple, Devon,' F. R. LEE, R.A. This is an standing: the heads a.re remarkably successful.
No. 378. 'Brighton and Back, 3s. 6d.,' C.
avenue of firs, not so rich in material as otl.1er
No. 348. 'Dalila asking Forgiveness .of RossITER. The title is illustrated bJ a section
of an open railwaJ' carriage, into winch a smart
avenues by the same hand, but a well-studied Samson,' F. R. PICKERSGILL,
R.A.
shower of rain is blown on the windward side.
transcriP,t Croma veritable locality.
Daltla. Let meapproach at te&11t,
aind tonch thy hand.
No. 323. 'Mrs. Reynolds,' H. MosEJ.EY. SamJ011. Not for thy llfe, lest l!erco remcmbranco wak.o The company show some variety of character,
A hal£-length portrait of a lady in a white
My sudden rage.
which is rendered definite by a remarkable
dress, painted with graee£ul and becoming Samson is in the act or uttering his refusal; firmness of touch.
simplicity.
his back is turned to us, and the contraction
No. 379. 'The Welcome Home,' G. E.
No. 327. 'Highland Sport,' G. W. HoRLOR. of the muscles declares the shrinking repug- H1c&s. A rustic interior, with an expectant
The subject is principally three setters lying nanee with which he hears Dalila's request, wife waiting the return of her husband, who is
on a bank, with game before them. The more distinctly and forcibly tlrnn could any about to enter. The colouring throughout the
animals are drawn and painted with spirit.
expression of the features. The body is in picture is bright and harmonious-certainly
No. 328. 'John Croall, Esq., of Southfield,' nowise attitudinised; the determination of the too pretty to lie probable: setting aside, howSrn J. W. GORDON,
R.A. 'fhis portrait ex- refusal is declared by the muscles of the back. ever, what we know to be the colours of most
empli6es the force that may be obtained in a Dalila kneels trembling be£ore Samson, and rustic dwellings, it is an agreeable picture.
figure by simplicity in the background; the her attendants in equal degree share the feelNo. 360. 'The Monk Felix,' C. GOLDIE.
subject is seated on a chair, at the back of iug of their mistress. The soundness of the This conception is an insP,iration from Longwhich is a plain panelled wall. The head has work, and its honesty of principle, recall to fellow's "Golden Legend:'all the intensity of this eminent painter's best mind certain of the eminent masters of the
.. And lo ! he beard
The singing or a bird
works.
Venetian school; but their conventionalities
Among
the branches brown.
No. 329. 'Felice Ballaiin reciting Tasso to of costume are discarded for forms which
• • • •
the people of Chioggia,' F. Goon.A.u, A. The might have been acknowledged even in the
"And long, long
Jle listened to the song,
remarkable assemlilage of heads here carries days of the Philistines.
A~d hardly breathed or stirred."
us back to Titian and Paul Veronese ; these
No. 350. 'Sunny Hours,' J. D. WING-FIELD.
figures are truly the people or Chioggia, with The works exhibited under this name always A figure picture without a. face is UJually oonthe same type of feature we see in the works display great knowledge and taste in dealing sidered an impossibility; yet this is one. 1'he
of all the Italian painters. The reader, Bal- with the costumes of the seventeenth and monk Felix, in his white frieze, turns his back
larin, stands with his back ~nst
the vaulted eighteenth centuries. The scene is the "plea- upon us, and is in Corm less interestin~ than
porch under which his audience listens, some saunee,'' either at Haddon or Hampton Court, the most maudlin of human-kind. Savmg the
colour, which is too metallic, the foliage and
seated, others standing. He has selected the with a fair sprinkling of beau 111onde.
death of Clorinda, in the twelfth canto-a kind
No. 353. 'Ave Maria,' E. W. RussEu.
A tree are unexceptionable ; but Felix is the
of narrative sure to interest his hearers, and study of a girl at vespers, painted with firmness, least happy feature of the picture.
No. 382. 'Ophelia,' A. ERCOLE. Ophelia
they are absorbed by the story. The picture nnd very appropriatelv circumstanced.
proposes nothing beyond the simple act of the
No. 356. 'A Sunny Afternoon in Autumn,' at full-length, and of the size of life! and truly
reader and the fixed attention of the audience, T. S. COOPER,A. There is an unfortunate a work of many beauties, savouring or the best
but the artist will be struck with the \'ariety sameness in all eatt.le pictures, for there is but manner of the French school. It is not desiand character of the bends.
litt.le storl. in the correlations of kine ; with rable to see Ophelia painted an ethereal beauty,
No. 3:n. 'In for a Ducking,' G. S11.uTH
. Morland 1t was toujours cocho11,
with others it nor is it fitting that she should be reproduced
From a pail of water before a cottage door j is touioursmouton. In this large picture groups a hideous "Pre-R11ffaellite" crudity. She con-
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fronts you here not an angel, but a well-grown cvincc,l by the artist . The figures here are works of the art ist.. It con!ains two formswoman, of delicate nnd nervous temperament . numerous and characteristic, and the office, that of a hind, apparently 'll'Ounded,and lying
"With an earnest stare she says, " There's condition, and relations of each is at once de- on the bank of a Jake; the other is the "kind
rosemary-that's for remembrance ; pray you, clared. In order to amplify the narrative, and star,'' that has descended from her place in
enrich it with allusion, the ladder whereby the spheres for the especial consolation of the
love, remember: and there is pansies-that's
for thoughts;" and this with an air sufficiently the disembarkation takes place is much too afflicted or dy_inghind.
dutroit, for rampant vulgarity is not nn attri- crowded. There are no boats in readiness to
No . 427. 'Dogberry's Charge to the Watch,'
bute of the character . It were only to be receive the descending throng-the 'll"Oundcd H . S. MARKS
.
desired that the features were somewhat more sergeant who is being lowered down willoccupy
Dl>flbtrry . .. You shall comprehend all ,·ngrom
decidedly marked, to separate them from the all the disposable sp11ce. It is undoubtedly a
men; ,?"' u are to bid any man •tand, In the Prince '•
,,ame, .1:c
.
draperies, and bring them back to humanity. work of merit; but it is altogether so much
The face is in half tmt, very delicately painted, like 'Eastward Ho!' that the noYclty of the This muster ing of the watch bas a large share
and the high ligl1ts arc dropped on from behind. idea is worn off. 'l'he subject has not been of the spirit of the text. 'l'he watch-house is
The white drapery is nn admirable study; the f el!; the principal figure, the burly sergeant we full or movement, and ou all sides there is
entire figure being brought fonvard by a dark hare referred to, is, ut all events, convalescent : SP.riouspreparation for duty . Dogberry, on
be looks, indeed, more like one who is suffering the left, delivers his instructions ; and a mo!lt
wooded background.
No. 386. 'The Young Brother,' F . UNDER- from gout, the result of ease and rich living, grotesque figure is be who stands forward with
JULL. 'fhe playful lightness of this work is than an invalid wounded, as well as sick, who the qn<'stion, "How, if he will not staud ?"
'l'he costume and equipments of the good citil'Xtremely independent; but the diagonal suc- is destined for Chelsea.
No. 404. 'Old Mill, North Wales,' W. D. zens show that some inquiry has been insticession or the heads is not good composition.
No. 3SS. 'A Dutch Peon, running for the KENNEDY. There is much sweetness and har- tuted anent the petit -eoata. the p_ylche11,
the
Port or Harlingen, fa driven in a Heavy Squall mony of colour in this simple subject ; but it hoods and hose of the beginning of the fifteenth
Outside the South Pier Head,' E. W . CooKF., is coloured according to an exploded regime. century, with varieties of those pikes, halberds,
A. It cannot well be understood how sbe is It is the picture which, in reference to this and partisans, which, from the days of Hastings
to escape running foul of that same pier-head. quality, Sir George Beaumont, had he the to a very recent date, have figured in our batA miserable kedge, with a whipcord of a hawser, power of glancing round these walls, would at ties and our pageants. The composition is full
is thrown out, and the helm is jammed hard once point to as an exemplar after his heart.
of af.propriate character.
up, but she must go against the jetty. The
405. ' Augustus L . Egg, Esq ., A.RA .,' J.
No. 420. • • • • W. C. T. DOBSON
.
craft and all her gear are very couscientiously PmLLIP, A. When painters paint for them"A IM he (David) bade them teach the chi!Jren
or Judah the use of the bow."
made out . There is no artist who so com- selves and each other, they declare their tastes
pletely conveys to canvas the reality of such a and feeling less equivocallythan when painting Beyond the letter of this passage from the
scene; his pictures are always true, and always for patrons . The subject is seated, and holds first chapter of the second of Samuel, the spirit
evidence of intense thought and intellectual on his knee a terrier. It is a small picture, of the piece is not carried. A boy is in the
power.
painted with wonderful force. Perhaps it act of shooting, while by his side stands an
No. 380. 'At Saarburg, on the Saar,' G. C. would not be too much to say it is the best instructor, with a few other supplementary
STANPIELD.The object to which the eye is portrait in the collection. Moreover, the like- figures. It is not a subject in which can be
directed is a clumsy old boat, hauled up from ness is u11except.ionablc.
set forth those graces of expression that the
the river for two purposes-to be repaired,
No. 413. 'A Lake Scene - Going to the artist bas in other works shown ; but in the cosand to be painted,-tluit is, in a picture: this, Fair,' F. DANBY,A. The aspirations here are tume the conventionalities of the old masters
with the accompaniment of water, houses, and less poetic than those of the productions gene- are dismissed, and the dicta of unquestionable
distant cliff's, Corms a subject of tempting rally of Mr. Danby. Since his 'Fisherman's truth are recoc.nised.
ori~inality.
Home,' years ago, we do not remember anyNo. 430. •9fhe Hon. Sir Samuel Cunard,
No. 300. 'Barley Harvest,' H. C. WIU.ITE. thing of a character so simple 118'Going to the Bart.,' J . J . NAPIER. A life-sized figure, seated,
When the mind is bent on one quality alone in Fair.' The shore of a 1-ike meets the base with a head and features full of vigorous inArt , it is generally realised by the sacrifice of line of the picture, and the shore which closes telligence.
many others. :Microscopicexecution has been it in the right distance is a wooded high-land,
No. 437. 'Contentment,' W. DYCE, R.A.
the desideratum in this ricture, and it is carried with a castellated edifice. A ferry-boat is A subject in humble life,-the only one we reout with a singleness o purpose which consti- about departing with a variety of passengers, member to have seen b_ythis artist. 'l'he title
tutes it the unique quality of the work. The as market people, cows, and a man on horse- is illustrated by an aged ferryman, who is seated
field is bounded by a rising ground covered back; but the sentiment of the composition is not for from the door of his cottage, past which
with wood, the treatment of which is one of its description of early morning, that is shown flows a river, bordered by scenery something
t.he errors induced by the passion for excessive in the awakening sky and the colours which like that of the Clyde. The old man, with his
finish.
greet the eye from the high places of the face shaded by his nor' -wester, looks straight
No. 301. 'Interior-Boys
at Play,' W. W . earth.
out of the picture-an
admirable fisure,
N1coL. The simplicity and tone of the backNo. 116. 'The Eve of :Monmouth's Rebel- painted with great skill, and most eft'ect1vely
ground are extremely judicious-they would lion,' W. J. GRANT
. The title would suggest brought forward from the airy distance. The
serve for any domestic arrangement of charac- a large historical composition, but it contains hard and stony ground is a most successful
ters . The boys are really children-a success only two fi~res-that
of Monmouth, seated illusion. The surfaces are excellent; but it
which does not attend every attempt at painting on the trunk of a felled tree, and Lady Went- must be said withal that the picture is too
bovhood.
worth, who urges him on to his fatal enter- g~ey in the foreground and too blue in the
'No. 392. 'A Cott~e Interior,' A. Pxov1s. prise, while she significantly places on his head distance.
Not, perhaps, so eff"ectlve118we have seen the a crown of flowers. The duke is haunted by
No. HO. 'The First Voyage,' F . STONE,A.
studies of this series, though studiously at- dire forebodings,-his eyes are downcast; even The scene is laid on the French coast, and the
tractive in colour-which, by the way, is a the lady's dramatic air and inspiriting assu- perso114!are principally the father, mother, and
pleasant fiction.
ranees do not rouse him. The subject is well aunts of a young French fisherman of some
No. 393. 'Home Thoughts,' E. M. WARD, chosen, and in its execution there are some eight years old, who is about to embark on the
R.A. The title is unnecessary : it is a lady creditable passages; but the artist shows him- enterpr ise mentioned as the title of the piewho, having received a letter from home, is self simply a face painter,-and, by the way, ture, of which the spirit, in its impersonations,
transported in thought back to that home in both heads are too large. The work in the is as national as can be wished.
England,-for she 1s in India . The deeply- accessories does not equal that in the heads.
No. 443. 'On the Lighthouse Hills, at Crothinking face is full of suggestion; it is rich 1n
No. 418. 'The Old Porter's Daughtermer,' A. J . STARK. Simply a piece of grassy
beauty, and full of character. The work is Door at Haddon Hall,' A. PENLEY
. The door- foreground, with a distant view of the sea.
charmingly painted-a portrait and a picture.
way has little attractive quality about it., but A flock of sheep are grazing on the spot, each
No. 304. 'Le Chapeau Noir,' T. M. Jor. the stone textur es are rendered with striking individual of which casts its Ion~ shadow
If a French title be at all necessary, the pro- veracity.
on the grass, whence we are pithily mstructed
prieties of the case require it to be Le Chapeau
No. 420. 'Interior of the Church of St. that the time is evenin$'..
.dmlalusien,for such is the head-gear worn b,r Mark, Venice,' D. RommTs, RA. A section
No. 444. 'A Nonsuit,' J. H. S. MANN. In
the youn~ lady on the canvas. It is a portrait of the interior, very rich in subdued colour. the various panorama set before the astonished
with muc11pictorial quality.
According to Mr. Roberts' feelin~, it is painted senses of Don Cleofas Leandro Zambullo,
No . 400. 'Home again-lS.'iS,' H . O'NEIL. in a breadth of middle tone, with numerous ctcelern, by his friend Asmodeus, in Lesnge's
This picture is proposed as a companion to that cutting points, light and dark, 113 figures. In pungent satires, is a picture presenting an aged
of last year, hut it is not so vigorous a work. the picture a greater altitude is given to the lover pressing his swt to a l.ad1,by detailing to
Moreover, ' Eastward Ho!' was an extremely roof than it has in reality.
her his youthful conquests. 'l he scene i.~here
felicitous idea, carried out with a substantive
No. 426. 'A Kind Star,' Sm E . LANDSEER, transferred to the canvas, where we, as well as
earuestness which had nerer before been R.A. 'l'his is the most enigmaticnl of all the Don Cleofll8,can see the lady's repugnance to
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her lover. The work is small, but the point
day's earnings-at which foe men look with
WEST ROOM.
some curiosity.
of the stor1 is so well sustaiued that it would
No. 474. 'Scarborough, from the North
No. 490. 'Gretna Green,' J. BARRETT
. The
paint effectively as a large picture.
Bank Top-Morning,' J. W. CARMICIIAEL.story is of the cruel interruption of the marNo. 446. 'The Elder SISter,' C. W. Con,
R.A. The younger is all but an infant, and This is a full and effective picture . It appears riage b1 the announcement of the postboy that
the elder is offering her Cruit. If the relations also to be worked up to an extremely careful the p&.1rare pursued. There are five perso11S
between the two •ere not given, it might be finish ; and if such qualities do not entitle present-the unhappy pair, the successor of
supposed they were mother and child ; but in works to be placed so that they can be seen, the famous blacksmith, the postboy, and a
either case the incident is equally inter- the conclusion is, that after certain pictures female servant-all of whom exJ>ress alarm at
are placed, merit has but little claim to consi- the prospect of the invasion. There are in it
esting.
passages of creditable work.
.
No. 455. 'Under the Old Bridge,' T. CRES- deration.
No. 478. 'Review on the Champ de Mars,
No. 491. 'A Statute Fair,' G. B. O'NEILL.
WICK,R.A. A version, probably, of the old
bridge near Bettws, with its summer coat of on the occasion of Her Majestfs Visit to The canvas is thronged with well-conceived
forest green: an interesting subject, with the Paris,' G. H. Tno:UAS. There 1s always a and well-executed characters, but it is an unfornow shrunk current rushing through the arch certain amount of formality in a review, which tunate circumstance that 10 much right good
into the pool below. The watercourse is de- it is extremely difficult to dispose of. There work should be lavished on a composition in
scribed with the usual power wherewith the are long lines of Zouaves in the immediate which there is no incident beyond the hiring
front ; while on tbe right a batallion of grena- of a servant. The figures, we say, are veryartist treats material of tbis kind.
every class, rural and
No. 456. 'Silent Pleading,' M. STONE. diers is just disappearing, and on the left numerous, represent~
Entire indices of artists do we know, that is, of masses of caY.alry_are marching up to the burgher, witli an infirute and appropriate vathose who can paint, bnt "M. Stone" as yet wheeli~ point. The Queen and the Empress riety of costume, worked out with the utmost
we know not. Here is, however, a picture that are seated on a balcony, beneath which is a care.
at once raises bis name to distinction. It sets crowd of officers of all ranks, with Prince
No. 493. 'The Skipper Ashore,' J.C. HooK,
A. The subject COllSIStsof the boat and the
before us a poor and ragged wayfarer, who, Albert and the Emperor in the front.
No. 479. 'Domenico da Pescia urges Sa- boy that are waiting the "skipper's" return.
worn and weary with fatigue, has seated himself in a wood-shed and fallen asleep, exposed vonarola to have recourse to the fiery ordeal In all the luxury of temporary idleness, the
to the rigours of a bitter winter day. He is for a miraculous confirmation of his doctrines,' ragged sea-boy is lounging on the seats of the
discovered by a policeman, who is about to W . C. TnollAS. If this work be not a com- stern-boat of a small slooJ.>or cutter, that is
handcuff' him, but a more merciful passenger mission, it can scarcely be understood that anchored in the offing. It IS bright in colour :
suggests forbenrance. The drawing, painting, such a subject, even with a fine quality of Art, it would seem that this was the only desideranand circumstantial narrative, cannot be too can be commonly interesting. The figuresdum of the painter .
highly eulogised. It possesses eminently two both monks - stand togetlier in a cloister,
No. 494. 'A Thunder Shower,' J. T. LINqualities which always give value to works of drawn and painted in a manner very masterly, NELL. The features of the landscape are somethough in the feeling of a foreign scltool ; but what like those of the harvest-field of last
Art-these are, earnestness and simplicity.
No. 457. 'Castilian Almsgiving,' J. B. BU11.- the flesh tints are unnatural,-they are stony year, the view being bounded by an upland.
The base of the composition is a ha:y-field,
GEss. The recipient is a blind man, who bas and unlife-like.
No. 480. 'The Burgesses of Calais, A.D. wherein the labourers are hastening their opetaken his stand within a church door, to move
the charity of the faithful. Two figures are 1347,' H. HOLIDAY. or the six burgesses rations, in apprehension of a thunder-storm
whom Edward required should "yelde them tbat is rising over the hill. The sun is not yet
passing in-perhaps mother and child-and
the latter, a girl, gives the blind man a piece sefe " purely to his will, we see one here, obscured, and hence is an opportwiit1 afforded
of money. The beggar, the _prominent figure, and he is prepared for the surrender, being for an eft'ective plav of fugitive lights and
is a felicitous study, carefully drawn, well barefooted, in bis shirt, and havin~ a halter darks. The immmence of the storm is felt in
round bis neck ; and by him prays bis wife for the confusion of the baymakers and the rapidlypainted, and strictly national.
No. 458. 'Evenmg on the Nile-Pbilie,' F. bis safety. The subject is not a pleasant one, darkerung sky.
DILWN. The island, with its mysterious nor is it carried out with the graces wherewith
No. 495. • • • a W. H. O'CONNOR.
"She,rrom whom no can, of mine,,... hld , tumlog
temples. occupies the left centre of the com- it might be invested.
to me, with B!pect glad u fair, bcspake me : • GrateNo. 481. 'Tough and Tender,' E. 0sB01L'i.
position, at some distance from the nearest
fully direct thy mind to God, U1roogh whom to this
section, the ri$ht being closed by feathery "Tough" is a seaman, sitting . on the rail of a
first star we come.' "
palms and portions of the immediate bank of jetty, and " Tender " is the child that he holds This passage, proposed as a theme, is a translathe river. The temples, being removed from carefully in his arms, a third person in the tion from the lines of . the "Paradiso "the eye, are not seen in ruins, and thus, by group being the mother. The features of the
" Volta ver me al lleta come bella,
Drlzza la mente In Dlo grata, ml dlue," ~- ;
the suggestion of their entirei,y, the mind man are oent down-the drawin~, painting,
is borne back to the days of the Pharaohs, and and lights of the face are unexceptionable.
and Dante and Beatrice are, of course, the
No. 482. 'The Love of James the First of characters introduced; but we find them in a
all the mysteries of ancient Egyptian history.
No. 459. 'Bradick Castle, Isle of Arran,' Scotland,' J. E. MILLAIS,A. This "Love " is commonplace green landscape with trees-such
C. STANFIELD,R.A. The castle crowns a Lady Jane Beaufort, who is passing flowers a plot as might be picked up between Vauxhall
wooded amphitheatre facing the sea, and higher into the ·window of his prison, while in CaJ?- and W andsworth-althougb Dante just before
againthan that rise the more distant peaks of tivity in Windsor Castle. The story or his says" Olunto ml vidl ,,ve mlrabll cosa,
Arran, in this case spotted white with the snow "love" is narrated by himseir, and Jane Beau1111
torte 11vlso a ab,"not yet melted out of the clefts of the peak. fort afterwards became his queen. ills first
.
in reference to having soared with Beatrice far
The sea opens to the right, and on the imme- sight of her be thus describesaway from earth . And Dante is here old,
diate left 1s a shred of pasture, with cattle, and
" -Cut I down mlno eyes again,
Whereu I saw, walking under the tower,
whereas he himself tells us that he is about
their herds. The whole looks like a piece of
Full 1ecrolly, new comer hen, to plain,
thirty-five. We simply make these observaveracious local portraiture.
The fairest or the fro.shoot yooog e flower
tions to show that a work painted from a
No. 400. 'A Mother and Child,' R. THOR·
That ever I saw, methought, before that hour;
For
whloh
1uddeu
ab&te,
anon
a
start,
standard source, to be of any value at all,
BURN,A. This is an agroupment or the MaThe blood all my body to my heart."
ought to be in the whole spirit of the letter.
donna class. The mother is seated in an open
No. 499. 'The Bay of Bairo,' W. LINTON.
landscape, clasping the infant in her arms. James and Mr. Millais do not agree about the
Both are probably portraits. The group has lady's beauty, as the description on tbe canvas We look up the bay from the vicinity of the
been painted with a d~ee of freedom seldom by no means accords with the image the king's ruins of some of those ancient palaces of which
verse would convey. It is the least objection- the luxury and licence were condemned by
seen in the works of thIS artist.
Sallust and Seneca. A light and broad dayNo. 466. 'Brunetta,' R. TAIT. A portrait able of Mr. Millais's three pictures.
,
No. 488. 'The Stack Rocks at Sonset, near light version.
-that of a young lady, presented as leaning
against a console, the glass of which reflects Stackpole Court, Pembrokeshire,' J. MoGl'ORD, No.501. 'My Father's Portrait,' G.ScmuTT.
her features in profile-a second portrait . The These rocks are singular in form, and consti- An artist appears here at bis easel, paintinl\', it
draJJeries are painted with perfect truth, and tute an effective feature in a picture when may be presumed, the portrait in question.
Simply a life-sized head, whereon is thrown a
are brilliant in colour.
treated so successfully as in this work.
No. 468. 'Man gocth forth to bis work,
No . 489. 'Saltimbanques comptant leur re- gleam of light, which, in relieving the head
and to bis labour, until the evening,' P. H. cette,' C. SceLOESSER. This is a French pic- from the dark background, communicates to it .
CALDERON.The workman in this instance is ture, f.rejudiced by that defect common to t.he much pictorial effect.
No. 507. 'The Children in the Wood,' C.
an aged letter-carver, who is seated on the scboo -a dead, dark, opaque, and heavy backpavement of one of the side aisles of a church, ground. The subject is suggestive, and much LucY. The "wood,'' in this interpretation of
carving an inscription on a slab in the floor. more might have been made of it. A woman, the story, is painted up to a minuteness of
It is an accessible and telling subject, treated in impersonation too refined for the society in detail that imperils the quality of the children;
whicli she appears, turns out the 1011a-the for although their faces and draperies are most
with much skill and power.
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carefully made out, yet there are natural sur- The applicationof these lines to the composi- cloud of surpassing magnificence,of which the
faces that can be workedup, so as to supersede tion is not very clear-or rather, it is difficult foreshorteningand retirement are a masterpiece
the painting of flesh and draperies. The to see how the lines can be interpreted as we of truth. 'l'he cloud does not overpower
ground, the trees, the leaves,have been realized see them. There are two figures-lovers with- the landscape,but is supported bv warm tmts in
out question ; he is partially hidden by the the nearest site, that are also red without being
with the most exem~ry assiduity.
No 508. 'The Highland Tod-hunter,' R. boleof a massivetree, as about to pluck a flower felt as such. The clear air, the purity of the
ANSDELL.The change that is come over the which hangs over his head, while the lady is light above, and the firm and transparent
spirit of this artist's labours is by no means so also looking up. The costume they wear is depth below, are beyond all praise. A work
satisfactory as that of his earlier bright and modern, and they stand amidst the summer like this is too fine for merely showing the
cheerlul sporting and pastoral essays. The luxuriance of flowers and foliage. The face operation of penning sheep. It may be recompositioncontains numerous fi~es, among of the man is so creditably painted that it can gretted that the associations are not more
whom stalks the tod-hunter, with the tod scarcely be believed to be by the same hand elevated in tone. The work ia that of a great
(.Anglice,fox) slung at his back; but he is as the head of the woman,that seems wanting master in Art.
No. 547. ' Caught again,' E. EAGLES.
eclipsed by the grotesque-lookingdogs of the in proper attachment to the body, the features
party, terriers and foxhounds, loose and in being disqualifiedby an inane sentimentality. Those who are caught are a boy and girlcouples, the " least genteel of dogs." The This is a professedly " Pre-Rafl'aclite" work, Italians; but it cannot well be seen wliether
difference to which we allude is the blackness with everytbing in it rushing out of the frame, the youth is kissing he_r,or lighting his pipe
in all the markings and shadows,which, with and introducing as much of the crudity of the at her eyes. The feelmg of the colour and
manner is strongly French.
the dark landscape, renders the work very mauner as can be shown on a limited field.
No. 525. 'Marchllyn-Mawr,' J, W. OAKES. No. 557. 'Not Guilty,' companionto 'Waitheavy. Mr. Ansdell has been lookin~ at the
. These two
Spanish masters ; but we do not hesitate to A subject from the Welsh lakes, with no sign ing for the Verdict,' A. SoLOMON
say, that any manner formed on such a basis of life save a patient and statue.squecrane con- works have found more favour with the public
will be much less popular than the more truth- templating the water, Narcissus-like,but with than, we think, any that have gone before
ful daylight he bas been accustomedto paint.
a differentfeeling-the question of the moment them, but this does not so entirely enlist the
No. 509. 'Fmit,' Miss E. H. 8TANNA.RD.
being with him a dinner. Level with the eye sympathiesof the spectator as did the picture
Painted with admirable eft'ect, and in close lies the surface of the lake, bounded on the of 1857. The prisoner, a stalwart countryimitation of the rich maturity of nature.
other side by green hills, to the hospitable man, is just released from custody, his wife
No. 513. 'The Cup of Cold Water,' E. sides of which the clouds descend for rest. clings to him, his mother holds up one of
Hu01u:s. The figures are correctli drawn,and But this artist is great in the mi11uti,eof fore- the children for an embrace,and his father pravs
firmly painted, but in the heads hes the inte- grounds, without any parade of handling. God to bless the advocate who has so ably
rest of the whole,-tbat of the mistress of the Rocks and stones, with their lichens, the pool defendedhis son; thus the sceneiafull or excitecottage betokening,in an eminent degree, dig- throu"h which passes the redundant water of ment and emotion,of which themselves at once
nity and gentlenessof character,whilethe lights the l~e, the sedges, the heath, aILdthe variety point out the cause. The head of the principal
and shade on the face of the beggar are per- of small salad that ~s to make up a fore- figure is too large, and the featureswant agreeable character. Altogether, however, the work
fectly transparent, and support the drawing ground, are all charmmglymade out.
,
without the slightest tendenci to blackness.
No. 526. 'Danish Shepherd, with Do~ and is one of great merit.
In the entire catalogue, the mstances of in- Sheep,' Mrs. E. JEB.ICIU.U.A very _spirited No. 558. 'The Sunday-school,'R. Mc!Nns.
tegrity of purpose,honest and sound principle, work-we were about to say, for a lady; but The relief and reposeof Sunday morning is the
equal to this, are not numerous.
ladies now paint with as much p_oweras the propositionof this work, that showsnccordin~ly
No. 514. 'The Black Rock, from Kemp other sex. It is a large composition,with the a doubleline of the best little girls in the parish
Town,Brighton-West View,' J. T. WILLMORE,shepherd, his canine lieutenant, and the woolly about to enter the church-door,and, as a conA.E. The sea and sky present here a phase of charge, all enjoying on the grass the otiu11i trast to them, two very naughty boys, one up
great natural beauty that is extremelydifficultto which the goasvouchsafe them. The sheep in the yew-tree, and the other leaning idly
paint. The viewis sea-ward; the sun, descend- are tall and long-limbed; they are also large- against the trunk. The church, and churchJUgtowards the horizon,is veiled by a cloud, headed, Roman-nosed animals, reversing in yard, are painted with the utmost care, and
and thus a beautiful play of light and dark every way the points of our South Downs.
the faces of the children are equal in finish to
appears on the tranquil sea. The atmospheric
No. 538. 'Sheep-washing in Glen-Lyon,' the most delicate miniature.
medium is mru_iaged
with great felicity.
No. 562. 'Our Saviour Journeying t.o JeruR. ANsDELL.In tone this work is much the
No. 516. 'The Start--One, two, three, and same as the ' Tod-hunter;' the markings are salem,' J. W ooD. A long picture, with a
away!' W. HEMSLEY.A bright, sunny pic- heav7 and opaque, and the landscape reminds multitude of figures, and sliowing the Saviour
ture, wherein the figures stand well forward, us o Palma Vecchio.
riding on an ass in the midst. There are, in
being principallyfour bo1.s marshalledEpsomNo. 539. 'Sandsfoot Castle, Weymouth,' the throng, many well-conceivedcharacters.
wise for a race, and exhibiting intense eager- E. W. CooxE, A. The remnant of the castle
No. 569. ' Milton Visiting Galileo in the
ness for the " start,"-the master of the course extends to the brink of the cliff',and the view, Prison of the Inquisition,' E. CROWE,Jun.This
be~ an old man, who is in the act of giving as given.here, is that from the beach below; is an admirable subject, but it is materially
the signal. The action and expressionof the but the power of the picture is in the beach, damaged by the way in which the background
boys are all that canbe desired,and the painter with its rocks, stones, and multitudinous inci- matenal is painted up. Galileo is stretched
is most judicious in his choiceof models.
dents, and, above all, the shallowwater, with upon a coucb of dried sedges, tended by his
No. 519. 'Dividend Day at the Bank,' G. E. its "skyey" reflections and tiny waves that two daughters, who were nuns in a convent
H1cu. It may be asked why this subject has la}>the shore at your feet.
near his prison ; but Milton sits at the door,
not been taken up before, a question which
No. 540. 'The German Patriot's Wife in as if he was not of the party-an arrangement
might be asked of many other profitably con- 1848,' J. E. HoDGSON
. The story is of the which disintegrates the composition. As well
vertible ideas, that are too common to attract bribing of the gaoler to admit the wife to see as can be seen, the figures are most carefully
notice. It is a large canvas, everywhere her imprisoned husband. There is much drawn and painted.
crowded with holders of stock ; in fact, very labour in the work, but the result is not very
No. 570. 'Hills and Dales in Wales,' T.
much like the place on the supposedoccasion, satisfactory.
DANBY. The genial and harmoniouswarmth
only with somewhat more of fashion than is
No. 543. 'Returning from Torcello,' G. E. that pervades this view leaves no room for
generallyseen there. The agroupment at the HERING. Venice is yet far off, and it will be unfavourable remark with respect to colour.
counter round the old gentleman in the wheel dark before the two gondolasshall have landed The materials are of ordinary character : an
chair is various and interesting, aud in all the their living freights. The sea is as calm as a expanseof rough bottom on the right, but on
figures. the work is _thoroughlyconsc!entiou.s. lake, the surface being disturbed only b_ya the left broken by clumps of trees, the whole
There lS more of senow, prose than poetry JU ripple, catching on its JDinuteridges tlie light closed by near mountains. This 1uar:e manner
the scene, but for its class it is an excellent that is yet _Powerfulin the sky. The idea is of colour produced,we may suppose,by general
subject, leaving in the execution nothing to be extremely simple, but it is brought forward in glazes,yields faith to the principlespropounded
desired.
and advocatedby Reinolds.
the spirit of the most refined poetry.
No. 523. '" A thing of beauty is a joy for
No. 577. 'Through the Needle ee, boys,'
No. 546. 'Evening,' J. LINNELL,
Sen. The
ever." Michael Angelo,in his advanced age, landscapeis a productionof infinite excellence, R. GAVIN. The title is the name of the game
in the sculpture galleries feeling the statues- but in calling his picture ' Evening,' Mr. Lin- in which this hilarious company are engaged.
A sketch for a picture,' F. M. MILLER. The nell has intended the allusions in the sky to be The merits of the picture are of a positive kmd,
materials are well put together, and with care- the paramount point of the picture. In its as illustrating the force of firmly-painted and
ful elaboration they may be worked out into forms and tones the composition comes more strongly-tonedfigures in opposition to an open
an interestirurwork.
kindly together than any recent work of the airy space. The heroes and heroines are
No. 524. ¥ • • • A. Huoms.
painter, and the twilight on the fields, and the village children, more earnestly than graceclear sky above, are passages which appeal at fully active in their sport. The artist has
" for how myght ever awcetnesse have be known
once to the feeling. There is in the sky a red dared to paint eccentricattitudes of much diffi.To hym that never tastyd blttcmesoc f"
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No. 634. 'French Peasants linding their I
TIIE SCULPTURE.
culty, not only to the painter, but also to the
Stolen Child,' P. H. CALDERON,The scene
Year by iear are we painfully reminded of
model.
No. 583. 'Scene in "the Glebe," South here is the stage.of a companyof 1alti111banque1the ~sutlic1enc1of the sculpture cry:pt- .but,
Brent, Devon,' J. GENDALL.A well-selected at a· countri fair, and there, supported by a , happily, there is a prospect of amelioration;
subject, translated to the canvas apparently police functionary, they claim their daughter, 1 for in their new edifice the Academydare not
with good taste, but too high to be seen. The who is dressed in tawdry ragsas a perfonner. fall into the error of building only for their
artist enjoys well-earnedrepute.
All the figures have been vert carefully I own day. 'fhe first work in the catalogue
No. 588. 'Miss Eliza Partridge,' Miss E. wrought, and the supplementarycircumstance of the sculpture is ' H.R.H . The Prince
I Consort,' W. THEED,a life-sized bust of the
PARTRIDGE.A head and bust, coloured with assists the story.
much natural freshness.
No. 636. 'J. C. Hook, Esq., A.,' R. HAN-I prince, remarkable at once as a felicitous
No. 589. 'The Yo~ Royalist,' J . A.VINTER. NJ.H. A small profile head, very skilful in resemblance,and an unaffected work of Art.
A small picture, in which a child is armed with manipulation,and an excellent likeness.
'fhen follow these small works, of which
his father's cuirass. Very agreeable in effect;
No. 637. 'A Water-Mill,' the late J. STARK, the titles only can be given. No. 1232, 'The
but the cuirass is of a fashiontoo modem.
This work, we regret to say, will be the last I Triumph of Judith,' J . S. WEST!O.COTT,
No. 591. 'Morning on the L~ Maggiore,' exhibitedunder this name. The late Mr. Stark , either bronze or coloured plaster; being the
G. E. HERING. The view is taken from a was one of the very few 11aturalist1of our land- apex of the pyramid, it cannot be exammed.
~en terrace on the banks of the Wee,whence scapeschoolbeforeit was revolutionised. When No. 1234, ' Alfred the Great '-bronze statuis seen the amphitheatre of mountains rising landscape painting was nothing more than in- ette, H. A.IulsTEA.D,
No. 1235, 'Ideal bust
from the opposite shore,and there it is that we door sltetching, James Stark was diligently of a Warrior'-marble, W. D. JONES. No.
discern the type of the morning. The moun- working from the face of nature, and hence the 1236, 'Sir JamsetjeeJejiebhoy,Bart.'-bronze
tains appear through an atmosphere laden with freshnesswhich, from an early period, stamped statuette, BARONM..utocnETTI. No. 1238,
thin ~ey_ mist, tlie function of which is dis- his productions with that local reality which 'William the Conqueror'-bronze statuette,
charged in a manner that fully supports the can never be improvised.
H. AB.ll:STEAD.
No.1239, 'The adopted sketch
title.
No. 640. 'Equestrian Portrait of His Grace for a statue of Caxton, to be erected in the
No. 592. 'Clover Time,DencrossFann, Edin- the Duke of Bedford,' S. PEARCE. The Duke Westminster Palace Hotel, part of which
bridge, Kent,' W. S. RosE. The most earnest is mounted on a very quiet grey pony, and is building stands on the site of Caxton's house,'
productionwe have ever seen under this name; surrounded by foxhounds; he wears "pink,'' by JosEPHDuRHAM. No. 1240, 'Right Hon.
but there is y-et room to improve the ragged- and looks like the creature so loudly vaunted Viscount Palmerston'-marble statuette, R.
ness of the foliageand its very cold hue-and in ancient verse and modem song-the "old C. LucAS. No. 1241, 'Christ Enthroned; his
the sky is somewhat tame ; but with these English gentleman.''
Birth, Death, and Ascension; St. Peter on his
exceptions, it is a landscape of considerable No. 649. 'Capture of Mediterranean Pi- right, St. Paul on his left,' R: L. BouLTON.
merit.
rates,' J . D..uraY. The capture is but an epi- No. 1243, 'Frolic,' W. C. MA.BSB..A..LL,RA.
No. 595. 'My ain Fireside,' T. Fun. The sode aside; the sunset is the theme, worked No. 1244, 'Thomas Fairbairn, Esq.'-bronze
qualities of this picture are of the same ~h
out as it is with the utmost powerof the palette. medallion, T. W OOLNEJLNo. 12!5, ' Lady
order as those of ' Sunday Morning in tne The pirate, a xebec-lookinricraft, and the war- Harrington and her son, Lord PeterahamBackwoods.' Two cottagers, man and wife, steamer, are grouped on tlie left.
sketch for a portrait group,' T. THoRNYCRO:PT.
are seated at " their ain fireside," and the
No. 660. ' Summer Time, in the South of No. l 246, 'Group of Mare and Deer-hound,'C.
mother has placed the baby on the floor to play Essex,' H. B. WILLIS. Summer is here cele- McCART.llY,Of these there are certain works
with a rough terrier. The picture exhibits brated b,Ya group of cattle on a site raised -in plaster or executed in bronze or marblemuch of the science of the art in its variety of slightly, but sufficiently to bring them up justly estimableas pieces of cabinet sculpture,
well placed gradation, and the force given to llgainst the lower sk.r and the airy distance. composed with such nicety u to lines and
the highest tones that are employed. The The animals, especially_the horses, display <i,uantities,that even with the same proporlittle window at the back of the woman per- perfect knowledge of the anatomy and form ; uonate adjustments, they would be equally
forms no useful officein the general effect, but and the work is, altogether, one of very consi- appreciablein heroic or life stature.
is rather prejudicial to it by disturbing the derable merit.
'fo turn to the lar~r works, No. 1248 is
background,and so depriving the femalefigure
'The GoodSamaritan, C. B. BIRCH,a subject
of a portion of her proper substance.
We have left no space for evena brief review so unsuitable for round sculpture, that it has
No. 596. 'Gallantry-,' J . A. HousTON. The of the drawingsand miniatures; there are, how- never been our ~ fortune to see a successfi~res here are two village children-boy and ever, hun~ in the W ater-Colonr Room a few ful version of 1t. In bas-relief it is more
tractable ; but here, as in other instances, the
girl-that are on their way to school, and the works which cannot be left without notice.
boy holds a broad leaf of burdock over the
No. 900. 'Too Late,' W. S. WINDUS. A nude and the draped are not reconciled,and,
head of his companion. The figuresare brought man, two female fig>.ires,
and a child, are the unfortunately, the drapery_of the Samaritan is
well forward: but the girl is too pretty, and figures in this com~ition, of which it can so heavy as to make the opposition more
she looks fixedlyat the spectator.
only be said that 1t is in the extremity or sensibly_felt. No. 1249, 'The Expulsion,'
No. 606. 'Charles Lewis Gruneiseu, Es<i,
,, " Pre-Rafl'aellite" manner. The story is hope- W. C. M.ulsB..A..LL, R.A., hasbeen modelledto
F.R.G.S.,' H. W. PICKERSGILL,
R.A. This 18 lessly obscure.
be viewed from the left, on which aide the
a small portrait, which,as to the 9uality of the
No. 914. 'Near the Goat Pen, Windsor firmness of the muscular and positive tenwork, is one of the beat ever pamted by this Great Park,' A. M'CALLUH. The colour in dencies of the linear expression describe, on
excellent artist.
this work is perhaps too playful, but the detail the part of Adam, rather an orgasm of rage
No. 619. 'Garden Flowers,' Miss MuTRIE. of the trunks and branches of the trees has than the subdued and bursting agony of deThe firmnessof manner, powerful colour, and been carried out with exemplarypatience.
spair. Adamappears to tear his hair. If this
natural condition and circumstances characis
No. 924. 'Prestum,' J. F. taoPsEY. The be not the action proposed, the ~ment
terizing the works of this lady, are refreshing ruins are brought forward under an effect of faulty, because it suggests that action; if it
to thoee wearied with the everlasting prim sunset: a scene of imposingsolemnity.
be the action intended, it would seem to be an
drawing-roomarrangementthat prevails amonlf
No. 933. 'A Quiet Poof in Glen Falloch,' act too aoenic for the subject. Both figures
our flowerpainters. No. 621. 'Travellers' Joy, B. W. LEADER. The stones, water, and fore- present everywheresurfaces and lines of infiMis.sA.F. MuTRIE,is, perhaps,evenmoreattrac- ground material in this work are of surpassing nite beauty. No. 1250, 'Innocence,' L. A.
tive than the former: both are of surpassing excellence.
Mil.EMPRB. In feeling,tliis statue is throughexcellence.
No. 935. 'The Spinning Wheel,' J. Bos. out identifiable with anti9ue relics, but the
No. 622. 'On the Mole, near Dorking, TOCK. A single figure, well drawn and effec- extremely thick eyelids is a trick of the
Surrey,' H. B. GRA.Y.A weedy pool shaded tively brilliant in colour.
modem French school. The title is illustrated
·
by trees, with that unmistakeableair of truth
No. 962. 'Breakfasting Out,' R. DOWLING.by a girl pla~g with a viper, that is twisted
which is derivedfrom beingpaintedon the spot. Literally breakfast~ out, for it is a street round her wnst. No.1252, 'The Love Chase,'
No. 626. 'The Lost Change,'W. H. KNIGHT. breakfast-the hour six, and the party a "mix- E. G. PAPWORTB,
Jun. A girl with an Italian
The subject is dignifiedby_so much good work ture;" but the characters are very judiciously greyhound,which has leapedup to her shoulder
i
having been bestowed on it. A child; it seems, selected, and everywhere the pamtinfr ana to express itll joy at having found its mistress,
has lost some money, and has enlisted a little drawingare unexceptionable. The nameis new who had hidden herself. No. 1253, 'The Bard
army of sympathisers,including the rector. It to us, but his mannerof Art is sound,and bears of Coila,' P. SLATER,is a bust of Burns,
is a compositionthat doesnot tell its own story. with it a prospect of distinction.
crowned with holly, according to the idea in
No. 628. 'The Dargie, County Wicklow,'
the poet's "Vision.'' It is a good subject,
E. HARGETT.As to forms and local features
It is certain that photographyhas scattered and some surprise may be expressedthat it has
this is a most honest versionof a given locality; the "miniaturists :" it may-be long before we never occurred before to Scottish artist.a,so
we feel the ground firm under our feet, but again see the starry assemblageof faces " in many of whom have searched Burns through
the metallic and uncompromisinggreen of the little " we have been accustomedto see in this and through for subject-matter. Much more
trees is entirely beside nature.
room.
might have been made of the idea. The hair
1
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in imP.ortancesupersedesI.bewreath. No. 1255, loway,Esq.' • It is the portrait of a gentleman
THE ROYAL PICTURES.
'Emtly and the White Doe of Rylestone,' F. who has obtained no small share of notoriety,
M. MILLER. A very carefully modelled sta- for his name is known everywherethroughout
THE SISTERS.
tuette, showingEmily seated, and the doe by the globe. 'l'he catalogue states that it is Sir C. L. Eutlake, P.R.A., Painter. R. Graves, A.R.A.,
Engraver .
her side. No. 1256, 'Happiness,' J. fuN- " intended for a charitable institution to be
Sizeof the Picture l n. lOf In. by l I\. 41 In.
cocx:. This is a light figure of a girl dancing founded by him "-a good way of expending
with an advancingmovement. She the fortune he is understood to have made by ::,Jo one who ia thoroughly conversant with the
or skip_Ping,
is lookmg at a small flowerthat she holds in ministeringto the diseased fanciesof millions. works of Sir Charles Eastlake would be likely to
her left hand. An hilarious vacuity is fully Few more excellent works in marble than this attribute this picture to any other hand, so comestablished, and the figure has many elegant have been produced by British sculptors. pletely does it bear the impreu of those qualities
points. No. 1257, J. BELL;is a private soldier No. 1273, ~ G. FONTANA,
is similar in cha- which characterise the President's atyle,-his eleof the brigade of Guards in heavy marching racter to No. 1271, and called 'Cupid Cap- gance of compoaition, his delicacy of feeling, and
order, as those troops fought at Inkermann, tured by Venus,' and representsCupidheld in a tenderneaa of colourin~, which here almost amounts
being one of the figuresintended to be cast iu net by his mother. For such subjects taste to feebleneaa. The figures are, we have heard, porbronze, as forming a portion of the Guards' has oeen long exploded, and we confess traits of two sisters, maideua of Engli,h birth and
Memorialin Waterloo Place. The proposition some surprise at their elaborate execution in blood, but they are ao like aome of the females
in this figure is an illustration of those quali- marble. No. 1279. 'Model of the Memorial which the painter has introduced iuto other works,
and are so Itslianiscd, as it were, that one is apt to
ties which stood our troops in such good stead in Badminton Church to the late Duchess·of imagine
have served as favourite models for
against the fearful-odds that were led against Beaufort,' J. EDWARDS.A composition of several ofthey
his pictures ; certain it is that he bas
them. A statue of Dr. Isaac Barrow,No. 1258, excellent and appropriate taste. No. 1282, brought his feeling for Italian art into bis repreby M. Nonu:, presents the subject seated, 'Cromwell,' a marble statue, half-lifesize, by sentation of these aristocratic descendant. of Saxon
represents Cromwell with one lineage. We have spoken of the colouring u having
resting the left hand on a book poised edge- S. LEIFCBILD,
wayson the thigh, the left hand hanging down. foot much advanced, both hands supJ>orted a tendency to weakneaa,but it is only by compariIt 1s an imprel!Sive
work.. No. 1259, a monu- by his sword, before him, and holding a Bible. son with that we are accustomed to see Crom the
mental effigy of Queen Catherine Parr, is a It is somewhat forced in character, br.t is hands of the beat p&inten of the English school,
recumbent figure in marble, laid straight, and nevertheless an excellent work. No. 1296, and also by comparison with many of the pictures
with the palms of the hands together, like the 'The YoungEmigrant,'E. G. PAPWORTH,
Sen., painted by the President hinuelf, whose moat imancient monuments: it is the· work of J. B. is a statue of a child-broad, simple, and portant worka,-those which he prod.need in the
PHILIP. No. 1261 is the model of the colossal beautiful. No. 1208, by J. H. FoLI!!Y,
R.A., zenith of his practice,-are remarkably rich, though
statue of N cw.ton,which has beeu erected in ' Model of part of a monumenterected by his not brilliant, in colour ; forcible, but not overbronze at Grantham. 'l'he form is erect., and surviving children to the memory of John powering. Moreover, there is in this picture such
beantifnl harmony of tints throughout the whole,
holds in t.he left hand a mathematical figure, Jones,Esq.,of Crosswood,near Welshpool,'con- athat
it in a great measure compensates for the
on which he is lecturing. The expression of tains three femalefigures contemplatingin sor- absence
other quality-power, which many
the features is somewhat dark, from the head row the tomb of their departed father. They considerofasthat
absolutely essential to good painting.
being thrown forward; had the countenance are charmingin character, and the features are The features of the "Siaten " are very lovely,
been raised, the result must have been light, full of the most refinedand touchingexpression. eloquently expreuive of gentle birth, intelligence,
language, and address: it is the work of W. 'The Field of the Cloth of Gold,' No. 1325, and sweetneaaof temper, discouning with abundant
'l'HEED
. 'Morning Dew,' No. 1264, one of a W. THEED,is a model in alt<i-relievo,
forming earnestness the language of the heart.
series of alti-relicvi, representing the Hours, part of a series of subjects from English
Almost all the worka of Sir Charles Eastlake
in course of execution for the hall of Bridge- history, executed in bronze for the Palace of manifest a feeling that has its origin in hie love of
water House, by order of the Earl of Elles- Westminster, by order of Her Majesty's Com- early Italian art ; and who that has studied it in
mere. .The figure,by H. BANDEL,
is modelled missionersof Fine Arts. This is most care- the beat examples-those which exhibit but little
with extreme eleganceof form; her w!ngs are fully modelled: such works will do credit to indication of the influence of Greek or Byzantine
extended upwards;and the dew falls m drops the Houses of Parliament. No. 1326, by J . art-is not impr.:ssed with the pure and exalted
from her extended hands. The flight of the THOMAS,
'Briseis,' a statue in marble, forms sentiments that animated the spirits of those old
owl indicatesmorning,or the subject would be part of a chimney-piece,for John Holdsworth, painters? "If," says M. Rio, in his "Poetry of
difficult of interpretation: the lower Jimbs Esq., of Glasgow; and No. 1332 is 'Thetis,' Christian Art," " we consider painting in the
of its development u the imperfect but
might perhaps have been disposed in better also a statue iu marble, executed for the same periods
expresaion-the voice, as it were, of the
lines and forms, but it is a work of infinite destination: they are works of great merit ; progreaaive
nations of modern Europe, before the formation of
beauty. No. 1266, 'Evangeline at the Jesuits' the taste which gives such commissionscannot their language ; if we reflect that in these rnde
Mission beyond the Ozack Mountains,' &c., be too highly lauded.
works were deposited the strongest and purest
F. M. MILLER,is a figure full of earnest exOf the busts, No. 1285, 'The Rev. C. H. emotions of their hearts, as well as the liveliest
pression ; it has been most carefullymodelled, Spurgeon,' J. D. CRITTENDEN,
is a pain- creations of their imaginationa; that it was their
but it is not a subject well suited for sculp- ful error in everything relative to the art. hope and intention that tbeae despised works shonld
ture. 'Daphne,' No. 1260, a marble statue No. 1286, 'Mrs. Winn Knight,' J. HANCOCK,be immortal, and render undying testimony to their
by M. Woon, presents the n1,mphturned into is agreeablyanimatedand expressive.No. 1290, enthuaiasm and faith; we become lesa severe in our
a laurel. An idea very similar to this is ex- ' Signor Mario, as Duca di Mailtova,in "Rigo- criticism of the various kinds of merit, the union
tant, we think, in an antique bas-relief in the letto,"' by C. F. FOLLER,is one of those of which constitutes, in our judgment, a clrefmuseum at Naples. Parts of the figure are errors of taste and judgment which sometimes d'QJut:re, and, fixing our attention less eloeely on
charminglymodelled and carved, but it is an become conspicuousfrom very extravagance. the surface of things, we endeavour to penetrate
error to place the figure in the easy pose of 'D. Maclise,Esq., RA.,' J. TnoMAs,a marble more deeply into their nature." It is because we
resting on the left leg while being turned into bust, admirably-executed, and very like the accustom ourselves to look too much for the exthe tree : moreover, the projecting·side seems subject. 'W. P. Frith, Esq., RA.,' also by ternal evidences of good art-its mere mechanism,
too bulky. · 'The Parting of Paul and Vir- J. TnoMAS,equally striking as to likeness. ns it were-nod too little for the mind and son!
the painter, that these inspirations of the early
ginia,' No. 1270, J. DUll.IIAM,
is a group in Then there are No. 1290, 'Lord Brougham,' of
masters leave so unfavourable and unworthy an imwhich is consummated the essence of the J.E. JoNES; No. 1301, 'The late Venerable pression upon us. I u a word, ours ia au age in
characters. Virginia argues that it is the John Williams, Archdeacon of Cardigan,' J. which both artists, and they who profess to love
will of God she should depart. " But can EDWARDS;No. 1309, 'John Propert, Esq., art, have little community or feeling with those
you go,'' was Paul's reply,"and leaveme here? Founder and Treasurer of the Royal Medical who lived four or five centuries before us.
We have had one cradle onl,r, and one home." BenevolentCollege,'E.W. WYON;No. 1320,
The type!' of the President's style of painting are
Virginia is turned from him, but Paul has 'John Edmund Reade'-marble bust, T. BuT- found in the Venetian school when it was still
passed his arm round her waist, as if he would LER
_; No. 1321, 'An African Read,' H. under the influence or the traditions of Christian
ever there hold her. This finely sculptured Wnus, A.; No. 1322, 'George Samuel, art, and bad not imbibed that voluptuousness-the
and haP,pily-conceived
work is undoubtedlythe Esq.,' E. A. FOLEY
; No. 1327, 'The Right word is used here in its most refined· aense~f
" gem ' of the exhibition; it is charming in Hon. the Earl of Shaftesbury'-marble bust, manner which at n subsequent period characterised
feeling,and has been executed with exceeding M. NoBLE; No. 1330, 'George Stephenson'- its disciples: e~eu in those works which do not
truth : the group, therefore, will greatly aid marble,E. W. WroN; No. 1339, 'Miss Mary strictly represent religious subjects, such as his
" Pilgrims arrh·ing in sight of Rome," there ·is a
to raise the excellent sculptor to high rank. Warburton Waters,' E. A. FOLEY
; No. 134G, devotional
feeling and a solemnity or treatment that
Ko. 1271, 'Reveil de !'Amour,' J. LGEEFS,'George M. Jones, M.RC.S.,' P. MAcDowi;u., almost
their being included under such a
exhibits Cupid on his mother's knee, an -R.A.; No. 1347, 'The late Duke of Marl- tit.le. justifies
lil-ing painters may possibly make
arrangement that carries us back to the borough,' H. WEEKES,A. 'l'he sculptural strongerOther
appeals to popular admiration, but the best
sickly classicalities of the Louis Quatorze, works number 151, among which there is a pictures by Sir C. Eastlake will always win the
and which no excellence of execution could dearth of conceptions of exalted aspiration, auffrages of the discriminating few.
render agreeable. An admirable statue in the general tone of t-he sculpture coinciding " The Sisters" is in the Royal Collection al
marbleis No. 1272,P. HoLLINs,'Thomas llol - with that of the rest of the exhibition.
Osborne.
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We fancy :motbe~ ban~ mnst have been at selected for variety of line and quantitv; but it
work on this drawmg-1t seems to have been is carried out so absolutely that there is no
IN WATER-COLOURS.
touched upon by one Die!!OVelasquez.
nook wherein we can escape the impertinences
No. 20. 'The Higbl~d Emigrant's Last of the art. The entire surface wants softening.
IN consequenceof the lateness of Easter this Look at Loch Lomond,' MARGARET
G1LJ,IES. No. 46. 'Don Quii:ote Disarmed by the
year, the opening of this exhibitionwas post- The touching sentiment with which this lady Waiting-Women of the Duchess,' JOSEPH
. Why has this admirablesubject never
poned a week, so as to be first accessible to qualifies her works is of a nature to give its NASH
the public simultaneously with that of the full force to a subject such as this. The emi- been painted by Leslie or MacliseP It merits
Royal Academy,a coincidencewhich may have grant is an aged man, who sits on the mountain- something beyonda water-colourdrawing,and
fallen out in earlier years, but certainly not side absorbed in mournful thoughts : a title with a Quixotesometwelve heads high. Again,
in the later history of the institution. The is not necessaryto declare it a sorrowfulleave- everything bustles into light- yet there is
private viewswere held on consecutivedays- taking.
great piquancyin everything which Mr. Nash
the 29th and 30th of April. The Society
No. 22. 'The Life-Boat,' E. DuNCAN.This touches.
show au assemblage of works as brilliant as is a const-scenein a storm, with a ship already' No. 49. 'Interior of the Middle or Lower
bas ever been seen on its walls, and on a in the breakers driving ashore. On the sands Church of St. Francesco,Assisi,' E. A. GOODgeneral survey, there appears more of equality appear a number of people dragging the life- ALL . This is the church that was decorated
than on previous occasions. The line pre- boat, as about to render assistanceto the fated by Perugino. It reminds the traveller of St.
aents a succession of excellent works, but craft. In this admirable drawing,the sea and Stephen's, at Vienna, or it may be somewhat
above and belowthe line there are productions the sky are triumphant passagesof expression; more cry)?t-like. The character of the ancient
which might be placed by the side of those of the vulgar resource of heavy fore-sea waves frescoes IS rendered with perfect exactitude.
the highest class-a circumstancewhich shows has no place here; without these we feel the The subject is very rarely treated, although
that tlie memberscould filla muchla~r space hurricane, and taste the salt spray:. The view more pictorial than a long catalogue of the
than that which is at their dis,J>Osal
. '!'here takes the eye along the coast ; and never have lofty churches.
No. 51. 'A Father and Daughter,' MAR·
has been evincedhere for some time past, both we seen any similar description in which the
GILLIES
. The story is simpleand perin figure and landscape,a pro~essive tendency vehement raging of t.he sea was so perfectly GARET
to earnestness and reality winch develops the sustained throughout. If Turner's name were spicuous: they:are contemplatingthe portrait
most satisfactoryresults. In figurecomj:>osition,to this drawing,it would be esteemedthe best, of one departed-the wifeand the mother-and
those who especially_
distinguish themselvesare the most intelligible of his wrecks. It is the ·features of both coincide in expression of
emotion; but their language is dift'erent-for
Gilbert, Burton, Topham, Nash, Frederick throughout pure water-colour.
No. 26. 'Spanish Gossip,' F. W. TOPHAM.there is a light and an eialtation in the features
Tayler, Miss Gillies, and Riviere; and in landscape, marine, and local description,those who The subject is a various agroupment at the of the girl, that speak of her as le• dwellingon
es~cially earn distinction are Harding, llol- door of a posada apparently, where we are the picture than communingwith her mother
land, Cox, Duncan, Newton, Davidson, Bran- introduced to a muleteer, a centre-piecein a in the spirit.
No. 54. 'Lake of Thon-Evening,' S. P.
white; with others in flowers and fruit, as bouquet (that is, artistically speaking)· of
Hunt and Bartholomew. Among the minor Spanish women, who are very skilfully dis- JACKSON.An essay less fortunate than his
landscape drawings there are no examples or posed in composition,with a charming play of coast-subjects. In nine out of ten times when
easy slip-shod sketching; and even in such reflected lights. The locale, with its archway we see Alpine scenery,the lower section of the
works as may be designatedfailures,the errors and all its curiositiesof architecture,is brought view is kept low in tone, while the mountains,
are not of the free-and.easy kind-the artiste forward,it may be presumed,just as the artist with their snowy mantles,are thrown up into
light,-sic omne,.
having been particularly laborious in going found it.
No. 56. 'Preaching in the Crypt,' G. DoDG·
wrong. The works of two of the most distinNo. 31. 'Wreckers, Coast of South Wales,'
guished of the members will be missed from E. DUNCAN.This drawing forms an unexcep- SON. A masterly sketch, mysterious and imthe walls-neither Jenkins nor Haag contri- tionable pendant to the other, No. 211,just pressive, insomuch as to fix the attention,
bute : both are figure painters ; had they noticed. A large vessel is C11St
ashore, and a although so sli~ht.
No. 57. 'K1dwelly Castle, South Wales,'
supplied their usual quota, there would have number of the coast inhabitants are busied in
been at least a dozen or sixteen more of first- breaking her up and appropriating the timbers. G. FRIPP. A small· drawing, broad, substanclass figure subjects. But, to proceedto detail, There are qualities in this work equal to 'The tial, harmonious.
No. 68. 'Interior of the Church of St.
we commencewithLife-Boat.'
. Princinally the
No. 9. 'Stepping-Stones on the LlugwyNo. 36. 'The Cannoch Burn,' JA11ES HoL- Jacques, Antwerp,' S. READ
Moel Siabod in the Distance,' C. BRANWHITE
. LAND. The subject is a deep, dark, eddying well.knownscreen; beautiful in cofour and
The masterly mecaniq_ueo( this artist claims pool in a limestone basin : a very powerful graceful in proportion. · , The tone of the
generallyall the admiration which is elicited sketch, never touched apparently smce it was screen admits of the full daylight eft'ect.
No. 72. ' Scotch Prisoners taken at a Conby his works: but in this case there is more put into the portfolioon the spot.
ii
of nature than is usually found in them. The
No. 38. 'Thatch ing the Haystack,' C. DA- venticle-the subject suggested by Sir Walter
TAYLER. I
compositionrresents very simplytwo breadths, HDSON.There is no ambitionIll this drawing, Scott's tale of "Old Mortality,"' }'RED.
the lower o shade, the upper of light-the save that of reproducingthe farmyard,in which Translated lileratin1according to the spirit of
higher objects catching the rays of the de- the haystack is being covered. It shows a the history : there is the cart containmg the
scendingsun.
more generous treatment, with colour more minister and a part of his congregation,all the
0 c. DAVIDSON.
men being manacled. They are accompanied
No. 13.•••
ingenuous than aepears in No. 13.
"Ye happy , hnppy t...,.,.,
No. 41. 'Interior of the Church of St. Law- by an escort of Claverhouse's troopers. The
That In perpetual ea.••
rence, Nuremberg,' S. READ
. This drawing allusion is patent : the supposition has been
Stand In the soil "·here ye as Ppllngs grew, .. .to.
transcends every former effort of the artist. too frequentlya realitv, with greater atrocities
These verses of Mackay supply both title and The prominent feature of the composition is than are even hinted at here.
No. 73. • • • • D. Cox. A quotation
theme to a drawing which we find much more the famouspix in the Church of St. Lawrence,
subdued than the intense sunny verdure we which rises relieved by the more deeply-toned stands here in the place of a title to a large
have been accustomed to heretofore. The walls, and the painted windowsof the edifice. drawing,the breadth of which presents a rocky
drawingof the branches is extremelycareful; It is a difficultsubject to deal with, and might river-bed, over which the water flows foaming
but the lights want spirit and breadth. It easilv have becomeoft'ensivelyrigid ; but here in full volume. A very powerful sketch, as
it falls into the composition,and yet is suffi. dark as ·any by its author. The surface shows
looks like a ~tudy made on the spot.
a number of creases, as if the drawing had
No. 16. 'A Trumpeter,' JonN GILBERT
. A ciently important.
.
grand figure,so.excellentas to evokethe closest
No. 43. ' The Lay of the Last Minstrel,' been folded,or pasted together.
No. 75. 'In St. Eucharius' Chapel,Nuremexaminationof the rest of the drnwing,and on JosEPH NASn. It is because Mr. Nash is a
finding a flaw or two, we revert to the trum- cinque and a sei-centi&tthat he is open to the berg,' F. W. BURTON. The colour of this
peter himself, and forget all the rest. He is suspicionof intending a joke here. The title drawing is nearly that of the chapel itself;
nther a cavalier than a roundhead, and his is Scott's, and it can never be applied other- and truly, with any knowledgeof the manageopen sleeve places him above the rank of a wise than iu reference to Scott's verse. Mr. ment of gradations, colour other than veritable
trumpeter. His horse looks some ribs too Nash's minstrel is infirm and old, certainly, local tint could be dispensed with. Great
short; but if the hip of the animal were toned but he wearscontinuationswhichat the present elevation is obtained by carrying one of the
down, it would puzzle a very close observerto day may be seen in every shire in these king- columnsupwards out of the composition.
No. 84. ' DarleyChurchyard,'D. Cox. How I
detect this. 'l'be manipulationpresentscurious doms. The ladies are too closelyJlllCked,and
passagesof despotic handling-there is body- there is too much light; the decorationsof the temptingly easy it looks to make a drawing of 11
colourover pure water-colour,and \Yater-colour room have been studied more than the cff'ectof a churchyard,with a tree in the centre, a regi- I
ment of spectral tombstones,and a full moon
over body colour, insomuch that the horse's the drawing.
mane looks as if it were mildewed. The
No. 44. 'Head of Loch Lomond, with Ben looking very red through the lowest and most
man and horse are relieved by a dark sky. Lomond in the Distance,' P. J . NAFrEL. Well earthy stratum of atmosphere: many have
THE
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essayed a poem like this, but very few l1ave he may yet relent to the living model. In a more _P.Crfect
representation of snow on a mounachievedsuch a success as we see here.
picture of such excellence the eye is fretted tain-s1de has never been achieved. Here and
No. 83. 'The Stepmother,' ALFRED D. by even small weaknesses; but now for the there, where the rock crops out, it is not made
FRIPP. 'l'he stepmother is a peasant girl, and error of the drawing, and that is not a small a spot, but it looks black enough, and is felt
her stepchild is a ve~y ,-oung calf, which, it one. We would gladly listen to Sir Toby, sufficientlyhard ; and, again, the sky-the air
may be supposed,lost its fond mother by some but the background is too loud-it is one sur- looks full of snow; and withal there is no
vaccine casualty. A ver7 pleasing figure, face of restless flutter, depriving the figures of parade-none of the idle pomp of execution.
good-tempered and happy m her office. The their presence and address. When the eye The nicety of the work is beyond all praise,
calf will never miss its natural parent.
passes to the ' Trumpeter' (pity that fine fellow although in some degree it approaches the
No. 92. 'The Valley of Cliamouni,' J. D. 1s a non-combatant),the question is at once photographic. This perfection of painting
HARDING.In this work the valuable points put, can the same mind have conceived both throughout the landscape makes the two small
of landscape scenery which it presents are pictures? Again, there is No. 132, 'The figures look more faulty than they are. These
dealt with in that masterly feeling which is Banquet at Lucentio's House,' a gem in all are the spot in the work-they are very feebly
ever recognisable in the works of Mr. Hard- but the background. Bouquets of vulgar drawn.
ing. Chamouni were nothing without Mont roses and camellias are showered in heaps on
No. 182. 'On Rannoch Moor, Argyleshire,'
Blanc; we have, therefore, a view of the sum- this artist ; we cast him one coronal of laurel. T. M. R1c11ARDsON
. Treated in an excellent
mit of the mountain mingling with the clouds.
No.128 . 'The Widow of WoWm,' F. W. spirit; brilliant and eft'ective.
No. 103. 'Summer Shade,' G. DODGSON.BURTON.A ~roup of two figures, the widow
No. 194. 'Lake of Como, from MenagioThe shade is that whichvisitors, if they choose, and her daughter, brilliant in flesh tint, and Early Morn,' W. C. S1t1TH. We look aown
may enjov under the ~roup of trees near the painted with sincere feeling,without a thought on the lake from a gallery, but the view is
steps on "the terrace of Haddon. It is one of of dalliance with a single circumstance that superseded by the sky, which is proposed as
the best ,·ersions of the place that have of late could rob the widowand her child of one throb the point of the picture-it is, although pale,
been exhibited.
of sympath,-. It is, however, a singular over- very powerful.
No. 104. 'The Fisher Boy,• WALTERGOOD
· sight, that both faces should be turned the
No. 197. 'Striking the Bargain-An Irish
ALL. A sea-side~roupment, con$isting of the same way. It is a work of great power.
Fair,' H . P. RmERE. A composition of
said fisherboy and a girl, holding a child that is
No. 136. 'The Park,' J. D. HARDING.One numerous figures; the most important that
wonderingat the movementsof a crab, which of those passages of landscapeart which afford the artist has painted. The fair is held in
the boy holds up to its observation. The scope for the power of the painter-a passage the open; and the society into which we fallr
figures, and all the sea-side material, are very of close scenery in the home grounds of a in the foreground, is most happily national.
honestly rendered.
castellated mansion; consisting of a water- 'fhe bargain is for a pig, which a girl sells to ·
No. 108. 'Part of the Rath-Haus and Street course divided by an islet, and shaded b: aged some eminent dealer or agriculturist.
-Scene at Paderborn, Westphalia,' J . BUR· and lorty trees. To earnest inquiry this picOn the screens NASR again shines in 'The
GEss,Jun . This is a portion of the side of the ture is a mirror of the variegated thought that Taming of the Shrew,' two subjects; and b;y
town-hall which was built in the seventeenth has filledthe mind of the artist in its execu- W. HUNTthere are many drawings quite equal
centurr, with a glimpse of one of the numerous tion; every form, every gradation has its voice to his very best efforts; as also several of
fountams for wl1ich the place is celebrated. in the recital. While the effects are pro- great merit by E. A. GOODALL,
F. W. TOP·
No. ll6 is a front view of the Rath-Haus, nounced, the subtlety of the execution alone HAil, MARGA.RET
GILLIES,FREDERICK
TAYLER,
given as it is, and without qualification.
T. M. R1cnA.R.DsON,
BURTON,
a brilliant view of
is inscrutable.
No. ll7. 'The Pet,' ALFREDD. FRIPP.
No. 140. • The Sizar and the Ballad Singer,' Venice,by Hou.AND,&c.,&c., which our limited
The two figures in this drawing have been F. W. ToPJIAH. An admirable subject, paint- space does not permit us to particularise.
washed so much that they sustain themselves able literally in all its circumstances. When
Perhaps the best evidence of the popularity
with difficulty against the more substantial poor Goldsmithwas a student at Trinity Col- of this exhibition is the number of works
background. The pet is a goat, which the lege, Dublin, his habits even then were by no marked "sold;" they numbered,at the private
younger of the two IS leading.
means provident, and, to save himself from view, one hundred and seventy-eight.
No. 119. 'Moonrise,' C. BRANWHITE
. Suc- actual starvation, he used to write ballads, and
cessful in the simplicity of the effect, which, sell them for five shillings each at the " Rein-like No. 9, consists of an opposing light and deer Repository," in Monntrath Court. And
dark. The drawing would have been more now for the theme. It was his pleasure to
THE NEW SOCIETY OF PAINTERS
etrect.ivehad it been smaller.
steal out at night to hear his verses sung in
IN WATER-COLOURS.
No. 121. 'Scene in Glen Morriston,' T. }[. the streets, and here we find him giving a
R1c11AUDSON
. The "scene" is a wild gorge, halfpennyto the little sister of a girl who is
throu~h which occurs the downward rush of singing one of these ballads. This is not the UPONa certain Saturday in April we look for
a rapid stream over a wild confusionof rocks least affecting incident in the life of poor the private viewof this exhibition-that Saturresembling the ruins of a former world. There Goldie.
day nearest the middle of the month ; and for
are numerous points of light which allow the
No. 145. 'Fruit,' V. BARTHOLOID:W.
Real- years the prescription has been observed. If
eye no rest.
ized with all the tem~~hfffreshnesswith which a balance be instituted, it will be found that
No. 122. 'Street of the Blacksmiths,Genoa,' this artist always q · es his fruit-in this the room presents a show of average merit ;
E. A. GOODALL.A narrow street, picturesque case, a pine, plums, a melon, grapes, &c., and, for, if the few more ambitious figure subjects
with every irregularity of Ital ian street archi- in No. 177, gooseberries,plums, apples, &c.
fail in some points, there is compensation in
tccture,-irresistible as a subject even to a
No. 168. 'Rue de la GrosseHorloge, Rouen,' the highest class landscape drawmgs. Since
figure painter.
W. CALLOW
. It would be impossible to say Mr. Haghe has taken up the oil-palette we
GOOD- how many times this famous tour has been feel the absence of his splendid essays : he
No. 123. 'Nature's Mirror,' ALTER
ALL.
Two girls at the brink of a pond, one painted ; but it has never been more effectively exhibits only one drawing of importance-a
assisting the other to adjust a water-lilyas a represented. .
subject from Scott's novel, " Wood.stock,"
bead ornament by the aid of the reflection in
No. 171. 'Carnarvonshire Mountains, from which has not the careful finish of former
the water. The fi~ures are well rounded, near Bettwys-y-coed,' D. Cox, Jun. A large pictures. Mr. Corbould paints from Tennyson
and opposed to a piece of landscape of much drawing ; more perfect in its breadth, and im- a ' Dream of Fair Women,' and sets before
sweetness.
posing in character, than, perhaps, anything us Cleopatra,Jephthah's daughter, Helen, Fair
No. 125. ' Sir Andrew Aguechcek writes that has ever been exhibited under this uame. Rosamond,and others-a theme more difficult
a Challenge,' JoHN GILBERT. The matter in
No. 176. 'At St. Lconard's-on-Sea,Sussex,' of treatment in painting than in poetey, espehand is rather Sir Toby Belch reading the T. M. RICHARDSON.
The view gives the line cially with the realism of Mr. Corbould's
challenge to Fabian and Maria, while Sir of coast towardsEastbourne and BeachyHead ; conceptions. :Ur. Warren paints a figure from
Andrew stands a little apart, his very attitude but the feature of the drawing is the heavy sea the first lines of " Paradise and the Peri ;" a
a menace and a challenge to any bystander. that is beating on the beach.
work which, if not entirelr succesaful, is disMr. Gilbert t.his year throws oft' the mask
No. 180. 'A Merchantman riding out a Gale tinguished by many beauties. Also from the
entirely ; we have hitherto had but glimpses on a Lee-shore,' S. P. JACKSON.This is the poetry of Moore Mr. Tidey exhibits a compoof his thew and muscle, he is now fairlv e11 class of subject in which the artist excels. sition, 'The Feast of Roses,'-a result of much
po,11. His oil-pictures are beaten out o( the The ship is well-drawn, and seems likely to thoughtful labour; and by Mole and Lee there
field by his own water-colours. It cannot be hold out ; bnt what becomesof her at the ebb, are domestic incidents wherein the figures are
supposed-it were by no means desirable- for it seems now high-water, and she is all but most conscientious!,-maJe out. The landthat he should attempt a higher finish than is ashore?
scape, marine, and s1lvan material, by Bennett,
found here ; his precious etchin~ is onl.,vseen
No. 181. 'First Approachof Winter-Scene, Cook, E. Warren, :t'ahey, Pidgeon, &c., attest
when we search for it, and very felicitous1t is in InverlochyCastle, Inverness-shire,'A. P. NEW· fine feeling, and the power to carry it out, and
every touch. The feet or Sir Andrewlook as if TON. In character the subject is very like many of the smaller varieties have every admithe artist had condescendedto the lay figure- that contributed last year under this name. A rable quality.
:1
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No. 2. 'Close of Day-Returning Home,
No. lil. 'Au Emeute at Louvaiue in the
No. 100. 'Fishing-Boats off the Public GarWest Coast of Cornwall,' S. CooK. This and Olden Time,' L. HAGHE. This, or something dens, Venice,' J. H. D'EGVILLE. This garden
No. 6 are, as to material, the same subjects, very like it, is the subject of one of Mr. Haghe's terrace, with an accompaniment of boats and
but the latter is a morning effect. It is a series of lithos-raphs descriptive of remarkable figures, appears from time to time in exhibirocky coast 8Cene,with a ~rominent cliff in the pieces of architecture in Belgium. The scene t.ions ; but it always looks scenic, visionarycentre of the drawing. l'he sky is spotted IS the street in front of the Hotel de Ville, yet in this it is but in character with very
!1
with light and dark clouds, which are settling which is attacked by an armed mob, and de- much of the City of the Sea. It bad been
for the night ; the tide is retiring to its proper fended by the authorities, between whom the better even to have carried out this feeling ;
ocean bed, and a few now mute sea-birds are conflict is raging with a sanguinary and a fatal its matter of fact reduces the subject to
seekinl!'their lodging in the cliff's. The senti- issue. The figures are very spirited in their petitesse.
ment 1s most impressive, and the success of action.
No. 107. • <:>• • HEYRYTIDEY.
the evening version reduces the interest of the
No. 67. 'The Junction of the Greta. and the
"John Anderson my Jo, John,
Tees, Yorkshire,' W. BENYETT. 'fbis is hig:h
morning eff'ect.
We clam the hlll theglther,
And mony a canty day, John,
No. 18. 'Ancient Aqueduct across the River up the river, above Barnard Castle, where its
,ve've had wl' ue auithcr ...
Meles, Smyrna,' D. H.1\'1'KEWA.N.This ague- most picturesque features are found. It is
duct, with a mixed course of Gothic and Roman principally the bed of the Tees that is here We see at once that the old couple here are
arches, crosses a gorge running perspectively seen, cumbered with heavy blocks of Htone, no other than John Anderson and his dame ;
into the composition. The drawing is int.e- which break the course of the gentle summer the circumstances of the group declare this;
resting as presenting a view of a remarkable stream. The river-bed lies between over- but in the face of the old man there is a want
architectural relic.
hanging masses of foliage, that we may assume of that intelligent hon l,omniie with which we
No. 32. 'In the Fields,' E. G. WARREN. to be entirely elm, for there is no descriptive are accustomed in imagination to qualify the
It is not sufficiently apparent that we are in individuality. It is a powerful and effective features of John Anderson. The manipulation
the fields here, as it would appear that we a.re drawing.
of the faces is skilful and effective, but the
under the shade of an immediate clump or
No. 73. 'The Peri,' HENRY WARREN. It colour is monotonous.
beeches-trees extremely difficult to paint, the is scarcely necessary to say that the subject
No. 117. "fhe Little Playfellows,' W. LEE.
weak part or all pictures of beeches being the isThe playfellows are a child and a dog that are
"One morn a Peri at the gate
individuality of the leaves. It is a careful
rolling together on the ground ; there is also
or Eden stood, disconsolate," &c.;
study, worked out, it would seem, on the spot.
not canine, but
in the picture a ,nale,:f'!'111ilitl8,
No. 36. ' Leisure Hour at the Smithy,' but the head of the Peri does not realize the human, who regards with interest, and, perhaps,
HARRISON
WEIR. The subject is a couple of ideal conveyed by 1Ioore's verse; the face is not without reproof, the fitful gambols of these
horses waiting the deooirs of the blacksmith : round, chubby, and wants poignancy of expres- two members of her household. The artist
they are well drawn and characteristic ; both sion; and the hair, as it does not fit the head, has succeeded perfectly in giving this really
look as if they had done tlieir work. The suggests rather a peruke than natural hair. difficult incident with all its spirited naturaldrawing is well put together, but the execution These defects are not difficult to remedy; if ness.
seems to have been the difficulty.
No. 134. 'Florence-from
San Miniato,'
the face were inspirited, the drawing would
No. 41. 'Roslyn Chapel,' Jon:s CHASE, be one of the best Mr. Warren has ever pro- T. H. CROIIEK. We are as weary of Florence,
True, it is very green, but the vegetation duced. The architecture is :Moresque wliere from this point, as of Venice from oft' the
sorely importunes the eye. In the drawing, its it should more properly have been Christian ; Piazza. We meet here with a goatherd of
proportions look larger than the reality ; but but the draperies, flowers, and general cha- the Campagna-a personage never seen near
this were not remarkable had there been some- racter of the picture are admirable.
Florence. There are twenty charming views
what more or poetry in the renderin~ : histoNo. 88. ' Lost in the Woods,' E. G. WAD.- from the Boboli Gardens, others from Fiesole,
rians and poets have done with it-1t is now REN. It is a child that has lost its way, but others from both shores of the Arno, below
the copyhol? of P!"J!,tersonlrthe interest is in the woods, not in the child. the city, but San Miniato is ever the sponNo. ,J:5. A Willing Ear, J. H. Mou~. A The whole of the lower section of the drawing taneous "littlego" of every travelling sketcher
rustic group-maid and youth" fore-gathered" lies in shade nnder the tall trees, and the tone who goes to Florence.
at a stile ; the " willing ear" is, of course, that is forced into depth ; but its breadth is most
No. 142. 'Earl~ Primroses,' FANNYHARRIS.
of the girl, and the subject or their discourse satisfactory, as abounding with an infinity of The leaves, espe?1ally,of this simple bouquet
is the f!ezata questio of the youthful heart : herbage and leafage, each item of which is are very truly painted.
they may speak in whispers, but we hear every painted out to the life. The depth, as we
No. 146. 'Prior Aymer and Sir Brian de
word they utter.
have implied, or the shade is not true, but Bois Guilbert on their wj/ to the House of
No. 49. 'The Rath-Haus, Pr~e,' TnovAs never was untruth more fascinating.
Cedric the Saxon,' G. . LAPORTE. The
S. Bon. This Yiew of the quamt old townNo. 92. • • * • WILLIAM LEE. The theme animals on which the chiefs or this cavalcade
hall, with its tower and innumerable windows, is a mother teaching her child to pray-a sug- are mounted are admirably drawn ; but we
is taken from that part or the Great Ring gestion of the lines of Montgomeryfear the refinements of breeding shown here
which brings the pillar of the Virgin into the
were not those of the days of Cedric.
" And beautiful beyond compare,
composition on the left. A subject of much
No. 152. 'British Horse Artillerr, dashini
An Infant kneeling down to prayer!
When lining up Its little hands,
picturesque interest.
into Action,' GEORGEB. CurPION. fhe spint
The soul beyond the age expands."
No. 53. 'Cromwell,' L. HAGHE. This is
and truth of this drawing are undoubtedly
the scene from Scott's novel," ·woodstock," The compositioncontains four figures-aFrencb
results of experience and observation in Plumin which Wildrake witnesses the interruption fishing family ; the interest bemg centred in a stead marshes.
of Cromwell's contemplation of the portrait of child at its mother's knee, in the act of prayer.
No. 157. 'Sunset in Solitude,' T. LINDSAY.
Charles I., and hears the deprecatory appeal of All the faces are executed with the utmost A composition of the kind called poetic, and
the Protector's daughter, "Father, this is not delicacy of execution, and the other qualities wanting, therefore, all the incident of local
well; you have promised me this should not of the drawing constitute it ~ production of identity. The material is a lake shut in by
happen." Cromwell is our accepted ideal of much excellence.
rocks, and a little removed from the broken
the Protector; his eyes are fixed upon the
No. 96. 'Edinburgh Old Town,' G. SrMONAU.foreground. The sentiment is what it is meant
i
picture, and his frame and features are con- The subject is an agroupment of old houses in to be-romantic ; but the heron is out of his
11
vulsed with emotion, as his daughter gently a wynd debouching on the Canongate, or some place on a rock in the near section of the comtakes his hand. In this branch of art, Mr. other of Reekie's historical highways. It is position.
11
.,
Haghe is at home : the composition, character, really a drawing of force and character, most
No. 163. 'Divinity Chapel, Christ Church,
II
and effect are admirable, but the heads are not modest in colour, but palpable in substance. Oxford,' J . S. PROUT. This drawing is not
so well executed as formerly; the female head The left of the view is materially injured by la~ enou~h to show the detail of the subject,
has been forgotten-it is little more than a hideous form, like a wooden gable ; the which is, m reality, a portion of the splendid
marked in. Scott's Roger Wildrake is the omission or this had been a venial, nay, a vir- tomb or St. Frideswide in the "Dormitory."
most perfect conception of the reckless cava- tuous license.
The treatment is simple, straightfonvard, and
lier; but the figure in this drawing is not the
No. 99. 'Marie Antoinette playing the Milk- accurately descriptive.
Roger Wildrake of Squattlesea Meer, Lincoln, maid at the 'l'rianon,' E. MoRIN. A composiNo.166. 'The Greenwood Shade,' H. MAPLE·
who was young, handsome, and, as the times tion with rather the qualities of a sketch than STONE. In giving a title to this drawing it
went, a gentleman ; but not one of these quali- those of a picture. We are introduced to a has been forgotten that it is without one
fications has this embodiment.
throng of jauntily-dressed people, with whom gleam of sunshine, and the idea of this defect
No. 57. 'The Skirts of a Wood, Wooton, the business of the hour is the most earnest causes us to feel the eff'ectsomewhat heavy.
No. 171. 'The Feast of Roses,' H. TIDEY.
Surrey,' J. W. WHYMPER. A large drawing trifling, and the flutter of the sketch is much
of a close sylvan subject, treated more success- in that feeling ; it looks, by the way, like a This is Feramorz's story of the lovers' quarrel,
fully than any similar theme we have ever seen satire on the life of one whose days closed in and their reconciliation on the occasion of the
exhibited under this name.
"Feast of Roses." The locale is not that
agony and bitterness.
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described in the poem, being more like a composition. The nf'-:irest is Cleopatra, but there ought to he no doubt of their species.
terrace on the Bosphorus than the vale of sl1e has 110 speculation in her eyes, nor is she The principle of this artist, as sho'll'n in all his
Cashmere. It is a rich composition, 'l"ervsuc- the voluptuous, fiery Egvptinn queen of whom works, is simplicity of composition, treated
cessful in the oriental abandon which charac· we can have but one idea. 'fhe history of Fair with nervous firmness of handling: the result
terises it. The scene is brought forward under Rosamond and the vengeful phantom ElcaI1or of which is always a palpable materialism that
two lights: that of the moon, and that of the is sufficiently _perspicuous, out not so clear pern1anently impresses the mind.
No. 258. 'River Lieder, Valley of Dolwydlamps that illumine the festival. It is some- are those of Helen and Jcphthah's daut#er.
what too full of material, and could, therefore, Next to the want of unity in this work 1s the ellan, North Wales,' S. CooK.. This artist
well spare one or two redundant passages ; it palpable presence of the figures. It cannot be mnvor may not be a drawing-master; if be be,
evidences, however, ample resource and good doubled that when the poet wrote his dream be 'isto be congratulated that he has not fallen
that bis mind was full of the "Inferno" of into the insipid amenities which too frequently
feeling in execution.
Dante, and the painter would have done better distinguish practice in that branch of the proNo. 178. 'An Oxfordshire Village-Gleaners
Returning,' Jull!S FAHEY. 'fhe subject is to have assumed in bis work a tone more fcssiou. There are parts here which the rule
especinlly a line of thatched cottage&that run visionary.
of prettiness would liave omitted, but they are
into the picture, gay with the summer greenery
No. 21J. 'Haddon, from the Terrace,' Jom1 naturally treated in their places, and therefore
of aome ancient loving trees that look as CHASE. So frequently has Haddon been contribute to the identity.
if they had, for the best part of a century, painted, that we seem to have a nodding ac·
No. 268. • Part of the East Cliff, Hastini;:s,'
T. L. RowBOTIIAll. 'l'he subject, in reality,
clung for support to the white-washed walls. quaintance with every feature of the place.
No. 221. 'Venice in the Sixteenth Cen- is composed of a warm grey sand~tone ; but
This class of l1abitation,with its outward maintenance and surroundings, we sec nowhere but fury-A Festival before the Pnlazzo D'Oro, the drawing does not describe a material of
Canale Grande,' CHARLESVACHER. These the kind, but a cliff' much of the colour of
in England.
H. WEI· feste were necessarily a parade of gondolas, chnlk. The drawing is neat in execution;
No. 181. 'Game Fowls,' CHARLES
or the art.
GALL. We know nothing of the "points" of but the edict was not then in force enacting but this is the facile 111ecanique
No. 272. 'Hap.Py Nutting Days,' H. WAR·
poultry, but these birds are life-like and sym- that. they should all be painted black; thus we
metrical.
have them here of every possible hue. These REN. A subject m every way different from
No. 182. 'Fishing-Boats- Venice,' W JLLIA.Mfarndcs, with the wear of centuries, do not those generally treated by this painter, whose
TELBIN. A group of those boats that are now look so fresh in fact as in this pleasant predilections are so pronouncedly oriental. In
so well-known as Venetian, with snatches of picture.
this drawing and its subject there is a character
No. 222. 'Ilamborough Castle, Northum- which we humbly submit would be more poputhe city as a background. The craft, with all
their appointments, have been finished with berland,' Enw.uto R1cnARDSON.This is the Jar than Mr. Warren's Eastern themes.
great assiduity-without prejudice in anywisc view from the north, the drawing being prinNo. 277. 'Autumn,' J. H. PIDGEON. A
to the breadth of the work.
cipally a study of a rocky foreground, painted sylvan subject, having the merit of appearing
~o . 192. 'The Mardol, Shrewsbury,' THos. with firmness, to oppose an airy distance.
a faithful transcript of a veritable localitr
S. BoYS. Had these houses been a little less
No. 2SO. 'Goodrich Castle,' Ju1&.'I FA.IIEY.
:Ko. 22-1. 'On the Beach at Bonchurch,'
precise in execution, they had been more pic- T. L. RownoTU.rn. A sparkling trifle, plea- The ruined towers, which form so attractive an
turesque, ns they approach the character of santly but too palpably artificial.
agroupment from the Wye, are presented in the
those valuable dirty old houses that arc yet
No. 227 'Sunset on the Bernese Alps, as immediate foreground. We have never before
extant at Rouen and Abbeville.
seen from Lucerne,' ll. C. PIDGEON. This is seen the ruin painted from this side, and so
No. 197. 'Hurstmonceaux, Sussex,' Jom, always a difficult subject, and so unlike is it to near. It looks like an unqualified version of
C.IIASE. Simply the two entrance towers o,·er e\'erything of our own domestic scenery, as the subject.
the dry moat; but they are not sufficiently to seem in execution rather a brilliant vision
No. 295. 'Wild Flowers and Bird's Nest,'
disn:ified,and the colour of the brick is much than a verisimilitude of nature. This is scru- M.a.RYMARGETTS.The leaves and flowers in
brighter than here represented. The propor- pulously true in its relation to the reality.
this agroupment are made out with a microtioI1s, moreover, are very graceful m the
No. 228. 'The Avenue, Evelyn Woods, scopic minuteness.
reality.
Su1Tey,'En11UND'l'. WARREN. 'fhe extremity
No. 297. 'Palazzo Facanoni, Venice,' "\\·.
:Ko.198. 'A Fisherman's Home,' J. H. MoLE. of the avenue looking out to the open-the
TEI.BIN. A canal view, setting forth a characHis home just overlooks the beach, and he is pith and point of the <lrawing being the three teristic f1L9adc
of Venetian architecture .
nursing one of his children-the wife forming weird sunbeams that have alighted on the
No. 298. 'The Great Pyramid after Sunset,'
of the sceue, which ground, and to which we apprehend much has H. WARREN. 'l'he · name of the artist is a
also one of the perso11tr.
is highly succ~ssful as a representation of been sacrificed. It is a careful drawing, and sufficient authority for the accura,::y of the
domestic felicity in humble life.
·
intended as an effort, though not perhaps so view; but in this drawing the sky is greenNo. 20J. ''l'he Tees and Mottram Tower, felicitous ns others we have seen by the same in the '}'light into Egypt' the sky is blue.
Yorkshire,' W. BENNETT. The liquid space hand.
No. 310. 'Preparing for Blind Man's Buff,'
which does duty as sky in this drawing is so
No. 232. 'Light Cavalry Picquet Mounting EmLY F.a.R\IER. 'l'here is in this drawing
triumphunt as an expression of air, that the -Yidettes driven in, Crimea,' M. ANG}:W much that is commel'.ldablc. It is very caretrees are left entirely to themselves to as3ert IIA.ns. · A spirited drawing of a party of Cul; the daylight effect studiously-too stutheir substance, which they do very impres- Hussars, looking like the 8tli, alarmed by the diously unbroken, and the colour extremely
sively. It is a sunset of great power, afford- ad\"anccof the enemy in force.
pure. The faces would have been improved bv
ing us a distant view of the clear boulderNo. 233. 'The Flight into Egypt,' HENRY more positive markings, and the figures assisted
bedded river Tees, famous for landing-nets, W .a.BUEN
. The scene is the banlts of the Nile, by somewhat more of relief.
and brandlin~, the smallest of the ge1111113a/mo. withnYiewofthePyramids. TheVirgin,withthe
No. 312. 'The Adour, near Bagncres de
A work of high character, earnest, simple, and Infant. Jesus, is mounted on the ass, and Joseph Bigorre, Hautes Pyrences,' W . Wrw. This
natural.
is in the act of procurin$ water from the river; is but a trifling sketch; something more might
No. 212 'A Dream of Fair Women,' E. H . the time is that of mornmg or evening twilight. have been expected from such a reputation.
CoanouLD. The circumstances of poetic nar- The flatness and evenneSilof the broad tones
No. 316. 'Which hand will you have?'
rative cannot, in every case, be attempted /ile- of this drawin~ are laid with. a perfect mastery ElllLY FARllER. Much of what 11as already
ratim. In verse the material may be broad- of the material.
been said in reference to No. 310 will apply
cast, and yet the verse may corutitute a poem ;
No. 2.J,O.'Bold and Bashful,' EDWARD
Cott- here ; the absence of mnrkiags in the faces is
but on canvas the subject cannot be irrelatively BOt:LD. " Bold" we may suppose to be the I even more conspicuous than in the drawing
distributed, and so form a picture. 'fhe suo- principal figure, that of a knight mounted, and already noticed.
ject is from Tennyson, and the composition is wearing n suit of plate armour ; and " Bashful"
No. 3:!1. 'Gathering Mussels,' J. H. )loLE.
t.he result of earnest thought and studious must be a couple of youthfttl maidens who A coast view, with figures in the best feeliug
elaboration ; but the artist knew that in isolat- have been surpri~ed playing at horses with of the artist.
ing his fi~ures he was outraging n funda- their little brother. Mr.' Corl.lould shows his
No. a:i,. 'Sabbath Readings,' L. HAGUE.
mental prmciple of composition. It is not knowledge of the knightly equipment; but the A family wearing the costume of the sevenenough that it is a dream-it is not enough subject is of little interest.
tecnth century listening to one of their number
that in the poem the figures arc disjuncNo. 250. 'Bo~part, on the Rhine,' EDWAI\D rending the Scriptures. It is a small drawing,
tively conjoined; in grave narrative it is a R1c11A.RDSON
. 'lhc character or Rhine scenery but so masterly in all its dispositions that '\\'e
vicious experiment; in whimsical recital it is so unique as to be at once determinable: the regret it is not a large one.
would be scarcely tolerable. The composition, distances look too far removed.
The number of drawings exhibited is 3G-I,
then, contains four principal figures, two of
No. 251. 'Hardwick Park, and Iluins of the among which are examples of every class of
which especially are statuesque individualities, Old Hall,' W . BENNETT. 'l'he power of this subject; and really, in some of the small dra'l'l"upright, tndependent, and honest haters of each drawing resides in the near trees, which look ings, there is an carne3tness of purpose which
other ; the others, reclining on the ground, arc like oaks; but the character is not sufficiently would have giren importance to the subjects
equally at variance with each other and the definite. When trees arc given so prominently, in a larger form.
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EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
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It is a pretty ferry that which crosses the haven, and leads from the termin111 to the buay and
bustling town of PATERprincipally known by ib recently acquired r..ame, PXllBllOU:
DocK. It wu a village not long ago, and the ruins of an old castellated mansion may still be
found there ; happily, superintendents of government works did not remove thia relic and
reminder of old times, and it looks, among barracks, storehouses, and artiBans' dwellinga, much aa
a grim and grey veteran of mauy battles would look iu the midst of raw recruita at drill.
Before we cross, however, let us first visit l\lilford; it is already in decay, althongh no older than
eighty years, for the removal of the dockyards, the formation of good qnays, and especially the
railway terminus, " higher up," have taken away all trade from the town; it is no longer a
"packet station" as it was for half a century, and cannot compete with its yo11Dger,more active,

111:;Terminna of the South
Wales Railway is at Milford Haven ; the country
through which the line
passes, between Gloucester
and this noble harbour, we
shnll describe berearter. •
Our present purpose is to accompany the Tourist to" fair
and fashionable" 'fENBY;
one of the prettiest, pleasantest, quietest, nod, in all
respects, the most attractive, of the
"sea -bathin g" towns that adorn the
coasts of Wales and England. "Bradshaw " will inform him that, if his purpose
be to visit 'I'enby, his "station" is Narbcrth Road ; but if he take our advicr,
in preference to that of the "mystifyer," be will
continue the journey until he reaches the 'ferminus:
then, after cros ing R ferrv, take the coach road thence,
iustead of that from Na~bcrth-wherc, however, omnibuses are always in att-.ndance, and whence he will be transported to Ten by with leas trouble, than if his route be through
Milrord Haven. But in the one case he will traver~e a
lonely and uopictnresqne road, finding only one object of
interest-the
rnins of Narberth Castle, t ,.-bile in the other
he will have a charming drive-a prospect all the way, such
88 can be fonnd only in our island; where nature rcvela iu
abundant beauty, and where he will encounter at every road·
111UOKD llll"EII:
Tes Taaimros.
turn some glorious relic of a renowned past. This we shall
describe in dne course. The tonrist, en route to Tenby, we
.
.
repeat, will do well to proceed to Milford Haven. He arrives at ~nd more robust sncceasor, which Go_vemmen~fosters and protects. Th~se who &811 or stea~ by
a comfortable Hotel, close to the station, recently built by the ,t, on the way to Ireland, mny be reminded _of,tf the;r ca~not.,recall, th~ ~1lford of a by-gone lime,
8011th Wales Company, where he may rest an honr, a day, or 1 w~en, often overcrowded by passengel'I' wa1trng_afair wm~ ~o cross, 1t was a 11cen~of perpetual
loniter, as he pleases, visiting many attractions, and crouing gaiety ~nd amusement. Its glory has depart~d; 1h prosperity 1sgoue. Nevert~eless, 1t.will attr&et
the Haven, in a steam ferry-boat, to examine the dockyards, the n_ohceof sea-voyaiters between th~. t~o 1slanda; ~nd, .~herefore, we ha~e.p1ctured 1t. "
or to procure-there and theure-either a private or the public
l\ftlf~~~ I:~ven has _bee! renowned time out of mind; by Shakspere 1t 1s called the blessed
conveyance to Tenby. The jonmey is not more costly, nor haven: 111 Cymbelme, Imogen asks" Tell me how Wale, was mode so happy as
ia the distance he hu to travel increased after leaving the
railroad; although, by rail1Jay, it is added to by abont twentv
1'o Inherit sucll a Hllvenl"
miles; that is nothing; for he passes through a fine and richly
cnltivated district, having the Haven on hia left, and many
interesting objects continually in view.
We may suppose the tonrist to be adopting this course.
He has reached the terminus on a summer evening, in ample
time to arrive at Ten by before the snn goesdown, or, at all
events, while the pleasant light between noon and evening is
adding its charms to the landscape; or we shall rather consider him 88 resting a night in the neat Hotel we have referred
to, in order that a morning or a day m3y be spent in examin-.
ing the several objects of interest within reach.t

I.

• The terminus at Mllrord Haven ls that llt which trnvellen by
tht1 line embark ror Ireland. There 11 no rallway In the kingdom
better conductedthan that or the" South Wales;" to those who vhlt
the south or Ireland, lt present, peculiar ad,·antages; ICthe journey
be longer by sea, It Is shorter by land; but, In reality, although tho
voyage to Watcrrord ls eight hours, whlle that to Dublin, by Holyhead, ls but four, the former will be prererred to the latter by all
who have, u we have, made both. Arriving at Holyhead, the
puoenger ls at sea a minute after he Is on hoard; there la no time
for preparations essential to those who consider a voyage, under any
circumstances, a malheur, and he continues at ,ea until he touches

the vter or Kingstown.

I(

he embark at Mtl(ordHaven he has two

he.ors", or nearly as much, pleasant salllng along a be~uttful bay;
he has ample leisuro for all arrangements u below," and two other
hours or the eight will be passed In Waterfordharbour-unrivalled

perhaps, In the kingdom for natural beauties ()resented to th~
voyager. Moreover,the 1tcamboat, are or large size, with every
possible convenience; they are under the care of Ca(ltalnJack,on,
so longand so pleasantlyknownas tho superintendentor packelafrom
London to Antwerp; they are entered direct from the terminus and
at Waterford paoseogeraare landedon the quay at all times or 'tide.
The J~urneys rrom Waterrord,to Llmertok, Clare, Cork, Galway,
PATIR: TBS FKRRT.
and K1llarney,as well, Indeed,aa those which lead north to Dublin
are runor Interest and beauty; these Journeys we hav; very rully
describedIn our work," A Week at Klllarney," to which we may be and quaint old Dnyton thns praises it in the "Polyolbiou :"permitted to refer the reader whoIs contemplatinga vt.lt to the Booth
.. So highly MIIConlII In every mouth reonwn'd,
of Ireland and the far-famed and ever lovely u Lakes.":
Noe haven halh aught good, tn her that Is not ronnd,"
t rr this rr•ad be taken, the tourist will rest n·hlle at Narberth, to
examine the old chureh and the ancient CMtle. The castle Is a ruin, The "l3rdg and apntions Harboroup:h" has, indeed, been lauded in many ways; by historiana,
or no great extent, built on the site or a rortallce much older· the p:eop:raphers, and poets : and, we believe, its manifest advanl.age8 will, ere long, be ao fully
broken walls overhang the road, to call up llS!JOclallonswith an' ago
when "Pwyll Pendevllf,Prince of Dyved,set out rrom his palace developed, now that a railway leads to it throngh so interesting a district, that future writera
at Arberth, to hunt In the vale of Cych,"
' will have to describe it in terms they borrow from the past.
f The terminus otatlon Is at "Neyland·" the point opposite-the
Four centuries have gone by siuce on this shore Richmond landed; marching hence to meet
Ferry-ls "Hobbs' Point," at Pater: th~ landing.places, on both
aides,are well constructed. The South Wales Hotel Is at Seyland, "the bloody and nsurping boar" on Bosworth Field, receiving "great comfort and encourageand there are several good Inns at Pater.
ment" from many of the princes of Wales-for he was their countryman, horn in tha old castle
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we can see from any adjacent height, and which ,re shall visit
presently. Yet, although Milford is in many respects
nnrivalled aa a harbour, not alone for beauty of scenery,
bnt for safety and security in all winds and weatben,
it hu been strangely neglected; 11ndeven now, so ill ia it
fortified, that there wonld be small impediment in the way of
any invading force desiring to land troops on the coast, and
to bum and destroy the dockyard at Pater.
We cross the ferry in a ,team ferry-boat: this accessory
is bnt a recent introduction: it is a valuable one; for the
winda blow, and the sea rolls fiercely, at times, iuto this
harbour, and the timid may dislike even so abort a pa.s,sagc
in one of the small boats hitherto alone 11vail11ble
for the
purpose. :N'ow, nil idea of danger, or even iuconveuic!lce,
at any time or tide, ia removed. First, however, we may
ascend either of the neighbouring heights, to obtain a maguificent prospect; or if we visit Milford Town, as no doubt
many will do, we may enjoy one of the grandest, and most
beautiful, sea views our islands can supply. We borrow a
deacriptioo from a valuable tract written by Jelinger
Symons, Esq.,* and published by llfasoo, of Tenby, to which
we refer the reader who desires fmther information concerning this beautiful Haven.
At PATER, we may, if we please, spend an hour pleasantly and profitably in visiting the dockyard. Onr ot1·n
visit must be brief. The old dockvard was at .Milford; the
establishment Willi removed "furth;r up" in 1814; the cousequence is, that an insignificant village has became a large
and flourishing town, where a thousand artisans are al ways
busy, and whence issue so mauy of those uoble war-ships
that are, as they ever have been, and ever will be, the
" wooden walls" of our Islands.
We are now in PurnnoKESHl&E. The county is bounded

stantial account is S!'ivenby Selden, in a note on a pa.ssage of Drayton (" Polyolbion "), which
describes the }'Jemioga u emigrants, in consequence of inundations that "swamped" their land.
It waa during the reign of Henry I. They were " kindly received" by the kioi,:, "in
respect of the alliance which he had with their earl, Baldwin Earl of Flanders," and settled
chiefly in Northumberland ; where, however, they were found so unruly that " King Henry
was under the neceasity of driving them iuto Wales." Other historians assert that it was by
persuasion, and not compulsion, they became "settlers" amonp: the Welsh; the Anglo-Normans
linding them brave nod valuoble allies, while their habits of thrift and industry made the01
useful examples, os well as auxiliorics, to the conqueror'a, The second Henry gave them direct

MlLFOILDTOWlC.

encouragement, and considerably aul[lllentcd their numbers, recommending them to his knights
as ready nod powerful partizans, the more to be trusted because so thoroughly isolated in the
midst of merciless enemies, against whom they were perpetually compelled to keep watch and
ward. Of their domestic architecture-strong houses, easily and readily fortified aicaiost bands
exist picturesque remains in many parts of the country, the massive
of marauders-there
chimneys being those that have beat withstood the asaanlta of time. It is by no means cerh1in,
however, that these ruins arc what tradition affirms them to be-remain, of Fll!fflul, architecture. Some uchitecls and archreologista have recently promulgated opinions that they are of a
date murh later ; thot no structures resembling them exist in Flanders, and that they were probably
erected by tltc Welsh, who borrowed their character from Brittany.

TUB FLElfISB CBnr.<BT,

by St. George's Channel and the Bristol Channel, on the north,
west, and 1011th,and on the east by the shires Cardigan and
Carmarthen. The county o( Pembroke is, accordin~ to an
old historian, "partly Dutch, partly English, partly Welsh;" t
a colony of Flemiugs being there planted; of whom a circum-
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• "Suintling at the point of the east B!ockhon•e you enjoy one nr
those magnificent scenes of which one carries the Image through life.
The blockhouse Is hunt on the bluff' summit of a rocky cliff. lmme1llately before you Iles the splendid mouth of this gigantic harbour,
"'Ith the bold promontory of Dalo, now being fortified, and St. Ann's
Jlghthou,es Immediately opposite. To the right the view extends
over the whole area facing the entrance of the haven before It turns
ea,twnrd, and comprises an extent of some fourteen or fineen !>QU&re
miles. Further to the right hand, and Just within the entrance,
stands Thorn Is1:1nd,a towering ami isolated rock, now for the first
time fortified. To the Jen h Sheep blanrl, which forms a bohl feature
at the eastern extremlly of the same rock-bound coast. Seaw·ard
looms the Atlantic, anti the broad expanse of ocean, east and west.
PKAIUhOKK DOCE.YA.RD.
ward, formed by the confluence of St. George's and the Brl>tol
Cbannets. Few sea vie.,, ever Impressed me more Intensely with
Pembroke
couuty
is
"the
extreme
point
of South Wales." With the e1ception of a small
depth, magnitude, oeauty, and repose . . May Its last attribute soon
tract towards the north, this is the most level part of the principality, and "seems to bear a
Jl&-"away ,and the fteell of the cMllzed world glve llfe anJ animation
to this glorious gin of nature!"
resemblance to the general face of English conntry, as close as the affinity of its inhabitants to
t "The superior skill of the Anglo.Norman knights who were
engaged In constant Inroads on the Welsh frontier, and who were 1he English people, so that it has been called "Little England beyond Wales."*
11-equentlydetachlng from It large portions, which they fortified wilh
eutlea, thus making good what they had won, wa.•a<enged, Indeed,
• llolaikln, writing of South Wale•, so recently ns ISO~, 1tatea that" so dlff'erent were U1emannen, Arts,
but not compensated, by the rurlou, Inroads of tho British, who, like and agriculture of the two people, that they have scarcely made an advanco towards assimilation In the apace
the blllow• o(a retiring tide, rolled on 1uccesslvely, with noise, fury, of seven hundred yean. It has hap1oenedthat men from the ,ame pArlsh ha•• been on a Jury togeUier
and devastation, but on ench retreat yielded ground lnsen,iMy to without a common language In which to confer ." Thi• evil ha• greatly diminished, but bas not entirely
their lnvaden."-Th,B,trothtd.
The portraits of Wilkin Flarumnck ceased. It ls still easy to distinguish tl,e one from the other, and there yet remain districts In which little or
ar,d his fair daughter Rn••, and details concerning the early •·1emlsh no English ls spoken. Indeed, wo nre lnform•d by a correspondent, Tno,us PUBIHLL, Esq., ofTenby, to
acttlen In England, are familiar to all readen of this novel-one of whom we are lnde~ted for much assistance, and many nluablo sugge,Uons, that, " In the upper portion of
the " Tales of U1eCruaaden."
•
•he country, the peoplo cnnnot •peak Englbh, while In the •outhern hundreds, they do not underatand Welab.''
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We are now on the high road to Tenby; conveyances are site in a pleaanrit dell, and the absence of all offensive and defensive remaiD1, a strong contnat to
anfliciently numerous, and there are omnibuses that meet the castle we have just left, and the castle we are approaching. Lan,phey is distant but eight
all the London tnina. We may choose either of two routes: miles from Tenby; viaitora to this attractive spot are, therefore, numerous; and there are few
that which leads by Carew Castle, or that .,.·hich passes
,r
through Pembroke town. We select the latter; a visit to
,J .I
the former will be one of our excursions from Tenby. We
ascend a steep, and obtain a fine view of the opposite shore,
BOOR arriving in sight of Pin,BROKECASTLE
, '!'his magnificent fortress occupies II bold rocky eminence that projects
into an arm of Milford Haven ; for more than eight centuries it has been renowned, not only as the seat of the
famons earldom "to which it gave name," but as of historic
interest, from the time of the Conquest to the wars of the
King and the Parliament.
Its appearance ia "inexpresaibly grand,'' surmounting a
rock, out of which it seems to grow, so that it is "hard to
define the exact boundaries of Art and Nature." It is, indeed,
n wonderful group; and, considered in connection with the
remains of a priory, on an opposite hill, and which, aeen from
n distance, seems part of the stupendous structure, there ia,
perhaps, no object in Great Britain 10 striking, or 10 exciting
as n reminder of ancient days. A description of its details,
and especially an abstnct of its history, would demand larger
space than can be afforded in these pages. The guide, a
kindly and intelligent woman, will point the visitor's attention
to the "Wogan," a "menellows" eavern, underneath the
castle, of which tradition and superstition have tales to tell ; to
the chamber, or rather the relics of it, in which Henry VII . was
born;• and, above all, to the noble round tower, the Keep, in
which a small army defied all the resources of the Commonwealth, kept the Lord Protector at bay, and yielded only
when a tnitor enabled the besiegers "to cut oft' the snpply
of water."+ It is a day's work, and a pleasant work it will
be, to examine these ruins ; for although decay is no11·arrested,
and the courtyard is a smooth green sward, there is ample to
stir the fancy into peopling it in its strength, restorinit its
prodigious bulwarks, ita inner and outer wards, its towers,
gateways, barbicnns, baations, and embattled walla,t and
greeting its successive lords, from that Arnnlf de Montgomery
to whom the son of the Conqueror gave the laud, to those
descendants of the Herberts who, to-day, keep the title and
the name inherited from a race of men famous and illustrious
in war and in peace. §
Our road liea through Pembroke town; of antiquities it haa
none after we pus the bold entrance to the cutle; it consists
PEJIBROIIC CASTLE.
mainly of one long street, and there ia nothing to detain the
Tourist until he arrives at II village, on the outskirts of which,
places in the kingdom so productive of recompence to those who either walk or ride thither.
along the hanks of a small river, are the mine of L.u•PHEY
PALACE.II Here the bishops of St. David's had their" country The r11insare entered over a pretty bridge that crosses the streamlet, and a modem mansion and
aeat." Whether "built by Bishop Gower,'' or at an earlier or groundg adjoin them; the owner who, we pr~sume, also owns these veuenble walls, freely permih
later period, no donbt many prelates contributed to augment
its graces, internal and external, and ita interest is enhanced
aa having been some time the residence of "the unfortunate
Earl or Essex." The ruin retains evidence of much architectnnl beauty, affording, by its calm and quiet character, its

,, .

• The chamber Is now a ruin. When Leland visited the place, It
most have been In a very different condition . He writes: "In the
utter ward I saw the chambre wher Henry the 7th was borne, In
knowledge whereof a chymmeney 11 now made with arm.s and badges
or the King." The" chymmeney" ls stlll there, bot the arms and
badges were probably destroyed by the 1oldiers or Cromwell .
t The three leaders-Laughame, Powel, and Poyer-were expressly excepted from mercy. They were sentenced to death; but
the Parliament ha,lng resolved to punish only one, three papers
were placed before them; on two were written the words, "Life
given of God," one was blank . A child drew the lots; the blank Cell
to Poyer : It was his death-warrant.
t The keep Is computed at seventy Ceet In height, the Interior
diameter at twenty-four reel, and the walls are from fourteen to
seventeen CeetIn thickness. One or the many accomplished archliolog lsta of WILies (E. A. Freeman, Esq., In the A.rcht1!o/ogia Caml>rtnli•), thus describes the stately !Lndvenerable plle :-" It remarkably combines elevation and massiveness, so that Its effect Is one of
nat general bulk, It Is another con,plcuoos Instance of the majesty
onen accruing to dismantled buildings, which they could never have
possessed when In a perfect state."
f The records of the several lords or this fortress are fertile
of Interest akin to romance. That of Slrongbow, the Anglo.
Norman Invader of Ireland, Is well known. A story, even more
romantle than his, ls told of his predecessor, Oerald, who In 1108
was the King's Lleutennnt In Pembrokeshire. He had a beautiful
wife, whom a Welsh chleftaln 1 Owen, the son or Cadwgau ap
Blethln, coveted. At midnight this profligate, aided by youths
as unprincipled as himself, obtained entrance Into the castle, and
carried the lady off, her lord narrowly escaping wllh life. Such
was the lawless state or the times and the condition or the oountry,
that during eight tedious years, Oeralrl vainly sought to regain his
treasure-the lady as earnestly desiring to rejoin her lord-and to
be revenged on his base and perlldlous enemy, The day of reckoning, however, came at length: the betrayer was, aner long and
patient waiting, but always with the one purpooe steadily lo view,
slain by lhe betrayed.
II "'fhe real name was undoubtedly Llanfydd-the Welsh for
Fan,nn ,anda, IVdti V',rvinil-dedlcated to St. Fallh."-"The
first
LUIPB•Y PAL.lCE,
Instrument I have seen dated Crom this place la one or Blahop
Richard de Carew, 4,D, 12b9; and from that time the occa..ional acceaa to all comers. The neighbouring church will claim a visit, although, neither within nor
residence of almost all the bishops there lo succ... lon may be traced,
particularly or Gower, Adam Hoton, and Vaughan. To Gower without, does it contain much that need delay the Tourist. He pursues his onward route, along
principally may be ascribed lta grandeur and extent."-FuTo:<.
a ridge of high land, and soon arrives in aight of the majestic mine of Manorbeer.
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?tfidwRybetween Pembroke and Tenby (abont two miles oft'
the high road) is MA~OBBEER, or Maenor Byrr, "80 called
froru its being the manor of the lords, or the mansion or manor
or Byrr ." Its situation is charming; "standinge between
two little hillettes," the rocky bases or which repel the fury or
an ever boisterous sea, " with ita sheltered green par.k on one
hand, a bare hill, with the slender tower of the old Norman
church on the other, and the whole mass suspended over tbe
sea-beacl1,that takes its angle and cu"e from the protruding
rocks, the scene present, a combination of features that never
fail to impreaa the stranger with mingled aentimenta of
picturesque beauty, solitude, aud desolation." Its ponderous gateways, massive towers, high embattled walls, and
extensive outworks, yet exiAt to establish its rank among
Norman strur,tures of the first cla88, built while the Baron
wu the mark or many enemies, in ages when " might wu
right," and power appertRiued to strength only. Although
the interior is a ruin, much remains to indicate its former
splendonr. Visitors will wander with awe, yet pleaaure,
through the courtyards and vestibules, nay, into the dungeons,
of thia stronghold of many fierce chieftains, &olong the terror
of" down!trodden Wales."•
Manorbeer, however, hu another interest; it wu here the
historian,Giraldus Cambrenais,twllS born, about the year 1146.
He dearly lo~ed the place of his nativity, styling it, with pardonable pride, ")faeuorpyr, t.he Paradise of all WAies."
Within a short distance of the castle mav be &een a
curious and interesting Druidic remain-a CaoMLEACH,of
which so many e.xampleseii.;t in various parts of the country .f

THE ART-JOURNAL.
from the Welsh princes, wu divided. The chantry ia now a pariah school; it wu pleuar.t
to see there ao many earnest and healthy faces under a roof that wu new eight hundred yeara
ago, and ia still vigorons, aa well as useful, in age.
Having left this deeply intereatin,t place, after long "musings" over terrible times, we are on
the highway a~iu, pacing along" •rBE Rmot:WAY"-fur 80 the road ia called that leads from
Pembroke to 1'eoby. How full it is of intense delighta ! la the tourist a lover of nati:.re? Lei
him search into any one of thoee hedges, and what a bouquet of wild flowers he may collect I He
listens to the songs of birds that i88ue from every buah and tree; while the gayest of gay butteriliea
roam all about. A deliciona air comes from distant hilb, mingling with sea-breezes. Health
is here : strong winds upon heights for the robust ; mild zephyrs in sheltered dells for thoae who
are delicate; the spirits are raiaed; the mind and the soul expand. It becomea an iuatinct, as it

MUORBIER

CASTLE : ~I.BIO&.

were, to laud and thank the Creator. And what a view I Look landward acroaa that )only
valley, dotted with farm-housee,-villagcs here and there, marked by church towers above surrounding treea,-the well-cultivated land, green with the promise of epriuir, or brown with i:a
fulfilment in autumu,-rich meadows or fertile field$. Look beyond all these, and see the mo111taiua, the highest in South Walea, productive almoat to their summits. Or ti:.ru your gaze ae~ward-what a line of cout I-iron-bound !-huge cliffs against which the Atlantic daehes;
graceful creeks, where there ia scarce a ripple; while !nils that aeem aerial specks; ialauds, llll'!!e
The touriat will visit the Church, a very aged edifice, and little, where men i11habit or sheep feed ; roeks, peopled literally by millions of eea-birda;
beautifully situate on a high slope that o-.erlooke the aea ; while dimly, and afar off, is seen the :English eoast-mild aud beautiful Devonshire. Every now
it is of Norman origin . Near it ia another interesting
atructure-a chantry, or collegiate building, erected, probably, by a De Barri, who, in 1092, wu one of the twelve
knights of Fitz-Hamon, among whom this district, plundered
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• A visit lo this castle, within rour miles or Teo by, 1uppUes one or
the leading delights preoeoled by that charming sea-town. Plc-nlc
parties t.re met here t.lmo,t dally during the summer, and" helps ..
are afforded them by "et.re-talttrs .. o( the ruin.
t Glraldus de Darrl, commonly Jmo,rn by hi• patronymic or
"Cambrensla,'' ,raa descended on the maternal side rrom Rhys a11
Tewdwr (or Theodor), Prince o( South W1>Je1. His uncle was
Jllshop or St. Davld·s, and hts early edoet.tlon was there received .
After t. prolong<d tour on the Continent, he took orders, t.od was
presented "llh the t.rchdeaconry o( St. Davld·s. On his uncle's
death the chapter selected Glraldus as his succeosor, but the kin::,
Henry I., refused lo ratify their choice, rearing danger lo his po1'·er
from the abilities and lnttueoce or a m1>n so closely alllcd with
the nallve aristocracy or a country which England held by "
very questlonnble tenure. Ills literary reputation rests mainly on
his book-" The lllnernry or Bishop Hnldwln through Wale•,
.A.O. MCt.x.xxnu.; 0 having accompanied that eminent preln.tc a,
his secretary and adviser through \\·ales, to "preach the crusade/'
he gathered Information, and the result wns n far more valuable
legacy In posterity th1>nall the gains ohtalne<l In the Holy Land.
The first edition or this ltlnernry was printc,I In 1585; It wa., trnn, .
lated and edileJ. with copious notes, Illustrative 1>nduplnnatnrv, h)'
Sir Richard Colt Hoare, In 1806. Glr1>ldus died at St. Davhi'• In
the •eveoty.(ourth year of hi• age, and was burled In the et.thedral
church. Sir lllchnrd Colt Hoare thus sum• up hi• character :" Noble In hi! birth and comely In his person, mild In his manner.
and affable In his convenaUon, zealous, nctlt'e, and undaunted in
maintaining the rights and dignities of the church, moral In his
charncter and orthodox In hb principle•, charltoble and dlslntere,teJ. U1ough ambltlou•, learned, though 111pentltlous. ", Wher,
young he was tall , well-formed, and ao remarkably hand,ome, that
one day, belnir seated near the bishop, a Clstcrclan abbot, ..·ho sat on
the other •Ide. ha,·lng eyed him ror some time, exclaimed," Do you
think It ponible 10 beautiful a youth et.never die r
i Those who have visited Ireland. or are l'ilmlllar with the views
o( lrioh archaeologist., wll! be content lo attribute these alnirular
rema ins lo the Drulda, considering them as altars or sacrlftce.
They abound In Ireland, and are not uncommon In Wales; their
origin la, undoubtedly, very remote; we do not here notice the
1everal controvenlcs concerning them. That they long preceded
the lnlrodnctlon or Christianity Into our lslanda la certain, and It
may be 1ufflclently aare In consider these huge muaes or alonenh,ay• untouched by tool, and Invariably placed one above another,
as lo our engraving" The work or Druid hnoda or old.~
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and then the eye falls upon some ancient ruin, such as that we have described- Pembroke,
Manor beer, Carew, and others are h~re ; any one of "'hich might seem to justify the oftenquoted words of the great leiicographer, splenetic though they be, that all the castlea of Scotland
might be crammed into the court-yard of one in Wales.
Those who have walked or ridden along "the Ridgeway," from Pembroke to Ten by, will have
enjoyed a h_11ury'.' put. telling;" la~guage cnn11ot do it justice: it can be little aided b7
Art; we believe neither 1u Walea nor 10 England can there be found a scene that combines 80
much of interest with 80 much of beauty.
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well illustrated in the Museum in Jermyn designs which have been chosen are not such
VISITS TO ART-MANUF.A.CTORIES.is
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as appear to us to be quite appropriate, when
'l'he next variety of mosaic-work to which we consider the purposes for which a ~ is
No. s.-TIIE MOSAIC RUG-WO!lK OF THE .MESSRS. we will direct attention is the manufacture of intended. Doubtless from their very attractive
CROSSLEY, or HALIFAX.
Tunbridge, which resembles still more closel_y character, and moderate cost, those rugs find a
W BEN, with his advancing intellii;encc, man the mosaic in wool. The Tunbridge-ware 1s large number of purchasers, by whom they are
began to construct ornamental articles to de- formed of rods of wood, varying in colour, laid ·greatly admired.
With these remarks we proceed to a descripcorate his dwelling, or to adorn his person, we one upon the other, and cemented together, so
find him taking natural productions, chiefly that the pattern, as with the glass mosaics, is tion of the manufacture, every detail of which
from the mineral kingdom, and combining produced by the ends of the rods.
was shown and described to us with the ut•
There will be no difficulty in understanding most care, by the direction of the proprietors
them in such a manner as may afford, by their
contrasts of colour, the most pleasing cft'ects. how a block of wood, which has been con- of this princely establishment, wlien a few
1''rom this arose the art of mosaic, which ap- structed of hundreds of lengths of coloured weeks since we visited Halifax.
pears, in the first instance, to have been specimens, will, if cut transversely, produce a
Every lady who has devoted herself for a
applied only to the combination of dice-shaped great number or repetitions of the original de- season-when it was the fashion to do so-to
stones (tes,erte) in patterns. This was the sign. Suppose, when we look at the transverse Berlin wool-work, will appreciate the imporopus 11111siDum
of the Romans ; improving upon section presented by the end of a Tunbridge- tance of a careful arrangement of all the
which we have the Italians introducing the ware block, we see a very accurately formed coloured worsteds which are to be used in the
more elaborate and artistic pielra dura, now geometric J>attem; this is rendered perfectly composition of her design. Here, where many
commonly known as Florentine-work. It is smooth, and a slab of wood is glued to it. hundreds of colours, combinations of colours,
not our purpose to treat of any of the ancient When the adhesion is secure, as in a piece and shades, are required, in great quantities
forms of mosaic-work, further than it is neces- of veneering for ordinary cabinet-work, a very and in long lengths, the utmost order is necessary to illustrate the subject before as. The thin slice is cut oft' by means of a circular saw, sary; and the system adopted in this estabop11ste,ulatum consisted of small cubes of and then we have the pattern presented to us lishment is in this respect eicellent. We
marble, worked by hand into simple geome- in a state which admits of its bein~ fMhioned have, for eiample, grouped under each of the
trical figures. The opus ,ectile was formed of into any article which may be desired by the primary colours, all the tints of each respective
di.lferent crusts or slices of marble, of which cabinet-maker. In this way, from one block colour that the dyer can produce, aud between
figures and ornaments were made. The OJ11Ua very large number of slices can be cut off, each large division the Dllltures of colo:_~~
·
t1er111it:1tlalu111
was of a far higher order than every one of them presenting exactly the same ducing the neutral tones, and the interbl
these: by the employmentof diff'erently-coloured design. If lengths of worst.ed are substituted shades which may be required to copy the
marbles, and,-where great brilliancy of tint for those of glass or of wood, it will be evident artist with fidelity. Skeins of worsted thus
was required,-by the aid of gems, the artists that the result will be in many respects similar. arranged are ever ready for the English
in rug-work.
produced imitations of figures, ornaments, and Hy a process of this kind the mosaic rugs- 1110llaicisti
Such is the material. Now to describe
pictures, the whole object being portrayed in with very remarkable copies from the works
of some of our best artists-are produced, and the manner of proceeding. In the first place
all its true colours and shades.
The advance from the opus cermiculatuni to we proceed at once to a descnption of this an artist is employed to copy, of the eiact
size required for the rug, a work of Landthe fine mosaic-work, which had its origin in Art-manufacture.
The tapestries of France have been long seer's, or an,: other master, which may be
Rome, and is, therefore, especially termed
Roman mosaic, was easy ; and we find this celebrated for the artistic eicellence of the selected for the pureose. Although the prodelicate manufacture arising to a high degree designs, and for the brilliancy and J>ermanence cess of copying. is m this case mechanical,
of eicellence in the city where it originated, of the colours. These originated in France, considerable skill is required to produce the
and to which it has been almost entirely con- about the time of Henry lY., and the manu- desired result. This will be familiar to all who
fined, Venice being the only city which has facture was much patronised by that monarch have observed the peculiar characteristics of
attempted to compete with Rome. To this and his minister Sully. Louis XIV. and the Berlin wool-work patterns. The picture
Art-manufacture we more especially direct Colbert, however, were the freat patrons of being completed, it is ruled over in squares,
attention, since a description of it will aid us these beautiful productions o the loom. The each of about twelve inches. These are again
in rendering intelligible the most interesting minister of Louis bought from the Brothers interruled with smaller squares, which correand peculiarly novel manufacture of mosaic Gobelins their manufactory, and transformed it spond with the threads of which the finished
rng-work, as practised by the Messrs. Cross- into a royal establishment, under the title of work is to consist. This oriainal being comley. Roman, and also Venetian enamels, are Le Teinturier Pa,fait. A work was published pleted, it is copied upon linoo paper by girls
made of small rods of glass, called indiscrimi- in 174:6,in which it wu seriously stated that who are trained to the work, each girl having
nately pa,te and ,malt. In the first place the d_yesof the Gobelins had acquired such a square of about twelve inches to work on.
cakes of gllll!s are manufactured in every snpenority, that their contemporaries attributed These are the copies which go into the manuvariety of colour and shade that are likel,r to the talent of these celebrated artists to a pac· factory. A square is given to a young woman
be required. These cakes are drawn out mto tion which one or the other of them had made whose duty is to match all the colours in wool.
This is a task of great delicacy, requiring a
rods more or less attenuated, as they are in- with the devil.
In the Gobelin and Beauvais 'l'apest?I we very fine appreciation of colour. It becomes
tended to be used for finer or for coarser
works, a great number being actually threads have examples of the most artistic productions, necessary in many cases to combine two threads
of glass. These rods and threads are kept in eiecuted with a mechanicalskill of the highest of wool, especially to produce the neutral tints.
bundles, and arranged in sets corresponding to order, when we consider the material in which It is very mteresting to observe the care with
their colours, each division of a set presenting the work is eiecuted. The method of manu- which every variety of colour is matched. The
every desired shade. A J?ieceof dark slate or facture involving artistic power on the part of skeins of worsted are taken, and a knot or
marble is!repared, by bemg hollowed out like the workman, great manipulatory skill, and the knob being formed, so as to increase the quana box, an this is filled with plaster of Paris. eipenditure of much time, necessarily removes tity of coloured surface, it is brought down on
UJ>Onthis plaster the pattern is dra~n by the those productions from the reach of any but the coloured picture ; and, when the right
artist, and the ,,,osaicisti proceeds with his the wealthy. Various attempts have been shades have been selected, they are numbered,
work by removing small squares of the plaster, made, from time to time, to produce a textile and a corresponding system of numbers are
and filling in these with pieces cut from the fabric which should equal those tapestries in put on the pattern. Iri many of the rugs one
rods of glass. Gradually, in this manner, all beauty, and which should be sold to the public hundred colours are employed. The selector
the plaster is removed, and a picture is formed at much lower prices. None of those appear of colours works under the guidance of a masof.colouredglass; to have been successful, until the increasing ter, who was in this case II German gentleman,
by the emu of the fila111e11ts
these are carefully cemented together by a applications of Indian-rubber pointed to a plan and to his obluring and painstaking kindness
kind of mastic, and polished. In this way is by which high artistic eicellence might be we are much indebted. Without his very eiact
produced, not only those exquisitely delicate combined with moderate cost. In Berlin, and description of every stage of the process, it
mosaics which were, at one time, ve" fashion- subsequently in Paris, plans-in most respects would not have been easy to have rendered
this rare mosaic-work mtelligible to our
able for ladies' brooches, but tolerably large, similar to the plan we are about to describeand often highly artistic pictures. Many of were tried, but in neither instance with com- readers. When all the coloured wools have
our readers will remember the mosaic land- plete success. Of course, there cannot now been selected, they are handed, with the patscapes which rendered the Italian Court of be many of our readers who have not been terns, to other young women, who are termed
the Great Eihibition so attractive; and in the attracted by the very lifo-like representations the "mistresses of a frame," each of whom
Museum of Practical Geology will be found a of lions and dogs which have for the last few has under her charge three little girls.
The " frame" consists of three iron stands,
portrait of the late Em~ror of Uussia, which years been eihibited in the carpet warehouses
18 a remarkably good illustration of mosaic- of the metropolis, and other large cities. the two eitreme ones being about 200 inches
work on a large scale. We may remark, in While we admit the perfection of the manu- ar,art, and the other exactly in the middle.
passing, that the whole process of glass mosaic facture, we are compelled to remark that the 'Ihese stands are made of stout cast iron, and
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may be said to consist of two bowed legs, with
two cross pieces of iron, one at the top of the
legs, and the other about fifteen inches below,
the apace between them being that which is to
be occupied by the threads of wool which are
to form the required square block of wool.
These frames are united together by means of
cast iron tubes, runningfrom end to end. The
observer is struck with the degree of strength
which has been given to these fra10es. It
appears that, for the purpose of merely holding
together a few threads of wool, a much slighter
frame might have been employed ; and we certainly were surprised when we were informed
that, at first, many frames were broken, and
that they were compelled to have the stronger
ones at present in use. The cause of this will
be obvious, when we have proceeded a little
further with our description. At one end of
these frames sita the " mistress," with a stand
before her, on which the pattern allotted to
her is placed, and a vertical frame, over which
the long coloured worsteds are arran,ted. By
the side of this young woman sits a fittle girl,
who receives each worsted from the mistress,
and hands it to one of two children, who are
on either aide of the frame.
Commencing at one comer of the pattern, a
thread is selected of the required colour, and
handed to tbe first girl, who pasaes it to the
second, whose duty is to fasten it to a stiff,
but slight bar of steel, about half an inch in
width, which passes from the upper to the
under bar of the frame. The third g4-I receives the thread, and carries it to the lower
end of the frame, and fastens it to a similar
bar of steel at that end. The length of each
thread of worsted is rather more than 200
inches. It is well known that twisted wool
does not lie quite straight, without some force
is applied to it ; and of course the finished
pattern would be incomplete, if all the threads
did not observe the truest parallelism to each
other. To elfect this, a stretching force equal
to four pounds is required to every thread.
The child who carries the thread, therefore,
pulls the worsted with this degree of force,
and fastens it over the steel bar. Every block,
forming a foot square of rug-work, consists of
fifty thousand threads; therefore, since every
thread polls upon the frame with a force equal
to four pounds, there is a direct strain to the
extent of 250,000 pounds upon the frame.
When this is known, our surprise is no
longer excited at the strength of the ironwork ; indeed, the bars of hardened s~el, set
edgeway,, were evidently bent by the force
exerted.
Thread after thread, in this way, the work
proceeds, every tenth thread being marked, by
having a piece of white thread tied to it. By
this means, if the foreman, when he examines
the work, finds that an error has been committed, he is enabled to have it corrected, by:
removing only a few of the threads, instead of
a great number, which would have been the
case, if the system of marking had not been
ad<>J>ted.
This work, requiring much care, does not
proceed with much rapidity, and the constant
repetition of all the same motions through a
long period would become exceedingly monotonous, especially as talking cannot be allowed,
because tlie attention would be withdrawn
from the task in hand. Singing hastherefore
been encouraged, and it is exceedinglJ pleasing
to see so many young, happy, and healthy faces,
performing a clean and easy task, in unison
with some song, in which they all take a part.
Harmonious arrangements of colour are produced, under the cheerful influence of harmonious sounds. Yorkshire has long been
celebrated for its choristers, and some of the
voices which we heard in the room devoted to
the construction of the wool-mosaics bore
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evidence of this natural gift, and of a considerable degree of cultivation.
The " block," as it is called, is eventually
completed. This, as we have already stated,
is about a foot square, and it is 200 inches
loug. Being bound, so as to prevent t.he disturbance of any of the threads, the block is cut
by means of a very sharp knife into ten parts,
so that each iliV1Sionwill have a depth of
about 20 inches. Hearth-rugs are ordinarily
about seven feet lontr, by about three feet wide,
often, however, varymg from these dimensions.
Supposing, however, this to represent the
usual size, twelve blocks, from as many different frames, are placed in a box, with the
threads in a vertical position, so that, looking
down upon the ends, we see the yattem.
These threads are merel7 sustained m their
vertical order by their Juxtaposition. Each
box, therefore, will contain 800,000 threads.
The rug is now, so far as the construction
of the pattern is concerned, complete. The
boxes into which the rugs are placed are fixed
on wheels, and they have movable bottoms,
the object of which will be presently understood. From the upper part of the unmense
building devoted to carpet manufacture, in
which this mosaic rug-work is carried on, we
descend with our rug to the basement story.
Here we find, in the first place, steam chests,
in which India-rubber is dissolved to form a
gelatinous mass,in appearance like carpenter's
glue.
In an adjoinin~ room were numerous boxes,
each one containing the rug-work in some of
the s~a
of manufacture. It must now be
rememtiered that each box represents a completed rug-:-the upper ends of the threads
being shaved olf, to present as smooth a surface as possible. In every s~
of the process now, all damp must be avoided, and wool,
like all other porous bodies, has a tendency to
absorb, and retain, moisture from the atmosphere. The boxes, therefore, are placed in
heated chambers, and they remain tliere until
all moisture is dispelled ; when this is effected,
a layer of India-rubber solution is laid over
the surface, care being taken, in the application, that every thread receives the eroper
quantity of the caoutchouc ; this is dned in
the warm chamber, and a second and a third
coat is given to the fibres. While the last
coat is being kept in the warm chamber, free
from all dust, sufficiently long to dissipate
some of the solvent, the surface on which
the rug is to be placed receives similar treatment. In some cases ordinary carpet canvas
only is employed ; in others, a rug made by
weaving in the usual manner is employed, so
that either side of the rug can be turned up, as
may be desired in the room in which it is placed.
However this may be, both surfaces are properly
covered with soft caoutchouc, and the "baclting" is carefully placed on the ends of worsted
forming the rui in the boL By a scraping
motion, the obJect of which is to remove all
air,bubbles, the union is perfeclly effected ;
it is then placed aside for some little time, to
secure, by rest, that absolute union of parts,
between the two India-rubber surfaces, which
is necessary. The separation of the two parts
is, after tliis, attended with the utmost difficulty; the worsted may be broken by a forcible
pull, but it cannot be removed from the Indiarubber. The next operation is that or cutting
olf the rug, for this purpose a very_admirable,
bot a somewhat formidable, machine is required. It is, in principle, a circular knife,
of about twelve feet dia01eter, mounted horizontally, which is driven, by steam-power, at
the rate of 170 revolutions in a minute.
The rug in its box is brought to the required distance above tbe edge of the box,
tiy screwing up the bottom. The box is then
placed on a rail, and connected with a

tolerably fine endless screw. The machine
being in motion, the box is carried, h,,; the
screw, under the knife, and, by the rapid circular motion, the knife having a razor-like
edge, a ver1 clean cot is effected. As soon
as the rug IS cut off', to the extent of a few
inches, it is fastened by hooks to strinRB
which wind over cylinders, and thus raisetlie
rug as regularly as it is cut. This goes on
until the entire rug is cut olf to the tliickneas
of three aixteentlis of an inch. The other
portion in the box is now ready to receive
another coating, and the application of another
surface, to form a second rug, and ao on, until
about one thousand rugs are cut from the
block prepared as we have described.
We hope the account which we have given
of this singular manufacture has been intelligible. Having seen the entire procedS,under
the guidance of most intelli~nt gentlemen,
who were oblAly
directed by the Messrs.
Crossley to describe everything to us, the
whole appeared particularly simple ; when,
however, we attempted to convey in words
the details of this wool mosaic, we began to
feel many difficulties. Hoping, however, that
we have sufficiently described the operation,
we have only to remark, in conclusion, that
the rugs being subjected to careful examination, and being trimmed round the edges, by
young women, are read[ for the market.
The establishment o the Messrs. Crossley,
which ~ves employment to four thousand
people, IS one of those vast manufactories of
which England may proudly boast, as eXllDlples
of the industry aud skill of her sou. Here
we have steam-engines ur~ing, by their gigantic throes, thousands of spmdlea, and hundreds
of shuttles, and yet, notW1thstanding the human
labour which has been saved, there is room
for the exertion of four thousand people. The
manner in which this great mass of men,
women, and children is treated, is marked in
all the arrangements for their comfort, not
merely in the great workshop it.self, but in
eve~ division of that hill-encompassed town,
Halil'ax. Church, schools, and park proclaim
the high and liberal character of those great
caqiet manufacturers, one division, and that a
small one, of whose works we have described.
RoBERT

Hmi.'T.

SYDNEY,LADYMORGAN.
~

lttmoru.

Till great literary link between the put and
present is broken ; the moat remarkable woman of
the present centnry, who was an author at its commencement, baa been taken, at an age so advanced,
that the atated "eeventy-six" seem to those who
knew her, very far abort of the years Lady Morgan
bad numbered. Her playful venea recently written
and printed, are evidence that ahe had no intention to
betray what hu been called a " woman'• greateat
secret;" the exact date of her birth can only be
guesaedat, for, during the last century, "regiaters"
in Ireland were, if kept at all, singularly imperfect.
Lady Morgan and Lady Clarke (the latter baa been
dead aome years) were the daughters of Mr. Owenaon, an Iriah actor, reapected by all who knew him,
and gifted with considerable musical, u well aa
dramatic talent ; much of both waa inherited by
hia daughters. Lady Clarke, the younger, married
young, wu blesaed with children, and devoted herself to the domestic, and occasionally the aocial,
duties, which are ineeparable from Iriah nature.
Her siater's affections and energiea Cromearly childhood, were dedicated to literature; ahe wrote aonga
and tales before she was fourteen ; but Mias Owenson's fint grand coup waa "The Wild Iriah Girl;" it
created a f urqre about the years 1808-4, which it
would be easier to imagine thandeacribe-"rusbiug"
through six or seven editiona. The world declared
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that the author and the heroine, " Glorvina," were
one and the aame. The bright clever girl caught the
idea, and appreciated its advantage, and the salons
of Dublin rang with the tones of her Irish harp, and
the charm and expression ahe threw into the melodies of her country. Her witticisms were treaaured
and repeated, her songs snug and qnoted, quoted aud
anng, everywhere ; but to read, as we have just
done, the most popular of them all, " .Kate Kearney," ia to be convinced how much they owed to the
faacination and renowu of their composer. All the
enthusiasm of Miaa Owenson'a character waa devoted
to her country, for at that time
"The dark chain ohllence
Had bung o'er It long."

There was enough, aud more than enough, of injuatice in its management to make the brain throb,
and the blood boil, and before Maria Edgeworth
reasoned, and Moore became immortal, Sydney
Owenaon-a young and brilliant, if not a beautiful,
by wealth, or the " accident" of
girl-nnaided
birth, uufurled the green fl:ig of her country, and,
elevating it on the etaft'of her genius, stood bravely
forward u ita champion, J"epelling, perhaps, with
more wit than wiadom-but
always repelling,
attack& on her country, with the firmneae and
earnestneae of a patriot. Miu Owenaon wrote
several novela before her marriage ; " The Wild
Irish Girl" laid the lonndation of her fame, and
both "O'Donnell" and "l!'lorence Macarthy" increaaedit. We have but a faint, and not a pleasant,
recollection of "The Novice of St. Dominic," or of
" Ida, o( Athena;" but the novel of "O'Donnell"
ia a more noble, a loftier, book than "The Wild
Irish Girl;" it ia, in some respects, the moat sueceeaful of Lady Morgan'e heroic delineations of
Irish nature; all she wrote was dramatic, but all
waafaithful to the great object of the young girl's
life-an ardent desire to ahow her country, as she
believed it to be, nay, as it was, even at that time,
oppreued, and patient until goaded beyond endnrance. "O'Donnell" is a fine portrait of the chivalrio Irish gentleman, compelled to seek in foreign
service the position denied to hia faith in hia onone of those
"Wlao resl~'d
The green bills of their country, mid 1trangel'I to find
The repoeewhich at home they had aought for In vain.''

But the gem of the book is the old schoolmaster:
he is the prototype of Miu Edgeworth'• "Thady,''
in her wonderful tale of•' Castle Rack-rent." Gerald
Griffin and the Banima, and othen, caught much of
their inspiration in their delineation of Irish peasantlife from the aame source. We do not mean to
accuse these Irish authors of fllagiari,m: we aimply
believe that Lady Morgan'• delineation of that peculiar phase of Irish characterwu ao entirely true,
that though the lights and ahadowa may fall
differently, the faithful nature in the peasant-born
Irishman, or woman, ia the aame, and only gains
variety from the perception of the writer. "O'Donnell" and " Florence Macarthy" have a vitality of
their own, quite independent of the fashion which
for a time enshrined Glorvina and her harp.
"Florence Macarthy" was written some time after
Sydney Owenson became the wife of Sir Charles
Morgan ; nnd there can be little doubt that the
staunch and luting popularity of this more thoughtful book was owing, not so much to LadlMorgan'•
increaaed experience, u to her husband s judicious
auggestiona. Perhaps no writer ever owed leas to
uperience than Lady Morgan ; the faults of her
1,outh were the faults of her age ; her mind attained
1tamajority at a very early period ; she carried the
aame viewa, the same ideas, the aame prejudices,
the same desire for liberty, the aame sympathies, into
her more aspiring works on "France" and " Italy,"
the same contradictory love for republicanism and
aristocracy, the aame vanity-a vanity the moat
abounding, yet so pretty, so quaint, so unlike, in ita
perfect and undisguised honesty, its self-avowing
frankness, to all other vanities, that it became absolutely a charm-perhaps one of her greateat charms;
it sparkles as brightly in her "Autobiography " u it
did iu "The Book of the Boudoir."
"I am vain,'' she said to us, during one of those
tlle-a-tete, which al1Jays gave us something to remember ; " I am vain-but I have a right to be
so ; look at the number of boob I have written IHave I not been ordered to lean a kingdom, and
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refused to obey P Did ever woman move in a more really, since the R~fonu Bill, ha,·e ceased to count
false-or a brighter sphere-than I do P My dear, I M.P.s u gentlemen; still they are M.P.s; I had
have three invitations to dinner to-day, one from seven-certainly of the best men-en route t-0 the
a duchess, another from a countess, a third from a division. I told you two dukes aud one duchess;
diplomatist, I will not tell you who-a very naughty bnt the delight was a new and handsome American,
man, who of course keeps the best aociety in a member of Congress-I dal"eaayhe exchanged his
London. Now what right have J, my father's Bible for a Peerage the moment he landed at Liverdaughter, to this? What am I? A pensioned pool I You should have seen hia ecstaey when prescribbler I Yet I am given gifts that queens might sented to a duchess, and how he luxuriated beneath
covet. Look at that little clock: that etood in the ahadow of the strawberry leaves I"
Marie Antoinette's dressing-room. When the Louvre
But it ia impouible to transfer to our pagethe
was pillaged, Denon met a 6()11ntlrouge with it eloquence of her looks and movement. when excited
in hia hand, and took it from him. Denon ~Ye by society and conversation. A very stately and
diguified lady of the pen, 'lfho frequently questioned
it to me." Then, with a rapid change, she added,"Ah, that ia a long time ago, though I never Lady Morgan as to what she was doing, aud where
refer to dates. Princes and princesses, celebrities she got her "facts,''-• species of cross-questionof all kinds, have presented me with the 10U11enir1 ing which the mercurial lady disliked exceedingly.you see around me, and that would make a wiser loomed down upon her one evening when her ladywoman vain. But do they not show to advantage, ship was very brilliant and entertainiuf., with a
backed by a few yarda of red cotton velvet P If qneation about some " fact" in her" Italy. ' Twistladies did but know the value of that aame velveting her large green fan, and flashing npon the fair
know how it throws up, and throws out, and turns one the full blaze of her animated eyes, she rethe insiguificant into the siguificant-we should plied, - "We all imagine our facts, you knowhave more effect and leas upholatery in our drawing- and then happily forget them ; it ia to be hoped
rooma."
our readers do the aame."
Certainly the arrangement of Lady Morgan'•
Lady Morgan'• "evenings" 'lfere not more rerooms in William. Street wu most effective; the markable for their " fashion" thau their literature ;
lights and shadows were in their right places, the all "new men and women" brought her introductions.
seats were comfortable, the eye wu perpetually Old friends, who had sometime led" the world," the
arrested by something that ,ru either beautiful or senate, or the bar, frequently enjoyed the fresh
interesting. Somebody said it was like a "baby- half hour at Lady Morgsu's before joining the
house;" perhaps it was, but the toys are histories, crush of a large party. "Milady" was always
and the" red 1:e/pet"made, aa ahe said, an admirable cheerful and piquant, apt at repartee, furnished
backgronnd, harmonizing tht: whole. Lady Mo~
with the last im dit, and flashing like a brilliant in
was pre-eminent in tact, as well u talle: if you sunshine ; everything in those 60#doir-lile rooma
complimented her on her looking" so much better," was artistic, and when filled, as we have seen them,
she replied," Perhaps lam better rouged than usual." you might have imagined yourself in the presence of
Once a lady, not famous for sincerity, said, "Dear Madame de Genlia, feeling that, after the passing
Lady Morgan, how lovely your hair ia; how do away of that amaJl form which enshrined so much
you preserve ita colour?" "By dyeing it, my vitality, and ao large and upansive a mind, the
dear; I see you want the receipt." IC,re were so last link between us and the Aikina, the Barbaulda,
fortunate u to flnd her alone, we were charmed by the D' Arblaye, 'lfould be gone I We shall never see
the mingling of acute observation with much that again such a graceful mingling of the parvenu and
was genial and generous ; but this placid enjoy- the lady of rank-the
worldly and the apiritual
ment would be suddenly uproused by a aarcum, elements-the real and the unreal-the fashionist,
just u when in a delicious sandwich you are stung and the truly kind,hearted woman. When both Sir·
by an unwieldy drop of mustard; it was an accident, Charles and Lady Morgan wrote for a well-kuon
d
Lad M
,
· had
an so was
Y organ d aareaam: it
no periodical, they were ever ready to foster yonng talent;
buaineas there, but it tolU tAere,and she really could and we call to miud, with gratitude, her generous
not help it. She could not help " cutting ;" she eriticiam on the worn of an author, whom a less
did it rapidly, and without a jag; it waa an im- generous nature would have noted u poaching on
pulse, not an intention. She would atand up in what ahe might have considered her on Irish
her latter days as bravely for a friend, or againat preserve. Laily Morgan had her quick and national
oppression, as in her youth she did for her country : appreciation of an absurdity or a weakness, and
her beliefa were often wrong, but she was u true could uot help having "a fling" at it; it was your
u steel to them. Devoted as Lady Morgan ap- neighbour's turu to-day, and might be youra topeared-to atrangera-to be to the frivolities of the ·.morrow ; but what matter ?-she would do you a
world, she had sound and rational views of life and kindness, and be really glad to do it, all the same.
its duties as a daughter and a wife. She was 1a,u She never put the young aspirant for celebrity aside,
tack, and ahe would have made an excellent to pay more attention to a titled visitor. If the
mother. Speaking, during one of our tlte-i-tlte,, detracton of the poet Moore said he loved a lord,
of some young ladies suddenly bereft of fortune, those who knew Lady Morgan aay ahe loved lord
she said, with an emphatic movement of her dear and lady-and so ahe did ; but the affection was
old green fan,-" They do everything that is fashion- J"eciprocal: and those who sneer at it, in nine cases
able-imperfectly; their ain~ng, and drawing, and out of ten, would do u much with the same oppordancing, and languages, amonnt to nothing. They tunities.
The last time we aaw "The Wild Irish Girl," she
were educated to marry, and, had there been time,
they might have gone off' toil!,, and hereafter from, was seated on a couch in her bed-room, u pretty
husbands. They cannot earn their salt ; they do and picturesque a ruin of old-lady-womankind aa
not even know how to dress themselves. I desire we ever looked upon ; her black 1ilk dreseing-gon
to give wery girl, no matter her rank, a trade-a fell round her petite form, which aeemed so fragile
profeuion, if the word pleases you better; calti- that we feared to see her move: We recalled to
ha,ing believed her to
vate what ia necessary in the position she ia born memory Maria ~worth,
to; cultivate all things in moderation, but ()1le have been the smallest great woman in the world,
Lady
Morgan
seemed
not
half her size. Yet
but
tl,ing to perfection, no matter what it is, for which
she has a talent-drawing,
music, embroidery, her head looked u noble as ever ; the lines of
housekeeping eTen ; give her a staff' to lay hold of, her face had deepened, but her large luminous eyes
let her feel • tJ,i, will carry me through life without were bright and glistening, her voice wu clear and
dependence.' I was independent at fourteen, and firm, her manner subdued-she was not at all restless, but apoke with · confideuce of arranging . her
never went in debt.''
After such a sound bit of teaching, she would, if autobiography, of which ahe had sent forth a little
a ,uperflne lady wu announced, tack ronnd to her portion u au aoant CONrier. She showed us a
small vanities, ply her fan after a new fashion, and large black trunk, which, she told us had, when ahe
exclaim, with such droll, pretty affectation,-" Why married, contained her trcnu,eau-"during the happy
were you not here last night ? I had two dukes, interregunm between hoops and crinolines "-and
the beautiful Mn. P. - (well, never mind the now was filled with MS. ; ahe spoke with affection
of the dear relative " who never suffered her to feel
scandal, it ia nearly worn out, I aaaure you I)-the
7oung counteBB,'lfho ia so like the lady in • Comus,' that ahe was childless," of her devoted servant. (and
the Indian prince, who dressea
the corner of a room they eertainly deserved her praise), and of the kiudneas of her friends. She gave voice to one or two
ao superbly, and is everything we could deaire-ezcept fragrant. I am a liberal, u 7ou know, but little aarcums that ehowed her acuteness was nn •
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dimmed; but the hour 1lewswiftly and harmoniol18ly:
we promised to come some evening soon, and
rejoiced her maid by saying, that though her ladyship was changed, she looked mnch better than we
expected. We heard, what we knew to he the case,
that Lady Morgan, during her illueaaes, and, indeed,
always to her servants, was the moat patient and
gentle of mistresaea. An unamiable woman could
not have been beloved, aa she waa, by all around
her. We little thought we had seen her for the laat
time: a few days afterwards she waa seized with an
attack of bronchitis, but it waa not considered as
fierce as that which her docility and good temper
had aasisted her to escape from a year ago.
I.edy Morgan haa been accused, with some show
of reason, of deserting her country, after ahe received
a pension for her patriotism (or partiumkip) : she
defended henelf from this charge by saying, that in
Dublin her politics would have confined her to one
11haseof society, while here ahe could chooae from
all. Certainly ahe never " cllttoned" to Dublin
after her residence abroad; but she received her
countrymen aud women kindly and conrteonsly,
never questioning their religion, or their polities,
for though her own opinions were fixed, her heart
and mind were both large.
She is buried in the cemetery at Old Brompton,
and, by her own desire, her funeral waa perfectly
without ostentation or display-" a hearse, and one
mourning coach." }'or years to come, many a pilgrimage will be made to that grave.
A.M.H.

THE ART-UNION OF LONDO.N.
ON the 26th of April the aubscriben to this 1ociety
met, at the Adelphi Theatre, to receive the annual
report of the council, and to witness the drawing
of the prizea. Sir Charles Barry, R.A., took the
chair in the absence of Lord Monteagle, who has
so frequently preaided on these occasions. l'tfr.
Godwin, F.R.S., one of the honorary secretaries,
read the Report, of which the following is a brief
aummary:Tbc snbscrlptlons for the year amount to f.15,210 81. ;
thll ,um hu been thus e,rpeoded:E,rpen1eaof printing, exhibitionof prizes,
local agent.a, ealartes, and other chargeti,

lnclndingreserve26 per cent. •
.
. £3,523 7 3
Coatof plate(" Lifeat tile Se&-slde
"), paper,
and printing .
•
.
6,980 18 9
Amount to be allotted In prizes
4,706 O O
Total

popularity of the print from Mr. Frith'• " Life at
the Sea-side." We find also that the aom now set
apart for the porcha11eof prize-pictures is, notwithstanding the larger income of the aociety, lesa than
lhat of laat year by about £600 ; so that the o.rtists
or the country-we may say, the .Art of the country-will reap little advantage from the more extended liat of subacriben. This, most usuredly,
ought not to have been the result. The council
expended an enormoua sum for th.e ~late from Mr.
Frith'• picture, and the c~t of pnnhng !<>
large an
engraving must necesaanly be large ! mdeea the
whole is set down, aa above, at aomethmg very near
to £7 OOOnot much short of half the entire income.
The ~uu~il is, undoubtedly, right in securing an
engraving which will attract aubscri?'n: hut _it is
too dearly paid for, when the only obJect 1t ~h1eves
js its own circulation. We are sadly afnud that
the large body of artiah accustomed to look for the
sale or their works to the prize-holden of the ..JrtUnion ef London, will be disappointed at the prospect which the proceedinga of the society thi,
year hold up before them; nor, with the thunderclouds or war rnmbling in the distance, ia there
much to encourage their hopes of private patronage.
0( the other matters referred to in the Report, it
is only needful we should notice that, for the subacribers of 1860, a volume ia being prepared, containing thirty wood-engravinga, by .~r. W_. J.
Li11ton,from the works of deceased Bnhsh art11ta;
for some future distribution, Mr. Willmore, A.R.A.,
a plate from Turner's "Italy;"
and
is e11IO'Dving
Mr. Lake Price has undertaken to produce photographs from Raft'aelle's "Transfiguration( Dom~nichino's "St. Jerome," the two great pictures m
the Vatican, and from other celebrated paintinga.
Four vacanciea in the council have beeu canaed by
death or retirement ; their places have been tilled
by the Lord Mayor, Mr. P. Hardwick, R.A.,
General Derville, B11dMr. Robert Bell.
Aa a sequel to our remarks on the day's proceedinga, we may add, that the £200 prize (ell !o the
lot of Mr. W. Dixon, of Grantham; the prize of
£150 to Mr . G. Tonniclift'e, Market Drayton; ana
that of .£100 to Mr. G. Domone, Christchurch.
Other prizes will find their way t-0 New Orleans,
Adelaide, Amsterdam, Philadelphia, Hobart Town,
Geelong, Melbourne, Oporto, Samarang, Canada,
Wellington, &c., &c.; and thus, through the agency
o( this society, British Art, in some phase or other,
finds a home throughout the civilized world.
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The re!!Cn·efund now,.~mounta
to the sum of £8,832.
The followinglaJi". Jllotment or the sum set apart for
prizes to be seleff,J by the prlzeholden themselves;
vlz.:26 worksat
• .£10 OM'h.
~
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8
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60
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• 100
• 160 ,,
• 200 .,
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To these are added:5 Bronzesor" Iler Mnjeatyon Honehllck."
61 BronzeBusla or" AJa.x."
30 Porcelain Gronpaor" Veonsand Cupid."
60 Porcelain Statuoltca, " The Dancing Girl Re·
poalng."
10 Tazzu In Iron.
30 Sliver Medalsor Gainsborough.
700 Volnmeaof Photognphl,
The prlzebolden of last year purchued from the various
e:rblbltloosof the 1euon 110 worksor art, to the rollowlng

amounta, viz.:-

From the Royal Academy
,
•
The National Inatltutlonor Flne Art&
8ocl•ty of Brlll1hArU..la
Brltlsh Institution ,
•
Royal 8cottl1hAcademy •
.
Water-ColourSociety
New Water-ColourSociety
Royal HibernianAcademy
Societyor FemaleArtlllll ,

• .£1,115 6 o
627 5 O
907 0 ~
23Ci 15
20 0 0
160 15 0
167 10 o
35 0 o
69 0 o

"From the abo,·e extracts we ascertain that the
amount of this year', subscriptioua exceeds those of
the _laat year by £~,500, or nearly one-third more,
an mcrease that 1s donbtlcaa attributable to the

.A.RT IN CONTINENTAL ST.A.TES.
PAms.-The
bi-annual exhibition 1 now open
in the Palace or the Champa Elyaees, 11the principal feature of Art-news here at the present time.
A brief notice of it appean in another part of our
Joumal.-Next comea the exhibition or Ary Scheffer's works, which opened on the 10th of Jd.ay. The
collection includee ninety-live pictures, one 1tatue,
and two busts. Among the former are moat of hia
beat works; and the exhibition it, altogether, one
of which the French 1chool baa just reaaon to be
proud. Scheffer wu the last of that aeries of great
pain ten who threw a lustre on the Arts of France ;
and, from present appearances, there ia no one who
promise, to maintam, in the same depee, ita high
position. We have had great pleasure ID examining
onoe more tbeae pictures, although 10 many were
previoualy well known to ua. The French Government haa purchased his lut works--" Our Saviour
tempted by Satan," "St. Monica and St . Augustin,"
making, with the " Weeper" and the " Suliot
Women," four which the Government hu in the
Louvre. Of these the "Temptation of Chriat" is
the largest and moat important.
CAPB oP Goon HoPB.-A. Fine Art E,rbibition
wu opened early this year at Cape Town, and
prizee were awarded for works exhibited: of these
prizes several passed into the hands of ladiea. A
prize for architecture waa given to Mr. W. Caimcroea, Jun., for the beat original design for a villa.
GBNOA.-An intereatin~ experiment haa been
tried with aucceea on a aenee of mural fresco paintinp, by Ottavio Semini and Luca Cambiuo, at
Genoa; the pictures have been taken oft' the walls
and tranaferred to cloth by the method described
by Lanzi : the subjects are principally relating to
Scipio African us, and the siege of Troy.

THE ROYAL PICTURES.
THE HERDSll'AN.
Berghcm,Painter. J.B. Allen, Engruer.
Sizeof the Picture, 3 ft. 8 In. by 2 I\. 8 In.
WHAT a numerous and brilliant constellation· or
great paintcn irradiated the Low Coontriea during
the seventeenth century I While Art in Italy haated
to its setting, illumined only by a few glorioua atara
which continued in the horizon and served to rescue
the land from dim obscurity by shedding upon it &
beautiful twilight, Holland and Flandera were rejoicing in the full splendour of their Art-luminoriea,
and sending forth men to uphold the aupremacy of
painting. RubeDll-the most versatile and prolific
artiat of hie own or or any other time, and one of
the greatest colooriata - adorned churchea with
sacred picture., conventa with legendary aubjects,
civie halls and mansions with history, b&cchanalian
scenea, episodea or everyday life, land.ecapea, and
gloomy, vigorous,
portraits; Rembrandt-grand,
and imaginative - followed almost in the aame
circle ; Vandyck, though beat known by his brilliant
portraits, ,raa great also in subjects or aacred and
mythological character ; J ordaena, the pupil and
able aa,istant of Rubens, proved himself in aome
of his hiatorical picturea no unworthy disciple of
the princely painter ; Tenien, Jan Steen, and the
two Oatades, attended village fairs, merry-makings,
alehouaea, " taking notes" of cottage doors aa they
pused along the road, and leaving ua immortal
records on canvu of such acenea ; Terburg, Mieris,
Metzu, and Gerard Douw, derived their inspirations,
generally, from a higher grade of aociety, moving
about among the aristocracy and weallhy Dutch
burghers, whose conversational and muaical partiea,
lovers' tlte-a-tete,, and portraits, - gema of portraits, too, these are,-they delineated with scrupoloos fiddity, delicacy of manipulation, and beanty
of colouring : some of these artiata found subject,
deemed worthy of their pencils in the (requenten
of vegetable and fish stalls. Rnyadael, Both, Everdingen, Hobbema, and Wynants, lingered on the
outakirb of foreata, and before mountain cataracts,
choosing the quiet solitudes of nature, with aparkling brooks falling over broken rocka ; Cuyp, Paul
Potter, Berghem, and Adrian Yau der Vdde, were
the companions or shepherds and herdsmen in lumriant puturee, and aa they drove their tocks and
herds from place to place; William Van der Vddefather and son-and Backhuysen were seen among
those who" do bD1inessin great watera"-.tonna
at
sea, and ahips riding quietly at anchor, and fleet&engaged in deadly fight, were the 1ubjecta these artiata
loved to paint ; Philip Wouvermana selected battles
i11the field, hunting-scenes, hone-markets, troopen,
travellen, and highwaymen ; and Snyd~ wu the
Nimrod of the studio, who represented stag-hunts
on a grand scale,and terrible combats of wild beuta
of prey. These are the principal atan in the great
Art-conatdlation that shed lllltre upon Holland and
Flanders in the seventeenth century ; but many of
lesa magnitude could be pointed out which contributed no " modicum " or light t-0 the general
radiance.
Nicholna Berghem hu always been regarded aa
one of the most original and charming of the Dntch
landscape painters. Bia pictures have all the finiah
necessary to worka of such character, though he is
known to have painted with great facility. Hia
to11chand manner are peculiar, yet easily imitated;
and on this account it is, perhaps, that so many
copies of his productions abonnd in collection&,
where they are considered genuine. The arrangement of his subjects ia very maaterly ; hie drawing
good ; and he excelled in the delicacy of aerial perspective.
"'l'he Herdaman,'' which ia at Windsor Castle,
is II particularly fine work, and painted witlt a free,
broad pencil : the group of figurt:a and cattle on
the right hand is naturally and intelligently arranged ; the herbage, trees, mountains-in fact, the
,-·hole of the landscape is most truthfully painted,
and there is little doubt that when the work first
left the studio it waa beautiful in colour ; now the
shadows have become dark and opaque. The aky
is not represented with Berghem'a accuatomed
felicity : the time is early morning, but the clouds,
though light and fleecy, are too /111/fyin form, indegant, and hard at the outlinea.
N.
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a torment rou arc, with vour dry corrections! -with his slow-turning, stealthy eye! How
meek he is, too, when he is paintiug,-asking
The monk,·unfortunately 'intent on his relicsa feather from Gabriel's wing, and one of the how you like it, and ,Painting out the best part
mnon oF
A;1~~:::. ..~n..~~m," ETC. coals that roasted Saint Lawrence-got con- ngain, fearing there 1s something wrong in the
fused, and either from ignorance or such con- drawing-listening with his neck on one side !
I was sent to call him, for my dear master is
fusion, reversed the parableNo. 2.-JIRA ANGELICO IN TIIF. CU,ll'F.l, Ol·
ill, and cannot paint much to-dny. Go:.:zoli
Go::::oli.Miracle, not parable !
THE VATICAN.
Michelino. Bones of Saint Barnabas! well, gave me a picture yesterday : he is worth three
SCENE I.
miracle. What a word-splitter you are! Well, of this toad. But, ouf ! ): hate him as I do
The Vatican C:ar,lm. M1cu1L1soand Ooz1.ou, ,Ji8dpl11 of miracle-'sdeath ! that does not make the story the devil ! Now, as I am out, I'll look after
Fn.l .A.-<o•Lico.
better !-Reversed, I say, the miracle, and de- that nightingale's nest in the fig-tree. They
MicheliNo. How fares Fra Beato this morn- scribed that, on a mountain on t.he other side must have young by this time. (Si11gs)of the Sea of Galilee,our Lord fed five persons
ing, Gozzoli? how is our holy master?
" The nightingale sings, the nlgbtingnl e slng,i,
L ike a now-born ang•I w Ith uofledgrd "'Ing• ,
Go::zoli. Ill-ill!
But he tcill toil up his and two small fishes with ten thousand barley
In the ilox's dnrk-gtten heart!
scaffold in the chapel, and work on at the loaves, leaving twelve basketfuls of fragments,
Or walls like a soul that 15waiting Its doom,
llld from the bright. moon deep In the gloom
St. Jerome by the light of that swinging silver over and above those which were eaten.
Of the gardou's thickest part !"
lamp, thou~li he is so weak that he nearly I Go::::oli
. Ha, ha! well done monk ! And
Jlidelino (comingangrily out efa sit!e-t1Jalk).
swooned this morning, as he knelt to take the what said the people?
holy wafer, as is his wont before beginning to
,lliclieli110.Listen. The monk had scarcely Hush, boy ! no singing near the chapel ! Thy
paint.
finished his narrative when he felt he had made master is faint, and the noise vexes him. Go
Miclzelino. I£ ever a man of us see the saints a mistake, and the truth began to dawn through to thy book. Are there no altar-candles to
he has painted on earth, face to face in heaven, his fat brain; hut he was too crafty to confess trim? no censers to swing ? no myrrh or gums
'twill be he, Benozzo. Take my word for it., his mistake, and show his carelessness or his to pound for the thuribles to-night ? no pixcs
to polish P No0 ye martyrs and confessors, 'tis a silver soul. ignorance-not he.
Bartolo111eo
. Plent.y ! but I am no Barbary
Gozzoli. Nay, thy metaphor smacks someGo;zoli. That is not the way with such
slave, to spend time on such lackey's work..
what of the Jew traders over the Tiber. Why cattle.
silver?
1lliclzeli110.No; he bravely stood up, stroked I sing in the choir, and I sing out of the
,lliclzelillo. Well, then, an ermine soul-a his stomach, coughed, hemmed, and pausing a choir! But, whatever I am, I am no servant
[&it.
new-born flower's soul-a soul white as the moment, looked up to the clouds with the of thine !
J,fichrli110
. That is a little limb of the devil,
snow fallen an hour since on the Monte Rosa. whites of bis gluttonous eyes, and said, "Yes, my
Who ever saw him crossed in temper? who dear brethren, such was the miracle. Strength that will never come to good. Strange, that
ever saw him trend on a worm? If a viper was given from heaven to those five persons, the holy father should so affect the pestilent,
were to creep under his pillow, would he not get unaided, to bite and swallow the five thousand mischievous urchin, who has neither sanctity
out of bed, in order that the poor thing should barley loaves and two small fishes; and what or devoutness. But so it is. Contrasts-we
he undisturbed? The very_liirds do not stop is more, such was the power granted to the like our contrasts . So David loved Absolom,
singing in the olive-trees when he passes them, saint, and the greatness of the miracle, that they and Solomon his pagan wives. The holy
and the rabbits come out and feed at his feet. digested llzem.-1 will now send round the box father ails-his eye gets dimmer : even those
Go::zoli. llc is a Saint John in heart, and his for alms for the brotherhood of the saint who nearest his heart must now rather pray for his
release than his detention. His mind somereligion is a reli~on of love. Did he not wrought that miracle.
Goz::oli. ·Not so bnd. I should like to know times wanders, which shows the body is weakrefuse the archbishopric of Florence,-more
fool he, say some,-and all sorts of dignities the that monk: your fox's wit is alwa1s keenest weak. Re sees fiery chariots waitmg for him
Pope would heap on h_im?. "Dignity enough when the dogs have !um at bn,v. Did you ever in the air, and the saints he has painted on
for me," he says, crossmg his breast," to shun see such a colour as those violets? the Pope's earth come crowding to the brink of heaven,
hell and get to Paradise. I need quiet and robes arc nothing to them.
to welcome him to paradise ! " Lord, how
rest for my blessed art, wherewith I try to
Jlid1elino. I must bid you farewell-I must long?" he kee1>srepe!lting: My prayers are
serve God and do good to men." Would some now to the Vatican chapel, to work at the Saint at last answered : he 1s gomg to heaven, and
we know-that waspish, stingin9. prior (1,;his
- Jerome with Fra Angelico.
is happy. I shall remain here, and shall be
11rrs),to wit-were like him. They say our
Go:zoli. And I to the tavern on the Pincian, happy too, wearing the crown of Art which he
Angelico weeps over the Crucifixions that he to drink a flask of Orvieto, and tell _yourstory must nut oft' before he can put on the white
[L:rit.
robe, and take up the golden harp!
paints. Is it so?
of the Bellinzona monk and his parable.
J,fichelino.Marry, is it. I saw him yesterday
11lit:hf'lino
. Miracle, sir! your mistake is an
Enltr BARTOLOllKO.
crying ready to break his heart. "Be corn- ignorant one ! Miracle, Gozzoli !
Bartolomeo (slf'ppingfrom behiJ1da ba_ij-lree,
forted, father," cried I, thinking it was only
[Gozzou goes out laughing.
. Now, if anything was to
some physical weakness, "dinner is ready."
,_lficheli110
(a1(i11st
i11g!zit white lzood). That (lilt/ la11ghi11g)
Goz::oli. And what said he then, carnal man? fellow's face will do for my "Descent into happen to our dear master to-day, I could
11lichelino
. What do you think? Why, that Limbo," with his sneering nose, suspicious swear Michelino, with all his piety, would be
the bread and olives he had had two hours before eyes, and white lips. Bah! I hate the fellow! nway at some cardinal's levee, and Gozzoli, for
meridian were quite enough for a poor sick old -singing even wbile he paints the doors of all his taverns and singing, at the dying mnn's
man, but that he would stay there and pray, the holy Ciborium,-whistlmg while he puts ou bedside.
SCENE H.
and then paint a little while the light was strong the gold leaf round a saint's head ! That can't
I enough, for his eyes were not as they were.
come to good. He is one of the children of .Anotl,tr part of lht GardtM qf lht Vatican . Tht Jfonk an,I
I
llte Clwri,t~· Boy, lb.RTOI.OlCKO.
this world,-laughs at my angels-and at my
Gozzoli. Which very much affected you-till
devils in the fiery bont, thnt I frescoed at
Fm A11gelico
. Christ in everything! and his
the cover was taken oft' the meat!
Michelino. Ribald! Yes, thank God! we had Cortonn, to the astonishment of all the town, cross everywhere !-in the flyin~ swallow, in
that day wild-boar steaks, and Heaven gave me five ladies swooning when I took down the the tree boughs, in this our frail body, yea,
appetite to cope with the repast,-and to digest curtain from it ! Envy - sheer envy ! He even in this apricot-tree, that these hands cruit after I had coped with it. By-the-bye, that looks sour at my jokes. I saw his painful cified to the wall, where the quick lizard is
reminds me of Girolamo's story of the village smile when I showed him the " St. Peter" already out, his dormant blood quickening with
priest, he heard the other day preach out some- yesterday ! He asked me if the colour was the spring sun, that makes the almond-blossom,
where near Bellinzona, at the foot of the moun- not rather pale, and the carnations somewhat too, open-foolish prodigal! that comes before
tains. The sermon was on the miracle of the livid. But I'll tread on him yet-I'll tread its leaves, and flushes out its youth, like a
spendthrift, in a few hot days of sinful plea·1 loaves and fishes, which he attributed to Saint on him yet!
sure ! I feel weak, and cannot paint this
Goes011/,i·epealing one of the 1)('11ile11tial
Barnabas.
morning in that small, dnrk, cold s1de-chapel,
Gozzoli. A suit.able text for those glutton
psalms.
Bartolomeo, the Chorister Boy (coming md where there is no sun to warm me. Don't chase
I monks!
MiclzeliM. You remember the parable I refer f,-om behind a rypress). Ouf ! how I hate that the lizard, Bartolomeo! God made it of brittle
to, _yougodless one, about the five barley loaves fellow, with his kind, bitter advice, that he emerald, and thou wilt soon hunt it to death.
and two small fishes, with which our Lord pokes down your throat, just as you ttive a dog Remember, it is God's creature, like thyself,feasted the ten thousand menmedicine ! He is as great a hvpocr1te as ever spare it for another day of sunshine-rememGozzoli. Five thousand men!
turned over a mass-book,he, with his beads nnd bering Him who would not break even a bruised
,lliclzeli110
. Well, five thousand men ; but penitential psalms! To see him fall on Fra reed ! If thou must be pursuing life, catch
that's nothing to the story. The ten barlry Angelico's neck, and hug the good man, when me the large purple butterfly yonder-there,
loaves·
I know he longs for his death, that he may have on the Narcissus flower-and put it under that
all the painting of the chapel to himself, and drinking ~lass, that I may, without hurting it,
Gozzoli. Five barley loaves!
'Aliclzeli110
. Well, lh-c barley loaves. What get to the Pope's elbow ! 'fhe wriggling snake copy its wings for that angel in the third page
LAST HOURS OF THE PAINTERS .
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seems a long time, Gozzoli, to look back, to work while it may be called day, for the
those young days when I used to hide myself night cometh when no man may work.
in the belfry at Vecchio, to paint the starling's
Bartolomeo. Nay, Father John, there is no
nest with the pale-blue eggs in it, for the first work for me to-rlay, for the Pope is away at
page of my new missal, and where the pigeons Fra.scati, and I don't sing in the choir tosat above me cooing, as I wrote in witli all my night; you must not work any more, for you
care, turning round my tongue as if in pain, are weak, and the spring air in the garden
.dee Maria, gratia plena, round the aureole of will revive you.
Fra .4.ngelico.I must presently to my work,
our Blessed Lady the Virgin.
Gozzoli. Your life must seem, my dear Bartolomeo, at that hollow-eyed, lean Saini
master, like a garden, in which the flowers Jerome, beating his breast red with a sharp
have sprung up behind you as you p1188edby. flint, that made thee cry out for fear yesterday
Wherever you have been, in cell aud on wall, when thou hronghtest me my bread and olins
in cloister or over archway, you have left some at the noon meal. 'fhat old hermit will bear
blessed testimony of your faith there; and the wound long after I am gone to rest.
over every picture is written by thy dear hand, i Bartolomeo. Don't talk in that way, Fra
-" Do all to the glory of God."
Giovanni; you are not going to leave &me
Fra A11getico.Who comes yonder, Gozzoli, yet. 1'he holy fatherFra ,J.~lico. I go when I am called; when
down between the cypresses, with the white
robes, and the lily wand in her hand ?
the trumpet sounds I am ready to depart.
Go~Z()/i.Where P
The frail tent of this body is already tom and
Fra .4.ngelico.There, to the right, by the rent ; it is time it ,verc furled and put away
old olive-tree, where the walk wmds to the in the dark place.
fountains-now it is gone. My eyes are fail.
Bartolf»neo. 0, father, look at those swaling me ; it was but that tree white with blossom , lows weaving there round the fountain ; there,
that I saw through the darksome ilex tops. I I nearly struck one down with my hulethought I saw before me the Virgin I painted switch.
Fra .4.ngelico.Bear with me a little ! Don't
for the Orvieto church, with the snow,- robe,
under the rainbow arch-[ Fal/8. touch the picture-the colour is wet. Keep
Gouoli. Master of masters, lean on me; the chapel window shut, till the blue of the
you seem weaker. Shall I fetch help, and Virgin's robe dries, and the gold stars be well
bear you to your bed in the Pope's upper fixed on the ultra.marine. This painting of
guest-chamber? Would the leech were here ! ours is at best but a frail thing-a wretched
Fra ..d.ngelico.Patience. There is no need ; I mockery and echo of the trutli-and it will
would have no crowd to see an old man yield not bear injury, my dear son in the faith !-his soul to God. Let my dear brothers at Fiesole Cold, colder, now 1t comes ! I feel the blood
have the few golden pieces that are due to freezing up, up, to my heart ! Tell the holy
me-they may go for masses for my soul. I father an old man gave him his dying blessing!
always {>rayedto die iu the spring, and now my The ceiling melts into cloud! - the sea of
prayer lS granted me. Would, though, I had molten crystal, and the throne !- Him that
finished that work at Orvieto that I left un- sitteth on it, is, to look upon, like a jasper and
done-but Thy will be done. Tell Michelino a sardine stone! There is a rainbow round the
never to paint till he has received the eucha- throne and over the throne, which is in sight
rist ; how can a man paint religious pictures like unto an emerald ! There is the Virgin,
if he have an impure heart ? Stand boldly with the sceptre of lilyflower, and the saints
before men, but paint ou your knees ; a man and martyrs, with thell' swords and axes and
sees best the holy passion he paints through saws ;-and all faces turned to the t.b.rone
his tears. I have never seen heaven so clearly and to the Lamb ! (Swoo,u-recoc11T1, and
as when I have knelt to the cross, and looked in a fe11hle 1Joicecries)-Quick ! fetch the
towards heaven with penitent tears in my eyes. Book of the Gospels, and read me the vision
Take the thought Goel sends, and do not sully of St. John!
it, Gozzoli, with foolish changes.
[Gozzou a11d BARTOLOMEO
kneel hem/e
Gozzoli. Nay, but, father,! cannot paint these
tlte il!fifl!J111(ffl, who cr08se1hi, hand, 011
angels of the flowers that thou delightest to
!iii bmut; the!Iread alternate f/ef'I# .
make fading lesser and lesser, till they grow
1lliclteli,w. "The four and twenty elders fall
absorbed into the light of the great throne, down before him that sat on the throne, and
and of Him who sitteth thereon. I would fain wonhip him that liveth for ever and ever, and
wander in the seven Bolgi of Dante's "Inferno,"
cast their crowns before the throne."
Bartolomeo. "Having every one of them
where horrid faces are revealed to me between
the wafts of smoke and flame. God made the harps, and golden vials full of odours, which
summer and winter, the wild deer and the are the prayers of the saints ."
Gozzoti. " And I heard the voice of many
wolf: there must be diversity of natures.
Dear Fra Beato, blame me not if I have not angels round about the throne, and the beast.a,
thy peaceful heart and tender and devout soul. and the elders, and the number of them was
I cannot paint my prayers like thee, Fra ten thousand times ten thousand and thouGiovanni ; St. Luke never comes to me as I sands of thousands, saying with a loud V-Oice,
work with my wet colours; and if I had been Worthy is the Lamb that was slain, to receive
offered the archbishopric of Florence, I should, power, and riches, and wisdom, and strength,
though a monk of the Dominicans like thee, and honour, and glory, and bleS11ing."
have incontinently have snapped it as yon lizard
[F.RAAlloELICO din.
just did yon fly. You are never angry with
Gouoli. " And I saw a new heaven and a
the lazy brothers, while I long for a sword to new earth, for the first heaven and the first
slay them in their sleeping stalls, pine for earth were passed away.-Even so come Lord
the power of the Medici, and want to paint Jesus."
men, not angels, whom I don't know much of.
[BARTOLOMEO
li11rstsinto leal'II,and jli11ga
Bartolomeo. How the leaves flutter, Father
himself sobbing on tl~ rkad body.
John : one would think they were butterflies
Gozzoli. Weep not for him, Bartolomeo!
with golden wings, trying to get loose, or as -he is gone where the sad ones cease from
if they were little golden cymbals, that the sorrowing, and where the weary are at rest.
soldien ebake on the Moorish staff; and hear- Repeat after me, and let us each say it from our
SCENE III.
ing the singing, and not seeing the birds, one hearts, and on our knees-(Botk repeat, koldTl1t (?,o,"l. FRA.Al'to~uco. Gonou . ancl nARTOLOlllO,
would think, Father John, that it was tho very i11gthe dead man's kantl)-" Let me die the
u:ho ha,ju,t rttumat.
young leaves themselves singing for joy.
I death of the righteous, and let my last end be
l!ra .Angelico. Yes, Bartolomeo, it makes us like his."
Fm .A11gelico.And now, as I sit on the
steps that lead up lo the ceiling scaffold, it forget the night that is surely coming; let us :

of my litany, in the initial letter of the divine
song of Simeon-Nunc Dimittu-that the prior
the other day gave thee to learn for singing
a false note in the T11Deuni.
Clwrutcr Boy, Bartolomeo. Here are two,
Fra Giovanni-two of the royal purple. You
find them always in the violet; but I had to
heat one down with my cap, and I could not
catch the other without dropping the heavy
choral book on him-but he isn't much hurt,
Fra Giovanni. They give me a deal of trouble
catching, and why should one let them go
~in ? But why do you look so pale, Fra
Giovanni?
Fra .1.ngelico
. It is nothing, Bartolomeo, but
a faintness that has fallen on me in the chapel; so I laid down my brushes and my palette,
and came out in the garden, into the sun, that
shines with equal love upon the just and upon
the unjust.
Ckorut11rBoy_.The just-that's
you, dear
father; all the Dominicans call you Angelico
and Beato, and say that St. Luke comes down
and teaches you how to paint.
Fra .4.ngelico.Use not such words, Bartolomeo, to the poor sinner, brother Giovanni; I
am a poor dreamer of heaven, and I but paint
my dreams. Why there's MasaccioCliornter. What, that slovenly fellow who
learnt of Masolino P He is no monk.
Fra .4.ngelico. All the heads in Paradise,
Bartolomeo, will not be shaved ones. He will
paint so, that where I leave olf will be but
his beginning. I pray he may do God more
service by his art than Fra Giovanni has done.
Clioruter. Not he, with his hood all awry,
and his cloak torn.
l'ra Angelico. Nav, my boy, a man does not
carry his brains out.side him. The nightingale
is a poor brown bird, yet it sings. I tell
you he will beat us all, and if it be to the
glory of God, pray God he may. Do I envy
you your young life and free limb? why should
I his genius ?
ChoristerBoy. 0, Father John, he will never
paint Gabriel like you have, with those wings
that seem all set with dew-drops, thick as tlie
jewels in our relic-case at Orneto ; and those
garlands of an~ls dancing in the green
meadows of Paradise-greener
than the flaxfield we passed yesterday ; and those saints
and bishops, with the cloth of gold robes, stiff,
and grand, and rich, and the sharp mitres cut
in two like filberts; and those colours you
get from the crocuses and violets in the
garden at Fiesole, that you are so fond of,
that you- But I'm teazmg you with all my
talking; you put your band to your head.
Fra .1.ngelico
. You don't tire me, Bartolomeo, no more than the thrush on the bough
there over bis nest could tire me; and though
I tell you that in future time, when you and
I, boy, have turned to llowen in some garden
outside a chapel like this, that I shall be
thought of, in comparison of Masaccio, but as
the child that drew the face upon the vineyard
wall there outside.
Bartolomeo. When I paint, Fra Beato, I
won't paint those yellow-skinned Saint Jeromes,
with heads like skulls; but beautiful women,
with rosy cheeks, like those M:ichelino paints
in one comer of his Purgatories. I'll have no
bleeding men being sawn in two, or flayed
with knives ; but children dancing, holding
garlands of roses. But you are ill, father ?
Fra A11gelico
. It is nothing, Bartolomeo;
but lend me your aid to the scaffold-steps in
the chapel, and I will rest while you run for
the leech in the street of the Three Fountaine.
[ E.u1mt omne1.
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FRENCH EXHIBITION OF 1859.
M1l. C. B. LESLIE, R.A.

This d~tingnisbed artist, whose health had for a
long time been declining, died at his residence, in
Abereom Place, on the 5th of May, at the age of
sixty-four.
The .Art.JO#rnal for the months of March nnd
April, 1856, has forestalled anything which it might
now be our duty to write on the
of Mr .
Leslie; those two numbers of our pnblicat1on offer
81 complete an '.account of his life aa could be
obtained by any means within onr reach, as well. as
a list of his principal works. Vcry little remams
for us to add to our former remarks; for, unhappily, whatever haa since come from his hand bears
the unmistakeable impress of impaired mentol
energies and physir.al weakness. The anthor of
"Sancho Panza and the Duchess," of "The Rivals,"
"Uncle Toby and the Widow Wadman," "Le
Bourgeois Gentilhomme," and a host of other
works, equalling these in excellence, is scarcely to
be reco~iaed in the pictures he contributed to
the Academy during the Jut three or four years.
In colour, a qunlity in which he waa rarely great,
these latter works especially are lamentably deficient.
Mr. Leslie was for very many years considered,
both here and on the other side of the Atlantic, as
an AmeriCB11; but, in 1843, a letter-published
anonymoualy in onr Jou.ma!, and whieh we are ~ow
at liberty to say was wntten by the late Mr. Uwms,
R.A., a fellow atudent of Leslie's whun both were
boys-settled the question. Mr. Uwins stated · that
Leslie was born in Clerkenwell, that :he had frequently heard him speak of the youthlul days of his
childhood, and of his early voyage to America with
hit parenta, from which country he returned with
them when he was about twelve year&of age.
Mr. Lealie's contributions to the An-literature of
our time, though not exhibiting much originality of
subject-matter, nor much deep thought and stuc!y,
are, nevertheless, of considerable value, especially to
those for whom his writings-that
is, his publishe<l
lectures delivered at the Royal Academy-are more
particnlarly intended.
The personal character of this lamented painter,
whose death cannot but be regarded as a heavy loss
to our school, notwithstanding the defects of his
later worb, may be summed up in a few words .
He was a gentleman in the tn1e sense of the term;
somewhat reserved, and unapproachable by strangers ;
yet kind and courteous to all who knew him, and
liberal towards those members of his profeaion who
required hie aid or advice.
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now familiar in this much-sinning Paris, and tlle
reparation and pictorial embellishment of aacrcd
editlces have been amongst the most animated OJ>eratioos upon ,vhich the hands of its architects and
painters have been engaged. There is one exoeptioc
to the above remark, and it is in the work of a
foreigner, a South Amerioan-Seftor Salome Pina.
Thi.I is named "Une Pitie," and represents the
Virgin holding np and weeping over the body of
Christ, while, on either aide, a saint looks on in
piteous contemplation.
!feeling unequivoeal anti
freab ia eloquent on each physiognomy; the artistic
management of the composition ia judlciona, and its
colouring clear and forcible.
Two military picture&, of Veraaillea dlmeusions,
occupy ihe place• of honour in the chiet aaloon;
therein thrice are slain the slain of the Crimcn.
Neither of them is, in the high etnae of the word,
hittorie-where the treatment of one great aot iu•
dicates a volnme of minor incident, and tells, at a
beenI~ or won. (?f
glance, how a great :f,.~u
the latter we have flt ·
enmplea m the old epic
pictures of Auaterlitz and F.ckmnhl. In one, the
Emperor has arreated his hone upon a commandin.g
eminence, his ataft' in attendanee, a column of his
guard in reserve behind him, around him some
wonnded, some dying, some dead-the debris of a
battle . In ealm, cold confidence, he !ooh over the
extended tleld, and awaits· the headlong approaoh of
that aid-de-camp, who bean the intelligeuee of the
two rival potentates having fled, and their annies
being inetrievably routed.
In the F.ckmnhl,we have again but one principal
action. :Napoleon, acoom1ianied by a tew of hit
greatest lieutenants, has halted by a group of
wounded aoldien of the anny he has juat defNtctl,
and while hie surgeons, with seduloua anxiety, are
aootbing their snfl'erings, he expreaaee, by 011elook
1111damon, hit deep sympathy with them. The
whole background presents a desolate plain of snow,
which haa been the " winding-sheet" to an army
,1t slain and over which, in the twilight of day.
close, the columns of the eonquerora are indistinctly
moving in obviona pursuit of the vanquished. No
trifilng incident, or acceasory of indifferent interest,
ii allowed to intntde upon either of these great
oompoeitiona. They are at once limp!" and anblime,
and present a very signitlcant L'ODtrut to the works
of M. Yvon, who is now the tleld-marahal of the
}'reach military school of Art. In these, the chief
interest is derived from their presentation of the
detailed horrors of the battle-field; l'or an appalling
tldelity in this, M. Yvon has never been equalled:
he tJaro- the dramatic Le Bmn deep into the
shade. The murderoua me/le of the Malakofl' ia
still the anbject of his pencil and his vast can'flll,
(which revives the hand-to-hand contest of the
French and Russians, in the last defensible gorge
of the fort), meets the eye of the viaitor to the
exhibition aa be enters the chief saloon, and compela
him to hold his breath for awhile. . Here .~
vi11&geof every aoldler engaged on either 81de 1s
distinct, aa if one were an actor in the scene-the
unwounded Jiving glaring on each other in conoe11trated hate, or de8per&tion akin to madlte911-the
dying writhing in concentrated ~ny-the
~~
crushed stark and ghastly under thm companions
feet, or the uprooted gabi~n,. The "!"'ofe. treatment of the subject is veritably deacnbed m the
words of the catalogue,-" Rtu1e1 et Fra11rai1,
lwmme, et chose, 1011tlwrri6lemfflt annoncelle1."
After all, this is but a commonplace of war : every
campaign will furnish scenes 81 bloody and. a
desperate. Their record leaves no wholesome impression, except it be a loathing of

THE demands of our own exhibit.ion, and the pressure of other matter claiming priority in our
arrangements, have hitherto interfered with a notice,
on onr part, of our neighbour's great biennial review
of Art, in the Palau de r Indunrie . It is, however,
neither our wish nor our intention to let it pass
without some remarks-remarks
condensed and
brief-in, u it were, an inverse ratio to ita extent,
occupying, u it does, some thirteen large saloona,
and proffering a catalogue of 3045 works. Diderot,
iu his day, had his nerves serioualy affected by au
ominous muster of 400 canvases in one exhibition.
How would he have met these perilous times, when
the superficial space occupied by such a ditlplay hu
expanded out for many a rood? To the seemingly
prodigious change we have become gradually habituated, through the intluence of that marvel-w.orking
innovator--'fime.
The French catalogue, 111 the
year 1855, registered about 1850 table«u.r.; that of
1857, 2715. In the present year, there is an
advance of S30, giving a total of 3045 . Perhaps,
however, with regard to contribution, on thia occasion from purely French peucila, there ia no great
difference, in amount, from those of the previous
period-any precise calcnlation on the subject being
rendered diOicult from the circumstance, that, in '57,
the 1>ictures of foreigners were mingled indiseriminately with the French, while here, in '59, they
are gathertd in a special saloon.
To the final completiou of the catalogue on this
occaaion, a column, plenary it is to be hoped, of the
promised Engliab works, ia yet to be added. It has
been a disappointment to many that theee were not
delivered for the opening, with a punctuality in
keeping with Brit.iah habits of buaiuess. The poatponement C8l1 scarcely be palliated by the plea of
pressure to meet the demands of the home exhibition.
'fheir arrival ie, however, an event fnlly expected,
and a special saloon awaits them. They must be,
perforce, omitted from this notice.
When they have made their appearance, they
will doubtless confirm the impreaeion, left on the
miuda of those familiar with the conrae of the Fine
Arts on each aide of the channel, and who have now
visited the Pa/ail de l' Induslrie, that the creations
of the French palette approach more and more to
the characteriatica of those, which figure on the wall
of the Royal Academy. Thia revolution has been
in pro!(reu for some time, and will continue to a
fulfilment, notwithstanding past jealousies and the
inlluence of intolerant achoola. It ia vain to fetter
the limbs of Art, or attempt to control permanently
her natural movements by a machinery, however
elaborate in mannerism. Ecce signum. The affected
MR. E. V. RIPPINOILLl!.
idealilm of the school of David has wholly passed
It is with very sincere regret we have to record away from the French ateliers, and, while there is
the death of this gentleman, whose services aa a no desertion therein of either sacred theme or milicontributor to our columna we had hoped to retain tary illuatration, a large body of their tenants devote
for some time to come, notwithstanding he bad themaelfes genially to the wide range of fancy and
almost, if not quite, reached the allotted term of feeling, which yield.a such teeming subjects to the
life-the threeacore years and ten. Mr. Rippiogille olua of genre. In landtcape, too, instead of their
died suddenly, on Good Friday, at the railway dry iterations of quan-Claude and quali:claasic
station of Swan Village, in Stalf0rd1hire. A po,t inanities, they have learned to trust to the1r own
71Wrlemexamination led to the concluaion that death impreuiona, and to present scenes from field or
forest
resulted from diaeue of the heart.
" Dewy with nature's tear-drops."
We are not at the present time in a position to
off'er our readersany detailed account of bis career It must, in sincerity and sadneu, be added that the
as an artist and a writer npon Art; we may, how- Parisian Exhibition bas fallen a victim to the plague
ever, do so in a future number. All we can now of portraita, and that, throughout ita present thirteen
say is, that for a lonir series of years bis pictures, saloon,, redundant and remoreeleea cauvues perespecially those of Italian aubjecta, were well known petrate tranaitiona, hut too faithful, of foolilh faeea.
u 'nlebtgwan,
That make ambltkm virtue."
to, and not unapprecinted by, the public.
He 'fo judge from the fnlneaa of this inffiction, the
puaed many years in Italy, where he formed the portrait-paintera of Paris have but slight cause to It is assuredly repugnant to the fitness of things,
aequaintaoce of a large circle of brother artistsdread the intluenoe of photographic rivalry: their grating to the humanities o~ art , tha~ such a ~ork
foreigners and British. His theoretical knowledge euels must be abo.ndantly oecupied.
as thie sbonld be honoured W1tbthe chief plaee 111an
To sacred subjects, with nnrcilricted canvas, an exhibition of 3000 pictures.
of Art was, perhaps, greater than hit practice,
thongh the latter wu sound and careful. Many entire saloon has here been dedicated-a very judiIta companion, on the opposite side ot the apartyears ago Mr. Rippingille started a monthly perio- cious arrangement ; but we have not been able to ment, "The Landing of t.he French Arm~ in the
dical devoted to the Am, but it met with little recognise a singlo inspired work, upon either of ita Crimea " is from a pencil of higher prounse than
encouragement, and, after the publication of a few four walls, by which the eye might be arrested, or that of M. Yvou,-that
of Barrias, whose fine
numbers, it waa diacontinued. He waa a mso of the feelings edified. The mantle of Paul De Ja Roche picture of " The Exiles of Tiberiaa," int?O?uced
large information, a diligent student of Art, and a would not aeem to have falleu npon any of his him so promiaingly to his countrymen, on hts reshrewd observer of character, as the papers from his surviving cotemporaries . And yet the spirit of turn from the school of Rome, in the year 1865.
pen we have recently published show, and others religion is far from being so much below par in He was, however, more fortunate in that sponyet in our hands will still further testify.
France u it has been : on the contrary, churehea taneous, than in this dictated, undertaking. He h~s
well filled, and with more than fair penitenta, are given a good, chronicle-like record of the event 10
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youths waa oue named Granacci, a pupil in the etodio of Ghirlandaio, who lent
him drawings to copy, took him to hie maater'e houae, and encouraged and
aaaisted him in every way to accomplieb the object of his desires. For a con.
PART u.-MICIIEL ANGELO DtO~AilOTTI.
siderable time the father did all in bi, power to oppoae the wiabea of the young
artiet, under the idea that the Arts, if followed aa a profesaion, would tend to
, we consider Michel An~lo in hie compound character o! compromiae the dignity of the family. At length, however, he laid aside hi,
.. , ._, _.... r painter, aculptor, and architect,
acruple,, and articled the yo11tb for a period of
he is unquestionably the moat
three yeara to Domenico Gbirlandaio, and hie
illuatrions artiet the world hu
brother David. While pursuing hie etudies under
ever seen ; and i! to these quatheae maaters, a school for the advancement of
Jificationsbe added tboae of civil
eculpture wae eatablisbed by Lorenzo de Medici,
and military enginttr, and poet,
and the pupils of Gbirlandaio were invited to etudy
the versatility of bis genius bu
from the collection of antiques arranged iu the
Medicean garden, near the Piazza of St. Mark.
bad few parallels: it may, indeed, be affirmed there ie no
The sight of theae worka, it ie alleged, induced
name in the annals of biography
Michel Angelo to devote himself entirely to
eculpture. It ie related that while thus occupied,
which enggesta euch a combination, iu one individual, of
be one day found the mutilated bead of a laughing
fawn, and perfectly reatored it. Lorenzo, who frerare intellectual endowments aa
hi,. Aud it i, especially worthy
qnently visited the garden to watch the progre11
of remark, that in each of these
of the students, aaw him at work, and waa ao
arts and aciences he ,bowed himaelf a consum ·
etruck with the ekill and ingenuity displayed by
mate muter, though uot equally ao in all. There
the young eculptor, that be invited him to bis
is uot one, however, with which his name ie not
palace, provided him with suitable apartments in
it for the prosecution of his labours, made him sit
conepicuouslyallied: as a painter, it elands forth
at bis table aa bis own aon, and introduced him to
u ooe of the brightest constellations in the firmnment of Art.
the men of rank and genius who were the frellficbel Angelo waa born when the arts of paiutquent guesta of tbie munificent patron of the Arts
and literature. Among the literary friends of Loing and acnl11ture-the former more particularly
-were emerging rapidly from the twilight onrenzo, one of the most diatinguiebed wu Angelo
Poliziano, who also resided in the palace; and at
certainty and indiatinctneu of the thirteenth, fourteentb, and fifteenth centnriea. Cimabue and
his suggestion Michel Angelo e1ecuted for their
patron a baaso-relievo iu marble, the subject of
Giotto bad riaeo and diaappeared ; they were the
heralds of the future glory which, increuing and
which waa the "Battle of the Ce11taurs," a work
circnlatin2 by the agency of Mnsaccio, Giovanni
that still exists in Florence, and which, in the
Da Fiesole, or Angelico, Gozzoli, Ghirlaudaio,
latter yeara of the artist, when his judgment had,
of course, become ripened, ao aatietied it, u to
Verrochio, Perngino, and a host of others wboae
names are lesa familiarly known, culminated in
canae him to expresa sincere regret that be bad
not devoted bis talenta exclusively to aculpture.
the works of Leonardo Da Vinci, Michel An~lo,
Raft'aelle,and their contemporaries and snccesaora of the 'l'orionsschools of Italy· 1 Aner a residence of three years in the palace of Lorenzo, Michel Angelo wu
A descendant o! the noble and illutrioua family of the l'ouuta of Cuuo!llla, compelled, by the death o! bi, patron in 1492, to return to the house of hie
he w111born, on the 6th of
father. He waa then only
in his eighteenth yearMarch, 1474, at the Caatle
of Capreae, in Tuscany, of
a mere lad. Pietro de
Medici, the euceesaor of
which castle hi, father was
governor. The time of
Lorenz<>, inherited his
hit birth wu peculiarly
princely poeae11ion1,and
so much of his taste u
favourable for the develed him to patronise the
lopment of a mind like
bi,, for the Italian States
Art,, without huing any
wereYieingwith each other
real love of them. He
uaigned to Michel Angelo
in the cultivation and patronage ohhe liberal arts :
the aame apartments in the
talent waa sought after,
palace previously occupied
by him, aud need to boaet
and, when found, eucouragi:d and rewarded. At
"that he had two extra.
this period it waa II very
ordinary peraons in bis
common practice to con•
honae : the one, ~licbel
suit the utrologer u to
Angelo, the other, a Spathe future destiny of innisb footman, remarkable
fa~ta, and the birth of the
for his personal beauty and
child Buouarotti formed
hie awiftneu of foot ·" on
no exception to the geneobaervation that sho~e bis
ral rule. ..\ccording to a
estimate of men of genius.
coute!DJ>O"'!'Y
biographer,
His mi,government of
Cond1V1,his subsequeut
the Florentinea at length
fame waa thna foretold :canaed hie e1pulsion from
the city, and on bis down"Mercury and Veuus were
in conjunction with Jupiter
fall Michel Angelo retired
to Bologna, where be exefor the aecond time, decuted two statues for the
monatrating a benign aapect, and plainly showing
church of the Dominicans·
hut, after a residence i~
that the child would be ,r
that city, returned to Flovery extraordinary 1tenius,
wboae succe11 would be
rence, and to his father's
universal, but particularly
house. Once more at Iiin those arts which delight
berty to pursue the bent
of hie inclinations, he exethe senae, such as painting,
cuted a Rtatue of the
acnlptnre, and arcbittcIn fulfilment of
" Infant St. John" sleepture."
the prediction thue pointed
ing, and another of a
out by thoae who made
" Sleeping Cupid," as a
the heavenly bodies their
companion work, the former for a member of the
etudy, the boy evinced at
Med.ici family. At the suga ver! early age an noqneshonable love o! the
geat1on of this noblemau,
~rts, and a d~ire_to pracMichel Angelo wu induced to lend bimaelf' to a
t,ae them. H11chief companions were the students
.
plan for impo,ingtheCupid
m the schools of painting
THE PIIOPHET DANIEL.
ontbepublicuan antique,
at Morence, to which city his family had retired from Caprese. An:ong the,e in order to show that a modern sculptor could produce a work u worthy of
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estim11tionas an ancient artist . The statue was coneigned to the care of a man Pietro Soderini, who commiuiooed Michel Angelo to paint a large hietorical
who was made acquainted with the eecret; he buried it in a vineyard, and after subject to decorate the hall ot the ducal palace, while Leonardo da Vinci wu
it had lain there sufficiently long to become 1tained, be dug it up and gave out engaged to execute one for the opposite side; the latter chose for his subject
that be bad discovered an antique. The work wu sent to Rome, where it the victory of the Floreutines over the Milanese in lUO; the former, Florenattracted uni venal admiration, and wu purchased by the Cardinal S. Giorgio tine soldien bathing in the Arno 1urprised by an enemy. Cartoons were
for the ,um of two hundred ducats. The cardinal, however, had not poueased prepared, but the pictures, from some caDSeor other, were never executed on
it long before he found out that it wu the work of a living scnlptor, and feeling the wall, of the pal11Ce,nor, so far u is now known, is there a vestige of either
indignant at the imposition practised, sent one of hie household to Florence, cartoon in exiatence: both were considered worka exhibiting the highest ~eniu
to ascertain the truth of the report.
Having diacovered that the sculptor in the art of design; while, in the cue of Michel Angelo's, we, in the preeent
day, have an opportunity of
wu Michel Angelo, whoee
!eating ita merita to a certain
fame seems to have reached
Rome at tbia time, he inextent, from the engravinga
vited him to the imperial
of a portion which bu come
city, u the moat promisin~
down to ua: thia puuge of
the composition shows rearena for the exercise of hie
markable power of groupi-.g
great talent&. The invitation
wu accepted, though the car1111danatomical knowledge,
with ao intensity of individual
dioal, who coold not forget
the deception of which be
and combined action troly
had been the victim, did little
wonderful, especially io an
or nothing to encourage him
artist who had not yet atwhen he had reached Rome.
tained his thirtieth year: by
From this time, however,muet
this work he not only estabbe dated the beginning of
liehed hie reputation u the
Michel Angelo's undying regreatest artist of hie time,
putation.
but, by the novelty and
During this, hie first regrandeur of his design, ereated a new era io the Arte.
eidence in Rome, he studied
very assidu0D1ly,and executed
The cartoon WU placed in the
several works, the moet celeMedici Palace, to which, according to Vuari, all the great
brated of which is the Virgi11
with a dead Christ i11her lap,
painters ofltaly, who bad the
and is called a Pieta; an enmeau of reaching Florence,
graving from it appeared in
ftocked to see it, among them
Ralfaelle, Bandenilli, Andrea
the ..drt-Joumal for 1854.
del Sarto, &c.
It wu executed for the Cardinal Roraoo, and is now an
In 1504, Michel Angelo
wu again in Rome. Juliu
altar-piece in the chapel in
St. Peter',, dedicated to La
II., a man who for energy of
Virgioe Maria della Febbre :
character bore a atrong reseveral copies of the group
semblance to the artist himself, hlld been elected to the
were mnde, both io marble
and bronze.
papal dil(tlity, and wu no
eoooer seated io his high
A new order, or form, of
government having been esposition than he caused himsell to be surrounded by men
tabliehed at Morence, which
of genius. Michel Angelo
seemed to promise stability,
wu one of the first whom
aeveral great works of Art
were commiuioned by the
he invited to the imperial
government. Michel Angelo,
city, and gave him an unlimited power to desigu and
by the advice of hie friends,
build a maD10leum for hie
returned to Florence in 1500,
in cxpectatic;n of receiving
holineu, a commiuion which
the artist felt to be commeoa portion of the patronage
aurate with bis powen. He
hl'ld ont to artieta : the first
accordingly prepared a deaigo
nndertaking io which he engaged wu a gigantic etatue of
which, bad it been completed
u originally intended, would
David, hewn from a solid
block of marble. This work
have aurpused io grandeur,
had been commenced aome
beauty, and richoeae of ornayeani previ0D1lyby Simon do
ment, every work of a aimilar
kind that the world had teen.
Fieeole, who, finding that he
had undertaken a task wholly
The plan wu a parallelogram,
beyond hie capacity, abanandthe lllpentrocture wu to
couiat of forty atatO:es,many
doned it in despair. The
marble woa len little else than
of them coloual, and interan ill-ehapeo block, and it
spersed with ornamental 6·
wu eotruated to Michel Angores and bronze IJtUn-regelo to do the best he coold
/in;; the architectural porwith it : he accommodated
lions were to beappropriately
hie design to the irregular
decorated, so u to combine
,bape of the marble, from
all into one grand and harwhicb arose the statue that
monioDI whole. To this magnow atanda in the greataqoare
ni6eent design Rome is inof Florence, on one aide of
debted for the Church of St.
Peter'•, "the grandest diathe doorway of the Palazzo
Veechio. Majeatic u this
play of architectural eplenwork ia, it beara evidence, in
door that ornaments the
the attenuated form of the
TUE PIIOPHET JltRElll.t.B,
Christian world;" the atory
of ita erection may be thD1
figure, of the constraint placed
upon the ernlptor by the pecoliarly ahaped material ont of which it wu briefly told. When the design for the tomb wu aubmitted to the pope. he
unhesitatingly approved of it, and desired the artiat to go into St. Peter',
created, after Da Fieaole'i unfortunate attempt to execute the work.
Hitherto the prodoctiona of Michel Angelo were chiefly acolptnral : we (the old church of that name), to see where it could be placed; after due
have, however, referred only to a few ot them, bot we mDlt pua oo to ,peak ' inspection, it wu ascertained that no spot coold be found that would exhibit
of him u a painter. The only euel picture from hie hand which ean be . to advantage so noble a deaign when t'.Bffled oot; thi, fact being rerreeented
authenticated ia in the gallery of F1orenee ; it is a Holy Family, painted for to the pope, it wu, after diven eoneoltationa, determined entirely to rebuild
a .Florentine amateur, named Angelo T>oni,and wu executed at thi, period of I the aacred edifice.
The monument wu commenced, and during ita progreu JuliD1wu frequently
the artist'• life, or about 1603. But bia geniua wu of a character that could
not reeirict itself within aocb limita, and ao opportunity wu aff'orded him to i induced to visit the artist, for whom be entertained the highest eateem, aud to
give it a wider range. The bead of the government of Florence, who wu I inspect the work ; but at an early stage it wu interrupted by a circomatanee
called the 1011/a/o,uere,
wu at that time a distinguished citizen of the name of ' which atrougly indicated the character of Michel Angelo. Having occuion to
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request an audience of his holiness for an especial purpo1e, he was twice refused 1 make a pilgrimage to Rome to see; and it ia impossible to co1atemplate it
admiBBion;and, on the aecond application, considering that one of the pope's without reverence and aatonishment.
Aa it i1 the principal object of this notice to exhibit Michel Angdo by the
attendants had treated him with aupercili<>wmeBB,
he immediately gave directions
to his servants to sell his furniture and effects to the Jews, arid set ofl'for Florence. ' works he executed in Rome, the next twenty yean of his life must now be
He had, however, gone bot a ahort way on his journey when several couriers passed over, for, during this period, he waa for a ahort time only in the imperial
city, and these twenty yean were almost lost to him u an artist. The
arri\"ed from the pope, commanding his immediate retnro. The indignant
artilt paid no heed to the papal emissaries, and, continuing his journey, reached mouument of Julius II. had been the favourite labour of bis life, and he had
Florence. Three briefs from Rome followed him there ; but it wu not till his devoted to it all hia powen; bot it had proved to him, almoat from its comfriend, Soderini, fearing that he himself would incur the an@:erof the po11e,who mencement, a source of disquietude. Each pontiff",since the death of Jolin,, had,
on his acceBBion,required the services of Michel Angelo on other works, and in
waa then at Bologna, urged Michel Angelo to return to his d11ty,that the latlcr
acceded, and went to Bologna to present himself to his holiness. Julius received ' other places, and compelled him, notwithstanding his remonstrances, to disconhim with an outward ahow or
tinue hi, labours on the monuseverity, but almost immement ; it · was, however, at
diately after gave him his be,
length completed, iu 1535, but
on a smaller ICBlethan it wu
nedictioo, receh-ed him into
full farnnr, and ordered him
first intended to be, and J>laced
to make hi, statue ir, bronze.
not in St. Peter',, aa originally
Michel Angelo remained sixintended, b11t in the Cburch
teen mouths at Bologna, fin.
or San Pietro in Vinculo. He
isbed the statue, and then rewaa now quite free to comturned to Rome.
mence a work, the cartoons for
Bramante, the favourite
which he had prepared some
architect of the pope, hod been
time previously: this was the
entrusted with the task of
wonderful fresco of "Tn,:
preparing designs for the reLAST JUDOXENT,"which OC•
building of St. Peter'•; and
copied him eight yean to comMichel Angelo fully antici.
plete, and of which we have inpated that he should at once
trod11cedan engraving. "The
be permitted to proceed with
Laat Judgment" is painted on
the monument: instead of this,
the end wall,overthehighaltar,
Julius, at the instigation, it is
of the Sistine Chapel, and ia
said, of Bramante, who waa
sixty feet in height. " If we
jealous of the Florentine,
consider," aays Kugler, "the
ordered him to decorate the
counlleBB number of figures,
ceiliug of the Siltine Chapel
the boldneu of the concepwith paintings in fresco. Raf.
tion, the variety of movement
fnelle, at that time, waa orand attitude, the masterly
namentin!I( the Vatican with
drawing, particularly the exworks of a similar kind.
traordinary and difficult fore.
llicbel Angelo most earnestly
this immense
1hortenin~,
endeavoured to decline the
work certainly stands alone
task,-he hadnever attempted
in the hi,tory of Art ; bot in
fresco-painting; but Julius
purity and majesty it does not
would :illow no impediment
eqlllll the paintings on the ceilto ataud· in the way of hi1
in@:," 'l'he aame intelli@:ent
will : the cartoons were prewriter and critic thua describe&
pared, aud artists from 1"J.o.
the picture: -" In the upper
rence, skilled in the art, were
half we see the Judge of the
brou@:htto Rome to execute
World, surrounded by the
the pictures. Their labours,
Apoatles and patriarchs ; behowever, did uot aatisfy Michel
yond these, ou one side, are
Angelo, and, entering the
the martyrs; on the other, the
chapel one morning, he dissaints and a numerous boat
miased them all, and deterof the blessed. Above, under
mined to do the whole work
the two arches of the vault,
himself. Within one year and
t WO groUJ>I of angels hear
eight mouths from its comthe iD1truments of the paameucemeot, the decoration
aion. Below the Saviour,
wu completed ; an achieveanother group of angels, holdment which, whether we coning the boob of life, sound
sider the magnitude and auhthe trumpets lo awaken the
limity of the performance, or
dead. On the ritp;htis repre•
the incredibly short time oc·
sented the reaurrection, and
copied in its execution, ia with.
higher, the aaceosion of the
out a parallel in the hi1tory of
blessed ; on the left, hell,
A.rt.
and the fall of the condemned,
A deacription of this Ldoriou
who audacionsly 1trive to
work - now, unhappily, IO
pl'CSI upwards to heaven."
much faded aa to be, in some
Any one who closely eumines
parts, at least, almost invisible
this composition, especially
-would occupy many of onr
with the feelings inherent in
page, ; we can only briefly
a true Entz:liahProkatant, will
describe it. The ceiling ii
be pained and diaappointed.
divided into twelve compart.
As a picture, moreover, it ia
ments, in which ii painted the
by no means calcolated to give
history of the antediluvian
pleasure ; its predominant exworld, in a aeries of large
preaaion, throughout, is that
and ,mall pictures, repreof terror and dismay : noacnting the most import•
where do we recognise those
TUE SIBYL 01' LYDIA,
ant events recorded in the
rejoicing 1pirit1 who, riaiog
book of Genesis-the Creation and Fall of man with its immediate coose· rrom the aleep of death, are about to "enter iuto the joy of their Lord:"
quences. The eleventh subject of the seriea is th'e Deloge and the twelfth ia even the martyrs, those who went through "a great fight of affliction,," and
the story of Noah, showing the remnant or the human race' pruerved after that patiently submitted themaelvea to every kind of persecution, and 1undry form,
awful even~. . In the large triangular compartments at the springing of the of death, appear, not aa disembodied spirits for whom crowns of glory are
vault, are S)tlmg alte'!1ate figure, of the Prophets and Sibyls, as the foretellers ready, but hearing the insignia of their martyrdom. It ia a day of wrath,
of the com1Dgor Chriat; and in the sofflta or the receaaes between these com- not of mercy, and " it must be admitted," to quote again our former
partmen~, is a aeries of designs representing the indi'l'iduals who Corm the authority, "that the artist hu laid a etn:u on thi, view of his subject, and
~enealogical roll, 10 to •peak, of the Saviour. Two of the illuatration1 we have it has produced an unfavonrable effect upon the upper half of the picture.
1Dlroducedhere are from the series of the Prophets and Sibyl,, and one ii Crom We look in vain for the glory of heaven, for beinga who bear the stamp or
the 1offlts. The ceilintp;or the Siltine Chapel i1 acknowledged to be one of divine holineas, and renunciation of hnmao weakneas; everywhere we meet
thoae marvel, of Art which, eveu in it, preaent dilapidated condition, men with the espreuion or human puaion, of human efl'ort,. We see no choir
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of eolemn, tranquil forma, uo harmonious unity of elCIIJ', @rand line,, produced by idl'lll draperies; instead of these , we find a confoseolcrowd of the mo t varied movement s, naked bodies
in violent altiLndes, uoaccompnnicd by any of the characteristic s made sacred by a holy Lraditio~." I t is altogether of "t he earth, earthy," and its real excellence
consiata in t he extraordinary powers of irovention displayed
in the nri ous groups, and in the profound knowled!l;e ot
the huma n figure, by which th e artist was enabled so
ell'eetnaUy to embocly his conceptions .
Anothe r of our illustrations is from
a fresco liy him: " T HE CRUCIFIXION
op ST. P ETER"
is placed nuder the
large window of the P auline Chapel, in
the Vatican; it is in n most unf11vour-

I

able light, nod has become eo blackened by the smoke of lamps na to be
scarcely visible, bnt the composition is "rrncl .
ln the ~·ear 1546 , San Gallo, who lincl surceeded
llramnote as the archi~cct of S1. l'eter 's, died; the pope
called upon Michel Augelo to fill the post. At lint he
dedioed, pleading his advanced years; but t he pontift'
"ould hear of 110 excuse, end madu his request a commsnd, which could not be dieobeyed. 'l'he design adopted
by San Gullo was of a Snracenic order; thi s .Michel
Angelo altered into the form of a
cross, thereby giving it a more Chriatinn and imposing charnct e.r. After
a life of continuous activity and exertion, continued 11pto a very abort
peri!ld of his denlh, he was attark,d

I

ASA ,

by a slow fever, which, on the 17th of February, 1563, called him from the scene

I of bis laboun.

A great artist, a tn1e Christian, a benevolent and liberally-minded
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TH£ C&UCIFIXION O.F ST. PIT.EK,

man, the name of Michel Angelo

ttH1
~o~ ever shine out among those who hove

I

been the "lights of the Jiving world."
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contradistinction to the more formal ascetic apirit of
monkdom. His head is raised ; he is looking npward with a determined reaolnteueBS; yet there ia
an air of inspiration over his features, certain, as he
aeems to be, of victory. In his left hand he holds
NoT ouly the name of the man to whom this monu- the Bible ; his right hand, which is closed, reats
ment is to be erected, but the pandeur and atriking upon it with a firm assurance which nothing is able
originality of the design, will, we think, ensure for to shake. His whole attitnde, his upraised look, all
the following description of the truly noble work no announce the moment of utterance of those memorsmall degree of interest.
able words, " Here I eland: I cannot do otherwise I
Rictschel's last achievement was the Goethe and May God help me!" The whole man is indeed
Schiller monument, inaugurated last year at Weimar; heroic.
and this, as well as the ~tatue of Leasing, gives suffiTo show how admirably Rietschel has brought
cient proofs of what he is capable.
we obtogether cot~porary eventa as aCCC680ries,
We, in England, are accuatomed to see single serve that on the 80Ccleare the arm• of aii: prineea
figures only raised in honour of the departed great ; and two cities, by whom the Confeuion of Augsburg
and, indeed, the composition of a group to glorify was sigued. At the four corncn are aitting figures
some hero is attended with many more difficulties of the four Reformers, Huss, Savonarola, Peter
than where he alone is represented whom.we desire Waldera, and Wicklyffe. Theae men, representing
to honour. The drawings which the competition as they do four different nationalities, ahow clearly
for the Wellington Monument called forth prove that the great movement was not confined to a
this sufficiently. Unlesa the events of an epoch, or, particular country, or Willi the result of any 01te
rather, uolesa an epoch, with its grand ddcru,iuiog
p~ople's devdopment, but that ita oocurre11cewas an
event, is to be symbolised, the one figure would be unavoidable necessity as the result of the preceding
preferable. But, though in one characteristic per. events of ge11eralhistory. Below are represented in
sonificatiou the man himself may be shown us who relief the moat important events connected with the
brought about some deciaive change or overthrow, Reformation-the posting up the theses publicly at
it will not be possible to typi(y the cotemporary Wittenberg, the Diet at Worms, the tranalation of the
state of things-the ineffaceable features atamped Bible, and the administration or the Sacrament in
upon an age-without the aid or acceasories. Now, the two forms, and the marriage of priest.. In
in setting up a monument to Luther at Worm,, front, above, are the ever-to-be-remembered words
Profoseor Rietschel wished not merely to comme- already quoted.
morate his glorious appearauce there, but to connect
From this account it will, we think, be euy for
with him other cities and other event. also memo- the reader to form to himaelf a notion of the general
rable, and to show, moreover-to mark clearly and appearance of thia grand composition. It ia so
unmistakeably in a worthy manner-the spirit which original, there ia auch profound thought in the conthat "one man's bold act called forth, and which, ception and arrangement, and the whole ia 80 clear
God be praised, became thenceforward the charac- and intelligible, that we think the perusal of even
teristic and prevailing spirit of hie own and other the present alight aketch will not fail to call forth a
lands. But we proceed at once to the deacription lively feeling of admiration.
of the monument, of which a competent jndge has
said, that since the plan, unfortunately never com-- -•--pleted, which Michel Angelo designed for erection
ever the grave of Julian II., no such bold under- EXHIBITION OF PRIZE DRA.WINGS
taking baa been attempted.
.IT TBB
The monument • altogether occupies a apace of
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM.
forty feet in diameter. Two immen.ie steps raise
the basement above the ground, serving u a protection, while, at the same, time they give an air of Tm,: rooms prepared at the South Kensington
solidity to the foundation, and elevate the whole Museum for the Vernon and Turner collection,,
beyond all frofane neighbourhood. At the four have been temporarily occupied, during the last
~ornen of this raised platform atand, on high pedes- mouth, by the drawing, of the students in the metrotals, the protectors of Protestantism, Frederick the politan diatrict schools of Art, established at KenWise and Philip of Hesse on each side of the entrance, sington, Spitalfielda, the Charterhouse, Gower Street,
a11dat the other two cornen Reuchlin and ltfelanc- Finabury, St. Martin's, Hampstead, and Rotherthon,-represcnting thua the princea who, with their hitbe. Of the Kensington series, the beet is a
good awords, aided the cause, ond thoae learned design, by R. R. Bayne, for a mansion, in the later
men who, by mea111of the written and spoken word, German Gothic style, and, with ita accompanying
also bravely battled for it. The space between the details, is a very snccC88fulwork ; a deaign for a
first two figures is left open ; that between the others d1Velliug-houseand shop, by G. Williams (carpenter),
is filled np by a masay wall of granite six feet high, is both meritorio111 and applicable . 1'heae are
with battlements a-top . On the inner side of theae the most ambitioua works; indeed, Mr. Dayne conbattlement. are the arma or twenty-uine towns, which tributes the beat work in the entire exhibition. A
especially distinguished themselves as the safe re- drawing of fruit and flowers, by Miss Street, and of a
treats of Proteatantism. In the centre of theae geranium, by T . Morris, are worthy of note, the
embattled walla risea a pedeatal somewhat Iesa high former especially ; but Kensington by no mean,
than the corner onea, and theae anpport three sitting ahinea, or, with the one exception we nanJe, is at all
figures, personifying cities, each with a mural crown superior in its results to the other schoola.
-nanJely, sorrol\"ing Magdeburg, resolutely proA floral design, by T. J. Smith, is the most sue•
teating Speyer, and Augaburg, with the palm of ceesful of the Charterbouse contributions . A similar
peace. This surrounding outwork hu a most im. work, arranged geometrically, by Mr. Glenny, is the
posing effect. The massy grnnite embattled wall best of its kind from the St. Martin's school; a fruitforms indeed a citndel of strength. How clenrly is piece, alao contributed by a student of the same school,
here shown that what we have to defend is as a Mr. Trego, is an excellent arrangement of brilliant
tower firmly built on a rock, and that the best and colour, as well as careful in deaign. This school is the
braveat are choacn for its defcnden and for its best represented of nny in the series. Throughout
protection ! It is on entering thia strong citadel all the works we noticed too much of a stereotyped
that we come to the real monument ; and here style of teaching, too much copying of one scroll
again the history and the import of the great work pattern, and tedious repetitions, in country and
of Reformation is clearly developed-fully nnd yet town, of I.he florinted Roman chariot. Surely a
with wonderful simplicity. On a pedestal rising by litUe leas of "rcd-lapism " might he advantageous
three. succeasive gradations to the height of 17 or in so large a field of study.
feet
18 feet, stands Luther, of cololSal size, l
A series of works of students trained to masterhigh.
This imposing figure is habited in the ahips, and appointed to schools of Art, ia, in general,
flowing robea of the Protestant clergy of the present good, and forms tbe most striking portion of the
day,-loosely flowing and waving, be it obaerved, exhibition. Then follows a aeries from local schoola,
indicative of the free spirit of Protestautism, in in competition for the National :Medal: here Liverpool and Sheffield excel. From the former city,
the works of )lesars. Houlgrave, Mann, and Galo thl! dcscrlp\lon we profit by the remarks of one
11,ho,a few days ago, saw the sketch of the monument In mage are all good. The Egyptian, Greek, and
Roman designs, by :.'IIr. G. R. Read, of NmProfessor Rlet.,chel"s atelier, tn Dresden.

RIETSCHEL'S
MONUMENT TO LUTHER.
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caille-under-Lyme, are all moat carefully designed,
and truthfully elaborated. The three designs for
plate and race-cupa, furnished from the Sheffield
schoola, are excellent, the best being by Mr. C. Green.
'fhe patterns furniahed by Mr. Evans, of Stoke-upon.
Trent, for floral plateaus, are worthy of the atten.
The study from life of a
tion of manufacturen.
proatrate male figure, by Mr. Evans, of Manchester,
11 the best and most ambitious work of its class :
the penpective and chiaroecuro are admirably
managed. Misa Mary Alment, of Dublin, has a
good bit of sylvan landscape, which promisea greater
reaults hereafter.
Hanging committees are frequently blamed else"'here, and they often shit\ the blame on want of
apace, but at Kensington we have the aingnlar fea.
tore of empty wnlla, and yet one half of the pictures
are quite lost to view ; the eight screens, upon which
they are hung, form sixteen sides for display, but
they are placed 10 close to the wall, that few persons
thiuk of squeezing behind them, and yet some of
the best work. are there. Thus, MiBSStreet's and
Mr. Evans's designa have both to be sought for in
obscurity, though the beat worka in the collection,
which is an injustice to them, and an injury to the
exhibition generally-all the more extraordinary as
it is in a government building, constructed expressly
to display ill own lnboun, and with more than
enough room to show all effectively. If auch a thing
had been done to the prejudice of the whole collection elsewhere, what would have been said ?

I:,,
[!
1,

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.
THE ANNUALDINNER of the Royal Academy
took place u uanal. It was remarkable for only
one incident : the Lord Chancellor, in the course of
his speech, expressed a hope that such assemblies
might meet within "tko1e u:alu" for many years to
come. The Earl of Derby, with his wonted acumen,
perceived at once the error committed by his noble
colleague, and distinctly intimated his expectation
that not there, but in a palace of Art to be erected
on the aite of Burlington House, would future
academiciaua dine.
TnE MuSEUH, SOUTH KENSINGTON.-The
Mnaeum will be open free on Mondays, Monday
evenings, 'fuesdays, Tuesday evenings, and Saturdays. 'l'he students' days are Wednesdays, Wednesday ever.ings, Thursday,, and Fridays, when the
public are admitted 011payment of 6d. each person.
'J'he hours are from ten to six in the daytime, and
from seven to ten in the evening. Tickets of admission for copying and consulting works 011 the
students' days are issued at 2,. each, monthly; 3.r.
q,w-terly; 6.r.hnlf-yearly; and 10,. yearly. Copies
of the programme may be obtained by application at
the Museum, or from l\lesare. Chapman and Hall,
publishcn, Piccadilly.
THE LADIES' ART EXBIBITION.-lt ia known
to many that " the Society of Female Artiste," in
the third year of its existence, has co11trivedto be in
debt. How this has chanced, or why it should be,
we do not now inquire: so it is-or, rather, 80 it
was ; for the debt has been cancelled in two hour,
by one whose latest act of generosity it ia our happy
duty to acknowledge. Madame Goldschmidt ia one
of the committee; though not "an artist," in the
ordinary sense of the term, ahe is a true and earneat
"lover of Art,'' and so is her estimable husband ;
of his tastes we may more eapecially speak, as thoae
of an accompliahed gentleman, devoted to all the
1>ursuita that inculcate goodness and ensnre happinesa. It will gratify many to know that a lady
who, in her pnblic position, has promoted ao many
works of mercy, ia especially happy in domestic life.
As one of the committee she was necesaarily aware
that the burthen of debt threatened the e:i:utence of
the society, and she resolved to remove it. Her
huaband and herself detennined to give a private
concert in the eihibition room, by which a 1nm
might be raised a~fflcient to relieve the society from
its responsibilities, and set it fairly "afloat."
This
they did: on Wedneaday, May ll, the object wu
thus accompliahed, aud the institutions of England
have incurred another obligation to this admirable
woman-an addition to a very long list. No publicity was given to the undertaking; we are not
quite sure, indeed, that we do not betray confidence
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in making reforeoce to it oow it is done. The

public. In bis treatment of the " story " he has
tickets were distributed by the several members of evidently taken as its groundwork, Sir Buhrer
the committee, a moderate price WMput 11ponthem, Lyttoo's romance of "Harold:" a work in which
inasmuch as only a moderate sum waa required for the facts of history are but little interwoven with
the object in view. Some idea may be obtained of ita fietiooa, as regards the chief incidents. It is the
the rich treat, that m1111ywould have coveted, but intention of Mr. Gambart, who is, we believe, their
rew enjoyed, when it is known that Madame Gold- owner, to have them engraved ; if this be done in the
achmidt aang seven timea, two of her songs being spirit of the originals, the work will be a treasure
English-" the Laud of the Leal,'' and " Auld Lang every lover of Art wonld earnestly covet.
Syne." Mr. Goldschmidt also contributed largely : TIIE ARTISTS'BENEVOUNT } ' u11D Soc1rrr.to the delight of the occasion, as a composer and The fiftieth, or jubilee, anniversary dinner of this
a performer, who baa attained emiueoce in his pro- society was held at the Freemasons' Tavern oo the
feasion, and whose titles to ita higher honours are 7th of last month. Mr. A. Bel'C8fordHope occupied
admitted by the critics in England aa well as in the chair, and was supported by a cooaiderable
Germany.
number of artiata aod gentlemen interested in Art,
THE LASTCONVERSAZIONE
for the preaent season, among whom we recognised the President of the
held by the" Artists' aod Amateura' Society," took Royal Academy, Messrs. D. Roberta, R.A., J. H .
place at Willis'• Rooms on the evening of the 5th of Foley, R.A., E. M. Ward, R.A., F. Tayler, Louis
May. The attendance of company was very large, llaghe, J. T. Willmore, A.R.A., George Godwin,
and the di,play of artiatic works both numerous aod F.S.A., Henry Twining, Dr. Laokester, &c. The
of unusual excellence; the committee seemed deai- chairman, in proposing the toast of the evening,
rons of terminating their proceedings of this year in advocated in suitable and eloquent terms the claims
the moat efficient aod agreeable manner, and that of this ioalilution to general support, its object
such was the result oo one in the room had the being to assist the widows aod orphans of artists
slightest doubt: the eveoiog's eotertaiomeot was who had been left entirely destitute, or insnfliciently
an1oog the moat brilliant of its kind we remember provided for. Notwithstanding the disburaemeota
to have witneaaed. A catalogue of the works exhi- , of the past year amounted to the sum of £818 15,.,
bited would fill ooe of our pages: among those which distributed among fifty-one widows, and eighteen
most attracted our attention were Poole's large orphan childrco, there were still numerous applican.ts
painting of " Solomon Eagle during the Great I seeking ita aid, but which the committee waa nnPlagne of London;" Carl Haag's " Roman Pea- I able to give, from the langnishiog condition of ita
saota ; " a noble drawing, io charcoal, by J . D. finances. He expressed II hope that the society
Harding, a study for his picture of "The Park," would, from this, its fiftieth anniversary, receive a
oow in the gallery of the Water-Colour Society; a fresh ,tart, and go forth furnished with increased
highly-finished sketch, in oil, of the well-koowo : funds to pursue ita course of benevolence to those
picture of "Lenncclot and his Dog," by John Gil- who may, unfortunately, require assistance. The
bert; two small gems, in oils, of Turkish figures, by secretary announced that the aubscriptioo1 of the
J. F. Lewis, A.R.A.; a fine early drawing, large, evening amounted to the aumof £374 14.r.,including
1100 guineas from the Qneeo, being Her Majesty's
by Turner; drawings by D. Cox, Nesfitld, &c.
THE SERIES or DRAWINGS,illustrative of the twenty.first subscription of a similar sum.
story of the Norman Conquest, by D. Maclise, R.A.,
THE Soc11tTYor ARTS baa held its eleventh
is now being exhibited, with the collection of the I a1m1utlexhibition of new inventions in machioery,&c.,
works of David Cox, in the upper rooms of the at ita rooms in the Adelphi, aod a very instructive
French Gallery, Pall Mall. These drawings, as and interesting gathering it was; embracing a
many of our renders will, doubtle88,recollect, formed large variety of useful inventions io all the necessary
one of the most attractive features in the Royal arts of life, from breach-loadi11gcannon, to machines
Academy, in 1857: we have examined them in for knife-cleaning. Very many of the models extheir present abode with increased pleasure ; they hibited were of the highest interest, particularly those
more than justify the opinion we expressed of them which signalled danger to railway trains; others,
formerly, when we said that the invention and st&chas were connected with electrical aod other
imagination they displayed are truly marvellous. The printing, marked the thoughtful progress of the age.
mind of the artist seems to have been thoroughly A large number of what might be termed domestic
imbued with the apirit of the subject : every figure inventions, such as the sewing machine, &c., exhibited
looks a true impersonation of the half-civilized, the large amount of scieutific attention now devoted
stern, resolute, fierce, hut not ungenerous, Saxon to every article we use. The exhibition altogether
and Norman, and each incident is portrayed with well represented the condition of our useful arts.
a vigour and a grandeur of conception which, we
THE PROPOSEDEXHIBITIONOF ENGLISHPie.
arc sure, no modern artist of any country could TURESIN PARIS is not to take place, or, at all
surpass ; while to these qualities mu.et be addP.dthat events, ia postponed. This is one of the emphatic
of simplicity of composition united with masterly evidences of the miseries of war. Mr . Gambart,
aod effective grouping. There are forty-two draw- who had been entrnsted by the authorities io France,
ings ; of the whole number those which we particn- and alsoby the artists of England, with the colleclarly admire are-No . 5. 'Harold and the Saxons tion of works, called together, recently, those who
confined io the Castle of Bcaurain, near :Montreuil;' had signified their intention to exhibit, and anNo . 7. 'Guy of Poothicu giving audience to Harold oounced to them th is unwelcome intelligence; at
aod his Compauioos;' No. 9. ' Harold receiving the same time explaining to them the cordial feeling
the Submission of Conan, Earl of Bretague;'
with which they would have been welcomed in
No. 10. ' William conferring npoo Harold the Faria, the honours that awaited them there, aod the
dignity of a Norman Knight,' a remarkably fine sincere regret that evil times had fallen for awhile
composition ; No. 11. ' Harold's Oath of Fidelity to oo .Art aod its professors.
William, sworn over the concealed Relics of the
M. BLANCHUD, the eminent French engraver,
Saints,' another composition remarkably rich in has been in Loodoo, on a visit to Mr. Oambart, for
character and cxpre&1ion; No. 19. 'Toatig, defeated whom he is engraving the plate from Frith', famons
in hie Attempt against Harold, flies in his Galley picture of the "Derby Day." The etching is comfrom the English Coast;' No. 26. 'William, in a menced, and a portion of it has been printed, the
I
Proceuion, displays the 11.elicsof St. Valery to allay custom in France being different from that nsnally
I the discontent of a portion of his Troops;' No. 82. adopted io this country. There, a work is produced
,I
' The Deatha of Tostig and Harold Hardrada;'
" piecemeal ; " here, an impression is rarely taken
I No. 33. ' Harold, wounded, sitting at a Banquet, nntil the whole of the subject has been etched.
at. ~ork, when a Herald announces the landing of Report speaks in very high terms, and so does the
W1ll1am;' No. 34. 'The Fiery Star apostrophised artist most interested, in the thus far production of
by the .Monk of Malmeabury ;' No. 35. 'Harold )f. Blanchard.
offering Prayer aod Adoration at the Abbey Cbnrch
Fciuu : AllTISTs.-The Royal Academy has, it
of Waltham ;' No. 40 . .' The Normans retreating, appears, received several applications having refer•tayed a~d turned by \\ illiam.' There is material ence to the ill-policy of cxcludiog women from their
eno~h . Ill these . forty-two drawings for a long schools. The subject is one th11tmay not be dealt
descnpbve analytical paper, had we room for ooe. with in a paragraph ; we shall take an early opporare, we.understand, the result of Mr . Maclise'a tnnity of treating it at length .
THE BAliONMAROCHETrl'SSTATUE01' V1c1'0RY
,
le11ure evenmg honrs, and moat profitably have
theee been passed, !18rega~da hia own reputation, has been placed, by consent of the Duke of Wel--n~~ - lca~a~
t~~ -ms~rucbo11 th111 given to the lingtoo, in his Grace's garden at Apsley Houae-oue
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of the most public places in London. The work has
merit; indeed, ao have all the baron's productions;
but in England we have many sculptors by whom
he is surpassed; it is the art in which we do not
need profeasors, but for which we do want patrons.
It is said that this " statue of Victory " was, or is,
" the Angel at the Tomb,'' of the design for a monument proposed to be erected somewhere, and originally planned for St. Paul's. The Duke of Wellington
has, it is said, commissioned and paid for this work,
aod it will probably be in a maW!Olenmat Strath ficldsaye. There is an idea abroad that the atatne
is thu.s placed, in order to show the lo88 that Eog laod has au.stained, by not giving to the baron the
commi88ion ordered by the Honse of Commons,
and for which, it will be remembered, the baron
was invited to compete-au invitation he declined.
Well : be it so. .But if it be exhibited with a view
to re-opea this question, aod to permit this gentleman to avail himself of advantages from which all
other members of the profesaioo are excluded, there
will be only one word in the English language that
can be nsed to describe such a procedure.
THE TURNERGALLERY.-Mr. J . S. Virtue is preparing for immediate publication a aeries of engravings from sixty of the moat celebrated paintings
by Turner, selected from those in the Natiooal
Gallery, aa well as from ench as are in the handoJ
of private individuals. The work is to be published
in parts, aod proofs only, in two states, will be
circnlated. We have aeeo a few apecimeoa of the
finished engravings, and can cooscientiollilly testify
to the beauty and excellency of the plates. The
work will be published at a price that will bring it
with in the reach of a large number of patrons . The
beat of our line engravers-and the beat only-are
engaged to engrave the plates, many of which are
already finished, and finished admirably. They will
be, as we have said, issued only as proofs on India
11aper,aod will become, at no distant period, of great
value. The letter-press will be written by Mr.
Womnm, the Secretary to the Nat ional Gallery, a
gentleman every way qualified for the task, and who
is acquainted with many curious anecdotes connected
with each picture . It Ifill be beautifully printedthe typography and the engravings. The work,
therefore, promises to be, and oo doubt will be, one
of the most iotereatiog and valuable of modern
times,-a worthy monument to the great master.
WOOD·CARVINO.-The showrooms of Mr.
G. Rogers, in Soho Square, are now filled with
an interesting collection of wood-carvings, executed
by that well-known artist, for the decoration of
St. Michael's Church, Cornhill; they comprise an
hexagonal pulpit, a chancel screen, and II series
of benches, all of oak, and all moat elaborately
decorated "·ith a number of emblematic designs of
much beauty. Mr . Rogers has been anxious to
produce something original, and has not adopted
any cooveotiooal style; he has taken what 1fould
beat suit his ideas, from those of the Byzantine and
medireval eras, aod treated them with the variety and
freedom which a more direct reference to natural
foliation wonld give. Hia aeries of" bench-ends" are
oot, as is so frequently the case, repetitious of one
idea, but every panel or poppy-head differs from
the others ; and, as these amount to a very large
number, the fertility of his inventive powers prove
to be grent indeed. Many of hie simple aod beautiful allegories are finely rendered, and the texts,
here and there entwined among the ornaments, are
singularly appropriate, and full of the broadest spirit
of holineaa. As works of Art these wood-carvings
take high rank : they are beautiful originalities,
boldly and broadly carried out, and we have never
before seen an entire aeries of church decoration of
so high ao artistic character, evincing thought and
deep feeling, and they arc eminently " Protestant.''
We conceive that we shall have, in St. Michael's, a
brilliant example of what a modern English ch1.1reh
should be.
THE READINGSOF Miss GLYN.-Thia accomplished lady haa been recently giving "Readio8s"
of the dramas of Shakspere, to the exceeding delight
of "applaruling audiences." Her advantages are
large and many, physical nod intellectual; a fine
person, and remarkably expressive features, are by
no means unimportant aids to such a task : these
are eminently hers ; she half reads and half acts the
parts, carrying her auditors with her into the several
scenes,'by acting the characters as well as speaking
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the words ; thus giving to the play almo,t 88 much
of reality 88 it could receive upou the stage. Her
miud is of a high order; she entirely comprehends
aud euters iuto the part she euacta ; her persouatious
are calm aud dig,ufied, or eloquent aud impressive,
but always subdued by a seeming cousciousuesa that
she is rather reading a written poem than perform.
ing a drama iu which force aud p&SSiouare, so to
speak, qualified by distance, aud justified by snr•
rouudiug appliances. Her " Readiuga" are therefore
rare iutellectual treats, in which the author is all in
all ; and we can conceive 110 meaus by which Shakspere may be so eft'ectually uuderstood, or so tnily
enjoyed, 88 when thus preaented to us-apart from
all embarr88Siug circumstance-by oue so thoroughly
capable of reudcriug justice to so graud a theme .
Whether tender or fierce, persuaaive or energetic,
whether exhibitiug the geutler or the stronger
paasioua, she is equally a mistress of her art ; so
iuteusely h88 she studied, and so completely h88 she
understood the great poet, that every seutcuce
receives its proper weight, while uothillg is lost,
nothiug is exaggerated. There is uo eft'ort to produce
mere eft'ect; the purpose is solely to illustrat.e what
the author 1Ueant: it is Shakapere who is readgrBCefully,emphatically, and forcibly. Her voice is
singularly fiue, her mauuer peculiarly impressive,
her miud largely comprehensive ; but the artist is
evidently ever conscious that it is the author, aud
not the actor, who is to be brought before the
audieuee iu these " Readiuga ;" aud iu this is their
great charm. It is impossible to imagiue a way by
which au "eveuing" may be p&SSedmore agreeably,
more intellectually, or to greater profit .
M. RUDOLl'LBHHANN,a Germau artist, who is
well-kuown, aud highly estimated iu England, and
h88 large fame in Paris, where he has of late years
made his home, received a mark of distiuguished
honour from the Prince of Wales, while his Royal
Highness was at Rome. The priuce inspected the
artist's portfolio, nud especially a aeries of crayon
portraits of remarkable meu of the epoch, with
much atteutiou, receiving from them great satisfaction and pleasure ; afterwards his Royal Highness
invited the artist to diuuer. These evidences of love
of Art, aud appreciation of artists, are very welcome
in this couutry, where the youug hope of Euglnud
has already growu iuto the aft'ectioua of those over
whom he is destiued, by God's blessing, to rule.
::- THB LUCKNOWScEPTRE.-A sceptre of agate,
inlaid with gems, has been recently aho'lfll, by
Mr. Phillips, of Cockspur Street, at whose catablishmeut it way still be e:i:amiued by the curious. It
is of beautiful workmanship ; the head is composed
of one m&SSivepiece of fiue oriental agate, elaborately
fluted, in the form of a mace, aud enriched with
rubies aud emeralds. A soldier fouud it at the sacking
of Luckuow, and gave it to his officer, who preaeuted
it to Mr. W. H . Russell, the special correapoodeut
of the Time,.
COPYRIGHTIN ART.-Mr. Gambart receutly
obtained au iujuuction from Vice-Chancellor Wood,
to restrain Messrs. C. and A. Louis, of Dowgate
Hill, from importing, or otherwiae dealing with,
certaiu priuta, the copyright of which ia iu the hauds
of the plaintiff'. Tbe priuts iu questiou are, "The
Cl&SS," "Tbe Retnrn-First
Departnre-Secoud
Class," " Can I come iu P" "Saturdny Night 1"
" Suuday Moruing," and " Shoeiug," which, from
the evideuee oft'ered by the couusel, appear to have
beeu reproduced iu Germauy, aud cousigued for sale
to the defeudauts, oue of whom, it was alleged, had
disposed of a large uumber.
lcONOCLASH.-Our renders will doubtless remember heariug of the iujury done, some few
mouths back, to the altar ,piece of All Saiuts'
Church, Laugham Place. Siuce theu, West's picture of the "Nativity," iu Marylebone Church, has
bee11.partial! destroyed ; aud the statues of the
Queeu aud the Prince Cousort, belougiug to the
proprietors of the Colosseum, have also beeu sadly
mntilated. The police authorities were for a long
time eugaged in traciug out the olfeuder, who at
length has beeu discovered and brought to justice.
As might reasonably be expected, the image-breaker
aud destroyer of pictures turns out to be a maniac,
n poor chair.maker, who, about October Inst, was
discharged as cnred from the Hanwell Luuatic Asylum, where he had, duriug his residence, exhibited
strong predilect ioua for the amusemeuta iu which
aubsequeutly he has 10 unfortunately iudulged. The
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mau, whose unme is John Hughes, was recently
apprehended aud tried for the oft'euce. The jury
acquitted him ou the grouud of iusauity,-a verdict
which, iu all probability, will euaure his safe custody for life. Tbe circumstauces that led to his
apprebeuaiou are somewhat singular. Hughes, it
appears, besides the outrages alluded to, had
scratched various aeuteucea on the pews aud mouumeuta iu the churches, such as, " Destroy rubbish."
Oue of the keepers of the Hauwell Asylum, who
had him nuder his care, saw the accouut which the
newspapers published of the olfeuces committed,
aud recollected that this was nu expreasiou which
the lunatic ofteu both used aud 'll'l'Otewheu at Hau.
well. He immediately commuuicated his suspicions,
that Hughes was the oft'euder, to the authorities of
the asylum, ,rho gave him leave of abaeuce to trace
out Hughes, with ,rhoae hauuta he W88 acquainted,
aud iu a short time the poor mauiac was hauded
over to the police. As the vestry of Marylebone
Parish had oft'ered a reward of £160 for the discovery of the perpetrator of the outrage, we presume
the sum will be giveu to the Hau well officer.
lbu CABLWERNERthis year opeus hi, exhibition of water-colour drawiuga ou the first Mouday
inJuue, instead of the correspoudiug day in May, as
has beeu his previous custom . The preseut collection will be fouud to austaiu, aud more thau snstaiu,
the high reputation of this accomplished artist.
Herr Weruer is uow eugaged upou some interior
views of Westminster Abbey aud the House of
Lords, which will appear in his e:i:hibitiou. He also
is devoting some time daily to pupila.
.BUSTOP HANDEL.-A very iutueatiug bust of
the great composer baa been produced by Messrs.
Bates, \Vesthead, & Co. (the successors of Johu
Ridgeway}, of Sheltou, Staft'ordshire, for Mr . Haw.
kius, of the " Chiua Court," Crystal Palace. It is
in Pariau, aud has beeu modelled by Theed from
Roubilliac'a famous statue, in the possessiou of the
Sacred Harmonic Society : the "authority," therefore, is uuquestiouable. Uuder auy circumataucea,
the work would be au acquisition of value to all who
regard muaic aa au art or a delight, and cau appreciate the compositious of the great man who is "for
all time,'' aud for every people. It will become a
cherished treasure iu homes where music is a source
of happiness. The period of its " publication" is
auspicious-in a few weeks teua of thousands of
people will assemble at the Crystal Palace to commemorate " tbe eeuteuary" of the mighty artiet .
No better memorial thnu this could have beeu devised to recall the occasiou; and, as Mr. Hawkins
has produced the bust iu three sizes, to suit three
"purses," we cannot doubt that its circulation will
be, as it ought to be, very large.
THE MUSEOCAXPANA.-We fear this wouderful
collection is uo louger within reach of Englnud.
Tbe Marquis Campaua has beeu, by another arbitrary
act of the Neapolitan goverumeut, deprived even
of the semblance of control over it : ho has beeu
forced to resigu all claim of right ; aud still remniue
in prisou, where he is, iudeed, likely to coutiuue
uutil its gates are opeued, either by freedom or
lieeose, u the case must be, aud that ere loug, nt
Naples. The existing geueratiou will uever have so
graud au opportunity of enriching a nation's ,tores
of Art: we have lost it-aud
may deplore the
"short sight" by which the loaa is sustained.
THE CONTEMPLATED
EXHIBITION OF 1861.The operatioua of the committee are, we understand, suspeuded, uuder au impresaiou that if there
be au European war, there will be little probability
of carryiug out their project to a success, or iu a
mauuer worthy of the uatious to be represented.
Two VERYREllAJlltABLEPICTURES-of Ancieut
aud Modern Jerusalem-may uow be seeu at Messrs.
Jeuuiugs, Cheapside. They are the productions of
Herr Muhller aud M. Whittock, and are based upou
researches made iu Palestine by A. Raphael, Esq., a
wealthy aud emiueut antiquary, who has devoted
much mouey aud much time to accomplish the important task he uudertook.
THB ROJIAN ALL.- Some years siuce, his
Grace the Duke of Northumberland took up the
notion that a complete survey of the great Romau
wall, aud of the atatioua aloug its liue,-wbicb,
notwithetauding the fragments of the past, in the
ahape of inscriptions aud other records, that they
are coustautly throwiug up, have never been subjected to systematic inveatigatiou,-was au object
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at ouce of iutcrest aud of importnuce ;-nod, uot
unuaturally, na some of our reaclers will thiuk, he
imagined tbat such iutercst aud importance as
belong to the theme are especially referable to a
society of antiquaries. Tbat shows, that ueither he
uor our readers iu question have a clear uotion 88
to what is the function of richly eudowed societies
in England.
Accordingly, the Duke of Northumberlaud, iu ignorance of the slumberous qualities of
the body whom he addressed, proposed to the
Londou Society, through its presideut, Lord Mahou,
to pay the eutire expenses of a thorough survey, if
the Society of Antiquaries would put itself, with no
demaud upou its fuud11,at the head of these costly
researches. Of course, the society refused,-aud
weut to sleep agaiu. Not so the Duke of Northumberland: he employed a eurveyor of his own, Mr.
Maclaughlan, to explore the wall, aud the Watling
Street uorth of Pierce Bridge, iu Yorkshire ; aud
the plaus of the surveys, the c88tra ou the course of
the wall, aud aloug the Watling Street, he baa caused
to be elaborately engraved, at a cost, it is said, of
some thousands of pounds. The Duke baa been
liberal in hie donations of this work to scientific
aud literary iuatitutioua, at home aud abroad, aud
to iudividuals engaged in the investigation of our
natioual antiquities :-and here is another iustauce,
well worth reeordiug, of ducal means employed in
a literary iuterest, aud subsidizing Art in the iutel'e9t of Scieuce.
THE APPOINTMENT
of }lr. Grote to the chair of
Professor of History at the Royal Academy, as
stated in our last u11mber, iuducea us to express a
hope that tbe office will uot be, as hitherto, merely
honorary : Mr . Grote'a well-kuownwritiuga eminently
qualify him to be a public teacher of history.
VICTORIACRoss GAU.ERY.-Uuder this tiUe a
uumber of oil pictures, by Mr. L.W. Desauges, is uow
on exhibition at the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly :
they illustrate iucideuts, chiefly in the Crimeau
campaign, which have wou for the heroic actors the
Substituting indi"Victoria Cross of Valour."
vidual acts of bravery for the triumphs of armies,
nod we are remiuded, iu some degree, of Horace
Vernet'a gallery of battle-pieces at Versailles. We
do uot mean to imply that Mr . Desauges is really
a Veruet, though we thiuk the veteran Freuch
battle-paiuter would uot disown him as a not unworthy follower, especially as a eolourist. Tbe
collectiou, which is to receive additions from time
to time, as we uuderstaud, coutaius about tweuty.
two pictures, some of them large, the figures being
life.size; the others, ouly finished studies for larger
works uow in progress . Our attention was principally directed to No . 1, "Commander W. N.
Hewett, R.N., repelling a Sortie of Russiaus from
Sebaatopol," which may be described as a bold,
full-Jeugth portrait of a young uaval officer standing
def!autly by the aide of a heavy siege gun: No. 3,
"Lieut.-Col. Sir Charles Russell at the Battle of
Inkermanu ;" a picture of some preteusious, but
too melodramatic iu its action: No. 4, " l'tfajor
Probyu, C.B., 2ud Pnujaub Cavalry, at the Battle
of Agra,'' u a whole, the beat piece of paiutiug iu
the gallery: No . 5, " Major C. Charles Teesdale, C.B ., at the Battle of Kara:" No. 6, "Lieut .•
Col. E.W . D. Bell, 23rd Regiment, at the Battle
o( Alma;" spirited as a composition, the horses,
perhaps, takiug preeedence, iu the eyes of au Art.
critic, of the hero: No. 7, "Major G. L. Goodlake,
Coldstream Guards, derendiug the Wiudmill Ravine,
before Sebastopol ;" the head of the private whom
the gallaut major seems to address is very fiuely
and powerfully expressed. A small picture, marked
No. S, " Corporal R. Shields, 23rd Regiment,
aeekiug his wouuded Adjutant, Lieut. Dyueley,''
deserves especial remark; so also does No. 12,
" Private Authony Palmer, Greuadier Guards, eharg.
iug siugly upou the euemy at lukermauu :" both
of these are really works of good Art. We kuow
uot to what exteut Mr. Deaauges proposes to carry
out his project of a " Victoria Crosa Gallery ; "
perhaps he is looking forward to a time wheu the
uatiou will require a gallery illustrative of battles
gaiued aud of heroic BCtious; he will tben be in 11
couditiou to offer them what will serve as a uucleus.
At auy rate, he has embarked in au enterprise that
must coat much time aud labour, aud we hope he
may fiud his reward iu it: the pictures are highly
interesting, aud may pro'l"e sources or delight to
thousauds of visitors •
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REVIEWS.
THB CITY OF THB GnBAT KING. Bv J. T. D.rnCLAY,.M.D. Published by C1u.LLE.'I & So:-is,
Philadelphia.
This is an interesting volume; we wish we could
add, it ia also an honelt one, but the facts that
appear with reference to the manner in _whi.ch.it
hu been produced preclude auch a verdict m its
favour: we refer to the topographical illustrations
in the book, and not to the text. Dr. Barclay resided in Jerusalem for a considerable time; he wu
there when the late Mr. W. H. Bartlett visi!ed the
city to make aketchea and collect materials for hie
well-known works on Jerusalem, from whioh it
appears Dr. Barclay hu copied several or the illustration,, and announced them u original : out of
the five eteel plates introduced in the American
publication, tbo only one which hu any title to
originality is the portrait of tho author; three of
the others being copies of Bartlett'• drawings, not
merely un11cknowledged, but described, as "from a
photograph."
Ot his forty-five woodcute, we learn
from the publisher's preface that twenty-eight are
from transfers, and onlv seventeen profess to be
original; while among these is one only ao far new
that it ia a reduction of one of Bartlett's eteel
plates. With respect to the lithographs, which
principally consist of plans, &c., they most closely
resemble thoae already in existence, still the panoramic view of "Jerusalem from the eut," attributed to Dr. Barclay's artist, J,[r. Roeenthal, is a
manifest copy of Bartlett's "Panorama of Jorul&!em," in bis " Jerusalem Revisited ;" and we
think that in other litho~pha a free use hu been
made of the subjects m the English volumes,
although some alterations may be detected in the
details.
• It ie a pity that Dr. Barclay should have rendered
himeelf amenable to the charge which theae plagiarisms involve : had he applied to the En~lish
proprietors of Mr. Bartlett's cop)"l'ighta, he might,
there ia little doubt, ba\'e obtained without difflcn\ty whatever he wiahed, and, perhape, at a
cheaper rate than he hu paid for copies. Detection wu 1ure to follow the adoption of the couree
punued, for Bartlett's works are as well-known
and u popular in America u they are here. 'l'be
appropriatton, to use a mild term, of the cuta, without tlie alighteat acknowledgment, is, moreover, to
be reprobated, because our English author and
artist, in his ".Jeruaalem Revi1ited," repeatedly
expnuee his obligation& to the doctor and his
accomplished daughter for their kind aaaiatance and
hoepitality while he wu staying in the "City of
the Great King."
LIVERPOOL, 1869. From a Drawing by J. R.
ISAAC. Published by the Artist, Culle Street,
Liverpool.
view of the
An elaborately drawn "bird's-eye"
great commercial port, with ita mill's ot docke
stretching ae11ward&along the northern banks of
the Heney, ite vut storehouees, continuous etreete,
ita IMJUareaand churches, its lines of railway, connecting it with other placee of busy industry; and,
on the opposite side of the river, the riaing town of
BirkenheaJ, with ite docks and other objects, fonninJ the ,iue/ei of future mercantile rivalry. 'fbo
pnnt is a largo chromo-lithograph, treated ao artistically II to give it all the appearunce of a well'fhe view 1a taken from the
executed i,icture.
eB1tern side of Lii·erpool, the eye taking in the
Che1hire cout aa far as the Fort and Rock Lighthouse, and, on the Lancashire aide, the country
beyond the town within the limita of vi1ion.
When one looks at thia huge maaa of buildinga, and
recollect.a what we read of Liverpool 1111it stood
only a century ago, one is utoniahed at its growth 1
and, did we not know what English enterprise ana
induetry accomplish wherever opportunity occura
for their exerciee, 1hou\d pronounce it an imposaibility. Mr. l.eaac is at preeent engaged on a similar
view of :Manchester, which, from what we have seen,
promises to be u admirable a work as" Li\"erpool."

respect and curioaity. A lady make money by a
farm of " four acres ! " Yee ; here come• the mingling of poetry and pr~Lhe
proee certainly in
the ascendant. It i,, to write aerioualy, a volume
that no dweller in the country should be without,
now that tboee who make their money in Londonfrom the banker to the banker', clerk-migrate
in
everr direction round the metropolis,-aome placed
by circumetancea, which it is a mistake to call the
h11ppieat,above the necessity for domeatio eooDOfJ!Y;
othen obliged to weigh carefully the meana of life,
and conaider how that life can appear reapectable
on "limited meane." A book like that upon our
table becomes certainly to the latter a aale guide
:md companion, protecting the young country
houeekeeper from the errors of ignorance,. and
giving information to the more advanced, with a
zeal and accuracy which is quite in valuable. The
difficultiea of finding a country home are fint explained; and then followa the detail of country
life, and country occupations,-" our' co\\'e, and
what we made by them, reduced to hard figuree,tbe account of "our" butter making (11·ewish the
" American chum" had been tried : we epeak from
experience, and know its value u a saver of time),
piga-" our" poultry-" our" pigeon1,-"our"
how we cured " our " hams, - "our"
bread, " our" kitchen garden,-" tlui t1UJ11ey we made!"
All dealt with cheerfully, playfully, rationallyteaching and expounding,-drawing
pleuure from
duty, and amwement from-we had almost wntten
labour . No "country life," passed u thia "lady"
passes hers, could be dull or unintereating.
If a
"lady" take into the country, BB her staple commodity, the habita and deairea of a town life, ehe
will 1imply be hereelt uncomfortable, and make
every one within her sphere reatleea and discontented. Many such have no idea of what they should
d-how
they can econom~nd
find that, exoeet
in house rent, they ell'ect no saving. Here is their
Any liome-loving, active, intelligent
teacher.
woman, of limited meana and aurrounded by
"olive branchea," can here learn from "0uR Y.i.nx
OP FouR AcREII" how an income may be increaeed,
and the many advantages and bleSBingsof a country
life multiplied, by following wise instructions, dictated by acquired knowledge and practical experience.
THE DuEL APTBR THll MASQUBllADE. Lithographed by A. Srnour, from the Picture by
GERO)IE. Published by E. G.AXBART& Co.,
London.
Although, happily, the custom of duelling is gone
entirely out of fuhion in England,-while
even on
the continent this half-barbario practice ia falling
into desuetude, and the majesty of the law is allowed to vindicate real or fancied wronge, rather
than the pistol or the rapier,-it wu well to give a
wide circulation, through the printing-presa, to the
great moral leaaon taught by Gerome'a finely-dramatic, but moet painful picture of "The Duel after
· the Muquerade," whic\i wu exhibited lut year in
the French Gallery, Pall .Hall. It is an appalling
scene : the combatants and their seconda, beated
doubtleas with wine and the night'e revelry! have
quitted the ueembly of "fools and their fo lies,"
and have met, in an open apace of the "Bois de
Boulogne" it may posaibly be, to settle a quarrel,
probably about 1ome one unworthy a jangling of
word,, etill more unworthy of the life'• blood that
bu been poured out. All are in mBSquerade costume: the clown ia there, and the harlequin, a
Turk, a Venetian noble, and other character,, and
the deep snow, trodden and blood-stained, is under
their feet, and the cold grey mist ot a wintry morning is above and around them.
The duel hu been
fought: one of the combatant.a has received his
death-wound, and is supported, a pale and ghutly
figure, by hie friends and aeeonda. The victor, led
by harlequin (could satire be more eloquently expreued ?), ia hurrying away to a carriage, looming
It
mdiatinctly on the nrge of the battle-ground.
ia a picture most striking al!d truthful in ~e le~on
it inculcates, and powerful m the manner 1n which
the subject is treated. As an example of litho~phic Art, the print is also worthy of commendallon.

Oun F.um OF FouR ACRES,AND THE MONEYWE
JUD11BY IT. Published by CHAP)!AN& HALL, THB LoNELY HEARTH. Engral"ed by F. BACON,
from a Painting by RA.NKLBY. Published by
London.
G11AVM& Co., London.
"Our Farm of Four Acres!" Tle romance of a
We hal"e here a oottage interior. A somewhat aged
four-acre farm ! Charming ! A lady farmer-straw
hat-green watering-pot-cottage
o. nJc-Kerry cow peaaant is eitting b)'. a lonely fire-side, whil~ guardian angels are beanng awa1 the form of his dead
fish in a granite ba&in-•pangled bantam-gold
llttle piga, eponged with Naples 1oap-urd-ream
wife. They are not watching over the departed
and 1trawberries ! So much for the 1uggestion1 clay : why ahould they? The spirit ia gone-the
created by the .f/r•t title !
funeral is over, for the hat, crape encircled, liea on
" And the llonev we made by it ! " We open a chair. How the incident has been felt, or in
the little volume· with a ,trange mingling of what manner the sentiment is meant to be con-
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veyed, we are at a loA to aay. No consolation ia
there for the afflicted : the angels are not mi.niatering to him. His thoughts are of the dead, no
doubt, u he sits beside his now lonely hearth ; but
that is not enough 1 either to picture or to teach.
We cannot comprehend the artiet's pul')l098; for
although the untuted breakfut ia before him, the
fire burns brightly. We may warn arti,te againlt.
too much dealing with eubjecta of this chw, which
muat be deeply felt to be truthfully rendered.
SCHOOLPBBSPIICTlVB: being a Progreaaive CoU?lle
of Instruction in Linear Pers~tive,
both
Theoretical and Practical. Spec1&lly deeigned
for the Uee of Schools. By J. R. Drcxsn.
Published by S1101t1N, HAR&ll.A.LL, & Co.,
London.
Numerous u are the books which have been written
on the acience of perspective, there are none, it
would seem, to suit the purpo1e1 of Mr. Dickaee, in
hie office of drawing-muter to the City of London
School, and to the Normal College for Training
Teachers of British and Foreign School Society.
He hu therefore compiled and published auch a
treatise BB, from bis own experience, he ftnda
adapted to his requirement•, and u he believes will
be of eervice to others-pupil• u well u teachen.
'l'he lecturea and e:rerciaes constituting the coune
by which the 1tudeuta at the college have been prepared for the annual Government examination,,
form the groundwork of the manual; to this much
new matter and a great number of e:rerciaee have
been added, and it is primarily divided into two
part.a-Theoretical and Practical.
To muter the science of perspective ia not an
euy tuk for the young atudent of Art to acoomplish.
It hu rroved a stumbling-block which
many, deairoua o learning, could never pasa over;
and only because it hu not been set before them in
a aimple, intelligent manner. A man may p~
a thorough knowledge himselt of some science or
Art, while at the aame time be is utterly incapable
of imparting what he knows to others; and thus,
at the very outeet, the learner encounters difficultiea
which he feels he cannot overcome, beca11118
his
teacher hu not the ability to help him ; and, aa a
consequence, the one is wearied with fruitleaa efi"orta
at instruction, and the other ia discouraged with
fruitlesa effort.a at learning. Now, Hr. Dickaee'a
book alms at remedying both evil,, and thereby
ueiating both parties; and we think he hu succeeded in his objects. The l'lan of the work id •11tematically progreeaive 1 and Just ao much of deacnptive explanation ia given u aeeme neceaaary to
enable the 1tudent thoroughly to undentand the
subject. It is illustrated with a large number of
woodcuts, not merely of diagram& and Jeometrical
forms, but of landscapes and other subJects elucidating and explaining the precepts laid down in the
text. It is al10 publiehed at a very moderate price,
ao as to bring it within the reach of all cllL88el.
MAPS. Published by J. WYLD, London.
The war-trumpet blown on the continent hu put
our mapaellers on the alert, with reference to the
countriee in which the operations of contending
armies are taking place. Mr. Wyld hu just iaaued
a" Map of the 'l'lieatre of War in Italy," in which
ia comprehended the whole of the Italian Statea
lying north of Rome, and those parta of Austria,
France, and Switzerland which immediately border
the Italian provinces. It is rather large in aiae,
and is clearly engraved, IIO that any one deairous of
following the movements of the hoatile armiea will
find no difficulty in doing so.
Another fublication emanating from the ume
source ii a' Map of London, and New Poetal Diatricte," amid the mazes of which both eye and
mind eeem almost to lose their consciouaneaa, notwithstanding the precision and accuracy with which
the modern Baby Ion is traced out on the paper. The
draughtamRn and the printer have done their beet to
produce order out of a vast chaos of bricks and mortar, extending from Paraon'a Green to Dow Creek,
eut and west, and from Tottenham to Brixton,
north aud south.
CHOICBGARDRNFLOWP.RS. With Coloured Illustrations. Dy Ju1BS ANDREWS,F.H.S.
Published by HotJLSTON& WllIOHT, London.
This is a very choice little manual of garden ftowen,
containing ad,·ice and information for their culture,
and various modea of propagation, which cannot
fail to be of value, to ladies particularly who take
an interest in their dowers beyond that of gathering their bloom. The illustrations are oorrectly
drawn and beautifully coloured, but the margin
should have been larger, or the flowen smaller, u
the efi"ectis impaired by their size .
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who bas just tnken the hats oft' their pegs in
What ! can I believe my eyes?-no-ycsthe hall, tied a handkerchiefround the alarum- yes it is Sir Joshewa's diary; the little doublebell, put on list slippers, and lit his wax columned book-one column for names, aud
candle. This wav-gently : this is his study one for memoranda, and the names of his
-an eight-corneredroom, 20 feet long, 16 feet sitters for this month, entered in his lnrgP,
broad, and 15 feet high.
honest, good-natured sprawling hand. His
'l'here is b11toue window,and that is small prices, let me tell you, mvisiblefriend, as you
and square, with a quiet, unffunctuating north are helping me to inventory the great man's
light, coming,as the London artist's favourite studio,are just now, three-quarters,twenty-five
light does, from HigLgnte; the sill, on which guineas,half-length,one hundredg,iineas,whole
is a slight deposit of snuff-likeLondon dust, is lengths, two hundred guineas. Let us read
nine feet from the ground-just, in fact, within the names for a few monthsof this year-1760;
one's reach. Gently,so that we are not heard.- we are sure to come upon some celebrity,or
Turn round now, and observe,sidewaysto the some one we know somethingabout.
light,on that squareplatformcoveredwith faded
10. Mn. ALEXANDER.
rea cloth; the sitter's chair, that movesglibly
10}. Mn. Bum.
on castors, and stands about a foot and a half
11. Lonn BnucE.
high (I measureit for the sake of accuracywith
It. GENERALBunGOYNE.-Onr unfortua foot rule I alwayscarry in my pocket)-yes, nate American friend, I suppose. He little
exactly a foot and a half, for I find the top of thought of the Indians here, though they do
the red baize, now a little brown about the smear themselves with ju@t such vermillion,
ed~es, touching the dark line that marks the general,as Sir Joshewa is now kneadingon his
third half foot on m1,ivory rule. Northcote is palette.
11. Sm CHARLES
BuNBURY.-Somerelation
not yet Sir J.'s pupil, and will not be for some
years ; but some other of his drapery painters to the ingeniouscaricaturist, I suppose.
1. LoRD Cs1EP JusTICECA){l)EN,
have laid everything ready for tlie great mnn
holding
on the side-tablealreadyb_ythe large straddling Magna Charta. I know-a truly mental picmahoganytripod easel, with its shifting rack:, ture, full of pride of place, legal weight, and
drawers for bottles and brushes, nnd ledge constitutionaldignity.
patiently subservient under the weight of
10. Mns. HonTciN, afterwards a widow,
Mrs. Hales's portrait-Mrs. General Hale, iu afterwards Duchess of Cumberland,and therethe character of Euphrosyne; Euphrosyne fore much tormented.
being, in fact, a 11miling,tripping portrait of
HoRNECK,
Miss MARY.-Ah! here is indeed
the second daughter of Mr. Chaloner,a York- an old friend. Why, this is Goldsmith's"Jesshire gentleman,and better known at dinners samy Bride,"-probably the first love of the
and routs as the sister of Anne, Countess of mercurial poet, and who, when he lay in his
Harwood. The famous Mar~uis of Granby, coffin,sent for a lock of his hair : a charming
immortal in the last century s tavern-signs, portrait indeed.
flamingin scarlet and fine linen, leaning on a
Take care-shut the book, for fear Sir
mortar, and quite indifferent to a lively little Joshua should come bustlinir in suddenly.
engagement in the background, is there, too, Thank heaven, it will not be till lon~ hencewith his face turned, Jae that of a naughty indeed, Monday,July, 1789-that Sir Joshua,
boy, to the wall; and next it, equally hidden, finding his eye obscuredby a growing disease,
except to our keen eyes, is a half-length of will stop working at Lady Beauchamp's porSir Jeffrey Amherst, who is some years nence trait, will Jay down his brush, sit for a moment
to be heardof at China,muchto our nationalad- in silent thought, and then, with a sigh, lay it
vantage. There alsois the great squareboxwood down all but for ever. It seems as long a time
palette, with the long handle and oval hole for to look back to that rude portrait drawn in ink
the Devonshireman's thumb-just as von may on Sir Joshua's bed-roomwall, at Plympton,
see it now in a certain London print-shopwin- or since he drew that windowin perspectivein
dow; the inner circleof it.is yellowand sliining, his Latin exercise,at school,and his ~od old
the outer rim is a little darltenedby the sticli:y father wrote on it, in a little neat, incisivehand,
lakes, and ochres, and ultramarines, that our "Done by Joshua at school out of pure idleexperimentalistuses for his dangerousand too- ness." I observe,by-the-bye,looking back at
often fugitive dead colouring. There, like a lat<tyear, that Sir Joshua had one hundred and
sheaf of arrows tossed iu a bundle froma giant twenty sitters.
archer's quiver, are the brushes of the ~reat
I am afraid Sir Joshua, though a bachelor,is
magician,clean washedin cleansingturpentine not very particular about his studio being kept
by the chattering, mischievous pupils, ready neat, for I observe, evidentlyleft from yesterfor to-day's triumphs. The maho~y handles day's campaign, a great ring of brown dust,
are eighteen inclies long, for Sir Joshew-a which I believe to be the famous Hardham's
paints broadly,and at a long distance from his 37, the anuft' from 37, Fleet Street, that Garmodel. He paints standing, too, so that he rick u.~esand puft's. There it is, all round the
may perpetually recede from and advance to easel, dropped in lavish slovenliness-a trail
bis sitter, be it Granby's marquessor Clarencc's of it marking the artist's walk between the
duke.
easel and the throne. It is rather a weakness
Up at seven, breakfast at nine, studio at of Sir ,Joshua's,and, in fact, he sometimessets
ten, think over attitudes and adaptations till his wits and beauties sneezing,so that they lose
eleven, sitters till four, then dinner at five- their expressionand spoil their attitudes. The
nap ; evening to the world of sitters (Monday six sitters of to-day will not like it. I know
evenings,the Club). This is Sir Joshua's day, he, Sir Joshewa,is so bland and courteous they
surely as the sun rise ; unless he be oft' for a will not like to say anything, rememberingthe
trip to Paris, or his belovednative Devonshire, story at Blenheim,of how lie refused to let the
Raleigh's country, and Herrick's. By his servant the duchess sent sweep up the snuft'
brushes lies that brown coffinchest of a paint- till he had finishedpainting, observingthat his
box, locked, as it always is, for fear of someof picture would suffer more injury by the dust
our colouring experiments and discoveries than the carpet could 1,ossiblydo with the
oozing out throu~h prying students, jealous snuft'.
visitors, or knavish servants, who have been
Sir Joshua, who was up at seven, and has
known to sell secrets : not that "'l'ummus," a gone out for a breezywalk round the park with
Devonshire man, or our negro servant, would his little niece, Off'yPalmer, will soon be here.
do this, but still it is as well to be on the safe As ten strikes he is ~enerally in his studio,
side, and only the rogues about us, if there are opening his portfolioof Vandykes,or seeing if
8111Y,
will be vexed at the precautionthat bafiles Ins last portrait is dry enoughto paint on. Three
their curious eyes.
minutes to ten-count it; one,two, &c.,sixty-
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REYNOLDS AT HIS EASEL.
BY O. WALTER THOnNBURY,
•OTooa or " .AaT .&MD lUTV&S

.AT BOMB .l1fD ilBOlO,"

&1'C.

No. 4T, LEICESTER SQUARE,
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N the fair west side, the
side of the city where the
London sun sets ; this is
the house we want-it is
Sir Joshua Reynolds's.
Hogarth lives OJ>POsite,
at
"The Golden Bead," on
the east side. In a little street opening out of the south side, Sir Isaac
Newton once lived-so that we are in
a quarter of good memories; and the
bearded, bitter ref~,
and Wyld's
Globe, and the singing cafes, and the
exiles' newspaper-roomsand debating
clubs, are not yet dreamedof. Beside,is there
not the statue of George II., on horseback,in
the centre of the square; and a tree or two,
and lots of cocked-hat promenaders-friends
of Dr. Johnson, people wno knew Wilkes, and
Gibbon, and Bishop Percy, and Burke, and
Boswell; and, to give the place a certain
aroma of royalty, there, in the north-east
corner, is Leicester House, where the Duke
of Gloucesterlives now-May 25, 1766.
Remember, reader, we are invisible men,
with noiselessvelvet feet, and more than the
usual complementof eyes and ears, so that
we are P.rivileged,and, gliding through Sir
Joshew-as door-panel-not frightening the
plump-legged footman with a knocker cannonade-we pass at once into the hall. If we
chooseto throw off our cloaksof darkness,and
just call" Tummus,"we might ~t him to show
us Sir "Joshew-a's" new exhibition gallery,
or to kindly condescend to tell John to tell
somebody to tell Sir Joshua's coachman to
throw open the foldingcoach-housedoors, and
allow U3 to see the great artist's new chariot,
which has carved and gilt wheels (" I won't
have one like an apothecary," the knight said
to his sister),and "the Four Seasons,"blooming,
to the wonderof the link-boys and chairmen,
on its costly panels. It is a trifle like the
Lord Mayor's coach; but SirJoshewa does not
think of that, though "Tummus," if we were
to sound him, may.
It is only half-past nine of a May morning,
and Sir Joshua never comesinto his studio till
ten, so we are safe for a good half hour, and
can look about. I can hear his bland voice
now at his chocolate,inside that door we pass.
The good old bachelor,I know, rises at seven,
and breakfasts nt nine: he is nt it now-you
heard that tap, that was cutting oft' the top of
an egg-:aDevo~shire egg, too-it came by the
coach this mornmg.
Tread softly-this way. I feel like a burglar
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one, two, &c., sixty-one, two-I hear the door
open, the rattle of a tea-spoon, and Offy's
menr. laugh. Take care ! 0 yes !-we are
invisible, I forgot. Here he comes : a man of
middle size, full-fleshed, but not corpulent ;
blunt, kindly features, beaming spectacles ;
upper-lip deeply scarred, from falling down a
precipice when out riding in Minorca. His
complexion is of that rosy floridness that
healthy middle ~· even in London, sometimes
wears; his face 1s round; his white wig bushJ
nnd bobbed; the veins on his full broad forehead
are prominent; his mouth is twitchy and sensitive; his eyes keen and observant. llis face
wears a little of a de!rl man's auxiety,:and he
carries the inevitable ear-trumpet, that acknowJedgment of an infirmity that Johnson disliked
so. Reynolds hllll still a great adversary in
Ramsay-Allan Ramsay's clever son. Romney
has not appeared aoove the horizon ; but there
is rough Gainsborough, a dangerous rival in
Pall Mall. Though not yet president, Sir
Joshua-as we call him, though he is not yet
knighted, and West is gaining all the attention
of the court, and hoping to establish an academy-looks a quiet, courteous, sensible gentleman as need be : silent at his easel, but able
to talk, well read, travelled, and schooled
by duels with Johnson to some subtlety and
accuracy of reasoning and conclusion. Now,
with his spectacles, full cravat, frilled shirt,
deep-collared buttoned coat, lapelled waistcoat, and Michael Angelo watch-seal, he looks
born for rank, does the Devonshire clergyman's
son; and if I wanted a special word to express
at once the chief characteristics of Sir Joshua,
I should choose the adjective "respectable"that, apart from his genius, is what he socially
is. Barry is a raving Irish t1avagebeside him;
Gainsborough a distempered clown; Wilson a
red-nosed and drunken boor ; West a Methodist
churchwarden. We know he is parsimonious
in his household, inclined to secret jealousy,
cold, and inclined to be dictatorial ; not an
impulsive, warm-hearted man, but an agreeabletempered, bland worshipper of the "respectabilities ;" slow of invention; rather too free a
borrower from the old portrait-painters, and in
everytliing but colour experiments, prudent,
discerning, and safe. No doubt answers may be
found to these charges by men who like to
think their heroes angels, and do not want the
truth, or the hard instruct.ive reality ; no doubt
he helped Dr. Johnson to do good by alms; no
donbt he gave Gai.nsboro~h one hundred guineas for liis "Girl and Pigs," when he asked
only sixty ; no doubt he once ga,e a starving
artist £100; but he was a screw at home, and
fidgetted his servants about the candle-droppings and cheese-parings, when he had a snug
£60,000 lying at his bank. We must remember, too, that many people thought themselves
defrauded by the fading of some of Reynolds's
ex_perimentalpictures; and that his women, as
·walpole, the clever chatterer, says, were
thought unsuccessful, and his poor children
too courtly and polished. '!'his is what my
invisible friend says, for he is one of those who
like to see the true man painted, and not an
impossible virtuous lay-figure; and he is ~ing
on till I threaten to tlirow off mv invisible
cloak, pull Reynolds by the coat-tail, and tell
him all the scandal.
Shut, then, your scandalous mouth, and gaze
with admiration and hushed reverence on that
chair which Barry will one day stand over, with
generous tear in his eyes, when it was given him
by Reynolds's niece, the :Marchioness of 'l'homond. That chair has held, or will hold,
nearly every great man and beauty in Reynolds's
half century :-antiquarian Percy, the indirect
founder of modem poetry; Burke, the orator;
Robertson, the historian ; Warton, the poet ;
Mansfield, the patriarchal jndge; Gibbon, the
historian of the later Roman empire; the stu-
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pendous Johnson; the unfortunate Warren
Hastings; stupid Lord Anson, who went round
the world, but never saw an inch into it;
Goldsmit.h, the immortal, who dedicated "The
Deserted Village" to Ueynolds ; Steme, the
humourist; Walpole, the memoir writer; Ferguson, the astronomer ; Banks, the man of
science ; and the brave Lords Heathfield and
Ligonier. Unsuccessful as he was sometimes
in likenesses, we must remember that he has
perpetuated greater men, and more of them,
than either Vandyck, 'fitian, or Rembraudtgreat, I mean, in the intellectual, best, and
wisest sense.
'fhis snuffy floor, too, I venerate it much,
though it is covered with a brown layer of
Hardman's 37, more than if it was that of a
relic char el, because here stood and sat the
models o his ingenious pictures : here sat that
dreadful beggar-man, with a fortni~ht's beard,
and traces of ardent coal-heaving m his face,
grinning that dreadful grin, which Goldsmith
afterwards said reminded him of Dante's Ugolino, by the name of which sufferer the grinwng
coal-heaver's portrait was eventually christened
by the would-be imaginative great man.
Shall I now (as we are aliout it) throw oft'
my dark cloak suddenly, and out and ask Sir
Joshewa-or hadn't we better go down stairs
and teaze the old servant, Ralph Kirkman, for
some stories of the great man's modela P I
think by these means we shall not merely
gratify a very excusable curiosity, but obtain
some very useful clues as to the extent and
facility, or otherwise, of this our artist's invention. Now this Puck, for instance, this
inimitable little brown goblin, tossing his
frolicsome legs on the round top of a SP,ongy
mushroom-the pictnre that Walpole did not
like, and that Alderman Boydell would have
painted for his Shakspere Gallery-was it
taken from a chubby beggar boy that Sir
Joshua found sittin~ on the steps of this very
house that we are m in Leicester Square ; or
was it from the stray street boy who, afterwards becoming a brewer's porter, was, singularly enough, years after when grown old, present at the sale-room when thJS very picture
was put up to the hammer P or was it, which
is more likely, painted at first from the stray
hoy, afterwards one of those sturdy champions
in quilted coat and leather armour, that you
see riding luxuriously on Barclay's drays, and
afterwards repainted, at Boydell's request, on
the mushroom as Puck, and finished from what
do you think, invisible friend of mine ?
"I give it up."
Why, from a dead child, pale and fiaccid,
borrowed from a hospital, and bandaged up in
the position of the laughing goblin. Sir
Joshua was full of these ex_Pedients; for Mason
tells us, that just as he pamted hungry "Yougo-Iean-0" from a grinnm§ coalheaver or street
bll8gar, with a fortnights beard on, .so he
pamted some of his cherubs from a mirror
suspended at anirlcs above the heads of children sitters. His fancy and historical pictures
were, in fact, merely portraits, and often
originated by chance circumstances, for Sir
Joshua's periwigged imagination was not a
nimble-footed one, and was not always at hand
when called for. His" Children in the Wood,"
for instance, arose from the fact of a beggar
child, who was sitting to him for some other
picture, falling asleep, and looking so innocent
and calm, that Sir Joshua instantly put a clean
fresh canvas on his easel, and painted in the
head; and then, as the child turned in its
sleep, he drew on the same canvas another
study of the same head. Some leaves, an
orange-breasted robin, and some boughs, were
then added; and the dish, so spiced and cooked,
was henceforth known as "Tlie Children in the
Wood." '!'his very child nearly came to a blli
end ; after being thus immortalised, for one

day, the beggar-mother let it fall out of her
arms from the raised throne, but luckily the
child escaped unhurt. In his allegorical picture
of Dr. Beattie, Reynolds introduced a portrait
of lean, wizen Voltaire, and a fat man'e back,
that everybody would christen Hume's. Then,
let us not forget that chubby little giant, the
boy Hercules, drawn from the son of a tenant
of Burke's, down at Beaconsfield, where the
rusticating artist saw him, robust and happy,
rolling on the cottage floor. He grew up to
be a farmer, and is, we believe, still living,
though not able, like Puck, the brewer's man,
to remember being carried a struggling youngster to the studio, where he knew, for the base
consideration of lucre, he would have to lie
stripped and shivering on the throne for a
mortal hour. W c will not stop, sneaking behind
Sir Joshua in this disagreeable invisible waybothof ns pe!"eetuallyafraidthat in walking backwards from hJS picture he will stumble ~t
us-to discuss whether Sir Joshua's 'J'haJSwas
the celebrated Emily .Bertie, or the no Jess
unfortnnate and beautiful Emily Coventrv,
who, accompanying a lover to the East Indies,
died there ; nor will we delay or lose time this
blessed May morning, when we want to get
out and see the young green on the May leaves,
and the tender wannt.h wooing them to unfold,
by stopping to describe how, opposite that
mirror you see there, Dr. Beattie the poet
once stood in his robes for five hours, while
Sir Joshua painted him; or how, by accidentally turning to look at the old masters that
hang round the octagon room, Sir Joshua's
sitters have won a grace which has been instantly, with consummate skill, caught on the
canvas. Here leering Steme, with the crescent mouth, arch eyes, and bumping round
forehead, sat with one finger on his brow ; here
Mrs. Siddons gazed, as if listening to a voice
from heaven, or like the Pythoness on her
throne.
1'hill, too, let us remember, is the room
where Sir Joshua sometimes said sharp things
to impertinent sitters, presuming on the vulgar
accident of wealth. Here he said to Sir Timothy
Tunbelly, who complained that the pattern of
his lace ruffles was not enough made out,
"That is my manner, sir, that is my manner;"
and to Lady Goldsack, who was very fond of
displaying her long glove-stretcher hands,
" Madam, I commoiily paint my hands from
m,: servants ."
Now let us ~ visit the inner room, where
Reynolds's pupils work. Northcote is not
there yet, out there is Humphrey copyin~,
Zoffani chatting, or Gill, the Bath pastrycook a
son, finishing some drapery in the broad historical way. '!'here are casts in the room, and
hosts of unpaid for and rejected portraits, for Sir
Joshua was not alwa1s luck1 in his likenesses;
and here are some of the old masters he is so
proud of-some bongbt to serape, and peel,
and flay, to discover Venetian secrets; others
to gloat over and study ; and a few damaged
and St. Bartholomewed by picture dealers (the
hardened sinners!), to work upon and repair.
Here are sunny Claudes, monotonous and a trifle
dull with figures, that showed Claude, as Sir
Joshua says, sometimes "did not know what
he was about;" learned (pedantic) sketches by
Poussin ; a wonderful dark V clasquez, who
" does at once what we all try for with so
much labour;" the doubtful portrait of Milton,
bought of a dealer ; "The Witch coming from
Hell "llith a laffull of Charms,'' b1. Teniers;
:MichaelAngelo s Madonna and Child, in oil ;
Ludovico Caracci's study of a head for the
Bologna picture of Saint Antonio ; and a
Sheep-shearing by Bassano. Particularly observe those two portraits by Velasquez, because
they have been t-0uehed up by Reynolds himself; that full-length portrait of Philip IV .•
when a boy, has felt liis bntsh; and to that
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Moor, blowing a ftas{eolet,he painted 9:n en- Toms, don't bandy words with me-;-yo-ur--j-u-st_th_e_ru_an-,-w-h_e_n_al_l
-sill_y_Lo_n_d-on_w_as_fl_ock
___
Jj
tirelr new backgrouna. And here, too, 1s one drapery doesn't accord with the head.
mg to see Madame le Brun's portraits, to say
1
of his rare half-dozen landscapes-a view of
To111a
(/retfitlM, That is, Sir Joshua, because to a foolish admirer of the novelty, "Yes, they
:
'
the Thames from his own villa on Richmond your beaus are painted on a diminished scale. are very fine-as fine as those of any painter,
Hill.
Sir Jo8'iua (.firing 11p). Eh, eh ! diminished liviJJgor dead." "As fine as Vandyke." "Yes,
Perhaps you know that Reynolds is sadly scale P What! Do you say that I paint in a a11dfiner."
.
dear (as that ear-trumpet of his implies) from little manner? Did you say mine 1s a little
'l'be May-day is really weariJJg so fast, that
a cold caught b:vpaintiJJg in win~r in the u~- manner (puffing)?
if we stop much lon~r we shall be in time
aired Raphael Rooms of the Vatican, so Sir
Toms. No, Sir Joshua-no; but I say, that (in our mvisible dark cloaks) to sre one
of Sir Joshua's weekly scrambling dinners.
Joshua in the next room will not bear us; your heads are less than life.
Sir Joal,ua. And I say thatEight laid for-sixteen come; guests asked at
and I can tell you that these portfolios are
full of prints and drawings, which the great
Footman (.flings open tlte door). Lord Dcuc- the last moment., all the arran~emeitts left
painter never refuses to lend to any poor artist ace and the Marquis of Sizes.
to the servant by our bachelor fnend, who is
who comes hither for advice, trembling, ner- [&it SI.RJosnuA, with, a Jierce look at To:us. not a clever host, though a kind one. Dinner
,·ou,, and downcast. Generally, regardless of
,:,
r.,
,.
r;
at five exactly; wait for no one. Not knives
the chance of these valuables being seized for
Shall we ever sec 'l'oms a!?ain, the poor enough, or glasses enough, or plates or forks
rent, he lends willin~ly from his Gaza of art; drudge p Yes, once, as we, with eleven other enougb-n1ore like a picnic than a dinner. Not
but sometimes he will seem worried by the rentlemen, shuffie up stairs to a St. :Martin's servants enough; beer, bread, and wine never
t . h 'd
b . d
h
ready to be foJt. Talkin~ tremendous, aud
perpetual interrudltion,and send home a poor
~,e11
· h'IS garret· for a month .
ane fiarre
ol1nson'svoice thunderous·, the
1 ' ·wit
k t spt
dealer-we
tabl wm ows, w ere, disputat.1·ve.
·
ow to mope I· Ie III
Sometimes lie tells a conceited do? merely to on a tt e ric e Y
c, near a square- way he eats the Devonshire cream, and
"G o on, go on; " somet 1mes,
'
"Ah . I see you lookiJJf
razor,
lad and an dempth
· bottle,
d 'ed blies a bi
d dr1'nksthe Plympton c'1der,i's tern'ble to any
· h ~ass
. at tl ie OId masters-go t O wit
t ethe bed,
e covere
rown 00 ' one
11ave been 1ookmg
and on
under awit
sheet-ri
d but a doctor
·
hto contemplate. Sir Joshua
nature." 'l'o others he talks of Italy and
_ ._ .. Let us get out into the open air, oes not praise t e venison, or press any one
Michael Angelo, or laughs at his old master,
to take anything. Peers, doctors, lawyers,
Hudson, whose works have all gone up into gentlemen, this garret is oppressive."
actors, musicians,11istorians,
everyone scrambles
the garret. Here, perhaps, Toms, the drapery•
•
•
•
for himself,and talks, laughs, and wrangles. Sir
Indeed, this equable, angel-tempered man, Joshua is easy, conciliating,and unalfeeted, full
painter, is working, and from him Reynolds
goes out for a moment's breathing to pet the like most of us, had ugly little fits of temper at of aneedote, and most conversable and nnosteneagle that he keeps on a perch in his back times, and could make up in a moment or two tatious. Gibbon tells a story of somebody
area, or goes to feed his parrot, being, to for some weeks of phlegm and equanimity. I finding F.ssex's riJJg in the concealed drawer of
tell the truth, a little vexed by something am afraid that even in matters of temper the an old cabinet. Boswell Jlraises the port at
'l'oms bas said. Great men don't like to be old Adam has its compensations. I have known the Mitre. Johnson says beef-steak pie is a
crossed in their · dictums: now Toms, for- religionists eat to repletion at table ; too good thing if it were ever cold (he has just
getting he is merely a serf and a drud~e- often, I think,a certain abstinence leads to the burnt his mouth-1770).
Burke is great on
really a dull, heavy workman-can sometnnes outbreak of some neighbouring vice, for to keep the antecedents of some pompous nabob.
be very independent and reckless in what he badness under is file keeping sand in one's
If any man's life may be summed up in a
says, which, for a serf and Gibeonite, is aggra- closed fist-it is sure to leak out somewhere. series of pictures, it is surely Reynolds's.
When Sir Josh11a was using fleeting lake
First, the little round-faced son of the
vating. You can see Toms is sulky-wron~ii headed, ill-judged Toms !-by his keeping his and carmines for his flesh, and trying to retain Devonshire clergyman stealing time to copy
down, and grubbing away silently at his the fugitive colours by imprisoning them in im- the J>rints from· Plutarch's lives, and Catts's
II head
drapery. Well, what was it P It was this. perishable cages of varnish, he used to ~t very "Emblem,'' or lining out artful diagrams from
petulant if any one told him vermilhon was the Jesuit's Perspective; next copying GuerThere's that Toms, wilful and impatient-not,
perhaps, much enjoying his profession, or the more durable. Then he would hold up his cino drawings in Hudson's studio, surrounded
fag end of it-never listens to Sir Joshua's hand to his silvery spectacles, and say testily, by pompous full-len~ths, in blue velvet coats
directions, and only last week, in consequence, "I can see no vermillion."
and white satin waistcoats, or with his "fatSometimes the Toms of the discussionwould headed " master at a sale, pressing forward to
painted Lady Trumpington in a court dress
touch the thin, long hand of Pope, just as
mstead of Melpomene's robes, which was tor- say,menting in a serf like Peter Toms. Well,
"Well! but, sir, did not Sir Godfrey Kneller Northcote afterwards pressed forward to touch
about one o'clock, just as Lord Ilreezely is always use vermillion in his flesh colours!"
his. Next in the Sistine Chapel, standing rapt
~ne, and before the Honourable Mrs. Carder
Sir Jo8"ua (s!iarply). Sir, what signifies it before Michael Angelo's great auto~raph, or
,,
,, IS come, in runs Sir Joshua, palette and brushes to our discussion ,vhat a man used who could sighing to find himself not enthusiastic enough
i
in hand, and a trail of snuft' following him, not colour. But you may use it if you will." at the Raphaels ; or noting down in .Pocket.
I
[&it ahrupl~IJtl,rougAthe co11cealedbook "'l'he Leda,'' in the Colonna ralace, by
having just taken a biscuit and glass of sherry
door inln his atud.!/,
Correggio, is dead-coloured white, and black,
for luncheon-runs in to see how Toms
(knowing his carelessness) is getting on.
I see in the world I walk through and fret or ultramarine, in the shadows, and over that
" Why, Toms,'' cries he, "~ood heavens! about, men with many sorts of temper, but all is scumbled, shiny and smooth, a warmer tint
you have made Lady Trumpmgton a court the classes may be divided into two great of asphaltum. Then, having driven LioI
lady instead of a Musidora. Tut, tut! dear, divisions:tard from the field, and established in Great
and the FLAYERS.
Newport Street (now Mr. Gibbs's, the printdear, dear-Toms, vou ain't worth your salt!
The SMOULDERERS
always vexin~ and worryI see no others: the one rankle, and chafe, sellers), talking to Johnson, laughing o\'er a
'l'his is how you
I ing me. Tut, tut! 'fut there, 1t won't do; and sulk, and remember; the others explode, man looking at his picture and sayiJJg," Reyyou must paint it all a!!llin. I must not have clear the air, and forget. Sir Joshua was a nolds, you have fallen oft': Shakspere in poetry,
my orders neglected m this way. Didn't I good, kind man, but still a smoulderer. He and Kneller in painting, damme!" or in the
tell you, by Ralph or Margaret, to put blue was too cautious and reserved to be of the true great house in Leicester Square, diJJin~ with
·,
about the sleeves, and here you have put red. strike-and-forget race. Barry abused and in- Steme, quizzing Goldsmith, reasoning with fat
I:
There-there!"
suited him, and shook his fist, and called Gibbon, or moralizing with Warton. Next
'I
I
It was no doubt vexing; but it was rather his "Discourses" "poor mistaken stuff,'' Sir enteriJJg the room where Chambers, West,
sad, it seemed to me, to see Tom's pale, hope- Joshua smiled blandly, shifted his trumpet, Cotes, and Moser are discussing the founding
less, immovable,sickened face look up, and in took snuff, and turned away. Not long after- an Academy, and being hailed by them with
a deprecatin~ way, with that expression on it wards he said to a friend, "If there is a man one voice as "President;" being cheered by
11 that a spamel puts on when you raise your in the world I hate, it is Barrv." They lie students in the Oxford theatre, when he aparm to beat it. Drapery painting for two gui- now side by side in the Abbey quietly enough pears in his new scarlet gown, with Beattie, a
neas a week is not lively work, and the drudg_e:s -and there let them rest.
D.C.L. ,· and shall we miss him that rare
jil heart perhaps ached over this picture. He
In his quiet, cuttiJJg way Sir Joshua could el"ening,at the St. James's Coffee-house,when
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out drudge, and said in a low voice, "I can do
no more to it, Sir Joshua; you ought to be
more explicit when you give the pictures into
my hands."
Sir Joshua (talci11g
anujf, and p11tti11g
up !tu
e«:-tru11!pet,as if ltc Wfl8/Joing lo 1cind a !tom
wit!, his car, fl8 ]Jr. Iaander pla!Js 011 llte
Sa11d1cick
Isl(//ul .flute with his nose). Tut, tut!

r!~ki:J
!~:id~;;,:is:~re

~~ghlne:&f~d t~r:hat Ilerofa~c~;~!;
as a toad's belly,'' he quietly laughed at her
artful vanity. When the Nabob wrote to him
t-0add "the Titian tint and the Guido air" to
a picture, be laughed quietly at the fool's ignoranee; when the Duchess of Cumberland
(a parvenue) eondescendinglvoffered to sit to
him at his own ltouse,he laughed quietly at the
inevitable pride of parvenuism. Was not this

II

written, and Goldsmith read,

bom to Improve us In •~ery partlllspeuc!lourfaccs,h!smo.nnersourhcnrt."

"still

Then in Bolt Court, by the death-bed of Johnson, taking his chilling band, and promising,
with tears dimming his spectacles, never to
touch brush again on Sundavs. Then by the
death-bed of Gainsborough, clasping his hand
in generous reconcilement. Then that sad
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July day, when be felt bis sight (ailin~, and than upon natural or incidental circumslancca anteTHE ROYAL PICTURES.
laid down his brush for ever, and 81Uil,"I cedent to the agglomeration of the molecules ; fur,
PRAYER IN THE TYROL.
know that all things on earth must come to an indeed, there are kinds of gypeum of the sarue checonstitution which arc of different degrees of
end, and now I am cometo mine." Then blind mical
hardne 88. 'l'he burning of the natural matter in
P. Foltz, Painter.
P. Lightfoot,Engranr.
and dejected,groping about Leicester Squarein the preparation of plaster effects no chanp;e in the
Size or the Picture, 2 ft. 1 In. by 1 ft . 8j In.
search of his pet canary, that had strayed ; cht:ruical compositiou of the material-the reeult of FOLTZh88 been greatly distinguished by hie illusand lastly, grave and silent, lying in state in burning being only the expulsion of moiatnre, eati- trions patrons in England: thi, ia the third picture
Somerset House, in the blac~ velvet coffin, mated at twenty-seven or twenty-eight per cent. by him contained in the Royal Collection, yet his
with Burke and Barry, Boswell and Langton, These facts suggested, that in the preparation of a name is bnt little known beyond the confines of his
Kemble and John Hunter, and Townley,and hard plaster for sculptural purpoaee, the natural own country ; engravings from hia two other worb
Angerstein,looking on in the room hUDgwith condition of the material should beimitated aa closely have already appeared in this aeries. " Prayer in
88 poaaible, and consequently in mixing the plaster the 1'yrol" ia not unworthy le be the companion
black cloth.
And now, throwing oft' our dark cloaks, and that the proportion of water should not be greater of the "Jager,'' and the "Jiiger'a Wife," though,
advancing to the foot-lights to speak the epi- than ia fonnJ in nature,-and that by powerful 88 an example of clever paiuting, it ehow1 to 1logue, let us give a short summar,:of this great mechanical pre88ure the mus ahould be ae closely advantage than these : the oolonring ie hard, opaque,
man's excellences and defects. We all know conaolidated 81 poS8ible; for firm coheaion depends and monotonons in tone; there is an utter absence
the rich, ~nuine tone of a good Reynolds- upon the compreaaion of the mou . The ordinary throughout of air and light, while the general treatof preparing the pluter is wrong in prin- ment ie of auch a nature 81 to render the taak of
the old Stilton texture, the tone as of a picture method
the reanlt being moat defective. A material, the engraver not very easy, in order to produce an
"boiled in brandy," the mellow yellows, the ciple,
however, aa hard 88 that found in nature ia pro- effective print.
Paintera rarely work ,dth the
transparent reds, the sunny browns. We know ducible,
but only in obedience to the natural Jaw. object in view of having their subjects translated
his grace, ease, and variety, the thoughtfulness The great affinity for water existing in gypsum by meana of the lJt1rin,or they wonld assuredly
and dignityof his heads. We know he/ainted ia always gratified to aaturation in preparing it adopt a different method of arrangement and colour
not merry grace like Gainsborough,an pretti- for casting. The quantity of water added may be to that ao freqnently employed.
ness, like Romney,but wisdomand dignity,like averaged at two hundred per ccnt.-that is, a
We have pointed out what we consider the deTitian and Vandyke. We 10ayregret that his proportion of eight times the qnaotity found in the fects of the picture, becauae they are aeeo, to a cerpictures have faded, but cannot reproach a stone in ita natnral elate. Evaporation immediately lain t:Xtent, in the engraving: it would be impoagreat mau for making experimentsin colouring commencea, and the water which ia driven off leavea aible for any engraver to conceal them entiffly, and
which were not always successful. We must behind a porons body, snaceptible of damp, and we would not have our readers auppose they had
remember, too, the humility of genius with which, by the alternation& of beat and cold, soon escaped our observation; its merits conai,t in the
sentiment it conveys, and the leaaon it teaches.
which he spokeof his eclecticand unsucceHful aull'eraa disconnection of the particlea.
Many methods have been tried to reduce the No oue who has travP.!Jed in Roman Catholic
search for Titian's great secret ; how ~ciously he says, " I was influenced by no idle volume of water usually mised with the plaster; countries but mnst have bad his attention arrested
those artista who have been experimenting with by the nnmerona aids to devotion, in the form or
or foolish aft'ectation; my fickleness in the aandview
to its indnration, have found the moat croaaea and wayside altars, which meet the eye.
mode of colouring arose from an eager desire satisfactory
to be, the introduction of the The adherents of the Romish Chnrch embrace every
to attain the higlieat excellence." No doubt, water in themethod
form of ,team, which is thns ef- opportunity of keeping its followers firm in the
we must allow that in pursuit of this chimera fected :-The dry plaster ia placed in a cylinder, faith, and reminding them of the duties it imposes :
Sir Joshua sold pictures for large prices that monnted in anch a mauner 88 to t•ll'II horizontally few Catholics have to complain that there is no
were literally mere dissolving views, turning on its axis ; and in counection with thia cylinder is outward and visible sign of their ereed to recall
after a time to worthless withered canvas. a ateam apparatns, by which means the pl88ter them to their allegiance, when inclined to forget or
There is no reason, either, to assert that his receives in a abort time the neceaaary quantity of forsake it. Here, amid the silence and aolitude or
admirationof MichaelAngelowas a sham; for water, which may be adjuated by weight to the a vast range of 1'yrolese mountains, and by the aide
he takes care, in his admirable" Discourses,"to greateat nicety. Even after this process the gypsum of a path which none, one wo,tld anppoae, but a
point out forciblythe aberrations of that great still retains the condition of powder, and ao conceal& daring hunter or a chamoia would venture to tread,
Florentine. But what we most regret in Sir the presence of water. The plaeter being thus elands a rode effigy of the "bleased Virgin," before
Joshua is not so much his attem,Ptsto trick UJ> prepared, the moulda are filled, aud the whole is which a peuant woman and her child kneel in
his portraits into historical pictures, as hts subjected to the action of a h;rdranlic preaa. A few lowly adoration, quite regardleaa, as it seems, oC the
anffice for the presaure, after which the fact, that the alightest false atep on rising would
lamentable exhortations about the ideal, and momenta
may be removed.
precipitate them over the rocka into the depths far
his mischievousadvice to students to paint casts
is at once euy and economical, the below, and bring them to an untimely and fearfnl
generalised drapery, as i£ anything could be- costTheof proceaa
cuting being simply that of the material, end: anch a catastrophe appears imminent from
come ideal by the sacrificeof truth.
when the proper moulds have been obtained. The the poaition occupied by the figurea. If, however,

A NEW METHOD OF MOULDING
IN PLASTER;
WIIEnEBY THE HARDXE88 OF MARBLE
IS COMMUNICATEDTO THE CASTS.

II
1!

I
ii
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WE never contemplate a fine pla.ster cnst without
lamenting the fragility or the material of \\'hich it is
formed. 'fo the beauty and purity· of fine plaster
casta there i!, in addition, a sofinesa which no
actuo.l chiaelling can give; and certainly tbia reflection of the tool which we find in good casb
approaches nature in a way that captivates e\·ery
artistic intelligence; but we never see a pl88ter
caat without a atrong impre88ion or that extreme
tenderneaa of the material which rendcra it auseeptihle of injury on occaaions of the moat trifling
accident. Its ready and accurate aaaumption of form
has constituted gypsum the most valuable auxiliary
of the senlptor; but its liability to fracture is an
imper(cction which reduces it to the condition of a
temporary utility. Many attempts have been made
to harden it by the mixture o! lime, olnm, and other
snbatancea, but theac additions have failed of the de•ired e!Tcct. A communication, however, bas been
made by Signor Abate, of Naples, to the Paris Aca.
demy of Sciencea, of a process for hardening plaster,
which he deseribea 88 entirely auccessfnl. In a conree
of espcrimenta, it ia obsen·ed that the varieties of
l'Y[l&umarc of different degrees of bardncaa-some
beiu~ of. a aolidity equal w that of marble-that its
leaa upon its chemical conatitution
con111tencedepend1

aame observation, indeed, applies to the ordi11ary
method: bot it freq11ently occnra that improvements are attended by additional expense. C88ts
thus made are very aubatautial, and take the brilllancy of marble. The finest b88-reliefa-even th011e
ofmedallions-arereproducedequallyperf~ctwith
the
original. The method hu been known for aome yeara,
and the inventor b111exposed casts thns made to the
action of the weather, and thns far the experiment
proves them to be well fitted for exterior ornament;
and according to the known processes of imitating
marbles, any of these may be counterfeited with
the most perfect succeas: and hence is producible
an admirable substitute for marble at an insiguificant
cost. Suppoaing the material to possess that durability which Siguor Abate attributes :to it, from the
experiments which he h81 made, the discovery will
prove of ineatimahle value 88 a branch of commerce.
Signor Abate suggests even that ~psnm thus compresacd might anpply in architecture the place of
cnt stone. Buildings constrn~ted of this material
would have an effect superior to marble in ricbneS8,
at only a fifth or a sixth of the cost of stone. But
there is a question on which the ingenions Neapolitnn
does not seem to have touched-that is, the kind of
monld qualifiedto resist the force of a hydrnulic preas.
The material forming the moulds for such a purpose
must be iron, and the cost of these mnst not only
be very considerable, but they must be finished with
the nicest art. AJI casts require more or Jess
dresain!( when removed from the mould, and a
materio.l thus hard will require a treatment similar
to thot of marble. Of n discovery which promises
80 much we are very desirous of seeing some
results, which will enable us to form a just estimate
of its real valne.

any auch idea has croaaed the mind of the elder,
whatever fear it hu engendered is quieted by the
aasurance that the " holy mother" will protect her
worshipper,.
The leaaon to be learned from the subject of the
picture is, that it recognieea an omnipre11ent DiYinity : this piom woman may be ignorant of the
creeds of her Church-she may not even know the
namea of one tenth part of the aaints that fill up
the cccleaiaatical calendar; her faith in its doctrines
may be of the weakest character; but she hu fonnd
in this wildernesa of mountains a symbol of One
whose spirit she believea to be present with her,
and who will hear and answer her supplications .
Snch memorials, in the eyes of n Protestant, are
allied with idolatry; yet it can scarcely be denied
that they are without a beneficial influence where
purer doctrine and teaching are absent.
A very atrong religious feeling pervades the
Tyrolese peasantry, and to it may be attributed the
constant appearance of the crucifix on the road-aide
in every part of the country. Upon more remote
paths, leading from one valley into another, cro&Sell
arc erected to serve oa guide posts; and it haa not
unCrequenUyhappened that by this means the benigbted traveller has recovered his road, or been
aa\·cd from destruction, as a flash of lightning has
revenled to him the crucifix, so that the symbol of
hie faith has become the landmark of his journey.
Occuionally they are placed near spots where some
fatal accident ha.s occurred, which the memorial
records, with the name of the sufferer, nod an entreaty to all who pll8s by to offer a prayer for the
repose of the dead. Pouibly Foltz may have witneased such a scene, and made it the subject or his
picture.
It is in the Royal Collection at Osborne.
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they uow ate and drank as much as they could
obtain, and mixed the delirium of intoxication with
that more dreadful mania-superstition,
a truly
fearful compound. Bonfires 'll'ere lighted in all the
BY THE LATE E. V. Rll'PINGILLE .
principal streets and open spaces, and processions
made barefooted, carrying relics antl chanting ofliees
No. 3.-DURLOWE
THE ScULl'TOR.
and functions, both by day and night. A continued
Tm: year 1837 left many lamentable mementoes outcry was kept up by the mobs in the streets.
bebiud it. England, France, Italy, &c., were visited Frequently parties of people, mad or drunk, attacked
by that terrible scourge, the cholera, and among those surrounding the bonfires ; they yelled and
the many tholl8Qild victims that fell was poor Bur- shouted, and pushed each other into the flames;
lowe the sculptor . In the September of that year and this mad freak often ended in serious burnings,
I left Enf!land for Rome, and saw in my journ~y and hurts, and quarrels, in which the ready knife
sad and ab11ndant evidences of the ravrui:esor this '11'88 employed ou all that came within its reach.
fatal epidemic. The number of deaths were at that The police had lost all authority, and the charred
moment ao redcced, that time wns given for inter - and heated remains of what had been hurnt wu
ment with the usual ceremonies, and this modified seized and whirled into the air antl in all directions,
condition spoke volumes for that which had passed 'll'ithout regard to the mischief it occasioned. The
and preceded it. At Paris the still open public next moment, the mob fell into a 1iassing prograves told the terrible fact that confidence in its cession, tapers were ligbt~d. the bells of the accolites
ceSB11tionwas not fullv established, and that more tinkled, all voices joined in the chant, till the
victims might still be ;xpectcd, and perhaps in such church door was reached. In all the churches, as
DUmbera u scarcely t,:, afford time for the decency a friend told me, who had been a witness, the
and decorum with which aufferinp: mortality is responses became uproars, and, in the offices for the
usually consigned to the earth . In Italy it was far dead, and in the orations and prayers touching the
worse. In my curiosity to look about me at Paris, reigning calamity, such was the effect produced
a city I had not visited for some years, at the Great upon a people or strong pasaions, and under peculiar
Ho&pital of the Hotel I>ieu I was politely invited excitement, that the most violent paroxysms of grief
by the porters to wallt upstairs, and see some and despair produced the moat fearful lamentations,
cholera patients die, and encouragingly told that and violent outbreaks, and cries of distress. In the
the pe81e wns not nil over yet, but that there was midst of groans aud sobs 'll'ere heard the shrieks of
Do danger. As the vetturo passed along every DOW unhappy wretches, who, overcome by excitement,
and then, we made way, or turned out of the r,:,ad, had fallen upon the pavement, aud were being
the fletturinofirst crossing himself, and then holding crushed to death by the mobs, whom fear, terror,
his nose and mouth with his hand till the corpses and drink, had rendered regardlcss of everything,
had passed. Every church and burial-place bore and who, in their madness, passed over women and
evidence of peculiar disturbance, and of conrae in children calling for help, and dying under their feet.
every hotel-in every room and perhaps bed-in
Sometimes a moody fit of savage devotion came
which we sojourned for the night, some sacrifice to the upon the poor wretches, who blasphemed loudly,
insatiable destroyer had been offered up. It was neces- or stood in ailence, barefooted upon the cold and
sary to inquire when there were two different routes atony floors, or who knelt and rapped their wretched
-which was not often the case-which was free. heads with violent sounds upon the floor, or
Once we met the military authorities, who congra- thumped their breasts in penance. In this way
tulated us on our speedy arrival, and told us that thousands prepared and offered themselves u ready
had we been five minutes later we should have been sacrifices for the evil they dreaded. Under an inpleasantly included in the circle of the " eordon fluence so unnatural and terrible, it will scarcely
1a11itaire,"which they were there at that moment appear strange that crimes of a nature almost
to fix. The calamity, great and terrible u it 'll'as, unheard of were perpetrated . The Roman Catholic
appears to have afforded a good occasion for a will seldom desecrate wb11t his church holda holy,
plentiruI supply of jokes, for, in addition to a witty but here all restraint was thrown away, and men
ditty adapted to a certain air in Fra I>iacoloin the abandoned themselves to the devil, and assumed his
succeeding carnivals in Paris and other places, many nature. The infernal monstrosities of the Becca·
most apt representations of cholera victims, with morti, or those employed in carrying away the
the dou/Jleente11dreof dying blue, were got up for dead, cannot be named. A few of these wretches
the amusement of the public. At Rome, I am sorry fell into the hands of justice, and were privately
to say, a farce of a more terrible nature was for the executed in the night; but the infamy was nn·
period an everyday occurrence.
checked until it aubsided with the wide-spread evil
We started from Paris, and reached Florence by which it was produced, and, whilst it lasted, the
exactly in twenty-eight days, paying ten shillings calamity and excitement appear to have deprived
per day, which included everythi.Jlg-board and bed. men not only of reason, but of humanity itself.
All epidemics of disease and insanity appear to
At noon we had a good meal ; at night another;
and, being on the road every day from three or four act in a similar way upon men, and have their
in the morning till seven in the evening, we wanted certain changes and phases of character, and ao it
no inducement to enjoy our bed. At J'lorence we happened here. The new form of madness that
met Gibson, Wyatt, and a host of the prudent, who sprung np wu a wild fancy that the infliction was
had flown from the dreadful scene of disease and death not disease, but that poisoners were employed to
to a spot the cholera had not reached ; but the especial destroy the health and life of the people, and that
subject of my notice had unfortunately been left to these were suspected to be English-a notion, howtake his chance with many more at Rome. I think ever groundless it might be, that claimed and had
it was about Christmas when we reached the " Eter- its victims I There was at Rome, at that time, a
nal City." Ne'll's in Italy travels at a snail's pace, teacher of languages, of the name of Aisha!, who,
and we did not expect to pick up much information I think, was a Scotchman. This devoted man,
on the road; bnt it was curious, that wherever a amusing himself in the stirring acenes around him,
question was asked as to the state of the public had, it appear,, strolled into that dangerous quarter
health, the masters and waiters at hotels all pre- of the town called Trutecere, beyond the Tiber,
tended entire ignorance of any diseasts prevailing. inhabited by some of the proudest, fiercest, and
At one place Gibson attacked the waiter, and re- most jealous people of any quarter. While looking
marked, "You don't mean to aay there has been no on at the mad freaks of the people surrounding one
cholera at Rome P"-" Altro!" exclaimed the of the many fires burning, he either asked, or was
fellow; "all kinds of reports are about." "But I asked, some qnestiona by a child standing near him,
know," continued the inquirer, "myself some that and, u is supposed, pleased with its intelligencehave died-one a dignitary of the Church."-" Puo for a native of that quarter would rather starve
euerel" . returned the waiter; "he had overfed than beg-he WJIIseen to give this little creature
himself-that was all." Upon our reaching Rome, something out of his pocket, a /Jaiorclto(a halfwe found a very different account , aud a fearful list penny), or a sweetmeat, or something, and, at the
of the absent was brought to light ; and in my first same moment, the cry wu raised of "a poisoner."
inquiry I learnt the certainty of poor Burlowe's A shower of stones, thrown with that dexterity that
death. As the ravages of this dreadful scourge none but the TrtUleurini can throw, assailed him ;
extended, a kind of mania appeand to seize the . he was struck, poor fellow, and fell to the ground,
people. Every kind of extravagance was l'C80rtetl and, in a few seconds, a dozen knives were in bis
to. The populace of Rome are generally sober, but heart .

PERSON AL RECOLLECTIONS OF
ARTISTS .

In this state of excitemeut and confusion which
prevailed everywhere, the poor victim, seized suddenly in his lonely lodging, could receive no ready
aid or attention . Perhaps nothing can be more
dreary than the places of abode of the unmarried at
Rome: your home is a kind of kennel, in which
you sleep, and where no other accommodation is
found, your bed is "shook-down" in your absence,
and your room swept while you breakfast and dine,
work in your studio, and meet your acquaintance
at the cares, and never go to your home but at bedtime . You then make your way up long dark
flights or stone steps, arrive at your door, grope
your way in, provide yourself with a light, aud
tumble into bed, without seeing or speaking to a
living creature . Jn this forlorn condition mauy an
unfortunate rechae was suddenly seized, and died
before any friendly hand or voice could reach him.
The Germans, who are the largest clasa of students
in that great republic of Art-Rome, had, with a
praiseworthy prudence, organised a little plan for
theiro'll'n security; rendezvous were appointed where
medical men were to be found, or heard of, and a
certain number of the members were iu continual
attendance to rnu immediately for medical aid, and
to make constant visits to the abodes of their
compatriots, to ascertain the condition of thin~.
Nothing of thia prudent kind was done by the
English, but something of the sort wu just beginning, for the eru and the alarm had now extended
even to the moat reckleaa and thonghtleSI! of a ciaSB
distinguished by their loose lives and idle habits .
The good example set by the Germana was, to some
extent, followed ; a few of the more sober and considerate began to make inquiries and visits to the
lodginp:a of all whose absence from their usual
haunts was observed. Upon one of these occuions
it was that poor Burlowe was found. The visitor,
with his cigar in his month, in his idle mirth,
reached the dark and lonely door, on a high landiug-place, and knocking and sh!>1i.tingfor a minute
or two, at last heard groans, and entered, and,
to his horror, found his friend stretched upon the
bed, rapidly sinking in the embl'&(.-e
of death. Many
long houra had elapsed since the at tack of the
terrible disease, and nothing had been done ; not a
creature had become aware of the state of the poor
anfferer. As soon as the presence of the visitor
wu known, and a few words spoken, the brue
victim earnestly entreated him to fly, antl evade the
peril of contagion ; for himself, he aaid, it was now
too late to do anything, as another hour or two
must end his miseries : he, therefore, made his remembrance to some friends, bade him farewell, and
again begged be would fly and save himself, and leave
him to his fate, which wu already sealed. The
terrified, but kind, little fellow-whose name I give
you drivately, not knowing whether or not he
woul like it made public-quickly determined what
to do.* He knew it was of no use to do what we
would have done at once in hia own country-rouse
the house ; but, at the peril of his neck, in the descent
of the stain, he wu, in a minute or two, among
Germana he happened to know, and, instantly afterwards, in pnranit of one of their medical men, who,
too deeply · occupied, was not readily found and
brought to the asaistance of the poor dying artist.
As soon as the doctor came, and saw the condition
of the unfortunate man, stamping his root upon the
floor, and in a fit of angry grief, he exclaimed,
"You dogs, you have suffered your countryman to
die; why did you not come earlier ? it is now too
late ." 'l'he last words fell unheard upon the ear of
the poor sufferer-the last atn1ggle wu over : death
had released him. The friend who was thus accidentally made the sad witneSBof this terrible 1cene,
turned to take a last look of the remains upon the
bed, which presented scarcely any trace of the
well-known living form, when the terrible thought
fluhed upon him, that, within the next hour, the
body would be torn away by the bn1tea and
acoundrela engaged in the loathsome bnaine,a of
carrying out the dead. The doctor had flown, to
render aid where it might be required ; and he stood
for a moment, pondering upon what to do. He
knew it was necessary to secure any litUe loose
• Charlca Lambert, aon or the prlocl'"'1 In the 6rm or
Lambert and Rawling,,, 11lversmlth1, Haymarket. There
can be no reuon why thl1 name abould not be published.
The graUtode of all tbe friends or poor Barlowe la
emloenUy hll,
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property that might be lying about; and not feeling
himse!r, at that moment, equal to the emergency,
he locked the door on the outside, and went in
search of eome friend to assist. Upon their return
they had bot ecarcely time for their purpose ; and,
in the next half hour, all that remained of poor
Burlowe wu hurried away and hid for ever.
I knew B11rloweintimately for eome yean before
his departure for Rome, and had many reaeona to
respect him. I felt disappointed at not eeeiog him
upon my arrival, but that diaap~intment wu
eol\ened bv hearing him spoken of with deep regret,
tenderneea, and eeteem, by all who knew him. At
a party, iu which were that accompliehed artist,
George Richmond, and many other peraous of taste,
we were delighted with a female head, which Lord de
Cliff'ordproduced u the lint work of Durlowe'a on
his coming to Rome. Reflecting upon the character
of the few attempts I had seen made by Burlowe,
before he lei\ England, I wu anrpriaed io ue such
an example of his powen, eo atrongly mlll'ked with
a character of Art which might almost be called his
own, eo bold and free wu it from any taint of
mannerism or conventional imitation. It struck me
u singular that this should have sprung forth eo
suddenly, and without previous notice, and u a
proof how little, in a punoit like Art, the capa·
bilities of men are to be tested or indicated by their
lint erode and unformed eff'orts. It is also curious
that the attempt should have been made in a style
directly opposed to that which wu preTalent among
the artists of Rome genernlly, being much broader
and bolder, and perfectly free from the littleueaa
found in beginners, and especially characteristic of
a certain class of upiraota of the locality. It ia,
certainly, difficult to say to what extent of excellence
and novelty in sculpture anch powers might have
been carried, but it is unquestionable that in Burlowe the world lost a very promising artist, u well u
an honeet, kind·hearted, and genuine good man.
I should think Burlowe wu about twenty-eight
yeara of age; he was tall, well-built, fresh-looking,
cheerfnl, open, amiable, and the very man that,
meeting in the street and catching hie pleasant
eye, you would like to speak to, and be acquainted
with. It may be well to say that BDilowe wu the
brother of that excellent sculptor, William Behoes,
and that he took the name he aaaumed (I think his
mother's maiden name), to diatingoiah hia works
from thOll<lof hie brother.

I
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[We have a little to add to this interesting sketch
by Rippingille, who hu 10 lately followed to the
grave the subject of his paper. We knew Harry
Burlowe well; and believe a better or more upright
man never existed. He would, aaauredly, have
realised the hopea and expectation, of his many
friends ; few men had more ; they loved and reepected him for his high moral worth, his large
intellectn:u acquirements, and for that genius which
wu undoubtedly hia. He wu, to all seeming,
destined to occupy a very prominent place in the
art to which he wu devoted. More than twenty
years have paued eince then ; but our friend ia still
fresh in our memory. It may be interesting to add
that the name he took wu suggested by ourselvea:
it wu not the name of his mother. He auumed
it-calling
himarlf Harry Behnes Burlowe-iu
order that hia worka might not be confounded
with those of hia brother, whose fame waa established; his natural modesty, aud high aenae of
independence, making it indispensable to him to
work out a reputation for himtelf.-ED. A ..J.]

RUSKIN'S "TWO PATHS."•
As with almoat all o~en of Mr. Ruskin's writinge,
IO with thia volume, we have riaen from ita perusal
with mingled feelin~a o! pleuure and disappoint•
ment; pleuure denved from ita many glowing,
poetical, and truthful puaagea; disappointment at
i.he small amount of actual, real teaching of Art
which ia placed be!ore the reader · and, we are perauaded, th•t if the audiences to whom these lectures
were reapectinly addreNed had, at the cloee of the
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diacourae, been uked their opinion o! what they have no Art thnn to posaess I.liepower of producing
bad heard, uino out of ten would have arrived at a what leads to auch con1equence1. But the truth of
conclusion similar to our own. It may, possibly, the uaertion admit• of argument, nay, the a11ution
be the obtuaity of our intellect which prevents ua itself is at once negatived, ii we will only allow that
from seeing the end and aim of euch teachinge u there may be;two opinions on the queetion of good
these; if ao, we can only lament the absence Art. Mr. Ruskin think, there hu been little, or
of appreciating faculty, both for our own aake and none, aince the time of Raffaelle; moat peo_pleconsider there hu been much ; and yet the poliucal conthat of the author.
The fact is, Mr. Ruskin is either too much behind, dition of Italy, for many years after the appearance
or too far in advance or, the age; he would have 01 of the "divine painter," was but little inferior to
return to a atate of nature in Art, or he would P.UBh what it wu for many yeara before the world knew
ua onward, to that happy period-that Art M1lkn- anything of the" Transfiguration" and the" School
nium-w hen the earth shall be lilied with nothing of Athena." Few pereona, we apprehend, are diabut whnt is pure, and beautiful, and good. Yet poaed to attribute the decline and fall of the Italian
then comes the q_ueation-what ia alone worthy of princedom, to the aucceaeon of Raffaelle and Michel
such characteriahca ? And here he difFera from Angelo. Athena, too, maintained her military
almoat everyone but himself, while there seems to renown long after the great aculpton of the age of
be little chance of any ftnal agreement between Pericles had rendered liia government illuatrioua in
him and his opponents, though we occuionally the annals of Art, u it wu al80 in anna.
There is a paaaagein the same lecture to which wo
catch a faint glimpse, on his aide, of retractation of
previoualy expreaaed opit:iona. Moat of us in Eng• have just referred-that on" The Deterioratin Power
land who have loved and studied Art, and think we of Conventional Art" -which affords a proof o! the
know 80mething about it, though, rerhapa, we have inconsistency ao frequently to be found in his
only been deluding ourael.-ea al thia time, are recorded teachings:-" Wherever Art ia practised
inclined to believe that of the dead Engliah artiata for ita own sake, and the delight of the workman
are many worthy to be called great. Mr. Ruskin ie in what he don and produce,, instead of in what
save we have only had five "real painten"-Reyhe int,rpret, or ezliil>iu, then Art hu an influence,
nolda, Gainsborough, Hogarth, R. Wil80n, and of the moat fatal kind, on brain and heart, and it
Turner - though he laughs at Wilaon'a " tree• iaauee, ii long 80 puraued, in the tkltruetion l>otAof
painting." What can be necessary, in his mind, intelleetual power and moral prineiple; whereu
to constitute a "real" painter, when he can only Art, devoted humb1 and self-!orgetfully to the
find, within the laat half-century, during which clear 1tatement an record of the facta of the
time our echool hu grown up from strong infancy univene, is always helpful and beneficent to manto mature manhood, one man whom he thinka kind-full of comfort, etrength, and aah·ation."
entitled to be ao honoured? We admit he is not, And, a little further on, we ffnd these remarks:happily, ,peaking of living artiata; but 1uppo1ing " You observe that I alwaye say interpretation-that every man of repute still among III wu with never imitation. Hy reaaon for doing 80 i&-lirst,
the dead, how many of them, judging from hi, that good Art rarely imitates; it u111&llyonly
written record• of their works, would he rank with describe&or explain,. But my eecond and chief
the glorioua.five 'I Conatable might, in Hr. Ruakin'a reaaon is, that good Art always consiata of two
07inion, have made "a second or third-rate painter, thinJa: Firat, the observation of faot; secondly, the
i any careful discipline had developed in liim the manifesting of human deaign and authority in the
instinct which, though unparalleled for narrowneae, war. that fact is told. Great and good Art muat
were, u faraa they went, true;" while the "harm" umte the two; it cannot exiat for a moment but in
he hu done in England ia extending even into their unity." Now, how far these doctrines correFrance, 80 that French amateurs and artiata, u well spond with others propounded by the same writer in
u thoee of England, can admire, to Hr. Ruakin'a former books, must be decided by thoee who have
regret, the painu.r of Suffolk meadows, and Suffolk read them; our own recollection of llr. BuEkin'a
water-mills. It ia clear that if the lecturer is right, theoriee, even down to the appearance of thia
all the world beside must be wrong ; and it ia thie paaaage1 is that the onl,Ygood and great Art is that
dogmatio uaertion - thia aaaumption of superior which II an exact imitation of nature, the faeta
wisdom and knowledge-bued u hia writings too which geology, and botany, and the heaven, aboTe,
often pro,·e, upon ground perfectly untenable, and place before the eyes of tne artist, who must take
from ,rhich lie ie himaelf conatantly ahilting, i.he cup of the convolvulua, the lichen, from the
that renden them 80 unpalatable to publio taste, grey atone, and imitate them ; m111tdaguerreotype
and negativee the good which might otherwise be the floating cloud, on the surface of the canvas ;
derived from the many truth, he utten. Men will "human deeign and authority" were to have no
not take the trouble to extract the gold from the power over the work of his hand ; whoevP.rdnred to
alloy, when the proce11ia distasteful and derogatory exercise 1uch power wu, to uae hie own words, " to
to their understanding. Among the virtues be hu cut himself off voluntarily, presumptuou&ly, insoyet to leam and apply to himself, is that of humility, lently, from the whole teaching o! his Maker in
or distrust of his own opinions ; he shows too much Bis universe."
Let ua now point out one or two of the truths
of the Pharisee in hie expositions of Art.
The volume entitled "The Two Paths," contain, uttered by }fr. Ruskin in theee lectures, and there
five lectures, deli.-ered reepectivelyat the Kensington are many which ought to circulate among 111,either
Museum, }(ancheater, Bradford, to the ArcbitectLral aa waminge or encouragements . In his lecture
ABIOCiationin Lyon's Inn Hall, and at Tonbridge delivered at Hancheater 7 on "The Unity of Art,"
Wen.; the aubjecta of each being" The Deteriorative he aaya,-" Everybody II talking about art, and
Powers of Conventional Art over Nations" "The writing about it, and more or le11 interested in it;
Unity of Art," "Hodem Manuf1tctureand lletiign," everybody wants art, and there ia not art for
"The Influence of Imagination in Architecture," everybody, and few who talk know -..·hat they are
and " The Work of Iron in Nature, Art, and Policy." talking about i thus atudenta are led in all variable
" Though spoken at difl'erent times," the author way,, while there ia only one way in which they
say,, they "are intentionally connected in subject, can make ateady progreaa, for true art ia alwau,
their aim being to set one or two main principle, of and will be always, one. Whatever changee may
Art in aimple light before the general atudent, and be made in the cuatoms of aociety, whate,·er new
to indicate their practical her.ring on modem design. machines we may invent, whatever new manufacThe law ,rhich it hu been mv effort chiefly to tures we may supply, Fine Art must remain what
illustrate, ia the dependence of all noble deaign, in it w11atwo thousand yeara ago, in the daya of
any kind, on the aculpture or painting of "Organic Phidiaa; two thousand years hence it will be, in
Form." "The Two Pathe" are deecribed u "one all ita principlta, and in all ita great effects upon
way leading to the Olive Mountains-one to the the mind of man, juet the aame."
vale of the Salt Sea"-a mystical allusion which,
Speaking at Bradford, on "Modern Manufacture
and Design," after describing in moat poetical lanwith reference to Art, we cannot comprehend.
We remarked that Mr. Ruekin would have ua guage a puaage of dull, gloomy, smoke-covered
return to a etate of nature in order to produce what landscape near Rochdale, and contrasting it with
he coneiders to be good Art. Be admita that good the acenery that met the eye of the artiste of l'iaa,Art ia eaeential to the happine11 of a people, and the " de11gner1 of the Gothic School of Pisa," yet asaerta that great 1ucce11 in Art hae bf.en Mr. Ruakin remark•,-" To men surrounded by
generally followed by national degradation ; "evell the depre11ing nnd monotonous cireumatancl'tl of
when no attack by any external power hu acce• Engliah manufacturing life, depend upon it, dl'llign
lerated the catastrophe of the state, the period in is simply impoaaible. Thie ia the moat diatinct of
which any given people reach their highest power all the experiences I have had in dealing with the
in Art is precisely that in which they appear to modem workman. He ia intelligent and ingenious
sign the warrant of their own ruin ; and tlu,t, from in the higheet degree-subtle in touch and keen in
the m'lment in which a perfect statue appears in eight : but he is, generally speaking, wholly deatiFlorence, a perfect picture in Venice, or a perfect tute of designing power. And if ) 'OU want to give
fresco in Rome, from that hour forward, probity, him the power, you muat gh-e him the materi"la,
indu1try, and courage aeem to be exiled from their and put him in the circumatancee for it. DeaiKJl
wan., and they perish in a aoulfturesque paralnia, is not the oflipring of idle fancy ; it is the atudied
or a many-coloured corruption. • If thia were an result of accumulative obaervation and delightful
actual, uoertained fact, it were aurely better to habit. Without obae"ation and experience, no
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THE ART-JOURNAL.
design; without peace and pleaaantnees in occupation, no deeign ; and all the lecturinga, and teachings, and prizee, and principle, of Art in the world,
are of no uee, eo long ae you do not surround your
men with happy influences and beautiful things.
It ie impoeaible for them to have right ideu
about colour, nnleea they eee the lovely coloun of
nature unepoiled; impoeaible for them to aupply
beautiful incident and action in their ornament,
unleea they eee beautiful incident and action in the
world about them.
Inform their mind, refine
their habit.a, and 7ou form and refine their ~eeign, ;
but keep them illiterate, uncomfortable, and in the
midet of unbeautiful things, and whatever theT,
do will ,till be epurioue, vulgar, and valuelees. '
The eocial 9uestion invobed in theee remarka ia
one of the highest importance, and deee"ing of the
utmost attention; wt>llwould it be for our mannfaoturing population, in all that concern, their
welfare, both of body and mind, if the wile 1uggeetiona here made could be practically carried out,
in an age like thia.
however Utopian they &J>pt>ar
One more quotation-it ia from the aame lt>ctureand we have done:-" We are about to enter upon
a period of our world'• hietory in which domestic
life, aided by the arta of peace, will ,lowly, but at
laet entirely, enpenede public life and the arta of
war. For our own England, 1he will not, I believe, be bluted throughout with furnaces, nor
will she be encumbered with palaces. I truat she
will keep her green field,, her cottages, and her
homee of middle life; but theee ought to be, and
I trust will be, enriched with a useful, truthful,
snbetantial form of Art. We want now no more
feaeta of the god,, nor martyrdoms of saints ; we
have no need of een,uality, no place for auperatition, or for costly inaolence. Let ue have learned
and faithful historical painting- touciling and
thoughtful representation, of human nature, in
dramatio painting; poetical and familiar renderinp of natural objects and of landecape; and
rational, det>ply-felt .realization, of the eventa which
are the eubJecta of our religioue faith. And let
these things we want, 81 far ae poaaible be ecattered abroad and made accesaible to ah men."
Undoubtedly thia ia the kind of Art England in
the nineteenth century requires, but, at the aame
time, the large majority of Englishmen would not
have it expre11ed, or exhibited, in the manner Mr.
Ruekin hu all hia life advocated.
From theee extracts our readers may form some
opinion of the kind of material, which constitute
theee lecturee : they embrace a large and varied
number ot topics, some, u we have intimated 1 of
great value ; othen, which may be taken for w11at
they are worth. If .Mr. Ruskin wiahea to be conaidered an authority in Art, whose leuone are for
"the healing of the nation,"-of universal and undeniable benefit, he must get rid of many favourite
crotchet,, muet see with other eyes than thoae he
hu hitherto employed, or, at leaet, like the boy in
the fable of the chameleon, must learn to penuade
himaelf that others may eee and Judge u correctly,
perhapa, aa himself. His writings and lecturee
will al waya command readers and hearers : hitherto
they have made few proaelytea to hie creeds, though
they have helped to draw eome artists out of a
path which waa leading them utray; and ao far be
hu his reward.

VISITS TO ART-MANUFACTORIES.
No. a.-OERHARD·s
MANUFACTURE OF
ALUMINIUM AND SODIUM.
EVEIIYBODT
talks of al11mini11ru,
but, excepting that
a few, not very elegant, ornaments are 1een in the
wiudowe of the jewellers of Paris and London, the
pnblic really know but little about it . Some notice,
sufficiently popular to convey to all a clear conception of the natuze of this metal-aluminium-ie
therefore neceeaary ; and, before we give an account
of its manufacture, some space must be devoted to
the history of ita discovery, and to the physical and
chemical condition in which it ia found in nature.
We know that the city of Babylon and the great
cities of the most ancient empire, were built, for the
moat part, of bricks; some of these were of ann-dried
clay, but they were mostly well burnt, and in many
cues covered with a vitreous glaze. At a depth
beneath the preaent surface of the aandy soil of
Egypt-which, marked 81 it ia by the alternations
of sand and mud, from the annual overflowa of the
Nile, indicate a period of but little !en than t1Denty
tlwutand year.r-ve11ela of baked clay have been
found. Beneatn tl,e Peµrino roclt, in the neighbourhood of Rome, also, have they found pottery.
When it i1 remembered that thie rock ie the conao-
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lidated fine ashes which have been ejected from the
ancient volcanoes of the Roman States, and that
within historic time- beyond the mere tradition of
the gulf into which the armed warrior ph,nged-wc
have no intimation of any active volcano, we cannot
fail to be imprelled with the evidence here afforded
of a Jong lapse of agee ; at the commencement of
which we find indication• of the works of man. Yet,
notwithstanding that man has, in every part of the
world, been constantly moulding clay, and baking
and burning it, it 11·as l'e$Crved for the preseut
generation to discover that it contained a metal
poaaeued of very remarkable properties, which may
be applied to a great variety of useful and ornamental purposes.
Every one ie familiar with clay, and to a very
large nnmber, the different varieties, distinguished u
London clay, Poole clay, Stourbridge clay, pipeclay,
china-clay, with othen, are equally well known.
Now theae clays are mi:i:tnreeof true clay-alumina
-with
earthy, ferrnginous, organic, and other
matters ; and by the eeparation of these we obtain
the pure white alumina. This alumina performs a
nry important part in the great economy of nature;
not merely is it the principal constituent of all the
clays, but it enten largely into the composition of
the rock& themaelves. Many of the most highly
,Blued gems are alnmina-aapphire is pnre alumina
crystallized; and the red, yellow, green, and violet
varieties, ordinarily known u the oriental ruby,
topaz, emerald, and amethyat, are alumina iu various
atatea of purity. The following list will ahow the
proportion, of alumina contained in some of these,
and alsoin corundum and emery:Sapphire or India • • .
97·51 per cent.
97·32
Roby or India . . . •
Corundumof Asia Minor
92·39
77·82
Emery or Onmucb . •
Emery of Nlcarla
76·12
Alumina, lime, and magnesia are claeaed with the
eartha ; and immediately connected with the subject
before us, are those substances known u alkaliessoda and potuh.
These well-known aalta arc found
in combination with other bodies in the orgauic and
the inorganic worlds. They are, howenr, chiefly
obtained from the uhea oC terrestrial and marine
plants.
All these bodies, like clay, have been
known to man for long perioda of time, they have
been used extensively in manufactures of all kinds ;
they were very largely experimented on by the
alchemists, yet they were never euspected to have
any connection with the metals.
An Englishman of remarkable powers, who advanced himself to the highest honours within reach
of the man of science in this country, bnt who has
not yet, owing to the jealo11Siesof h!s cotemporaries,
taken hie true position in the hietllry of human
pro(t?ell, wu the first to prove that all the earthe and
alkaliee were compounde of metals with oxygen.
In precisely the same way 81 the mat of iron is an
oxide of that metal, 10 are the earths respectively
oxides of metals, to which the names have been
given of aluminium, of calcium, and of magnuium;
ao are the alkalie1 in like manner oxides of potnuium
and aodium. The diecovery of the metallic baseof
potash, by Humphrey Davy, iu 1807, very naturally
opened the door to the discovery of all the others.
Not long since, Mr. Peter Le ~eve Foster, secretary of the Society of Arts, nt great Jabour, collected
everything that bore in the least on the hietory of
the metal aluminium. He communicated the result
of his researches to the Society of Arts, and we avail
ouraelvee of the valuable information contained in
hie excellent paper . Commencing with Davy'•
diecovery, Mr. J:,'osterthus describes it:" Sir Humphrey Davy, in a paper read before the
Royal Society, in 1807, made known his diecovery
of the alkaline metal,. He employed what was then
a novel agent-voltaic electricity, and by its means
decomposed both potuh and soda, producing their
metallic buea, potasainm and sodium. For those
important discoveries, on which the science of
modern chemistry may be said to have taken ita
riae, the French Academy conferred upon Davy the
prize of 50,000 francs, offered by the Emperor Napoleon for researches in electricity. But though
Davy did not aucceed in eeparating by electricity
alnminium from its compouodll, yet electricity wu
the meaus of obtaining it by chemical decomposition,
it having beenthe lirat source from whence aodinm
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and potasaium could be obtained. In this manner,
however, they could be produced only in very small
quantities, and at an enormona cost . Gay-Lusaac
and Thenard afterwards made researches iu reference to these metals, and succeeded in producing
them by direct chemical reaction, but still only in
small q11a11titiee
as laboratory experiments. Subaequently, their researches 11·ere carried further by
Mitecherlich, Brunner, Donny, a11dMareskll; • and,
following and impro,·ing on their labours, M. Deville, t in }'ranee, liberally supplied with funds for
the purpose by the present Emperor of the French,
to carry out researches for the production of aluminium, succeeded in producing sodium in large
qnantitiee, and ot a price which, though high, wu
reduced sufficiently low to enable it to be employed
in tbe production of aluminium, at a cost which
admits of ita commercial use in the Arte for certain
purposes, though too high for general use. To
enter at length into the description of the method,
adopted by 1\1. Devillu would occupy too much
time. Those who ore desirous of entering more
minutely into these methods wiJI find them detailed
in the papers by 1\1. Deville, in the 'Annales de
Chimie,' indicated in the notes. They may be deecribed shortly u conaisting of heating at a high
temperature a mixture of carbonat~ of eoda, coal-dust
or charcoal, with chalk, in an iron vessel, when
certain re-actions take place, and the sodium, which
is very volatile, comes out in vapour, which, by
means of receivers of a euitable form, ia condensed,
and then runs out in a continuous stream into
veuele placed to eatch it. It ia through the modifications introduced by M. Deville in the forms of
the receivers, and the introduction of chalk into the
process-which seems to facilitate the reduction in
a remarkable manner-that the production of sodiwn
hu been rendered more eaey and less costly."
Davy felt that alumina must, like the other bodies
which he had redneed to a simple form, be II compound body, but he failed to obtain the metallic baae.
Berzelius followed Da-ry iu experiments on thie pure
clay, but with no better success. Oersted, however,
whose name ia for ever connected with the discovery
of electro-magnetism, and consequently with the
application of electricity as a telegraphic agent, waa
the first to pnnue the correct road. Oersted converted alumina into a chloride, and then acted upon
it by the nlkaline metals. Wohler, following Oersted,
W81 yet more aucceeaful, and although he does not
appear to have obtained the metal aluminium in a
coherent form, he did obtain it in a pulverulent one.t
M. Deville, of the Normal College, in Paris, obout
the year 1854, began to direct his attention to the
means of obtaining aluminium at a comparatively
moderate cost, and encceas crowned hia efforts. Ae
above stated, the chief cause of his soceesa was the
production of the metal sodium at a cheap rate. Ae
this metal performs a most important part in the
proceaa of manufacturing aluminium, it ie necessary
that we should aay a few worde on its peculiar
propertit>a.
Sodittm and pot<Uaium are metnla lighter than
water, swimming like piecee of cork upon that fluid.
Thry are brilliantly white and silvery when first cut,
but they absorb oxygen with auch avidity that they
instantly tarnish. So rapidly doee potassium separate the oxygen from woter, that the liberated
hydrogen is ignited by the intense heat producedhence the metal appean to take fire when thrown
on water. Sodium does not exert quite so ener1tetic
an action, consequently it dot's uot produce the heat
with anfllcient rapidity to fire the gas formed by ita
oxidation on water, but if it ia thrown on ice, or on
a piece of moistened paper, which are not such good
eonducton of heat as water is, it iuflames like
theae metals, it ia necessary
potassinm. To J>rese?Ve
that they 1honld be kept in some fluid entirely free
of oxygen ; Naptha, a pun hydro-carbon, is uauelly
employed for thia purpose. When the writer of thi1
paper lint commenced hia chemical studies,-and
nearly at the aame time he began to lecture on the
subject in a remote provincial mechanics' institution,
-he gave for the aodiumemployed in his experiment,
• "Recherches anr 1·E,tractlon du Potassium,.. par
MM. Mareaka et F. Donny. "Annales de Chlmle,"aer . 3,
tom. XXXV. Jl• 1'7 .
t "Rech•rchea sur lea M6taux,l:c. Annaleede Chlmle,"
aer. 3, tom. xtlll. I'· 19; el " Memolreaur h• Fnbrlcatlon
du Sodl.:m et do t"Atumlntum,.. par M. H. ~alnto-Clalro
Devltle. "Annateo de Chtmle," ser. 3, tom. xlvl. p. '15.
f." Annaleede Cblmle,"aer. l, tom. :uxvlL
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aispencc a grain, and now, Mr. Gerhard informa Cryolite is a donble fluoride of aluminium and I done in silver. l\fr . Meyer'• experience shows that
him, it can be obtained at one abilliug an ounce; sodium.
the metal worka well nuder the hammer, is well
and be is aanguine enough to hope that be may be
Mr. Gerhard, au Englishman, btt&for some time suited for chasing and engraving, as well as for
enabled to produce it eventually ao as to sell it at been engaged in experimeuta on the production of casting. He alludes to the want of a proper solder
one shilling and sixpence the pound-such is the aluminium from the cryolite, and his endeavours for uniting several pieces, and has been obliged to
It has already been
remarkable reduction which has taken place in the have been directed mainly to obtain this metal at a adopt riveting, as in Faria.
used by the dentist as a ~ubstitute for gold, in
cost of an article for which a demand has hcen cheaper rate than hitherto.
created . It is by the powerful affinity of sodium
}lr . Gerhard baa erected furnaces at llallersea for stopping as well as for fixing artificial teeth, both
that the manufacturer now removes from alumina the production of both aluminium and sodium. Hia on account of its ebeapneaa and lightness, but the
accounts differ as to its fitness.
the oxygen or chlorine with which it may be com- process may be described aa follows :" Two hundred and seventy parta by weight of
Mr. Harrington, a dentist in the Isle of Wight,
bined. Deville discovered (that it waa more eaay to
produce aluminium from the chloride than any other powdered cryolite are mixed with one hundred aud in a paper which he read before the College of
preparation. To produce the chloride of aluminium fifty parts of common salt, and into this mixture Dentists in October last, states that he baa u!ed
form a mixture of alumina (prepared by calcining are placed seventy-two parts of sodium, cut into aluminium sncceaafully for dental purposes, and
ammoniacal alnm) and charcoal made into a paste small pieces. The whole is then thrown into a entertain• a high opinion of it as a baaia for artiwith oil, this is to be heated to a red beat in upright heated earthenware crucible, previonaly lined with a ficial teeth. His experience shows that after wear·
tubular retorts of fireclay, similar to those used in melted mixture of <:ryolitll and salt, which mixlltre ing it for four months it underwent no apparent
the manufacture of gas, and whilst in this state a is also immediately poured over the contents of the change, and was perfectly free from all taste or
He cautions those
current of chlorine gas iijto be forced into the retort. crucible, covering them to aome little depth, over unpleasantness of any kind.
Strong chemical action now takes place, and the which the lid is then placed. 1'he crucible then who may employ it to be careful in naing other
chloride of alnmininm comes over in the form of p11till a furnace, and kept at a high red htat for metals with it, as even when" wrought" aluminium
vapours, and is received in appropriate vessels, about two hours. When the pot is uncovered the is used aa wire for rivets, or any other purpoaea, a
melted mixture is well stirred, and then poured out. galvanic action ia set np, and the wrought metal
where it ia condensed.
}'rom this chloride of aluminium the metal was The button, of aluminium are found mingled with ia rapidly decomposed, leaving the cast metal unthus reduced by Deville'a proceaa :-A tube of Bohe- the slag, and may be ea.eily melted together by affected. The metal ia highly aonorous, and for
mian glass, thirty-six inches long, and about one inch heating them in n crucible with common salt. Theo- mwical instruments it has been anggeated as espein diameter, was placed in an empty combustiou fur- retically, the amount of alumininm produced abonld cially anited.
nace. Chloride of aluminium was introdnced at be one-third of the weight of the aodiom employed,
Mr. Gerhard baa completely overcome the diffione extremity of the tube, and at the same time but practically such a result ia never obtained, and cnlty of aoldering alnm1oium ; we have seen as
a current of dry hydrogen gaa was made to enter our manufacturers would be well satisfied with perfect a junction made between two pieces of this
the tube, and soatai11ed until the operation was obtaining between one-third and one-fourth. This metal as it ia possible to make between two piece.
fiuiahed. The chloride is now gently warmed by Mr. Gerhard has accomplished, though he is not of copper. This is a great atep in aid of the useful
pieces of bot charcoal, in order to drive oft' any always so successful. There is still some uncertainty applications of this metal.
Many objectioua have been urged against t.he
hydrochloric acid it might contain ; porcelain in the process. From what we have seen, we are
boata filled with sodium · ore inserted into the led to believe that the eryolite proceaa ia the one colour of the metal, moat or that which baa been
opposite extremity of the tube, and the heat that will nltimately be preferred to that of the in the market being aomewhat like pewter in appearaugmented by fresh pieces of glowing charcoal, until ehlcride of aluminium . As yet, however, the pro· ance. By Mr. Gerhard'a proceaa the colour is
the vapour of sodium decomposes that of the chloride ceaa prerents certain diffienlties which Mr. Gerhard greatly improved, and he posseaaea the meana of
rendering it beautifully white.
One application
of aluminium. A violent reaction takes place, with appears to have to a great extent overcome."
intense ignition, during which metallic aluminium
Before Deville commenced his laboun, tbie metal which we have seen of this metal-to a watchat enormous prices. lo 1856 diol-had a Jioe watered surface, which-especially
ia deposited. Siuce this the followiog process has -aluminium-sold
been lldopted :it was worth £-3 per ounce. Aluminium is now since it is not liable to tarnish under ordinary
" Another method of obtaining aluminium from imported from France, and manufactured in this conditions-ii
as naeful as it is elegant. By far
the chloride has been adopted with success. It ia country, selling at 5,. the ounce. The most atrikiug the most important use of aluminium will, we beaa follows:property or this metal is its extreme lightness. Its lie\'e, be found in the alloys it forms with ot.her
" 4·200 grammes of the double chloride of alumi- specific gravity is 2·6, about the same as glaaa; metnla. Many of these are very beautiful io colour.
nium and sodium (i.t'. 2·800 grammes whilst that of gold is 19·5, that of silver 10 ·5, and aome resembling gold ; and in all caaea it ia fou11d
cblorideofaluminium,and 1·400 grammes that of copper 8·96. An ounce of pure silver is to impart a great degree of hardness-even when
common salt},
now worth 5s. 6d. the ounce ; an ounce of pure W!ed io very small quantities-to
the metal with
"2 ·100 grammes of common salt (the gramme is aluminium, which is of three times the bnlk of which it ia combined. Silver, when combined with
equal to rather more than fifteen Eoglish silver, ia aold at 61. the ounce, therefore, bnlk for bulk, 1 per cent. of aluminium, is no longer liable to
grains},
aluminium is but one,third the price of eilver. Mr . tarnish. Again, if 8 per cent. of silver be united
Peter Jc Neve }'oster, whose inquiries have been with 97 per cent. of aluminium, it acquires the
"2·100 grammes of cryolite,
thoroughly dry, and carefully mixed together, ore to very extensive as to the application• of this metal, brilliancy and cololur of pure silver, and it will not
be laid in alternate layers, with ·840 grammes of writes:blacken by exposure .to anlpburetted hydrogen.
sodium (cut into amall pieces), in a crucible lined
" Already its lightness and colour bas brought it 'l'inier and Debray inform na that copper, alloyed
with alumina-a layer of sodium should cover the into nee for jewellery and ornaments of variona with one-fourteenth of its weight of aluminium,
bottom of the crucible. When the crncible is filled, kinds, bracelets, combs, pins, seals, penholdera, tops has the colour and brilliancy of gold, and is still
a little powdered salt is to be spriokled on the con- of inkltanda, port,monnaies, shirt-studs, harness, very malleable; when the aluminiwr. amounts to
tent&, and the crucible, fitted with a lid, is to be pill atatuettea, candelabra, candlesticks, &c. It11 duc- 20 per cent. the alloy ia quite white. An alloy
into a furnace, heated to redness, and kept at that tility and fwibility render it readily stamped and of l 00 parts of ailver with 5 of alrunininm is
temperature nntil a reaction, the occurrence and con- cast. It works easily nndcr the graver, and being as hard aa the alloy employed for our silver coinage ;
tinuance of which ia indicated by a peculiar and cha- unaffected by the atmosphere, it has an advantage and an alloy of 90 part, of copper and 10 of
racteristic ao1111d,shall
have terminated. The contents over silver.
Its lightness renders it peculiarly aluminium is harder than common bronze, and
of the crucible, having been stirred with a porcelain fitted for apeetacle-lramea, eye-1daasea, telescopes, is capable of being worked at high temperaturea
rod, while in their liquefied slate (this part of the and opera-glasses, to which uses it has already been easier than the beat varieties of iron. Dr. Percy, in
operation is essential), are poured out on a surface largely applied. It does not stain the akin as silver hie laboratory at the Government School of Mines,
of baked clay, or any other suitable material-the
does. The alloys, too, or aluminium bronzes, as baa made a p;reat number of tlieae alloya, many of
flux, &c., ou one aide, and the metal on the other ." they may be termed, are peculiarly fitted, from the them poseasing new and very important properties.
The cryolitc here used is simply employed as n readiness with which they are worked, a11d their Meaan. Calvert and Johnaon describe an alloy of
flux.
not chnngi~g under the action of the atmosphere, 25 parts of aluminium and 75 parts of iron, which
"M. Paul J\lorin, who, with M. Debray, Blsiated for the wheelworks of clocks and chronometers, as baa the valuable property of not rusting in moiat
M. Deville in his original researches, now uses at well as for the cases, too, for which the metal itself, air, or in water. What may we not expect from a
bia factory at Nanterrc certain modifications which wo from its lit:htoess, ia peculiarly fitted.
metal poaaeaaing ao many new and useful properhe has introduced into Deville'• proceaa of the
" Spoons, forks, drinking veaaela, and covers for ties P As n acientific discovery, the fact that cla;y
double chloride of al1uninium and aodium, and gets glass vcssela, may be made of it, which, even at the contains this remarkable met41.ia amongst the moat
rid of the necessity for the continued stream of present price of the metal, will be much cheaper striking with which chemistry has brought man
hydrogen gas, as well as the u~c of the porcelain than ailvcr, while they even posseaa in a higher acqnainted. It ia amongst the most abundant, if
tube as abo'l"e dcacribed. W c believe it is due degree those qualities for which ail\'er baa hitherto not really the moat abundant, of the metals. For
to M. Morin to state that it was he who firat been prized. Figuier suggests its nse for theodo- tin, and copper, and iron, for gold and for silver,
modified Dcvillc's process, ao as to admit of the lites, sextants, and aurveying instruments which man has to penetrate to the depths of the earth,
we of the crucible instead of the tnbe, thus enabling ha\'e to be carried by hand, and where, therefore, . and the mineral wealth is only obtained at a great
the manufacture to be carried out on a much larger lightneaa ia important. The adjnatinp; screws of sacrifice of human life ; but aluminium, in ita
acnle."
such instruments, which, when made of eilver or 11ative combinations, is found in every district,
The next ad\'ance was due to Dr. Percy, of the brass, tarnish fi-om the contact of the band, might spread over the surface, or near the surface, and
}I naeum of Practical Geology, who suggested the with advanlnge be made of alnminium. Professor the Jabour of obtainiug it ia transferred from the
employment of a peculiar mineral, which is found Bleekrode informs me that the working of this miner to the metallurgiat. We do not doubt but
plentifully in Greenland, called Cryolite. This was metal baa, at his anggcatioo, been taken up by in a few years we shall find thia metal, and aome
ill 1856.
Mr. Meyer, a jeweller, at the Hapie, who, amongst others now as rare aa it, rendered available for
Mr. Dick, who was an usiatant to Dr. Percv other things, has bad a small bell cast, the handle nnmeroua ornamental and uaefnl purposes.
waa the earliest experimentalist with this subatanc"e'. of which, 811a casting, is equalto anything hitherto
ROB£11T HUNT.
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portrait of the artist. He wu born in Pimlico, April 30, 1804. His father wu
a manufacturer, in whose counting-house he passed his tarlier years, chie8y in
making designs and working drawings: from this circumstance is doubtless to
be attributed the peculiar aptitude for the position which he has of late yean
held iu the Department of Science and Art. While engaged with his father,
bu,inesa occuionally led him into the country, where, after his work was done,
he would linger to make sketches, u well as his then limited knowledge of
drawing would permit, and to gather wild plant&and flowers,-thua, to use hia
own words, " laying the foundation for a love of the wild growth of p!antll and
for landscape painting, which are among my greatest sources of present
pleasure." When he had passed his nineteenth year, the circumstances of his
family rendered it necessary for him to seek out some business or profeuion
distinct from that he had hitherto followed, and for which he showed but little
inclination, though to this time he had diligently attended to it from a sense of
duty. Art, however, was the leading idea in his mind, and having, yet with
some reluctance on the part of hie father, obtained his consent, he set to work
iu the British Museum, studying and making drawings from the ancient acnlptnres therein. In 1826 Mr. Redgrave was admitted a student in the Royal
Academy ; but he wa&not loug able to pursue his studies uninterruptedly : his
father's family was large, and thtir claims pressed heavily upon the parent; the
son resolved not to add to the burden, and left home to encounter the battle of
life by starting as a drawing-master. The struggle for a long time wu very
severe-teaching and preparing for pupils all day, yet regularly in his place in
the Academy schools iu the evening; there was little leisure left for painting
pictures, always the young artist's highest ambition. Twice during the term
of hie studentship he contended for the gold medal, and failed on both occasions
-on the last trial Maclise carried away the prize. These disappointment&did
not, however, subdue his energies or slacken hia diligence.
On looking over a file of Academy catalogues, we find that Mr. Redl(l'ave
exhibited his first picture there, "The River Brent, near Han well," in 1825 ;
this seems to have been prior to his admission aa a student. An interval of aix
years occurs, when, in 1831, he contributed a kind of historical work-" The
Commencement of the }fnssaere of the Innocents-Alarm of a Hebrew Family;"
in 1833 he exhibited a subject from "Cymbeline," and two landscapes: from
that year to the present, his name h111never been absent from the annual
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REDGRAVE, It.A.

of the highest aima of artifts ought to be to
make Art a teacher of moral, of aoeial, or of
religious tn1ths ; it should offer "line upon line,
and precept upou precept" to guide mankind into
the right way of living, of acting, and of thinking;
_
and this e,·ery artist may in a greater or less
~
degree accomplish, if he will only bring his mind
into the atate or condition necessary to the taak.
His elforta may be humble, and, perhaps, will
result in no penonal ndva11tageto himself-nay, it
'~ • • •
is just possible hi, endeavoura will only call down
the contempt of those who eanuot, or will not,
• ~ vnlue motives well-intentioned, but, it may be, unsuc~ssfnlly carried
~ out; elill, he is fulfilling,according to his ability, the highest mission of
( his art, and dedicating himself to its noblest purposes: every man so
working is entitled to our respect.
)
In this class of Art,teachers, few living painters have laboured more
diligently, and ";th happitr resulta, than Mr. Redgrave. He wu fortunate enough, at an early period of his career, to strike into a path somewhat novel, and most instructive; the public had the discernment to see, aud
the wiadom to ap11reciate,his lessons of philanthropic appeal on behalf of the
oppressed and miserable, whose cause he baa pleaded in the language of the
pencil as eloquent and glowing as ever came fo~lh from the pen of the author,
or the lips of the orator. As a landJcape pamter, moreover, he deservedly
holds a very high rank.
A brief outline of Mr. Redgrave's life, written by himself at the request of
the editor, appeared in the .A.rt.Journalfor the year 1850; it accompanied a
NE
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exhibitions of the Academy. It is rarely that a young artist, unless he 1how1
remarkable talen.t, is so fortunate u to catch the eye of the public, or, at least,
of such aa are picture-buyers, nod Mr. Redgrave's early experience formed no
exception to the rule; however, about the year 1837, he exhibited a small
painting at the British Institution-" Gulliver on the Farmer's Table;" it fortunately for him, found a purchaser, and was engraved; while, in the following
year, a subject from Crabbe's poem of "Ellen Orford," which had been rejected
by the council of the British Institution, was hung at the Academy "on the
line," a_ndsold on the opening day to Mr. Cartwright, long known as a man of
sound Judgmeut in modern Art, and a liberal collector. These sales did good
service to the artist, uot so much pecuniarily as by encouraging him to higher
efforts. In the following year he txhibited a work of still higher pretension
~ ---
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and character-" <tuentin Matsys, the Blacksmith of Antwerp·;" nnd another" Olivia's Return to her Parents;" a subject which, in all probability, gave
birth in his mind to the claaa of works that may be denominated "social
teachings," the first of which, "The Reduced Gentleman's Daughter,'' appeared
in 1840: it is a most touching and effective composition, the subject is fint:!y
conceived, and very carefully executed. He exhibited at the same time " The
Wonderful Cure of Paracelsus."
Within a space of scarcely three years l\lr. Redgrave, from being an almost
unkuown nrtist, had gained notoriety and Academical honours-he was elected
Associate of the Academy in the autumn of 1840. Hi• pictures now began to
be sought after bv visitors to the exhibition as nmong those which they went
there especially to see. In 1841 he contributed three-" The Castle-Bllilder,"
0
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the old story of the country-girl carrying a buket of egg,. to market, "Sir
Roger de Coverley'1 Courtship,'' and "The Vicar of Wakefield findiug hie Lost
Daughter at the Inn;" the Inst, especially, a work of great power and feeling.
In the following year he contributed four pictnres, one of which, "OPHELIA,"
is among our illnstrationa; the figure is an admirable embodiment of the poet's
character, and the landacape is painted with a finish and attention to detail
which in oor day, would be called Pre-Raffaellism: the other pictures of the
year ;ere a" landscape,'' "Cinderella trying on the Gloss Slipper,'' and "Bad
Newa from Sea." His contributions in 18·1.3 were respectively entitled, "The
Fortune-Hunter,'' "Going to Service,'' and "The Poor Teacher;" the last a
picture of anch deep pathos and profound sensibility as to excite the strongest
feelings of compB88iontowarda the· numerous class of individuals to which the
anbject refen: there are few pictures that have called forth so many involuntary

I

sighs u this, and another that immediately followed it, "1:he ~mp1trea,''
suggested by Hood's immortal poem, "The Soug of the Shirt;" 1t appeared
in 1844, with" The Wedding Morning-the Departure." In 1845 he exhihited "The Governess,'' almost a repetition of" The Poor Teacher," and
" Miranda; and in the following year, "The Suppliant,'' "The Brook,'' "Preparing to throw off her Weed1," and "Sunday Morning-the Walk from
Church;" the two tut-mentioned 1nbjects acarcely equal in point of interest
some previous works of a kindred character: the" Suppliant" is a simple,
natural represenl4tion of a child at a cottage door, aud ia moEt carefully .
painted.
From this time landscape seems to have equally dh·ided with get1re 1nhject1
Mr. Redgrave's attention; of late years the former has had the ucendancy:
but before we wake auy specific allusion to his landscape pictures, we shall

OPHELIA.

continue oor notice of the othen. la "Fashion'• Slaves,'' e1hibited in 1847, moral lesson held forth iu a small allegorical picture exhibited in 1849 nuder the
ia another philanthropic appeal on behalf of the poor workwomao, whom a title of "The AwakenedConscience;" the scene is an open landscape, in which is
youug, ruhionable girl is chiding-for not haviog brought home her dress at an seen a man with a cup by his side, probably containing poiROn,admonished by an
earlier hour : the story ia emphatically told, and the subject is put on the angel : whether the man meditntes suicide, or is a drunkard, is not readily
canvu with much elegance of composition and beauty of colour. A sweet determined, but he looks at the cup with feelings of horror : the idea is
lit~le example of this artist'• ~11cil is anothei: picture of the aame year-a
original, and it is impressively carried out. "The Marquis and Griselda."
ehild conducted by an angel, which bore the title of" The Gaardian Angel;" (J 850), is a subject borrowed from Chaucer'• "Clerk's Tnle," the passage
"The Deserter's Home,'' of the eame date, is a subject that scarcely repays selected being that where the marquis, having selected Griselda for hie wife,
the labour and care that had evidently been beatowed upon it. "The Country causes the ladiea of the court to dress her in the cottage of her father. The
Co~na,'' exhibited.in 1848, is the picture now in the Vernon Collection, and canvas contains numerons figure,, who are arranged rather too much e111t11U1~,
which, from th~t c1rcumatance,as well as from the engraving we publi»hed a and, as a consequence,they have a crowded appearance; but there are several
few yean ago, 11too well known to require description. There is au e:i:celle11t admirable studies of character among them; the whole ia very brilliantly
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painted, and constitutes a moat attractive work. "The Child's Prayer," of of these two figures is a choir of angels: it is an excellent work of its class,
the same date, is one of those pleasing, half-sacred subjects, to which reference and would take a high rank in any modern school of religious painters. A
hu already bee11made.
small pict11re, cnlled " Handy Janie," exhibited in 1856, comes into the
Four vacancies having occnrred in the ranks of the Academicians in 1850, category of figure-subjects; the canv111shows only a single fignre, a young
Mr. Redirrave wns, at the next annual meetinjl', early in 1851, elected to fill girl, with water-pail,, atanding by the side of a well; a subject in itself of
the place of oue of the deceased members. Possibly by wny of supporting ordinary interest, but rendered valuable by the delicate and beautiful manner
before the eyes of the public the jndgment of the Mademy, hie first exhibited in which it is treated. "The Well-known Footstep," and "'l'he Moorland
picture after his election was of a more elevated character than any he had Child," exhibited in 1857, complete the catalogne of l\lr. Redgravc's pictures,
yet produced:-" The Flight into Egypt : l\lary meditating on the Prophecy contributed to the Academy, which most be diating,usheJ from his landscapes.
of Simeon," ia a large picLure, thp subject treated with a solemnity of feeling In very many of these works-those especially indicated in the foregoing
and poetical expression perfectly appropriate. There is no attempt at imitating observations-he haa, to adopt his own language, "aiu:ed at calling attention
the sacred art of the old paiuten, although the artist has adopted an arrange- to the trials nod struggles of the poor and the oppreeaed ; labouring to ' help
ment which we sometimes find in their works, the Virgin mother being seated them to right who suffer wrong' at the hands of their fellow-men." He hu
on a rock, holding the infant Saviour in her a,ma: still there ia nothing in done this bravely, nnd from a sympathising, genero•Jll heart, that can feel for
this disposition of the figures to remind the spectator of the schools of Italy. the woes of othera; and he has employed the gifts with which God baa
The compoaition is in every way original, and the predominating sentiment endowed him in efforts to excite the same commiseration in the hearts of those
of the work accords well with the sacred nature of the theme. Assimilotiog who are, often nuthinkingly and unwillingly, the oppressors. Such a man
in character to this ia another picture, exhibited in 1854, under the title of is, in his way, a Howard, and deserves all the praise which is due to phil1111" .Foreshadows of the }'uture," in which !llary is represented holding the I thropy. Art so directed fulfils one of its highest and noblest missions.
infant Jesus iu her lop; the child has a lily in his hanJ, aod above the heads , The landscapes of Mr. Rcdgrave are so far peculiar that we rarely see

AN OLD

ENGLISH

among them what are naually called "open" scenes, extensive tracts of country
diversified in character; they are generally cloae sylvan subjects, reedy pools
overhung with graceful aldera and drooping elms; patba shaded by sweetscented limes; the skirts of woods where the couniu,c fox "mus to earth,"
and the weary hare finds rest from her punuers ; eort, green glades, where
lovers may hide from "day's garish eye," and the poet of oatnrc may
.draw fresh draughts of inspiration from her solitudes of beauty. Under one
or other or these characteristics may be classed his " Ferry," " Happy
Sheep," " Spring," "The Skirts of a Wood," " Sun and Shadow," " The
Stream at Re,t," "The Solitary Pool," "The Woods pla1,ted by Evelyn,"
"A Poet's Study," "The Woodland Mirror," "The Lost Path,"" An Hour
with the Poets," .. AN OLD ENGLISHHOXISTEAD,"which we have engraved,
"The Mid-Wood Shade," "The Sylvan Spring," "The Source of the
Stream," "The Cradle of the River," &c. &c., all of which have appeared.
within the laat ten yeara. "Lov,: AND LABOUR,"a picture we have also
engraved here, seema to combine, in almost equal points of interest, both
figure-subject and landscape.
To be fully sensible of the excellence which characterizes the landscapes or
this painter, they moat be closely studied; in no other way will the spectator

HOllESTEAD.
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appreciate the delicacy and truth with which be represents nature; and theae
qualities are especially transcendent in hie foregrounds, where a careful examination will discover the herbage, the weed,, and wild flowera moat ma"ellously
painted. Mr. Redgrave does not beloug to the Pre-Raffaellite school, and yet
his pictures exhibit as much attention to detail, and are u rich in colour, as
a11ywhich come from the hands of these "new lighta of our Art-world; " he
repudiates their defects, but does not reject whatever ia worth retaining in their
style. He loves the snmmer-time, when the trees are thickest in foliage, and
greenest in tint, and, like Constable, sees no beauty in a /Jrowntree ; his feeling of nature is of the most refined order, his delineations of her simple aud
faithful, and his choice of subject such u would win every lover of picturesque
beauty, even if it were r~preaeuted in a leu inviting and attractive manner.
The school of Practical Art, formerly at Marlborough Honse, but now
removed to Kensington, owes no small measure of its sncceu to Mr. Redgrave;
for many years he wu its head muter; he at present holds the office of Inspector-General of Art-Schools ; his published works and his lectnrea, both
connected with the subject of decorative art, have proved of great value to
atndeuta of all classes,in the various schoola throughout the kingdom.
J. DAPPOllNE.
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH ARTISTS.
No. 16.-SAMUEL COOPER,
METROPOLITAN
changes, since the commencement
of the present century, are among the moet marvellous 10 their extent and variety oC any that have
occnrred since the days of Elizabeth. Take any
map of London published abo11t1810, 1111d
there we
find "fresh fielda and pastnres" where now are
densely-populated streets. Quiet localities that, by
some atrange chance, were allowed to sleep on unmolested by the march of briclca and mortar, have
soddenly become the centres of streets, and bid an
eternal adieu to rurality. Such a di,trict is St.
Pancru.
The readen of Ben Jonson 11·illnot fail to re,
member hia quaint "Tale of a Tub," that curious
picture of "conntry life" in the immediate vicinity
of the ;London of his day, in which "Sir Hugh,"
the vicar of Pancras, helps to plot for hie owu
benefit with Juatice Bramble, oC " Maribone," and
the High Conatable of li.entiah-town; and the denizens of Kilborn and Islington tallt a sort of Somersetahire dialect, which seems to breathe of a pore
putoral atyle; aided by)uch scenic directions u
" the country near Maribone," or " the country
near Kentiah-town." Where is the country now?
At that time St. Pancru waa a little village church,
a long way oft' in the fields, with lonely, bot pleasant
laues, leading to the high land of Ham)lttead and
Highgate-far.away
localities, to be seen from
St. Panl'a steeple, bot rarely visited by Londoners,
who mnat have thought of a journey there u we
now think of one to Yorkahire. Pancras retained
its lonely character longer than any other London
vicinity. Norden, in the time of Beu Jonson, speaks
of it 811 " forsaken of all ; and true men seldom
frequent the aame, bnt upon divine occasions ; yet it
is viaited by thieves, who ueemble not there to pray,
hut to wait for prey ; and many fall into their hands
clothed, that are glad when they are escaped naked:
walk not there too late." Venturoua citizens who
neglected thia warnin11.ran great dangers in ~tting
from thence toward Gray'a Inn Line; in Walker's
"Lives of the Highwaymen," published in the time
of Queen Anne, is a characteristic picture of a highway robbery committed at some distance on the
London aide oC"St. Pancras in the Fields."
Even 10 recently as thirty years ago, thia little
chnrch, which Norden described in 1593 as "standing
all alone, utterly forsaken, old and weather-beaten,"
retained ita lonely look. Paved atreeta, rows of
houaea, and neat aquarea, now cover the fields then
med for grazing the cows of" Rhodes's Dairy;" and
jnat oppoaite the cemetery gates were the remains
of intrcnchmenta, which the learned Dr. Stukely
dreamed over as the veritable camp of Cresar himself, and which was principa!ly composed of a aquare
mound aurrounded by a ditch tilled by the waters of
the Fleet Rh·er, then an open stream, meandering
from the high land norlh of London toward the
" aweet sooth" of Bagnigge Wells and Fleet Street.
There ia a view of St. Pancras Church, from a
drawing by J.P. Neale, dated as recently as July,
1815, representing a group of young men bathing
here. The Fleet River is now one vast common
sewer.
Our view of the chnrch is copied from a print by
Chatelaiu, drawn about 1740. At that time there
were wella near the chnrch celebrated for their aanitary virtue ; and people walked ont there to teat their
curative virtue, u they did to Sad.ler's Wells, the
Cold Bath, or Islington-a weaker kiud of Tunbridge water, that served as nn imaginary remedy
for minor illnesses. There ia still a " St. Chad's
Well" in Gray'a-lon Lane; there were many more
on thia aide of London.
St. Pancras in the Fields, originally a hnmhle
vill~ fane, has been from time to time enlarged ;
bot 1ta m111trecent enlargement, in 1848, hu still
left it a small building, converting it into a kind of
toy gothic edifice, and destroying ita modeat old
features. The fonrteenth century is conjectured to
have been the 1:raof the erection of the old church,
which aimply conaiatcd of a nave and chancel. It
contained many monuments: none more interesting
than that of Samuel Cooper, who has been appropriately deaignated the Vandyck of miniaturepainten . It is a modest monument, snrmonnted
by the painter's palette; beneath ia a coat-of-arms-
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not thoee of the painter, bot of Sir E. Torner, the \ genial man, one of unoatentatioua talent and cheerSpeaker of the Honse of Commons in the reign of ful manners, happy in a calm courae of life-a life
Charles II., who placed the monument here, and few but artists are privileged to lead: they ahould
took thia extraordinary mode of recording the good be happy and gratefnl men, for many of the noble
action.
and rich envy them.
Cooper died on the 5th of May, 1672, at the ripe
Before we leave thia ancient spot, let ua note the
age of aixty-three. Walpole 1&ya," the anecdotes many celebrated names that appear on tomba in thia
of Cooper'• life are few; nor does it signify-his
crowded churchyard, where for several centuriea the
works are hia hiatory ." The brevity and the juatiec dead have congregated. Of artiata, Ravenet and
of these few worda will bear an ampliJication of Woollett; of authqn, he who ia suppoeed to have
reflection. His works arc
written "The whole Dnty
his bett history, and have
of Man;" Theobald, the
a charm in their troth and
editor of Shake~.
~d
beauty ,till. To hia pencil
the hero of Pope a onginal
we owe the beat and truest
" Dunciad ;" Collier, who
portrait of a great Englishwrote against the Stage ;
man-Oliver Cromwell · in
Walker, who gave ua onr
it we seem to aee the U:ind
heat pronouncing dictionary;
of the man.• This is the
William Godwin, and hia
true greatneaa of Cooper's
equally famed wife; all rat
works. Walpole baa comhere.. One of the most~traord1nary persona here ':°·
pared them with those of
the earlier miniatnre painter
terred wu the Chevalier
Oliver whose works we~
D'Eon, who for many yean
lived as a woman. in En~dimin~tively conceived, aa
well u minntely painted ·
land, after m11ehdiplomatic
bot, he adds, "If a gl~
continen~. ~mploy. Anconld expand Cooper's )lieothe~ politic~, Paacal de
turea to the size of VanPaoh, the friend of John,
son's Boawdl, ia a!-<>
buried
dyck's, they wonld appear
to have been painted for
here! he .was c~1ef of the
that proportion. If his porC?rs1cana 10 their strn~
trait of Cromwell could be
with the French.
l'he
ao en!~
I don't know
churchyard has always be4,n
a favourite reating,pl~cewith
but Vandy;k would appear
our Roman Catholic ~r-eleaa great by comparison."
Cooper was bnaily employed
thren. ~e reuona given
during his life, and at high
are that. it was the Jut
COOPER'$ Mulluimrr.
church 1n England where
prieea. Pepya says, in hia
amuaing diary, that he gave
mua was perfor~ed after
him !SO for hi, wife'a miniature. He tells us the Reformation, and that masaes were 11111d
for the
" he ia a most admirable workman, and good souls of anch u were buried here in a chnrch decompany." It ia elsewhere recorded that he bad dicated to the aame saint in the sooth of France.
f[re&t akill in muaic, and played well on the lute. The Earl of Moira erecteda monument here to a
He wu a favourite at home and abroad; he lived " model priest" of that faith, the Rev. Arthnr
many yeara in Holland, and at the French courtO'Leary, a man of most liberal mind, whoae cathofrom the latter hia widow received a pension. His licity wu universal. The cross, and " reqnieacat
portrait, and these few records or hia manners, seem in pace," or the initial• or these words, occur
to combine in presenting us with the agreeable on many monuments here : would that the peace
picture of a quiet, proeperona, induatrioua, and of the old churchyard conld be paralleled among
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the living aecta, that they might " rest in their , London in the old daya mnat have produced wholefaith among their fellow men," u they do "after 1 aome thoughta after a pilgrimage to Pancras; now
life's littul fever " here I A quiet walk back to the turmoil of noiay London is thick aronnd it, ancl
our reflections must be made at home ; bot the
• In Mr. Stanley'• edlUonor Bryan'• "Dictionary of thoughts are good everywhere that reanlt from
Palnten and Engraven," be mentions a portrait, by viaita like theae. It is well to turn uide--1U1d not
Cooper,or MIiton, na "recently dlsco\"cred,and In the
d
posacsslonor u,e Dukeof Buccleuoh. His grace o'O'esIt unfreqnently, too-from the active an buey &cenea
to !ho country \o have It engraved,as that formerlylo of life to hold converse with ourselves, as well u
Sir Joshua Reynolds'•po11esslon,
and engravedby Caro- I with those who have gone from ua.
line Watson,with his sanction,Is not the portrait of tho
dh1nopoet, but ofone ofhla great contemporaries."
I
F. W. FAlllHOLT,
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Excellence was long withheld from him, but no man
rutrited his ultimate triumph• more worthily than
he, because none more laboriously earned distincTHE exhibition of the collected works of Ary Schetrer, tioo. As a portrait-painter be never would ba~e
which was opened at Paris early in May, hllS per- signalised bimselr for from the fiut to the last his
haps occ11Sionedaome diaappoiotment to those of heads want roundness, force, and argument. The
his adn.irera who believed that his entire career heads of his male sitters ha\·e uot been lighted in a
hnd been glorified by works equal to the e98Bysof ma:mer to bring them out advantageously, and in
his latter time-those on which his reputation the female heads we are reminded rather of the
rests. He deprecated during life a posthumous paint than the life. Of his early pictures there are,
collection and exhibition of his productions, having 'La Veuve du Soldat,' 'La 1''amille du .Marin,' 'Le
aeeo among the pictnrea of Delarochc some which Baptcme,' 'La .Mere Convalesccnte,' 'La Tempcte,'
neither enhanced, nor even snstaiued, the fame of the and 'La S1rur de Charite,' compositions founded
painter. But an exhibition of thi, kind is not upon a class of incidenti which, in France as well us
entirely underatood by an enthusiastic public, as · Eoglaod, hos for cabinet pictures superseded hisbeing the revelation of a student to a student,-the
toritol narrali\·e. In none of these works is there
analysis of a being, of which the lifc-apringa are not promise of great future eminence. Jn all of them
patent to the many. The collection, na to dates of much of the accessory ia painted without reference
production, comprehends a period of thirty-eight to the proposed forms or surfaces, with a result
years, with a selection of subject-matter more widely either unduly hard or loosely skdchy. 'l'he manner
excursive in religions and poetic, than in historical of these small pictures resembles that of the English
narrative, and in the early years of the painter achool of· the correspondir,g period, more than
limited to iocidcnta of every-day life. 'l'he laboura any deduction from feeling antecedently or contemof every enrneat artist evince viciuitudes \\ hich look poraueously popular iu the French school. Schctrcr
aometimes much like caprice; but the differences always lamented that he had not the gift of colour
shown in Scheft'cr'a pictnrea are all experimenta-a deficiency singularly conspicuous throughout
many, it is trne, failurea. But from all something the series; and having been driven to 1,ortraithas been learned; or, atleast, difficulties have thence painting by early neci!ssity, there is in his drawing
become intelligible-a firat step in painting towards an absence of that facility and precision which are
their subjugation. Having no resource but bis art, attained by a regular course of academic study.
Scheffer waa an early competitor for fame. He The crude and unsympathising colour is strikingly
produced in 1810 ''!'he Oath of Hannibal,' and shown in the picture, 'Marthe et Marguerite.'
• The Death of Pliny the Elder,' of courae in the Here the importunate red petticoat of )largaret
feeling of the time-that of the school of David; harshly dissociates itself from the entire composiand these were the only two subjecta of this dass tioo, a hard, dry, uncompromising surface; and ao
that he executed, for he diverged at once into that it is with other red dresses or petticoats that appear
which the French call 9n,re, a signal dereliction in the seriel. He seems to have been extremely
of "high Art,'' when it is remembered that his partial to bright vermillion, bnt his employment of
master waa Guerin, the painter of' 1Encasand Dido,' the colour was alwaya very infelicitous. Scheffer'•
a pictnre by which so many have been faaciuated. infirmities of drawing are :specially evidenced in
But Scheff'er was painting for bread, and could not his two unfinished works-' L' Ange aououc;ant la
afford to illnstrate the Greek and Roman virtues, Resurrection,' and 'L' Apparition de Jeana-Christ ii
a kind of Art which, although not domestically la Madeleine apres la Resurrection.'
popalar, was yet considered an auxiliary of the
Scheffer had been str~gling onward for nearly
governments of those times. One half-honr'a visit twenty years before be entirely relinquished that ideal
to the galleries of Paris sufflcea to demonstrate genre, in which he essayed domestic sentiment.
the part that painting and sculpture have pmyed in He rose to poetry, and in poetry and aacred hiatory
the politics of France daring the last sixty years. developed a depth and force of expression in which,
The faith of the Catholic Church, analyse it 88 you though we look back through ceuturies, even to the
will, reaolvea itself always iuto the wor1hip of that revival, we shall find that hie equals are not numerous.
beautiful which has its only representation in Art- Before he was ao thoroughly penetrated by exalted
forms ; and with a fnll recognition of the influences seutimeot, and master of the motives of expreasion
of painting, each auccesaivegovernment has invoked ao perfectly as to subdue the heart by the pathoe of
the aid of painting to popularise its creed. But to hie eloquence, like all earnest paintera who are yet
b~ etrective, such esaaya consisted neceuarily of immature in the moat penetrating accomplishment
scenic declamation, to the utter exclusion of simple of the art, he aonght to impreas the mind by action
and forcible recital; and hence very much of the more or lesa violent. ' La Bataille de Morat,'
vicious extravagance of the French school. In the • Leonore,' 'Lea Femmes Suliotes,' 'Epiaode de la
two pictures mentioned, Scheffer believed he hod Retraite: d'.Alaace,' and 'Le Giaonr,' are works in
deferred snflicieutly to the "grand style,'' and in this spirit, though in the last he hits, peradventure,
remembrance of Greuze, and those who followed on the golden mine, of the existence of which within
him, he entered upon a aeries of ordinary genre him, be never knew. Here is a consummation of
subjects, the material of which was drawn from intense expression and violent action, the last in
current literature or imagination. The works exhi- which strong movement ia expressed, 88 from this
hited, number one hundred and oue, of which three time (1832) he devoted himself entirely to the
arc sculpture, being a boat of his mother, a monu- language of expression. All the works which he
mental effi~ of hie mother, and a bust of the executed under this influence are of ordinary merit.
Countess Krasiuska. The earliest date in the cata- Even the two pictures which belong to the Luxcmlogue is 1819,-it
is affixed to a )IOrtrait-that
bonrg collection, 'Les 1''emmes Suliotes,' and 'Le
of M. Victor Tracy ; and as there are numerona Larmoyeur ,' from a ballad by Schiller, are not disportraits in the collection, it may be .well to turn tingnished by much of interesting quality. His first
at once to this department, aa these wor1caclaim subject from " Faust" is ' Marthe et Marguerite' lesa attention than the poetical and sacred com- that which hu been already meutioned to instance
positions. 'l'he number of )JOrtraits, then, is about the red petticoat. This was painted in 1830, and is
thirty-nine, of which those of Lafayette, the Duke one of those small pictures, in the execution of
of Elchingen, Odillon Barrot, Cavaignac, with that whirh Scheffer never succeeded. Another small
of himself, are among the beat. Of this class of picture, painted in the same year,-' Leonore,' from
Scheffer's works there is one com11ositionto which that paaaage of the ballad which describes her as
strongly marked exception may be taken. It ia borne off by her spectre lover,-ahows that after
entitled, 'Laisaez venir ii moi Jes petite enfants,' and twenty years of study and practice Scheffer was still
contains an agronpment of the Saviour and the three casting about for a manner. It is the moat sketchy
children of the Duchess Fitz-James. In reference of all the exhibited works; and the figure of
to this it is not now necessary to consider what the Leonore, as she rides behil,d the ghost, is timid and
old mastera have done in this way, nor in what unsatisfactory in drawing. Neither by bis porepirit they have done it ; to say the le11St,the taste traiture nor his small pictures would he ever have
of the aaaociation is very questionable. Many of acquired his present reputation; but at once, on
Schetrtr's best productioos are not here; but the entertaining poetic and religious subjecta of the size
hundred and one open to us the whole heart of the of life, he shows himself pouessed of a capacity
man, and the entire croft of the painter. Scheft'er, which he had never before manifested. 'Faust dans
to the last day of hie life, was an cager and devoted son Cabinet• is one o.f the first of his larger works,
atndent-his maturity was that ofa "latter summer.'' and its weakness in comparison with those that
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I follow is obvious;

besides, Faust is a misconception.
He is represented here as even a younger man than
in subsequent scenes afier his rejuvenesceoce: there
is, moreover, _an absence of the fi~mness of feature
that apprars 10 any of the other 1mperaonahooa of
the character. He is here aoliloquizing in the open·
ing scene" Hahe nun, ach ! l'hllosnphle,
Jurhterel unJ Motlccln
UndJelderauch Theoloi;ie!
lJurchausatudlr!;"
and he confesses himself aged, but the features here
a.re those of a young man of thirty. A comparison
of this head with that in ' }'aust II la Coupe,' or
'Marguerite sortnnt de l'Eglise,' shows two things,
of which the first is the artist's amelioration of his
cooceptioua by sustained atudy; the second. is, an
immediate development of power, showing that this
was the clasa of art which he w88 best constituted
to cultivate. Thus we find him, afier 18S0, and
for eight or nine succeeding years, entirely given over
to the passionate nnd mystic poetry of Byron and
Gothe. The change is sudden and absolute. Such
transitions are common phenomena in artist-life,
but ot a period of life so advanced, a change is
rarely other than a marked decadence ; for it occurt,
too Crcquently, that, after a career of early and too
facile success, artists cease to be students. But
Schetrer, to the !Mt, waa a laboriona student, and,
perhaps, not the least preciona of his rules of practice, WIIS his concentration of his subject. The
whole of his works show na that they were · prefigured in his mind before committed to the canvas
-a conceptive faculty which always yields pictures
of great force and reality. Allusion has already
been made to ' Marthe et Marguerite,' the scene
in which Martha invites the latter to come often to
her. Thie ia the first of the Fanat aeries which
Scheft'er painted; it is a small picture, with many
of the foibles of hia minor works. The next year,
18111,produced 'Fanat dana son Cabinet,' the first
of the large pfotures, and which haa also been spoken
of. The aame year brought forth ' ~farguerite an
Rouet :' " MelneRub• 1stbin
Mein lien: 1stachwcr;
lch llndeale nlmmer
Und olmmer mehr."

But that work, like 'Faust dana aon Cabinet,' is not
comparable to subsequent impenonatioua of the
character; the face is insignificant-a dieqoalifi·
cation that ia confirmed by the eyes being ao close
together. This picture was, we believe, the property
of a member of the Orleans family, and, falling into
evil hands, the head of the figure was cut out ; bnt
it was subsequently repaired by M. Schetrer, the
marks of the restoration being plaiuly discernible.
In 1832, 'Marguerite ii l'Egliae' was painted, in the
spirit of the passage.. Wo aleht ~eln KnpC!
In delnemHorzen
Welchemlsaethat!"'&c.;
wherein Margaret ia represented at masa in au
agony of remorse at the thoughts suggested to her
by the evil spirit. She ia here in mourning for her
brother, who was slain by }'auat, and she has the
appearance of a person above the station ia life to
which Margaret belongs. Some years elapse before
Schetrer returns to Gothe'a tragedy; but he is con.
tiooally occupied with portraits, of which altogether
he painted about three hnndred. In 1832, .' The
Giaour • was produced-the last and moat violent
of those works wherein action is relied on for
effect, though at the aame time the force of the
passion is irresistible. 'I'hia is a work of surpassing
energy; it ia the firat in which Sche~er succeeds in
fully realizing his ideal; the paasage 1s:"For he declinesUleconventoath,
And leavesthose loco unhallow"J.t°wth,
But wearsour garb 10all beside," ·.
'£here is bt)t. on? figure, tl!a~ of the ~1aour, who
refuses to JOlll ID the i;ehgio~ exerc1~eaof t~e
convent, and in cxpressmg hie resolution. h! JB
I borne away in an orgas~ of fury. The.re 11 !tt.tle
in this picture tha~ might n_ot b_e 11a1ntedwith
white arid black, _w_1th
a. qnal~ficat1onof ~armth·;
and those compo81t~ona1n which. colour 11 ap~d
are uniformly the &1gnalproductions of the artist.
'Medora,' now .so w~ll known through the en.
graving, was p111oted1n 1833 ; the features seem
to have been drawn from the eame model aa those
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of ;\fargarct nt the wheel-they nre of the same art exhibited . In purity of treatment and original that we accompany him through his life of ceaaeleea
moulcl, and there is the like absence of argument. power, the picture merita comparison with the old application, ancl various emotions and impulses. It
We pass to the year 1838, io which wu painted masters; hut in e:rpreHion the head of the Saviour was not until after twenty years of labour that he
'Marguerite sortnnt de l'Ep;lise.' The acene is is a failure. 'Les Rois Mages,' painted in 1844, ia discovered his partienlar qualification, ; but at thia
properly a street, wherein Faust first addresses not Jess original a study of three heads that may be we marvel not, u in artist life it is a common
Margaret. When she is gone, Mephistopheles tells accepted u typical of the poet, the philosopher, and continitency. The portraite exhibited are very nnFaust that she is just come from confession, that the warrior ; and here again, in an eminent degree, meroua ; they may all be likenesses, but there are
she ia guiltless, and he hu no power over her. we recognise matured study applied to the embodi- , not very many of them possessing qualities much
Scheffer, howenr, by a pictorial licence, present, ment of a conception of rare beauty. lu 1644 beyond this. But Scheffer is truly great in the
Margaret as just coming out of church, with the ' !'lliguon et le vicux Joueur de Harpe' appeared, expretsion of tender and intense emotion, and grand
rest of the congregation, and there }'aust is sup- aud in 1847 ' Les Sainte& Femmes rc,·enant d11 in his rehearsal of the thoughts and p888iona of
posed first to see her, ancl, to the letter, he looks Tombeau,' a work perfectly well known from the men. Hi, beat productions are those in which he
the spirit of the liuesnclmirable engraving which hns been taken from it. has not been seduced by attempts at colour; and ill
The treatmeut of the head~, their movement, and the extensive alluaion and copiona deacription of hie
.. Tl-OlmHimmel, dlescs kind ls schon
So etwas hab lch nlc gcsehn.
expression, place this amon[( llf. Scheffer'• best limited compositions he can never be excelled.
Sic 1st so sltt-und tugo111lrelch,
works. There may be somewhat more of poetry
Und etwas schnlpplsch doch zuglclcb ."
than religion in the conception, but the touching
Auel, in order lo render the sentiment in its 11leni- sentiment of the aspiration subclnes criticism.
THE FIFTH EXHIBITION OF
tude, Faust aucl ;\[ephistopheles arc placed 10 nesr Again, 'Rnth et Noemie • is B composition and a
to Margaret u almost to touch her. Margaret is narrative worthy of the best times of the Italian
PICTURES IN WATER-COLOURS
dressed in white, in coincidence with Faust's descrip- acbools; it reminds the spectator now of the FlorenBY CARL WERNER.
tion of her innocence, and she is supported by the tine Anclrea, and, anon, of the Bolognese Gnido. 'fhe
rest of the composition as a breadth of low and attitudes of both fignres are copiously descriptive, and
middle tone ; thus, virtually there are two parts in the hands and features are alJ most eloquent, according TIii! 6Uh collection of his pictures in water-colours,
the composition, one-the clominant-Margarct, the to the touching story that snpplies the subjects . which Carl Werner ia now exhibiting at his atelier,
other contributing to support the composition . But the crowning essay of Scheffer'• poetical genins No. 49, Pall llfalJ, honourably sustains the high
The professed simplicity of the effect is per- is the ' Francesca cle Rimini,' and whenever, here- reputation he so deservedly enjoy,. Like ill predespicuously artificial. The style of the fip;ure is after, his name occurs to the memory, that is the cessors, this coJlection comprises variona continental
accordi11g to her condition in life, and although picture which will at once 611 the mind; it is 80 architectural snbjecta, with landleape-seenery, and
Mephistopheles observes that Faust will now see well known by the engraving that any descrip- figures, the resulta of the artist 's labours during the
a Helen in every woman with any pretension to tion were superfluous. The canvas is large, the last twelve mouths ; and, in addition to these works,
beauty, the painter might have given such a degree fignres beinp;small life-size. The composition, with which are twenty-two in nnmber, Carl Werner has
of refinement u would have literally justified the its flowing lines 11Ddfloating fignres, is much in the this year painted three pictures since his return to
admiration of l!'aust, for in the broad round forms elegant feeling of Flaxman ; indeed, Scheffer hu
England in April lut, his subjects being an interior
of the face and head there is somewhat of aa said that if he were ever tempted to follow any artist, view of the House of Lords, and two well-kuo'IVll
every-day common-place that 'lrould scarcely have it would be Flaxman. Never was anguish painted portions of Westminster Abbey.
Theae three
enthralled one to whom the world wu not new. more poignantly in a profile than in that of Fran- pictures impart a fresh character to the exhibition,
In his effort to qualify the head with a bright and cesca, in whose action are also shown reliance, de- and in thenuelves they po11C88 qualities of the
beaming innocence, he hu painted the face without votion, and love. The movement of Paolo will bring highest order ,
a shade, but the refinement which would have to mind that of Lazarus in the National Gallery, but
In hie picture of the Honse of Lords, Carl Werner
better suited it is made more conspicuously de- here the function of the drapery is so hesutifully has been content to give a faithful representation of
ficient by a female face of superior nobility of discharged, ancl it is 80 skilfully blended with the Sir Charles Barry 's gorgooua hall, u it awaita the
of a person fignrea, that without it the composition wonld be assembling of the peen of England beneath its
besnty in the throng behind-that
belonging, like :Margaret, to a humble station of much le88 perfect. If the quotation in the cat•· richly-decorated roof, without introducing even a
life. Thia ia the first pit.lure in which is observable lognesingle fignre to enhance the effect of the architecture
any e1pre11ion of that influence to which Scheffer
and its accessories. In leu able hands this m111t
"Oh, la~so,
may have yielded in his admiration of lngrcs ; it is
have been a rather dangeroua experiment; but Carl
QuanU dolcl pensler ! qoanto deslo, &c.,"
especially seen in the subdued markinga of Marbe the passage originally given with the title by Werner combines the acience of an architect with
garet's draperies, ancl in the nncompromiaing sharpScheffer, it is very clear from the action of the the power of a trne artist, and he baa produced one
ness of much of the outline of the same figure.
figures thnt the lines on which he principally dwelt of the moat perfect architectural drawings that it
The head of Fanst is admirable ; the happy result
hu been our good fortune to have seen. The persof that study of the character which ,vas well werepective is absolutely stereoscopic, the colouring is
"Mentre cho l'uno 1plrto questo dlsso,
matured by frequent recurrence to the play. In
rich and harmonione, the whole being most ,kiHully
L"altro rlang eva sl, che di pletnde
1838 the two Mignon& appeared, 'Mignon Aspirant
lo venn meno come 1·10morlue," &c.;
lighted up by a warm sunbeam, that floata in through
au Ceil,' and ' Mignon Rel(l'ettant sa Patrie,' in and tl,e interview is at an encl, for the spirits are one of the 01>en etained-gl888 windows ; aud the
both of which are more distinctly felt the 1harpue11 floating away, 88 we see by the line of Francesca's te:rtnre, whether of fresco-adorned walls or carved
of a manner like that of Iagres, with a specious hair, which, by the way, is the least praiseworthy oak, or elaborately-wrought metal work, or crimson
modification of the natural distinct!less of line form in the picture . With respect to the age of velvet, hu never been surpassed by the artist himthat appears in all draperies. lo the Giaour the Dante, there ia an objection to offer. He himself self-and we know not how to e:s.pre88commendadrapery is painted with a force and co11fusion of says, at the commencement of the " Inferno," that tion in stronger term,.
marking correspondent with the tumult within, he wasThe view of the tombs of Edward III. and hi1
and in the ' Marguerite sortant de l'Eglise,' and the
Queen Philippa, which is obtained from the chapel
..
Nel
mezzo
del
cammln
di
nostrn
vltn;"
two MiKl!on,, the sentiment o~ the drapery correof St. Nicholu , on the south side of Westminater
spond& with the peaceful emot10111of the soul , in but we find him here certainly approaching sixty ; Abbey, with the adjoining 1>artsof the abbey itself,
the ease of the Giaonr, the treatment of drapery- is the head, moreover, of Virgil ia morally a failure. hu been chosen by Carl Werner to form the first of
an. elegant propriety; in that of the Mignone, it It avails but little t.>tell us that it baa been copied a series of pictures which he proposes to paint in
might have been more approximate to natnre with- from the putative bust of Virgil: if there were as this, the noblest of our English churches. Hi1
out in anywiac detracting from the penetrating many bnsts of Virgil as there are of J nlius Creaar, it second picture, of smaller size, bat fully equal to its
language of the features. 'Le Roi de Thule' waa cannot be doubted that the types would be 88 vari- companion in excellenee, represents the doorway
painted the same year--a subject taken from Gothe's ous as those attributed to the great commander. that leads to the Chapel of Abbot Islip, to the north
ballad. '!'.he old king is represented drinking, for The bead of Virgil ia so insignificant that it cannot of the choir. We commend these drawings to the
the Jut lime, from the cup @iven to him by his be received as that of him whom Dante challenges thoughtful attention of those gentlemen connected
mistress, before he threw it into the sea, Jest it asprofesaionally with architecture, who both do and do
ahonld be profaned by the hand of any other pos"Quel Virgilio e qoella fonte
not contribute productions of their own to what
Cho spande di parlar sl flume I "
llCIBOr. There are two versions of this eubject · the
bean amonp;st ua the title of the "Architectural
fgi:mer i1 .enfeebled by the i~tr~nction of too ~any In 'Saint Angnstin at Saint Monique,' painted io Exhibition.'' They might obtain from them some
obJects ; 1n the latter, the king 11 a grand and solid 1855, there is a distinction in the forms of the sngge,tions that would go far to raise the character
Rembrandtesqne conception, in all its parta strong head of St . Augnstine that separates it from the of their exhibition in its artistic capacity, and, indeed,
and w.elJkept in hand, and as to breadth, all but a general type of the small heads in the Exhibit.ion. which might save it from degenerating into being
monotone. These two versions of the same subject In these besds we have the same forcible expreHion, an exhibition of architectural acceaaories, accomeihibit, 88 cleariy as any of his works Scheffer as that gives 80 much value to other works painted panied with a certain number of office plans nnd
t~e earnest plodding stndent; and i~ the second during the last fifteen years of his life ; ancl u dis- elevations.
pu:ture we see the golden fruit of hi1 study. We tinguished by this excellence may be l'ited-' Les
Venice, the Alhambra, Ltlbeck, Leipsic, Verona,
now arrive at the periocl at which Scheffer he~ to DotJeurs de Ja Terre,' ' Marguerite a la Fontaine,' Meinen in Suony, Spalatro, and various other
de~ote himself to religious art, during his study of 'Le Baiser de Judu,' • Figure de Calvin,' ' Faust a la parts of Dalmatia, contribute scenes, some of them
which, for the remainder of hi, life he returns but Conpe,' 'Le Christ et Sain Jean,' 'Madeleine en long established in favour with both artists aud
eeldom to his favourite poete. Th~ exhibition con- E:rtue ;' and, besides these, there are other works poets, and others such u are but little known. The
tains but two instances from Gothe, and one from which do not reach this hip:h standard, as 'La Ten- " Bridge of Sighs " and the " Rialto " are rendered
Dante, and two of these are among the most valu- tation du Christ,' ' Jacob et Rachel,' ' L' Amour Divin with a freshness of feeling and effect which convince
able of the worka of this eminent man. 'Le Christ et l' Amoor Terrcstre,' &e.
us that such things exist u snbjecta for pictnree
au Jarclin des Oliviera• is the fint essay in rcligioas
And thns is the geniua of Schefffr act forth, so that are not to be worn out . The Lion of St. Mark,
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stanc~, namely,. the declining state of his health, cavaliers of Charles's court. We do not rethat _mducc~ h1_mtemporarily to denude.the walls . member when Vandyke q11itted Antwerp, but
Pl,~ceof the1~.e:rcatcstI it was yet in early youth, and he must,
of his mansion.m Leo11:~am
oruameots. H1~collecti.onof Landseers . 1s, pe~- therefore, have been very young when he
haps~the fines~10 the kmgdo~, for, we believe,Sir painted this sober and well-round d t d
Edwm has pamted but few pictures of late years 'I without ·an Of th
·
e
u {•
which have not passed into, or through, the hands m
Y
• c sunny ~~ty of Ru ens s
of l\lr. Bell. Rumour, which it is hoped may not
ann~r, as seen m (N?. ~6) 'The Duchess. of
prove false, says he has bequeathedhis entire collec- ~uckmgh~m .and Fanuly, a .mcm.ber of which
tion to the Natiooal.Gallerv.
IS that ub1qmtous .chubby .clnld w1t.h the lar~c
·
round eyes and hght hrur that Rubens will
drag into all his works, either as Christian
cherub or pagan Cupid. In No. 52 Giulio
Romano gives a head of Giovanni de Medici
'!'HE BRITISH INSTITUTION.
and not a pleasant resemblance, if we may
A VERY interesting feature in the collection of accept as a likeness the famous figure in
the "old masters" this year is the number , armour painted by Titian, and now among the
of Gainsborough's works that appears in the Medici portraits at Florence .
In the middle room is an interior (No . 54-)
third room, and which, perhaps, arc the more
attractive, as those of tlie works of the Italian by A.. Ostade, showing that especial partialit:y
schools that are celebrated as known pictures, for gradations of blue which is exemplifiea
are more famous than excellent. This exhi- J more in the Louvre picture than in any other
bition always opens soon after the Royal of his works. The picture is far behmd hia
Academy, and these same ancient masters, best works in the brilliant finish that distinwith their sedate greys at:td browns, administer i,iishes these. After passing (No. 56) • A
an ell'ective solaliu,n to eyes nervously excited Winter Scene, with figures skating,' J. Ostnde,
by the rackin~ colours of the Royal Academy. (No . 68) 'A Calm,' W . Vandevelde, (No . 62)
'The Salutation,' by Manzuoli di San Friano ' A Storm, ' W. Vandevelde, (No. 65) 'A Light
(No. 3), is a large altar-piece of much har- Gale,' W. Vandevelde, we come to (No. 67)
monious beauty, very soft in manner, with ' Landscape, with the fisherman presenting to
somewhat of the feelmg of Andrei\ dcl Sarlo, Polycrates, the Tyrant of Samos, a fish, inside
for Manzuoli was of the Florentine school, and of which was afterwards fonnd the ring he had
certainly studied Del Sarto. By Sebastian de! cast into the sea,' S. Rosa; and also by SalPiombo there are (No. 4), 'Francesco Albizzi,' vator there is a pendant (No. 72), 'Landscape,
(No. 6) 'Head of a Man;' and, above all, two with the story of the death of Polyerates ;'
·-+-·
small heads, charmingly painted portraits of and even in these two works the analyst ma7
Michael Ang~lo and Giulio Romano, in excel- read the temperament of the man. All his
OBITUARY.
lent condition. No. 14 is a 'Landscape and smaller works have that spirit of impromptu
Figures,' by Poussin, as dark and deep as his which shows that they were all pictures in his
ll R. D A V I D C O X.
works usually are; and No. 16 is entitled mind before he touched the canvas. His great
A VERY few weeks only have elapsed since we ' The Madonna dell' lmpannata,' Rall'aelle, power lies in landscape ; but he affected to
directed the attention of our readers to the collec- which looks very like a sketch made for a despise landscape, and consequently despised
tion of pictures by David Cox, exhibited in the fresco, and painted by Giulio Romano. In rural nature. These pictures are, therefore,
metropolis,and now we have to record the death of many places the outlines of the drawing are spirited sketches, with that almost uniform
the veteran painter-ou4l whoseequal, as 110uncom- conspicuous, and the whole seems to have been treatment of the sky which heralds a Salvator
promising and truthful deline11tor
of English rural coloured with extreme care, that the lines at any distance. Moucheron and A. V andelandJlcape,we never e.1pectto see. It almost seems might be preserved . The famous 'Madonna velde combine in (No. 76) a' Landscape with
as if the collection in question had been ~thcred dell' Impannata' is in the Pitti Palace, at Flo- Fisnres,' a small garden scet:te with figures,
together to form a chaplet of flowers of his own
rearing to be placed on hie grave. He died at hia rence; 1t was painted by Rall'aelle for Bindo pamted with great care; and No . 77 is a
residence, Harborne, uear Birmingham, on the 7th Altovita, and soon afterwards came into the large ' Landscape,' by De Koning, presenting
of last month, after an illness of oolv two or three possession of Cosmo dei Medici. It dill'crs, in a tract of country somewhat richer, but not
days, as we understand, though hid health had all but desisn, very much from th~, and it is unlike the extensive flat we survey from the spire
visibly been declining for some considerabletime. all but certam that even that picture was en- of Antwerp cathedral. It is painted almost
He was born in 1783, and, consequently, had tirel.v painted by some one of Rall'aelle's without colour, and so skilfully managed as to
pupils.
There is a curiosity (No . 17) by represent a vast expanse of country, always the
reachedhis seventy-sixthyear.
It ia not our intention now to go into the parti. Salvator Rosa, 'La }'ortuna,' a picture repre - great merit of his works. 'A. Street Scene'
culara of David Cox's career. We are preparing senting Fortune showering her best gifts upon (No. 78) is an example of Lin~lebach ; the
some engravings from hia works to form one of our swine. The picture is said to have been figures are picturesque and admirably drawn,
aeries of " British Artists" for a future number, painted by Salvator when under the excitement and the general condition of the picture is
when a more favourable opportunity than is at of anger against the pope, and on account of the excellent. Near this is a 'Conversation,' by
present aft'ordedwill occur for speaking of him. subject he was expelled from Rome. To Titian Jan Steen, bearing the date 1667, and!ainted,
Our personal knowledgeof the artist, and the recol- is attributed the remarkable portrait (Ko. 21), therefore, in his thirty-first year, an before
lection of bis simple and unassuming character,
wollld have restrained us from saying, while be that of Rall'aelle, which may have been painted he had abandoned himself entirely to dissipaIi ved, what we can say now that praise "falls listless by Titian, but it has much more the feeling tion, for there is as yet not that infirmity
on unheariog ears." Though by no means inseDBib!
e of Giorgione, and were it by tha t artist, would of touch which, indicative of the shaking hand
to any commendation bestowed on hia works, we be more valuable than if by Titian. At No. 26 and weakened eye, distinguishes his prodncnever met with a man who received it ,..;th more we come to an 'Ecce Homo,' by Tintoretto, tions of ten years later . No. 79, a 'Land~dene;e, or on whom it made a leas sclf-complaceut by whom are also (No . l) 'Portrait ofa member scape and Cattle,' by Berghem, is an average
!mpreu10~. .It hasbeen.truly remarked by a writer of the Pesano Family,' (No . 7) 'The Last example of the painter's manner, whose worlrs,
10 the B,rm,ngl,am Daily Po.,t, that, "in perfect Supper,' (No . ,J,4)'Christ driving the Money- with all their beauty, we never see without
harmony with his simple and beautiful character, changers out of the Temple,' and (No. 45) wishing that he had characterised them by
Cox was the last to realise the fame and the honour 'The Baptism of our Saviour,' eaeh of which somewhat more of vatiety of sentiment. and
to which he had reached." He possessed, in its has a manner peculiar to itself, and no two of material. This oneness of feeling tells us
way, a genius as original as that of Turner : there them could be reeo~sed as by the same hand. many things, but especially that Berghem was
are those who cannot, or will not, understand either Dosso Dossi is a pamter, of whose works many a great manufacturer of pictures, which his
-we eorrow for them as we do for the physically have not travelled out of Italy; we find here, captivating execution made extensively popular.
blind, to whom !.he glories of nature and of Art are however (No. 2), 'Jupit er nnd Antiopc,' a No . 85, 'Fruit and Flowers,' is one of the
irremediablyclosed.
picture to which much care has been given, most elegant and brilliant examples of Van Os
MR. JACOB BELL.
and (No . 33) 'Pianto, riso, ira,' three grotesque we have ever seen. This painter may be geneThe death of this gentleman, dnriog the last heads, whi?h, from ~ certain r,esell!blancethey rally considered as inferior to a!1 Huy sum,
month, must not pas, without a record in our be.ar t~ hi~ o~n !n. the collection of t~e but the latter never excelled t1h1s picture. B.v
c~l~~os. lo noticing, a short time since, the ex- R1tratb de1 P1tton, m the P~zo
Vecch~o D.ecker, and A. Ostade! a Landscape and
htb1~1
on. of painting, at the Marylebone Literary at Flor ence, may have been stud!ed f!om his Figures affords an ad.rmrable_examp.le of ~he
fos.t1tut100,Mr. B~l's contribution of pictures, in ow!1features. In 'Sehnyders ! h!S Wife, and style of the former m a picture m which
which tl,.oae by S1~E. Lendaeer were eonsp(cuoua, Cbil~,' Vandyke d?es n?t !lse to the rare ; appears an earnest study of nature; the t!ees
was particularly pomtcd out; and also the c1rcum- q11al1tythat 1s so m1po3mg m the dames and I look as truthful as those of Both and Hobb1ma.

tbal, with a few other shattered relics of the longdeparted days of Venetiangreatoesa,now lies 11midst
the reeds in the swamps of Torcello, is an epic in
itself, nod most poetically has Carl Werner treated
it. The same remark applies with equal justice to
the picture of the Cyclopean masonry at Norba, in
the Pontioe Marshes, with the picturesquegroup of
goat-herds and goats watching the storm that
threatens them'.from Monte Circello, and from the
more distant sea and its islands. Two views of the
Town-hall at Leipsic dema11dspecial notice, from
their singular merit,-a merit which has been most
appropriately appreciated,as is sbown by the fact
that both have immediatelyfo11ndpnrchMers. One
other picture only our apacewill permit us to particularise. This has been entitled by the artist,
" The Riches of Science;" it repreaents the interior
of the "Studio of Dr. Brehm, the eminentlylearned
aud distinguishedornithologist,Reuteodorff,Saxony."
The doctor appears seated in his studio; and most
certainly the room, with its furniture and fittings,
are the very things to he associated with such a
man, as the man himselfcould scarcelybe imagined
to exercise bis vocation except in such a locale,
and surrounded by such objects as are here grouped
together, at once in admirable disorder and in the
happiest artistic combination.
Our readers will not, we are assured, fail to
accord to 118 their thanks for reminding them that
Herr Werner· receives daily at his atelier visitors
who may favour him with a call, between the boon
of half-past two and six o'clock, for the purpose of
inspecting his pict11rea;and also that he devoteshis
mornings to giving instruction, in classes, in the
study and practice of his favourite and popwar art.
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'A Boar Hunt' (No. 104,), and 'A Stag Hunt' find, in direct opposition to that free manner
THE ROYAL PICTURES .
(No. 110), form a pendant, of course, by in which so many of his pictures are worked
Schnyders. The 'Boar Hunt' is a dark and (No. 141), ' Landscape, with Cattle and }'igures,'
THE ALMSDEEDS
OF DORCAS.
heavy picture, by no means comparable to the and its penda~t (No. 1~7),d' Landscaped and
w. c. T. Dobson, Painter. JI. Boume,Engravtt.
other . All Schnyders' dogs are of one type, Figures,' two pictures, pamte up to a egree
Sizeor the Picture, 3 ft . 3 In. by 2 n. 9 In.
and although the adwirers of this /ainter
of finish so minute, as entirely to exclude them
belleved tb at eanme
·
't
I
f
·
"tb · t
· h " lh
P1CTun1:sof this class nre not itenerallyiucloded
portrai ure eou never rom eomr,ar1son w1 P.IC ures m 1s o er among thoie which nsually bear the title of " relibe carried berond his essays, dog painting has, manner. !'hey look like subjects realised
. d t
d
f from ver"1table local"1t1
·es, yet w·1tl1 a certa:n gious.. Art-works, and yet they have as much, or
among ourse ves, been carne
o a egree o
~ more, right to be so denomin:ited u those of the
excellence nerer dreamt of in his time .. By qualification of that cold Jnetallio green to aaints, martyrs, virgins, and holy men-the staple
Ruysdael, 'A Landscape and Waterfall' (No. which this painter was so partial. As a con- subjects of the old maatcn-,. ·ho painted pictures
106) instances the very dark manner into trast to this (No . 159) a 'Landscape, with for the adornment or ancient religions edifices aud
which Ru7sdael pa9$ed when he ceased ad- Horses antl Figures,' is made out with a institutions. 1'he philllllthropie Indy of Joppa.
dressing himself to nature, and accepting her strong effect of liaht nnd shade, and with a whom Peter raised from the dead, hu not- so far,
tones as those of incontrovertible truth . full and firm touch; nnd in a similar manner at least, aa we know-any place in the calendar oC
There is by Vanderneer (No. 111) a very (No . 160) a ' Landscape, with Figures, after that church which acknowledgesu its fonnder the
charming 'River View,' a moonlight in which 'teniers ,' is painted. 'A Girl Feeding Pigs ' life-giving saint by whom the miracle waa wronght;
the effect bas been conducted with great skill : (No. 172) is a charming picture, though so her labonn of love, her benevolence, her warmit is clear and deep, without any opacity or unaspiring as to subject. The child is seated hearted compassiou,have not been able to secure
blaeknr.ss.
on the ground, presented in profile, contem- her name to be engraven even on the lowest p~rt
The third room contains the Gainsboroughs, plating her porcine prott!gt!sat their refection : of the pedeatnl that .b~n the column on which
of which there are forty-two. As Thomas a ven attractive figure, and, as for the animals, atauds, m ve~erat~ddignity, the figure of the sn;at
Gainsborough is one of the stars of our school, they ·are as satisfactory as any specimens that apoatlewho 18 wd to hold, t~e keys of. th; Chr•!·
we are thankful for an opportunity of eom- could be shown But to turn to the reverse orthe I tian ehurc~: but .was not 1 abttlw:a &amt· and Ja
not a pamter'a ideal representation of her good
paring him with himself, for it is thus only medal. A glance ~t Gamsborough s poi:tra1~s deeds II sacred ,object-a religionsArt-work? We
that a painter develops himself, and in looking s~ows us that h~ differs _fro_mReynolds ID lus I do not allow, 113 maoy do, that every incident reat collections of this kind it is easy to under- aim at. honest simple pambng , ~d, moreover, corded in the Scriptures becomes, therefore, a
stand wherefore many distin~ished artists that bis lan~cape _study gaye h1~ the power 1acredtheme for poet or artiat ; a mere hiatorieal
deprecate a postbumoµs collection of all their of accompanymg hlS port~·~ with. shreds ~f fact narrated by an inspired writer, and having no
works, that is, as many as can be brought sylvan and garden compos1tton, which consh - immediate connection with the important truthll
together. In the arena of portraiture, Rey - tuted these combinations not onl;r portraits, containedtherein, except u a matter of Jewiah hi.nolds felt that he was jostled by Gainsborough, but veritable pictures . Of thlS class is tory, cannotstrictly be so interpreted: there are many
and, therefore, signalised him as "the greatest (No. 97) 'The Duke and Duchess of Cumber- 111chpuaagea which willreadilyoccur to the mind of
landscape-painter of the da;r"-an eulo!P' pro- land and Lady Elizabeth Luttrel ·' but in all his every reader of the sacred volume. The history of
nouneed by Sir Joshua 1n the hearwg of most careful works we find some ~f that raw ter- Dorcu, u Tabitha was called, cannot, however, call
Wilson; who immediately added, with some magant green that always forces nPon us the con- fo~l~two oppoiite
. opiniooa; her life was eminently
degree of asperit;r, that he was also the most viet.iontl1at Gai11Sboroughwas blind as to asso- rehgioua ere she w~ stru~k down by the . hand of
gi(ted portrait-pamter . Wilson was not quite eiations of colour. Reynolds's theory of har- death; ~er rea~orationto_l~feshowedthe miraculous
right, but he was nearer the truth than Rey- mony is quite right. Gainsborough's attempt power with_which her D1V1neJ\lute: had endowed
~
h
h d
II
· b h" , BI B ,
d d
some of his ae"anta and companions on earth .
noIds, ,or t ere are ea s in this co eetion of to refute 1t y .IS
ue. oy, pro u~ . a The evo.ogeliatSt. Luke thua narrates her history
-which Velasquez or Vandyke might have Leen fine study, but d1~ . not disturb the solidity in the Acts chap. ix. :proud, while there is no landscape which may · of Reynolds's fos1hon. A 'Landscape and
'
not be equalled, or surpassed, by our present F i~res' (No . 47) is an admirable wo1·k"Now there wu at Joppa a certain disciplenamed
landscape school. Alt.holh in Gainsborough's it IS very careful, and is qualified with the Tabitha,
which
retation 11 called Dorcas: this
womanwu
ran by
or Interp
good worksand aloudeeds whichshe
landscapes we are remin ed now of Poussin, very best feeling of the painter . To continue dld.
now of Mola, and sometimes of certa1·n of the the portraits • tl1ere are (No · 13")
·
"And
camewhen
to pus In thosedays that shewas •lclt
a "lrs
" · GIIIDS·
and
died;Itwhom
they bad wuhetl they laid her In
Dutch painters, yet he was as much an borough,' and (No . 139) 'Miss Gainsborough,' an apperchambe
r.
ori~inator as any other artist who is distin - the lady, doubtless, whom the painter por"And roraamach
u Lyddawu nigh to Joppa, and the
that Peterwu there, they sentunto
g wsbed by beauties ,.neeuliar to himself. Rey- tioned on her marriage with one of bis disciples
him two had
men,heard
deelrlng
him that he wouldnot dela:r to
nolds was the gemus who reversed all the t"etures . No . 142 is a 'Portrait of Ralph cometo them.
~
d
d
1
·
f
h
1
f
h
be
Es
'
(N
14<•)
•
G
·
"
Then
Peter
arose
,
and
with
them
. When
he
ill -,oun e cone us1ons o our sc oo o poro.
"
eorgiana, was come,theybroughthim weot
Intothe
upper
chamber
: and
om rg,
q. ;
traiture, that, before his time, had ignored Duchess of Devonshire,' that excellent person all tile widowsstood by him weeping
, aod showingthe
Vandyke, and extolled Kneller beyond the whom the Prince of Wales, at her death, coatsaod garmentswhichDorcas made while ahe .,.....
stars; and Gainsborough in this was a fol- characterised as a gentlewoman, and Charles withthem,".tc. .tc.
lower of Reynolds, and in that wherein he James Fox as an angel. ' A Family Picture'
Mr. Dobsonhas not taken an artist's licence with
was a follower, he was superior to that in (No. 150) is a large composition, with six the theme he hu repreaeuteJ; he baa made Dorcas
which he was original. But his degree as a life-sized figures, painted with as much soliditv what we are told she wu, " full of good works and
landscape painter must be considered rather in as those in Vandyke's family pictures. • Miss almadeeds wlaicla,he did; " ahe was henel( the
reference to his time than his quality. Remem- Linley, afterwnrds Mrs. Sheridan, and her almoner of her own bounty, and doubtleea went
bering, therefore, the time in which he lived, Brother' (No . 152), a study of two heads forth, u we Re her here, into the highways and
he must be acknowledged a landscape painter only, affords one of the most precious examples suburbs or Jopp11-or, as it is now called, Jaff'aof eJtraordinary power, and the history of the of Gainsborough's art . In roundness, vitality, to relievethe sick and the deatitute. She is repreart does not supply a name of which the and colour these beads will bear comparison scnted in the picture before na administering relief
possessor was accomplished as at once a painter with any of the lustrous triumphs of the best to a family of "children of the desert:" under a
of heads and landscapes bebond Tliomas Ga:n.
· moreover, a s1m·
rode
of reed-matt
ing istoanwhore
aged parched
man, appa· ere 1s,
rentlytent
at the
point of death,
lips
......,. t·1mes c,f tl 1c ar t ; th
borough . 'The Cot~e
oor' (No . 93) is a plieity in the painting which will, through a her atteudant ia offering drink; food hu beeu
fine example of his domestic subject matter . course of centur ies, maintain the tones of the givell to the others-hnsb8lld, wife,and children_
It is a large picture of a cottage, dominated colour. (No. 15!), 'Miss Gainsborou;h,' is a and now Dorcu with her own hands is elothin!I:
by dark masses of foliage, toned so as to profile as bright in hue as if by lt eynolds, the naktd. The. whole compoaition is finely and
lead the eye to a group of rustic figures in but wanting his winning suavity of touch . poeticallyconceived: the subject baa been earnestly
the foreground. The dispositions are very (No.] 63), 'Georgiana, First Countess Spencer,' felt, and mo1t succesefullyworked out. In colour
impressive. The student of marine subjects presents the lady in a jacket, waistcoat, cravat, it is abundantly rich-the principal figure ia clad
may be surprised that Gainsborough should and ruffles ; a head and bust only, and some- in a robe of purple red, and over the ahooldera falls
have ventured on such material as is presented what sketchy . These are a portion of the a dark crimson cloak; the scarf round her waist is
in a' Seashore and Figures' (No. 134). Ruys - remarkable portraits by Gainsborough, and we orange; these e~lonn are s?mewhat ~owered i_n
dael did the same thing, but he succeeded know of the existence of others fully equal to tone. by. _the bright scarlet Jacket which she 11
much better than .Gainsborough, for here the the best of these; and now we submit that an placm~ m the hands of t~e poor woman, wh~
sea is entirel7 without the common water - examination of the pictures thus collected will dress is of the rud~stmatenals-a rough sheepl.lk111
forms; but in (No. 137) 'Landscnaie and set forth the powers of Gainsborough in an
over ~ tattered, tll-1~aped, lower ~went of a
·
d
·
b
h"
·
d I iy brownish-black hne. fhe negro-lookmgman has
Cattl e,' we find h"1m more at home, m
cc , so comparison .. c~ween 1s P?rtrait!-11'ean and- 11 bright yellowcloth round hi5 loins, and is girding
much more so, that we reco~ise in it more scape eaP.a1:Hf1t1es,
as p~e-e~m~nt m. the former. himself with a acnrf of deep carmine colour: he
of the studio than of opcn-rur painting ; the The exh1b1tion contams ,ari?us mstances ~£ , kneelson a cloth of broad light blae stripes; the
foliage of the trees, for instance, rises in our school,. but the oppo~t11mt~of a compan - , young girl's robe is of II white and pink material, in
successive and equal quantities-an arranf?e- son ?f Gamsborough with himself was an , stripes, with small flowersou it.
ment which we do not see in nature. We occasion not to be lost.
' The picture is at Osborne.
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the old neat of the aea-kings. There are other objects here to arreat attention : an ancient tower
and an inscribed atone, atill more ancient; while its smaller aiater, St. Margaret's, eeparated
it wbeu the tide is in, and joined to it, at low water, by a reef of rocks, contains alsoobjects
which the antiqnary will explore gladly; while the rocks and cliff'sthat girt either shore are fertile
or matters deeply interesting to the natnraliat; and the breezes, either mild or stron@',are ever
full of health, on those @'l'eenfields which the aea environs. From any of these heights we view

troO:

~~
~~~}ij:4t~~~
1LL
the reader permit m to in;.
terrupt our narrative, and
precede onr notes concern- .
ing Tenby, by recondoeting
him to the Ferry .between
Neyland and Pater, to record an incident that occorred to us daring our
passage? With such" breaka" in
our descriptions we endeavour,
from tim~ to time, to lighten topographic detail, .
i';'
I t was a pleasant day we pused
between Pater and Tenby, visiting the old castles of Pembroke and Manorbeer, and the venerable Palace of Lamphey;
even the ferry had its charm as we crossed it, prefemngfor the morning was mild and the breeze gentle-the common row-boat to the boat propelled by steam, and so delighting a group of weather-beaten mariners who watched
our embarkation at the neat quay. Onr boatmen-there
were two-fell naturally into discourse concerning this
incident, complimenting alike our wisdom and our taste,
and e1preasing, unrestrained, their own opinions as to
the folly or the wickedness of so abominable an innovation
on the freedom of the fair Haven, the parity of the air,
and the beauty of the landscape; both agreeing-and justifying their belief by anndry sea-phrases, incomprehensible,
or at least unpreaentable-tbat it was an insult and a degradation to any British eeaman to be asked to navigate a hnge
TEX.BY raox TB& SOUTJJ.
tea-kettle . We may print a few par,sageaof their de& talk as
the town-a charming sight it always is, occupying a steep which the tide "peninsulatell1,"
they rowed us leisurely across.
" I wonder, from my heart and saw!," said one of them, a the Castle Hill ita huge sentinel, St. Catherine'&, an island at high water, its advanced guard,
sturdy fellow, who had lost an eye in 1omeeervice, "did any and the tall tower of St. Mary its beacon and protector. All is bare on this side-the
of them new-fashioned circumnavigators ever give 'emeelves artist bas ao shown it-while on the other, trees grow in lo1uria11tbeanty, under the ehadowa
time to look at a duck-only a dock-and aee the way she of cliffs, and sheltered by near hill!, where thoee who are delicate have pleasant promenades,
floats, and steers, and turns on the ripple ; and how her leaving the @
ide opposite to the more hardy and robust. The artist bas here )lictnred the town
little eyes watch the wind, aud how she rises and sinks with from both points; into the sketch from the north, be hu introduced the pier, where small
the wave? See what a beautiful pair of oars the Lord gave veseela are protected from all winds, on which, formerly, stood the chapel of St. Jnlian,
her to keep her gwain on the water : now I look on the where mariners ofl'ered np prayers, and left their dole for the prie,ts, whose duty it was to
duck as the father nod mother of all the boats, canoos, oars make perpetual ir.tercession for the seamen and fishermen of Teuby who were labouring
and sr.nllers, that ever touched the waves-I do indeed; and on the perilous ocean.
I'll stand up to it , there isn't no snch awimming-master on
In trnth, Tenby i1 " beautiful" from whichever side approached, and very a~eeable when
the coast as a duck-her paddling is beautiful I she has aoch
a take-it-eaay way with her, and yet cute the element like
a prize wherry. But you'll see, it's not long yonr tine
scientifick men will leave duck or goose to go the way of
nature ; they'll he for improving them, as they think they
do land and aea, giving no peace to either. Now, meaamatt>,
what is so natnral to a ferry-boot as a pair or oara P and what
ao natural, when a poor fellow gets keel-hauled, yet wants to
be doing eomething, as lli1 taking to the ferry-boat, and
earning a living? They don't count us 'able bodied
aeamen' at the Admiralty, and yet either of oa could ply
such a craft u the old ferry-boat, and turn an honeat peony,
and no danger of the paaaengers being blown to Jericho-or
further, and worse. I wonder what Britannia thinks of these
new fanglea P I only wish auld Neptune could catch a steamtug crossing the line-or a what-d 'ye-call-nm cable l Ah, it
wasn't with anch tackle we won the battle of the Nile, or
the great Trafalgar, where my father did what the song says
England expected ' every man to do I "'
" She's pulling across now," said the older sea-dog, with a
aound between a growl and a chuckle; "I always watches
her night and day-never mifl!es her crossing over ; and do
you knaw why P well, I'll tell yab ! " aud the seams and
puckers in bis weather-beaten face were in harmony with
the keen twinkle of his grey eye ; " I !maw 1he'II /Jl= up,
and I wouldn't mi88 it-no , not to he made tint lord ! "
T&IUIY J'BOll TB& IIO&Tll.
We are now on the high road to TENBY,and shall be
there anon : it is in sight long before we reach it.
entered : there are good hotel, here, and lodging-houses in plenty, the major part of them, of
Tenby is, according to the county historian, Fenton, "bean- conrse, facing the sea; the markets are well supplied, carriages are numerous, and not dear,
tiful in every stage of its approximation,"-occnpying a lofly boats are at all times ready, the warm baths are good, and the bathing-machines in abundance;
promoutory which the sea, at full tide, to uee the forcible while the sands, the great attraction of this charming sea-town, become so hard, almost instantly
phraae of old Leland, "peninsulateth ." It is seen from afar after the tide ia out, that the thinnest shoe may be worn by walkers who tread them ; and, on one
off, on whichever aide the traveller "approacheth ," and on side or other of the town, there ia, at all times, shelt~r from winds to be avoided.
none to greater advantage than from the charming road we
It is clear, therefore, that as a "watering place," Tenby has advantages second to those of
have been traversing-the road from Pembroke, called the no seaport in the kingdom : to our minds, it is a recommendation, and not a drawback, that n
Ridgeway. Soon after leaving l\fanorbeer to the right, we railway does not run right into the houses, although snfficiently near to give help without
rome in sight of Cnldy Island. A day will be well speut encumbrance. We shall ahow, pre~ently, how many attractions it bas to induce walks and
here ; a row across the bay, of two and a hnlf miles, being drives- temptations to exercise, the source of health.
one of the especial treats of visitors, to e1amine the walls and
Before we take our ramble ronnd the town, let us visit the old church, and the venerable walls,
remains of a castellated mansion which now form parts of a the castle, towers, and battlements, on which the curiooa eye baa been often fixed, from the
modern dwelling-the residence of the gentleman who owns moment aigbt is obtained of Tenby.
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The CHURCH at Tenby, dedicated to ST. MARY, is aitnated in the centre of the town ; it is of large size, the
largest church in Pembrokeshire, hot of oddly mingled architecture; the "style" is the produce of aeveral periods-some
portions dating baek to a remote age, others bearing nnqueationable evidence of a time when taste aud fitueae were little
thought of in edifices dedicated to the aervice of the Deity.
No donbt it suffered often durinit the Welsh wars, and w11
restored aecording to the caprice of ·" 1\llthoritiea." It coneiJta of a uave and chancel, with aide aisle,. and has a square
battlemented tower, surmounted by a spire of bath stone,
rising from the south aisle of the chancel to a height of one
hundred and finy-two feet-n notable landmark for 111arincr1.
Looking down the High Street upon the three gable ends
that form the west front, the exterior has no peculiar
feature, eicepting two fine Perpendicular windows-the 011Jy
two alike througho11t the structure. Entel'iug the interior

labonred to flatter the living parent. Against the eut wall ia the kneeling fignre of William
Riaam, dreaaedin his red aldermanic gown-a good specimen of a well-to-do tradesman in 1630.
Near the head of the worthy alderm:m is a little break in the wall, 1aid to have been canaed by
Cromwell, who fired at the tignre, aupposfog it to be a living being! The finest of all the
monnment,, however, is that erected to the memory of two of the family of White--ateu-

£:CCIK.?CTTOllB OF 4. 110~&.

through the low arch that forms the weatem entrance,and passing nuder the mid,llc gallery, the fine flight of altar stepa at
the opposite end has n grand effect, and the great size of the
build1niris at once perceptible. The extreme length ia one
hundred and forty-five feet, and the breadth proportionably
large; but this extensive area is broken and the llatueu relieved by two rows of pillars and arches that aeparete the
aisles from the centre, and serve to support the lofty, overbanginjt roofs of great width, from which hang the not inelegant
chu,deliers. Th~ greatt-r portion of the door is encumbered
with close fixed pews, that rise in galleries against the walls
of both aisles; bot the chancel, which has had its magnificent
roof, recenlly repaired, and a fine monumental window inserted
in the east wall, is furnished with appropriate open seats. The
north aisle presents a goodly &toreof monumental antiquities.

T ,IB CDURCll:

&XTIRIOa.

sive mcrchiuts of Teuby for several generation,. This monument fills the arch at tl1e lel't·
hand aide of the altar steps ; the base, of alabaster, divided into compartments and tilled with
baui relieoi, supports two male;;, dressed in a style characteristic of the time. Here, too, is the
tomb of Walter Vauithan, of Duuraven-the hero of traditionary lore, a.aa famous wrecker in his
day; who, having gathered wealth by ha,gi ng out false light~. and a, guiding mariners to rocks,

I
I

l
I

.urc11n Ton or A ruuu.

Not far from each other, under richly ornamented niches in
the wall, are two very ancient tombs-the greater part of
both hidden by the pews: on one is the effigy of a naked,
. emaciated monk, with a winding-sheet thrown partly over it.
The tomb which l!'enton supposes to he the tomb of Tully,
Bishop of St. David's, who, it is well-known, was buried al
Tenby,is ou the north of the altar steps. Another tomb contains
a female figure, robed iu well-executed drapery: this we have
engraved. A little way further up is an extensi\·e and ambitious
monument bespattered with paint aud gilt; it was erected by
l'U t: cuunc u ; l~ TERIOR.
Thomae Reea, of Scotaborough, "armiger," to the memorv
of hia wife, who died iu 1610. The hWiband,bare-headed, in auffered a just but terrible punishment, having been the means of thus luring hie own two aooa
plate-armoor, is on bended knees before a prie,dieu; the lo death. He is buried here, and, aeNrding to his epitaph, "awaits a glorious resurrection l"
wife, in all her frilled finery, ie extended on her aide at hi6
This is the only church in Tenby-if we except the Cemetery Chapel, in the ouukirta of the
feet; whilst the boys and girls of the deceaaedare represented town. In aummer-timc it is always full; seats, however, are reserved for strangers, who are conon the bll5e, with features in which the sculptor has evidently sequently expected, or rather required, to contribute to the coat of repairs.
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the atrongest and most important fortresses of South Walea.• On the two sides that face the
sea, the fortifications needed to be of no great strength : nature was its protector ; the huge
cliff's and the wild sea were its best gwu·dians. A11that now remain are a amall circnlar
tnrret, and the watch-tower ; part of the gateway, and a few fragments of the outer walls that
surrounded the castle-hill; the gateway and the fragments are pictured in our engraving. The
easile-hill is an immense limestone bastion, that project& into the sea (dividing the north from
the south sands) at the point where the sides meet. The other two aides were defended by

A morning at Tenby may be pleasanily and profitably spent
in examining the old walls, the tower on the castle-hill, the
remains of the cutle, and the towers and gateways that yet
defy the inroads of time. If left to themselves by "the
authorities," perhapa that is their good, rather than their ill,
fortune ; for if little has been done to protect them from
decay, nothing has at nll events been attempted with a view

l<JCUK llC TBa
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TOW!( W.lLL,

to their "restoration." There are few walled towns iu the
kinftdom so euily examined, or so fruitful of rew9r,I.
Tenby is a very old place : ao far back as 1130 it was
atrongly fortified, ita inhabitants being fierce and wnrlike; it
wu twice taken before the close of the twelfth century, and
twice "reduced to ashes." Its castle was then n large and
strong building-it is now a shapeless ruin ; but some of the
walls are undoubtedly seven hundred years old. During the
reign of Henry VIII., nceording to Leland, "the towne ""

TUS SOOTll OAT& TOWER,

thick, lofty walllltbot mu at right angles with each other, and terminated both waya on the edge
of the 1,recipitous cliff'. Theae are &till in tolerable preservation, 111dbeside them, for a co::1.siderable portion of their course, a pleasant walk, shaded with trees, occupies the aite of the
a11cientmont. The best view of the11eold walla is from the north-west corner. Hence it will
be aeen they are o( very ooeq11allength. One ceues at the distance of a hundred yards,
leaving a apace of about fifty, between ila termination and the cliff, u an entrance to the
town, where the fine North Gate used to stand; the other mus in a straight line to the
south, and is strengthened by freq11e11t
towers of various sizes and shapes. This at the angle

'

I
I·

HIP

or

TEI'Br

CJ.STJ.S,

strongli walled aud well gated, every gate hB\·ing his port
collia e.r 10/ido fe"o.'' To trace these walls, some of which
are atill perfect, and to enter these towel'II,two or three of
which continue in very tolerable preservation, is therefore an
enjoyment not often to be obtained in Enitland.
Tenby,• as we have intimated, was for a long period one of

BUUCfS

or

CASTL& Q.&T~W.&Y.

is round, and " batters" for about four feet from the base. A flag1tafl'risea from the tower, and
over the broken battlements bangs a rich mantle of ivy, clasping the corbels in ita cl'ftpinp;
cour11edown the sides. A little way on is seen another almost similar; and further still the walk

• As a proof of the estl=tion
In which Tenby WAS held, lo tho "Mlrrour for Magistrates," Owen
Olendo..-r, who I• reciting ,his misfortunes, says" Twelve thousand more In Milford dlcl arrive,
And came to me, then lying at Dmbigh,
• The Welsh name of Teoby-" D11nhych11-P11~otd,the place of
With armed Welshmen thousands double fyve,
llahe1"-leads us to believe It was a fishing town at a very early
With whome," &c.
period; It la now not famous for fish-If we exce11t oy1ter1, which,
however, are used chiefly for pickling: "being eaten rawe, they Cromwell ( 16'8), ln a letter to the House, gives hla opinion that" the castle and town of Tenby are equal to
seeme too strong a meate for weake stomack .. , and must be parted 111 any In England."
"Henry VI. Is said to have built or rebuilt the walls, In the thlrty.alxth year or his reign, butlt was Jell for
two, three,or foure peeees."Teo by ls supposed by good 11uthor1t1
.. " to
Queen Ellznbeth, who was a great benefactress to the town In general, and whose lnlUab are 1UII extant oTer
be a name which, under tho appearence of Danish, Is really Welsh:
of
that
which
In
the
north
Is
called
Denblgh,
i.e.,
part or the town walls, to contribute that strength and perfeeUon to them which the present remalas are
the aonthern form
muehill, or little fort."
a striking proof of."-FL'ITOll,
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phosphoric lights
terminates, and the view is bounded by the sonth-west gate- too, during portions of a anmmer night, when every wave sparkled with lhOIMl
wny ; a bnge semicircnlar bastion, seamed with vegetation for 'll'hich the coast ia famous. The sanda were alive always. When the tide was full in, the
1111d
entered by a circular arch, which contained the portcullia. contrast between the foam, and the cliff'sup which it dashed,was a glorious study for the artiat;
The battlements 1111d
lancet-holes have been walled np, and and, whe11the tide turned, it seemed u if its halt was stayed by the horizon. Beneath, upon
the abarp-pointed arches that supported the lower part of the the hard aanda, were troops of laughing children, tripping ladies-many in aearch of the
wall and the walk above, have been broken through.• The dift'ereot ..J.clineathat fringe the pictnresqne cavern, of St. Catherine, and which that gentle•
apace betwttn this and the next tower is known aa the " South hearted and patient natnralist, Mr . Goeae, bas so faithfully depicted in his beautiful book of
gentlemen with teleacopea,or opera-glasses, phaetous, and hones," promenading."
Pool," and ia occupied by yards and sheds. About eighty "Tenby"-and
yards of the wall here appear to be of more recent date than The aands are alive with company; the bathing-machines, like ovtrgrown bandboxes, are drawn
the rest, and a stone inserted therein tells ns it was erected up on the shingle, ,rhile the pale, "washed-out" bathing woman site in the auo, playing, in a
listless way, with her little crippled child, beneath the shado"'' of the ruins that crown the
when the Armada threatened our shores, whenCastle Hill. Presently a steamer comes in sight, and all the glasses are directed to her : the
" From Eddystone to Ilerwlck'a bounds, rrom Lynn to Mllrord Day,
gentlemeu, and some of the ladies, rush oft', some round the Castle Hill, others through the
The limo or slumber was as bright and busy as the day.••
Hence, the wall runs through a green meado'II',that gaily town, to see the strangen disembark at the pier, by the baths-that is, the sheltered and ,u,t
contrasts with the old grey limestone, and terminates in a end of our quaint little town. Certainly Teoby is quaint; of course, it believes in the pleaaantlittle square turret-much resembling the church towen of nesa of picnics, in the reality of much that town&with a "termioua" know to be untrue ; but
the district-that
overhangs the sea, and seems to grow what of that? it is all the happier iu its simplicity. You may buy your tea at the library,
and your stamps at a grocer's, and receive, if you will, leuoos on the concertina, from the
out of the solid rock from which it springs.
The fortifications were defended through two rows of lancet- postman; while a most useful and ingenioria assiataot, who" helped" :Mr. Goase, and greatly
holes : the lo"·er can be reached from the ground ; to com- aided us-one John Jeokins-iij ever ready to att~nd you to gather sea-weed, to collect .!eti,ua,
mand the other a succession of pointed arches supported the to show you where grow the best mosses, orchids, and ferns, aud, in short, to make you like
archers' path lending round the battlements, from sea to sea.

10\VJl:U ON t:iOUTU PAR.AD.I.

Ju one of the houses perched on this cliff',and here pictured,
we resided, during our pleasant stay at Tenby; the group is
not inappropriately called "BELMONT," and, so near as to be
almost part of the dwelling, is the old square tower-one of
the aenward defences of the town. Hence there is • wide1pread and very beautiful view : immediately underneat.h,
at the foot of that huge rock, the firm sands extend to
St. Catherine's rock, seen to great advantage from this point,
in combination with the Castle Hill. Immediately fronting
us is Caldy blond, joined at morning, perhaps, with St. l\Iargarel's, to be, at evening, separated by n sea, in depth "full
fathom five;" looking landward, a round tower, of very
doubtful age, but which, 'll'e believe, is by no means " vene·
rable," first meets the eye; while beyond are Pretty Penally,
the trees encircling Gumfreatoo, the steep on which is
Hoyle'a Mouth, and other objects that. promise iuterest,
where genial breezes blow, and wild flowers (n'OW, in rich
luxuriance, by green hedges, and in fallow fields. These
we shall describe presently. From the higher rooms of the
holllt', or from the summit of the tower, a fine view is
obtained of Giltnr point, and, further off, "Proud Giltar," one
of the moat picturesqne of all the aea cliff'sof the district, while
in the extreme distance is seen the land that encircles Carmarthen Bay, and, 011 clear days, Lnody Island, and the
coaat of Devouahire ; it is difficnlt, indeed, to find anywhere
a prospect nt once so extensive, and so beantifnl as that we
obtain from this house-outside of which there are no build·
iogs, for it ataod, beside the old town wall, the boundary of
the present town.
From thia tower, gentle reader, we have watched {as you
may, and, we hope, will), at all hours of the day, the thousand
things that make a aea-aidedwelling a supreme delight; often,
• About twenty yards from the gateway, between the embrasures
la a (>rettylittle niche, which probably held an Image o( St. Margaret:
or some uther JJBtronsaint or Tenby: thts niche we have pictured.

ii
TOWE& ON TD£

SOUTU CL1FF.

Teoby the more for the boons which nature oft'ers so freely and so lavishly to the naturalist.
Anybody will tell you where Jenkins lives, and you will as readily find bis ueighbour, the
saddler, of 'll'hom you may hire horses or ponies; his name is-Jones I But thnt fact gives vou
little information, for it may be the name of every second man you meet. His son, a mi.rt
and intelligent lad,is his charioteer; he is oot"smart" only, he is bright -eyed and clear-headed,
aud, though a lad, you are safe under his guidance, for well he knows every
" Dingle and bosky dell,"

of the interest and beauty of which he has not only foll knowledge, but also keen appreciatilln : a
better guide yon will not find ; be will be sure to make yon pause at every point of import. His
store of legends, if not volnminous, ia renl; and, though without 1111y
botanical knowledge, when
he found we admired the wild flowers that rendered the lanes a "Aorltu 1icc111,"bewildering
in their beautiful variety, he always stopped and gathered, with tagte and skill, whatever we
required. There is a close woody copae, about a mile from Tenby, of considerable extent, throngh
which runs about the wor8' road to be found even in WIiles; but it is over-arched at intervals
by interlnciog trees, with vistas, opening into strips of grassy meadow, or ponds rich in" The green mantle of the standing pool;"

it is a treasnre-trove of wild flowers. We 1rere greedy gatherers-still crviog "More, more;"
bot the boy, seeing tho@ehe had culled in such abundance already flagging beneath the son's
ray,, aaid, " Please, ladies, you have specimens of all, and, I beg pardon, but isn't it a'most a
pity to cut any more oft' in their youth aud hesnty-/or nolhit1g!"
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ud cut a very Corbiddinglook upon her husba11d's/ represents a party of ladies iu the gnrden, gathering
I
OUT-OF-DOORS
guests;

upon which he aaid to her, " Show a / flowers, and making garlands.

The love of flowers

AMUSEMENTS AND RECREATIONS pleasant countenance to our guests, and come nearer seems to have prevailed generally among our Anglo.
IN TIIE MIDDLE AGES.
the table;" but she only moved further oft', and I Saxon foreCathera,and nJl'ectionatealluaions to them

occur, not unfrequently, in the literary remains of

nearer the brink of the river, with her back turoed
BY TllOllAS

WRIGHT, F.S .A.
r. w. FA.laUOLT, l',.d,J..

TU& 1LLC8TUT10XS BT

we consider the confined and dark character
of most of the apartments of the feudal dwelling,
we cannot be surprised iC our medireval forefathers
loved the recreations which brought them into the
open air. Castles and country mansions had always
their gardens and pleasure grounds, which were
much frequented by all the different branches of the
household. 'fhe readers of Chaucer will remember
the description of the "noble" knight JanuaryWBBN

" Amonire,i other or his honest thing••.
lie had a ganlyn walled al 11·lthatoon.
Su fair & gardyn wot I no wbor noon.~

It is implied, at leaat, that this garden was
extensive, and" This noble knl::ht, this January the olde,
Such deynt6 hnth In It to walk and pleye,
That he wold no wlgbt sull're bere Ute k.eye,
Save ho himself ...
Cu Auer.it, The J/a~chaundt1 Tale.

So, in the curious popular collection of medireval
stories, entitled the " Seven Sages," we are told of
a rich burgess who
" lladdc, blhlnden his paley1,
A fair ganlln o( nobleys,
Ful of appel-tres, and als (a/1<>)of plrlc (ptar-lr«•l;
l'oules songe thcrlnne murle.
Amldcward that ganlyn frc,
Su WI\X (grew) a plnnoto-tre,
That hadde fair bowes and frut :
Ther under was al his dedut (ple111urt).
He mode tber under a grene bench,
And drank ther under many a s,chench (cuyul)."
WEDEa's Jlelrical Romance,, vol. lit. p. 23.

And again, in the 88Dle collection of stories, a
prudent mother, counselliug her daughter, tells her" Daughter, thl lovenl (lord) bath & ganllo,
A wet (air ympe (rormg I=) Is tharln;
A (air harbeth (Mbour) hit overapredeth,
All his solu tbcrlnne be ledetb."
lwJ, p. 89.

Jn the " Frankeleynes Tale," Chaucer tells how her
friends songht to cure the melancholy of the Lady
Darigen:" They leden hire by riven and by wellcs,
And eke In other places dellghtablcs ;
They daunceo, and they pley at ches and tnble,i.
So on & day, right In the morwe (mornin!7) tide,
Unto a ganleyn that was ther beald•,
In which that they had made her onllnanco
Of ,·ltalle, and o( other purveance,
They gon and plate hem al the long• dny;
And lhla wu on the sl xto morwe of )!By,
Which Jllay had painted with bis softc scboures
This ganleyn ful o( !eves and donres :
AnJ cran or mannes hond so curiously
Arrayed bad this ganleyn trewety,
That ne,·er was ther gardeyn or sucbe prls,
nut ICIt were the verrey paradls.
'l'he odour of doures an.I the fresshe •lht
Wohl ban ymaked any herto light
'l'b~t ever was born, but If to (too) grct 6111.encss
Or to grct sorwe held It In dlstrcsse,
So fut It was or beauM and plesaunce.
And aner dinner gao thay to daunce,
And singe also."

F«J. 1.-J.

lllKDLEHL

to the water. He repeated his invitation, in a
more angry tone, in reply to which, to show her
ill-humour, she drew further back, with a quick
movement of ill-temper, through which, forgetting
the nearness of the river, she fell into it, and was
drowned. The husband, pretending great grief,
sent for a boat, and proceeded up the stream io
search o( her body.· This excited some snrpriae
among his neiii:hbonra,who suggested to him that
he ahoald go down the stream, and not up. " Ah ! "

GUO&.,

I

IIC&l<K.

that early period. In one of the Anglo-Saxon
religioua poems in the Exeter Book, the fragrance
of flowers furnishes the poet with a comparison :-

ii

" swecca swetut,
sweetest of odoun,
auch u In time or summer
awylce on aumerca tld
stincath on stownm,
aend forth fragauce In places,
•11\thelum fa,ste,
Cast la their 1tatlon1,
"ynnam ..nor wongur.1, Joyously over U,e plaint,
wyrta i,eblowene
plants In blossom
hunlg-llowcndc."
l!Jwlng with honey.
Eztla- Dool;, p. 178.

!!

" Entour le saint Jehan, que la rose est dourlc."

:1
I

I

Jn these extracts we have allusions to the practices
of dandug and singing, or playing at cheas and
tables, of drinking, and even of dining, in the
gardens. Our engraving (Pig. l), taken from the
romance or "Alexander," in the Bodleian Library,
represents a gurden scene, in which two royal perFig. 2.-L.lOILS
)IJ.JU.,o G••u~11,1.
sonages are playing at chess. Dancing in the open
air was a very common recreation, and is not
unfreq11entlyalluded to. Ju the" Homan de Geste," lllid he, "you did not know my wife-she did And ao again, in one of the riddles in the same
known hy the title of "La Mort de Garin," a large e,·crythin,i: in contradiction, and I firmly believe manuscript (p.423):that her body has floated against the current, and " le eom on atenco
I am In odour
dinner party is given in a gardennot with it."
stronger than Incense,
atrcngre thonno rlcels,
" l,cs napes mctcnt pardean1. un J•nlln ."
or tho rose ls,
oththc roaa 1y,
Even among the aristocratic class the garden waa
on
corUinn
tyrr
which
on c1>rt11·s
turC
Mori de Garin, p. ~8.
ofien the place for giving audience and receivinii:' wynllc wcaxclh:
grows plea,.nnt;
And, in the "Roman de Berte" (p. 4), Charles friends. In the romance of " Garin le Lohernin,"
le com wr:estrc thoune hco. I am moro dellc:>lothan It.
theah the lilic sy
Though that the Illy be
Mariel, is represented as dining similarly in the a messenger sent to the Count }'romout, one of the
leof mon.cynne,
Jear to mankind,
garden, at the midsummer season, when the rose greit barons, fiuds hi!D sitting in a garden with his
heorht on blostrnan,
bright In Its t,tossom,
friends.
was in blossom.
le eom bctro thonnc beo.'' I :,m better than lt.
There is an early Latin story or a man who had
a cross-grained wife. One day he invited some
friends to dinner, and act out his table in his
garden, by the side of o river (fecit po11i111msam
in
horfll suo 71rope aquam). The lady seated herself
by the water-side, nt a little distance from the table,

1!

11

II

,·

i

I

I

" Troun Fromnnt seant en un jardln;
J::m·iron tut avnlt de se1 nmln,1.'"
Roman ck Garin, ,·ol. i ., p . 2,2.

Many of our old favourite garden-ffol\·ers are, I
believe, derived from the Anglo.Saxon gardens.
A favourite occupation of the ladies in the middle Proofs of a similar attachment to flowers might
n~es was making gnrland3 and chaplets of flowers. be quoted in abundance from the writings of the
Our cut (Fig. 2), tnken from a well-known manu- periods subsequent to the entrance of the Normans.
script in the British Museum, of the beginninit of The wearing of garlands or chaplets of flowerswaa a
the fourteenth ccutury (MS. Reg. 2 D, \'II.), common practice with both sexes. In the romantic
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hittory or the Fitzwarinea, written in the thirteenth
All these enjoyments naturally rendered the i Beliu nnd his barons, on rising from the table,
centOI')',the hero, in travelling, meets a yowig garden n favourite and important part of every went to seek recreation in the fields.

1·

"Quant mnngli ont et bea ii lolslr,
Les napea ostent, et en pr.SSannt aallll."
ibid, vol. I, p. 203.

1!

The mannseript in the British M111eum,from which
we took our Jut illoatration, furnithes the accoml panying representation of a group of ladies walking
in the garden, and gatheri11gllowers (Fig. 8.)
In the "Menagier de Paris,'' compiled about the
year 1393, its author, addreuing his young wife,
treats brielly of the behaviour of a woman when ahe
is walking out, and espeeiallywhen pauing along the
streets of • town, or going to church. " As you
go,'' he says, " look straight before you, with your
eye-lids low and fixed,lookingforwardto the groUDd,
at five toiaes(thirty feet) beforeyou, and not looking
at, or turning your eyes, to man or woman who may
be to your right or left, nor looking op"8J'de, nor
changing your look from one place to another, nor
laughing, nor stopping to speak to anybody in the
Fig . 3.-UDIU
W.lUUIO L'1 TB& oaDP.
street" (vol. i. p. 15). It moat be confessed that
knight who, in token of his joyous humour, carries I mau'a domcetic establishment ; during the warmer thie is, in some points, rather hard couu&elfor a lady
to follow; bot it is consistenttrith the general ayetem
of formalities of behaviour in the middle ages, upon
which the ladies gladly took their revenge whrn
remo'l'"edfrom constraint. When two or more
persona walked together, it was the custom to hold
each other by the hnnde, not to walk arm-in-arm,
which appean to be a very modem practice. In the
romance of "Ogier le Danoie," the Emperor and
Ogier, when reconciled, are thue represented, walkiug in a friendly manner hand in hand. The ladies
in our last engraving are walking in thia manner ;
and in our next (Fig. 4), taken from a copy given
in M. du Sommerard's "Album," from a manuscript
in the library of the anenal at Parie, written and
illuminated for a 11rinceof the house of Burgundy,
in the fif'tccnth centOI')',the lords and ladies of a
noble or priticely householdarc represented as walking out in the same manner. It ie well-knownthat the
court of Burgwidy, in the fifteenth century, offered
the model of atrict etiquette. This illustration gives
us a very good pictnre of a etreet scene of the period
to which it belongs. The height of gentility, however, at least, in the twelfth and thirteen centuries,
seems to have been to hold the lady by the finger
only. It is in this manner that, in the romance of
"Ogier le Danois," the hero holds the PrinCCJIS
Gloriaude.
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.. Donques enmalnne lo bon Danols
E Glorlaode, qui par le dl>ll lt limt.'
Roman d'()viw, p. 110.

So, in the romanceof "La Violette,'' at the feetivitie!
given by the king, the guests "distributed them&e!Yes
in couples in the hall (i. e. a gentleman with
a lady), <metal:i11!Jfl,e otlier b!I tliefinger, and 50
they arranged themeelveetwo and two."
Fi[!. 4.-4

" Qaant II orent ""81!5dedult,
Par la sale a'acolnsent tult ;
LI uoa prent l'antre par le dol,
81 a'aranglorent dol et dol."
Roman dt la Tioltlle, I'• 10.

Pl<OIOll41>& SCEl(S 1M TDB FIFTEL"l'Tll CDTl!llr.

I

a chaplet of flowers on his head. In the later months of the year, it was a chosen place or reaort, ,
Englieh romance of the "Squycr of Lowe Degree," especi:.llyafter dinner. In the romance of "Garin I Ae a mnrk of great familiarity,two princes, Pepin's

i

I

I
Fi,;.

G.-ROl!B11'0

Gill£,

when the " squyer" was preparing to do his office le Loherain," Beguee i, represented as deacending eon, Charlea, aud the Duke Namles,are repretented
from hie palace, after dinner, to walk with his fair in the romance of Ogier as one, Charlee,holding his
of carver in the hallhand on the duke'• ehoulder, while the duke held
wife Beatrice in bis garden.
" There be araled him In -rlet red,
And aet a chaplet upon hi• bed ;
him by his mantle, as they walked along ; they were
" En 100 palala fa llegoee de Dolin ;
A belte about hll aydea two,
Aprbs mangler entra en un Janlln,
going to church together:With brod barrel to and fro."
Aveuo lul tu la belle Blatrls."
" Kallee 1a main II tint desoa l'eopaale;
vol.
ii
.
p
97.
Romon
dt
Garin,
Garlandaof llowerawere aleo the common rewards
Namlea tint lol par le mantel de palle,"
for aueceaain the popular gamea.
In another part of the aame romance, Beguea de
Roma11dt Ovitr,P• 1'3.
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The ladies onen engaged in exercises out-of-doors ' same manner as at the present day, hut in hawking
of a more active kind than those described above. I on the river, where doga were of course Iese eff~ctive,
Hawking" was certaiuly a favourite diversion with / other means \'l"creadopted. In a manuscript already
them, nnd they not ouly accompanied the gentlemen quoted iu the present paper (l\lS. Reg. 2 B, VII.), of

I'

'I

I

I

Ii
ii

I'
I
I

I

pleadings (courts of justice), aud among people to
the churches, and in other a.ssemblies,and iu the
streets, and to hold it day and night as continua!Jy
as possible, and sometimes to perch it in the streets,
that it may see people, horses, cnrts, dogs, and
become acquainted with all things. The annexed
engraving, Fig. 7, taken from the same mannscript
last quoted (MS. Reg. 10 E, IV.), represents a lady
tending her hawks, which are seated on their
"perche."
1'he author of the "i\Ienagier de Paris," a little
farther on than the pince last quoted (p. Sll), goes
on to say, "At the end of the month of September,
and after, wheu hawking of quails and partridges is
over, and even in winter, you may ha'll"kat magpies, nt
jackdaws, at teal, which are in river, or others .•..
at blackbirds, thrushes, jays, and woodcocks; nod for
this purpose you may carry a bow and a bolt, in
order that, when the blackbird takes shelter iu a
bush, and dare not quit it for the ha1Tkwhich ho,·ers
over nnd watches it, the lady or damael who knows
bow to shoot mnv kill it with the bolt." '!'be
Fi']. 6.-rou.ow1:<GTIIS BA~.
manuscript which ·bas furnished us with the preto this sport, bnt Indiesalone frequently engaged in it. the beginning of the fourteenth century, a group of ceding illustrations gives us the accompanying
It would appear that 011 such occaaions the ladies ladies hawking on the banks of a river are accom- sketch (Fig. 8) of n Indy ahooting with her bolt, or
were in the habit of riding astride their horses-at
panied by n man, perhaps the falconer, who makes a boujon (as it was termed in French), an arrow with
least, so they are commonly represented in the illu- noise to rouse the water-fowl. Our cut, Fig. 5, is n large head, for striking birds; but i:i this iustance
taken from a very interesti11g manuscript of the she is aiming not at birds, but at rabbits. Archery
fourteenth century, made for the monaatery of St. was also a favourite recreation with the ladies in
Bartholomew, in Smithfield, and now preserved in the middle ages, and it no doubt is in itself an
the library of the British Museum (MS. Reg. 10 E, e:dremely good exercise, iu a gymnastic point of
IV.); it is part of n scene in which ladies are view. The fair shooters seem to hnve employed
hawking on a river, and a female ill rousing the bolts more frequently thnu the sharp-headed arrows;
water-fowl with a drum, or rather with a tabour. but there is no wnnt of examples iu the illuminated
The fountain is one of those conventional objects by I manuscripts in which females are represented as
which the mcdiroval artist indicated a spring, or j 11si11g
the sharp-headed arrow, and sometimes they
running stream. This eeemll to have been a very : are seen shooting at deer. We learn from Leland's
common method of rousing the game; and it is : " Collectnnea," (vol. iv. p. 278), that when the
represented in one of the carve~ seats,.or misereres j Princess Margaret, daughter of Henry VIII., wae
(as tl1ey hnve been termed techmcally), m Gloucester I on her way to Scotland, a hunting-party was got
Cathedral, which is copied in our cut, Fig. 6. The I np for her in the park at Alnwick, and that she
tending of the hawks nsed in these diversions was no killed a buck with nn arrow. Similar feats were
little occupation in the medimval household, and was I at times performed by Queen Elizabeth ; bnt she
the subject of no little study; thty were cherished seems to ha,·e preferred the cross-bow to the longwith minutions care, and carried about familiarly on bow. The scene represented in our cnt, :Fig. 9,
the wrist in all places and under all eorta of circum- I is from the same manuscript ; the relative prostances. It was a common practice, indeed, to go portions of the dog and the rabbit seem to imply a
Fig. 7.-.l UDT .l..'<DBEB BAWD.
to church with the hawk on the wrist. One of the I satirical aim.
minationa of manlllCripts. The favourite hawking early French poets, Gaces de la Buigne, who wrote, I I fear the fact cannot be concealed that tJie ladies
or the ladies, however, appean to have been that of in the middle of the fourteenth century, a metrical of former days assisted not unfrequently at pastimes
herons and water-fowl; and this was called going to treatise on hunting, advises his readers to carry their : much rougher, and less feminine, than these. There

IiI

Fi(!. 8.-UDU:8

SBOOTll(O RABBITS.

the river (aller en rir:iere),and was very commonly hawks with them wherever there were assemblies or can be no doubt that they were customary spectators
pursued on foot. It may be mentioned that the people, whether in churches or elsewhere.
of the bniting of hull.aand be:irs. Henry VIII.'s two
fondness of the ladies for the diversion of hawking
· "U ob les gens sont nmu!6J,
daughters, Mary and Elizabeth, witnessed this coarse
• Bolt en l"~gllse, ou noire part.··
is alluded to in the twelft.h century by John or
amusement, as we are assured by contemporary
Salisbury. The hawking on the river, it.deed, seems This is explained more fully by the nuthor of the writers, with great sntisfactiou. 'L'he scene repre-

Fig. 9.-'?B&

UDT

AT TRJI IIABBIT-W.lRBBll.

to have been that particnlar branch of the sr.ort
which gave most vieaanre to all classes, 111d1t ia
that which is espee1allyrepresented in the drawings
in the Anglo-Saxon manlllCripta. D~ were commonly usedin hawking to rouse the game in the

"Menagier de Paris (vol. ii. p. 296), who wrote
especially for the instruction of his wife and of the
female members of his family. "At this point of
falconry," he says, "it ill advisable more thnn ever
to hold the hawk 011 the wrist, and to carry it to the

1'1(1.10.-B!ITJ1'0

TUB BBn.

sented in our cut (Fig. 10), which is copied from
one of the carved seats, of the fourteenth century,
in Glonceater Cathedral, is chiefly remarkable for the
small degree of energy-the quiet dignity, in fact, displayed by the actora in it.
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IT is one thing to be a popular song-writer, it ia
another thing to be a true one: no very difficult
task is it to sit down and pot a few common-place
sentimental idena into measure and rhyme, which,

\ by the

aid of some skilful and popular miudro of
, melody, find their way into every fashionable drawing-room and boudoir, for the gratification, bill not
\ the edification, of young ladies just entered into
society, or preparing to "come out." With such
I song-writing the music-shops had been teeming for
many years, till the public tute had become

1

I will,
ondonbtedly, be the means, e,·eutoally,of elevating it to the position it should occupy in a country
so dislinguiahed III our own for its literary attainmenta. The aongs of a nation, be it remembered,
have always been considered as one of the most
.manifest upressions of its feelings, thoughts, -aud
desires; and have often been found to poascaa n
1 mighty influence upon its destiniea and ita actiooa :
i a song has incited a city to revolution, it has nerved
I an army for victory ; a aong of praise hna raised a
1 thousand hearts into glad adoration ; a dil"l[e of
j mourning baa hushed a multitude into motionleu
. silence. With what eiqnisite pathos has the great
1 lyric poet of the ancient Hebrew nation expresaed
in a few lines the captive condition of the people:1 " By the rivera of Babylon, there we sat down, yea,
we wept, when we remembered Zion. We hanged
our harps upon the willows in the mid1t thereof.
For there they that carried ua away captive required
of ut a song : and they that wasted 111 reqnired of
na mirth, saying, Sing us one of the songs of Zion.
, How shall we sing the Lord's song in a alrange
land P"
Dr. Mackay, whose recently pnbli1hed volume of
collected aonga has called forth these prefatory remarks, is not only a popular, be ia also a prolific
writer: under the respective titles of" Voices from
the Crowd," " Voices from the Mountains," "Town
Lyrica," &c., he hu, during the last ten or twelve
years, published in the various jonrnals with which he
haa been connected, a very large number of lyrics,
many of which the world will not willingly allow to
die. He hu been called" the poet of the people," aud
nndonbtedly bis writings are, generally, of that kind
which is most likely to find acceptance with that
portion of the people who can appreciate honest,
manly sentiments eipresacd in sound, honest language. Dr . lllnckay is riot a boudoir poet, nor
does be asanme to be one ; b_e hu written for the
cottage rather than for the mansi<JII; his songs
generally require the accompaniment of the " londawelling organ," not the soft breathings of the harp
strings : his aim baa beeu, u be says, " to make
song the vehicle for the inculcatiou of virtue, of
self-reliance, of patriotism, of manly and womanly
tenderneas, of true love, and of all the charities,
courtesies, and amenities of life." This is tl1e
legitimate task of the true song-writer, and certainly Dr. 1lfackay rarely fails iu coming up to the
prescribed standard. Bnt be is not always consistent with his avowed prindples ; here, for e:r.
ample, in a song called "The Gin Fiend," the sin
and misery of intemperance are shown in a few
powerfully-written, dramatic stanzas; while in another, 1:nlitled "Mountain Dew," illustrated by one
of the engravings here introduced, the whisky-still
- of Scotland finds an advocate in the following
lines:" MountainDow! clear as a Scot's undcrstaodlog,

1:

,I

,,
i

I
;1

I

I

'.

vitiated and an invitation to a tire cha11tantwna, if · lion, both poetry and music, is atill produced, but
accepted, n voluntary surrendering oneself to an ; yet a Vlll,t change for the better is apparent; inordeal which fow lo,-ers of genuine music, incor- i duced, slrengt~ened, and confirmed, 111 thie change
porated with genuine ond healthy poetry, cared tu undoubtedly 1s, by the success of the numerona
pass through. Too much of this kiud of composi- i musical societies that ha\"e lately come into exist-
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Pure as his cocsclence 11·hercverhe goe,,

Warm as his heart lo the rrtend he has cho,en,
Strong u his arm when he fights with his roes!
In liquor like this should old Scotland ootoasted,

So fill op agalo, aod the pledge we'll renew,
L<>ngllourlshthe honour
Her chlldreohave woo her;Scotlandfor ever, aod old MountainDew!"
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ence, and whose performances, extending to the
highest gradts of composition, have taught the
• Tua Co1.1.EcTr.n
sn,r.s or CnAnLrs ~hcur . With
Illu.iratlona by Joho Gilbert. Publl,hed by nontlcd:;o
and Co., Loodoo.
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people what is good, and to admire that which is
!!'ood. The lyric writings of Mrs. Hemans, of the
lion . Mrs. Norton, of Barry Cornwall, Longfellow,
of Dr. Mackay, and others, hnve tended to rescue
our ballad literature from entire degradation, and

- - --

A single glaaa of Gleolivet, "pnre, warm, aud
strong," as it is, to drink "Scotland for ever,''
would scarcely meet with on objectioll, except from
a tee-totaller; but an e1hortation to" fill up again,''
is only to invite the Whisky Fiend, os hideous a
monster, we suspect, as the Gin Fiend. Jn the
songs cnlled " The Wines,'' and " The Bnrley and
the Hop," the praises of intoiicatiog drinks ore
sung, though in le:is hilarious terms than in " Mountain Dew."
The volume contaiua upwards of "tl'"o hundred of
these short poems, n large proportion of which have
never been published till now : if Dr. llfarkay bas
not the rich, puaionate imagination of Moore, nor
the strong, impulsive, poetical feeling of Burns, he
bas sufficient of both to make bis songs pleasant
rcodiog: their moral nod social teachings are, except in the instance pointed out, nneiceptionable :
nnd, when lie goes to the world of rmtnre for a
theme, his descriptions evidence a •imple, yet true
and apprcciatinF:, seuse of its beauties. llfr. Gilbert
bu enriched the book, whi('h is carefully printed
and "got up," with several woodcuts, of which we
introduce two examples.
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CHRIST BLESSING LITTLE
CHILD

REN •

(·

IT bas been the undeviating aim of the .ht.Journ_al
to encourage and anstain, by every means at 1ta
disposal, that elevated department of. the art of
engraving which bas been so largely ~n~trumental
in extending the knowledge and appreciation of the
British School · and which has been the means, often
under circumstances of great di11COuragement,of
augmenting the fame and perpetuating the works
of our moat emineut English painten. We should
ill-discharge our duty, if we omitted to we!come,
with more than ordinary warmth, a production of
so important a character, ~ the. really. great work
which we have now the aat1sfaction to mtroduce to
our readen. We allude to the magnificent translation, by Mr. J . H. Watt, of Sir .char!ea ~tlake'a noble picture of " Christ Bleumg Little Children ·" one of the finest, and, we fear we must add,
the iast, of the many fine transcripts for which '!'e
stand indebted to the liberal enterpnse, and discriminatiug intelligence, of Sir Francis . G~am
Moon; who, having been pi:ecluded, by. h1~ retire•
ment from bnsine88 (he is now enJoymg the
otium cum dignitate he has so richly earned).' from
publiabing it himadf, has been replaced .1n t~e
undertaking by l\feasn. Day and Sou, of Lincoln s
Inn Fields, the present propri_eton of the .plate.
We cannot allow this opportumty to pass Without
bearing our testimony to what we believe to be a ve9'
general feeling among artiste and !oven of Art, 1n
regard to the services which ~ve been rendei:ed.by
Sir Francia Moon to the Enghah School of pamtmg
and engraving, and the liberality he has uniform!y
displayed towards those who have beenengaged m
carrying out hie great and usnally most !ucee88ful
specnlatious. That t.hey have been appreciated and
rewarded in the higheat quarten would afford us no
excuse for overlooking them in a journal especially
devoted to the interests he has done 80 much to
promote, and we have accordingly the most sin~re
gratification in availing ourselves of the completion
of one of the greatest of hia undertakings, to offer
him the tribute to which he ia so peculiarly entitled
at 0111' hands. When we refer to the long list of
noble ,rorka for which we stand indebted to his
enterprise and good taste, and whleh includes many
of the master-pieces of the most eminent painten
and eugraveu of his time, we may fairly be allowed
to congratulate him on the enviable position he has
attained, and to eXpre88our hope that he may have
let\ behind him successors who, by imitating bis
liberality to the pointer and engraver, and emulating
the soundness of bis jndgment in the selection of
their subjecta, may entitle themselves to similar
honours, and earn in due time as cordial a testimony
at our hands.
Sir Charles Eastlake'a picture represents one of
the moat touching and impresaive incident&in the
history of Our S11viour; that in which be is de&cribed as receivin~ and " ble88ing little children."
Of the well-known veniona of this moat beautiful
incident, recorded by three of the Evangelists,
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, Sir Cbarlea has preferred that of Mark, as being the amplest and most
susceptible of felicitous pictorial illustration. In·
ferring from the previous exhortation• of Christ to
hie disciples, that he would hardly, without some
special and accidental cause, have rebuked those
who had brought their children into bis presence,
and preauming, from the words of St. Mark, " And
when He was 9one forlll into the way,'' &c., that
the reception was held, not in the open air, but in
an interior, Sir Charles adopts the supposition that
some such cause mav have existed; and has treated
the subject as if ·st . Peter' s resistance to the
entrance of some of the later applicanta for admission
arose le88 from a disposition to exclude them altogether, than to prevent, for the moment, the entrance
of an inconvenient number into the room. The treatment of the subject, suggested by this very natural
interpretation, i.anot only altogether new, but averts
the necessity for interfering, in the slightest degree,
with the perfect harmony and tranqnillity that may
• Painted by Sir Charles Eutlake, P.R.A. Engraved
by James Henry Watt. Publllhed by Day
Son,
London.

a:

:
be presumed to have pervaded a scene of which
divine compassion, love, faith, gratitude, aud veneration, must have been the unalloyed characteristica. Mothers with their children, of various
ages, are gathered aronnd the Saviour, in every
variety of attitude; and Peter, perceiving that
othen are pressing for admi88ion, is gently closing
the door, until room shall be found for the newcomen ; when the memorable injunction is addressed
to him, by One who could, at will, create space for
any number of children that might flock to Him for
his ble88ing. Surely thia interpretation, which is
nowhere contradicted by the Evangeliata, i.a moat
consonant with the prevailing characteristica of the
acene.
The general arrangement of the light and shadow,
or clliaro,curo, of the picture, would seem to favour
an illusion that the composition is lit up by the
radiance emanating from the head of Christ ; but
without violating the truth of the individual light
and shade, proceeding from an unseen 80urce, on
the side indicated by the direction of the shadows.
Sir Charles Eastlake has, more than once, enunciated
a principle which may fairly be said to be the only
philosophical method of treating a trutbfnl representation of nature; namely, that thtre is a point
in Art at which the natural truth must not be too
closely approached. Tbua, in this composition, the
parta are not modelled with that microscopic imitation which we should commend in an academical
study, but rather in accordance with the principle
that the general truth of imitation i.a the end
which it is most desirable to achieve. The " little
children" may be said to be mere acceasories ; and
the paaaionle88 character of a child's countenance
would seem to justify such a mode of treatment.
Depth of expre88ion can only be traced in the faces
of adulta ; and thus the varioni emotions created by
the subject are here, with perfect propriety, exhi·
bited in, and almost confined to the heads of the
mothen, who appear, at a firat glance,to deatroy the
onnuu of eentiment which it seems to have been
desirable to preserve to Christ and the little children.
Bnt the emotion conveyed in the beads of the
mothers, direct& ns at once to the cauae; and
thus the nnity of feeling is maintained, and even
strengthened, by what might otherwise have subaided
into a monotony of infautine aweetneas. The
confiding reverence of the mother with her child
in her arms, ,rho is in the act of presenting
it to the Saviour, bas scarcely been surpasaed by any
painter, ancient or modern. The reverential and
imploring expresaion of the mother with her infant,
and a somewhat older child by her aide (with the
sacrificial doves in his hand, indicative of her thankfulness for her recovery from "the great pain and
peril of childbirth"), aupporb the onene11of sentiment of the subject by referring us to the central
point as the cauaf. The expreaaion of this bead
contrasts most effectively,with that .of the woman
on the left band of Chriat already referred to, and
variea the emotion arising from the subject. The
tenderness with which ahe holds her infant, aud the
nnwillingneaa with which she is turning from the
door that Peter ia reluctantly closing upon her, (for
abe ia evidently unconscious of the divine injunction
which authorises her in remaining) is moat patbetically depicted; nnd contrasts beautifully with the
joyous child by her aide, who is evidently communicating to other candidates for admi88ion behind
him, the substance of the divine command. Scarcely
lesa charmiug, although of another order of beauty,
is the face, radiant with exultation and thankfuluess,
of the mother, who, kneeling with her two children
circled by her arms, bas heard the ble884:diujunctiun,
and has turned her bead towards those who are about
to be repulsed from the door, for the purpose of
communicating to them the aoothing expre11ions of
Christ'• sympathy and compassion, which she has
been among the firat to receive. Here, again, the
emotion is varied by the mother on the right hand
of Christ, who, with clasped hands, i.a enforcing
upor. her child (standing by Hie knee) the neceasity
of prayer. Thie general reference to the central
cause i, urged with inctta11ing force by the woman
in a white dresa, who bas jnat delivered her little
girl to the protecting arm of Christ, and who ia
kneeling beside him in an attitude expressive of the
deepest veneration and gratitude. It may, perhapa,
be objected that the air and coatume of thi.a interesting figure have a more modem character than

aeem, to accord with the period and the scene ; but,
hol'l'ever this may be, they will be found to U&iat
importantly the general object of the composition ;
which is further promoted by the respective imper sonationa of the apoatlea, eapecially of Peter, whoae
attempt to close the door (albeit with no appearance
of hanhnesa) is arrested by the command of hia divine
Master;andwhoaemovementisevidentlynotofacharacter to disturb the prevailing sentiment of the pieture. Nor mushre overlook the expostulatoryattitude
of the elder of the two boys on the right-hand side of
the picture, who appeals from Peter to the aignificant
gesture of the Saviour; or the grateful expre88ionand
prayerful attitude of his younger brother, who had
well-nigh been excluded altogether ;-both of them
a111istingto direct attention to Christ as the ~int
d' appui of the composition. The impersonation of
Christ (rendered more touching and effective by the
beautiful child in hia lap, that is nestling to his side)
is, as might have been anticipated, the great
triumph of the composition, and to this centre of
attraction both the painter and engraver wc,uld seem
to have devoted their moat earnest and anxious
attention with the happiest resulta. The head of
Christ is the heau ideal of physical and intellectual
beauty, whilst the expression, attitude, and gesture,
leave nothing to be desired. He is in the act of
uttering those memorable words which have brought
consolation, joy, and thankfulness to mothen of all
time. It hos been the cardinal defect of most of
the pictures, ancient as well as modem, that have
been founded on salient passages of the life and
ministry of Christ, that they have failed 80metimes most lamentably to realise to any reason.
able apprehension, those attributes, divine and
human, which muat of nece88ity have characterised
the physiognomy, the figure, and .:ven the gestures
of the great Fonnder of our Faith. Many pictures,
however admirable in other respects, have thus been
rendered comparativeJy distasteful by the inability
of the painter to approach the Godhead, if we may
be permitted so to expre88 ourselves, of hie subject.
Of the many acceptable phases of this divinity of
countenance and action, Sir Charles Eastlakeappean
to us to have selected those which . are most likely
to be uni'rersally felt and undentood, and which in.
dicate the compasaionate love of Christ for the most
helplesa order of beings within the grand &eopeof
Hi.a beneficence. The qualities with which this bead
has been invested by the painter, are those which
should enter into every attempt to impersonate the
human affections and superhuman attributes of
Christ. The ler.aon tanght by this beantifnl and
affecting composition, is one that cannot fail to be
undentood and appreciated . The painter, and bis
careful and conscientious reflector-the engraverare here teachera of a lesson more impressive than
could be afforded by any written homily. They
present us with a picture for the fireside, which,
whilst it realises all the higher qtialitiea of pictorial
art, reminds ns, from honr to hour, of those great
and immutable truths which form the basis of our
faith, and which cannot be more forcibly represented
than by an incident in which the compassionate
feeling of the Savionr for the moat helplesa and
innocent of our species is thus pathel.ically rendered.
Thie most touching, and, may we add, inatructi"re
picture has been translated into black and white in a
spirit not unworthy of ita great and varied m~rita.
Brilliant and effectiveas a print, and carrying out the
leading principle of the painter to its fullest extent, it
has an intrinsic interest which brings it home to the
"busine88 ud bo80ms" of us all ; and as a decoration for the cabinet or the drawing:room, in· which
" more i, meant than meets the eye," it seema
likely to obtain, even in the present depressed
state of the art of line-engraving, a very large
acceptance.
·
·
Having dwelt at 80 mnch length upon the fflbject
we have left ourselves barely sufficient apace for
auch an exposition of the technical qualities of the
plate aa might afford something like a key to ita
merita and peculiarities.
The effect in the picture is concentrated upon
Christ and the child in bi.a lap by hi, red robe,
which i.arendered still more striking by the mU& of
complemental colour, a pearly green, which everywhere surrounds it and contrasts with it, and which
in a !P'Clter
or lesa degree pervades the entire compotitlon. Thie concentration of the effect upon the
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princir, fi~
by mean, of the red drapery-simple
enoug wit the aid of powerful colour and its com=ental
ueociate-muat
have formed the great
r.ulty of the engraver, for reaaons which we will
endeavour to explain. The contrast of colour between red and its complemental hue, a pearly green,
can only be rendered in engraving by a contraat of
tcidtlt and clom1e11 o( lines, which, in black and
white, produces but a faint representation of a con•
treat of coloun. The words brightness and obscurity,
in engraving, represent colour and its complemental
hoe, and tbia contrast can only be produced by a
difference in the width between the lines. The
proper management of the interstices between the
lines produces that appearance of internal light
which distinguiabes a line from a mezzotint engraving. The red drapery of the Saviour ia intersected
by the head and neck of the kneeling mother and
the child on his lap, and serves as a background to
relieve them ; and thns this red drapery acts both
u a light and a dark; ligl,t upon the mass of
complemental colour of the back!(l'ound, and dark
behind the child and the face of the mother. The
fleeb of the child is necessarily of a deeper tone
than the white dreaa of the mother, which is itself
not absolutely white, and this great difficulty of the
engraver may be regarded as the key-note of this
grand pictorial composition. The red attracla the
eye to the principal figure, and presents a brilliant
contraat to the complemental hue which aurronude it, and yet acts as a shadow colour to
the Scab of the child: this effect could only be
rendered by lines deep enough and broad enough
to hold the ink requiaite to produce the dark colour,
with intentices snfilciently wide to give the requi1ite qnanr:r of white light; thue making it dark
by the b
and deep lines, and light by the broad
and white interstices. Theee lines on Christ's dra·
pery are not fiowing, but are broken up and crossed,
ao as to prodnce a scintillating tint, to conlrallt
with the amooth and close work which representa
the complemental hne. The contraat alao gives
smoothness to the flesh tints.
A great object in nn engraving of this importance
is to avoid the appearance of what is technically
called greasiness in the llesb, which destroys its
lnminons effect : again, too much smoothness and
roundness is apt to give to flesh the appearance
of ivory; defect. which it demands no slight care
and dexterity to avoid. Finish must always be
decided by the size of the print and the effect of the
composition. Sometimes it is indispensably necesaary, at other& it is, in some respects, impertinent.
Each head, hand, and foot, in tl1e print before ns,
a~
to have beeu tiniahed with reference to its
p e in the cluaro1curo, although not always as
elaborately as if the groups had been separate anbjects of the same size. Thns the foot of Christ is
engraved with coarser dots than bis face, in order
to harmoniee with the coarse work on the lower
part of bis dreu. The band of the kneeling mother
in white ia engraved with coarser dots than her neck,
in order to produce a darker colour than her dress,
which ia not mere white paper; doubtless to prevent
it from appearing cl,alky against the black drapery
of the principal figure. But the still coarser dots
on the cloak, of the boys who have just entered the
room, give a valne to the flesh which it conld not
otherwise have poueased. The coaree work of the
garment of the girl who is presenting the roee
appears to have been introduced for the exprus
purpose of throwing up the group of which the figure
of Our Saviour is the principal, and its broad and
deep lines hold ink enough to give it colour. The
interstices give it sufficient light to connect it with
the tint of the lower part of Christ', robe, the direction of which it continues, and is itself carried up·
w11rdeby the coarse texture of the apostle's garment,
whoee deepened dots give value to thoee upon his
face. The coarse dots of this apostle's head render
it sufficiently shadowy for its subordinate place
in the picture, whilst the interstices between them
have the eft'ect of separating it from the background
and ahadow cast upon the head of the apostle.
The same principle eeema to have been pursued
throughout. It ,rould have been worse than idle
to have engraved any particular group u if it were
an ~nde~ndent snhject, . every part having to be
atndied '111threference to 1ta particular place in the
ciuuwcvro. If, for example, the gronp of the
mother with her two children had been a sepa-
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rate eubject, and not a part of a compoeition of
ALL SAINTS' CHURCH,
eeveral aimilar groups, it might have been more
ll.AROARET STREET, OXFORD STREET.
elaborately engraved ; but bad it been carried
further in the preeeut composition, it would, b,i.
aides entailing enormoua additional labour, have THE long unfiniebed structure of red and black
im~red very Belllibly the effect of the whole.
bricke, with the traceried windows, the high-pitched
otbing can be more muterly than the execution roof, and the tall eccentric-looking tower and spire,
of almost all the heads tbronghout the picture. which eeemed to have been placed in the peculiarly
Not only ia the description of work the best that uncon~nial region of Margaret Street aolely iu
could have been introduced for the purpose, but order to excite a curiosity that was not to be
the effect ia all that could have been deeired ; gratified, bas been at length ao far advanced towards
broad, as the size of the plate demande that it completion, that it ia now conaecrated u " All
should be, but brilliant without being inbarmo- Saints' Church." As a church it i, in nee ; and it
nioue; every part having apparently been atudied also is open, all day and every day, to thoee who may
with a view to the general effect and integrity of be diapoaed to enter within its walls. The edifice
the whole.
At a tint glance, the breadth of has been designed by Mr. Butterfield. and erected
the work on the garments of the two aposiles under bis direction and superintendence, for the
on the lefl, and of the two children on the right, expreaa purpose of vindicating the snpremacy of
would eeem to be excessive; but after a few moments Gothic architecture as the ecclesiastical style of onr
contemplation, all the component parts appear to time, and, indeed, of all time. It occupies, BC·
harmonise and to fall into their proper places, and cordingly, a position of pre-eminent importance in
the eye soon finds repose in the smooth tints of the the midst of our modern churches; and both claims,
mue of light which aweeps tbrongh the centre of and must expect to experience, a critical examination,
the composition. Indeed, these broader and coaraer which shall deal with it strictly in accordance with
parts of the work make the flesh tints appear even its real merits. Happily, it does not fall within
aol\er than they really are. The coarse dots on the our province to consider this building in its ecclescarf of the boy on the right side of the picture, siastical capacity, or to explain how it is that, being
to which a fastidious eye might poHibly object, hold what it is, it is connected with the Proteatant
sufficient ink to throw the head behind them into Chnrch of England; nor need we dellcribe it archilip:ht, and the corrnscation of large 'It bite intenticea tecturally, aince that has been done in a very combetween them preserves its character of light upon plete and satisfactory manner by our able contemthe background. The broad and deep work 011 the porary, the Building New,. What remains for us
cloak is carried down by a similar procesa, thoup;h to do, is to record our own eentimente upon its
by a different texture, into the tunics of these two artiatic character, and to declare whether we are, or
boys, and eervrates the group from the background are not, prepared to accept it as conclusively demonand figures y a glittering tint, which givee repose strative of the supremacy of Gothic Art.
to the tone that sweeps through the centre of
The church itself comprises a nave of three bays,
the picture. This coarse work ia repeated on the with a clerestory and aide aiales, a short chancel or
other aide of the composition, in the garment choir, abo with aisles, a western tower, surmounted
of the boy at the knee of Christ, on whose arm, by a lofty broach apire, 227 feet in height, and a
by the way, the depth of the shadow createa an aoutb porch. The westernmost bay of the south
impression, which vanishes on a closer ins~ction,
aiale forms a baptistry, and the choir-aisles are both
of imperfect drawing. The fieeb of the c ild on of them for the moat part filled with the organ. The
the Ja of Christ, receives great additional value church stands back some litile distance from the
from t e broadness of theae dots. The same motive street, from wbit'h it is separated by a email qUAd·
appears to have inlluenced the engraver tbroup;hont rangle, formed by two large buildings (the residences
his work. When it ia remembered that the whole of the clergy and the schools), that abut upon the
of these draperies are of the coarae materials church, and by the southern wall of the church
uaually wom by the humbler classes, and are inter- itself, the fourth side of thi1 quadrangle being cloaed
sperud by none of those velvets and satins which in by an entrance gateway, fianked on either aide
preeent such agreeable and effective surfaces in by a low wall with palisading. Externally, these
worke of another class, it will readily be eeen that buildings are chiefly constmcted of bricke; and
the only chance lefl to the artist of repreeenting they attract attention rat her from a certain indeany effective variety of texture, was that of aome finite singularity in their general aspect, than Crom
novel treatment of these comparatively similar either richness of material, impressiveness of design,
snbstances. The drapery of the Saviour is thus or excellence of architecture. Wc passthrough the
distinguished from that of the persona around him, porch, and enter the church, and now we diacover
by being of a somewhat richer texture, whilst the at a glance that upon its interior the architect hu
frieze p:arment of one of the "fishers of men" concentrated the entire energy of his genius, and
identifies it, at the risk of appearing coarse to that here he has used in lavish profusion the rich
fastidioue eyes, with what it really is; whilst it and costly materials which had been placed without
enhances the more elaborate execution of other restriction at bis disposal. Granite, the most perfeet
parts of the picture, and removes all appearance of in quality, and cut and polished with truly exquisite
the sort of smoothness, technically entiiled gre&11iness, skill, marbles of every kind and every h•re, with
in the groups between the right and left extremities porphyry, eerpentine, jasper, and alabaster, with
of the print.
Had the subject authorised the carved woods also, and elaborately wrought brass
introduction of silks and richly patterned stuffs, and ironwork-these all abound on every aide. The
the draperies might have been of a more agreeable windows are all filled 'l\;th stained glaaa. Tileetexture, and would have rendered a far smaller some of the utmost richness, and othera simpler,
amount of labour and thought necesaary. The yet scarcely leas effective, with occaaional marble
glory which encircles the head of Christ may be inlays-form the pavement. · The walls r,.re in part
referred to as a proof bow easy it is for a man to be covered with paintings of the highest order in
of geniua and entbnsiasm, to give importance to the fresco, and partly they are enriched with various
moat ordinary details of his original, if he be so geometrical and other patterns, painted or inlaid in
minded. A slight feature of the picture, it becomes difforent colours with tiles and other coloured anbin Mr. Watt's hands an imrrtant auxiliary in the stances. The valllting of the choir is adorned with
concentration of the varic elements of the com- rich carving, and it glitters with abundant gilding,
position ; and from the remarkable character of the while the open timber roofs of the other part. of
work, aaaumes the appearance of an electric light, the buildiog are carved and inlaid. The low ecreeu
which irradiates or seems to light up all the prin- that separates the choir from the body of the
cipal groups. As an engraving, the treatment of church, the pulpit, the font, and the altar-like
the subject throughout bas entirely fulfilled the ex- erection which fills the eaat~m end, are all of them
=tions
which Mr. Watt's "Proceaaion of the works in which the most precioua materials receive
h of Bacon," after Stothard; his "May Day," fresh value from the skill with which they have
after Leslie; and bis " Highland Drovera," after Sir been made to realize the arcbit~t·s designs. And
Edwin Landaecr, were so well calculated to create, so it ia throughout the whole church-all ia rich,
and amply supports his reputation as an historical and skilful treatment is everywhere preeent. Exengraver. The size of the work is unusually large, pense has not been spared; for £70,000 are aaid to
being twenty-nine inches by twenty-two and a have been expended upon this small church. The
half.
architect also bas been empowered both to act without re,traint, and to command the co-operation of
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the ablest fellow-workera. Mr. Beresford Hope is
a most valaable adviser. Mr. Dyce has produced
in his frescoes pictures which, in their cln.,1 and
,tgle, know no auperiora. Mr. Myers is well known
to be a first-rate architectural carver and sculptor.
In incised work aud the execution of iulaid decorations Mr. Field deservedly enjoys an equally distinguished reputation. Mr. Potter ranks with Meaara.
Skidmore, Hardman, and Hart, in the production
of decorative metal-work. Besides being an able
clerk of works, Mr. Norris hu proved that he ia a
muter iu the art of caning wood. Minton'• tiles
need no fresh commendation. Mr. O'Connor is able
to paint glaaa well, if not so well aa one or two of
his contemporaries at home; and M. Gerente is
considered to take rank amongst the firat of the
continental artists in glaaa. Thete are the men
who have pretided over the production of this
church, under ftlr. Butterfield, of whom it ie snperflnona to speak, except, indeed, it be in the fewest
poaaible words to represent him aa an architect of
the highest eminence. And yet the church is altogether a failure. It is an absolute failure, becnnae it
is not even a truthful expreaaion of the style which
it profeues to typify-becnnae it is an exceptional instance of what may now be doue with the Gothic, instead of being a typical image of what the Gothic ia,
nnd what it can now accomplish-and, again, becanae
it is thronghont characterized by inconsistency, and
by a want of harmony and of unity of sentiment.
It is a splendid vagary, not a noble work of Art,
and, more particularly, not a noble work of Gothic
Art. On every aide it ehowa what admirable workmen England now poaaeaaea, and how thoroughly
they understand the treatment of the rarest and
most coetly materials; but something more than
this is needed for the production of what ia great in
art or in architecture. Much of the moat elaborate
and the most carefully executed anrface ornamentation ie paiDfully deficient in every trnly artistic
quality. And, in the same manner, the moat precious of the materials employed arc bnt too commonly
treated like diamonds, emeralds, and rubies in a
kaleidoecope. As an instance of imperfect Gothic
treatment, we may specify the large arches of open
tracery,entirely executed in admirable workmanship
in marble, that connect the choir with ita aisles.
Here the architect had introduced, with peculiar
felicity, a most characteristic Gothic feature, and he
might have been expected to have rendered it in the
fnlneaa of the Gothic spirit. Bnt his tracery wants
the eaaentially Gothic attribute of 1ulJordillation.
It ia in marble, indeed, bnt it all lie, in one plane.
And it will not be easy to discover any imperfections in the cutting of the marble by Mr. Myere'a
carvers; yet what truly Gothic eye can rest content
with the maaaive geometrical figures in the upper
lateral apandrele of the tracery P
We might with ease specify 1hortcominga, and
imperrections, and instance• of pecnliar sentiments
· in Art being mistaken for artistic superiority. We
are content, however, to protest against the stained
glaae, the work of M. Gerente, of Paris, which fille
the principal windows of the church. It ie, without
an exception, unworthy of the edifice which it disfigures,aa it ia calculated to detract moat serionaly
from the artist'• reputation. Mr. O'Connor's glaaa,
which consists of arabesques ouly, and ia infinitely
superior to thete llgiire compoaitione, ie placed at a
great height in the windows of the clerestory .
It ia not poaaible to visit this remarkable edifice,
and to examine thonghtfully its magnificent adornments, without experiencing a variety of conflicting
impressions. The open-handed and unoetentationa
liberality which supplied the funds for this costly
work cannot fail to be recognised with cordial
sympathy. That "Lamp of Sacrifice," which derives
ita most beautiful brilliancy from the dedication of
the Creator's choicest gifts to the glory of the
Giver, is seen to have been burning brightly in this
new church ; and who can discern that light, and
not rejoice iu ita 1hining P But, then, how soon ia
that joy converted into eadneaa, when high aima
and noble gifts, and eminent talents, are found to
fail, through a wilful looking back instead of forward-through
the vain desire to reproduce, in
unexampled excellence, something that hu pused
away, instead of seeking a fresh, and consistent, and
healthfnl development or a grand and inexhanatible
art P All Saints' Church hu failed, beeanae it ia an
attempt to improve upon the Gothic of the Middle
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I art, like the

architecture of the middle ages, ia to
be revived in the old spirit, bot not practised merely
as a reiteration of old Corms of expression. They
arc free to think and to develop their art in barmony with the general conditious of modern life,
while themediic,111illuminatorwaa compelled to work
within painfully narrow limits, and very commonly
restricted to a aingle specific subject. We hope to
eee the accomplished, enterprising, and plilanthropic
members of the" Illuminating Art-Union" speedily
adopting comprehensive views as to the range and
applicability of their art, and dealing with it in an
independent spirit. If they prefer religions subjects,
let reli~ous subjects engage their attention. If
" missals "-that
ia, Roman Catholic service books
-are specially required, they cau be produced by
them . But the revived art of illuminating ia in no
respect or degree restricted to religions subjects, or
pre,eminently aaaociated with them; and miaaals
THE ILLUMINATING .A.RT-UNION have not a shadow of a claim upon it in preference
to any other claaa of works. Historical and biograOF LONDON.
phical sketches or memoirs, with the brief paasaget
that chronicle to all time the ealient points of
THIS aaaociation, which has juat entered under history itaelf-these will not pus unnoticed before
promising auapices upon what we trnet may prove the modern illuminator, and more particnlarly when
a long career of naefulnesa and prosperity, is they will admit the introduction of regnlar and sysdesigned to revive a tute for the medireval deco- tematic illustrative heraldry. The study of heraldry,
rative proceaa known as the ut of illuminating, and indeed, we strongly recommend to the members of
also to form a new school of Englieh illnminatora. the" Illuminating Art-Union;" and we do ao in the
The project, aa it ia put forth in the proepectna of full conviction that they will speedily discover it to
the society, embraces features that claim for it warm be the means of opening before them a fresh field
sympathy and zealona support ; aa may be expected, for the application of their eminently attractive art.
in se,eral important particnlara, it will admit of
decided improvement.
The proJectora of this "Art-Union" declare that
.A.RT IN SCOTLAND AND THE
there already exists a large demand among the
higher claaeea of society for illuminated works, exePROVINCES.
cuted after the manner of medilieval illuminations;
and, they add, that it ia "the grand and ehief end"
MANCll'E8nm.-The pupils of the Manchester
of their uaociation very considerably to increase School of Art have recently presented to their head
this demand, with the view thna to provide remu- muter, Mr. J. A. Hammersley, F.S.A., a valuable
nerative and also congenial "employment for num- gold watch, accompanied by an addreee beautifully
bers of highly-educated females who, Crom their engroaaed, and richl7 illuminated and bound, aa
social position, arc unfitted for any menial occupa- tokens: of the appreciation of the ability and kindtion, and whose talents entitle them to be employed neaa with which he hu discharged the dutie11of hie
in a higher sphere of labour, suitable to their educa- office during the ten 7eara he haa held it. The
took place 1n one ot the principal exhition, and answering the purpose of creating a liveli- presentation
bition rooms of the Institution, which waa approhood, or increasing a scanty income." This passage priately decorated with pictures, choice llowera,
speaks for itaelf, and pleads ita own cause with e:i:otica,&c. ; a large assembly met to witneaa the
powerful impresaiveneaa. A really practicable plan ceremony, and to participate in the 1oire1. We
for enabling "gentlewomen of limited income, and have had frequent opportunities of referring to the
respectable females in the middle claaeea of society," high eatimation in which Mr. Hammeraley is held
to obtain a "means of livelihood," in a manner by the directora and scholara of the school, and the
at once consistent with their position and in har- general public of Mancheater-thateatimation arising
from unquestionable desert; he hu laboured well
mony with their feelings, is precisely that to and
wisely, andt therefore, with succeaa. The
which we ahonld at all times be ready to accord immenae move w11ich Art haa taken of late years
our heart7 approbation and support. When any in the great capital of manufacture, ia mainly, if
definite scheme ia submitted to us which proposes it be not solely, owing to his indefatigable energy
to realize its objects through the practice of a beau- and continual exertion. It ia eatiafautory to find
tiful art, it necessarily follows that our approbation hia abilities and hie industry fully appreciated
ahonld be strengthened, and, indeed, that it shonld where ho ia beet known; but hie eft'orta have been
assume the character of an earnest and active interest. by no means confined to Manchester; by lectures,
at meetingw, and on varioua occasion• where Art
We accordingly invite the attention or our readers wu to be promoted, and the public intereeta served,
to the "Illuminating Art-Uuion," and refer them in many other cities of England. he haa worke<1
for full particnlars to Mr. D. L. deLara, the gentle- earneatly and advan~eoualy.
If tho prophet haa
man to whom the management hu been entrneted obtained honour in h18 own country, he hu been
by the ladies pntronessea, and who may be heard of honoured also verv often elsewhere.:
BBl&TOL,-The Bristol and West of England Artat 8, Torrington Square, or 15, Rathbone Place.
During the last few weeks the attention of the Union hu already ~urchaaed a conaiderable number
public baa been invited to the " firat annual exhi- ot pictures for distribution to the aubacribere of the
current :rear · among them are worka by A. Johnbition" of this " Illuminating Art-Union."
The aton, J. D. Harding, Gale, Branwhite, Byen, 8. P.
works exhibited are about eighty in number ; and Jackson, Jutaum, Hulme, Gosling, Roeenberg, &c.
the collection contains many specimens of great A circular which haa recently been forwarded to u,
excellence, while every indh-idual illumination must 1tate1 that,-" The Committee, &fter having pnrin jnatice be said to posseaa its own distinctive meri- chued what waa represented to them aa the e:i:clutorious qualities. The best and most characteristic aive copyright of Sir Edwin Landaeer'e picture
productions of the early illuminatora have evidently called 'The Shepherd'• ~ible,' and engraved by
Mr. T. Landseer, discovered, to their great aurbeen studied with intelligent care by their modern priael.
that a plate bad been previously engraved by
admirera, and thus the etndenta themselves have Mr. li, G. Lewis, from the same picture, under the
been signally ancoeasfnl in acquiring the feeling, u title of 'The Colley Dogs;' and that Mr. C. G.
well as the manner, of medireval illuminating. Thie Lewis had a aeparate right to tho publication of hia
is not desirable only, but absolutely necessary, u the plate, which had been already before a court of
foundation upon which they are to build up their law. Under these circumstances the committee,
art. Let not our living illnminators, however, for after recovering a portion of the '-'rice paid for the
a single moment entertain the idea that their conright of 'The Shepherd'• Bible,' have felt it
thell' duty to purchue Mr. C. G. Lewis's plate also,
highest aim, and in fact their only aim, is to repro- in redemption ot their pledge to iaaue u I.heir Preduce medireval illuminations. These ladies, and the aentation Plate an engraving published exclusively
few gentlemen who mar ahare their labours, will tor the 1ubacribera to thia Art-Union, and thirty
never become true artiats in the department of .J.rtilf, Proof, taken from Mr. Lewis'• plate,
Art they have chosen, 1imply beeanae they may varioualy framed, will be iaeued aa additional priset
have acquired the f8t'nlty of expert copying. Their to the llrat thirty namea aucceui-rely drawn from
Ages, wnder f/,e 1ame condition, in which it then
attained to its moet perfect expreaaion. Every
aimilar attempt will inevitably lead to the same
result. We do not require, and we cannot nae, the
Gothic of the Middle Ages. We want our own
Gothic. Medireval Gothic belongs to the ?tliddle
Ages, and with the Middle Ages it hu pusedaway.
VICTOBIAN GOTHIC, wl,en it 1Aall ltave IJeenmatured,
is our Gothic; and it is the only Gothic that now
will either attain to an architectural perfection, or
adequately expreaa the existing capacities and excellences of the style. We hne yet to await the
appearance of a typical edifice in this style; we wait
hopefully, however, but we do not rest our hopes
upon any of the medirevalists.
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the wheel after the diatribution of the Prize Pio-

turee.0

You:.-The
si:i:teenth annual meeting of thoee
intereeted in the York School of Art took place on
the 9th of June, when Lord Tei,:nmouth wu called
to the chair. Mr. Swallow, head muter of the
school, in addreaaing the meeting, aaid,-" If the
80 fut u thoee
number of pupila had not inc~
who had the 1D1mediatemanagement of the school
oould have withed, they could not help feeling
pleuure that the inoreue had always, under the
present management, been greater each auoceeaive
anniversary. But the moat aatisfactory teat of the
advancement towards aucceu wu to be found in
the annual e:i:amination of the school by the Government inapector. The facta proved the ateady progreea of the York School of Art, and gave r,romiH
of still more important reeulta in future. ' The
report and accounta ahowed that the receipta for
the put 1e1&ionalyear had amounted to £246 8.r. 4d.,
and the e:i:penditure, including a balance of £24 2,.,
due to the treaaurer, to .£256 10,. ld., leaving a
balance of £10 h. Sd. againat the school.
GL.Uoow.-The local papen atate that the bronze
atatue of the late Sir Robert Peel, aubecribed for
aome yean aince by a number of Glaagow gentlemen, will aoon be erected in_ita place, at the north•
weet corner of George Square; workmen are already
em:rlo1ed in fi:i:ingthe pedestal, which is of granite,
an will be twelve feet in height. The atatue 1 cut
from a model by Mr. J. Mouman, ia nine feet nigh,
and repreaenta the statesman in the uaual conventional attitude, that of addreaaing the " Houae,"
11
with a roll of p11perin his hand.
TAUNTON.-We are pleued to learn that the
Bohool of Art here hu maintained ita high and
honourable position during the put year, under the
able 1uperintendence of Mr. J. B. Williamaon, who
hu just received an appointment on the at.aft'of
muten at the .Training College, Kenaington Muaeum. Al the reault of the eumination by her
:Majeity'a inapecton, held in Hay laat, twenty-one
local med&la, and nearly one hundred other prizea,
have been awarded, the latter being a considerable
increue on the number of lut year. On Monday,
the 6th of June, a meeting of the atudenta and:80me
of the promown of the school wu held1 to take a
farewell of Mr. Williamaon before leaving, and to
present him with a handaome gold watch and
cha.in, together wit.h an addreu on vellum, signed
the pu~ila, e:i:preuive of their "high appreby
ciation of h18 uniform klndneea and unwearied
diligence u their teacher, and while deep!y regretting his departure, &11uring him of their beat
wiaheifor hia health and happinea." Mr. William10n acknowledged the gift lD feeling terma, and
afterwarda, on behalf of the pupila of the evening
olaNea, preaented a portfolio of drawinga, e:i:ecuted
by them, to the Rev. W. A. Jonea, and a valuable
bo:i: or water-ooloun to Hr. Blizard, the Hon.
Beoretariea, " u a alight mark of their reapect and
eeteem, and in remembrance of their e:i:ertiona to
promote the intereeta of that inatitution."
Llv.BBPOOL.-A lecture on penpective drawing
and ill application to pictorial art, wu deliver:A
here, on the 26th of May, by Mr. B. Burklnahaw.
It wu illustrated by numerous diagrama, models,
and a selection of engravinga. The subject ia not
of a character to draw a large audience, but it is,
nnertheleaa, one of intereet, and wu rendered ao,
on the present occuion, by the clear and aimple
e:i:planationa of the lecturer.
.
YAllXO'llTH.-The prizea awarded by the Government inspector to the pupila of the Yarmouth
School of Art, were preaented to the succeeaful can_didatee, on the 3rd of June\ by the Mayor, Mr. R.
Steward, in the Town Hal ; fifteen medala and
eighty other prizea, were awarded .. The num~r of
pupila in the central achool, during the put year,
wu 1.50,and in the public aohoola 860.
B1aToN.-An
e:i:hibition of worka of Art wu
opened lut month, at the Bt. Leonard'• New Bchoola,
• Dilaton, the proceeda of which are intended for the
benefit of the achoola. The Earl of Dartmouth,
the Right Hon. C. P. Villien, ll.P., the Mayor of
Wolverhampton, and other individuala of in6uence
in the neitlibourhood 1 have aided in the formation
of the e:i:hibition1 aue1attended the inauguration.
L1nws.-A auDBOriptionhaving been raised for
erecting a 1tatue in Leeda to the memory of the
late Kr. Robert Hall, formerly H.P. of the town,
and Recorder of Donouter, a meeting of the aubaoriben wu recently held to consider the deaign
eubmitted to them liy Hr. D. Lee, of Leed1, which
it wu determined at the meeting ahould be accepted. The 1tatue ia to be e:i:ecuted in white
marble, and 1 when completed, ia to be preaented to
the corporation for the Victoria Hall. The figure,
of coloual size, repreaenta the leanted member in
his robea of office u Recorder, aa he appeared when
presenting an addrea from the Corporation to the
Queen.
.
... _ .
...
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NOBLE.

To the Editor of"
F1.AXllUI, in one of hie koctnrea on 1culpl11tt,makea

this distinction between the natural style aud the
ideal ; he .. y,, " The natural atyle may be defh_1ed
thus:-a repreaentation of the hnman form, according
to the distinction of ae:i: and age, in action or repoae,
e:i:preuiug the affectionaof the aonl. The aame words
may be needto define the ideal 1tyle, but they must be
pe,:f!ct
followed by this addition : _,et ected r"'1l111Ck

f

a conceptW#
ezample1 tU may e:rcite,,. oi,r 111,,u:l,
of the preternati,ra/. By theae defillitious it will
bennderatood that the natural atyle ia peculiar to
hu1DB11ityand the ideal to spirituality and divinity."
This may be oorrect reuoning ir applied only to the
works to which especially Fluman mean• it to refer,
the sculptnrea of the Greek and Roman deitiea, on
the one hand, and those that aymboliz4:or represent
what he calla " the all'ectiona of the aoul," on the
other. But we frequently meet with e:i:amplea of
the aculptor'a art which are intended to combine, or
should actually combine, the two qualities; such,
for inatance, u that wherein a divine eaaence, or
character pervades the human form into which it ia
moulded.' The latter-that is, the form-may, however beautiful, oft'er nothing more to our thoughta
than the perishing frame-work of mortality-:--~e
image of clay, which we f~ every .•torm o.f life 11
shaking and every year II haaten1ng to 1ta final
de&truction ; the former-the divine es&ence-uaociatea it in the mind with another order of beioga,
with a apiritnaliam, and, th~fore, with. a 1~te of
exiatence which haa no end ; 1n the combination the
partici:Jar characteristic, or quality, of the divine
nature atauda forth in a garment not it&own, it is
borrowed from a world that is not oun, and will
not be till " this mortal shall have put on immor.
.
tality," and we "are chauged."
Without entering upon any metaphy11eal discuuion, it may be auumed that what Fluman terms
"the aff"ectionaof the 80ul" include those which
sptjng from the feelinga of the heart, or the deairea
of the miud: pride, envy, hatred, revenge, and all
other vices which ariae up within us, no leas than
the feelinga of love, peace,gentlenesa, purity, and
othera, thnt St. Paul denominates " Croita of the
spirit." Now, the 1culptor, and the painter too,
who would repreaent in his work any one of the
former haa, most aunredly, a more difficult taak to
perform than he who undertakes to embody or
penonify any one of the latter ; and the reuon ia
obvious. It is, u many probably may think, taking
a very low eatimate of hnman nat11tt, to aay that it
hu, ·generally, a direct tendency to evil ; nevertheleaa such a theory is commonly accepted u truth ;
and if IO, the puaiona which moat auimilate to
onr nature, are JUSf.those which the artiat finds it
the eaaiat tu repreaent-.Jl others come under Flaxman 'a definition of " ideal," or " preternatural ;"
they are foreign to us, and, therefore, our conception of them i1 generally imperfect and inadequate ;
while, moreover, u they often admit of no· especial
action or motive, and are solely dependant upon
simple c:i:preaaionu the repreaentative of character,
the medinm by which the artiat would oonvey his
meaning, any treatment of his work which falls
short of the intention, however ideal it may be,
doea not 1nggeet the ideu we desire to have brought
before ua..
Purity. ia just one of those abatract propoaitiona,
80 to speek, which is not euy to peraonify. It ia
an attribute of character that, in the abaence of
cauae or motive, u in a tingle aculptured figure,
takea no aubatanti,e Crom, and realisea no idea
which would not be equally applicable to 80me one or
other "cardinal virtue." The repreaentation must
combine the natural and the ideal; grace of form
and simplicity of expreuion appear to be the esacn·
tial qualitiea demanded or the 1CUlptor, and these
Mr. Noble, in the figure here engraved, &eema to
have realized, far more 1ucceaafully too, it may be
added, than we could have e:i:pectedCro111
him, aeeing
that the majority of his works, and those by which
he ia beat known, are portrait IICll!pturea of men.
His " Purity," holdi11g a lily in her hand for a
symbol, ia, however, a refined and elegant example
of Mr. Noble'• ability to grapple with a subject in
which the spiritnaliam of Art and ita poetical feeling
enter largely.

THB

AnT.JOt'JIJIAL."
.1

ART-UNIONS.

Sm,-In thee days of Art-Union, and Art-lotteriea,
a little discuuion may aometimea be of aervice, and
in the hope \hat my humble auggeation may not
be too 1ummarily out uide, I beg to suggeat, that
inetead or 1uoh gigantic plates being engra•ed for
t.he aubecriben, u the London and the Glugow
Art-Union, have just produced, would it not be
better to have smaller engravinga, to suit rooms of
ordinary dimenaiona ?-the difference in coet being
made up by the higheet potaible e:i:oellenoe in the
engraving of the plate.
I am induced to mention thia, aa I am conatantly
told that the coat of framing, on the one hand and
not having auy room for hanging auoh huge p~tes.
u well u the ooatlineu of a portfolio large enough
to contain them, all oombine to deter many people
from aubacribing ; and it is only in the hope that
the usefulneu of theae aooietiea may not be impaired
that I now indict thia letter on your rea.den.
Would not the e:i:ample of t.he Cryatal PalAce, in
giving other worka of Art beaidee plain engravings,
such u good 1tatuettee, or good chromo-lithography, be a change and "consummation devoutly
to lie wished."
Ju111,1869.
AN ABT-UNION AoBNT.
fThe complaint or our correspondent lo one we have onracfv.. f'N!quenUy made; we know the magnitude or the
enpvlngs deters DW>Y l'rom aubscrlblng.-En. ,t .. J.)
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THE "VICTORY'" OF MAROCHETTI,

In justice to the Baron Marochetti, we give publicity
to ».letter addreued by him to t.he Time,. We have
treated this subject so often that it is needleaa to do
10 again.
S1a,-Will you have the goodneu to allow me a
little of your valuable apace for a few worde of
e:i:planation on the atatue at present e:i:hibited in
Apaley Houae garden, u they aeem to be called for
by aome articlea and letten in the public papen :
Thie atatue ia a ~rt of my deeign for the monument to the late Duke of Wellington when it was
to be placed against one of the pillara supporting
the cupola of Bt. Paul',. It wu my intention to
repreaent Victory Bitting on the atepa of the door of
the tomb, bidding adieu to her favourite 80D, and
taking back the aword which she had lent him,thia ia the statue now e:i:bibited, and, thour;h prepared for a peculiar site, a change of poa1tion in
ihe figure will adapt it to any other. Had Bt.
Paul's been opened to any artiste e:i:oept thoee
aeleoted by Lord John :Mannen, I should have
e:i:hibited a full-eized model there, and I ha'l"e
accepted with gratitude the Duke of Wellington',
kind pernuuion to place this atatue in hie garden,
in order to give publicity to a work which I should
be aorry to destroy or to bury in a oomer without
trying to gain aome credit by it, and endeavouring
to show that my pretension, to the honour oC
e:i:ecuting in England a great national monument
were not rounded on abaurd vanity, and were not
di .. ppointed in consequence of any want of e:i:ertion
on my part. I have been a candidate for the
monument to the Duke of Wellington from the
day it wu decided that auch a monument ahould
be erected. I did not take part in the oompetition
propeaed by Bir William Moleaworth, which wu to
have been confined to Mean. Gibaon, Foley, Baily,
and myaelf, or in the general one opened by Sir
B. Hall mainly beca111ein both ouea the model
wu to Li;,mall. From auch models the eft'eot oC
the real monument cannot be fairly anticipated.
They are good for recollection, not for auggeation ;
the uae of them ia miachievoua to the punuit of
aoulpture u a profeuion. Only a model of the full
ai.ze will enable the Government and the public to
judge what the monument will be when completed,
and thus to undentand what they are innted to
accept or refuae. A further objeotion to Bir lJ.
Hall'• oompetition wu that the aite wu to be
under one of the 1rohee of the nave. I thought it
a bad choice, u it would have auggeated either that
the monument wu placed there temporarily, or
that the church wu unfinilhed u long u enry
other arch wu unprovided with a monument of the
aame importance. My refuaal is, I think, justified
by the reaulta. The deaign pronounced to be the
beat by the judgee, ia not to be e:i:eouted, and the
monument is not to be placed under one of the
archea. I do not complain that Lord John Hann('n
neither visited my deaign nor even aent for my
plana. Aa he haa selected other artiste, it la better
for me thathumynot
deaign
not be.en -a-een, -and con-·
sequently
been hu
rejected.
MAROCBBTTJ .
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THE ART·JOUR:NAL.
PICTURE SALE:;.
,\1.TIIOt:GIIthe prcseut season hns not brought into
the public sale-rooms any large 1mdimportant sinl(lc
collection of pictures, mo11yworks ot' a high character, cspccinlly by British artieu, have beer, put
up to competition. Amoug them we consider the
following os entitled to notice:On the 13th of June l\!essre. Christie nod Mauson
sol<l a miscellaneous collection of J>aiotiogs and
drnwiugs, comprisin)I:-' The Cornfield,' with cattle
and figures, nn early work, by J. Linnell, 188 gs. ;
'Gillingham,' W. ?.Jiiller,103 gs.; 'View near Canterbury,' dated l 856, a large picture, by T. S.
Cooper, A.R.A., lllS 11(8.; ' J.n Rochelle, from the
Sea,' C. Stanfield, R.A., small, 70 gs.; 'Portrait of
:\lies Ridge,' Sir J. Reynolds, 500 1t9., aold to the
Marquis of Lansdowne; ' Portrait of Miss Gwalkio,'
Sir J . Reynolds, 200 gs.; 'Portrait of Mn. Qunrriogtoo, as St. Agnes,' Sir J. Reynolds, from the
collection of the late :'.Ir.Payne Knight, 220 gs. ;
'The Braddy! 1"amily,'whole-length figures grouped
in a landscape, Sir J. Reynolds, 1000 ga.; "J'he
Woodman's Daughter,' J.E. :\Jillais, A.R.A., 210
ga. ; ' Dead Doe.' Sir E. Landseer, R.A., small,
165 gs. ; 'A Welsh Valley-Morning,' T. CreAwick,
R.A., 136 ga.; 'Landscape,' P . Numyth, 80 gs.;
'Leith Hill, Surrey,' J. Linnell, from the collection
of Mr. W. Wethered, 96 gs,; 'Distant View of the
Severu, from Leigh, near Bristol,' P. Nasmytb,
330 gs. ; 'The Woodlands, near East Grinstead,'
P. Nasmyth, 98 gs.; 'View of Dedhom,' J. Cou&tab(P.,188 gs.
In the same rooms the collection of pictures and
drawings belonging to the lote l\!r. W. J . Broderip
was disposed of. The latter realized but srna!J sums,
and of the oil-paiotinga we need only notice-' 1'he
River Awe on Flood,' P. R. Lee, R.A., 30 !{t . ;
'Galatea,' W. E. 1''rost, .\.R.A ., 50 gs.; 'Broad Oak
Road, Canterbury,' 'r. S. Cooper, .\ .R.A., £45 31.;
'Weary Emigrants,' P. Goodall, A.R.A., 165 gs.;
• View of Angera, on the J,ago l\!ajtgiore,' G. E.
Hering, 77 gs.; 'Ariel and Cupid,' Etty, 50 gs.;
'bola del Piscotorc,' G. E. Hering, 44 !(S,; 'The
Jewelled Hand,' J . Sant, 70 gs. ; 'Coast Scene,' G.
E. Hering, 63 gs. ; ' Portrait of Vcstris,' Gainsborough,£ l 01 ; • 1''roit,' G. Lance, £43 1,.; 'Sheep,'
Verboeckhoven, !10!1. We ought to mention that
nearly the wliole of Mr. Broderip's works were of
small cabinet size.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.
PAms.-.U a recent sale of porcelain and curioeitie,, the property of M. Rattier, t.he pricea ginn
tor the following objects ahow that there is u keen
a competition for worke ot this kind in Paria u in
London. An earthenware plateau, of the date of
1526, by Andreoli, of the manufacture of Gubbio,
4700 francs; a diah of Urbino manufacture, date
1658, 4/iOOfrancs ; three apecimena of Paliasy ware,
5800, 4800, 1220 franc, reepectively; two bowls,
with the ciphers ot Henry II., Catherine of llCedici,
and Diana of Poictiere, interlaced, 12,600 francs.
'fhe earthenware of the time of Henry II. ia rare,
perhaps it.a chief merit: the Muaee de Cluny has
only one example, M. Rattier had four in hia collection : a triangular aaltcellar, with the cipher of
Diana of Poictiere, sold for 12,600 fnoca ; another
of the aame kind, the heada repaired, 6300 francs;
a third, hexagonal in form, 10,000 francs; a cup,
restored, 7500 francs. The collection occupied five
days to di•pose of, and produced the sum of
£14,800; it ia aaid to havo cost its late owner
£i000.-The Fine Arts have recently lost a liberal
patron, in the person of M. A. Moreau; he wu a
great collector of modem Art, lllld poSBeascda larg11
collection of the works o! the beat paintere-u
many as aix hundred pictures. M. Moreau wu a
great encourager of young artiats, and, enjoying an
irumenae fortune, he employed it in the purchase
oCpaintings, and other articles of vertu .-The nonexhibition of the Engliah artist.a here hu been
made the aubject of some depreciating remarks by
various journala .-Tbe emperor baa ordered a atatue
of Humboldt, for the galleries o! Vereaillea, by
M. A. Dumont.-An artist of talent, Count L.
'f. de Crisae, .llembrc lihre de f I111tit11t,hu just
died at the . age of seventy-seven. He waa
&onof the Marquis of CriR~; ruined bv the revolution, he resolved to depend on his talent& !or a
livelihood, and he maintained a long and honourable career, re•pected by all who knew him.
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THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
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NATIONAL_PoRTl!.\~TGALtF.llY.-Sir George
BEFOREthese lines meet the e\'es of our readers the ~~n~ewall Lewis, the Bishop of Oxford, and Mr. W.
grand commemoration festival of the greatest of Stirling, M .P., hnve been added to the list of trustees
musical composers will have taken il:! place amougst of tlais nati~onl collection of pictures, which baa re·
the things that are past. :Meoowhile the Crystal cently received au accession of four portraits, those
Palace baa for some time eontinoa!Jy exhibited the of the Duke of Ormond, Cowley, Selden, nod Lord
progresa that has been made, aa the festival itself Uo,n.
has drawn near, in the preparatory nrrangemenu.
THE PuorosEo 1861 ExmnmoN.-Thc
council
Foremost amongst these is the great orchestra, now of the Society"o~ Arts have, aa we anticipated,
enlarged from its former ample dimensions for the resolved that, with reference to the present and
reception of upwards of four thouenod persons. We prospectirc condition of the Continent the interhave watched the execution of this unique piece of nntio:-aalexhibition proposed to be heid in 186!
engioeeriug carpentry with great iuterest, and cer- should be postponed to a more favournble opportainl,: it may ~hall~nge the criticism of the most I tuuity." They intimate that the guarantee fund
e1per1encedof mqmrera. The whole bas been pro- : would ha\·e 6Uf!iccdfor the amount required and
duced by the Crystal Palace atnff of carpenters, ; that proceedinicswill be resumed as soon as ;frair,i
nuder the sole direction and superintendence of the are "settled" between the belligerents of Europe.
chief _official i_n that ~epartment, Mr. ~aree, who I t~ey express a hope also t~at the oamea of guarantee;
may JOstly daim the highest commendalton for the will be suffered to conhnue on the list awaitio••
uniform exeelleoce both of his arrangements a~d of more auspicious circumstances.
'
~
the maouer io which they bare been carried into
Tm; WATER-CoLOunSocu:n.-)Ir.
Paul P.
effect. The organ itself has been cooeiderably Naptel baa been elected from the list of Associates
cnlargeJ, and its exterior has received a fresh deco- to a place among the members of this society.
rntion, thnt is in good taste, and produced a very
:Ma.Buaroao·s PA:o.onu1.1.OF BENAl!ES-the
"holy city," aa the Hindoos t-all it -re'centlv
aatisfactory effect.
The l<'ine-.\rt department of the Crystal Palace opened in Leicester Square, must be cl~
among
baa repeatedly excited our wondering regret, from the most beautiful picl11rt1 which have ever been
lhe painful incapacity with which it is ndmioiatered. exhibikd io that building, or any other of a similar
Not content ,vith doing nothing whatsoever to kind. Benares stands on the banks of the Ganges
aod and the ~i~wis taken from the river, near the centr~
improve the Fine-Art_colleetions of the 1,>alace,
to render them available for popuJar mstroction of a sem1CJ.rcle,
whence the whole of the vast city
and refinement, whenever this department does take and the surrounding country may be seen. The
on1thing in _hand its works .almost im·ariab\y ~xcite aa~ec;tof th~ city is grand and imposing-temples,
mingled eenhmcots of surprlBC,regret, and md1gna- religious edifieea, and pagodas of varied size and
lion. ~e so-ca!Jed decoration of the Handel fo~~· some richly painted and gilt, othere of the
orchestra 11the latest, and perhaps the most glaring, original colour of the stone, stretch from the banks
instance of what the Cryatal Palace }'ioe-Art of the Gauges to a considerable distance inlnod and
department is in the habit of producing. Here wu occupy a \·ast length of frontage on the river I line.
no common chance for the display of some taste The Gllllgeais covered with craft of alJ descriptions
and some artistic feeling; and an unprecedented rigged and uoriggcd, pleasure-boats, market-boats'
opp•>rtunity was here presented for adverti~ing the merchantmen ; and queer-looking veasels these ar;
powers of the Crystal Palace fine-Art people. The to an English eye-so top-heavy that the slightest
scret;n at. the back of the orchestra hasbeen painted ~a-breeze would1 it would. seem, lay them on their
to give 1t the appearance of clouds, seen through 11des. A crocodile 01iensits ponderous jaws frorn
bronze pillars that arc to be supposed to support the surface of the water, ae a boat glidea by' and a
the velarium of a Roman amphitheatre . Thus the dead body, shrouded, bot not coffined, ftoa~ down
orchestra is adapted in its artistic eap11cit1to the the beautiful river on a raft of bamboo and rushes
sentiment of the Handel Featival, by associating it unheeded and uncared for by the gsy and merry
with remiui11Cencesof a pagan gladiatorial arena; groups among whom it drifts. Both on shore and
and the enclosure, that bas been constructed ex- on water the Hindoo population aeema to be holding
pressly for the purpose of completely shutting in the high festival, and a most animated and picturesque
space within it, is made lo convey the idea of tl,e scene it preaenta, admirably painted everywhere ·
whole being in the open air, and without even the but especially so is the river-the gradation, of tint
covering of the glass vaulting of the Crystal Palace in depth and transparency, till they blend with the
itself I How easily might decoratiooa hove been distant horizon, are as truthful aa nature. Not only
introduced, which would have harmonized with the for the interest of the subject, bot !or its real intrinsic
character and the feeling of Handel's sublime music, merits, this panorama ought to draw a muJtitode of
and would at the same time have demonstrated the vijitore. l\Ir. Burford has, as osnal, availed himself
presence of high artistic talent in the councils of the o! the able assistance of :\Ir. H. C. Seloos io the
Crystal Palace ! One would have thought that the production o! the work.
casts from the a11.qel
cl,oir at Lincoln, which are in
L1ounso oua PICTUREGALLERIES.-lu order
the Gothic Court at Sydeoham, moat have suggested to have an authoritative investigation into the
fitting decorations for a Handel orchestra; but it is whole question of lighting Public Ga!Jeries with
highly \>robable that the gentleman who produced gas, the Lord Preaident of the Council has named a
the design that has been adopted, and the autho- commission of inquiry, consisting of Professon
rities who decided on its adoption, are ignorant alike Faraday, Hofmann, and Tyndall, with Mr. Redof the existeoee of an angel choir at Lincoln, and of grnve, R.A., and Captain l<'owke,R.E., who will
the presence of casts _from it i~ the Crystal ;Palace. commence their investigations immediately.
Loao Cuvz .-A statue of Lord Clive of bronzed
1 he 11Tetched failure which chBrlll'ter1zeathe
decoration(?) of the enclosing screen at the back plaster, nod 011 a temporary pedestal, ~ow stands
of the Handel oreht'ltra ho.a not saved the front close to the pavement in Parliament Street behind
from corresponding, and even more offensive ill- the iron railing that encloses the ground' of old
treatment. Here marble paper, and cheap imitative Montagne House. It is the work of Baron Maromarble 1111intiog,
have been ca!Jed in, and the very chetti : under what circumstances it hu beeu exeuatural result appro:timotes closely opoo the most cuted, why it is there placed, or what is to be its
approved sub~rban tea-garden t1pe. .All this is ultimate destination, we are entirely ignorant. It
very sad, and 1t does not tend either to eialt the ia not, we believe, a national commission-although
reputation of the Crystal Palace or to improve the it may be, for there is usually so much of mystery
pro~pects of the shareholder!.
in proceedings of this kind, thnt very possibly the
We gladly turn from these worl:I . qf Art, that statue may be already paid for out of the public
have thus been produced for the special honour of purse. It is where it is evidently to invite criticism
the l_landel _Festirnl, to that great mus!eal demon- to which it ia certainly amcnoble. Although by n~
straboo, which may be expected to realize the most means so utterly bad as it i~ represented to be in the
exalted conceptions of Handel's music. Fnll·justice columns of the Times, it is nnqucstionably inferior
will, without doubt,. be rende~ to the ill~trious to any one of the many that may be seen a few steps
composer, and a m&Jestyof music far surpassmg all farther 011,in the entrance-boll of the Houses of
that before has been heard by human listeners will Parliament. .1'hc attitude ia aingularly ongrtl('.efnl,
then be accomplished.
rescll.lblingrather that of nn arrogant bully than the
TIIE ll.\XDF:L FESTIVAL.
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hero of Pl888)', to whom England is indebted for
India. It is bot n confirmation of the opinion we
have long entertained and laboured to circulatethat Baron Maroebetti cannot compete with our
more prominent British sculptors ; this is proved
by every work he produces, when there is any
means of making comparisons. We desire to speak
of him in terms of respect, but against the fallacy
that he "leads" in this couotry, it is our duty to
raise our voice.
THI! LADYMARtONAt.ro1m's Muot.1cA FouNTAIN.-The prevailing taste for medire\"al ceramic
productions, bas led to the Ycry satisfactory prac·
tical resnlt of reviving some of the more important
and valuable ·or the early fictile processes. Amongst
the wares that attained to a high reputation in the
thirteenth and sixteenth centuries, the Majolica of
Italy occupied so prominent n position, that it is
but natural the Majolica /aye11c6should be held
at the present time in great estimation ; and,
indeed, the old Majolica but too frequently bas
fouod modem 1,orchasers, who have very greatly
over estimated its artistic value. The revival of
this peculiar ware, however, has been accomplished
in a manner that promises well for its future cha·
racter, as an important branch of our ceramic artmanofactnres. 'l'he spirit of the old works appears
in their successors, and already their imperfcction4
have been judiciously avoided, while in their stead,
the varied improvements of modern science and
refinement, have been introduced with admirable
skill and a thoroughly correct feeling, By far the
best example of the revived Majolica that we have
yet seen, is a fountain of large dimensions, which
has been very recently produced by the Messrs.
Daniell of New Bond Street, from the design of
the Lady Marion Alford, and for that accomplished
lady. The composition, which is distinguished by
an impressive boldness, combined with the most
graceful delicacy, consists of a shaft formed of a
thick cluster of bull.rnshes, rising from a tripod
base, over each foot of which there is placed a
youthful figure charmingly modelled. The basin
forms a broad tazza, and it is beautifully wreathed
with flowers and shells in high relief. The height
of the whole is about five feet. The ogronpmcnt
of this composition has been very happily accom·
plished, nnd the modelling of every object shows both
careful study and a remarkable freedom and vigour
of touch. Texture also has been thoughtfully
rendered throughout the whole; the colours are
rich and harmonious; and the glaze is peculiarly
soft, even, and brilliant. This fine work has beeu
deservedly admired by all who have enjoyed the
privilege of seeing it, and many repetitions of it
will, without doubt, be required. Several commissions, indeed, have already been given for it; but
the expectant proprietors of this fountain muat be
content to receirn their copies in slow aocceasion,
since the utmost efforts of the enterprising manufacturers will not tnable them to produce more than
three or four specimens in a year. A visit to the
establishment of the .\tessrs. Daniell, will prove a
source of unqualified satisfaction to all who are
interested in the progress and success of English
manufactures. The pottery and porcelain of onr
country may here be seen in almost endleas nriety,
from the Majolica fountain that we have been
describing, and from groups of vases that hare
found ready purchasers amongst those of the
nobility who ore most distinguished for the sound·
ness and purity of their taste, to the simplest
appliances of daily nse. The collection of the
productions of Herbert Minton and his successors
is singularly interesting, and it is also of such
importance that it may be considered in itself to
form n " Ceramic Court" or museum of fictile art.
Roll.\X PHOTOGRAPHS.
- We have examined
with much interest a portfolio of Roman an<l
Italian photographs, token by Mr. Macpherson.
The entire aeries, of which wo have seen only o
part, extends, we understand, to 163 Yiews, embracing the usual subjects from the Roman }'orum
and other classic and me<liirval remains within and
beyond the city walls, ull well known to the Italian
traveller. It is also enriched with the pictorial
beauties of Tivoli and the Campagna, "·ith bas·
relicfa taken from Orvietto, and with other subjects
and details lying on the roads of Perngia nod
Sienna, long the admiration and atndy of e\"ery
traveller and artist. Among the more directly
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landscape subjects, vre wonld si.ieciallymention the Giants of Guildhall, and their ancient fabnlous
oft·painted Cascatelle at Tivoli, a photograph we history, as given by the old Chroniclers, aud
have seldom seen surpassed, whether for the beauty recorded by the civic official&,tracing the 111e of
of its subject, the infinity of foreground detail, or giants in civic shows at home and abroad. The
the broad delicate lone thrown O\"erthe nodulating muniments and other antiquities of the City were
distances. We would call the attention of the liberally displayed, and the company were agreeably
artist to the far-famed bas.relicfs from the Cathedral surprised by the quantity and curioaity of the
are totally
of Orvietto, and to the gronp taken from the grand ancient books and charters-which
fresco by Luca Siguorrelli in the same church, all nnknowu to the world at large. and repose in the
showing in their minute accuracy and detail the town clerk's office. Among them is a magnificent
services conferred by photography npou art, when volume, a History of France, compiled in the
contrasted with all prevfoua modes or illustration. fifteenth century, with admirably executed historic
Mr. Macpherson has taken these photographs under paintings; a singularly curious list of names or
the special advantages which a long residence in Londoners in the time of Henry III. ; Papal
Rome can confer. The traveller well knows that dccreta!s, charters of early sovereigns, and mauu·
the production of photographs has now degenerated acript volumes connected with the history of
into a direct trade, and an ei:tensive manufacture; London from the days of King John.
TESTOIONIAI,TO MR. CHARLESKEAN,-Several
we believe, however, thnt Mr. Macpherson himself,
baa some better claims to the tute and knowledge noblemen aud gentlemen, fellow stndeuta of Mr.
of an artist. Ten years ago we onrselvea aaw in Kean at Eton, have asaociated, with a view to prehis studio a large cartoon for the execution of a sent to that gentleman a testimonial on his relinchurch picture, and the lovers of art and of litera· quishing the management of the Princess's Theatre.
tore may, perhaps, be interested in knowing that We coufeaa we hue read the announcement with
)frs. Macpherson, who frequently aids in the printing some regret ; for its tendency is-and no doubt its
and production of the photographs, has the honour effect will be-to separate Mr. Kean from the men
of letters, the artists, the dramatists, and the general
of near relationship with Mrs. Jameson.
THI': EXHIBITIONS being all open, landscape public, by whom his services have been duly apprepainters are betaking themselves to the scenes of their ciated and cordially acknowledged-the classes, in
labours. It wu not thua with those who worked short, to which Mr. Kean belongs, and to which, we
in the spirit of the fathers of our landscape art : hope and believe, he is prond to belong. Such men
for them Juoe was too green; their principles of as those to whom we refer-the arist-0cracy of intel(whether intencolour, when they condescended to imitate natural lect, uot educated at Eton-are
fonu and tint, did not allow them to paint trees tionally or not ,re cannot say) excluded from any
until the summer was in a more mellow mood. share in the honour they would gladly accord to
Those passages of art that moat nearly approach Mr. Charles Kean. No name of celebrity, except
nature, arc greatly applauded by incogno8centilovers that which is obtained by rank, appears in the list
of painting, for their reality ; bnt that is not the of the committee ; and we take for granted it will
best reason wherefore they should praise-it is that be-RB we imagine it is meant to be-the testiin each success, difficnlties all but heartbreaking monial of "the aristocracy" to a man or talent,
hnve been overcome. lo comparison with this, who has certainly conferred honour upon the order
the facile chalk or pencil sketch, realized into a to wbich he does not belong. We shall not be
picture with all the poetical license of the studio, is satisfied, however, to permit Mr. Charlea Kean to
as nothing. We meet vrilh, it is trne, much hard leave the management of the Princess's Theatre
and crude painting ; but, on the other hand, this without endeavouring to obtain for his long,
assiduous labonr from nature, produces pictures of a arduous, and valuable services a recognition more
character that were never dreamt of by the sketchers palpably that of his "fellows;" for we know there
are among his private friends and public admirers
of an earlier time .
many who, feeling themselves compelled-or being
THE CARTOONSAT HAl!PTON CouRT.-These
works have been photographed, nod very successfully, compelled-to keep aloof from this partial and
as may be seen ot Messrs. Colnaghi's. It is now limited movement, earnestly desire to place on resixtttn years since, in this Journal, it was earnestly cord the high esteem with which they regard him
J>roposed that they should be protected by glass, penoually, nod their earnest respect for his chalike other watercolour works. Glass has been ex- racter as a gentleman, an actor, and a manager.
PRESENTATION
TOMa. ANDMRS. GoLDSCBXIDT.
tensively and very properly applied to many valuable
pictures in the National Gallery, and if the cartoons -A nry interesting meeting took place at the Manhave not yet been glazed, they will have again to be sion Houae on the 17th of June. The object was
subjected to a process of restoration which will, of to present to Mr. ond Mrs. Goldschmidt a bust of
conrse, obliterate every touch of the pnpils of Her Majesty the Qneen,-the presentation of which
hos been long deferred, in consequence of \"arions
Raffaelle, if that be not already done.
AN At:STRALIANACADEMYOF ART.-The ,lfel- circumstances needless to explain,-whieh resulted
6oume .&rgu,of April 1, in a well-written" leader," from a s11bscription entered into by se\"eral of the
notices the establishment in the colony of an Aca- sn11porters of "the Nightingale Fund," to record
demy of Art, which is to include sculptors, pointers, their appreciation of the liberal aid that fund received
from the services of Mr. and Mrs. Goldachmidt.
and architects. " At present," the writer snys, "the
number of members does not exceed fifteen ; but, as It will be in the recollection of our readers that the
the founders are no doubt aware, the Royal Academy concert referred to produced to the fund a sum
of England, when uahered into existence by Cham- little short of £2000. The expenses trere heavy,
bers, Wcat, and others, not quite a hundred years amoDI1ting to nearly £600; but, to the astonish.
ago, was only composed of abont thirty members; meut-we may, indeed, odd, almost to the regretand the scheme appeared to be so nnpromiaing that of the committee of the Nightingale Fond, when
Sir Joshua Reynolds hesitated for some time to join they sought to pay these expenses, it was found
it." We learn also, from the same source, that the they had been paid-Mr.and Mrs.Goldschmidt Juul
trustees of the public library harn " invited the paid them I consequently the 9rou proceeds of the
co-operation of artiits and others in the preparation concert, withont any dednctiou whntever, was paid
of a list of such caste, pieces of sculpture, &e., as it over to the account of the Nightingale Fund. In
may be most desirable to procure from Europe by order to give some expression to the feeling with
mciins of the grant of £2000, voted for that purpose which this act of unparalleled generosity was reby the legislature, with a view to form the basis of garded, a subscription was entered into, and a comthe collection about to be placed in the lower story mission was given to Mr. and Mrs. Goldschmidt's
of the library." These are hopeful signs of the friend, Mr. Joseph Durham, to prepare a replica of
the bnst of Her Majesty the Queen, thus aaao·
times for our countrymen in the new world.
THE LONDON AND MIDDLESEX ARCIT.'EOLO·ciating, by one graceful act, three women-the one
OICAt. Soc1Err held a meeting at Guildhall, on illnstrious and good, the other two goodand famous ;
Tnesdny, the 14th of Jnne, to inspect the antiquities and we are quite sure Her Majesty the Queen of
of that bnilding, and afterwards visited the ancient England will not shame to see her honoured and
Crypt of Bow Church; and tht Church of St. Mary, beloved name thus combined with the namt!II of
Aldermanbury. The Lord Mayor presided at a Florence Nightingale and Jenny Lind. 'fhc idea
crowded meeting in the Couocil Chamber, where the originated in "the City," at one of the meetings of
Rev. T. Hngo read a paper on the Li6er .&16,u,that the City Committee, when Alderman Wire precurious record of civic life in the middle ages. Mr . sided; hence the presentation at the Mansion
Fairholt followed with an historic paper on the Home. The Lord )layor iuYited on the occasion
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all the subscribers to the bust, and a few other per- the gallery is most satisfactorily accomplished-the
REVIEWS .
sons distinguished by talent; the proceedings were, li11:htbeing both brilliant and pleasingly aubdued,
1
therefore, deeply interesting. Mr. Goldschmidt ac- , while it ia evenly diff11.Bed
in every direction. When
. With Dcscrip~iona by
knowledgcd the compliment ";th singular grsce, 'll"ith the actual aun-light has pa88ed away, gas sw,- TnB Ti:n.-..En GALLERY
RALPH N. WouNt '~I. rart I. Published by
a degTeeof aimple force that amounted to eloqnence, burners provide the best aubstitute witlt which we
speaking English with remarkable ease and facility: are acquainted for the solar illumination. The walls
J . S. VmTt:E, London.
and the Lord Mayor waa emphatically "at home," are covered with a rich crimson paper, upon which, If we accept as evidence with regard to the m•jority
as he always is when honouring intellect, and advo- on either side of the gallery, are placed fourteen of T~rner a pictures, what ia undi:niably ~rue COi!·
eating or aiding a cause of which the heart and the large and lofty mirrors. 1'he end is filled with cern111gsome, that every. y~ar 11 .caus111gtheir
hand approve. The ceremony will long be rcmem- another mirror of still greater dimensions, and maa- bea:ty to f~d~, au~ deprec1Btin~th~1r worth-and
liered by those who had the good fortune to be pre- sil·e mahogany stands ~upporting mirror-slabs line !~~pe~::U:11 0!~the~u~u~ed\;ta:~::y
0
sent, and wbo found what a large and unexpected the gallery, and occupy its centre ; upon these stllllds graving from ~ia pictures must, hereafter have
the manufactured glass is displayed in every con- almost a lriceleas value. What would rlot the
return they received for a very small investment.
A CollllITl'EE, coruiist.ingof numerous gentlemen I ceivablc variety of form, and for every possible use. lovers of rt now give for perfect copies of the
directly or indirectly interested in the mining in- Groups of objects in glnH, both useful and of an works of the feat Greek sculptors-of those works
dustries or the conntry, has beeu formed for the expressly decorative character, are formed imme- the names o which only ha,·e come down to ua,
purpose or presenting to Mr. Robert Hunt, F. R.S., diately in front of the side-mirrors ; and their good J or of those whereof we posseu only fragments, but
1''.G.S. &c. Keeper of Mining Records and for effed is very considerably enhanced from their bein"' such fragmen~ aa render us too sena1bleof the Joas
'
'
al
'
·
d · d
d ,
d
· ( we have sustained? If the art of the engraver had
most v uable cootr1bu- place~ upon g;raauate raise sta~ .s ,orme entire y I not been employed upon reproduction, how little,
many years o~e of. OOf.
tors, some teshmo111al, aa an acknowledgme_n~ of of ~1rr~r. From the vau!ted ce1lmgare s~spended , comparatively, would 00 known of those great piethe gTeat ben~fi~ he has conferred o~ t~e mm1o_g a ghttei:ing array o.f bcant1rnl glr:ss ch~ndeliers, the turea of paat ages ,yith "·hi~h, through hia aid, .,,.8
and meta\lurg1c 111terestaby the compilation or his suapendmg-roda be111gmost happily adJu.sted to the · are now well acquamted-p1ctures that time, careadmirable series or statistics." The intended tribute stellar ornamentation of the vault itself. At the I Ieuness, or ill-use, or all combined, have nenrlv
has been well earned, and the proposition will doubt- end of the gallr!ryare the two colossal crystal-glass I destroyed ;-of the "Transfi~uration" of Raffaelle,
less find a ready response among the class to whom candelabra, one of which for some time stood in the : the "L~~t J udgmen~" .of Ahche~ Angelo, the "St.
.o, !lnd, 111truth, of!'- very
the appeal is especially made. There are few men central avenue of the Crystal Palace. Thie noble , Jerome of Domemch111
h
"b
h
....
II
·h ·
kl"
h !Inrge number of the pa111tingethat almost 1mme·Id
better ent1~
e t~ sac °:tr1 ~te, w ether ,n~h refer- ga cry, ~1~ its spar mg contents, present~ tot e diately followed the revival of Art in the fourteenth
euce to his ~m111ence111science, or to h1S many eyes or !1s1torsa spectacle that. must ~e designated I century? The perishable nature of the materials
as magmficent. ~or does the 1mpress10nproduced with which Turner worked, especially during, at
valuable published books.
ART AT LAw.-A curious case has been bronght by the first glance become at all weakened on an leaat, the latter half of hill life, ia a fact patent to
who have taken pains to examine hie pictures;
before the Maater of thtl Rolls, in Ireland. It increaaing familiarity with the scene ; but, on the !111
appears that Mr. Wallis sold his pictnre of the contrary, the real merits of the building, with its if, then, half a century, or eve!! a . quarter of. a
death of Chatterton to a brother artist, Mr. Augu.s- decorations and fitting9, can be thoroughly appre- I century, has effected 80 much m1sch1ef,what will
tus Egg, who aold the COP!Jrigktthereof to a ciated only after a deliberate examination, and it , t~ey)have !O•h<?wat t~e end. of two ?r three centuale
•
r ,.
·
I
d
· - t d"
nee . It 11 th18 con11deration which must, ond
· d t
M
. r. T urner, wh~ des1gne ~ rn e an engrav111go a.,,o r_eqwres.a . pro onge examma11011 o. 1scover I1 will, havo its due weight, with regard to any en1t. Th~ anm paid for the p1ctnr~ by Mr. Egg was the high quaht1~ of th.e mamtfacltued ob~ects that gravinge executed from them,
l_QOgwneas ; what snm he. obtained for the copy- are th118so effectivelyd1aplnyed. We cordially con"Before that Time·, ctraclngftngen
right does not apptar, but 1t would seem that no gratulate both ?tfeurs. Osler and l\lr. Owen Jones
IIBvesweptthe lines whoreooauty lingers...
part ~f it went into the hands of tl1e painter! who npon this imJ>orta:ntaddi~_ionto the reall;y:fine ediHowever men may differ in their estimation of his
conceived an~ executed .the w~rk. 1\fr. Rob1n~n, fi~ that arc aasor1ate~ \\tth the commcrc1al enter- pait1tiug,, there can scarcely be two opinions as to
a photograph18tof Dnbhn, havmg planned a series prises of the i\letropohs.
the merits of hill works aa co111po1itio111:
one may
of illustrations of the life or Chatterton, desired to
OLD Co11<s.-Our surprise has onen been ex- smile at the eccentricities of h18 colouring, at the
make this scene its finale, and dressed up hie cited by the large snms paid by collectors of pictures blotches of paint that adhere to the canvas we
apprentice, and arranged a room as nearly aa he nnd of other Art-objects; but the prices which only wonder how, at the fo"!11 and shapes which
could to represent the sad incident as 1\lr. Wallis numismatists sometimes give for bits of gold, stand for huJ?lan fi_gures,at h18 strange and unexhad represented it· this photograph he published silver and copper valuable only becansc they are D_ml?l~d
man.ipulation, and the many other pecuh t
J
t '
· ·
•1 T
'
'I
t
'd b . f
d I
har1t1es which disturb the ove and draw . the
.n on y ':8as ~eo~op1c view. ;' r. n1;1er con- rare, a _mo_s. eicce s c11c ; an , overs aa we arc attention of the ignorant spectator or the diletta 11ti
s1dered this an 111fnngementof his copynght, and of antiqu1hes, we can scarcely understand that from the "mind" of the artist aa expressed in his
applied fur an injunction; it was refnsed-mainly
enthusiasm for snch comparative triftes, which can work; but when the skill o! the engraver has rid
on the ground that i\fr. Turner had failed to show only be gratified at so heavy an ontlay. At the the composition o! all these real or seeming inconany right-that 1\lr. Egg had equally failed to show recent sale, by 1\le88rs. Sotheby nod Wilkinson, of gruities and defects, when he haa moulded the
any right, and that neither of them waa in a condi- the collectiou of coins formed by the Jat.e Rev. J . fiJtures into human Phapes divine, when he hu
lion to apply for relief to Chancery. "Counsel (J. W. )fartiu, of Kcston, Kent, the following sped· given form and .substance to what. probably ap!1
E . Walsh Q.C.) contended that the case fell within mens were sold for the sums annexed to them:peared only aa airy or earthly !)Othmge, "'.hen_,m
I'
th
·
'.
J
Ii
bi
t
trad
k
I
\
half
f
Ed
d
tl
Eld
/1) 23
Id
fact,
ho
has
translated
the
pomter's
fancies
111to
· e pnnc1p ea app ea e o
e mar a-name y, ,
penny o · war
1e
er, "' ; a _go
hill own language-ono more legible, and, therethat wher_ea pe~n endeavoured to enhanC? the P,enny of Hcn~y III., £130; a. quarter-~orm of fore, more easily read by the multitude i then, u
valne of his production, and to make profit of 1t, by Edward IIJ., s01dto be almost u111que,£14,,; half· we formerly marvelled and were diaaat18fied,we
representing it to possess the qualities of some com. 0011:elof Henry VI., £31; sovereign of Henry now marvel still more at the genius of the artist,
poeition or article produced by another, the court VII ., £39; sovereign of Henry VIII., £20; half· so comprehensive, 80 original, imaginative, and
wonld interfere to restrain the party eo invading the sovereign of the same monarch, struck in the thirty- poetical-so f~I! of power an~ beauty, and we are
:1
copyright." It is indeed high time that the question sixth year of his reign, .£15 5a. ; an angel of more th!'u satisfied, 'Ye aro delighted. ,
.
I
coucernin,: copvright in pictures should be settled FAward VI. £59 · real of Queen )farv £71 ·
A senca of en~vlllge fro!DTurner s finest P!C·
I
·· I •
k ,
d
'
'
•
• '.
' tures, and of a size and q uahty commensurate with
by t he Ieips
ature : we. ta e !or grante , h~wever, half.angel of the sa~e, £So.; hal~·sovere~~n of their imeortnnce, haa not till now been offered to
that n?thmg of .the k111dwill be d~ne ~h1a year Chai:Ies I;: of the Bnstol 1\1111t,~oO; a Lord the pubhe . nor, indeed, could it ha,·e been pro-Parliament bemg far better occnp1ed 111deter- Baltimore penny, struck for Amenca, snpposcd to duced but lorthe glorious legacy bequeathed to the
mining which king shall reign in Downing Street be unique, t75; a copper.piece, struck for the country. During hie lifetime he exercised supreme
than in arranging the affairs of the nation.
Summer Islands, £29; a fifty-shilling piece of control over hie works, and would allow none to be
OsLER's GLASS ESTABJ.ISllllENT
.-?ilr. Owen Oliver Cromwell £40 · a gold five shilling piece engraved but what he chose: the large sums, moreJones haa completed for the Messrs. Osler, the of Charles II., '£29 'iO,. ; a gold noble of the over, pajd to him f?r "touching the proofs," which
well-known glass-mannfact11renof Birmingham an Scottish King David II. £41 · a forty-shilling he ~onsidered eq~ivalent to what ho woul~ ~l!-ve
d"fi d · d , th
f
b1'·
·
f J
,.
.,
'
'
received for copyright, acted almost as a proh1b1tton
e I ee es~gne ,or e express purpose o . ena .111g piece o ames • 1., ""20, .
to such engra,·iugs getting into the hands of any
them t~ display to the best. advantaS;etheir various
?ARKJ~SAND Go:rro s PRIZEW!I-ITING-CA~E.- but the opulent. The" Turner Gallery," now in
prodnebons. As we are, 1t seem&,m all cases to With a view to obta111for our soldiers and sailors, course o! publication and of which the first part
expect from 1\lr. Owen Jones-an alhambresque and also for emigrants and others who might require has appeared, muat, 'thereforc, procure a welcome
sentiment pervades this work ; which, however, it, a very cheap, and at the same time a really ser· reception from the public, for many of the b«:st
we have pleasure in prononncing to be emi- vieeable writing-case, the Society of Arte lately line-.en_g~vers of the. day 9:re e~ployed .uPO!)~t,
nently successful. The street-front of the build- offereda prize of twenty gnineas, with a silver medal, and 1t 18 1SBuedot a pnce which will place .1t w1lh1n
ing without ao mnch ornamentation posse88es for the best specimen that manufacturers would the rea~h of thousa!1da. Each part contains thr~
b'
h
h"
ral h
'
·
.
.
engravmge : those m the first part are-" CalB18
a out, as muc arc 1te~tu
c aracter as St. snb1~11t
to. them. Th~ competitors were restncted Pier," from tho picture exhibited in the Academy
~ames •. Hall. On enter!ng, a well-arranged. ves- to size, we111:ht,
and price; Both money and medal in 1803, a eompRratively early work, but one of
tibule 18 fonnd to lead mto a Yecond and mner were awarded to Parkms and Gotto, of Oxford marvellous power and grandeur : it ia not actually
ante-room, appropriately furnished for the accom- Street, for the superior "ntility, durability, purta· the representation of a storm, but the scene apmodation of visitors, from which folding-doors open bilitv, and cheapness" of their model writing-case ; proaches very closely to it; the sky ia black, except
into a trnly splendid gallery, 110 feet in length by we may add, for its neatness, also generally satisfac- \Vhere the sun illumines the tops of 80!Dedarlr.
25 in width, and 25 in height, to the crown of the tory character, aa well 88 for the good qnality of ro~l(ng clouds; and the water:a arc surging l!nd
vaulted ceiling. This ceiling is pierced throughout its varied contents. all of which are snpplied for the boiling round two or thr~o fishmg-boata prepanug
·ta r
· d
b d
·
h
h
··
be.
for departure · on the pier are numerous figures,
! en 1~ area w1·th i ou~-JlOlll~
star-a ape open- snm o~ s.11pence,~ e cost of t e wnt111g·case._111g variously occ~pied. It ia engraved by J . Cousen,
rnga, which are glazed with vanoualy-coloured gla&11,one eh1\lmg and sixpence unfitted, or two ah1lhngs in a bold and masterly style well auited to the
aubject. "Bacchus and Ariad'ue," engraved by C.
every piece .of the coloured glaas enclosing a amaller with its fittings complete.
Oousen, a picture of about forty yean later than
star of white glass. The effect of the whole is
the preceding, ia of a very diff'erent character, one
admirable; and by thia arrangement the lighting of
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of thoao "aunahiny," mystical Italian acenes, ao
full of poetical beauty, lD which Turner, toward,
the close of hie life, delighted; it ia circular in
form, and the materials 111'8of the usual description
employed by the artiat on such aubjecta,-a river,
flanked on each aide by rocky be1ghte, whereon
temples atand anJ fir-treea grow; the mythological
story which give, a name to the picture ia told by
a number of figures sporting on the bank.I of· the
river. "Dido building Carthage," date 1816, is
enJl'l'ved by E. Goodall : this ia the picture Turner
punted to compete with Claude, and which hangs
IQ one of the room, of the National Gallery, near
to Claude'• great work: the reapective merits of
the two pictures need not be again diacuaaed in our
columns-the triumph of our o,vn countryman ia
univenallr acknowledged.
'fhe "'I urner Gallery" open, W<>ll,and augurs
favourably for its future appearance; we have no
doubt the public will be found to endorse our good
opinion.

I
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THB Rt:DllBNTS OF BoTANY, 8TRt:CTl"llAL AND
PHY810LOOICAL;being an Introduction to the
Study of the Vegetable Kingdom. JJy CH1Ll8·
TOPBBRDRIIIIBBR.
UNITY lN V4RIBTT, ,U DEDUCEDFROMTRB VEOE•
TAJILBKINODO:!I:.Jly CHRISTOPHERDRESSER.
Published by J. 8. VIRTUE, London.
We cla&&these volumes together Cor two substantial
reaaons; first, because they arc written by the asme
author, and secondly, because the one is 1upplementary to the other . The author of both books
holds the appointment of Lecturer on Botany, and
1tlaatcr of the Botanical Drawing Claaaes, in the
Department of Science and Art, at the Kensington
Museum, and hia name must be familiar to moet
of our readers, we presume, from a aeries of valuable r,apera on "Botany applied to Manufacturing
Arte, • contributed by him to the .Art-Jo,m1al, lut
year and the year precedinJ : thu1 it may be said
he makes botany hie profeu1on.
The title of the first volume mentioned in the
above heading explain, itself; but the method of
teaching the acience, u here propounded, is novel.
J uetly considering that the first object of the
student should be to acquire a complete knowledge
of the varioua parts of a plant,-u
of the root,
stem, leaf, flower, &c.,-and then of the modification, which these organ, undergo, or of the various
form& which they aaaume in different plants, Mr.
Dresser baa adopted, u the best method of attaining such knowledge, a aystem of abort propositions,
each of which contain• one statement only : by this
mode of writinJ, or teaching, reference from one
fact to another 11 made euy ; notes, explanatory of
the propositions, are appended where it hu been
thought neceaaary to introduce them. The grammar-for
the book may be thu1 designated-or
manual, alao answers the purpoee of a gloeaary, by
means of the abort proposition, and the com,lete
index. Again, in order to convey an idea o the
growth of a plant, after a definition of an organ, its
fint appearance, or most early form, is noticed ;
then its growth, or the changes it undergoes 1111it
advances to maturity; and, finallf, its ultimate
form, and the modification, in which it appear,.
The author, however, admits that " the effort here
made to give the apirit of growth which we find in
nature is extremely imperfect, owing to the difficulties with which the taak ia bcaet; but it is
deemed more advisable to attempt this plan, though
it must neceaaarilr, be imperfect, than to leave it
altogether undone. ' The contents of the book aro
carefully and sy1tematically claui8ed, in the boJ>e
that the student will thue gain a feeling for dauification, which aeems to be an essential element in
the acquisition of all natural sciences. Moreover,
u the atudy of elementary botany requi.re.--more,
perhaps, than that of any other science founded on
nature-that
the understanding ebou Id bo reached
through the eye, the "Rudiments" is moat profusely illustrated with woodcuts, ll('Curatcly dra,rn
and delicately engraved, not only of plants, and
portion, of plants, but alao of trees, both singly and
IQ landscape groupe, to enable the student to comprehend mueee, aa well u detaila of foliage and
form,: almoet every page is thua illustrated with
one or more engraTings.
In analysing the contents of this volume, and the
syatem of ~ching the author adopts, it appears
that one obJect he had in view, waa that of tracing
out the unity which exist, between all the parts of
a. plant, and between all plants. He hu not loet
11ght of the idea that a plant in ita moet elementary
form ia extremely simple, and that all plants, bowe_ver far extended, are nothing more than repetition~ or aggref&ti~na of thia simple unit. But
finding that this view of the subject, to be fully
worked out, would 1earcely come within the limits

of an elementary book, and would, moreover, inconveniently extend it, Mr. Dreeaer baa written a
eeparate volume, which, under the title of UNITY
IN VARIETY-a very arpropriate one, bf the wayembodies tbia theory o onene11 in principal. From
this view of the ve,etable kingdom, a 1peci11l,or
primary advantage 11 gained by the student, who
thereby becomes acquainted with those general
principles upon which all plants grow, and, aa he
extends hie knowledge, he i1 made familiar with
other laws, all of which are of wide general application, till ultimately he branches into minor conaidtrations thnt relate to ar,ecial cuea or indiTiduala. "Unity in Variety ' aeema to invert the
usual order of teaching where illuatrationa are
required, these serving, generally, to explain, or
make apparent, the text; but here the text is
employed merely to explain tho illuatrationa, which 1
u m the "Rudiments," are moet numeroua; anCl
there ·cannot be a doubt that the atudy of its content, will greatly facilitate the progreaa of the
learner after be hu maatered the latter ; the one
seems indiapeneable to the other ; perhaps it should
rather be aaid they ought not to be separated, by
the younJ student at leaat.
Yet it 11 not only he who would acquire a knowledge of the interesting and elevating acience of
botany, to whom Mr. Dreaaer'a books will prove
moat acceptable; thev will be found valuable to
that large class oC peraons whose taates or pursuits
lead them to stuay the art of design. Every
deaigner and ornamentist, know, how much be 11
indebted to the world of nature for beautiful forma,
and in theae volumes ia auch a gathering that he
need acarcely go elae11·here for a supply : the field
ia inexhaustible, in number and variety; and to
be culled without exposure to acorching heat, or
biting cold, without toil or labour . The author's
gleanings from meadow and forest, conaervatory
and garden, yield a &tore that muet aatiafy the moat
insatiate appetite for exquisite Corms.
StxTEIN Yuu
01' AN ARTIST'S LIFB IN MollOCCO, SP4IN, 4!'fD THB CAN4RT lsLA'NDS.
11)' Mrs. EuzABIITH Ml'RllAT. 2 vols. Published by HuuT & llLACXETT,London.
The daughter of an artist, Mr. Heaphy, whose
works have long been before the public, the writer
of these volumes, Mrs. Elizabeth Murray, ia herself
an artist of no ordinary talent: her worka exhibited
at the rooms of the Society of Female Artiste are
among the chief attraction, of the gallery, and
would tend to uphold the credit of any Art-institution in Christendom for the spirit and sparkle of
her pencil,--qualities which, u we find here, are
equally characteristic of her pen. While yet very
young, a lo,·o of travel and adventure carried her
abroad:-"
A vagabond from a baby,"-so she designate, herself in the opening paragraph of her
book, with more candour, perhaps, than good taate,
in a lady 1-" I left England at eighteen. I wu
perfectly independent, having neitlier master nor
money ; my pencil wu both to me, being at the
aame time mx strength, my comfort, and my intense delight. ' She quitted England with the intention of visiting Gibraltar and Spain in the first
instance, but chancing to meet, on board the ship
which wu to convey her to her destination, with a
Moorish official of rank returning to Tangier from
a special private miaaion to the British court, .Miu
Heaphy wu ao interested in hl1 narrative of hie
race and country, that she determined to extend
her trip, and to make Cadiz and Gibraltar atepping-atones only to the romantic shores of Western
Barbary : her Moorish acquaintance found a way
into the good graces of the young lady by the
politeneu and readinees with which be consented to
1it to her for hie portrait; the proceaa of painting
it proved a source of great interest to all on board
the veaael. Tangier, however, waa not destined to
be a temporary place of residence for the artist;
in leu than a year abe was married to Mr. H. J,
Murray 1 then English consul in the city, and now
filling tne aame office at Teneriffe : at Tangier she
Ii ved nine years, and witnessed from the deck of a
Jlritiah line-of-battle ship, the bombardment of the
cityl in ISU, by a French fleet. At the expiration
of tnia term Mr . .Murray received instructions to
proceed aa consul to the Canary Ialanda ; on their
paaeage thither they stopped for a abort time at
Cadiz and Seville, atrord1ng the lady an opportunity of collecting notes for two or three chapters of gouip about those cities, which chapters
carry the reader into the middle of the first volume;
the remainder, and the whole of the aecond, are
devoted to her doings and wanderings in the Canary
Ialanda.
It might naturally be auppoeed that a book
written by nn artist, and especially by one ao clever
aa Mrs. Murray, would contain much that had
reference to Art ; but it ia not so with this : it is a

narrative of travel and adventure; the people,
manners, cuatoms, ftnd scenery of the countries
viaited, are aketched with a freedom and Tivacity
no leu attractive than pleasing; while here and
there we meet with stories and histories which form
an agreeable variety in the gallery of pen and ink
pictures, of which there are man,- we would gladly
copy into our pagee if we could find apace for them.
A more welcome work of its kind, for an occasional
hour'a light reading, haa rarely iaeued from the
preu: we use the term "light reading" in no disparaging sense, but only to convey an idea of the
atyle in which the book ia written. Mrs. Murray
makes no pretence to pbiloaophiae upon wbat comea
within her ken, nor ia she speculative or theoretic;
she writes juat what one would expect to find recorded by a clever, clear-headed woman, who hu
an eye to aeo whatever is worth aeoing, and an understanding to guide her in what is worth telling.
P.a.a.CTICAL
GuIDl!8 Fon Errnusn Tot11lISTB. By
AN EtWLISHXAN ABROAD. Published by
LoNOXAN& Co., London.
AnticipatinJ the requirement& of continental travellers, dunng the season now hastening onward&,
Me&&rs. Longman have published a series of
Guide Jlooka for Switzerland, Italy, the Rhine, and
Paria 1 each of which may lay claim to the credit of
contawing mu/tum in parro; the object of the
author-whom,
by the way, we know to be an
experienced traveller-being
to indicate all that is
really essential, and to exclude all that is irrelevant; in short, to enable the tourist to see all
that ought to be aeen, in the shortest period, and
at the least expense. He ia told the beat mode of
reaching any particular place, and, when he hu
arrived there, a glance down two or three pages
of the" Guide" shows him at once where he may
find a suitable hostelry, and what there ia in the
locality worth seeing. These are certainly the
moat comprehensive and practically useful guidebooka we have seen. To those who do not require
all the details introduced into Mr. Murray'a voluminoua and instructive aids to travel, we cordially
recommend these, which are cheap aa well as full
of information.
THINGS NOT GBNBRALLYKNOWN, F4XILIA11.LT
E:tPLAINBD. A J3ook for Old and Young.
Second Seriee. By JoHN Tn.n1s, F.S.A. Published by KBNT & Co., London.
It is not to be wondered at that Mr. Timbs hu
volunteered to enlighten the publio a aecond time
on things not generally known, when we see, in
hie addreu to the "gentle reader" of this vo~u_me
1
that he, or rather hia publiahers, have diapoeea
of twenty-three thouBBnd copies of hie former
work-ueh
a result ia a powerful argument in
favour of continuing the catalogue. What a maaa
of curious, entertaininJ, and instructive information ia gathered into th11 little book, which, though
trenching occaaionall,y upon Hone's domain, the
"Every-day Dook," 11 of a more comprehensive
and varied character ; and how many reoorda and
volumes, unknown to, or forgotten by all, aave the
"dusty antiquarian," must Mr. Timbs have searched
through, to collect all the " things " he here brio~
to light-things
which are chiefly of a domestic
character, old English manners, ceremonies, and
custom,, meals, and hou1ewifery, herbs, and fruits,
old playa, p9.Jeanta, and music 1 la wa, legal cuatom1,
home proverbs, 1ayinga and pnraaee, phenomena of
life1 and many other subject,; the knowledge of
which will help to make ua wiaer than we are
while many of them ought to render us thankful
that we live at a time when the eyes or our understanding are opened to truths of which our forefathers were ignorant.
RECRRATIONSIN SHOOTING; with aome Account
of the Game of the British lal•nda.
By
CnAVBN. Published by H. G. 1JOHN,London.
As we candidly admit we have no pretensions to be
considered a good " shot," and to be profoundly
ignorant of the relative sporting value of a gun, by
"Joe" Manton, Nock, Egg, or any other celebrated
maker we cannot enjoy Craven' a " Hecreations "
with that zest which a thorough sportsman would
feel in accompanying him over moor and mountain,
through wood and thicket. But we r.an reliah his
descriptions of natural history, and delight ourselves
with the numerous engravings, on steel and wood,
which illustrate the volume. There ia ao much in
it to interest others beside the sportsman, that it
should, and must, find a welcome among many to
whom grouse, partridge, and pheaaant are nothing
more than acceptable dishes on the dinner-table,
or pretty objects to look at, when one chances to
~atch a sight of them, during an enrly ride or Bttoll
m the country.
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most awful consequences. When, on turning
afresh to the works of this writer, we find that
the most im~native, intellectual, and delight.
ful of all painters, is peculiarly the object of
his restless aversion, our notions are strikingly
illustrated . We have ourselves heard a favoured
protlge oChis speak with oft'-hand contempt of
Raphael, the painter we of course allude to,
when it was clear that Raphael is the most
perfect example of all those beauties, the coutrary of which made his own works operate
through the eye, even as a harsh sourkrout
operates throue;h the palate. Indeed, so long
as this depreciation of Raphael prevails-and
we are assured it is widespread in certain
comers-we believe there is not much hope in
Lo!lllOll, AUGUSTl, 1869.
Art for the victim of the sorry delusion. Not that
we would have Raphael or anyone else directly
in1itated; but we feel as if a few gentle aspersions of his spirit were the very thing wanted
t.o calm our petty restlessness, to teach us
RUSKIN v. RAPHAEL.
something of beauty, simplicity, and grace,
something of true depth and diguity, and even
of the plain elements of good painting. That
·:--·~PART
I.
calm pure spirit still waits to lielp us. ThereE have a crow to pluck fore we think we shall devise for ourselves a
with Mr. Ruskin concern- good task in clearing away some of the rubbish
ing Raphael ; and why? recently raised around us, within which that
Tlie reason is " plain as delicate spirit cannot, if it would, penetrate
• · way to parish church." with its wise remedial promptings. In plain
"~'-r'
The general aspect of our words, we mean that we now design to examine
recent Academy Exhibi- the drincipal assertions a~st Raphael scattions shows that the imagmation of tere through Mr. Ruskin s writings. Chiefly
numbers of our painters has sunk into they are embodied in a chapter in that coma weak, morbid, and painful condition. pendium of illusory dogmatism,the third volume
Notions of healthy moral, or intellec- of " Modem Painters,'' entitled " The False
tual, or even of personal beauty, are Religious Ideal,'' and in the fourth of his
rare amongst us. Noble, refined in- "Edinburgh Lectures;" and therefore we shall
vention seems almost to have died away, and be somewhat minute in our analysis of these
subjects which require it are built up of the two writings, believiug, moreover, that the
most commonplace, paltry, and oft'ensively inquiry will not be uninstructive on broader
obtruded accessories. The character of Hamlet wounas, since it may tend usefully to put
is, now-a-days, indeed left out by particular mexperienced readers on their guard generally
violent and unsm-upulouswriters of the
desire ; yet "the trappin1t5and the suits,'' and a.,t?!linst
especially those "of woe,'' are rendered with a same pretentious and imposing tone. Nor is
hideous vividness. But, far more commonly, the plain truth here unamusing, for the solemn
worthy and interesting subjects themselves are blunders and childish fallacies put forth with
ne~lected for those which are the least inter- exquisite grave self-satisfaction in the linked
estmg conceivable. We have sunk to goggling stateliness, Ion~ drawn out, of a poetico-theophantasms, masquing in human form in the logical Hookenan diction, very often verge on
scenes of Sbakspere, old ballads, nnd romance, the downright ludicrous.
to limping goats, to wretched stoue-breakers,
In the first of the two essays alluded to,
(pronounced by the oracle the two Art-heroes Mr. Ruskin gives, at the outset, some queruof last year,)to fantastical dryly painful versions lous, but more than questionable, propositions
of contemporaneous horrors, to homely scenes, as to the ordinary use of the imaginative fa.
and the meanest landscape objects, selected culty amongst us. He begins witli a genernl
out of a cheerless ascetic sentiment, and the complaint that " we place our pleasure princidullest perversion of W ordsworthian lowliness. pally in the imagination, with a tendency to
It is scarcely possible imagination can be more build all our satisfaction in things as they are
feeble, trivial, and spasmodic than it has not ; to take delight in anything past, future,
become amongst painters. And in whom are or far-oil',rather than things present;" adding
we to seek the instructor most inff.uentialin that, " Marty all artistic and poetical seeking
their recent courses ? Indubitably in Mr. after the ideal is only one branch of this base
Ruskin. It is be who bas bound on them habit; the abuse of the imagination in allowing
faster their heavy vexatious burden of pett7. it to find its whole delight in the impossible
material things, and urged them with a spint and the untrue." Now, both these initiatory
intense but narrow, enjoining a morbidly close assertions are inaccurate, even as regards our
exactness at, the cost of truth of im1,>ression,literature and art :-our only popular pictures,
and of all free idea-who, in a spirit part novels, and poems being those which either
monkish and part puritanical, slighting the actually are, or are thought to be, strictly
human body, is left, except in landscape ob- truthful, matter-of-fact, and illustrative of the
jects, without appreciation of that beauty, the peculiar dogmas, discoveries physical and
l1armoniousunion of which with character and metaphysical, and partial advancement of t.he
feeling completes the painter's loveliest poetry; present day ; }lure imaginations of the remote
and who partly, in consequence,become narrow, character havmg never been more neglected
exclusive, ascetic, ungenial, has sentiments and depreciated than now. Our own personal
meagre, harsh, and fantastical, like the figures experience certainly contradicts Mr. Ruskin's
in the pictures he so praises, and utterly at views on this point, strikingly. It has been an
variance with the true spirit and purpose of a old complaint with us that the conceptions and
liberal art. The true old rights and J?rivileges sympathies of people are but too commonly
of the imagination are unduly restramed : the bounded by the next parish, or, at any rate, by
pure is assiduously narrowed with an unmanly the next county. In the popular tales which
rigidity, and even here in our merry England, they reail, no character has seemed in our eyes
(neart of our forefathers !) there are to be " no so much to interest them as the one that might
more cakes and ale," a prohibition fraught with be taken for a portrait of the Rev. 1\Ir. So-and-
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so, or Miss Such-an-one, who is so c!umningly
self-sacrificing in all her ways. And with regard to the Arts, we have hanging up in our
parlour fine proofs of Longhi's Marriage of the
Virgin, and Muller's Madonna di San Sisto.
Rarely can we get the ladies to take any sincere interest in them ; but directly we produce
any engraving, however indift'erentlyexecuted,
which can show them what Lady Clementina
Villiers, or Lady Jocelyn were like, the eager
vivacious enjoyment furnishes a contrast that
has really often mortified us. Mr. Ruskin's
complaint here, that " Marl!/ all artistical and
poetical seeking after the ideal has been a
delight in the impossible and unt111e,''is sufficiently answered by a host of illustrious works,
including all the greatest.
Having disburdened himself of these preliminary fallacies, Mr. Ruskin proceeds to instruct us as to the legitimate uses of the imagination. He says that " its first and noblest
use is to enable us to bring sensibly to our
sight the things that are recorded as oelonging
to our future state," (in direct opposition to
Holy Writ, see es{>eciallyl Corinthians xiii.
12, and 1 John iii. 2), "or as invisibly surrounding us in this. It is given us,'' he adds, with
superabundance of imposing expression, " to
imagine the cloud of witnesses, and see, as
if they were now present, the souls of the
righteous waiting for us (P), the great army (?)
of the inhabitants of heaven; to see the chariots
of fire on the mountains that gird us round (P);
but, above all, to call up the scenes in which
we are commanded to believe, and he present,
as if in the body, at every recorded event in
the history of tlie Redeemer." (P) The sanctity or some of these words and separate
images ought not to deter us from reprobating
the absurdity with which they are put together
and misapplied. Simpl,r, this so-st,rled noblest
use of the imagination 18 an imposS1bility.Try
to imagine but one loved spirit who hasdepartea
from you, the one most fllllliliar with yours
when on earth, and you will soon perceive the
vainness of the attempt; and reason, in alarm,
will forbid a persistence in that which would
but wr&J?you in morbid and delusive visions,
destructive of the balance of mind, and likely
to produce fruits worthy of Bedlam, rather
than of any holier place. Indeed, the supposed
realization by the writer of such metaphorical
ideas as " the chariots of fire on the mountains
that gird us round " shows (if anything) an
imagination already partly disordered by such
mental habits as lie suggests. We affectionately entreat ardent loung Ruskinians to pause
before they think o dedicating their imagination to any of these, its highest offices,or, at
all events, carefully to consult Dr. Conolly
before they do so.•
• The heavenly "ntlclpatlona promlaed by the Golpe!
we humbly conceh-e to be purely spiritual conceptions aud
emotions, n,,t distinct Imaginative perceptlona of the clue
alluded to by .Mr. Ruskin ; a foretaste of that enlargement
and exaltation of spirit to be enjoyed herea!ler, not an
appreheru,lonofheavenly imagery-U1e mind having absolutely no power that way, beyond the "rbltrary and heterogeneous combination of such things u we have here seen.
Dante·," Paradlao •• may well convince us how hopelesa Is
the endeavour to imaqillt the glorious hereafter. Hla
feelings are ecstatic, and sometimes exalted, hut the vlalble
things he meet& with con.slotof but a few ordinary ornament.a of our nether sphere, now and then combined with
considerable beauty or fancy, but more commonly grouped
Into signs and emblems which have bot the elfeet of theo.
logical puzzles. In the luminous rapture of his soaring,
he smiles with contempt at the mean aspect of oor little
globe beneath him, and yet, In bis highest heaven, the
beauties are only combinations, and sometimes puerile and
taotastlcal ones, of common little things In that little
world 10 disdained. In ao far as Dante can preserve hla
sympathies for his mother earth, and for sound humanity,
he Is great and delightful, bot where It la otherwise, he
abundantly llluatratea the grand truth, that In ascetically
abstracting oonelves Crom our appointed native sphere,
we only soar to the contemplation or transcendental no.
thing, and a mere Idealism of self. In his remotest flighta,
Dante, still accompanied by the arid tediousness of school
divines, rises but to an excitement too much alloyed by his
wont peculiarities to look like heavenly Jove, ending bis
s&llles In a luminous blan.t--dauled Intoxication , and
weak bewilderment. Let .os, therefore, gently ~trengthen
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&me o( Mr. Ruskin's second and ordinary
uses of the imagination are conceived in a
better spirit; and, like a little thread of gold in
a gaudy woof of 11.imsymaterials, these pleasant words steal forth for a moment. "Its
second use in the minor necessities of life is to
enable us out of any present good to gather the
utmost measure of enjoyment, by investing it
with happy associations, and in any present
~vii, to lighten it by summonill(t bac~ the
unages of ot.her hours." But what immediately
follows requires revival of caution. One of
these second uses of imagination, it seems, is,
"to give to all mental trutha some visible type
inallegory,simile,orpersonification,whichshall
more deeply enforce them." This last, (no exercise, by-the-bye,of pure imagination, but three
parts built of reason,) is a delightful and proiitable exercise i,i moderation-a boon to be
received heedfully and thankfully when spontaneously or ~leasantly inspired; but, as a
systematic hao1t, pursued too far, it is likely
to prove highly injurious, and to degenerate
into a mere trick of pedantry, easier and easier
-indeed, nothing can be easier than it will
become,-but more and more lifeless and soulless, till sweet things row dead and stale from
a mere familiarity o intellectual meddling.
Let it never be forgotten that many lovely
things are pre-eminently intended to alford
cheerful rest and relaxation to the mind, and
to be the source of 1mtutored inspirations ;
therefore, moral entomology and metaphysical
botany are things to be somewhat shy of.
There are men amongst us who deem they
honour religion by a certain unwillingness to
accept a rose unless as a theological exercise ;
and but too many passages in Mr. Ruskin's
works are most disagreeably tinged with that
:humour, to which we object, even for sweet
Religion's sake, knowing how much forced
habit deadens feeling, and that the mind
has not the power of dwelling constantly on
one sort of thing without becoming dull and
diseased with re~d to it, however admirable
and even divine 1t may be in itself. Finally,
after this visionary extravagance, followed, as
we think, by a too restless exacting intellectuality, Mr. Ruskin descends t-0 the most
trifling and lowest uses of the imagination :"When the mind i8 utterly out1()earied,"(he
unbends enough to be thus far indulgent,) "we
may refresh it with such innocent play as shall
be most in harmony with the snggest1ve voices
of natural things, permitting it to possess
living companionship inst.ead of silent beauty,
and create for itself fairies in the grass, and
naiads in the wave." On which s~estiveness our anxious amendment is-advice carefully not to suft'er the mind to be utterly outwearied at all, and to set about creating the
fairies in the grass, and the naiads in the wave,
while it is yet in a tolerably lively and vigorous
condition. We do not think they will come in
the least to the languid call or an individual
suffering from a repletion of hard dogmas, or
a metaphysical dyspepsia, or "utterly outwearied" with an oppressive course of theological botany. Of all beings under the moon,
the1 indispensably require an invocation gay,
spnghtly, vigorous, and clear, even as was
Shakspcre's, when came flockin~ Puck, and
Peaseblossom, and the dainty spirit Ariel.
In sober plainness, there is no imagination
in these passages of Mr. Ruskin's treating of
that glorious faculty, but much solemn pedautry . Metaphorical ideas arc forced beyond
their limits, and glittering images freely used,
with but little feeling of their true spirit and
nature. His mental rules and regulations here
are but of a brain-Cussing, restless, monomaand multiply our tleo with what.soever 11good and beaut(.
fut In tho fair mother here below, from whom the heavenly
Father raised us. At tbo lout, those who abandon the
world leave Ila vlmiee u well as Us vices.
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tendency, and would impose a grievous
and even a destructive yoke on the imagination
of anr reader so weak and inexperienced as to
be gmded by them. Their result would be, not
free large-hearted poetry, but a piteous, petty,
self-conscious pedantry masked in her gannents.
Having thus by his grave recommendations
warned us what to avoid, Mr. Ruskin proceeds
to examine the principal forms of the misuse of
t~e imagi~tion .wh!ch have. prevailed from
time to time; and m so doing he descends
from his cloudy heights to the vapoury stream
of his particular subject. The earliest period
to which he goes back he illustrates by a wood·
cut of an initial letter P, from a thirteenth
century MS., enclosing a drolly primitive drawing of the Nativity-a work so rude, really so
funnily archaic, that it seems something beside
the mark to introduce it into a grtlVediscussion
on Art, for it is not Art at all. He regards it,
however, complacently; for the hand liere emploved having, as he says, "no power to assert
anything," no harm can as yet have been done
through that frailty of faith, that proneness to
religious error and lapse, which Mr. Ruskin
manifestly thinks wonderfull1 ticklish. But,
it is added, " so fast as the pamter advanced in
skill, he gained alsoin credibility, and if he
sank into error, that which he perfectly represented was perfectly believed, or disoelieved,
only by an eft'ort of the beholder." This we
take to be fallacy the thousandth, or thousand
and forty-fifth, as the case may be, ronghly
estimating the fallacies by the number of pages.
The writer quite misapprehends the kmd of
acceptance given by the minds of sane men to
works of imaginative Art. Pictures, no more
than poems, are perfectly believed, except by
the grossly ignorant and stupid, whom Art
cannot step aside from her high purposes to
entertaintake into account. The im~ative
ment in the mind of a poetical vision is here
erroneously conceived as commonly stupified
into actual faith. Hence, according to Mr.
Ruskin, "so · soon as Francia and Perugino
arrived at exquisite power of realization, and
consequently of assertion," much mischief was
done. Their representations of the Madonna
in a fanciful manner, as a beautiful young
woman, crowned, jewelled, and kneeling to
adore her child on a floor of precious marble,
are solemnly and eufhoneously reproved for
chilling the ~wer o apprehending the real
truth. "Their fallacies were indeed discredited,
but the real facts not presented were forgotten;
all true grounds of fa1th were gradually undermined, and the beholder was left the prey of
vain tales and traditions, and bowed himself to
the lovely lady on her golden throne, when he
never would have dreamed of doing so to the
Jewish girl, in her outcast poverty. And a
shadow of increasing darkness fell UP.on the
human mind, as Art proceeded to still more
perfect realization," &c. But who sees not at
once that the chu1·ch, the creed, are here en·
tirely to blame, and not Art, who trustingly
and obsequiously followed them; and that, for
the Jewish girl in outcast poverty was purp_oaely,
dogmatical('I substituted "the Rose, the
Lily, the Pearl,'' so flowered, ~ilded, and
gemmed in everyway in Romish litanies, the
medireval goddess, "tbe Mother of the Trinity,''
who offered her Son for the salvation of mankind, as s0me writers have affirmed. It is
saddling the wrong horse with a vengeance-it
is a most mistaken Jeremiad, to rebuke in this
solemn, deliberate, and highly ornamented
manner the Art of anr period, for carrying out
the creed of thRt penod-to expect from the
Italian painters of the fifteenth century the
ori~nal and reformed ideas on religious
suliJects.
"But these fantasies of the earlier painters,''
(as Mr. Ruskin persists in calling the prescribed
teaching, the very ritual imagery of the church,)
----

· --

"though the_y darkened faith,'' (the faith already canomcally darkened to the height,)
." It
"never," he tells us, "darkened feeli11!1
was, however, he proceeds to say, far otherwise
in the next step of the realistic progress, when
various technical science was necessary to the
work, and became the whole pursuit and pleasure of the painter, to the neglect and decay of
faith and feeling. True enough : the error is
to apply the description to a period too early :
the incomparable and wonderful error is to
apply it especially to one who painted with a
feeling equally tender with that of any other
man who ever handled the pencil, and far more
comprehensive and varied. The change which
Mr. Ruskin laments is exemplified by him
under the figure of "the crowneclQueen Vir~n
of Perugino sinking into the simple ltalian
mother in Raphael's Madonna of theChair"-an
inaccurate figure, by-the-bye, for Perugino and
his contemporaries rarely or never represented
the Virgin as crowned.
"Thill changet he adds, "would ha\'e beeu healthy If
effected from a pure motlvo ; bot it wu not made for
truth's sake, but for pride's, and because the painter bad
no longer any religious pasaion to express-he could th1nlt
of the Madonna now very calmly, with no desire to pour
out the treasures of earth at her feet, to crown her brows
with the golden sbafta of heaven-be could think of her as
an available aobject for the display of trausparent shado,,.,
skilful tloll, and scientific roreshomnlngs-u
a fair
woman, Conning, If well painted, a pleasant piece of fur.
olture for tbe comer of a boudoir, and best Imagined by
combination of the beauties or the prettiest contadloas. ••

The imputation of cold-blooded callousness
here astomshingly made ~st
Raphael bl. the
writer, only illustrates, m the most striking
manner, his own incapability of appreciating
that kind of feeling which the painter, in these
particular instances, dedicated to his work .
Raphael did not indeed pour the treasures of the
earth at the Madonna's feet, or crown her with
au heterogeneous and unintelligible diadem,
such as Mr. Ruskin himself has composed for
her ; but he brought to her an oft'enng more
delicate and rare-the treasures of grace, and
sweetness, and the crown of beauty, the gifts
he had to bestow; and these are precisely the
gifts which Mr. Ruskin's whole writings convince us that he has but very little power of
appreciating, for we have hunted them through
in vain for a passage showing him to be anything of a graduate in the matter of personal
beauty: on the contrary, his citations of instances of it in the paint.ers evince much
poverty and thinness of discrimination. He
ilisparages it unintelligently in many places ;
sometimes with a poor alfectation of the
monkish tone; and the word" gracefulness" he
will use as if, of itself, without one word of
comment, it stood for a disgraceful epithet.
Now Raphael, on the contrary, loving these
things deeply and seriously, could little have
thought that the adorning his sacred figures
with them would be interpreted as proof of
frivolity and coldness of feeling. He delighted,
too, to represent the Madonna as serene and
happy, as we wish those we love and reverence
ever to be; and having already frequently represented her in various thoughtful, pathetic, and
exalted moods, he thought it no dishonour
to her, and a commendable honouring of humanity, to imagine her sometimes simply as a
mother, pleased with the little, daily, heaunrememberedacts of kindness and of love; as in
this superciliously-mentioned Madonna of the
Chair, where she gathers her .child to her
bosom, and presses her cheek against his forehead, in the placid enjoyment of maternal love .
For the divineness, smillug to us gently through
such thinga as these, it is plain that Mr . Ruskin
has no relish, no apprehension-no, not the
least. A Madonna released for the moment
from the impendin~ cloud of foreboding and
care, and feeling out as our sweet human
mothers feel, is an object which quite rufiles
his temper. He has dwelt with satisfaction on
----------.
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------------------,--------~----~---------------------Orcagna's hideous, monkish memento n1ori
morality, in painting "with the most fearful
detail" the foulest corruption of death ; but the
delicate moral here is something without him.
It is a pity it should be so. We heartily wish
writers subject to such humours would alight
from their spiritual stilts, and condescend to be
entertained by pictures of this class, for the,r
seem to us actwillJ intended to meet their
melancholy case : they might instruct them
that, after all, there may be something too
bles..."Cd
for a sneer in "the petty watchCiilness
of maternity," something in the commonest,
slightest interchanges of simply human aft'ection which are as a rest and restorat.ive balm
to the sublimest soul of man-and more, far
more. They might thus tend to restore the
broken circle of the sympathies, adjust their
healthy balance, and soften a morbidly intense
devotion to things inanimate and abstract,
which, however sublime in themselves, when
followed exclusively, or even too far, demoralise almost like vice.
But, of course, those very precious smaller
pictures to which we have Just been alludin~,
by no means give the measure of Raphael s
perceptions of the Madonna. He never painted
her on a large altar canvas without investing
her with senousness and heavenliness, to the
best of his poor ability. Now, is it not edify.
ing, that this, our influential leader in criticism,
and public lecturer of uninformed men and
youth, in laboriously drawing them to a contemptuous estimate of Rapliael's Madonnas,
should here wholly ignore the Madonna di San
Sisto, painted, b:v-the-bye, at the self-same
period of his career as the Madonna of the
Chair ? Will he next tell us that she is there
a pleasant piece of furniture for the comer of
a boudoir ? Is there, indeed, nothing there
more than scientific foreshortenings, tints, and
shadows, and reminiscences of the prettiest
contadinas P Is she, above all, " sinking" from
the hands of Perugino and Francia?
No; she soars, she soars! And now she
stands awhile on the snowy clouds of the
middle air, in all the buoyancy of celestial
freedom. She is the most et.hereally majestic,
the most gracefully sublime of figures, the
heavenly queen of all the Madonnas, the
empress of them ; to adopt for a moment the
visionary style, the most divinely be.autiful
manifestation of herself she ever made through
the pencil of favoured painter, and, we believe,
the !tut. No" treasures of the earth" are at
her feet, but adorning the threshold of heaven,
simple love, instead, imaged by two winged
children, who, for our comfort, show, with their
familiar, 11rtless,genial tenderness, that sweets
cordial to our poor heart.s ~urvive the grave.
The long-forgotten crown, which Mr. Ruskin
anoD1alouslyand absurdly recomposed for her,
lies, probably, with other trash, far in the abyss
below. Her drapery of flain and simple woof,
stirred by the breeze o heaven, in its rare
beauty of line and form, is a far nobler orna ment for her than all the barbaric gold and
pearl, which our own Milton, in an enlightened
hour degraded to hell, to adorn Satan's throne .
Her countenance, like something vouchsafed
by heaven to the painter, rather than a tribute
from him to the celestial theme, is its own
gloria . She seems somewhat dazzled by her
own exaltation, by what is now displayed to
her . Her dilated, slightly-wondering eye inti.
mates thus much. But within her ilivineness
the sweet and tender graces of the gentle
maiden seem immortalised; within that brow
of heavenly clearness and power, still seem to
lie profoundest sympathies for those sorrows,
ay, and those joys, which once she meekly
shared. Those sympathies ap))f'.aras if radiantly
enthroned in Eve's fair form-the loveliest the
mind of man can image.-Thc curtain of the
vision falls. But the am of that iris of

cherubim, which nearly merged in light encompassed her, still resound in the soul; and her
form itself often recurs, to lift the thoughts
above low places, by the might of purest beauty.
But where is Mr. Ruskin all this while P
Blindlv, gloomily, in the dark below, grubbing
in an· artist's dissecting-room, purely of his
own device. Having disposed of the Madonna
della Sedia, and, as if wholly unconscious of
the San S~to, Raphael's highest Madonnapicture, wrought, as we said, at the same
period, he thus proceeds, in some of the most
precious t1entenceswe are acquainted with, to
his own finishing picture of the painter's
notions of the Virgin :" He coold think or the Madonna lo her last maternal
agony with academical discrimination , sketch In first her
skeleton, lm·cst her lo serene science wllh lhe muscles of
misery, a11<\tho fibres or sorrow; lhcn cast the grace of
antiq ue drarery over tho nakedness of her desolation, and
fulfil, with •tudlous lt1Atroof tears and delicately painted
pallor, the perfect type of the Mater Dolorosa. It ls thus
Raphael U1ought of the .Madonna."

Of about fifty representations by Raphael of
the Madonna with which we are acquainted,
four are of the Mater Dolorosa-the only ones,
we believe, of any importance-and certainly
they betray no callousness. His principal
Mater Dolorosa, which is at Madrid, (not without feeling in the engraving), Mr. Ruskin,
unless we are very strangely mistaken, has
not seen, and the others furnish not the
slightest data, in anr one particular, for his
descriptions; the designs, on the contrary, are
full of true, tender pathos. This cold-blooded
verbal picture, therefore, rendered ineffably
nauseous by petty arts of antithesis and alliteration, is entirely the coinage of his own brain
-fabricated stud iously, for the purpose of exciting our disgust against Raphael; and, to
render the work still more repulsive, it is put
forth on high grounds of religious feeling and
moral indignation. In one of his volumes,
Mr. Ruskin inserts a long note, expressive of
his utter contempt for the arts of the rhetorician. Yet we know of no short passa~e anywhere which combines more completely, thau
this one, the least creditable of those arts.
Here are false assumptions-untenable deductions from them; a style full of the pettiest
and most affected artifices, and, above all, in
the awe-inspiring name of religion, an end unjust and slanderous.
In his earliest volumes Mr . Ruskin takes a
few brief, off-hand liberties with the name of
R.aphael, but it is in his Edinburgh Lectures
that he first elaborately attacks him. His
severity is there ba3ed on the mightiest considerations imaginable. " The world," he
states (with a sinltUlar felicity of diction), "has
had a Trinity of .Ages,the Classical, Medireval,
and Modern ; " the essential characteristic of
the two first being Religious Faith, and that
of the third the absence of it . " To deny
Christ, that is intensely and peculiarly modern~m," are words repeated twice, with a
keen consciousness of the startling effect they
are calculated to produce. As a necessary
consequence of these conditions of things, " all
ancient art was religious, and all modern art
is profane;" and this great ch~e, we are told,
was effected by R.aphael's practice. Such arc
the lecturer's great epical-tragical catastrophe,
and his simple and effective means for accomplishing 1t. In proceeding, he illustrates
his assumed notion of the universal affirmation
of belief by the art of the middle ages, by citing
certain directions given to our Ilenry 111.'s upholsterer, addi~, with sententious satisfaction,
that " the furniture of the king's house was
made to confess his Christianity." Amongst
other things, the decorative artist is ordered to
paint the king's upper chamber with the story
of St. Margaret and certain other saints, the
tablet beside his bed with the figures or the
guards of the bed of Solomon, and the win-

:1
dows of his great hall at Northampton with
the history of Dives and Lazarus. To be
sure, this mdividual monarch, as we all know,
was one of our most worthless. Earl~ in his
reign, he lost his golden opportumties in
France in one of those miserable enterprises
which were the disgrace of that benighted age,
in shows, and sports, and revels. And when
the lawless, rapacious poverty in this way resulting had dnven his barons to one or their
grand constitutional rebellions-that which
eventually blessed us with our first House of
Commons-this same king sought to fill the
coffers of idleness and pleasure by accusing
the Jews of incredible crimes, by judicially
murdering, and occasionally massacnng them.
He was faithless in prosperity, abject in adversity, semifotuous in both. However, it is
some emollient to our contempt to find, from
Mr. Ruskin's account, that the very furniture
of his house was made to confess his Christianity, and that when he lay tired of his silly
sports and revels with Gascon favourites, or
sche1ning the unhallowed means of new ones,
(so far as his feeble intellect could scheme
anything,) the wood, the glass around him was
replete with piou3 acknowledgment, and the
tablet at his elbow pictured with the guards
of Solomon. Though vacant his head and
heart, whatsoever he reclined upon seems to
have presented some sanctified image, if not
in the sitter, at least in the seat itselC; and his
bedstead, and all the little things about it, were,
in every probabilitJ, rich with theological
"suggestiveness."
Whenever his exchequer
was full, he was the most uncompunct1ous
Dives in his dominions : whenever it was
empty, the most importunate Lazarus . "His
exactions, in defiance of the charters confirmed bv himself, were excessive and shameless. He canvassed for presents on specious
pretexts, so as to be accounted the chief of
the sturdy beggars of the kingdom."* Thus
says the historian . Nevertheless it is an exceeding comfort to learn from Mr. Ruskin that
the true moral wa11all the while glittering
vividly before him-in the most "nobly -conventional stained glass," of course. "You see,"
sars the lecturer with grim complacency,
"that in all these cases the furniture of the
king's house is made to confess his Christianitv."
Fascinated with this notion, Mr.
Ruskin adorns it " 'ith his accustomed boundless
prodigality of im~ery.
"There was not a
pane of glass in their windows,'' he adds, "nor
a pallet by their bed5ide (?), that did not confess and proclaim their Christianity;" and he
is very angry with our soulless fashionable
young Indies for not following the example.
Ascending from the evidence of upholstery to
that of treaties, laws, and all transactions in
the middle ages, we are additionally cheered
by learning that the vilest of them were, at all
events, devoutly preambled, and that "whereever expediency triumphed, it was never without a distinct allowance of Christian principle
as an efficient element in the consultation.
Whatever error might be committed, at least
Christ was openly confessed." These are
indeed the lecturer's own grave words ; but
one with his eyes only a little more open
sees that, beyond and above his consciousness,
they are all the while exposing him ironically.
The noble phrases, in honourable conspiracy
against their purblind master, as it often
happens, set you on your guard against his
mischievous delusions. Yet, truly, had we
been of his audience, we should have gently
raised our own looks to inquire whether he
was really in earnest, or whether the triumph
of sarcastic gravity in his countenance was
utterlv complete, as we have seen so delight fully fu Thackeray's. For bearing in mind the
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general actions of the thirteenth cent.ury, as
described by his own revered Dante and others,
we should ourselves rather infer, (and even here
we are almost told it,) that this conventional
frequenc_yof sacred imagery ought rather to
be cited as the grand illustration of that
divinely profound old saying, "Familiarity
breeds contempt," which is so much overlookea
by morbid religionists. In this blending-this
confessedly often inoperative blending-of religious forms with all things, whether important
or trilling, good, bad, or indifferent, we seem
to see that the idea of sacred things, even of
Christ himself, had become so staled and deadened by constant obtrusion as to lose its effect ;
and we find but an argument against that
which Mr. Ruskin with so much confidence
commends.
Next in his discourse follow some of those
brief, rigid, quasi-religious sentences, such as
we have known to fall like black drops of blight
on the hearts of the timidly cheerful, who are not
wary enough to add explanations which alone
can expand and brighten them into practical
justice, mercy, and reason. Further on, in a
similar spirit, we are invited to admire the
most loathsome, putrid piece of moralisin~ in
monkish art, perpetrated by that overprrused
terrorist Orcagna; and so we are brought
down to Raphael, who is at once assumed as
the cause of a substitution of Pagan imagery,
which began to prevail at the close of the
fifteenth century, though not to one-fifth of
the extent which Mr. Ruskin's words would
lead the wholl_y)gnorantto conceive. Raphael
is made mainly responsible for it, all ; and so
his beautiful, noble figure, falsely drawn, is
held up behind the shaded lamps, a mere unscrupulous lecturer's coarse diagram, for the
most religious contempt of the audience, whose
ignorance might have been nicely gauged by
their applauses. A. single person is thus gitibeted as responsible for the change of the age
-a change which, so far as it freed the imagination from the wearisome monotony and
deadening familiarity of monkish images, (well
est.imated by our own surfeit of it in a gallery
or two,) was highly desirable, and which
RaJ>hael, so far as M was concerned, only
guided within such moderate limits as to
merit unqualified approbation.
Nor, we regret to add, is there anything in
the tone of this administrator of a monkish
black-broth of Faith, instead of sweet, fresh
Christian bread, which enables us to suppose
that love of anything impels him to his task.
No love of any kind speaks in this fashion.
Tenderness warms and softens not even his
approbation. A.ll is cold, hard; not merely
ngid, but frigid. His sharp, curt sentences
seem punched out of flint, or rather out of
Scotch granite for the Edinburgh occasion.
The_yseem mere restless pulsations of assiduously developed little phrenological bumps of
pugnacity or combativeness-bilious affections
of the mind-habits of invective, availing themselves of that very_fl.ims.rold Diogenic device
of disparaging an<! mortifying the present age
by exalting over it another, through overstrained invidious com_parisons. The exaggerated idea of medireval piety is but a cynical
splendour, a heavy scarlet and gold, coarsely
daubed in, to make b_ythe contrast our own
poor ~e look foul and dull.
Besides, it is but libellous on our surroundings, after all. Even whilst we first penned
this page, in the inclement season 0£ midwinter, when deep distress arose, and, thauks
to our blessed press, the sigh of the poor-the
craving looks of little breadless children could
scarcely be excluded Crom the most luxurious
boudoir, we seemed to see page after page of
the Time, newspaper daily_covered with confessions of Christ, not simply in munificent sub1/_
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charity of thought, sweet ingenuity, labour,
and watchfulness. It is true, the name of the
Saviour of Man appeared not frequently. But
did not the benign influence and promptings of
His spirit come forth with unmistakeable clearness in hundreds of these gentle ministrations P
Benevolent works like these are not all He
commanded from us; but we could, we think,
demonstrate logically that they declare Him
with, literally, as much precision as those
vaunted walls, tablets, and windows of our
fourth Plautagenet, pictured with St. Margaret,
the Evangelists, the Virgin, the guards of
Solomon, and the story of Dives and Lazarus.•

THE ROYAL PICTURES.
THE NUN.

J. G. Schaeffer, Painter. N. Lecomte, Engraver.
Size of the Picture, 2 ft. Of In. by i ft. st In.

ALL that ia noble in modern Art may trace back
its origin to the thirteenth century. The dim
twilight which preceded the gradual rieiug or the
spirit of intelligence and civilization that bad subsequently culminated over the whole of Europe concealed the fountain of light, whose beams were for
the healing of the nationa. In the progreu of time
man awoke from hia mental lethargy, and started
into existence u "a new-created thing,'' aller a
• The llrst sentences of this paper, written before the slumber of more than five hundred years; and step
last Royal Academy Exhibition, way remain u some by step he ach-auced in the development of his inrecord of 185H. With regard to the present year, our tellectual faculties, religion-aiucere,
though too
chief consolation Is that Prc-R&phaelltlam has oow attained
often mistaken, or false-being his chief helper.
that prolonged an<! complete development or monstroua.
nesa and essential ,...,.knesa, which must sooo, surely, lead Alt certainly owes to religion all ita greatness ;
to Ito decay, and, In Ill place, to some return to better polytheism planted the sacred groves of Greece
things. f·rom W0"9 and horrors, with now and then some
force lo them, though almost always unhealthy and fan- with the most man·ellous sculptures the world ever
tastical, we have U,ls year proceeded, naturally enough,
saw, and filled her cities with temples fit for the
to mere negative ugliness, ugliness for Ila own sake, habitations of the deities she worshipped. The
And frivolities even more puerile; neither Is there
progress from over-mlnuteuesa to freooom and noble followen of the Christain faith eovered Europe with
breadth, as admirers have predicted; but rather a diver- religions edifices at once the reverence and the
gence to the wayside mud or the crudest and most violent deapair of all after ages; such treasures of mind,
coarseness. This decline la manifest e,iually In the three
coin, and time u they poueaaed 'll'ere lavished for
leaders of the school •ho exhibited this year. Their
works betray alike exb&nsUon and dlaorganlzatlon or the glory of God-for they believed that iuasmuch u
mind, the Inevitable conaeqoence or a slavish dntdgery,
they honoured Him they honoured them&elve&,nnd
combined with that co1111Ant rejection or Judgment
considered th11tby their works they became teachers
and good taste, which (as In the case or all things
unexercl1ed,) must lead to the otter decay and lou
of the doctrines and truths which they profesaed.
of those qualities.
Though regretting Mlllals" general
"We painters," said Bu1l'almacco, one of Giotto's
decline, Mr. Ruskin, nevertheless, palliates hla picture
pupils, "occupy ounel ves iii. depicting aainta and
of the Convent Grave - digging, but on untenable
grounds, u we conceke. He assumes that the painter
holy personages npon walls and altars, to the end
mAYnot have meant It "to be pleasing to us, .. but only
that man, to the great despite of devils, should be
"stranl/;e and horrible ..-no "sweet piece or convent eenled to virtue and piety." The earnest devotion to
Ument, but a stern representation or tb&t hard ghutly
Living Death, which he Imagines, and no doubt truly, to matters of a religious character, so often carried as it
prevail In monasteries. }llled with this Idea, Hr. Ruskin was to excess, undoubtedly contributed to the spread
proceeds to repudiate conventual segregation In & atraln or
of superstition, and wu employed by the Church of
that overwrought oenaltiveneH of Imagination, that hectic,
"nervous" ardour, v.·blch ls in apirlt so much more akin to Rome to promote her aggrandizement and eelfiah
the condition reprehended, than to the temperatenesa, and ends ; but, as already intimated, it gave to Art on
stool health or mind, which are Its most eff'ectual OPf'O·
nents; and vle,l'lng the picture u expressive of this dire impulse and a power which we are 1ure it will never
mortlftcatlou of the lleart, he considers It "a great work." again receive: science in the present day makes
But admltUng all Mr. Ruokln assumes, neither that nor marvellons progresa because the age demands it ;
any other moral purpou wonld alone wake a great, or even
& res1>eetable,picture. A mere Intenti on to represent con- Art makes no such advance, because the .,.orld
ventual horror Is surely within the ocope or the very does not ask for it, and if it did the outcry would be
trashleot painters and novellsta, alike . It Ja the rtndtring
useless: all we can ho1>efor is to equal the pastIt with pictorial ability th&t would alone make the attempt
In auy degree commendable; and here the artist fall• in to et eel it is beyond the bouuds of human capacity.
his coarseoeH and monstrousness or line and hue, aa well Who looks for another Ralfaelle, another Michael
u of expression . The dooth In life of that nun'• race, a Angelo, Titian, or Rubens? New generationa will
staring skull thinly veiled with the semblances or vitality,
la Justifiable neither on Pre-Raphaelite preteMlona of arise when our beads are moulderiug under the clods
matter or fact, nor Raphaelite principle• of roetlc art.
of the valley ; new nations may people valleys and
Neither Art nor nature wlll recognise or accept It; and forests yet untrodden by the foot o( man ; but thi,y
the crude gross daubing Is here little above the level or the
village tyro who Irradiates the rural beershop with his must borrow their Art from the same sources as
pencil. Crltlcal writers, we hear, have attributed mnch ourselves, for we believe it hu
power to the landscape; but, to the best or our judgment,
It was & hMvy, graceless strength, much tainted with
the usual ugliness, and In many essenUal U1lngs wanting
troth.
That ugliness, for !ta own sake, la now the
object or this most pervene or painters, receh ·cs sufficient proof from his other picture or those odloua,
heartless, little monsters of girls, In fopperies or the
newest mode, eating syllabub under the apple blossoms. Thls la the \"ery oaturnalla of ugliness ; a dull
oulcldal IMnlt to that natural senoo or beauty, which 11 the
very heavenly grace or the Imagination, and &Jene can
keep It sweet-Ila divine preservative against h&rshness,
and gloom, and extravagant violence. lo the daintier
puerllltle., of Mr. Hughes, we find a striking want or that
physical objective truth, on which the "Brotherhood,. 10
confidently, yet so delllllvely, rest their claims. Those
king's chlldreu taking their siesta under more of the apple
blossoms, 11·hlch Mr. Ruskin hlmselr bespoke In his last
yoar•a pamphlet, arc little faotocclnl poppet•, or blue.eyed
dolls, whose huge heads and shrivelled &lljj/td limbs, and
Idiotic types of form, outrage proportion and dra11·!ng:
the colour, the tlesh shades of pure Iliac especially, ls
equally false. Mr. Hughes·, other picture, too, 11 devoid
of modelllng, And or the wodltlcatl ona of colour by light
and shadow. Bnt these wo111tro,IUco, and violations or
what is universal In the aspecta of nature, are quite Ignored
by Mr. Ruskin; and the painter Is simply tutored, most
mildly, In soft, luscious, apple-blossomy diction, to content himself with cottagers' instead of kings' orchards, and
not to be quit e so gay for the future. Never did tl1cdlvlnely
enunciated truth, that those who strain at gnata way swallo•· camels, rcceh·e such coptoua and cusk>mary lllustrattnn, as tu these criticisms. To sec how our annual
pamphleteer , standing before these plctu...,., wlll, as It
were, put gross Pre-Raphaelite camels Into his spoon, and
swallow, and benignly wltl1 the mildest suavity digest

them, one after another; and U,on to note how ho
will strain at some gnat, In the shape of any pretty
old - fuhloneu " convenllonAllsm, .. which Is opposed
to the ugly new - f,..hloncd conventlonallsms or the
Pre-Raphaelites-this
Is one of the curious reatures
or the time we live In, a something to which tl1e annals or
criticism supply no precedent or parallel . We should
comment on other wor ks executed under Mr. Ruskin"•
particular directi ons, but th ere Is no space.

"Touched the highest point or all lb

greatn-."

These remarks are suggested by Schaeffer's picture of the "Nun,'' which carries back the thoughta
to that period in the history of Art when the
solitary painter sat in his retired studio over canVBICII whereon were depicted the saints and martyrs
whose names are insc~d
in the calenda of the
Romiah Church . And with what zeal, ud Ion, and
devotion he laboured, the works of those old painters,
of Giotto, of Angelico da Fiesole, of the monk
Bartolomeo, of }'rancia, Perugino, and of Ralfaelle
in his youth, abundantly testify : ao also do those of
later date, Leonardo da Vinci, Correggio, Guido,
and Carlo Dolce : one may almost fancy they received
a direct inspiration from heaven, ao spiritual and
divine is the expression given to their Saiuta nnd
Madounu. We may smile nt the enthusium and
"scorn of earth's delighta," and patient endurance,
which led them to multiply in 10 large abundance
these feminine ideal portraits; but we must admire
the beauty of their productions, and respect the
feelings that created them. These artista seem to
have adopted for their motto," NII parvum, aut hnmlll modo,
NII mortale aequar. ••

J. G. Schaeffer, the painter of the "Nnn," is a
modern German artist : the pictul"e belongs rather
to the achool of Guido than of Carlo Dolce ; it ia
characterised by great sweetness and teuderneu of
expreHion, os well as by great beanty or form, and
ia painted with much delicacy of manipulation.
The picture ia in the Royal Collection at Osborne.
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PERSON AL RECOLLECTIONS OF
GREAT AU.TlSTS.
BY THE LATE E. V. RIPPINGILLE.

No. 4.-DAvrn W1LKt1:.
Tlili:u are certainly two ways of learning a thingthe one by going right, the other by going wrong;
both teach, and, of the two, the aspirant who waits,
and will uot begin until he is sure of the right
road, ia perhaps lees likely of success than he who
dashes forward and is determined to find his own way,
and to succeed by hie own efforts. Nature appears,
in both cases, to furnish or to withhold the impulse ;
and some men fail from a dietrust in their own
powers, just as others aucceed from a confident reliance upon them. In no pursuit, perhaps, is this more
the case than in Art, so that Sir Joshua &ynolds
has remarked, that "few have been taught to any
p1ll'J)Ose
who have not been their own teachers."
In the year 1816-17, I found myself, like Dante,
gro1,ing my way in the /Josca 01c11raof Art, and
certainly not waiting to be shown either into or
oat of the wood. 1 WIIS courting and deairing information, when I accidentally came across a good
little fellow who, u he was a Scotchman, had
acqaaiotancea among the artist& of his country, and
it wu thua my good fortune to obtain the beginniug of a greatly interrupted intercourse with David
Wilkie. We ,tarted in pursuit of an interview
with thia trnly great arti•, for whose merit&,young
u I was, I had conceived the highest, and, am
proud to aay, most just respect. My guide in this
important expedition remembered suddenly that he
knew something of another Scotch artist, to whom
he .proposed to introduce me, in order that I might
obtain the information I wanted. The name of
this artiat was Wilson, and, as I think my friend
pronounced it, Muster Andrea Walson. I don't
remember his person, but the reply be gave to a
question I ventured to uk made a lasting impres-·
aion upon me. I had been, I remember, a good
deal surprised at the practical fact 1 had juat become acquainted with-that black and white did
not make the same kind of grey that Indian ink,
used with water over white paper, produced, and
I wondered by what profound aecret in Art this
marvel wu to be effected. I am not certaia that
this was the learned query I ventured to put to
"Mr. Wulaon," but 110 doubt it was one jw1t as
childish; at all events, it was asked in perfectly
modest and boyish simplicity, when the painter,
turning suddenly towards me, with a look and
movement that almost converted me into stone, said,
in the harshest voice I ever heard, " Sir, there a'
eeacrets in the art which, when a man has worked hard
to obtain, he mann keep to himsel'." Of course I
begged his pardon, pleaded my ignorance and inexperience, and, as my friend seemed a little hurt
or disappointed too, we rather abruptly took our
departure. As soon as we recovered ourselves, my
good-natured conductor tried to cheer me, and to
e:i:cuaethe "body," whom be said was "aometi.mes
a queer divil,'' and offered to take me to another
artist he knew. I conld not help saying, " I hope
he's not a Scotchman I " " Then be just is," he
aaid, "but a very different sort o' r.hiel ye'll find
him, I warrant." I must say I had but very little
" devotion for the deed," bot when I heard that
it was David Wilkie, the painter of the " Blind
Fiddler," a glow of warmth shot into my heart. As
we made our way along, I determined to take especial care as to the qnestions I Raked,and not to get
such a rebolf again. Presently we were at the door
of the house at Kensington, and in the presence of
the great man, whose broad Scotch accent half
knocked me down upon the carpet we stood on.
In a few seconds our busine&swas explained, and
Wilkie turned to me with an encouragi11glook, and
asked me kindly what subjects I had attempted to
paint. I explained myself with difficulty, bot he
went on encouraging me, and directed my attention to some pictures about the room, and upon the
easels that stood there. Presently T ventured upon
a remark, and then upon a question, which was
replied to by the painter starting oft' down stairs,
and in a minute after bringing op a sketch or
study he was just making from a 11:roupof glasses,
&c., which it should aeem hadbeen left by accident,

or placed by a servant, after washing them, upon a
table or dresser. The colour was wet, and the
bit of panel was placed into my hand that I mi11;ht
examine the mode in which the study was executed.
Encouraged by this act of kindness, I veutured to
make many inquiries, but under a good deal of
restraint. This the kind good fellow saw, and with
some gaiety of manner he turned to me and said,
"Ye need na fear to ask me ony questions ye please;
[ am vary plea.sed to tell ye onything I know;
there are na secreu; the art of a painter does not
depend, like that of a juggler, upon s trick-it a'
comes out o' study and reflection, nothing else." I
was attempting aome profusion in my thanks, but
be stopped me, and directed my attention to the
two small pictures which were then standing
upon the easels. These, I remember, were the
" &fusal," from Burns' songs, and the "Letter of
latroduction," two of the most delicately painted
and most strongly characterised works in sentiment
and expression ever produced by anybody. The
prodnction of these true gems of Art mark the date,
aud point to the fact that it wu before the era of
1,/acguilp bad fairly set in. It had not then touched
Wilkie at all events, and it would have been better
if it never bad. For delicacy of execution, and for
true finish, these little pictures send Pre-Raphaelitiam where it ought to go, and betray, in a peculiar
way, the impotency of Ruskiniem. It is worth the
while of the nostrum-mongers aud Macguilpists of
the day, to look at and to study these exquisite
works of the brush: they are executed iu the same
manuer in which David Teniers painled, and are
unclogged, clean, transparent, pulpy, and substantial, without the factitious aid of a alimy medium,
and of course they remain firm and unchanged to
the present hour.
Of course I asked about the material, the medium
with which they were painted, and learnt that the
first was simply old linseed oil, thinned with t11rpentine. At that time the chromes had not been
invented. The reds and orange tints, he told me,
were principally compounds of vermillion with
yellow oc!trc, which, he remarked, wu a heavy
colour, and did nut mix in a friendly way with the
vermillion. He apoke of light or Venetian red, also,
u a heavy colour, and regretted that red lead could
not be depended upon in oil colour. When I told
him that; in my ignorance of the material, I had
mixed red lead and verdigria, and ueed them for the
pleasant grey they made, he laughed aml said,
" Weel, ye could not have done better to bring miechief about in a speedy way." This kiod-henrted
man listened very patiently and replied very readily
to all I asked. Of course, he recommended the
close and unremittent study of Nature as the surest
guide. As long as this was kept in sight, he said,
he regarded all processes with indifference; and
that it mattered but litlle upon what grounds, with
what instruments, or with what materials pictures
were painted. He remarked that artists had wuted
a great deal of very useful time upon very ueeleu
studies in these respects ; that there were many
ways of arriving at the aame end, and that moat
artists took both the means and the road that suited
them beat, or was best adnpted to their peculiar
powen.
The whole of this conversation impressed me
strongly. Two points were couspicooue and memorable in it: these were, tiret, that very little indeed
could be taught, and that every a.spirant and labourer must depend upon himself. For myself, I
must say I felt this as the grand lesson I received
from David Wilkie. This grand lesson it is which
is reiterated in a thousand ways in the practical life
of every artist, and is the only certain course to
originality, even though it fail, and lead to nothing:
then it proves the saddest of all truths-that the
aspirant has mistaken his powers.
In his pursuit of Art, Wilkie folly illuetrated the
doctrine he held and preached. Had this not been
the case, bis earliest productions would probably
have had that false promise in them which is the
pure direct result of imitation, and which so often
deceives those who attempt to judge of the capabilities of beginners; bot (the fact is curious) they
bad not even this. In the exhibition of Wilkie's
pictures at the British Gallery were placed two
of the first productions of his pencil, but these
had so little promise in them,-such an absolute
deficiency and indication of all pictorial power
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and eapacity,-that, after remaiuing exposed for
two weeks, they were withdrawn by some friends,
fastidiously jealous of hie reputation. This wu a
pity, as it would have furnished evidence of the
difficulty of judging of the first-fruits of an aspirant's powers, and have furnished a proof that where
no promise ia given, great results may nevertheless
be in attendance, and at hand. It would alsohave
corroborated Wilkie's own remark on the importance of self-dependence, 110dthat there is a better
prospect of succeas for the aspirant who produces
what is worthless, than for the imitator, who flies
to conventionaliam,ever at the service of the feeble,
and easily made available to deceive the weak judgment of the unenlightened.
That Wilkie trusted to the native power in him
is certain enough, since be changed bis style, as it
is called, at least five or aix times in bis professional
career, and this without becoming the imitator of
anybody. All and every one of these change, were
experiments made upon himself and his own capabilit.ies-assertions of his own independence, and
the determination to think for hillllelf.
But another and a far more important change
still awaited him, and would inevitably have taken
place, had not death prematurely interr11pted the
coarse of his highly interesting artistical career.
It has been seen but by few artists, while the world
is altogether too ignorant of Art to have caught the
slightest impression of what was pending. Whoever remembers the exhibition of the drawings and.
studies which were exhibited after the painter's
return· from the East, might have diacovered that
he bad been in a sphere of instruction pregnant
with new elements of colour, and that, as in the
"Penny Wedding,'' a chromatic new birth awaited
him. It was easy for the cultivated eye to perceive
that a new light wu about to break in, of a kind of
which there wu no evidence in the productions of
bis previous practice. It was clear that the TJaried
grey,, worn by the people he had been among, were
about to unite the cold, crude blues and reds, and
other unbroken tints introduced into the ordinary
combinations and compositions of colours observable in his works. It ia clear to the common critic
that Wilkie had the true feeling for colour ; and it
will ever be matter of the most serious regret to the
enlightened that he did not live to realize and perfeet what he had just seized in the opportunity that
had offered itself, and in the scenes with which he
closed his valaable life.
The practical course pursued by Wilkie offers the
most valuable lesaon the world of Art bas ever
received. He had been a shrewd and wntchful
observer nil his life ; he had lived surrounded by,
and had studied closely, the beat examples of Art,
aud had, in his practice, given ample evidence of
his powers to seize, and his great capabilities to do;
but he had nevertheless missed an excellence which
till now had only presented itself in pictnrea and
not in life-not in the living examplea which, as a
matter of coarse, became his models.
As in every point in the lore of Art ignorance
and false notions prevail, 10 in that which insists on
a large and varied collection of worka of Art for
professional study there is a similar error. As an
axiom of real wisdom and experimental truth, it ia
abundantly proved that the produced and applied
thing is not in itself sufficient to teach ; but that
the true impression moat come through an acquaintanee with principles-the true knowledge tbrongh
study, assisted by practice. People may go to
exhibitions of pictures-stare, wonder, and admire,
and be as ignorant of the real merits of Art at the
end of a long life as at the beginning. I have
known e,·en dealers in pictures, men of good sense
and average taste, and whose livelihood depended
on a certain kind of acquaintance with pictures, as
ignorant of the merits and the aims of Art as mere
children. In the same way the history of Art, in
ita progress and decline, clearly prove that the possession of e1amples has neither advanced it nor
retarded its fall. &al artistic force is a power
obtained by absorption, and in no way from plagiarism of any kind. The mere pretender gives
e1amplcs of a certain kind of excellence by imitation only, while that ,produced by the true artist is
ever per 1e; while the mere connoisseur learns just
enough to distinguish one example from another,
\Vilhout ever knowing what are the true qualities of
l Art, or what should be common to all its produc-
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tione. Artiste aft'ordevidenceor this truth as much about to start for Spain, where be rallied, and the beat nnnea and teachera within their means, u
as the common observer ; and the great man who returned laden with the newly-acquiredrichea of hie most advu,.tageous to the children; b"ut bow rew
is the subject of this little essay is a striking exam- keen and cloaeobsenation. At that time an ioter- appreciate the fact that everything around, 'lfhether
cour,ie with the world had taught me aometbing, home be a cottage or caatle, ii daily impreasing
ple in proof. With powen superior to moat men,with an earnest study and ,crutiny adopted by few, and I listened to the clear, deep,and learned remarks indelible leeaona of elegance or vulgarity upon the
-with abundant opportunities, David Wilkie re- which fell from him with a full sense and conviction minda of children-that the chain in every room,
mained untouched nntil impre11ionfrom liuing e:r- that such powen of intelligence carried into Art, aud the carpets on every floor, the ornaments ou
ample1was about to be converted into knowledge, where unfortunately there ia so small a stock, could the mantel,ahelf, and prints or pictnrea on the wall,
applied and reduced to practice. It is not intended not fail to achieve great and extraordinary things. are each edncating the eye more encceuf'ully, and
to be said that pictures had done nothing for tbie I"ing the preacher, Barry Cornwall, and other formingthe miode more aurely,than the leeaonaof the
great aspirant iu Art,-one whose greatness was choieespirits were there, bot their brilliancy in no aehoolroom,the books in the library, or the admobuilt upon rc6ectiou; but in comparison it was way eclipsed the 1olid, steadr light given out by nitione of the parlour. With thi, feeling emerging
nothing, since, taking for example the article of Wilkie : perhaps I admired him beyond bis claima into a recognisedtruth, it ia not wonderful that
colour, forty years of exposure to impression,aided that he was an artist. Wilkie waa of tall stature, increasedattention to taate and domestic embelliahby ,tudy, failed to achieve that which, nmong the angular and bony, but now rather stooping and ment should be coneidered eaeential to the full
living examples in the East, took place in six emaciated. His head was of the round type, and development of home inlluencea,and the due dishie hair aandy. The upper part of his face broad, charge or parental responaibilities.
months!
The multitnde •nppoee (for they cannot be said
In the largeat collectionof pictures existing in the with cheekboneshigh; eyes light and grey, and with
world, aud in auch a one aa it would be vain to an expression severe and searching. His nose to believewhat they have never examined or thought
expect should ever be got and held together for any rounded and compact, with month spreading, but over) that everything pertaining to taate and ,tyle
efficient purpose of study, there would still be but closing firmly. On the whole, there was nothing in the" doing up" of a house ie the exclusiveinheritare espeof chromatic combination,when com- pleasing or inviting in his aapect. Amongst hie ance of the rich ; and the working elaaaee
few exnm11le1
pared with what takes place in one aingle hour, compeen he waa marked by a kind of dry, cold cially prone to that lisUeseneu of feeling on such
where the lesson comes from life and nature-from hnmour, and, judging from the anecdotes told of enbjectawhich would throw the burden of teaching
the real living and existing ingredients fortuitoUBly him, he would submit to be joked, and sometimes children eleganceand taste on the ahonlderaof the
combined. Something in the way in which we may venture upon a witticism, or a repartee. It aeems wealthy. The cotter or the artizan euppoeee,:i.nd
auppoeeit to take place in a kaleidoacope,could the that the severity seen in his outward mau prodnced acts on the supposition, that to teach a son to
particulara and ingredients be of the true and varied only a simple serionsnessand qnietude within. The diatingniahbetween good and bad form,, belonga to
character, such as is fonnd in life and nature among statue of him in the veatibillcof the National Gallery the aame class of aecompliabmente as French or
the people,who in themselvesand the costumesthey reaembleshim more at the ageof thirty than at that fencin~,and that while all may be included in the
wear present the required combinationsaud effects. at which he died ; hut, on the whole, conveys a education of a geuUeman,the children of the workBut here, of coune, only a very imperfect result tolerably correct impreasion of his personal ap- ing claaaeecannot expect indulgence in auch luxuries.
Nor ii this feeling confined to the working cluaes,
would take place. A.a regards pictures, it is clear pearance.
although, as aball be shown, it ii more destructive
that a picture can offer but one example, where, for
to them and their children than to their richer
the purpose of instruction, thousands are required ;
neighbonn. The inlluenceaof home and parental
and thua it happens, as has been said, that the
ENGLISH HOMES:
responsibilitiesare not confined to the richer c1asael
applied and practised thing teachea but in a very
of society; and if the IUl'ronudings of home be
email degree. Au ordinary collection of pictures AS THEY ARE, AND MAY BE, IN FURNISHING
A.ND DECORA T!ON.
perpetually educating the eyes of children in lesaona
conetitutea no important school for artists, and
of eleganceor the reverae, it will not be diflicnlt to
beyond mere matter of amusement is utterly useless
to the public. It may be regarded aa a great mia- THE homes of this country present many phases ,bow that peculiar responsibilitiesrest npon those
fortune to the interests of taste that David Wilkie of attraction, and furnish abundant acope for reflec· whose children mnst be trained to labour, and who
never put thia important fact, deduced from his tion. The moralist sees them from one point of will live comfortably just iu proportion aa that
practice, into ordinary language; but it may be view, the statesman beholds them from another, the labour is increased in value through increased taate
fearlesslyaaid that the character of hie genius and social reformer fixes his gaze upon their ills, and and skill. As haa been demonetrated at length
the course he punned in Art proclaimedthis to the the state educator dwells upon tlie want to which elsewhere,• this snbject of home embelliahmentand
world in language aa plain aa that in every day use. all ills. are supposed to be attributed. These and taste may be a matter of pleasure to the rich, but
Wilkie knew all Art, y~t it had but small in8uence many othen, enlightened and benevolent,are doing it is a matter of wages and comfort to the labouring
npon his practice; one abort and hasty journey to good service to the people and their homes, and claues ; and to them one half of what they receive
the Eaat, among the people and the acenes reflecting shonld have all honour for their intentiona and their as education, small aa that may be, ii worthless aa
new and varied elements of colour, changed his works. Still, every section haa its 1pecialitie, and a means of living, compared with the money adwhole being as a colourist, and would, had he lived, the .drt.Journal will prove i~lf a help rather than vantages that would accrue from having the young
have made him one of the highest exampleat!mt ever a hindrance, to all interested in the general refine- mind trained to familiarity with fine forms and
adorned Art. Colour was the forte of Wilkie rather ment and elevation of Englishmen, by lint glanc- harmonious arrangements, bot which, unfortnnately,
than any other quality of Art. It was not lium1mr, ing at what homes are, and then showing what they both for parents and children, are the kinda of iufor he had in that bot a very confined scope-com- might be made, by a little popular knowledge stmction moat neglected both at home and in the
pare him with Tom Hood, as far as they can be on matten connected with taste and decoration. achool-houae. Take a cottage as it was twenty
compnred. Certainly, he was without the remotest A rapid sketch of homes as they are, from the years eince, aud what were the daily lenons it
conceptionsof beauty or grace-think of Raphael. cottage to the palace, compared with homes aa they enforced on children in matten of taate P Even
Even in character he was very confined,whilst in ex. might be, shall, therefore, form the aubject of this low walls and unceiled roof did not extinguiah the
pressionhe was great; and in what he attempteda per- and followingpapen ; and while principles shall not inherent love of home decoration which ie found to
fect master. His" Colnmbus" exalts him far above be ignored, how practically to secure more pleasure· be universal. When the walls were of mud, and
all modem competition,whilethe keenne88,acrutiny, giving and instructive homes shall be the chief the Boor brick or clay, the honest, thrifty couple
and suspiciondepicted in the figure and face of the object songht.
had their mantel-shelf decked with what cost money
old gentleman to whom the letter of introduction is
It is unnecessaryto dwell on the general influ. taken from their scanty store. The familiar stucco
preaeuted, the female looking into the tea-pot, and ence of home education upon children-among the parrot, blotched over with dabs of green and red,
the boy with the cut fiuger, are examples rare thoughtful of all ranks that is fully appreciated. or a shepherd and shepherdeas, attached to some
indeed, perhaps matchless. Expression is excellent :'lcither is it necesaaryto insist upon the difficulty tree or tower, occupied the post of honour, while
everywhere,but Wilkie's true power waa-in colour. of outrooting false prejudices,or habits of thought one or two "jolly tars," or buxom" haymaken," still
The loose,free style he adopted in the middle period contracted in youth ; nor can it be doubted that wone in taste and execution, supported the prinof his career, especially in bis "Cotter's Saturday the exnmpleof all around is carrying on an involun- cipal article of bumble oirtu. The girla were
Night," is benutifullycalculated by its nnmixed, its tary education of the mind, which is bending it educated in taste by hideous dolls, whose one quaJi.
disunited tinting, to give cleanness,brightueas, and silently, but more powerfully,than the precepts of ficationwas that they did not break ; and the boys,
effect to colonr. Wilkie was also a mau of deep and parents or the lessons of teachers ; and from these inured to symmetry throngh hones formed of four
serious reflection in his art, so that the influenceof admitted truths, the homes of England may be first square pegs, supporting a horizontal half-round
hie instn1ction would uot have acted and subsided glanced at. If this involnntary education be going block, with something attached to the one end for a
in one single or in a fewspecimens,as often happens forward almost exclusivelythrough the eye, and if head, and a smaller something placed at the oppowith artiste who make an accidentnlhit ; it would everything seen is leaving some irupre88ionon the site end for a tail : everything in the form of ornahave been absorbed, 1111d assimilated,and becomea mind, how few parents and guardians are alive to mentation was on a level. If prints were added, the
pnrt of him, and nothing he 11roducedwould have the duty of providing that these impressions shall Woodman,or Black-eyedSusan, Peace and Plenty,
come forth unadorned nod unexaltedby his newly- be those only of taste, elegance, and beautyI The or the Seasons, drawn without reference to form,
acq11iredpower. When one reflects on the cold present notion is, that anything is good enongh for and coloured without regard to outline, kept the
leaden treatment all subjects receivedin the com·en- the nunery : the cheapest paper-hangingscover the mantel-piece ornaments from blushing at their badtionalismof ·i,;ugliahArt, and that this never affected walls, and the cast-off furniture from all other ness ; while in better bousea,in town or country, the
Wilkie, we have reasons to feel ccrtnin that he rooms is good enough for children to destroy ; but children's toys were as bad, the ornaments made of
would have hccome,uot ouly a regenerator, hut the those who so act forget that such decision• have delft, perhaps, instead of stucco, but not better in
Titian of native art.
most important bearings on the optical and mental quality, while " Black-eyed Suaan" and the "true
It waa perhaps twenty years after my first cducntiouof their children; and those nursed and
memorable interview with Wilkie that I met him nurtured amidst distorted forms nnd vulgar incon, .bemg
· what Schools,
• PaperrC11d
on the Advantag .. of Art-toachlog lo Common
one evening at the house of Allan Cunningham, a gru!·t·1esof C?)our, l',annot be biamed ,or
by Mr. Stewart before the Socl&I Scleoce
sadly altered and a shnttered man. He was then their educationmakes them. Parents wisely secure I Conference
at LIYerpool, In 1868.
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British Sailor" woold probably be superseded by
" Courtship" and "Matrimony," with a couplet
under each" The youth In courtship h11.ndshis la88
Over 11.stile a child might pass,"

and the love-sick swain was helping his Dulcinea
accordingly; but matrimony changed this state of
anxiety" Bot now she Is a wedded d&me,
Tumble or not, to him 's the same;"

11

1:

the husband being represented u walking off',while
ihe wife was left to scramble over a five-barred gate
as best ahe coold. The other efforts at decoration
did nothing to redeem the character of ornameuta
then so common ; and it is Sllme consolation to
know tbt we have got beyond that dreary night
of taste-destroying darkness. And what has succeeded P What usually fills the transition from
ignorance to knowledge, - the incongruous, the
grotesque, and the picturesque. In Art-knowledge
generally, the people of this country are paaaing
through the picturesque period of thought ; and the
still increMing light will as surely lead them, in all
pertaining to Art, decoration, and design, from
the picturesque to the really beautiful, as increased
knowledge has already led those who revelled in the
romances of Mrs. Radcliff'e,while in their "teens,"
to wonder now how they could then be delighted
with snch works.
Aud while the change has been passing over other
classes of society, has it done nothing to elevate the
poor P It has not done a tithe of what might, even
with preaent means, be accomplished ; but it has,
nevcrtheleBB,transformed nearly every article in the
cottage, and, with few exceptions, for the better.
It is trne that the fine forms of many of the old
spinning-wheels, and other occasional pieces of
cottage antique furniture, have disappeared, and
have not been replaced with articles equivalent;
but compare the ornaments on the cottage mantelshelf, or the pictures on the cottage walls, or the
illnstrationa on cottage book-shelves, with what
these were even ten years ago, and ho'II"Art has inflneuccd the dwellings of the industrious will be
conapicnonsly apparent. Instead of the old parrot,
or the more expensive Shepherd and ShepherdeBB,
--ornaments so ealled, which could only pervert the
taste and vulgarize the minds of all whose eyes
were suffering education from such objects, -the
cotter can now secure vaaes of respectable forms,
some of them beautiful when compared with the
parrots of the last generation; and figures of almost
exquisite symmetry can be purchased at leBBthan
the coat of the Shepherd and ShepherdeBB.
And if this is trne of the art of tlftl statuary,
which haa been leBBencouraged, how much more
is it trne of engraving and its cognate branches,
on which the greatest amount of popularity has
been bestowed P Compare the prints which used
to adorn the parlours of even respectable houses,
- the Peace and Plenty which well-intentioned,
indnstrions people, with gropings after Art, used
to hang up on each aide of the mantel-piece
ornamenia already described, to support the mirror,
decorated by croBScdpeacock's feathers (and the,e
are the only old cottage ornaments that we
should care to see preserved) ; or even the Four
Seasons, as they are still to be seen in the
back parlour of an old-fashioned country inn;
or glance back at the Woodman, or the Sailor
and his Lass, and others of the same clasa, and
which but comparatively a few years since were
manufactured in thonsands, and apread over the
country like a pestilence, perverti11g by their presence those leBBonawhich might have been learned
by the more susceptible mind, f'romthe silent teachings of natural beauty. Or go a few atepa higher,
nod compare expensive cottage prints, which in
their day co,t some shillings each, with those now
issued by many of the newspaper proprietors gratia,
or with any of the better class of illnstrated cheap
publicatious, as, for example, the woodcuts after
Turner in the Illustrated Times, or the portraits of
the llhutrated News of tlie World, and it is difficult to convey in words the progress Art has made
in this direction. Twenty-five years ago, many
pictorial publications had a large sale at high prices,
the prints of which would not now find admiBSion
into the cheapest illustrated aerials, and really great
works, like Turner's "England and Wales," were

left unappreciated, as dead stock in the market.
Thirty years since, prints, for which boys paid sixpence each, were greatly inferior as specimens of
Art to anything which now appears in the lllU4frated Lendon New; and the caricatures of Gilray
and his cotemporariea, which sold at from five
shillings to a guinea each, are quite equalled by
those of Punek, at one-twentieth part of the cost.
The rate of progre11 in the aame directiou is at
preaent more rapid than ever. Aud wbyP Not
becanse the British population have been taught to
draw, or have received systematic instruction in the
l'ine Arts, but becanse the public eye has been
invohmtarily educated up to the appreciation of a
higher style of illustration, and the supply and
demand are acting and reacting on each other, in
raising the quality of popular Art devoted to
periodical publications.
The same kind of attention, devoted to other
branchea of the same educatfonal agency--to the
combination of inexpensive elegance with the neceaaitiea and comforts of home-would exercise the
same kind of inflnence for good over the entire
people. And how much might not the rich assist
the poor, by aid which would return ample interest
for the outlay P What an air of comfort would a
few shillings, judiciously laid out on paper-hangings, throw over hundreds and thousands of the
cottages of England P Even where the money ia
not required, what might not be effected by a lady
of taste and kindly spirit assisting, by words in
seaaon, the cottage honaewife to adorn her humble
dwelling? If the village matron knew that a warmtoned, harmoniously-coloured paper on her walls
would not only educate the eyea of her children in
useful lessons of taste, but would alao save fuel, by
the increased appearance of comfort given to the
apartment, and that certain combinations of colour
give her more light at leBBcost for lamp-oil, the
person ofl'eriug anch knowledge would be looked on
as a friend, and not as an officious intermeddler ;
and if further told that greeu was a cold colour,
even with red roaea on it,-that red itself was most
difficulttolightup,and"salmon-colour"wouldnever
appear comfortable if the bed-curtains were light
blue, she woold receive information really to her
advantage. But if, in addition to this negative
information, the lady could also say-or,
what
would be far better, show-that the various modificationa of " colour" are those beat and cheapest
for saving light and diffusing a feeling of warmth
and comfort over cottage apartments, the daughter
of the matron ao instructed would not repeat the
error of her mother, by choosing light blne bedcurtains when she was required to assist in furnishing
her own cottage. And what is true of paperhangings and bed-curtain, is in principle applicable to everything within and around the cottage.
But while the poor would be undeniably benefitted by such knowledge, would there be no reveraiou to the rich who qualified themaelves to be
instructors P Would the village labourer or mechauic be leBBready or neat-handed, that the amenities of home had been increased P Would the girls
be leBBtidy when sent out to service, because their
home looked more comfortable than the houses of
their neighbours ? or would the boys be leas likely
to find employment, or make inftrior workmen,
because their eyes had been educated by congruity,
if not elegance, rather than by uglineBBP The
reverse or these questions would more truly represent the experieuce of such a family ; and they
would not only be better themaelves, but their influence would be felt among their neighbours. The
rich would reap a large share of benefit from such
improvement of those whom they must employ,
either aa in-door or out-of-door servants; so that, as
already said, kindness bestowed with knowledge in
this direction would yield a high return, both of
satisfaction and profit, to those among the rich,
willing and qualified to become, in domestic decoration, the helpera and advisers of the humblest
sections of our industrial population.
Glance now at the home of the artizan, the clerk,
or the small tradesman,-men who by education, or
persevering plodding or ingenuity, have raised themselves, or have been raised, above the cottages in
which they were moat generally born. The number
is small compared with the mass of ordinary workmen, but large in proportion to any other class
above them, and specially important, as from this

, class the tradesman class ia moat generally and
successfully recruited.
These heads of fami!iea,
with incomes varying from £100 to £200 a-year,
have been more impressed by the transition state
of home embellishment than those below them.
Generally, with more power of discrimination, they
have used that power more continuously, and have
been more atrongly stimulated by that love of the
picturesque, than any other section of the commnnity. They have been among the first to appreciate that growiug excellence which has charac•
terized the cheap illustrations of literature. They
probably be~n as readers of the Penny Jfagazine,
and have enJoyed, watched, and encouraged the best
illnstrated serials ever since. It was this habit of
seeing and apprlleiating better things from worse
that made them what they are-men looked up to
by their fellows for their superior intelligence, or
placed in offices of troat by discriminating masters.
Home decoration with them is a practical matter,
and that only. Accustomed to have value for their
money, they carry this principle into everything,
house fnroiahings included; and value with them
means something that will fill the eye. They act
upon the maxim of making all ahow that will be
show, and upon this inherent falsity satiate their
eyes and atartle their neighbours, at the expense of
everything like taste. The love of gaudy colour
imbibed from infancy is not subdued, although ita
development has been changed : the crude brilliancy of the old parrot on the mantd-ahelf is
transferred to the paper-hangings on the parlour
walla, while the hideous forma or the old tree-stump
or round tower, which supported the Shepherd
and ShepherdeBB, or the Knight and his true
Love, are transferred to equally hideous carvings
on the mantel-piece mirror or the chiff'onier, the
side-board or the sofa.
Conaiderable noise haa been made in the Art decorative world against " imitations," that is, againat
the not uncommon prac'tice of imitating wooda and
marble. on houses, the reuts of which admit of suoh
expenditure. Th.a question of imitation shall be
dealt with in doe time, bot the homes now under
consideration have none or ought to have none of
these, for the simple reason that the price which
can be afforded out of rent or general means for
doing such work, cannot secure its being well done,
and of all styles of decoration, bad "imitations"
are the wont. The builders of housea for thia claaa
supply the interior ornaments for walls and woodwork, and although they are nominally responsible
for the atrocious want of taste so often displayed,
atill, they supply a demand that exists, or selfinterest would speedily compel au alteration in style.
The greatest ahow for the lowest coat ia the trade
motto, and unfortnuately it fully coincides with
the opinions of the claas who become tenants. The
furniture, the hangings, the ornaments, the pictures,
and, as a rule, everything is aelected on the same
principle, and the usual result is gathering together
a masa of vulgar incongruities, enough to corrupt
the taste of any, and all bnt univeraally fatal to the
development of those appreciations of delicacy and
beauty, with which children are so generally
endowed. The accustomed fondneBB for show,
strengthened through a pe"erted or neglected education in the parents, is in time pe"erting the
children's minds in a aimilar direction, transferring,
it may be, that perversion from one class or objects
to another, according to the fickle foibles of faahion.
Still the spring is poisoned at its fountain, so that
its pestilential influence is the moat prominent characteriatic of the stream whichever way the waters
flow. Nor is that influence confined to home: it
extends far and wide throughout the homes of
England. No cl&BB
in the comruunity has so much
practical influence over general houae embellishment as that comprising artizan's foremen, managing clerks, and those in similar positions ; they inOueucethe workshop and the customers more than
the employer ean; and even masters are more influenced by their managing anbordinates than by
any other individual canse. If these, then, are content, and prefer inhabiting houses the walls of
which are covered with paper-hangings which words
cannot describe, but which may be seen in the
shops of fourth or fifth-rate paper-atainers, and the
furniture, carpets, and etceteras, are selected from
eorreapondiug furniture dealers, what can be expected in the houses of the general public, which
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are very much what this cllUISsuggest they should from year to year, and threatens to descend from
THE ROYAL PICTURES.
b~ P Other commercial ClllUlell conspire to perpe- sire to son, if additional attention to such subjects
tuate this state of things, and it would be mere prevent not. Tbia arises from one of three defects,
DRACHENFELB, FROM BONN .
all'ectation and cant for those interested in elevating and not unfrequently from all three combined.
J. A. Hammenley, Painter, R. Brandanl, Engraver.
the people's homes, to overlook or ignore those com- The first aud most common is an inharmonioue
ratio
of
colour,
which
escapes
the
unpractiaed
eye
Size
of the Picture 2 ft. 2 In. by l ft. 6 lo.
mercial inflnences which mmt be encountered and
overcome before sncceaain the promising work can be when seen in email quantities, but which forces BTRON, in his "Childe Harold," haa offered an
achieved. Men with families and limited incomes, itself on attention when too late ; the aecond cause elegant tribute to the beautiful scenery repreaented
whatever their po~ition in the counting-house or is that falae diatribution of colour, which haa the in this picture . Every traveller who has journeyed
workshop, muat have a certain amount of accom- same general reaemblauc~ to truth which a gilded np the Rhine must have remarked bow the interest
modation at a limitt:d rent ; aud the builder cannot farthing haa to a sovereign, and whoae showy worth· of the voyage increases after paaaing the small, but
both furnish large houses and expensive decorations leasneas ao often baffles and disappoints the un- not unimportant town of Bonn ; it is here that the
for small quarterly instalments. Family necessities initiated. The third cause is what would popularly beauties of this picturesque river really commence.
wonld seem, therefore, to stand as an insuperable be called over-elaboration of form. The art of con- From the ramparts of Bonn, not very distant from
barrier between the foreman or the clerk and a eealing Art is wanting, and the design which is the spot where Mr. Hammersley made his sketch
taatefnlly-o.rranged home. Happily, this root of the elabo~ted into a perfe_ctpattern in the piece, ex- (it waa taken, we believe, from the garden of the
whole evil is a delusion, which growing knowledge panda .1~to unpleaamg lmea and spots upon the wall. Hotel Royal), the view is magnificent; the Rhine is
will dispel as effectually as the belief in witchcraft. A str1_lun~example of these d~fects may ~ seen seen winding a course of several miles through a fla't,
Money would be saved by altering the proportions where 1t might uot ~ave been eipected,except , indeed, fertile conutry , above which, in the distance, rises
iu which it is distributed. Mere money is not the u a beacon warning the unw!ll"Yof the dan~er . the range of hill.a known u the Sielm,gebirge or the
real want, but that discrimination which shall pay In l~e lecture hall of the. Kenarngton ~~~um 1s ~ "Seven Mountains," among which the Dracl,ntfeu
more to the Art-workman and leas to the manu- specimen of pa~-~anguig,
marked
No. 47,
ia conapieuoue; aeveral of them are crowned with
facturer of blazing reds and poiaonoua greens, more wh~re the eombmabons are green, . brown,. and some ancient mined tower, or other edifice. Byron
for the elegance of form than for the vnlgar fan- white (so at least the latter appeared m gas-light), thua enlogiJes the scene:
tums of so-called "carved work." Now, vnlgar- but where, from the drawing of the pattern without
., The culled erag or Drachenrels
isms are made for the million, and therefore ahowy reference to the distribution of colour, alternate
Frowns o'er the wideand winding Rhine,
things are cheap ; but chair-makers have aho11"11atripes of white run acroas both red and green in a
Whose breast or waters broadly nrell•
Betweenthe bankl which bear the vine,
that increased elegance of form has no necessary most d"tsagreeabi e 8t YIe. N0 th"mg 80 r ead"I
18"
I Y d"
And bllls all rich with blossomedtreee,
connection with increased price, and a paper-stainer plays poverty of grasp
in a designer aa this inability
And ftelds whichpromisecorn and wine,
conld lift and impress an elegant design as cheaply to distribute the volume of forma in proper relation
And scattered clUes crowning the.. ,
aa a block diafignred by John Gilpin, or thoae to the distribution of colonrs, and nothing is more
ahips, towers, and trees, which riae above each essential to the agreeable aapect of a room than that
With donbleJoy wert u- with me.
other in worse arrangement than any Chineae land- these relations should be comiatently sustained.
•
•
•
•
scape ever aeen. The want of general demand Experience proves that thoae paper-hangings whoae
1 h~~·.:::::i!i°;;.;und,
~:
makes the more refined class of goods higher priced, forms are leaat complete and attractive iu the hand,
And all ita thouaandturns dlsclose
but this kind of reduction, increased consumption make the best embellishments for wall1 ; but alSomefresher beanty \'&rylngronnd ;
thongh this rule be trne, experience alone can teach
The haughtiest breast Its wbh might bound
wonld immediately effect.
Through
dwell
delighted
here;
Another difficulty under which both tenants and bow far the truth is apftlicable to each individual
Nor couldlife
ontoearth
a spot
be found
bnilders of this ellUl8labour, ia the wholesale style pattern. Without the ae ection of paper-hangings,
To nature and to me so dear,
Could th11dear ey.. , In followingmine,
in which blocks of bnilding are run up, and the when these are used, upon what practically amounts
BUii sweeten more these banb of Rhine."
frequency with which houses change tenants. It to the recognition of general principles gniding the
is impo111iblethat every house should be done to choice, congruity and harmony when these embelMr . llammeraley, the painter of this picture, has
suit each new occupier, and when work requires liahmenta are used, will be found all bnt practically for a considerable time moat efficiently occupied the
to be done to price, no amount of detailed informa- impossible. Another general troth in decoration, post of head-muter of the Manchester " School of
tion wonld help in the production of general har- and one specially applicable to the amaller claaa of Art." When the Prince Consort visited the late
mony of effect ; bnt there are general principles rooms and honaea, is that the appearance of size is Art-Treaanres Exhibition in that city, he embraced
which, if understood and applied, wonld destroy greatly affected by the style of paper-hanging used. the opportunity of seeing also the exhibition of
half the crudities that now eust in such rank pro- At beat, the rooms of moderately rented houaea are locol Art then open in Peel Park; and it waa Mr.
fuaion. First, it may be taken aa a aettled point always small enough ; and although their real area Hammersley's duty, as chairman of that aocceeaful
that in houaes of few room,, all in general uae, remains unchanged, their apparent size may be undertaking, to accompany his Royal Highneas
the prevailing tone shonld be that of genial li~t
expanded or contracted almost at the will, or rat.her through the galleries, where, we believe, some of the
and warmth, and this would infallibly destroy the by the ignorance, of the builder. Nor ia it either artist's works 1rere hung. The commiasion for the
popular bnt mistaken dogma that " dark papers necessary or expedient to have paper-hangings all of picture arose out of this interview, and wu sent to
wear beat." The reverse of thia opinion is nearer one shade to give an enlarged appearance to an apart- Mr. Hammersley, through Sir Charles Phipps, after
the troth, for although it ia essential for profitable men!, because the result does not depend on uni- the Prince had returned to London. The view waa
wear that patterns should be properly distributed formity of tone, so much as on the uniform depth or aelected by him as being that of a locality with which
and distinctly pronounced, yet that baa as little intensity of the colonn used.
he ia very familiar; his Royal Highness studied at the
connection with darkneas of colour aa depth has
Another important practical truth essential to University of Bonn, which bears a high character in
with blackness iu the pleaaure-giving effect of a decorative succe88 in such houaes, is that the Germany, owing to the discipline maintained among
picture. By coutraat and combination the tones of colour used upon the wood-work should be in tone the students, and to the discernment exercised by
paper-hangings may be ao arranged aa to be nearly consistent with the 11
·alla. This may be effected either the government in the appointment of professors.
all of one depth, and yet secure decision of pattern by repeating those on the paper-hangings-the moat
Soon after Mr. Hammersley received the comand harmonious effect, combined with more substan- common and eaaiest way-or by using the wood as mission, be went over to Bonn for the purpose of
tial wear. Another obvioua general principle is, a connecting link between the carpet, the furniture, etudyiug and sketching the acenery. He has treated
that the atyle adopted in euch blocks of buildings anJ walla. When that is impossible or inconve- the subject in a simple, unpretending, but very
ahonld have reference both to aspect and general nient-as iu the case of wholesale builders-a very pleaaing manner: there is no attempt to enhance
eituation. Who wants to look out on green mea- great improvement in general harmony of home the beauty of the pictorial repreaentation by any of
dows, radiant with ennlight, from a room redolent decoration could be effected by picking in the thoae scenic effects in which many artists are apt to
of arsenic green P or upon a garden of living flowers mouldings of doors, shutters, and cornices, to suit indulge, and which, iu a view like this, offering few,
from a room covered with b&.d imitations in dead the furniture rather than the walls.
if any, points of striking picturesque beaut y, might
distemper P The simple mention of such· anomaAnother class of inl!tJences tend to perpetuatl! advantageously be introduced ; such, for example, aa
lies ehowa their absurdity, not only from the bad present evils: stocks mW1t, if poHible, be cleared a passing thuuder·ahower , a brilliant sunrise, or a
being made 1rorse, but a1aobv the annihilation out, and the older gooda ore, and the worse th ey glowing sunset. The whole range of country is seen
of that variety and contrast froiti which 10 much are in taste, so much more aniioua are many sellers under the effect of a bright clear day-the
early
of optical pleasure is derived. The aame prin- to dispose of them . A master tradesman, taking a part of it, perhaps . A few clouds are floating beneath
ciple is trne , but in the opposite direction, when broad view of bis own interests, may hesitate to the blue sky, throwing their shadows over the distant
applied to house, eitoated in the centre of great press the sale of such articles, wisely judging that part of the landscape, and causing an agreeable
cities ; and it would be aa pedantic in decorative reputation is more valuable than immediate profit; variety in the tints and colonrs. The "castled crag
architecture to eiclode flowers, which awaken snch but zealous aervanta have not the same responai- of Drochenfels " towers above the level plains, clothed
universal delight when well eiecuted, aa it would be bility, and clearing out old shop stoek at remt1nera- in a robe of purple grey, while the rapid, yet tranquil
to cover II garden wall with the chc,icest productior,s tive prices, seldom goea without a meed of en- Rhine, bearing on its bosom some indications of the
of De la Cour or De Fosso. Whether flowers eouragiog approbation.
Such influences act as commercial iudW1try of the country, reflects in aubshould be introduced as th ey are at present, is a chccka upon rapid change, but they cannot prevent ducd tones the colour of the sky, as the river flows
aubject rete"ed for after discussion.
decided progress. Neither nations, nor sections of onward throu gh verdant bank s, and ripe cornfields,
Another general principle applicable to all houses, nations , can be "crammed; " knowledge with them and vineyards yielding the luscious and cooling
but more especially to honaes of the class now must be a growth; intelligen ce must be dijl;eated grape. On the right bank of the river, in the
treated, ia that paper-hangings which look beat in and assimilated to themselves, lo be influential in distance, is the pretty village of Godesberg, standing
piece or in pattern, seldom look best upon the affecting nat ional habits and modes of thought; and about o mile from it; and beyond the village is
wall.a. The efftct is almost invariably felt, but the such checks as have been indicated may prevent the J the Castle of Rolandseck , an ancient min .
canae ia little understood; and hence the same car of knowledge from being driven rapidly forward,
The picture is in the collection 11t Buckingham
round of diaappointment and complaint goea on but they alao prevent it from losing ground.
Palace.
Jomi STEWART.
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ROME, AND HER WORKS OF ART.
PART III.-COLUMNS:

SCULPTURES.

modern warfare is waged
among the natious of Europe on a acale of
grandeur and vastness greatly surpassing, generally, the wars of the ancient!!, we are far behind the latter in the honours awarded to
victorious commanders. The Romans, above
all other people, were distinguiahed for the
magnificence with which they welcomed him
) who had borne the standard of the republic
triumphantly over its enemies. When a general
,~,,...,,.,_,.
had gained a victory deemed of sufficient im, ,.
•
~
portance to entitle him to such an honour, he
,
entered the city in a chariot drawn by four
horses, preceded by his prisoners and the apoils
~
taken by his tr oops, who closed up the procession ; it passed
along the Via Sacra to the Capitol, where the general sacrificed
, . _.., a bull to Jupit er. During the t rinmj>hal proeeuion , he stood
1
·1
up in the chariot, wearing a purple toga, embroidered with gold,
( his forehead was adorned with a wreath of bay, and in his hand he
/ carried a sceptre surmounted with the Roman eagle. Banquets and
other eutertninments concluded the solemnities, which were usually
brought to a close in one day, though in later times instances are
recorded in which the celebration was continued through three days.
When th e Republic of Rome gave place to the empire, the emperor
himself being the commander-in-chief of all the armies, was the only person
OTWITHSTANDING

,r.

If

l

who could claim a trinmph, and it was rarely granted to any but one of the
imperial family. To these distinguished personages still greater honours were
awarded, arches were built, and columns erected to commemorate their
victories; hence arose most of those splendid Art-monuments, of which
a few only remain to teati(y to the grandeur of the ancient city. Oue of the
former, the Arch of Septimius Severus, was engraved and deaeribed in a Cormer
article (page 189) ; others will be similarly treated in future papers: oor present
purpose is to speak of the Columns.
'l'he most perfect, as well as the most beautiful, of these is the CoLUXNo:r
TIU.JAN,of which an engraving is given 011 the next page: it stands upon a
space of gronud kuown as the Fort1m of Trajan-u
at present seen, a
spacious oblong excavation, 12 or 14 feet deep, aceording to Sir Francia
Head's acconnt, with a level anrface at the bottom, sunk, in the middle of au
,iblong piazza called the Piazza Trajana, in such a manner that the aides of the
excavation are parallel to the aides of the piazza, leaving merely sufficient space
nil round for a conveuient thoroughfare for foot-passengers and carriages. The
Forum was commenced hy Trajan after his return from his victories over the
Dacians ; and it is stated that the architect of the Forum and the column,
Apollodorus,caused a portion of the Quirinal Hill, to the height oC141 feet, to
be removed, in order to Cormthe area; the work was completed A.D. 114. In
process of time, the area became partially filled in by the accumulation of earth
and rubbish to such an extent that houses and other buildings were erected on
it; but, in the sixteenth century, Sixtus V., or, as some say, Paul III., had the
accumulation removed from the base of the column, whereby the pedestal was
once more brought to light. No f,trther attempts at exploring the area, or, at
least, none of any importance, were attempted till the early part of the present
century, when Pius VII. instructed the architect Campereai to remove the
buildings that stood on the area-two conventa and several small houses, and
to level the ground : the sides of the excavations were protecRCI.by brick walls,
above which a railing was placed, as seen in the engraving. Duriug the opera•

tion of clearing. away; the baseme0:ts or four rows ol grey Egypt ian granite · eomposin!I: an assemblage of fractured shafts 01 dift'erent lengths, from
columns were discover;ed, from w~1r.h the design of the Ulpian Ba,ilica, so
O to 20 feet, as jagged and uneven as if shattered by a thnnderbolt-mngnill called from one of Trajan 's ~ames, 11 distinctly marked out . "These column,, cent fragments, that, standing i11 their original places, indicate precisely the
p~ant~ -from west to east, directly acroH, are about 11 feet in circumference, \ ground-plan of the Basilica." Their original height ia supposed to have been
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65 feet. Arouud the area arc nnmero,is fragmerats of marble capitals, enlabla- the OBELISK or TRB MoNu CAVALLO
, or Piazia de! Quirinale, or which an
engraving appears on the following page. It is supposed to have been taken
tnret, and portions of the original pavement.
'l'n1jau's Column has always been regarded ns the finest historical column from E!:Q'pt to Rome by the Emperor Claudius, in the year 57, together with
existing : it stands close to the northern side of Uie e1cavation, and, as may be another, both of which stood in front of the mausoleum of Angustus, in the
learned from an inscription, yet legible, on its pedestal, was erected by the Campos Martins; the other is now in front of S. Maria Maggiore, and bears
Senate nod Roman people in honour of Trojan's victories over the Dacians; that name. The Cavallo obelisk was exhnmated by the arr.hiteet Giovanui
though it is supposed he never saw it completed, insomuch as it was not finished Antinori , under the direction of Pope Pius VJ., iu 1786 ; the shaft, which is
till about the period of the Parthian wars, from which the emperor did not live surmounted by a cross, is of red granite, upwards of 48 feet in height, and
to return. In a crypt under the pedestal his remains are said to have been elevated upon a lony pedestal, between the pedestals of the sculptures, and
deposited; but other authorities aflirm that the ashes were contained iu a brazen close to a small fountain . But to the lovers of Art, the great features of
globe, placed ii; the hnnd of the statue of 'l'rajan, that once crowned the attraction here are the scnlptures, called Castor and Pollux, and ascribed to
column. 'l'he fignre which now occupies the summit is that of St. Peter, erected I Phidias and Prai iteles, though the authority which gives the.e works to the
there by Si1tus V., who caused the ex.eavations to be carried out. The height celebrated Greek sculptors is Yery doubtful. '!'hey are of colossal size, and are
of the column, including the statue, is nbont 143 feet ; the statue is about J 11 supposed to have been originally planted on the mole of Alexaudria, and after.
feet high. The colnmn is composed of thirty-four blocks of white marble, wards were transp orted to Rome, by Constantine, and placed in his baths on the
Qulrinale, where they were
twenty-three of which, laid
nil the way to the top in n
discovered about the year
1589, in the pontificate of
!piral bnnd, arc covered with
bns-reliefa having reference
SixtU8 V., who caused them
to the victories or Trajnn
to be erected where they
over the Dacians. The pcnow atand, and wrote an indcstnl is decorated with warscript ion, in Latin, relating
to their discovery, which ia
like instruments, shields, and
helmets: the humsn figures
engraved on one or the
alone are said to number
pedestals.
Pius VI., towards the end of the last
2500, and, with the horses,
form an admirable study of
century, had them reatored,
antique sculpture, ns they
by Antinori, and placed in
are of considerable sizetheir present relative posiabo1•e two feet high, and in
lions, which cannot, ceradmiraLle preservation. In
tainly, be the same u they
the interior a spiral stairorig'inally held. The change,
case, lighted by numerous
as Sir P. Head, in hia
loopholes, leads to the sum"Tour in Modern Rome,"
_ judiciously ob&eives, " hu
mit.
The other principal coproduced the worst dfed
lumns in Rome, to which
poaaibl11,inasmuch as the
"hich we can only just aJ.
relative position of each man
Jude, are, that of Antoninns
and bone, u they now staud,
is contrary to nature ; for
Pina, discovered on the
Monte Citorio, in 1700: the
the nose of the horse, inAntonine Column, erected
stend of bearing towards the
by the people and senate or
hnnd that holds the bridle,
Rome, in l 74, in honour of
points in the oppo ite direclion - precisely the revene
Marc114Aurelina Antoninns;
in design it isa copy, though
of what was intended by the
sc1tlptor- and iu such a
very inferior in execution,
to Trajan's Column ; the manner thnt, especiaUy as
the spectator advances from
bas-reliefs relate to the viethe Via di Porta Pia, be
toriea of Marcus Aurelius
looks, u it were, right down
over the l\Iarcomanui and
other nations of Germany ;
the open throats of each
it stands in the Piazza Corampant animal, both of
Jonna, to which it gives its
which, from that point of
view, and seen from a little
name : and, lastly, the Column of Phocas, spoken of
distance, might be readily
by Byron as the "nameless
mistaken for sea-bones attached to the car of Nepcolumn with a buried base."
This work, which stands in
tune. On cloee inspection
an open space in the Campo
the figures of the horses,
Vaccino, bad, up to the yenr
considering the heavy, nn1813, baffled all the learnconth description of horse
ing and researches of the
represented, are certoioly
very beautiful, especially the
antiquarian: at that peiioJ,
animated expression of the
however, the column was
excavated to the pedestal,
conntenance and wrinkled
an nndertaking, we believe,
n0&tril,as the body ii thrown
backwards in an extracommenced at the cost of
the late Duchess of Devonordinary degree on the
shire, and anbsequently conhaunches ." Canova is kno"n
tinned in 1617, when an
to have greatly admired the
inscription wu discovered,
fine anatomy and action of
proving that it was erected
these figures, and to have
'lliAJAl'i ~ wLUMN ,
entertained no doubt of their
in honour of the Emperor
Phocas, whose statue of
Greek origin.
The other principal obelisks in Rome are that of S. Maria Maggiore, already
gilded brass 'll'as placed on its summit by Smaragdus, Exarch of Italy, A.D. 608.
It ia formed of white marble, ii of the Corinthian order, tluted, and is ,upposed alluded to, which is supposed to have been carried to the city, by Clandina, io the
to be or a far more ancient date than the period of Phocas ; it is generally year 57; that of St. John Lateran, aaid to have been taken, by Constautine, from
anpposed to be of the time of the Antonines, and to ha,·e been 1>roenred by Heliopolis to Alexandria, and afterwards conveyed to Rome, by his son ConSmaragdna from some other locality.
staotins, in the year 357; it is covered with hieroglyphics, which the distinThe oldest monuments of antiquity in Rome are, nndouhtedly, the Obelisks , i:nished Eastern scholar, Champollion, deciphers as affording the information
taken thither from Egypt by the victorious emperors as memorials of their I that the pillar was originally erected at Thebes, in honour of 1'hontmosis 111.,
triumphs, and which, under the orders of succesaive pontiffs, hne been applied . one of the Pharaohs, whom Herodotus speaks of under the name of Mmria;
to the decoration of the city ; Sixt us V., in 1586, setting the example by : that of the Monte Citorio, remarkable for the beauty of the hieroglyphics ; it
erecting several, among them that now known as the Obelisk of the Vatir.an, a belongs to the period previously to the conquest of Egypt, by Camby~s. and
aolid masa of red granite, without hieroglyphic,, found in the circus of Nero. is supposed to have been originally erected in honour of Psammeticus I., in
Its entire height is rather more than 132 feet, and on two sides of the pedestal front of th'&Temple of the Sun, at Heliopolis, whence it was transferred to
there are still viaible portions of writing, which show that it was dedicated to Rom11 by Augustus, and erected in the Campus Martins; Pliny speak, of it
Augn,tns and Tiberius: it was carried to Rome, from Hieropolia, by Caligula, as being used in his time as a meridian, or sun-dial, on account of being made
and an account of the voyage is recorded by Pliuy. But the most remarkable to show the divisions of time by casting a shadow on the ground : and, lastly,
of the obeliska, considered in connection with the aculptures that flank it, is the obelisk of the Piazza de! Popolo, which also is presumed to have stood
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I

befon, the Temple of the Sun at Heliopolia, and to have been erected by before the day, of J\101es; it, wu takeu to Rome by Augustus after the battle
RbaollesII., the Sesostris of the Greeks, or eveu at an earlier period, th:it ia, of Actium. These obelisks were all erected by Fonteno, in 1589, during the

Tll.E OBELl!K

OF THE l!OISTE CAVALLO.

I

pontificate of Si1tu1 V. To attempt even an enumeration of the sculptured eibility: scattered over varion.s parts of the city, or kept 81 sarredly within
works which Rome contain, wonld, within our prescribed limits, be an impos- the walls of the Vatican ond of the Museo Capitolino, 81 a mieer treasures up
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hi, stores of gold, is a vast array of production, 1uch u no other city in the an apartment designated " The Chamber of the Dying Gladiator," is this
world can boast, and among them are work&which the highest genioa of mao famooa statue, found, in 1770, in the 1B1Delocality u the Apollo Belridere,
at Porto d' Anzo. Thi, remarkhas executed. The former ediable and eminently beautiful
fice contains that magnificent
fragment of Greek nrt, the Torso
example of aculpture modern
Belvidere, generally supposed
criticism h11&
1hown to have reto ~present Herc11Je1reposing
ceived a wrong title; it ia unqueetionably of the beat period
after hie labours ; it was found
of Greek Art, and therefore of
in the Baths of Caracalla, is
executed in white P11rian mara period Jong antecedent to the
introduction of gladiatorial conble, and w11ssculptnreil, u we
learn from an iu11eriptionat it.a
teats, a circnmetanee which
base, by Apollonins, son of
seems not, till aomewhat reNeator of Athena. Winckelmann
cently, to have entered the
cooaidered that it approached
minds of counoiaaenn and annearer to the sublime than the
tiquariea. General opinion now
Apollo Belvidere, also in the
asserts it to be the repreaentaVatican, discovered about the
tion of a Gaul, and that it
formed one of a seriea of figure•
commencement of the sixteenth
century at Porto d' Anzo, the
illustrating the irruption of the
ancient Antium, where it is
Gaula into Greece: " the ligatore round the neck, previoualy
aupposed to have ornamented
supposed to be an implement of
one of the imperial bathe.
Byron has sung, in two e:i:quidisgrace, i1 unequivocally recoguiaed u the honorary dis•ite atanzas of hie " Cbildc
Harold," _the praieea of this
tinction of a Gaul-the
Torglorious work, which has a
que,." When the figure wu
world-wide renown, though no
again brought to light after
wrikr or critic bas aatisfactorily
ha-ring been hidden for centuries, the right arm and the toea
proved by whom it wu executed, or whether it ia of
or both feet were broken off' ;
Greek or Roman origin: Canova
these were restored in a manner
aln:.oat worthy of the original
was of opinion-one ahared in
by many of the most distinwork by Michael Angelo. The
guished modern 1enlpton-that
distinguished 1urgeon and anit is a copy of a statue in
utomist, the late John Bell, thus
e:i:pr~
hie admiration of thia,
bronze. Here , too, is the Belvidere Antinons, to which Viein its clue, incomparable e:i:conti has given the name of
ample of the sculptor'• art :Mercury ; it was found near
" It is a moat tragical and
touching representation, and no
the Chnrch of S. Martino, on
the Eaquiline, where the bat be
one can meditate upon it with.
of Trajao were situated-the
out the moat melancholy feel.
ancient Romane are known to
ings. 0£ all feelings thia i1
have ornamented their bathe
the surest of I.he eft'ect prodoced
by Art. Although not coloaaal,
with the fioeat examples of
the pontifi- \~__;_.£,
the proportions are beyond life,
aculpture,-during
cate or Paul III., that is, about
_-==.:__=-::-~
~
perhapa aeven feet; and yet,
the middle of the 1i:i:teenthcen·
-~
from its symmetry, it does not
tury: the anatomical e:i:preaaion
appear larger than life. The
of this figure haa been pro- If, ".,,,
·· ; -: --:
· ;: · :
, ., ;; forms
full, round, and
nouuced faultles1
by the
most
) : ~11:1
··';,:,:1,,:·::,u:,::
.. ,111111,1111111:1.:
:11111
,:1;:·,:·
·11
;11
,11
11
,;1;,,,,111::111:,1,11,'.,:
,111
,..111,
:11,
·fii1111m1111•11;"ll'i;
manly
the visage
mournful
1"l\f...,.L, .........
authorities,
though,
· ·111111
·· 11111
"' ''lll""
.,.,,J-..,1..1.,
.•, ••• 1·ii...,,...,•.,;,,
. ..i......,,..i....111,;
"" .r'.,.1
.........1,..... ..!n
- ........-.,,··~
·,,;,i,,;,
·1 ; I
the lip ; yielding
to the
eft'ect of;
competent
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are

---,
pain ; the eye deepened by deunfortunately, the Jou of the
right arm aod the left haod
· . _
\
spair ; the 1kin or the forehead
deatroya its symmetry and e:i:a little wrinkled; the hair
In the
rn,; LAOCOON,
clotted in thick, sharp-pointed
quiaite proportion,.
Vatican is the w~ll-known group
lock,, u if from the 1weat of
of the L.locooN, 1culptured by the celebrated artiets of Rhodea, Agcaander, \ fight and e:i:haoated strength; the body large; the ahouldera aquare; the
Polydorus, and Athenodorus; it was discovered in the pontificate of Jolina II., balance well preserved by the hand on which he resta; the limb, finely
in the year 1506, in the vineyard of Felice de Fredia, near the Sette Salle, on the rounded; the joints alone are elender aod fine. No aft'ectatiou of anatomy
1'.:sqniline: Pliny is supposed to ·
here ; not a mU11Cleto be dishave spoken or this work as
/°
...._ :--,
tiuguished, yet the general form1
standing in the palaceof Titoa.
·>~ '\\.:(:,;'c-,;::?.,
:_; are u perfect as if they were
Like most other ancient 1culp,. , :,·...~::,,;-s~ ; ,-..,.
e:freaaed. The only anatomi··--[· 1.. -~,;"):.~
h
ha
be
h
turea t at
Ve en ex Umed,
...,-:._~~\
;(ft·'
I
feature diacernib)e ia that
the Laocoon has passed under
-\ ·
\ \f ()
of full aod turgid veins, yet
'
>~ ,,
not ostentatioualy obtruded, but
the haods of the restorer, and
not to its advantage; still, with
i 1;_,
seen slightly along the front of
the arm• aod ancles, giving,
all its present defects, it is a
wonderful work, a monument
like the clotted hm, proof of
o~ artiatic geuioa, which, of its
violent exertion. The singular
art of the sculptor is particnkind, baa no p~allel. Moat of
our readera will doubtless relarly to be discerned in the e:i:.
collect that a cast from this
tended leg ; by a Jeu 1kilruI
group 1tands in the entrancehand the po&ture might have
appean,cl conatraiued; but here,
ball of the Royal Academy,
where, bo,.ever, it attracts but
trne to nature the limb, are
seen gently yi;ldiug-bending
little . a_ttention fro_mthe crowd
or . v1s1ton hurrymg up the
from laoguor-the knee ,inking
1~1.~ to loo~ at the annual exfrom weakness, and the thigh
h1b1t1ouof pictures.
nod aucle-joint poahed out to
The walls of the Hall of the
aupport it. The forms of the
E~perors, in the M1!seoCapiDying Gladiator are not ideal
tolino, are dC;COrated
with aev~I
or exquisite like the Apollo ; it
fine bu-reliefa, one of which,
i• all nature all feeling."
In the aa~e room is another
the .. CALYDONIAN BOAR·
HUNT,'.'representin_g a legend
THE CALYDONU.N
BOlB•HUNT.
celebrated statue - the figure
of Antino111 called the "Antiof ancient Greece, 11 here en~~cil: it is a comparatively modem work, but the compoeition i1 bold, none of the Capitol," to dietinguish it from the "Belvide~ Antinooa," in the
apintcil, and 1how1 a ~r~c-~eeliug for the antique. In this building, nod in Vatican.
J. DuPO-aNE. __
..,r•
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THE PICTURE GALLERY AT
THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
THE removal or the pictnrea from the northern wing
of the Cryetal Palace to the western gallery, sonthward of the transept, ie a change of locality of the
greatest advantage to the worke exhibited. In all
aimilar ,paces fully lighted, reflections occnr at
certain angles on painted enrfaces ; bnt the amplitude of the light here enables the visitor juatly
to estimate the labonr in highly -wrought pictures ; and thie, to the careful painter, ie the desideratnm which he cannot eecnre if he be not a
nnfortnuatcly,
member of an Art-inetitution-and,
the nnmber of the privileged bean bnt a amall pro·
portion to the " nnhonsed" talent of the profeaeion.
To Mr. W&11,the director of thie department, all
praise is due for the dieerimination that he ehowa in
the diepoaition of the works, every one of which is
placed according to ite deeerte. In any catalogne
the names of Roberta, Stanfield, Anadtll, Creawick,
Cooke, Etty, Wilkie, F. Goodall, E. A. Goodall,
Lance, Haghe, Poole, Sant, Pyne, W. Huot, &c.,
give such an intereet u renden it desirable to see
any collection containing their works ; and that
interest ia suatained by the numeroue prodnctio111of
merit exhibited by memben of our rieing achool.
The foreign works constitute a very intereatillg featun, of the culleetion, being eontribntiona of painters
of the French, German, Belgian, and Dutch achoole,
among which there ie a greater nnmber of cabinet
pictures than appeared there on the early institution of this gallery.
l'ruminent among the English pictures figures the
famou1 • Alderney Ball,' by J. Ward, R.A., which
wu painted in emulation of Paul Potter's Bull, at
the Hogue. A comparison of the two works ia in
enry particular favourable to the former. • The
Widow's Mite,' J. E. Millaia, ia a large picture,
painted in 1847, in the feeling ofan Italian, eay the
Bolognese, eehool, of the time of the Carracci. In
certain parta of the compo1ition then, is an &11ertion of independence, but u yet no tendency to the
illnaory manner which hu seduced many who have
no power of otherwiee giving dietinction to their
works. A View of Rome, by D. Roberta, ia not the
large pictnre e1hibited a few yean ago at the Academy. This, however, like the view alluded to, ie
panoramic in character-a long picture deeeribing a
great extent of apace. The point whence the view
is taken is from near the Convent of St. Onofrio,
looking acroaa the Tiber to the Cute! S. Angiolo,
and showing all the prominent objecta between the
point of view and the Sabine Hilla. ' Evil Tidings,'
A. Egg, A.R.A., ia a study of a girl seated in a
chair, painted with much of the firmneu that characterizes Mr. Egg'• execution. 'Argan feigning
Death,' Egley, is a subject from llloliere, recently
exhibited. • Venna and Cupids,' by Brocky,-rich in
morbidn::a, with a Venue more graceful than
Brocky naually painted.
' Feeding Rabbite,' F.
Goodall, A.R.A.,-one of those small glowing pictnres which, io hie earlier time, extended 80 much
the popularity of the artist. ' Cottage Interior,'
A. Provia,-u
warm in colour, but perhaps not 80
agreeable in composition, or so careful in execution, u some recent pictures. 'A Calm,' E. W.
Cooke, is very like the small Dntch subject by Mr.
Cooke in the Vernon collection-and truly in hia
North Sea subjects there ia more of the charm of
natural simplicity than in his Venetian views.
' Chriet Healing the Palaicd,' G. Cattermole. This
is au oil picture full of impresaive figures ; but
every production in oil e:i:hibitcd under thie name
ahowa the fallacy of the artiat's dereliction of watercolour art, for the spirit of his body-colour never
can be equalled in an oil medium. In thie sketch
there is a great deal of red, and from the paucity of
patients, and the numeroua spectaton, it would he
difficult to identify the subject.
'The Suppliant,' llln . E. M. Ward, ia a brilliant
little essay. 'The Flower Girl,' H. O'Neil. A
profile study of a head and buat of a girl occupied in tying flowen in bouquet, for aale : smooth
in surface and minute in touch.
'Antnmn,' H.
.Tntsnm. A happy combination of harvest-field
and trees ; mellow and airy in its tones, and decisive in its manner.
' Lytham Common,' R.
Ansdell. A few yean ago, .Mr. Anadell exhibited a

pictnre of two or three sheep, with a partial view of
Lytham Sanda ; it waa more highly finished than
thia, bnt the latter looks u if sketched on the spot.
The place ia not far from Preston, in Lancuhire .
'Frienda in Advenity,' T. Brooks. A carefully
painted composition, showing a girl appam:atly in
the Jut stage of illneu; her friends ~ing I visitor,
ber canary, and her Bible. 'The Bndal Bouquet,'
G. Lance. A superb fruit and flower picture,
painted ten yean ago. C The Fish-Market, Rome,'
E. A. Goodall. Thie aeema to be the eketch for a
very carefally executed work, which wu exhibited
under the aame title about two yean since. The fine
old Roman arch hu a much better claim to attention than other much hackuied material, but we very
rarely aee it painted. 'Lucerne,' D. Roberta, R.A.
A small picture, bright and annny-a phue now
'View in
very aeldom treated by this artiat.
Venice,' C. Stanfield, R.A. A peep from beneath
one of the lagune ,aide houses, over the water, to
the oppo1ite lines of palaces, the sparkling points of
which are all duly registered. It hu been painted
on the apot. 'The RA!cruit,'L. Haghe. This aubject hu been exhibited lately-it will be remembered
u a guard-room scene of the se\'enteenth century-in
which the part of the recri1it ia played by a white
poodle, that ie going through the manual exercise, to
the edification of the whole burgher gnard, a company
of well-conditioned and soldier-like citizens, painted
with all the relish that Terb11rg threw into hia
works. 'Job and Frienda,' P. F. Poole, A.R.A.
The sketch for the large picture whic~ wu painted
some years ago. ' Pier at Broadatain,' C. Stanfield, R.A. A amall aketch of a section of that
nondeacript wooden erection encloeing the nook
pompously called at Broadatain a harbour; the
material is aucb III the uneducated eye would not
look at a second time, but the manner in which it
is here dealt with shows, of how little pictnrea are
made in skilful hands. ' Interior of a Breton Cottage,' D. W. Deane. In these singularly primitive
dwellinga the management of the light by this
artist is very effective, but the painting is perhaps
opaque and cold. 'A Path through a Wood,' G.
Sant. An extremely honest study, worked u if
diligently copied from the locality that it repreeents. 'View on the Rhine,' J. B. Pyne. A very
Turneresqne breadth of snnshine, in which the few
neCt-Uarydark spota are so admirably diaposed u
to fulfil the function, allotted them without being
felt 88 spots-a eeienee apparently facile enough,
but only to be acquired by a lifetime of atndy.
'Young Artillerymen,' W. Gill. Some children
amueing themaelves with a miniature cannon ; a
very Wilkie-like aketch. • Flowen,' Mi11 Mutrie.
A small composition, in which a lily figures III a
principal, abowing the peculiar freshness and beauty
of this lady's work. 'The Warren,' J. W. Oakes,
hu been very lately exhibited. The subject is a
section of rough bottom near the cout, with a
population of rabbits. The merit of the work ia the
minnte attention with which the locality hu been
realized, every blade of grass being individualized,
and yet with the 11reaervationof perfect breadth.
'An Old Mill near Haweswater,' J. W. Blacklock,
ia a marvelloualy finiehed work of another character
111 to manipulation, which here and then, inclines
somewhat to hardueea; but every stone in the old
mill has ita full meaaure of juetice. ' Cupid A1leep,'
W. Etty, R.A. Thia sketch aeems to have been
made from a female fignre, perhape in the eehool in
St. Martin's Lane: it ia extremely pure in colour.
'Love me, love my dog,' C. Baxter. A charming
study of a child with a dog. We have seen this
picture before ; it ie one of the most aucceuful of
Mr. Baxter's works. • Summer Evening-North
W alee,' T. Danby, ie a picture that appeals to the
eye 88 a literal transcript of a pictureaque passage
of Welsh scenery ; the colour is natural and harmonioua, without the vitiation of any tendency to
prettiness. • Charles the First', Parting from his
Children,' C. Lucy. The figures in this picture are
of the aize of life: it appean to be one of those
works to which arti,ta have sometimes reeoune
that their works may atill be seen, though placed
on the fint line below the ceiling. 'The Dewdrop,'
E. V. Rippingille. This picture wu exhibited, in
1857, by the late Mr. Rippiugille; it presents two
life-sized female figures disporting themselves in a
A amall
meadow. 'A Study,' H. Le Jeune.
female head, brilliant in colour and full of senti-
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ment: to give 80 much interest !o a subject 80
, simple demands power of no ordi?ary. character.
'Venice,' E.W. Cooke, A.R.A. This view extends
from the corner of the Ducal Palace along the
Riva degli Schiavoni, broken by crai:t, ~nd ahowing
here BIid there the remlll'kabl_ebuildings of that
part of the c~ty. '~n Egyptian Tem.J?le,',D;Roberta, R.A. F~w ll!"llatscould euc~d in. gmog a
character so ~1ctonal to theee upn~~t pillan, the
colon~ or which are. almoet Ill brilliant as. when
fint laid 10. 'The Liverpool S~ple Chaae, J . F.
Herring, represent&the field "taking" a atone wall ;
80me of the hones are o\'er, 80me are about to
take the leap, and othen refuse it : the a~-tion and
forms of the animals are thoae which can be shown
only by one who hu devoted himself 88 earnestly
as Mr. Herring hu doue to the etudy of the hone.
'Windaor from the Rh·er-aide,' W. Hunt . . An uncommon snbject for one who h88 won h11 laurels
by microecopic imitations of spadefuls of wayside
herbage .. It ia an oil picture, p~ted ~orty yean
ago, and ID the free touch of the lime, without the
slightest tendency to that minute manipulation. that
distiugniahes Mr. Hunt's water-colour draw1nga.
'l'he transition from water to oil ie common, but
that from oil to water colour ia rare: _It frequently
~cure that an a~ist passes h~f h1~life b~fore h.e
d19coven the particular path 10 which he 1s q~1lied to excel. 'Shades of Autun:in.' A.
WilIiams. A Welah lake and mo1mta1ncomposition of
remarkable force. 'Don, mon petit Amour,' J. H.
S. lllaun. . A ~t~dy of a mother . and. c~ild, the
latter sleep1Dg1n 1t1 cradle ; charm1Dg ID 1ta actual
reality and harmoniona colour. ' Helping lllamma,'
S. Anderson. A small picture, e:i:hib!ted,_we th!nk,
l88t year at the Academy; the subJect II a httle
girl in an arm-chair, bueicd with her mother'! work :
it is remarkable for the beauty of the drapenes, and
for very elaborate painting throughout. ' H~est
Home,' }', Goodall, A.R.A. A aketch for a picture
of the aubject painted some years ainc~. 'A
Nereid,' W. E. }'rost, A.R.A. One.of those m1.niature
fignres whic~ thie arti~t q~ifies with such del1c~y of
colour. 'Birch Catch1Dg, W. Hemsley. A h1ghlywrought composition, exhibited this aeasou at the
British Institution. 'Oo the Thames,' C. Stanfi~d,
R.A. An example of the painter's manner t~1rty
yean ago. 'Near Treves,' G. C. Stanfield. The news
on the Moselle, ao frequently painted by this artist,
are remarkable for their local truth. 'Interior of
St. Jacques, Antwerp,' D. Roberta, R.A. Thie
pictnre,raa painted in the chnrch in 1849; w_ehave
seen it before; the subject is at ouce recogn11Bble;
it is dealt with u a breadth of light, strongly
marked below by a crowd of dark fignres, the
eereen, and a few ot.her objects. In the Sftllle year
Mr. Roberts painted the interior of the church at
Lierre, which forms a pendant to that of St . .T11cques.
'Sunday 111oruing,'J. llf. Anthony. It is some
years since thie work wu exhibited in Suffolk
Street ; it hu settled into one of the beat of ita
author's productions.
'The lllinatrel,' J. S9:11t.
Thie ia Beattie'& Edwin; he ia presented aa look1Dg
up while resting against o fragment of rock : the
sentiment of the head ia very effective. 'Joan of
Arc dedicating henelf to the service of her Country,'
and 'The Execution of Joan of Arc,' may be called
the wings of the larger picture which Etty paint~
during the latter years of his life, from the romantic
atory of the Maid of Orleans. 'King Lear and ~e
Fool,' W. Dyce, R.A. The least a~cc~sfnl of this
painter'• recent works; i~ wu e~hib1t~dm the ,Royal
Academy some yean 1mce. Rustic J~ve, J .. .T.
Hill . 'fwo fignrea brought forwar~ with tellmg
effect against the sky and a low d1atance. 'The
Shepherd'• Revenge,' ie a composition paint:<! by
Creswick and Anadell. It shows a wolf P!erced
by an arrow while in the act of devourmg a
sheep. It hu been exhibited. Two Coaat. Scenea
by Collins, rather large pictnres, exemplify the
earlier manner of this painter.
'The Choir ?f
Santa Maria, Florence,' L._Ha_ghe. 'fhere ~- m
Florence t1'·o or three dedications to t_he ~1rgm ;
this, howe\·er, ia the r.hoir of St. Mana Novella,
and we think the beat of Mr. H~ghe's oil pietures; it has not the brilliancy of h11.water-colour
interiors, but it ia admirable throughout : a production of rare merit. 'Before the Co\'enan_t,'
and' After the Covenant,' arc two remarkable p1clures by John Martin; aud by Wilkie there is a
subject from Scott'a "?tlouutcry"-Chrietie
of:__
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Clint Hill, with his prisoner before the prior,
painted and engraved u one of the plates in the
first illustrated edition of the Waverley Novels.
• A Harvest Field,' H. Jutaum. A clau of subject
which this artist is pre-eminent in painting; the
pichue was exhibited in 184\J. • Venus and Phaon,'
C. Brocky. Sncceuful in colour, but the figures
want grace. • Market Morning,' J. Tennant. The
landscape and effect are very happily treated. • The
Martyr for Truth's Sue,' W. C. Thomas, has been
exhibited in the Royal Academy. The aubject is
the persecution of the Saviour by the Jews. It is a
work of high pretension, sustained by valuable artistic
quality. Jes111is walking bound, before a crowd of
men, by whom he ia scourged and stoued 'lfith
merciless acrimony. The drawing and painting
are most careful, and every acceaaory in the composition hu been studied 'll;th reference to its par.
ticular function in the composition. Iu • Vandyke
and Frank Hals,' D. W. Deane, we recognise at
once the former as the visitor to Raia' atudio.
• Crochet Work,' W. Etty, R.A. A sketch which
the painter exhibited a year or two before his death.
• Village Church,' J.M. Anthony. Very forcible in
opposition to the sky ; it looks like a portrait of the
'The
"ivy-mantled" church of Stoke Pogis.
Battle of Waterloo,' G. Jones, R.A. Well known
through the enl{r&ving. • The Lay of the last Minstrel,' W. D. Kennedy. A 'll'Ork of a very high
degree of excellence, first exhibited, we believe,
about the time of the Westminster Hall competitions.
Sir Walter Scott is introduced as the minstrel ; the
composition is very ingenio111,and the whole evinces
abundant resource. • Apple Gatherers,' E. J. Cob.
bett ; • Auti1mn,' Percy ; 'Ceres instructing Trip.
tolemua,' C. Brocky; 'Sleep,' Morris; • The Retnm
from the Fair,' J . F. Herring; • The Deatruction of
Toalon,' W. A. Knell, &c.
In that part of the gallery set apart for foreign
pictures, we find works by Van Schendel, Miicke
of DU1Seldorf, Dieffenbach, Lambinet, Schaeffels,
Troyon, Guerand, Tenkate, Verlat, Coruecelins,
Crans, a pupil of Scheffer, Verboekhoveu, Trayer,
lsabey, Meyer of Bremen, Jordan, Rust, ~.
Of the works of our own echool, the above arc
but a portion, for the gallery ia ext,msive and well
filled, and coutaina very many memorable productions with which we are much pleased to renew
our acquaintance.

CORRESPONDENCE.
To the Editor of" THE AnT-JOURN.A.L.'
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THE EXHIBITION OF THE WORKS OF LIVING
FRENCH ARTISTS.

S1a,-I presume to offer a few observations on the
~neral merits of the exhibition of contemporary
French art, now open in the Cham1>sElyseea. On
each occasion
"-t that
· ·t I have visited
'd thehanuual salon' d my w•
an
h Lo
dvia1
· s were
h pa1
al to t e exhibition in
t e
uvre nnug t e P my dayt of Vernet and
Delaroche, those same days which lngrea may
consider his beat,-and every time that I have thus
seen these annual expoaitiona, more deeply have
of the
I been impreased ·with
eaJ1tho
d vicious
" h fallacies
I
teachi Of hat 18
ug
w
e a ac oo ·" There was
formtrly, in France, a school of David, and, at the
all were Bimitators of II man of
time of . its esiateucc,
bi
t
nnquea iona Yrare powers.
ut now French art is
labouring under the oppression of a French "echool "
and the vicea of this school are less corrigible th~n
were those generated of the precept and example of
David.
of works exhibited in pa1°nt.
·
d 'fheul number
t
amounts
to 851 7, and in both
dmg an
t ac Pure
f
h
epar. menta O art t ~ evils of acbool teaching are
consp1coous. There is the usual proportion of
government
commissions,
·
h
C hcommemorative of the
tnump ant passages
· h I o · th e French arms before
Sebast opoI, wit
ouourI of the restoration
'al ot ·1ers m Thi
·
0 r th e imr,eri
8 ae f-glorificatiou has
regime.
been a national weakness ever since the days of
has been
Louis
andTh
h d ·XIV.,
t
· Lproductive of innumerable
a pie ores.
ere 19 ' a Gorge do MalakofT,' by
Ivon, a very large canvas, wherein the French
troop, are advancing from the right in their u]ti.
mate struggle for the Malakoff, with the Rusaians
defending the position on the left and like all
similar comr>ositions, it presents the us~ hero1·c

episodes. Another atate picture is • La Commiaaion
du M~
Napoleon preaente a lenrs Majeat~ Imperialea, au Palaia de St. Cloud, lea plans du Muaee
fonde
Amieu, par l'Empereur,' a picture, by
Court, in which the proposed incident i• per.
apicuously set forth. Then there are • Allocation
de S. M. l'Empereur la Distribution dea Aiglea, le
10 Mai, 1852,' by Glaize; • Rentree dana Paris de
S. A. I. le Prince President,' by I.ariniere, &c., &c.,
with others alaodestined for Veraaillea ; and these
commiaaions from the government tempt numerona
adventnren into the lists with such themes u
• Combat de Kanghil,' • Le General Canrobert recou•
nai.saant lea travaux des Ruues devant Sebutopol,'
both by Beauce, and many others of aimilar character. But as these are not the works whereby a
echool is characterised, I tum to the general figure.
anbjecta, and find, as productions of various d~
of excellence, ' U oe Ecole de Village clans la :Por~t
Noire' (No. 68), Albert; 'Communion de St. Benoit'
(No. 252), Bertrand; 'L'Abreuvoir-Souvenir
de
Bretagne,' and• Troupeau dans nu chemin Breton,'
'Amateurs de Peinture en Viaite,' Brillouin ; • Lea
&llurs de Charite' (No. 488), and• La Pharmacie,'
both by Henriette Browne; • La Donneuse' (No.
584), Chavet ; • Le Chant du Roaaignol' (No. 667),
and • Le Cardinal de Richelieu' (No. 674), the
former by Compte Calix, and the latter by Comte;
• Un Violoniate' (No. 706), Conder; • Premier Pu
dana la Meudicile' (No. 740), Culverhouse; • Le
Retour' (No. 792), De Dreux ; • Lea Dames de
Charite' (No. 983), Du verger; • Dea Amateurs
daus un Atelier de Peintre,' Fiche), with two or
three others by the same hand ; • Lea Fuueraillea
d'une jeune Fille a Veniae' (No. 1229), Gendron;
• Cesar' (No. 1237), Gerome, and • Le Roi Candaule,' by the same; • Une Arreatation aona la
Terreur' (1256), Gijoux; 'Dante
Ravenne'
(No. 1893), and 'Stradivarius' (No. 1891), both
by Hamman ; • Le Tasse a Ferrare,' and • Lucas
Signorelli,' both by Heilbuth; • Le Cinqnantaine,'
Knaus (No. 1069), • Christophe Colombe au Convent
de Sainte Marie de Rabida' (~o. 1794), Laugee;
'La Premiere Priere' (2163), 'Frere Capuchin dana
eon interieur' (No. 2822), Muyden; 'Une Visile
chez nn Peintre' (2339), Pecras; • Le Livre
d'Jmages,' Petit (No. 2407) ; ' le Famille' (No.
2474), and others, by Plassan; • La Sainte Famille'
(No. 2782), Signol.
The above titles comprehend those of some of
the most remarkable works in the exhibition.
The selection is limited ; but its characteristics
are so far nniform as to show that most of the
painters are indebted for their position to &ell·
demical study rather than natural geuiua. It was
a precept or Reyuolda's, that technical labour
would always secure a certain amount of sueceaa,
and that principle is fully and entirely illustrated
here.
There is much powerful and beautiful
drawing, but none of the painters can or dare
vindicate for themselves a natural sentiment; ev~·
thing is v,·t 1·ated by manner, m·somnch that t e
s··-"ace
of nau·ut
alone anpeals
to the nu·nd. The
un,
,.
,.
nnmher of works rejected was two thousand, and
if these were refused in consequence of their
inferiority of quality, it is difficult to conceive what
could have been the demerits of the most of them.
The sever1·ty of J·udgment e•e-·1sed
at the Royal
• •~
Academy, in reference to the aceeptation of works
proposed for exhibition, has established such II salutary influence on the development of our echool,
that we have never seen in any given section of the
exhibition at the Academy, at any recent period,
one tithe of the artidtic cntdity and disqualification
that any equal section of the exhibition in the
Chamns
To the ,·tviwer'··'
,. Ely9CCSnresenta.
,.
,w draiv·
iug-eveu
though demoralised by the c•,·
n .c of
academic dieciplinc-1 bow in deference, and there
is no want of this; but any painter who acknowledges the subtle and ~resh
v1·c1·881
'tud-= of nature
''
in pretierencc to the dry results of atelier precept,
must be wean·ed w·1th the 1·ns·1p1
°d un1·•onn1·ty
of
''
execution that prevails throughout the vast collection. There has long existed a conviction
among French pau·nters, that there was no art
in England-the
feeling is inveterate, traditional;
but, ";thout any fastidioosne88, a picture might
be taken from the walls of the Academy, aud
trana!erred .to those o.f the Palaia dca Champs
El .
h h
uld
ysces, w ic wo
ID colour and natnral quality
throw all around it into the shade. Of all those

a

a

a

who among ourselves have arrived at eminence,
no two paint alike, becaUlethat which they know,
and can do, are accomplishments they have won
for themaelvea by self-cultivation. We have been
reproached that there is no school among ua :
it ia onr glory and our boast that we have, in the
foreign interpretation of the word, no "achool."
What I mean by the vicious mechanism of the
art, may be illnatrated by one inatance, and for the
purpoee it is beat to refer at once to some eminent
10ability. Let ua tnm, therefore, to M. Ingree,
whom, as a profeuor and muter in the literal aeu.se,
I hold in the higheat estimation. This artist enjoy,
a high reputation, bot it has not been achieved by
what he has painted-he has 1U1tainedhimself by
the mechanism of his art, not by its poetry or even
its melodrama. He i, entirely devoid of that
imagery, which in others is a prolific and a varied
source of pictures. His power, therefore, being
limited to an elementary accomplishment, he fell
into a dry and severe pedantry which communicates
an academic rigour to everything he does. It may
be presumed that the Luxembourg contains some of
his heat works, but neither in • Roger delivrant
Angelique,' nor in hie aacred 1ubject, • Jesu.a
Christ donnant lea clefs Saint Pierre,' is there
any scintillation of genina. That which the
instance of Ingrea illnatratea, happens to all who
paint without being able to conceive pictures ; and
in our own school, u well as in the French, the
number is proportionably coUJiderable; but with
na it is not so obvioua and off'ensive, becaUJe not ao
uuifonn in feeling as that which in France haa
settled into the universal manner of the French
achooL Not leu than in figure painting ia thia
ohviona in landscape art, u the compositions in
this department seem executed according to one
fonnula-that
is, to present the entire field in a
warm and very low toned breadth, with trees very
loosely sketched, and distances without atmosphere.
In muine painting there are no examples that
represent water forma with any truth. It baa been
a prevalent fashion among French artists to decry
every essay of English production ; but among the
riaing section of our painters there ia an earnestneaa and independence which will qualify their
works with a distinct excellence that will establish
them permanent examples of laborioUJ and welldirected study.
To the uneducated eye, the
dift'erence between the two methods of study ia
more apparent in the treatment of draperies than
in other parts of composition. At home we find
these carefully studied, while it is the practice of
the French school only to sketch.

a

M.

COLOURS FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC
PAINTING.
As we advauce towarda perfiect1on
• m
• th e practice
· of
· Iy euough , t h e deaire iucreuea
Ph oto grap hy, cnnoua
for the introduction of the adornments of Art. We
are not quite satisfied with a picture, perfect in all
respects but one; and if we cannot by our science
supply that one, we endeavour to do so by calling
Art to our aJ d • I t 11
• mtereati.ug
·
· an d 1nstructl'l'e
·
· to
study the mutual 888istance promised by the alliance
of Science and Art in photography. The object of
· · h as been to ren der
every t rue Iover or sun-paunhng
hie camera-obacura a mirror of nature, in which he
has the power of fixing the otherwise fleeting images.
Advancing from the Calotype, by the hnndred
steps, to the rapidity and the perfection of Collodion,
· hea or t h e ear Jy ent h na1uta
·
we now see th e w111
· all t h.1nga save colour. From th e deli·cate
rea1·1zed m
photographs which are now common amongst u.s,the
artist is eager, perhaps too eager, to borrow the
beaut·ful
detail , whi ch ever ch anns by its finish and
I
·ta mmu
· t eness. On th e ot h er hand , nohn "th,tan ding
I
th e WBCUVenea
~=--- · or Beeqoere1 and N.1epce, since we
are not able to copy nature in the variety and charm
of colour, the photographer is glad to receive the aid
· 1mpartmg
·
·
of th e art·1st m
t h oae tints which so
greatly increase the lieauty of hia picture. Seeing
that more than fifteen years have puaed since it waa
boldly stated that photographs coloured by the solar
'bili·t
d t h
rod _ ..
rays were a pou1
y' au ye t ey ore p uu:u.
not, many may infer that the difficulties of fixing
the imprC11ed colours are 10 great as to render the
0
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deeideratum improbable. It ia to be regretted that
there is, at the present time, scarcely an experimentaliat in this country whose attention ia turned
to the production of chromo-photographs. Charmed
by the facility of collodion, which renders the production of an almost perfect picture the easiest possible thing, they care not to wade through all the
difficulties, or to encounter the disappointments
which stand in the path orthe inquirer; consequently,
that which has been effected by Becquerel and by
Niepce (both of whom have succeeded in producing
copies of nature in colours, perfect in all respects,
save that the tints were fleeting), is lefl without cxamination, though the promise of reward is high.
The artist ia summoned to the aid of the photographer, and great have been the improvements
within a few years in the application of colour to
the sun-drawn picture. While we were yet endeavollling to improve the calotype, numerona experiments were made in the application of water colours,
and tven of oil colonn, to the paper. None of
these were, however, very aucceaaful; indeed, it was
only where the artist hasbeen satisfied to allow the
photograph to tell its tale, tkrougn his transparent
colours, that any pleasing effect could be obtained.
The eollodion pictures intro:lnced new conditions,
and they are but few who have succeeded in rendering those pictures pleasing by the additions of their
colours.
It has been to portraits chiefly that the artist has
t11rned attention, and since the profession of the
miniature painter has been ao deeply trenched upon
by the photographic artist, numerous well-skilled
painters on ivory have directed their atteutiou to this
branch of Art, and now we meet with photographic
portraits finished with all the minute delicacy of the
ivory miniature. Bot, even if we select examples
of the moat effective o! these productions, we shall
find that they are of very varied degrees of excellence. In many of them the original photograph ia
entirely obliterated-it, indeed, has served no other
purpose than that of a mere outline, over which the
painter hasdisported at pleasure. The consequence
of this ia, that the likeness is frequently very mnch
modified: in some cases, it may be improved, for a
skilful artist can remove a frown, or dispel the gloom
which falls upon some faces in repose; bot, in the
majority of examples, the artist does not improve
that which the camera-obscura has done, and in
many the tnith is sacrificed to the conventionalities
of the school in which the artist hu been trained.
The perfection of a coloured photographic portrait
conaiata in the preservation of all that chemistry
and physica have eft'ected, 111peraddingthose tints
which will more nearly represent nature.
It will of course be understood that we speak of
a portrait as perfect as photography can render ita portrait obtained in from two to three seconds
upon a perfect collodion film, by means of a Jena
which ahall be truly achromatic, and free from all
the de!ects arising from spherical aberration. These
defeeta may not be entirely removed, bot they can be
reduced to such limits as to be scarcely appreciable.
Again, the photographer moat be an artiat, who,
while he diapo!!e8his sitter so as to avoid any wide
differences in the focal lengths of the several parts
of the object, shall secure ease of position and
artistic effect. The arrangement, too, of his light
shall be such as to give no deep and unnatural
shadows to the face. By attention to these and
other points, which need not be referred to, a good
photographic portrait being produced, the problem
to be solved is, to colour it.
We have been examining the colours prepared
by Mr. Newman, of Soho Square, the well-known
artist colonrman, and it appears that the principle
adopted by them iu the preparation of colours for
photography, and in the application of those colours,
ensures the beat pouible effect. The general views
will be found in a little publication issued by this
honse, entitled "Harmonious Oclouri11g in Oil,
Trater, and Plwtographic Oclour,, especially tu
applied to Photograpner,." It is not quite easy
to give a correet description of the mode of
applying those colours to a collodion portrait, ao as
to render it intelligible to those who are not
familiar with the processes of colollling on glass ;
we must, however, endeavour to do so. A perfect
photographic portrait being obtained in the naual
man~er, the. dry ~olours are applied by a aofl
rubbwg motion, with a short camel-hair pencil,

on the side covered with the collodion ; the application of the colour deptnding, of course, on the
jndgment and akill o! the artist. These colours do
not appear on the other, or the uncollodionized side
of the glass plate, the darkened argento-collodion
surface being tolerably opaque. When it is considered that a doe amount of colour has been
applied to the portrait, the plate is gently warmed,
and then it is flooded on the painted aide with
a penetrating spirit varnish. The result o! this
is, that the colour is carried, and difl'uaed,through
the darkened collodion, and appears beautifully
clear, bot with a so!tened character, on the other
aide. It now is seen thro11gh the glass, and
although any required intensity of colour may be
applied on the /JacJ:of the picture-as we will call
the collodion aide of the plate-it will a~pear
through on the other side, the minutest details of
the photograph being undisturbed; careful examination, indeed, shows that every line, however minute
it may be, is brought out with somewhat increased
effect, colour being thoroughly difuaed through it.
The picture may be regarded, in some respects, as
dyed, for although there is no anch chemical combination between the colour and the photographic
picture as that which takes place in a dyed Cabric,
yet the penetrating varnish &0 completely diffuses,
and, in drying, fixes the colours, that a result in
all respects analogoua ia produced. The advantage
of this process is, that colour can be again and
again applied with the penetrating spirit, until any
depth of tone is seenred; and yet the perfection of
the original picture is preserved. Many of the
pictures which we have examined have displayed in
a striking manner the correctnesa of this principle
of colouring the collodion phot-0graphic portrait.
With all the exquisite finish of the mo1t perfect
ivory miniature, these portraits possess a perfection
which those could never reach. The delicate pencil
of the sunbeam has drawn with unerring fidelity
linea which no artist could describe with his pencil,
consequently the texture of every part o! the dress,
the oondition even of the akin, and the physical
state of " each particular hair," remain prcaerved,
ao as to bear very high magnifying power, while
the brilliancy of colour is given to the whole. All
eft'ect is obtained in a few boors upon these photographs which could not be reached by days of the
moat laborious application on ivory.
We have also examined the eft'ect or a gelatinous solution prepared by Mr. Newman, in aiding
the diffusion of colour on albnminized and on salted
paper. Not only does this preparation enable
the artist to spread his colour freely over the
paper, bot, as it dries, it so perfectly fixes the
colour, that a second colour can be readily washed
over the first. Many of the stereoscopic viewa
which we saw had been painted with this preparation, and they were all of very high merit.
We cannot refrain from alluding to some experimental trials which have been made by the
Messrs. Newman !or tinting lar~ photographs on
paper. The results were of the most pleasing character, and, although there appears at present to be
some difficulties in the way of preparing the liquid
colonra employed, so that they may be kept for
sale, we trnat these will be soon overcome, when
we shall have pictures which can only he rivalled
by anch as may be coloured from Natnre'a own
palette by the solar pencil.

ART IN SCOTLAND AND THE
PROVINCES.
Gu.soow.-Mr.
Moasman's statue of the late Sir
Robert Peel bna been placed in its position and
inaugurated; it is on the north aide of George Square,
which seems to be the locality of sculptured works,
as it contains in addition to the Peel statue, one of
Sir John Moore, one of Watt, and the memorial of
Sir Walter Scott. In other parts of the city are
statues of Her Majesty, and of Wellington.
STIRLINo.-The designs for the Wallace monument were exhibited here during the past month :
they are seventy-six in number, but the local journals
do not speak very highly in _praise of any of them.
The Scottish Press says -" The present exhibition,
like the last, is a complete failure, and only proves
to na what we were somewhat auspicious of beforebow few real men of merit have entered the liata."
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BIR)(IN011u.-A movement, emanating from the
Birmingham Society of Artists, baa been made for
ereetin~ a monument to the memory of the late
David Cox, which it ia propoeed to place in the little
church of Harborne, wb.ere the remains of the
venerable artist lie. It ia intended that the memorial shall include a buat.-The statue of the late
Mr. T. Attwood, M.P.,'ereeted by public subscription,
was recently inaugurated with due ceremony: it
stands in Stephenson Place.
Wao:r.BTBR.-Mr. Thomas Wright, whose contributions to our pages have made him well known to
our readers, has been the superintendent for some
months past, of the excavations at Wroxeter-tbe
Uriconium of the Romana. This once important
city is about five miles'.from Shrewsbury, upon the
banks of the Severn, and was only known by a
fragment of Roman wall standing about the centre
of the modem village, Mr. Wright suggested the
posaibility of much intereatinif discovery in ita
vicinity; and ultimately a committee was formed in
Shrewsbury, subscriptions opened, and Dr. Johnson,
of that town, appointed honorary secretary. On
tracing the ground near this wall, the foundation•
of large and important buildings were discovered,
once the proud edificesof a prosperous Roman town ;
the hypocausts of other buildings were diacovered,
and in one of them, crowded in a comer, were the
skeletons of an old man and two females, who had
apparently tied there for shelter; the town having
evidently been destroyed by au incursion of barbarians who had burnt and ravaged it; marks of fire
and ,·iolence being spread around. Near the old man
lay a little heap of 130 small copper coins, mostly
of the Constantine family, the email treasure he
bad endeavoured to secure. In the progTflll of
the excavations varioua smaller objecta usually
found among the debris of a Roman city, as potterr. 1
styli, hair-pins, &c., &c., as well as a few amau
bronzes, have been from time to time exhumed.
The site ia one of much interest, and it is to be
hoped that the works thus established will be persevered in !or some time, until the larger part of
this city be again uncovered for the instruction of
the student. The Duke of Cleveland, the owner
of the site, and his tenantrr-with
one exoeptionare all interested and helpful in the matter. A
new subscription has been opened, and the Society
of Antiquaries of London have liberally awarded
£60 towards further investigation.
LBBD8 has erected a monument, in the pariah
church, to the memory of those natives who fell in
the Crimean war. It "consists of a pedestal, enclosing a panel of white statuary marble, with a
Gothic canopy. Upon the pedestal ia placed a sculptured group, consisting of two life-ailed figureea dyinJ soldier with the angel of Victory placing
upon h11 bead a wreath. The rocky:ground ap~ars
strewed with the wreck and spoil of war. The
canopy over the tablet, on which is inscribed the
name,, consists of a groined and foliated series of
trefoiled flying arches, the cnapa of which have
angels recording in open books the acts of the heroes.
On the pilasters are inscribed the Crimean victories,
entwined with laurel. ;The composition ill aur- •
mounted by the standard• of the 68th regiment."
The height of the monument, which baa been designed nnd executed by M:eaara. Dennis Lee and
Welsh, of Leeds, ia 14 feet. The cost ia about
300gs.
CARLISLl!.-The large east window in Carlisle
Cathedral ia to be filled with stained glaaa : a design
for which hu been approved by)be committee, and
sanctioned by the Dean and Chapter, The groups
are illuatrative of the life of Christ. In the centre
light are the three principal groups, that at the top
representing the Ascension, with angels on each side
of the chief figure, and apostles standing below ; a
full-length figure of Christ, with beneath it the
Roman soldiers guarding the tomb ; and the Crncifixion, with the .Mariea at the foot or the cross and
angel& at the top on each side. The prevailing
colour around the central figure is blue, and the rest
is varied.
Bua.-Tbe
workmen engaged in digging on the
aite intended for the additions to the Bath Mineral
Water Hospital, have discovered, fifteen feet below
the surface, a Roman teaeelated pavement in excellent
preservation : it is several y_ardain length, and of
the ,J>attemknown as the "Elrnacan Key," worked
out 1n white and blue teuer~, cut from Winterbourne
stone and the lias of the neighbourhood. The outlines of the building to which it belonged are flainly
discernible, some courses of the masonry atil being
perfect. The pavement will be allowed to remain in
1ts present tJOsition till a place can be found for it
in the building about to be erected.
PLYMPTON.-'fbere is some talk of erecting a
statue of Bir Joshua Reynolds in this his native
town • the corporation of which, however, were
liberal enough to sell a few years since the portrait of the great artist, which he painted for them,
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and pre!ented during his life-time : it wu pnrchued
by the Earl of .Mount Edgecumbe.
NawCAdTLB•ON•TYNB.-Mr. Lough, a native of
thia town, baa been selected to execute a model of
the propoeed statue to be erected here in honour of
George"Stephenson. If approved of by a committee
of the aubacribera, and the consent of the corporation can be.obtained,:or which"!.Jlere.aeema to be no
doubt, it will be erected at the Junction of Westgate
and Neville Street.

---

PICTURE SALES.
Tm: collection of pict11res formed by the Hon.
General Phipps, which at his decease became the
property of the late Hon. Edmund Phipps, was, by
direction or the executors of the latter owner, sold
by Meaan. Christie aud l\Ianaon, at their rooms iu
King Street, on J nne the 25th. 'fhc collection contained numerous excellent works by ancient aud
modern painten, and t'falized prices quite commensnrate with their ~alue. The most important were :
-' A }'emale Head,' adorned with a wreath of
lanrel, Giorgione, J 15 gs., pnrchased by the Marquis
of Lansdowne; 'Tobit and the Angel,' Elsheimer,
admirably engraved by Goudt, 155 gd., purchased by
Mr. Farrer; 'The Dogann, Venice' and 'Church of
San Giorgio Ma~ore, Venice,' a pair of brilliant
cabinet pictures by Caualetti, 291 gs., bought by
Mr. Gambart; 'A Champctre,' Watteau, 100 gs.,
Mr. }'arrer; the companion picture of the latter,
97 gs., bought by Mr. Anthony ; 'View or the
Thames from the Adelphi Terrace,' Canaletti, 1411.,
Mr. Webb; 'Interior of an Apartment,' a lady
nnraing a child, and female servants, P. de Ilooghe,
169 gs.; ' River Scene,' a sunset, a fine example of
the pencil or Vander Neer, 200 gs., Mr. l'arrer;
'The Mmic Lesson,' Jan Steen, a small picture of
high quality, 215 gs., Mr. Mawsou ; ' Sea View,'
Van de Capella, 170 gs., Mr. Farrer; 'Interior of
a Chnrch, with a congregation aaeembled,' E. De
Witte, 150 gs., Mr. James; 'Interior of the Pictnre
Gallery or the Archduke Leopold or Austria,' D.
Tenien, 260 gs., Mr. James; 'Gil Blas and the
Actreaa,' painted expressly for General Phipps by
C. R. Leslie, R.A., 138 gs., bonght by the Marquis
of Lansdowne ; ' The Gentle Student,' the picture
well-known from the engraving, C. R. Leslie, R.A.,
200 gs., bought by Mr. Mawson ; ' Sportsmen Reposing,' containing portraits of Lieut.-Col. the Hon.
C. B. Phipps, and Lady L. C. Phipps, a small
cabinet picture painted for General Phipps by
Wilkie, 883 gs., undentood to have been bought for
the Marquis of Heriford ; ' Interior of a Cathedral,'
D. Roberts, R.A., 102 gs., purchased by Mr.
. Rhodes; 'The Boat-Builders.' W. Collins, o coutecene, 220 gs., Mr. Jones; 'The Widow and Child,'
Booiogton, 180 gs., Mr. Mawson; 'Highlander and
his Daughter, with a white hone and dogs, on the
bank of a lake,' Sir E. Landseer, R.A., 815 gs., BDid
to have been bought, by Mr. Mawson, for the
Marqnia of Heriford; 'Distant View or Dort,' Callcott, 270 gs., ?,fr. Jones; ' Count D'Orsay's Dog,
with a cat and kitten,' Sir E. Landseer, R.A., 505 gs.;
'An Interior, with portraits of Mr. Dudley Wood.
bridge and Captain Holland,' 2351., Agnew; ' Portrait or Sir J. Reynolds,' by hiniself, from the
collection of the Marchioneaa of Thomond, 212 ga.,
Farrer; 'Portrait of Mn. Nesbitt,' Sir J. Reynolds,
bonght by Mr. Mawson for the Marquis of Hertford,
600 gs. ; 'Contemplation,' a portrait of Mn. Robinson, seated near the sea, Sir J. Reynolds, 800 gs.,.
also purchased by Mr. l\tauon for t.he Marquis of
Hertford. The entire collection realized the sum of
.£9255.
A collection of English pictures, "the property or
a gentleman removed from the country,'' was sold
by Meaara. Foster on June the 29th, and realized
!4000. The principal works were:-' A Snmmer's
Afternoon,' T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., 225 gs.; 'The
Sanctuary,' E. M. Ward, R.A., 231 ge.; 'Land,
scape,' P. Numyth, 255 J1:S.; 'A Rustic Home,'
W. Mnller, 300 gs.; 'Sea·sbore,' W. Collins,
210 ge.; 'The Waterfnll,' P. !:asmyth, 305 gs.;
'The High Altar,' D. Roberts, R.A., 350 gs. ;
'Cranmer led to the To11·er,' F. Goodall, A.R.A.,
870 ga.,-this, we believe, is the finished sketch for
the largepicture exhibited at the Academy it. 1850.

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
Fao:11the time of its fint establishment, the meet·
ings that have been periodically held at the .\rchi·
tectnral Museum have uniformly been agreeable, and
the annual convenazione has always been the most
agreeable meeting of each year. 1'he institution
fnlly maintains its old reputation iu this matter,
now that it ia eatabliahed in atate at Sonth Kensington, instead of being the occupant of a range of
quaint bay-lofts near the Clock-Tower, at Westminster. The annual coovenazione for the present
year was held on Thunday, July the 7th, on which
occasion the whole of the South Kensington M nseum
was opened for the reception of the members of the
Architectural Mmenm and their friends.
In place of the president of the institution, the
Earl De Grey, who baa uaually presided in person
on these occasions, the chair was occupied by Mr.
A. B. Beresford Hope, now the chairman or the
musenm committee. l\lr. Hope ia an eicellent
chairman for this inalitutio11, and he made exactly
the speech that might have been expected from him
io such a position, setting forth the character and
aim of the Architectural M uaeum, and indicating
what it bad to do, nod was desirom of doing. Mr.
Gilbert Scott also addressed the usembly after his
customary habit, and in his cnpacity of treasurer of
the m•l!eum urged once more its claims for an
enlarged measure of pecuniary support. 'l'be cordial
reception of Mr . Scott declared, in the most gratifying manner, that his valuable services to the
institution contiuoed to be appreciated, and that the
mmeom itself still remained true to its original
character. The other speaken were Sir Charles
Barry, the R,wa. G. Williams and W. Scott, Mr.
God11'io, Mr. R. Smith (of the Science and Art
Departn:ent), Mr. Bloxam (of Rugby), and Mr.
S. C. Hall. By these gentlemen the duties and
objects of the musewn were again and again brought
before the meeting; Mr. Hall especially devoting
hie remarks to the importance of extending the
range or the practical working of the institution
amongst the public at large, and more particularly
with a view to the instruction in Art of architectural
workmen. We hope, that when it again becomes
our duty to record the proceedings at another of
these yearly gatherings, we may be enabled to specify
more of actual work than the Architectural Museum
has really done, in place of reiterated declarations of
what it would like to do and ought to do. The
officers of the institution have told 118 year after
year what their musewn is, and what they propose
it should accomplish ; and their friends have not
failed to signify tbe coune which, in their opinion,
the museum ought to take. We very naturally, therefore, look for some practical indications or the eftl.
cieut action of this institution. We eipect, at its
yearly assembly, to hear of its systematic training
of architcctnral students and workmen, and to see
its collections applied to their grand object of
making architecture a popular art, through making
it uodentood III an art. Mr. Hope, the other even,
iog, directed attention to a restored copy in alabaster of one end of the monument of Queen
Philippa, in Westminster Abbey, by Mr. Scott and
Mr . Cundy, as a proof of the value of such an
institntioo u the Arl'.hitectural Musenm. We
remember this singularly beautiful work in the
Great Exhibition of 1851, and consequently we felt
surprised that it should be adduced now, iu 1859, to
corroborate the practical 11'orthioessof the mnseum.
What has the museum been doing during the last few
years, and how has it been exerciaing its influence?
-what is it doing now, and what are the present
effects of its influence? These are points which we
must urge upon Mr. Scott and his colleagues, as
the only arguments that will effectually avail to
strengthen their bands in the administration of their
mmeum. They mn.st be able to point to noble
architectural works, not eight years old, and to a
growing and evident diffusion of true architectnral
taste, that may be traced iu its onward progress
from year to year. They must be able to refer to
their courses of lectures, plain yet attractive, which
they have addressed to the public and to architectural workmen, and which they have also published
in a popular form for general nse. They must meet
their friends and supportera with the consciouaneaa
that their museum has become recognised as the

nrchitectnral training institution of England, and
that it is in vigorom and healthful working order
in that capacity. There then will be no longer a11y
necessity to appeal for an enlarged sympathy, and
more abundant anpport. The public will not aubacribe largely, merely for the purchase of collections
of casts : what they look for is the 111e that may be
made of those collectioua after they have been
obtained. In like manner, it is not in the increasing nnmben of visitors to the Architectural }fosenm that we reco~iae any tokens of
advancing influence for good; but it is in an increase of stude1,ts. There may be very many pere.>oswho now regularly walk tbrongh the gallery
of the mnseum-ond most certainly, in its preeent
habitat, the mmenm hu acquired a dignity before
unknown ; but we must confess to entertaining
grave doubts u to whether its collections are more
studied than they were at Cannon Row, or whether
what bas been gained in dignity has not been purchnsed by a corresponding Joas in usefulness. The
question of populnr schools of Art wiU be brought
mnch more prominently forward, u time advances,
than it has been brought before, and then it will be
for the Architectural Museum to demonstrate its
claim to be regarded as the national institution for
instrnction in the great art of architecture. We
shall always be found ready to support this mosenm
in n career of earnest, thoroughly practical worki11g; it has always had, and it still has, our oordial
good will. It is for that very reason that we urge
upon its oflicen an increased energy, and the substitution of results for aims-the substitution also
of work ror promises of working.
The architectural exhibitions of the present year
have been decidedly beiow the average atandard of
respectable mediocrity, instead or rising honourably
above it. In fact, we are not now in poaaeasion of
anything that may jnstly claim to be an architectnral exhibition ; certainly the Royal Academy
knows no each exhibition ; and with equal certainty
such an exhibition has yet to find its way to Conduit Street. Meanwhile the Architectural 1\lnseum
rests on its oan, enjoying an otium cum dignitate
at Sonth Kensington, and promising the great
things that it purposes to do. Once more we ask
for the fulfilment or these promises, and for at
least a fint instalment of the " great things,'' in the
shape either of a good arcbitectnral exhibition, or
of whatsoever is really good and troly architectural.

ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.
P.uus.-Horace
Vernet has started for Italy,
charlfed by the Go,·ernment with commiasiona for
certain incidents of the war : his firat viait will be
to the field of .Montebello, to sketch the ground on
which the late engagement took pl11ce.-A small
gallery has been added to the long gallery of the
Louvre, and some fine apartments are completed in
the portions of this edifice. The system of cleaning
and repairing the pictures is being continued to a
considerable extent, and, according to the opinion of
some of our correapondenta, by no means to the advantage of the '{'&mtinga.-A statue of Dr. Jenner
baa been erected 1n the apace between the Louvre and
the Pont des Arte.
RoME.-ln digging recently to· form the foundations of 11railway, the workmen discovered a fine
female statue of Venus, whi"h is 8llid will bear a
favourable comparison with the far-famed Vmua d11
Medici: the Emperor of Russia is reported to have
purchased it at the coet of £3,000. Several mural
paintings, mosaics, and other antiquitiea have also
been brought to light in making excavations near
the Baths of Caracalla. The researches are being
made under the direction of Signor Guidi.
ST.'PBTBnsnuno .-The coloaaalequestrian statue,
in bronze, of the late Emperor Nicholas was erected
and inaugurated with much ceremony, during the
past month : it stands on a pedestal of pure white
marble.
41BRlBNNB.-A bronze statue of Napoleon I. hu
recently been inaugurated in thia place, at the
Military School of which the Emperor received his
education . The statue is the work of M:. Louia
Rochet, who has represented Napoleon as a pupil or
the school : one hand is placed on the breast, in the
attidude of a student receivin_ghis honoun, and in
the other is a volume of Plutarcb's Lives, his
favourite book of study.
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that could not walk nt all, wheeled in a perambulator. It 'l\'DS wonderful how they improved.
One dear child-sueh a pretty boy !-found it so hard, nt fint, to get up those steps even with
his crntch; at the end of si1 weeks I saw him rnn over them after his ball, like a lapwing. Two
sisten came, in black-little dean, snch sweet lambs !-clinginit ronod each other as if determined
not to be parted. How they were tended, to be sure I their little stool carried down to the river's
bank, that they might sit and enjoy the cool air together; and one morning the Lady was pacing
up and down here, with the doctor, and 1 heard her say,' You must save her, doctor; they are

EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH W AU:S.
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E ha\'e
lllNE's,

dc!'Cribed ST. CATHF.•
the steep island cliff'that
sentinels the town, and contains
on its summit some venerable
relics, and of the Ct:XETF.RY
CHAPEL it will suffice to say it
is a pretty edifice that lies on
the side of a hill, just outside
the town, whence beautiful and
e1tensivc views are obtained :
both these interesting subjects we have pictured.
'l'he dny 1vas calm and beuutiful, u sented on 1
one of St. Calberine's green slopes, our attention .
&
was dirert ed to the residence-not the permanent
If"' dwelling- of a lady, the bu$ine88of whose life is
~
" to do good, and to distribnte: " one of those
admirable women, at oucc benevolent aud beneficent, who
obtains, by giving, happiness-who employs wealth in the
se"ice of God, by dispensing it to the needy. We were
reminded of an incident that occnrred to ue not long ago :
we need not say where, aud we are bound to withhold the
name of "the good and faithful servant" to whom we make
reference. One of her " homes " is not far from the place
we are describing; another is in a far-oft' county, by the
sea-side: there may he othen of which we know nothing :
an accident made u, acquainted with these two.
" He looks very ill," we said to our landlady, who l1ad
ST. CATUERlSt 's.
been " doing np" the fire; "he looks very ill; your fine air
can do little for him. How attentive his servant is!"
nlone in the world-two little orphans-if one dies, the other will soon follow: they must be
"That penon is not his se"ant," she replied ; " that man saved I• I don't know whnt lie 11ns11·ered,
but in about ten days one of the denr little snowdrops
belongs to 'the Lady,' and comes from No. 9."
was gone. A fe,v months after, the grave was opened to receive another coffin.
"le the poor gentleman insane P"
"No. 9 is never empty; 1 wish No. 2 was always as well filled. If those who come down
"Oh, no-not at all-he is only very ill. Ah, if ever like ghosts, lea\'e at the end of their month or six weeks refreshed and strengthened, the ve11
there was an angel upon earth," added the good woman, ne1t day others take their place. We have .old and yonug, b~t I like to sec the young ~estlaying down the coal-bo1 and taking up the hearth-broom, there is hope for them; they get on so rapidly. 'The Laily sends the ,coral rnsea m the
which, however, she did not use, bnt balanced, while she
put the other hand nnder her apron, a movement indicating
that she had leisnre and inclination to give any information
we reqnired, "if ever there was an nngel, it is' the Lady;'not that she's anything particular to look at-very quiet and
plain in her drea. She would keep ber goodworks secret,
too, if she conld ; only graternl heart• will epeak,-and God
forbid they shonld be silent," she added, with warmth, the
more une1pected, became she is a gentle tlDilight sort or
woman, who seems to have dwelt under the shadow of
sorrow all the days of her life. We waited; but the landlady had turned away to sweep a little at the hearth, and we
observed her put her apron to her eyes.
I
" 'The Lady• always makes me choke, like," she continued, j
"and I am snre that's not what she'd desire to do. But, ,
living at No. 2, I in111t know what passes at No. 9." We 1
believed her I
1
"Abont two years ago 'the Lady' took No. 9 for one-aodtweoty years. She had always been a lady of property ; but /
some one died, and left her more-more than she wanted.
Well, she took No. 9. I thou11:ht,what could she want with I
it P it is a very nice house, aud in the beat sitnation ; 1 j
don't mind 11:1ying
that for No. 9, as well u for this, No. 2;
but I did not think it grand enough for' the Lady.' Well, :
it waa taken and Cnmiehedin a week ; all the rooms tnrned '
into bed,rooms, with single beds, and the front rooms divided, I
so as to increase the number, and folding,doon put to the /
parlours, to make one large sitting-room ; single beds, nnd
children's beds (oh, yes, two or three of them in the large 11
top room) ; capital fnrniture, bnt plain. On the Satnrday
down came a man and his wife. Straogen they were; 10
abort and still' in their answen ; would tell nobody what
they came about. The next week two flies drove np, with .
nine children I such objecta-some crippled-some twistedsome with cougbe-some, auch wasted crentnres !-bnt all
looking like gentlemen's children ; not fine, nor even well
dressed, but with something about them that told what they
are, though some say, it only tells what they were. I
think it came out throngh the doctor, and it was this :
THE CIUCKTtRY CUHL,
' the Lady' devoted the money she had been left, to taking
No. 9, and fitting it up for invalids; invalids, you undentand, snmmer. I never knew any one looking so ill aa that poor ge11tlem:mcome at this season,
who are too rupectable to go to a sanatorium, and yet have which is so wild and gnaty 1-bnt, law! many are so glad of such a home, even for si1 weeks."
no means to seek health at a place like this. She pays every
The fact we gathered is simply this :-A lady, who is bleesed (in her ease it i.r a ble88iog)
e:q,enae, provides every comfort, bathe and chairs, and a with a superabundance of wealth, e1pends a large portion of it in sustaining comfortable homes
drive now and then over the Downs, and comes herself when for penons, gentle-born, who, requiring change of air dnring or after illnees, are too poor to
least eJpeeted, to see that everything ie properly attended obh1in it, and whose natnral pride clotea the door of public charities against them.
to. I watched those children at lint creeping about, seemMay God give to her the happiness and the health she distributes with 80 largea heart and
ingl1 unable to bear the breeze from the common ; and two liberal a hand !
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Let us take o mo1ning walk, and visit HonE's MOUTH ; \ garrison at midni,:ht, in revenge for wrong clone to their brother Cadehl; here, perhapa, Maelg,rn,
nav, let us enter the cave and eee ita wonders, speculating, on son of the J.ord Rhys, gathered his followers, and again sacked aud burnt the town, although a
our way, as to how it obtained its name: whether " Hoyle " person of "civil behaviour aud honesty in all his actio111,'' who became very terrible to his
was but an euy change from " Hole,'' for trudiLion is silent enemies, and, "like . a lion hunting, alew all the }'laodryaiana who came against him;" knd here,
concemin,: any derivation; and whether it be a work of
art or a freak of nature, for we are coiroiu.ut of the
ancient rumour that its exit ie at Pembroke-that it is
a pauage of eight miles long, leading to the " menellows
l'.&Vern"-the Hogan-underneath the old castle. Hoyle'&
Mouth is seen from afar oft'; it is on the aide of a hill, just
where the "Ridgeway" begins. The entrance, high up far
above the level of the sea, is hidden from below by tan,:led
brushwood and trees of atunted growth ; a narrow winding
path conducts to the spot, and the viaitor finds himself on
firm earth iu the cavern. Standing under the arched roof of
solid mountain limestone, we look out upon the )&Ddaeape
:
the picture from this aecluded apot is •nrpasaingly beautiful,
taking in, as it does, many of the best points of the 1u1·.
rounding scenery.
'l'he interior of the cavern is of singular interest, wliether
we advance far iuto it, or arc content with inspecting merely
the title-page of the book : the roofs and walls, "veneered"
by time and weather with a thick coating of grey, are clostly
e.rnated with stalactite matter, which when chipped is pure
white, while all around, some diatance in, grow luxurianL
ferns and kindred plants. At the further ·end is a small
arch-the entrance to the interior. A low paasage of thirty
feet conducts, over sharp rough stones, to an apartment large
enough to contain hair a dozen persons in a croncbing position.
'fo proceed one moat "wriggle" through a email tunnel,
several feet above the bed of Lhecave, over a mass of stalagmite protuberances, with a riak of the light being extinguished by the bats, or by drops of water ooziug from
above. The remaining caverns and passages are lofty and
apaciooa. The sides and roofs throughout are beantifnlly
adorned by stalactites ; in some places clustering like ,:rapes
and acorns of frosted silver, or petident from the roof like
huge icicles; in others, meetin,: the atalagmites beneath,
it forms pillars aud arcbea that seem to support the roof.
In one place the droppil,g of the water bas formed a miniature
chapel, with a flight of steps leading to its high altar, the
whole shut ont from the cavern in which it is situated by an
almost J>erfectarch. In all, there are eight compartments,
and as many passages. At the extremity of the most remote
is an aperture too narrow to admit a man, bnt, from observations made, it is thought that it very probably leads to
another aeries of these curious cells.
How far man has aided nature to produce this singular
,vork it is, as yet, imponible to aay. That it wu used in
old times is certain, for relics of a remote age have been
found there; it way really have been a pasaage by which, in
periloUBtimes, communications were kept up with Pembroke ; no doubt assembled the heroic remuauts of the dcfenden of Trefloyne HoUBe,close at hand,
Castle; at all events, there can be little doubt that it was when the' soldien of the Commonwealth drove forth its loyal master and hie brave household,
often II place of secrecy and security to the wild Wcl.hmen convertio,: his home into a ruin, or which some fra,:meots yet endure to r.laim a place in history.
· when hovering about their Norman foes, or harassing the It is CBBY,
indeed, to associate this wild and St'crct hiding-place, concenltd frona sight, and difficult
Flemish intruders on their soil and their rights; or that,
during later periods, many a band of smugglers, when all
along this cout illicit trade flourished, most have there
aongbt, and found ehelt.er, dividing their cargoes, and sending
them hence throughout the country. What tales these rugged walls could tell! Many a gentle tourist will sit at the
entrance we have pictured, and call imagination to aid, while
gazing over the lo,·ely landscape and the blue sea, to behold
succenivc warriors, from the piratic Danes to the Ironaidea
of the Commonwealth, all with one common purpose-to
aubdne and apoil a pc'Ople hardy, brave, aud euer~etic,
yielding inch by inch to the invader, fighting as gallantly
and as continuously in their thin cloaks of coarse wool, as did ,
th11knights and squires clad in panoply of steel. Reader, if
your fanq be not dull and lifefosa,yon will linµ:er and muse
here! Here, perhaps-nay, probably-assembled the early
Briton&, watching the Vikings, Ioguar and llalfJene, brothers
and chiefs, cN88ing from Caldy Island to plunder and to kill;
here may have hidden the sturdy Welshmen who dogged the
footateps of the Normans whom Aruulph de Mout,:omcry led
along the Ridgeway to occupy lands that William Rufus gave
him-the bear's akin before the bear was slain; here may
have gathered those who slew the soldiers of the kinjl', when
" the unevenness of the country aud bad weather" aided
"rebellion;" hence may have issued the "tall men,'' who
Apoiled the Flemings, breaking down their atone wells ns
fast as the strangers built them, "making verie sharpc .
warres upon them, sometimes with gaine, sometimes with
loase;" here 1msubdued ban·ds of fierce Welshmen may have
seen in\'aders, under Mac Murehadba, with his " seventy
heroes dressed in coats of mail,'' proceeding to make " the
RO\ ' Ui:°S MOlo'TU.
king'a town of Tenby clene Irish," there "to commit many
,:reat riots, roots, &Ddunlawful assemblies," u is their wont, of npproach-in 11·hicha score or n thou11nd lighting men may have .abeltered while watching
" against the kin,:'• peace, crown, and di~ity ; " here may an enemy-with all the atirrio!I:incidents of ages, from the war-prows of the pirate kings, ten
have been 11eeretedMeredith and Rhys, sons of Griffith, Prince centuries ~. to the transports of the }'reoch " invaders," who, in 1797, sailed by this cout
or South Wales, who sacked Tenhy, " falling foul" upon its to land and become prisoners in a dell at Pencaer, near to Fishguard.
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Let us wRlk a1t11into -da,·, nod visit the old house of oppoeite. Shut iu by treea, a11d covered "ith vegetation, it can 11e1rcelybe distinguished, at
Scotsborough, ani the pretty hamlet aud venerable church of any great distance, from the surrounding foliage; a11d not before the ~te of the quiet churchGumfreaton · the one little more than a mile, oud the other yard is reached can tbi~ picturesque remnant of the past be seen in 1ta venerable beauty and
scarcely two' miles from 'l'enby; both will re11:iy us well, unadorned simplicity . ,\lthough witl1in n sto1w's-throw of the highway, the situation is so
for we traverse a pleasant road, by the aide of the little river
.J
Ritee, r.rosaing a long and narrow canseway bridg~. observing .
the mill that stands beside a broad sheet of wate1·,into which I
the stream falls, where boy-auglera are often seen watching
"the quill down float," and taken uote of the roada that lead, '
the one to Penally, Lydstep, nod :\lanorbeer , the other to
St. :Florence and Carew-roods we shall take when a drive,
and not a walk, is our purpose, and a longer time is arranged

I

TU K d.L'ICT& Jlt:LL.

for than 'Ifill be needed to visit Scotsborough and Gumfrestoo.
ScoTSeoeoi;cn-wheoce
its imported name we caouot say
-is merely the picturesque ruin of an ancient house, which
belonged to the honourable and far-descended family of Ap
Rhys, "hose monuments are in 'feoby Church. 1'he ruin
consists of a number of crumbling walls, many of them held
together by t'll"istiog bands of ivy-the ivy being remarkably
fiue. As an e1am11leof the ~trong dwelling of a period when,
although defences of domestic buildings had become lees a
necessity than they had been, it wu still a policy and a duty
to be always prepared for attacks, the old house of Scots-

8CO?SBO&Ol1GH.

retiring that, were it not for the occaaional lowing of C'8ttle on the opposite hill, and the
continual t'll"itter of birds fluttering among branches of huuriaut ivy that cover aides and
roof it would be almost a perfect solitude. The church, which dates baek for si1 hundred years,
cou;i$ta simply of a 11orrh, and of n nave and chancel linked together on the south by a small
,.I

· THI! 6TOt'P.

borough will be examined with interest; its uumcrous small
rooms, ita rambling and "iocohereut"
architecturRl character--evidencea of additions from time to time-may tempt
the tourist to a somewhat careful scrutiny; but, at all events,
the neighbouring trees, the green lanes all about it, the
pl-nt
dell in which it lies, and the sot\ breezes that seem
to have settled here, without a wish to wander, hill-way or
seaward, cannot fail to lure the resident at Tenby into many
a btalth walk at morning or at noon.
The little Church of GuKFUSTON alumben on the iuner
slope of the high laud that for miles overhangs the vale of
St. florence on the north, as the Ridgeway does on the aide

1

mort11ary chapel, and on the north by a pl1i11 square tower, the ivy-crowned battlements . of
which lift their heads just high enough to catch the rumblings of the ocean or the quick
strokes or the curfew wafted, on wintry nights, over the hill from Tenhy, two miles a'll"ay. Tho
port'b, which contaiua a Sroui-, and is furnished with a cold stone bench on either aide, forms tho
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entrnace to the "Jarksome" ioterior. We fouod it decoBefore we return home, let ua retrace our stepa, aod walk through a charming lane that leads
rated with ivy, giving to it a character beautifully pictu- to PKETrT P&NALLY. It it a sweet ,·illage, inclining npwards from a glen, and receiving
resque ; it had forced its way from the onteide through into its bosom the sea-breezes, that seem soluned as they approach it. We may have more to
crevices in the wall, and was flourishing as we have shown say of this plllt'C hereafter : at present we must content ourselves with asking the Tourist to
in onr engraving.* The walls aud low vaulted roof
are whitewashed throughout; aod on the narrow, concrete
floor abont a dozen dark, rickety pews serve to accommodate the r111tic congregation. With the exception of
that in the chancel, the windows look to the south, the ivv,
that veils the whole of them on the outside, answering the
purpose of stained glass in mellowing the beams of the
noontide sun. Among architectural features worthy of
notice, in addition lo the .atonp, are the curious baptistery
that bellies out from the wall of the nave, and the decorated
piscina in the chancel. In this piacina is deposit~d a plain,
seven or eight inches in height, which
bronze HAND-BFLL,
wu used in times past as the 1ancte bell.t
At the bottom of 1he churchyard are three clear bubbling
W.ILLS, bordered with !all grasses and wild-flowersof various
hnes ; they have been analysed, and two of them are said to
contain certain medicinal propcrties.:j: Hence a wicket.
gate opens into a Joog green lane that re-conducts to
the road; the trees growing on the side twist their over.

GCJUR!STOX 1n:u.s.

exnruine the venerable church, with ita peculiar and interesting antiquities, and, if be may, the
old ruin in the grounds or yon graceful dwelling, in which a good, and kind, and generous lady
resides-the conaoler or all poor neighbours who need help. The village is little more than a
hanging branches together to form a shady roof; the hedges mile from the town; a pleasant wnlk it is, and fruitful or instruction u well as enjoyment:
are profnsely covered with graceful ferns and beautiful mo88es; whether the teachers be old stones that have endured for centnries ; Nature, that here revels
and on ooe side there is a little brook, bridged over by the in abundance, freely and liberally shared ; the eloquent though silent monitors found in every
roots of many trees.
. A lonely, yet tranquil and pleasant "place of rest" i, this
isolated churchyard, far away from the bustle and bnsiness
of lire. He.re, aa in ~any other parts of South Wales, the
graves !re m several mstances planted with flowers. The
custom 11 unhappily f~lli~g i~to disuse ; and in the neighbourhood of Tenby, these 10d1cat1onsof the Jove of the living for
the memory of the _dead are becomiog rare. The subject is,
h?wever, one to which we shall recur when a better opportumty than we have met with in this district is offered to the
p~ncil, as. ~ell a.alo the pen. Gumfreston Church and village
will be v1s1ted_~n~~ by_ those ~ho arc sojourners at Tenby.
ROilf 4T Pltll4U.r.

I

• "Stoop, stoppe, a basin ror holy water, nsuali; placed In a nlcl1e 1
11tar the entrance door-sometimes
In the poreh, sometl.mes ..-lthln
the door-for the purpose or aspersion on entering the church ; sometimes •landing on a pedestal or short plllar, and detached rrom the
""11,"-.drrhil. Dirt.
t "So called becauH It wa, rung out when the prlost camo t,,
thooe words or the mus, • Sanrte, ,a,,,.te, Ik,u Sabaoth," that all
JN!r&oDI who were absent might fall oo their knees In reverence or the
?mly oftlce Ythich wu then going on io the church."-W &.KBURTO?I'.
rho congregallon were to fall on their kneea at the ringing or this
hell. In laler Umes It waa rreqnenlly nsed to nnnouncc the an-ha!
of lhe olerJylD&II, and also to precede a corpse on It.a way to the final
resting place ; then called the bangn- btll.
l We borrow a paasage from our friend, the naturalist Gosse
WhOlo~!uable and deeply.[ntcr cstlng volume-" Tenby, a Sca-sld~
HollJay -should be conllnually In the handa of visitors to the sea.
The 1fella are so con.
1lda-apeclally everywhere "hereabout.a:'-"
1.lguo111
that a chi hi with hl1 wooden spade could have made tbem all
but one. The u1•per contalna pure 1prlng.water; I.be nut haa been
bullt up by Art Into the quadrant or a clrele-thl1 Ja chalyl.,eate
PElULLY \'ll.l.J.GE.
tonnd to be exactly similar to that of Tonbridge Wells In ;.;
aenalble and chemical properlles; It depoalta a floccoae n,d sediment
ot ox11leof Iron, and, as It buhblea up among the gravel, discharges
hedge, clothed in "all their glory;" the open sea, the cliffs, or the ever green fields, teeming
irreat volumes of su now and then, Below this la a third spring
alao a chalybeat.e, but le11 Impregnated; st.epoof worn ma1onry lead with fertility on bill-aides crowned with trees that love the winda or ocean, under the inflnence
down to It, Indicating Its rormer reputallon; bot 110..- It la never which they flourish. Snrely, " if there's peace to be fonnd in the world," it is in this sweet
dnullq people have a noti on that It 1prlngs out orthe churchyard."
village-Pretty Penally.
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the banners of war are introduced with vivid and
powerful effect.
The bu,reliefs which Layard and !,is successors
NA.TIONA.L FLAGS OF ENGLAND:
hove di1rovered iuform us that the standards of the
Tlll:IR HISTORY AND ASSOCIATIONS,
ancient Assyrians were carried by the charioteers,
the staudard-staff being portly supported by a reat,
WITH A GLANCE AT THE FLAGS OF
affixed for that pnrpoae to the front of the chariot.
OTHER NATIONS.
In the c:ramplea that have been observed iu the
DY CHARLF.S DOUTELL, M.A.,
Assyrian seulptnrea, the devices of the banners are
AUTHOR OF 4 "iu.:ntAL
or DnJTISU ARCUJg()f,OCT,"
composed of symbolical fignres,-the figures, for
''CU&L:;TIA:f llONUll&~TS nc S!fOL.UCD >,!CD WA.LIS," "xcncc- example, of a divinity ,tanding 011 a bull and draw.
l(l~?AL B81S8EI AM> SU.M," STC., BTC.
ing a bow, and of two bulls running in contrary
directions. These " are enclosed in a circle, and
fixed to the end of a long stnff, ornamented with
PART I.-INT&ODUCTORY.
streamer8 and tassels." (Layard, vol. ii. p. 347 .)
Faox the very earliest periods in the history of
Staudarde, somewhat similar to those represented
mankind of "hich anv 1iuthentic rerords remain to in the Aasyriau bu-reliefs, were also in use, and
us, we find it to ha~e been an usage unh·ersally probably at even a much earlier period, in Egypt.
prevalent for both individuols and commnnities to Some sacred animal or emblem, or some royal
be distinguished nod known by some lign, deoice,
or cogni:a11ce
. The idea of symbolicol expreuion,
indeed, appears to be natural to and inherent in th~
human mind. A wide range of thought may thus
be concentrated within a very narrow compass, and
a visible form and a vocal ex,pre11ionmay be given
to the whole by the agency 1>ffignrative imagery ..
On many occasions the use of some such d1etinctive h1signia would be not desirable merely, bnt
actually neceuory. Thus, in the ratification of
important documents, whether of a private or a
public character, it would be requiaite for the contracting parties to be provided with 1eal1, which,
(I.)
both at the time then present and thro~hout all
time to come, might appear as their corroborative
witnesses. Again, the sealor signet of n potentate cognizance, wu generally placed upon them, and
would form a peculiarly expressive, u well u a they appear repeatedly amongst the wonderful remost consiatent, symbol of high rank or of dele- mains of ancient Art that yet linger along the
~ted authority . The application of the royal signet valley of the Nile (1).
In Europe, amongst the claasic nations of antiin the matter of the faithfnl and upright Daniel is a
well-known and an early instance of such an usage. quity, military standard& were in general use, and
We have commonly anbstituted the written name they were regarded with the moat chivalrous attachfor the impress of the signet : we preserve, how- ment. That standards were employed by the Greeks
ever, a memorial of the original nsage in our word in their warfare, both by sea and land, is apparent
from various passagea in tl1e writings of the Greek
" signature.,,
'l'he same device with which the seal would be historians; but of the peculiar characterietics of the
charged would also provide a ready and appropriate Greek ensigns, called by them l:HMEIA (Semla),
mark for various articles of property, u it might we poesesa no distinctive details. Nor does any
be employed for purpose, of decoration and adorn- representation of a banner survive, so far u I am
ment. And then in war some modification of the aware, amongst the yet existing relics of anciP.nt
device of the chief would naturally be adopted by Greek Art.
hie followers, as being at once a token for mutual
PABT IJ.-ROXAN
l\hLITARY ENSIGNS.
recognition and a sign of community of feeling and
pnrpose; while the presence of the chief himself
In the systematic organization of the armiea of
would be indicated by th.e display of his cognizance ancient Rome, the standards of the legions bore a
upon his own person, and also npon some banner part closely analogous to that diecbarged by regior ensign, which might be raised aloft, and so be
seen and distingnished from afar. Hence the origin
of FLAGS. They may, that is to say, be considered
as having been lint introdnced in consequence of
the nece11ity for some such blazonry in war. In
the first instance, the flag of each chieftain would
denote his own band or followi11g,arranged under
either his per8onnl or hie delegated command.
Other flags would be added, u the collective sym·bole of the principal military divisions of an army,
while the general-in-chief would have his own peculiar standard. In process of time, flags would
naturally be invested with national as well u with
personal eymbolism; and 10, on all peaceful solemnities and on all festive occasions, no less than amid
the chances and in the front of war, the sentiment
of a people's nationality would be significantly expressed by the national enaign floating in the wind.
( 2 .)
1
Such an ensign would instinctively be r~rded with
strong feelings of nttachmeut and respect. The mental colonrs amongst 1>urselvea. Accordingly,
traditions and even the reputation of a people and in Roman military parlance, the advance, the halt,
of their country would be inseparably associated or the retreat of an army was e1pre1sed by the carwith the flag of the nation. It, preservation from rying the standards forward or back, or by their
all danger and from all insult also wonld become rest. Men were said to join, to follow, to defend,
point, of national honour; and any violation of to desert the standards. " Hostile atandarda" imthe privileges attending its presence would be plied the army of an enemy; and the act of closing
deemed a national disgrace.
in the mortal strife of battle wu described aa a
In Holy Writ there occur freqnent and expresa "collision of standarda ." 'fhe standard-in-chief of
notices of standards, both u the distinctive insignia each legion wu the " eagle," and consiated of a
of ccrt~in confederacies of men, and as the ensigns figure of the imperial bird with e1panded wings,
of war. Thus in the Book of Numbers (chap. i. standing, u if about to rise, npon a apear or staff,
52 ; ii. 2; and x. 14, 1S, 22, 25) particular sometimes alone, and sometimes accompanied with
mention is made of the standards of the several · other devices (2, 3). E\·ery manip11bl8(the prototribes of Israel-of their stations, and of the order type of onr "company"), of which three formed a
of their precedence. And, amid the poetic imagery cohort, had its own standard, which consisted of cerof the prophets, the presence and the lifting up of tain symbolical figures placed one above another . In
THE

the primitive simplicity of the earliest Roman times
a bundle (manipu/111,handful) of hay wu aaid to
have been borne on a spear before each diviaion of
the little army. In later and greater days the
standards-S1Gl1A-of the manip11/iretained figures
of the old hny-bundlee, and with them were usociated circ1tlar plates or discs, varionsly ornamented
and ioacribed, and sometimes bearing the portraiture of some general or deity. The figure of an

II

(3.)

I

--

--

(G.)

open hand (111anu1)significantly eurmonnted many
of thtse 1igna, and sometimes it was encircled with
a laurel wreath. Occasionally, also, some famous
exploit had ita ligurative memorinl-aa a small turret,
to indicnte the capture of a hostile fortress (5).
Theae standards being thua simply carved figures,
.notwithstanding their use, may perhaps be aearcely
regarded as flags: those ensigns, however, which
distinguished tbe bands of the "allies" (1ocii\from
the legions of Rowe herself, were strictly and pro-
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perly flags (6). They reaembledthe banners of the
Roman cavahy of the empire (equite1), which were
called VEXILLA, aud were formed of a square of
ailk or other rich material, displayed from a frame
fised trausveraelyat the head of an ensign-staff. The
amnll flag thus displayed is aometimesseen to have
surmounted the groups of symbolicalfigures (3, o).
Fine e:rampleaof the Roman ligna and r:erilla exist
amidst the sculptures of the columns of Trajan aud
Antoninus, the Arch of Titus, and other historical
monuments ; also npon the almost innumerable
aeries of the coius and medals of ancie11tRome.
Jn addition to the eagle, Pliny (Hist. Nat. x. 5.)
speaks of figures of the wolf, boar, horse aud mino•
tanr, as Roman "ligna militaria," beforethe aecond
consulship of Marius, that is, B.c. 104. The British
Museum contains, amongst other Roman relics, an
eagle of brass, with a wreath about its head, stand·
ing upon an hemisphere which rests on the shaft
aocket, and the figure of a boar, which alao appears
to have once formed a military ensign. In the
armoury at Goodrich Court, there is oue of the
horse-ensignsmentioned by Pliny.
The imperial standard carried before Constantine
and the Roman emperors, his suceeaaon, in form

,eaembled the 1:ezillu,n of the cavalry, and consisted
of a square of imperial pnrple (scarlet) silk, attached
l.y a cross.bar to the shaft, and richly ornameuted
with gold and embroidery. It was called LAB.a.RUM,
and was emblazoned,in token of the Christian faith
then recogniaedby Rome, with the figure of a croaa
and a monogram of the title of Christ. This mono•
gram, shown in the accompanying example (7),

the second founder of the Roman empire. It will
be rememberedthat the labarum derived its origin
from the luminous standard, charged with a cross,
and bearing the legend, IN HOC SIONO "VINCES,
which is said to have appeared to Constantine,when
he was about to engage m battle with Maxeotius for
the empire. The labarum appears on coins of
Constans, Magnentius, and others, besides those of
Constantine himaelf.
'fhe high importance attached by the Roman
soldiery to the 1111fety
of their standards, on more
than one occasion,led to the achievement of those
brilliant deeds of anns that encircled the eaglebanner with imperishable lustre. The Roman historian Livy tells us that, on one hard-foogbt day,
the co111ul,
in order to excite the ardour of the
soldiers to the highest pouible pitch, seized the
eagle of the legion beside him, and flung it amidst
the lines of the enemy. 'fo win back the symbol of
Roman fame, and in ao doing, to carry the hostile
intrenchments, followed almost on the instant.
On another memorable occasion, the eagle-bearer
(AQUILIFEB) himaelf made a rush, eagle in hand,
towards the enemy, in order to attract his comrades
forward. He waa the first who bore towards the
shores of Britain the ensign of imperial Rome.
When the invading Romans under Julius Ciesar
hesitated to attempt a landing in the face of the
hostile array of the ialanden, and the more ao (aa
their chief tella us in hie admirable" Commentaries,'')
because of the depth of the water into which they
would have to leap from their ahipa, having lint
invoked the favour of heaven upon his purpoae,the
eagle-bearerof the tenth legion cast himself into the
sea, and, "·ith his precious charge, waded toward,
the shore. "Follow me, comrades," he cried, " if
you do not desire to deliver the eagle to the foe.
I eball not shrink from the discharge of my dnty.
I adYanceI" He did advance,struggling with the
surf. The aafety of the eagle must be made sure at
any hazard ; they hesitated no longer; the mah was
made by the entire force, and the shore was gained.
Then there aroae a fierce strife at the water's edge" pugnaf11m e3t ab "trilgve acriter." But, tl,e
eagle 1111u 1afe. We know the rest. On a very
dilferent day, when the three legions of Yarns, with
their chief, fell victims to the fierce treachery of the
Germans, the captured eagles were placed iu the
moat sacred of their temples by the conquerors,and
there kept by them as trophies of inestimablevalue.
The great Roman has not told us whether the
gallant aquilif er of the tenth legion fell in that act
of heroic duty which has immortalizedhim ; but we
know that in later times many a good aoldier has
sacrificed hie life while imitating this example.
Thus, with a mournful pride, we remember how, on
the heights of Inkerman, a young hero of our own,
Ensigu Clutterbuck, fellgloriouslywith the "Queen's
Colour " of his regiment in his hand, while leading
his comrades against the denae masaes of the
Ruuian&, and with the words iu his mouth, " Come
on, sixty-third!"

P.urr III.-M.:»1.1:nL Fues.

(i . )

(9.)

is formed from the three Greek eharac'.ers·x. P. I.
T ••
•nu~a -·"- .....,
_,__ ft,,,;...1,0nally
(C.H. R. J.).. '"'-c
•u
d1a~layed,Without a croas-har, fn,m an ensign-staff',
119 ID (8). Thus a coin (figured in Wilberforce's
"Five. Empiret,") repreaents Constantine standing
erect Ill the ship of the Roman State, which is
s~red by an angel, and carrying the standard of
his Chriatian prol'eaaionin hia hand-or, rather, the
and is resting upon
emperor imiaps it as bi&lll?J>port,
it. In his right hand the empel'Ot"holds a ball

=-~

=·-

There was abundant oeenpationfor nery warlike
dev1ce
. t hrooghout t hc stormy penO<l
. • of th e Dll'ddle
agea. The peculiar institutions of the feudal system
at this era ideutified the Bagsdi,played iu Wllrwith
each chieftain, who appeared in person, and brought
his own armed vaS&lllsor retainers into the field
with him, to serve under the 811J1reme
banner of the
king or suzeraine prinee, or of the great baron to
whom the king might have entl'llsted the eommand·
in-chief. The use of defensivearmo•ll'at this period

to asaume and wear aome personal cognizance,
without which he could not have been di&tingniahed.
Cre,t, were for thia pnrpoae placed upon basineta
and helms, and the rich 111rcoatl, (whence the
heraldic phrase" coat, qf arm,,") that the knights
wore over their armour, were alao emblazoned with
appropriate devices. In the flag of each knight the
same device,or aomemodificationof it, was repeated.
'l'he nnmber and variety of the deviceaassumed by
the knights of the middle ages neceaaari.lyled to the
adoption and recognition of a system of laWIIfor
their regulation. 'fhis system we know under the
title of Heraldry. Like many other matten that,
in the first instance, are asaociatedwith times loog
puaed away, heraldry is now generally regarded as
a dry and antiquated science, researches in wbich
can at best attain to certain quaint and obaolete
usages, once prevalent during dark and turbnlent
condition, of society. Such, however, is very far
from being really the fact. Beneath a snperncial
dryness that doea not actually extend beyond certain
technical peculiarities of expresaion,the student of
heraldry will find that this science comprehends vast
etores of equally valuable and naefnl information.
With this brief paasingtribute to the real worthiness
of heraldry, aud more especiallyin the capacity of
an handmaid to history, I proceed to consider and
describe the ffagathat were borne iu England dlll'ing
the middle ages.
The deviceathat appeared iu the military ensigns
of the middle ages, while occuioually they must
have been the choice of mere fancy or caprice, more
generally had aome direct signification,or conveyed
some special symbolism. Aa wonld naturally be
expected, the earlier examples exhibit a much
greater simplicity than those which succeeded, or
were added to them at aubaeqnentperiods. Of these
devices,there is one variety which, from the peculiarity of ita character, and from ita close asaociation
with the ffaga now iu nae by us aa Q1ll' national
ensigns, demands especialattention. The devices to
which I refer are tl,e emblem, of l#telary, or pairo,i
1ainu . They were assumed, at an early period, by
both individuals and communities, and were borne
by them either as their own peculiar cognuanc:e,or
(as was more frequently the caae) aaaociated with
some other device. By Richard II ., for example,
the armorial ensign attributed to Edward the Confeaaor was placed aide by aide (Heraldic~, "impaled") with the royal arms of England ; and after
this manner was the royal banner of that unfortunate prince emblazoned. In the church at Felbrigge, in Norfolk, there is still preserved one of
those memorials kuown aa ~·monumental braaaes,••
which exhibits the portraiture of Sir Symon de
Felbrigge, K.G., banner-bearer to Richard II., with
the royal banner resting on his arm. I believe this
to be the only known instance of snch a monumental
repreaentation. (The royal banner at Felbrigge is repreaentedin Part V.) Royal banner-bearen, aa in
the inatance of Sir Symon de Felbrigge, who was one
of the knighta Founders of the Garter, were always
peraonages of eminent distinction. Nigel, sou of
Roger, came over with William of Normandy aa bis
banner-bearer, and he received from his victoriou&
master lands in the conntiea of Derby ud Stafl'ord.
He was ancestor of the present Sir Nigel Gresley.
In Westminster Abbey, in the chapel of St. Paul.
there is a remarkable monument to Louis Robssrt,
K.G., (jue urori1), Lord Bourehier, trho died
A.D. 1481. He was banner-bearer to King Henry V.
Four sculptured banners, aupported alternately by a
lion and an eagle, are introduced as architectural
accesaoriesof the canopy of the mouument; they
bear the qnartered arms, uot of the Iring, but of
Lord Bonrchier himself. Sir - Waterton carried
St. George's banner, which appeared beside the
eusign,chargedwith the royal fleun-de-lys and lions,
at Agincourt; thus we read-

I:
jl

:I

,.
11

'

I:

I,
'

"And Waterton the brumer h<>re
Of fam'd St. George,at Azlocoor. "

The officeof royal banner-bearer still exists in connectiou with Iler Majesty's Honourable Corps of
Gentlemen-at-Arma, and it is uow moat worthily
held by Major D. J. Harmer, fi>rmerlyof the Life
Guards.
However i11discriminately
such words aa "standard," "banner," "colours,'' "ensign,'' and others
may be med at the present time, each of these terms
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The three principal varieties of medi11eVal
flags, knight Tomtain, the eon of Rollo, and not by Nigel,
distinguished each by its peculiar title, are lhe the duke's banner-bearer. The Suon atandard is
.
displayed in the tapettJ')' near the spot where Harold
PENNON,the BANNBR,and the STANDARI>
and his brother&fell (U) . Another curious euaign is

251
provided (or that pllrJlote. The car-1/a11dard,
or
carrociumof King Stephen, gave the title of " Battle
of the Standard " to the conflict between the English,
uuder the command of Thnraton, Archbishop of
York, and the forces of David, King of Scotland,
which wu fought at Cnton Moor, near North-

{10.)

But before these varieties of flags had a88umed
distinctive attributes, con1eqnentnpon the systematic
regulation of heraldry, princes and knight& had long
been accmtomed to dieplay from their lances flag.
like appendage&,generally adorned with croasea, a
(14 .)
group of circles, or a aeries of ban . They were
in many inataucealooaely attached to the Janee-staves alao introduced into this graphic record of the famona
by loops (10 and 11), and they may be denominated conflict of Hastings : it is fringed, and bearea bird,
and has been considered to be a flag derived from
the old Northmen by the Danes of thoee days (15).

(IS .)

allerton, in August, 1188. Thie extraordinary ensign ia described as having consisted of a tall mast,
placed upon a car, bearir.g at its head a silver pix,
with the host, and beneath this the three flags of
St. Peter of York, St . John of Beverley, and St.

(11.)

LANCEFLAGS. Examples of these lance-flagsappear
in the illuminatio:11of MSS. of Saxon and Norman
times, upon some few seals, in the Bayem: tapeetry,
and in certain other early relics. It is remarkable
that they generally appear to terminate in three
point&,and thot their circular devices are three in
number. Thie triplicity, coupled with the preser.ce
of the Cl088 symbol, has led to the 11lppoeitionthat
these ensigns were of a religiom character, and
designed to aymbolize the Christian faith. Similar
circles and crossea appear in many of our early
coina, and in the great seal of Henry I. (12). I have

(10.)

A dragon was B11otherdevice used at this period u a
military enaign in England (16). It was borne by Harold at Hastings, and is represented in the tapestry.
Similar dragons also are depicted upon many of the
Norman abidds ; and other&, apparently of the
same cl888,may be aeen in the Arch of 'fitua, and in
the Column of Trajan, held alol\ on apean, u
the ensigns of ancient barbari811warrior&(17).

(1~.)

introduced 11Weralof these singular and very intereating early enaigna, from varioll8 authorities. The
examples here figured from the Bayeux tapeetry
are Noe. 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 20, and 21.
The flag that appears in the Bayenx tapeetry, near
the person of William, probably represents the consecrated etandard sent to the Conqueror by Pope AlexBilder IV. (13). The chronicler (Ordericm Vitalis)

In the accompanying woodcuts, from the Bayeux
tapestry, no attempt has been made to improve upon
the simplicity, and, indeed, the coarse roughness of
the original&. The example, No. 11, ie drawn from
an illumination in the MS. in the British Museum,
Roy. MS. 2 A. xxii. fol. 219. The whole figure,
which is very cnrions, is engraved in Hewitt's
"Ancient Armour," p. 255.
Besides the lance-flags, certain other ensigns of
considerablesize were in use in the same early times,
and were evidently employed to distinguish the dif.
(13.)
ferent division& of armies. The atar,danl-in-chief
in forma us that it was carried near the penon of sometimes was of aucb nmple dimenaions that it was
William throughout tbl! day at Haatingw, by the necesaarily conveyed from place to place in a car

Wilfrid of Ripon. These saintly flags were probably
adorned with portraituree of the saints themselves.
At the battle of Lewes, in 1264, between Henry III .
aud hie barons, De Montford and the revolted nobles
diaplayed the ancient c11r-1t11ndard;
and; at that same

(20.)

battle, Matthew Paris tells ns, that " the· king went
forward to meet hie enemies with unfurled banners,
preceded by the ropal enngti, tflliiCn IOIUcalled
tk Dlt.A.GON."Richard Cc:eur-de-Lion(A.D. 1190}
also retained the dragon in hi.a armies, aa we are

(21.)

expresaly informed by Hovedon and Richord of
Devizea, the latter of whom uys, "The King of
England proceeded in arms ; the terrible standard of
the dragOtJis borne iu front." ,
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singnlar, but a 11erplexing effect, when the lances
PARTIV.-TH.E PENNON.
were carried ertct. The pennon bf De Vere, for
Some years before the close of the thirteenth cen- example, which is quarterly, gulea and or; in tlie
tury, th.i regular Pennot1appears to have taken the
place of the lance-flag. Of comparatively small
size, and in its proportion, long and 11arrow, the
pennon was either swallow-tailed, or pointed at the
utremity.
'l'he pennon wu charged with the
armorial cognizance of the bearer, or with the crOII
or St. George-an npright red croaa, that is, upon a

(25.)

fir1t quarter a 'lltullet,argent (a silver star of ftve
points), afforch a ,triking illnstration of this. In
{22.)

(26) this pennon is blazoned correctly when the
lance is levelled; but, in this cue, when the lance
ia raised, the tinctnres would neceaaarily have their

white ground, or field (22 .) St. George himself, I
need acarcely add, has long been regarded as the patron
aaint of England, as St. Andre..- and St. Patrick are
severally held to be the patron aaints of Scotland
and Ireland. Who thia St. George may have been,
that is 80 highly honoured, yet remains almost a
matter for conjecture. He is generally considered
to have been a valiant 80ldier of Cappadocia, who
1uffered martyrdom in Palestine dnring the great
penecution under Dioclesian, •· D. 290. Under
what circnmatanccs and at wbat time St. Gl!Orge
became asaociated with onr far-uff island, chroniclers
eay not .
The PENNON..-u borne by every knight, u well
u by the more powerfnl feudal dignitaries, and by
{28.)
them all it was displayed upon their own lance,
immediately below the lance-head. This appendage
of the knightly weapon &till ftntters abo\"e the heads positions rtveraed, and the mullet would shine in
of our own chivalrous lancers, thongh now it is plain the wrong quarter .
redand white, withont any device (28). A valuable
The Sir John d' Aubernonn, whose engraven monumental effigy r.laces before us 80 excellent a contem.
porary examp e of a pennon, wu twice high aheriff of
Surrey, an office involving no trivial responaibilities
in the troubled times in which his lot wu caat : and
the brsaa to his memory is the earliest memorial of
its clue known to be now in existence. It is alao
the only instance of which I am aware of the introduction of the knightly lance, with a military
effigy, into the composition of an Eogliah work of
early engraven monumental art-except in the case
of aome of the small figures which appeu in the
compartments of the canopy of the fiue Hastings
brua at Elsyng, in Norfolk . The brau to Sir John
{23.)
d' Anbernoun ie engraved in full, in the noble work
by the Messrs. Wallers, in my own "Monumental
example of the military equipment of the times of Brusea and Slaba," in the "Transactions" of the
Edward I. ia supplied by the brua to Sir John Surrey Arch1COlo,ticalSociety, in Hewitt's "Ancient
d' Aubernoun, preee"cd in the Church of Stoke Armonr,'' p. 287, and, on a small scale, in the
d' Auberoon, near Eaher, in Surrey. In tbia memo- ./.rcMOlogicalJournal. Jn the illuminatioll8 with
rial the knight appears with lance and pennon. The which the MSS . of the middle agesabonnd, an almost
11ennon(24), which ia fringed and pointed, bears the innumerable series of knightly pennons and banners
is introduced, and with them, in the later works,
standarch are uaociated. As a matter of course,
they are charged with a great variety of heraldic
devicea. Other eumples may be observed upon
seals, and in stained glaaa, mural paintings, carved
ivorits, &c.
In the pages or the old chroniclers we find mention made of some variety or modification of the
. ThWI Wace
pennon, nuder the title of 90,ifa11non

armorial cognizance of d' Aubernoun-azure,
a
cAetn-o,,,or, (a golden chenon on a blue fteld) ; and
in thia instance the heraldic blazon is so so:t upon
the pennon that the ordinary (or device) would then
appear in its proper position when the weapon
ahonld be levelled for the charge, u is shown in
25. It is uncertain whether this method of
placing pennons upon lances wu frequently adopted.
If such were the cue, in very many instances the
heraldic charges must have prtsented not only a

MAIDENHOOD.
FROll THE ST.I.TUE DY 1.

HANCOCK.

IT is a misfortune for the art of aculpture in thia
conntry, and a still greater misfortune for the aculptors themselves- especially for those who have not
u yet, succeeded in gaining the eye of the publii.tha t original productions are rarely seen where
their merits may be judged of, and appreciated.
The sculpture-room of the Royal Academy has
well-earned ita epithet of the "condemned ceJI,"
and, u a consequence, few vi,itors enter it exc• 1·t
those whose enthusiasm in favour of the art urges
them to inspect it under whatever disadvantages;
but, u a further conseqnence, numerous works, the
rtsult of genius, thought, and time,-works
that
would confer honour on any existing school of Art,are never seen by the public at all: they are carried
in by the back doors, u if guilty of 80me crime
that renders concealment l'lecessary, and are carrilld
out the same way after having served their term of
impriaonment, not to be let loose on society, who
knows nothing of them, and care, little for them,
but to be again immured in the atudio of the sculptor,
to his discomfiture, and to the continuance of that
happy state of ignorance in which the public mind
ia left.
It is not presumption on onr part to 88Y,that
through the medium of the Art-Journal, which circulate, wherever the English language is spoken,
the world has been made acquainted with the works of
British sculptors, which, bot for its exiatence, would
have been u effectually hidden from mortal sight, u
were those glorious productioue of centuries ago,
the" Venus de Medicis," the" Gladiator,'' &c-fwhen
bnried among the d/l;ria of ancient Rome. It ho
been, and will be, our privilege to rtacue from the
oblivion, to which fate and not demerit may have
conaigned them, many beautiful examples of native
talent, and to preeent them, by the aid of the engraver's art, to the notice of our readers.
To the long liat or those which have already
appeared, we now add the statne of "Maidenhood,"
by Mr. J. Hancock, a scnlptor whoae name has long
appeared in the catalognesofthe Academy exhibition,,
but whose works are uot so familiarly known to the
public u they deserve to be, and, doubtleu, would
be, if aeen under more favourable circnmstances.
The statue wu in the Academy in 1856, and
a11pended to the title in the catalogue were the
following lines from one of Longfellow'a poems,
which it is presumed, suggested the ides and treatment of the work:" Standlnll', with reluctant (oel,
Where the brook and river meel,
Wowauhood aod childhood lleet !
Gazing with a timid glance,
On the brooklet"• awtrt advance,
On the river'• broad cxparue !

• • • • •

Childhood Is the bough where alombered
Dinis and blonoms many numbered;
Ago that bough with anowa encumbered •
Gather, then, each fto,rer that gTOWI,
When the yoonr heart overflows,
To emb&lm that t.ent or anow1.
Bear a Illy In each hand,
Gates or brau cannot withstand
One touch or that magic wand."

The remark we made on this statue when exhibited
wu, that "it shows gnat refir,ement of conception,
and is beautifully modelled, though the appearance
of the lower limbs throngh the drapery is scarcely a
featnre coincident in spirit ..-ith the rest of the
work :" in truth, the lower limb, are croued rather
writea:awkwardly, 80 much 80 111 to render it somewhat
" LI bllrons oovent go,lfan•on,;
difficult to determine to which leg the foot in advance
LI chevallen ouvont pu111111."'
belongs ; the draperies and acceaaories give con"The barons had gonfannone, and the knights hnd siderable richness to tb.: composition.
By an error which escaped our observation till it
peunons." It seems probable that the pennons of
the more powerfnl members of the medireval chi- wu too late to have it rectified, the initial letter of
valry, which aubaequcutly assumed the form, cha- Mr . Hancock's Chriatian name is wrongly inserted
racter, and title of banners, were distinguished ori- in the plate : it sbonld be u it appears above tbia
ginally by this title of gonfannon. The same name notice.
Among the works e:recuted by this sculptor, we
wu al80 occasionally given by the early writers to
may point out "'l'he First Impulse of Love,'' an
the lance-flagl.
Mention is alsomade of the penno11celle,
which angel teaching two children to kiu one another; a
would seem to have been an elongated, streamer-like bas-relief of "Christ Jed to Execution,'' modelled
pennon, the prototype, perhaps, of the standard thnt for the Art- Union of London ; " :Miranda;" a
was introduced somewhat later , and became preva- statuette in bronze of Dante's Beatrice; " .Ariel,''
"Ophelia," " Angel's :Mi88ion,"&~. &c.
lent in the armies of England.
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THE ART-JOURNAL.
VISITS TO ART-YANUF ACTORIES.
No. 7.-THE

ROYAL PORCELAIN WORKS OF
WORCESTER .

Ouk venerable, but ever vigorons contemporary,
Mr. URBAN, baa recently animadverted with just
severity upon those elementary and popular volumes
from which youthful students of the present day are
in the hi:bit of deriving what they very naturally
suppose to be correct views of English history .
Readers of the Gentleman's Jfagazine, however,
have just discovered that tbe11eso-called "histories"
are at best specious pretenden, being in reality, in
a greater or leH degree, either culpably imperfect,
or tainted 1ritb !l(TOS8 erron . Mr. Urban bas done
good service to the came of popular education by
thus exposing the true ch!racter of this clau of
educational works. The next thiug to be done is
to auociate with Parker's" Annals of England" a
Student's English History, that shall he tboro11gbly
sound, comprehensive also, and both simple and
attractive .
The importance of portraying, in a clear and

graphic manner, the social and domestic condition our mental viaiou the England of the times of the
of the people of England at different historical Edwards and the Henries, we must advance a step
periods, is one aapect of English history that beyond substituting armour for acarlet uniforms,
hitherto hos been almo,t overlooked, but which we aud, walking in the gardeoa of our forefathen and
commend to the serious attention of those who may entering their private houses, we must realize a concontemplate the production of future popular bis- dition of society which was almost, if notabsolutely,
tories of England . With this view, such writen i~noraot of cupP, and plates, and jugs, and porcelain
will do well to make themselves masten of the chimney oroameots-ignorant
even of flower-pots,
nrchrooloiryof Art and fauufnctures, as they have et id gmu1 omne--unless, indeed, they were obrefcrcnce to English history. Thus they will dis- tainable, by some unknown means, from some equally
cover the trne value of genuine arcbroology as an unknown foreign potteries . It is certainly within
ally to the historian. Let them take that one appli- the limits of po1Sibility that some kinds of pottery
cation of Art working in happy association with may have continued in use from the Conquest till
manufnct11riog industry which deals with ceramic the Reformation ; but if so, their use must have
prodnctions, and observe with what tellinp; effect it been rather excepti<>oalthan generally prevalent,
throws light over the pages of history. It is by no since it is certain that we posaeu no such relics of
means an easy matter to picture to ourselves our the pottery of those ceutnries aa wo11ldenable 111to
own England, peopled by onr own ancestors, in deduce from them auy distinct and definite iuformatimes with the leading and most characteristic inci- tiou with respect to ceramic mar.ufactures during
dents of " hiclt we hnYc long been familiar, as being that period. Roman pottery yet remaioa in this
without nuy maoufactory of earthenware of whatso- island in ab11od11oce;and the rude relics both of
ever kiod (except for architectural uses), nnd desti- the aboriginal Anglo-Celt. and of the &clll'celymore
tutc altogether of home-made fictile manufactures. refined )'Otters of the Anglo-Saxon era, each tell
And yet, if we would really pass in review before i their own historic legend. The potter's art in

WOII.CESTl.lt
POKCZLAIN
.11:N.UIEL.
England evidently declined from the middle of the one great establishment which bas uniformly enjoyed
finh century, nor did it show any decided iodica- the very highest reputation . It was in the year
tioJ1 of a revival until, in the middle of the six- 1751 that Dr. Wall, a distingnisbed physician, and
teentb century, the brown stone-ware of Edward VI.· a good artist, in connection with several intelligent
made its appearance. The cloee of that century and enterprising citizens of Worcester, formed a
witnessed the iutroduction of the Elizabethan ware. plan for introducing iu that city the manufacture of
a peculiar and beautifully translucent
Then another hundred years elapsed before the dis- POII.CELAIN,
covery of the ult glaze-au important step in fictile production, which is uoivenally admired and
advance in the development of our national fictile valued, and which at that period was engaging the
ma11ufactures; but meanwhile au enamelled stone- thoughtful attention of both learned men and soveware bad been produced (commencing about A.D. reign princes throughout Europe.
16110)at Fulham and Lambeth, and in Staffordshire.
The Worcester Porcelain Company from the first
About the year 1700 porcelain manufactories were have aimed at the production of such works 88 should
established at Chelsea and Bow. 'l'he porcelain of command decided admiration, and secure extensive
Derby and Worcester date from the middle of the I patronage. Tbeir earliest efforts were directed to
last century . And from about the year 1760, till I the imitation of the porcelain of the Chinese. Chihis death in 1795, the English Palisay, Josuu ' nese patterua, accordingly, iu blue and white,
WEDGWOOD,
flourished.
i together with the forms in favour with the ceramiats
Without attempting to do more than direct atteo- of the Flowery Land, were reproduced on the books
tion to the comparatively recent origiu of the exist- of the Severo. About the same time also Japan
ing ceramic manufactnrea of England, it is our colours were introduced by the Worcester artists in
present purpose more fully to deacribe the career of their worka-that is, they employed those cooven-

3

I

tioual arraugemeoLI of red, blue, and gold, which
technically are distinguished 88 "Japanese,'' "hen
applied to fictile maoufactnres. Tbeee early Worcester works, wherever examples of them (now
precious aa relics) are to be found, exhibit evident
indications of that thorough appreciation of the true
qualities of porcelain, conJlled with eo happy an
artistic feeling, that they may justly claim to be
regarded as the auspicious forerunners of a trinmpbautly successful career. The execution of the
designs in this earliest Worcester porcelain, together
with the gilding freely introduced into many of the
patterns, are remarkable for their excellence.
About the year 1756 the Worcester Company
began the course of pro!_l(l'essive
improvement, which
bas distinguished their estsblisbment now for more
tb1111
n hundred years. At this time the invention
of tra11eferprinting waa introduced, and it rapidly
exercised a most important influence for good upon
the ceramic manufactures of England . Ju fact, this
proceu, discovered and fint employed at Worcester
1n 1756, may be considered to have been the means

T
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of extending the demand for British tictile produc- ceater Porcelain Works does oot supply aoy clue to
tions more effectuallythan any anbsequentdiscovery. the canaes that, within twenty years of this period,
As in the iosta11ceof the imitative Chinese and brought about tbe tirat aod only decided decline
Jar,1mesc porcelain, the new transfer proceaa was • they have experienced. The productions of the
executed at Worcester with complete succel!S. Of year 1780, however, and of the few previous aod
the engraved works executed at the period of the , succeeding years, are far lcu satisfactory than tbe
discovery many specimens are etill in existence, works which preceded and followed them. They
which in themselvea are trnly beaut.iful, and aa determine for themselves their own comparative
examples of p<>rcelaiomanufacture remarkably fine. , value; and, when tested by comparison ,rith both
The next mcident which contributed in au impor· earlier and subsequent Worcester porcelain, they
taut degree to advance the interests of the Wor· , moat be pronounced inferior in material, taste, and
ceater establishment, aod to develop its practical finish. But this decadence waa speedily to be snc·
powers, may be considered to have occurred iu ceeded by such a change in the administration of the
1763, when the Cbelaellworks were closed, and the establishment, aa might be expected to impart a fresh
artiats who liad been there employed, were diaperaed impulse to its productions. In 1783 the works
in search of engagements in other manufactoriea of were purel1ued by Mr. Flight, of Hackney, for hia
porcelain. The more. excellent of the Chelaeaartists sons, and in the bands of those gentlemen they
established themselves at Worct:1ter,where their co- rapidly regained, and even rose above, their former
operation enabled the company to pr:>ducevarious reputation. At this critical period in the history o(
works o( considerable beauty after the manner o( the Worcester Porcelain Works, an event took place
the old Sevres and Dresden porcelain, but which, at which gave them an addition to their title, and
the same time, were distinguished by certain cha- very materially strengthened their powera o( action.
racteriatic peculiarities. The history o( the Wor · In 1786 King George III. paid a visit to the city,

wbeo be granted the patent which gave to that city
the tirat "Royal Porcelain Works" in England.
This decided mark of royal favour, coupled with
the abundant patronage which immediately followed
it, placed the establishment beyond the reach of any
future viciuitudes. Its succeaawaa indeed secured.
Artists of the first tnleot were employed, under
whose care a school of students wu trained op in
the study aod the practice of the ceramic art. lo
1798 Mr. Barr became aasociated with the works,
and, in connection with the former proJ>rietors,sue·
ceeded io iutroducing into all their productions the
expreuions of a pure and refined taste. Abont that
time a second porcelain manufactory was established
in Worcester by the ltleura. Chamberlain, which at
once obtained a share of the popularity enjoyed by
its rival. Both of these works were actuated by a
I similar spirit, and (or many years the two may be
• aaid to have produced by far the larger 1.art of all
i the important porcelain executed and purchased in
this kingdom. li'ortnnate in being able to command
the services o( really able 11rtiats,and no Iesehappy
. in the consciousneaa that their productions were

i
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duly appreciated, Meura. Flight and Barr, and the
Me81n. Chamberlain, made a large number o( porcelain se"icea (or the Royal Family of England,
and for many Continental princes, in addition to
those which were sought from them by the nobility
and gentry of this country. The patterns that still
remain in the ahow·rooma attest the number and
variety of the senicea executed during the forty-six
years that sncceeded the appearance of the second
Worcester manuractory.
In the year 1839 the two establishments were
nnitcd in that o( the Mcasrs. Chamberlain, who, in
their tnm, were succeeded by the present proprietors
or the one united maunfactory-Msssas. KERRAND
BINNS-in 1852. Without doubt the emulation
excited and stimulated by the presence at Worcester
of a rival establishment, tended to act beneficially
upon the art of porcelain makinit aa it was practised
in that city ; and so also, on the other band, it is
equally certain that very decided advanto11;esnow
resnlt from the concentration of both talent and
ener~ which h11.1been effected by the existing
arrangements.

~

POllC.ELAlll.

From the time of the firat. production of porcelain
at Worcester until the commencement of the present
century, the artiats of the eatalilishment appear to
have been influenced by an irresistible desire to
imitate the most attractive works of other ceramists ;
and yet, deapite of thia imitative tendency, Worcester
porcelain baa always been distinguished by some
decided Worceater speciality. If the clau of designs
were Chineee,they were executed not in the Chinese,
but in the Worcester manner. If the style of
decoration and the method of treatment were
both adapted from some foreign specimens, the
paste poaseued peculiar translucent qualities that
impressed upon the work tome Worcester cbaractenatic. This porcelain, consequently, is at all
timca easily recognised, ootwithstauding the many
features in which certain of its production&are usimilated to the porcelain of China aud Japan, of
Sevres and Dresden. The exceediugly beautiful
translucency of the fabric is the special characteriatic of the earliest Worcester porcelain, when Chincae patterns were prevalent, and when the taste of
the time attached peculiar importance to subjects

executed in black by the tra11sfer process. Subsequently, u the laat century advanced towards ita
close, the soap-rock body then used imparted a
singular yellownC88 to the Worcester porcelain,
which detracted very aerionsly from the eft'ect of its
finest specimens, at the same time that it atam~
upon them all a Worcester identity . A corresponding
diatinctivenesa of local character may always be
observed in every variety of the fiueet Worcester
porcelain : it i& invariably Worce,ter, however atndionaly it may have followed the works of Sevres,
and of the ~rman ceramic artists, in its gaily
painted birds, in the rich variety of ita beautifnl
ftowera,its dark blue patterns and fine aod lustrous
gilding.
With the advance of the present centnry, the
Worcester style baa grsdnally assumed a more decided character. A auccession of specialities bas
been ,uperaeded by a definite eyatem; and, iu the
place of imitating foreign excellences,Worcester baa
~tudied how she might secure the universal recogt,ition of excellent qnalitiea intrinsically and permanently her own. The effect principally aimed at
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early in this century appears to have been a p:or- city of Worce•tcr . The ceramic proJuctions of is a subject for special conll(rstulation, since it stil
geous richness. Such ia the effect produced both by England have now risen to a position of the highest retains, nay, extends, its long-established reputation
the Japan patterns, executed for the royal family, importance amongst. onr nntional mauufnctures, and midst. the group of its able confederatea. A careful
for Lord Nelson, and others ; and in the more classic, an hononrnble rivalry exists, not between two eata-1 comparison between the productious of the varions
but still equally splendid, services that were made blishments in a sitJll(lecity, hut between a series of great ceramic works of the preacnt day will confirm
about the year 1815. Some of the paintings exe- great works placed in vnrious localities, and all of the high opinion of Worcester porcelain, that is
cuted at that period by Baxter , Humphrey Cham- them conducted npon the same sound principles, and excited l>yn visit to the establishment of KERR AND
bcrlain (great masters in their Art), and others, with the snme aspiring nim. It is delightful to 1 .BINNS,at Worcester itself. Whether the material,
are still coneidered to be admirable specimens of the obse"e how this admirable manufKcture has thns or the forms, or the style of decoration, or its ue art of enamel painting . The gradual improvement extended the range of its operations, not only with- I cution be investigated, in every one of these condiiu the practice of Art which has distinguished the out any faJling away from the standard of it~ earlier tions the Worcester porceli,in of the pre11e1Jt
day is
succeeding years of the present century has not excellence, but in increased power, and with more prepared to endure the most searchin1t tests. It
fniled to exhibit its happy influences in tbnt peculiar . fully developed capabilities. And, at the same time, bears abont it evident tokens or cam and thoughtrnJ.
Art-manufacture, that has identified itself with the I the present condition of the Worcet1terestobliahment : ness, e:i:pre.isiog their action in association with a

I
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I

WOllCESTElt PABIAN.

liberal spirit, and genuine artiatic feeling. The
more systematic course of action, that bas so
honourably distinguished the Worcester Porcelain
Works during the last half century, and particularly
in the latter twenty-five years or that period, has
not by any means repressed the enterprising spirit
which bas made Worcester the scene of many fresh
cliscoveriea, and various new modea of treatment .
The recent improvements, on the contrary , inclnde
many novelties of great interest and importance .
Amongst these the honeycomb, or pierced porcelain,
introduced in 1846 by the Chamberlain,, may be
apecilied aa a characteristic example, which has since

continned to be a Worcester speciality. In 1854, a
m11cbmore important class of new works were added
to the Worcester productions. These consist of
enamels, executed ou porcelain in the style or the
celebrated Champleve metallic enamels of Limoges,
but without their thread-like outlines , in gold.
These very admirable works, which exhibit the same
beautiruJ tints with the enamels of the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, have contributed beyond
every other recent adaptation of the porcelain
mannracture, to elevate the character of our existing
ceramic establiahmenta in their Art capacity. The
enamels executed aner this process have been applied

I to varions purposes or decoration with complete
j success, and many are the gema of Art of this class
that have already been produced. These enamel,
J are uniformly distinguished by an exquisite delicacy
' of touch , and that purity and refinement of general
I treatment which declare them to be the works of
; artists of rare talent . The author of the finest spe•
, cimens claims a distinct recognition for bis masterly
productions, which would unquestionably have been
I regarded by the old enamellers of Limoges aa
· triumphant expreasiona of their art. We should
not accord jnstice to this eatablisbment if we omit: ted honour to the artiat-M . .Borr-who princi-
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mic Court, at the Cryatal Palace. lo the same case
will be found a series of the" Worcester enamels,"
which exhibits fine and eminently characteristic ape.
cimensofe\·erymostimportantvarit:ty . Thescworks
we commend to the thoughtful study of all persons
by whom the Crystal Palace is acceuible . 'l'hey
will do well, indeed, to undertake a special pilgrimage
to Sydenham for this Yery purpose. The beautifnl
matcrial, now well known as "Parian," has not
failed to be employed at Worceater, as the vehicle
for producing a variety of graceful and attractive
works. Others have appeared in which the eurfaces exhibit the texture or ivory; and these have
been very B!(l'eeably treated, in some ingtancea,
by the introduction of silver upon parts of the
fignrea and other objects. All tbeae artistic proceases have experienced the most generous patronage from Her Majesty the Qtteen and the Prioce
Consort, and also from the moat distingnished
admirera and p11tronsof ceramic art.
The accompanying engravings represent some of
the moat admired specimens of Worcester enamels,
including \"aseaand paterre, coloured 11ndenamelled,

pally paints in this new, intere,ting, and very im•
portant department. He ia 1.1otthe only artist at
these "Works" 1:ntitled to special meution : there
are others whose merits are of the first order, and
who are the valuable auxiliaries by which the supremacy of Worcester is maintained. There is no
manufacturer in England better qualified to direct
such Works than Mr . R. W. BINNS, F.S.A. It ia
most fortunate that its "Art" is nnder his direction ; and 888uredlyto him we are largely indebted
for the valuable results now universally admittedthat the prosperity of the manufactory at Worceater
is secured. 'l'o Mr. KERR, also, we must give voice
to public approval, for the energy and enterprise he
hu exercised over his establishment.
The judgment that h:11 selected the subjects of
these enamels from modern pictures and works in
sculpture, cannot be loo highly commended. As a
most perfect example both of a consistent subject and
of its anccessful rendering in the Worcester porcelain
enamel, we may apecify the large plaque, after Ary
Scheft'er'a noble picture of Paulo and Franceaea di
Rimini, a specimen of which may be seen in the Cera.

I

vases of the new ivory body, and candelabra, tazzi,
and other objeclil in parian. Thejir1t of our aeries
of fonr groups of Worcester productions comprises
a collection of the most beantiruJ miscellaneous
objects that have been cxecoted in the porcelainenamel; but it does not include the Di Rimini
plaque. The plateau ii, the centre, with chalice,
ewer, and dish, may be sper.ially noted for the elegance of their deisign, and the exquisite skill anti
finish of their workmanship. A variety of pleasing
forms, and of appropriate and eff'ecth·e decomtiona,
is apparent iu the 8econd group, which conaisb of
objects in painted porcelain. 'l'he third cngra•ing
is devoted to \VOrkain pariau, and it exhibits several
of the productions in thia beautiful material that are
held in the greatest esteem. 'fhe styles or art that
appear in the&t:designs are clasaie and Renaissance.
The fourth of our engravings is devoted to tbose varioua objects of more general use, which have contri.
bnted in no alii.zhtdegree to the high reputatiou of the
Worceater establishment. The Worcester characteristica of fine forms and chaste decoration• are clearly
apparent in our akctchea, though they necc!l&IU'ily
fail
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I

to convey any ideas of the rich colouring which is so ill111trative specimens as will most satisfactorily
important an element in the complete ell'ectivenesa I convey to them correct impressions of the uu/ul
porcel11inof Worcester. They will not readily forget
of theae works.
In addition to the new porcelain-enamel, the Cera- I the beautiful forms, the exquisitely tasteful decoramic Court, at the Crystal Palace, contains a fine and · tions, and the delicate material of the cups and
richly-varied collection of the more choice works ' plates, and dishee that will be put into their bands:
produced in porcelai~,.p~rian, and ~ther material~ at I and their ae~timeo~awill be abuuda~tlr confirmed
Worceater. The adJ0101ngcourt, 10 the oecupallou · by a companson with the great maJonty of other
of Mr. R. Hawkina, is alao entirely devoted to the · works of the same class. 'l'his is a matter of the
display, for the purpose of sale, of the more useful greatest in:portance, since it ia in the more popular
varieties of fictile producti,ms, a considerable portion ' productions of any Art-manufacture, and in such
of the whole being from the Worcester establishment. as extend their influences far beyond the mansions
We desire particularly to dirttt 11ttention to those of th1, wealthy, th11t the practical advantages of
departments of Mr. Hawkins' varied collection which I improved and really beauliful productions are to
comprise the less costly works in porcelain, and are I be moat eff'ectively displayed. Thns the pnhlic
tuch II would provide for the ordinary requirements . taste ia to be cultirated and refined, if it is by
of domestic use. Here, as well at in the more : any means to become suse<!).>tible
of cultivation and
decorative works of high prices, the same good taste I refinement. Thus also the nppliances of daily life
and the aame manipulative skill are apparent. In are to be elevated into instrument• of perpetual
place of any detailed or lengthy descriptions of )ir . 1 gratification, and life itself may derive a charm from
Hawkioa' section of the Ceramic Court, we prefer i the humblest and most unexpected agencies. lo the
to request that onr readers will aeek from Mr. Haw- natural world, all is beautiful as well as usefulhims~f the opportunity of examining such j everywhere the requirements of utility are accom•

I.~~

I

I

pliahed by the most skilful adaptation of meana to
the proposed end, and in everything the eye is either
soothed or delighted by the beauties of form, or
/ cololll', or agroupmeut. We do well, when in the
'ltorka or our bands we blend together, in the elosest
' union, the nse£ul and the beautiful. In so doing we
I are following a. high J>recedent,and we are seekinp:
I to emulate the noblest of examples, when we regard
, the trifling appli11ncesof common use u the means
' for displaying our own sense of external beauty .
While, therefore, they point with justifiable and honI ourable pride lo their costly enamels, and their delicate
I parian, and to the glowing tints of their traualueent
vaseg, M the proprietors of the Royal Worcester
I Porcelain Works continue to bear in mind that fully
equal in importance with all of these ia the character
of their humbler and more useful productions. Here
they may address themselves to the community at
large, through the length and breadth of the land;
here they cao command opportunities for imparting
£reehgraces to ten thou3and smiling homes, and thus
they may excite, or at least convey, the firat hl:lllthfol
stiu1ulus to unnumbered sympathies with Art.
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r
, •
CRYSTAL PAL!.CE.

HINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.
--

I

)IA~Lisi,;'s C.UlTOO~
.-Th~
drawing fo:-:fresco mtendcd to be execnted m the Uoyal Gallery
in the Ho11scs of Parliament is fini,hed, and has
__
J'!l'ENATIONALG~LLER_r.-1'he_followiug is ~n been temporarily placed in the situation which the
oft,c10.laccount, published m the T,mn, of the p•c· fresco is intended to occupy. The subject is • 'l'he
Meeting of Wellington and Bliicher at La Belle
Tms long anticipated event-the musical iucidcut ; lures purchased since the 31st of March, 1858 :par ueelle11ce of the preseht yenr-duly took place J ,\ portrait of Jeanne d'Archel, by Antonij l\loro, , Alliance after the Battle of Waterloo.' When the
at the time appointed, on the 20th, 22nd, and 24th was, with the sanction of the tr11stees,and of the length of the cartoon is given as forty.six feet in
of June; the grand.full rehearsal having been given I treasury, purchMed from Mr. C. ,J. Nieuwenbuys in length, it may be supposed to contain many figures.
on the 18th of the same month. In many respects , June, 185S. The following pictures were aubse· 'l'ownrds tl1e centre of the composition Wellil,gton
decidedly suec~sful, this unprecedented musical ; qnently pm·chnsed on the continent, on the recom- and Bliicher are in the act of shaking hands ; the
demonstration has pronounced n final and conclusive I meudation of Sir C. L. Eastlake :-A half-length latter is elated, and full of congratulation, but the
opinion upon the conditions necessary for securing , portrait of a Brescian nobleman, hy l\foretto ; a expreS&ionof the English ~oeral is mournful. Each
such a measure of snr.cess as shall be complete and I small picture of St. Jo'rancis,by Filippino Lippi; a is attended by his staff, and Wellington has behind
unconditional. It has shown that one of these I picture of St. Dominick, ascribed to l\Iarco Zoppo; him a party of the Life Guards, and there nre near
conditions is au edifice snitable in its Corm, its , the upper portion of an altarpiece, representing n him Lord Somerset, Lord Sandys, Sir HIIS&ey
arrangements, and its fittings, both for the diffusion ; Piet.\; the 'Dead Christ,' with other tigurcs, by Vivi11n,and other officers; and on the left, with
of sound, and for its equable diffusion throughout ; l\farco Palmetznno; a bll!lt portrait of n lady, by Bliichcr, are Bulow and a nnmerons staff. The meetits entire expanse. The Crystal Palace is now , Battista Zelotti; ''l'he Madonna adorinl( the Sleep- ina; takes place immediately in front of the house,
proved to be hopelessly 1111fit
for great performances I ing Child,' by l\J.irco Baaaiti; 'The :Madonna and and on each side, on whnt looks like high ground,
of music. It cannot do jlllltice either to the musical ' Child,' by Cima da Conegliano; 'A Pieti\,' by Carlo in the immediate rear, we ace the retreating French
aonnds produced within it, or to the audience who , Crivelli. A picture of a blind man le,J by a girl, artillery attacked by cavalry. In the blll!Cof the
may be assembled beneath its transparent vanlts . . painted by J. L. Dyckmans, bequeathed by Miss J. composition are massed dead and dying men and
The mllBicexperienced unjust treatment, ainr.e its VO· I Clarke, was placed in the gallery in March last, and horses, dismounted guns, and shattered gun-carriage.,
lume is abso1hed, and its sonorous qualities deadened I another, given by the late Mr. J. Kenyon, called and prominent among the prostrate figures is an
by the bnilding, and the audience may rightfully I 'Geraldiue' (a half-length figure), by W. Boxall, officer, apparently of lancen, supported and tended
complain that while the acoustic qualities of the A.R.A., is to be placed or hung up nt t.he South by soldiers of one of the Highland regiments; this
palace are noifonnly imperfect, there are many gra- 1 Kensington Museum. As soon as the new galleries figure must represent a Pole, for we had no lancers in
dations of this imperfection, which at last subsides nt Soutli Kensington are completed, it is intended t.o I 1815. The extreme left is occupied by the Prnssian
to the minimum of hearing. Whatever the general place in the larger of those galleries n portion of the band, that halted, and played "God save the King.''
impression produced by this febtival upon the , pictures now in Trafalgar Square, as a temporary Mr. Madise, as we uoderstaud, has been occnpied
andieoces, these two points admit of no denial-the
arrangement, till the alterations proposed to be made only fifteen months in the eu-cution of this earw:>n;
one, that grander and more impreuive effects of I in the present National Gallery, on the removal of if this be literally trne, it is the largest composition
mwiic have been obtained, with an executant force i the Royal Academy, can be carried out. By this that has ever been completed in a period so brief;
numerically very much weaker; and the other, that I means it is hoped that sufficient apace will be gained for there is nothing imperfect, the whole being made
not half of the whole nnmber of visitors were able to hang the pictures in 'l'rafalgnr Square withont out with a finish as careful as if the 1rork were a
crowding; although it may uot he possible, large lithograph . It is throughout drawn in French
to form even a tolerably or approximately correct 1 1111due
idea of what this festival really was. The teaching . under the cireomstances, to arrange them quite chalk, the entire snrface being lined and hatched
and the application of these facts may lead to much , systematically with regard to schools. Fourteen like an academy .,tody . 1n contemplating such a
consideration, and it is to be hoped thnt they will pictures were protected with glass in the year 1858, work, we look about for similar instances, but there
conduce to ulterior results of no inconsiderable I making a total number of sixty-four in Trafalgar are no modem productions of a like character with
importance.
Square. Jo'our pict11rcawere varnished duriug the which it may not be advan~nsly
compared.
It ia useless for wi, so long after the festival, year. 5a3, i06 perM>nsvisited Tratugar Square last Maclise shows himself a more able tactician than
to offer any critical remarks npon either the per- year, and 238,377 the pictures iu Marlborough those artists who, in painting battle subjects, choose
formances or the performers. We have simply to House. The highest price given for a picture last the everlasting tnelie; it is more difficult to paint
record the occurrence of the festival; it being also, 1 year was 6411. for a Marco Basaiti (Florence), and the meeting of the two generals after the battle,
at the same time, our gratifying dnty to add that all 537 l . for a Marco Palmezzano (Rome). The lowe•t than to pnint the defence of Hongoumont., the
persona concerned appeared to exert themselves to was 200/. for an Aotonij Moro, bought in Loudon.
terribleslaughtcroftheFrenchrcaerve,orthecharges
THE NATIONALPoaTII.AITGALLERY.-The trns- of the Household or Union brigade. We see the
the utmost, and that their efforts impressed upon
this festival an unique reputation. The spirit of teea have handed in their second annual report. Crimean episodes at the Palais des Champa Elysees,
Handel'a gloriowi compositions was deeply felt by The following ie the Ii.it of donations since the last and the wars of the Empire, and those of the more
all that choral and instrumental army, and under report-viz., a portrait of General Wolfe, 1726-59, recent history of France at Versailles; but they are
the influence of that deep feeling they gave ex- ; by Highmore; James Stuart, named "Athenian
never withont that something scenic, which qualifies
pression to the great composer's mllBicin the ful- , Stuart," 1713.88; William Petty, Earl of Shelburne, all the historical art of the French school. There
ness of its majestic grandeur. There were no short- af'terwards Marquis of Lansdowne, l'i:l7-1805 , by is an energy of natnral11ess in Maclisc's cartoon
comings in the e:i:ecntants,as there was no weakness Sir Joshua Reynolds ; Admiral Boscawen, 1711-01, transcending the mere military narrative of Veroet.
in the administrative management. The general by Reynolds; Sir J. 1'fackintosh, 171ili-1832, by I It is scarcely too much to say this is the greatest
arrangements also were excellent, and they claim Sir T. Lawrence ; Robert Burns, l 7li\l-llfi, by Rae- t work of its clasa that has been produced in
the most explicit recognition, as well as n stroug bum and Nasmyth; Jobn Kemble, 1757-18t3, by England: nor is there any painter of the Continent
expression of grateful admiration . Mr. Grove, the, G. Stnart; l\frs. Siddons, 1755-1831, by Sir W. whohassurpassedit-noteven
Kaulbach : auuredly
able secretary of the company, and their prime Beechey; John Kcau, the poet, li\lo-1821, by no other . The picture is therefore one of which the
notion may be justly and rightly pro11d.
mover in everything that reflects honour npon their Severn; President Forbes, of Culloden, 1685-1747;
proceedings, was the unseen aut.hor of all the Dr. Edward Jenner, J 74\l-182:l, by Northcou; Dr.
SOUTHKENSINGTON
MusEUX. -The University
arrangements that caused the whole affair to move Nathaniel Hooke, died 17114, by Dandridge ; and of Oxford, during the repairs of its public gnlleries,
onwards as pleasantly and smoothly as a sucoeu- Sir Charles Bell, 1774-1842, by James Tannock. has liberally consented to the removal of its original
fnl ship-launch. Whatever Mr. Bowley'a particular Besides these donations of single portraits, the drawings by Raffaelle and others, from Oxford to
duties may have been, we have no doubt that he Government have offered the great picture of the the South Kensington Mnsenm, where they will be
discharged them zealowily nod well : he is nt home Honse of Commons, at the opeuin,t of the first Re. exhibited for some time. PermiS&ionhas also been
in m11Bicalgatherin~, and accordingly the Handel I formed Parliament, in January, 1S:!3;as painted by given to the Science and Art Department to take
Jo'estivalwould provide for him precisely that occn- . Sir G. Hayter, and recently secured to the nation. photographs of those drawings required to complete
pation which he would moat efficiently fulfil. It is This picture, which measures 17 by 10 feet, contains the extensive series of Raffaelle drawing&, which
needless to do more than mention Mr. Costa as the nearly 400 portraits, including all the principal have been collected by the department from public
cunductor of the festival, and to add that he accom- statesmen of the time. The gallery at the disposal galleries at home and abroad.
'l'HE RouL G.\1,LERr.-Theseries of DliWINGS,
plished his serions task even more triumphantly of the trustees is so small as to preclude the immethan had been expected from him; and he was most diate reception of thid pictnre. 'l'he purchases have one l11mdredin number, from pictnres in the royal
nbly seconded-the principal singers, the band, the since increased to forty.four. These include por• collections at Windsor Castle, Buckingham Palace,
chorns, all vied one with the other in a generous I traits of Pulteney, Nell Gwynue, Lord Clive, Theo- and Osborne, are now exhibiting at the French
emolatiou, and all alike merit the same honourable dore Hook, the novelist, Sir J . Reynolds (painted Gallery, 120, Pall Mall. These are the drawinga
remembrance.
by himself), the Princess Charlotte, Lo1·d South• wade for the eograven, engravings Cromwhich have
The spectacle afforded by the interior of the am1>ton, the "patron" of Shakspere, as he is been published iu the Royal Gallery and the Artpalace was singularly impreasive, and also peculiarly nmusingly and artlessly styled by the trustee&; Sir Journal. Our readera are therefore ft.miliar with the
beautiful. From the upper side-galleries, the view D. Wilkie; Jeffreys, the infamous Lord Chancellor; burin copies; we desire they should aec the originals,
was pre-eminently striking, since from thence the George Colman the elder, Willialll Harvey, James which they may do by visiting the French Gallery;
eye could range along the entire leugth of the VI . of Scotland and I. of Eugland, at the age of they will readily believe they can thus enjoy a rare
central avenue of the building, and at the same time eight years; William Conicreve, by Kneller; Sir treat, for the series comprise& examples of many of
could comprehend nearly the whole of the vast I Robert Walpole (Vanloo) ; Mary, Countess of Pem- the ancient and modern masters, the interest of
assemblage in the central transept, leaving out from broke, and sister of Sir P. Sidney (died 1621); and I which cannot fail to be enhanced by the fact that
a place in the panorama just enough to enhance the Elizabeth, Princess of England and Queen of Bo. I they are either the private ncqnisitions of Her
impression produced upon the mind through the hemia, 15116-1662, the source of the "Ho111e of i Majesty the Queen and His Royal Highness the
cooscionsne,s that, much as was seen, there yet Brunswick." 'l'he portraits now in the gallery are ' Prince Consort, or heir-looms of the British Crown,
remained something be}ond the power of vision.
seventy iu number.
many of which nre of i11estimablcvalue.
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JACOB BELL'S BEQU!:ST
.-This very munificent sculpture, the classic character and beautirnl execnbequeat of sixteen lint-class pictures, the pro- tion of theae works of M. de Triqueti onght to be
ductiona, chiefly, of renowned Britiah painters, hu very attractive.
AT !lhssRS. GRAVES,in Pall Mall, there is to be
met with the treatment it is our custom to accord
to national benefactions. The aixteen pictures are seen the original sketch in terra-cotta for the Piela,
hnng upon the staircase at Marlborough HollBeI by Michel Angelo, which givea the name to one of
It would seem u if there existed a deliberate resolve the chapels on the south aide of St. Peter's, at
on the part of "authorities" to ,nrn such persona Rome. The grand work, which is in marble, is one
u nre inclined to augment onr National Gallery, of the Art-marvels of St. Peter'a; it 1f88 designed
that bequests create more trouble than they are and executed by Buonarotti when he wu about
worth, being extremely inconvenient acce880ries to twenty-four yesn of age, and displays much more
thoae upon whom rest the duty of finding places careful execution than later works. The sketch
where to hanit them. They may, indeed, attract wu long known u a gem in the poeeeaaion of
and delight hundreds of thousands during the year; Mr . Clerk, of Eldin, at the aale of whoae property
but they may be annoyances to those who do not it wu purchued by Mr. Woodburn. The head of
care about them. They will, however, be very soon the Virgin is remarkable for beauty and elevated
removed to South Kensington, where they may be , charar.ter, and the modelling of the figure of the
seen and appreciated. It is a noble bequest: honoured crucified Saviour is more highly finished than
by the memory of the man 11·homade it I
perhaps any other similar eaaay of its great author.
EVENINGAIUII8S10!19TO PUBLIC GALLERIBS.THI: SALJI o:r THE NoBTHWICKGALLERY,enThere hu been much diacllBSionon this subject; it trusted to the hammer of Mr. Phillips, of New Bond
hu, indeed, been considered in the House of Street, commenced on the 26th of the last mouth,
Commons, hitherto without reanlt. There is an at the manaion of the deceased nobleman, Thirlestane
indisposition on the part of the trustees of the House, near Cheltenham : it will occupy, including
National Gallery to concede thi1 nlnable boon to the furniture, wines, and other "elfecta," twenty.
the vublic. It i, conceded, however, at South one days, whereof eighteen will be given to the diaof the picture, and other works of Art ; thie
Kensmgton ; the Sheepshanks Collection is there poaa1
ahown during evenings; and npon what ground, portion of the aale will conclndt1on the 24th ot the
except that hitherto "it hu not been so," it is present month. It extends to nearly 2,000 lots, of
withheld as reprda the Vernon aod Turoer which the pictnrca by the old muters are by far the
Galleries, about to be removed to the same locality, more numeroll.8; but thoae of our own school are
we are at a loas to guess. It is true theae grand considerable in nnmber, and include some admirable
bequests are only to be at Kensington pro tnn., but examples of our best painters. The catalogue issued
the pro tnn. is likely to outlut the present gene- by ~lr. Phillips, and bound in bright blue and gold,
ration.
Surely all thinking, right-minded, and makes an imposing volnme of two hundred pages :
religious men must believe that, to encourage visits a well executed lithographic view of the front of
to dicture galleriea, is to promote social order, virtue, Thirlestane Houae forms a frontispiece to it. In
an piety; working men mllBt have relaxation some- glancing over the "conditions of sale," the aocwhere; shall we send them to pnblic-houaea, tea-gar. tioneer very properly guards the purchuer again,t
dens, and dancing-aaloons, rather than to museums P the warranty of auy" lot," by stating that "it ,hall
We scarcely conceive it poaaible that a true philan- be absolutely cleared away, with all faults and errors
thropiat can vote for excluding "the people" from of description, at the purchaaer's e1penae, within one
day after each day's sale, 1&ithoutreference to tk
such sources of improvem1:nt.
"1'HE HEART o:r THE ANDES" ia the title of identity of ntkr n,l,ject or m,uter." The passage
a picture now exhibited at the German Gallery, we have marked in italies is not usually found, we
168, New Bond Street. The painter is Mr. believe, in such announcements; but it seems in thia
Church, an American artist, the anthor of a work particular instance to be especially necessary, beexhibited in this country aome time aince, the snb· cauae it is well known to those who have of late years
ject of which wu the F~
of Niagara. The watched the progresa of picture-buying, that Lord
present landscape is ot large dimensions, being ten Northwick was not unfreqnently the victim of the
feet in length, by abont five and a half in height ; unprincipled aeller.
011 approaching it with impressions of South AmeriTHE STATUE 01' THE Gun
SuvE, by the
can scenery, the eye is gratified by the snrpaasing American sculptor, Hiram Powers, wu sold by
nrdure of the aceue-ita freahnesa being accounted auction the other day, to t.he Duke of Cleveland,
for when it is understood that the anbject stands who paid 1SOOguineu for it, a snm, in our
thouaauda of feet above the arid plains of Ecuador. opinion, far beyond its real worth, though a fine
The near section is divided perpendiculMly by a work of Art. We have half a dozen sculptors in
river, which obviously derivea its current from the onr own country who conld produce as good a
111owsthat mantle the peaksof the mountains; statue, and would be only too glad to get the comand from the foreground, with a masterly defini- miasion, for about halt the above sum.
CRYSTAL PALACE ART-UNION.-The drawing
lion of distance, the view rises like an amphithl'Btre, until it is cloaed by the towering grandeur will have taken place before onr Journal is in the
of the principal mountuin that all but fills the hands of its readers, and a report will have been
distance of the rompoaition. We look for 1>alms made to the eubscribera. On that report, and the
and all the gigantic members of the Sonth American proceedings generally, we shall freely comment,
ftora, but theae are all in another climate below. when information is fully before na. The numb.:r
The subject hu mnch natural beanty, _and, with a of members is much more limited than it onght to
moat sncceaaful e1preHion of space, there is a ; have been; for the objects supplied are unquestionminnteneaa of description which is very happily I ably good, as regards both the presentation works
combined 11ith that breadth of treatment whereby I and the prizes ; but if errors have been committed,
aloue Mr. Church hu felt he could do justice to his experience ia gained, and a far more proaperoll.8
matf'.rial. In feeling, the work ie purely realistic. aeason may be anticipated next year.
It must add greatly to the repntatiou of the painter.
SctNEllT o:r INDIA AND HloH Asu.-Abont
AT M1:ssas. CoLNAGHI's, in Pall Mall, there five years since, three brothers, Hermann, Adolphe,
are exhibited two ivory atatnettes-worka of the and Robert Schlagintweit, nativea of Germany, and
Baron de Triqueti; the eubjects are a Fann and the already known to the scientific world by two books
Death of Cleopatra. The latter figure, about a foot on the physical geoitraphy and the glaciers of the
and a half in length, reclines in a bronxe chair, Alps, were aent out to India by the Court of
into which she has just fallen back, as closing her Directors of the India Honae-ehiefty at the suggea•
eyes in death. The up is atill entwined round her tion of Colonel Sykes, on the part of the East India
arm, and the buket of flowers in which it wu con- Company, and of General Sabine, on the part of the
cealed, is falling from her lap. The Fann is seated Royal Society, seconded by recommendations ~ the
on a wine-skin, and with right goodwill ia cluhing friend of the tra\'ellers, the late Baron Humboldt .
his cymbals in honour of Bacchlll-8timulated to The chief object of their miaaion wu magnetic
jo1oua action and expression by the free uae of obacrvation (u successors of the late General Elliot),
w10e. Both of these figures are conceived in the geology, and phyaical geography in general. To
purest spirit of the antique ; indeed, they come so their scientific researches and collections, they
near in feeling to the beat period of Greek art, u added, on their own account, a series of artiatic
of themeelves to suggest the worka with which they works, two hundred and seventy plutic cuta, and
may be encceufnlly compared. lvol"J' not being a numerous photographs in reference to ethnology,
material employed among ouraelvea for cabinet and seven hundred water-colour drawings of laud-

scape scenery, &c. These gentlemen, during three
years, tra,·eraed not only India by various routes,
bnt alao the Himalayu, Thibet, and territories connected with the names of Turner, Griffith, Hodgson,
Hue, Hooker, Moorcroft, the Stracheys, Falconer,
Cunningham, Thompson, and Speke; and they were
the first to croes the Karakornm, to the north of
Thibet, and to proceed by the Kucluen to Turkistan,
through countnea never visited b!lfore by Enropeana.
It wonld aeem that in the courae of their travels the
brothers almost always separated, for Hermann and
Robert have returned without Adolphe, who, from
information collected by the aurvivon, is supposed
to have been killed by a party of fanatic Asiatics,
at Kashgar, iu Tnrkistan, in August, 1857, only
becanae he wu a European . The two oth~rs are
now in Loudon, and have brought with them many
specimen& of their works, which we have had an
opportunity of seeing, and which will shortly be
published in Leipzig aud London. Amongat their
works a moat interesting plastic collection of the
Indian and Asiatic races, represented by facial
cuts, have been placed in the muaenm of the India
House. Our object, chiefly, is to mention the
drawiuga. Theae are partly reproduced in colonrprints, intended to accompany a work entitled,
" Resnlta of the Scientific Mission to ludia and
High Asia;" many of them are of large sixe, and
among the whole will be found representations of
some of the moat magnidceut scenery of loealitiea
rarely, if ever, troddr.n before by the foot of the
European. Some idea of the indllBtry of the
travellers may be gathered from the fact that their
portfolios contain aeven hundred finished sketches,
which include landscapes, temples, trees, and groups
ofveg1:tation,glaciers, hydrographical objects, &c.&c.
A photographic edition of the whole aet, with a
peculiar and rather novel mode of reproducing the
original efl"ect,by a skilful combination of colouring
with printing on paper previously elightly tinted,
is being prepared, and will, no donbt, meet with
deserved sncoeas, since the originals are evidently
drawn by artists poaaeaaed of eyes for the picturesque, and of a fine feeling for the beautiful and
the grand in . natnre.
THE GLASGOWABT-UNIONhu iaaned its first
list of picture,, purchued by the council for distri·
bution to the subscribers of the present year : it
iocludea 'The Tod Hnnter,' by R. Anadcll, 350/. ;
• Job,' J. Faed, R.S.A., 2501.; 'Tinkers,' R.
M'lnnes, 250/. ; • Bedouin Arab exchanging a
Young Slave for Armour,' J . Faed, R.S.A ., 180/ . ;
• Uodine,' F. Wyburd, 1681.; • The Picnic,' D.
Pasmore, 1451.; • Low Tide,' G. E. Hicks, 120/.;
• Venice,' J. B. Pyne, 105/.; • Contentment,' C.
Baxter, 70/.; • Scbevelling Sanda,' E. W. Cooke,
A.R.A., 52/. 10,.; • Evening in Greece,' and • View
in Arran,' both by G. E. Herinit; 'Jealousy,' J.
Craig; 'Venice, from the Riva Schivoni,' and
'Venice-Entrance
to the Grand Canal,' both by
E. A. Goodall; • Eddyatone Light -houae,' Melby;
• A Girl's Head,' J. Sant: theae lut wtre bought
at 501. each. The total number of pictures purchased D}I to July 1, is forty-two, at a coat of
2673/ .
lLLUXINATEDINDICAToas.-Under this name
it is proposed to disfigure the public thoroughfares
by a aeries of erections, the firllt of which has been
London already
placed opposite Apaley House.
enjoys such unenviable notoriety for the tuteleaaueaa
of its public monnmeuta, that we had hoped the
climax wu reached, and perchance improvement
might aet in. If, however, aristocratic parishes
will sanction anything so hideous u this, what hope
can we have for Jes, refined districts?
The design
consists of a polygonal glaas box, anrmonnted by a
lauthorn, repreaenting a gigantic teetotum. When
this monstrosity ia lit at night, and ~!area hideously
in the very centre of the roadway, its elfect is so
grotesquely horrible, that it gives this entrance to
London the appearance of a scene in a Christmas
Pantomime . Thto sort of "information" which it
is its excuse to give, we are better without; the
advertiaements of every penny paper supply it,
and we have it ao constantly thrust before us, that
darkness is welcome to relieve onr eyes; but now it
,:!areaforth after snnaet more hideously than before.
It is mnch to be regretted hat parishea are left to
be ruled by the least educated and most vulgar of
their inhabitants, and that gentlemen eschew the
business. Conaequently we have St. James'a taking
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the lead in a dilfigurement of the metropolis, which
aho'll'I that loeal self ·government has occuional disadvantage&. Continental cities are not permitted to
to be made publicly ridiculous by the frcaka of
pariah vestries. London eeema now, more than ever,
to reqnire 80me protection against an alarming
exhibition or bad taste, which it ia doomed to
diaplay.
or CHATl'ERTON
.-It appeara
THI! PHOTOGB.APU
that we were in error with regard to the re1nlt of
the ca,e Tnrner 11. Robin80n, the Irish Muter of
the Rolla having granted the iojnnction. We confe91 we cannot eee what inj ory conld ha'l'e been
sustained by the publisher of the intended print ;
we believe, on the contrary, the photol(rlph might
have been it& best advertisement . The picture,
although a work of aingnlar ability, is not calcnlated to make a popular engraving ; the 1nbject
ie grievo118lypainfnl ; the "ma"ellous boy," dead
from poison administered by his owu hand, is surely
not an incident to be contemplated with pleaaure,
althongh it may be a necessary adjunct to a pictured
history of hie mournful life.
HART'S MrrAL-WORK.-We have had mnch
pleunre in examining a chandelier, or corona of
brua, of tmuaual excellence in both design aud
workmanship, and alao remarkable for ita large
dimensions, the production of Me98ra. Hart, of
Wych Street and Chariog Cl'OII. A previous
familiar acquaintance with the metal-works of the
Meura. Hart led 118 to form great expectatious
from what we had heard of this particular apecimen
o( their tute and skill ; but the chandelier itself
proved to be even superior to ita own reputation.
It is in every rtapect an admirable 11'0rk,and we
rejoice to know that it i1 destined to adorn the
residence of a wealthy merchant at Sydney, where
it will moat favonrably exemplify the present menu,
factoring powera or the mother country. The de·
sign is pore Gothic, and the spirit of the style i,
preae"ed throughout the composition : around the
circulsr rim are set eight groupa of candle burnera,
each to contllin nine ca11dles, the whole being
executed by the hammer in burnished brua. The
touch is moat artistic, and the impressive character
or the de3ign i1 fully realized through the skilful
manipulative treatment of the artist-workman. To
such of our readera u are interested in the progrea
of modern metal-work, we can promise more than
ordinary gratification should they visit the establishments of the Meeara. Hart. At Chariug Cro11 the
show-rooms are now being fitted op permanently
with decorative iron-work of great beanty, ar,d
admirably adapted to the purposes to which it ia
applied .A large collection of work, in braea and
iron is also being formed, which will illustrate the
abundant reaonrcea of these enterprisiug and eminently aocceeafnl artiat-mannfactnrtra.
THE N.1:wCRYSTALP.u..t.c.1:,MusWELL HILL.Thi, project is now a fact ; a meeting hu been
held, at which Lord Brougham presided ; aatiarac.
tory atatemente u to progre91 were made, and there
seems no doubt that another Crystal Palace will be
created-north of the metropolis. We ore not of
those who anticipate that snch a scheme can be
proaperous in a "monetary" sense, and we have
grave doubta as to it& eucceu-having before ollJ'
eyes a warning, and not au encouragement, at
Sydenham. We shall, however, do our utmost to
render our appreheuaions groundless, and aid the
project by all means in our power. Ir it is to be
done, it ia moat essential that it should be well
done; there ia no truth more palpable than that
which tells DI of the utility of competition ; wh0Je.
1ome and fair rivalry is always naeful. At Mmwell
Hill, no doubt, errors that have been committed at
Sydenham will be avoided, 11·bile all serviceable
hints will be frtely taken. The moderate estimate
for erecting the one may" pay," while the enormom
outlay of the other rendered pecuniary recompense,
almost from the firat, improbable, if not imp01Sible.
At all events, a new establiahment so far north of
the metropolis cannot be other than a public gain ;
it may, and, we believe, will, delight and instruct
millions who are precluded by distance from enjoying that which, by comparison, is old ; and we
cordially desire for it the proeperity we shall endea;vour to promote.
THE STATUE OP LollJ> HAIIDINOI!:,by Foley,
baa been erected on its pedestal, close by the

L

Government House, in Calcutta.

secretary to the committee formed for the execution
of the work, has received a letter from Calcutta, in
The statue ia
which is the following statement:-"
greatly admirtd, particularly by the natives, who
have never seen anything approaching to it before.
The Arab horae-dealera, with whom the love of the
horse is a paeeion, and knowledge of their pointa of
excellence a univereal acquirement, are daily to be
seen gazing at it. A more impreasive admiration
than that of these wild children of the desert, it is
impoasible to witneas anywhere. The European
judgment of this city is, that, as a work of Art, it
hu no rival, and that nothing which India haa yet
seen approaches to it in excellence." We believe
that Europe has rarely seen any work of Art, of a
similar claas, which surpuecs it.
STATUE or THI!: LATE JOSEPH Hun .-The
statne of this veteran reformer-whom his political
adversaries are willing to honour u an honest manabont to be erected at Montrose, has been completed by the exCf'llent eeulptor, Calder Marahall;
it ia a work of considerable merit.
IN THE STUDIOor Ma. PAGE, an American
artiat, at 74, Newman Street, thtre ia privately
e:rbibited a picture by him, executed at Rome,
entilled " VenUI conducting lEneu and the Trojans
to the Latin Shore." The godde98 is borne on the
smooth sea in a shell drawn by doves and impelled
by cnpida, one of whom ia in the act of turning the
shell towards the left, u indicating the direction of
the land. It is an admirable conception, entirely
original, for there is no paseage in the claeaic poeta
suggestive of the enbject, u the artist bu treated it;
and the originality of the treatmerat is further vindicated by the communication of action t.o the figure,
all the antique veraiona of the imperaonation being
in repose. The figure is nude, and of the size of
life ; behind her, at a short distance, are seen the
Trojan galleys, the relation established between
the principal and secondary portions of the composition beinp: inch u to give point to the subject.
In the drawing of the figure, the object baabeen to
preae"e the essence of the antique character; aud,
in respect of attribute, Mr . Page baa endeavoured to
do that which the Greeks themselves would have
acknow!edged. The subject is a ruost felicitous
conception, which the painter hu carried out with
a profound feeling for antique Art and claeaic poetry.
MtCll08COFICPHOTOOBArHs
.-Every now and
then 80me novelty starts op to show 118the mar•
vellou1 result& arising from the progreae of photographic aeience. The last we have seen are 80me
extraordinary minute specimens, taken by Mr. J.
Amadio, of Throgmorton Street, portraits of living
character&, of Mr. Charles Dickens, Mr. Albert
Smith, &c., 80 exceeding small as to be ecarcely
diacernible t.o the naked eye, bot which, when placed
under Mr. Amadio'& powerfnl compound microacopea, come out u clearly and truthf•illy u a
miniature of the 118nalsize ; there is a portrait of a
youth, occupying in the glasa about the two-hwi·
dredtb part of an inch, wbir.h is a moet beautiful
work of art ; and a view of the Thames, at Weat•
minster Bridge, with the Abbey, the Honaes of Parliament, the steam-boat pier at Hnngt"rford Bridge,
is an absolute gem of a picture, accurate in all
points. These specimens are quite cnrioeitiea of the
photographic art, and, u the saying is, "mll8t be
seen to be believed." Mr. Amadio'e ordinary pocket
miero&eopes are sufficiently powerfnl to teat the
tr11th of these pigmy pictnrea, but hi& compound
microacopes show them, u might be expected, to
far greater advantage. To this intelligent and enterprising optician we have been often indebted for
many valuable scientific improvement,. We record
an addition to our debt.
IN Oil!" notice, last month, of Mra. Elizabeth
Murray's book, "Si1teen Years of an Artist's Life
in Morocco," &c., it wu inadvertently stated that
the author is the "da1Jgliter of an artist, Mr.
Heaphy, whose works have long been before the
public;" we should have said that the lady wu
of an artist, &c. The father of the present
Mr. Heaphy and of Mra. Murray was an artist, but
it is full forty years since be Jut made his appearance as an e1hibitor . 0111"
error may aeem of little
importance to the readera of the .Arl.Jo"rnal, but
u it may not be 80 considered by those most inter.
ested in the matter, we gladly rectify it.
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REVIEWS.
THB PIW!CIPLB8 OF BBAU1!J Al lr£ANil1l8TEDIX
NATVB.B, ART, AND HUMAN CHARACl'RB.,
With a Claeeiflcation or Deformities. An Easa:r
on the Temperamenta, with Il1D1tration1. And
Tbougbta on Grecian and Gothic Architet:ture.
B1 MARYANN SCBIM)IBLFBNNINCX,
Author of
" Select Memoin of Port Royal," and other
1l'Orka. Edited by her relation, CHB.IBTIANA.
C. HANK.IN
, Published by Lo:so,ux & Co.,
London.
Thi& book is the production of an earnest, thinking,
enthusiastic, and, we may add, devout, mind, though
eometimea tin~ed with peculiarities or idea that
have their origm in German mysticism, . It would
seem that the author, during a eome,..bat protracted
life, lived under the impreuion that ahe had a
miaaion to fulfil in leaving to the world a legacy of
her thoughts, in reference to beautr, which bear
upon the moral and apiritual relahona or man,
and she exprtued upon tier death-bed, in the following words, the reeponeibility of the taak undertaken :-•· I wish," she eaid, "to discharge my
trD1t u an author, in ita full extent 1 to Him who
gave it. And I believe that trust to nave been to
aid in the interpretation of the eymbolic teaching
of God in hie ,·isible creation, and to show to others
what He hu taught me or the manner in which we
may make e\"'er\'thinJ around 111 ingtinot, u it
were, with the anointmg or that Spirit which baa
been bestowed upon ouraelvea; bow we may imprint
on our own domain of taste and domettic scenery,
those very same charactera or beautiful moral expreuion which God hu written on the face of
nature." Thie paasage aff'ordaan index to the apirit
in which the work is written.
Mrs. Sehimmelpenninck seellli to have had her
attention directed to the principles inYeetigated
from her earlieet childhood. She wu then resident
at Birmingham, and at a time ,.hen numerou1
ecientiflc men, and others dietinguiahed by varioua
meritorious acquirementa, were located there, and
were frequent vieitora at the house of her friend8.
She was plentifully 1upplied with booka of all
kinda, but Lavater'e "Treat.iee on Physiognomy"
was her favourite, and the aebool-room of the little
girl soon exhibited a remarkable collection of portraita, moat or them drawn from the "originale "the guetta of the family, whom 1he delighted t.o
ebow up in every variety of coetume and acceeeoriea, even to the ludicroua. Here w11 the foundation of the edifice reared in after life, and which
ehe left in charge of her friend8 for poethumoua
publication.
It is almoat impouible to give a diatinct idea of
the nature of thia book, so peculiarly is it written ;
there is no attempt to diaeu88principles b1connected
obaervationa and logical reaeoninge; it II a volume
of sentences sometimes, but not always, bearing on
each other, as if the author bad noled down the
thoughta occurring to her mind u they presented
themselves. These thoughts are, however, almoet
always full of beauty, and, generally, of admitted
truths ; the language ia expr-ive and gracefulthe off'~ringof a heart full of Ion•, gentlen-, and
holy feeling . The "Ella}' on Temperamenta" ia
amuaing; our portrait-plllltere may borrow some
" notions" from it.
The chapter on Architecture has no refennee to
the subjecta brought forward in the other l.'arta of
the volume; the tone of her "thoughta" 11 Ruakinian; Grecian architecture is pagan in/rinciple,
Gothic is Christian. The short essar, an the book
itself, terminate& with these remarka :-" In concluaion, may I be allowed to add, u a Christiani
and as an aged one, who hu found in the Goape
hope, the aunehine of a long and tried life ;-ehall
I be excusable to God if I do not add, that u principles are nearly connected with taetet, it doee
appear to me that the claaaic_pagan ~tea .oaght to
find a 1- prominent place 10 education, and that
we ought to cultivate that lute which ia the
genuine outpouring or • Christian heart. Happy
the time when England wu not ashamed of being
and of seeming Christian, ,.hen her ftowera-the
Star of Bethlehem, the Paaaion Flower Solomon's
Seal 1 the Speed.w~II,or the Traveller's Joy, m_!lrk~
the nabit or givmg to all, even to that which 11
evanescent, pleasant and sweet names, ahowing that
the apontaneoua utterance of the heart was love to
God and lo,·e to man ."
ICthia lady's previoDI writinge bad not alreadJ
given us an insight into the character or her quali fications of head and heart, there is ample eviaence
in this poethumoua book to con'l'i.neethe reader that
it wu written by no ordinuy woman. Her name
deaerYes to be cluaed with those female writers
or whom England baa good reason to be proud.
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THE .\L)IS•DEED,;OF DoRCAA
. P ..intt!d by W. c.
J)oRSos. Engraved by W. DAVEY. Publishecl
by HBSRY GRAV!!II& Co., Lonclon.
Thie ia a favourite aubjcct with the artist; be
has, we belie,·e, treated it aeveral time,-always
with "variations."
But the theme admits of iofinite variety; for it describes that which is ever
touching and eloquent-a good and fair woman
distributing alms to the needy; acting on the
didne principle, "Foraamucb as ye did it unto
one of these my little onea, ye did it unto me ! "
"FeeJing the hungry, clothing the naked," is the
holy duty which Dorcas here performs, and thus a
le1180uis taught, the teaching of which should ever
be a first and strongest puryoae of the artiat.
There are few readers of Scripture who are not
familiar wit.b the brief story of that "lady of
Joppa," whom St. Peter raucd Crom the dead,
wlio, in life, wu "full of good works and almsdeeds which ahe diJ," and who, when the apostle
visited Joppa, and hnd been "shown the coats and
garments ehe had made," was reatored to earth
to continue her labours of beneficent love. 'l"be
artist hu pictured " the lady" as distributing her
chllritie, with her own hands; it is .earcely "a
licence" to do so; we require no authority for the
belief that in the almsdeeda which she diJ she
was her own almoner. The subject is among the
most touching to be found in the Holy Book; and
this always excellent and self-thinking painter baa
shown, by his choice of it, the feeling, s1·mpathy,
and devotion which influence bia own mind . He
baa been ably seconded by the engraver; the print
is one of rare merit and of universal intereat.
The print is dedicated to a lady who ia in truth the
"Dorcllll" of our country-one who is blessed b1,
thouaanda for "the almsdeeds that she did; '
whoso charities bear their fruits lesa in the highways (though the churches ahe baa built cannot be
hidden) than in out-of-the-way places of the metropolis, where help, comfort, and consolation cannot
often co1ne. Long may it be ere like the lady of
Joppa, she furnish by !,er almJeeda them~ for
retl'oopecti\'e .Art! butaaauredl.y, here~r, it will be
the dul\· of the artist to be their chromder.
•
NzwTo:oi IN Bon1oon. Painted by NzwBNHAK.
Engraved by ATKISSON. Published by HENRY
GRAVES& Co., London.
Thill is a charming print of a beautiful boy, gazing
on the starry firmament, sowing the seed that waa
thereafter to bear abundant fruitage for a world,
and for "all time." The artilt hu felt his subject; fancy may have supplied the model, but in
the thoughtful and holy cxprell8ion be has pictured
on that sweet face, it ia euy to imagine truth.
The portrait (for it hu that character) is_gracefully
drawn; the youth sets upon a moaay llaJlJ! contemplating the milky way, and seeing, by the eye of
faith, thoae far-oft" worlds, compared Lt>which oura
i1 but a speck. The print is engraved with much
ability, nnd cannot fail to be popular. This picture
was one of the judicioua purchases of the late
Lord Elleamere.
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cbnrming work: indeed, the picture may be in a 1LLU8TRAT'£DXATl"RAJ, H1sTOB.\". By the Rev.
degree considered as a transcript of one of the
J . G. Woou, M.A., F.L.S., &e. l'arta I. to IV.
moat remarkable and eft'ecth'e scenes e,·er put
l'ublished by Rou·nElJGII & Co., London .
up_on the atage. Under ordinary circum~tances Our old friend, Buft'on, whoae acquaintance we made
tliia would have bee? a defect and not a men~; but in our school-day,, hu been almoat fo~tten among
Mr. Kean !J.u studied truth and . accuracy m the the numeroua writ.era who have since hia time given
theatr~ qu:,te u _much u . the pamter could ha\'c to tho world the fruit& of their investigation, into
d?ne ID ?us att-lier : and if the ?ne hu been fur- I animal life. Buffon and hia countryman, Cuvicr,
mahed with models by the other, it baa been for the must, however alwaya be recognised u two of the
honour and ach-antage of both.
moat illustrioiI. names in the science of natunu
--history ; their researches and obeervations form the
Ton.1.cco; ITS HISTORY .um AssoCUTIONS: in- gro':1ndwork of m~t other wri~ga o~ the ~me
cludin an Account of the Plimt Rnd ita aubJe.ct-one. that lf eq'!ally cuno~, mte~Ung,
Manu1acture . with its Modes of Uae in all and 1Datructirc, and which, as manifested 1n the
Ages and C~untriea. By F.
FAIRHOLT, pagea now before. ua, has found an able com!Dentator
F.S .•.\., Author of "Coetumea in England,"
and,.S:'tpounder ID J.lr. WO?<'. 1~e pubhahera of
&c. &c. With 100 IUD1trations by the Author. the !llust!'ted N'!,tural H11to!'Y have ~ted well
Published by CHAl'~IAN& HALL London.
~nd ~taely .m securl!lg ~e ae"1ces of a w_nt.erw~o,
.
.
.'
.
111 h1:1prev10D1publication•, baa shown h11 peeuhar
~ur fnend Mr. Fairbolt h_aanot wr1tten .th11 ~k
fitnesa for the task now in baud. We have little
either by way of condemnmg those who mdulge m doubt of this becoming the moat popular work on
t!1e uae of th.e "weed," or of inci_t.ingto the prac- the ,object which baa hitherto appeared in this
tl~ of smoiu,ng any who may hith~rto _have re- country, for it ia written in a singularly euy and
fi:amed from it; though, aa be says _in his preface agreeable alyle, ia as full of eecdote u of informah11 fa_ther's tobacco-warehouse wu h11_p\ayground, tion, and i1 profuaely illuatrated with clever, lifeh~ m!gbt well be excused for enter.ta1nmg a pre- like engravinf.s, by the Meurs. Dalziel, from drawd1l~ction for the flavour of a ~enu1!1e Cabana or iog11 by Wol , Harvey, Harrison Weir, Coleman.
11pmch of Lundy-foot. But he II neither a S!Do~er .Moreover, it is printed in clear, bold type, on cood
nor a snuJf-taker, and, therefore, no_controtera1alist; paper adapted to the eyes of both old and young;
he baa u1;1d~rtltkenthe task, we believe, pa"!,!>:from and thia is no small recommendation of a cheap
old _uaoc1&tiona,and . partly becauae. there~ ID the book, at a time when half the cheap literature pubsubject enough that 11 curious and mtereating to a liahed to the optician aeems to be a kind of bo11u,
lover of re~earcb and an _anticiuaria'!·
'
·
Wh~n S!r John H11wk1!1a,
1!1166oJ,or Mr .. Ralph
Lane,. ID 1586,-for each II S1Udby early_writers to Oua Wool>LA:<Ds, HB.nus, Alm Hlll>GEil. A.
have introduced the U8e of tobacco mto tlus country,
Popular De•criplion of 'frees, Sbruba, Wild
-smoked hia first pipe in England, be could have
Fruits, &c. Wnh Notices of their lnaect InhaJ but !1 faint idea how C!)mparatively universal
habitanta. By W. 8. CoLE)!AN, llember of
the practice w_ouldbeco!11ein a few; ye~, and of
the Entomological Society of London . With
the controversies to wbu.:h 1L baa gwen bir!,h: we
Illustration, printed in Colours. Publiahed by
wonder. what th~ gentlemen would SR):.t ~ the,Y
RouTLBDOB& Co., London.
could. f1'!' from their graves and read .Mr.nirhol~ s Our readers have had frequtnt opportunities of formcompilation of facta ~nd anecdotea, poems and son_gs, ing a judgment upon the mer1ta of J.lr. Coleman
~bat be~ on the •l;lbJe.rt,and could aee !,he amusmg u an artist, from numeroua illustrationa, the work
1llustrat1ons of which 1t forms the matenal? Speak- of bis pencil, which have embellished our 'l'oura on
ing of French and German pipea, he aays, "An the banks of the Thames and in South Walea, the
illustrated volume mii:ht euily be compoat!don the botanical and entomological specimens, especialhsubject, eo utenai\·e II the variet1 , and sometimes in the former Tour, were all from his hand, while he
the beauty of tho form and dcs1~ they exhibit. aupplied ue with the descriptive not.eawhichacoomIngenuity, so far from exhau,ting itself, absolutely panit!d them. In the little book bearing the above
seems to revel over the production of new and un- title he hu carried out his rll!earches in these decommon forms." In England, till within the lut
partmenta of natural hiatory into a far wider field
few years, the smoker was generally contented with of obae"at.ion, one that embraces the principal
indulging in the luxury through the medium of a object&indigenoua to our beautiful ialand,-the tn-ea
fe1vinches of white clay; now the silver-mounted that form our sheltering woods, or grace the parka
J£ecr,cl1auin,with ita mouthpiece of agate, or some of the wealthy ; the ahrubs that live in the sliaded
other coatly material, is eaaential to the ariatocrat.ic dell, or wreath themaelvea into impenetrable walls
smoker who prefers the pipe to the cigar .
of green by the rural wayside; and the various
·smoking has become ao common in this country insect tribea that hum and murmur not inharmo-more than twenty-eight millions of pound, of nioua music in the ear of the traveller. And a moat
tobacco were conaumed in Great Britain in the year attractive and inatructive alory does Mr. Coleman
lS.51, according lo a staten:ent published in the tell of all these common things, which, common us
Joumal of tl,e Statiatic"l Society-that, although they are, people in general know little about. It
not universal, aa it is almost everywhere on the is JUSt auch a book u .people who live in the
Continent, it hu grown into something akin to a country, and desire to learn something of what they
i
THE DREAll 01• QuBP.S KATHB1t:NE. Painted by habit; few manaiona of any pretensio11 are now see every day, but of which they are often u ignoHENRY LEJKl!NB . Engraved by w. H. Si:u- erected without a" smoking-room," where the gen- rant u thoee who rarely see them, ought to look
l!0:<8 • Published by HENRY Gll.AV.118
& Co., tlemen may iodulge their tastes without annoy11nce into; and which the visitor to the country, espeLondon.
to the lad1ea of the household, who have not yet cially at thia aeuon of the year, would do well to
The deacriptiona are
followed-and are not likely, we apprehend, to put into hie carpet-bag.
d
Thil subjer.t bu been often painte • but rarely follow-the cuatom of the Spanish and Spnniall- pl11inly and pleuantly written, and the illuatrawith ao much eft'ective power, and never with A
·
lad"
· th 1
h
'
more touching interest. The moment t·ctured is
mencan
1ea: m e attcr country, we ave tiona serve every purpose of identification.
heard travellers say that a lady can offer a gentle-th11t when "aad and solemn music'' is eard, and man no greater compliment than to take the
the 9ueen, Harry's "long trouble," yet one who, cigarette from her lips, and present it to him ; to : THE PRtNCll'LES OF GOTHIC EccLB81ASTICAL
A1tCHl'fE(,"1UltB;
with an Explan11tion of Techby ·the king'il re(l:Ort, waa, for "sweet gentlenesa, refuae a whiff would 6e rego.rded u an inault which j
would aasuredly not paas unpunished.
nical Tenus, and a Centenary of Ancient
meekneaa, eaint-bke, wife-like government" .Mr. Fairholt hu put fort.b a volume that cannot ·
Terms. By )[. H . Bw:s.A:u. Publiahed by
"The queen of earthly •1uccn1,"
is sleeping her laat aleep; while six eialer spirit&, fail to interest all who may choose to read it,
KENT& Co., London.
u good anJ pure, enter, bearing a garland, and
whether friends of the narcotic weed or enemies. Th
th
Some futidioua peo~e may posaibllac:xclaim on
e announcement "Ten Edition," which apJ.)6&1'11
"Prowl•c her eten,al bapplneu."
on the title-page of this volume{ renders the cr1tic'a
! what a task nuptory.
It ii nov.·near y thirty yeare aince
The theme hu been treated with considerable skill. reading the title of · book,-" 'l'o
The figure of the sleeping queen-•• How pale"she diaguating subject to write about!" but we can the first edition of the work wu publiebed ; duriog
looks, and of an earthy cold ! "-admirably illue- ll88Urethem there is nothing disgusting, or in any thia period it hl8 been used u a text-book for all
tratea the pusagea that relate tbo close of the aad way oft'ensi,•e iu the subject, and certainly not in the student& and amateura of the subject treated of, and
story ; the attendant, Patience, reads on, uncon- manner in which it is here treated, for the author it has also been translated into German, and pubscioue of the vision; the " )¥esaed troop" of angelg, has exercised singular good tute in the select.ion liabed at Leipzig . The edition now on our table
whoae " bright faces" cheer the death couch, and application of his material. : our fair readers, baa been enlarged, by two additional chaptera, on
neceuarily 1upply the leading attraction of tho u well u their fathers and brothers, who may the internal arr11Dgementof churchea, previolll to,
work. They are admirably grouped, sufllciently chance to have some sympathy with the subject, and after, the Reformation 1 and tl1e number of illuevaried in character, and beautifully drawn. The mlly turn o,·er theae pages without &llltaining any trations hu also been considerably increased. Theae
picture exhibits the acoompliahed artist in a new shock of their Rensitive nerves, and will certainly additions will be found of great aer~ice to the archiwith tect of the present day, when the character of our
phaae -one in which we have not been accD1tomed be amused with them, though unable to 11i11g
to see him ; but of a surety he pro,·ea himaeU as the modem German poet, Friedrich :Mare,ecclesiastical architecture is 80 widely diacuased,
fully caeable of dealing with the loftier themea of
"Sweet cheerer or sadness!
and freely canvuaed, and opinions differ, "far as
Llf•"•own happy •tar!
the poles uunder," u to what ia right or wrong in
Art, aa m treatiog the more homely topics which
I f""t tbcc with gladnc,,,
an edi.tice of the reformed faith. Mr. Illoxam is no
have ueuall~·supplied material for h1:1pencil. The
engraving 11 alllO remlll'kably good-relined, yet ,
• 1>"friendly cigar!..
controversialist; he only {>ointaout thoae particurorcible; and altogether we have here a print of a
Were :\Ir. Fairholt a smoker, we should desire larities of arrangement which mark the two defined
high, yet moat agreeable order. The arti!t has been , for him that bia whole life were a continued enjoy- eras of Chri1tian ,,-orahip.
largely indebted to :Ur. Charles Kean for the "ap- i ment of the "pipe of pe11ce;" u be is not, may he
pli•ncea" that ha\"e enabled him to produce this , have the "peac~" without the '' pipe."
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RUSKIN v. RAPHAEL."-'
PART II,

revert to Raphael,
to consider tbe particular misdeed, of lamentable issue,which
Mr. Rll8kin imputes
to him. It is that
in introducing Apollo
and the :Muses in a
picture in the pope's
, palace, "he WTOtethe Jlf~n.e:J~kel,
Upharainof the Arts of Chr1stiamty."
_..,.,"From that spot,and from that hour,"
the lecturer stupendously asserts (here
how the ladies must have fanned them""
selves!) "the intellect, and the art of
Italy, date their degradation." "Raphael had
neither religion nor originalit_yenou~h to trace
the spirit of poetry to the 1napirat1onof the
true God, as well as that of theology."-" The
doom of the arts of Europe went forth from
that chamber."
The triumph of profane and paganish imaginations, we are given to understand, was
secure ; and from Raphael's example, "exe cution was henceforward looked for rather
than thought, and beauty rather than veracity."
All which flimsy and monstrous assertions are
made with oracular brevity and confidence,
and gamiahed freely with scripture im~es
and lofty religions generalities, such as Mr.
Ruskin alwa1s has ready at his wits' ends; so
that the audience must have been at least
as much edified as interested, and some of the
stricte1·part charmed to find themselves listening, not only to a profound Art-critic, but to
an energetic and sonorous theological moralist,
with something, really, of the fine old stern
Scotch tone about him.
The plain unpnritanical comment here is :If a work, according to all visual impressions
and fair interpretations, so purely, nobly beautiful as Raphael's "Pamassus "-the picture
alluded to-cannot be admitted into any palace
without corrupting Art, let Art, a thing so
weak and frail, corrupt at once, and rot away
from the earth. ff we cannot contemplate
as are here, without
anywhere such ~res
unchristian emotions, let us never look on
picture more. We are too base for liberal
entertainment. But it is, of course, a sour
and ridiculous libel on human nature, to sav
that· we can be so easily contaminated. Anct
it is an aspersion on Religion herself to teach
that she is so illiberal as, in any place unconsecrated, to forbid all images not strictly sacred,
binding and forcing us down to dwell on her
own alone. Rather, we believe, she is well
pleased to group close by her holy sanctuaries
E

• ConUnned from page 232.

remembrances of those great powers, Poetry
and Philosophy, which, not inspired expressly,
have yet drawn from Nature collateral evidence
in harmony with heavenly truths. Therefore,
we doubt 11otthat Raphael did thoroughly well
in clearly distinguishing Poetry and Philosophy
from Theology, and in not repeating in the
first two subjects the ter!J per1011agea
l,e had
already, with deep feeling, 1·(1f)tre11ced
in the
third; as Mr. Ruskin says he should have done,
and indeed excommunicates him in his Edinburgh Bull (a bull in every sense of the term)
for not doing. Already Raphael's master, the
purist Perugino, had set !um an example by
painting mytholo~ical subjects in a public
building at Perug1a ; Bellini also sometimes
chose them; but it is the dignitv of the
place which Raphael so profaned, "the palace
of the so-called head of the church," which
gives occasion to Mr. Ruskin's reprobation.
Yet, assuming that place to have been far
holier than even the painter need have thought
it, he might plead an example which surely
the Edinburgli lecturer himself must respect,
if not absolutelv bow before. We mean
that of Dante. ·or all uninspired men Mr.
Ruskin seems most to rc1·crenccDante. He
calls him, in his peculiar way, "the central
man of all the world," and places him on " a
great religious throne" above Shakspearc and
Homer. :For our own part, we consider this
but a foolish and presumptuous kind of praise.
It is something new in our critical literature.
Formerly it was enough to indicate to us how
such or such an author was wise, pathetic,
witty, or sublime, and to give us sensible,
plain, and mode3t. directions for the discovery
and enjoyment of his less obvious merits ;
but now we appoint ourselves High Chamberlains to heavenly courts of fame, and conduct
our illustrious protlr;h in a blinding, gas-like
glare of our own raising, to "their great religious thrones."• This, however, is beyond
our present purpose. But what does this
"central man"-in whom, according to Mr.
Rll8k.in, " the imaginative, moral, and intellectual faculties were all in perfect balance
at their highest"-do, when, entering the
last holy part of his subject, he would brace
up his powers for the high and arduous
task before him Pt He deliberately invokes
Apollo, in a passage of many lines ! Not on
entering Hell or Purgatory, be it observed,
but on the threshold of Paradise, where his
tho~hts were already full of the holy and
the JUst, with whom he was immediately
to commune; and not in the outset only,
where he promises to come to the god's
loved laurel for his wreath, but in his second
canto also, where he repeats that "Apollo
is his guide." This is precisely analogous to
the position in which Raphael has placed the
Delphian deity. It appears to us, therefore,
• "We •ec by tbl• llp:ht three colo,<al Images looming
In their great re.st ,,f ,pirltuallty abo\'c the whole worldhorlzon-Phldia,,
Michael AugC"lo, and Dante, and then
scpn.rntcd f'rom their great rc1l1,,ious thrones only by less
fulncss and earnestness ot Faith, Homer nnd Shakspeare."
Why not poor Cowper, Ur. Watts, and 1,frs. llannah More,
on religious thrones also abo~o Homer, and Shakspeare,
and others or equivocal, or leas demonstrative piety?
This presumptuous e.nd silly habit of ranking pocL, and
JlD.lnters hy their supposed reHgious feelings, anti C\'en of
s&vlng and damning them nccordingly 111richly fignrath·o
langungc, Is frequent with J\lr. RuslLln. We humbly conceive that many an occupant flf high 1·tligiou, thrones mny
be unt"t'cordcd by C'n.rthly fame, for J•lcty is not poetry;
nor arc the best poets and artists the best theologians, or
U10 most eloquent in expression of religious feeliog:t. Con.
fusl"n on thh1 ,mhjcct lends to much cautlng puerility.
And Phldlas too! The El1<ln frairments arc nearly all
that Is known or Phldlns. Wh&t there Is In them to raise
him to one of the thrco greo.t religious thrones abol"c
Homer and Shakspeare, wo should very much llko Mr .
RUJkln to tell us.
t With all our admiration for Dante, we cannot eaoapc
from the lmpros,lon that he was rather the grand example
or a pnrtlally cnllgbtoned man, or very Imperfectly
balanced faculties . HI, 1ubllmely rolllog orb or song Is
luminous only on one side; keen rays of tenderness being
alternawd by unjust and Inhuman ••verity, and gospel
light by a 1''rancisoan ascetic gloom or darknea,.
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sufficiently demonstrated that, so far as this
matter is concerned, the repudiated painter
and the almost worshipped poet must stand
or fall in company.
And not one word from Mr. Ruskin to his
audience is there of all the series of highest
sacred subjects Raphael afterwards painted,
though numerous as those saints Dante .conversed with in his onward progress. So tliat,
as the lecturer makes him the great example
of "impious modernism," which substituted
Paganism in Art for medireval Piety, Ignorance must have gone home with the impression that he afterwards really did little but
hang over "Floras, Pomonas, Satyrs, and
Graces "-to
repeat Mr. Ruskin's words;
whereas such were as nothing, either in
number or labour, compared with the sacred
topics, the most numerous, and the ~randest
painter ever treated, to which he chiefly devoted himself, and, in the latter part of his
career, with what may be termed a reformed
purity of conception.
It ma-, naturally be thought, too, by those
unacquamt.ed with Raphael, that he painted
this picture of " Parnassus " with a somewhat voluptuous, or licentious feeling; but
nothing could be further from him. The
figures are n1l entirely draped but two, and
even those are so partially, insomuch that it
were an extremely gross and vulgar disrespect
to the memory of our first parents to be in
any way offended at them. A more purely,
modestly pensive group Dante met not in the
Paradise of Purgatory, where he found the
lovely Mateldagathering flowers in that breezy,
tuneful forest, beside the dark clear-rolling
stream of Lethe. Reader, their aspect can
but refine and dignify whatever tenderness is
in you. Remembering them, whatever you
are about to do will probably be done more
nobly, and in a sweeter temper. If you write,
your sentences may be more pure, clear, and
harmonious: if you sing, or touch a musical
instrument, the tone mav be more delicately
fine and warm : if you draw, the line, the hue
may be more temperately, calmly just and
fair. This company is 11 perpetual mute protestation against all harsh, meau, and turbid
thoughts, actions, and manners. Lauding
enthusiastically somewherea Tintoret, Mr. Ruskin says, " it is a picture of the moral power of
gold." This is a picture or the moral power of
ber1ul!J-beauty which animates the human
heart with pleasant sunshine, and fills it with
a bland and courteous delight, prompt for
things generous, and noble, and morally fair.
Certainly, either Mr. Ruskin never looked at
this picture, or else his rocky, watery, cloudy,
vegetating, ascetic fancy and affections have
carried him away from human beauty and nobleness by much too far. And that" central man"
himself is· there. He has descended from his
"great religious throne" to the epic summit,
where he stands gazing at his former guide and
friend, Virgil, who is forgetting l1imself, too
much perhaps, in his devotion to the glorious
rapture of old sightless Homer. And between
the laurels to which the Florentine has come
for his wreath (mindrul of his vow to the propitious god), the Muses themselves are assembled in a silent pause of deep creative feelingone of the loveliest bevies of figures that ever
infused enchantment through the e1e. Thalia,
the most prominent of them, is, With drooping
head, softly lamentin~ her mad follies, and
meditating new strams of more chastening
tenderness-some gentler Divina Commediawe
may hope ; so pensive is even the frolic Muse
in this repudiated picture. As the Bard of
Monkery gazes, the serene expanse of the harmonious mountain, the spirit of immortal
flowers, the galaxies of eyes full of the quiet
tender depth of the soul, all calm his fier;r
thoughts ; and when he bears the glorifiea
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tenderness of the old blind heathen bard, and impress upon his congregation, that what ; Art by Michael Angelo and Raphael, in his
sees his laurels shine not unlike a saint's he was aoout to say of the Lamb, had no opinion, but qualifies their age to receive his
nimbus, he begins to question himself whether, reference to mint sauce. This, surely, cannot ruckname of, Tlic .Age ef J)rarcifl!J,the most
the bitterness of exile and poverty venting be called a commendable style for a religions abundantly monstrous one, &s we conceive, to
itself in pains of religious severity, he may not teacher ; but we have no hesitation in saying be found in the whole circle of Art-criticism.
hypochondrically, dogmatically, and delusively thatan arrogant and acrimoniousfamiliaritywith Now the tlwuglit proper and peculiar to
have consigned to perdition many admirable sacred things is, in our opinion, far more repre- painting is an infinitely more subtle thin~ than
men, who served their brethren even better than hensible than evenajocularone; since to simple, Mr. Ruskin here seems to have any notion of.
he himself did. Conceptions of uncovenanted vulgar irreverence it adds pride and ill nature. It is not merely a rude or general "motive,"
mercies, never so felt liefore, soon trouble his When excited by severe feelings, it is a pre- (parallel with those fouud in old ballads and
soul, and threaten lamentably the stultification sumptuous thin~ to assume that the Almighty novelettes ;) it is not only a suggestion of
of his muse. Ckarity now, for the first time, has views prec1Sely identical with our own; incident or sentiment, such as may give availmeet.s and rebukes him ; and, as when Bea- and to make no scruple of applying his most able hints for writers like himself to improve
trice rebuked him before, he weeps, less vio- awful, miraculous juclgments to tbe objects upon, for their own glorification; but it is
lently, but more wisely. In truth, we believe of our extravagant and fantastical dislikes. such a subtle, visible perfection and completethe poet would have oeen softened and edified Besides, in a mere rhetorical point of view, the ness in the image itself, (analogous to the
to see embodied with such matchless grace, likening a so-styled immoral picture to the develo!)ed characters of consummate poets,)
such easy, amiable, endearing majesty, in this tremendous truths drawn on Belshazzar's wall as words have not the power of even shadowpicture of Pamassus, visions surpassing his by the Divine Hand, is about as anomalous in~ forth, and for which the most refined
own in those kinds of attractiveness. He would and bad a simile as well can be. It is just as skill is requisite; the essential excellence of
have written a canto in honour of Raphael, if the king's master of the revels were con- the figure produced, its sublimity, its moral
calling him, perhaps, the sweet Casella of his eeived to lie the author of t.he fiery scripture, and intellectual beauty depending on that
sight.
and the words such as Sardanapalus wrote on highly cultivated power of presentation which
-The crowning and closing misstatement in his monument. The taste is quite on the low Mr. Ruskin obtusely separates from thought,
this bull of excommunication fulmined at Auld par of the feeling. It is in every way but a and calls mere execution. "Original thoughts
Reekie by our lecturer is, "that execution was blundering and foolish attempt to imitate the belon~g to the fifteenth century are comhenceforward looked for rather than thought, Prophet Dlllliel.
parat1vely rare," he says. "Even Raphael and
and beauty rather than veracity," in conBefore leavin~ this Edinburgl1 lecture, we Michael Angelo themselves borrowed all their
sequence of Raphael's example ; whereas, in are anxious to dissipate the clouds of some of p1incipal ideas and plans of pictures from their
solier truth, his peculiar glory is, that he had its general propositions, which otherwise might predecessors ; but they executed them witl1
incomparably more thoughtful invention than sett1e on the intellects of the unwary and a tirecision up to that time unseen." It is
any other painter; and, secondly, his beauty inexperienced, in a manner extremely pre- qwte wonderful such a statement should have
was nothing but the result, the bri~ht con- judicial to their advance in the knowledge of survived the proof sheets. These mighty
summate flower, of that kind of veracity to be Art. Mr. Ruskin makes it a leading dogma, artists, it is true, borrowed certain rude
looked for from a great painter, namely, true that, "in medireval Art, thou?iht is the first motives, most of them so old as to be of
and noble conceptions of the external aspect of thing, execution the second; ' that is, such Byzantine origin; but where, before their own
things, such as his art alone can render-a
thou~ht as Mr. Ruskin happens to care about, handiwork, were the Duke Lorenzo, and the
wortny report of nature, as she impressed her- (a limitation carefully to be borne in mind Night, and the awful multitudinous Sistine
selfonhisgreatmind,nottheobtrus1onofthings
when meeting with the word in his writings,) Presences, and the heaven-breathing Creations
it heeded not, however proper for other points is the first thing, and execution the second, in the halls of the Vatican, which are the
of view ; neither strict nor narrow moral teach- simply because the rudeness of Art could productions distinctive of Michael Angelo and
ing, but, rather, something that shall liberally not yet raise it higher. His antithesis is, "in Raphael P As already hinted, we might just
tend to correct it. Always keeI>ing within modern Art execution is the first thing, and as well say that the age of the old ballads
the "just domain" of his art, Ra.J>hael,never- thought the second." If by execution he was the .dge ef Tho"!Jht, and the Elizabethan
theless, indicates moral truths with far more means, (and we cannot understand him other- Age, the .dge of_Literary Finisli; that Shakvariety and comprehensiveness than any other wise,) the whole imitative or representative art speare borrowed all his principal ideas and
r.ainter. Having ·excelled his predecessors in of forms and hues, very rightly was it promoted phms of dramas from such works as the songs
1llnstrating the beauty and touchingness of and exalted; the proper business of painting of old Leir, and Gumutus the Jew, or the
devotion, to which they almost confined them- bein~ to display the ezternal aapectsof things, tale in Boccaccio, on which be founded his
selves, he took a wider scope, improving in which cannot be done perfectly, or in an7 "All's well that ends well," but added a preknowledge and manly wisdom. Chiefly, no variety, without a high refinement of this eision, a beauty of expression, up to that time
doubt, from the mental exhaustion conse- so-styled execution. Secondly, thought-i. e. unknown. Fancy a lecturer so discoursing on
quent upon unprecedented labours, not a few such thought as Mr. Ruskin happens to care literature, in brief, pompous, oracular sentences ;
works of his last period are, it must be ad- about-was less considered, because a variety yet it wo•.ildbe nothing more than what Mr.
mitted, comparativel7 heavy in feeling and of thoughts beyond his sympathies had now Ruskin has ventured to do with res.Pect to Art.
execution ; but in his last picture, the Trans- to be represented. The age of all-absorbing
In mildly turning over the Ruskinian pages,
figuration, we seem to see, already, a glorious monkish pietism, and severe ascetic moralizing pleased with the author's rocks, and clouds,
rallying. This decadence has been exaggerated in Art was past; and religious dogmatism and waters, we have sometimes said, "Well,
by certain writers, and unwarrantably, 'llllgCDe- being through the printing press consigned well, by and by the Cartoons will mollify him.
rously treated as absolute and final. In their to better hands, painting assumed the proper The species of beauty designated human not
own favourites they admit periods of feeble- ftmctions of a liberal art, which are rather to having fallen much within his studies, he
ness and lapse of power, but then they rescue us from the control of the narrow ought not to be expected to care much about
ingeniously ascribe. them to some creditable and strict dogmatist, and give our minds that it; or perhaps, may be, it really alarms him.
cause, consider them transient, and take care free and pleasant relaxation, which will enable To be sure, Raphael's treatment of it is prethey shall not diminish the glory of their idol.• them the more freshly and vigorousli to see eminently remarkable for a sweet delicacy :
So far of Mr. Ruskin's Edinburgh matle-r, thro~h, and check, his cramped and dingy even his nude figures are finely garmented
as regards Raphael : one word more of his fallacies. But, in truth, this distinction lie- in modesty; yet possibly fervid men, who so
manner. A certain popular preacher, the tween thought and execution in the works of a inveigh against these soft melodies of the eye,
other day, as we are told, was careful to great painter is altogether unsound and false. may occasionally have been bewitched by them,
You might as well make distinction between in some ~rilous way foreign from our own
• Not than
to dwell
wllh more severity on Raphael's row Shakspeare•s draw ·mg an d coJounng
• and power duller ,ee
~
· g, and so st an d excused for that
rauures,
.
00 thtir rar more numerous 0008 , or to clan
them amongst the prlnolpal models be tert behind him, In of thought in a character, as separate the which seems to us needless austerity.
But
only one way can he be fairly connected with the decline execution and thought in a character bv Ra- this beauty, which, in Raphael's earlier works,
or Art. There have been oulmloatlng polota lo all such
h I His execution
· 1s
· t he onIy Jan~e J of does somewhat overflow the bounds 0£ strict
pursolta, beyond which the bomao mind seems not to have P ae .
had power to go. And they who have attained those the thought; and the exquisite expression 1sbut dramatic propriety, is in the Cartoons subpotnta, do certainly appear, In one ••nu, to have lono. exduisite lines and hues. It is Mr. Ruskin's ordinated to a sober desire to represent the
cently led to the comiptloo which came atler, since their
prodoctlons have so fascinated their suoceuors as to wi e error to limit too much the application of apostolic history with plain, manly simplicity,
become models exclusively, to Uie neglect or oatJre and the word thounlit in a picture to the conception and with a more close, unwandering, Shakorlgloal powers or conception; this being especially doplorf
• •d "
;....
1
able, that the common herd of Imitators aetze u O o an mc1 ent, or _genenunotion of an attitude, spearian discrimination ; as we may see on
mere superficial character11t1caand manoerlsms, aor.o
as a means of tellinf a story, or enforcing a comparing the Ananias with the Heliodorus,
render
andrevered
more the
faahlon,are
till overlooked
the great mora,I (oft en a t n·te, c 1
·!dish, supers t·t·
· much th e same as t hat
thlngo, them
even more
or their
prototype,
I 1ousmoral where th e d',r
werence 1s
and forgotten. In this aeoae only Raphael oomipted Art.
enough,) as we see in the rude sketches of the between our poet's later and earlier dramas.
but so did Michel Angelo and Da Vinci; and In the aam; Giottesque,riod,
which he calls narrowlv and However, we were mistaken here in our surmanner have many admirable poeta, orators, and phllosob di
°'
r,hers, with little or no blame, led to a almllar corruption a snr y, T. .dge efThought. That this 1s his mises with regard to Mr. Ruskin's opinions;
0 the obJecta or their meral panuJta.
meaning is clear, because all that was added to he is only more and more violently vituperative.
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In bis chapter on the False Religious Ideal, with f:.rfect humble trust.

And love itself, in
immediately after the Efiint where we left it the ~e called St. John, one mafEalmost
for our excursion in is luminous wake to think, glides forward from the midd e of the
Edinburgh, he introduces the Cartoons as the group, like a dove, leavin! behind another,
final consummated instance of e\'erythin~bat
who ~e Thomas,) stands oubtfully wonderhe reprobates. Their wonderful truthf ess, ing, his hands pressing his bosom, stilling bis
force, and grandeur, their unrivalled narrative , last remains of scepticism. N(a, but, you
power, are utteri ignored, and they are stig- I add, worse than all, the " bold al.lacy,'' the
matised as " col arrangements of propriety 1 " mere lie" of introducing all the apostles
and agreeableness, according to academical " to serve the palal heresy of the Petric
formulas." From all which saturnalia of words supremacy."-" A ie ! oh breathe not that
we rS'tber, either the by no means valueless word again, unless to your physician, as
mo warning, how blinding a thing is pre- Sterne wisely recommends on a similar occajudice, or simply the £act tliat for true noble sion; for, see you not, it is no fitting epithet
expressiveness and 'fi:1deur in the human for the mere representation by the painter
aspect, Mr. Ruskin as no more perception of one of the tenets of his religion, espeor interest than for its beauty, wliatever he cially when, so far as he refers to it, it happe,u
may have for clouds, torrents, and stones, to he the perfectly right and true tenet. The
whether in their native beds, or in architectural error was to go further than Raphael bas
order. With the Charge to Peter, especially, here done, and apty to Rome what was conthat admirable union of tender feelfuNi,fine £erred on Peter.
ut, after all, this is only a
distinctions ofcharacter, an!ifipropriate ignitrr Earoxtm of that sad complaint, the Raff'aelof composition, he is act y beside himse f opho ia. Oh, calm those afitated nerves !
with wrath, and belabours it with a rude and You say somewhere, a fit o uniust anger,
coarse verbal shillelagh, so to speak, gesticu- &c., &c., cannot hold its own in t e presence
lating with stranf e and certainly not Raahael- of an Angelico or Perugino.
'!'here is a
esque antics, an in the blindness of a eplo- I most soothm~ Francia in another room; let
rable excitement, calling it names strangely ; me gently lea you to it, supporting your arm.
blundering and inapplicaole, "an infinite mon- Or there are those divine roses in tlie ~den.
strosity and hypocrisy, a lie •:-a ~ou~tful I have found roses :r~lf, the ~ight o roses,
departure from strict accuracy m an mc1dent wonderfully benefic m allaymg the other
is, with a beautiful mildness and moral purity symptoms you eloquent!~ mention, "dark pasof language, called a lie-" a faded concoction s1on, unreasonable vexation," and all the rest
of fringes, muscular arms, and curly beads of of the uncomfortable brood. Or better still
Greek philosophers." "Oh, for heaven's sake were a stout merr!i game of tennis in the old
-for your own sake " one anxiously exclaims, court, to throw a ittle of this excessive action
" bold your arm open your eyes, shut your , out of our minds into our idle, neglected bodies.
excited fancy f~ntly remove .from your sight "Softly come: so, you are better now."
t.bis bandage' o rejudice."
First, "a faded
But to proceed with a fitting seriousness,
concoction;" sure y that is the painter's mis-1 thou&h that is somewba~difficult. . As a fro}tlr
fortune not bis fault. Secondly, see you not substitute for Raphael s conception o t IS
that the garments which f,ou elsewhere call subject, Mr. Ruskin favours us .with his own"vapid fineries," are whol y ~lain, and their a coa™: co~m<!nfilace description on pre"fringes" as simJ>le as the aw which pre- RaJ?haelite pnnc1p ea, made ':feof the most
scribed them renders ~ossible.• :Muscular ordmary accessones, and ren ered stran~ely
arms ! Do you not o serve, sir, that not I disagreeable by th~ d~-ground of pretentious
an arm is uncovered, except one of the arrogance on which 1t IS sketched, and the
Saviour's which is far indeed from mus- nauseous familiarity and aft'ect.ation of the
cular? Yet had the arms of these habitual manner, which is in the worst taste possible.
drawers of nets and oarsmen been displayed, ~e ~ave, to be sure, a m(!rninf sun! and its
surely, on Pre-Raphaelite principles, they ought ghntmg on the sea, the eatm/- o broiled fish,
not to have been drawn as meagre or attenu- \ a coal fire, thrice mentione -twice insisted
ated. Nor should we have thought, in our I on with much s?licitude. We have St. Peter,
simplicity, that healthy and vigorous hair could I too (whose chief glory, we are profoundly
have been objected to, except by Tribulation : ~formed, W!l5
his wet.coa~ girt about him, and
Spintext, and him who wrote on the unlove- 1 hi~ ~ed limbs), swllllmmg ashore, wet and
liness of love-locks; essecialll since fine hair I sh!venng. We ba~e these, and many other
has been deemed an emb em o spiritual Wcwer,i things, german neither to the matter nor
as instanced in the case of Samson. " ote,'' I moment ; but no sense of scriJitural feelings
you say, " the handsomely curled hair, and . and characters, such. as ar~ most ~II one
neat!_{itied sandals of the men who bad been really cares about m an mstance hke the
out
night in the sea mists, and on the slimy p~esent; ~ot !" si~le touch or hint of t~e
decks." Why, their hair is partiallh disor- I s!1ghtest 1magmative power or vain~. I~ IS
dered and spiky-really one might ancy it ; s1D1plyw~at one would expe~t Cr?mthl8 w~ter
recently wet ; and half of them are barefoot, : -a seem~ or la11duape-pa11!t~r
s conception,
the rest most plainly and somewhat careles~ ' and! as m.1ght hav~ bee~ ant1c1pated,fi:om the
sandaled. But, more than this, fc°u th'
excited pitch of his feelin(h,,a concelhon full
their beads like those of Greek phi osopbers? of blunders, bernd eve~ t ose alrea YD?ticed.
Poor contemptible Greek philosopbers-quib- i He m~es St. ohn, ~or mstanc~, recogruse our
Soom1', p~blmd, """"'
Arl,toil, ! Loni.
wh,cl, !=tndi,1, Holy W ,it,
The aseness of such a resemblance certainly that 1s to say, by a stramed and gradual effort
appears at once. Yet let us calm ourselves; of his .s\ght-a mere common act of personal
it IS at least a comfort to see them here con- recof!1t1on, and not, as sacredly recorded, by
17erted-converted into that foremost kneeling the 'vine light, in t~e water, of the miraclefigure surrendering himself to his Redeemer the very_ same which once before had first
avoucbe<ithe Lord to some of those vel men.
• Not to seem wholly Ignorant or U,ls law, Mr. Ruskin We cannot here congratulate Mr. Rus in on
Juat glances at It In a foot note, adding, that I( Rarhael'a bis "Imagination Penetrative."
This little
lntenUon was to denote lta observance, he ahoold have
added the blue rlbAnd also required. l!o It acema that variation from scripture is the reverse of a
he should rather have abused Raphael (or not making deep or elevated conception. '!'hen, at the
the garments ornamented mough ! Aa the lmpu!Atlon of moment of the Charge, Peter is absurdly
"ftnery" will not at all adhere to U:ese only too plain
borden, the only remalnlnl charge against the painter In described as "all dripping still, and shivering,''
thismatter would be the ocompleteoess or ht. biblical though,!{ this time, the company had taken
lore. Here also he may be vindicated: but we will content
beside the coal fire, and, we may
ounelves with asking whether any great work or Art can their m
be aerloosly atl'ected by such a charge.
I gently trust, bad dried themselves, and resumed
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their ordinary walking gsrments. Finally, with
re~
to the character of those garments, the
pnncipal obtcts of his invective, Mr. Ruskin
stigmatizes aphacl's plain draperies as "vapid
fineries," "an apostolic fish~ costume." Now,
be it borne in mind especi y, that these men
were no longer habitual fishermen,but preachers
of the Gospel, for whom the painter's most
simple vestures cannot be considered too cost!'
or ornamental ; for, indeed, consistently wit
common decency and gravity, nothin~ could
well be less so. However, for Raphae 's corn~te vindication, it happens, with a really
utiful and enjoyable appositeness, that in
another cartoon of the First Miraculous
Draught,-an event which occurred before they
were called to our Lord's minist1'l;-these same
men are introduced as simple hermen, with
bare backs and rolled-u:ksleeves, as rough and
workmanlike as Mr. uskin could possibly
desire ; but by the time the Conferring of the
Keys took hlace, they must, surely, have been
somewhat c anged in attire andfeneral aspect,
by the experience of their sacre callin~. The
figures of Peter in these two cartoons mdicate
tliat cban~e with admirable nicety. He is
represente in both as the selfsame honest,
zealous, forward man, but, in the earlier event,
with a strong dash of rusticity, which, in the
later incident, has given wa~ before the sanetified dignity of some three years' apostleship,
such as, however, by no means seems to have
interfered with his frank simplicity. The disposition of ~hael's
transcendently admirable 'f{oufl:g
O is :rite misrepresented by
Mr. us · , in accor ance with his general
purpose, and the character of the landscape
grossly exaggerated; his own notion of what
the latter ought to be, being mere unauthorised
asswnption.
Mr. Ruskin calls these things, which he
ascribes erroneously to Raphael, " decorative
lies." If they are so, whose are they, Mr.
Ruskin, Raphael's or yours? But, no; we
are not about to imitate a mode of expression
so reprehe11$ible. Neither ornaments introduced by taste or fan°/, nor even the deformities conjured up an imputed by a heated
imagination, can, without a gross abuse of
lan uage, be called lies. The ity of it is to
fin that abuse in a chapter, t e headinl of
every page of which is, "The False deal
Religious;" but the tone so immeasurably
above the feeling, that it becomes itself only
a fl~t
cxamr,le of "The False Literar,y
Religious Ideal. ' Our ultimate object 1s
altogether charitable; but an immediate purpose is to warn unwarb readers from being
fcrejudicially influenced y such cant as thisor cant it is. Cant is a religious tone, without
religious elements. Amongst the component
parts of all religious writinf which does not
merely sully the paper on w ich it is printed,
will be found, on a calm and close analysis,
pure justice and charity, temperance, learning,
and wisdom ; and, without them, scriptural
phrases and images, and a lofty severe style
irumpetings about the "Rock of Zion, the
ision of Gibeon, and the lightning of
Damascus," and such like matters), are but
repulsive and contemptible deformities. To
which must here be added that the writer who
makes so manb blunders in simple and obvious
things, must e expected far more to make
them in those which are subtle and abstruse;
and he who so plainly breaks down where a
few moments' common temper and delicacy
of feeling would have saved him, cannot
hrudently be accepted as a guide in those
ighest, those most momentous things, which
require patient wisdom and the largest sym\vthies and charities for their right unfoldmg.
e write this in no mere spirit of rhodomontade against Mr. Ruskin, but from the very
heart of our philanthropy towards his readers ;
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THE ART-JOURNAL.

for we consider the general chnracler of the tian picture. Thus he has been assailed with
THE ROYAL PICTURES.
religious and moral instruction he has thought such a rabble of misrepresentations, blunders,
fit to incorporate in his critical pages, highly enormous oversights, and paltry sareaslD6,
THE DEATH OF CARDINAL WOLSEY.
pernicious : it is altogether wanting in chat:ity as perhaps was never before crowded into ao
C. W. Cope, R.A., Painter. W. Oreatbach, Engraver.
and liberality of feelins-; it is ascetic, ungenial, small a !pace by rash and rampant prejudice.
Size or the Picture 9 ft. 9 In. by 7 n. Sl lo.
and, therefore, especially adverse to sound And now having, to his relief and satisfaction,
human and religious Art. To speak generally, deseanted upon Raphael's imaginary failings, '1'111spicture, a commi88ionfrom His Royal llighit tends to force the warmth of the heart away it remains for the writer to make us acquainted oeaa the Prince Consort, who, we remember to
into the brain, where it only adds to the dry, with his tremendous imaginary punishment. have heard, took much interest iu its progresa, waa
restless, painful, consuming heat of thoroughly Here, at last, this unfortunate Ruskinian Raf- painted in 1848, the year of l\Ir. Cope's election u
member of the Royal Academy; and if anything
morbid imaginations. It belongs, in its degree, f aellophobia breaks out into its most violent ahad
been required to jUlltifythe artist's admiaai<>n
to that vast class of writing which imposes on paroxvsm, in the following notable sentence : irtto the highest rank of that institution, this fine
the mind a petty rigidity, a restless self- " Raphael ministered with applause to the painting affords ample proof. The subject is
consciousness, fraught "ith pedantry, and, impious luxury of the Vatican, but was tram- sufficientlygrand aod impressive to tax the powers
perhaps, immense self-complacency to the firm- pled underfoot at once by every believing and of the most accomplished painter, and presents
knit, but with depression of spirit and mental advancing Chris~inn of his_own an~ subsequent difficulties with which only ooe of more than
disorder to the weak. Mr. Ruskin's moral times." To which crownmg delusion, or 11lan- ordinary talent could sncceaefullygrapple; perhaps
philosor.hy and metaphysics will often awaken der, whichever it may be, the llllSWer is, that there is no artist of our day whose miud, judging
the smiles of the strong; but his images, at though the Vatican was impiously luxurious, from the ordinary character of his works, is ao well
least, are forcible, and of some haunting power, Raphael did in no way minister to that vice : he suited to the appropriate aod truthful realization of
and he is affluent in mere words of awful asso- only ennobled its magnificence by a series of auch a scene as be who has here preaented it: a man
ciation, such as act upon the weak more works, lofty, and grave, and pu;e, without ex- who possessed oot the finest aod most delicate ~npotently than clearest sense. His Malvolio- ception. To the second assertion that he has aibilitiea of human nature would have utterly failed
like endeavour to suppress the "cakes and ale" been trampled underfoot by every succeeding in an attempt to place before the eye of the spectator
is especially unendurable, and, if successful, Christian, we will reply, not with a pretty little the closing net of the life of the once ambitious,
proud, but oow crest-fallen, Wolsey.
would lead to most serious consequences.
apolo!!lle, after the oriental fashion, but with a
Cupe has adopted as the text of his composiHaving belaboured the cartoons, M:r.Ruskin short though sufficientlyappositc historical anec- tion'Mr.the
account of the cardinal's death, which
immediately proceed8 with some other blunder- dote. Even in the highest prevalence of stern Shakspere, in "Henry VIII.," has put into the lips
ing sarcasms. The St. Paul, in the SL Cecilia religious austerity in our country, to which Mr. of Griffith, one of the mo~t pathetic descriptions to
picture, at Bologna, a figure entirely draped, is Ruskin himself expressly alludes as having con- be found in the whole range of our great dramatist's
disposeci of as "a meditative Hercules leaning temptuously rejected Raphael, when Charles l.'s writings:on a sword." Mr. lluskin's humour of aversion collection, containing masterpieces of m11ny
" Afu,r tho stout Earl Northumberland
to anything muscular, and his hankering after various kinds, was so)d by order of Parliament,
Arrested him at York, and brought him forward
the emaciated, founded on that contempt for Raphael, and Raphael alone, was honoured by
(As a man sorely tainted) to his answer,
He fell alck suddenly, and grew 10 ill,
the body which is at once one of the shallowest the retention of his principal works; for CromHe could not ,It his mule.
and most ominous of errors, is really some- well himself came forward and purchased the
• •
thing highly nauseous. And here, again, he Cartoons for the nation for £300; being, no
At last., wlUt e:..sy roads, he ea.me t-0 Leicester,
amends Raphael with an intolerable sketch of doubt, struck with the sound, manly, impressive
Lodged In tho abbey; where the reverend abbot,
his own. }fanhood revolts at his " feeble, Christianit.y in them, so widely different from
With all his convent, honourably received him;
subtle, suffering, ceaseless energy and humilia- the popish leaven common in foreign religions
To ..,.hom he gave these words:-' Oh, father abbot,
Au old man, broken with the storms of state,
tion of St. Paul;" and, scoring out the pictures. And our first atern Protestant chamIs come to lay h1s weary bones among ye ;
name of the noble apostle, ~ubstitutes that of pion having thus retained them, our second,
Give him a llttle earth (or charily!'
So went to bed: wt.rro eagerly his slckn""s
St. Francis or St. Roche. And here, too, this William the Dutchman, honoured them by
Pursued him sllil; and, three nights after this,
writer, elsewhere so fond of symbols, chooses building the gallery they still occupy. We
About the hour or eight ( which he hlmselC
to ignore the fact that the sword is a scriptural think this, in itself, a fair answer to Mr.
Foretold shoulu be his laat ), full or repentance,
Continued meditations, tea.rs, and sorrows,
emblem of spiritual power, and the conventional Ruskin's assertion. But it is certain, besides,
He gave his honoun to tho world again,
attribute of St. Paul. In another place he that no other religious pictures have been
His bleutd p&rt to heaYeo, and slept In pc:>ee.••
thinks the musical instruments, lying on the more popular with every class of cultivated
The
interest of the picture centres, as it should
ground in this picture, are in the way-overminds amongst us than these, and Raphael's
looking the fact that they are one of the Transfiguration, and Da Vinci's Last Supper. do, in the dying cardinal, whose condition is the
chief parts of a very pleasin!l' allegory, just 'l'hey have even been frequently alluded to, fulfilment of the prophecy he bad himself uttered, in
such as in the work of Tmtoret, or any and written upon, by mimsters of the Gos- the laognnge of the poet, but a short time preother prolegt!, would, most likely, have been pel, as pure and surprisingly intelligent illus- vionaly :seized upon as an occasion for much in- trations of scripture. To take the lowest " I hne touched the highest polot orall my grutneu;
.And, from that Cull meridian of my glory,
..genious mterpretation, and brilliantly-written possible view of the estimation in which
I haste now to my oettlng: I shall lall
praise.• The sneer, coupled with the one on Raphael has been held, if he has been
~~J :0b~ts:':~a~~~1.~•
Ute evening,
the St. Paul, and ascribing a "kicking grace- "trampled upon," it is precisel,v in the same
fulness" to the uppermost figures iu the 'l'rans- .sense that Leonardo, and Michael Angelo,
The head of Wolsey is a fine study: the old manfiguratiou, is entire!,: flippant. The Christ and and Mr. Ruskin's other favourites and shining
Elias are most beauhful aerially-buoyant fil<'lJres, exemplars have been trampled on, and in more state,man than ecclesiastic, though be aapired
to the dignity of the papal chair-has jU11tbeen
in simple, probable attitudes ; the 1'Ioses, no other.
Indeed, whatever neglect has lifted from his mule, aod is being assisted into
though fine and grand in the head, is, we befallen his works, bas been the fate of theirs the abbey by bis page and an attendant. The bead
think, artificial aad constrained in the turn in a still· greater degree. But, seriously, we falls languidly on ooe side from weariness of body
of his advanced elbow ; but this fault, like think it a pity Mr. Ruskin should deprive aud anguish of heart ; the face is marked by
others of a similar kind in Raphael, is no proof himsell"of the credit due to his own originality strong lines, though it baa lost little of its roof levity of mind, as Mr. Ruskin seems to in the present instance, for we firmly believe tundity, aud bot for these and its distresaed exfancy, but simply a partial inferiority frequent that he is himself the first man who has pression, might be thnt of one advanced in years,
in the greatest works-a failure, so far, in the trample? on Raphael. Sometimes, wh_en_an yet in the enjoyment of sound ht:alth and peace of
usual production of majestic grace by one who impression frequently recurs to us, thmkmg mind · the eyes ue fixed almost imploringly on the
deeply and sincerely admired it, and probably there may be something in it, we venture just abbot: nod we may fancy we henr the supplication
never thought how morally contemptible an to give it ventilation, though for the present proceeding from his Ii paill-success, arising from momentary lapse of t-00 much occupied to examine strictly its
" Give mt a little earUt for charity! "
power, might be considered. It is no subject foundations. Therefore will we now add, that
for a sneer; and none but a writer, obtuse in these mountebank feats of Anti-Raphael wordTo the right of the principal p;roup stand the
his feeling for beauty and grace, and without tossing have often reminded us of the tumbler, abbot and a numerous assemblage of monks, waiting
due reverence for them, would have thought of who, once upon a time, stood on bis head to receive their distinguished guest; many of the
so poor a one.
on the cross of the dome of St. Paul's; and heads of these fi(!;ureswill well repay e:i:aminationfor
'l'hus ridicule still follows Raphael up to the we think that the reward here should be the the varied chariu:ters which give them individuality;
heaven of his last sublime, and truly Chris- same as that suggested by the jocular poten- some of them are of the true Holbein stamp. This
group is balanced on the left by the cavalcadewhich
tate for whose amusement the astonishing ha! attended the cardinal on his journey. The
• St. Cecilia ,tnn<l• so wrapped heoeath the hcllvenly
We should entire composition is most atrikinir, and, from the
antic Wllll chiefly perpetrated.
choir, that Ilic J>ipc·
.1ttlrop ur1regartlcd from the little organ
tn her hnncl. EHn the hlghe~t harmonies mortal can like to hear that a patent had been issued artist's judicious arrangement of light and shade,
rroduce n,.w trrml,le anti cllo Rwny forgotten. l\"hnt to Mr. Ruskin, to reserve to him and his heirs makes a moat effectiveengraving.
wonder then to ~ce thrt!ic lnstrumentirs orthe profaner mu~tc,
The picture is in the royal collection at Oaborne•
._,hlch Mr. Huskin so simply wbhcs out of tho way, <lea for ever, the right to repeat this very ingenious
graded aml ~rr,km nt her feet.
and originnl feat of trampling on Raphael. .
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I

OF THE PAINTERS.

"Go, Simon, to Mademoiselle Eleonore, and galantes, that our Revolution frightened away
te~l.her, wi~h my love, that to-night! if she is by the first gleam of the axe."
w1llmg,I will conduct her to hear L111a,at the
.An11elte
. .Aud to give up all this sunny life
DY G. W,\LTER TIIORNllURY,
Theatre Fran~aui ; " handing him a list of of the old palace slopes for those bronze men
.i.oTuoa o, "ART .i.:,o 1<uua& n 110»& ,..,i, .u,ao.u,," &Tc.
names, marked through with red lines, to take of M. David !
'
to the g<>vemorof the prison of the Luxem·
Beaujean. Nay, nay, Annette! you know M.
bourg. He then turned to · me, and said, David has force, transparency and fine draw:Ko. 3 .-THE
PuPIL OF WATI'EAU.
" M. Beaujean, since I first met you, one ing. He has dignity, severe tas'te, and keeping.
SCENE 1.
Sunday, in the woods of Versailles, sketching,
Annelle. Yes; case, nature, and tenderness
R•w" oF TnM>a.
-and I and the four ladies who were with me of colour.
A 111,mbltRoom In th• Painttr·, Houu in a lllburban
sat round as ,you drew, gathering wood strawBeaujemi. Now you go too far: l\I. David
s,,-e,t of Paru .-DnLmaLis Persom,-111. BuoJxn
berries and wild flowers,-l have regarded you has no sense of colour.
Tt'::::-hJ!,.t"f.:.~~:< {;:,":;wtion,JuJv, 1794 • Morni"!J.
with attachment. I would save you from the
Annette. Depth, tenderness, and more airy
fat~ or the wicked men for whom the untiring grace than Greuze or W atteau.
Annelle. And Robespierre, what did he want? axe of Liberty works day and night.
JJeaujean. Tenderness! what, the man who
Annette. Wretch! Let us fly, Jean!
painted the loathsome honors of the .Plague,
The weasel! how was he dressed, Jean?
Bea11jea11
(at hi~ easel, 11ettinghiB palette).
Bea11jea11
. I s~mmered some thanks. H;e and the hnrlot Tullia driving exultingly over
Hush! my dear.
then added, drawmg a paper from under his the dead body of her father ! David, whose
.An11ette.And what did he send for you for, book; "You were yesterday, M..Beaujean, at figures are statues; David, whose ligl1ts are
at that hour in the morning? I am sure that three o'clock, in the Garden E,,l?&lite
?"-I said, cold, and whose shadows are opaque· who
wretch's knock at the door frightened me half "Yes,'.'-" At the third t!ec frol!l the second cannot compose, who-'
fou_ntam,_you met .a man Ill a _str1~~dred and
.An11ettc(brealc, out laug!,ing, and .flings her
out of my wits.
Beaujean. Well, my rose in sunshine, you wh1tewa1stcoat,w1thalargcst1ckP -I bowed arms 1·01111d
the pai11ter's neck). There take
11
shall have it all from the beginning to the end; assent.-" You went together to No. 3, in the I breath, my dear husband! I knew I would soon
'1,I
but just poach those eggs, and froth that choco- Rue de Belle Perie."-" Yes."-" This man," make _youthrow off your new master David
late, while I talk.
he said, "is the greatest enemy the Republic indeect! Look, is this the right blue? Kee~
Annette. For mercy's sake go on, dear Jean, has; he is the false god of the multitudes, your praise of David fo.r to-night· I won't
I am so impatient.
that--"
Here he stopped.
.
listen to it, I tell you. I am a :ehcl and
II
Beawjean. And, like all impatient people, you
..1nnclle. And did you answer nothing ?-:vou, all for Absalow.
'
keep interrupting me to make me speak faster ! the enthusiast of Art, who mo,·e in ·a quiet
SCENE 11
just as a man saws at his horse's bridle to world, so far from intrigues and this terrible Th Di' . R
· , Di
_.,_ 1 id
1 ., c
'
k
h'
d
H
lil
·
J
b
eh
h
h'
mn9
oom a •.
IIAR•llToNa.
nntr.f"""' a
qwc en 1s spce .
ear, my y Ill une.
ut ery t at not mg stops.
/or thirt..,,.. M. RbBKBP1a1t••
;,, the platt qt honow,
Annette. Go on, you tiresome creature, or
Beaujea11. I did, angel of mine : I told
con.opicuo1t1trilh /,ii blut coat and immen,e no,egav,
1;;'i1.«"Jo:;':"it~":
I'llkee~ you waiting for your breakfast.
M.Robespierre,. with the clear eye and _truthBeau1ea11.Well, I followed the wooden- fol brow of an innocent, man, that I did not
uaa•of tl.nr chair,. M. u,.u,.:,N,U'ithhi• 1>a.-A:
tumtd
)eggetdman, wb.hotbroakughr't
thNelctt3e!GthRis
mosrn- kno,,wthe citci~e!17h
'ck
h
l
ir,tent on a picturt of w4'1TKAU'a 011 tilt
mg, o a ea rne -m e s, o. 1 , uc t.
.a,mette. 1tJzen. ow qw you ave earnt
Charcnton. We wait only for M. Danton.
Honore, opposite the Church of the Assump- the new jargon.
llol,espierre (fro1011inq
). You have never met
tion, where the saviour of FranceBeanjean. --That
we talked only upon
A1111etle.
Saviour !-butcher!
indifferent subjects; that we separated without Danton, M. Beaujean, 1 think ?
Bea11jea11(turning to reply, then resuming
JJeuujean. A.nnette,Annette!-I passed into knowingeveneach other's names. He replied,
a poor courtyard, surrounded by timber sheds, "I believe vou, M. Beaujean; no man who his critical study (i/' the picture). Never, M.
.
where you heard the saw biting, the plane shav- ever lied spoke as you do now. Bnt, m7 Robespierre-never.
[Footman.flingsopen!liedooraml annou11cea
ing, and the hammer rapping. I went up a friend," he said, "as our informers have their
M. DANTON.
rickety staircase to a garret opening on to the suspicions of you, and as your name has even
1Ja11!011.
I nm sure M. Charenton and these
court, and there I found M. Robespierre,been mentioned at the Committee of Public
quietly reading a volume of Rousseau; the Safety, I wish you, as a precaution, to dine gentleman will pardon my delay, when I tell
liook half in sunshine half in shadow, and a with me to-day at M. Charenton's, where I them that business of the Jacobite Club has
[Dinner co1111111!11ce1.
white butterfly fluttering round a bunch of have arranged a seat for you, and where you kept me.
lw/Jeapierre (sarcaslical/11), What !-the
red roses that crept in at the window.
must announce publicly your intention, through
.d11111!tle.If the wretch lives long, every conversations of mine, of renouncing the Mountain in labour again !
Danton (about to rep/!/ a11grilg,comesface
flower in France will soon he red ; for the frivolous Art of your master W atteau, and of
earth is soaked ,vith blood!
painting henceforward heroic Grecian pictures, toface 1oithM. BEAUJEAN, rcholooks astonished,
Bea11jea11.
You know the great man's face; -such as M. David has produced with such a11dfal/sback). What, my pleasant friend of the
his tiqht receding forehead, sharp thin nose, itlory to himself, and such benefit to the cause Egalite Gardens ! Do you not recognise the
stout man with the stick, that talked to you
close lips, keen eyes, arched brow, and full, of the Revolution."
firm chin?
.Annette. You, Jean? give up your dearest for two long hours yesterday, about statues and
Apelles, and the different blunders of antiquity?
Amzette. Know, yes! have not I trembled Art-your innocent open-air revels-graceful
Beaujean (lie.,ilati11g).I think,-monsieur,at the ape-monster n hundred times, when he Boccaecio fancies! Of course you expressed
came to see us ?
your inability to change old, deep-rooted ideas, you haYe mistaken me - for some chance
acquaintance.
Beaujean. There he sat, the ruler of France, and bowed yourself out.
1Ja11to11.
Not I!
Did I not give you an
the terror of thr. aristocrats,-his throne, a plain
Beaujea,i. No, headstrong wife of mine, I
straw-bottomed chair: he wore his bright blue did nothing of the kind. I asked M. Robes- order for a :Fcte Champct.re picture, with a
tight-buttoned coat, his white waistcoat, his pierre the hour of dinner, and thanked him for special arrangement of colours, that we discussed at length ?
yellow breeches, broad tri-coloured sash ; his his advice.
Beaujea11.1 do remember meeting a gentleneat hand asAnnette. And you give up the ideal of a life
•1.nnetle. Crimson !
in half an hour, because a blood-stained lawyer man, and some such conversation.
lwbespierre (sternly, looking suspicio11.vly
at
Bea11jt•m1.No; thin and small, emerging advises!from its delicate white ruffle, white as the huge
JJeauje.an.As to change, I shall see; but BEAUJEAN). It is unfortunate, my dear Danton,
mass of cravat he wore ;-rested on the heat! wearing a toga for a night or two's masquerade, for you then, that M. Beaujean will not be able
of his great mastiff, Brount. No artizan could does not necessarily, my rose, imply a total to execute the order for that exquisite little
have lived in a humbler room than that little abandonment of modem dress. Trust me to Siren retreat of yours at Sevres. He has just,
study, with its deal table, four chairs, and trick this M. Robespierre. In the meanwhile he tells me, relinquished I he meretricious follies
plain bed, hung with white and blue damask, to work, dearest, for I must leave off to dress of fan-painting Watteau, and has become a
its simple flowers, and shelves. But for the at five, and it will take me a good half hour. warm adherent of the school of the great
silver buckles in his shoes, his nosegay, and Mix me some blue, dear, for this our gay lady painter of les lloraces.
Cltartmton. A.Howme to have the pleasure ol
the plumed hat and Aword that hung from a playing the lute, in the Fete Champctre, that
nail in the wall, it might have been Duplay, I have sketched in for my suspected friend that belpin~ you to some more soup, M. Robesthe cabinet-maker himself, of No . 376, Rue I met in the E~ite Gardens,-he told me he pierre?
Robespierre. Not a drop, M. CharcntonSt. Honore, that I stood before.
liked blue; ana some white, and cream colour
.dmzetlc. Poor Jean ! - Go on. What did for the Pierrot, who is dancing the minuet with many thanki1. People ha,·e dared to accuse
this cruel rat attorney, who now governs our the lady in the Rose Dubarry sacque. "Above 1\I.Beaujean, as they do greater men (lookingat
of treasonable villunie.s. Now, this
unhappy France, say?
all things," said my stern friend with the large DANTON),
lJeaujean. He first called the wooden-legged : stick, "it must be gay; I myself like opera- retraction, cit.izen, shows that he is a true
man, who I found ,vas his secretary, and said, J nature, and the butterfly life of the old fctes republican. Would we had the old cynic's
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I

lantern, to read the hearts of other suspected of Safety sheds blood drop by drop, as if for Helens. Bah ! if both are shams, our old
men as clearly !
amusement. Yours is the very voluptuousness Watteau sham is a thousand times the pyest;
Charen!on(alar1;1ed
f,1r fau,· of a q11urrel). of cruelty: you prick men's hearts, and then your world of perpetual fete champetres is
arched with rainbows, and every man in it. is a
Allow me to take a glass of wine wilh yon, M. count the life-drops as they oou out.
Danton. We are thirteen at table ! I asked
Robespierre. There are men who prefer lover, every second man is a dancer, and every
that number, wishing to show I despised the wholesale butchery . Shall we clear the streets third a lutanist. W c will take you under O#r
legends of the old superstition, that we threw with merciful _grape-shot, or bum prisons-full protection, as the Capets used to Ba.Y;and woe
oft' with the incubus of monarchy.
at a time?
Has one innocent man perished? be to him who touches you. Now I am off to
Danton. All the worse for one of us. I am hasa single aristocrat died without trial?
Shres,to arrange my campaign; for the present,
not one of those who pretend to disbelieve
Danton (laughing bitftrl!J). Innocent! inno- au recoil'. Remember m;y picture. Prudent
the instincts of my nature. And so, mon- cent, indeed, before a Committee that sends M. Charenton, and poor fnghtened gentlewen,
sieur (lo BEAUJEAN),
you have renounced all the cannon-ball to pick out the bad at Lyons good night.
[&it DANTON. &e1111t<>mMI.
that gay, open-air school you spoke of so and at Nantes, for jest! Robespierre, you call
SCENEIll.
wa.rmlyto me, and embraced the hard, rigid, life- it crime when men hate you for your cruelty :
less manner-the cold Greek-statue manneryou murder your enemies, and call it justice!
ir. nuu.1u11's &udio. nuu.1utc and A!<!<t:nF.; tht
that only a few days ago you were so bitter
Rohespierre (eolour1,rises, a11dpu1hea back /orwtff' ii at"'°""· Utt latttr htari"'J htr littlt Boy read.
on!
hi, 'chair). It is a lie! and the proof is that
Boy. Mamma, Babet won't let me go outside
Robespierre. Not bitter, I should think. you live!
the door, because I struck a baker's boy in
What ! the Art that excites our republican
[ &it fro111the room angrily, 1la111111i11g
the the street for saying papa was an aristocrat.
youth to honourable deeds.
door,followed by many of the compa11y, Wasn't I right? He had no right, mamma,
M. Cu.uu:NTONf,u1il!I attempting to to say papa was an aristocrat. Had he ?
IJanton. Not bitter, perhaps, as M. Robespierre counts bitterness . Mv friend here of
detain each9uest a, he leace1.
Annette. What is that you have hidden in
the Egalit6 Gardens onlv said that M. David
Charenton. God bless my soul! these ~t
your frock, Louis? Who gave it you P
mixed powdered brick ,v'ith the rose colour of men are as dangerous as bomb-shells m a
Boy (pull, out of__
hi, frock a little toy 111odel
,,
his flesh; that he had a dull actor's conception house. Why, there arc the omelettes to come, of_a guillotine). Babet bought it me to kill
of the Greek statues; that his figures were and thc--Now
do, gentlemen, resume your mice with. She said every one had them.
bloodless; thatseats. If one-I really-M. Danton, let us
.A.mMtle(1eize1and break, it). Fie! Louis;
Robe1pierre. Mercy, J.f. Danton, on our take wine together . Pass the wine, M. Beau- I will have no such cruel toys. And. what
new convert ! Zeal abates in other thin~s than jean.
made you crv so when Babet brought you in P
Art. I know men who now stuff their ears
lJanton. He desires war, and he shall have
Boy (1obbing). Because the street boys
to prevent hearing the death-cart, who once it; but not yet-not yet . How long arc we P.ointed up to the lanterne, and told me that
would, but for me and other calmer-blooded to have this cruel pedant standing at the sluice, 1f you didn't take care, you would swing there,
patriots, have paved the streets of Paris with and choosing his hours and times to swill our and that papa's head wonld go to make another
mnoccnt men's heads.
streets with blood! We must at last put on basketful.
Chare,tfon. Shall I help vou to some Bur- the tourniquet : the patient has bled enough.
Annette. Wretches! But we arc safe under
guudy, M. Robespierre i' •
Charentnn. Dear me, dear me! I would M. Robespierre's care. No villain in Paris
Danton (1tanrli11gup). M. Robespierre, we not have had this happen in my house for ten dare cross our threshold ; and now we have
hold between us peace or war---'-woebe to him thousand louis. It is these things compromise M. Danton's promise, we are doubly safe.
'IThofirst cries" war!" I am for peace-I pray a man. Gentlemen, these are times when a (Knock at the door.) Come in.
for it to the great Providence day and night ; very slight draught blo'ITs a man's head oft'.
but I will not sell my head quietly to please There was M.Daubus~on,at No . H, called away Enttrll. Cua~:%·!~
~; 2~01:!2:~TTE,
and lhalu
thirty tyrants!
only yesterday; and M. Boissy, the avocat, at
Rcliespierre. Whom do you call tyrant, No. 16, summoned to a better world last week.
Charenton (looki11gat BEAUJEAN'seaael).
Danton? There is no tyranny where the I don't know what will be the end of it !
Bo,, jour, M. Bcaujean, I conld not resist calling
voice of the country rules.
1Ja11to11.
The death of one man-that wiJl upon you, after that unpleasant affair at my
Danton. Who is ignorant of that one among end it!
house the night before last. If twenty thousand
the dictators that tbll'Sts for my blood ?
Charenton. Oh, M. Danton, for mercy's sake louis-but there--The
fact is, I felt it a pity
Robespierre. You deceive yourself, Danton; don't run on in that way. I have got mto hot that our intimacyshould not be fostered. (BEAU·
the Committee thirsts only for justice, hates water already, and now yon arc spicing it with JEANbow,.) And besides (Jidpets), to confess
only badcitizens. But are those good citizens treason . Pray sit down to your wine quietly, -there have just been great discussions at the
who would disarm their country, and lay it at and talk about other things. M. Robespierre Jacobites' about your sudden change of style in
the foot of its enemies? and who would set has been working too hard in the holy cause : Art, and doubts have been expressed of its
themselves up as advocates for mercy merely this is a megrim. I wouldn't for ten thousand sincerity. I came partly to discover the truth.
to brand their opponents as murderers?
louis have had this scene here. I shall be called I need not say that one glance at the exquisite
Da11ton
. Is that an allusion P
up and examined, I know I shall. It's getting picture now on your easel at once answers the
Robespierre.No! an accusation, M. Danton. late, andquestion.
Your fnends desire my death,-and to slay the
Danton. M. Charcnton, I need no hint to
Beaujean (starting up and half drawing hil
Republic through me.
learn that my presence is superfluous. The word). Am 1to conclude, M. Charenton comes
Charenton. Gentlemen- M. Danton, be De Trops arc a large family, and I wonld not in the form of a spy P
calm ! M. Robespierre, restrain-for the love be of tliem. 'l'hese are no times for lukewarm
Charenton. Gently, monami, I have a dislike
of heaven, restrain-your patriot.ic ardour ! friends: an endangered man is never very to steel; for I never, my dear M. Bcaujean,
Let not the enemy hear of the quarrels of the welcome. But first one word with my artist drew my sword in my life but I cut my own
twin buttresses of the Republic.
friend here of the Egalite Gardens. Is he, too, fingers. I come merely as a quiet friend to
Robespierre. M. Danton mistakes the wishes afraid of the enemy-of the blood-leech-of this warn you of danger.
of the Committee : we desire ardently the Robespierre-who thirsts for heads as men say
Annette. Danger!
support of the Mountain. Danton, would I be I have done for money?
Chare11ton
. Yes, danger, madame. St. Just
.Beaujean(adoancingfra111.:/y).
l do fear; but has been closeted all day with Robespierrehere if I desired your head? would I offer my
hand when I was planning a murder? Calumny I'm not afraia of offering my hand to M. Danton, some blow is aimed. The guillotine is at work
is busy between us, Danton. Beware !though a recent conversation with M. Robes- this morning harder than ever; the people are
by suspecting friends as enemies sometimes pierre, on bis first entrance, made me appear agitated ; tl.ie clubs arc violent; the papers get
they become so. Let us understand each other reluctant to renew his acquaintance.
more bloodthirsty than ever; the cry at the
1Ju11to11.
No apologies, my friend. I see Jacobites' is still "more heads!"
-let us state our views. Is it necessary a
government should, when danger presses, be that you are a kind-hearted, generous fellow,
Annette. But how docs this affect my busterrible or not?
embarrassed by some threats of that incubus band, M. Charcnton P
IJan!on. It should be terrible, Robespierre, that now rides France. I can see t.hat you have
Chare11to11.
Much, madame; for M. Robesbut not implacable. The anger of the people not renounced in heart the sty le of Wattcau, pierre has been heard to say that M. Beaujean is
should be a movement-your scaffolds arc a for the grim stonyness of M. David.
a mere fickle trimmer, and much to be suspected.
system; I made them ramparts-you make
Beaujean. I have not altorther.
When once M. Robespierre has a suspicion of
them slaughter-houses. You strik~ without
Da11to11
. You have not at al . What! abandon a man, that man is like a fellow tied to a tree
selection.
our pretty rococo Watteau world, with its fans, during a storm of lightning-no one knows
Rol,eapicrre(s1ieeri11g)
. Was there selection arid high:hccled shoes, and sacqucs, and lutes, where he may go.
in the St·ptcmber prisons?
Pierrots, Harlequins, and silver leaping founBeaujean. He will never touch a man who
:1
IJa11fu11.
'l'hose mnssncres cannot be excused, tains, and clipped hedges, and minuets on the does not attend the clubs, and lives out of
:1
yet cannot be punished ; they were the results ' turf, for those lifeless, naked wa.rriors, sham the world.
11
or Cevcr-delirium-madness. Your Committee Greek heroines, French Hecubas and Parisian
Clmrc11to11.
Not to frequent the clubs is sus11
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which I must take with me, to prol"c my
picious-to fr~qu1;nt t~em is. s~spicious ; to hand, addresses them. They move on-rags,
attend · the ~uillotine 1s suspicious-to stop red caps, torn flags, pikes, and all the signs innocence,-grant me a moment to look for
a drawer, fakes out a putol, and
awar is sus1,ncious. Do you know any one who of butchery following. No, they tum; they them. ( Opt111
has Robespierre's ear P
8"oots Mmseif.) Adieu, Annette! we meet
draw up in ranks, to let something pass.
Btaujtan <Ji.ringup.) I know one who is
.dnnet!e. Tell us what, M. Charenton. 0 God, again! (Dies.)
[.dn11etleIWOOR// OIi fl,e body.
stronger than Rooespierre, who will some day would that the monsters would go ! What is
Myrmidon l (man will,, beard). This is a bad
grapple with that vampire, and tread him to it ?-why do you not answer ?-why do you
the mire be sprang from; one who with a wave tum pale?
business.
Charento11(in a low roice). It is the death.
Myrmidon 2. 'l'his is how the aristocrats
of his hand can call round him ten thousand
sabres-(ANNETTE amileaand claps htr /l(Jnds); cart rassing to the guillotine : this is not their trick Mother Guillotine.
'l'hey are always
who could, if he chose, this very night loose bis usua way; they must have been sent round at it.
M!frmidon]. Two stabbed themselves yesterdogs, and tear down this bloocl-stained tyrant, here bJ the mob for some purpose-to threaten
who, like a bad surgeon, is draining France of and frighten some S))ecialaristocrat. It is full day, in La Force. I wish I had the hanging
life, and killing _her by exhaustion.
of nuns in long red garments-poor things ! 'em, they should have been all strung a week
Charento11.Who is this ?-you joke; you Their hair is cut short by the pnest long ago, ago.
Myrmidon 2. Let us read the letter M.
mean Providence, or Fate, or some abstraction as if to prepare them for this dreadful hour.
The poissardes hoot them, and utter obscene Robespierre told us to give this dead meat.
of the philosophers ?
Beaujea11.No! I mean DANTON. But you cries. Hark, :Monsieur and Madame Beaujean,
(&ads.)tum pale.
the nuns are singing as if they were calling to the "M. Beanjean,-You are a weak, but a ~d
CharentQn. Doomed, unlucky man! Why angels who hover near. (A !,y111n
of/1,eckurcl, is man. I know all. You will never be a citizen
what cave do you live in, that you have not heard rili"!J to the window of the apartment, fit to brave these dangerous times. Fly at once
heard that Desmoulins and Danton were last soon drowned by cries of "Aristocrat, la lan- to Holland. On being shown this, the bearers
night arrested, and sent to the prison of the terne," "Caira!" ending/inally in a stormyburst will conduct yon safely to a carriage waiting
of fl,e Maraeitlaiae,that with thegrinding wheels for yon beyond the barriers at the Champs
Luxembourg?
Beaujean. Great God !
gradually dies away down the nut street.)
Elysee's gate. Do not forget your country
[ CooersMaface 1cith his l,a11ds.
[ AN!I ETTEsinks on her k11ees,
and prays for among strangers.-ROBESPIERRE."
.A11nette
. Let us place ourselves in His wise
the souls ofthe doomed,as ten succesai!Je Myrmidon I. Hein.' Yen!re bleu I M.
hands.
8"011!1an11ou11ce
the fen falls of the Boison, yon have made a nice mess of it !guilloti11eaxe.
Charenlon. Well, I'm nicely compromising
now ;y:_on
let
Yesterday you let a prisoner~;
Beaujean (to CHARENTON, who ia still an innocent man blow his brains out. Fire at
myself for a prudent man! I may as well go
and put my head at once under the guillotine watching eager/;;from the window). Is all the aristocrat woman, or I will. (Firu).
to save a trial. Will people call me prudent danger past ?
Myrmidon 2. Well, well, it is all the better
Charenton (keeping back BEAUJEANwith !,is for the undertaker. Bring the picture M. David
~n
ever after this? An enemy of Robespierre, with a royalist wife who talks with hand). Not all.
told us to--.
Come along, or we shall miss
respect of obsolete Christianit.y ! Oh 'tis all
Beaujean. You jest, my good friend, there is the second batch at the guillotine,-and they're
priests too. Vive la guillotine!
over with me ! Here, executioner, be quick no danger.
(Exeunt
with the job !-How do I put my head ?-Oh
".A.Ilona,e11fanade la patrie !-le jo1u
Charenton(anxiously.) A little. When the 1l,o11!ing,
here-very well. Now then. When I give mob passed away round the corner of the de gloire est arrive!")
the signalstreet, I noticed two muffled men, with tri.d1111ttle
(s!cml.r). Tf we are dangerous, why coloured sashes, who had been wate~1!.'tsour
not avoid us P
windows, quietly withdraw from the
of
ANTIQUE ART.*
Cl,arcnto11.Because I like you both, and the mob, and step into the shadow of the
think you an imprudent, right-hearted couple; church-porch, ten doors off on the opposite
WHEN we speak of the "antiqne" in reference to
sane when all tlie world beside is stark mad. side.
Oh, but I had such a fright two streets from
BeauJean. Well; they sat down, rested, and matters of Art, the ellipse means almost eiclusively
Greek Art ; and although this application of the
your door!
went on.
term may be in some degree an abuse, it is countenBtaujta11(an:riotul;y).What was it?
Chare11!011
(laying hold of BEAU.JEAN'S
ar111, anced by strong relations, which are not difficult to
to the u:indow,atul pointing). determine. The works that the Romana have lei\
l,i111
Charcn/011.Well, you must know the clubs and dro!J.qi11g
have just made a demonstration to express No! They are /!,erenow. I saw just now the sun bear an affinity to those of the Greeks, which l'1l1lke
sym.Pathr with Robespierre in the present catch the knob of a sword, as the figure moved them in ao far. a continuation of the production, of
crisis. They had threatened to attack the forward, I suppose, in the shadow.-:Kow I see the Hellenic eculptors, that no such diJtinction can
prisons, and massacre Danton ; I met them the red and white of the second man's plume in be drawn between Greek and Roman, u between
full butt. Loathsome wretches in rags, with the sun, the blue of it is still in the shade. Greek or Roman and any of the so-called barbaric
blear eyes and hairy chests ; a brutal fellow They look this way. A man with a dog turns styles, as Egyptian, Phrenician, or Assyrian-all of
with a maniac stare, and a huge red beard the corner of the street, in the direction of the which, how marvellously and significantly soever
sweeping down to his waist.
Rue St. Honorc--(/urns
will, a face a .fi:red they deal with their respective materialities, are
Bea«jea11.That is one of our artist models. 111a1k
of terror, his ha,uh rigid; 1,ia mouth so wanting in resthetic and even aspirative
but he can 1ay 11othi"!J,ANNETTE rude, quality, as entirely to exclude them from any cateHe helped take the Bastille ; he leads all these 111or:e1,
gory nnder which the cognate Greek and Roman
to the window.)
things.
Charen/011.Then a mob screaming, carrying
I can might be gathered. On the other hand, the Greeks
.d11nelte.It is Robespierre !-Devil!
were peculiarly and essentially an artistic people;
pikes with calves' hearts stuck on them, a see his nosegay, hia white cravat, his blue coat, their
works were, in the moat exalted sense, .A.rt; and
crowd with red caps, and clubs, and muskets, his plnmed hat; the sun glances on his silver these, remaining to us models of a perfection of
and flags. Amongst them rode frenzied women, buckles.-Mother of God !-he points to our the grand ideal which may be imitated but never
brandishing sabres ; then a train of the tri- house, and walks away. The men-the menexcelled-these are designated especially anti(jue;
cofeuseaand the ill8Ul!tu1ea,cursing the aris- the--advance-they
will be here directly!the term in this application having a conventional
tocrats ; and then following a troop of children, Hide, dear Jean! M. Charenton-to the roof, interpretation which almost supersedes the letter of
some butchers with crimson al'ms smoking you must not be found here.
its signification. And it is to the reliques described
with new blood, dragging a cannon, with a
Chamdon. I need no pressing. Curse on my by the epithet-remnants of the glories of the
poissarde brandishing a flag riding cross-legged fate for mixing myself up with a low painter! " Rhodian " art-that modern aspiration is indebted
for those moat beautiful examples to which its nearest
on it. Every one shouted something different -I would not for twenty thousand louis-approachc:4are its most signal succesaea.
from his fellow. Some wore priests' robes that (Runs off.)
'fhe history of nntique Art celebrates also the
.dnnctte. Hide, dear husband !
had been cut and gashed, and the last manugh !-bore a woman's head on a pole, the long
Bea11jean(riaingfrom his easel, brual,u atilt names of men who were as greatly distinguished in
black hair fluttering round the staff.
in Mi hand). I will not hide. I throw myself painting u the most famous eculptors were renowned
Annette. Devils! Does God sleep, or does into God's hands. I can but die. But for in their department. It was not, therefore, in
he only pause before he strikes! Jean, don't you, Annette, death were not terrible to me, sculpture alone that the Greeks excelled ; their
paintings were more perishable than their sculptures;
look out ; if we are auspected it is dangerous. ilearest !-(7~ey embrace.)
had it not been so, there might have survived to us
Keep from the window, dear Jean; Louis, go [The bull-end ofa musket strikes at fl,e door. .A instances that would have railed our admiration of
up to Babet.
[ Exit Bo!/,
hoarae voice crica-"In the name of the Greek painting to a degree equal to our appreciation
Charenton (loo!.:sout of window). I think I
Committee of Safety."
of Greek sculpture ; for the time is now put whea
hear something : Holy Mother, here they come
the prejudices of manner blinded us to their truth,
(Two Myrmid®I of RODBSMKBRB tnltr . )
down the street! Mon IJieu ! Yes, how unwhich stands fully confessed through a deepening
fortunate-this way too! The drums beat,
---- -- -·~ Btaujean. Gentlemen, I am' your prisoner; ----------• Oeschlchte der OrlechlJcheo Plastlk flir KUnstler und
and a man on horseback, with his lips black I know my fate. But one word,-1 have Kunstrrcunde
vr,o J . Overbeck. Leipzig, \'erlag dcr J.C.
with powder and a smoking musket in his papers here, in the drawer of my paint-box, Hlnrlch'scheo IJuchhaodlung.
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intensity and devotion-that kind of study, indet.-d, warmth. But although Egyptian artists worked
whereby the Greeks themselves arrived at their according to certain llcales, there were yet observable deriationa according to time and difference of
paramount excellence.
Although the mu:1eumsof Europe are ao rich in district. The sexes are dearly diltinguisbed, but,
antique sculpture, we may reasonably hope that the on the other bane!, uothiag certaia baa hitherto
catalogue will yet increase, for each recovery is n been discovered as to distinction in portraiture, for
!mtorical text, in addition to ita Art-value. If, how· Hgyptian 11t.'Ulptorsidentified persona by colour,
ever, the soil of Italy and Greece were to yield us dress, varieties of hcad-dreet1,aud by such adjuncts
nothing more, there exists an ample aufficieaey to aa the heads of animal& and wings of birds. The
811pplymaterial for a detailed history, and to cbaaten animal forms were characterised by more of animathe taste of modern schools. The recovered statues lion than was given to that of man, because, from
and reliefa comprehend some of the precious works of the enriest times, the Egyptians symbolised with all
the moat emiuent artists-as of Phidiaa, Polycletes, forms of animal life.
Overbeck diligently and ingeniously combats the
Pruitcles, Lysippus, and Scopas ; as also copies of
works of like merit, to which, although ancient commonly received opinion that the Greeks borwriters hllve acarccly made allusion, they stand, rowed from the Egyptians, and in support of his
nevertheless, in cloae relation with the rare produc• view refers to :Miiller's "Archieology of Art," and
tiona of the beat times . And these extant remains nlso to Hermans'• studies or Greek artist,, and
do not indicate isolated periods, but they constitute proceeda to argue that if Greek sculpture were
deve- based on the Egyptian, nCCHSarilythe fnndunental
a aeries or originals, showing the pro~ive
lopment of the art during a succession of ages; and principle wonld appear in Hellenic Art. But there
between these and the cllllBic writin~ can be esista not in the earliest produetions of the Jetter
established such a relation u may effectually serve achoola any example or the statne u on architeetural element, their prin1itive essay• being indeu a baais for a historv of Greek Art.
The origin of Art in Greece is veiled in an pendent figures entirely distinct in character and
ohaenrity which perhaps will never be satisfactorily appropriation from the works of the Egyptians.
penetrated, for there exist no authentic accounts of In eases wherein (at periods long subsequent to
the earliest Art impnlses. There are certainly many the infancy or sculpture in Greece) the hnmou
allaaions in aucitnt literature, but these are at beat figure becomes an architectural auxiliary-as in the
inferential, not positively statistical; for not only do 'l'emple of Jupiter at A!!;rigentum, and in the case
the writers themselves belong to the latter times of the carvatidcs of the Erectheium, at Athena-the
of the decadence, but the authorities they quote are adaptation is effected in a mauuer very different
unauthentic.
It were, therefore, better to forego from that adopted by the E11yptinus, DI in the cases
inquiry relative to this dark period than to put cited the figure stands in tlia place of a a11pportinp;
forth a baseless theory, since it is admitted that column, while in the temples of the Nile tlie figure
there is no material ror the constrnctiou of a does not supply the place of the column, but stands
u a rdieved adjunct to it.
veritable history.
In treating of the Art of the "Homeric-heroic"
The presumed couneetion of old Greek scnlptnre
with that of other conntries, but especially with period, Overbeck conteuda for the truth of the
In reference to the
that of Egypt, ha, of late years been received ae Greek poet's description,.
conclusive; and eo tenacious ore the pnrtizans of qnestion of llomer's credit, an aoci.ent writer says
this conclusion, that they ignore all the grounds of ( Pseudo.-llcrod Vita Hom . 37 ), that a poet muat
a contrary argument. By these theorists it is held either invent for himself an ideal world, or draw upon
that Greece, inhabited by the Pelnsgi and other the material world around him for his:poetical figures.
barbarians, the forefathers of the Greek nation, had In reference to this, Overbeck concludes, after cousiICB?'Celymedo the first steps in civilization while dcration of the subject, that all that Homer describes
surrounding nations could already show the results may be rcccired in two distinct seneee-the one true,
of centuries of cnltivation. Greece, however, wu the other imaginative. He then proceeds to review
euily acoeeaible by sea, and ita whabitunta were the different arts whereby the grandiose works in11t11eepiihle
of the influences of Art ; and it hap- stanccd in the verse of Homer were produced, aod
pened that their proudneighbours introduced among this leads to a minute description of the shields of
them their arta and their cultivation. The earliest Achilles and Hercules.
It was about the eightiet.h Olympiad that Greek
Greek cities were built by these immigrant!, who
also aet up goda, of whoae charaeteri.atics the rude Art began to develop its utmost degree of e:rcellence
Pelaagians u yet knew nothing ; and by these at Athens and Argos. Before the advent of Phidiu,
foreigners alsowere names given to the gods, and Calamia of Athens, and Phythagoras of Rhegium,
their respective worship, with all the peculiar cere- distinguished themselves by the ad,·ances they made
moniea, taught and inculcated. Nothing, therefore, ou the old &t)les. Under Phidiaa all the great
remained to a 11ation penetrated with veneration works of the period of Pericles were carried on, and
for their new theology, and warmly auaceplible all the artists 88Bemblcdat Athens were occupied in
of the intluences of Art and Poetry, but to realizing the ideas of the former. He himself worked
embody their deil iea with all their attributes especially at colossal figures composed of il'Ory and
u faithfully u poasihle. The inquiry, however, aa gold, ooe of the moat remarkable of which was the
to the nation that first stimulated the Greek~ be- Pallas Pnrtbenos, twenty-six Greek cubits, or about
comes very embarr1U1siog,at the time when they thirty-niue English feet in height. But the admiration
yielded to tho intluence of the Cariana, the Thra- and enthusiasm of the Greeks were still more e-rcited
ciana, the Phamiciana, and the Egyptians; yet a by the Olympian Jupiter, auother work of Phidias,
candid consideration of the arts of all these nations that was regarded a,. oueofthewondersoftheworld.
muat terminate in a conclusion that Egyptian Art
:Prom the tirue of Phidiaa Herr Overbeek esia tlte mother of that of each of the other nations. amines thoughtfully the pretensions of succeeding
Such are the heads on which arc based the argu- schools, aud the circles of their influences. We
meuta of those who advocate the theory that Greek have, therefore, 11 careful consideration of the works
Art hu an affinity eo strong with EgY!>liuuArt, that of Myron and his followers-of Polyclitus, and in
the second bloom of the art, Scopaa, Praxiteles,
it may be directly refcmd to it for parentage.
But since the acceplntion of this theory, a closer Lyaippus, and their schools- the artists of Thebes,
study of the arta of all notions bu e&lnbli&hcd the Rhodian school, the school of Pergamus, the
fundamental differences whicb cannot be reconciled. Trallian arti,ts, and others who worked in various
The Egyptians were great in stone sculpture, and parts of Greece, and finally, the &man continuation
they gave lo their works nu architectural character. and the decadence.
Their statues were he...-n ·,,itb the utmost preciIt would hnvc becu a pleasant task to accompany
sion out of the hardest atones, as j?ranite, sycnite, so profound a thinker ns Overbeck further in bis
and porphyry, nud also extensively out of fine- well-grounded deductions on a subject eo interesting
grained aandstone, being designed to assi11tarchi. aa Antique Art . }lnny of hisviews and conclusions
tectnral composition. Ju all siltiug figures it may arc uew, because nobody bas entered on the subject
be therefore supposed that there prevails the moat with such energy and such an amount of convertible
perfect repose. 'l'be size of these figures was often kuo...-Je,lgc; yet while we read, we rnnnot help in
coloasal, aud the transport of these coloasi was an some degree marvelling, after all Herr O,·e1beck
extremely difficult problem. The treatment of the l,as done iu Christian Art, that Classic Art should be
forms was a consistency prescribed by the hier- the subject to which he devotes himself with au
archy, the forms bein!( rather 11eometric than earnestness that leaves nothing to be done hereorganic, aud therefore entirely dernid of all natural after in the shape of a history of Antique Art.

ARTISTIC GOLD WORK.
Is it that there is a peculiar mental unfitneas in the
Engli&h people, or is it that training is miuired?
We will not attempt to answer our question, but
certain it ie, that in those articles uf ornament
which are in faYour amongst them there is a manifeatation of incorrect lute.
MU8e11 of gold, for
example, are displayed in wtcleaa form.a, as iI for
the purpose of vaunting the wealth of the posaeseor,
...-herewe wonld desire to see ligbtuess of form and
elegance of design.
We are rather diepoaed to the opinion that it ia a
question of education; it does not appear ever to have
been thought necessary in this country to cnltivate
that faculty called TASTE. There is certainly a neceasily for teaching the young mind certain principles,
which are Nat ore's own, and therefore trne, by which
it shnll be guided in the direct npr,reeiation of things,
and by which i,iidance it shall be enabled to avoid
falae display, and be led to the admiration of pure
and always unpretending elegance. Onr attention
bas often been directed. to one branch of Art-manufactnre, in wl1ieh, from the e1pcnaive character of the
objects, we should expect to find a display of artistic
excellence-we allude to the manufacture of jewel.
lery. Jewellery, really good and iu pure taste, is a
new thing in England, and the large majority of
purchll:!ers select those articlea which make the
greatest amount of. show. The contrast between the
bij,11,terieof our neighbours and onr own is very
striking. We find, for enmple, in Paris the finest
,,.orks of Art executed ou the true stone cameo-the Calcedouic stones-and these elegantly mouuted;
whilst we have in London a wide-spread display of
the common shell cameos; and their eettinga are
snch that it is clear the workman's aim has beeu
to make his gold 8"'1& to be as musive aa possible:
hence everything like good taste is disregarded.
Bnt those " shams" sell, and the dealer and the
workman are both intcre11tcd in producing those
things which find n ready snlc.
A question which naturally arisea is, why ~honld
the French notion patronize Art to a higher degree
than the English? It cannot be that there is more
refinement-indeed, ,,.e are proud enough of our
country to believe that there is a standard of trnc
refinement to be found in good society in this
country which is not reached by llfiYsection of the
popnlation of France . It is not, therefore, to this
cauae that we can refer the production of more
artistic works on the Continent. We believe it is,
that in England the capitalist hu the ascenducy,
and by mechanical appliances is enabled to produce
cheaply those things which minister to the DD·
trained taste of the public ; whercns iu France the
artist holds a superior position, and as it hli been
found necessary to train the workman in a know.
ledge of Art, to produce with effect the designs of
the artist, the result bas been-especially in jewellcry-the
production of articles in every respect
superior to our owu. We believe, however, that
we perceive the dawn of a brighter day. Our
attention hns lately been directed to the works of
some of our bt>stjewellers, and we most say that to
many of these our remarks do not apply. We have
been more especially pleased ,rith some of the
worka of Mr . Green, of 82, Strand ; his cameos
are e:rqnisitely beautiful in themselves, and the
gold ,rnrk in which they arc set exhibits a rare
elegance. The works of a skilled designer have
been produced by a skilful Art-manufacturer.
Mr.
Green has been devoting much attention to the
setting of antique and modern enamels; he has
been obtaining the best specimens of the enameller,
and gh·ing them frames which are adapted for them.
He informs us that he finds workmen in London
who can do anything; that what we require is
designers, or a set of workmen \Yho shonld be
themselves proficient in the art of design . Mr.
Green is certainly doing that whieh should lead
to the creation of this desideratum. He obtains,
aud he places in the hands of his workmen, the
most elegant forms; and certainly he has succeeded
iu securing their reproduction iu this beautiful
metal, Gold, with the best possible effect. We
wish him every success in his endeavour to introd11ce a pnre taste in those ever expensive
adornments, in which we should fiud the highest
examples of this class of Art.
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restless, upheaving, and snggestive of terror and death.
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It is nece888ry, how-

in forming an accnrate opinion or an object, or series of objects, that th.e
Iever,
mind be fully impressed with its distinctive character; bnt it does not always

CHARACTER,

happen-indeed, the contrary is often the cue-that
the mind actually rethe eye looks upon. Locke, in his" Essay oo the Uoderstaudiog,''
remarks:-" This is certain, that whatever alterations are made io the body, if
, they reach not the mind, whatever impreaaioos are made on the outward parts,
No. XLYI.-IIENRY JUTSUM.
if they are not taken notice of within, there is oo perception. l!'ire may burn
P J)IION S, or perhaps we abonld rather say, tastes, onr bodies with no other effect than it does a billet, unless the motion be conJiffer upon the subject of what constitutea pie- tinned to the brain, and there the sense or heat, or idea of pain, be produced in
t11resque beauty; the conclusion at which we all the mind, wherein consists actual perception. How often may a man observe
arri ve results from one cause-the faculty of in himself, that whilst hia mind is intently employed in the contemplation of
perception and or appreciation in each indi- some aubjecta, and curiously surveying some ideas that ue there, it takes no
\'iduol ; for it is scarcely possible to define the notice of impreaaions of sounding bodiea made upon the organ of hearing, with
pir.tureaque in landscape by any determinate the same attention that uaes to be for the producing the ideas of souud. A
,
mles or abstraet propositions. All nature ia sufficient impulse there may be ou the organ, but, it uot reaching the observa,
benutirul, bnt every mind is not capable of lion of the mind, there follows no perception, and though the motion that uses
~
seeing and annlysiog her beanties,-thougb, it to prodnce the idea of aound be made in the ear, yi;t no aonnd is heard."
!.. J-,
.....- 0 may be, or enjoying them,-and, therefore, cau- I Now, if this be true with regard to the faculty of hearing, it is equally, indeed,
'. -~ ,
,
not comprehend them ; j11stu certain cborda of I even more so, with regud to the faculty of sight. Moat of ns, it may be
l:
·
~
rnnsic, which are s"eet to the ear of one listener, presumed, know what it is to have the eyes fised on an object without seeing
_.,./( J( ~ fall heedlessly or inharmoniously on the ear of another. it, simply beeanae the miud is otherwise occupied, and, therefore, receives no
I One man sees much to admire in a hedgerow, and another in impreaaion of what meets the vision; and eveu where an impression is made,
l"Jt • · i c a forest; ouc in a vut extent of level plain, chequered with the efl'ect is frequently not felt, from the absence of sensibility to the power
light or sun and shade of cloud, and anotbrr in the cavernous possessed by the object of cooferrinl( pleuure or pain, or any other sensation.
1)\
·/ . · glen iolo which the suuhenma rarely penetrate; one in a range of I We have often remarked this in persons standing before a piece of sculpture;
Alpine mountains, whose peaks are covered \Vith eternal snowsit baa no colour tu attract the eye, no combination of rich aud brilliant tints,
i I
another iu the fertile meadows, enamelled with the golden king-cup ; like those iu a picture, to dazzle aud charm : perhaps, too, it tells no atory,
one iu the peasant's cottage, over whose whitened walls the red rose · convey, no idea to a11 unimaginative mind, makes no stirring appeal to the
and fragrant honeysuckle climb and mingle-another in the ruined cutle, ' passions; its excellence lies in beauty of form, gracerut attitude, and aymmetrical
b,iary with age, and tinted with the hues or mo11 and lichens; one iu the proportions, qualities which are lost ou some mindJ, or are incomprehenaiblti
"willowy brook that turns a mill,'' and another in the broad e1panse of ocean, to them, and hence the work is regarded as little more than a 1,ieceof highlyWITH J:NGUVIID
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polished marble, sculptured into the likeness ot a hnmnn fi.,i:ure,but totally
incapable of calling np one sympathising emotion, or a aingle ennobling
thought. A similar dead11essof feeling towards other objects that may be
really dea(gnate~ pictur~que is not nncom~oo . We once overheard a lady
e1po1tulahog with an arll$t, who was sketchmg, on the bench at Brighton, the
bull of a large old fishing-smack which time aod the sea had richly tinted iu
preference to a gaily-painted yacht that w1111
at anchor close by ; ahe ~u
"astonished at bi• vrant of taste;" the yacht wu more pict11reaque,in her
eyes, than the weather.beaten boat of the fisherman. Here wu an eumple,
not of absolute blindness of perception, bnt of perverted faculties.
Nor ia thia absence of sensibility limited to the contemplatio11 of Art;
there are those on whom the most glorious works of Nature make uo vivid or
luting impres,ion ; who 1tand upon the topmost height of the mountain-range
when the night mi1ts are rising from oft' the plains, or the western su11is throwing gigantic shadows acr088 them; who dive into the depths of the foreat whose
towering trea form a lengtbe!led aisle of clustering branchea, and yet find

(J. uid G. P. Ni:boUa .

nothing to love, nothing to admire in the living beauty of the one or the quiet
grandeur of the other : no lesson of devotion ia tangbt, no spark of veneration
is kindled, by auch scent>tas these; Nature is only a blank puge to so:uc mindd,
or if she discourse&eloqueutly, her language is nobe11rd.
All artists have, or are preaumed to have, a sense or the beantiful, 'l'hich they
endeavour to embody in their works; but tbi, seuae is seen to vary as wuch iu
Lhem as it does in any other clua of individuala ; each has his own idea of the
pictnresque, and strives to define it by his pencil. One fioda it iu the moor
and the mountain, another in the meadows and the hamlet; one iu the rocky
shore and the ocean, and another in the dome,tic and ecclesiutical architecture of old towns and citiea ; oue almost seems to live among the works of
Nature, and anoLber among those which mau has raised ; one amid objects
that are fresh and living, another amid those whereon 'l'ime bath set bis
" effacing finger." And though each may not be insensible to the beauties
which another aeea, they are not of a character to win him from those be ia
more alive to, or to which hi, own feeliuga incline him: artists rarely 1tep
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uide from the track they have bren accuatomed to mark out for themselves and more experienced bead and hand than his own; accordingly he became, in 1839,
to follow.
a pupil of the late Mr. Jamea Stark, to whom he confesses himself indebted for
The picturesque beauty in which Mr. Jutaum's eye and imagination delight much of the knowledge be bu acquired, and whose memory he affectionately
be finds in the richly-wooded diatricte of Englaud, and, u some of hi• pictures cheriabea. Our first recollection of the work& of Mr. Jutaum is aaaociated
remind ua, in the mountainous regions of Scotland. The atory of hie life is wit.h a picture exhibited at the British Institution in 11:140;it wu entitled
briefly told, for bis career hu beeu little else than one of patient study and of "A Lock on the Medway," and was painted with so much care and truth of
diligent, nnobtrnaive labour. He wu born in Loodou, in 1816, and at an nature aa led ua to bespeak for the artiat no amall repute hereartcr; it ia now
early age waa sent to school in Devonahire, a circumstance to which be attri. in the pooeaaion of Mr. Unwin, of Sheffield. It may not be oat of place to
butes, in a great meuure, bis love of that eepecial dus of landecape ecenery remark here, that though the majority of bis works have been exhibited at the
delineated in the majority of his works. Evidencing a decided inclination Royal Academy, his moat important pictures have been sent to the British
toward& Art, he acquired the nidiments of drawing: having accomplished this, Institution ; but since 184.0 be baa never omitted to contribute to both gallerie!.
he repaired to the woods and fields, and to whatever other spota that might Perhaps bia attachment to the latter place of exhibition huari1en from his works
ae"e the purpose of studying from nature, Kensington Gardens being a having almost invariably been well hung there,-a very powerCulinducement for
favourite resort with him, bis "Academy," u we have beard him say, for a young painter to give it bia allegiance.
Jn 18.J.a Mr. Jutsum wu elected a member of the New Water.Colour Society,
there be pwed much of bis time, especially in the spring and early summer
months, iu making outline drawings aud studies of the trees which adorn them . bot withdrew from the Society in 184.7, in order to devote his time almo,t
Hi, first publicly exhibited picture, "Exeter, from the river-Evening," was excluaively to oil-painting: we will now take a retroapective glance at a few
hung at Somerset House, in 1836, the Jut year in which the exhibition of of theae works.
the Hoyal Academy took place in that edifice; in 1838 he exhibited in Trafalgar
"Tintern Abbey-Evening," exhibited at the Academy in 1843, ia executed
Square, "Coast Scene, Shauklin-Nooo," and a "Sketch of a Lady in 1''aocy w:th a aweetneaa that can acarcely be sorpuaed: a clnmp of treea on the right
Costume;" in 1839 he contributed two landacapes and a " Sketch of a Ledy in of the picture is painted with a full, free pencil, and, on the .left, the foreOriental Coatume," the ouly figure subject&,so far u we recollect, he bu painted. ground is lighted into a rich, warm colour. " .A.n English Green Lane, near
Though he had thus made his appearance before the public u an artist, Kenilworth," exhibited at the 411metime, formed a worthy companion of the
Mr. J utaum still felt it essential to aeek the advice and instruction of some : other. A " Landscape," in the Academy the following year, shows a ecene
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of moorlnnd country, diversified by hill and dale, through which winds a small
river; the foreground is luxuriant with blooming heather and ferns, and the
sky aud distance are painted with a rare diaplay of knowledge and with fine
feeling. "A Woodland Solitude," showing the rocky bed of a small stream
overhung with trees, and " The River Nidd, Kuaresboroogb, Yorkshire," a
composition somewhat similar in character, both exhibited at the British
lostitution in 18-i~, are aubjecta of a peculiarly picturesque nature, and
evidence the rich foliage pencilling which characterises the worka of this artist.
"The Pleaaauoce in the Olden Time," one of three pictures in the Royal
Academy, in 1846, is an interesting example of a kind of anbjcct always agreeable to the eye or an Englishman-an ancient Elizabethan gateway, or clock
tower, leading to a garden aJorued with terracea and noble treea, the domain of
aome lordly poueS10r, whose family and guests, in costume, of days long passed,
enliven the walks and avenues: this is a very carefully painted work. In the
Britiab Inatitution the following year Mr . J utanm bad two picturea of a
higher clues u compositions than any other he bad previously exhibited; the
one, " Clcarinp:fallen 'rimber in Buc~horat Wood," is large, and portrays a close
paasage of what may almost be dea1goated u forest scenery, for the standing
treea, principally beecbea, are of noble growth, and those which the axe of the
labourer bu laid on the ground are aturdy trunks with hoge limba, that must
have been many 1ummcrs and winters ere they attained so conaiderable a girth:
the picture is distinguiabed for breadth and maaaiog, and by ita free, but not

OP SCOTLAND,

(J. and O. P. N,:t:iol!3.

careleu, execution. The other, " Waitiog for the Squire," representa a lad
with a shooting pony and dogs, waiting the arrival of his muter at the ootakirts of a park, probably, for a portion of a mansion is discernible in the
distance. The trees in this work are perfectly true to nature; we see into the
depths of their foliage, tracing ita various divisions in the gradations of light
and shade, which are admirably managed. A subject of a kindred character
bung in the same gallery the following year, it wu called "The First of Sep·
tember ;" while another autumnal iucident bong in the adjoining apartment;
this had the title of "A Village Holiday-Nutting:"
both of tbeae charming
pictures are rich in colour. " An Autumn Evening-Gleaners returning," one
of three contributions to the Royal Academy that year, must not be omitted
from the liat of this artist's most notable works ; neither should the " Rabbit
Warren," exhibited at the British Institution in 1849, a work remarkable for
truth of nature ar,d delicate handling, eapecinlly in the foreground.
There are few anglers accustomed to "throw a fly"-we are almost tempted
to turn aside from our task of criticism to write a few paragraphs laudatory of
this description of fisliiog, compared with which all others are mere delusions of
enjoyment-who would not appreciate the eicellenee of Mr. Jutsum's "Westmoreland Trout Stream," and long for a day's sport beaide its waters, mal;re the
fish generally taken in these mountain-stream• require but little labour, though
often much skill, to land safely: in the streams of North Wales we have captured tweuty and thirty brace of trout in a day, the largest of which wu scarcely
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heavier than a good-sized herring. This picture was exhibited at the British
Institution io 1850. The same year he contributed four paintings to the
Academy exhibition, the largest number he had ever sent to any gallery : of these
"Rydal Water, Westmoreland," though a small work, is valuable on account of
the perfect aeutiment of tranquillity which pervades it; and another, "AntumnTimber Clearing," also of small cabinet size, is finely felt and ably rendered.
Two pictures very opposite in subject hung in tha British I nstitntion in 185 l :
the one " A Roadside Farm in Kent," and "Limestone Q11arries near Combe
Martin, North Devon;" both worked out with great skill uud nicety.
There is scarcely a lovelier spot in broad England thnn Ivy Bridge, Devonshire ; it baa often been the subject of the pencil of various artists, but we do
not remember to have seen a sweeter picture of the place than one exhibited
by Mr. Jntaum at the British Institution in 1852: it is a large canvas: a
piece of road with herb11ge,bounded on the left by tall trees, occupies the base
of the composition, the foreground of which is limited by the village, whence
the eye is carried over the country into the distance, beautiful in colour aud
in the diversity of evening eft'ecta; the trees are clothed in their richest
summer dress, looking still richer by the sunset glow that covers them : we
regard this as among the very beat works of the artist. In the Academy that
yenr was another Tillw aketehed in the same locality, "The Stream at Ivy
Bridge," a picturesque spot most picturesquely treated. The picture was

accompanied by a view of " Clovelly, Devon," the first conat-scene which we
recollect him to have painted: in colonr it. is somewhat low, b11tit is trnc to
nature, and shows much delicate pencilling. }'rom the southern part or
England the artist passed, in the following year, to Scotland, sending to the
British Institution three pictures, "A Stream in Berwickahire," "Glen Rosa,
hie of Arran," and .. A CoTrAGEHOMEIN TUE HIGHLANDSOP SCOTLAND;"
the last is one of our eu!.(l"Dved
examples, and we conld scarcely have selected a
better: the picture is in tl1e collection of Joseph Earle, Esq., who kindly
permitted us to copy it : it was exhibited at the !(reat Exhibition in Paris,
a few years since, being chosen by the artist himself u one on which he wu
contented to risk his reputation with foreign connoisseurs. Scottish scenery
was the chief therue of his pencil throughout the year 1853, when he exhibited
at the Academy," 'fhc J\1ountain Stream,"" Up the Brae-aide," aud "Coldingham, on the Berwickahire Coast;" the last a work that, from its romantic
tranquillity, offers a peculiar charm to the lover of uature in her quiet moods.
In the following year, also, we find' him still in the northern part of our
island, contributing to the British Institutiou, "The Rocky Path of a Mountain
Burn," and " Autumn in the Highlands-Gathering
in the }'locka ;" the
former a passage of wild Highland scenery, risin,t by well-managed degrees
from a rout,th heathery foreground to the mountains that close the distance;
the latter, also, a piece of heath and mountain scenery : both subjects brought
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A VILLAGEHOLIDAY
.
forward with a fine feeling for colour and singular madery in execntion. "A I
Highland Glen," in the Academy in 1854, is entitled to share with the
others our favourable corument; and with this picture we would class, as being
similar in character and equal in merit," Scotch Highland Scenery," in the
British Institution, and" Flitting Shadows," in the Royal Academy in 1855.
"Timber Clearing on the Hill-side, Sussex," exhibited at the British lllstitutiou in 1856, is a work that would do honour to any school of landscape
painters, even to our own, which has so just pre-emiuence; in truth, in no
country except Englnod, with its magnificent foliage, its wealth of weedy
foregr_ouo~,and its varied changes of light and shade, contd a work of 10 rich
and d1verst~ed n e~aracter ~e produced. "THE Dua P.&Rll,"which forms
one of our 11lustrah~n1,wu m. the Academy in the same year; we are indebted
to the owner of this fine painting, J, W. Heathcote, Esq., for permiaaion to
include it a_mongour illuat~tioos.
B11t takmg a retros~hvc glance at the pittorea which have come forth
from Mr. J11tsnm's studio, not one has afforded 111more real gratification tbnn
~is "Hay-~eld," exhibited at the British Institution in 1857; we looked at it
till we fancied the fragrance of the hay, raked into long lines, rose out of the
can.vna: t~e com~oait!on, whether ideal or copied fro~ nature,-the latter, we
beheve,-1a beautiful 10 the extreme, as a puaage of nch rural scenery, and it

(J . .!lt. r.l 0 . P. Ill , bo:1t,.

is painted with a truth and a power which, we sincerely believe, very few
artists conld equal, and none aurpus .
There id one of our illustrations to which no allusion has hitherto been
made; this is the engraving entitled, "A Vu.LAGE HOLIDAY;" the picture
wu never poblicly exhibited, and was painted, in 1848, for Mr. Alderman
Spiers, of 01ford, whose taste has led him to ornament bis residence with
nnmcroos cabinet pictures by some of 011r leading painters: it is a work of
more than ordinary merit, pleasing as a composition, and moat conscieotbusly
carried out.
The specialities of Mr. Jutsum'a pictures may be summed up in a few words:
his subjects are always chosen with jndgment as to picture1qne beauty, and
with a thorough knowledge of what is requisite to render them attractive to
the unlearned in Art matters, aa well aa to the eye of the critic ; he is a clo•e
follower of nature, but does not forget he bu a licence to subject her to his
fancies within proper-that
is, natural-limits:
his cofouring is fresh and
always truthful, and hie execution combinea freedom with much carefulneaa.
The appropriate disposition of figures in bis pictures, nnd the graceful manner
in which he introduces them, especially the peasant children, constitute some
of the lending charma of his works.
J. DuroR.1111:.
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TOMBS OF ENGLISH ARTISTS.
No. 16.-GEORGE
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VERTUE, F.S.A.

Vuari waa to the artists of Italy, Vertue hu
been to the artists of England. Bot for his painstaking researches throughout a long life, we should
be withou~ thot inestimable record of British Art,
popularly known u "Walpole's Anecdotes of Paintmg in England." The cynic of Strawberry Hill
was incompetent lo the taak of collectiog materials
for such• work; Vertue was untiriug in this labour,
travelling far and wide-in days when travelling
waa difficult and expensive-gathering facts about
Art and artists; and, note-book in l1an:I, visiting
galleriea and analysing their contents. lncesaantly
did he work in this way, a toil which he incurred
purely for love of his aubject ; and though
" The laboor we delight In, Jlhyslcs pain,"
there is due to George Vertne the respectful gratitude of all Euglishmeo, nod English artists par ticularly, for his earnest investigation. At hie death
the large mass of material he had gathered passed
into the hanch of Horace Walpole, who, in the
luxurious quiet of hie toy-home at Twickenham,
"digested and p11blished" the whole ; an easy task
in t-omparisou with that of Verlue, but a task that
probably could not hue fallen into better hands, for
though occaaiounlly cynicisms and bi88Sedcriticisms
appear, which are due to Walpole's pen, the notes
of Verlue would have been but dry reading if they
had been consigned to the arrangement of any
bookseller's hack of that day. Walpole had a sincere estimation for the simple houeaty of Vertue's
character, and he also possessed enough experience
of literary research to value fully the arduons
industry of Verlue in collecting facts. He haa
never failed to record his sense of both in the memoir he has appended to the book from the memoranda Verlue left behind him.
The industry of Vertne's Art-life is attested in
the long and varied list of engraviol(9 appended to
tl1is memoir. Never was labour mere continuous,
never waa reluation from it more toilsome thau
this collecting of notes for a history of Art iu
England. It was fortunate that Vertue lived at a
time wheu remembrances were aOuat of that peculiar era in English Art so full of confusion in any
other pages than his own. Thus at York he conversed with the old engraver Francia Place, who
had been intimate with Hollar, and who furnished
him with valuable anecdotes of that amiable, industrious, and ill-rewarded man. A similar value
attaches to all hi, notes. They are unique facts,
whicb would have been lost but for him.
Vertue waa born in the year 1684, in the parish
of St. Martin'a-io-the-1''ield,, nod waa apprenticed,
at the age of thirteen, to au engraver, who waa
employed by the ailveramiths to place arms and
ornament. on their manufactures . His muter failing
in busiueas, he completed his knowledge of engraving
under Michael VaoJergutch, a native of Antwerp ,
who had settled in England , and waa much employed in book illustration. As soon as Vutne
had completed his apprenticeship, and started on
his own account, his father's death left a widow
and several children unprovided for. "I was
eldest," says Vertue, "and the only one who could
help them."
This he did with a manfnl selfsacrifice, which he cheerfully accepted ; and his
ouly remark on the subject is, that this "added
circumspection in my afl'aira then, aa well as industry to the eud of my life." Hi, merit aud his
character always brought him friends; his tastes
ultimately assoeiated him with noble patrons, and
he became a member or the Society of Antiquaries,
their acknowledged draughtsman and engraver, and
to his l,urin we owe some of onr moat valued
hiatoric prints. So great wu his cooscieotiousoesa
that he absolutely refused to engrave for the booksellers unauthentic portraits, after the manner of
Houbraken . In the punuit of his art as antiquarian draughtsman, he travelled much over England,
always collecting for his "Anecdotes of Painting ."
He was much patronized by the noble and the wealthy,
but his own onselliah nature and scropulooa honeaty
never allowed him to profit largely thereby . He
rated himself only II a diligent labourer; he treated
hi, noble employen u friends, and he would have
given hi• labour to them could he have afforded it.
WHAT

Ienough to reciprocatP. lo\·e for kindness wherever he

His nature was essentially kindly; there ·are
traces of it in all he did. He laments "ll'ith the '
ardent aimplicity or honeaty the deaths of his
patrons. In the curiooa drawing he made of himself and his wife, "in the very habits they were
married in, Feb. 17, 1720," he baa introduced his
pet dog and that or hia wife. They were affectiooate dependants, who kept alive the healthy
~ympathiea of his heart, which waa always large

found it .
As he grew older his chief regrets were from the
loss of friends with I\ hom he had been 8890Ciated
in the study of art and antiquitiea : hi.a greatest
Joas was in Edward Harley, Earl of Oxford, the
founder of the Ha rleiao Library, now the chief
ornament of our British Museum. Vertue record•
his sense of the 1011 in worch of atrikiog aimplieity.
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He says,-" Dealh put an end to that life that waa
the support, cherisher, and comfort of many others
who are left to lament-but none more heartily
than Vertue." Walpole adds a few words to this,
which forcibly paints the deep-seated feeling of
Harley's artist -friend :-" So atroek was the poor
man with this signal misrortune, that for two years
there is an hiatus in his story-he had not spirit
even to he minute." Like many quiet natures, he
Mt aa so eudnriog regret, what more impulsive
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'. men might lament louder, and forget speedily. "He
lost his friends," says Walpole, "but his piety, mild, neas, and ingenuity never forsook him; he laboured
I almost to the Inst to leave a decent competence to
a wife with whom he had lived in tender harmony,"
and who survived him twenty years. He had no
children, and died at the ripe age of seventy-two,
on the 24th of July , 1756.
On the west wall of the cloister of Westminster
Abbey is placed the tomb of the historian of English
j
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Art. It simply records the date of his birth and • Jn the solemn cloister of Westminster many
death, beneath which is the following verae ; it notable people lie ; there is little to recall the
modern world and its nssociatioos to any who may
has all the prevalent faults of epitaph writin~ :wander here : it is sacred to past ages, and the
" With manoen genUe and a graterul heart,
men who then lived. On qniet moonlight nights
And all the genloa or the graphic art,
Hla rame ahall each aoceeedlng arUsl own,
the deep solerunity of the place is as striking aud
Longer by rar lbao monumenu or atone.··
impresaive as if it ,raa far removed from, instead o(
To this inscription wu aflerwarda added, that i being in the centre of, " the mighty heart " of
"Margaret, his faithful wife, lies buried ir, the ' England. It is well that we have prese"ed to ua
same grave. She died at the age of seventy-aix, some few such wholesome thiokiog-plai:es.
1".W . .E'AIBHOLT.
March 7, 1776."
[
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·----------------VISITS TO ART-MANUFACTORIES.
No. 8.-TIIE
PAPIER.MiCHE
WORKS OF MR.
BIELEFELD, AND THE WORKS OF THE
FIRROUS SLAB COMPANY.
WITHIN the entire circle of Eogliah worthies, there
is not to be found another man poaaesaing the same
grasp of mind, nnited with powers of minute
observation, as Robert Boyle. There was a remarkable far-aeeingneaa about him, and, although we find
numerous matters treated serionaly by Boyle, at
which we are now disposed to smile, yet, it m11atbe
·aa
remembered, that he was horn in an age which 11
yet aurrouoded by the dark and fantaatic clouds of
superstition. There was no one question of too
vast a character for hia apeculative mind ; there
was no one aubject too familiar for hia eager
curiosity. We are led to these remarks from reading the very apt quotation from Boyle's Eaaay " Of
Man's Great Ignorance of the Use of Natural
Things," which the proprietor of the papier-mlche
works baa attached to hie pattern-book. Thie fine
old philosopher aaya:" Though paper be one of the commonest bodiea
that we use, there are very few that imagine it ia fit
to be employed other waya than in writing and
printing, or wrapping up of other things, or about
some such obvious piece of aervice; witho11tdreaming that framea of picturea, and divers fine pieces of
emboued work, with other curious moveables, may,
as trial baa informed ne, be made of it."
The origin of the manufacture of articles for use
or ornament from paper ia uot very clearly made
out ; we are naturally led to believe, from the name,
that the French must have introduced it. We find,
however, a French writer ascribing to the English
the merit of produciug paper ornament&. Jo an
article in the "Eocyclop6die Methodique," entitled,
" Sur I' Art de Monlage," we find the following
words:-" Les Aoglois font en carton lea ornameoa
des plafonds que nous f11isonen pl&tre: ila aont plus
durables; ae detachment difficilemeut, ou a'ils se
detachent, le danger eat nu! et la reparation est pen
dispeudieuse."
'fhe writer clearly understood the peculiaritiea of
the material of which he wrote, and in those few
words he points out mauy of the more valuable
propertiea of papier-m&che ornaments.
Papier-w&che ia of several vmeties, but these
aeem resolvable into two well-marked distinctions.
For some worka, all that is oecelBBryappears to be
the cementing together of sheets of ordinary paper,
in a manner aimilar to that employed in the manufacture of cards, deacribed in our viait to De la Rue
and Co.'s :Manufactory. Layer upon layer of paper
ie pasted together, until the required thickoeu ia
obtained, and then the aheet ia subjected to great
preuure . Ju some caaea the pasted papers are
preaaed into moulds, and thue, at once, and at the
aame time as they are condensed, they receive the
required form ; in others, the prepared papier-m&che
is shaped after it baa been manufactured. Another
variety is that made from paper pulp, which is
formed into hard sheets, or moulded at once into
the rcqnired designs.
It is not of much moment that we ahould, in the
present article, attempt to trace the history of this
Art-manufacture. The patentee of the procesaes
we are about to describe, thna speaks of the introduction of paper ornaments for architectural decoration. Premiaing that the decorations in high relief,
which are still to be found in the manaiooa of the
seventeenth, and the beginning of the eighteenth,
century, were generally worked, or rather modelled,
by hand, upon the stucco in its place, whilst still in
a soft and plastic state, the writer pror.eeds:" As this work had to be done on the apot, adft
with much rapidity of execution, in order to prevent
the stucco from setting, before it had acquired the
intended form, the art was somewhat difficult; the
workman had to design almost aa he worked ;
therefore, to do it well, it was necessary that he
should have some acquirements and qualities as an
artiat. This circumstance, of course, tended very
much to limit the number of workmen, and their
J>aybecame proportionally large. It was no unnatural couseqneoce !Jiat artizans thus circumstanced
aaaumed a couaequeoce that belonged not to their
humble rank in life ; it is S!lidthat they might have
been seen coming to their work girt with aworda,
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and having their wrists adorned with lace rnfllea.
Such a state of things was, as may be conceived,
attended with many inconveniences to their employers ; it was scarcely pouible to preserve that
subordination 10 essentially nece1B&ryin carrying
on the buaiueu of a builder, and ultimately the
workers i1r stucco, laying aside all restraint, combined together to extort from their employers a
moat inordinate rate of wages. It would be superfluoua here to detail all the circumatancea that
followed ; it is sufficient to atate that, as might
have been anticipated, the total ruin of their art
was the final result of theae deluaive efforts to
promote their individual interests.
. "Contrivance, were reaorted to by the masters,
which soon supplanted the old mode of working in
stucco. The art of moulding and casting in plaster,
as previoDBly practised in France, was generally
introduced, and the art of preparing the pulp of
paper became improved and exteudecl, so as ultimately to render practicable the adoption of popiermAche in the formation of architectural decorations.
Thus at last was extinguished the original mode of
producing stucco ornaments, and there probably
baa not been for many years a aiogle individual in
Enp:laod accustomed to that hnainesa.
"The auperior cheapneaa of the process of casting
in plaster brought it into almoat 11niveraaluse; for,
although in the course of the last century an
immense trade was carried on in the n:aoufacture
of architectural and other ornaments of papierm&cbe, yet the poverty or taste they generally
displayed, and the imperfection of machinery at
that time, which prevented this material from
coping with plaster in respect to price, ultimately
caused its di1use. The manufacturer& of papierm&che at that period do not seem to have been
aware of the great improvement& of which every
proceaa of their art proves now to have been &118·
ceptible." Wilton, the father of the Royal Academiciao and aculptor, was one of the chief manufacturers ; hia manufactory was in Edward Street,
Cavendish Square, and many of the decorations of
the older mansions of the metropolis were the productiona of Wilton.
"A moat mischievous effect, however,waa produced
in the art of decorative deaigniug by this change iu
the mode of execution. All the deep undercuttiogs
and bold ahadowa which marked the sty le of design
iu the age of Queen Anoe, became impracticable
when ornaments were to be cast. A meagre, tame,
petite manner ensued almoat of necessity, until, by
the eud of the last century, the art of designing
architectural ornament had Callen iuto a deplorable
state of imbecility.
"The subsequent introduction of Greek ornament
formed a new era: the limited capabilities of
plaster-casting became then leu inconvenient, for
the broad, flat character of the Greek style was
favonrable to the proceaa of casting ; and had that
mauner of designing continued to prevail generally
np to the present day, it is probable that no material
change would have taken place in the manufacture
of ornament. Bnt great fluctuations have occurred
iu the public taste: the pure and elegant simplicity
of Greek ornament is in ita nature appreciable only
by the more highly cultivated tastes ; the generality
of persons do not understand its merit,; therefore,
after the stimulus of novelty had ceased to operate,
Cashionsoon led the public favour into other channela. The bold originality of the Gothic achool, the
gorgeous and meretricious richnesa of the Flemish
and French achools, the picturesque and fantastic
forms of the Elizabethan style, soon found many
admirers; and it is this great change in the mauner
of designing ornament that has given ru~to the
important improvements in the manufacture of the
highly plastic substance called papier-m&che. Plaster
ia totally inapplicable to the exact imitation of the
bold florid canings in the above-named atyles, whilst
to carve in wood all these fanciful forma would
occasion a cost far beyond the meaua of all ordinary
purses. As to the putty-composition, a material
introduced at the latter end of the last century as a
substitute for wood-carving in picture-frames, &c.,
its weight, its brittle, impracticable nature, and the
difficulties and heavy expenses oece1B&rilyincurred
in its manufacture, as well as in fixing it up, render
it applicable to a limited range of purposes."
we learn that
From the Gentleman', Ma9a..-i11e
many of the fine old ceilings, iu deep relief, of the
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Elizabethan era, are of papier-mG.che. 'fhe handsome ceilings in Chesterfield Houee are also of p11piermAche. Smith, in his "Life of Nollekena," mentiona a cnrioDBlyornamented ceiling of this material
in the parlour of No. 41, Leiceater Fields, which is
painted in imitation of parts of the ceiling of Whitehall Chapel. On the front of a house in the Strand,
are, says the Gentleman', Jla9azi1u, three profiles of
the three first Georp;es,which are formed of papiermAche. These facta prove the exc~ding durability
of this material.
Having first examined the great variety of design,
produced by Mr. Bielefeld, and diaplayed in WeJ.
lington Street North, we proceeded to the manufactory, at Staines. It is neeeuary that we state that
the works at Hall Mills are divided into Mr. Bielefeld'a Papier-MO.cheWorks proper, and the larger
establishment of the Fibrous Slab Company, who are
working, under Mr. Bielefeld, a patent of a different
material. In this now quiet corner of Middlesex, once
gay with the excitement of stage-coach travelliog,being on the great western road, over which flew the
Quicksilver Mail, the renowned Subseriptiou COllCh,
and the Defiance, the Telegraph, and many others,
that still live in our memory,-in this apot, once
all excitement, but now silent, eave the heavy roll of
the water-wheel, which is urged by the waters of the
Colne, stand these especially intereatiog Art-manufactories. Water -power and steam-power are both
bound to the wk of producing artides for ornament
and use from fibre. In the establishment devoted
to the manufacture of architectural ornaments, &c.,
we find mills for grinding and preparing the
pulp, for combining this fibroua material, so aa to
enaure a firmer and more endnrable substance than
can be obtained from fibre alone, and prof all
sizes and of almost all powers, for producing large
or small ornament&,aa they may be required.
Let the reader reflect for a moment on the infinite
variety in the style of oniamentation which year
after year is introduced for merely architectural
decoration, and then add to this the additional
number of patterns reqnired for picture-frames, and
for those of mirrors, with brackets, console legs, and
yet many other things, and he may have some idea
of the vast number of metal moulds required to
meet the demand&of this manufactory. The preparation of the models from which those moulds are
caat requires the aid of the artist and of the skilled
artizau, and is one of those subjects which we may
shortly treat of, when we visit one of the great
maoufactories of ornamental iron and bronze work.
The first requisite here, however, is the mould from
which the papier-mAche ornament is to be produced:
those usedby }lr . Bielefeld are of brass and iron,
and, we understand, cost more than £20,000 .
These being procured, with preuea of a power suf!i.
· cieut to secure that cohesion of the material which
is neceaaary, the whole proceeds with much trauquillity-and the quiet of this establishment is a
distinguishing mark of ita orderly arrangement.
We need scarcely remind our readers that paperpulp is alwaya composed of some vegetable fibre.
An immense variety of fibres has been, Crom time
to time, brought forward, aa capable of being converted into excellent pulp, but, with a few exceptions,
they have not been received with favonr by the
manufacturers. Hemp, or flax, and the cotton-fibre,
are still the materials from which nearly all our
paper is manufactured : we do indeed hear of straw.
paper, and of paper made from the nettle-fibre, but
these are rather exceptions than the rule. Every
description of flax-fibre, whether hemp, or flax, or
tow, or codilla, or jute, finds its woy into paper; and
the same may be aaid of cotton, though it is only for
some kinda of paper that this can be employed. We
must not atop to describe the manufacture of paper,
but proceed at once with our description of tbeae
very intereatiug works for a different waterial. The
pnlp of any required degree of fioeoeaa is prepared.
For the base of auy deaign there is an advantage as it
regards atreogth, and also for economy, iu employing
the c,,arser fibres; but for the purpose of ensuriug
the perfect aharpness of the finished surface, the
finest fibrous pulp is neccasary. The composition,
when prepared in the mills, ia still in a semi-fluid
condition, and it requires the action of a machine
for briugiug it into a condition resembling dough,
or putty. When brought to this state, it is rolled
out into flat sheets of the required thickness, and
being cut of the required size, a piece is placed on
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the mould, above wbicb is adjusted the counter- to 150 degrees or heat to season and harden them. and carts, for artists' and sign-board work, and for
monld, fitting into the first, and then the whole By this process is produced a alab of great size, roofs in hot climates.
'rbe dome of the new reading-room of the British
is subjected to the action of the screw-preas. and posseasing remarkable firmueBB and strength .
The first result is not of that character which is From the way in which the fibres are knitted Muaenm, which (with the exception of the iron
desired for a finished work, yet it is quite nece88QfY together, it will be seen bow difficult it would girders) is internally constructed of the patent
for the production of the complete article. The be to break such a slab, and from its being a fibrous material, has double the area of the dome
moulded papier-mAcM is removed from the mould, mass of vegetable fibre, felted together, and all the of St. P ..ul's Cathedral, and ia equal to the dome
another sheet or the soft material, mneh finer than interstitial spaces filled in with mineral matter, of St. Peter's at Rome. This dome waa erected
the fonner, is placed on the monld, and the first it is unyielding, under any ordinary circumstances. under the direction of Mr. Sydney Smirkc, the
impression is adjusted to it, both beinp; covered with 'fbe patentee thus deacribes the advantages of his government architect. The sizes of the panels,
a cementing material. The moulds being adjusted, invention :composed of three pieces, are 22 feet Jong by
" The patent wood, or fibrous slab, ia a fibrous 11 feet 6 inches wide. Perbapa no better evidence
the arrangement is now submitted to another, and
yet more powerful, squeeze in the preaa. TJ,is is material, combining the pro1,erties of wood, and could be adduced of the superiority of the fibrous
repeated until the req11isitethickne118and finish are adapted, in a &uperiordegree, to almost every pur- material over wood for coverin~ large surfaces, than
produced; it is then subjected to a graduated heat, pose to which the various descriptions of wood the fact of these panels, in their apherieal form,
by which it becomes eventually 1,erfect, dry, and are applicable. The material is also applicable to being raised from the ground to a height of 110
hard . It cau now be submitted to any proce&1or many purposes for which marble, slate, lath and feet, and fixed in one piece to the roof.
Numerous other examples might be cited as
colouring, or, ir desired, as is sometimes the case, plaster, or internal brick-work, are now used.
colour can be introduced into the material itself.
"To render wood available for purposes where the showing the applications of paper, under ita new
From the papier-mAchl! manufactory we passed ordinary width of boards (9 to 13 inches) is iuauf- modifications, to purposes of use and ornament.
throuith a counting-house built of the fibrous slab, ficient, it is requisite to join two or more boards 'fhe works of Mr . Bielefeld are of the highest inteand by a pretty cottage, situated in the centre of a together by what is teclmically termed 'glueing rest, and are marked by evidences of the best taste
neat garden, constrncted of the same material, on up,' -an operation involving much Jabour, expense, iu design. The material is light and dnrable.
The Fibroua Slab Company is certainly producing
to that division of the works which belongs to the and loss of time, and attended with all the continFibroua Slab Company. Here everything is on a gent risks of abrinking , e1panding, splitting, wind- a material which, in many of ita applications, must
more gigantic scale, aince the result is to be the iog, &c., as well as the natural imperfections of i prove of the p;reatest utility, while great additional
production of slabs 14 feet in length, a11d 6 feet knots, shakes, &c. The patent fibrous material can I value is given to it from the circumstance of its
wide, varying in thickness from about the eighth be manufactured in slabs of any required thickuess, resisting the attacks of insects, and being nonof nu inch to an inch or more, according to the from I to l inch, provided the sizes do not exceed I inflammable nuder any of the ordinary operations of
purposes for which the fibroua slab may be re- 14 feet by 6 feet. It ia not flammable ; it is a combUBtion,
quired.
For the preparation of this important non-conductor of heat, and is poisonous to vermin.
ROBERT HUNT.
material, the coarser varieties of fibre are req1tired. The fibrous slab i! easily worked, although eqnal in
These are heated, and subjected to much agitation, density to the hardest woods; and it can readily be
to secure the reduction of the fibre to the proper adapted, where bending ia necessary, t-0 any form
THE ART-SEASON OF 1859.
size. This being effected, the pulp is removed, required by the cabinet-maker or joiner . It may
and subjected to the action of a desiccating be used for circular joiners' work, spherical, ogee,
apparatus, or centrifugal drying machine. This elliptical, and other sbapea, and also for the bases THE results of the exhibitions of the present season
consists mainly of a drum fixed on a vertical a:i:is, of veneers for tables, desks, and all other cabinet are more satisfactory than could have been anticithe periphery of the drum beinp; of wire-!(ILUZe
; this works ; and it has the advantage of beinp; always pated ; so susceptible is Art of evil influence from
is enclosed in an outer case of metal. Into this the ready for immediate •1SC,
auperseding the expense even a menace of political convulsion, that, in the
fibrous pulp is placed, and the cover being adjusted, and risk of keeping large stores of seasoned timber spring, the worst apprehensions as regards sales
the drum is, by its connection with the steam- for cabinet, joiners', aud carpenters' worka. The were entertained. That there is a shortcoming
engine, set into rapid revolution. The result of this fibroUBslab ia applicable for large panels, ceilings, must be admitted, and it falls where certainly it waa
is, on the Academy.
is, that the water is driven by the action of centri- floors, and partitions of theatres, assembly and con- least to be expected-that
fngal force from the fibre, and it can thus in a few cert rooma, public halls, government and other Whoever may hereafter call up in memory the Art
minutes be obtained of an equal and proper degree public offices, hotels, and otber houses, warehouses, of these years, bis vision will be as a dream of having
of dryness, and this without the application of any counting-houses, shops, and railway carriages ; and trodden a via lactea oC small pictures. Our neighheat. 'fbe mRSsthus obtained may be regarded as a also for interior fittings of sbips,-viz., panels, bours acro88the channel dwell with rapture on Ivon'a
very coarse amalgam. It is now placed iu vessels bulk-beads, partition of cabins, floors, and ceilings; crowning "Charge against the Malakoft';" but we
fitted with revolving arms, or masticatora, in which the property of being nninflammable will render it doubt that among ourselves the most gallant version
it is mixed with the other materials necessary to incalculably superior to any other material , and its of the Battle of Trafalgar would have any chance
ensure all the ends required in a substitute for wood. being a non-conductor of heat, it is admirably against a well-stippled dead pensioner, or a bunch of
This fibroua pulp is combined with some earthy adapted, and has already beeu used, for cross bulk- hollyhocks,wherein the circnlation of the sap is shown
matter to ensure its solidity, and certain chemical heads between engine aud boiler rooms, and coal by the microscope. The loosest of all painting is to be
preparations are introduced for the donble purpose and cargo spaces : it must, therefore, secure a very seen in certain examples of the feeling of men whose
of preserving it from the attacks of insects, and to large consumption in ships of every class, and more names figure on the list of the founders of our own
ensure its incombustibility. 'l'he whole, being mixed especially in large steam-vessels for passengers. school. When Reynolds painted his "Death of
with a cementing size, ia well kneaded together, Amongst other properties, it is valuable as a co11ting Cardinal Beaufort "-one of the conspicnons curiosteam being supplied to the mass during the whole for every description of steam boilers, as jackets for sities of the great master's practice-or Fuseli gave
of the operation. While this kneading process is steam cylinders, pipes, &c., superior to any material forth his Hamlet or Macbeth subjects, not less
going forward, an iron table, running upon a now in use, and for powder-magazines, or lining remarkable for contempt of models and draperies,
who in those days would dream that the charncter
railway, ia properly adjusted, and covered with aail- the same, in ships of war."
clotb; this table being so arranged that it passes
We tried an experiment upon the non-inflam- of British Art would dep;enerate into the painful
under an enormous iron roller. The fibrous mix- mability of this material, by ha,·ing a fire of wood realism which now characterises it P Even when
ture is removed from the kneading troughs, and is made upon a slab, and maintained thereon for some Haydon kept school-nay, but yesterday, when
laid in a tolerably uniform mass upon the aail-cloth, time. Wheu the ashes, still in a state of vivid William Etty, favoured beyond all men of nympha
10 as to cover about one half of the table ; over this combustion, were awept away, the slab was found and nereids, painted trees and draperies with such a
ia placed again a length of aail-cloth equal to that of to be merely charred by the iJJtense heat . Beyond stndious vagueness as to be inimitable,-no
one
the entire slab, as before. This being done, the table this, a piece of the fibrous slab was thrown into the would have ventured to predict that any reaction
and roller are set in action, and the mass passea middle of tht: fire, and the flames wert: urged upon would resolve itself into the precision of line and
between them . It is thus sqneezed out to a perfectly it : under the influence of this intense action it surface that distinguishes certain of the promiuent
uniform thickness, and ia apread over the whole table. did not appear poHible to kindle it into a flame, works of our exhibitions. 'fbe encouragement all
The fibrous slab is passed through some three or it smouldered very slowly, the organic matter but exclusively extended to the production of small
four times, aml it is then drawn oft' upon a frame charring, but nothing more.
pictures, has produced an emulation in the finish of
prepared to receive it, fixed upon wheels, by means
This important invention has been applied to the these cabinet gems that is now carried to a point
of which it can be removed to the drying ground. dome and other parts of the ne\V reading-room beyond which it cannot be carried by the ordinary
It ahouU be stated that the slab is now attached to of the British Museum; the domed ceiling of the means of manipulation. But in this method of
the sail-cloth. lo this state, laths of the length and New Oper11 House, Covent Garden; the concave practice there are entirely lost two of the -ntiala
width of the slab being screwed on to its edgtlB,it is and ogee fronts of the boxes, and various other of good Art: these are effect and substance. lu pertaken to the open field, and placed in a ,ertical works, of the New Adelphi Theatre; the recep- sonal narratives all the figures are flat, and so far
position, supported by cross-pieces temporarily tion rooms of the London Necropolis (Woking from keeping their prescribed places in the componailed to the enda of the frame. The drying pro- Cemetery); the London and Westminster Bank, ,ition, all jostle each other in the nearest plane of
cess of course varies much with the temperature St . James's Square, and other places; and to the the picture . These demerits are observable princiof the weather, the humidity of the atmosphere, and following steam-sbipa,-the
!loyal Charter, the pally in the works of the risin~ school-those memother melAl<Jrologicalcauses. It does not appear Royal Bride, the Pacha of Egypt's yacht, Faid bers of it who are misled by the ignu fatu111 called
desirabl'.l that these slabs should dry too quickly, &bana, the steam-ships of the Milford Haven and "prc-Uaff'aellism." Wbeu the fallacies of the prin-·
and there arc many reasons why the process should Waterford Steam Packet Company, and the Cleo- ciple are demonstrated in landscape art, the impossinot be too prolonged. When the alaba are con- patra, built by Mr. Scott Rn&aell for the present bilities of the dispositions become more grotesquely
sidered to be perfectly dry, they are turned down, pacha; in addition to which the slab is now used in distinct than in figure compositions, where it might
the sail.cloth is stripped away from them, and the construction of private carriages, omnibuses, be argued in certain cases that the artist intended to
they are placed in drying-rooms, and subjected cabs, vana, parcels' delivery, and other light carriages crowd his figures-an explanation which might
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tranqnillize tholl<l not skilled in auatomizing pictures. But in topographical description it is difficult
to convince even the most credulous, that pa,,sages
that should be distant are intended to precede
objects which on the canvas have a nearer place.
But such really are the phenomena or many l11udscape pictures exhibited this year-works which
have cost their authors months of painful labour
" on the spot," and with partial results, as closely
nnd beautifully imitative of nature, as can be effected
by human art. In nature, the eye is never deceived
as to the arrangement of objects, but iu the anxiety
for mere surface, relative distance is entirely Jost,
and the works in which this disqualification recurs
are ,;ery numerous.
In considering the progress of our school, we have
often taken occasion to remark on our literature, and
its affluencein points admirably adapted for painting;
but instead of the entertainment or incident from our
own writers, we see the most patient labour lavished
by our contemporary school on the most trivial
subject-m11tter-a street incident, or a vulgar conceit. Real taste is but au iufioitesimal element in
the promotion of Art. Were our rooms sufficiently
large and well-lighted for the reception and displ11y
of productions in the " grDDd style,'' such works
would undoubtedly be commissioned as befitting
better than small pir.t11res large and well-lighted
rooms. We are taught daily that taste is not
indispensable to the encouragement of Art ; if our
dining-rooms approached at all in proportion the
halls of our mediicval forefathers, small P.ictures
would be ridiculous in such rooms, and the illustration of our history would be due to the size of our
dining-rooms : for if Art " historical " were a marketable commodity, there would be no lack of it.
Haydon's hallucination about " historical painters"
was one of bis crying weaknesses, according to which
none but "historical" painters could produce "historical" art. Newton's idea, however, seems rather
to be that of the profesaion generally. When the
observaliou was made to him by a lady," Mr. Newton, you are not a historical paiuter,'' he replied,
"No, madam, but I shall be next week." West was
professedly a historical painter, but he has not left
much of historical quality for our achool to be proud
of: and of Haydon's efforts, that which will be
remembered most favourably is the picture in the
poS&e88ion
of Sir Edwin Landseer, "'fbe Judgment
of Solomon,'' because be bas therein unaffectedly
deferred to the best 11ndsimplest maxims of painting.
It moat, however, be remembered that large pictures
will never stand forth in life-sized breadth and
necessary substance if they be attempted without
any reinforcement of the delicate lines of small
figures-and this, to begin wi_tb, is an insuperable
difficulty to timid and uncertain draughtsmen. 'fbe
most remarkable instance of versatile power that has
of late years been produced in any country ia Maclise's cartoon, "The .Meeting or Wellington and
Blucher at La Belle Alliance, after the Battle of
Waterloo." We have seen highly-finished cartoons
and preparatory essays for many of the large mural
aud canvas pictures that have been executed by
certain of the most famous artists in Europe, as
Cornelius, Kanlbach, Overbeck, Vernet, Delaroche,
and others, but in most of the compositions to
which we allude the living and breathing presence
is either enfeebled or superseded by manner. 'fhe
freaco for which this drawing is intended may, when
executed, present an unfavourable comparison with
this admirable composition ; but it is to be hoped
that all the breadth, softneM, and richness that qualify the drawing will be carried into the picture.
Ju finish, no ancient or modern cartoon approaches
it, for although the composition is forty-six feet in
length, there are passages in it as carefully hatched
as if they formed part of a amall lithograph. It
such a subject bad beeu prescribed to Vernet, he
would have treated it theatrically, whereas Maclise
treats it with all the sentiment of which it is
capable : Vernet is ever clamorous, declamatory,
eliciting nothing beyond the manual plaudita of
habitual clacqlleur1; while, on the other band, we
applaud Maclise with emotions of the heart, which
forbid the use of the hands, were we even willing
thus to vulgarise our admiration. But we instance
this cartoon to evidence the e·dreme rarity of that
power which can alternate from small works to
great, and vice ,;erad, with such success as we see in
this work, and in certain subjects that l\:lr. Maclise

bllS painted from "'fhe Vicar of Wakefield,'' 11Dd LIGHTING PICTURE GALLERIES.
other sources.
Our exhibitions abound with the most marvelTHE following Report of the commissioners ap•
lous examples of minute execution, nod if "historical" art were wanted, we cannot think that pointed to consider the subject of lighting picture
galleries by gaa, wu recently presented to the
these mechanics would be the successful producers. House of Commons. As the document is or conWe see all they can do ; their small works never siderable importance we print it verbatim, omitting
look large, though their every exertion is put forth only the list of other places than those mentioned
to exalt themselves. 'fbere are, on the other band, below, where pictures were hung to teat the action
multitudinous pictures, also amall in size, which, of gas upon them,
under the <;ye, expand to graud proportions, as
" The commiuion, consisting of Profeasors Faraintelligibly proclaiming that their authors conde- day, Hofmann, and Tyndall, Mr. R. Redgrave, R.A..,
acend of neceuity uuto "a small estate;" and it is and Captain Fowke, K.E. 1-appointed for the puruld be ~ h pose of reporting to the Lords of the Committee of
·
from t hese men t bat 1arge pictures
wo
,ort • Privy Council on Education 011 tll4 Lighting of
coming if wanted, while the mechanical section Picturs Gall8rics by Gaa, and on any precautimu
would never rise beyond the mechanism of the art. (if ,aeceuary) agai,ut the escape of Gu, atid tk
Still, all these are wanting in dignity of subject. We prodw:t, of its combuatio11,-having met at various
cannot believe that passages from our teeming times and considered the subject referred to them,
literature, realized with all the strict observances that now make the following report:we see in the futile, soulless, and sordid material
"There is nothing innate in coal gas which
that is yearly so elaborately seL forth on canvas, renders its application to the illumination of piewould be less pt,pular than those absurd and un- ture galleries objectionable. Its light, though not
so white u that of the sun, is equally harmless;
meaning conceits that annually cover the walls its radiant heat may be rendered innocuous. by
of all our exhibitions. Of the qualifications which placing a sufficient distance between the gas Jet.a
have gone towards the production of the remarkable and the pictures, while the heat of combustion may
pictures of all times, drawing and painting have been be rendered eminently aerviceable in promoting
the most vulgar accomplishments. Reynolds some- ventilation.
"Coal gas may be free from sulphuretted hydrowhere aays that no artist can hope to pl'oduce, even
during a laborious life, more than one or two signal gen compounds, and in London is 10 at the I/resent
works. Sir Joshua made this observation because time; it then haa little or no direct action on
pictures. But it has not aa yet been cleansed from
perhaps to those whom he addressed the evidences sulphide of carbon, which, on· combuation, yields
of the fact were not so abundant and patent as in sulphurous acid gas capabltl of produ,·ing 22l grains
our day. The rarity of fifllt-class excellence arises of sulphuric acid per 100 cubic feet of preeent
from the incnpBCity of the conceptive faculty, the London coal gas. It is not safe to permit this
entire absence of pictures from the mind-the
product of the combustion to come in contact with
,pavracnar;u:ov is wanting. Again, Reynolds says picture&, painted either in oil or water colours;
that BUYone by application may acquire a certain and the commiuion are emphatically of opinion
is perfectly that in every system o~ermanent ~ lighting for
Proficiency in painting : this, Aaain,
..,..
picturtl or sculpture
leries, provuion should be
true; it is this merely mechanical power that fills our made for the eff'ectua exclusion or withdrawal of
exhibitions with forms without soul and expression. the products or combustion from the chambers oonThe number of works exbibittod this year in tainmg the worka of Art.
the metropolis were abont 4300, while at the
"The commission have examined the Sheep
general French exhibition in the Champs Elysees, ahanka' Gallery aa an experimental attempt to
the number of catalogued worka is under 4000. light pictures with gas, and are of opinion that the
From the Royal Academy alone there were per- procesa there carried out fulfils the condition of
haps 2000 works reiected, while at the Champs effectually illuminating the pictures, and, at the
•
same time, removing the products of combust.ion.
Elysees the rejections were not more than 2000, According to the indications o! the thermometer
while there were exhibited, it may be computed, required and obtained, it does this in harmony
hundreds of works that would not have been ad- with, and in aid of, the ventilation! and does not
mitted iuto anv of our institutions. The sales at make a difference of more than one aegree Fahren•
the Royal Academy present this season nn unpre- heit at the parts where the pictures are placed,
between the temperatures, before and after the gas
cedeoted deficiency; sometimes a week has pa.~
without the sale of a picture, a circum~ta~ee .nn- is !/t~~~in colour teats'consisting of aurfaces covered
paralleled in the recent annals of the 1nshtuttoo. with white lead or with vegctableandmineralcoloura
I~ is difficult to acconot for this !alli~g ?ff',espe- (especiallv the' more fugitive ones), and in which
c1ally as the property of other 1!1~t\tut1011sbBS also boiled linseed oil, magylp, and copal varsnffered no check. At the Exhib1t1on of the nish were employed as vehiclea, had been pre•
Society of Britieb Artists, the number of works pared, and were, when drY.tcovered one fourth with
sold is 139, for somewhat more than £6000. On mutic varnish, one fourtn with glasa, one fourth
the occasion of the private view there were at the with both mastic ~arnish and giaBB,and one fourth
Portland Gallery pictures to the valoe of £1 OOO le{t uncovered. S1x~en ~f these .bav1:bee~ placed
disposed of and of the prizes awarded by the Art- for ne~rly two years m differ1:nt a1tuation1, m aome
1 ted r
h of which gu bas been used, m others not. 'fbey
'
U ·
ruon about. one:fourth were se ec
~om t c give no indications respecting the action of coal gaa
rooms of this society. Of the 299 drawings de- (e:rcept injury from heat in one placed purpoeely
scribed in the catalogue of the Old Water Colour very near to and above the gaa burners}, but seven
Society, about 160 were marked "sold" 11t the of them show aigns of chemical change in the whites,
private view, and before the close such a proportion due to either a town atmosphere or want or v~ntiof the remainder ns left very eligible pictures to [ lation. The ~oat injured is that from th~ National
l>ereturned to the painters. If there be any living Gallery, ~harmg Cf'?sa, and the next 1s ~rom a
who may remember this society half a century ago country pnvy ; the third, much less cha1:1ged,ia from
h
b"
h
all b 1
f
' the House o! Commons ; the fourth 1a from the
t _eysee t 18 year on t ese w s ~ . e ast o one Barber Surgeons' Hall ; the fifth from the Bridgewith whom they may have been familiar tbrou11:hout water Gallery . the sixth from the Royal Society's
these fifty years; we need scarcely say we mean Room, Burlm'gton House· the seventh from the
'
•
David Cox. We have seen the last of him, aud British Museum.
will it ~e. ~d that how sparkling aoeve: may be
"Here follows the list of places we think it untb~ e~1b1t1ons of ~be next few years, ~11 cloudy neceasary to specify.]
"Though apart from the especial subject subskies will not be missed from the co~ect1onP On
the same day, by the way, that be died, the New mitted to the commission the members cannot resist
Water Colour Society lost oue of it.a most promising a recommendation that this kind of triall which is
members, S. Cook, the charm of whose evenings especially a painter's experiment, shoula be conand mornings, terms sufficiently worthy are want- tinned for a longer period, and, indeed, be carried
ing to deacribe. He was a painter of nature's own ou;, on a more ~x~ensiv~ ac~le..
making . The number of works aold by the New
'fbe co!Dm1saionthmk 1t r1g~t to state ~at th~y
Water Colour Society, without counting those that were '!lnammoua on all the pom.ts to which their
were disposed of before sent in for exhibition, is !'-tten~1onhad been called, or which are referred to
165, the retu:° being betwee~ £3000 and £4000.
lD thia
"M. FARADAY,
In the aprmg the forebodmgs of a gloomy Art"A.
HoFYANN.
".ToHN TYNDALL.
aeasou were apparently well grounded, bot it is
moat gratifying to see that the prosperity of our
"RICHARD R1moRAVB.
Art-iustitutiona is but little affected by a conti"FuNc1s FowKll, CAPT. R.E.
"South Kcusi11gton, 20tl, July, 1859."
nental war.
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THE

WESTERN ISLES OF SCOTLA~D.•
W1 know not what sort of a Rohinson Crueoe
Mr. Dendy would have proved himself bad fate cast
him upon an uninhabited island ; but undoubtedly
hie warmest ,ympathies, to judge from hie writings,
are in favour of what we remember our school
geography ducribed aa "n tract of land surrounded
with water." He ho.siu former publications talked

lovingly and pleauntly about "The Beautiful Ialeh
or Britaine," and "The Islet.a of the Channel," and
now, in this little volnme, be gossips as lovingly and
u pleuantly of " The Wild Hebrides," a region of
romance and auperatition, of mitt.a and shadows, as
Ossian, the prince of northern bards, song. " There
is," .aye Mr. Dendy, "inspiration of a wilder
nature in the 11eenearound us than in that of the
sweet south. There we might li•ten to light
canzonettea, or the love.song of the troubadoun, or
even the darker lnya and legends of the Minneaingen ;

I
1.

I

I

,I

'I
I

10~.&.

but here, in 'Caledonia stern nod wild,' our thoughts
rise at once into the loftiest sublimity of romance.
We are about to tread the ground of 011ian and
Fion-Gal, and every rock and glen ia storied or
stained with some dark and dreary legend, the
climu of which is too often tngedy. In a moment
a flood of shadows is floating before ua: Danish
kings and pirates, aud Irish saints, and wandering
princea, and Jorda of the isles, loom in the distance,
and, as the vision fades, our thoughts are at once on
the legends and records of their history from the
daya of Pliny to the nineteenth century."

I

And further on he remarks,-" There is a bright
h:tlo of historic poesy that liithta the Hebridea in the
rhymes and legends of the Scottish minstrels from
Barbour to Sir Walter, enlivened as they often are
with the records of raid and battle-field, from the
Roman and the Dane to the U nioo. It wu here
that Hacho moored his flotilla; that Bruce was tossed
on the billows night and day, after he was excommunicated for the dirking of Comyn, although be
bad even then been crowned at Scone, and then as
an outlaw lost the battle of llfethven, and, to the
,·assala of Lorn, his cloak and celebrated • brooch of

.I
·1
11

JUiLL,raoK mvr.a.nra.

bnrni~g gold,' and yet lived to fight, and conquer,
and wm his Scotland back at Bannockburn. Aud here
another of loftiest blood, bis prototype iu nought
bot the fate of being bunted u a rebel, fought but
to lo,.e hie Scotland at C11Uoden."
.
It II not, however, only the poets and romnncista
who have made the Hebrides the auhject of their
wri~inga; the more sober historian, antiquarian, and
atahatician hna each employed bis pen in describing

' these beautiful and picturesque islands: ancl mate.
rial enough there is to inspire all. Mr. Dendy'a
little volume forms an exceUent guide-book to the
vario11Sislands; it describes their geology, their
scenery, takes a glance at the legends and historical facts usociated with each, and at the antiquarian remains abounding on all aides. lie writea with
the feelings of one deeply impressed with the majesty
of Nature, and slightly tinged-as who would not
• T
w
he ?-with the romance that banp, in spirit-clouds,
11V.DHIDES. 11Y ,,. alter Cooper Vendv.
R&
ILD
h
\V h
•
d d t
f tb 'JI
Ilhutrated by .,· Map and Bkctche, ,,n the l<pot b,· uie over er.
e ave rntro uce wo o
e I DI·
1 !rations which embellish the work.
AnUlor. Published by Longman et Co., Lon•lun. •
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THE ROYAL PICTURES·.
BUMMER TIJIIE.
Rubens, Painter . A. WIiimore, Engraver.
Size or the Picture, 7 n . 7 In. by 5 I\.

To the .eyea of those who are familiar with the
laodacape,painting of the present day, this picture
must aeem a very singular composition, for it
appe&!' to ignore almoat every principle of what we
are accnstomed to recognise aa picturetque beauty,
aud, with respect to some of the foreground objects,
it violates tbe rules of perspective. The view ia,
without doubt, the representation of a 11eenecopied,
with acmpnlon1 fidelity, from nature, the artist
adding nothing to it, by way of embellishment, except
the figures, nor omitting anything he uw before
him, however incongruo11sin character or inelegant
in form : hence he has introduced objecta, anch u
the branchleu pollarda, which any modem painter
would have unhesitatingly rejected, and taken his
" point of sight" from a spot which causes the foreground to the right to project almost out of the
picture, an efl'ect to which the figures, coming
forward,-some of them, by the way, unusually
large,-in a great degree contribute.
And yet in many points this picture shows the
genius of Ruben, in a very remarkable manner: it
is, for example, full of subject, presented with UD·
nanal attention to detail, especially when we consider
the master, and his ordinary bold style of painting.
The aubject may be described as an extenaive view
over a fertile country, which, by the alight undulation&
of the ground, by trees, watt:r, meadows, acattered
villagea, and country ,bousea, with streaka or sunlight, preaenta a moat varied and rich scene of the
populous and fruitful cou11tryof Belgium : in the
distance is a town of considerable size. The picture
baa been occuionally called " Going to Market,"
a title derived from the numerous figures in the
foregrou11d and middle distance : some cattle and
sheep are on the road ; in front, a man with a cart
laden with vegetables ; a woman on horseback, and
a man riding on an aaa,at whose aide is also a man
carrying a fawn on his back. The flatnesa of the
landscape is seen in the little stream which may be
traced to the centre of the picture, where it turns a
water-mill; and the attention which Robena has
given to the mi1111ti,i,
of his work is apparent in a
puaage to the left of the &tream, where a woman
may be observed sitting on a stile. Tbe moat
striking and beautiful portions of the work are the
sky and distance, which are very fine. Mn. Jameson,
speaking or the pictnre iu her "Guide to the Public
Galleries," anys,-"Nothing
was ever more masterly than the effect of distance and daylight-it is
quite marvellous; and the spirit, facility, and troth
of the execution are not leas ao : aa an imitation
of nature I know nothing to equal it." And
another well-known Art-critic, Dr. Waagen, aays," Rubens, like Titian, was far superior to moat
landscape painters in the grand and poetical design
of his compositiQnS. They may be divided bto the
historic-ideal and the rurally-natural. One of the
finest of the first kind is that in the Pitti Palace at
Florence, representing a mountainous coast, with
the sea agitated by a storm, and Ulysses imploring
the usistance of Nausicaa. One of the finest of the
second kind is a large landscape known by the name
of ' Going to !Iarket.' . . . . The execution ia
throughout very careful." We know not how or
when it came into the posaessionof our royal family:
Mrs. Jameson says it was the property of Villiers,
Duke of Buckingham, who acquired it after the
death of Rubens; Dr. Waageu, that it was purchased in Belgium in modem times, meaning thereby,
it may Le presumed, at a much later date than that
in which Villiers lived.
Tbe peculiarity of the composition and of the
style in which the figureJ are drawn, combined
with the almost monotonous tone which time, or
the painter's original treatment, baa given to the
foreground and middle distance, have rendered the
tuk of engra'<iog the work one of no ordinary
difficulty : there nre no striking massea of light, or
even of half-lights, to relieve the general darkness,
no opposing quantities of light and shadow to produce efl'ect in the translation of colour into mere
black and while.
The picture is ot Windsor Cnstlc.
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Museum, and an acquaintance with these educates
students up to a full appreciation of the human figure,
insomuch that ou admisaiou to the life-school they
THE obsenations which have been made at dift'erent are in nowi,e affected, eave by the pictorial merit or
times, but more particularly on the 26th or July, by demerit of the figure. There are, in all academics,
Lord Haddo, in the Hou.ae of Commons, on that rules for the preservation of decorum, but during
part or Art-education which hie lordthip termed an acquaintance of twenty-five years with lifethe "exhibition" of the nude, have drawn the atten- schools ir.. England, France, and Italy, we rememtion of all well-wiahen to the progress of Art iu ber no oc~ion on which it became neceaaary to
this cuuntry. To every figure painter the study of enforce them. In our own schools we have never
the nude subject is a matter of such importance 88 heard any observation in· direct reference to the
to rebder, in theee days of precision, utterly illusory model much louder than o whisper, and none in
any hope of even a modicum of succesa in hie profes· signification otherwise than simply critical. Even
sion without such a course of practice. But to deal in Paris, the most lil-eotiona capital in Europe,
fairly with Lord Haddo, a repetition of what he did aay we have seen aaaembled in an entirely irresponsible
is neceaaary. "He called attention to the e.rAi/Jition atelier (Bondin'a), year after year, twenty or thirty
of nude living models in the government schools of students without any result, either immediately or
Art. He had, on one occasion, been accidentally a remotely, such as Lord Haddo imputes to study from
witoesa of the mode of study punned in govern- the life. Again, an int.imate acquaintance of many
ment schools of Art, and he felt bound to aay that years with one of the most useful of our own private
he had never witneaaed a more painful or scandalous schools has afforded na ample opport11oityof knowing
exhibition. He brought forward the subject with every step of the career of a long list of distinguished
feelings of shame and disgust, but after what had men who have been educated entirely at this achool,
paaaed nuder his own observation he contd not con- and to those, by whose acquaintance we are honoured,
acientiously agree to the vote for this object, unleaa we can point u persons of life most exemplary.
the studies were placed nuder proper restrictions.
All our beat painten have worked for years from
As far 88 Art W88 concerned, he believed it waa the the life, ond which of them does Lord Haddo sigopinion of the best writen on the subject th11t the nalize 88 illustrative of the taint that he attributes
introduction of the voluptuous school had occasioned to Art-study?
In the atmosphere in which he
the decay of Art and the decline of public taate in himself lives and moves, is the proportion of failing
ancient Greece, and that of the age of Phidiu and humanity lesa tban in the circles of Art? It were
Pericles not a single example of an undnped female inexpedient here to enter on an analytical cooaidcrfigure wu known to exist. It wu quite unnecessary ation of the physiology of Art-study, otherwise it
to give public aid to a mode of study which wu would not be difficult to show that its teudeuciea
evidently so attractive and remunerative u that to are the reverse of demoralizing. The allusion to
which he refened. The claims of morality were vrhat ia called the " voluptuous school" in antique
more important than thoee of Art, and, if the hro art ia by no mean, happy ; we know not of the
were inconsiatent, the latter ought to give way. existence of any "voluptuous" school in the best
Seeing £100 put down in the vote for what was times of Greek art ; the nearest approach to anycalled • profeaaional aaaistance,' and which, he sup- thing like voluptuousness bas been made by the
posed, meant the exhibition of the nude female modem French school. 'fhis is at once declared by
fi!tllres ; he moved that the vote be reduced by a comparison of results. In the Venus de Medicis
!100."
there ia nothing " voluptuous." On looking at the
The explanations which followed these remarks statue, we enter at once into the feeling of the
showed I-hat the " profeaaional aaaiatance " meant artiat. Call the statue what yon will-a Phryne
was for additional aid in the instruction of the or a Venus-it by no means embodies the character
classes. The employment of the nude could never of either of th- ladies, but, as well in feature u in
be called " profeaaional uaistauce," nor could the action, ia an impersonation of retiring modesty ;
words ever be fairly interpreted u in anywise and if this be the Cuidian Venus, we may congratuallusive to the model. Lord Haddo's proceeding, late onraelves that we are (with the exception of
therefore, compels the belief that he seized on this Lord Haddo) more advanced than the Cnidians
item as a text for his gntuitous and extremely themselves. The Greek schools, like everything
indecent attack npob the entire body of the pro- terrestrial, had their culminatiooa and their declenfession of Art. IC hie vievr of the matter, being gions. We agree cordially with Lord H11ddo,that
supported by a specious pretext, were at all likely there is nothing voluptuona in the beat Greek art ;
to be realized, the result would be all but the the decadence could not be therefore owing to this
suppresaion of painting by act of Parliament. It disqualification. The decay was natural, and volupis the "immorality" of the study on which Lord tuousnesa was a consequence, not a cause, of the
IJaddo dvrella. Now, the stndy of painting has decay. The gnndeur of the antique succumbed to
always been pursued oeceaaarily in the same way, the grotesque and ribald poetry ; but it never fell
and there has existed an academy for the figure, to the utter grosaneaa and sensuality of the Roman
to go no farther back, for a hundred years, and achool of sculpture, of which there are extant examduring that period the system has been amply ples in the private cabinet&at Florence and Naples,
tested, but yet painten are not worse than other that far out-distance every base conception of later
men. But this impresaion aeema to have been times. Lord Haddo extols the Phidian period, but
made on Lord Haddo's mind; and any earnest it may not occur to him that every female figure on
inquirer into the matter would be most anxious to the friezes of the Parthenon was modelled from the
know what the particular instances may be, that life, before draped, and the same method of
in detailed consideration of the subject, Lord execution was uecesaarily observed with those on
Haddo must adduce in support of his argument. the frieze of the Phigalian temple of Apollo ; and
The presumed evil has been long enough extant to had not drapery been an indispensable element of
have maturely fructified. Such a protest in the composition, they might have been presented nu·
senate of the Dlltion is an outrage not only on dnped, like the male figures. That the study of
painters, but also on patrons of Art, for according the nude is indiepenaable to the profetaion of Art is
to Lord Haddo'e implication every lover of painting conceded at all hands, where any knowledge of the
ia an abettor of immorality.
In reference to subject exists ; but that it has a demoralizing tenworking from the life we are brought at once to dency we fearlesaly deny, and are in a position
a consideration of the practice punned by the aatiafactorily to demonstrate. We kuow, for the
Royal Academy, where, during a certain term, the last twenty years, the history of a life-academy
model is set daily ; and nuder the superintendence (that to which we have already alluded), whence
of a visitor-one of the Academicians, the study have risen very many members of the profesaion,
proceeds, during the two houn, certainly with u whote works are all-honourable to onr school. 'fo
much decorum as, and perhaps with more earuest- defend such men from the imputation which Lord
nesa than, if the assemblage were a congregation Haddo indirectly casts on them, vrere to insult
rather than a school; and so entirely do students, them beyond the outnge already iuflicted.
from habit, regud a figure purely according to its
Of Lord Haddo we know nothing, beyond the
beauty or pictorial grace, that no impure concep- proclllmation he makes or hie own deficiencies; but
tion finds a place in the mind. Before aspirants if he have a desire to aaaiat the cau,e of Art, we
nre admitted to the life-school, they have 1,repared should be glad to afford him an opportunity of disthemselves by a lengthened course of drawing from abusing himself of a moet mischievous and absurd
the antique-that is, from the statues in the British impreaaion.
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ENGLISH HOM.ES:
AS TREY ARE, AND MAY BE, IN FURNISHING
AND DECORATION.
PART

II.

IN the last number of the .Jrt.Journal the general
advantages of elegance in home furniture and
decorations were indicated, and one or two principles were stated, havin!( an obvious bearing on all
interior embellishment, although the examples then
given in illD!tration were taken from the working
man's cottage, and houses generally occupied by
foremen, clerks, or the smaller claaa of tradesmen.
These principles pertained more especially to paperhangings, and the arrangement of forma usedin
such fabrics, and particularly to the relations of
colour, and its adaptation to the production of unity,
variety, and general effect. Some principles, more
especially applicable to form, u that ia developed
in furniture or other outlines, which are not dependant on colour for pleasing character, or the reverse,
may now be stated; and we may begin with chimney-pieces, as these form an important part of the
landlord's decoration, being, from their prominence and structure, a kind of o«>nnecting link
between the walls and fnrniture. There is no part
of a house around which 10 much interest centres
as the fire-place of the majority of the apartments.
There the sober, hard-working labourer or artixan
finds hia chief social and domestic delight, listening
to his wire's "wonderiogs," tales of precocious wisdom, her own half-hinted wants or wishes, or the
sayings and doings of her little world for the day,
while he encourages the prattle or his babes as the
sweetest relaxation from his toil, and its amplest
reward. Around a more erpen,i ve, but not necessarily, therefore, a more elegant chimney-piece, the
city Dombey aud his household J>lay out their
several domestic parts. In the aristocrat castle the
fire and its surroundings excite the same attmctive
influence on the ium11tesboth of drawing-room and
hall ; and from the palace to the mud cabin the fire,
through a large portion of the year, forms the moat
potent object of attraction. But notwithstanding
this general fact, the majority of chimney-piece
constrnctiona are found to become lesa beautiful
the longer they are looked at, and the more closely
they are studied. Smoke would seem to be beyond
the province of these papers, but as there is little
use in wasting money on the decoration or furnishing of amoky holl$C8,a few words here on smoke
may be pardoned. It cannot, of course, be expected
that architects should become smoke-doctors, because
that department has long since been handed over to
the chimney-sweep; but as fires are neceaaary, and
it is impossible to live comfortably without getting
rid of the smoke, this should be considered one of
the moet eueutial enda of skilrul and tradesman-like
house construction. If without consideration vents
are chiefly placed in positions where the wind moat
strongly blows, which, unfortunately, ia too often
the case, what can be expected but volnmes of
smoke with every squall or gale P If chimney
stacks are placed where wind must catoh the amoke
abo¥e, it will be next to impoaaible to prevent that
greatest of all domestic nuisances but one-a smoky
house. But smoke may be retained from below, or
intercepted midway, as well as dashed down from
above, lllld in either case faulty constrnction ia the
sole root of the evil ; and above all other faults ia
that of not making the fire-place in proportion to
the aize of the apartment. Au resthetic as well 88
a constructive blnnder is the most conspicuona,
and the oftenest repeated, 80 that an ill-proportioned
fire.place almost invariably inflicts a doubly baneful
influence upon the ornamenting of an apartment.
Whether the Greeks had mantle-piece&is of little
COU91:quence
to us. 'l'hey may be glad they lived
so early, and died soon enough to have escaped
the suffering inflicted upon this latter age, from
perpetual gazing on the uncouth shapes which surronod 80 many distorted modern gntea. The forms
and fashions of mantle-pieces have changed, and
are changing, and it is Joyfully conceded that in
some quarten elegance of proportion and purity of
outline is giving place to the bald disfigurements,
or cumbrous, ornate compounds of wood, marble,
and "com110," which but recently were so familiar.
But change of fashion is not uecesaarily improvement in atyle, and chimney-pieces are at present
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con1trncted at vaat expense where the forms are
as falae, and the accumulating of compounds as
frightful, as anything known in the worat daya of
our Art-hiatory. More apecific rtference to the
style of these vagaries of the vulgar rich will be
made when treating of the decorations suitable for
the interiora of our merchant princes. At present
it i• enough to say that the aimplest wooden ogee
moolding, placed round a set of well-proportioned
atone facinga, ia more elegant, and in truer taste,
than those huge, incongrnoua chimney-pieces which
resemble nothing so mnch aa the older monumenta
in the more ariatocratic burying-grounds. If-as
Benthen aaserta-" we are the ancienta," the ample
stone chimney-pieces erected in honsea hundreds
of years since, show that the children were wiser
than their fathera. The mauive stone jambs,
topped with an arched or square lintel, had oftai
pretensioDI to decorati,,n, but they were always
in keeping with the character of gratea, chain,
and tables then in use, all partaking of the ume
breadth of style. And it would be better to
have that style restored than auft'er the perpetual
presence of those gimcraek things or impertinent
monstrosities which are now so often introduced
into rooms. In a room measured a fortnight
since, in Belgravia, 1Vefound the area 20 feet by
16 feet, the doora 7 feet 6 inches high by 3 feet
4 inches wide, windows 11 feet high, and only
Ii inches wider than the doora, the mantle-piece
nearly 6 inches wider than its height, and the white
marble pilastera 5 inches wide equal at bottom and
top, and only 1 inch broader than the styles of the
doon ! No power of ingenuity conld render BUch
a room pleasing, whatever the character of its decoration or furnishing ; and, as ahall be shown
immediately, the fint step towards pleasing harmony is proportional con1trnction in the permanent
features of a room. Like other faulta, thia one
may be partially hidden by meana of aubordinating
defects to the prominence of better qualities which
shall attract the eye, but the defect can never be
eradicated or overcome.
There are other and more expen1ive methods of
destroying rooms with mantle.pieces, and one of
these may also be described in a new house which
coat a handsome aum to build, and in which there
waa nothing the proprietor waa so pleased with
aa his dining-room marbles. They were made of
what ia technically known aa "black and gold"black marble veined with yellow. The scrolled
outline was not destitute of character, and the
proportions of the parts were respectable, and
elaborately ornamented. The o,rner pronounced
them the most expenaive set that the marble cutter
had ever made, and that was evidently one grand
reaaon why he valued them aa "ao very handsome.'' It ia undoubted that vnrious coloured
marbles have always been used, and may still be
used, with effect, but the records of Art 1"ill be
searched in vain for covering strongly-marked
marbles with sculpture, or even carving. What
would a Greek have thought of a pair of cupids on
a centre in imitation of the projecting key-atone of
an arch, but where no arch was-the one cupid
having his body cut by a broad yellow vein of
irregular form, which, after pas&ing through him,
divided his comrade's legs in two, by an oblique
line, severing the knee of the right and the ankle
of the left leg from their respective parta, while the
faces of both children were scarred with white 1nd
deeper yellow crouinga ? The other " carving"
was to match. In the acanthus leaf formed into the
scroll neither "eyes" nor "thorns," nor "bears'feet," could be aeen for the more brilliant " veins"
which croued and recrossed the leaf. It may
safely be affirmed that the most untutored helot
could not have endured anch solecisms in Art,
althoagh the well-pleaaed proprietor may never
muster Christian virtue snJ!icient to forgive thia
reference to his mnch,admired and costly chimneypiece; nor woold the reference be juatifiable were
no general principles involved in the abaurdity.
One of tbe clearest deductions of common seuoften a very scarce commodity in Art-would seem
to be [that in carviug or sculpture, where the effect
depends exclusively upon form and light and shadow,
the labour should only be bestowed on materials in
which these qnalitiea can be brought prominently
out. It ia impouible to secure effect from light
shade when the ~nsti~nent __
chnracteriatica of
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the woods or marbles nsedare more brilliant than
the light or shadow which can be produced on
them. If sorlaces are to be kept flat, then" inlays"
both in wood and marble may be oaed with eft'ect,
but it ia eaaential for ornamedta in "relief" that
one-coloured mediums be employed, if effect from
relief be the object aimed at. What ia true of
woods and marbles is still more true of imitation,,
and when this truth becomes appreciated, the fint
effort of many will be to. get their imitation marble
chimney-pieces pulled down or repainted.
In mantel-pieces, the object of fint importance, aa
in all anch construction,, is utility, and it matters
little what the abstract form, may be, if they are useleu for the practical pnrpoees intended. In the room
already mentioned, the flat tlabs five inches broad,
which do the duty of pilaatera, are covered by a shelf
exactly the same width, and, as that is found useleu
for holding any ornament commenanrate with the
general size and appearance of the room, the ingenioua expedient of covering the marble with a board
about double the width has been adopted, and green
cloth with a fringe three inches deep coven up the
wood. Nor ia that all-to insure the indispensable
necessity of fire-doge, the outside perpendicolar slabs
are joined by one bevelled at about the angle of 45 °,
so that should the poker or tonga be placed against
the aides upright, they can bnt alide and disparage
the edges of the outaide marblea in their fall. That
thia hasoften taken place, these marbles bearabundant evidence. Nor are anch mntilation1 in chimneypieces at all uncommon. And how often do we h~
the remark, that this or that ornament ia very
handsome, but "our" mantel-piece ia not made to
hold such thinga P Utility fint, then, and oruamentation afterwards, and it may be taken as a
great general truth, applicable to all ornamental and
decorative auccesa, that Corms most usefol will be
the easiest to render ornamental. Now, chimneypieces have settled down into two general Cormsthe ordinary pilaater, and what ia called the "continned" atyle-that is, reaching to the ceiling ; and
aa the former size, under one modificationor another,
ia that which mnst, as a matter of cost, remain in
general use, he who would diffuse new life and
thought into thia important section of a room would
confer no small advantage or. the domestic and
involuntary Art-education of the country. Our
fathera tried to substitute the pillar for the pilaster,
or, rather, they placed pillars before the pilaster;
but, although these pillars were not better than the
present form, former failure ought not to put the idea
of pillara entirely out of court. It may be difficult
to prove that what Dorns of Achaia selected for the
Temple of Juno were the forms best adapted for "my
lord's" dining-room chimney-piece, yet any order
would be preferable to the disorderly constructions
that now too often 1urroDI1dthe grates of the noble,
and descend by accelerated deterioration to the
dwellinga of the humble. The Exhibition of '51,
the French Exhibition, and illcreased thought devoted
to inch subjects, have made it certain that no mere
copies of antique architecture will be succeuful in
domestic decoration; and that no mere reduction
of "ordera" to scale, howCYergrand the proportion
and effecta for out-door architecture, can be defended
aa equally appropriate or effective when made in
different materials and to a diminished scale. In
every department and in every apartment new necessitiea demand new combinations and proportions, and
there aeems no reaaon why some new modification
of the pillar ahould not divide profeuional attention
with the present modifications of what is inherently
a poorer, meaner form. The Tuacau and Italian faith
waa that of all the orthodox, and it is still believed
that any " order" can be moat B11cceufullyoaed
when the measurements of Palladia are most strictly
adhered to in the proceu of reduction ; but heretics
to the present style of chimney-pieces, and other
i1aterior architecture, may be forgiven for doubting
the rosthetic truth of this very orthodox concJu.
sion. Chimney-pieces are still to be aeen made on
this principle. The elevation consiated of t1Vo
pillars on each aide of the fire-place, the distance
between each being such as to admit of triglyphs
coming regularly over the uis of each column,
allowing a metope of the proper proportions between
them. The frieze was also made to role, nnd the
ornamenta were unimpear.hable in clauicality, and
the only deficiencywas the poor, thin, meagre appearance :f the whole. ~-ad- th_e_t_wo _pillara been formed
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into one, although against the letter of the order,
their effect would have displayed more of ita spirit,
besides allowing fnlJ benefit to have been taken of
different coloured marbles-a source of ornamentation in abeyance only from the want of akill to use
it. If two well-proportioned pillara ftre each aurmonnted by a marble fi!{U?e,with a well-con1idered
rest for a time-piece between them, it would probably make aa imposing and eft'ectivea dining-room
or drawing-room chimney-piece aa either of the
other styles now in exclusive use, besides opening
up a new path for decorative sculptora, at little, if
any greater cost than is often lavished on the present forms.
Before going over the practical details of other
parts of furniture or decoration, there ia one general
principle all important to the intelligible treatment
and intelligent comprehension of the BDbject, and
whether our treatment of the principle be considered
philosophically right or wrong, it 1"ill at leut indicate the kind of atandard by which forms and detail
shall be practically tested.
Men, in whatever trade or bnainess, know the
value of fint principles, or facta which practically
answer the same purpose. Those who work in
coloura know that red warms up t.he tone of other
coloura, and knowing this, paintera use red to
produce the warm colours wanted. Paintera seldom
bother their braina about what red is, and why it
should produce warm hues, and not green oueathey accept the fact which experience has taught,
and act on it. All engaged in Arte and Manufactures may treat beauty in the same way. It would
be mere child's play with words to invite men to
produce thinga beautiful, and ask them, as a parental
duty, to aurround their childrera with these, without
iudicatillg what objects are, and what are not,
beautiful. Philosophers must be left to deal with
the speculative mysteries of thia question-it ia
enoagh for usefol every-day life to catch glimpses of
ita realized existence. To the metaphysician the
investigation of beauty may furnish an exciting
intellectual exercise, but to be useful to the operative,
it muat be brought out of that misty atmosphereto be aerviceable,he must be able to put hia finger on
beauty, and aay, That'a it ; and only then will he be
able to nae it as the colouriat naes red. A state of
aocicty ia imaginable when the people 1Vereso ignorant
of the qualities of iron as not to believe that it was
harder or stronger than wood, but the ready answer
to these doubters would be "Try it P" So our
population are generally ao ittnorant respecting the
qualities of beauty, that many believe there ia no
material and intrin1ic difference between that and
ugliness, except aa a matter of opinion. The simple
practical answer to BDchdoubtera is, " Try them."
Compare the ill-drawn with the well-drawn square,
or the elegant oval with a notched or dimpled circle,
and their own senutions 1"ill be another testimony to
the univeraal jndgment that some form, are beautiful,
and others are not. Who ever uw or heard of one
who doubted the beauty of the" Venus riain~ from
the Sea," and the lines and combinatioDI which are
beantifol in that will be eqnally beantiful everywhere, in proportion aa they predominate, either in
a statue or a chair. Having found such a fact-a
principle realized-the fact will become important
in proportion aa those whom it may concern shall
use it and incorporate it with all forms, just as the
men of colour, use their primary pigmenta. All
who have written or thought on the subject have
concluded that one quality of line ia the most beautiful, and that ia present praetical perfection to the
many, whether it perfectly aatiafiea the philosophic
few or not.
Modern philosophers have perplexed themselves
and others with the question, What ia beauty P just
as the aceptics of old did with the query, What is
truth P The greater minds have been oontent to
know that beauty exista. Plato did not discourse of
beauty in the abstract, but of "this beautiful world.''
"The Creator," eaid he, "deairing that all things
1hould be good, and nothing bad, brought it
(the world) from a state of disorder into a state of
order, thinking this in every respect better than
that.''* And out of thia flowed the theory of pro•
• Dlacouraea by Plato, appended to Professor Blackle's
recent work on Beaoty, which ahould be caref'ully atadlod
by all Interested In the production or things be.utl!ul.
There are other works to which reforcnce might be made
with advantage.
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portion and symmetry, as the principal elemeota of indicated ; bnt it cannot be too strongly impressed
ANCIENT BOOKBINDING,
beauty. Out of this has alao arisen the modem upon the mind, that man ia the moat beautiful
AS EXHIBITED IN THE LIBRI LIBRARY.
notion, that anything to be beautiful mnat have the created form; and that while the mountains and the
attribotea of a plural number, although how these weeds, the delicate gazelle and the eddies in the rill
would be found in the outline of a new moon-one from which it drinks, the loveliest flowersand the Tuuu to the continued increaseof printing, booka
of the moat beautiful objects in the world-we can- dashing billow,, all partake of the same charac- are now so common that very ordinary buyers poa·
not understand. What Plato evidently meant was, teristic outline, yet the highest beauty ia only to be aeaa email librariea, which, though looked on coothat, in the arrangement of the world, proportion fonnd in the most perfectly developed humanity, temptuoualy by "collectors," who desire quantity
was the baaia of composition, 80 to speak, while and the curves moat peculiar to man must therefore and rarity, yet rival in one of theae qualifications
" symmetry" applied to the individual forms; but be the most beautiful. The neceaaaryconclnaionia, the libraries of kings dnriug the middle ages, when
he never aaid anything 80 foolish as that beauty that the highest style of Art, whether ornamental a dozen or two of volumes was a wonderful collecmust always be a plural quantity. The singular or pictorial, will only be reached through laborious tion, each one of which was guarded jealously. In
or linear quality of beanty has an important study of the antiqne atatuea and the living model, 1864 the Royal Library of France did not exceed
bearing on the artiJan. Plato asks hie acholar how although a garner may be filled with invaluable twenty volumes; and that redoubtable polemic, our
women, horaea, lyres, and pitchers can all be beau- knowledge for industrial design by the earnest stu- King Henry VIII., couldnot displaya larger number.
tiful, and he receivea no satisfactory reply ; but aa dent of the lower manifestationsof natural beanty. It wu not unusual in monastic libraries to find the
nniveraal decision haa declared the human form
As there are various qualities of aweetneaa,the volumes, 80 aaeiduously obtained for general n.se,
most beautiful,other objects will be 80 in proportion augar-plum being different from a Lisbon orange, endorsed with denunciationsagainst all who should
as they display those characteristica which are pro- and a Normandypippin different from both, so there anrreptitioualy abstract them; and caaea are on renounced beautiful in man. That curved and flowing are various pbaaea of beauty, and thia should be cord of loana of books, where all kinda of legal
outline, so conspicnonain the human frame, is alao kept steadily in view by all who would think or restrictions guarded the loan, even when kings
the leading characteristic of external nature. Win- work on this domain. At present we only deal were the borrowers, eo jealously were books kept.
kleman and Hntehiaon anbataotiallyaffirm that this with beanty as displayed in lines. In ordinary When we consider the vast and continuous labour
line ia reflected from all nature on the surface of the life nobody doubts that lines have (partly, uo doubt, of yeara devoted to a folio volume, ere the plain
mind, and they conclude that thia reflection pro- from the tuition of the eye, whether conferred or sheets of vellum ..-ere covered with carefully con•
duce&the pleasure which makea the spectator call involuntary) certain definedand fi:i:edcharacteristics. atructed letters, and enriched by ornaments in gold
the reflected objects beautiful. We accept the ad- A rrpendicular line suggests the idea of stability, and colour, and elaboratelyexecuted miniatures demiaaionof the fact, but doubt the inference, because an if a horizontal line be added, the angle gives picting the events recorded, we shall then, and then
pleasure cannot be derived from that mental pas- the charaeteristic of decision and increasedstrength. only, comprehendthe intrinsic value of ancient books.
sivity which the supposedreflection impliea. There From theae two combinations the ollk has become Dear as fine manuacripta may appear to ns, they
can be no pleuure in the mind acting u a mere an emblem of atr.mgth, while the ash and weeping are all now sold at mnch under what the coat of
mirror to external nature, beea111ethe active flow willow, from their graceful form and falling curves, their construction wouldbe if paid for as hand labour.
of animal life pants with restleaa eagerneaa for have become types of elegance or grief. Theae are The cheapness of modern books, and their abun•
objects which will so stimulate sensation u to pro- not arbitrary popular conceits, bnt the ideas these dance, totally unfit a modem reader for Talning
duce pleasure. Indeed, there ia such a natural love several emblems expreaa are inherent in the lines them as the ancients eateemedthein.
When books were finished by the weary manipufor this kind of excitement, that the mind prefers which form the specialities among the trees of the
being stimulated by unpleasant emotion,, rather forest. The aame facts are eqnally visible among lation of years, they were bound aumptuoualyand
than remain in the dreary void of paaeive iusen- the beast&of the field. Square angular forms, strongly, 80metimes with a lavish display of ornaaibility-a feeling not confined to senaationaexr.ited whether in a bnilding or a lion, expreaa the idea of ment outside; this was particularly the caae with
by external nature, but one which has ita coun- btrength, while the motion of a peacock's tail, or the aacred books. Antique cameo&and precious
terpart in social life, where the rich will undergo the spike of a flower, as surely suggests elegance atones were inserted in the wooden coven ; occasionally Roman dypticha, or plaques of eculptured
much that is unpleaaing to interrupt that more without strength.
unsufferable ennuie, with which idle people are
Hundreds of examples might be found of different ivory, formed them. In the middle ages, embosaed
afflicted. The beauty in any object captures the aensatioua produced by different forms, and the leather became fashionable; and the noble library
feelings before it appeals to the intellect. The study and realization of this differenceia the begin- of M. Libri, 80ld during the last month at Meaars.
aensatiooa taste the pleasure, and the reason ning, middle, and end of sncoesafuldesign. If, then, Sotheby and Wilkinaon'a rooms, contained a matehexamines into the ca111ewhich producea this effect, the flowing curves characteristic of man are the leae historic aeries of bookbindings, 'lfhich it was
and the connection between this pleasure and the lines displaying the highest proportion of beauty, aad to feel would be scattered over Europe, after
object which produced it ia the hasi, of beauty. designs containing the largest proportion of theae they had been thus aaeiduouslygathered.
The lu:i:uryof private book-collecting and coetly
Thia aeema to reduce beauty to simple aenaatiou, distributed in similar ratio will be the most beau,
but that ia produced by definite qualities, aa in tiful. Bnt repose ia as euential to pleasure aa bookbinding, originated with the merchant princes
form, and therefore the beauty ia 88 truly in the excitement, and, in aucceasfnl design, the eye will of Italy, such as the Medici, the Della Roverea,
form as in the sensation. If, therefore, the line not be fatigued even with pursuing beauty. In the the D'Eatea, and other wealthy families. Upon
moat characteristic of man be that which per- middle ages, there waa often incredible skill and such works the best artiste were employed; many
meates and encircles creation, thia line, which labour btttowed upon complications of beautiful of the designs came from such menu Ginlio Clovio;
Hogarth and all other writers on the subject have lines ; but they were often so involved, that the eye and M. Libri informs ua " there were literary men
agreed in calling the line of beauty, and which became wearied in tracing them. It ia aa true in whoae employment wu solely to supply people
the greatest artists adopted to expreaa the moat design as in mathematics, that a whole must be with anch emblems and devices 88 were to be appabeautiful, before the written theory exiated- made np of its parts; but it ia equally true, that rent on their dreaaea, on their books, and on all
Raphael, for instance, in hie cartoon, "The beau- although aenaation,stimulated up to a certain pitch, the articles of their furniture." The 1alama,uler
of Diana of Poictiers,
tiful gate of the Temple,"-if this be that line produces pleasure, yet when that point is paaaed, of Francia I., and the cre1ce11I
which yields to our organizationthe greatest amount even the pnrauit of beauty becomesfatigue, and that are instance&: M. Libri'a colleetionfurnishes curious
of satisfaction, then ought this to be most largely in Art ia equivalent to the production of imperfect e:i:amplesof both. Sometimes the arms of tbe prodevelopedin all things beautiful. Sentient existence forma. How to avoid this fatigue, without pro- prietor were magnificently emblazoned amid the
is itself pltaaure, and to live apart from fatiguing ducing eqnally unpleaaant sensations, ia one tuing gold tooling at the aides. Occasionally painting
effort is enjoyment. The minnow in the pool, the highest skill of the designer; for there is as added ita beauties to the work, and the edgesof
the insect in the sunbeam, the lambkin in the much difference between a mere broken line and a the leaves obtained their share of decoration.
The most celebrated of ancient book-collectors
meadow, and the baby in its mother's arms, all rest for the eye in ornament, as there ia between a
testify that the simple sensation of life produces broken noae and a beautifully-formedmouth. It is wu Jean Grolier, of Lyons, one of the four treato cut short a flowing line, but is not so easy surers of France during the reign of Francis I.,
pleasure. So, whatever stimulates this senaation, eaa1
produces that pleasure which leads us to prono11nce to msert one horizontally, ao as to increase, instead and ambuaador to Rome. With echolarlyliberality
the object beautiful. The feeling of beauty finds ita of diminishing, the value of the flowing form. And he stamped upon his books the ..-ords,"Jo, Grolierii
root in life, as the feeling of nglineaa finds ita root hence the advantage, to say nothing of the reduced et amicornm," to ahow that they were at the serin death. The handmaids of Homer's hero brought expense, of only keeping linear curves np to, without vice of his friends aa well aa of himself. The bindallowing them to over.tep, thoae limits which the ing he adopted wu remarkable for the fine character
" Limpid water from the livingbrook,~
eye can follow with pleasure, without verging on of ita interlaced ornament, which ia aaid to have
as opposed to the quiescent pool, and in proportion fatigue. Under diet is in all circumatanceaprefer- been designed by himaelf in momenta of leisure.
u forms or objects represent lire, ao do they stimu- able to a surfeit, and in none more than when " Blind tooling," or decoration impressed by stampa
late sensation. A straight line ia to the eye a calm dealing with ornamentation. But although all without gilding, waa alao fashionableat this period,
monotony, and anggestethe type of death ; an un- beauty is baaed on the llowing curve, the beauty of and we often find scenes in aacred and cl888ic
dulating line beeomesthe type of life, from the sen- the object designed will depend upon the titneas of history embossed on book-backs. The old binders
eation awakened in following its curvea; and the curves employed to e:i:preaathe idea intended. acem to have taken a pride in their work, and it ia
according to the agreeablesmoothness,or the broken The aame curves which would be beauty in a Veuua, not uncommon to find their names impressed among
angularity of that flowingline, will be the measure would not produce grandeur in a Jupiter. The the ornaments, 80metimes with an inecription in
of delight experienced. If, then, there be lines quality of the form ia permanent, bot the quantity ia Latin to declare that " in honour of God" they
which excite pleasure from the eye following their variable; and when this quantity ia conaiateutly have "well and truly" bound them.
Early in the sixteenth century, when the learned
in industrial carried ont, ancceaaful effects can be produced in
forms, how eaaential for all en-~
art to know what these lines ~';d
equally im- very amall apace, and at a great reduction of ladies of England made '1!emaelves famed among
European echolan, and the daughters of Sir Thomaa
portant that ornaments invented to please should e:i:penae.
be drawn in thoae forms which yield the highest
JOHN STEWART, I More, and the Lady Jane Grey, received the homage
of anch men as Erasmus and Aacham, they emgratification. What theae are baa been already
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ployed their leisure in decorating the books they
loved ao well. Or. grounds of silk and velvet. they
embroidered devices in threads of gold and ailver ;
or in coloured silks worked trees, birdl, beuta,
mottoes, and coata of arms, occuionally using seed
pearla aud small gems to give increased boldness
and beauty to their work. In the British 1\luaeum
are some specimens of Qneen Elizabeth'• ability in
this branch of art .
The volumes in M. Libri's collection comprise
such u adorned the libraries of the old Kings of
Franc11and England, or the wealthy Italian nobles.
The English Kings Henry VII. and VIU., seem to
have been satisfied with stamping the Tudor rose,
or other badges of their family, on their volumesusing gilding but sparingly. It hu been asserted
that the then binder to the king (Joseph Cundall)
had some of his patterns designed by the celebrated
Hana Holbein; a not unlikely thing, when· the
univenality of his genius is considered, and the
constant tax upon it, which we know wu levied by
the goldsmiths, jewellers, and fnmitnre makers of
his day. Of the library of Edward VI. this collection bouted probably the finest specimen in
existence. It wu a copy of Eatienue Groulleau'a
"Xenophon," printed at Paris, in 154.7; the cover
wu an elegant specimen of Grolier tooling, execnted
in gold, and having the blank space, within the outlines of the design, paiuted black. In the centre
were the royal arms and initials, the Tudor rose
was worked in gold in various part& of the design.
Of the library of his younger sister Elizabeth, the
same collection furnished an admirable specimen, in
one volnme, t:laboralely covered with delicate
tooling- perfect blaze of gildinp;, but minute and
tasteful at the same time ; the edges were gilt and
gaufre, and in the centre of each device was a heart,
painted in crimson. Her favourite, Sir Robert
Dudley, stamped hie volumes with " the bear and
ragged staff'," the time-hononred crest of hie family,
amid the other enrichments. Of the library of
James I., many specimens were gathered; he
appears to have contented himself with the royal
arms, badges, and initials, stamped in gold. His
aon, Charles I., adopted a similarly aimple style;
a few lines of gold bounded the covers, with an
ornamental device at the corner, the royal arms and
initials in the · centre; but in one instance, a copy
of Biahop Hall', " Contemplationa," the sides were
filled with amalljleur-de-lya in the interstices of the
other ornament, until the whole was matted with
gold. A uniqne specimen of Oliver Cromwell's
library was of much interest. It wu a copy of
music, by John Hingston, his organist, and wu
simply decorated with the arma of the Protector,
and a few lines of gilding. This " atern binding,"
as 111
. Libri terms it, was anccceded by more florid
decoration in the daya of Charles 11. Specimens
of his books, and of bindings execnted for our
monarchs up to the reig11of George III., occurred
in this remarkable aale; aud M. Libri aaya, "these
specimen, of Art, compared with booka bound in
Italy, Germany, and Spain, during the same period,
will perhaps ensure, in that respect, a eort of supremacy to England over those countries."
M. Libri is inclined to award the palm to France
for the very finest e1amplea of bookbinding ; and
he instances numben in his own collection belong.
ing to the royal family of France, but he owns
they were sometimea over-decorated. The beat
taste he finda in the booka of De Thou and Colbert,
which he considen perfect . in their ehaate simplicity. He aays, "So much attentio11was paid, at
that period, to the materials need in binding, that
in a treaty with the empire of Morocco, we find
Colbert stipulating for a certain number of real
Morocco skina to be yearly anpplied from Africa to
the French government, to be need only for the
bindings destined for the Bi/JliotAegue&yale."
Though the breaking np of so remarkable a collection goesto enrich many otben, · it. cannot but be
regretted that the akill and taste, the deep knowledge and nntiring peneverance, which gatben
from all quarten auch works u present an historic
aeries, should be, in a great degree, nullified by
auch a diapenion. It would have been well if the
eaaea which for a few day, contained these remarkable volnmet, could have enshrined them for ever
in aome of our own public collections. The aale
of these l'lre booka realized more than .£8000.

THE

OXFORD RAFFA.ELLE DR!. WINGS.
W£ meu of London :ire much indebted to the magnates of 01ford for the temporary loan and eihibition, at the South Kensington Mnaenm, of the
matchleaa series of drawings by Raff'aelle and
1\licbael Angelo, now belonging to the Taylor
Institute in that ancient and loyal city. Once the
treasured prizes of such men as Sir Joshua Rey.
nolds, Sir Thomas Lawrence, and William Young
Ottley, they might have been lost to the Aft.
student, by being scattered among private collections.
Two hundred of these wonderful sketches enable us
Engliabmen to comprehend more fully than we
could by any other means the " divine" aonl or
Rafl'aelle,and the " terrible" imaginings of Michael
Angelo. The good these drawings mnat do in
Lor.don ca111,otbe overstated : they diaplay the
mental workings of the two greatest geniuses the
world has produced, and lead to a fuller comprehension of the patient study of nature they prosecuted 10 continuously. It is not a little curious to
speculate on the fact that the language of "the
great mother " ia not the same to all her artist
aons. She speaks ever with grace and aollneBI to
Raff'aelle,though never without a matronly dignity;
but to Michael abe converses with a giant power,
casting her drapery grandly over stalwart limbs,
" heroic" in all their motions. There is the same
patient study evinced by both muters, but with
what distinct reaults I Drapery falls with flowing
lines o( beanty about Raff'aelle'a figures; it breaks
into sculptureaqne shadows about tboee of Angelo.
The handa of an old man, studied by one master,
are wrinkled, nervous, but quiescent; with the
other you feel the action of every nerve, and the
bones beneath appear to be there, u surely as if
they might, as in nature, be laid bare by the di..
secting knife.
This large series of atudiea is the beat proof of
the intense devotion of both great men to their art.
They are also curious u exhibiting the modes of
aketcbing at that era. Sometimes the silver-point
only is need, to lightly indicate the drawing. 'finta
of various kinds (aome to our eye inappropriate)
are occasionally used u a medium for darker pencillings and high lights; and nothing is more instructive than the certainty of hand, the reault of
long experience, which it evinced in the tender
touchea of light in some of these marvellous drawings. The leut aatiafactory are the washed draw.
iugs, which are unworthy of the rest : they have
not their erispneaa or vigour. Bnt with the pen in
hand, producing effects by lines only, these men were
unrivalled: the 11.exibility,grace, and intense power
they then display prove their claim to the title
" Maeatro." It is worthy of the moat intent stndy,
and will repay it. Let ua hope that the present
opportunity to do thia will be embraced.
With many of these worka the Art-student hu
been already familiar in the great work of Ottley
on the Italian School of Design; but hie fac-aimiles,
necessarily coatly, restricted the knowledga to a few
who could aff'ord to give twelve guineu for a comparatively thin folio volume. What modern ecience
may do for students ia evidenced in the prices
attached to the photographs exhibited at. Kensington, made from the drawiup;s, and for all practical
purposes equal to them. Rafl'aelle's study for a
head of a Madonna is priced sevenpence half-penny,
aud his lovely drawing of the Salutation at one
abilliog. A charming pen drawing of the Virgin
and Child is to be photographed for sale at five.
pence. Here we feel that Science may legitimately
aid Art ; and this is one of the true uses of photography, which fails when it endeavours to falsely
rival artistic intelligence.
The inftuence of antique Art over the mind of
Raftaelle is shown in the atudiea he has('.arefully
made from arabesquea and statuary. We have
figures of Veno.aVictrix, Vesta, Hygeia, &c. The
drapery ao judicio11Jlydisposed by the Greek eculp·
tor seems to have particularly claimed hie attentiou;
and cue drawing (No. 149) is a most cai:efnl atudy
of a noble work of this kind. The Farnese Her•
cnles i1 copied in one instance, and it is not a little
curious to note it&weakneaa when compared to the
original : it wu a snbject unfitted for Rafl'aelle's
pencil. Angelo, on the contrary, would have

exaggerated ita strength . He, too, waa devoted to
the study of the great works of antiquity, and one
drawing here is an attempt at restoring the entire
fignre whose torso, now in the Vatican, 11'81 the
admiration of his life. He was often employed by
the popes to restore the wanting members of antique
atatnary, and the collections at Rome abundantly
exhibit hia proficiency in that way.
The earlier drawings of Raft'aelle diaplay all the
peculiarities of his muter, Perngino, a manneriam
aometimea nnpleaaant. The wf&kneaaof his early
1tyle, and its falaeneaa to nature, are seen in
the head No. 189; while the ultimate nobility of
female beauty his pencil portrayed may be advan•
tageoualy studied in No. 142. The young arti.lt
soon emancipated his atyle. There is a delicate
drawing, executed with a ailver-point, a fac-aimile of
which hu been publiahed by Ottleykneeling
fignre, which might be intended for St. Stephen,and which he thinks undoubtedly a production of
the artist'• youth ; thia could not be anrpaased
for trnth and beauty. Ottley aaya, " It poaeeaaes
that kind of exeellence which is not acquired io.
school,, and bas in it, if I may ao epeak, the very
aoul of feeling and expreasion." Nearly all the
originals or Ottley'• engravings may be seen at
Brompton . One of the moat remarkable, " the
Battle for the Standard," it mounted in an open
frame, both aidea of the paper being covered with a
vigorona sketch, showing hie perfect mutery over
the nude fignre. His painataking attention to
nature ia evidenced in the m1111y
beautiful studies he
dashed off' with the pen, from playful children, Bild
groups be may have seen in his walks. The many
studies he made for the "Death of Adonis " prove
the fertility and fastidiousneaa of his taste. His
sketch for the fignre of Adam in the celebrated print
by Marc Antonio, as well as for that of the kneeling
female in the foreground of his Heliodoru1, are
inatances of his close application to natural studies.
There are many instances of his sketching groupa
of buildings, 1111d
bits of scenery, which strnck hia
mind by their picturesque combinatiou. A row of
persona seated at a table induced him, by their easy
positions, to perpetuate them in a ,ketch.
His
venatility is shown in a design for a bedatead.,and
several architectural sketches ; and his poetic nature
in rhymes, frequently written among the pictured
tbougbta on these sheets of paper, ao preciolll u
delineating the inner life of the great artist; whom
we may imagine employed in hia study, scattering
hia thoughts or arnnging his ideas on these aheeta,
little valued by himaelf but prieeleaa to all others,
as the brilliant first thoughts, often leaa vigorolll in
after elaboration.
The aeries by Michael Angelo offer wondrous
examples of his knowledge and vigour. Though
sometimes dashed off' with the greatest roughueaa,
there are instances, as in the atudiea for portion, of
his great fresco of the " Lut J ndgment," where they
are finished with scrnpuloua care. It is recorded
that he presented bis frienda and patroll8 with auch
finished ,ketches of his worka. They compriae
studies for all hia paintings in the Sistine Chapel,
including thoee published by Ottley.
One of the
drawings ia peculiarly interesting : it ia one of the
figures designed for the Tomb of the Medici at
Florence, and has been sketched from the sculpture
by the artilt while it wu in his studio, standing on
the wheeled framework preparatory to ita removal.
There is another equally intereating drawing, exhibited among others belonging to Mr. J. C.
Robinson of the Kensington Museum, which appear:•
to be the nude 1tndy for the prostrate Paul
m the freaeoof the Capello Paolino of the Vatican.
Upon a portion of the paper Angelo haa noted a
receipt for making varnish, which bad beenimparted
by" Messer Giorgio Vasari de Firenze," and which
wu probably written down in the presence of the
artist-historian of the Italian,.
Angelo's deepseated knowledge of anatomy, and love of ita diaplay, is visible throughout all these worka. •
Altogether we learn more of the mode of study
practised by these great men, in a collection like
this, than it is ever poaaible to do by their perfected
works. They are bold and free expressions of vivid
ideas, vigorously dashed off' at the moment of inspiration. We could wish them to remain longer
with DI ; but the permiasiou to photograph the
aeries, ao generously allowed by the Oxford authoritie,, renders this of leas consequence.
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make a pictnr or it! Wun•t it noice !"-therewaa a merry twinkle in his eyes, while he repeated,
awld umman, in her mother's cap and jeckat, make a pictur I an she, bless her awld cranky
faee, so prond eoz she was draw'd ! "
We met the old man frequently afterwards, and once, just as our ponies arriYed at the outer
gate of Manorbeer Castle, he was there; withont invitation, he followed ns, his arms crossed on
his back, his head advanced, and his keen little eyes taking in everything. " I think," he c0111meneed, "you're for admiring the oold place just ns the painter-man ndmired my oold wife in

I "my

I

PAB.TIX.-TENBY, &c.
-~4\j~~~'lol,~tr.>'Y'
NEof the pleasantest drivra from
• /"'l Tenby is to the north-as far
\;
.~ aa Amroth, taking en route San·
, ~ denfoot, St . lssel, and Hean
r :, Castle ; viaiting, if the tourist
·
pleaau, one of the miues of
anthracite coal, or which there are
senral in the neighbourhood-their
" whereab•mts" indicated by tall chimneys. These place, arc on the north
r'· , . .
side of Tenby-the opposite lo those
{~: . 1, ,,,... we _have beeu heretofore describing. 'l'he
:- .:::.1
tounst who proceeds to Amroth, some five
miles from the town, will, of course, stop to
. · :·
'l( · examine the submarine forest; he may easily
J
proenre specimens, iu which be will find imbedded shells, in some instances ~onlaining the living fish.•
Traditioua and orally preserved poems combine with existing remains to indicate that, iu several pince,, large tracts of
country, once cultivated and inhabited, had been swallowed
up by the sea. The chief or these is the Cantre 'r Gwaelod, ,
or lower Hundred, in Cardigan Bay. According to some
accounts, this event happened in the fifth century. In "The
Triads," a collection of very ancient Welsh records, the misfortune is attributed to the drunkenness of Seithenyn, who
wantonly opened the flood-gates, and,

/

"Aner hi• r.. uve mirth, let 111the desolating ocean...

Amroth is the furtheat point of this excursion. The
" Caslle " i, a modern house ; anciently it waa called " Eare
Wear," and is supposed to have been the feudal residence of
a follower• of Arnulph de Montgomery, one or "a chain of
posts," which may yet be traced from Caermartben to Pembroke. A stone's throw CrumAmroth is the boundary stream
that divides the shires, Pembroke and Carmarthen . Many
delightful bits of a~nerv are to be met with in the neighbourhood. Hean Cuti;, now nlso :r. modern dwelling, is,
according to Fenton, but a corruption of Hengutill, the old
castle. The whole of this neighbourhood waa once a huge
forest ; it is now "the great natural depot of coal," and the
is the port at which the
pretty little village of SANDIIISFOOT
material ia shipped for exportation ; lines of tramway have
been laid down from the mines to the quays, and there is a
character of active bustle seldom to be found elsewhere in
the district. There are few more delicious drives than. that
which leada from Ten by, over hills, to the dell in which this
miniature seaport is situate . It is by another route homewarda-throngh narrow lanfl that lead into the main road
from Narbeth-we reach the church and hamlet of ST. lsst:L.
The church is small, but haa a tall square tower of grey
stone ; a tiny atream " brawls acrou the pebbly road, and
paasea with a whispering rush through the tunnel arch of a
rustic foot-bridge."
The many ancient churches that neighbour Tenby add
greatly to its iutere!t and attrnction ; the to11ri1t may
examine a dozen of them in a day. There are none that gave
us more pleoanre than that we have pictured-dedicated to a
saint of whom we know nothing. It is in a ple1181111t
dell,
environed by trees: in the crowded churchyard aleep the
hamlet's "rude forefathers." The rivulet, on the morning of
our visit, scarcely covered the stepping-stones, but, at times,
it becomes a fierce current, and then the quaint foot-bridge
ia the !{Uardianof wayfarers. A carter waa watering his
horses there while we lingered to ndmire the masses of wild
flowers on its banks. He was a short burly son of the principality; not old, apparently-though he told us he waa at
the winter end of seventy. We praised the old church.
"Ah, well I gentry think mnny a thing handsome that
I don't see notbiu' in. A drawing-man, t'otber day, made a
pictur of my wife-an she's a good five years oolder than
I-that she is; but it was her hat an' jeckat be took to.
Sbe'd a been notbin in bis eyes without the hat an jeckat.
She wanted lo put on her new ans, but be waa s11cha fule
tb11the stuck to the oold ; an I eould'nt but laugh-to see bow
be was took in. Why, they'd been her own muther's I Now
there waa a thing for a painting-man to make a pictnr of!
A Welshwoman, touching eighty, iu her own mutbtr's bat
and jacket ! Why, the bat was knoekt np and down-like
-like-nothin',
and aa high aa a church steeple-and he to

,!}-.,,!,
8T. 18SKL.

her mulber's hat and jeckal I Ah I but we had a jolly night I.ere, in Bonev's time; when
a stout-hearted amugglinp:gentleman took Manorbeer Park farm, an pnrtended he bronght ovver
five Cornish men to teach our Jadamining, an' our women to millt cows. It waa sometimes
carrying kegs over the rocks an' atones at Lydatep, an hiding am in our e&\'esthere, or else
taking a run with am up the green alopea, to the men in waiting, iC the coast waa clear. Many
a boat have I seed upset in the surf of Manorbeer Bay, an then scramble-who scramble could I
We had cellars all about the cliff,, two on hili farm, some nuder the old parsonage walls, by
0

IUDSMFOOT.

l\lanorbeer Church · an bless von ! the cut! i itself is like a mole-hill- the earth under it ia
full of onr nm,. Eh!' if the· painter-man bad bnt sen the ,muggling cutter Jane, Captain
Fuue, puraued by a king's ship-the shot flying over III like hail in thunder-an we bobbing
• We ohtalned 1,lece•co11t11lnlng
acver11ior u,e living ti,h-boU1 the like geese under an archway to 'scape it. 'Get down, my lads,' says Captain }'urze, says he,
PAola, candida and PAola, dact11la,. Some or the wood has been
timber isn't spliced that 'II run down Jack Fnne-:Jown,
found to retain marks or the 11xe,"as lr the encroachment or the aea • get below ; I'll balk 'em yet-the
had been elfected since the country was Inhabited by civilized man." my lads, at once!• and as he spoke, he threw himself flat on the deck, and ~ he steered lymg ~n
To this Interesting locality, u well u to many othen, where Ute his back. He dodged from day till dark-when we come on deck, and, makmg a suddau tum 10
peculiar producll or the locality are to be obtolncd, Jenkins Is 11
his coorse, be scnped. Ah I Captain Jack would have been something to paint-he would I"
vaiU11bleguide.
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The pretty vill~e -of ST. FLORENCE, which occupies i. d~ll who are engaged in dririog-on the footliall through the atreet, 1 On Good Friday many old
in the centre of a rich nlley, of the same uame, i, a charming people do, or did, walk barefoot to church. Easter Monday is a great day of fun, and Whit
object when aeen from any of the adjacent heights; it is hen: Monday a day ,till more jovial ; for r.lubs, with bands and banners decked with flowen, form
i,ictnred, and alto an ancient mill-one of those venerable proceasiooa to vi,it chnrch, and, iu the e,·ening, to dance the old nod honoured dance, " Sir
relict of the pictureaque which never fail to lnre the artist Roger de Coverley." On May-eve, the King and Queen or May, tricked out with tlowen,
from a beaten track. Of St. 1'1orence,with its many arched parade the town and demand from all, candles, or money wherewith to buy-used at night iu
doorway, aud quaint round chimney,, we have little to 11y, illuminating the May-huh, round which dancing is kept up wbil,t the lights lut, and then 1111
and may occupy onr page by reference to aome of the old immense bonfire of furze is lighted, on which the hub is hurued. All-Hnllow, Eve, is, of conrse,
traditions, for which the reader will readily believe the isolated a grand featival in Tenby, u it i, everywhere.
town of Tenby id famous.
Do you happen to be at Tenby on St. David's day, when
:March ia entering "liken lion," aa is his wont? We may
wi3h you there when be is going out " like n lamb ; " but at
all events, you will be in Wales on the fcte day of its patron
aaint, and if you do not yourself wcnr a leek you will aee many
who do 10. You will be told, in the words of .the historian
Malkin, that "St. David ia as proper to the Welsh, by whom
he is called St. Dewy, as St. Geor[!:eto En~laod;" He '11'18
certainly of royal descent, aod wae born, J>robably,A.D. !60,
aomewhere in Pembrokeshire, near lo the See he subsequently
governed. If ~eldeu beconsulted, you will learn thll" he was
uncle to King Arthur, was Bishop of .Menevia,which is now
St. David's, in Pembroke," that "he was first canonized by
Calishta H .," lhat " he was prognosticated above thirty years
hefore his birth," aud that St. Patrick, in the presence of the
yet unborn babe, ",nddeuly lost the use of speech," but,
recovering it soon after, "made prediction of De"-y's holiness I
joined with greatness." This wns not the only miracle that I
heralded his advent; to minister to his baptism, a fountain of
the purest water gushed forth-" to be seen to this day." ·
Hia schoolfellows used lo declare lhey often saw a snow-white
dove hovering above him. The promise of his childhood wa;,
fulfilled iu manhood, and iu age; "Heaven was pleased to i
prosper all bis labours; bles!ing him with a patriarchal '
longevity, to continue a shining ornament of rcli11:ioo,and an ,
instructive example to the world. He coded bis days amongst
faithful servants or God, in bis beloved retirement, and was
bnried in hi• owu church, where bis ahrioe for many ages
continued to be frequented by se\'tral crowned heads, and
pilgrims or every description." We shall make closer acquaintance with the saint when we visit bis cathedral, which adorns
dT • t'LOR&:CCE .
nod glorifies this Shire.
Alas!
theae
pleasant
sport,
of
the
people
are beeoming daily more and more a mere history ;
The origin of the leek as the badge of Welshmen is
involved io much obscurity; there is no evidence concerninit dull facts are driving out lively fancies; labour seldom, now-a-clay,, seeks refreshment from
it; if we except that of an old " broadside," which declares healthful play; toil baa its recompence only in toil anew; the May-pole on the village green
that, on a certain first or March, the Welshmen "joyned with is often but a sad reminder of pleunre uoinberited . If we have learned to be wiser than onr
fathers, and more refined than our mothers, it may be well to inquire, uow and then, at what
their foes," and, in order not to coufouud friends wit!, them·price, in this "utilitarian age," our acquisitions have been bought. 'J'eoby hu "profited" leu
" Into a ganlen they did go,
tbau more acceaaible places by introductions of modem ways. May it keep-yet a long whileWhere each one 11ulleda leeko,"
its privilege unacalh-.d! Nay, "'e may even regret that its "auperatitions" are rapidly "dying
which, wearing in their hats, they were thus enabled to out;" that the White Lady appears not with her wouted frequency to indicate to some lucky
recognise their countrymen, "all who bad no leekes being
,laiue ." To this tradition Sbakspere refers, making 1''luellen
say in " Henry V.," "The Welshmen did goot aervice in a
garden where leeks did grow, wearing leeks in their Mon·
month caps." The more plau,ible supposition, however, is
that of Dr. Owen Pngbe, that it wu derived from " the
custom in the Cymmorlha, ,till observed in Wales, in which
the farmers BASisteach other in ploughing their lsnd, on
which occasion every one formerly contributed bis leek to
the common repast." Be it what it may,
1

1

"\\·e slill rememt,cr Oa,·ltl"a day,
Jo ,rearing of a leeke .•,

I
1:
I

Let n, dream at Tc11by, and recall the manners and
c,.. tom, or the q•taint old town in limes itone by; we read
or tl,em iu the Ciunbria,. Joumal, and faucy may picture
them to-day as they were lon11:ago I
la the tourist in Tenby when the year closes? be will be
told by throngs, with lighted torches, and making music
out or cow-horns, that "Christmas comes but once ayear ."
On St. Stephen's day he will encounter crowds employed in I
the gentle pastime or beating all passers-by with holly-bushes.
On new year's morn he may be greeted by boys and girls I
who sprinkle all they meet, with " new year's water," and
wish them a " happy new year;" for which good service
they levy contributiooa, aingiog u they go.. Here we brln« nt• water fmm the well so clear.
·IU1,thla happy new year."
for to worship God 11

On Twelfth Night he may encounter other crowds, b.!arinJC
bowls of a liquor le111pnre, chanting an ancient ballad·

OLD »II .I., 8T. FLOBS)(CJI'.

" Tute our Jolly 111'nssallbowl ,

awain the spot where hidd~n treasnres have been buried; that only in remote di,trict, now, the
lonely wayfarer )lttHes the fair.v circle with bated breath and averted bead, fearin11:)eat be may
If he chance to be there on Shrove Tuesday, he may ,ee the disturb the sports of the "little good people," and be made to assist in their mystic revels; that
abopkeepers hurriedly putting up their abutters mothers the service, of the charm-doctor are le88 frequently required than of yore; that " corpse candles"
dragging their children within doors, and qniet females and spectral funerals have ceased to visit frequented way,; that witches are treated with le11 of
haateoiog home-not without reaaon it would seem ; (or awe than they used to be, and that the nameleaa one, with clanking chains, now seldom appears
abortly afkrwarda will be heard a frightfnl din aud tumult, to aft'rigbt village swains and country maidens retuminit from fair, wake, or wedding-feast, and
not unlike the war whoop of wild Indians, caused by the bas ceased, in great meuure, to way-lay the rustic lover u be wanden home from a "courting"
' -=:_ered
forcea of the "brave boy,," and girl, too, of Tenby, expedition to aome neighbouring farm.
1
Made of cake, apple , ale, and spice!"
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As we have elsewhere intimated, tourists will find no sca- perfume. Numberleae rabbits lying in the sun, or frisking about in the hollowa, prick up their
cout more ioterealiug than that at 1'enb1, or adjacent to it. ean u we approach, and l'Wlh into the holes they have borrowed in the sand, while the larka
'fhe lorty peninsula on which the town is built is itself worthy hovering above inundate the air with their aweet song. We paaa dote under the pleaaant village
of attention-mucb
in shape like a note of interrogation, the of Penally, that clusten round ita ancient church, rich in memories of St. Teilo, and looka
concave side, towards the north, encloBCBwithin its cliff's the out from amidst groves and garden, upon a fine view of the bay and distant couta, and ahortly
small bay and harbour. lo this direction it is we meet with the we arrive at the foot of the lofty projection that ruoa ont to a headland, and bounds the horizon
coal meuures, which abound in petrifactions of ferns, i,quiaela, from Tenby to the aouth . The s11mmit reached, a wide and moat commanding prospect is
and the ao-called beetle-1to11ea,which are polished and car1ied obtai1,ed. We are oo Giltar Point, the extremity of Carmarthen Bay. On 011chand, close by,
away by viaiton as mementoes of their visit. Here the cliff's aeparated from us only by a uarrow sound, arc the isles of Caldy and St . lll&l'![aret, and away,
crumble down to the sea, covered with vegetation almost to
the water'• edge. Oo the aouthem and opposite side, ap:ain
the rock& arc composed of the mountain-limestone, and 11re
bare and precipitous, in some placea smooth as a wnll, in
others scurfed and rugged. On this aide there are 1c,·e1al
caverns of various shapes and sizea; one not far from ·
the to,.-u, and known as MERLIN ' S C.t\'E, is much admired.
We visited it just after the retreating tide had smoothed
the fiue aaod that forms the flooring, and felt it to be a
cool and 3g:reeable retreat from the bent outside. What
c,>nnection -it has with the bard and prophet whose uame it
bears is to us unknown, bnt the pince, from its aolitarioeaa
and seclusion-from the interior nothing to be seen but the
sea and Caldy bounding the horizou-would certainly offer a I
aatisfactory refuge from the pains and fears of worldlymindedneaa. Jt is of large size, nod is seen to best advantaire
at noonday . The top, thickl,v patched with the minute fern
coiled the A1ple11i11111
niari,111111,
is composeil of immense mosses
1'

l1Klil.lN °tl {'A\'IC .

like a gauzy mist in the distance, is the cout of Devonshire. To th'e left, the bay sweep•
into the land, washing the couta of three counties. •'or ma11y miles the land is high and
• bold, but it gradually begins to sink, and soon appears but a swampy fog in the horizon;. again
it swells high up in Gowerland, and finally terminates in th11Worms Head, nearly opp?11te the
· , spot on which we stand. Hence to Lydstep Haven the· cout run, parallel to the Ridgeway,
.
and is or romantic beauty aud wildneaa-blutf headlands, caverns, and chums of gloomy grandeur ;
and, indeed, with very partial interruption,, tbia is the character of the whole coast round to
Milford Haven. lo onr course along the cliff'swe pau over many caverns: none of them are very
interesting; bot one, called the lkars' Cave, from the fancied resemblance of the face of the rock

I

THB 8ltCGGLt:R't!

CAVK,

LYU~TIU'.

of atone, which seem so insecure as to make us wonder t.hey
do not fall every moment ; and tbe sharp and angular udea
present the nppearance·of polished red and green marble, shot
with veiua of white, caused by tbc con1ta11t dripping of
water from above.
If the reader be not one of thoae who arc content to visit
only what C8ll be reached in a carriage-if be feel an inkrcat
and an enticement in grand a11d refreshing aceoer~·, let him,
af'ler be hu examined this cavtru, and inspected the numerona rock-poola all around , with the treasures they contain,
come with 111 to visit Giltar-heod, and thence to Lrnsn:P.
We cro11 a little .stream that glides down the vale or St .
Florence, whence winding round the peninsula, it dischar!(e&
itself through flood-gates into the sea, and then traverse the
valley up which, at one time, the aea need to rush, and baa
left many perceptible tr&C1:sin the old shores that may. be
aeen on either aide; now, ho..-ever, a long line of aand hills
that have accomolated urou the mouth aerve, with 10me aid
from Art, as a pictnreaque and unaurmonntable barrier to the
waves. Seaward, these hillocks aunme a gncefu) form,
covering of tall, coarse tuf't&
and are clothed with bnt a IIC.'anty
or graaa; further in, however, they are carpeted with a fine,
thick brig:ht moss. It is an enchanting walk, in which all our
aenaea are ,rratified more or leas. The moss on which we tread
i1 tapestri~d with wild flowers of delicious frajt1'811ce,couapicuoua among which are the tiny Burnet roses, clustering
together in shrubberies, and scenting the air ,rith their delicate
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to that animal, ia the object of uumeroua water-excnraioos. Three or four times we came abruptly
upou a dark, gloomy funnel-hole running from the awface to the aea beneath. In ?ne of theae
we liberated a timid bird, that aat crouchin~ with fear on one of the ledges, crying p1teoualy, and
fucinated by a hawk that was torturinp: the little creature preparatory to the final pounce. All
the way the scene i, gay with beds of little hyacinths, tufts of sea-pinks, and lnxuriaot bank&
of w Id thyme, to which the beeaare resorting" Spr,adlog their drow1ymurmur far and wide;"
and more than one butterfly of the moat. deiicately-tinted "clouded yellow" flitted by t? attract
our admiration. At llllt we reach " Proud Giltar," a lordly clift' that to'll'en on high, and
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seems to feel his own importance one of the chief buttresses to the awelling Ridgeway behind. It affords a fine
example of wonderruI atratification, the direction being regular
aod perpendicular. The face or the rock is cro11-katclied,
and wrinkl~d with scrajlgy ledges and jagged peaks, that are
reating-placea for the 11:a-gullsand glouy daws that make the
place their home, and in which samphire, privet, and gliatening ivy grow in great abundance. The colour of the
water wu delightful, and far out, fathoms deep, conld we aee,
through the clear, emooth water, patches of sand illumir,ated by the reflection of the aun's rays, the rockt decked
and darkened with sea-weeda or gorgeous huee, nudulating
with every motion of the waters; whilst below us, cloae at
our feet, the waves, so soft and musical, acemed to be
chaunting fllneral mosses for the gashed and stiffened corp&ell
they had made in the howliug winter time.
\\' e soon arrive at LYDSTEPCAVERNS
.
The cliffs now begin to sink, and at a short diatance are
s1Jcceededby the pebbly beach of Lydstep Haven. This
secluded harbour is shut in on one hand by the steep and
magnificent cliffs over which we have passed, and on the
other by Lydstep Head, a lofty promontory scalped and
defaced by the quarrymen, who have unconsciously converted
it into all manner of curious and fantastic shapes, while in
front, low-lying and broad, arc the isles of Caldy and St.
l\laf!t8ret turning towards us their western sides, on which
brooding shadows indicate the positions of their lofty caverns.
We have not yet reached the limit of onr excursion, havinjl
to see the fine caverns for which Lydstep is noted ; they are
on the opposite aide of the head, and to reach them we pus
by Lydatep Houae, which lies at one end of the bay, at the
foot of a romantic dell, through which the carriage-road leads
from this out-of-the-way residence to the highway. We
114cendthis road till we arrive at the lodge, whence a path
leada down to the caverns through a ateep and winding
ravine, so narrow that the aidea in placea almost touch each
other. We scramble over a waate of huge bonlders and de!Jri,
of rocks, and emerge upon the firm, tracklesa sand-a shallow
bay which the aea but for a short time expoaea. We are
here literally encompasaed with moet exqnisite acenerybeanty is all around; 8l)8l"Ce shells, lovely u precious atones,
are scattered on the aanda, and the aea-pool,, waahed over
by every tide, are gardens of delight in which grow miniatnre
trees and flowers-green, red, and olive-brown ; some large,
waving tropical-like plants, others minnte and fine u the
linest silken taaael. How truly may the undisturbed wayfarer
enjoy the scenery all about here !-enjoy the fresh breeze,
enjoy the aea, aparkling under the inn, and falling on the
solitary shore with a musical plaah ; enjoy the huge mau of
gray cliffs, with their grand gronr, of gloomy caverns-here,
even the discordant shriek or the aea-bird floating ou the
cairn is not unpleaaing to the ear.
The first thing that strikes the spectator when he reaches
the beach is an elegant natural arch, to the right, of immenae
span, and springing like ll flying buttreu with airy lightness
out or the yellow aand. It forms the side of a spacious cavern,
with a lofty roof tinted delicionaly with rays of the son.
Beyond, in a rece11 in the rock,, ia an exceedingly fine cave
of vut aize, which penetratea for a Jong distance, the flooring
compoaed of stones of every size and form, rising in steps
towards the interior. Beyond that, again, ia a gloriona cliff,
perpendicular, and with strata as atraight "u a plummet.
line." It risea like an enormona watch-tower to an imposing
height, whereon we may imagine the timid sentinel uaed to
watch from morn to night the advent of the dreaded Dane,
who, in the dark and troublous times, were a perpetual terror
to theae coaata.
In the little bay adjoining a new geological formation commences, and the old red sandstone aucceeda the limestone.
The first point ia the Old Caatle Head, full of ancient interest,
whereon is the Danish camp sleeping in the sunlight, and
looking so calm and/re,h u to prompt ns to the belief it hu
been untrodden aince the fonndera left it. On the left of the
"Valley of Caverns," aa we come down, ia a cavern much
seclnded, but well worthy of ar.y trouble it may cost to be
seen; it is called the S111uooL-ra'sCAVE; its title tells its tale.
On the right ia a "thorough" hole, into which the light
ponrs with aingular and tine effect. We have given a sketch of
thi, rave, u also of the BEACHATTHEVALLEYOP CAVERNS;
hat the moat acenrate sketch would give only a faint idea of
the scene- it ddie1 alike the author and the artist.• Indeed,
it will be obYiousthat our limited power o~er Art can do but
little to pict ore a district so full of natural beauties, where
the sublime in coaat scenery is found in 1uch abundance :
our hope is, however, that the reader will be induced to aee
and judge for himaelf, and we may gnarantee him against
diaappointment.

We do not suppoae the Tenby boys are more tormenting than other boys, except that
in inland towna the _,,ami,11
al"e limited in mischief; at the aea-aide they command another
element, and keep you iu a atate of nenous fever Jest they should be dro'll"lled,which you consider
would be a blessing, although yon "·arn them to " take care," for which they reward yon with
elfin laughs. We cannot soy wh~n 'l'enby boy, eat, drink, sleep, or go to school: when the
tide wu in, they hung over from the rocks like barnacles, screaming and shouting to each
other; when it "as out, they were in the water from daybreak until after moonrise-now
on the crest of a wave stickin!{ to an old hen-coop, or chair, or broom-stick, or anything,
then buried under the sand, from which they scrambled covered with shreds of sea-weed. But
they were all angels ot peace in compari110nwith one particular little water-fiend-a Jimmy
Cadwallader Jones, u lithe u a willow-wand,with long spindle shanks, and arms much longer
thau they ought to have been; his head, in the water, wu like a hnge anfhea cere11#,and on
shore, the hair hung in strips over his eyes. He always pa11ed by Merlin's Cave (when it
was low water), leading a venemble-looking blind man by the hand, who aat during a portion
of the day on a stone to the right of our woodent, where Jimmy left him, to enjoy a acramble
among the precipitous rocks, a hunt into the aea-poolsfor actinia, or a wild duh among the
waves, making hia grandfather believe he wu gomg "a message for mother," or to "school."
I mu,t say, howe,·er, that Jimmy wu in general faithful to his trust, and always "fetcht" his
grandfather before the tide came too near his aeat.
Jimmy'• grandfather bad, in hia early days, been a ,muggier or renown, and the firm expression of his mo11th, his knotted brows, his large and well-formed head, gave eviden~,
even at his advanced age, that he must have been a man of couragt: and determination. Some
aaid, that at times his intellect waa clouded, or wandering. We met him occasionally on the
aands, walking rapidly with his little guide, his head ele,·ated, his "nor'weater" hat thrown
back in a manner peculiar to the blind. He once aaid to u,, "I 1honld die in a week,
d'ye see, if I could not scent the sea-breeze, and I wonder often bow any one can live without
it. I can tell the turn of the tide, when it's ever so far out, by the sound; and Jimmy knows
that when it's in, I'm always on the cliffs when I can't be on the aands. I can tell what rocks
it duhes against by the sound-there's great language in sounds; though it's not every one
cnn understand them . I like best to sit near the cave, t1·hen my little boy goes to help his
mother" (oh!) "or to school" (oh, oh I), "and just hear the ripple of the waves-it is so
sweet; it tells me so much of put times, and or those that lie, some in the churchyard, othel'!I
under the sea. Once, along this coast, they ns'n't to launch boat or beam without coming to
me to tell the signs of the weather; but since they took to steaming-setting, I may say,
hot water again1t cold-they don't mind the Almighty'• laws, but run against wind and
tide, and don't care the snap of a rope for old Joe Jonea's word." After a panae, he added,
" But the place is dead, air-altogether
dead I no life in the place; I might sit here
from lint to last bells, and never hear a gun fired-nothing louder than a boy'• shout, or a
girl's scream, when the salt water foam• ronnd her delicate ankles; or, u the tide draws in, one
aea-bird screamin' to another. The Stack Rocks is the place for the birds: if you've a mind
to go there, Jim would get yon any amount of egga,-wouldn't you, Jim?" Jim waa turning
somersaults on the wet aaod, vaijed by a bound after a large black water-spaniel, named " Bern,''
who owned no master bnt Neptune, for he ,pent half hia life in bringing sticks oat of the
water, cast in by friends or strangers, and scratching np and barking at huge stones that were
too large to carry.
One particular evening, Jimmy and hia grandfather came to the sands in a very high wind;
the tide was driven rapidly in, as the wind was on shore. It wu a grey, cold evening, aud every
moment increased the roughnesa or the aea, for suddenly the wind chopped ronnd, and inclined
to try its ,trength against the very power it had aasiated 10 short a time previously. Old Joe
nnderstood it in a moment, his colour mounted, as he fixed his hack against a rock, and gruped
his staff more firmly in his hands. "Waves and wind are at it now,'' he aaid, talking rapidly,
half to himaelf, half to his wayward guide. " When I wu a little lad, about your size, Jimmy,
we used to call them French and English-the waves Engli1h, the bragging wind French ; for,
d'ye mind me now, boy, however high and blustering the wind, lad, and howeYer bard it tries to
keep the tide out, the waves git the best on't; they'r' bothered a bit, and may be don't keep
time u well-they may not aweel round bonny St. Catherine'• u faat as if the wind wu at their
back, but what does it ,ignify ?-they conquer,, lad-they conqnen ! and their broad crests and
curled beads laugh at the wind ; they raiae their great backs, and come steadily on, with a roll
and a roar, like an English line-of-battle ship, and then hurrah in their deep music round their
own island : and where does the wind go then? who know1-who knows? Can yon aee th.e
Worm's Head now~ No, we're too low for it, and the breakers too high. Are the gulls in-shore?
Blesa the Lord for your eye-sight, Jimmy-what would I not give to ,ee the sweep of the wave
I hear!" Several peraons paased old Joe and Jimmy, and warned them they had better go home
-it wu wild weather for a blind man and a little boy; but the grandfather and the grandson
were alike excited by the storm; and while oue gentleman, who knew them well, wu remonstrating earnestly against their remaining, the old man's hat blew otf. Here was a chaae
after Jimmy's own heart. Knowing how the wind lay, the old man had no idea of its drift.ing
to aea; nor did it, at first, but wu whirled towards the cliffs; there wu a sort of bay running
in between two ledges of rocks that joined the cliffs, and over one ledge went the hat, followed
by the delighted Jimmy. The gentleman called to the boy to take care; and his grandfather
laughed, while the wind toased his long white hair, at the notion of Jimmy "taking care" of anything . The gentleman did not Jautch, but sprang to the neareat ledge, for he saw a hnjle waye
coming, and knew that a portion of it would run up between-not, he hoped, 1ufficient to suck
the little lad away into the surge, but sufficient to make him very anxious. Just as he scrambled
up, so u to overlook the hollow, he saw the brave little fellow, with bis grandfather'• hat
between his teeth, struggling manfully, while the remorseless wave swept ahi11gle,and aea-weed,
and boy away, away, away : he could aee him tosaed in the white foam, just u a ahuttlecock ia
toased in the wind. He looked back, and aaw the old man still laughing · at the idea of
Jimmy's "taking care." With the bravery of kinduesa and sympathy, the gentle!llllll rushed
amid the foam. The next wave would, he knew, toss the child back ; but if against a rock,
there would be little chance of safe limb or life for Jimmy. Ou it came, that monster wave,
and the little head, with occaaionally a long arm or leg perceptible above the water; the brave
man himaelf was burled down, overwhelmed for a moment, but he gruped the manikin, jnst as
he was lifted with a certainty of being dashed on the spiked rocks, that bristled through the
surge. All this struggle of life with death was the work of little more than a minute . Jimmy
never let go the hat-though stupificd and stunned, he held it fast between his teeth. At laat,
after giving himaelf a good shake, he said" Well, that was the rarest go I ever had-I think gran'father 'II whop me for lettin' his hat
get wet; but you know I couldn't help it-conld I? you're wet too, and you couldn't help it,
neither."
Then, seemingly from a sudden impulae he could not control, the little imp
clutched the gentleman's haud, nnd looking np at hia face, burst into a roaring fit of tears!

• It la only at low water of spring.Ude•, and not always then,
tbeae e&Ternacan be visited. ETer since their existence was msde
Jr.nownto the publlc, by Mn. Owynne, In her lnteresllng "Sketches
or Tenby ," they have been much frequented by ,·lalton.
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them tbe chief gardeners and the keepel'll of the
CbAtean de Blois ; the latter was also iastituted by
the queen to the cure of St. Victor-les-Boia, and the
former to the canonry of St . Sanveur. Under their
AHoNo the nnmerona ancient works contained in skill and management, the cultintion of rare and
the Museum of Paris is a rare and richly,illumiuated beautiful plants and flowers was carried on most sncmissal, well-known to the antiquarian bibliopolist as ce88fnlly; and when the gardens and conservatories
Le Livre d'Ileure, de la Reine de Bretagne, or were in their highest state of perfection, Anne com"The Prayer-book of Anne of Brittany," wife suc- miuioned Jean Poyet to copy the choicest and most
cessively of two kings of France, Charles VIII. and brilliant floral specimens he could find in them for
Louis XII. "A proud and lofty Breton was this her "precieuz livrt! d'heurea :" and thus the marlady," says the historian Brantome, "one of the ~n of each page is adorned with an illustration of a
most noble, ingenuous, and virtuous pri11cesaesin the plant copied from nature, its name being indicated ia
world, with a countenance sweet and lovely, the Latin and French.
The work is now being pnbliahed iu parta, and,
most beautiful of all the ladies of the court." Moreover abc was one who, when Art was yet in compara, as we understand, under the highest continental
tive infancy in her dominions, exerted herself to pro- patronage : in Catholic countries, such a publication
mote its advancement, and assisted in its development would, as a matter of course, receive greater attention
by the exercise of the taste aud jndgment which than in a Protesta11t,lilce onr own : bot everywhere
nature had Jiestowed upon her in more than an irrespective of religious creed, the admirer of illn~
ordinnry degree. Anne of Brittany was, in truth, a minaled art an~ literature will give a cordial reception
very remarlcable woman, both in person, mind, and to a book which bears so high a character in this
character ; well-akilled in languages, she could con- especial classof illnstration.
verse in their native tongues with the ambassadors
of England, Spain, Italy, and Germany. One can,
not but smile at the enthusiasm with which a French
writer, iu a recent number of the Jo,,rnal de, Debat,, THE NEW FOREIGN AND INDIA
speaks of the queen and her doings in his notice of
OFFICES.
the Prayer-book which M. Curmer is now publishing:-" She asai1ted at a distance," M. Jules Janin
writes, " God only knows with how mnch disqui- THE design orijtinally proposed by Mr. G. G. Scott
etude and with what infinite sorrow, at that costly for the new officialbuildings which the "late Sir Benjamin Hall" had intended to provide for the Foreign
conquest of the Duchy of Milan, by turn gained,
and War Departmenta of the Government, hos been
lost, taken and retaken, and which remained to
most carefully and judiciously re-cast by the archi}'rauce during twelve years. She took part, more
tect, with the view to its adaptation to the new
happily, in the capture of Genoa, and the reduction
Foreign and India Offices,the erection of which had
of Venice: she received on her knees, and as a conbeen entrnated to him by Lord John Mannere and
solation for the victories achieved by France over the
Lord Stanley. Mr. Scott has considerably modified
Pope, the wood of the trne crou, and the crown of
thorns stolen from La Sainte-Chapelle, which had the artistic t!e8tment of his original design ; and,
at the same time, he has thoroughly investigated the
been sold to the Venetians, and brought back among
practical requirement.a of tbe two official edifices, so
the spoils of Venice by the kiug Louis XII. Oh I
that he has been enabled to arrange his plans in a
this valiant and high-spirited woman I she knew, as
manner eminently calculated to render them comwell as her husband himself, the glory and the names
of hie moat valiant officers as well as ahe knew how modious, and in all respects consistent with their
•
appointed nses.
many arrows the king diacharged in his battles, and
The two offices ll~. Scott has grouped together,
the true standards of his diatant expeditions."
so that they form a smgle noble pile, and yet the
A trne diaciple of the Romish faith, and a woman
distinction between the two is sufficiently decided to
of taste, Anne of Brittauy required a book of the
impart to each one an individuality of its own. By
services of her church which should be worthy of
penons moat competent to form opinions upon such
her regal position and of her devotion to her creed ·
a subject, Mr. Scott's present design has been proaccordingly the artists of France-at least, snch of
nounced worthy both of bis own high reputation
them as were skilled in illuminated writing and
and of tbe purpose for which it has been produced·
painting-were commissioned to produce a prayerand it ia with sincere aatisfoction we record ou;
book for her especial nae, which, as we-have already
own cordial recognition of the soundness of these
intimated, bears the highest character among the views. . The desi~n is such as demonstrates the
miuals of the middle ages : and which M. Curmer
anxious thoughtf~lneu with which the plans have
an eminent Parisian publisher of works of this class:
been drawn, while the architectural composition
h_as.nndert~eo ~o i:eP??ducein chroma-lithography, will aecnre for the edifice a prominent position in the
simtlar to his L l11ulation dt! Jt!&U6Cnrut, which we
rank among the public buildings of Europe.
noticed some time since : perhapa there ia nothing
The question of style in architecture, which has
which shows 80 remarkably the advance of what been debated with so mnch more of zeal than of
may be called mechanical art, as the power of reprodiscretion, in its application to these official buildducing, by tbe aid of the printing-press, works that
ing,i, it is not 011rin~nt!on directly to touch upon,
cost years of toil and study to create in their original any further than to Blgntfy onr entire approval both
form.
of the style adopted by )fr. Scott, and of the manThis prayer- book contains the service known in ner in which he has embodied a dignified and bethe Church of Rome as the " Office of the Holy coming expression of that style in his design.
Virgin," and the Psalms: the book is of considerable There are, however, a few points connected witb
size, aud numbers 400 pages ; the text is in gothic the controversy respecting tbe architectural style of
characters, and each page is more or leaa ornamented these offices, that present circumstances render it
with illuminated floral designs, while nearly fifty desirable for ns not to pass over without at least a
of them exhibit miniatures of saints, or pictures of brief expression of our sentiments. In the first
sacred subjects, the whole executed with the most place, it has _been asserted that the Gothic style is
exquisite delicacy aud beauty, and, conaidering that
of ~ecessity m?rc co~tly than the Italian or Greek (I),
the artists of France which the aoti-Goth1c party are so strenuous in adat the period of their product_:011
had perhaps never beard, certainly knew nothing of vocatiDg. This has been pro\'ed to be not incorrect
the works of Perngino and Raffaellc, the miniatures, merely, bot e:ractly the converse of trne. The
&c., are designed with a grace of form and expresG?thic style is able to produce its noblest buildings
sion which could scarcely be looked for iu French
without any excess rn cost over corresponding
art of that time.
buildings in the rival styles, and indeed at a comWe are told that the love entertained by tbe
paratively smaller cost. Then there are the allqueen for Art of every kind, wna extended to flowers important matters of light and ventilation, which
nod their cultivation: she recalled from Amboiae
with such disingenuous perseverance hove been
the two celebrated Neapolitan gardeners, Facello and
advanced, with the view to disqualify the Gothic,
E. de Mercoliano, whom Charles VIII. had brought notwithstanding
the repeated demonstration by Mr.
from Naples and placed at Amboise, and she mode
Scott himself that the Gothic admits mort! lignt
than any other style; while it is a fact 11niversally
• Lw Ltnut o·n1rness DB LA. R1nc1r 01 BBET.10lfl:
reprodult d'apr~ l'orlg!nal dt!pos6 au Muat!e dea Souve- well-known that the short-comings in the ventilation of the Houses of Parliament are simply the
ralns. L. Coaxu, Paris.
·
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results of injudicious and ill-advised experiments.
1'he so-called arguments which have been alleged in
opposition to Mr. Scott'e design, becnuae the opponents are pleased to be dissatisfied with Sir Charles
Barry's design for the Palace of Westminster, and
with its con1tn1ctivc and decorative details, are too
puerile to require any formal refutation. · They
could have arisen only from a profound ignorance
of .~thi~ architecture ; since no person really
ram1har with the character and attributes of that
style could fail to detect the utter fallacv of assuming that every Gothic building must· neceaaarily be identical, in its architecture, with an edifice
designed in the Tudor-Gothic manner of Henry the
Seventh's Chapel. Its plastic adaptability to new
conditions of things, to novel reqmrements and to
unexpected circnmstances, is that quality in Gothic
archittctnre which, in the first instance, led to its
revival, and to which, without a doubt, it is in a
peculiar degree indebted for its present great a11d
rapidly-increasing popularity. Mr. Scott atands at
the head of the party of progress in the Gothic
revival. He is no medirevalist, who would take DB
back to an arcbitectnre which, however admirable
in itself and in its own times, bas passed away with
times and conditions of requirement that have also
passed away. On the contrary, hia is the Gothic of
the day in which he ao ably deals with it. He
shows us tbat the style baa one form of expression
for one period, and another for another period ; and
when we aak him, accordingly, for a group of Gothic
buildings for official purposes, connected with important departme11ts of the British Government in
the time of Queen Victoria, he neither refers us to
the palmy dnys or the first Edwards, nor to the
florid semi-bnrbariam of the last Henrya; ·but he
places before us a desigu that we may claim for our
own era, at the same time that it most happily provides for existing requirements. Bnt the present
Premier prefers, to ~fr. Scott's Victorian Got.hie,
the Greek or Italian of the Mansion Honac and the
Bank of England, of the Hone Guards and of
Somerset House ; and, therefore, Mr. Scott ia
directed to proceed with the concrete foundations
for the new edifices, and to leave the buildings
themselves until another &e88ionof Parliament shall
finally decide upon their architecture .
It is no slight compliment to !llr. Scott's practical
that the underground
ability to have thus 1111sumed
operations now to be carried on under his direction
must necessarily be such as will adjust themselves
to whatever buildings may hereafter be erected
upon them. Under ordinary circumstances; foundations are specially adapted to a superstructure
already determined upon. But Mr. Scott is ex.
pect~d to form a foundation that shall suit any and
every variety of Foreign and India Offices. Or,
perhaps, after all, his present design will be
adopted, though it may be considered necessary to.
preface its formal adoption with the Greek and
Italian Art-lectures t.hnt have afforded so mnch unexpected amusement. All we'hope is that more public
money is not to be exiiended upon fresh schemes
for Greek or Italinn 1>Ut8idea
to Mr. Scott's excelleut plans. We will not aubject Mr. Scott to the
reproach of supposing for a moment that he wonld ·
himself consent to take part in the manufnctnre of
any such productions. Mr. Scott is au artist and
an architect, and as such he hna attained a moat
distinguished reputation ; and, assuredly, he will not
prove so unfaitbrul, either to his own reputation or
to his art, aa to listen to any proposals for conformin!( the exterior of his offices to the type, ,Tbich
Lord . Palmerstou oppeara to regard common to
every non-Gothic building both iu and out of the
United Kingdom.
· It is much to be regretted that any impediment
should l1ave ariseu which could interfere with the
commencement and the progress of national works
thnt are so much needed, and which might have
beeu considered secure from any important altera·
tions in their design. The appointment of Mr.
Scott to be the architect who should erect these
buildings, in itself determines the question of their
architectural style,-as Mr. Scott has long demon.
strated that, in his hands, the Gothic is ·the archi.
tccture, not of retrogression, but of development.
On the continent of Europe Mr. Scott's appointment in Ibis instance is looked upon as a mntter
of coui-se, because his auperior fitness for the duty
thns entrusted to him is not qnestioned. At home ·
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--------------.----------there proves to be an oppoeition to Mr. Scott,
baaed upon objections arisin~ from either "!isc.onceptions of bis styl~ of az:chitecture,. or prejudices
in favour of 80me indefinite somethmg else; but
Mr. Scott may rest anti,1fiedwith the couvir.tion that
the public feeling is with him, and with his architecture as well at home as abroad; and more particlllarly
80 ~mongst those of his countrymen_. for who~
opinions upou Art he must of necessity entertam
respect. Already the favourable sentim~nta entertained in England for J\fr. Scott's design for the
Foreigu and India Offices have b~en plainly and
significantly expressed, and the!"6 18 every reaa~n
for feeling assured that they will be declared at11l
more empbatically before the subject shnll again
have invited the attention of the legislature.

PICTURE SALES.

for Lord Northwick in 1838: this picture hu never
been engraved. and wu keenly contested; it was
finally knocked down to the bidding of Mr . Flatow
THE NORTHWICK COLLECTION.
for the sum of 1005/.; • A Scene at Apsley HouaeTUE sale of a large portion of-for we undentand
an Interview between the Duke of Wellington and
the heir to the property hu reeerved .everal hun- Col.Gurwood,' A. Morton, 200ga. (Maw80n); • Landdred pictures-the extensive, and in many respects scape,' with five cow, repoaintr, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A .,
valuable, collection of \Torka of Art, formed by the 96 gs. (Jonea); • Schevelinjl:Sands-:-A fresh breeze,'
late Lord Northwick, attracted, as was anticipated, a · E. W. Cooke, A.R.A ., 180 gs. (Gambart); • The
very large 868embly of connoissenrs and dealers to Convalctcent from Waterloo,' the picture engraved
the fashionable town of Chdteuham, near to which by the Art-Uniou of London 80me years ago,
stands Thirlestane House, the late residence of the W. Mulready, RA., 1180 gs. (Wallis): the only
deceased nobleman. Mr. Phillips, the auctioneer, reaeon that seems to jn.&tifythe extraordinary aum
commenced his long and important talk of dis- given for this work is, that pictul'H by Mr. Mulready
peni11g the gallery on the 26th of July, and con- very rarely come into the market; we could never
tinned it through a conaiderable portion of the regard this as one of his best production&.
following month : his efforts to obtain good prices
The fifth day's sale consisted almost excluaivel1
for the works entrusted to his hammer were not of worka by the old masten, and realized 7500/.
ineffectual, for the majority of the pictures realized The highest prices given were for,-' Portrait of the
quite as mnch as those who best knew them expected. Duke of Cumberland,' a full-length, or nearly eo,
THE POLYTECHNIC.
Where 10 large a uumber were submitted for aalerepresenting the prince in his robea of state, by Sir
many of them too of very doubtful origin-it is not J. Reynolds, 200 gs. \Matheeon); • A Landscape,'
A COVBINATION of unpropitious circumstances, necessary that we should do more than note down Claude, 116 ga. (J. Drax, M.P.); 'A Dairy-Farm in
coupl~d with the unfortunate mistake that led to the I those most deserving or attention : the names in- Holland,' Camphuysen, a Dutch painter of whom
serted between parentheses are those of the pur- little authentic is known, and whose work& are very
retirement of Mr. Pepper from its administration,
have proved too powerful to be resisted by the chasers, so far, at least, as we have been able to rare, 610/. (Mawsou) : thi1 picture was from the
"Royal Polytechnic Institution;" and, accordingly, ascertain them. We may remark here, by the way, Solly collection, and is esteemed the cl,ef"-tl'tn1rtre
this attractive and poplllar establishment has ceased that in the Art-Journal for 1846, under the title of the master; • The English Fleet putting to Sea,
to occupy a position among11t the things that still of "Visits to Private Galleriea," is a long ea/a. preparatory to the Battle of Sole Bay,' W . Van der
logue rauonnt!e of the pictnrea which so recently Velde, 180 gs. {Drax); 'The Battle of Sole Bay,' by
exist, aud have their being in London .
The decided manner in which, durinp: times past, adorned 1'hirlestane House, and al80 of another large the same artist, 105 gs. (Drax); • Henry, Prince of
we have invariably expreBSedour sympathy with the collection formed by his lordahip at his mansion, Wales,' 175 gs., and 'Elizabeth of Bohemia,' 86 ga.,
Polytechnic, aud lllso with its late able lessee, Mr. Northwick Park, Worceatenhire, and which was both by Van Somer, bought by Mr. Farrer; • A
Pepper, would necessarily imply a corresponding al80 included in the Nie.
River Scene,' with a group of cattle on the banb,
sentiment of regret at the closing of this institution.
The first day's sale produced nearly 4000/., and and a shepherd playing his pipe, A. Cnyp, 100 ga.
We do, iudeed, regret that even a temporary inter• the second about 42801., bnt the only "lots" we (Plumley) ; • A Landscape,' representing a richlyruption shollld occur iu the suceeSBflllcareer llf the care to record are,-' A Rock Scene,' Salvator Rosa, wooded background, with mountains in the distance,
Polytechnic; and we ahollld regard it as a positive 160 gs.; 'A Mountainous Landscape, with a distant Gaspar Pouuin, 830 gt. (Rutley); • Apollo and the
calamity that its doors should be permanently aud , view of a City, and the Lake or Perugia,' Nicholas Cnmrean Sibyl,' Claude, 210 gs. {Drax) ; • Jacob
finally closed. Popular science ought to be etli- Berp:hem, signed and dated ) 653, 390 gs.; • Italian placing the Speckled Wauds before the Flocke of
ciently represented amidst the metropolitan institu- Landscape,' Claude, 300 p:a.; 'The Departure for Laban,' Murillo: this maguificent painting ia one of
tions for the amusement and recreation of the the Chase,' Lingelb:ich, 100 gs. ; • Portrait of Van the famous aeries from the St. Jairo Palace, Madrid,
people; and the Polytechnic has demonstrated how Tromp,' Van der Velde, 100 gs.; 'Portraits of the formerly belonging to the Maninia of Santiago:
happily Science may be handled in a popular manner, Earl and Countess Somers,' two pictures by Van another from the same aeries ie in tlie gallery of the
and adapted to the tastes aud requirements of popn- Somer, 100 ,cs. each; •Christin theJudp:ment Hall,' Marqnis of Westminster. The Northwick picture
Jar assemblage&. The Polytechnic has also won for Mazzolino di Yerntra, 323 ~-; ' Italiau Landscape,' excited much competition, and ultimately was
itself an honourable reputatiou for that high respec- Lucatelli, 180 JC&.; 'A Peacock, Fruit, 1''lowen,' &c., knocked dowu to Mr. J. Hardy for 1410 ga.; 'A
tability, which has rendered it at all times a place of J. Weeninx, 350 ga.-bonght by the l'tlarquis of Landscape,' with the subject of St. Hubert and the
fitting resort as well for youthful visiton as for Hertford, as was said in the room ; ' Grand Caual Stag, from the Villafranca Palace, at Rome, G.
persona of more mature age. 1"or every reason, of Venice during the Carnival,' Canaletto, 400 gs. ; PouHin, 860 ~- (Lord Lindsay); 'The Return from
accordingly, it is altogether most desirable that such 'The Adoration of the three Kings,' H. and J. Van the Chase,' and • The Lion Hunt,' a pair by Watteao,
184 ga. (~ieuwenhuys) ; • Head of a Boy,' Greme,
steps should be taken as may lead to the re-establish- Eyck, 496 ga.
ment of this institution in its former effirient condi,
The thiid day'a aale realized 3300/.: in it were,186 gs. (Van Cuycke).
The sixth day's aale produced upwards of 6260/.
tion. A meeting has very recently been held at • A Landscape,' with a paire holding three hones, a
Willia's Rooms, for the purpose of considering what dog, &c., Albert Cuyp, 145 gs. (Eckford); • A Calm,' It included a noble gallery pietnre from the Saltcoune it would be beat to adopt, with the view to Vander Capella, 186 gs. (Eckford); 'Rural 1"elicity,' manhe collection, by Guido Reni, the subject, 'The
save the Polytechnic from the dissolution with the engraved picture, painted in 1647 for thu Angel appearing to St. Jerome,' Mr. Buckley Owen
which it is threatened . Lord Shaftesbury preeided, Bu1ptomaster Vanderhulk, by N. Berghem, 145 ga. became the purchaser, at the price of 350 ga. ;
and was supported by Viscount Ray ham, Mr . Han- (Pearce) ; 'A Group of Family Portraits,' cabinet size, • St. George,' a besntirlll example of the old painter
bury, M.P., Mr. Gorney, M.P., with many other by Gonzales Coques, 300 gs. (Mawaon). The pictures J\faaaceio, whose works are 80 rare, 1110g,.. (Fenney);
influential gentlemen, and it was unanimously re- in tliia day's sale were almost entirely of the old • The Virgin and Child enthroned,' Raffaellino de)
solved that the existence of the Polytechnic, as a Dutch and Flemish schools; but with the exception Garbo, 92 ge. (Farrer) ; • The Virgin and Child
flourishing public institution, ought to be made the of those juat mentioned, none reached, 80 far as we enthroned, attended by St. Peter and St. Jerome,'
aim of a determined and strenuous effort. We trust collld ascertain, the sum of one hundred pounds, painted by Perugino for the Church of St. Jerome,
that the resolutions adopted at this meeting may although the names of many of the greatest arti.&ts at Lucca, and lately in the poueaaion of the Duke of
already have led to a correspondinp: course of action. in those schools were appended to them: t.hia fact is Lucca, from whose collection it was purchased by
The success of any such movement as, in common significant of one of two things, either their origin- Lord Northwick, 850 p:s. (Colnaghi) : this pieture
we believe with the entire press, we now are advo- ality was dot1bted, or the old masters are even le11 has been engraved, and is referred to in the I>iz.
eating, must mainly depend upon the judgment with 80UU:htafter than we believed.
zionario Biograjico; • St. Catherine,' a celebrated
Ou the fourth day a portion of the worka of the picture by the early Italian artist Conegliano, exhiwhich the proprietors adjust the working of the
financial and the administrative departments of their English school was announced; eighty-three pictures bited at Manchester, 800 gs. (Maw80n) ; • The Virgin
institution. The combination of the two depart- were put up to competition, and 801d for more than and Infant,' Francia, 95 ga. (Gravea) ; • The Virgin
ments must lllwaya be more than can be succC86flllly 70001. Among them were,-' A Dream of Venice,' and Child,' enthroned and surrounded by several
undertaken by a aiugle individual. The manage- J. C Hook, A.RA., 345 ga. (F)atow) ; • Sabrina,' saints, a choir of angels seen above, beneath a
ment of the Polytechnic ought to receive the entire W. E. Frost, A.R.A., 206 ga. (Gambart); • A Pea- canopy, painted by Girolamo da Treviso, 450 ga.
attention of the pereon to whom it may be entrusted, &ant Girl or Albano leadinic her Bliud Mother to As this picture has been bought for the National
without his being subjected to the anxiety and Mass,' Sir C. L . Eastlake, P .R.A., 135/. (Gambart);
Gallery, it deservea more than a passing record of
troubles of the pecuniary arranp:emcnts. What the • View in Lei1th Wood.&,'with a bivouac of gipsies, the purchase. Girolamo da Trevi80, or Trevigo, waa
proprietors have to do, ie to find a man capable of painted txpressly for Lord Northwick by P. Nasmyth, born at Trevigi in 1608, or, according to Zani, who
conducting the Polytechmc in a manner worthy at 750/. (Grundy, of Manchester): it is said the artist says his name was Pennachi, or Pennachio, in 1496.
once of ita existing reputation, and of its present and received only 50/ . for thie picture; 'A Landscape,' He went to Rome when young, and studied the
give him painted in 1849, by J. Linnell, Sen., representing a works of Raffaelle ; sub11equently he reaided at
future capacities for healthful action-to
fnll powen, and to pay him a becoming aalary; the winding road bordered by trees, and a flock of sheep Bologna, where he painted several pictures for the
financial department they must entrust to an agent passing over it ; in the foreground a group of six churches of that city. Ridolphi saye he afterwards
cows at a pool, &c., 375 ga. (Walli11); 'Portrait of came to Enp:land, and was employed by Henry VIII.
who may be regarded as their own representative.
}'or the Polvtechnic to cease to exist would be an William Pitt,' the celebrated picture by Sir T. Law- as a painter, nrchitect, and military engineer; he
event moat discreditable to the age in which we live. rence, 140/. (Agnew); • Canterbury Meadows, with I attended the monarch in his expedition into Picard1,
We trust that no such prospect is actually before Cattle,' painted iu 1849, by T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., and, while asaisting at the siege of Boulogne, ID
us, b11tthat the lapse of another month will enable 125 ~- (Eckford); • Scheveliug Sands-Low water,' 11544, was killed. His picture of • St. Catherine'
ua to record at IC38tthe preliminary measures which E.W. Cooke, A.R.A., 2311. (Gambart); 'The Break- was formerly in the Church of S. Salvatore, Bowill leadto its aucceHflll re-eatablishment.
fast, or the Dunce punished,' painted by T. Webster logua, and is referred to by Vaaari as his best work:
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it was also in the collection of the late Mr . Edward
Solly. To regume our notice:-' 1'be Virgin and
Child, with the Infant St. John,' deacribed as " an
exquisite work" by that rare muter Lorenzo di
![S. (A. Barker); 'The Virgin and Child,'
Credi, r>OO
Verrocbio, 230 gt . (P~nney) ; 'The Birth of Jupiter,'
Giulio Romano, from the Orleans collection, and
afterwards in that of M. Erard, of Paris, purchased
for the National Gallery at the price of 929/. It is
a very remarkable picture, exhibiting in an extraordinary degree poetical invention, founded on mythological allegory, and it ia treated with the purity
of Greek art. The scene is an enchanted island,
wherein the infant deity is represented as cradled
in the midst of the most luxurious v~tation ; at a
distance is seen Monot Ida, the fabulous birthplace of Jupiter, on the Crt:tan shore, towering in
majestic grandeur above the long range of coast
sparkling with various.object&. In the centre of the
picture ia the infant, his mother Rhea, in the act
of withdrawing the veil which conceals him from
the eyes of her two female attendants; two rivernympltS with their urns fill up this part of the
composition, which is completed on either side by
figures of the Corybantes, who with various musical
instruments are fulfilling their missions aa priesteasea
of Cybele. This work must be looked upon as a
valuable addition to our national collection. Only
two other pictures in this day's aale require notice :
these are ' The Holy Family,' Parmegiano, en·
graved by Bonasoni, 100 !t!· (Eckford) ; • The Holy
Family,' Jan Bellini, the Virgin holding the infant
Christ on a parapet, St. Peter atandiott oo the right,
and St. Sebastian oo the left, aooga. (Van Cnycke).
The seventh and eight day's aale consisted of the
miniatures, the Pooiatowaki ttema, the bronzes, and
others object a of certu : a few of the miniatures
deserre to be included in our account of the sale,
principally because they are for the moat part by
early En11lish artists :-' Dr. Bate,' by S. Cooper,
sold for 31 gs. ; 'Sir John Gage,' Holbein, from
the Strawberry Hill collection, 61 ga. (Rhodes);
'Cowley, the Poet,' S. Cooper, 22 gs. (Matheson);
'Sir Robert Walpole,' Zincke, an enamel, 80 ga.
(Colaaghi); 'lady Jane Grey,' in a black dreaa,
richly ornamented with jewels, an e1quieite and
very rare miniature, by N. Hilliard, 125 ga. ( '.\fatheaon) ; 'Algernon Sydney,' J. Hoakiua, 50 ga.
(Colna,:hi): ' John HAmpden,' in armour, S. Cooper,
51 If'•, (Matheson); 'Ambrose Dudley, F..arl of
Warwick ,' from the Strawberry Hill collection,
J . Oliver, 85 g1. (Colnaghi); 'Louis XII ., King of
France,' in a rich dreu ornamented with jewels, an
exquisite miniature from the eame collection, Holbein, 96 ga. (Matheson); 'Wycherly, the Dramatist,'
Peter Oliver, 64 ga. (Matheson); ' Ledy Digby,' a
large and fine miniature in an ebony cue, eiker
mounted, P. Oliver, 100 ga. (Colna,:hi) ; ' Richard
Cromwell,' in an exqniaitely-finished gold caae,
S. Cooper, 80 gs. (S. Addington) ; and a frame
containing ten miniatures, by Reade, of Queen
Mary, Queen Elizabeth, Edward VI., Henry VIll.,
and his six wives, 65 ga. (Rhodee).
On the ninth day the sale of pict,irea wu resumed : it realized the 1nm of 36001., thon,rh none
of the works offered by Mr. Phnlipa reached to a
high bidding : the most important were-' The
Burgomaater Six,' and his ' Wife,' a pair of portraits
by Rembrandt, from the collection of Sir S. Clarke,
175 l[B, (Eckford) ; ' The Salutation,' and 'The
Presentation,' with saints on the revem, a pair by
Van der Goe,, an old 1'1emish painter, who died
about 1480, he waa a disciple of John Van Eyck,
135 ga. (Eckford) ; 'The Virgin kneeling before tbe
Infant Jesua,' wbo lies on a couch of rotet, S. Botticelli (Colnaghi) ; 'The Descent from the Cross,'
by Timoteo Della Vite, an early Bolo!fDe&epainter,
pupil of Francia, 200 gs. (Drax) ; 'The Virgin and
Child,' by Corre111[io,formerly in the collection of
Lord Radatock, 110 It' · (Drax) ; 'The Corouation of
the Virgin, with the twelve apostles round the
Tomb,' painted by Rafi"aellefor the monastery of
St. Fran cisco, in Pera11ia, 170 ga. (Drax) ; 'The
Virgin and Child, St. Lawrence, and Pope Sixtus,'
Francia, 101 p:s. (Chippendale) ; 'The Nativity ,' by
B . Pinturicchio, a disciple of Perngino , and a friend
of Raffaelle, 240 It'· (Drax) : thr.re ia a legend concerning this picture, which aaya, it was so highly
esteemed, that the Florentines carried it through
their streets as a banner, at the celebration of the
religious festivals of Chriatmaa and Easter .
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The tenth day's aale included-' Venus pretenting T. Creawick, R.A., 850 gs. (Cox) ; 'The Flight into
the Armour to lEneu,' N . Poussin, a celebrated E1Q'pt,' R. Redttra•e, R.A., 350 ga. (Eckford) ;
picture, engraved by A. Loir, whose early life was 'The Fortune-Teller,' Von Holst, 105 ga. (Penner);
cotemporary with the latter years of the paiuter, ' River Scenery, with Cattle,' Ha.Jme and H. B.
240 ga. (Nieuwenhnys) ; 'Cnpid, wounded by his Willis, 130 gs. (Wallis) ; 'TheWood -NymphchanUllg
own Arrow, complaiai11g to Venus,' a brilliant her Hymn to the Rising Suu,' J. Danby, A.R.A.,
example of that great colonriat, Giorgione, from the 360 gs. (Eckford); 'Interior of Westminster Abbey,
Orleans Gallery, and engraved in the work bearing with the Shrine of Edward the Confe&BOr,'D. Rothat title, 1250 If&.(Maw&0n); ' Tarqnin and Lu- berta, R.A., :115 gs. (Agnew) ; ' Iuterior of the
cret ia,' Titian, Connerlyin the collection of Charles I . Church of St. Jacques, Dieppe,' D. Roberts, R.A.,
at Whitehall, afterwards sold to the King of Spain, 285 ga. (Agnew) ; 'The Village Sign-Painter,' A.
and subsequently carried away from that country by }'ruer, 190 ga. (Isaacs, of Liverpool);' A Meadow.
Joseph Bnonaparte, 895 ga. (Nienwenbnys) ; 'The Scene, with Cattle and Sheep,' T. S. Cooper, 455 ga.
Interview between Mahomet II . and the Patriarch (Eckford) ; ' The Quarrel Scene between BuckingGenaadiil!, at Coustaatinople,' Gentile BelliIJi, 131 ham and Wolsey,' S. Hart, R.A., 100 ga. (Lovegs. (Budd and Prior); 'Landscape, with Diana and µove) ; 'View on the Nile,' W. Millier, 150 ga.
her Nymphs interrupted by the approach of Actreoo,' (Wyatt); 'John Knox administering the Sacrament
Titian, 101 p:s. (Pearce) ; 'Vil"@:inand Child,' in a to Mary Queen of Scots,' Bonner, ISO ga. (Wallis);
landscape, Francesco Bessolo, 120 ga. (Eckford) ; ' Portrait of the Artist's Daughter carrying a Tray
' An Equestrian Portrait of Don Luis de Haro,' with of Fruit,' G. Lance, 100 ga. (Agnew); 'View of
an attendant on foot-considered one of the finest Athens,' 'll'ith fi!fUre&and sheep in the foregronnd,
works of Velasquez, 920 ga. (Stopford); 'The Re- W. l\tiiller, considered the finest work this artilt
pose of the Holy Family,' Jan Bellini, 102 gs. ever painted, 520 ga. (A!fDeW); 'Robin Hood and
(Drax); 'Portrait of Henry Howard , Earl of Surrey,' his F oreaters,' a scene from " Ivanhoe,'' D . MacTitian , auppoaed to have been painted at Arezzo, liae, R.A., 1305 ga.(Eckford)-it coat Lord North .
during the earl's visit to Italy-a fine specimen of wick 5001.; '1'heAvalanche,' De Loutherbonrg,231
the muter, 141 gs. (Bennett); 'The Vision of St . gw. (Eckford) ; 'Cicero'• Villa,' R. Wilaoa, engraved
Augustine of Canterb•iry,' Murillo, formerly iu the by Woollett, 800 ga. (Farrer); 'Wiater Scene,' with
Stand ish collection, and afterwards in that of the cottages, and figures on the ice, W. Miiller, 240 ga.
late Mr. Dennistoua, 245 ga. (Sir R. Lechmere) ; (Gambart); 'Sea View-a Freeh Breeze,' E. W.
' View of the Grounds and Cbatean of Ryswick, near Cooke, A.R.A., 810 ga. (Agnew); 'The Bay of
the Hague,' Van der Heyde and A. Van der Velde, Naples,' W. Miiller, 195 gw. (Gambart); 'The
180 gs. (Bond). The day's aale amonnted to Campagna of Rome,' with the story of Diana o.n,l
Actreon, R. Wilson, 270 gs. (Daubeney) ; 'The
6320/,
The eleventh day'a aale included-' A Vill&l[e Departure of th~ Norman Conscript,' F. Goodall,
F~te,' D. Teniers, from Mr . Cave's collection, 250 A.R.A., 630 ga. (Gambart) ; ' Colombo.a and the
p:s. (Farrer); ' The Virgin seated and holding the Egg,' C. R. I.ealie, R.A. : the fint bid for this picInfaut Chriet in her lap,' Francia, 132 gs. (Chippen- ture wu 600 ga., it was eventually knocked down to
dale) ; 'A Triptych,' or altar-piece in three com- Mr. Rought for 1070 ga.; 'Diana and her Nymphs
partments, the ceuhe representing the Saviour about surprised by Actreon,' W. E . Frost, A.R.A., painted
to be placed io the sepulchre, the Vir[rin and Saiuts expressly for Lord Northwick, who paid 3001. for
weeping around, Sebaatian Del Piombo, 140 ga. it, 675 gs. (Eckford) ; 'The Moateroae Lake and
(Drax) ; 'The Virgin' seated, and gazing on her Borrom~an Islands,' G. E . Hering, 1911 gs. (Abrainfant, who is seated on her lap, B. Luini, 200 ga. hams) ; 'View of Windsor CaaUe,' one of the finest
(Scott); ''fhe Marriage or the Virgili,' P. P. Rnbens : examples of the works of Patrick Nasmyth, who
a large gallery pich1re,admirably enttraved by S. Bola- painted it expreasly for its late owner for the sum of
wert, who is eaid to have been assisted in the plate 1001. : it waa first put up at 400 gs., and finally fell
by Lauwers, 175 ga. (B. Waldron); 'The Glorifica- to the offer of Mr. Ieaaca for 560 ga. ; 'The Meation of the Virgin,' by A. Bonvicino, called also II sengen bringing to Job Intelligence of his MisforMoretto , a native of Brescia, and one of Titian's tunes,' P . F. Poole, A.R.A., ~agraved in the -/rt .
most able disciples, 550 gs. (purchased for the Journal for the year 1854, 610 ga. (Wallis)-Lord
National Gallery) : this picture waa formerly the North wick lf&Ve500/ . for it; 'The Disgrace of
altar -piece of the Chnrch of St. Faustino and Juvito , Clarendon,' E . M. Wacd, A.R.A., 805 ga. (Airnew) :
at Breacia, and recently iu the collection of Dr. the finished sketch for this picture ia in the Vernon
Faccioli, of Verona : ' The Madonna de Foligno,' Collection, an engraving from it appeared in the
Raft"aelleMeuga, 105 !fS. (purchased for the Royal ht-J. ,urnal for 1849-Lord Northwick paid 400/.
Academy of London); 'A group of Portraits,' COIII• for this painting ; ' The Marriage of Stroagbnw,
prising those of Jeanne la Folle, her dautthter, wife Earl of Pembroke, with the Princesa Eva,' D. Maof l<'rancia I., and her aon, afterwarda Charles V ., clise, R.A., the first biddintt for this celebrated work,
Jan de :Mabuse, 190 ga. (Colnaghi) ; ' Nymphs, painted in 1854, waa 1000 ga., Mr. Flatow finally
Satyn, and Fauns,' N. Ponasin-a fine picture, en- secured it for 1710 ga. The amonnt realized by
ttraved by Mariette,300 gs.(Colnaghi); 'A BoarHunt,' the day's aale exceeded 16,500/ . Truly, British Art
Velasquez, anppoaed to be the original sketch for the ia in the ascendancy now I
Tht: inte"eoing days between the twelfth and the
large picture in the National Gallery, and lat.terly in
the collection of Lord Cowley, 810 gs. (Mawson) ; fifteenth were occupied with the aale of cameos,
'The Holy Family,' P . P. Ruhena, engraved by bronzes, vuea &c. ; on the fifteenth Mr . Phill ips
Bolawert, 112 gs. (Isaacs, of Liverpool) ; ' L'U maoa resumed the aale of the 1,icturea : of these we may
Fragilita,' a poetical composition, one, also, of great notice:- ' The Holy Family,' with St. Joseph, Mary
beauty and power, hy Salvator Rosa: it was formerly Magdalen, St. Catherine, and St. Jerome, by Jacopo
in the Ghigi Palace at Rome, 330 ga. (A!fDeW); Palma, 160 gs. (Butler); 'Count D'Egmont,' BC·
'Portrait of Masaacio,' by himself, 103 ga. (pnrchaaed companied by a d0tt, a fine foll-length portrait by
for the National Gallery). 1'he proceeds of the A. Cuyp, 800 ga. (Eckford); 'Don Junn of Austria,'
in armour, foll-length, Velasquez, ISO ga. ; 'Tobias
day's aale exceeded 54501.
The twelrt.h day's aale, consisting almost entirely and the Angel,' Rembrandt, 175 ga. ; 'The Miseries
of the works of Britiah artists, attracted a very large of War,' a grand picture, by P. Wounrmana, reassembly of connoisaenn and pnrchuers to 'fhirle- presenting a landscape occupied by soldien ; the
stane House : this was fully expected by all who principal group consists of five horsemen, before
knew how rare and valuable a collection of English whom a boy and two women are on their knees,
pictures Lord Northwick had formed. Long before imploring mercy, 1035 ga. (Farrer); 'The Ascension
the hour of commencing busineas every place in the of the Virgin,' with St . John, St. Paul, the Hermit,
room was occopied, and well was the houour of our St . Jerome, and St. Peter, Andrea Sacchi, 200 gs. ;
school maintained,-the day has been characterized 'The Holy Family,' St. John pointing to the Lamb,
as one " memorable in the annals of the }'ine Arts ." Jacopo Palma, 120/ . (Colnaghi) ; ' Apollo and
Without any comment, for which at present we Daphne,' N. Ponssin, 190 gs. (Farrer); • Virgin and
cannot find room, we append a list of the principal Child,' Francia, 185 gs. (Nieuwenliuys) ; ' Mahomet
pictnrea disposed of:-'
Landscape, with Rocky II .,' painted at Con@taotinople,in 1458, by Bellini,
185 ga. (Eckford). The day's aale realized 5300/.
Scenery,' D. Cox, 81 ga. ; 'A Market-SceneThe sixteenth day's aale, on Friday tlie 19th or
Mooalight,' Van Schendel, a modern Belgian
Augnat, was exceedin,tly well attended, as it included
painter, 255 gs. (Eckford); 'A Scene in NorwayThuadentorm,' A. Len, also a modern Belgian several works of a high character by the old masters,
artist, 115 gs. (Eckford) ; ' The Mountain Stream,' and alBO&0me exquisite enamels by H . Bone. Of
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the former we may specify-' The Holy Family,'
with the infant St. John holding a cup, Fra Bartolomeo, from the Coesveldt Gallery, 510 gs. (Agnew);
'The Virgin, the infant Christ, St. John, with Mary
presenting a chalice,' Titian, 120 ga. (Bourdillon);
'Dance of SyIvon Nymphs,' Gaspar de Crayer,
formerly in the Le Bnm Gallery, 100 gs. (Agnew);
' The Viritin supporti1.1gthe infant Christ, who is
-ted
before her on a rock,' Leonardo da Vinci,
136 p;s. (Sir T. Phillips) ; 'Landscape,' with full]enl[th portraits of Pierre Both, the first governor of
B11tavia,and his wife, atte11dedby a negro, the Duteh
Fleet and the coast of Java in the distance-a very
fine pictnre by A. Cuyp, 920 p. (Agnew); 'A Group
of Flowers ' in a case, with bird's nest and young
birds, and a ' Group of Fruits and Flowers,' with
bird's nest, eggs, and a mouse, Van Oa, 186 ga.
(Agnew); 'The Meeting of David and Abigail,'
A. Cuyp, 280 gs. (Abrahams}.
Enamels, on copper, by H. Bone:-' The Holy
Family,' after Ralfaelle, J 80 1t9. (Scott) ; 'Thomu
Howard, third Duke of Norfolk,' aner Holbein, 110
ga. (Agoew) ; ' The Earls of Bedford and Bristol,'
nfterVan Dyck, 151 ga. (Agnew); 'Lady Jane Grey,'
after Holbein, 120 ga. (Agnew); 'Lady Hamilton,
u Ariadne,' from the picture by Madame Le Brun ;
this exquisite enamel, mentioned in the" Memoirs of
Lord Nelson," is one of the finest Bone ever
executed ; it was painted expreasly for Sir William
Hamilton, and bequeathed by him to Nelson : it cost
Lord Northwick l 70 gs.: after much competition
between 1\leura . Agnew, Grundy, nod Mawson, it
wu knocked down to the latter for 700 gs. 1 The
sale on this day realized 61001.
The remainder of the pictures, those that are hung
in the principal Gallery at Thirleatane House, and
those removed from Northwick Park, will not be
sold before our sheets muat be in the hands of the
printer : we are therefore compelled to postpone our
notice of these till next month.

OBITUARY.
MR. THOMAS WYATT.
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W11received intelligence some time since, bot too
late for the insertion of ony notice in our Jut
number, or the death of thie artiet, a portrait
painter of considerable reputation in the midland
counties of England: he died at Lichfield, on the
7th of J ul.v, after a long and painful illness, which,
for the last four or five years of his life, rendered
him quite unable to follow his profession; nod u
the result, he hu, we regret to know, left a widow
and young boy totally unprovided for.
Mr. Wyatt-with
his younger brother, Henry,
whose picture of "'l'he Fair Sleeper" is in the
Vernon Collection-was a student in the Royal
Academv,
• and when the latter left the service of
Sir Thomas Lawrence, the two brothers went to
Birmingham, thence to Liverpool, and finally to
Manchester, where death separated them. Whil.i
residing in Birmingham, the portraits of Thomas
Wyatt were much admired, and he gained eo much
respect from the artists of the place that they
elected him secretary to the Birmingham Society of
Artists, which position he occupied for some time
after this society became united with the Birmiogham Institute.
Shortly ·after the death of his brother, the subject
of this notice wu iiidoced, by the novelty ond
1ucceu of Mr . Talbot's proceu of photography, to
pay that gentleman a som of money for the sole
right of practising the art in Manchester and the
1nrronndiua"' locality: it proved to him, however, a
moat unfortunate speculntion, 88 it led him to
nep:lect Lia profes.,ion, and was the means of iuvolving .him in expenses for which he received no
adequate return. After 1truggling on a few yeara,
he came into the poeaession of a legacy of a few
hundred pounds, bequeathed to him by one of his
Birminuham friends; but hie enthuaiaam on the
"
1ubii:ct
of photo'""
. phy was so great, that he con•
,,.tinned his esperiments till all his newly-acqui
property was frittered a•·ay in the nndertakiuga:
this failure, combined with the partial lo11 of his
sight, compelled him to relinquish the matter altogcther: he removed to Lichfield, in the neighbour-

painting. Two or three comm1ss1ons only were
executed when he wa.s attacked by paralysis, and
from that period till his death-nearly five yearahe became entirely dependent upon the devoted
attention of his wue and the pecuniary a.saistance of
their friends.
We have written this statement chiefly with the
object of directing the attention of those who are
benevolently dispoaed, and have the means of affording aid, to the ca.seof the widow and her fatherles,
child. Mn. Wyatt is, we are credibly informed,
so debilitated by inceaaant watching and exertiou,
that it is more than probable she will never be able
fully to recover her former powers either of body
or mind : the case is one desening commiseration
and assistance.

MATERNAL LOVE.
FRO)( THE GROUP l!Y E. B. STEPHENS.

A LIVINGsculptor, writing about his art, says," In looking at Nature, the eye never questions the
correctneH or possibility of any of her forms.
Reason satiafies ua, without effort, of their ·truth, if
not alwaya of their beauty ; where the mind can see
and comprehend the position or action of a part, it
takes the rest for p:raot~. and acknowledges at onre
the presence ofthe whole. Not so, however, in Art ;
here the eye, conscious that it ia looking on the
work of human hllllds, liable to error, becomes
auspicious, and everything must in consequence be
eo defined u to leave litUe or nothinp: to imagination,
and aatisfy it, not only of the completeneu u a
whole, but of the proper proportion of each distinct
part." And elsewhere he remarks,-" Whatever
may be the grandeur or beauty of the original
ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.
thought or conception, the artist hu to labour hard
before he can make himself master of the means
PARIS.-The ueual distribution or decorations whereby properly to express it ; he hu not only
took place, on the 16th of July, at the close or the to obtain for himself by practice the power of
Exhibition. The ceremony wu presided over by imitating with his hand the impressions which
the M.iniater of State: one artist, M.. .Muller, hiato- his eye receives-in itselC a difficult taak-bnt he
rical painter, received the decoration ot Oj!kier has moreover to make himself acq•J.aintedwith the
of the Legion of Honour, and nineteen painters, anatomical conatrnction of the human form ; that,
sculptors, engravers, &c., that of Chwaliw.-A.
week later prizes in the lottery were drawn : the while he sees, he may at the aame time understand,
acbeme conaiated of 200,000 ti,·kets, 166,200 or the almost innumerable changes that take place
which bad been placed at 1 franc each, to which within it; and he hai again to atudy intently the
sum waa added the usual contribution of the govern- physiology of nature, in order to be able to disUngnish and select from her such phases a.s are most
ment ; the committee was thus enabled to purchue
124 paintingw.-Tbe alcoves in the square of the characteristic and appropriate for hia intended purLouvre are continually receiving new statue,, des- poae. Wbeu the sculptor hu ga.ined this knowledge
d
I
ed
tined for the decoration of that building; a "Praxiteles," by Badiou de Ja Troncbi\re, a figure called and power of imitation, he may be aai to have earn
"Homeride," by Lebourg, and a " I>erseus," have the language in which be hu to speak; then, if he
been lately exhibited; they are but mediocre pro- have but genius, he will not fail to give the impreu
ductiona.-The Academy of Fine Arts hu chosen of it to his work; and convert the cold, pusionless
M. G. Kutner u free academician in place of mass of his material into a tangible and ostensible
.M. Turpin de Crisae, deceased.-The works or ArJ. thought,'' &c.*
In these passages, written hy one who both in
Scheffer continue to attract numerous visitors; it
is expected to produce 80,000 or 90,000 francs.th
d
t·
'-·t"f1 to th · t tb
The decoration of churches affords opportunities,
eory an prac ice can
Y
eir ru , we
not inet with elsewhere, to many painters to pro- gain an insight iuto the difficulties with which the
duce inferior Art, religious feeling being little un- sculptor ha.s to contend, especially in the treatment
derstood by tbe present generation of artists gene- of an ideal work, like that which ia here engraved:
rally: M. Richomne has just finished a chapel at for the perfection of sculpture is not merely the
St. Severin, and M. Mollez is busy on a chapel at imitation of nature, however beautiful or noble in
St. Sulpice.-A new method or remoTing oil pictures form ; it is not intended to deceive the eye into the
from their old can vu or panels has been invented belief that we are gazing on a livinl( being, a creature
by .M. Dupont, which, to judge from the experi- that can move or speak; it is rather auggestive than
ments made before some of our firat artists, appears . . .
th
h" I f th
h'·
h" h h
to be succeuful: a chemical agent is used which 1m1tat1ve, e ve 1ce o
oug .., w 1c a,·e, or
destroys the panel or canvu, but does not touch ought to h ave, a h"tgh er te ndency tha u th e maten"al,
the painting.
however exquisitely wrought, that stands before ua.
DB1!8DBN.-It iareported that Profeaaor Rietachel The object for which the artist works ia to produce
proposes to exhibit in Loudon next xear the model in ns a feeling in unison with that he hu endeavoured
of his monument to Luther, a detailed description to personify or embody, or at least, in some degree
of which we gave in a recent number of the ..d.rt- of sympathy with it. This is much more easily
Journal . One object sought to be obtained by the
fli ·cd b th
tat"
f
f th d
ti
Y e represen 100 0 any O c omes c
or the work 1·n London is the collection e ect
exhl.b1"t1"00
1"rtnct1,auch 88 " maternal Iovc, " 1'or
'
exnmplc, than
Or fu nds to complete it, £2000 beinj still required vb th
" 81 JDnoccnce,
·
'or the purpose·, and it 18° presume that a portion
Y at o f any t"deaJ cbar actens· t 1c,
1
' ·
of' this eum, at least, may be expected from a com- peace, 1o,·e, &c., of wh"1ch 'IS"ewrote wh en re,ernng
munity wher~ the name of the great Protestant to Mr. Noble's statue of "Purity,'' in a receut
reformer is held in such high veneration.
number. And yet it is not an easy taak to give a
RousN.-The Exhibition of Industrial Art, or, new rendering to such a subject as "Maternal Love;"
u it i1 there termed, "The Rouen Exposition that adopted by i\lr. Stephens is one which both
Regionale," waa inaugurated on the lat of July,
· te
d
I to h
fr
tl
I ed
though many of the expected contributions bnd not pain rs 00 acu P rs ave eqnen Y emp oy ;
then been received. It ia almost entirelv of a local and while it ia perfectly true to nature, it ia also
,
·· of pie
· t ureaque and grace,,'tl t reat •
ch.u-acter; that is, made up of manufaeturea
carried one th at ad nuts
on in the department of Rouen, including Lille, ment, and these qualities are seen respectively in the
Valenciennes, Cambray, and St. Quentin. .Machi- composition of the group, and in the attitude of the
nery of very varied kind seems to constitute its mother. We doubt, bo..-ever, whether the arrangeleading features, but the show of ornamental iron- ment of the drapery can be justified by the laws either
work and of glasa is large and of a good order.
of Art or Nature: a ~ment that fits 80 closely to the
BALL11.-Tbe statue of Handel, which has been upper Jiortion of the figure would scarcely have so
erected at Halle, the native city of the great comh ful
d
b
1 , Id h" h
was uncovered on the 1st of July. It is in muc
DC88 88 to pro uce t e amp e •0 5 w tc
Coaer,
ronze, and 10 feet in height, and stands upon a aurronn d th e 1ower pm t·ion; moreover, th e li nes of
pedestal of marble raised upon granite atepa. Tbe these folds nre opt to withdraw the eye from the
comeoser ia represented in the costume of his time, repose which characterises the upper pll't: we should
Jeanmg on the music-desk, on whic:h lies the score prefer to have had this nude rather than draped u
of the .Meuiah. In hie right hand he holds a roll it is in the statue.
of music. In front of the pedeatal is inscribed in
llfr. Stephens hu executed several works which
oboraoters of gold the name of "Handel."
On the test his merits 88 a sculptor of power and imagina. " De S··'k
opposite aide arc the words, "krected by his ad·
h
,
.,
er- "" er,
m1·rers1·0Germanr and England in the year 1869." boo: we ave not ,orgottcn 1°18
,
·
· th e E ar o f E ve," nor hi I
CoPB:<HAGEN.-The
statue, and other sculptures h"15" sat an wh"tsperrng
ID
left uufinished by 'l'horwaldsen are at len~th "Michael, the Conqueror of Satan," nil in the Great
in a fair way towards completion . The muntci- Exhibition; aud othera we could point to .
polity of Copenhagen hu voted an annual eum, to
be raised during eix eucceHive years, for the pur• Prlzo Treatise 00 the Fine Am Sectionof the Oreat
pose. Bi,aen, the sculptor, has undertaken gra- Exhlbltl('n or 1>61. Submitlcd to the Society or Arb In
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men in bronze and marble, but it is very clear that
there are man1 worth1 of being remembered to
whom we C1111not
erect statues, nor is it ·fitting that
ON the 4th of Angust a length1 diacnssion on Art all whom we bear in affectionate remembrance
arose in the House of Commons, apropo, of a should be thns commemorated. But it ia not too
vote of £2000 for the National Portrait Gal- much to desire that those who ma1 have materiall1
le17. On the proposal of the vote, Mr. Spooner assisted in the promotion of the pnblic well-being
immediately rose and moved that the grant be should be named in the catalogue of that collection.
disallowed, on the aaaumptioo that the House of The homage coats little, bnt the tribute is neverCommon, had no rigM to e;rptmdp116lic money in theleaa graceful. And there are men in the Houae
611yingpict11re1. The discuaaion that ensued elicited, of Commons who have not patriotism enough thua
on the pa,t of membel'II,the moat lamentable igno- far to do honour to their distinguished countrymen.
ranee of Art and its purposes; showing, as on Mr. Coningham says that all who know anything
man1 other questions, that pel'IIODS least qualified about Art vote with him; these gentlemen he thereto pronounC1l opinions are the moat ready for dis- fore claims aa a tail. With reepect to their knowcuaaion. IC an1 member be infected with an Art- ledge of Art, the1 offer us no opportunit1 of
crotchet, no matter how remote from the par- judging, as tbe1 uaually vote Bf(&install Art-insliticular subject before the honse, he must deliver tutioua, without one apposite obeervatiou on Art
himself of hia one aentiment, with a declaration of itaelf.
which he has opened hia boaom to the honae already
The vote for the Portrait Gallery having been
filly times. In reference to the Portrait Gallery, disposed of, anot.her, of £2000, was put for the pnrthe grievance of one ia, that there are officers of the chase of Sir George Hayter'• picture representing
N atioual Gallery drawing suitable salaries ; another the moving of the address to the Crown on the
jokes about a portrait of Lord Nelaon in a field- opening of the fil'llt reformed Parliament, in the
manhal's uniform; a third biota that the Portrait
Honse of Commons, in 1833. Mr. Spooner asked
Gallery is a hobb1 with the house, becanse every for an explanation of thia vote, observing that two
member hopee at aome time to be hung there among votes had already been paaaed
for the purchase of
the Britieh worthies. Of 1uch profundity was the pictures, one on account of the National Gallery,
opposition off'cred to the vote, which, nevertheless, the other oo that of the Portrait Gallery. When,
paaaed, the amendment being negatived by a majority in reply to a direct question pot by Mr. Spooner, it
of 100.
was elicited from the Chancellor of the Exchequer
W c have from the fil'llt regarded this Portrait that the picture bad already been paid for, Mr.
Gallery not ao mnch a pictorial divertiaement as Spooner proceeded to observe that the whole affair
a valuable adjunct to all our literature directly waa not a little extraordinary ; he wished to know
and indirectly hi,torical. It is the cheapeet "Walwhat waa to be done with it; it could not be placed
halla" we can have, and we do not envy the man who in the Portrait Gallery, because, according to a
can enter the rooms in George Street, even with atanding rule of that institution, the portraits of
their preaent inauflicient catalogue, and withdraw living peraons could not be placed there. There
thence without saluting, with aome reverential emo- was, therefore, no room of which he was aware
tion, aome of the eanvaaes, and acknowledging a wherein to put it, and he could not help thinking,
debt to the men whose names they bear . Ju this therefore, that expense had been incurred in a moat
institution we look forward to a collection of por- unconstitutional manner to no purpose. In reply
traits which muat be interesting to men who have to a question from Mr. Deedes, the Chancellor of the
no tutea for pictorial Art . If he who writes his- Exchequer said that many of those members of the
tory be not desirona of seeing all that may be lei\ Houae of Commons who had sat to Sir Geol'lte
of the manner of men with whom he deala, bis Hayter, had paid specified 1111DB,
in return for which
amalgam ia not that which will produce an entertain- they had received a kind of ,ketch-portrait, but that
ing book,-be will never place hia Autori,, per1011t11the artist had been by no means repaid for the
10 vividly before hia readers as to inspire them with labour he had expended on the composition of
a wiah to aee them u done from the life. Lord his pictnrl', and he believed that a considerable
Palmeraton, by the vray, in hie able advocacy of the number of the members of the Houae of Commons
" With had signed a requisition recommending that the
vote, took this view of the institution.
regard," he said, "to the vote, there might be aome picture should be purchased. Thns the transaction
ground for opposition to it if thi, were a new had advanced, and he could perfectly well underquestion; but it bas been frequently con1iclered, and atand the desire of the late government to purchase
Parliament has thought it would be advisable to the picture, on account of ita hiatoric importance.
incur annually a very moderate expense, not in col- The picture was an elaborate one, and he did not
lectiug worka of Art, or in forming a school of Art, think £2000 was too large a aum to pay for the
bot in purchasing the portraits of those pel'llona labour which had been expended upon it, although it
who have signally figured in our history. It is mo,t was aomewhat open to objection that the committee
interesting, after peraona have been reading about should be called npon to pay that amount in the shape
the exploits of aome eminent man, to be able after- ofant!zpo#factovote.
Whenthecommitteedivided,
wards to realize the man b1 seeing hie portrait. the num~ra for and Bf(&inatthe vote were equal,
Aa aomebody baa said, in reading that Clllaar being eighty-two on each side, but the chairman
cooqnered Pompey all you know ia, that Clllllll' gave the casting vote in favour of the purchaae,
was one man and Pompe1 another. But it ia whereby the picture becomes national property.
highly interesting and inatructive, after reading
Art has of late occupied much time in the
about Cromwell, or any other hi,torical character, houae, from the very loose way in which the queato ace before you the moat faithful repreaentation of tion, are treated. Ou the proposal of a vote of
hie peraou that can be obtained ."
.£9988, for the coet of con1tructing aeven fire-proof
We know of bot one other collection at all similar rooma adjoining the Sheepshanks Gallery, at South
to oul'll- that in the Palazzo Vecchio, at Florence. Kenaington, to receive the Vernon, Turner, and
The portraits are those of paintel'II, not only of other pictures belonging to the National Gallery,
Italy, but of all countries; and the lover of Art a:id of a separate entrance thereto, Mr. Coningham
dwells longer in those rooms than in Santa Croce, very appropriately aaka the intention of Government
with respect to the National Gallery. In reference
or the richest chepela of St. Peter'1 .
It waa Sir John Shelley who ventured hia joke to the aame vote, Lord Elcho 1nggested that inquiry
about Neuon in a red coat being offeud to the shonld be made as to whether the Royal Academy
institution. Had the anthoritiea p11rc!uz1eda por- toa1 a 1clwol of Art for tlu iiutruction of artul~.
trait of N elaon in a red eoat there might then hue
and tolutlit!r it1 lwnour, wer, (rt!t!ly open to all
been baom~gronodthofteomhplain~; ~ut ~he ~ononrable artut1 of Great Britain, and this aoggeatiou .wdas
mem er ,orgeta a 1uc an mat1tutlon 11 open to received with man1 a "hear, hear," aa an 1 ea
all kinds of proposals, of which those that are mani- novel and ingenious. Mr. Ayrton 11id, "it was
festly absurd cannot be charged against the inatitu- proposed to remove the Royal Academy to Burlingtion, ita officers, or the government by which it was ton Arcade;" but how the multifarioua adaptations
establiahed and is supported. We haTe aeeo a so- are to be effected, the honourable member doea not
caKeclportrait of Cromwell in tights and Heuians , explain: and ap;ain, Mr. Coningham feared that the
the owner of which was with great difliculty dis- magnificent and apadous buildiotc which the Royal
auaded from offering it for purchase to the authori- Academy would posaesa would injuriously affect the
tit>aof the Gallery .
competing aocietiea in Suffolk Street and elaewbere,
We are, like other notions, celebrating our beat and suggested that the Royal Academy should erect
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a temporary building, and vacate the National Gallery at once. The discuaaion proceeded, with many
objections, to the vote, and alao to the erection of
the buildings at Kensington. In reply to varioua
questions more or leaa beside the anbject, Lord J.
Manners said that it waa a aettled point that the
National Gullery was to remain in Trafalgar Square.
On behalf of every department of the late government, he broadly and emphatically denied that there
was any intention of placing these pictures perma.
nently at Kensington : they were mereJ1 to be
placed there as a temporary convenience, and because it waa absolutely ncceaaary they aboulcl be
placed somewhere where they would be safe from
fire and injury. There ia nothing in the vote to ah.ow
that the proposed erections were to be merely temporary ; 1et several members advocated the erection
of the rooma within the ground, of Burlington
Houae, though in the courae of a rear or two they
must be removed. It were better, therefore, that
they should be placed where they may be permitted
to remain, and ultimately aerve aome other naeful
public purpose. The vote was paaaed b1 a majority
of forty-three: bot it ia painful to aee with how
little of either taste or knowledge A.rt-mattel'II are
entertained in Parliament. Never ia an1 question
of Art diacuaaed on ita own merits-each member
has a crotchet of hie own which excluaively prompts
him to obaervatioua ntterl1 irrelevant to the aufijed.
It is, however, gratifying to see that there ia in the
honse a majority imp~saed witb a conviction that
the eanse of Art should be advanced.

ART IN SCOTLAND AND THE
PROVINCES.
EnINBUllGH. -The
Royal Asaociation for the
Promotion of the Fine Art.a in Scotland held ita
annual meeting in Queen Street Ball, Edinburgh,
on July 23rd, the Lord Provoat preeiding. We
learn from the report, read at the meeting, that
aince the formation of the auociation, twenty-five
yeal'II ago, £106,000 have been expended in the
purchase of paintings and aculptu~e, pictul'e!' for
the National Gallery, and engravmge and illua•
trated worka for the membel'II of the association .
The amount 1ubecribed during the past year is
£4476. The committee has purohaaedt at a ~t of
£2260, aixt1-tbree works of Art, receuuy exlub1ted
by the Royal Scottish Academy\ conaiatinJ of fiftyaeven paintings, four water-co our drawmga, and
two piecea of aculpture. Mr. GeorJe Harvey hu
placed in the handa of .the Auoci~t1on, for engraving, and for the cov,r1gbt of which he baa been
aid £200, five paint.lDga illustrative of the aong
'Auld Lang Syne ;" and arrangements have. bee~
made with Mr. J. N . Paton, B.S .A., for au: oil
paiI:tinga (to coat £600), in illustration of the BorThe
der ballad, "The Dowie Dena of larrow."
report was unanimoualy adopted, and the prizee
were then diatributed .-It ia stated in acme of the
local papers that the directol'II of the ~dinbu~gh
Royal Inatitution have purchased from 811'Culling
Eardley, for the sum of £000, the _Picture, by Paul
Veroneae, of " Mal'II and Venue," 1D order to place
it in the Scottish National Gallery.
DualUll.-At
the last distribution of prizes to
the atudenta of the Durham School of Art, medala
were awarded to l,lisa J. Haya, Mila Jeaaie Wright,
Mia&R. F. Quelch, W. Bentham, and J. Thornt~n.
Miaa Haya'a drawings of wi:'d ffowel'II,and ~h11
Queleh' s deaigna for mualina, were eapec1ally
aeleoted by the Government for the annual oompetitiona of the pupila in all our acboola.
BlllJUNGHAII.-The committee upon which has
devolved the duti of selecting a aubj~t as a memo•
rial of the late David Cox bas fixed upon a b11.1t,
which Hr. Peter Rollina ia commisaioned to execute.
WaoxBT11a.-The discoveries recently made at
Wroxeter (the Roman Uriconium), near Sbre.wabury to which we alluded last month, have excited
10 m'uoh interest that measures have been taken
for continuing the reaearchee throughout the aum•
mer. A portion of the ground has been rented!
and 1ubaoription1 received frolll; other .than loe;a
quarten, the Society of Antiquanea ~eading thl; hat
with a grant of .£Ii(). A Metropolitan Committee
has been formed, embracing tho name• of Lord
Stanhope as preeident, and .m~ny nobl~men ~nd g~ntlemen remarkable for their mtereet 1D antlquan~n
reaearch. 'fhe articles exhumed are all placed 1D
the Shrewabury Muaeum.
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Tel8 year the ,how or prizes in Soft'olk Street it
thinner than we remember for many yeare, reminding DI rather of the infancy of the institution
than of ita popnlar maturity. The aubecription wu,
we believe, large, but the 111m aet apart for the purchue of picturea appean, according to the cata.
logue, to he 2680/.; thuuccounting for the paucity
of the prizel, of which the higheat i1 2001., the
11eCOndl 501., the third 100/., three of 751., three
of 601.,and the remaining nnmben descend to the
lowe1t prizel in the scale. The highe1t is' Morning
on the Lego Maggiore,' by G. E. Hering, selected
from the Academy; the price of the picture being
170/., BO/.return to the achtqner of the society.
The prise or 150/, it a picture, by Horlor, entitled
'Biglaland Sport,' from the Royal Academy; the
prominent feature of the composition ia a leaah of
,porting doga, the painting of which is very succeuful. The third prise ia 'Ophelia,' by A. Ercole, a
foreign artiat-a life-sized figure, which told with
good effect in the Royal Academy. The draperiee
and all the circumatanee1 of the composition have
beenyery carefully 1tudied. The faoo is too visionary,
but a little 1tren~ening of the shades would remedy
this; it ii, howenr, the most aenaible venion of
the character we have aeen of late. Of 75/. there ia
'The RockQuarry,'by Tennant, e1hibited in Suff'olk
Street; and, secondly, 'The Blackpool, on the
IJeder,' by J. Pettitt-a work remarkable for the
patient elaboration with which it has been worked
out; the third being Corbould's ' Bold and Bashful,'
from the eibibitiou of the New Wnter-Colour Society.
One of 601. is 'Milton visiting Galileo in the
Prisons of the Inquisition,' by E. Crowe ; a work of
some pretension, but not without certain of the
faults of the bard school of painting.
Another
601.prise ia 'Caatiliau Almagiring,' by J. Burgen;
a picture appan,ntly painted in Spain-the fignres
being in character BIid coatume strictly national .
A third of 601.ia 'The Way to the Mill,' H. J. Boddington ; a work strikingly real in its local detail.
We observe in the catalogue 'Sardi,,' by Harry
Johnson; an admirable picture, which was eihibited at the British lnatitntion.
It stands in tbia
catal~e without a price, and iii marked " nnappropriated ;" whence it cannot be undentood whether
the picture hu been aelected by a prizeholder or not.
The prizes being so much leas numerous than on
preceding occasions, pictDl'tlll of merit are acoordm,:ly limited in number; there are, however, in the
aelection some small works of much eicellence-as
• A Breezy Day on the Thames,' .E.C. Williama ;
• A Peaceful Nook,' W.W. Gosling; 'Farm YardThe Pet Team,' J . F. Herring and A. F. Rolfe;
'Cameliu,' Miss Mntrie; 'Repoae,' G. A. Williams;
'Glengariff', Ireland,' G. A Shalden; 'The River
Skerue, near Darlington,' J. Peel; • Good News,'
J. Henzell; 'A Study at Bettws-y-Coed,' Vicat
Cole; 'The Mother's Hope,' J . W. Haynes; 'Little
HeadritQt,' T. Mogford; • Harvest Time- Evening,'
G. A. Williama ; ' Beatrice listening in the Bower,'
A. J. Woolmer; 'Whitby, from Upgang,' E . Niemann ; 'Near Rei[t&te,Surrey,' S. R. Percy; 'Caw.
dor Castle,' H. Jutanm; 'Pilot Boat off Mount
Orgneil, Jeney,' W. E . Batca; 'Summer,' S. R.
Percy; 'A Storm on the Hilla,' T . F. Wainwright;
• Idlen,' Charles Dukes; 'Wait Awhile,' A. Provis;
'Too Hot,' C. Rouiter; • Child's-play among the
Rulhes,' F. W. Hulme; 'Children Nut-gathering,'
E. J . Cobbett; 'The Tranquil Stream,' H. B. Gray;
' Sea.Coaat,' F. Underhill ; 'A Roadside, Albury,
Surrey,' Vicat Cole, &c. The number of water-colour
dnwinga selected ia twenty-one, amonp: which are
' Preaching in the Crypt,' George Dodgaon ; • At
RedHill,' C. Davidson; and others, by W. C. Smyth,
J. W. Wbymper, J. Callow, }'. Smallfield, &c., &-0
.
The catalogues of this year are illustrated, a woodcut occupying the pap:e; the subject& are 'The
Mother'a Hope,' by Haynes ; 'Good News,' by
Henzell, and 'Rain on the Fair-day,' by Lidderdale .
The meairreneB&of this year's cnlalo11:ue,iu comparison with those that have preceded it, impresses at
once the viaitor on entering the rooms; and the fact
of the expenditure of only about 27001. in pictures,
out of a grou year's receipts of l5,2l0l ., bas excited
the attention of a numerowi body of the profession
iu ao far seriously, that, in reference to the subject,
aud especially with the ,·ie1\' of forming n new Art-
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Union, a meeting hu been held in the great room
HINOR TOPICS OF THE llONTH.
at No. 7 in the Haymarket. Since the establishment of the Art-Uuion, the receipts of 1859 have
Tn RouL Ac.a.DUIT.-Sir Robert Smirke, one
been eueeded by those only of three yean of the
entire term-theae are, l 845, when the 1nbseription1 of the oldest members of the Royal Academy, hu
were 15,440l.; 1846, with aubacription1 amounting voluntarily reBi!fDedthe position he hu for a very
to 16,9791.; and 1847, with a list amonnting to long period held aa Academician, with honour to
17,8711.; the di1bunemeoh for prize1 being for himael.f and ad'l&ntage to the uaociated body with
these years respectively, 10,800/., 10,780/., and which he has been connected : by this act Sir
11,820/. lt ia, therefore, a natural coneeqnenoe, Robert has earned for himaelf atill big-her respect
that at leaat surprise and inquiry should result from than any hitherto paid him, either by the profeuion
the declaration of inch a disparity between purohaaea or the pnblic. He baa aet an eiample which, we
BIid 1nbseriptiona. We have, year by year, com- trust, will not be lost upon othen who either now
plaints of mismanagement against the Art- Union, but are, or at any future time may be, inoapacitated by
this year the ground of anch complaint eeema IO age or other circnmstancee, from auiating in the
clear, that it is most difficult to reconcile the fact of proceedinga ot the eociety-proceedings that m011t
the eipenditure of only 2700/. in pictures, out of frequently require enel'!tY, activity, and a uerifice
15,2101. collected, according to the cironlar of the of nlnable time, not from a few only, but from
society, with a view to "promote the knowledge the whole united body. We believe that Sir
and Jove of the fine arta, and their general advance- Robert Smirke, u well as eome other members,
ment in the Britiah empire, by a wide diffusion of baa endeaYonred to introduce into the Academy a
the workl of native artists ; and to elevate Art, and meunre which would meet the requirements of
encourage ita profeaaors, by creating an increued llllle8 like hia own, without depriving the miring
demand for their works, &-0." That the authoritiee member of the privilege of placing those magica.1.
of the Art-Union have been 1incere in their labonn letten, R..d..,behind his name: he has failed, howcannot be questioned, nor can it he doubted that ever, to carry hi1 point, and hu, therefore, done
they haYe conferred. a large measure of benefit on the only thinp; he could do in aupport of the prinrising and 1trnggling memben of the profeaaion. ciplee he advon.tee, withdnwn himaelf from thoee
That this aid hu been extended too indiacriminately, whom he wu unable to bring over to his way of
There IU'e now two l'llCIDcies in the
i, urged again1t them aa one of the faultl of their thinking.
ayatem, for they haYe helped into mediocrity many ranks of the " Jo'orty;" the other waa oceaeioned
paiuten who, but for them, might h&Yeadopted by the death of Mr. Lealie: when these are filled
other vocationa, for which, at least, their talent had up, there will alao he two vacancies among the
not been questioned. During the three yeare to usociates : their 1Dllce4l0n in both clua we do not
which we have referred. aboYe, the largest sum ex- undertake to predict .
SOUTH KENSINGTONMuaBIJII.-Teaehers wiahpended in prints wu 40601., with 10,7801. aa the
ing to attend the eiaminationa of the Science and
"amount of prizes;" while the report for the put
year gives the enormo1111nm of 6980/. for printl. Art Department in Practical and Deecriptive GeomeHence arises the qneetion,-Wbence this unpreoe- try, with MechBI1ical and Machine Drawing, and
dented augmentation V All that we can learn it, Building Conatrnctiori, Physiea, Chemistry, Geology
that for the plate, "Life at the Sea-side," 4000/, and Mineralogy (applied to mining), Natural Hisof obtaining augmentation
have been giYen, of which the engranr received but tory, for the pnr~
10001.; thia CBI1notbe regarded otberwiae than a grants to their salaries (nnder the Science Minute
waate of the funds. But then the aociety ia irre- of the 2nd June, 1859), mnat eend their names,
sponsible, the council give their time and attendance addresses, BIid present occupation, to the aecretuy
for nothing; thein ia a fluctuating conatituency, of the department, South Kenaington, on or before
acattered to the four winds of heaven, and content the 31st October, 1859. The examinations will be
to receive their re1pective allotmentl, whatenr they held in the metropolis in the laat week of Novemmay be. The proper time for either giving or ber. Certificates of three gradea will he granted
aaking information on the subject of the unpre- in each aubject, giving the holder an augmentation
cedented disproportion, would haYe been at the grBilt of £10, £15, or £20 a year on each certificate
while giving instruction to a class of operativee in
general meeting.
that anbject. These peymenta will be in addition
At the meeting above mentioned, Mr. Hurbtone,
Pre1ident of the Society of British Artiate, wu in the to the value of any certificates of competency for
chair; and he, baring explained the purpoaea of the giving primary instruction should the teacher ha-,e
convention, concluded hie diaconne by a propoeal already obtained any such from the Committee of
to address a remonstrance to the council of the Art- Council on Education.
THE KBN8INOTON:MUHUJ( has on loan from
Union; but thia motion was set aaide by the adoption
of a resolution for the formation of a rutD Art- U11ion, Mr. Gurney twelve pictures, the moat remlU'kable
the subscriptions to be limited to half-a-guinea, and beinu: Dnbufe'a portrait of Rosa Bo11henr, already
the sum subecribed, aa far u p01Bible,to be set well known by tbe engraving; there ia aleo a very
uide aolely for the purchase of pictures. The good landscape by LiuneU ; an angling stream by
meeting waa called by a committee, of which Mr. Creawick ; an IIAl.ian lake by HeriD!(; " the BeneRoberta, the secretary of the Society of Briti1h diction," by Webster; a group of fruit by Lance;
Artiste, and Mr. Bell Smith, secretary of the Na- what may be considered as a " combination picture,"
tional Institution, were the honorary aecretaries.
a youop: country girl'• fint glimpae at London, the
We shall rt'joice to aid any plan that baa for ita landscape by Creswick, the figure by Frith, and the
objects the promotion of Art , and the benefit of dog by Ansdell; and two viewa in Egypt by Frere, a
artiste; but we can by no meana give unqnalified Fre1tch artist. We shall be glad to reoord the
aupport to this "new" project. It is not likely to ihcrease of such loa os.
THE" 1861" ExBIBITION.-1'here is reason to
succeed : arti,ta generally are ill-calculated to couduct an affair of "buaineaa ;" and the machinery believe that the ar!'llllgementa for the great interfor such an irostitntion must be the growth of time . national exhibition will be resumed, peace haring
The " new " body have not, and are not likely to been once again-and, it is to be hoped, with a
have, aaeociated with them any of the leading mem- prospect of permanence-restored to Europe. Posbers of the profession. Many other reuons occur sibly the affair may "come off" in 1862; there is
strong doubt. of their success ; neither no per.uliar magic in the date 1861, that inch a
to ang,11:eat
do we think the opposition comes with a good grace change may not be salutary. At all events, we
from the artists.
A number of geutlemen have trust the committee will resume their task ; the
been labouring upwards of twenty years to forward " guarBI1tees" were understood. to be aufficient; and
the interests of Art end artiats ; they have done so, if there be, as we believe there will be, a right
albeit some serious mistakes have been committed. exerciae of zeal and energy, with jndgmeut and
Their labour has been without profit, without honour, nperience, there need be no fear of a successful
aud, it would accm, without gratitude, as recom- issue.
penccs from those who have been served-a miserMa. MACLISE, R.A., hllll been presented by a
able return indeed for ao long a period of thought, number or bis brother-artist&, both in and out of
toil, ond time Alas I for poor httman nature , the Academy, with a handsome gold port-crayon,
bow few, after all, of those who have sown the in testimony or their admiration of his great cartoon
seed, gather in the harvest I We are not of those of Wellington and Blucher. This is n graceful nod
who envy the feelings of the party assembled in becoming compliment; such as it ral'l'ly falls to the
lot of n public writer to record. There are rumoura
" the large room of the Haymarket."
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afloat that two of the most conapicnona membera of bition in the Champa Elyeeea; the principal work,
the Royal Academy refnaed to join in the tribute;
"The Sieten of Mercy," bung with other Arttheir namee, iudeed, han been in print. We prefer Union prizee at the top of the ataireaae on entering
to believe the rnmonr gronndleu, for it ie hard to the galleriee, haying fallen to the lot of a snbscriber
believe it poeeible. At all events, Madise has, by of one franc, the actual value of the picture being
thie work-hie latest and hie greateat-raised hie 20,000 francs. It contains three figurea-two eieten
fame far beyond the reach of envy.
of mercy, and their patient, a eick child, that is supFR&acozs IN THE Housi:s OP P.1.llLUXllNT.- ported in the lap of the more prominent of the two
Onr contemporary, the Critic, who ie naually moet listen, while the other ie mixing a draught in a
correct in hie report& of Art-matten, atatea that mortar. The beanty of the picture ie ita captivating
Mr. Herbert is to reeeive the enonnona sum of aimplicity ; the diepoaitions are most eft'ective,with£9000 for hia freaco to be execnted for the walla of ont appearing in the slightest degree artificial. The
the royal gallery of the honaea of parliament; the paintiug of the face of the aeated tiirnre is a master.
,object choaen is "Justice on Earth, aud ite Deve- piece of Art; presented nuder the amplitude of the
lopment in Law and Judgment."
Surely the above linen head-dreaa, the featnrea are lighted by reflec.
anm ie a mietake; or, if true, there seems little tion, and the lighting aod the brilliant transparency
"justice" in paying Mr. Herbert more than nine of the face are triumphs of a character that are very
times as mncb, we belieYe, u some other artiata of rarely accomplished. No. 2, "Puritan Maidens
eqnal rank have reeeived for their works.
reading the Scriptnrea,'' another rather large pieAN ExeIBtTION OP WoRKs o"!' AllT by British tore, is diatingniahed especially by its realistic
amateur artists is, it is reported, to be opened early simplicity; it ia the property of the Empreaa
in the ensuing year, for the benefit of the "Home
Eugenie. The other works are email: they are
for Young Women engaged u Day-workers," an called, "The Hospital Laboratory;" "The Toilet;"
inatitntion founded about four yean aince, by some "The N nrse ;" and "The Portrait;" the last being
ladies of dietinction and benevolent character. We a portrait of Mademoieelle Brown's father-an
do not at pletlent know where the exhibition will elderly gentleman of the real John Bull type. The
take place.
amaller pictllftl are painted on a tine ticken, of
THE BilON MAllOCHETrIhas recei'fed another which the sharp-threaded texture playe an important
sum of .£1650-to enable part in assisting the painter to that indefinite and
parliamentary grant-a
him, we preanme, to complete his atatne of Richard facile manner, that is a charact~istic of the French
funr de Lion, and to pay for a pedestal for the achool. Mademoieelle Brown was a pnpil of Chaaame. We shall take an early opportWlity of in- plin, and has gained two medals.
Tun
ia e1hibited at No. 20, Pall Mall, a variety
quiring into the matter: meanwhile our contemporary, the Critic, snggeata that parliament ahonld of sketches, by Madame Bodicbon, of acenery in
grant to the baron an annual anm-aay .£2000 or Africa and America. Among the anbjecta there are
t!SOOO-aod take whatever the baron ie pleqed to a " View of the Little Atlas and the Metidja, Crom
the Telegraph Hill, near Algien;"
"View of
gi'fe the country in return.
THE CllYSTJ.LPALACEAllT-UNION.-The cono· Algien from Mnatapba Superieur ;" "Valley of the
cil of thia Art-union presented their tint report to Hydra, near Algiers-Morning
in December;"
their anbacriben· on the 28th of July Jut, on which "Alllllthua Leaves,'' &c. : the sketches are apirited
day also the tint drawing for the prizes took place and ambitions; they are in number thirty-four.
at the Crystal Palace. The 1nm snbacribed aince
PICTURESBY RICHARDWn.110N.-At a sale on
the eetabliahment of the inetitution, in January last, Angnat lst., of the library and pictnrea of the late
amounted to nearl1 £6000, of which upward, of Sir R. W. Van,:han, Bart ., some capital picturea by
£1400 wu appropnated to the pnrchaaeofthe prizes. Richard Wilson were oft'ered: three of them were
The report doea not specify in what proportion& the sold to Mr. Gillott, the well-known collector of
remainder of the income of the society haa been Birmingham; namely, a' View of Cylgerran Castle,'
applied to meet the coat of the presentation works, for 300/., and two small cabinet pictures for 100/,
and to the working expenses, including all payments each. }'or two otben, of greater importance, a
to the Crystal Palace Company. Snch an omiuion • View of Snowdon,' and • Pembroke Castle,' 470/.
ie a acriona imperfection in the report, and more each were bid, bot the auctioneer, Mr. Dew, of
particularly since an opinion is prevalent that the Bangor, having a reserved price of 6001. npon each,
directon of the Crystal Palace Company have made they were boul(ht in.
THI: STATUE OP KING WILLI.I.JI, of "pious
arrangement&, with reference to this Art-union, that
are very adYantageons to themselves. Such an im, memory,'' standing on College Green, Da.blin, will
preaaion ia calculated moet serionaly to check the shortly 1nrmm1nt a drinking-fouutain ; preparations
progreaa of the Art-union . The prizes comprised are being made for ineertiug, on the western aide of
aix pictnrea, and one drawing in water-colonn, the pedestal on which the figure stand&, one of
including a gem by E.W. Cooke, A.R.A ., another by theee invaluable public blesaioga. The D,,b/in
Miaa Mutrie, and a large work by Louie Haghe, Evening Po1t BBys, in reference to it :-" For
with Yariona works in metal, ceramic statuary, por- upwards of a century and a half much liquid baa
celain, glass, and terra-cotta, and some sets of been con•nmed to the •memory' of King William.
photographs of the Crystal Palace. They are all The material thna imbibed, however, baa been
of a BBtiafactorycharacter, and we understand that, generally of a quality much stronger than water,
in common with the presentation works, they have and has been limited to the more nltra portion of
been highly approved by the eubeeriben. Jo their our countrymen. Henceforward the libations under
report the council congratulate the snbacriben npon the shadow of King William will be confined to pure
the snccet8 that hu already attended their eft'orta, water, and will be partaken of by her Majesty's
and they hold out hopee of much greater things in subjects without distinction of political opinions."
time to come. They also most justly e1preaa their
THE FtTZWILLIAJIMunux, at Cambridge, will
high sense of the valuable servicee of their able aecre- shortly receive an addition of the picture of "The
tary and auperinteodent, Mr. Thomu Battam, l<'.S.A. , Salutation of the Virgin,'' by Manznoli di San
We ,hall heartily rejoice to aee thie Art.union as Friano, a Florentir.e painter of the aixteentb censucceaaful as the council can desire ; but, at the tnry, known among conooiasenn generally by the
aame time, without any rese"e, we declare onr con- name of Manznoli only. The painting, which was
victiou that its aucceas will prove to be in intJerae recently exhibited at the British Institution, bas
proportion to its connection with the Crystal Palace been presented to the University by Mr. H. T.
-that ie, BO long u the Crystal Palace, as an inati. Hope.
tution anpposed to exert any influence npon Art,
Booll.BJNDING.-One of the most beautiful ape,
continues noder ita present direction and manage• cimena of modern bookbinding, combining richneaa
ment. Let the council strengthen the bands of with elegance, which has recently come under onr
Mr. Battam in every poaaible way, and let them uotice, ia a copy of a translation, by Professor
~hake oft', as far as possible, eJisting Crystal Palace Williams, of the eastern poem of Sakoontalii. 1'he
rnlluencea, and thna they may anticipate, with some book is from the prese of a provincial printer,
degree of well-grounded confidence, the realization Mr. S. Austiu, of Hertford, and is in it11elfa tine
of their "coo-riction" that their Art-union "will example of typographic art; one that would confer
prove to. be !1hil(hly important medium for difl'w,iog renown on any printing establishment of Europe.
The binder ia a foreigner, long resident in London,
and cnlhvatmg a pure toste in Art."
THE PICTURESBY MADE.l!OJSELLE
HENRIET'l'E Mr. Zaeoedorft', of Catherine Street, Strand. but the
BROWN,which are now at the French Gallery in work is necuted by Englishmen, from bis desigoe
Pall Mall, were removed thither from the Exhi- [ and UDder hia auperiotendence. The ground of

I

the binding ie a rich brown morocco, inlaid with
vellum : in the centre of the cover, which is suok,
is a chequered pattern of vellum, lozenge-ehaped,
and richly coloured in various harmonising tints :
these, and the raised frame-work, are most delicately
ornamented with tine "tooling," exquisitely tiniahed.
The ineide of the cover sho..-e a piece of vellum
let into the morocco, and relieved by geometrical
design• in red, blue, and green. The work hu
been done as a "specimen" only, and it certaiuly
exhibits the art of bookbinding in the higbeat
perfection.
THE ADTIRTISINGCoLUVNM &NU, or nniaance,
it ahould rather be called, will, we trust, have received a check ere theee pages are in the haoda of
onr readen, Mr . Cowper having introduced a bill
into parliament to do away with these ugly obetruc,
tiona altogether. The wonder ie, they should ever
haye been erected ; only we know what enormitiee
paroehial vestries will perpetrate occaaiooally.
Su'n11:s POJI. ST. P.1.uL's CATHBDRAL.-Mr.
Adams, the acnlptor of the statne of Sir Charles
Napier that ataods in Trafalgar Square, is at work
upon ~other statne of the general, which is inknded for St. Panl'a: the two works will dift'er
materially in treatment and attitude from each
other. A 1tat11eof the late Lord Lyons is alao, we
understand, to be ·placed in the &BJDe
edifice.
M. BouczEWSII.I, who baa recently executed a
bnat of the Baron Humboldt for the Imperial
Academy of St. Petersburg, has just completed a
bnat of onr illustrious countryman, Sir Roderick
Murchison, which he iotenda to present to the
aame eetabliahment. The well-known expedition
of the former into Siberia, and the equally wellknown geological au"ey of Rusaia by the latter,
render thoae boats equally appropriate amidat the
adornments of that great library. The cut by thie
young Polish aculptor, which ie alike excellent as a
portrait and u a work of Art, has been placed for
a abort time in the ball of the Museum of Pmctical
Geology, previondy to its being executed in marble.
TEBTlKONIALTO D&. FBANCIS HAWI.JNB.-A.
portrait of this gentleman, very ably eucuted by
Mr. J . Edgar Williama, has just been placed in
the board-room of the Middlesex Hospital, in
which institution he occupied the post of phy,
aician for a period of thirty-five yean, and from
which he hu recently retired, on aoconnt of his
appointment to the office of registrar to the new
medical conocil. The portrait was subscribed for
by Dr. Hawkins's popils at the hospital.
THE STEPHENSONMoNUJIJtNT.-Mr. Lough has
completed a model of the atatue of Geo~ge Stephen,
100, with ita pedestal, the monument mtended for
Newcastle-on-Tyne. The height of the figure ie
7 feet 8 inches, bot for the bronze casting another
model will be made, preeeotiug the tignre 10 feet
high. The figure is upright, and attired iu modern
costume, with a plaid crosaing the cheat Crom the
left shoulder-a valuable adjunct to the compoaition, u breaking the absolute lines of our moderu
costume. The right hand, grasping a pair of callipen, reats on the breast, and the left on a 10(.'0·
motive engine of very early form. The features are
those of the life, and the head is that of a profouodly thinkio,: man. The pedestal intended for
the support of this statue present• at its four angles
typea of the labour neceasary to engineering works ;
theae are accordingly a uavvy, a blacksmith, a pit.
mau, and an engineer.
THE R.I.PPULLE CARTOONS
at Hampton Conrt
are to be covered with glass, in order to protect
them : this baa been fouud neceasary from the injnries they were receiving through expoaure to
atmoepherical and other deteriorating influences.
Two of theae invaluable works have already been
covered.
THE NEw FoRl!IGNOrPICE.-The cost of models,
plane, and working drawings, and of obt.Liniog
builders' teoden, for the New Forein Office, ia set
down offi.ciallv at the sum of £8800.
1'bis snm
doee not iocl~de any charge likely to be made by
the architect for the modified design prepared by
him according to the inetructioos of the First Commiaaioner of Works and Public Buildings. If thie
deai,:11 should be carried ont, the above sum of
£3800 (except £30 _0 fo~ tlte. model), 1111w~ll ~ the
amouut of the architects claim for the design itself,
will merge in his commiaaion and the builder'a
tender.
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implements, and farm booaewifery. But in the
present day the Arte find their way into the dwellmga of the agriculturist; the musio or the pianoforte blenda with the bleatinJ of the sheep 1n the
THB TuRNl!R GALLERY, With Deacription1 by cloae or the orchard upon which the drawing-room
R. N. WoRNUM. Part II. Publilhed by J. 8. window opens, and the laudacape out-of-doon bas
YlRTUB,London.
a rival in the picture or print which hangs on the
This part of the "Turner Gallery" is, we think, of wall: brown, vulgar-looking jugs, and "willowy"
greater interest than that which preceded it, so far plates are excluded from the culinary department,
aa relatea to the eubjecta it contains : the ftrat of giving place to the neat and more elegant producthese ia "Peace-the
Burial of Wilkie," a noble tion, of Meaan. Copeland, Binns and Kerr, and
off'ering to the memory of the great Scotch artiat, other noted manuf1AOturenof pottery : we can thua
and, at the aame time, a poet-painter', rendering undentand why auch a pa.J>8raa that of Mr. Acland
of a acene which, had it been only the burial of tbo ia quite appropriate to a Journal patronised by the
meaneet cabin-boy, must alwaya be moat impre1- farming interest.
aively solemn. 'l'he picture waa painted in 1842,
At the recent exhibition of the Bath and West
the rear after the death of Wilkie ; it ia a grand of England Society, held at Barnataplo, there was,
poetic compoaition, that ahowa the strength of a u we noticed two or three months since in the
great and original mind, though there ia in it, u a ~rt-Journal, a collection of works of the fine
painting, little of what ia generally conaidered as and induetrial Arte, and it ia with a Yiew to explain
one of Turner's higheat excelleuciee-colour: with in a popular and connected form the objecta auned
the exception of the greyish blue of the akr, which at by the promoten of the former of these two
ia repeated in portions of the water, al else ia portions of the exhibition that Mr. A.eland hu conacarcely more than black and white; this pecu- tributed bis paper. In it be aketcbea out clearly
liarity of the work muat have been of great aaaist- and concisely the rise and progreaa of the three
ance to the engraver, Mr. J. Couaen, whoae taak sister arta, painting, aoulpture, and architecture,
of translation was thereby made comparatively and shows bow they may be made aubeervient to
easy ; but he has carried out the feeling of the the happiness and enjoyment of man, whatever
painter in a kindred a_pirit. The noble ship 1team- hia position in life may be. Hi, remarka on the
:angout of the Bay of Gibraltar, a huge black maaaprinciples of Art, and, so far u the1 go, on its
except where lighted up by the fiery torches of the practice, will be read with interest, and not withaeamen who are performing the last offices for the out gaining inRtruction from them-tboi:gh strongly
dead-throwing
dark abadowa down to the very tinged with the doctrines of Mr. Ruskin-by thoae
baae of the picture, and aeuding forth thick, heavy who uaro to give a thought to the aubjeot,-<>ne we
volumes of . amoke-tbe distant rock, its outlinee are pleued to see diacuaaed in an agricultural
faintly develored against the misty eky-the pale periodical.
crescent moon, struggling, aa it were, to cast a
In the same number there ia also a well-written
light upon the gloomy acene-the placid bosom of and lucid paper, by Dr. Scott, of Exeter, on the
the ocean that reflecta every object above ita aur- induelrial department of the Barnstaple Exhibition,
fac&-are each and all rendered by the engraver which clearly shows that our oomparatively remote
and unmanufacturing town, are realizing the adwith unqualified beauty and truth.
_ The next subject is "The Shipwreck," here en- vantages of good Art of every kind.
graved by W. Miller; but it has been previoualy
eugra ved on a large 1C&le,in mezzotinto, by C.
By the Author of "John
Turner, and by John Burnet. The picture was A Lin FOR A Lin.
Halifax, Gentleman."
3 vola. Publilbed by
painted in 1805; it was never exhibited, but was
Hull8T & BLACKBTT,London.
purchased from the artist bv Sir John Leicester,
afterwarda Lord de Tabley : Turner exchanged it a "A Life for a Life,"-such is the title of a new
short time aft.erwarda for " The Sun rising through story by a" popular author." When we opened
Vapour," which be aubaequentl1 reeurcbased at it, we hoped to find, u in some of thia lady's former
the eale of Lord De Tabley's collection, in 1827. worka, much about Art, for which she hu a high
It ia a grand work : there ia terrible majesty in and cultivated taste; but we have been disapthat surging and roaring masa of waten and that pointed : the theme from flrat to Jut
tempestuous sky, a very chaos of element,, to en" II love, atn l love i"
counter which, u those hardy seamen going off to
the wreck are doing, aeema actual madneaa: nothing and the "pith and marrow " of the whole ia shown,
finer in the way of marine-painting than thie noble brightly and bravely, in the third volume. While
compoaition has ever been placed on canvas. )lr. it haa been the habit and fashion of theae utilitaM1ller hu done the subject full justice, especially rian times to either aet aside the great foeling which
in the forms of the wild waves and their impetuous ia implanted more or Iese strongly in every human
action : this engraving alone ia well worth the being, or to debase or tum it mto ridicule, thia
price of the en tire part.
lady-bearing the lily and the palm, rather than
What a different acene ia unfolded in the third the rose and the myrile-standa firmly/et modeatly
plate, "Phryne going to the Bath u Venue," en- forward,-not supported by Venue an her Cupida,
graved by J. B. Allen, painted in 1838: darkneu,
but by the laws of nature and religion,-11nd claims
death, and destruction, are in the farmer plate;
for high and holy matrimony ita station and its
here are light, love, and joyousneaa, the ricbneaa pignity-mutual
love1 mutual truat 1 mutual faith,
of the architecture of ancient Greece, a crowd of inviolate truth, and toe determination that "what
Grecian women sporting amidst ita glorious scenery, God bath joined together no man shall put asununder the luxuriating influences of a warm, golden, der." It is no argument against ancb doc:trine that
southern sun. One can acarcely imagine, though the recent records of " the courta" prove the numwe know how diven1i8ed oftentimes are the though ta ber of matrimonial miseries which exist in the
and operations of the aame mind, that one head world. If marriage wu entered into aa God inand liand could have conceived and carried out tended it should be, Judge Creaawell would have a
theae two work,: Byron, however, could deecribe aiuer.ure.
with equal beauty and power of expreaaion the
There are sentimenta on other matten with
battle of Waterloo and the sunm· ialee of Greece ; which we do not agree; but we bail the subject
so Turner oould deecribe with hii pencil the subli- and object of "A Life for a Life" with tbo reapeot
mit:r of the warring elementa at aea, and the moat the work merits; although wanting in what your
glorioue ecenery of vine-clad bills and emerald "hardened novel reader" calla incident, the delineavalleya, where there ia ecarcely a breath of air to tions of character are full of truth and power.
move the smallest leaf that bangs over their surface. We hope it will be aa universally read as "John
Halifax," and make many a youth and maiden
pause, even on the church threshold, to question
.Tov.a~ALOP THE BATH AND WEST OP ENGLAND whether her or hie love ia of the deep enduring
OF A.Olli• nature which oan only enable man and woman
SocUITY FOR THI! ENCOVBAOBMENT
CULTuns, ART· MANUPACTORBS,AND CoM- when united to bear as fellow-worken, in different
xsnca.
Publilhed by J. RlDOWAY,London; waya, the triala and carea of life. We have aeldom
PRACH,Bath.
8J>!IC6 to give to novela; but thie ia a lel80n for
We notice the appearance of the laat number or life ; and though, as we have aaid, we do noe
this periodical-an old-established one, by the wayJ agree with some of the aentimenta, we honour the
frequently lowered,
author for placing Lov..-.o
publilhed annually in the shape of a good-aize
volume of 400 pages-for the purpose chiefly of debaaed, miaundentood, and misrepresented as it
directing attention to a paper, entitled "An Ele- has been-upon ita high pede&tal.
mentary Introduction to the Principles and History
of Art," by Mr. T. D. Acland, jun. It ia a feature
By W.
of the times to aee a subject like thia finding a POPULAR )IUBIC OF TUB 0LD11N'Tms.
CHAPPIILL, F. S. A. Published by CBAMBB,
place in a publication devoted almost exclusively,
BEALB& Co., London.
1t may be aaid -for these, after all, conetitute the
"head and front," ay, and the bodv, too, of the This large collection of anr.ient songs, ballads, and
journal-to the diecu•sion of erope and tillage, land dance tune,, illuetrati ve of the national music of
dreui11ga and drainage, live stock, agricultural
England, has recently been brought to a close, after

REVIEWS.

emeloyiog the labour of many yeare. It ia a
national book in every aenae of the term, and baa
thoroughly vindicated the English people from the
groundleaa but often-imputed charge of a deatitution of national music. When we look at .M.r.
Chappell'• very large collection of aira esaent.ially
English, we are impelled to wonder how such a
charge could be brought forward, did we not reflect
that all were bidden in old music-books, and required a large amount of patient labour and timeconsuming research few were in the poaition to give
to the taak. We have in these two volumes more
than four hundred tunea, all strikingly quaint and
peculiar, many remarkable for their pure and simple melody. They commence with the oldeat muaio
we know of, and end with the popular etreet songs
which may be traced to the preceding century.
The periods of Elizabeth and Charlea II. au ppll
some of the beat; and we hope Mr. Chappell 1
laboun may induce some of our muaiciane to reauacitate theae fine old ain. There ia no inatanoe
of the public failing to largely appreciate good
melody whenever they bear it; and here ia an
abundance, which, being so long neglected, would
come to us with all the charm of novelty. The
popularity of" The Last Rose of Summer" all over
Europe ia one instance among many; nor have the
moat talented compoaen, like Weber, Donizetti, and
Flatow, objected to make them their themee. llr.
Chappell'• volumea abound with curioue litenry
information,. as well u beautiful and pure melody,
and are oreclitable to hia taste and knowledge.
BoJUC'B lLLVBTRATEDLrnRAR\". Published by
H. G. BOHN, London.
The three last publilbed volumea of this now welleatablilhed aeries of illustrated standard booka are
on our table. They oonaiat of "The Sonnet. and
other Poema of Petrarcb," "The Younf, Lady's
Book," and " Paris and ita Environs : • works
divene in character, but each good of itll kind.
The poema of Petrarch are not new tranalatiom,
but the editor hu judiciouely selected those known
venions which are most diatinguiahed for fidelity
and rhymth, and to which are appended the namee
of the moat distinguished tranalaton, from Chaucer
and Spenaer down to Archdeacon Wrangham, Leigh
Hunt, and othen of our own time. He noticee, u
a aingular fact, that while the three great Italian
poeta, Dante Arioato, and Tuso, have each found
several transiaton, Petrarch, who ia worthy to rank
with them, bu never yet bee11preaented in a complete form to the Englilb reader : and it u to
supply this deficiency that this volume makea ita
appearance. The order of arrangement ia that
adopted by Maraand and other recent editon. The
poems are preceded b.)' a bio~r,hy of Petrarch,
condensed from Campbell's "Life • of the poet.
The "Young Lotdy'a Book" wu flnt published
twenty yeara ago, and, notwithstanding the price
of it wu one guinea, it p1188edthrough six editions
within that period. The recent improvements and
discoveries in acience having rendered a new edition
neoeuary, every treatise in the volume has here
been carefully reviaed and enlarged, and senral
new ones added by writen of experience and eminence· while the number of woodcuta ia increased
from akut aix hundred to twelve hundred. There
ia scarcely a subject which should come within the
acope of a young lady's attainments, both useful
and ornamental, that ia not clear Iv diacueeed and
explained in thia new edition, lucidly and pleaaai:tly. We cordially commend it to the notioe of
our y_outhful female readen.
"!'aria and its Environs" ia not intended to
supenede Murray'• "Handbook,'' or any other
"~uide," but it will be found a moat useful
adJunct. It ia compiled on the basia of Mn . Gore's
work, written about fifteen yean ago ; but the
editor, Mr. T. Foreater 1 the author of several booke
of travel, bas brought down bia description of Paris
to the present time. The numeruue illustration.a,
consisting of engravings on steel, though " old
familiar faces," enhance the value and the interest
of thie "Illuatrated Handbook."
8TUDI1!8IN ENGLISHPOETRY. By Jo&BPHPAYNE,
Publiabed by A. HALL,VrnTUB,& Co., London.
Thie ia a judioioua selection from the writings of
our beat poets, great and small, ancient and modem.
It forms an admirableclaaa-book for advanced young
students of English literature; ita value being
enhanced by explanatory and critical notes, written
with judgment, discrimination, and poetfoal feeling, and also by short biographical eketchea of our
greatest deceaaed poeta. It ia a reRding-book we
can cordially recommend either for the achool-room
or for grown-up m~u and women deairoue of having
" an hour with the poeta."
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the bishop, who had been drh-en into Thames
Street. Before this, the Lsdy Elizabeth lived
in it ; and when the long-persecuted queen
can1eto the throne, she gave it to Raleigh, who
sported bis bravery here, and poet.ized, and
philosophised, and looked sour, and smoked,
aud ate potatoe-roots sliced with sugar; and
talked of America, and perhaps (in his £60,000
dress of jewelled satin) mounted the stairs to
his pleasant study, in a little turret overlook)ng
the crvstal Thames. Then when another lung
arose,·.. who knew not Joseph," this great house
was plucked roughly from the gold-dreamer's
bands,-but never given again to a bishop.
The Lord Keeper Coventry died here, in the
rooms so consecrated (as all old houses are)
L0:(D0l<, OCTOBER 1, 1859 .
by memories ; and then the Earl of Pembroke,
whom Clarendon denounces, had it, and a new
palace, never begun, was projected by a pupil of
lnigo Jones. Then another Earl of Pembroke,
more practical, built a sloping river-street row,
BARRY IN THE ADELPHI.
among the bishop's ruined stables, all in a
and mire.
tangle of dirt, misery, de~tion,
It remained till the Adelplii arose and arched
DY G. WALTER THORNBURY,
over the slope, shut out the black but useful
.&UTDOR OF u .AnT AND NATOlll 4T 11011£ .L."C'D
ADROAD," ETC.
wharves, built a subterranean way, where coalwaggons still emerge from the river to the
_J:2 All bound to the Adelphi- Strand, and built terraces and streets, which
to one or the range of rh·er- they called after their own names.
side buildings reared by four
Not that Barry, the son of the unsuccessful
Scotch brothers of the name of Cork builder probRbly knew or thought about
Adam, whom that stupidly dull this. He is up on his scaffold-Temper, his
royal favourite, the Earl or evil genius, up with him-thinkin~ of the
Bute, patronized. I am bound Greeks, and just beginning bis six pictures of
to the Adelphi, so called from the Hi,tory of Civilizatio11. He means to be
the lucky Scotch Gemini, or three years only at this noble, gratuitous work,
rather Trimini, who built Lans- but he will really be (if we poor men could read
downe House, in Berkeley the future) six years, and they will e:owell-nigh
Square, and furnished houses t<' break his heart. You hear that Jingle in his
I\
for Garrick and Topham Beau- pocket, wheu he plunges down at his paint-box
clerc to live in-and die in, too, for fresh burnt sienna? that is sixteen shillingswhich is more. It is a room of the New all the monev the poor fellow has in the world.
meet, Dirty, patclied coat, frowzy hair, buckleless
Society of Arts, where all the CO!J11C3Centi
and where Dr. Johnson sometimes lumbers in: shoes. No gold-laced hat now, as when he
Barry, the Irish painter, the dogged, the violent, met Nollekens iu Rome, or stopped to see the
is there now (August, 1777)-little "Jem"wretched monks daub over, and finally destroy,
upon his scaffold, working awav, with heavy Leonardo's "Last Supfer." He has, to tell
pound brushes, at Greek warrio·r and fiddling the truth, a good deal o the grime and cobweb
Orpheus,-working- with feverish and angry of that miserable lodging of his in Castle
zeal, for this man 1s "ecer a11gry
."
Street about him. He never smiles, he is
But, before I open the door, and ~ in to reckless, dogged, and at bay; he works with
pay my resr.ects to this fervid genius-this
clenched teeth-you would think he bated the
terrible Achilles at the gates of the Academy- coloured creatures he is creating ; he is dreadlet me have my chat about the Adelphi new fully in earnest, and snaps and bites at every
buildings, and what preceded them before old one ; he hates courtly Reynolds, and despises
harlequin Time struck them into new changes. portrait-painting ; he snubs even Burke, his
My Scotch brothers bad found the river-shorc- kind, early patron, because his pride is hurt by
once the site of Durham House, and its waving feeling the weight of the obligation. He came
episcopal gardens-a corrupt mass of coal-sheds here at dRylight from his dreary solitude of
and lay s£alls, resting on a swamp of black, broken windows and ventilating roof to this
port-wine coloured mud ; where mud-larks lofty room,where there is pure light and air. He
waded in purgatorial sloughs for the fl.otsom has been up half the night in his old carpenter's
and jetsom of the sewers, and where sin and shop, arranging his old sketches and dusty printfilth crouched and herded in the darkness. ing-presses, amid cobwebs thick as fl.annel,enYet here, on the banks of this sable river-then
graving at the bead of Lord Chatham, or Job,
untarnished silver, as if fresh from the mould- or King Lear, or copying t.be Birth of Venus, or
in the fourteenth century, a mitred bishop sat some drawing for Lord Aldborougb, or one of
and read his illuminated gospel, glancing now the customers that Nollekens gets him. It is
and then from the bright page to observe the these things give him bread and cheese, and
cloud-shadows passi~ over Queenhithe, or the literally keep "the pot a-boiling." He is the
fishermen below his wmdow struggling with the Quixote of Ai!/1,Art (so enlled because it is
salmon, while their nets were full or &J>lashingalways hung high at the Academy); there was
silver, and men in hoods watched them as no grave-gulf so deep but this lrisb Curtius
they drew them in. Here once lay Prince was read1,to leap into it.
Harry of Monmouth, at this "bishop's inn,"
Now, 1f you want to know how this Adelphi
in sumptuous cloth-0f-gold beds, no doubt, business began, I will tell you briefly. The
some time about the feast of Septe,11Fratrum, Academy, full of Italian influence, hail deterin the 12 Henry IV.; feasting too in the marble- mined to inaugurate their starting, and also
pillared ball, stately and high, about where show their powers, by some ~eat national
now the London pariahs crouch and sleep, work, which, if it had not mind m it, should at
when even the straw-yard and the penny- least have size, which in most places does quite
lodging shut their noisesome doors upon their as well. The dome of St. Paul's was to be
wretchedness. Then Henry VIII. had it, and decorated with twenty-feet square pictures, but
lodged the French ambassador here in much the London bishop was stiff-necked and Prosplendour. And bloody Mary restored it to testant-he refused his consent, the project
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fell to the ground. The Academy volunteered,
and ~as refuse~; .the ~iety ~f Arts, wishing
craftily to avail itself of thlS now wasting
enthusiasm for pre-historic art, oft'ered the
Academy its rooms in the AdelJ>hifor adornment; the Academy sulked, ana rejected the
oft'er-it had been willing, it was refused, now
others were willing, they refused-resembling
the old pro'l'erb of lovers"' He who would not when he may,
When be would shall ba,·c Nay:•

Barry, our little pockmarked savage friend
on the acaft'old up there, had watched both
these negotiations with intense eagerness. He
had been ready to rush at. St. Paul's, and scale
the dome. He was also ready first of the Academicians to knock at the door iu John Street.
He at once came forward and offered to do
what the Academy had wished to do for the
dome, but refused to the inner chamber. He
railed at landscape nnd portrait painters: both
were without mind, and rendered English Art
despised over the world. He would vindicate
his country-he, James Barry, the quondam
sailor-boy !-Irish Barry, the stubborn enthusiast!
Money he despised; but still he bad stipulations to make. He must be left entirely and
uncontrolled to his own judgment ; he must
have free admission at all hours ; and his
must be dul.vpaid for. With
models and !X>lours
much-astowsbed babble the Society accepted
promptly his proposal ; and there, as you see
him, he is working like a ~n.
Bad Temper was Barry s demon. Poor,
wrong-headed Barry ! what frets, and galling
vexations and angers, run riot in your brain !
Pride and sour temper stare at your elbows,
from whence your good genius has long since
fl.ed. IC you go on thus, it must come some
day to the dreadful razor-gash, that cures the
heaviest care, or, worse still, the dark cell,
littered with straw. Be wise. Forgi'l'e, as
you would be forgiven. Remember, that after
all, there are more serious things in life even
than Art.
Barry bas a dozen ditrerent bugbears that
haunt him iu this Adelphi room ;-that moP.
and mow at him behind the canvas,-that spoil
his brushes,-tbat mix his colours,-tbat put
on the faces of old dilettanti, with bent knees,
and hands over their eyes, and try to drive
him mad. One is the Protestant bugbear, for
Barry is a bigoted Roman Catholic. How
he bursts out and rails at this monster of bis
imagination. How be fl.ings empty paintbladders at it, and stabs at it with thrusts of
his palette-knife, and blows of his maul-stick !
He swears out his arguments at it alone, so
that quiet Jonas Hanway, and other mild
visitors, coming in suddenly, must think him
"Negative and selfa Stylites .J>Ossessed.
satisfied religion," he cries, " roots out imagination !-Religion which is the grave of Art,
of genius, and sensibility, crnsliing all our
finer and more spiritual part,-regulating the
outward mitn by a torpid, inanimate composure, gravity, and indifference! " This lean
imp in sordid black, with eyes turned up, and
hands crossed where its heart ought to be, was
Barry's Protestant bugbear,-the one he used
to draw his Quixotic two-handed sword and
aim such special, dreadful blows at .
·
In the next corner, behind that pile of
sketches of naked figures, lurks his dilettante
bugbear,-tbe miserable foppish creature, with
the glass always up to its eye, or a roll of
paper arranged like a telescope. It talks of
" the air of Guido, the grace of the C'racby,
and the Corrcggiosity of Correggio ;" and did
so when Sterne and Barry and Nollekens met
in picture galleries at Rome-the Borghese,
for instance. It cries that Reynolds cannot
draw ; that his colouring is blue and red ; that
he steals what he has, and spoils what he
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----steals; that Gainsborough's landscapes are
mere nosegays ; and that West has no idea of
either drawing or real Art. Barry curses and
lashes out at this particular demon,-laughs
at the sham old black pictures it buys-the
fine i11Diaihle
old picture, ;-roars at the bad
copies of bad originals it purchases - the
daubing copies of two-hundred-year-old third rate masters - the " first thoughts," the
" duplicates," the "second thoughts, with
alterations."
Then there is his Ro,:al Academ1 demonthere, perched up behind him-imitating and
mocking him as he paints Dr . Burney, in full.
bottomed wig, teaching the sea-nymphs to
swim ! Sometimes this creature wears the face
of Reynolds, sometimes of Moser, sometimes of
Cotes, but always of an R.A. who hates high
Greek Art. He loves to worry it by contemning Titian ; saying that Raphael has not much
expression ; that Michael Angelo was too
ostentatiously learned ; that neither had anything in all their works so correctly beautirul
as the Venus de Medici, so truly good as the
bust of Alexander, so sublime as the Apollo.
He worries this formal and conventional demon
by declaring that at one fell swoop he should
erase from the roll of true fame the names of
Rubens, Rembrandt, Vandyke, and Teniers .
As for the Academic pictures of lemon-peel,
oysters, and their mere tricks of colour, he
would awav with them all to the great yawning
dust-hole of oblivion !
Sometimes, when our poor ~nius indeed
thinks of his sordid l~ings, with its cobweb
hangings, dirt, and sorclour,-its rusty grate,
its mch deep of dust,-he fancies all the
world against ltim, and demons of Protestantism and dilettante-ism grinning from every
panel. It was in such a mood-enraged with
Reynolds and the face painters, and Gainsborough and the landscape painters, and eve~thing and everybody-he resolved to paint th1S
room, as a proof and an example-he, with
sixteen shillings in his pocket-to the fools
and to the sordid !
He had many dreams in his head,-the Progress of Theology, to wit; the Progress of the
Mosaic Doctrines, for instance ; and the
Coming of the Saviour, Cor example,-but the
six pictures he is now at work on illustrate
THE PROGRESS OJ!' Hul'llANlllU'ROVEMENT .

The first will be the Story of Orpheus ; the
,econd, the Feast of Ceres ; the third, the
Olympian Games; the fourth, the Triumph of
the Navigators (with a side oompliment to the
Thames); the jiftli (rather wandering oft' to
parochial subjects), the sublime ceremony of
the Distribution of Prizes by the Society of
Arts; and after this, straight from John Street,
Adelphi, up to Elysium, where the 1iztli picture shows us the state of final retribution,that is to say, according to heathen mythology,
from which Christianity, in several small respects, is ~nerally supposed to diJfer.
Now, with all respect to high Art, and our
irascible little Irish friend, Mr. Barry, in particular, I must say (I hope he will not hear
me) that this is rather a strange, jumbled allegory! Human/rogress, the Society of Arts,
the Thames, an Elysium,-what ingredients
for an Art omelette! Let us look closer.
First, Orpheus, a mythical legislator, philosopher, and poet, in a wild country, improvising his laws, by help of his lyre, to Greek
savages armed with clubs and clad in skins.
To show that the people are as yet strong, yet
foolish, we have in the background a woman
milking a goat at the door of a but, while a
lion prepares to leap on her children ; two
horses run down a tiger ; and a virgin is seen
toiling along, carrying a dead fawn, to show
that women among savages are mere beasts of
burden. In the distance Ceres descends on
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the world; and by the side of Orpheus are an that the great Dr. Johnson, who knew no more
egg, paper, a bound lamb, and materials for than a child about Art or Nature, and waa
sacrifice. Of course it would be no use to tell also half blind, spoke of their grasp of
Barry that lions and tigers were never found j mind. No wonder a great collector said the
in Greece; that Orpheus never existed; that pictures were composed "upon the true princivilization was gradual, and not sudden; and ciples of the best paintings," which, however,
that Orpheus, even if he did ever exist, never was no proof they were onginal. As for Lord
invented eggs or writing-paper.
Aldborough, whose name has since become eo
'l'he second picture is to show us, that celebrated, he outruns everybody, and must
agriculture leads to legislature; and we have have satisfied even Barry's greed for praise;
an awkward classical dance of youths and they were, he cried, "unequalled;" they had
maidens round a terminal milestone, or figure "originality, colour, energy, grouping, mvenof Pan . Here is the patriarch, with his stall' tion, and execution ; they combined all the
or walking-stick, and his wife, the female qualities of Raphael, Titian, and Guido, as
patriarch ; there are peasants carousing amid well as of all the best of the Greek and Roman
rakes, and ploughs, and tlowers, while Bacchus schools."
and Pan look on from the clouds, at two oxen
Nor was Barry himself displeased with them:
drawing corn to the threshing-tloor; then we · parts wanted vigour, but he should touch them
have shown us a farm-house, with its econom1, up; meaning, with God's blessing, to leave
love, and marriage, and children, and rustic them as perfect as he could. Every day, as he
games, and applauding old men-in fact, a pulls his bruised cocked-hat over his eyes, to
perfect Grecian opera tableau .
trudge back to Castle Street, and those
Third jumble, come the Olympian Games; dreary lodgings, he thanks God that he never
why, I know not, any more than shooting at doubted "of the wisdom and eligibility of
the popinjay; for Greek civilization was, a.fter honestly and devoutly applying Art to social
all, liut a small part of the world's civilization; improvement;" the enthusiast thinks those
and of Greek civilization, and whatever benefit eix paintings perpetual sermons, and believes
it may have done to Euroye, the Olympian (between ourselves) that hints for the amelioraGames were but a very smal part. Here the tion of Ireland could be ~t out of them.
Olympian judges are seated on a throne, bearIndeed, this soured, mjudicious man is a
ing the likenesses of Solon and Lycurgus, and strange being, has lived a strange life, and
adorned with trophies of Salamis, Marathon, will die a strange death. Re lives alone, in
and Thermopylre ; past them go the crowned that wretched den in Castle Street, where
victors, after them, the people. Diagoras, the Burke supped with him, and where Southey
Rbodian, is borne round the stadium on the visited him ; wrapped in a green baize coat,
shoulders of his victorious sons. All ages of daubed with dirt and paint, there, surrounded
Grecian history are here confused t.ogether : by sketches, and his Pandora ever staring at
there is Pindar leadin~ the chorus ; Hiero of him, he sits swearing at "the man in Leicester
Syracuse in his chariot ; Pericles talks to Fields," looking like the miser Elwes . He
Cimon ; Aristophanes laughs; and A.naxa- wears a ragged scarecrow wig, with a fringe
goras and Eunpides listen ; heroes, poets, of his own stiff ~ey hair peering from under
and sa.,"'Els,
are as thick as blackberries.
it. His house 1s never cleaned; he has no
The fourth scene opens in the main sewer, servants, this London Timon ; no sheet to
called the Thames ; there is here confusion of sleep on, no covering to his bed, but a naileddress as well as of century. There is Drake, and up blanket. He will go on till he gets morbid,
Raleigh in slashed doublet, with old Cabot and dare not go out at night, for fear of some
and Captain Cook; Mercury accompanies them imaginary Academic murderers . He will go on
with a tribe or nereids, carrying articles of till he IS taken ill, and lies without food,
manufacture, as if Jupiter were moving house; groaning alone; till bis misanthropic heart
while, to bring in Dr. Burney, we have him softens, and he has to crawl out, wrapped in
cheering Drake and Cabot with itinerant music. a blanket, and lay himself down, with a paper
Genius, indeed, but where is common sense ?
in his hand, asking the next passer-bJ to put
The fifth scene is a meeting of the Society him in a chair, and have him carried to Mr.
of Arts, with male and female members-ponCarlisle, the doctor's, in Soho Square . And
derous Johnson and our old patron Burke, after that fright he will get more rational, and
nereids and full-bottomed wigs. Elysium and leave oft' his scarecrow wig, and sometimes cree.P
the Adelphi-what an tmbroglio ! We end into society; but still be will never leave his
with Elysium, in forty-two feet of canvas. den till he be seized with fever at his St. MarMental culture conducts to piety and virtue, i tin's Lane eating-house, and cordials are given
and piety and virtue lead through John Street, I him, and he be removed to kind Mr. Bonomi's,
Adelphi, to Elysium. Thanks to Mr. Barry's I because the warrin~ boys had/lugged the keyguide-book, we know something about that hole of his door with dirt an stones, and the
wonderful picture which the Grecian angels den cannot be opened; and then, poor anSTY
illuminate. There is Socrates button-holding enthusiast, he will die in the clean, soothing
Epaminondas, Cato, the elder Brutus, and Sir bed, quietly; and he - will lie in state, in
1'homas More, whose head somebody has kindly this very John Street room, the six pictures
sewn on again. There is an angel bringing looking down on him thoughtfully-Dr . BurBramal1's patent lock, Manco Capac, and ney, the sea nymphs, Orpheus, and Dr. JohnConfucius to London ; there are Plato and son, and Drake, and Capt.ain Cook, and all.
Aristotle quarrelling about the turning; there The Academy hated him, and shamefully stayed
is an angel, Popham, lecturing on the solar away from his funeral. Geor~ HI., always
svstem to Newton, Galileo, Copernicus, and obtuse and stubborn, made no stgn. The king
~aeon ; there is Thales, Descartes, Archi- of one idea liked smooth pictures, and men who
medes, Roger Bacon, and Bishop Gr011thtad could speak smooth things : Barry was neither
sitti!lS in a sort of post-office committee on smooth with tongue nor brush.
Yet there were fine points in Barry, the
the b1Shop'sletter to Pope Innocent IV.
Now, this is a great and astonishing work. wrong-headed and the controversial. Though
No wonder Jonas Hanway, the hater of the Society of Arts did act with disgraceful
tea, will leave a guinea, instead of a shilling, meanness and penuriousness, insulting him
for seeing it ; that the Prince of Wales gave through insolent officials, refusing to get up
Barry sittings ; that Timothy Hollis left him a subscription for him, to maintain him while
£100; that Lord Romney gave him one bun- he _painted, stinting him in colours and in
dred guineas for a portrait from one of the models, and, when it did __grant him money,
six cartoons ; that he got £200 by engraving delay~ the payment ; still, better late than
them, and £500 clear by exhibiting them ; and never, 1t gave him a gold medal and three
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hundred guineas . His generous nature at
once forgot all injuries, and he said ma~nanimously, "the general ten01lr of the soc1etrs
conduct has been great, exemplary, and rea ly
worth) the best age or civilized society. The
more reflect, the more I feel my heart disposed to overflow with every acknowledgment
and gratitude to God as the prime cause, and
to the society as the happy instrument and
means by which the occasion was provided of
enabling me to make one effectual attempt in
Art."
How bravell, too, and with what "honeat
pride," he de ended himself from "the thou sand scoundrel interpretations of wrong-headcdness, misanthropy, meanness, and avarice."
He said, no one by nature and education had
more relish for social enjoyment than he ;
hut he declared he had no choice left but thus
to live within his means, or to /.ive u&ihis
reeat work; and after all, he sai , by
d's
eli> he should get on ; for it was no great
hardsh1, waitin~ on oneself, and that a hole
in the oor wou d receive letters when he was
absent . The series of pictures that we drew
or Reynolds we may (in plan) continue with
B~.
e see him at first moody and abstracted,
beating off Spike Island in the Cove of Cork in
hia father's trading vessel. His father is
swearing at him for a home-sick lubber, because he is drawing some figures or fishermen
on the broad )3llow sail now spread bravel~
the wind: " edad, it's always a scribb ·
with chalk, is Jem," the sailors say; it is tat
the same at home-there with the walls, ere
with the sails; "he'll never make a tar."
Second. We find him a newly-converted
Catholic, rigid, ambitious, and ascetic, wondered at by his schoolfellows, sitting up all
night, with candles bought from his pocketmoney, to read and draw.
Third . He ia a roucf11,poor-clad count7 lad
or nineteen, unnotice in the exhibition o the
Dublin Society of Arts . The 1,>icturethat everyone looks at is "The conversion of the King of
Cashel by St. Patrick" -the moment chosen is
when the saint, unconsciously, has struck his
iron-shod crozier through the foot of the ro al
he
convert, who bears it without a si~h.
unknown artist's name is asked ; a ork boy
comes forward, and claims the honours. No
one believes him ; and, half frightened, half
delighted, he hurries from the room sobb~,
the hot, tassionate tears runninSi down his
cheeks.
he great Mr. Burke fo ows him, to
comfort the young genius, and claim his friendsh~.
ourth. He is at Dublin, drunk with success,
and is be~uiled to tavern debauches that he
re.P!nts o : headlong he tosses into the dark
L1ffe his purse that had beguiled him, and
runs ome to study. The one ambition swallows
up in him all other passions, as Aaron's rod did
the snaky rods of the other magicians.
Fifth. Barry, W,ing to Rome, visits a Neapolitan town.
e see him there: he is surrounded by a cluster of peasant girls by a
way-side fountain; he is loosing the hair of
the prettiest of them, and tying it up again,
declaring that it exactly resemliles the headdress or one of the Muses. And then he is in
the Refittorio, at Milan, expostulating with an
Irish friar at the re-painti'j; of Leonardo's
"Last Suprr" which is alrea y half completed.
On the .delphi scaffold, talking of Greeks all
day, we have seen him. Now we must follow
him again to his C11stleStreet den. The great
Burke has come to auprrr; the tire 1:iurns
clear and cheerilv in the ·rti grate, the 11teak
is bubbling and hissing, arry covers the
[easy table with a clean cloth. The steak, as
arry promises, came from the most classic
market in London-Oxford market-and promises to be hot and tender. The great man
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smiling, and turning down his spotless ruffles,
and hanging carefully up his gold-laced hat,
begina to turn the steak with the tongs Barry
thrusts into his hands, while he runs for the
beer. The great statesman is hot and busy as
Barry returns, depressed in face. "Why, my
dear friend, the wind has carried away the
foaming top as I crossed Titchfield Street-the
head is gone, :Mr. Burke ."-" Never mind,
Mr. Barry," says Burke, "I have been m:!:f
myself useful, as tou told me; and the s
has suffered no arm at my hands, if the
butcher did his d'tr;, and the ox his." Burke
is a second King fred in the neatherd's hut.
Let us consider what Barry did for Artlittle beyond elevating the national Artstandard. Barry went to Italy, after some
provincial success, having had no real severe
Art-education, at the ~ Qf twenty -four. He
went at a ri&e age for o servation and improvement, enric ed with his kind patron Burke's
advice, and aided by his monl
He spent six
long Lears of patient study in taly ; the result
of w ich was that he set up as hia war-cry,
" the Greek statues for krfect beauty of form,
Titian for colour, and t e Caracci for manner
and execution." Raphael and Michael Angelo
he rather put on one side, and he was one of
tho~e fervid spirits who are not content with
merely printing their creed in gilt letters on a
board, to stare at, and yawn at, but must, for.
sooth, tattoo it all over the naked flesh of their
opr;nents .
et us now, then, examine, letter by letter,
this creed, as propounded by the poor Irish
shipmaster's son, when he was Professor of
Painting to the Royal Academy, from 1782
to the time of his shameful, unfeeling, and
illegal expulsion from the Academ1,, after six
lectures, 1n 1799. Barry succee ed Penny,
and was displaced by Fuseli.
These lectures, now (so goes the whirli~ of
Time's revenge~ given as prizes to Aca' emic
students, are fu of rugged fervour and abrupt
transitions, paradoxes ana violent abuse; everything is " disgusting," and if not ~laring white,
the jettest black. Barry's mind ha no medium;
it had no more semitones than a boatswain's
whistle. The lectures are original and daring,
free and bold, full of learning-almost in the
notes running to undigested pedantry. Thd.
are, as mere writin~, utterly wanting in metho ,
Cullof fretful episo es, and were so personal that
Reynolds, who was compelled to attend as
President, used to take his ear trumpet from
his ear and pretend to go to sleep, saying
bitterl~n his defence, that he onl} fell asleep
when r. Barry (whom he hated grew personal. Barry would have revolutionised Art
if he could, but, as it happened, finding the
volcano did not follow his theories, and atop
when he predicted, like Empedocles he threw
himself in, and perished a victim to the volcano
which theories could not control. He talked
veJ< reliablesometimes as a critic-not
as if Raphael and Michael Ange o (love and
power) had been surpassed by such poor, dull
eclectics as Parmegiano or Dominechino.
He " riled" the portrait fainters by railing at
their miserable, unambitious cupidity ; the
sculptors, bL denouncin\ allegorical monuments ; and t e architects, y inveighins-against
" the dull, disgustinf monotonl of light" in
onlfuwon er he was not
modern buildings.
stabbed, like ClllS&l',at t e baseof one of the
Academy statues . No one there cared for the
slumbering Goihic, or they would have burst
with ~o
hear its solemnit.y praised, but
its "bar
us, defective particulars''.&edagogically and angril& condemned. BAD KPERTEJO'ER was t e fiend that drove Barry into
a ~rave, where Misery and Poverty were the
chief mourners.
The fact was, FoRlt was B::ii's idol, and
he had better have been a sc ptor, for he

could not colour, and his drawing was feeble :
his rough, violent mind had no conception of
feelin!, or grace, or religious sentiment . He
woul have despised Giotto's genius of instinct.
The "aounCT.gentlemen" Barry addressed were
dazzle wit discussions about the rainbow,
knowing all the time the man himself had
no e,e for colour. He praised that horrid
Mengs, and astonished them by saiing that
Caracci's tctures,
in " general e ect and
economh o t.he mass of ~ht and dark" were
better t an Raphael's.
at did " the young
gentlemen" want with directions about fresco
painting? Why, there had been no fresco
painting for centuries in England, unless you
call Verrio's fiddling angels, on the staircase
or Hampton Court, frescoes, or Hayman's
works at V auihall. It was all too good for
the brave bot9, as Academic lectures always
are. What
enefit could the boys derive
from learning that Tintoret left behind him
more incllil'erent pictures than any artist that
ever lived; that Titian, in old age, grew
visionary and careless ; that V eronese had a
variegated yet harmonious stJle P Yet with all
his side-winds of invective, his impetuous personality, and unbearable arrog,mce and violence,
Barry, in these lectures, is alwaJs honest, and
~enerally judicious . He laments that Rubens
id not unite his Venetian system or colour
to the classic and eleg,mt drawing or the
Caracci ; and that the Caracci, instead of
imitat.ing Titian, should have taken Correg~io
as their model. He led England to its
favourite ideal of colour, by declaring the
Venetian colour to be the hjfehest ideal, and in
truth and science both pe ect. Barr/ could
not colour, but he loved colour, praise it, and
urged the "young gentlemen" to chase and
win the ayren, through all the windings of the
colourman's shop.
BARRY'SLECTURESAT THEROYALACADEMY.
So much for Barry on colour. On design
he went stark staring mad about pure form, and
naked figures; the grand style, the ideal, and
all his stock manias which he thought the
proper receipt for hie Art. Barry actually did
not in his heart like
phael, because he draped
so many of his figures, forgetting, as has been
well observed by an editor of the enthusiast's
lectures, that "a well-draped figure implies a
thorough understanding of the nude.'
Raphael's draped "St. Paul at Athens" is a more
majestic figure than any Greek statue. Barry
said the Dutchmen painted tailor's lay-figures,
bundles of rags and furs, and were no
draughtsmen at all. [Here REYNOLDS
wince,,
and lay, d= !,is ear-trumpet with a 81'r11g
.]
He said that there could be no drawing without a knowledge of anatomy. (REYNOLDS
nod,
again, f!mhly and 08lenlali01t1~a,/eep-BARRY
frown, dagger, at Mm, and 8"out1on.] Greek
statues, he said, present but few types, and are
therefore study
but ~atchwork of fr~ents,
gene
nature in all its varieties, and form
tour abstract of the variety you want to create.
Here REYNOLDS
reuiiie1.]
judgment
No one can find fault with B~'s
when he speaks of Michael ~ge o's ~rawin~
as pre-eminent for "truth, spmt, and science ;
but one rather winces to hear him talk of
Raphael's design being more remarkable for
harmony than energy, or that Ra&hael is
wanting in high beauty and elevated c .ara<:ter.
And yet even here, when roused to consc1ent10us
justice, Barry speaks wisely to. the stude~t
about the antique statues : he pomta out their
various faults, and warns the " young gentlemen" from stupid, ind!scriminate adm~tio!).
The Antinous, he says, 1s hard and straight m
body; the Apollo has something wrong about
his ancles • the Belvedere Torso, however, he
thinks unique for purity of OO!l~eption,a!ld
intelligence of design or compoattion. While
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Barry laments Watteau's aft'ectation, Rubens's
grossness, and Hogarth's want of drawing and
perisl,ab/e subject,, he goes at once to boldly
place the crown on Raphael's head, for "divine
warmth and expressive energy, for linking
together, with solid, manly judgment, a beautiful
chain of well-reasoned and happily-varied incidents."
In allegory he warns the "young
gentlemen " that onlf wise, ingenious, and
feeling artists can use it ; and then they must
have spectators equally gifted.
Hitherto, we have not found Barry's ideal and
our own very much clash. He has been (we
see) honest, fervent, personal, but tolerably
right, though fighting rather an up-hill game,
as far as income goes
: but now we come to his
follies about THE lnEAL. What he calls the
ideal is general and perfect nature ; death
he contrasts with life, which is individual, real,
but, as he says, imperfect nature. There is an
ideal in beauty, design, colour, and in every
branch of Art, down even to drapery. It is a
rejection of all "dead, uninteresting, impertinent
circumstances." This ideal "is the offspring of
!1 philosophy and the sister of poetry." Now,
between ourselves, all this is wind, and means
nothing. It was a belief of the day that a coat
in a portrait with the buttons left out became
ideal-not left out it became unideal; if painted
satin looked like satin it was Dutch and vulgar
-if it looked merely like drapery, it was full of
Greek feeling, and ideal to the last point.
This was cant. A cabbage may be ideal when
sprinkled with dewdrops, and turned to a
golden globe in the blessed sunshine ; a Dutch
subject may be cpical and ideal, and hi~h Art
and divine, if Raphael treats it, and pamts it
on the bottom of a tub, and calls a village
mother and child the Madonna delta &ggiola.
High Art is the highest subject treated in the
highest manner, therefore must be religious :
Mr. Barry thought it was a group of Greek
nude figures on a mile-long canvas. Still, in
spite of this delusion of his day, Barry had a
grand conception of the mission of .!rt. He
roused the " young gentlemen" as with a
trumpet-voice, letting in now and then sidewhift's of the blighting east wind or invective,
which must have made every Academician present very red and 'very angry, and have made
Reynolds nod and bob more than ever in his
presidential chair. He did no good by his
violence, and mistook his vitriolic temper for
the goadings of consoience-as so many of us
do. Yet he was a fine heroic, stubborn, honest
spirit, very disagreeable, but very much of the
bull-do_g,-an ill-tempered, calf-biting bull-dog,
too. He urged "young gentlemen" to be
better, and tliey would be better painters; to
read more, and think more, and then they would
see more. Pursue not Art, he cried, wit-h
I,
I·
meanness and servility. Bungling tailors are
1'
11 all very well if the stuft' is good, liut bungling
1: artists men cannot away~ with. Generous
ardour and unremitting labour must drive out
11
inability and indolence. (REYNOLDS
noda again,
I
becaue lie
ToMS turning red.] Merely attending academy schools is of no use if no good
use is made of study. Nothing was a greater
bar to the advancement of Art than a mean,
grovelling, and contracted disposition in the
LREYNOLDS
bobs, and unlcnow,i fu.
artist.
CBUDS bite, his Up-BARRY ,mile, and goes
O#.] It did not matter whether it arose from
that man's political debasement in society or
his sordid and contemptible preference of pelf
to glory. [MB. Cous whi,~r, to !lie PRE·
BIDENT,but /re u jir111a.tleep.] Those who
have only a bad or contracted ability for Art
must inevitably become had and disingenuous
men. [BARRY C<nlfJA,
a,ul look, round, Ma.
MOSER tunu a deep camine, and MR. YEo
follow, nil.]
Quacl:erieto, and every species
o_fdishonest, unmanly artifice, must be contmually recurred to, to support the false, tem-
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porar_yreputation, and pull down competitors
THE ROYAL PICTURES.
and nvals. [Cmw.NI nods at MEYE&,andWALE
at CARLINI.REYNOLDS
noda too, but not at anybody i,. particular.] Such manreuvres duped
EUROPA.
for a time, but only real worth was lasting.
Claude, l'alnter.
E . Radclyll'e, Engraver.
He hoped the young gentlemen, with a noble
Size or the Picture , tl . o! In. by 3 t't. , In.
ambition, strove for perfection, and would look
with a becoming scorn and contempt on the ALTHOUGH oc-cupyingcomparatively but a aecondary
lazy wretchedness of those who, unfaithful to place in the composition, a story borrowed from
their art, descend to the mean subterfuge or mythological history gives the title to thi1 picture,
appearing what they are not. [MBYER blue, and one of the moat beautiful works of Claude, for richfat WILTONa deepport-wi11epurple-REYNOLDS ness of colour and luminous qualitiea. It is truly
,till asleep.J Without the ideal, Art was a an ideal repre.Jentation; for the incident introduced
mere toy and mechanical bauble, useful to to constitute a subjtiCt may be viewed u au anachronism, if taken iu connexion wit.h the landacape ;
neither head nor heart,-uninteresting to the and
even the latter cannot be accepted u a tran.
wise, amusing only to the foolish, unprofitable script of nature-few of hi1 pictures, if auy, are.
to all, and hateful to the good.
Reyuolda observes, iu his "Diecounea," that Claude
[BAKER,CHA.llBERLIN,
and CIPRIANI take "wu convinced that taking nature as he found it,
1n'fff ,md 1neeze at tku pau,e, thinking tlu:,torm 1elclomproduced beauty. Hie pictnree are a compast . REYNOLDS
awakes, rubs hi, eyea,jits his poaition of the varioua draf'te which he had previo11Blv
bugle ear-trumpet into its apert"re, a11dfJIBUtMI
made from various beautiful acenes and proapects .1'
tlie air of a gra1Je listener. He u right-it i, The idea of thia landecape wu, doubtleu, derived
over. Tlie youll!J gentlem~n atop tatki11g and from some Italian seaport he had visited during bis
c11ttingjokes, and begin to prick up tlieir ear,. long residence in that country; but he arranged the
BARRYis going to praise painting. He begi,u. materials of hia aubject to suit hia purpose, introTYLERand RICHARDSlook relier;ed,a11dbegi11 ducing auch objects u would give value to it-u,
to smile and rub t/reir /,and,, and butto1111ptlieir for e1ample, the round tower in the centre, and the
coatafor going. 011elook, for l,i, ,tick, anotlier veuels, which, by the way, are of older date than the
period at which this artist lived, but not 80 old as
brtuhes l,i, gold-laced !,at.]
time wheu Jupiter, iu the form of a bull, bore
" Ours is an art, young gentlemen, which the
away the damsel Europa. Moreover, Claude, by
has for its true object the advancement of the bringing the nearer ship so close in-1hore, has not
interests of mankind, by placing the cause of proved himself, eveu iu theory, a skilful pilot ; a
virtue and real heroism m its most forcible, three-masted vessel of auch a aize, though possibly
efficacious, and amiable light. Such an art of light tonnage, would require a greater draught of
does indeed require all the elevation and dig- water, to prevent her grounding, than she could
nity of soul and disposition the young gentle- e1pect to have where ahe liea, unleu the shore be
men can possibly bring to it. To produce very precipitate. Theae peculiarities an pointed out
great and noble sensations in others,-to exalt merely to support the opi11ion of Reynold,, ud,
their minds, and excite them to the pursuit of indeed, of every oue else who has etudied the works
they are not, generally, copied
the l,ane1tum, the fit, the becoming, the heroic, of thia artist,-that
and truly laudable part, whatever struggles absolutely from nature, even allowing for those
and labour it may cost them, and however liceuces which artist.a are often accustomed to take
powerfully opposed and surrounded by dangers with the scene• they sketch.
We have no clue to the date of thia picture, but
and present obloquy,-successfully to excite
presumed tQ have been painted towarcla the close
men to this, the students must begin with itof ishis
life; nor do we know when, nor how, it came
themselves, and cultivate the man as well as into the royal po11eBBion
. Claude painted a aimilar
the artist ; (or be it ever remembered, young aubject for the Ghizi family, but whether this be the
gentlemen, that though the head ma:,-conceive, identical work, or not, is uueertain. The acene is,
and the hand execute, yet it is the heart only as already intimated, purely ideal; it ia represented
which can infuse unct.ion, energy, and vigour under the effect of a morning eun, which lighta up
into your work ;-the generous ardour that the edges of the departing clouda, the tipa of the
you will communicate to others will be always dietant hills, and t.he various object. in the foreproportionate to the noble flame which exists grouud; the trees are of a rich 'll'&nn tint, approaching
m your own bosom." [Tremendotu applau,e to olive green, the aea is deep blue, 80 intense a&
among tke young gentlemen, at once eztinguuked almost to destroy the harmony of the picture, and
by a ge1ture of the President and the frow,u of the eurface, agitated by a slight breeze, is broken into
tlie amiable .dcademiciam, wko rcill to-ntkt more ripples of a thouaaod various forms. In the foreground, Jupiter, in the shape of a bull, hu left the
for BARB.r'sezpuuion.] •
•
Through all the contrasts and troublous herd with which he was associated, and is bearing off',
changes of Barry's life, from the time he lec- on his back, the daughter of the Phrellician monarch,
traneport her acro11 the aea ; she ie accompanied
tured in state, as we have seen him, to six to
by numeroua attendants, who have prepared wreaths
years after, when he was carried, a heap of for her adornment: the dietribntion of these figures
dirty clothes, from the poor tavern where he ia simple, but effective. Claude, like many other
had fainted to the beggars' house in Castle laudacape-artiat.s, aucient and modern, made no pre.
Street, where the boys were pelting mud at tensions to be thought a figure-11ainter; he disposed
the windows, we still see the demon of Bad them judiciously in hia picturee, but they are,
Temper dogginB his steps. Tlie Temper-its
generally, ill-drawn, and formal in attitude ; better,
danger,: that IS our moral of Barry's life. nevertheless, than those of hia succeaaor, rival, and
How far it verged on insanity, who may say P far greater artiat, our own Turner. It may be
So at last, quiet, and cured of controversy, doubted if, with all their geni11J1,either would ever
we leave his pale, hard-worn face, as it lies m have produced a really good figure-picture. Claude
state in those ~reat blank picture-rooms in was quite sensible of hia deficiency in thia respt,ct,
John Street, waitmg for the lon~ black train of although be was constaot and eiemplary in bis
coaches to bear it to the great ideal, historical attendance at the academy at Rome, to draw from
model ; he wu accustomed to remark that " he
tomb in St. Paul's Cathedral, to be near his the
1old the laudecapes, and gave away the finrea."
old rival, Reynolds, - an honour denied to
Perhaps DO country in the world poasenes a larger
Hogarth, a greater man, and Gainsborough, an or finer collection of the worka of this painter thau
equal. His funeral cost £200, and was paid our 011-n. The National Gallery contains ten fine
for by the first Sir Robert Peel, who gained, in specimens; at Windsor Castle, Buckingham Palace,
reputation, by his death. He had starved for and Dulwich College, are also many choice eiamplea;
years on £60, and had almost wanted bread.
and there are few private collectione, of any importWhat a pity it is that people who were so ance, without their due proportion of " Claudea."
liberal to Barry's undertaker, when Barry was
" Europa " is in the collection at Buclp.ngham
dead, had not been more liberal to Barry's Palace.
baker, when Barry was alive!
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THE "REA.RT OF THE ANDES."•
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WE ft!el,ardently, that it behoves thoae amongst na
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whoae opinioDBjustly command most in11nencewith
respect to the advance of intellectual Power and
refinement, to congratulate ourtranaatlant1c brethren
cordially-to wnfi to them, over the vasty deep,
fraternal greetings in celebration of another con•
quest they have achievedin those ideal realms, where
the gain of one people ia so happily the gain of all.
Already for a long time honourably distingniahcd
in tbat republic of art, which ia only anxious not to
define a geographical boundary, they may now, we
believe beyond question, claim a moat high, a central position, in the partienlar stotc or department
or land!lcapepainting. Niagara and the Andes have
found an American pencil able to unfold the clear
brightness of their glories to the untravelled ones,
far as picture may be sent. America rejoices in a
great landscape-painter; and it becomes us also,
brothera in race, to hail the event with that tender
animation with which we ahould ever accept some
noble gift to the world at large. Yea; here is
obvioD&lyone of those mental mirrors, of a rare
brightneaa, which have literally the power to fix
and transfer their re8ectiona. In other terms, here
i1 manifestly a gaze or extraordinary clearness and
vigilance; a gifted hand, awiti to follow it with
graceful strength and lightness ; a tender and capacio111apirit, which unites harmonio111lythe minnte
and the vast, the delicate and the forcible, the
defined and the myateriona,and can rednce multitude
and diversity to simple order, under the sweet sovereignty of beanty. Here is a painter (it ia delightful to see it) whose modest patience and cheerful
industry no amount of labour can weary or deaden.
lo these days, too, it is specially pleasing to see
that though, u we are told, ever from his yonth
ardently devoted to nature, he baaevidently no disposition to diadain the old time-honoured laws of
Art, by virtue of which Art i, Art, and alone can
briog the spirit of infinite nature within the compaaa
or our finite minds. At a time when so many of
onr o,vn paintera are sinking into anarchy, it should
be as a pointed rebnke to 111,to find the aymmetriea,
the grace, the rhythm, the rhymes, u it were, that
complete the composition or refined poetic Art,
taught D8 anew in a land where nature ia moat untnmmeled, and freedom broadest. And thia ia the
more remarkable, ioumnch u the painter has not
yet viaited Europe, and comeqnently, except through
engraving,, has little or no acquaintance with the
works of the great mastera. Such are aome of the
reflection, and felicitation, which arise in the mind
on first seeing Mr. Church's extraordinary picture,
"The Heart of the Andes," a work which begets a
mingled, twofold admiration-delight and astonish•
ment at the novel magnificence of the landscape
itself, and at the power by ,vhich it hu been represented.
And yet, at first sight, the subject has not that
novelty so conspicuously u mar ordinarily be expected. Its general upect, il1111tratiogthe tem perate climate of the equatorial highlauds of Sooth
America,-uot far, if we undentand rightly, from
Quito,-thonaauda of feet above the level of the sea,
baabot a alight degree of the tropical character.
The leading forms of the trees are much like thoae
of our more northern latitudes. You diacern, indeed,
the trailing bnnches of the parasites, encumbering
them, as if they would fain dng them down with
their sweet treachery ; like the fair arms of the
water-nymphs, wound, netted, about the 8ourishiug,
curly locka of Hylas. But there are not those
wonden of equatorial vegetation, which Humboldt
admired beyond all othera in the hot and humid
plains far lower; where the palm, impelled solely
by its irrepreaaible thirat for air, shoots into ((roves
above woods, to the height of one hundred and
ninety feet, and where the swart boy climba for its
lrnit, or for the monkey ,vhich he hu wounded
with his arrow, in a cap formed of some single
flower. Neither is there remarkable glow or gorgeo111oeaa
of colonr. A mild green tints the aavanna
• We gave,In our Auguatnamher,a 1hortdeacrlpllve
notloeoftbh
picture,by Mr.Church,the Americananllt;
bat, feelingthat& workoho high a ctwaoier, and espe.
olallf, froma country where the art or painting may be
In Ill Infancy, deservee•
conoderecl
u comparative!:,
lengthened
record than that wehue alrelld:, all'orded
more
It, we glad!:, recur to the ,abject.

before yon; it seems newly refreshed by the most
temperate of eho11·en. Nor do the monntaine them•
selves, even in size, present anything conapicnolllly
different from the higher Alps, when yon first see
them unfolded in full majesty beyond the lower
ranges of Lombardy or Piedmont. Thia inner henrt
of the dusk Indian Andes appears serene and gentle,
as the Moor's heart seemed to the tender Italian
lady ; and it is with a congenial feeling that the
painter has represente.l it, avoiding especially all
tendency to violence, heat, and exaggeration in his
mild temperateness of spirit. His cheerful, untiring
patience is truly admirable : a fine moral lesson ill
1t to na all, whatever our pursuits or walk in life, of
manly enterpriae and pereet'erance, embodied in a
lovely and glorious vision.
Bnt exploring more particularly this Andean
prospect, let ua set ont from the cataract which
bunts forth at some little distance beneath our feet.
It falls into azure and sonny film, and into II pool or
calmness, all golden with reflections of volca110shattered rocks; there the atream lingers, resting
itself a moment, and then breaka away pale with
regret, yet graced again with the purple light or
heaven, u it continues ite arduous, fertilizing course.
Like the swimming courier or the Peruvian Inr.u,
or the yonug Indian, who even now, by a 1imilar
watery flight, bears the ordinary letters along the
current of some of these riven, it glides away below.
But our eye rather moun/1, winding up the stream
above the waterfall, amidst an open vale, where
dense woodlanda extend, and cover hillocks, and
give way to open plateau, beneath the nnmero111
ravines and congregated eminences that build np, at
no great diatance, a broad, long, sloping mountain,
which lords it over the greater part of the prospect.
By the rreahneaa or the aun-lighted aavanna this
lovely afternoon, there seems to have been recent
rain. Indeed, we do not donbt it. The washed blue
of heaven is now broadening, aud the level roof or
clond extended over this mountain is dappled with
the golden sunshine, which spreads lightly everywhere through its grey flakes, bnt falls ao faintly
beneath, that the warm hnes fluah out bnt 1eldom
amidst the empnrpled ahades of the mountain. It ia
a great mystery of multitudinous hills ~ered
into
one long mass, obacnred with such wonderfnl
subtlety, that yon donbt how much yon see behind
thoae faintest colnnmar films or light drift.ing
athwart its dusky siunosities, where a falling torrent alone gleams distinctly and steadily. Nevertheleaa, yon see that it ia an ample hill region of
itself, mighty and yet of gentle majesty, deaceuding
u if it would not rule, but embrace with its extended
arma, the earth beneath. But myeterio111,ruddy
heights, yet loftier, to the right, are beginning to
dieclose themselves brightly among the warm, part.
ing fteecea; and one peak riaea far above them all,
and points to the last fading of the rainbow, everything here being rendered with moat e:i:quiaitetruth
and tenderness.
Th111far, below, all is grandly begloomed with
the shadow, of retiring cloud ; but in thia most
noble instance of clear-061cure,the remotest part of
the prospect, aa well as the nearest, is bright. Thua
far all belonga only to some lower clas1 of mono•
tain, ; but on the left a profile of more pointed
craga ahelveatowards one of the aupreme monarch,
or the hill world, an immense, round-topped. domed
mountain covered with auow, one of Chimborazo'a
royal brethren. A penpective of awelling downs or
snow (curved with that grace of which the windmoulded anow presents 1ome of the most perfect of
instaucea) tempts yon to an ideal ascent between
jutting ridges or pointed craga, dim in a lovely
mystery of roay miat, above which, gaining a far
clearer bnt more difficult air, yon ascend, with the
help of fancy's wing (for no human foot conld acale
1uch a steep}, the equally graceful cnrvea of the
amooth, ample dome itself, shining ,vith tender vivid.
neaa in the balmieat of blue 1kiea, and graced by
advancing evening with huea like an nnfolding
primrose. It ia-this eminence-a crown of gracio111majesty and beauty to the earth beneath,
rather than a predominating presence of awe and
terror. It ia the appropriate climax and divine
.__., by
aymbol of t he whoIe-11 whole characteriocu
beauty extended to the ntmost or calm magnifieeoce
and grandeur, rather than by the wild energy and
gloom reen more frequently in those Enropean Alno,
,·which, by II atormier atmosphere, have been more

stripped of their original smooth, friable coverinp:,to
the disclosure or their craggy bones and skeletons
beneath. 'rhis New.World alp, on the other hand,
nnworn in an incomparably serener air, looks like a
calm, holy mountain, where anp:els,when they first
alight, would linger in serene companies, to admire
wonderingly the glories of the world which heaven
so loves nud honours, aud mature the plan of their
benign miniatriea to its inhabitants. Pizarro might
have learnt from its gently-anguet, divine presence
lessons of hnmane magnanimity, and eo have apared
the Inca,whom he atrangled,-within itavery shining,
it may be,-had not his sight been already posaeaaed
by vision, of avarice and bigotry. Look keenly,
look steadily, on those bright steeps, which seem
belonging to heaven rather than earth-which aeem
calmly at home in the blue sky, as a anmmer cloud,
which only melts in fertilizing ahowera. Treasure
up in your mind rapidly a distinct image or this
glory 11·hichwe have journeyed so far to see, through
these aacendi11gzones or climate, where all, from
the torrid to the ever-freezing, prevail within a few
leap:11ea
of horizontal distance ; for yonder a clond,
kindled with ardent hnea, invades it, ia envious to
bury it in its masa, if it indeed can reach so high.
In yon remoteness below there is a ravine, which,
were we to approach, would probably yawn into
something terrific. Its crowning points, perhaps,
belong to tower-like maase1 of erupted porphyry,
such ae mark nearly all the higher parts of the
Andes, with the eff'ect, frequently, of immenae
columns and cnpolas. Perhaps between them may
be one of those quelwadtU,or tremendo111rifta, by
which these mountains are also diatiogniahed, and
through some of which the conque1tadore1made
their astonishing m11rchea
. Those coming clouds
will unquestionably muffle all this; but still, over
the full tide of soft, roseate vapours, may soar afar
in unaaaailed serenity yon golden tabernacle for the
seraphim, which lifts imagination above the earth it
almost supremely croWDS.
But quitting with regret the mountains, we pursne onr way towards that tiny group of cottages
and rustic chnrch, which aeem as solitary in their
little cleared apot amidst the sylvan wilderness
beneath, as a speck of an island alone amidst the
Pacific. As we may hope, however, to reach that
resting-place before night mshea forth anddenly,-u
she ever does in this almost twilightleaalatitnde,-we
may venture to pause, and form acquaintance with
the forest which clothes the eteep we are descending.
Here, on the Jen, the eye ia on a level with the
summit of one of its promontories or trees, shelving
down to engulf our path. It i4 a dense mass of
wild, free, prodigal grace, all playfully encumbered
with the trailing parasitea, to be dragged down
eventually, we sadly fear, by their subtly inainnatiog
and moat florid flatteries. Trees above trees here
rise into lofty precipitoDSsteeps of intricate tangled
foliage, with the pale azure flowen of the.e creepera
dashed down their aides, in the shade, like the veins
of a pale torrent. Aud on the very banks beside
111, these leafy locks part into little arched grots,
like thoae of semi-subterranean ancient Rome, which
are, much similarly, embowered with shrubs and
ftowera. And these receaaea, in days of old for
Indian maidens ftying the Spaniard, are aonly
nooked, and carpeted with green; and the sun
contrives to penetrate even some of their inmoat
depths, and roof them with glimmering amber
mosaic; and under the ferns with which the heed.
leaa Pernviau child was ,vont to crown himself, a
slender fountain tricklea into a little pool, beside
which an emerald trogan (bright as the prince of
Peraia himself during hia plumy metamorphosis)
sits, very mnch disposed, we believe, to bathe him·
self. And brauchca are adorned with points of
most brilliant colour, resplendent insects, or bird,,
or strange ftowera,which we can sometimes acarcely
tell. Here, so far, nature ia full of all youthful
growth and living vigour; bot in front rises a mined
column of a tree, memorial of a former dynasty of
the woods, now passed away. It is mor1: ancient,
perhaps, than the tamlJo,, or stations on those marvelloua old Peruvian roada, which croea the Aodes
at a point more than one thousand feet higher than
• t t han the l ncu •
t he Peak of Teneri Iiie; more aoc1eu
palace, amongst whose mine their ragged descendant
told Humboldt of the anbterranean garden,, wrought
11 or pore awe, he
of gold, which, closed up by a ~
•~
believed to await the restoration of their dynasty.
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We recommend the fact to Mr. Fairholt, for the
The aun hu fonnd out this venerable stem amidst
the ahade, and distinguiehes its silver bark, on which VISITS TO .ART-MANUF.ACTORIES. next edition of hie " Tobacco."
More than thirty years ago, in the little village of
the pilgrim painter hu engraved the humble homage
IAnrencekirk, a man made mulf·boxea of white
or his D111De,
and its braid of magnolias and varied
creepers, with II fervid dake or splendour, which, by No. 9.-THE CLAN-TARTAN WOOD·WOll MANU- wood, somewhat more neatly than moat others in
FACTOBY OF llllE88B8. SMITH, AT KAUCBthe market, and to mechanical excellence added
reflection, lights up the yellow rocka aronud. Beside
LINB, AYRSHIRE.
artistic decoration in a small way, in the shape of
it, one little aloe-shaped plant is spired with crimson
flowers, that look like drops of Indian blood, shed THE Tourist in Scotland who hu any higher object sketchee in Indian ink, representing huntsmen and
by the cl'Oll-hilted weapon, in the name of the in view than going a certain number of miles by hounds, rural eceaes, &c., &c., which, being alter .
Madre de Dioa, there falling into the ground, nod boat and rail, for the purpose of "doing" a certain wards varnished over, had su1Hcient attractions to
there springing up again, imnonred by the maternal number of celebrated placea, who hu an eye for secure aome popularity. The decontion became, by
compuaion of Nature with that delicate form.
other beauties besides "the Moors," and who takes degrees, more elaborate, and may be traced through
From the sharpest articulations of theee objects, an interest in the people as well as in their lakea several atagea of development. To the rural and
interwhich woold in the reality be discernible, np to the and mountains, ought, if pouible, to visit Ayrshire. hunting scenes succeeded a complication
moat delicate mysteries of the airy mountain, all ia We know no more pleasant locality in which to lacing line, denominated "worming;" then there wu
rendered with the untraceable and ceaaeleaa gra- spend a few Jong summer days than this, the "land a return to natural objects, and the eyes of anulf'.
dations of nature; her multitudi11ouanessand bright- of Wallace, Bruce, and Burna." Pictureaqne in takers were regaled with wreaths of vine leavea and
neaa are expreued without a moment's forgetCulneaa scenery, celebrated in national history, and conse- tempting bunches of grapes ; once more the conof her vutneaa, and complexity, and atmospheric crated in aong, it pouesaea the attractiona which ventional succeeded in the form of checks in black,
modiftcatione, and all ia subjected by this mutergreat deeda and great genius have equally the of various patterns ; and this being the immediate
mind to a grand and graceful unity and harmony. power to confer; and while among ita people, the precursor, seems to have anggeated the idea of
imitating tartans by chequerillg the articles with
Specially welcome ia the last result, in this our own visitor will find vividly recalled to his mind-of
di1ferent colours.
but unsatisfactory }'Criod or Jaodscape painting, in conree with the modilicationa of a century-the
Here the history or the work leads ua to Aranch·
which II heavily-glariug, one-sided parade of the cuatoma, language,and characters, of the works of
letter ao commonly omita the ,pirit, a smattering or Scotland's greatest poet, Robert Burua. When in line, and introducea to our notice the names of
geological and botanical minntiie takes place of the "the land of Burns," of course, he must visit Andrew and William Smith, two men to whose
old poetical or true Art-feeling for beauty; and dis- Manchline, which, indeed, may be ca!led ita centre, energy and taate it is entirely indebted for the rank
order and insubordination-a predom i annce of little- ao thickly scattered ro11Udit are epota consecrated by it is juatly entitled to hold among the indigeJIOu
neaa of every kind-are frequently prevalent, from the poet'a m1111e. In the village itself lived and arts of North Britain. From a nnall beginning
these two brothers had, and one of them still has,
disregard of principles and laws, cast aside by crude died many of his intimate friends, and the characten
ignorance, without· distinction o( good and bad, and of his poems ; ita old kirk-yard wu the scene of the satisfaction of seeing this branch of industry
nicknamed, all alike, by that much-abused word, his " Holy Fair ;" half a mile from it stands " that yearly increaaing; proving not only profitable in a
conventionaliam. Mr. Church's picture is the com- lonely cot, Mougiel ;" and in the immediate vicinitl, bnsineaa point of view, but alao beneficial to the
locality, and consequently to the country in which
pletest union we are acquainted with of literal are the" Braes of Ballochmyle," "Catrine Woods,'
it is carried on.
minnteneaa with freedom, freahneu, and a compre- "the Hermit Ayr," "the Lugar Water," and "the
It waa in Mauchline, and by the Meaan. Smith,
heuaive, simplifying grup of the higher spirit of Cutle o' Montgomery."
The visitor will find the
the whole scene. Tbe painter draws excellently : vi1Jaite
pleasantly situated, with a quiet Sunday-all· that the Tartan-work proper, or chequering in
the minutest aud moat intricate details are touched the-week-round aort of look, that will do his heart colours, wu fint introduced. These patterns were
off' at once with a spirited grace, which cont.ruts good if he comes direct from the din and amoke of either mere fanciful combinationa of colour, or
remarkably with the heavy drudgery of our Pre- any of our large towna; and should he arrive, as copies of certain patterns known u clan-tartans.
Raphaelites; and the same sense of beauty which we did, in the "calm simmer gloamin', " u he paaaes The origin and history of the latter ia ao interest·
gives free, wnvy life to ateme and leaves, models his the churchyard, the white tombatonea will gleam ing, and at the same time ao intimately connected
mountaiua; ao that, u in Nature, sublimity is built eerily out upon him, as if the shroudedforms of with the ,object in hand, that we muat devote a few
up of beauty. The fresh vigour of hue, unimpaired the poet' a creations had once more congregated linea specially to them.
by the precision and minuteness, especially charmed in the aceue of their a-holy Fair.
The Brecan, Breacan, or Tartan plaid, had ita
The good
us. The aerial perspective ia wonderful-quite equal, folks of Mauchline, he will discover, p018C18all origin in a very remote antiquity. It formed a
we believe, to any ever painted; and of clear-o/J1c11rethe "canny" pecoliarities of their countrymen, and principal article of dreaa among the Gaels, and its
(to translate the foreign terms literally, for the sake are locally famous for their floricultnre and flower- peculiar ornamentation, couaiatiog in the arranging
of our particular meaning}, this is surely one of the ahowa.
of variona colours, in certain recognised patterns,
fineat of instances.
The o/J1cureof the nearer
In a district ao purcly agricultural, one would was made a mode of diatingniahing the dilf'erent
mountain is the moat picturesque and striking con- acarcely expect to find any workman more artiatic clans or tribes, each of whom clung moat tenaciously
trut possible to the clear of the foreground and than the Tillage carpenter or blackamith; yet here, to ita own. Like moat aemi-harbaroua nation•,
remoter distance; and, moreover, highly j11dicioD1in in this, before the advent of railwaya, moat seques- their tartans show the Celts to have been fond of
a case where, had all been clear alike, the eye and tered nook, haa arisen and flourished an Art colour, and moat &kilful in its arrangement-so
the mind would have been oppres1ed with far too mannfactory, with ita atalf' of well-trained and much ao, at least, that no modern imitations surpua
much. The picture combines more than any other intelligwit Art workmen, BDJ1ually producing an or even eqnal them in beauty. Of conne, from the
we kuow, the minute and literal truth at which immenae variety of article,, which, from their somewhat sterile nature of their country, the colour
the Pre-Raphaelites aim imperfectly, with Turner's elegance and beauty, find a ready eale, not only in of the Celta cannot compare in brillioncy with that
greatness and graceof conception. On this American Britain, but even among our tasteful Continental of oriental or southern lands ; bot in their quiet
more than on any other-but we wish particulal'ly neighbours.
arran~ments they are unanrpaascd. In these they
to aay it without impugning his originality-does the
Not a few of our readers, we imagine, muat have had Nature to guide them, and followed her faith·
mantle of our greateat painter appear to ua to have seen apecimena of the Manchline work, and may, fully. The very dark varieties seem to have their
fallen. Weat ward the suu of Art still seems rolling. perhap,, have admired th11brilliant colours of their combinationa suggested by the wintry upect of
While we remained pondering on the landscape, tartaned and enamelled-like surface, or the beauty some bleak hill-side, when there waa no aunshine,
another vititor interposed before na, cloaely and and finish of their paiuted vignettes, without being and before the 1now had fallen on ita naked summit.
npidly skimming over its dilf'erent points, and aware of the place or mode of their produetion. Of thia clal8 the " Sutherland" may be taken as a
offering op to it little nods of cordial admiration. To a brief description of thia manufacture, 10 far type. Then in others, like the "Campbell" or
He turned him ronnd. It wu one of our moat unique, owing it. origin and having ita habitat the " Gordon," we have the same hill-aide, but when
dittinguished landscape painters, the moat 10, per- entirely confined to this locality, we propose, there- spring had given it II brighter tint, and set a wreath
haps : his large and somewhat rough form, his clear, fore. to devote the following pangrapba.
of golden furze on ita brow. In some you may
lively eye, and looks plain, honest, and straightof the bright berries of the mounIn thinking of the origin of this manufacture, it detect a atrewc
forward, like his pictures, at once proclaimed him. atrikea us, that had we time and apace, it might not tain uh-the
Rowan tree of Scotland ; ia others a
"A wonderful picture-a wonderful picture !" he be IIDinteresting to moralise a little on the fact of thread of hare-bella or gentian ; while a perfect
exclaimed ; " the man must be a great genius."
some of our moat uaefol manufactures owing their boat have enriched themselvea with the glorious
It baa frequently occurredto us-and never more existence primarily to the uaeleaa or even vicious hues which a heath-oovered Scotch mountaiu gives
forcibly than when contemplating this very beau- habita of our artificial life. But to go uo further than out, when it is atruck by the rays of the rising
tiful painting-that America olf't:rsa wide and grand the one in hand, the Manchline Tartan-work owes ita son, or at noon, or better still at 1nnaet, when it
field for our landscape arti.ata. Whz do not some origin to what aome consider the senaeleae and uae· literally glows and welters in the richest purple,
of them take a trip thither ? the 'l'oyae:e is not leu, and others the nasty, practice or taking snuff'. that a Tyrean might have died to imitate.
Por
long, and the coat need not be great. If the Old For had people not 1nulf'ed, there would have been their reds, they had only to watch the sun set
World it not exhauated, it baa become ao familiar no need of annlf'-boxea, and had there been no behind the mountaiua of ?tfull any fine night in
to us that we aeem to know almost every tipot of annlf'-boxea, it is more than probable there would autumn; and their crimson, where it came from,
interest or picturesque beai1ty that it baa to show; have been no Mauchline Tartan-work either. The many a poor clansman knew to his cost . But
hut the New World ia, as yet, almost untrodden produce of the snnlf'-box, however, baa been more wherever the resthetic properties of the tartan
ground in Art, and we see in Mr. Church's work beneficial than that of Pandora's, and while passing were derived from, convenience, which may indeed
what it alf'ords to thoee who know how to uae such through the extenaive workahopa of the Meun.
have auggeated, moat certainly have proved the
materiah. Many of our painters travel sonth and Smith, we could not help quoting, in unaffected nae of the darker toned varieties, both in the
east, and a few ha\'e occuionally gone north; we wonder, the motto on the retired 111nlf'merchant's pursuits or the chue and in more aanguilUllJ
would now recommend them to try the western carriage,expeditioua.
world.
To their nae for the porpoae ol coneealment Sir
" Who would haYe thought It,
Walta- Scott somewhere alludes, if we mistake not,
That Mitt would hare bought It! "

or
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anch u paper-e11tten,&c.; and laatly, we come to top of the room, aita the premier artist, en~ed, it
the articles compoeed of difl'erent piecee, such as may be, on a new of one of our aweeteat ighland
card-cuea, glove-boxes, envelope-ea.sea,reticulea, lochs, which he will finiBhwith all the care and
" llearce to be known by cnrloas r,e
&c., and which may be termed the con,tr11ctive delicacyof a miuiatll?e,or with an engraving before
Fromthe dark heatherwherethey lie,
So wellwasmatched the tartan IICNell,
department. The n11mberof the component parts him, rendering into colour Sir Edwin'• " Stag at
With heath-belldark and bracken green."
of aome of theae articlea, and the neatneaa and Bay," or "the Monarch of the Glen." In these
The tartan, too, haa interest from its historical ingeunity with which they are put together, are moet days, when our Art mnat, like everythin{ elae, be
uaociation with the Cateof the unfortnnate Stuarts. remarkable. Take up for a aample this little octagon done by estimate and by steam (Heaven eep this
Like them, it was proacribed, for, in 1747, the needle-cue, which contains no fewerthan twenty-six from becomingits doom!), the work which is progovernment forbadethe uae of the Celtic garb ; and, dift"erentpiecea of wood, yet to all appearance it dnced in this department of the Measn. Smith's
till 1782, when this ridiculona law was repealed, it seems cnt ont of the aolid block, ao eucUy are its mannfactory does not a little eredit both to their
wu a badgeof outlawry and diagrace. M the latter difl'erentparts fitted together.
enterprise and good taste.
date, however,a variety of canaeacombined in preHaving come to the close of the manufacturing
B11twe mut not enter farther into detail regardventing the withdrawal of the prohibition from ing the proeeaa
of manufacture, but proceed to the proceaa,we shall jnat step into the wareroom for a
having much eft"ectin reviving this national dresa. mode of decoration. All the articles, whatever be moment, for the
of seeing the aecnmnlated
Many of the brave hearts who had3inaed
the the aubeequentembelliahmentintended (or them, are reaults of the w ole. Here the fint thing that
caue of the White Rose had with
and died gtounded in black. Former!~ we believe thia was " atrikes a stranger" will be the great f!ariely of
"ayont the aea," and to those who were left behind not the case, a white ground ving been given for the articles made: a choicefor all ages and sexesits aaaociationswould perhaps be too painful for the lighter varieties of tartan ; but experience haa babies' powder boxes and old wives' apectacle-caaes;
them to be anxiou to revive it. The clans were ahowu that the black ii preferable,from its giving articles to be canied in the pocket, or atuelr on the
scattered, and the ameliorating inlluenceof jndiciona greater de£th and brilliancy to the snbeequently peraon, aet on the parlour mantelpiece, or laid on
government,and the advanceo( civilization,gradually overlaid co onn.
the drawing-room table-all aorta of things that
eft"acednearly all their outward, as well u inward,
We arrive now at the department deYoted to anybody or everybodycould Caneyare here congredistinctions. Sir Walter Scott and George IV. are '· chequering," which ia performed by machines at gated. We mnat not forget to mention alao the
the two men to whom the tartan is indebted for its once aimple and ingeniolllly effective; but which, beautifully bound boob, with their tartan board&
rerival. 'fhe former directly by his writing,, in without the aid o( illuatratlon, we can acarcelyhope and painted vignettes, as among the moat attractive
which he so lovingly depicted Highland aceneaand intelligibly to describe. The original machine con- objects in the room. What more appropriate
characters ; the latter indirectly by his riait to the aiats of a single drawing pen, ao fitted into the aounnira of a Scottish tour could be found than,
northem part of his kingdom, and the enthusiasm machine that it can draw straight lines with great for instance, a col:, of "Scott's Poem,," in tartan
displayed on the occaaion. Old claymores were 111.dprecision. The workman haring, like a boards, with a elicately e1ecnted view of some
furbished up that had lain rnaty for many a day ; weanr, his pattern be{ore him, by meana of a Border keep or Highland loch, rendered cla88icby
the chiefs summoned their clansmen: but many of notched wheel regnlatea the lines and apacea. All his mnae ; or "The Songs of Robert Burns,"
them looked in vain for their costumes. There was the lines in the pattern of one colour being com- bound in wood from the barn-roof of :Moasgiel,
a confuaion,not of tongnea, bot of tartans. Thoee pleted, he cleans his pen, and proceed&with a fresh while ocenpiedby the poet, and toarranted genuine.
whose ancaton in former day, waged deadly fend one. A. certain order ia observed in laying on the Indication, these are of the experienceof a number
were, by aome sad blunder of the ccntumier, made colonn, according to the poaitiona they hold in the of yean, and of a watchful attention to public taste.
as like eachother as " Corsican brothers." From pattern. The improved machine, patented by the
Bnt betides thoee which at praent form the
many a Highland hot were hunted up faded raga, Meaan. Smith, by mean; of a great number of pens staple of articles made, there might be mentioned
relics, it may be, of the '4.6, aa authorities for the is able to draw all the lines of one colour, in one not a few which the coane of time and change of
manufacture of a fresh anpply. Bnt even theae gave direction, at once-which, of coune, facilitate& fashion have rendered obsolete. In the" pre-historic
but "an nncertain aonnd"-here a McGregormight greatly the rate of execution. Some articlea, from annals,'' or ~logical
period&,''or whatever elae
be called a McTavish, there a Gordon might pus for their form, howenr, necessitate the employment of yon like to
it, of the Mauchline mannlacto{l,
a Graham, till the Measra.Smith came to the reacne, the old one.
there is quite a aerieaof different formation,.
e
and, by the publication of " The Clan-Tartan, of
The peculiarbeauty of the Mauchlinetartan-work ahall only dig np two fouil remains for the aatisfacScotland,'' a work eompiled with great labour and ia very diaeernible on comparing it with that exe- tion of our readen. The first is a specimenof what
care, helped to eave from certain oblivion thia cnted in lithography, or by any other procea.-the
wu at one time a very nn:merouaclan, and i• called
interesting branch of Scottish archeology. The colours are ao pure, the blending ao harmouio111, "the Breadalbane button," from haring tint been
aerrice theb rendered in this reapeet was very and the halt-tints, from being laid on in ancceaaive made for the noble marquis of that Dime. A
properly ac olfledged by the Scottish Society of lines of pure colour, have a clelightful depth and favourite embelliahment for buttons was a canine
A.ntiqnaries; and the mention of it may appro- tnnspvency, without tlae 1-t approach to mud- head, bnt "~er:, dog has its day,'' and the Mauchpriately prefacea deaeription of the factory whenee din-.
line ones, having eeaaedto
died a natural
it iaaned.
The chequering ia not confined to the workshop, death. The other we shall re er to ia very beautiful,
reeembling
The traveller leaving Manchline on a Yiait to as yon may diacover on passing down the village being a style of decoration aom11What
Mougiel will pus on hia right a large building street, where through a window here and tlaere yon arabesques, aometirneeexecuted on a Id ground,
1tretcbing backwards from the road,with the naaal may eee lnwilyat work not a few whose age or other very rich, but rather expensive; an ao it also
factory attributes,-rowa of window,, ontaide atain, eirenmatancesrender it more :rc::ble for them to paasedaway.
Our brief notice of this intereetini manufactory
the hwn of an engiae, a tall chimney, and a ftag of ait by their own lirmdes, and w o are thua provided
amoke. We adrise him to enter, as he may be with the mean• of BUbeiltence,and a light and muat now come to a close,not so muc from haring
aaanred not ouly of a polite reception, but alao of pleasant employment.
exhanated our subject as from having filled our
receiving from the explanation, of Mr. Smith, or an
Arter the articlea have reeeiYed their coats of apace. It is nnneeeeaary,we fain hope, to commend
intelligent e111ployd-to whom tDt owe many thanb tartan,each ii labelled with its proper name, and its production, to the notice of onr readers, they are
-much naefal and intereeting information.
goes to be varnished. After reeeiYingtwo coats of sufllcieutlyable to commendthemaelvea: they have
In our tour of obae"ation, we come lint to men varniah, they are 11nootheddown with fine 1a11dor done ao pretty effectively !or a good many yean,
engsged in reducing the raw material into I more emery y:.per, and get five moni. They go then to and we doubt not will continue to command a still
convenient form for future operation-that ia, in the gir s, who polish them up till that beautiful greater share of public approval. It is true they
sawing ::fc
logs of wood into pieces of variona siRt. anrfaceia acqnired to which we have already nlerred. have not the overpowering claima to ntility which
We aho d here obaervethat the wood of the ,yeaThis makes the aimplet"articles eomplete; the economiata of the Gradgrind achool deem indiamore, or, u it ia ealled in Scotland,the plane-tree- more complexgo now to be " 6tted up." Inkatanda peD811ble.It is alao trne that they hllve not the
the .J.cer p,t11do-platan111 of botsniat-ia aolely get their bottles, pinenahiona their stuffing, boxes privilege of being brought from abroad, which by
employed in this manufacture, on account of ita their locks, broochea their pine, and, in abort, aome i, considered enential to artistic excelleuce.
cloae, even textll?e, which, without being too hard, everything that has got anything like an "inside " Manchline i, nearer home than Munich or Milan,
makes it a pleaaant material to work in : to theae gets it put in, severed limbe get united, parts naelesa and Ayrshire has not anch a name u the Alhambra;
propertiea may be added its lightnn., which givea while aeparate become by union naeful wholea. bnt notwithstanding thia, we feel aaanredthat that
to article&made of this wood all the advantagesof Now, before we lean this part of the work, we have 9trit of our age, which is beginning to appreciate
papier-mlche--o! which,indeed,we find it a common only to eee the girls take them up tenderly and t e proper sphere of ollr artistic development;
mistake to suppoeethe Manchlinegood&to be made. swathe them in tiNne, ere they are sent off for which is reanacitating onr on!' national atyle of
architecture, will not look wit diamonr on any
The wood, having beenreduced to a more oonve- preaat orders, or laid put for future nee.
nient form, then goea to the dift"erent" maken,''
Our ciceroni now condncta DI to what ia par other branch of native Art. The tartan, too, hu
whose operationa of conne vary with the articles e:reellnrc, the artistic department, the atelier of special claims on attention, • the only illdigenona
the workmen engaged in painting the rignettea. form of textile decoration now extant.
th°&make.
To the men, in conclnaion,to whoee energy and
entering the apaeionaand well-lighted work- The articlea intended to receive paintinga, we onght
,hop, whoee gallery, clock, and general appearance to obae"e, come here first, before going through wtethia manufacture owes its origin, and to their
aomewhatremind, na of aome,tlwr,gli fltUlly nperior any of the 1tage1already nlerred to. These paint- aucceaeora,who are to come after them, we wonld
to 111any,
of the edificescalled churches by DiB8el1tera ings, executedentirely by the hand, are of all aiaea, eay, "Well done I" Thongh th'i don't call yon
in Scotland, we find here on one aide a number of from the tiny " bit " tranaferred to the top of a Sanxioor Cellini, bnt only r.i•n mith, there i, a
turning lathes, at which men are busily engaged in needle-cue, to the large quarto-aizeclland-pe, in- place reee"ed in the temp e of beaaty for 1011r
makiag a great variety of articles, such as needle- tended for the aide of an expenlin writing folio. work alao. Remember,
-.
match-boxes, vinaigrettes, llroochea, rihgs, They conaiat moetly of view, of Scottish aeenery,
"A thing of beauty a a Joy for ever ; "
tray,, and a host of ether, too nnmeronato mention. espeaially spots celebrated in history or aong, •
Then, on the other aide, we find another aet engaged well as acenesof the chase, inelnding coJ:es of aome and the "thing" may lte a match-box or a needlein shaping by the hand a dift"erentclue of goods, of 1Allldaeer'1well-kn0'11'11
pietnrea.
~ at the eaae, ad it may be many feet of canv11.
in h» " Lady of the I.Ake," in ,peaking of the clau·
men, who, crouched upon the ground, were
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PERSONA.L RECOLLECTIONSOF
GREAT ARTISTS.
BY THE LATE E. V. RIPPINOILLE.

No. 5.-WILLI.t.lt:
WJLLUlt: EnY,

'

E'ITT, R.A.

in the latter part or hia lire, WU

II

abort, atont man, with ahonlden low, and rather
narrow, aurmonnted by a large, heavy head. He
had a shambling gait, stout limbs, large reet, with
toea lets diverging th11n ie usual. There wu a
good-natured, halt-smiling look about hie face; he
wu strongly marked with small-pox; his month
large; his eyes light, and rather bright, with a
cheerful expression, but with no character of thought
in them : it wu a large mua or unmeaning face,
with wrinkled forehead, and thin, grey, atraight,
and atraggling hair. In short, Etty wu, in person,
the Jut man you would anspect or an idea aoariog
into the regions of Fancy, and converaant with
poetical and etberial creatures. I knew Etty well,
and have frequently watched the turns aud changes of
hia countenance, with the object or finding aome gleam
of the light by which hia atudies were illnminatedbnt in vain. I believe also, notwithstanding the
anbjects in which he lnxuriated, and to which certain
11queamishfolb, in P"/Jlic,took exception, that no
man living wu freer from any feeling of a groas
or a voluptuoua character. Those wbo knew him
bett, regarded the eff'uaionsof his pencil u sacred,
and fnlly protected from atJy pouible charge or
impropriety, by the real innocence and simplicity
of his mind. I have heard it frequently remarked
that no man but one or a perfectly pnre mind, conld
ao far approach indelicacy without committing himselr. Painten-na a c1ua of napirants iu a widelyvoried and diflicnlt pnnuit, in which all are considered bnt as students and experimentalists-talk
more freely to each other of their ends and objects,
and the mean, they take to reach them, than any
other set of men-so that it wu easy at any time to
obtain acceas to the impnlaes under which any of
the ,objects and works of Etty were prodnced. Aa
a general fact, it is unquestionably true that very
little of the matter of hia picturet wu matter or
forethought. It came to him in the conne or his
practice, and had then to be modified and turned to
account; that is to aay, forms and accompaniments
were there, and had to be treated subject-like, and
named with the beat names that could be found for
them. A picturesque attitude, or combination of
forms, it naked, were nymph, bathing; varied with
costume and auxiliaries, in poatnre and action, it
was Bacchanalian or rural sports, or something
else. In groups and in aiugle figure, it was the
1&111e
: an old head with a beard black er grey wu
a Jew, a high priest, or a prophet; a naked beauty
was a Venus; clothed and wreathed, a Sappho;
with diahcvelled hair, a Magdalen ; with wings, an
.Angel. In any case, very charming pictures were
made of them, and people admired and bought them
u fut u they were produced. The Parnaaaus of
Etty-although
painting appeara to have no repreaentation among the Muaca-wu the life-academy
in St. Martin'• Laue. From this a great deal
that inspired subjects for Art came, and wu worked
up by the happy magic of the palette into fonna of
life and beauty. Etty, like Lawrence, wu an
embodied industry. }'rom the time Etty wu a
young atndent in the achoola of the Royal Academy,
to near the period of hie death, perhapa he never
lost, during the whole of hia life, ooe entire year of
time. Every evening he wu to be found in hia
place in the life-achool, working harder than the
rawest tyro, and profiting, u he himeelf asaerts, by
the light, ahadow, and colour of lamp-light eff'ects.
Always good-natured and simple, whilat in the
achoola or the Academy his fellow pupils uaedto
joke, and asked him how he would manage to continue to work u a pupil when he ahould IM:comean
Academiei1111.
Like all men of talent, repoting upon real artistic
atrength, Etty had no secrets, either in hia nature
or hi, art ; in both he was u open and free u the
day. He bad hi, own view, or Art, of conne, and
IODle peculiarities in hia practice, and tbeae he
derended and spoke of without reserve, but it wu
ollly in his pictnret that he poetized or walked out
of the beaten track. Domestically he was moderate,

social, and hoapitable, and had rather a liking for
having artistic and other friends about him. He
did not at all ahine in conversation, nor attempt to
shine ; b~t the whole tende~cy of his mind 1 fee~~ga,
and opiruona wu marked with an honest mmphcity,
and a decided conventional propriety. Like mauy
a simple man, content to remain in that character,
it ia poaaible that Etty'a ,tock of information paaaed
for much leas than it was worth, for it is quite
certain that great modetty does not set off' acquirement. Elly was strongly attached to hie art, and
hlld perfectly correct notiona or advancing its
interests and its dignity. He wu chosen one of
the judget of the cartoona exhibited in Westminster
Hall, and there can be no doubt that in giving hia
opinion he acted with the moat acrupuloua honesty,
and the moat perfect jnstice. I remember well the
expreaaion of his earnest regret made to me, that
they could not (hia colleagues and himself) concede
one of the prizes to poor Haydon, for his cartoon of
the Black Prince, &c. In this sad matter he spoke
with the deepett sympathy and regret; he spoke
very freely and senaibly of the unequal balance of
professional aud non-proressional power employed
m the decisioua of that little-studied, new, and
untried matter. Poor Haydon, no doubt, felt the
deciaion unfavourable to him moat keenly ; it proved
a death-blow to him, poor fellow, and ended a life
of bitter strife and privation.
In conformity with hi1 mode of practice, Etty
appean to have made very few sketches of hia
pictures; that would have betrayed more forethought
than wu ever given to them, and a different course
of study to that punned. There ia, in conaeqmmce,
very little subject in his works, no incident or
episode, and very little of what painters nndentand
by learned composition. The great charm of hia
pictures is colour,-not of a high order,-and that
lleahineu, pulpiness, and what the Italian, call
mor/Jidn::a,which is pecnliar to female form and
texture. In this it ia to be questioned ir any
painter, ancient or modern, hu e\"er equalled him.
This is a quality or Art to be looked for nowhere
ao rationally u iu modern Art, and not in modern,
but in English art, where alone it has been found;
it is a pure result or process directed by feeling, and
can only emanate from it.
It ia greatly to be regretted that in the later part
of hia career Etty fell into some mannerism, both
in respect to treatment and drawing, prejudicial
to hia worka. His female forms !oat much of
their true natural character, and became fubionable
and small-waisted, like women who have for their
whole lives been pinched up in stays and bandagea ;
aud he fell into au ugly method or projecting dark
ahadowa upon parts, which destroyed both their
beauty and form. The loose, free mode of handling
adopted by Etty 'tl'U highly ravourable to chromatic
effects, the iridescence and brightness or colour.
In hia mode or operation I obae"ed he put in an
outline, which, being either in water-colour, or
haring dried lint upon the cauvaa, was not diaturbed
by bruahing over or wiping off";thua he had uo trouble
or concern in the filling up, and in the rubbiuga off'
of colour that required to be removed. There ia
no artist upon the principles of whose style and
practice ao little can be said, because there was but
oue idea pursued in them ; this wu, in a word, to
produce jle,li, with its peculiar charms of colour,
trauiipareucy, and softness ; everything else in the
pictnre wu anbaidiary to this. However pleuing,
this object ia a confined one. Of action, character,
and expression there wu nothing ; all wu liatlesauess and indifference. Whole groups of figures
were aaeembled doing nothing. 1f in the water,
they were idly enjoying it ; if on board some boat,
or gilded bark, they were repoaiug, and, perhapa,
holditJg threads, without appearin~ to be concerned
iu what they wmi doing : npou the green earth,
or in beds of llowen, they rested and reclined,
with musical instruments in their hands-they did
not play upon them, but gracefully hcld them as the
modela did from which they were painted, in a
manner which combined agreeably with the coloun
and forms about them. Eyes that were open were
supposed to see, and mouths under the same circumstances to apeak or to sing.
So mighty 11ndmultifarious is Art in its province
and powen, that this partial manifestation )el't;
nothing to be desired, but was perfllct and satisfactory in itself. The creatures of the artist, although

human, reqnired but the ornamental truth alone ;
they were devoid or the interior, which contaiua the
paaaiona and the feelings that ruffle and disturb the
surface. The art of Etty wu confined to the exterior
creatures, and it never essayed to go deeper. It i1 in
this aim and achievement that he is to be judr,
and whoever looks for more does him an injuatice;
it wu not the thing, but its upect, that he painted .
Aa one wielding that mightieet or all instruments,
the peu, over hi, character, I should grieve to do
a wrong to one 1iugle hair of that bead which is
now quietly repoaing in honour beneath the turf,
and whose like in the world of Art it will be long
berore we see again. I wish only that he should
fit into the niche for which nature intended him,
and the true genina of Art assig:is him. He cannot
auff'er by this, bnt in the eye, of ignorance, whose
faulty estimate aaaigns false hononn to placea in the
Temple of Fame, in which true tute alone sets up
her own proper images. The lugli and the /0111 in
Art are matters of exceedingly diflicnlt decision.
The definition put forth by Sir Joahna Reynolds.
which hu been ao readily received and so little
acted upon, becomes qnemonable by conaideration.
Reynolds remarks that the intellect employed in
the creation of the work, and the intellectual pleasure given by it, form the scale of its merita
(otr6atim). 'fhis repoeea Art upon a power common to all men, instead of that which belong. to
the few, aud which men regard u geniua. Etty'a
powen were not intellectual, and required neither
high intellect in their exereiae, nor in the appreciation of what they produced ; they are so rare
among men, as to give them that claim to the
notice of the world which they received at ita
hands, aud which they will ever command in open
rivalry with the highest products of ir,tellect whir.h
is common to all men. In the production• of his
pictures, Etty worked by a power more rare among
men than intellect, and altogether beyond the scope
of acquirement, the nature and the rarity of which
mnat be combined in the estimate of ils value,
whatever price ia set upon it.
In a letter to me on the subject of national
encouragement, and of making Art subservient to
religions and moral purposes, Etty diaplaya all the
right feeling and intelligence the subject demand.a.
Aa a moral teacher, he conaiden that Art it capable
of being employed in the highest of all offlcea,-in
aaaiating to produce, by its correcting and softening inllnence, that " great prop and bulwark of a
country, a moral aud a healthy population;" that
the exclnaion or Art from the cause or God and
religion is the greatest or all mistakes ; that the
study of all which tends to elevate the Creator
through the objects of the creation, elevates the
mind aud calls forth its bett energies aud its highest
resources ; and that thia fact and feeliol( is evidenced
in our Gothic buildings, which all venerate; and
that in the beautiful structure and its ornament& all
is but picture. He thinks that through Art, aa
through miaic, religion makes a warmer appeal to
the heart, and that earnestness is induced where
otherwise lightness and apathy might prevail.
No judge is ao infallible u the world, if you
give it time; but u long u it continues to judge
by the standard set np in ita iufaucy, it will always
be liable to error. In the judgment of the world
the subjects chosen by Etty, devoid or serious
thought and tending to excite the pU&ious, would
be regarded as rather allied with loose feeling and
profligacy than P<>briety; yet he poueaaed not only
an innocent, but a pioua miud, and right feeling.
Etty, like many an artist, was, in the latter part
of his career, induced to abandon the regiona in
which he found his real strength, and to appear in
those which could not be regarded as his home.
The few large picture, he painted required the
employment of what he wu never called upon to
exercise in hia early and ordinary worka,-thought
and knowledge of thiuga which he had not studied
and acquired, and for which nature gives no more
than the aptitude. In all there is the charm of
colour, which here is not enough, where strong
character, appropriate action, and expreuion are
iudispenaable. Hi, Academy studies had fnrniahed
him with some portion or the necessary knowledge
or Corm and development, but it did not extend
beyond the Academic in force and truth, and hu
none or the vitality which diatingniahea intelligence,
lire, and natnre.
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ROME, AND TIER ,voRKS
PART l\'.-TEllPLES,

OF ART.

ARCHES, &c.

for us we ore not political journalists: it is no port or
our duty to wntcb and chronicle the events which, at certain
intervals of time, convul,ie nations, and seem
to mock the wisdom of the wise, and to wt at
naught the guiding band of atatesman and diplomatist, however experienced in the science or
government. We etaud in need of no "special
correspondent" to report to us, for the information of our readers, the mnrch of contending
armies, to tell of victories and defeats, to describe
the horror, of war, the field of slaughter, the deeolnlion of r.ou[ltries, the ruin of city and hamlet,
the destruction of home a[ld habitation, the letting
loose " the dogs of war" over the fairest portions
of God's earth, when

APPILY

" Sacked town,, and midnight howllogs through the realm,
Proclaim t heir preoeoce :"

anch tasks we are not called upon to perform,-and we are perfectly
willing to leave them to other hands. But yet eventa have taken place
recently, which, viewed in connection with the remarks made iu the opening
chapter of thia aeries of papers, we can IIC&l'cely
pus over without reference.
It was there stated that Italy bad become, politically, a by-word and reproacha country almost uurecogniaed u a nation, and holding her position in the
world more on account of the magnitude B1Jdwealth of her Art-treasures, than
by the eff"ortaof her eona to restore the land of their birth to the liberty it
once enjoyed. A few month• have antliccd to rescue at leaat a portion of the
country from the reproach that clung to it. 'fhe eyes of the ci•ilized world
have, during tbia brief period, been turned to some of the Italian States

strngp;ling to emnncipate themselves from the bondage of the foreip;ner or the
vassalage of native rulers. The contest bas terminated aa euddenly as it waa
commenced. The surface of the laud ba,i been deluged with the blood of no
craven hearta among the hostile ranks, yet whether the cau,ie for which it was
so freely poured forth bu been attained, cnu scarcely be donbted: the storm
h118passed over the country, it baa laid waste many a goodly heritage, but
appears to have produced no other results than dieappointruent, both to victors
and vanquished. 1''ortunntely, it did not extend ao for aa the pontifical city, or
we might have had to deplore the destruction of those glorions works of Art
we have undertaken to describe,-& task we now resume.
In a former article (vide p. 138) a view of the Forum of Rome wu introduced: both in that representation, and iu the one below, the spectator cannot
but be imprelO!edwith the desolation that marks the locality. Standing at the
base of the Capitol,-the point at which the artist who made the two drawings
m111thave placed himself, though he shifted his position for the latter aketcb,
and baa omitted the row of trees forming the Via Sacra,-thia once noted and
favourite resort of the ancient Roman people rises up, a grand yet melancholy
spectacle, as if to show how impotent is the power of untions to maintain
their eovereignty when the decree baa gone forth for its aubversion, and how
futile is the art of man to preserve the monuments of hie geni11Sfrom the
destroying hand of Time.
The ,·iew of the Fonuu, aa represented in the engraving below, is certainly
finer than that ou a former page: to the left is the Arch of SeptimillS Severua;
the three columns in the foreground are the only remains of the celebrated
Temple of Jupiter Tonana ; to the right are the eight eolu!Dnl of the Temple
of l'ortnne, or of the Vespiani (uide pp. 138, 130, ante) ; the aingle column
in the middle distance is the Column of Phocaa (uitle p. 238, ante) ; to the
right of this are the beautiful remains of the Temple of Jupiter Stator, now
commonly called by archreologista, the Grccostasia; and, if the reader will take
the trouble to refer to the preceding view of the 1''orum, he will see the Arch
of Tita, in the distance ; au:l amoait the range of buildings to the left are the
Basilica of Paulus Emiliua, now the Church of St. Adrian, the Temple of
Antonin111nnd Faustina, the Ba.silica of Constantine, fragmenta of the Temple
<>fVenus and Rome, on the aite of which ie the Cb11rch of St. }'rauceeca

TUE l'OllUll.

Romanll, and the Shrine of St. Peter and St. Paul, constructed near the
Tnlliau and Mamertine dungeons: all the,ie interesting <>bjectaare contained
within a range of four or five hundred yards.
'l'he three beautiful columns comprising the ruin of the Temple of Jupiter
Tonans-u it is termed by Roman antiquarians, but which Chevalier Bunsen,
and other German anthoritiea, call the Tem11leof Saturn-are situated on the
western aide of the Temple of Fortune. The temple was erected by Augnatus,
and wu dedicated to Jove the Tbnnderer, to commemorate hi• escape from a
thuude!"lltorm, during his Cantabrian expedition, when a slave who carried
a torr.h before him, it being night time, was stmck dead by lightning: at
4

· snbllt'qneut period• it was restored by Septimius Senl"WI and Caracalla. We
cannot pretend to determine the question upon which learned antiquarians differ
as to the precise name that abould be given to tbe,ie columns; it ia sufficient
to remark, the latest authorities incline to the opinion that they belonged
originally to the Temple of Satnm, which atood on the Cliuiu Capitolinua, the
site of the ruins now standing. They were brought to light by the French,
who discovered them, iu the early part of the present century, buried nearly to
the capital, in an accwnulation of rnbbi,h: by digging into the eoil they found
that the basement of the columns bad been partially removed ; " it was therefore neceuary," aays a writer in "Jf nrray's Handbook," " to remove the

I
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I

entablature, and secure the shana by scaffolding; the buemeot wu then completed in modern timea with brickwork: it is formed or blocka of Parian
carefully restored, the ground cleared, and tho eotablature replaced in its marble, laid to!tether with surprising exactness. The entablature hu entirely
original position." The columns are of Carrara marble, in the Corinthian disappeared, aud a modern roof of red tilea bu, with singularly bad taate,
style, deeply fluted, and are considered fiue examples of that order of been substituted for the original covering. Between the column,, which are
architecture.
about three feet in diameter, aud thirty-four in height, are iron raila, through
Our uext ill111trationrepresents three colnmns remaining from the TEMPLE. which entrance is gnined by a door composed of rough, unplaoed plaoka, to
OP Jup:na
STATOR,ataodiog in front of the Church of Stu Maria Liberatrice. i the interior, whose ceiling is nothing more than the bare surface of the tilea
These ruiua have been the subject of much discussion among antiquariaus, the and raners : the pavement is composed of rough 1lab1 of marble. "The o!!ly
prevailing opinion now being that they are a portion of the edifice, built about altar which appear& ever to hove been erected in the building in Cbriatian
two hundred aud eighty yeara before the Christian era, for the reception of timea is still in existence, eituated iu the usual position oppoaite the entrance.
foreign ambauad,>n, when the senate rereived them in audience; aud III the It is an altar of the most ordinary description, of which the pediment and ita
plenipotentiaries from Pbyrrus, King of Epirus, were the lint who pre!iented pair of columns are a painted imitation of marblti."• The fountain which
1
themselves in the building, it wu called Grecolfafis. Accordinit to Sir .J,'raocis stands close by is of modern date.
1
Head, "the Grecostatia was rebuilt and conaiderably extended by Antuoinus
Leaving, at least for the present, the other Roman temples unnoticed, we
Pius, who elevated the new buildiug 011a Jony substructure of brick sheathed pass on to describe one of the most maguificent remaina of the ancient city,
with marble, accesaible by a triple-branched flight of steps ending in a the AacH or CoNSTANTISE,considered the most perfect of all the tri11mphal
single and a broader flight, that led to the platform in front. The aspect of arches no,v t-xiating. It is situated at the entrance of the Via di S. Gregorio,
the principal ~e
'
on the epot known u
facing acro11 the
the Via Trinmphala;
Campo Vaccino toand was erected by
wards the Temple of
the senate and people
Antonious and Fausin honour of Conatantina wu a little to
tine, to commemorate
the northward of east,
his victory over the
and this fn~e was
Emperor Muentim,
ornamented with eight
who had disgusted hie
columns, aud each of
anbjecta with bis licenthe flanka with thirtiouaness and cruelteen or 'lfitb fineen
ties. Thie event hapcolumna." To judge
pe11edabout A.D. 306,
by those now etanda date which nearly
inir, isolated in the
determines the antimidst of the Forum,
quity of the arch.
they must be regarded
Some antiqoarillJla are
as the chef-d'rzucre of
of opinion that its
Roman architecture of
form and proportiona
~~~~~
they are of white
period of Conatantine,
marble, and of beauwheu a debued etyle
tifulproportioos,about
of architecture began
finy-two feet in height,
to prevail; and they
fourteen feet nine inregard it u the Arch
or Trajan,-the
exact
ches in circumference,
or four feet ten inchte
site of which has never
in diameter : the enbeen determined,tablature ie exquisitely
remodelled and redecorated to adapt it to
wrougbt, and appean
to ~xcee~in dept~ the
the purpose intended.
ordmary 11roport1?»•.
There is, however, no
doubt that some of
Between the flutings
may here and there
the bas-relief, and orbe observed patches of
nameota on the arch
red colour, ahowing
belon1ted originally to
them to have been
that or Tnjan.
Like
at one time paiuted :
many other noble rewe should scarcely
msins of ancient art
co111iderthis an imin Rome, a coosiderprovemeot on pure
able portion of it Jay
white marble.
buried for centuries
THE TUIPLE OP
in accumulated earth
VESTA, engraved on
and rubbish; but in
!he next page, standthe early part of the
mg near the banks of
present century Pina
VII., who bad already
t~e Tiber, at a short
dratance from the
restored to light those
Ponte Rollo and the
portions of the arch
T~~ple. of }'ortu?a
of Septimius Severua
Vmhs, 11 now a Chna11$ had long been hidtian church ; it was
den, commenced operations on this also .
fin, consecrated under the name or S.
and, a· few years after:
Stefano delle Carroz.
Leo XII . completed
ze, and 111baequently,
the work, and reduced
the entire surface of
about the year 1480,
i~ the pontificate of
the ground on both
S11tus IV., 11nderthat
C:OLl.:ll~~ Of nu; TrnPLE OF JUPITER STATOll.
,idea of the atructure
to ita original level.
of ~- Maris ~el Sole :
pnbli~ w~rahrp has, however, long ceased withi11 its walls, and adminion to The Arch of Constantine, like that just referred to, hu three archway,, with
exa.mmeit ea~ only be obtained by application to the keeper, "ho livea close by. fonr columns, of the Cc.riutbian order, on each front; behind thete, aud
Thra temple 11 amonit the most generally admired edifices in Rome, and the reeling on tbe same pedestals, arc the same number of fluted Corinthian
numerous b~n~e model, of it have caused it to be better known than, perhaps, pilasten; aeveo of thtlSe colnmna are of gallio anlico. The eighth waa
any_other burldmg in the city. Temples dedicated to Vesta were frequent ill originally of the same material, but it is said to have been taken away by
ancient ~me, N uma Pompilius having ordered the erection of one in each I Clement VIII., for an altar i11the Lateran, and the present one substituted for
of.t~e nm1,.or wards: this one is not supposed to be of the number of those I it: all, however, are so diacoloured by age aud weather that it is difficult to
orrgiually built in conformity with the con11nand1of Noma, bot is assigned ' determine with any certainty the exact material of which they are made. The
to a .much later date, the period of the Antonines. It is circular in form, and pedestala of the column, are, as the engraving shows, 11Do1uallylofty, and they
co11111~
of a eel/a, or chapel, aurronnded by nineteen fluted Corinthian columns are ornamented on their three aides with bas-reliefs: ou the spnndrel of the prinof P~
marble, the twentieth hu been destroyed. The chapel, as described cipal archway is n baa-relief of Fame, on each aide; and on the spandrels or the
.
by S_irG. Head, ia nearly one hundred and sixty-nine feet in circumference, smaller archways is a recumbent figure, also on each aide. The deacriptiou of
:
and 111_the moat perfect state of pr~eervntion to the extent of about two-thirds
- - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - ,1~e
~ei~t from ~ pa,·:tut,
above which point the remainde~ hna been • .. Rome: A Tour or Many Days." By Sir George Ilea.I. Longman& Co., London.
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the arch given in "Murray's Handbook of Rome" is ao conciseand intelli-1 baf-reliefs,and over each of the smnllernrchesare two circular medal1i0D1,
all
gible, that we cannot d_obetter than adopt it:-" On each attic are four square relnting to the history of Trojan. The square reliefs on the llauks of the attic,

THE TEllPLE

11
!

and the atatnea of the Dacim captives (surmountingthe colwnns),belong to I some arch of Trajao, and are easily distinguishedfromthe inferior sculpturesof

THE All.CH

I

01' VESTA,

or

CONSTANTINE.

I

Conatantinetwo hundred yean later. The square relief• on the front facing entry of Trajan into Rome ; 2. the emperor raising a recnmbent figure, an
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people with provisions; 4, the emperor on a chair of atate, while a person, The object iltelf, independent of the ornaments that embellish it, can acareely
followed by the
supposed to be Parthamisiria, King of Armenia, is brought before him. Oa fail to recall to the mind that moat pathetic remonst~ce.
the southern side arc-1. Trajan crowning Parthamaspes, King or Parthia;
solemn warning and prediction uttered against Jerasalem-"
Thon that killest
2. the Diacovery of the conspiracy of Decebalns, King of Dacia; 3 . the emperor the prophets, and stonest them that are sent onto thee, how often woald
addreaaing hie soldiers; 4. the sacrifice of the Suovetaurilia. On the flanks I have gathered thy children together, u a hen doth gather her brood nnder
of the attic are the two relief,, ,opposed to have formed originally one com- her wings, and ye would not I Behold, your house is left unto yon desolate."
partment ; they represent the victory of Trajan over Decebalus, and are the This arch was erected by the senate and the people, to commemorate the
very finest works of the kind eitant . The circular medallions over the small conquest of Jerusalem by 'J'itua, within half a century from the period when
arches represent the sport, of the chase, and their attendant aacrifieea. The I the prophecy waa spoken. [t stands at the end of the Fornm, near the
works of Constantine do not harmonize with theae beautiful aculptures. The Colo.1Seum;and is iuteresting not only as a record of Scripture history, but also
frieze which goe, round the middle of the arch represents, in a series of in- for ita elegi:nce u an architectural structure, which may be designated ~ · a
clilferent baa-relief,, military processions aocl various events in the life of Coo- massive, rectangular building, of marble, surmounted by an attic, and havtng
atantine. Oa the flanks of the arch are two round medallions, representing a single arch, unlike those of Severua and Constantine, which have three. The
the chariots of the aun and moon, typifying the emperor'• dominion over frontage both ways is aimilar, showing on each aide four fluted columns of comthe east and the west. The figures of Fame over the arch, the bas-reliefs of poaite order. Prior to the time of Pins VII., the edifice waa in almost hopeleu
the piers representing the conquest of Verona and the fall of Ma1entius, the decay, 110dwould ha\"e become a total ruin but for thejudicioua reatoratio111 made
figures on the pedestals of the columns, also bdong to the age of Constant.ioe, under the aur,erintendence of the architect Valladier, by order of that pontiff';
and show how low the Arts had fallen at that time."
these are eaatly distinguished from the ancient portions. Upon the southern
But from the aaaociatioos connected with it, not one or the ancient. edifices f~e
the frieze is sculptured in bold hu-relief, representing a proeeaaion of
of Rome olfen-at
least to the Christian miud-more iotereatiog matter of warriora leading oxen to the sacrifice; and above, upon the attic, i6 the following
thought than the AacR OF TITUS, which forms the lo.at of our illu1tration1 . original i111eription, finely-acnlptured, in clear, capital characten, which are

TIIE ARCH OF TITUS,
perfectly legible :-SENATVS. PoPVLYSQVE. ROllANVS. D1vo. TITO, D1n.
VESPASIANI. .P. VESPASIANO. A \'GVSTO. The. aide towards the For111nhas
aulfered more &evcrely than the other, only a portion of the basement and
about half of the columns being preaerv.cd, with the mutilated figures or
Victory, in baa-relief, on the spandrels of the arch. The aidea, which are of
very considerable depth, are completely covered with the celebrated baa-relief&,
representing the triumphal procession of Titus to the Capitol with the spoils
of the Temple of Jerusalem . "Of theae internting works of Art, executed in
an excellent style of sculpture, each on a aiogle slab of white marble extending tbe whole depth of the aperture, the one on the ea.item &ide represents
Titus seated io a chariot, drawn by four horses abreaat, Jed by a figure of
Rome personified by a female, and accompanied by another female figure
of Victory, the latter holding a chaplet above the head of the Conqueror of
the Holy City, and hovering over the chariot, which is preceded and followed
by numero:11 groups of senators, citizens, lictora bearing their fascea, &c. The
baa-relief on the western aide ia a continuation of the same procession,
conaiatiog of captive Jewi1h aoldicra, followed by aevcriu of those identical
implements of religioua obaerva11cc iu the Temple of Jernsalem that are
actnally detailed in the Bible, 11ndappear here repreaented in marble by the
artist who1e own eyes beheld them. Here, accordin1tly, is to be seen an uact
resemblance of the ,·cry objects in the state in which they existed at the
period in qneatiou, including the table of gold, the seven-branched 1tolden
candlestick, and the silver trumpets, all borne on men's shoulders, and very

clearly recognisable, thoOfth the heads of aome of the bearera are deficient, and
the bodies much mutilated ." •
The three arches of which, in thi1 aud a preceding paper (ante, p. 139), a
brief description hu been given, are the principal atructorea of the kind in
Rome; but there are some others, inch u the Arch of Druena, the Arch of
Dolabella, the Arch of Gallienns, &c., that the lover of antiquities who visits
the city should not omit to see. All of these works, aa well aa the col um na
aud templea we have noticed, belong to the period of the empire when Rome
appeared in her greatest architectural magnificence, for wltich ahe waa cbie8y
indebted to the ell&mple of A11gu1tu1,whose higlteat ambition, after he was
firmly seawd on the imperial throne, wu to extend the limits of the city and
to adorn it with whatever could add to its splendour. But the further we
proceed in examining the arcltitectnre of Rome, from his reign to his 1ncceasors, the more apparent is the decline of pure principles and pure tute; the
influence of Greek Art is, indeed, manifest, ancl the Corinthian type everywhere
obtrudes, but so debased in style, and ofteotimes au loaded with worthleaa aud
meretriciooa ornament, that if the architects and aculptora of Athena and
Corinth could witness some of these Roman exhibitions of Gn:ek Art, they
would at once repudiate it as a falsity : at any rale, there is in them a mauifeet
dcparh1re from the simplicity and elegance of the works of the Greeks.
J. Dal"f'ORNE.
• Sir G. llco.d.
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hia banner; and it waa the heraldic blazon upon created knight-banneret. Sir John Chandoa, one
any banner which, by determining to whom it of the Kn~hte Founders of the Garter, appeared
banner at the battle of Navaret, on
NATIONALFLAGSOF ENGLAND:belonged, determined the military rank of the in- with his D181den
dividual by whom it wu displayed.
TB:ElllBIITOllT .UfD .t.SS0CUTl0N8.
ID many of the groups or military fignrea that
WITH A GLANCEAT THE FLAGSOF appear in the illuminatiollS and other works of
OTHERNATIONS.
medialval artists, the banners borne by different
chiefs upon their lauces are represented to have
BY CHARLES BOUTELL, )I.A.,
been cut very short in proportion to their depths;
Atrmoa
OJ' A " IUJ(11 AL OJ' BJdTIIB 4acBaoLOCT,"
in some instances, indeed, they extended but a few
" OH IIIITUJf MOtlUJl&llTB Ill' WKOLUID 41fD W4LU," " MO!fV•
THB

Jlllff.AL

BBI.UU

41CD 8L4B11," &TO.• &TO.

" ••••
In the air
A thomand atnt.men floated (alr,Varloaa In ahape, device, and hoe,
Green, aangolne, purple, red, and blne ;
Bl'OMI,narrow, 1wallow-ta11"'1,and aqoare,
Scroll, pennon, penoll, bandrol, there
O'er lhe i-,vlllona flew:
Blgheet and mldmoot wu d•orled
Th• Royal Banner floating wide."
J{armiffl, Iv. 38.

P.t.llT V.-TBII B.t.NN.lll.
THE B.t.NNllllwu of a eqnatt form, or nearly ao, and
it wu charged with the complete coat-of-arms of
the bearer or owner, but nut with any other device.
The armorial insignia were displayedupon the entire
area of the banner, coverin~ it u they would cover
a shield. ..d.pn1W11,t1Jit4iu pmnu tom off,would
very closely reaemble a banner : and thua banners
were often actually made in the middle ages on the
field of battle, when a knight, because of hia gallantry, waa advancedto the higher nnk of KN10HTBANN.Ell&T
by the aovereign himself, present in
person, under hia own royal banner displayed. On
anch occaaiona,a part of the ceremonyof creation
conaitted in the king commanding the pointe to be
torn off from the heraldic pennon that every knight
wu entitled to bear, thua reducing it to the eqnare
form of the banner, by which the knight in queetion wu thencerorth to be distinguished. For that
pnrpoae the knight, bearing his pennon in hia own
hand, wu led between two other knighte before
the king, when an herald Kid,-" May it pleaae
your grace, thit fntleman hath shown himself
valiant in the fie! , and for so doing deeerveth to
be advanced to the degree of knight-banneret, aa
worthy to bear a banner in the war. Then,'' adds
the chrouicler, "the king shall cauae the points of
bis pennon that they be rep.t off." Such waa
one of the cutoma prevalent in those dark agee,
when, without either payment of money, or any
other intereet than hia own worthineaa u it wu
atteeted by hia comndea in arms, a good soldier
wu promoted on the inatant upon the field of
battle.
The differencein form and appeannce between
the pennon and the banner may be characteristically
exemplifiedby placing aide by side the pellllon (27)

(27.)

(28. >

and the banner or St. George (28}. The difference
in significationbetween these two ensigns wu very
important and amounted to thi1, that whereas the
pennon w;. the personal ensign of the knight himaelf, who bore it upon hia own lance, the banner
wu the collective eoaign of a knight-banneret
together with the knight., men-at-arms, and others
who were under hia command. Tbua, while the
pennon indicated lruightly rank, the banner waa the
emblem of military authority. It wu the troopcolour of a knight'• or baron's special command,
and its poaitiou declared the presence of the chief
himself or of his delegated representative. Every
. officer in command, Cromthe king downward, liad

{33.)

(29.)

(31.)

inches Cromthe shafts of the lances. Banners of
thia form were adopted apparently with the view
to prevent their fluttering in the wind, and thna
impeding the free action or the knightly weapon.
The accompanyingexample (29) is Cromone of the
illumiuationa in the celebnted MS. oC Matthew
Parle, preserved at Corpna Christi College, Cambridge. Other e11mplea of these short banners
appear in the fragment (80) of a painting that
once adorned the wall.eof the " Painted Chamber"
at Weatminater. This Mme rngment containa a
triangular flag, which may have been a pennon
of uuuauallylarge dimension,. Similar triangular
flags are not uncommon in the repreaentatiollSof
mediaeval warfare and jonating. I give another
specimen (S1) from the decoratiollSof St. Stephen's

the morning of Feb. 8, 1367. " He brought hit
banner in hia haud,'' Kys the chronicler, "rolled
up, and said to the Prince of Walea,"-the Black
Prince--" • My lord, lulwld !,ere i• •Y banner; I
d~li11erit to yoa in t4i, tt1ay'"-Curled, or rolled,
round the ataff, that ia-" 'tllat it m11ypletue yoa
to di,play it, and t4at tAu day I may raile it:
/or, tllanlt God, I l,a11eland and Mritape tuj/icient
to ,vpport tlu rank tu it ought to !Je.' Then the
prince and the king"-Don Pedro-" took the
banner (which wu of silver, with a sharp pile,
gulee, (SS,) between their hands by the staff, and
displayed it, and returned it to him, Kying,' Sir JoAn, !Je4old your banner! May God grant
tllat yoa ""'!I do yoar duty I' Then Sir John
Chandoabore hia banner to hia own company,and
said,- • Sir,, lielwld /,ere my !J,rnnn-and y011r,:
keep it tU your own I "'
"Sir Jolm, !Jelwld your !Janner,'' said the
Black Prince, "•ay God grant tllat you may do
your duty!"
In these memorableworda the heroic
son of the third Edward anticipated the sentiment
with which, in after times, another true Englith
hero should 1nm up hia triumphant career. It wu
not, indeed, on the occuion of the first display of
a well-earned banner that NELSONspoke; still,
through the agency of flags it wu that hia lut
appeal thrilled through the exulting fleet, when
" Along the line the 1lgnal ran,Ewo1..t.110 BXPSCTS TBAT SUIT
IIU
Tam DAT WlLL DO BIS DOT1' ! "

And the reeponaivecheer which spontaneonalyarose,
-e fitting preludeto the thunders of the fight,-proclaimed that then, u of yore, u MIii also, England
might rely upon the dutiful devotionof her aona.
I mnat return to Sir John Chandoa," the flower
of Englith chivalry,'' for the pm-poae of adding
that he fell in a skirmish near the bridge of Luaac,
Dec. 81, 1870. His death ia deecribedby Froiaaart
in a manner no leaa vivid than that in which the
chronicler hu recorded the first appeannce of hia
banner. He appears to have been bnried at Mortemer, where he died or hit wonnd. Hia tomb, u
describedby Sir S. R. Meyrick (" Archeeologia,"u.

Chapel, Weatmiuter ; and I may refer to the
knightly figures in the aide niches of the canopy of
the Haating'a bnaa, at El!yng, in NorTollt, for
further illuatrationaof thit clua of lance-tlaga.
The cnrioua and interating effigyof Sir Robert
de Shnrland (about .t..D. 1810), at Minater, in the
Iale of Sbeppy, illuatntee the manner in which
banners were sometimesattached to lances by stnpe
or corda (82), a usage of which the remembrance ia
retaiued by na in the cords and taaae1athat we
attach to the heads of onr own military flag-atavee.
The more prevalent cuatom, however,in the middle
ageeappears to have been to wnp ~e bann~ itself
round the ataff, and then faaten it by ae":ng, u
may be supposed to .be the. arrangement an the
(3'.)
greater number of my illustrative examplea.
1
Froiaaart,in hia adminble Chronicle,hu given us 484.), ia a coped atone coffin, ree~g upon ow
the following gnphic account of the lird appeR· pillan, and having aculptured upou it the !Ja111"T,
ance on the field of battle of the banner of a newly- lance, and shield of the knight.
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In feudal times landa and other properties were
held by many persona and communities who were
not members of the military profeaaion, but who
Btill.were bound {in respect of their land and revenues) to contribute their contingents of men for
military service. Banners, which might be di•·
played in the field at the head of their respective
forces, were aaaigned to all such perao111 and communities . ThOB, all the monuteries or England
had their own banners. The banner of the great
Abbey o! St. Alban-the premier abbey of England
-for example, bore on a field of blue a golden
aaltire, or diagonal crou {84). Such an ecclesiastical banner would be displayed in war at the head

ward the Coofeaaor, alao a blue flag, charged with repreaentation {40), was borne by the celebrated
a crou flenry and five martlete of gold {38). In Anthony Bee, Bishop of Durham. who waa preaent
another clau of eccleaiutical banners, portrait. of at the aiege. Hia banner ia remarkable from the
laioted peraooagea appear to have been represented,
u in the instances of the banoen of St. Peter of
York, St. Wilfred of Beverley, St. John of Ripoo,
and St. Cuthbert of Durham.
The banner of
St. Cuthbert wu regarded with peculiar reverenoe,
and its presence wu hailed u a moat propitiona
preaage or victory: it wu displayed for the lut
time on the fatal tleld. of Flodden, Sept. 9, 1518,
by the Earl of Surrey, who took it oorthll'ard with
him, for that expreaa pnrpoae, from Durham . In
one of hie most eft'ective puaagea, Sir Walter Scott
hu described, in such worde u these, the agitated
career of aome of the noble and knightly ensign•
at Flodden : he begins with the pennons or the
lance•,-

·1

I
I

I

I

" In the amoke the pennona ftew,
Al In the storm the white ...... mew.''

Then" Amid the 1C1Deortumnlt high
They aaw Lord Marmion'• (aloon fiy ;
And stain!,.. Tunltal1'1 banner white,
And Edmund Howanl'a lion bright,
Still bear them bravely In the fight."

After a while-

(36.)

of the armed vaaaa1aof the monastery , and its
presence would denote that they appeared in that
capacity. In processions, and other peaceful aolemnities, the aame banner would appear at the pleasure of the Abbot of St. Alban'a. Famona and

" Fortnne, on the right,
With fickle ,mile cheer·d Bcot1and'1fight
Then (ell that apotl- benner whlte,The Howard'• lion reu :
Yet atlll Lord Marmlon'1 Ill.loonfiew,
With wavering lllght, while llercer grew
Around the battle yell. • • ••
Advano'd, rorc'd back,-now low, now high,
The banner annk and rose;
A1 bends the bark '• mut In the pie,
When rent are rigging, ahroads, and aall,
U waver'd 'mid the foea."

iJ

((Q,)

circnm.atance, that it ia described to have borne.
not the arms of his aee,but hi, paternal coat of
Bee-a croaa moline, ermine, upon a field of 11C81'let
.
It may be presumed, therefore, that the prelate
appeared on this occaaion rather in hia temporal
than in his eccleaiutical capacity, and that t.he
aoldiera who followed him formed his penonal COD·
tingent, and not a band compoeed of vauala of hia

-·

The bauner of the crnaader kings of Jerusalem
(41) bore five golden crosaea upon a groond of

11

I

lj

I
·1

!

Marmion'& eaqnire, "a tlery yonth ," could then no
longer endure to gaze from his distant post upon
the falling ensign of his lord ; he galloped to the
boat, followed by the archen of hie train, and
" With desperate chuge,
Made, ror a si-ce , an opening large;
The reocued banner roae :
Bat darkly oloa'd the war aroand,Lll<e pine-tree rooted f'rom the ground,
It 1nnl< among the f-. "

The moat characterist ic and interesting record of
early mediieval banners that have waved in the
breezea of England, ii the " Roll of Caerlaverock,''
a contemporary Norman-French poem, which contain, an accurate blazon of the armorial inaignia of
106 Baonerets, who were manhalled under the
royal banner of Ed"ard I., at hie siege of that
border-fortreaa, in the year 1300. With the heraldic
descriptions of the banoen, the writer hu UBO·
ciated alight but expressive aketchea of the good
knights who bore them . As an example of these
enaigna,I give the banner (39) of the hereditary

(37 )

popnlar aaiota had their own banners, which were
not in all cuea directly uaociated with any religiona establishment . Such were the baunera of
St . George of England {28) ; St. Andrew or Scotland (86), a blue flair, bearing a white aaltire;

I

Ii
(41,)

eilver,--a oompoaition exhibiting an intentional
violation or that fundamental law of heraldry, which
forbids any device to be repreaented in gold upon
silver, or in silver upon gold,-for the exprees purposeof distinguishing the eneign of the Chriat.ian
10vereign of the Holy City Cromthe insignia of all
other potentates .
The famooa banner of the Knights Templan,
called Buv-s&illT (42), had its upper half black

:s

s
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u
(3~.)

(3 8.)

St. Patrick of Ireland (36), a white flag charged
with a red aaltire ; St . Edward the Jifo.rtyr(87), a
blue flag, with three golden crowns ; and St. Ed ·-=:::...;:___.:; - ;.....:::
- .:::=:---

-

- - · --

-

"Constable" of England, Humphrey de Bohun,
the eighth of that name, Earl of Hereford and
Euex, "a rich and elegant young m&11,''as the
" Roll u declarea him to have been, who, two yean
afterwanla, married Eli%abethPlantageoet , yonogeat
daughter of the Iring. The De Bohun banner was
blue, and it bore a ailver bend, having on either aide
of it a" cotise" (or very narrow bend), and three
small liona rampant of gold. Another of the
Caerlaverock banners, of which I have alao given a

K
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(9"

(,2 .)
black to typify terror to
foea, and the white to proclaim amity and goochrill
to friends. This ensign of the order ii repeatedly
repreaeoted in the pai11teddecorations of the Temple
Church in London, ll'here it appears of narrow proportions, and haviug its title set forth beside it.

andthe lower white,-the

--- ---=--c
--==-=--- --- - -
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The war-cry of the Temple chivalry was also fleurs-de-lys (44). Before this period the fleurs-de" Beau-8eantl" and the Temp Iara had for their lys had been more in number, and they were scatdevices the Agnus Dci ; a group consisting of two tered-umie-over
the entire surface of the royal
knights of the order mounted upon one hone, indi- banner (45). Of theae two banners, the earlier is
cative of their original poverty; and a red cro88 of di1tingui1hed as France ancient, and the later as
eight points wom upon a white ground. The France modern. The change was made by Charles
Knights Hospitallers, or Knights of St . John, were VI. of France, on the acceuion of Henry V.
distinguished by a white cross, of the same form as to the English crown ; for it is said that the
that worn by the Templars, upon a black ground.
French monarch very naturally Mt aggrieved by
The Orijlamme, the celebrated ensign of France, the circumatance that the kings of England, as
which was taken by the French kings from the claimants of the crown of France also, quartered
Abbey of St. Denya only on occasions of great the lilies of France with the English lions (46),importance and necessity, and then displayed in
front of their armies for the encouragement of the
troops, may be considered to have partaken of the

were brought to an end on Bosworth Field in 1485,
the royal banner that had been adopted by Henry V.,
and by him transmitted to his unfortunate son, was
continually displayed at the head of both the conflicting armies. It was the royal banner of England,
and the crown of England was challenged by the
rival chiefs of both York and 1.&ncaater; Lancaetrians, therefore, and Yorkists alike followed to the
field the quartered ensign with the lilies and the
lions. Banners, bearing the arms of Warwick, and
the other nobles who fought and fell in these devastating ware, were then familiar objects in England.
With them might have been asaociated two other
ensigns aeverally charged with the fatal " Roaea"
themaelves-" the Red Roae and the White "-the
Red Rose, deep ruby-coloured as the" aspiring blood
of Lancaster" (48), and the white, eneircled with the

~--i

'

I

I

('3.)

nature of both the pennon and the banner. It was
a square flag (48), composed of a very rich bright
scarlet or flame-coloured silk, quite plain, and without any device whatever, but it terminated in five
long flame-like points. This sacred flag was given
to the breeze in front of the armies of France for
the last time at Agincourt, Oct. 25, 1415, when
it waved solemnly above the heads of 60,000

(46.)

accordingly, since the firit aud fourth quarters of
the royal banner of England then were anre, 1emle
de ly1, Charles VI. reduced the number of the
fleurs-de-lys in hie own banner to three, thus producing a diatinct heraldic ensign: whereupon king
Henry V. of England did the like, and thenceforward
for many years the three lilieti of gold appeared in
the royal banners of both England and France.
The banner of Henry V., therefore, was the aame
with that of his succe1SOrof the houae of Tudor,
the eighth Henry (54), without the accessories or
the green and white banner-staff' or of a fleur-de-lys
at its head. After the change effected by Charles VI.,
so long as the ancient fleur-de-lya continued to
appear in a banner of France, the French kings
ceasedto make an1 further alteration in their armorial in&iguia. It 11 probable that King Charles VJ.
determined both on the number lllree for his fleursde-lya, and on their being so placed on hie banner
as to form a triangle resting upon its apex, in remembrance of a banner borne by his predecessors
in very early day, of the French monarchy. In
thia very ancient banner, which was white, tllree
black frog, were arranged (as the heralds say), two
princes, nobles, knights, esquires, and men-at-arma . and 0116-a single one, that is, beneath the two
Since that day, the national banners of France and others ( 4 7). Such a banner has been aasigned to
England have but too often met in hoatile array,
and been witneuea to many a fiercely-contested
fight; more.recently, they have been displayed aide
by side, in friendly alliance, in front of a common
foe ; and it ia to be hoped that, throughout all time
to come, these united flags may proclaim an uninter-

~,i%
I

,r/~/

1

('1.)

(t5.)

rupted friendship between the two greatest nationa
in the world.
The royal banner of France, at the time of Agin.
court, bore on a blue field tllree golden lilies, or

Clovis himaelC, who may be considered to have
rounded the French monarchy in the beginning of
the sixth century. The sketeh that I have given ia
drawn from a copy of a representation of the
ancient banner, that once existed in the cathedral at
Rheims. The device or the three frogs, impaled
with the fleurs-de-lya, ia recorded to have been also
borne by early French princes.
Throughout the fiercely-contested "Wars of the
Roses," which began in 1455 at St. Alban's, and

(48.)

glittering rays of the" Son of York" (49). The Lancaatrian princes are auppoaed to have derived their
well-lr.nowndevice from John of Gaunt, one of whoee
badv;eswas a "red roae ;" and the white rose of the
rival house ia supposed to have been first used by
Edmond of Langley, from whom Edward IV. was
descended in the female line. Edward IV. himself
first auumed the rou-en-101eil as a badge after the
victory of Mortimer's Cro88,when three auna were
said to have appeared in the heavens, which, as the
day advanced, and the Yorkiat arms prevailed,
became united in one. Before, however, that this
omen was fnlfilled, more battles liad to be Conglit,

c,&.)
and againthe crown or England was destined to be
both loat and won.
The banners in use in England after the aceesaion
of the sovereigns of the Houae of Todor, in their
general character resembled those of the previons
period. STAJIDA.BDS
then came into use, and
appeared in a1SOCiationwith banner• in war, at
tournaments, and on all solemn and festive occaaioua.
It will be sufficient for me here to refer to two
examples of Tudor banners, one of them a banner
borne by Henry VII. before his aceesaion, and the
other a banner of hie son and sncceasor. Henry VII.
took for the supporters of bil royal arms a greyhound
and a dragon. The dragon ia said to have been the
armorial enaign of Cadwallader, the last of the
native British kings, from whom Henry, as a Tudor,
apparently wiahed to declare his descent. This
imaginary animal, a " red fierze dragon, beeten upon
white and greene aarcenett," was the charge of one
of the three banners which the victor of Bosworth
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laid upon the altar of St. Plt.ul'e, whllll he made his
triumphant entry into London. Silver (or white)
and green were the Tudor "livery colours." The
other banner appears on board a boat, cloee in by
the ahore, in the cnrioua picture at Hampton Conrt,
representing the embarkation or Henry VIII. from
Dover, on his way to meet Francia I. at the" Field
of the Cloth of Gold," in 1620. The picture is
attributed to Holbein, and I ahall have occaaion
hereafter more than once to refer to it again. The
banner in the boat ia a " St. George" of large
dimenaiona ; but, instead of the red croea being
upon its own proper ground of white, in thia instance
it haa been set upon the livery coloara of the king
(50), on a field, that ia, formed alternately of white

(GO.)

and green hara (IJ11rry,arg111t,and f!trl}. Another
banner of St. George, in all respect& heraldically
correct, waves from a tower by the water.side.
In our own times, banners identical with thoee of
the middle ages may be aeen hnng up above the
etalls in the choir of St. George's Chapel, at Windsor, and in the Chapel of Henry VII., at Westmi~ater : they are aeverally the enaigna of the
Knights of the Garter, and of the Knight, Grand
Crosses of the Bath. Other similar b11nnen decorate
Wolsey'a Hall, at Hampton Court; and m11nyother
of these relica of the day, of chivalry liuger here
and there, hung up high in duaty silence, perhaps in
some old hall, or, by far more probably, above a
tomb and an armed effigy, in 80me church or chapel
that waa " builded in the olden time."
Bauners, beaides being borne on staves and lances,
were conatantly attached to trumpet,. Thua Chancer
aaya," Every ,,.,,,,.puthis lordll armys bare."

At the Battle of Agincourt, the Duke of Brabnnt,
who arrived late on the field, is aaid to have taken
one of their banners from his tnimpeten, and to
have placed it abont his own person, aa his snrcoatof-arms. Shakapere alludes to this when he aays," I will a b,m,.,,. from a trumpet take,
And me It (or my haale. ••

il
Ii
/i

!I
11
11

1:

'i

Bannen continue to be attached to trumpets,
both amongtt ourselves and by other nationa. In
our trnmpet-bannera, however, we now ao far deviate
fr?m the early practice aa to place the royal arms,
with the support.era and other acceuories, upon the
flags, inatead of covering the whole area of each
banner with the arma only.
Varioua modificationaof the banner were, and still
are, in uae by heralds, on the occasion or state
fnnerals, and otlier solemn pageants. Amongst
these are the bamurole, an heraldic flag of rather
sm!l11size, charged with the moat important quarteringa ~r the arms of any family; the guidon, a
largewhite ftag, emblazoned with certain appropriate
he!"'dic devieea, expreseive of high rank and distingwahed honour ; the greaJ 6anner, charged with
numeroua qnarteringa or arms; and others, of which
the peculiar character and uae would be in some
degree determined by circumataneea connected with
the ceremonial at which they would be displayed.
PUT VI.-BA?CN:ns u S.u.
.
.
.
At aea,it waa cnato'!lary, 1!1the middle ages, for
men-at-arms to be 1tat1oned 10 the top,, and nt the
bow~, and on the forecastles of t~e different veaaela,
holding the bannen of the chiefa who were on :

I

board, and other similar flags; aome of them, of a
large1ize, were displayed from banner-staves fixed

THE ROYAL PICTURES.

for that pnrpoee at the aterna and bows of the
vesaela, or at their maat-heada. From the principal
ST. AGNES,
vea,el of a squadron the royal banner would be
diaplayed. The armorial insignia of the king, and
Domenlohloo, Painter.
8. Smith, Eognver.
Size or the Picture , ft. by a tt.
of his great barons, were alao emblazoned, in the
early day, of our glorioua navy, upon painted shields
which hnng round the bulwark&of the ships (where DoKENICO ZAKPJEll.r,or, aa he is nenally called.
the hammocks are now ,towed), precieely in ac- Domenichino, born at Bologna in 1681, was one of
cordance with a naageprevalent in the ahips of war the moat illu1triou1 painten of the Bolognese echool,
of antiquity; and they were repeated upon other and among the most diatinguiahed scholan who
painted figures of ahielda, with which it was the went forth from the studio of the Caracci : his talenta
cuatom to aurround the " topa," or " top-caatlea," and success throughout hia career were 80 remarkaa they were then called. Strange and DDBhipshape able, aa to excite the constant jealouay and ill-will of
to a modem nautieal eye aa all representations of many of hid contemporaries. Soon after he had
these old veuels appear, they still are eminently entered the Academy of the Caracci, he bore away
picturesque, and they sometimea beareven a noble the principal prize from all hie competitors, among
aspect. A, vehicles for heraldic display, they were whom were Guido and Albano ; with the latter
eminently in high favour. Their armorial splendour Domenichino formed an intimate friendship, and, 011
of bannen and shields waa commonly increased by leaving the school, they viaited together Parma,
the characteristic naageof emblazoning tlie entire Modena, and Reggio, to study the worb of Panne1ai/1 with the arms and cognizances of princes and giano and Correggio. Albano then went to Rome,
chieftains. Thus, the aaile themaelvea were COD• whither he waa shortly followed by his friend. The
verted into nautical banuen. In one of the illumi- Cardinal Agucchi was the firat who 80 far appreciated
nations of the Cambridge copy of Matthew Paris, the genius of Domenichino aa to extend to him hia
the " king'• ship " ie repreaeuted with the three patronage : he employed him to deconte hia palace,
liona of England emblazoned upon her solitary and ~ve him a r.ommiuion to paint three picturea
aail. The great aealor Richard Duke or Gloucester for the Church or S. Onofria. Annibal Caracci wae
(afterwards Richard Ill.) illuatratee the same prac- at this time in Rome, occnpied with his great work
tice about the middle of the fifteenth century in the Farnese Gallery, and be engaged Domenichino
to execute a portion of it from his cartoons : in the
(.1.. D. 1467). The ahipa in the "Embarkation
of Henry VIII.," to which I have already made loggiaof the garden he painted from his oWll deaigus
reference, are splendidly dressedwith varione flags; "The Death of Adonis." On the recommendation
and they all have shields and other heraldic insignia of Caracci, whose failing health incapacitated him
painted in different part• or their hulla and rigging; from undertaking any new commiuione, Domenibut there are not any emblazoned aaila. The aaila chino was employed, in•conjnnction with Guido, by
of the ahip, however, that the king honoara with his the CardiualBorghese, in the Church of S. Gregorio.
The next great Roman ecclesiastic who aought to
magnificent presence are of cloth of gold : her
baunera-and thoee of the other vesaeleof the eqna- avail himself of hia talents was the Cardinal Aldodron are identical with them-are charged with the brandini, whoee villa at Frascati he decorated with
royal arms, and their staves are painted of the frescoes, ten in nnmber, fr<>mthe life of Apollo.
Tudor colours (white and green), and anrm<>unted Soon after his completion of these worka he comby a fleur-de-lys (51). The tmmpeten on board menced hia grand picture of "The wt Communion
this ahip have large bannen attached to their instru- of St. Jerome," for the principal altar of the Church
ments. Somewhat later, the arms of Charles Lord or S. Girolamo della Carita, at Rome : thia work hu
Howard of Effingham, Lord High Admiral of Eng- nnivenally been regarded aa the c!ef-d' onr,re of the
land, appear on his great eealnpon a shield within muter, and second only to Raft'aelle'a "Transfiguraa garkr in the centre of his ship'• mainsail. The tion" among the pictures or the world. When the
ahip alao carries, beaides her enormone streamers, French armies, during the 1fB1'11of the Revolution,
two bannen of St. George. 'fhis was the Lord Howard rifted Italy of her Art-treasures, this waa one of the
who commanded the Eugliah fleet which completed fint worka on which they laid violent hands; and,
the deatruction of the Spanish Armada, in 1588. nntil the peaceof 1815, it ornamented the gallery
At the same period the cuatom began to prevail of of the Louvre : it was then restored, with the other
placing arms in a similar manner npon the ftags that pictures and atatues that had been carried oil, and
were hoiated in such liberal profu,ion on board ship. ia now in the gallery of the Vatican, in the ame
Two other pictures of great historical interest at apartment with the "Transfiguration," and four
Hampton Court exemplify the same practice in the other pictures by Ralfaelle-a splendid exhibition in
following century. In one of · these pictun:a themselves.
The fame Domeuichino acquired by thia picture
Charles II . is repreaented embarking from Holland,
only redoubled the malevolence of his rivala, who at
length succeeded in driving him ont of Rome. He
returned to Bologna, where he passed several yean
in the quiet exercise of his talents ; but Pope Gre.
gory XV., unwilling to loae his valuable servicee
prevailed npon him once more to visit Rome ; and
appointed him principal painter and architect to the
pontifical palace. He died in 1641, after a life
laborioualy passed in the earnest and succeaaful
punuit of an art which he loved and practised in
all sincerity.
His " St. Agnes,'' one of the "heir-looms " of
the British crown, waa formerly an altar-piece, but
from what church it waa taken, and when it waa
brought to England, there seems to be no positive
information: the picture, prior to its removal to its
present locality, waa at Kensington Palace. The
;youthful saint-who, according to tradition, suffered
martyrdom at the age of thirteen, in the year 808(51.)
is standing in au attitude of deep devotion ; an angel
in 1660, at the Restoration, and his ahip carries a i$ flying towards her with a crown and palm-branch
red flag with the royal arm, upon a shield in its while another ie seated at her feet caresaing a lamb'
centre. The embarkation of William Ill., iu 1688, the symbol of St. Agnes, who is the peculiar patron~
ia the subject of the companion-picture, in which the of innocence and purity of mind. The head-ita
king appears in his barge, on hie way to the ship, long hair confined by a rich tiara-is of exceeding
and the barge displays a red Ong emblazoned with beauty; the figure ia designed with great elegance
the royal arms of England on n shield, accompanied and the entire composition is elevated in character'
with supporters and other devices. The regular ia painted with great warmth and transparency
ships' ensigns, that were introduced towards the colonr, and is regarded aa one of the artiat'a beat
commencement of the seventeenth century, I leave picturea.
for subsequent conaideration.
It is in the collection at Windsor Castle.
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THE ART-JOURNAL.
epiritual works, either in the originals, or through
the translation of engrnings, without aubtle questionings touching the doctrine of artistic inapiration.
In turning over the present series, we find figuree
THE ARUNDEL SOCIETY,
FOR PROMOTING THE KNOWLEDGE OF .ART. and faces· 10 pure and angelic, so little tainted by
the groaeermaterialism of earth, that, in the words
of Vaaari, they are like to no work of mortal hand,
Tats IOCietyhaa now iuned ita tenth annual Report. bnt u if painted in Paradise. We know, indeed,
It haaatrngp;led on through yeara or difficulty, and that Angelico him.self regarded hie art ns the direct
now at length finds pecuniary auccea, and ~wing
gift of heaven. We are told that it waa his rule not
pop11larity crown ita efforta. Ten yeara ago it waa to retouch or alter any of hie works, but to leave
eatabli,hed, with the apeeial pnrpose of promoting them jnet u inepiration had first ehaped them,
the knowledge of the higher brauchea of the arts ; believing that such wu the will of God. We thereand it hu, year b1 year, presented to ita members fore, as we have eaid, ever look upon the beanteous
engravings of aome great Italian work, little known, form, traced b1 hia pencil, aa if they descended from
it may be, to the general public, but claimillg con- the world of spirits, u if the 1oula of the good a11d
sideration by special rarity or beauty. It haa pure wished for a seaaon to take np an earthly tarrithus aometimea thanldeuly laboured to form a ance, and uked of the painter a corporeal body, ill
tute, and to create for itaelf an appreciating public, which henceforward they might dwell. The Aruadel
stemming th~ stream of unpopularity, in the ateadfut
Society, in giving thelll works to a aeclllar English
perauuion that ita miaaion wu high, and ita object public, might well think they were preaching a
praiseworthy.
It thua, for some yeara, dared to homil1 to holineae. All that revelation haa told ne
threaten ita very aistence, by the publication of of a peacewhich the world cannot give, of a beanty
hard, wood engravings from the works of Giotto, untainted by ain, of a faith ao eerene that a doubt
valuable to the antiquary, aud even to the profaeed oaunot ehadow, may here be traced in the linea of
connoi11eur, bnt neceeaarily of little or no interest these carefully-execnted engraving,. The spiritual
to that larger public, upon whose liberal support the sensibility of the facea, no le11 than the frailty of
sncceaa, and even the existence, of the society ulti- the bodily lilleamente, seem to take DI to that laud
mately depended. Arter some years of hard fighting where no etorma ahake the tranquil sky, and no
thronp;h all the difficultiea incident to deliberate carea corrode the calm cheek of beanty . These
unpopularity, the society at lut entered upon a new engrarings, in the praent aapect of our own Engcareer, by which at once the public eye wu to be lish school, teach an important !t110n, and tell
allured by the beauty of colour, and the correct taste ua what the moch-abued term " Pre-Raphaelite"
of the already educated few satisfied by eaaential really implies. }'or one thing, they show ua that
It haa thua, for the laat two years, nglineae 'lfa& not, in those day,, dcelll1'dthe outward
acellence.
satisfied both zealous anpportera and murmuring sign of holilleu. Vaaari expreuly tells DI that
objectors, by the publication of carefull1 executed Angelico wu one of thoee who held that the aainte
chromo-lithographa from aome of the rareat, aa well in heaven are aa much more beantiflll than mere
aa of the moat beauteous, of early Italian freecoes. mortal beinga, u heaven itaelf ia more beauteous
Some two years ,ince, Mr . la yard travelled through than earth. Accordingly, throughout theae works
Umbria and the north of Italy, aud, with Vaaari in we find the inaooence of chilli.hood, the purity of
hand, hunted ont all but forgotten works, audformed woman, and tho lweuedneae of the eainta, ever
for the society entirely new plaae for future opera- clothed in the serenity of henenl1 lovelilleu. H
tione. With trained alrill, a11d with mach actual appean, indeed, to have been thia arti,t'a areed, or
phyaical exertion, he made traced outlinea of many rather hie llllCOllleioasintuition, that ugliu- wu
important frescoea, little known, or in coane of bnt the taint of ain, that it entered creation u the
actual decay. l\lra. Bigford Burr, a akillad amateur, work of Satan, and that thna religious art should
whose dnwings and aketehea hue justly claimed reatore to tbe outward form, even u the work of
warm admiration, haa likewia11 executed red.need grace to the inward eolll, the orip;iual, though loet
coloured atudiee of these same freacoea, giving their perfection. So completel1, indeed, had thia one
pictorial effect and architectural poaition. In addi. grand idea taken poeeeaaion of this artist and hie
tion, Signor Mariannecci hu been employed pro- acbool, that it ie notorioua, that when he came to
faeionally in the copying of frescoes b1 Pinturicchio the paeaion aud the confilct of earth, hie hand wu
at Spello, by Benozzo Gozzoli, at San Gimignano; wanting in power, and hi• geniue incapable of draand not Ieeeimportant picture, by Franceeco Francia, matic intenlity. Hie, indeed, wu tbe monaatic
in tbe dcaecrated chapel of St. Cecilia, at Bologna. art, walki11g ill cloisten shadowy in the evening
The Arundel Society thna propoaea to promote that light, treNing in path, aoftl1 etre'fl'n with gentle
knowledge of Art, for wbicb it wu originally esta- flowers, Jooki11ginto anneet 1kiea of rainbow gloriblished, by the publication of racaimile outlines traced a world all ahut ont from the ruder nature where
by Mr. l.ayard from the original picturea. It fnr. thUDdera reign, or that wider world where peuio111
thermore attempt• to bring theae freacoea before the tri111Dph
. One of the chief adnntagea iaciaent to a
• English pnblic, in their actual, pictorial, and deco- eociety like the Arundel, ia that it carriea ite mam•
rative effect, by chromo-lithographe, the careful be11 back into a worli and &R age which it now no
reproductions of coloured drawings. 'l'he entire more. In the noise and the confilct of a city life,
publicatione of this society are now before na, and iu the midst of an art and all epoch wholly material
we shall endeaTonr to bring to our readers' notice, and mechanical, it ie ealntary and refreshing to be
in one collected revie'fl', a deacription and cri&icism taken back to mell and times with whom we have
of the worka which have been thought beat fitted to now little in common. Theee were men to whom
advance that knowiedjte oC higheat Art, for which the natural law, of science were unknown, and juat
this IOCietyclaims a privileged exitteace.
ill proportion u natural and material facts were
Nine years ago a fortunate commencement wu beyond their reach, do we find them soaring into
made, by the translation of Vaaari'a " Life of Fra the 1npernatural, never doubtiag whether angele
A1,gelico,'' illustrated with outlinea from the paia&er'e eould by wi11g&defy the Newton Jaw of gravity.
works, executed by l\lr. Scharf. The first, aeeond, This eeriea of engrarings, 1ketehy :uid slight, are
and third years of the aociety'a aiatence Wtft like- careCully e1ecnted, giving the special character of
wise in part devoted to tbe freacoea exeeuted by thi, the oriRinal works. On comparieon with certain
great spiritual artist in the chapel of the Vatican. outlines pnblished in Italy, we cu thank the Arundel
We all kuow the history of thia good man. Fra Society for placing within our n:ach tranacripta of
Angelico, gifted from hie earlieai 100th with tbe far greater acooraq and value.
gcniue of an artist, petronage and wealth within
The muter next aelec:ted for illnatration wu
his reach, he yet determined, for the " peace of his Giotto, and the sceoe of his choeea labonn the
mind, aud in order to attend, above all thing•, to the Arena Chapel, ill Padu. Giotto, we know, was one
suing of hia aonl, to enter the religione order of of the greatest ol painters, and the Arena Chapel
the Dominicans." Hiatory, and Poetry, and Art, auuredly is one of the 111oetimportant of hia worke.
are never weary of dwelling on a lite ao eminently Giotto wu born in the year 1276, and died 1336 ;
pure and good ; and for onraelves, we feel that we the chapel wu founded in 1303, and Giott4>,u the
cannot know enough of the ways, and tboughte, and muter painter in Italy, waa 1nmmoned, in the year
worb of a man, who prayed, and wept, and painted, 1306, to decorate ite walls. Thie chapel, which, in
and again watched and faeted, and then again painted, the history of Art, may be ranked with tbe church
u angele eeemed to whisper, and vision, came to at Auiei, i, one of tho1e interiors where architecture
and offen but a surface for pictorial decoration ; where the
telL We never can look upon these beanteoD1
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wall, and compartments are u leavee of a great
book, in the pages of which are emblaioned th0&e
signal events in the Christian religion, which brought
ealvation to the world. It hu well been eaid of
such pictorial narratives, that they were u an illuminated Bible, wherein the unlet.tettd multitude migh$
see whiit they hod not the ability to read; that thDI
might be handed down, not by dim tradition only,
but through visible demo11atratio11,tho1e great
truths, which had been not only preached, but actually
euacted in the aight of all the people. Ill the
seriea publiehed by the Arundel Society, illustrating
the life of Chriet, we fiod, among many other
eubjecte - " The Baptiam," "The Marriage in
Cana," "The Raising of Lazarus,"" The Entry into
Jeruealem,'' and "'fhe l.aat Snpper." We 11retold
with what ardour worb auch aa thesewere uniformly greeted by the people. 'l'~y seem to have
taken the unlettered multitude by aurpriae, to have
come like a revelntion, an actual and viYid realiution
of things which the soul had long thirsted for. And
now, when we· onrselve, look at theae first early
efforts, after the lapee of more than five hundred
years, a no leea surprise, 11ot to say dismay, eeisee
on our minds-a surprise that worb eo rude could
have held ao strong a away over the popular imagi•
nation. Bringing to the criticism of these early
frescoca the superior acqniremeat of the present
day, we look upon these works u the tentative
efforts of childhood simply striving to do ite beat,
with litlle knowledge, yet mnch ual. with little
po1Verto execute, bnt yet the germs of great thonghi
struggling for utterance. It wu a bold venture
when the Arundel Soci~y determined to claim for
this eeriea of thirty woodcUA, with othera yet UD•
publiabed, a favourable reception from aubecriben
not apecillily edncated in inch antiquriu
lore. The
mode of publication, too, hard, dry woodCllte,an Wl•
happy rendering of 110ft delicate freaeo execution,
seemed specially eelected to defy popularit7, and to
preclude an1 wide anpport. 'fhia enterprise, happily
all i>nt completed, and fortlllMltely now no lonp;er
precluding more allnrine; undertakinga, haabeen, we
believe, the one grand mistake of this well-purposed
society. Yet, at the eame time, we are bound to
admit that this seriee will be valued juet in proportion u the members potaeu eullicient knowledge
to uaign to these works their doe poeition in the
rise ancldevelopment of Italian Art. Vuari tells ua
that it wu Giotto'a special miuion to appealollce
more to a neglected nature, and to overturn the
lifeleu conventiooaliem which, under Byzantine
,way, had for centuriee paralyzed the arte. Cimabue
had firet shown the way ; and when he took the
child Giotto from the eheepfold, the mantle or the
muter's 1;::iius fell upoa the choeeapupil. In
looking through thia eeries of engrarings, the dry
bones of a death-shrouded art already ,tart into life
and animated action. Draperies, llO doubt, are still
hard and rigid, yet life throbe beneaththem ; they
respond to the movement of the figure, the sym.
metry of their fall is modnla&edby the articulalion
of the nndoerlyingmembers. Tbe growing atndy of
neture, too, is aeen ill the individual character of
the head,. Age ia marked by dignity, yonth by
beauty, goodaeu by eobriety and chaatened 1implicit1. We already find the helll ol Chriet noble
tn expreNion, and elevated in type ; the feaiuree of
J udu, on the other haad, are corrupt and all but
deformed. Such a aeries of engravings, u we have
llllid, ma7 snggeat to the student maay interesting
rellectione. By aualysie he ma, trace the various
whieh have
achoole, and the individual a@'ltllCiea
combined to produce this llltimate pictorial result.
He will still diecover the emaeiated lia11111entt
of
that Byzantine art, wbich, by • tedioua pedigreeof
descent, from the still elder bui ontwom clauic,
prolonged a painfal and diaeuedexistence, iu which
beauty wu corroded into lut cleee1,a:ul strength
took refuge ill a etem paral1eia. Even in the
draperiea, which we have seen occaeion to commeud,
are the long drawn lillea of Bymatine feebleness.
Even in the facee, which have the daWllof a better
life, are often found the lines of thole careworn,
anxiona, ani morose featuree aeen in By1111tinemoeaics, which haant the beholder's milkl u a bideoaa
nightmare, and eeem.
to tell of ao etenity of ,offering.
Yet here aad there we tl'M8 nature awakening into.
beanty, 111dsmiling once agaill into bliaa41 life.
We thua eee iu Giotto the tradition, of the pu,
dying out beCore that new birth which nature wu
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abo•it to give. Tradition bad enthralled the artl ;
nature promised liberty; and then came a third
agency-the individual jl;Cniusof Giotto-moulding
the dead put into the living pretent. These three
forces we trace throughout these works, ever com•
bining to a joint result. Sometimes history and
tradition are paramount, t.breatening with reaction
and retrogression; in other places nature uaertl for
a moment almoat undisputed away ; and then again
the voice of Giotto apeata, u if he alone had truths
to tell. He wu a simple, truth-loving man, who
spoke out honestly all that he knew; who told na
what wu nearest to hie heart in few, straightforward
worda, Hia utterance onen faltered, u if hie soul
were overburdened, laden with sorrows or elated by
joy,, to which u yet he conld give no adequate
expression. In this early art do we thus especially
love to mark the atruggling of a great muter-mind
to free itaelf from all impediment,, and break loose
in untrammelled liberty, the equal companion of
nature, and the humble servaut of G_od
. But Giotto
lived, u we have aeen, in times when genius itself
could effect but little, and waa often merged and all
bnt !oat in the oblivions centnry which had given
it a crndle, aud off'ered it a grave. Yet he baa
outlived Time, the devourer of reputations, simply
because he allied himself to those eternal trutha in
nature which admit of no decay.
The unpopularity of thia aerica of woodcuts wu,
finally, in some measure redeemed by an eminently
attractive chromo-lithograph of thia aame Giotto
Chaiiel, executed from one of Mn. Hij!;ford Burr's
admirable dral'l'ings. The wood engravings had given
with accuracy the outline, light, shade, and composition of the original works; thi~ ehromo.lithograph brought together their acattered detail, telling
the untravelled English public, almost for the firat
time, how frescoes were, by the middle-age Italians,
made accessories to architectural design and decorative eff'ect. In that aonthern sky and climate,
gilded and dazzling with an ardent aun, religion
wu seldom robed in the neutral greys to which
our northern eyes are habitually accustomed. In
this very chapel we find the roof blue ae the depth
of Italian sky, gemmed with golden atars, from the
midst of which aaiuta and angela look down upon
the worshippers below. Ou every aide, in purest
and brightest colour, are scenes taken from the
life of l:hriat and the Madonna, kindling imaginetion, and warming to the ardour of wonhip. In
those days the house of God wu made as the
portal to the courts of heaven, rich in radiant gems,
and roofed by rainbow,. Colour wu the attribute
of light, that light which came from heaven. Its
harmo11iea,intensities, and loveliness, seemt-d BYIIt·
bolic of the inner harmonies of the spirit world,
the mu,ic of the spheres, the cadence of thoughts,
each taking a tone and a colouring conlOnant with
the joy or the solemnity of worship. Such, no
doubt, was the theory and the purport of these
gorgeoua middle-age interiors. They come upon our
cold northern eye, accustomed to the chill of paaaionless whitewuh, with the hectic duah of fever. Yet
we have already made, and shall probably continue
to make, in our own country like attempts. Of late
years, our architects and decorators have been seized
with the love of ornamental colour. In aomc of our
cathedrals and chapter.houaes experiments, which
have been deemed bold and almost unwarrantable,
have been tried. Secular hall,, both in London
and the provinces, have been adorned with the
richne11 of gold and the full glitter of colour; and
the public have been dazzled by the attempt, not to
aay dismayed. The whole question ia atill beset
with unsolved difficulties. It is still subject of dispute whether a cold, foggy climate rtquires a cool
consonant colouring, or whether, on the other hand,
ita very coldness does not the more demand the
artificial aid of a coloured warmth. It is still an
undetermined question how far architecture and
sculpture, in the chasteness of their purity, ehould
rely solely upon form; or, on the other band, to
what extent the desired Art.expression may be aug.
naented by huca, aud tones, and harmonies, taken
Croma sister art. Again, it may rightly be subject
of debate ·whether we shall truat to the natural
tints of well.selected atones or marbles; or, ou the
other hand, boldly call in the more artificial aid of
the colouriat'a bruah, and paint an outer surface
which ahall pleue H a picture and disgniae u a
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informed, u in tbia ebromo-lithograph, what
had been in olden times attempted, and
what success rewarded the experiment. Accordingly,
the Committee of Privy Council for the Department
of Science and Art have made an annual grant of
.£100, in order that the Schoola throughout the
country may be furnished with these chromo-lithographs: a higher tribute could scarcely be paid to
the value of these W'>rkau iustrnmentl of popular
and national education. Thia first ebromo-lithograph
of Giotto'a Chapel, though perhaps inevitably a little
heavy and opaque, is certainly a triumph over no
ordinary difficulties. When we consider that ead1
separate colour ia printed by a distinct atone, when
we find that each wall of this resplendent interior
ia covered with pictures of crowded figures, we 1nay
estimate the difficulty of the taak, and the skill by
which these difficultiea have in great measure been
overcome.
The pnblications of the put year comprised, in
addition to the chromo-tint of the Arena Chupel, a
scrond chromo-lithograph taken from a fresco of
Pietro Perugiuo, at Panicale, upon the Lake of
l'erugia. It ia tbc intention of the Arundel Society
thna to illustrate in colonn the worka of the leading arti,ta iu the Italian schools, to fnrniah the
portfolio• of ita members with a historic aeries, in
which may be traced the ri&e and development
of Italian art from ita earlier struggles to it• full
and final maturity. In the Arena Chapel of Giotto,
and the worka of Perugino, both illnatrated by thia
society, we have two great landmark& in the history
of Art. The pictnrea of Giotto lie at the first starting-point; the works of Perugino are close upon the
goal. Giotto wu the first promise; Perugino all
but the final reward. No doubt Perugino himadf,
when compared with all the allurement and artifice
of later time•, appears still hard aud undeveloped;
yet we find iu Iris comparatively mature works the
aecompliahment of prior historic promise. Human
nature, both in its physical lineaments, and in its
higher upect of spiritual expression, ia almost now
for the first time fully understood. Drawing now
attains to ucnracy of hand and truth to nature ;
colour becomes lu.stroua and harmonious; and the
tlnisbed picture ia not only a work pleuant to the
eye, but profitable to the soul. Art at that period
had become truly a ministration to religion ; aainta
were made bnt a little lower than the angels in
beauty and holiness; heaven seemed to stoop to
earth and aanctify the works of man. The picture
by Perngino, &elected for publication, ia perhaps
valuable rather u a discovery than for its preeminent merits among the works of the muter.
To Mr. Layard, who rescued the marbles of Nineveh,
was reserved the further honour of bringing to
light, or at least to notice, all but forgotten frescoes
lying in fol'sakeo towns of Italy. Among the
number thus rescued from neglect, or aaved from
destruction, is this fresco by Perugino, "The Martyrdom of Saint Sebaatian." "This noble work,"
says Mr. Layard, "although mentioned in moat livea
of the painter, is nnuoticed by hie first biographer,
Vasari. It hu consequently been overlooked, even
by those who have made the history of the art of
hie period a study."-" On one of the wooded hills
rising above the Lake of Perugia atanda the small
town of Panicale; its half-ruined walls and towers
show tbat it was a fortified post of some importance
during the middle ages. Away from the high road
leading to the principal cities of central Italy, it is
seldom visited by the traveller, who would scarcely
find in it the miserable shelter of an Italian
'oateria ;' yet, like almoat every town aud hamlet
of this favoured land, it contains works of Art such
aa elsewhere wonld render a city favoured. Outaide the walls, on an olive-clad eminence overlookiog the town, is a convent of nuns; attached to it
is a chapel dedicated to St. Scbutian. The wall
behind its high altar is covered witb a fresco repreaenting the martyrdom of the aaint ; it i1 the workand may be ranked am,mg the finest-of a painter
who, by his genius, and the influence he exercised
upon his great contemporaries, forms an epoch in
the history of Art."
The execution of the chromo-lithograph from
this fresco by Perugino, we deem to be in great
measure aatisfactory ; it was, indeed, stated at the
annual meeting of the Arundel Society that this
cbromo-tint and the original drawing being placed
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works could scarcely distinguish between the two.
Without pledging ounelves to an uaertion IO
startling, we willingly admit that auch coloured
reproductions of the great Italian frescoes aro most
valuable illustrations of an art little known in
lands lyiDg north of the Alpine barrier. Jt were,
we think, wholly unreasonable to expect from these
mechanical copies of spiritual works all the aub.
tleties and delicacies which mark the originala.
It ia ab,olutely impossible that the precision and
detail of drawing attained in figures of full lifesize can be literally transcribed without error
or perversion, lint by the artiat.copyiat upon
paper, and then by the lithographer apportioning
the shades, the detaila, and the colours, upon sepa·
rate and diverse atones. It certainly moat be im·
practicable, by the mere mechanical art of printing,
to render full jnstiu to the intricate harmoniea o!
colour, to the gem-like lnatre and tnu18pareneiea
which only the arti1t'1 aubtle eye and cun.ning hand
can aee and execute. It is fortunate that at least
inevitable defeetl in drawing are corrected by the
copied tracings made by Mr. 1.ayard upon the
heada of the original. For colour, composition, and
general effect, tbis chromo-lithograph may, however,
be taken u at leut a close approximation to the
original. We have no hmtation in Hying that
the Arundel Society hu done the very beet which
the difficulties of the case would permit; we know
Crom experience that absolute accuracy is a po,i.
tive impouibility. From the examination of elaborate and costly line engravings with photographs
or the original woru themselves, we know too
well how euily errors in drawing and light and
shadow may creep in. Even Raphael Morghen'a
highly-valued engraving from the "last Supper,"
will not stand the severity of thia final test. Accuracy and error are then bnt comparative terms,
and all that concerna us iu the present case is
to kuow that every practicable mean• hu been
taken to secure auceeaa. Upon this point we ourselves have little doubt ; we know that the Arundel
Society hu spared no pains to give to its members
trustworthy versions of the great works selected
for illustration. Mr. Layard, we have aeen, baa, in
generona ardour, made accurate tracings of the most
important heads or figures; Mn. Higford Barr,
with a zeal not less devoted, hu executed, with the
labour of days and weeks, careful studies of the
colour. When even all this waa found insufficient,
profeuional aid wu called in, and paid artiatl em1,Ioyed to make the best copies which akill could
execute. Even then some drawi11gs have been rejected u unworthy of tbe aanction of the society.
Photographs, likewise, have been brought in as
additional testimony either to support or confute
evidence leas reliable. We know, indeed, that accoracy is the special aim of the governing council,
and we feel persuaded that they will avail them.
selves of all rOl8ible appliances, all improvements
in mechaoica execution, or advantages of skilled
labonr, in order to make their works not only
attractive to the eye, but instructive by intrinaic
merit.
In accordance with the purposes already stated,
the Arundel Society baa just i&&nedtwo further
chromo.tiuts, which are, we think, an advance on
previona publication•: the one, " Christ amoug
the Doctou," fro!It a fresco, by Pinturicchio, in the
cathedral at Spello; the other, taken from a freaco
of" The Madonna and Sainte," painted by Ottaviano
Nelli. Pinturicchio, the contemporary and fellow.
labourer of Perugi110 and Raphael, may yet, in
manuer and expreeaion, be cluaed among PreRaphaelite paintera. There is atill somewhat of the
quaint austerity, borderinf!; upon the noconsciona
grotesque; that hardneaa of line, atiff'ne.a of
attitude, which, in the earlier painters, though
doubtless to be ranked aa defects, are bnt too ofren
admired ae actual merits. The real value of these
masters, yet unileveloped in all the material element.a
of Art, i1 to be found in their deep apiritual expression. The bodily framework of the figures is often
to the Jut degree feeble, impotent for action, aud
incapable of life's healthful function ; bnt jnat in
proportion as the body is thna in anbjection doea
the spirit, in emancipated freedom, aeem to soar in
high upirations, or lose itself in blissful reverie, too
intense for the utterance of words. Pinturiechio
belonged to this favoured period, and this fresco of
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with no little judgment-although containing many
among his beat and purest works. It ia an e:i:ample
PICTURE SALE.
inferior, and some doubtful, works-and at ao heavy
of what may be emphatically termed " Chrilt1an
au expenditure, should now be ecattered abroad,
art." Wc do not, u yet, trace either the advantages
TUE NORTHWlClt COLLEC'fION.
:oust be matter of ,incere regret to all )oven of the
or the disadvantage of cluaic aludies : neither that
perrect physique which conatituled, as it were, the WE resume our notice of the tale of the N orthwick }ine Arts, for there are few indeed possessing pictures
godhead of Grecian art; nor, on the other hand, Gallery at the point where we were compelled to who are so liberal in exhibiting them aa wu the late
that false di1play of limb and muscle, which ere break off in our lut Number, by the nece11ity of Lord Northwick. His gallery wu his pride, but
long perverted eaints into pagnn athletes, and, to getting our sheets to press.
while revelling in the enjoyment of it himtelf, he
On the 22nd of August the 1eventee11thday', sale was equally desirous that othen might partake of
ute a recently-adopted phrase, made the religiout
arts but illustrations of a "muscular Christianity." commenced; it comprised,-' The Girl with the hia pleasures : it was open to aU, at all seasonable
In the more 1piritual period to which Pinturicchio Horn-book,' Schidone, formerly iu the Palace of times, and many has been the pilgrimage to Thirlebelonged, the hands and the beads were the cheten Capo di Monti, Naples, and purchued for a com- stane Honte from all parts of the conutry, to examine
agents of expression. In thia very chromo-litho- paratively trifling anm by its late owner, when iu its pictorial trensures. The town of Cheltenham,
graph we find the wooden, motionless limba de- Italy many yean ago, 405 ga. (Scott) ; 'Loven'
by its diapenion, loaes its greatest attraction, and
signedly hidden beneath the concealing folds of Qnarrels,' Sebutian de) Piombo, the figures said to the inhabitants their purest source of enjoyment-at
dense draperies; while, in contrast, the heads are be portraits of Raft'aelle and La Fornariu11,150 ga. least, those of them who can appreciate snch an
highly wrought, with earnest expreuion, and the (Agnew); 'Lot and his Daughton,' a large gallery intellectual feut. The name of Lord Northwick
hands move as the index to the workings of the picture, formerly in the Orleans gallery, Velasquez, must alway, be remembered with gratitude and
mind. Pioturicchio, it ia eaid, wu scarcely faithruI 140 ga. (Eckford); 'The Woman taken in Adulter,,' respect by every one who feela interested in the
to his high miHion, or true to the geoius with Giorgioue, 300 ga. (Rhodes); 'A Lion Hnot,' Rubem, works of the painter ; and by none more ao than
which he was intruated. He painted, we are told, the picture engraved by Soutman, who ,tudied by thete who have chanced to inspect the gallery
with a ratal rapidity, incompatible with conseientiou, paiutiog under Rubens, and also engraved many of when his lcrdship w111staying at his mansion, for it
care. Even in this very work, which ia assuredly his pictures, 150 ga. (Eckford); 'The Alchymiat,' wu no nncommon thing for hilJI to enter into couamo11ghis beat, religious sentiment ia handed down D. Teuiers, and one of hia finest works, 6i5 ga. venation with the visitor on the subject of the
somewhat u a dry routine, an established conven- (Agnew); 'Samwn and the Honeycomb,' Goercino, pictures.
tionalism, mechanically executed by the hand, rather from the Colonna Palace, Rome, 390 ga. (Eckford);
We believe we are right in stating, that if the
than coming direct and warm from the heart. Bnt 'Christ and the Woman of SaR1aria,' also by Guer- hein to the Northwick property had been free to
even with thete admitted 1hortcomings, this work ia cino, the companion picture of the other, formerly follow their own inclination,, the gallery would have
a choice specimen of one of the chiefest of muten,
in the Balbi Palace, and afterwards in the collection remained intact, or nearly ao: but in con,equence of
living in the very best of times, falling under the of Sir Simon Clarke, from which it pasted, at the his lordship dying intestate, no other alternative was
very highest of influences ; a good example of the price of 315 ga., iuto the hands of Lord Northwick, Jen than a public sale. Perhaps, however, Thirlemore advanced Pre-Raphaelite period, with all its 505 ga. (Agnew); 'Cleopatra,' L. Caracci, 150 g,. atnne Honte may yet bout of a picture-gallery, if the
acknowledged merit, and incidental defecta.
(Whitcombe); 'A lllusical Party,' a very fine picture report be true that many of the pictures recently sold
'l'he moat 1uccessful work yet publi1hed by the of the Venetian school, generally considered to be were purchased on behalf of the present owuer of the
Arundel Society i, the chromo-lithograph from a the work of Gior~one, whote name wu appended to mansion, who hu alao 1ucceeded to the title.*
rresco, by Nelli, executed under the direction of it in the catalogue, but attributed by Dr. Waageu to
Although in our notice of thia sale we have
Mr . Louis Gruner, from a drawing made by Mn. Palma Vecchio, 750 g,. (~'arrer); 'St. Joh11writing appended the names of those to whom the pictures
lligford Burr. H is a gem of purest, brighte,t the AJ>ocalypsc,'formerly in the collection of Lucien were ns,igned by the auctioneer, it must not be supcolour ; it is u an illuminated missal of golden Bnonaparte, and since in that of Sir Simon Clarke, posed that these individuals, the majority of whom
11:lories,purple robes, winged angela playing upon Carlo Dolci: this very beautiful picture, which may are dealen, purchued entirely on their own account;
lutes at the Madonna's knee, or in choral company be classed among the fiuest works of the muter, if they acted, principally, as agents, nod we uudentand
floating in the blue of heaven. There i,, in this not his chef-d' (J!UfJ1'e, was fint put up at 300 ga.; the collections of the following noblemen and geut)e.
exquisite work, little of the crndity and opacity afler a moat animated bidding it was knocked down meu will be enriched by the dispenion of the
generally found in chromo-lithographs ; the transi- to Mr. Scott for the sum of 2010 ga.; 'The Martyr- North wick pictures ,-the Due d' Aumale, the Dukes
tions of the tone are delicate and aubtlc, the coloun dom of St.ephen,' Garofalo, from the Balbi Palace, of Bucclench, Cleveland, Hamilton, Newcastle, and
lustrous and transparent.
au exceedingly fine picture, 1530 gs. (Eckford); Wellington ; the Marqniaea of Hertford and of
This society has laid down for ittelf an ambi- 'The Virgin with the sleeping Infant,' Guido, 110 Land,dowue; the Earl of Ellenborough; Lord. De
tious programme for future operations, and now 1(9. (Eckford) ; 'The Virgin and Infant Jeana,' Lisle, De Saumarez, and Lindsay ; the Daron de
appeals to the public for commensurate support . Lorenzo de Credi, a small, but exquiait.ely painted Rothschild; Sir T. Phillips, MCHn. Baring, H.
At the Jut nunoal meeting, Mr. Layard, who occ11. work, 300 ga. (Farrer); 'Christ delivering the keys Butler, J. E. Deniaou, Drax, Hardy, Hargreaves,
pied the chair, drew a tempting picture of the to St Peter,' in the presence of four other disciples, Holford, Labouchere, B. Oweu, and Scott. Mr. Dra:x
works which, in future yean, the council hoped to 460 ga. (Rhodes) : this ia a fine picture, it was is stated to have been the most extensive pnrehaan,
pretent to the subacriben . Much 7et, doubtleH, painted for the chapel or the tomb of Johu Breoghel haviug secured nearly 100 pictures, among them
remains t~ be done for the full illustratuin of thote and hia familJ in the Church of Notre Dame de In Claude's 'Apollo au<i the Cumreau Sibyl,' the
great works and masten, which constitute the glory Chapelle, BruHels, whence it wu sold to M. Braam- 'Atccnaiou of the Virgin,' by Sacchi, and the 'Naof Italian art . There are, for example, important cam, in 1765, to aid in defraying the cxpcnaca of tivity,' 1>yPiuturicchio. The Marquis of Hertford
frescoes by Francesco }'raucia and Lorenzo Cotta, repairing the church; afterward• it becllille the has a ' Group of }'amily Portraits• by Gonzalea
at Bologna, fast hastening to deca7. The frescoes property of l\f. Van Laukereo, of Antwerp, and at Coques; ' St. Catherine,' by Couegliaoo; and' Cupid
by Beuozzo Gozzoli, thronged with angel, of match- the tale of his collection, in 1833, it came iuto the wounded by his own Arrows,' by Giorgiouc. The
lcsa beauty, in the Riccardi Chapel, at Florence; hauda of Lord Northwick; the Jut picture we have Marquis of Landadowne bought the 'Musical Party,'
the Life of St . Augo1tiue, by the same painter, at to notice in thia day's aale is,' Charity,' by Andrea by Giorgioue, and Parmegiano's' Portrait of B. CuSau Gimignano, are but little known to the Euglith de) Sarto, from the collection of Joseph Buouaparte, tiglioue.' Mr. Hargreaves added to his collection
public. The works of Simone Memmi, Taddeo 210 ga. (Mr Drax, 111.P.) The amount realized this 'The Virgin gazing oo the Infant Christ,' by J..uini;
Bartolo, and othen of the early and spiritoal Sieuese day wu 10,575/ .
Schidone'a ' Girl with the Horn-book,' and Lingle.
school, have likewite rare historic claims upon a
Though the catalogue of the laat day's talc bach'a 'Departure for the Chue.' The two fine
society which seeks to rescue simple merit from included l Sl lots, priucipaUy of pictures that were paiutinga by R. Wilson, of 'The Lake of Nemi,' and
oblivion. And lastly, the famous fre,coea of the hung in the apartments of Northwick Park, and in • The Campagna di Roma,' were bought by a gentle.
Braucacci Chapel, in Florence, by Muolino, Muac- which were included a few by English artiste, there man of Cheltenham, Mr. G. 1\1. Daubeucy. While
do, and Lippi, works to which even Raphael and is only oue we thiuk it necessary to specify, ''fhe the following works were purchased for the National
Michael Angelo were greatly indebted, have never Virgin and Infant,' by Murillo, which was knocked Gallery:-' The Virgin throned and holding the
yet been adequately reproduced. It i, the purpose down for 200 ga.; few of the othen went beyond Iufant Christ,' by G. de Treviso; 'Birth of Jupiter,'
of the Arundel Society to bring these, and olher 50 ga.; the average of the whole being under 30/. by Giulio Romano; 'Glorificatiou of the Virgin,' by
scarcely less important works, to the knowledge of We ought, however, to obte"e that among the Moretto; 'Portrait of a Gentleman,' by Terburg;
the British public. We know of no surer means "Iota" were some piclure-eaaels, cases, &c. The nod llluaccio's ' Portrait of Himtelf.'
____
__ __ ____
_ __
_
of educating the English taste up to the standard of day's tale amounted to 3778/.
noblest Italian art . In a day when tho most vital
It was, we believe, estimated by thete competent
r
·
•
h
b'
t
h
h
N
lh
•
Since
the
above
waa
written,
we
learn
from
the
Chtlquestions conr,erniug the Arte are still in doubtful t o ,orm au opm1on upon t e au ~cc , t at t e or • tmham Ezamintr lhat tho present Loni Northwick has
agitation ; when Gothic finds ittelf opposed to wick collection of picturea and works of Art, u purchasedalx>ut11%typictures: among1h.. o are Included
Classic, Christian to Pagan; when the term "Pre . announced for sale, would realize about 100,000/. ; 1tlaclbe's• RobinHood and his Foreoters;' • The Stoning
.
h
) bee
h d
h
h d
or St. Stephen; by Garofalo; Fro,t's • Diana and her
Raphaelite" is used as a watchword; when natural- th 1a
aum u scarce y
n reac e : we ave n no Nymphsaal')>rloed
by Actaon;' Cuyp'sfull-lengthportl'lllt
ism and epiritualiem, and other preuteutious phratea, opportunity of ascertaining the exact amount it hu of • Count Egmont;' Danby'• • Wood Nymph chantlog
are handed about without definite meaning, it cer- produced, but have heard it stated at somewhere her Hymn to U1eRising ·sun:' Redgrnve·1• Flight Into
· lat
Egypt;' Van Schendel'sndmlred' Market Scene-Selling
tainly has become important that the public ahould abou t 9"a, 000/ . Wh at th eycoa t th e1r
e owner DO PoultrybyCandle-llght;' DeLoutherbourg·a•Avalanche;'
tee, aud judge for themselvea, the works about one would pretume to say, but there is little doubt Guerclno'•, Samson and the Honeyc~mb;'Delllnl'sllkewhich these controvenies have ariteu. We can that if a balance of outlay and proceeds were struck, neos or • Mahomet 11.;' Rubens'• • Lion Hunt;' Vander
only hope-as, indeed, we believe-that the Arundel the difference on either aide would llOt be very great; Capella'••Marine View-a Calm;' the 'Landscape with
three hones,' by A. Cuyp; • A Scene In Canterbury
Society is now in a fair way to accomplish the for if Lord North wick paid large sums for many of Meadows; by T. s. Cooper; G. Dow'• • Portrait or Dr,
purpose for which it was established-the elevation his old masters, a very couaiderable number of the ' Harvey;' Velasquez·, • J..ot and his Daughters;' and a
of the publio taste, and the advancement of our modem works realized much more than he gave for I number of othen, Includingexamplesor Tltl!"n,Guido,
native school• of ecnlptnre, and of painting.
or::eu::,.r~:d
.. vo~ndJ:~~cr~:r~ ~:::.:
them.
J, BEAVINGTON ATKINSON.
That ao line a private gallery of pictures, collected masters.
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TB"I BA.I-R'!LIII' BY Slit R. WIST.ACO'l'J',

11.A.

To ·understand rightly the creations of Art, it must
be atudied nuder its hro p:reat pbaaea or epochsthe Pagan and the Christian. 'fo the Greek, Art,
1<hether pointing or sculpture, was the penonification of the .Beautiful : his creative imagination,
haunted by the impreaiou of the acenea around,
became inapired by the beauty it aurveyed, and,
thinting for the knowledge of Deity as canse,
sought to represent hie darkened creed of spiritual
existence by every graceful aymbol and elevated
attribute inch au innate deaire could assume. The
Deity to him filled apace ; his faith was the pan.
theism of physical beauty. Yet still, amid this
imperfect civilization,-which uoae from a uatnral
perception or the beautiful, and a natural apprecia,.
tion of what is right, rather than from eolarged
moral iuslruction,-the
arts of Greece became the
nhicles of 1ocial progresa, aud their rise a.nd decay
weru dependant upon the state of public morality.
Pliny mourns over the decadence of Art, when the
philosophical and religioDB creeds of the Greek
descended to a low standard, and snperstitiou and
slavery DBurped the places of, what to him wu, a
pure faith, and of freedom.
Christian Art derived ita impulse& from the oppoaite principle : its miaaion waa to inculcate moral
duties and religioua faith : physical beauty hod
little or no share in the creed-and , therefore, little
or none in the practice-of the earliest Christian
artists. Their chief aim was the intelligible expres.
aion of the subject ; technical skill, drawing, and
colour, however desirable to conatitute a good picture, were not the requisitea sought alter: and it is
worthy of ohaenatiou, that as the Church declined
from ita purity, BO Art aroae in beauty and grandeur.
The 8&1Despirit did not, unfortunately, animate all
alike ; but where we recognise a sympathy of feeling
in the Art of the two periods, it waa developed in the
oue case throu11:hthe medium of a thin, uncultured,
and comparatfnly barren kuowledge of its capa,.
bilitiea; and in the other, through that which wu
rich, fruitful, and luxurioDB: the respective harvests
ahowed the ditfereuce between the growth in an
unkindly, uncultivated soil, aud a soil which had
been carefully tended and dressed. The greatest
trin .. pha in Art were achieved when Chrutianity
had aunk down almoat to it& lowest state of thraldom
and anpentition.
Scnlptnre wu not in BO great a degree na paint.
iug subjected to the aame external iuftuences ;
moreover, it IK'UCelyodmita of aimilar charaetP.ristic
chaogea, having reference to the two epochs of
Christian Art: it is only when viewed in com.
parison with P1pn Art , that we recognise a dif.
fereoce. It would indeed be matter of aurpriae
that a creed of truth a.nd purity, or holineaa and
love, ahould have produced so few works which, as
eiamples of Art only, can be put in competition
wilh the production• of paganism, did we not remember that the one ia aymbolical of material
beauty, the other of spiritual; that the heathen
sculptor limited hia ideas of uceUence, at all timea,
to form and action : the Christian aculptor, 1fhen
eusa,:ed oo a work, uot, u it were, of pagan origin,
u a VeoDB,a Cupid, a Juno, or a Man, seeks to
incorporate the higheet moral beauties, or the truths
of his creed, with thoae of our material nature ; ahd
the greater hia sncceaa in the realization of the
former, the more worthy ia hia work of our admiration : one can overlook a defect or two, if not very
glarinp: and wrong , in his modelling, when the sen.
timent he has embodied is good and ennobling .
Our modern school of sculpture auppliea us with
many 1uch e1&mplea u thoae jnat alluded to:
the baa-relief of •• Charity," by the late Sir Richard
Westmacott, is one. A Greek aculptor would
never ban selected 1uch a aubject ; his ideaa of
Art would not have entertained it : we do not go
BO far u to aay that charity hod uo existence in
the heathen mind, but it wu not a virtue to be
1ymboliaed in marble or stone. Wcatmacott'a alle.
gorical l(l'Dnp ia a work of great merit , both in
eompotition and character; nil the heads are buuti.
fully modelled, and the eipreaeion of the subject is
well-maintained throughout . It was executed when
the sculptor was in the zenith of his fame,
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ART IN SCOTLAND, IRELAND,
AND THE PROVINCES.

- --

Guaoow.-The
committee of the Wallace Monument met on the lat of last month, at the Royal
Gallery, St . Vincent Street, to make their report on
the deaigna aent in, eighty in all, for the objeot in
queetion. The flnt premium, of fifty guineu 1 was
awarded to the deeign of Mr. 1. T . .lioehead, an
architect of Glaagow; the second to Mean . Peddie
and Kinnear, architects of Edinburgh; and the third
to .Meara. Haig and Low, of Glugow. The deaign
that gained Lhe flnt prize is a mediaival Bcottiall
tower, 220 feet in height, with an interior ataircaae
leading to the summit.
Du11LIN.-We hear that the members of the
Royal Hibernian Academy opened the rooma of their
recent exhibition at the charge of MN /¥f1Nf for
admittance!
Whether or no the project wu profitable to the aociety, u a pecuniary apeeulation, we
do not know, though it is stated to have been 10 ;
but certainly it moat have proved profitable to the
inhabitants of Dublin, very large numben of whom
are aaid to have availed themael vea of this cheap
introduction.
BIRJIINOHAII.-The Society of Artists of thia
town opened their annual exhibition laat month.
The number of worka hung on the walls is nearly
ai:i:hundred : many of theae, by our principal artists,
are old familiar facea, ha vin!!' been lent for the
purpose of exhibition by their rca\>°ctive owners.
Leelie's "Columbus and the Egg,' recently purcbaaed at the Northwick ,ale; Collins'e "Sunday
Morning;" Phillip ' s "Spaniah Contrabandiatu" (this
laat the property of the Prince Conaort,) are there ;
olao Roberts' a " Basilica of San Lorenzo, Rome,"
Le Jeune'a " Parable of the Liliea," Honley'a
"Sempatrea,"
F. Goodall'•" Scene in Brittany"
and "The Happy Daye of Charles I.," Stanfield's
"Port na Span1a-Giant ' s Causewny," F . Danby ' s
Creawick' s " Mountain
" Game of J.nchine1(
Torrent;"
a very charming group, br F. R.
Pickersgill, R.A .1 eihibited for the first time, it is
called "The Bndal of Andilla ;" Frith'• "Wayfarer," F. Dillor:'e "Temple of Phil111,"Btanfleld'a
"Deatruction of the Spanish Armada," Lauder's
"Chriat Betrayed," H. Johnaon'a "Hierapolia ."
Among other contribution1 we may point out three
fine landaeapes 1. B. Pyne; "Turkish Ladies at
Bcutari," by Armitage ; "SpriDJ-Time
in the
Wood1,u by V. Cole; aome good _J11cture1by 1. J.
Hill, G. W. Horlor, W. and F. Underhill; "Gallantry, " by J. A. Houston . Of the local painten,
Meaan. Henshaw, 1. P. Pettitt, C. T. Burt, W . Hall,
C. W . Badclylfe, Linet, Ben. and Jun ., H . Harris,
Wivell, and othen merit notice ; and Mr. A. E.
EYeritt'a water-colour drawinga must not be lost
sight of. The exhibition is quite up to its uaual
standard of excellence .
WoLVZRHAXPTON.-The fifth annual meeting of
those interested in the Wolverhampton School of
Practical Art, was held at the rooms of the inetitution on the 29th of Auguat; the Earl of Dartmouth, the president of the school, occupied the
chair . Hi1 lordahip , in addreaaing the company
auembled, took occuion to congratulate the students
on their production, both in modelling and drawin,;
of these works there was a conaideraole display m
the room. The funda of the achool, though · lea
than the expenditure, were administered, in the
opinion of the noble chairman, in inch a way aa
ought to aatiafy the 1ubscriben and snpporten ;
and, looking at the care Mr. Muckley, the headmaster, beatowed on the pupils, it would be the fault
of the town and the students if the institution did
not flourish in the manner it deserved. The treasurer's account ,bowed that the receipts of the 1,ear
amounted to 3821. Hi.r. 9d., including 1661.28. rom
annual eubaeription1, and donations, 1631. 10.r. 9d.;
but the e:rpen- reached {j()(J/.2.r. 2d., or 1171.&. ld .
beyond the income; of this defloienc)· a aum of
661. 4.r. 2d. wu brought forward from the preceding
year ; so that it aeem1 the debt ia increuing, inetead
of diminishing, u it ought to do. It ia accounted
for chiefly by an addition to the aalory of the headmaater, and by the temporary appointment of a
second master which the increased number of
pupils hae rendered neeeaaary. The second master
11 Mr. E . R. Taylor, formerly a pupil of Mr.
Muckley, to whom the parent inatitution. in London,
has awarded an annual premium of 20l., in consideration of hia high certificate& of ability. The
number of students in the varioua claaaea i1 now
one hundred and five. Defore the meeting aeperated
numerous prizes were presented to the aucceaful
competiton.
LrvsapooL. - The council of the LiYerpool
Academy hu awarded the first prize, 601., to .Mr.
Dyce, R.A., for hie picture, "The Good Shepherd,"
hung in the Royal Academy this year.

NBWCABTL11-0N-TYNB.-1tlr.Lough'a design for
the Btophenson statue, deacribed in our last Number,
has been exhibited here, the place where the work
ia to be erected . Mr. Robert BtephenBOn, M.P ., aon
of the distinguished eogint'er, hu augpated, inetead
of Mr. Lough's pedeatal, one huillg the character of
a terrestrial globe, u expreosing the univenal adoption of the railway 1y1tem, and a model of the plan
is placed in the room : but there ia great doubt of ita
bemg employed. Some of the old paiuten made
Christ and aainta thus standing 011, or rising from, a
globe, but the idea is not at all applicable to aculpture.
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THE GREAT EXHIBITION,
1861 OR I 862.
TB.E Exhibition of Art and Art-Indnstry, whether
in 1861 or in 1S62, will no doubt take place .
Another leaaon u to the " stupidity" of war baa
been taup:ht. It ia probable that the several aoverdgua of Europe will aee the wiadom or manifeating
their belief in the continuance of tranquillity, by
eucouragiug a movement that can be made only
when peace is 1ure. A refusal to co-operate once
again for the hi~h and holy purpoae of bringing all
people of all countriea into communion, might be
held to negative thoee profeuion1 of deaire to avoid
atrife, with which every government of Europe joina
"the Conference. " We therefore eutertain a reasonable conviction that the project will be carried
out-especially as ample funds are guaranteed ; and
it ia under1tood that indirectly, if not directly, it
will receive the l&llction of the Queen and the Prince
Consort, and that H . R. H. the Prince of Walet-<>f
be placed at the head of
" full age" in 1862-will
it. Preparations should couaequeutly be mode in.
time . It is the imperative dnty of all who are
interested in the iaaue to " look forward ." The
year 1862 aeema a long way off' from the year 1859,
bnt time travel• rapidly. In 1851 there were many
exhibitors who would have given much to have had
three yean iu,tead of three months to make ready
for the contest, finding, when it was too late, what
they hod lost by procrastination.
We do not mean
that manufacturers should now aet themaelvea to
the work in earnest, but that such important commiaiona as may be enl.rwited to them shall be
executed with a view to exhibition when the time
arrives; nay, further than this, that wealthy patrona
of Art and Art-indDBtry ahonld, with as li\tle delay
as poaaible, comruiaion productions with the e:i:pre1&
object in vi~w ol aiding to austain national glory by
direct evidence of supremacy.
We are fully.aware the movement is not popular
among the mannfacturera generally : they shrink
from a contest that involvea certain cost, risk, and
labonr , with reaalts doubtful and huardoDB. There
are many reason, why they naturally heaitate to
embark in this scheme . Better not do it at all than
do it with "half a heart;"
bnt when the time
arrives, they will find it worse than perilous to keep
aloof. They mull bear their parts, each and all, ha
the Trial to which all will be aubjected ; and he ia
wise who determiuea at once to take auch atepa in.
advance u may insure triumph.
It ie announced u an euential part of the project that ART in its higher branches ia to receive
da.e honour. Artists are therefore invited to prepare for the competition: we trD&tthey 11illdo this
effectually, even if it be at the coat of the 111111nal
eihibitious that will take place between the years
1859 and 1862.
No doubt proper atepe will be taken to obtain
valuable aid from the aeveral nations of the Continent, from America, and from our Colonies. It ia
not now, as it was in 1861, an experiment. To
manycountriea-our coloi.ial po111e&1ionaeapeciallythe beneficial result• of the great gathering in 1851
have been immense : not only in teachiuga, but i11
actual gain,-not alone as concerned their future,
but the advantages suddenly and at once secured.
Contribnton will hove learned ,till better how to
turn opportunitiea to profitable account ; and in
1862 there may be a harvest immeaaurably more
productive than that of 1851.
We shall continue from time to time to press this
matter-of very vital importance-upon the attentive consideration of all who may be within reach
of our influence.

-
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F.XCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.
PART

X.-TENBY,

&c.

is a long walk, hnt an easy drive,
to the very beautiful ruin of CAHW
CASTLE, distant six miles from
Tenby, and four and a half from
Pembroke, and lying directly in the
road-the "euieit," but not the
;\\ moat pictureaqne-from one town
·\\ to the other. We must compren
•
into a page the matter we might
•
extend into a volume, for every portion of the old
caslle will bear detailed description ; wbile its
~ history is so closely interwoven with that of the
uistrict, and ib moat memonble rulers, that to
relate eveu the leading incidents associated with it,
is n tnsk beyond our reach.
~
An inlclligcut guide will conduct the reader through
i 1·hc ruins,-thc older parts, those of middle agc,and those
~ of compnrnlivc youth, that date no farther back than the
, reign of "good Queen Beas." He will pace elowly, and
we hope reverently, over the award that carpets the fine banq11eting-hall. He will be shown the breaches made by Cromwell's cannon, and those that have beeu produced by the !en
fierce though more irresistible deatroyer-Timc ; and he will
occupy a morning of intense enjoyment, though or melancholy
thought, in rambling np and down the broken stair-steps, into
chamben rude from the lint, and those once richly deconted;
into the venerable chapel, aud the deep, dark dungeons ; to
peep through lancet holes, and ait beside oriel windows ; to
T

I
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chamber in which "the hope of England" slept. The piece or ~ning ia there sti11,in good
presenation. Here, too, some yean afterward,, 'll·hen the sovereign remembere<l his debt to
the chieftain, and accorded to him the distinction or the Garter, 11119 held "a tilt and tourna.
ment " for the honour of St. George, "the first show of the kind that had ever beeu exhibited
in Wales." A full account of this " princelie fete " has been preserved; setting forth how
"manie valeronae gentlemen " then made trial of "theire abilitiea in feates of armea," "the
men of prime nuke being lodged with.in the ca~tle, ot~e~ _of,good. q~alitie i? tentea and
pavilions pitched in the parke," the "feabvall and tune of Jolht1e' contmmng dunng the space
of five days, commencing on the eve of the day dedirated to the " trustie patrone and protector
of marahalistea." The first day was spent in "taking a view of all the companie, choosing out

r
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five hundred of the tallest and ablest;" the second in "exercising them in all pointea, u if they
had beeue suddenlie to goe on some notable peece of senice ; " the third in visiting the bish~p at
Lamphey, in regaling at his charges, and " in commemonting the vertues and famouse atch1ev~ments of those gentlemen's anceston there present;" the fourth was the day of tournament, Sir
William Herbert being the challeuger, Sir Rhys" playing the judge's part;" the ~fth being
devoted to hunting and feasting, the bishop beatowing a sermon upon them, "tendmg to all
loyall admonitions, obedience to snperion, love and charitie one towards another."
What a brilliant romance it is, that record of high festival held within these now broken
walls, "e\·er and anone seasoned with a divenitie of musicke ;" the "justes and tournamentes

TUI

CB088 .6.T C.ABEW.

gnn-covered courtyards and ivy-r.lnd towen; and he will
receive a lesson u to the stupendous strength and aurpUBing
gnndeur or the olden time, such as no printed book can give
him.
But before he paasesnnder its still substantial gateway
the Touriat will be called upon to examine an ancient c&oss,
" fashioned out of a single atone," close to the entnnce. It
ie of a remote period, but not, perhaps, older than the nintl1
or tenth century. It c:mtaine an inscription, but no aeholar
has yet been able to read it. The interlaced pattern is precisely similar in chkracter to those of which ao many examples exist in Ireland, and of which there are the remains of
several othen in thie county. The neighbouring church,
also, will amply repay a visit ; it contains sepulchral effigies
of several of the caatle'e lords.
The dietrict was originally one of the demesnea belonging
to the princes of South Wales, and was given u a dowry with
Neata, daughter of Rhye ap Tewdyr, to Gerald de Windsor,
who wu appointed "lieutenant of these parts of Henry I.''
By one of his deaeendants it wu mortgaged to Sir Rhys ap
Thomas; and here the gallant Welshman received and lodged
the Earl of Richmond, ou hie way from Milford to Bosworth
Field, placing, to commemonte the event, the royal arms
over a ehimney-piece in one of the apartments, probably th~

C.£8BW CilTLS:
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for the hononre of ladies·" the "knockcs valeroualie received and manfullie beato\\'ed ;" wrestling, hurling of the bar, t~king of the pike, running at the quinteinc; while-a thing espec~ally
note-worthy-" among a thousand people there was not one quarrell, crosse worde, or unkmde
looke that happened between them.'
Ay, imagination may people these mini with "faire ladies" and "gallant knyghta ;" may
restore its tapestried halls and gorgeonely furnished chamben ; may hear the harper a~d the
troubadour, recalling its reign of chivalry,-its " teEtivall1" and its " tonrnamentes," -while. the
wind whistles through ill long corridlln or moan1 among broken rooms of state, aud Cromivy.
mantled towers
"The moping owl doth to the moon complain."

4 L
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B7 far the most delightful trip from Te11by (but it will roof, and hu on either aide a stone bench cushioned with withered eoda. In the east walla
occupy a Jong day, for the diatance is ni11eteen miles) is
that which embraces St. Govan',, the Hnntsman'a Leap,
and the far-famed "Stacks," including also the mansion of
Stackpole Court. The scenery i, wild, and, if not 1nblime,
astonishingly grand; while the district itself is the home,
ground of many of those fanciful legends and quaint superstitions that still influence the peasantry of South Pembrokeshire. There are two roads - one, through Penally and
Lydstep, follows the undulating line or coast ; the other,
longer, but more agreeable, is over the Ridgeway, and
throu~h Pembroke. In both cases, the tourist passes STACKPOLECouBT. Those who t.oke the former road will obtain n
fine view of the house and the surrounding hills, jnst before
crossing the bridge over the estuary at the head of which the
mausion is built. It occupies the site of the baronial residence of the old Crusader, Elidur de Stackpole. The place
has undergone many changes. It was garrisoned and "held
out stoutly," in the civil wars, "for the king and the public
honour," and is at present the residence of the noble Thane
of Cawdor.• His lordship possesses mnny l'alnable works
of Art, and many interesting relics of antiquity, amongst
which is a H1aus HoRN, which we have engraved; it is
said to be the actual horn presented bv the Earl of Richmond
to Dafydd-ap-Jevan, iu whose castle, 'at Llwyn Dafydd, Cardiganshire, the illustrions priuce was entertained on his way to
Bosworth Field. Passing through remote Boshcston, with its
recently restored church, the carriage road soon terminates,
and we draw up on the heath upon the lofty promontory of
St. Govan, which juts out to the sooth, and forms the termination of the county. Before ns is an immense and glorious
picture, in which the majesty or orenn scenery reaches its
perfection. The elevation on which we stand, the open sen
before us, the perfume of the wild flowers, the sea-birds

1:
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doorway admits into a clef\ of the rock in which ia a man-ellous crevice, "that enablea the largest
-~
BJRU,S DORI<,

shrieking overhead, and the ever-during beat of the wavesto-day calm and limpid-at our feel, combine to produce a
scene of inexpreasible interest, grandeur, and beauty. Close
by, perched acrou a fissure iu the side of the cliffs, and
t
unseen from above, ia the far-famed CHAPEL or ST. GOVA::(.
A long flight of steps, well worn, and, as yet,
"Counted by none both ways alike,''

It is a small rude building, with an arched

condncta to iq

• The man1lo11wu built by the great grandfather or the present
Lord Cawdor; he ,..,.. aon of Sir Alc:nruler Campbell, of Cawdor
Castle, ln Scotland, " the tint of the name who· 1etlled here, by
marrying Miu Lort, the sole hclreu of thla great property."' The
demesne la aurpa.,1lnfly beautiful; "not far from the ua, though no
algn of Ito proximity ..... apr,arent, nor ahould we have 1u1pectcd It
u we rode alternately through noble wooda, pleuant lanes, with
expanding prospecta on either aide, and verdant vale• at Intervals."
-GOl!H. " The present edifice of wrought llmeatone, rises beautlfully at the foot of a 1loplng hlll, In the sight of a •paclous lake,
the favourite reJ10rt of almost every species of ...nd fvwl, and lookJ
o,er a wide-extended park, along which herds of deer scamper In
all tho gladne11 of their nature. Skirting hills and rich plantation, belt the domain on various sldea, and beyond Is the bright and
boundlcsa o=n.' -R06001.
The tomb of a crusader-.upposed to
be that of Elldur d• Stackpole-11 In the Church of Chorlton,
"sometlmeo called Stackpole Elldur."
The church, with several
othen In the vlclnlly, has been recently restored at the cost of the
Earl of Cawdor, and Is now a charming exawple of ..,cleslutlcal art.
, t "The n.llant lwlght-the Bir Gawaln, of good King Arthur'•
round table-bas been lr&ru1formed,by popular error, Into a saint.
Tbo aupentltloua atorleo to which thl1 singular position of a conaecrated building hu given rlae are without end. "-'MALU!f. Malkin
here, u well u In many other of hla uaumpUona, la not to be relied
on; tt,e name, no doubt, la a corruption of St. Giovanni, to whom
the chapel ..-u dedicated.
· i " There Is a popular belief that these 1fep1, like the ,tones comprlolng the circle of Stonehenge, cannot be numbered; but In my
aeocent I made them ftt\y.twer-a tale agreeing with that or Ray,
0

penon to turn round therein, and ia at the aame time quite filled by the smallest."

It is used

A,D. 1662."-Finot<.
"I was 1llly enough to count them twice; I made the number ,evenly-three, exclnal"
of broken and fragmentary ones."-Gosa1.
Our friend, Mr. Tho111&1
Purnell (to whom we are Indebted for
mncb or the Information contained In thli dlrlalon or our Tour), numbered them, and makes them 11eventy.
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as a "wishiog-place;" and the legendnsserts that all who turn
r ound th erei11, and steadfastly cling to the same wish d11ri11g
th e operntiou, will most certaiuly obta in their wish before the
expiratiou of th e year : the sn,ooth and glassy face of the
rock testifies to its frequent use. No doubt some "holy"
anchorite, "mis takin g his r oad to hea,•en," here made himself miserable in life, aud her e, in after years, when a peculiar sanctit y was attached to th e scene of his self-sacrifice,
came mauy pilgrims, with minds or bodies di~eascd, trustin!'
in the virtues of stones th e sain t had troddeu, and water of
which he had drank; often, no doubt, obta inin g "c11res," I
the consequence of faith. 'l'raclition gives th is cavity a
singular history. Our Lord-so runs the tale-pnrsned by the I
J ews, song ht safety iu this neigh bour hooJ. Passing th rough
a field where me11were sowing barley, he ordered them at once
lo go for their reaping-hooks, and, if any passed th at way
nod inquired after him, to say th ey bad see11 such an one,
but that it was in sowing time. 'l'hc men, altho11gh they
knew not who it was, did as they were bid , fetched lhei, ·
h ooks, 01111
lo ! on their return, the field was waving with ri pe
coru. Whil &t engaged in the reaping, a banu of men accosted
th em, as was expected, who, ha ving recc ivttl the appointed
a11swc1-,gnve up the chnce in despair. The J1ord, menn·
wt. ile, hod been concealed in this cre, ·icc, which hau opened
to receive him, and sti ll bears a fai11t impr ession of h is
person . The little chape l has a bell-gab le, but it has been
denuded of its bell, for, according lo the same authority , once
upon a lime a sacri legious pirate heard its silvery tones, and
despoiled the sanc tu ary of its treasure; bnt God 's vengeance
o,·ertook him, for no soone r had he emba r ked with his theft
th an a violent stor m arose, in whi ch he and his polluted ban,!
perished. A subst itute, also, was pr ovided for th e loss in a
lar ge sto ne, which ever since , when struc k, rin gs out the
same note as the missing hell. • 'I'o reach the shore we pass
th e sai nt ed well, said to be a sur e nnd certain cure for "nil
th e ills that flesh is heir lo," and hovin!( picked our way over
an d between immense sto nes, we arrive on the ledge of roc ks
tha t, at low water, runs round the bnse of th e overha nging
cliffs. '!'he whole scene h ere is wonderfully p;rand : th ough
we may be alone, th ere is no solitude, fo,· there seems a
Presence that fills the whole place, and , amidst these caverns
an d frowning precipices , we feel our own insignificance.
At a shor t distance from each other arc three fissures,
extending a consitlerab lc distance into t he land. The first
has no name; the seco11d is the well-known H UNTSMAN's
LEAP, a fright ful abyss, which is not seen till we are on the
brink . Sea-pinks, h eather, ond furze grow to the edge of the
crumbli11g banks, and th e sides uf the bore rocks are lichenecl
over with many colo11rs. A creeping sensation comes over
ns, ns, looki ng to th e dept hs below, we hear only the hollow
mnltering of the in- comin g tide, or th e ch uckle of th e ~ea-gull
echoing from ! ide to side . In one place the distan ce across
is in couside rab le, and, half wny clo wn, th e sides touch, like
a collision of two hu[:e leviathan ships: here it was th e
impetuous con rser, in foll career, plunged across, bearin g on
his back the terrified hunt sman , to give a name to the place,
and to die with fright 0 11 his arrival home. Adjoining is
Bosheston i\l eer, a funnel-shaped chas m, sixteen fathom
deep, communicat ing with the sea, through which, at certain
seasons and limes of th e tid e, a great volume of water is
forced up lo au incredible height , and with an unearthl y noise,
only to be heard in wilt! weat her. " And , which is mor e
strange ," writ es old George Owen (temp. Queen Elizabeth),
" if sheepe, or other like caltell, be grazi ng neerc the pitt,
offtimes they are forcibly and violeutly drawnc and carried
into the pitt ; aau if a cloke or olhe r garm e11t Le cast on
th e ground, neere th e pill, ot certaine seasons, you shall
stand e afarr e of, and see iL sodai nly snatched, drawn e, nnd
swallowed up into the pitt, and never scene againe."
The neighbourhood has other objects of sing nlar attraction .
Not far from Boshesto11 Meer is a" sunken wood " - a place
of great interest; "a round pit, of some fifty feet wide,
yawns in the gro •md ; it is full of ash-tr ees which, sprin ging
from all parts of th e bottom and sides, just rear.h to the
s11mmit, an d no more-a cu rious example of the influence of
th e sea-spray in prev entin g th e growt h of trees." " Th e whole
neighbourhood, from n,any striki ng lroditions, ond ot her circumstances, appears to have been th e sceac of frequent and
bloody coatests ." Th ere are, or were, when Fenton wrote
hi s hi story, in I ~ll ,. in this neigh bour hood, three upright
stones, about a nule distant from each ot her. The tradition
is th at on a cert ain day theRe ~tones meet lo "dance th e
Hay ," at a place called Saxon's :ford , and when th e dance is
over, travel back and resume (heir places. 'l'heoe stones are
r eferr ed lo by Giruldus, as having been placeu by H arold to
r ecord hi s victories, and contained inscr iplio ns-

" :',othing
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cnn exceecl lhe awful wihlness that throughout

characterises this solitude , amidst

n cha os of rocky frag ments broken into a thousand irre gular shnpes, with every object shut out

but such ns nre best calculated to inspire meditnlion-thc

canopy of Hea ven and the tra ckless
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ocean."
As we were leaving the spot, we were sal uted by an old man nnu a delicate littl e
girl- his gra ndchild , who wrre crossing the heath .
"' Ti a wild place you have hcrr," we ,aid , pointing to the )Teer.

I

H 1c

HA ROLDYS VICTOR

FVIT.
UCNTSllA:S•S LE!P,

• "I foun<l thnt this ringing power waJ possessed by a good
many of the boulders In the wilderncS5 or stones over which l had
to clamber my way down.''-OOSi!K.

"Yt1 may well say that, if ye heard 'en at work; thou gh a dunna howl now half so bad
as when l was a Jad-ptop le hare been known to hear 'n as far as Cold Blow, up by
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Narberth, and that is fiOcen miles, 81 the bird flies. 'As got
a deal quieter now," he added; "some ae1. part or 'en is
broke away; but for all that 'a do holla away main stoutly
yit apon timea-many aud many is the times I've alay awake
listening to his noise."
"Do many people visit the neighbourhood?" we inquired.
"Yis, a aight or people comes here in the summer from all
parts, only out or curosity, like you, mab-be,-but Iota comes
for the cure."
"The cnre ?"
" Yis, they come to St. Govan'• to try the well; and it's
only them as haven't got no raith that goes away withont
being cured. Why, I myself have had some lodging at my
own cottage who came on crutches, but when they left could
walk away as lusty and strong as you can."
" Jr the well is 10 efficacious,why do you not try its effects
npon her," aaid we, lookiot4 npoo the child at his Ride, who
seemed in a rapid consumption, "she looks rather ill P"
"Ay, poor thing, ahe i, ill,'' aaid the old man, monrnfully.
"We have tried everything we could think or, and only yesterday we had over the charm-doctor, but he wouldn't try
on her, as he said he could not do her any good. To please
the mother, I am now taking her to t be well ; but I know
it's no use, for-" 1md be lowered his voice to a whisper" I have seen her light I "
The old man and his charge having wished us good morning, pnrsned their way to St. Govan',, whilst we struck off' in
on opposite direction for the STACKRocKS.
The path is along the summit of the high cliff',from the
margin of which we are nenr too remote to hear the splash
or the waves na thev roll into the little cretks with which this
coast is notched '' like a aaw." Here and there, in onr
course, we pass by some wondrous aperture, with yawning
mouth, that communicates snbterraneously with the sea; •
and, at 11!hort distance from the "leap,'' we have an opportunity
of examining one or those singular camps, very numerous
along these co81ta, remaining 81 sonvenirs or that northern
race who, in the early dawn or our history, swooped like birda
or prey upon the land. t Long before we arrive, we are made
aware or onr proximity to the Stacks by the incesaant noise
and hum or the birds that occupy them, and when the ,pot is
reached, the scene is or the moat interesting description. We
are on the breeding-grounds or various birds that "time out
or mind" have selected this wild and little frequented place.
Here they congregate in vast numbers. From May to September the two Iony isolated rocks arc the homes or the
Razor Bill, the waddling Guillemot, or Eli~ug, which gives
its name to the rocks, and that foolish-looking creature
called the Puffin, who poaseuea the hnmorous propensity of
driving rabbita from their warrens, and hatching iu the holes.
Every available ledge and crauny or the rocks are covered,
and the crestd seem one m818 or animated nature. Indeed,
the taller Stack has the appearance of a great uohevru
monnmental column, covered with alto-relievos alive and in
motion. Some are engaged in sitting on their one egg, some
in paddling it out with their feet to the sun ; here may be
seen a red-throated diver on the water, in the act or plunging
for his prey ; there a gull cradled on a wave, looking about
him with entire 110nrkala11ce;while, on the craggy ledge or
some rock, the green cormorant, stretching out his wings to
dry, is waiting for hia !rut meal to digest, preparatory to
engaging in another.
The reader must not suppose that we have cxhansted the
store of sea-cliff'swhich the wild cout round this shore supplies; it is very productive of scenes and incidents such as
those we describe. But we have conducted the Tourist only
through beaten tracks; he who is atrong enough and veuturesome enough to esplore for himself, will encounter many
other marvels that will amply recompenae time and toil.
And if he be a natnralist, how abnodant or wealth is every
one or these green lanes and grey aca-rocka! t
• "The whole tract la full of what may be not Improperly cnlled
aca. wells ; large circular cavities In the ground, at some dis lance
from the •horc, with perpendlculnr aldoo, as deep as the hclf'ht of
the cliff, Into which the aen finds Its way with much noise and
vlolencc."-Muu:,.
"At lloaheston Meer, when Impelled by wind
and tide concurring Into It, the sea 11 sent up In a column of fonm,
thirty or forty feet abo•c the mouth of the pit, exhl~ltlng the appear.
ance of a perfect ralnbow."-F&t<TOl<.
t A , hort distance from ti,e Stacks, nn the maln'and, ls a large
Danish camp, which occupies a neck or land, and on which Is ono or
ti1e greatcot wonden of ti1e coast, "The Caldron, or Devil's Punchbowl." 0 The 'Cahlron • Is a chasm or excccdlug grandeur, &ur..
paulng In 1ubllmlty anything 1 had yet >een. lt Is a somewhat
elrcular pit, 1'IU, absolutely perpendicular sldco, about two hundred
feet In depth . • .•• No descrlptlou could do Justice to lhis extra.
ordinary cbalm, or con,ey any Idea of Its 1ubllwlty and grandeur."
-Gosse.
t We hue n,cnmmendcd-and do so again-William Jenlr.lna, of
Tetlby (his when,abonts may be easily ucertalntd), as a person
very tueful to aid In collectlng the treasures of lane and rock. Illa
demand• of payment for aklll and labour are ,·ery moderate, and he
b usually 1upplled with tanks full of a<'linta-whlch be frequently
sends (and aPmetlmea &IIpo,I !) to London an,! other pert.a. As a
e<>mJl&nlon
and irulde In search of natural wonders he Is very aervlcuble lo the Tourist .
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We thus briug to a close onr visit to charming Teoby. We arc a'll'are th11t onr statements
and descriptiona have induced many to visit this delightful sea-aide towu, and we have fnll confidence that snch viaiton have not been diAppointed.
.
At 1,resent Tenby is distant twelve miles from a nilway-the
terminus or the South Wales
Railway at Neyland. This may, or it may not, be a di1Bdvantage; for the drive is a delicioua
drive-over the Ridgeway, or by "the lower road," through Carew; and it is, perhaps, a refresh.
ment to inhale pure sea breezes, for a couple or hours, after the steam and scream of a railway
t'Brriage. Ere long, however, the train will be carried into the town, and Tenby, with its
moltifarioua advantages, will probably become the moat popular &ea· bathing place oC the
Kingdom.
Its several attractions we have endeavonred to exhibit in these papen; they may be repeated
in a brier" anmming np." The sands are singularly hard and dry-dry within a few minutes
after the retreating tide baa left them, and so hard, that those who walk-even thoee who rideleave acarce the impress or a footstep in pusing; they extend also between two and three milea
north and south. Here the breezes are always "hearty,'' yet they may be comparatively mild
or invigorating, according to the quarter in which they are songht : thua persona with delicate
lung, may breathe freely in one direction, while in another the robuat lover or nature may
rejoice in the boisterous strength of winds that from any or the " fo11r.qnarters blow." The
town and neighbourhood of Tenby may therefore be recommended 81 a winter, u well u a
summer, reaidence ; but 81 on this topic we cannot apeak from penooal experience, we refer, in
a note, to the proper authorities .•
It is needless to refer again to the many sonrcea or enjoyment here supplied to the naturalist,
or to those who seek userol pleasures in green lanes or among rocks on the sea-shore. The
charming volume or ?tlr. Gosse will ahow how ahnndaut is every hedge-row and eea-clilr
" hereabouts." 'fhey most be idle in heart 81 well 81 mind who lack amusement or occnpatioo
here.
To the autiqnary, the archreologist, the ecclesiologist, and the historian, there is a treasurestore in this viciuity, aa-aided by the artist-we have shown.+ The Cutlea of Pembroke,
Carew, and Manorbeer are within easy reach; the venerable Palace or Lamphey is not far
distant; while, as we shall hereafter explain, a day by railway will convey the Tonriat to many of
the most beautiful, the most interesting, and the moat instructive districts or the Kingdom.
The lodging-honsea in Tenby are, of course, uurnerons, and, for the moat part, good, and not
dear. On the other hand, the "hotels" are indifferent; they olrer no indncement to "a
stay" beyond a single night. Carriages, open and closed, are in sufficient nnmber, and at
moderate charges. The markets are well supplied : ji,h being the article moat scarce and
moat in requeat-Tenby depending rather on " foreign" supplies than upon the activity of
its own fiahermen, whose boata are often sleeping at the qnay. The oysters of Tenby are famou
" all the world over."
There are warm baths auflicieutly convenient and comfortable, and machines on the ahore,
although by no means enough. Of public rooms it is sadly deficient. There is an aaaembly
room, limited in aize and inconvenient, and a reading-room, neat, and well arranged, but scarcely
so big u an hotel 11arlour. The church, an impreaaive and interesting atrncture, does not alrord
sufficient accommodation to both visitors aud pariahiooers; bot the excellent and respected
Rector ia arranging for the substitution or seats for pews, by which ample 1p11eeand verge enough
will be obtained,-at all eventa for some time to come.
But the evils that exist in this pleasant and attractive watering-place are in proeese of remo-..al.
Jr Tenby had the "luck" to find a single person or intelli~nce and energy to render available
all its resources, it would become ere long-what it unquestionably may be-the moat popolar,
u it certainly is the most abundantly endowed, or the sea-bathing places of Great Britain.
As it ia, however, ita attractions are many and mauifeat.t
• 'fenby, one hundred feet above the level of the ,ea, and partially surrounded by high lands, that are a
protection against the obnoxious winds that occasionally prevail, Is not only e,erythlng that can be dealml
by the summer tourist, but Is by no means Ill adapted as a winter residence for the Invalid. The climate,
for the greater portion of the year, ls warm, dry, and bracing; the air t, so mild that the myrtle, f'uch1la,
aad verbena, ftourlah In the open air all the year round. Walsh, In hb "Mannal of Domeatlc M<dlclne,"
recently published, says that" Ten by Is by far the moat dellghtf'ul watering.place In the west of England
and South Wales, being mild In Its winter temperature, and free from autumnal vegetable decay. It i. ono
of the but climates In England for the general run of Invalids who require sea air, and Is only Inferior to
UndercllfTand Torquay for tl1ote who are afflicted with pulmonary complaints." In one of ti1e gulde1 to
Tenby, however, a local physician (Dr. Sutton) hold• that It Is fully equal to Torquay, and that H&,Unp,
Ventnor, and Tol'quay-the three ,ralerlng.placea In England moat frequented by Invalids during winter-re
all inferior to Tenby In this respect;" the climate there, although mild, being excessively rela:rlng. Tenby,
on the contrary, equally mild, Is nevertheleaa Invigorating." The average temperature ls about 60° of Faren.
belt: oxtn,me cold Is 6Cldom experienced, and snow rarely lie• upon the ground. Sir James Clark Is of
opinion that a cold, damp, and variable climate gives a predisposition to consumption. The temperature
of Tenby being the n,vene, cannot be an Improper place for the residence of person• with tender lungs. The
climate of the whole of South Pembrokeshire Is remarkable for Its mildness, and In parts, as at Stackpole,
plants which In moat other parts of Great Britain require lhe protection of greenhouses, thrive In the open air .
The r..llowlng table gl\·es U,e result of a careful analysis of the temperature of Mllfonl Haven, lr.ept by Sir
Thomas Pasley, at the Dockyard, which, lying expoatd to breezes from the Atlantic on the west, and keen
winds from the Presely mountains on the north, Is by no means so warm as the neighbourhood or Tenby :Mus o, MAX1xc11
,so :ll1111ll!Tll,
1860-53.
Maximum.
Mlnimu:11.
Years.
1850
18~1
)852
1853

•.•..• ••....•.•.•. ••.•..••••••.•
....... .. ...... .. . ...... .........
••••.. ••••.•.••.. .•.•••.•••••.•••
•·•·•·••··••··•··•·• ••·••·•••••••

65·70
66·90
66·40
63 ·22

•••..• ••...••••.•••••.•.. . ...•..•
•••···• •••••·· •·•···•·•··· •·•·•·•
•.• •••••••••...••• ••••••••.••••••
•·••••·•••••••••• •••••••••••. ..•

45·60
43·30
O·IO
0 ·62

Means •.••.•••• 65·30
Difference between mean summer and winter 16·77. Mean total rain of four years 32·761.
Thus we 6ml that the climate of Tenby Is nearly as equable and mild as that of Madeira, and consequently
well adapted for a winter rcoldence.
t The great portion of these lllu,trations arc from the pencil of :lfr. E. A. Daooin, whose valuable volume,
"The Gardens of England,'" obtained for him well merited celebrity.
His drawlnp of Tenby and )ta
neighbourhood have been to us highly saUsfactory; they ha•e so much pleued the Inhabitants of the town,
that he has been Induced, In a great measure, to 1ettle among them, and the corporation commluloned him
to paint A picture oxpreuty for themselves .
t We have staled that at the termlnu1 at Neyland there Is an hotel of the best order, built, and, we
beileve," managed,'" under the auspices of the Directors of the South W'ales Railway. The comforts bore
are many, and the charges lnw. It 11 but a step Crom the station, and two excellent ateam ferry-boatl are
continually plying between the quay at Neyland and lhat at Pater, to convey l"'Slengers acrou the" small
arm" of the bay. :lloreover, !his hotel Is charmingly situated. At Pater public conveyancea from Tenby
await the arrival of all London tralno, and prt,·ate carriages arc readily procured by signal from the hotel.
We havo explained the many reasons why this plan of procedure Ii preferable to that by Narbertb ROlld.
Visitors to Tenby who have no " lodgings" secured, and ,rho arrive at Neyland by the expreu train at half.
put six, will do wisely perhapo to remain there until the morning; then drive to Tenby, having ample
time to make the rcqulalte arrangements for comfort and accommodation, lnatcad or being compelled to locate
themselves horrltdly and perhaps unple1>Santly.
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ture of "Charles V. at Yuste." Ou one side is No. 820, "Angers, on the Loire," E. G. Muller.
C. Sims. No.
T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., and on the other is Erskine No. 422, "Haatinga-Evening,''
Nicol; whilst immediately snrrounding are pictures 656, ' ' A Shady Brook,'' C. Simms. No. 268,
.ARTS.
by W. J . Grant, Norbury, J. J . Curnock, G. Wolfe, "Fern-gatherer,'' J. Michie. No. 60, "Vale Castle,
Houston, A.R.A., Melby, G. A. Williams, J. Cal- Guernsey," G. Wolfe. No. 409, "Dutch 'l'rader,"
TH& causes of the origin of this Society are well vert, C. Dodd, G. Simson, J . D. Wingfield, J . J . H. K. Taylor. No. 667, " Honse& of Parliament,
known to the artiatic world, and need no comment. H11ghes,&c. The great end of the room haa for its from the Thames,'' Anderson. No. 153, "A Lake
It is sufficient to say that its promoters seem centre Lee's picture of the "Coast of Cornwall." in Bavaria,'' A. Leu. No. 167, "Evening," C.
nctnated by no other motives than a desire to give On the line are pictl1tt8 by Duncan, Herring, Sen., Smith. No. 427, "Kate," J. Colby. No. 608,
a fair fidd to talent, wilhout nndue favour to any A. B. Clay, Eugene de Block, Amanda Fougtre, "In North . Wales," J . Smith. No. 645, "The
particular school. Judging from the support the J . F. Cropsey, Cannd, and Hubner; whilst in the Britthorn, Swisse,'' A. Becker. No. 583, " St.
society receives from all our leading men, save a immediate vicinity are works by Underhill, Mrs. Paul's,'' Finnie. No. 580, " Near Haalemere,
few of the Pre-Raphaelite brethren, we may safely Oliver, Cordes, Salentin, Dever, D. 0. Hill, R.S.A., Surrey," J . B. Smith. No. 160, "Italian Girl,''
say it ia now firmly establiahed. Its operations are Curnock, Bntler, Morris, Hurlston, Pettitt, Rolfe, D. Simonson. No. 480, "A Country Girl," F.
carried on by the council and offictrs gratuitously, Burnett, &e. The right hand space of this com- Boaer. No. 513, "The Little Church-goer," F.
so that when its fnnds increase beyoud its expendi- partment bas for its centre Hart's picture of Boser. No. 452, "Woodland Scenery," A. Kepler.
tnre, which is fully expected this year, they will be "Eceelino," supported by Taylor, Hall, Melby, No. 246, "The Wetterhom," S. W. Lindlar. No.
laid out annually in its own exhibition-in the G. Walters, W. G. Herdman, Cole,· Holyonke, 447, "Study of a Lion's Head," G. S. Wood. No.
purehase of first-claas pictures for a permanent Dielman, Gooderson, &c. In the immediate vicinity 877, "Destmction of a Jetty," H. K. Taylor. No.
gallery of modern Art.
are works by Jnngheim, B. Callow, Bottomley, 297, " A Gitana," Amanda Fougere. No. 468,
The second exhibition of the society opened with 1'. Smith, &c. The right screen of this end has "Pont-y -Pool," J. J. Curnock. No. 156, "The
a private view to the subscribers and leading men of Len's picture of "A Norwegian Ffiordd" for its Boudoir,'' Ludovici. No. 405, "1'he Serenade,''
the town, on Satnrday, the 3rd ult., on which day centre, supported by Cesare Dell' Acqua, Cropsey, Bosch. No. 117, "Dutch Shipping," H . K. Taylor.
sales were effected to about £1800 . On Monday, Jerome, Hubner, Cole, Botch, McManua, and Mar- No. 180, "'l'be Alcbemyat," C. Wehbe. No. 552,
the 5th, it was opened to the public, when the sales quis. Around are pictures by Rayner, Salisbnry, "The Little Suppliant,'' Meyer, of Bremen. No.
were ir,creased to about £1500, several of our Lon- Pickersgill, Jun ., and Emmerson.
178, "A Marine View," R. B. Beechey. No.
don artists selling all their contributions.
The next central compartment of the ball bas, in 57, "La Belle Lisette,'' F. Heaphy. No. 531,
We are not about to enter into a criticism of the the middle space, Hart's picture of "Atbaliab." "Hound and 1'errier,'' T. Earl. No. 31, "Ella si
merits of the works of Art exhibited : it is enough The line is then divided between Lance and Cordes Lusinga," Amiconi. No. 52, "The Alhambra,'' J.
to say that the specimen&are all worthy of the on one side, and David de Noter and Weber on Dobbin. No. 673, "Coast of llfracombe," W. West.
names of the individual painters. Our present the other; also Cobbett, Woolmer, W. Callow, No. 431, "Coming Events," W. Stubbe. No. 131,
object ia simply to specify the various contributors, Porttman, Wells, Desanges; &c. The left acrecn "View near Staplebunt," J . B. Smith. No. 16,
and show, aa near ns we cm by description, how bas Mn . E . M. Ward's picture of " An Inci- "Love and the Novice,'' A. R.1wan. No. 800,
their works are situated.
dent iu the Childhood of Frederick the Great " for "The Lake of the Four Cantons,'' C. Jungbeim.
Entering the hall by the left door, where the a centre. Ou one aide is Pyne, on the other No. 28, "La Colazione,'' B. Amiconi. No. 471,
catalogue commences,we find the first compartment Herring, and in the immediate vicinity are works "Evening,'' C. Smith. Total £1700.
oreupied by the -ter-coloun without margins, and by Bsccani, Josiah Green, B. Callow, Poingdestre,
miniat urea, enamels, &c., to the height of about six Kepler, Calderon, Callaway, G. Sant, C. Foley,
feet, oil paintings occupying the remainder above. G. S. Wood, and Madame Geefs. The opposite
Amon!( these water-colours we observed some of screen bas Gavin's picture of "The Orphans" for
ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.
the best specimens of the President of the Old its centre. To the right of this is Pyne, and on
Water-Colour Society, H. Warren, bis picture of the the left Tennant. Surrounding are works by Boser,
PAJUS.-Tbe puiad of arti,ta who had followed
" Peri" occupying the centre, opposite the entrance. Hoegg, J. B. Smith, Peele, P. W. Elen, J . RichardAronnd are worki by Weigall, Miss Sharpe, A. son, Steffani, J. L. Stewart, C. Rolt, A. Beeker, &c. our armies to Italy have come back with bronzed
faces
and portfolioe full of incidents by fell and
Penley, Burgeaa, Essex, D'Egville, Rowbotham,
We now come to the Jut compartment, where the
.-It is said that .M.Jeavron baa discovered a
Soper, Richardson, Bartholomew, Chase, Dobbin, water.colours with margins are placed. Amongst ftood
fresco at Milan attributed to Leonardo da Vinci.B. R. Green, W. Callow, W. Bennett, &c., all in these will be found works by Miaa Lance, Herdman y von baa been commissioned by the Emperor to
good situationa. Immediately over these, on the and Sons of Liverpool, Collingwood of Liverpool, paint the battles of Magenta and Sol!erino for Ver•
left wing, are paintings by Alexander Blaiklev (the B. R. Green, Mrs. Harrison, Miss Huggins, R. L. saillea.-M . Dumont, of the Institute, baa been com"Opening of the Parliament," a centre picture), Bond, T. J . Soper, J. Stone, A. C. Stannus, A. miaaioned to execute the statue of l'ope Urban V.,
" Heads," by Amiconi, and aeveral land11CBpesPenley, Rowbotham, J. Chase, and Mn . Duffield; who waa II Frenchman by birth, to be placed opposite
of merit. In the centre of this compartment is whilst immediately above are works by Parrott, · the Cathedral of Mende.-The group by .Ktex,
Poingdestre's picture of" Hones going to Market,' ' Buchanan of London, Niemann, Goodenon, Shal- " .Maternal Grief " baa been purchued by govemsupported by Salters at one side and Heaphy at the ders, J. B. Smith, Baccaui, Clothier, Becker, J. ml'nt i also that' of a "Baccliante and Faun" by
article in the .Re11uecua B,auz .4.rtl
other, surrounded by the work&of A. Gilbert, Mar- Noble, Barker, Tovey, Simms, Helfer, Barnard, &c. Crauck.-An
seems to take it aa ill behaviour that the English
shall, Cluton, Wolfe, Nalder, Emmerson, &c. The The cross screena in the avenue have on or near the artiata did not send to the last Sawn, after .having
right wing has C. Leslie'• picture of" Balmy Morn- line, Tennant, Earle, Mogford, Sant, Steffani, J . been invited, and having promised so to do. T~e
ing in North Wales" for its centre, having C. F. Anderson, F. Smaillield, Coignard, Beecby, Mog- writer appears to have forgotten that the obat.cle m
the way waa the breaking out of the recent war
Buchanan, Mogford, and H. Bonner for companions. ford, and Simms.
The centre compartment of the hall, to the left,
The apaoeaon each aide the ataircaae have on the between Fran ce and A.uatria.-On the occasionof the
Fete de l' Empereur, a large diatributi~n .of
recent
bas ou its left wing, on the line, Hornung's " Scene line at one side David Roberta, R.A., and on the
after the Massacre of St. Bartholomew." On one other Armitage. In the immediate vicinity are painting&, sculptures, &c., waa made f:Oprovm0181
muaeuma, churches, &o : the decorau~n. of 0'~
side is a landscape by Niemann, oo the other a sea Pyne, H . Bourne, Madame Lagache, Simonson, d'
Honneur wu also given ~o. sev_eral d18Un~ul8hed
s1maetby J. Danby. Tbeae are a11rroundedby the David de Noter, Marshall, Cluton, &c.
men of scienee.-The mumcipa).1ty of Pana votel
works of Pickersgill, R.A., T. G. Cooper, Henshaw,
In the gallery an, works by W. Weat, Dnffield, each year a conaiderable sum {or the Fine Art.a: out
Knight, R.A., A. F. Patten, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., Rayner, Collingwood, Leslie, Nalder, Legras,CJo. of these funda the Cupola at St. Roch has ~een reMeyer, of Bremen, E . A. Pettitt, D. W. Dean, V. thier, Hornung, D. Cox, Jou., Mn. Criddle, R. El- atored ; St. Nicolaa d"8 Champa decorated with freah
painting&; imJ>Ortantwork.I have been executed at
Flenry, H. Deevignes,and J . B. Smith. The middle more, T. L. Boys, BouYier, &c.
of this compartment baa Faed'a "Sonday in the
The scnlpture is numerous, and judiciously placed the Church of St . Sulpice by Duval and Lafon ; the
Backwoods" for its centre picture, supported right at the enda of the screens, or in the centres of the Churches of St. Severin, St. Philip ~u Ro1!1e,.and
N icolaadu Chardonneret have recelved ~tmga,
and left by the two Boddingtoos, Duffield, aud compartments ; and comprises contributions by Fon- St.
and the steeple on Notre l>ame ia nearly ftniabed :
Herrick , which have in their vicinity works by tana, Weekes, Durham, Foley, Baron Marochetti, the aum apt,nt on th- worka amounts to above
Leu, Niemann, Wainwright, A. Ludovici, Hengsbach, Leifcbild, C. E. Smith of Liverpool, C. Moore, 300 OOOfranea.-Several tall columna have been
Wingfield, Hayes, A.R.H .A., F. Dillon, R. B. Westmacott, Halae, and B. Spence.
ere.'.ted in various parta of . Paris, in ord~r ~at
Beechy, H. K. Taylor, &c. The right wing of thia
It wiJJ be observed that, in the oil,painting com- engineer&may make obeervattoos as to the direouon
t.h11new streeta are to take. Alt.houghso large a po~compartment bas for its centre, on the line, Gavin'a partment&, there are eleven centres of sides-eight
picture of "Thread the Needle,'' supported by of these have been awarded to Engliah painters, tion of old Pnria baa been already taken down, 1t
appear&that an enormous amount of demoliahin~ ie
works by Afoxander Johnson, Pickersgill, R.A., and three to foreigners.
yet to be done--in ahort,l'aria wil_l soon be a new cny.
Ewbank, Clint, J.E . Meadows, G. Cole, A. Dever
The liberality and fair.dealing of the society have -A proposition baa been su'>m1tted to the _pi:oper
' bronght them coutribntiona from all the principal authoriuea to make the pri101;1of ..Mont.st. Michel
W. Beauie, MiN TekU1Cb,&c.
Entering the large compartment at the end of &ehoolsof the continent, and eveu from America; a museum for mediaival cur1011t1ea
.-'lhe pape_rs
the hall, we find on ita left &ereen,in the centre, and we find, interspersed, works from Paris, Diiasel- here apeak of the discovery, in a village church m
Caraud's picture of "Louia XIV. and Madame dorf, Antwerp, Berlin, Bremen, Munich, Italy, &c.
the dt'Jlllrtment of the Sti111-l111plrieuae, of a picture
by Jouvenet, one of the moet distinguished of lh;e
Maintenon at Versailles,witneu ing the performance
We subjoin a list of the sales of the first week.
of the lady pupil, of St. Cyr." On one aide is
No. 403, "A Norwegian Ftiordd," A. Len. ~o . French historiral painters, who died in 1717. It 11
Herrick's picture of "Othello," and on the other 278, "Lake of Lucellle,'' J. Butler. No. 21, a large work, the 111bject the " ANumptio~ ~f the
Baccani's "Margnerita." These are surrounded by "Drybnrgh Abbey,'' J. Joy. No. 668, "The Virgin,'' and ia reported to be one of the art11t s beat
; it is signed lllld dated 1713.
works by Erskine Nicol, T. P. Hall, Herdman of Swale Marshes, Yorklhire," by J . Joy. No. 386, picturee
BsRLIN , -The
numerous and large cartoon&
Edinburgh, Halle, V. Cole, Hurlatoue, A. Cor- "Coast of Norway,' ' Cordes. No. 685, "The executt!d by Cornelius ba,·e been placed in the
bould, A. Flamm, and Lindlar. The left side of Town Choir of Cartmel Priory Church," Herdman, Academy here, where they occupy eeve!'81apartth is compartment has for its centre Elmore's pie- Jun . No. 275, " A Norwegian Ffiordd," Melby. ments: the exhibition ia optn to the public•.
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HAMPTON COURT CARTOONS.

WlUTTL, o,c nswmo TRE .iDJfflUBL& E1'CRJ.\"t!'O, BY J .
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BY the photographs of the Cartoons exhibited at the
Kensi11gton Museum, we are pai11fullyreminded of
the condition of th1'8e works. 'l'he photographer
has, of course, selected the best sections of the
remnants, for there are portions of them from which
no idea of original form or colonr could be itathcred
-a.s, for instance, the robe of the Saviour in "The
Miraculous Draught of Fishes" was originally red,
whereas it is now grey. Judeed, the primary force
and brilliancy of the compositions can only be nuderstood by comparisons with the la)ltl6trics in Rome or
in Berlin, of which latter a word anon. Sixteen yeara
have elapaed aince the protection of the cartoons by
glass, was sul(geSted in this Journnl, as the only way
of preserving them. The most delicate work• in
the National Gallery have been covered,-for this
every lover of Art will be thankful,-but
of the
Cartoons, which are more delicate than nny of these,
the majority are still exposed to injury from dnat and
atmospheric action. The tone 11resented to us in
the photographs is, of course, lo1Y,and could not,
with e1·cry allowance, be accepted as that of the
faces, were it even many tones higher, from the bad
light by which the Cartoons are seen. But the flesh
hues have faded much more than oil colour would
have done during a like period-the evancecence of
tempera more imperatively demands protection . The
incorrnptible lens sets before us some of the moat
characteristic heads, with all the cracks nnd disfigurement of upwards of three centuries-it mny
be said, of neglect.
Two of the compositions were, a few weeks
some others
ago, covered with gle.ss-pcrhnps
are now !(lazed ; but this should have been done
immediately after their restoration ; for the tints
are more fngitive thnn those of an honestly treated
water-colonr drawing. Haydon, years before his
death, prote,sted energetically against the piecemeal
ruin of the Cartoons. He proposed their removal
from the room they now occupy, the windows of
which in summer arc ahvays open, looking on the
inner court, the fountain of which, like the light
in the eyes of some one of Moore's heroines, is
"ever playing." In gu~ty weather, the spray is
carried into the gallery; and it cannot be doubted
that this reservoir of moist air-for such the court
certainly is-has had much to do with the decomposition of the Cartoons. If, however, they be
hermetically sealed, what remains of the1n mny be
preserved ; but as they are too i111p1Jrtantt.o be
bidden at Hampton Court, it is to be hoped that in
the projected Art-buihlings a Cartoon gallery will
not be forp:otten.
Some fifteen or sixteen years ago there was
nhibitcd at the E;,ryptian Hall, a portion of
a set of tapestries worked from these compositions. They were nine in number, and the
property of Mr. Bnllock, who, we belie1·e, ot that
time, bad some interest in the Egyptian Hall . The
purchase of these tapestries was urged upon the
government of the day, because the Cartoons being
at Hampton Court, they would have been more
valuable to us than to any other nation. They
were executed at Arras, contemporaneously with
those that arc so carefully preserved iu the Vatican,
nod which serve, on high ceremonials, to decorate
the Sixtine Chapel. In the time of Henry VIII.,
and until the death of Charles I., they hung in
the Palace of Whitehall; but when the Art-treasures
of that unfortunate monarch were dispersed, they
were purchased by the Spanish ambassador, in
London, Don Alonzo de Ca.dcnaa, for the Duke or
Alba, and they remained in the palace of the AIba
family, at Madrid, nutil 182 l. They were then
purchased by Mr. '!'upper, the British Consul, by
~horn they were brought to Englond. After au
10terval of about twenty years, they became the
property of .Mr. Bullock, and were, as we have said,
e.1hibited at the Egyptian Hall. In J 844 they were
purchued for the Berlin Museum, in the rotunda of
which we have seen them, not without a feeling thnt
they should have enriched our own collection. The
fact of the Cartoon, having bten e.xecuted principally by llaft'aellc's pupil,, may be urged as a plea
for a second restoration ; but it is to be hoped that
this will nc1·er be listened to.
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"CHRISl'

BLESSING

LITTLE

n.

CIIILDREN ."

" Suffer little children to come nnto me, and forbid them
not, for or auch b the kingdomor God."'

If there were language in each atar,
A voice in every onward wave;If every breeze that tra vell'd far,
An ever.during ntterance gave ;
They yet must fail to tell tl:ie worth
Of those blest words Christ spake on earth.

0 morn, it \\"as no light of sun
That left such glory on thy face :
It was a light in Chriet begunA aun that ne'er will run its race!
A liitht-a sun-whose endless ray
Shall cheer alftiction'e darkest do.y.
Blcst words, that wider circle fill
Than frnil humanity can span ;
That thrill-and shall for ages thrill'l'he uuiversal heart of man:
Words with eternal comfort rife;
Words throbbiug with immortal life.
Thongh weak the little feet that came,
Half coyly to the Saviour's aide;
Though small the lipa that lisped his no.n:c,
Though check'd by hia Disciples' pride,
He, who bcholdeth all thinge, saw
In each child's face God's written law.
As iu the seed we know the flower
That fnture suns shall wake to birth,
So, in the child, Christ saw that dcwer
Which s11caksof other worlds than earth !
That l(erm which sleeps in quiet might,
'l'ill God shall call it into ligbt I
'!'hough f k'7J could neither see nor hear
Whnt then our Saviour saw and heardThe glory of another sphere !The music of Jehovah'a word!To Hu divine humanity
All things of heaven were open'd free.
Oh, fitting theme for painter's art,
That briup the Past before man's eyes ;
Thnt bids him from no portion part
Till angels meet him in the skies!Whnt worthier theme for pointer's skill
'J'han tr11tl11which Christian hope fulfil?Ye,, come to Jesus-what delight
So rich aa that in Jesus born?Come, alerp in Him with prayers at night!
And wake in Him with hymns at ruorn !
And let your growing hearts approve
The spirit of yonr Saviour's love !
He, who did little children bless,
Will still receive and blesa them now :Kneel to Him in yo11rlovelinessPray for His baud to prcn your brow :That hand which life to all hath given,
'l'bat welcomes all from earth to heaven.
Christ wniteth ;-shall yonr Saviour pl•ad,
And yon, with children at your knee,
Still pause, their little attps to lead,
To Him who loves them more tkan !le.'Teach, father, teach the way He trod ;Lead, mother, lead thy child to God !

.drt is the world's interpreter!
It speaks to every land the san:e ;
Aud Art can higher fame coufcr,
And wider spread the painter's name,
Than all the poetry of miud
'l'o land and language strict confin'd !
Then, on the eloquence of trnth,
How grand to fix a nation's gaze;
And robe in everlasting youth
The images of perished days !
More v;lorioua, Eastlake, such renown,
Than iicro's wreath-or monarch's crown !
CHARLESSWAIN.
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St& THOKASl\f.A.RYON
,YILSON is still persevering
in his eft'orta for the enclosure of Hampstead Heath ;
but it is probable thnt he contemplate& rather a compensation than actnal and legal poueasion ; for any
act of parliament in his favour mnst be followed
by an assessment of nnmerous claims, to be in
auch case pnt in by an extensive population or
proprietors and leaseholders, according to the
terms of their rcapective tenures. The threatened
conversion of Hampstead Heath into anotbtr
Tyburnia baa been felt to be a prospective
calamity, so serious aa to call forth nn organized
reiiistance to the measnrea of the lord of the
manor, on the part not only of the owners,
lessees, and occnpiera of property at Hampstead
and in the vicinity, but also of certain of the
metropolitan parishes. The means that prevailed
for the formation of a park for Finsbury, in opposition to a similar complication of claims, migM
also be eft'cctive in the cue of Hampstead Hcatb.
In deprecating the allocation of cockney villu on
the Heath, we advocate the cause of the London
artists, for there is no other site near the metropolis
where we can find such a variety of preciona, openair material, from accesaory and backitround morce111uto the entire landscape ; for in these days a
few dashes of the brnsh will not, as of yore, stand
for a passage of nature-a veritable locality mnst
be sought and honestly painted. With the exception of rock and monntaio, almost every feature of
nature may be realized from tht scenery of Hampstead. The pictorial merits of the place are attested in
the worka of Constable, Lin11cll, Harding, Stanfield,
Cox, Dewint, Duncan, Wnrd, Da1,by, Calicott, Nasmyth, Collins-indeed, all onr London lancbcapcpaintcrs owe their earliest debt of nature to this
ficsole of ours . And to those l!fTDn1'8 whose
fledgling efforts have not yet returned them the
means of going to the coast, or North Waln, the
Highlands, Arran, or any of our nearer pastoral
battle-fields, it is a very life.school. " Hamitead,"
as it was written ur,til late in the last century,
occurs early in the catalogues of the Royal Academy.
But Wilson had given the pnblic a taste for Italian
scenery and grand tft'ects, so that Hampstead began
to be nndcrstood ouly after Gainsborough ahowcd
that works not less valnable, nnd equally interesting,
could be constructed of domealic materials . It was
not, however, until recently that the place hu been
fnlly appreciated, that is, when landscape art ceased
to
be a loose reminiaeence, and became a seriona study
of natnre. It may be that Government is not at
present prepared to promote the 11nrcha.se by a
considerable grant; but, in any case, until the
Heath can be secnred, meaanres may be taken for
the prevention of its allotment in building sites.
The movement for the maintenance of the place
in its natural integrity is a anuitary impulae,
and therefore cauuot be opposed by l\lr. Spoaner
and Mr. Couiugham, and those who vote with
him on Art-questions. The portion of land proposed to be secured to the public aa a park
consists of about two hundred and fitly acres, and
about eighty arres adjoining, a part. of the settled
estates of Sir T . l\laryon Will!On, Bart., lord or
the manor of Hampstead, wh,i, by the will of
his late father, is not empowered to gr&lit bnilding lt.11SCs. 'l'he Heath itself is entirely unproductive, but portions of the land are available for
agricultnral purposes.
The present valuation or
the ground may be from £150,000 to £200,000,
but •l1ould Sir 'l'. l\l. Wilson succeed in the appropriation by act of parliament before the lands are
aecnred to the public, the new interest so created
would most materially enhance the cost of the
property, and probably render the acqnisition of
the la11ds by the public perhaps entirely nnattainable. As, lhe1-efore, Sir 'l'homaa .Maryon Will'On
renews his application to Parliament each sesaion,
it 'll"erewell that the question were settled within
aome convenient but brief period. It would be
gratifying to see the namea of some. of onr moat
eminent painters among those of the promoters or
this really moat dcairable acquisition; but, after all,
it is a pnblic question, in which every denizen of
our vast city is more or leu intere9ted.
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THE STATUEOP WEDGWOOD,intended as the
to the exhibition buildings at Bromptoo, for the
reception of the Tarner alld Vernon Collcctious at " Potteries'" memorial, is to be executed by Mr. E.
Marlborough Honse. Being an Art-estimate, it Davis, the sculptor of the statues of the Dnke of
THE NATIONALGALLERYand the Marlborough was, as nsual, opposed by Mr. Coniogham and Mr. Rutland, at Leicester, and of General Nott, at CarHoose Collection are now closed to the public ; the Spooner, and those who, on snch subjects, vote with marthen. Mr. Davis has prepared a small model
former will be opened agaiu on the 24th of the them. The money was, however, granted, and, in of the Wedgwood statue, representing the celebrated
present month ; but the pictures lately at Marl- anticipation of such result, the buildings had been potter holding the Portland Vase in one hand, and
borough Ho11sewill be removed to the temporary erected beforehand, by means, it may be presumed, directing attention to it with the other. The work,
buildin11:,at Ker,sington-the former edifice being of an advance from the Great E1hibition Fund. when finished, will be pl11cedin the Railway Station
required for the use of the Prince of Wales.
The rooms are those in which the Raffnelledrawings Square at Stoke, the directors of the line-the
AN EXHIBITIONof the works of David Roberta, have been exhibited; they do not appear so perfectly North Statl'ord,hire-haviug grnoted a aite for the
R.A., is, it is reported, to tnke place during the lighted as those in which the Sheepshanks Collection purpose.
approaching winter. We have not yet heard where is placed; but their sufficiency in this respect canl\lR. ALUEnllAl!ICOPEi.AND,M.P., has presented
the pictures will be hung: we presume, however, not wtll be tested until they receive the pictures.
to the Musenm of Lichfield a large collection of his
the place 'llill be at the Society of Arte, in the
PICTURE BY 111.ABUSE.-AtMessrs. Graves, in best exampies of Ceramic Art, chiefly of objects in
Adelphi.
Pall Mall, there is the most perfect example of statuary porcelain, in the J>roductiou of which his
THE ROYALExcHANOE.-We took a walk round Jean de Mabuse we have ever seen. It is a por- works at Stoke-upon-Trent have taken the lead, and
the interior of this building the other day, and fonud trait or Macy;aret, daughter of Henry VII., and kept it, since the introduction of the material into
that Mr. Sang and his large staff of assistants were wife of James IV., King of Scotland, when abont Art; indeed, it is well known that to his establishprogressing rapidly with the work of re-decoration, seventeen, and just before her marriage. The face ment the world is indebted for this now popular
on which they have be~n engaged for some weeks. is brilliant in colour, aud the condition of the por- addition to our sources of )l'"ofitablecommerce. At
The embellishments are in fresco, not simply painted trait generally is so pcrfer.t that it most have re- first it was generally considered a commercial failure;
a, before; and, so far as we could judge from the mained undisturbed for centuries, a well-appreciated the articles were admired, but did not "pay ;" and
portion already finished, the arcade, or ambnlatories, gem in the possession of some ancient family. At just at the moment when there was serious question
will have a splendid appearance. The ornamentation Hampton Court there is, by the same painter, of its abandonment, public appreciation came with
is remarkably rich in colour, and elegant in design. a group of portraits or the three children of its attendant recompeoce. Prodnctions of this class
We shall recur to the subject when the work is Henry VII., Prince Arthur, Prince Henry (after- may now he possessed by thousands.
completed.
wards Henry Ylll.), and Margaret, who is the
All ONOher Majesty's recent purchases at the New
WEST'S PICTURE of " Christ crowned with youngest of the three, in fact, scarcely beyond Society of Painters in Water Colours, was a very
Thorns," which, as our readers will remember, was infancy, and between the two heads there is a re- charming drawing of" The Feast of Rosea," by )fr.
terribly damaged some month& since, by a man who markable similarity. The quality and interest of Henry Tidey. It is a work of size, and full of
was formerly an inmate of a lnnatic asylnm, baa the portrait are sufficient to recommend it to the figurea. When reviewing the collection, we spoke of
been restored and replaced in the chancel of All National Portrait Gallery, but portraits of a certain this work as a production of considerable merit, and
Soul's Church, Langham Place. It wns supposed kind arc dealioed by the authorities, with a hope rejoice to find it added to the fine and extensive
that the canvM, which was literally cot into large that the Queen wilt present to the ~llery a selec- gallery of modern Art, in the possession of her
strips, had been so mutilated as to make restoration tion from the royal collections. These portraits Majesty and the Prince Consort.
impossible, especially 83 the most delicate and 1m- procured the artist extensive patronage among the
DRAWINGMoDELs.-A series of rustic drawing
portaut parts of the paiutio11: bad suffered most English nobility, and mnoy of bis works remain in models, designed by Mr. B. R. Green, produced and
severely; but Mr. Farrar, of New Bond Street, who this country. There is also at Messrs. Graves a sold by MCBBrs.Rowoey and Co., will be found of
was entrusted by the vestry of .Marylebone with the marble bust of Charles V., which mnst have been much service to the young student of JJCrspective.
task of repairing it., has so well succeeded, that all executed just before he withdrew into monastic The ~objects are a cottage-door with steps, a hentraces of the mischief perpetrated have entirely dis- retirement. He wears a richly ornamented s•lit of coop, a pigeon-house, a pump, and others. They are
appeared. The pictnre was never nt any time a plate armour, and bis features indicate adYBnced roughly executed, but ou this account, perhaps, are
work of the highest class; indeed, West cannot be age. Another interesting portrait is that of Mrs. not the less desirable, as t.hey approximate the more
re~arded as a great painter; but it was far too Elliot, by Gainsborough. The lady, in her time, closely to nature; and being coloured in imitation
valnable to be lost, and we are therefore glad to figured as the authores.i of memoirs which not only of realities, the identity ia still more forcibly eataknow that it is again safe and sonnd.
procured her an extensive celebrity in her lifetime, blished. The cheapness of these models renders
OSBORNEHousE.-Mr. Lake Price is stated to but have been deemed worthy of reproduction, them easily attainable.
have received a commission from her lllajesty to insomuch as to induce a recent re-publication.
STEREOSCOPIC
SLIDES.-A set of coloured atereoexecute a series of photographic views of the prin- The portrait ia in excellent preservation, and as graphs, taken from the ceremonies, &c., of the
cipal apartments at Osborne House, with their careful 88 anything Gainsborough ever did. The Roman Catholic Church, hBB recently been pubcontents.
t.hree works are from the Northwick collection.
lished by Mr. A. W. Bennett. We confess that the
NEW HonTICULTURAL
GARDENAT KENSINGTON Tei;: CHAMBERS'INSTITUTE AT PEEBLES.subjects afford os no interest, but the gorgeo1111ne111
GORE.-A model, showing how the ground will be There are few events more interesting than that which of pontifical habiliments, and the attire of the
laid out in terraces for the garden of the Horticul~ the newspapers of the past month have recorded , " Blessed Virgin," and other ecclesiastical " matetiiral Society, has just been placed iu the South the opemog of a Literary Institution, at Peebles, rial" of a like nature, may gratify others; and aa
Keusington :Museum, at the north end, near the a free gift of Mr. William Chambers to his nati\"e Mr. Bennett's pictures display these in all their
entrance to the Ornamental Art-rooms. Between town. After a long career of useful labour, t.his richness of ornament and colour, we can safely
the Kensington Road and Cromwell Road, the eminent and estimable gentleman finds himself-and
recommend the stereographa to those who may
gronnd falls about 40 feet, and using this fact in we are pleased to record the fact-so prosperous, that appreciate them more than we do. Of their merit
aid of a general effect, the ground has been divided he is enabled to carry out the cherished wi,h of his as e1amples of the art, there can be no question ;
into three frincipal levels. The entrances to the heart, by giving to his fellow townsmen such aids to they are coloured with remarkable accuracy and
gardens wil be on the lower level, in E1hibition pro~ess as may lessen toil, and render it compara- care, and do great credit to the artist.
and Prince Albert's Roads, and the central path- tively easy to acquire knowledge. His life has been a
TaAPALOAB,SQ.UAllll,- Some time has now
way, upwards of 75 feet wide, BBceodingthrough valuable one to mankind : the works that bear his elapsed aince Sir Ed win Landaeer received the comterraces to the third great level, will lead to the name are so many valuable contributions to pnblic mission for tbe lions for the base of the Nelson
Winter Garden. The whole garden will be sur- good ; they will long endure 88 evidence of his colnmn, but nothing is heard of their progre111. It
rounded by Italian arcades, each of the three levels clear intellect, sound jndgment, generous sympa- were desirable, BBin all casea of public worka, that
having arcades of a different character. The upper, thies, pore philanthropy, and true patriotism; and a sketch of the artist's intentions should be exhior north arcade, where the boundary ia semi-circular if the library he has endowed had no other books bited; we know not whether it be proposed to place
in form, "ill be n modification of the arcades of the than those he has produced, it would not be the lions in one uniform pou, or vary their attiVilla Albani, at Rome; the central arcade will be scantily supplied with means of instruction and tudes. The Nelson monument has not been, as to
almost wholly of Milanese brickwork, interspersed sources of enjoyment. Mr. Chambers, however, is ii.a completion, one of our happiest essays : several
with terra-cotta, majolica, &c. ; whilst the design not an old man; his work was comwenced early, of the artists who were employed upon it are dead,
for the south arcade has been adapted from the and it is pleasant to believe he is destined to aee the and Baily, who executed the statue on the column,
beautiful Cloisters of St. John Lateran, at Rome. fruitage of the seed he baa planted. We can rejoice has retired. Such progress in public works reminda
None of these arcades will be less than 20 feet wide, while we envy the feelings that were his, when ns of Santa Croce, or the Cologne Cathedral, or
and 25 feet high, and they will give a promenade, returning to the town he had quitted when a of some of those continental edifices, of which one
sheltered from all weathers, more than three-quarters lad-full of hope, it may be, but with small trnst, tower has been patiently and for centuries waiting
of a mile in length. The arcades and earthworks except in God and in himself-he announced his for the others.-No answer hu ever been given to
will be executed by the Commissioners for the intention to make easy to others the path he had the question, "Why was Jenner placed among the
E1hibition of 1851, at a coet of £50,000; whibt himself fonnd beset with difficulties ; supplying to heroes?" We may, however, hope for an answer
the laying ont of the gardens, and the construction the hereafter- the very humblest and poorest of his ta the q11ery,"When is he to be removed?"
of the conservatory, or ,rioter garden, will be fellows-facilities for the acquisition of knowledge,
AT THE MusEUll', SOUTHKENSINGTON,
se\"eral
executed by the Horticultural Society, and will cost and its usociatc, wealth, such as forty years ago important and valuable lectures, by competent
about the same 1nm, the greater part of which has were rarely within reach of any but the high-born masters, are announced: an advertisement e.tplaina
been already raised.
and the rich. The Chambers' Institute may grace their nature.
THE ADDITIONSTO THE KENSINGTON!lu~EUll. and benefit Peebles, but the glory of its foundation
THE GALLER'!'ATDULWICIJ.-Onr rcadert ahonld
-At the end of the late seaaion, some nine or ten will be shared by all, everywhere, who appreciate know that no ticket of any kind is now necessary to
thousand pounds were asked for by the Chancellor of tme worth, and honour the results of wisely and obtain admittance to this gallery.
the Exchequer, for certain supplementary additions nsefnlly-directed toil.
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OP TUltllBITIBK ABIIOOUTION
FOB TK'9
ADVA!fCDIIINT
OPISCIBIIOB. By Mrs. W ILLIAK
FIION, Published by LoNOX&N & Co., London.
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Did we not know that in the present day ladies can,
and do, write upon almost any aubject to which the)·
cbooee to give their attention, however foreign 1t
may appear to the matters which are genenlh· supposed to oecnpy the mind• of the ae:r, we ibould
hne felt surprised to aee a work of this kind from
the pen of a female writer. But it ia certainly something new to ftnd a lady acting u a reporter for a
weekly publication ; yet we learn from the preface
that Mn. Fieon wu actually engeged by the editor
of that useful and well-conducted cheap periodical
the 1Aimr6 Hour to attend, and report, the proct!edin;re of the British A110ciation, when the aoc1etyheld
ita ml!eting at Cheltl!nbam, in 1866: and right well,
there ia no doubt, ebe executed her commiaeion,
though we cannot aay that her "report" ever came
under our notice. It waa, howevet', circulated u a
aepante publication, and with considerable aucceae:
it ia thia that hu led to the appearance of the
" liandbook."
That the investlgetiona and labours of the British
AIIOCiation in the fteld of Science have been most
profttably brought to bear on our -ial condition
cannot truthfulll' be denied, though there are men,
and educated moo too, who are increduloua on this
point : for example, a reverend dean addreued, in
183/!, a letter of remonatrance to the Duke of Newcutle, who had oonsented to preside at the meeting
that wu held that year in the town from which
hie grace receives hia title: tbia lt!tter, printed and
published. wu entitled "On the Dangen of Peripatetic Philosophy."
Mrs. Fieon moat eatiafactorily anewen any objeotione that might be made
against theae annual gatheringa of the learned, and
of thoee who deeire to learn, in the following remarka :-J• Slowly, but surely, hu an appreciation
of the benPfita conferred by thia • Peripatetic' A880·
ciation ariaen in the minds of unaeienti& men.
If its viaita were considered merely in a peeuniary
point of view, it would be allowed that a large
influx of atrangers into a town or city could not be
unproductive of a con,idenble expenditure, the
proflta of which muat be reaped by the inhabitants;
but the · advantagee gained by those who are privileged to receive the A880Ciationare of a fu higher
chancter. To come into contact with the muterspirits or the age-the Henchela, the Brewaters,
the Liebiga, and the fllurchieona, who, in devoting
all their energies and talents to the furtherance
of Science, become the benefaeton of the whole
hnman race-muat have an inftuence upon those
who, whila ,tbey oannot equal auch men in the discoverv or aaieotifto truth, may yet learn to appreciate their laboun, and find their own intellectual
faculties expand in so doing." It ia really utoniahing to find cavillers at such meetinga aa those of
the British A880Ciation. Why, do not politicians
meet in the Houae or Commons to d1aeu11 the
affairs of the nation ? do not men of every profeaaion, inoluding the clergy, meet to touaider those
matters in which they are moat inureated u profeuora, but in which the public also Jij intereeted ?
We have written " men of enry profeaeion," an
exception, however, muat be made of artiata, who,
unhappily, are not gregarioua enough to meet for
the advancement of their intereeta, el11ewe should
aee Art and artiata very differently circumstanced
to what they are now.
A coneid-bl• ·part of Mn. Fiaou'a "Handbook"
ia appropriated to a l'l'pc>rtof the meeting of the
.-iation
at 1-da, lut y•ar; while the rest of it
ia devoted to the diat·uuion of the benefita confeJTed
by the aocietv on Science, and of the alleged defi. cienciea that have hitherto prevailed in our univeraiti~• and 8Choola, for obtaining instruction of a
acif'ntific nature.
Other topics, relennt to the
aubjttt, are introduced, and handled with ability
and good aound eenae by the a11thor. Her own
obaervatioua, and those quoted from the writinga
ond apeeoheaof othera, on the compantire ignorance
of the priDeiplea of Art which cbaraeteriaea the
majority or our Art-workmen, are i.nfortunately
atill but too true, though we trust the reproach is
gradually becoming more restricted in its application .

they imprea ua with the vutneaa and oomprehenaiYen- or hie genius, the grandeur and poetry of
hia thoughta, the originality of hia mind, and with
hia power to gRIJI the materiala of the natural
world, and make them aubaervient to hia purpose
in Art.
Of the three plates included in thia part, the ftnt
will .. uredly claim most notice, for it ia from a
J!icture none would auppoae to be the work of
l'urner-" The Country Dlackamith," might have
been painted by some of the old Uutch painten, by
Tenien, or Ostade, for example, or more frobably
still, by our own Wilkie; but, certainly, i it were
not known to be Turner's, no one would think of
Uligning it to him. It lead, ua to inquire somewhat curiously what would have been the result if
the artist had turned hie attention to rustic interion, village ale-houaes, rural weddinga, and harvesthome f~tea. That he would ba.-e become great in
these none can doubt who look at thia compoaition ;
there are few, however, who do not rejoice that he
found greater attraction• in the glorious aea, the
everluting hills, the wide expanse of wood and
meadow, the air and the sunahme-in all that ia or
nature born-than in white-waahed cottagea, or the
smoky atmoephere of a ,·iUagetap-room. The picture in question wu painted in 1807 ; it ia email,
but ia full of subject-matter, the whole of which is
represented with the utmost attention to detail, and
with a masterly eff'ect or light and shade. The engraving, by Mr. C. W. Sharpe, it executed with
great firmnN&and brilliancy of colour.
"Orange-Merchantman going to pieoee" is the
subject of the next engraving, from the b11rin
of Mr. R. Wallie. The picture, painted in 1819,
exhibits a wreck on the bar of the Meuse. The
storm baa p.-d away, but muaee of cloud, tlm>ugh
which the aunahine breakaon the diataut water, are
rolling acroaathe blue aky ; the ground-swell atill
lifts the surface of the Bea into long, heavy wavea,
through which boats of various sizes and shapes are
ploughing their way to and from the wreck, the
surface of the water being dotted with the fruit
that hu escaped from the stranded v-1 : these
bright yellow spots have a atranl!'e appearance on
the oauvu, but they are so akilfuUy mtroduoed u
to enrich the colour of the picture without diatnrbing its harmony. The atyle of thia work belonga to
Turner's beat time.
The lut engraving in the part ia "Rain, Steam,
and Speed," painted in 1844; it ia one of those
e:rtraordinary fanciea, in which the artist indulged,
more especially, towarda the close of his life: but
what a wonderful composition it ia ! how full of the
peetry of Art! The line of railway arches etretehea,
m imagination, miles along' the open country,
towering above the land-pe on each aide ; in the
immediate foreground ia a wide river, which aeema
swollen into a torrent, and is rushing rapidly between the arches of the nil way; while amid the
hot, surging mist, and the driving rain, comes the
swift iron-horse, brouting the atorm, and leaving
ita trail of white foam far behind. As a presumed
repreeentation of nature, the picture it characterized
by numeroua improbabilitiN, if not im~bilitiea,
but u a poet-p11nter'1 dream, it ia exqu11itel,· beautiful. The engraving i, by Mr. R. Brandard, who
hu grappled boldly ,vith the difficulties of the subject, and hu produced one of the beat prints, on a
email scale, after Turner, that we have aeen for a
long time.
ILLUSTll.\TBD
N.\TUlU.L HllTO'&Y. By the Rev. J.
G. Woo», F.L.S., &c. Part VI. Publiahed
by RouTLBDOB& Co., London.

AN lNTllODt:CTIONTO &BLY CHRlffLUf

SYX•

nousx.
By W1LLIAKPAL>IBB,M.A. Publiahed by Lo:110JUN & Co., London.
'l'hia is a little work deacriptive of fourteen compoeitiona from freaoo•paintinga, glauea, and aoulptured aaraopbagi, found in the cataeomba of Rome,
and which belong to the early periods ofChrietiimity.
These comJ.>oeitions,which have been copied by
Signor Bo111,of Rome, are about to be publuhed by
.lit.r.Palmer, who hu sent out hie book u a kind of
avant cou,·ier to the more important publiC1ttion.
In the absence of the printa we cannot tell how far
Mr. Palmer'& readinga are borne out by the worka
themael ves : he treats the subjects with great
minuteneaa or detail. Ria opinion ia that the
paintings and glof theae fouri.en compositio1111
exhibit the Uhriatianity of the third century,
though poaeibly some one or other of them may
belong to the second, and several of them to the
fourtl1. The sculptures from Chriatian earcophagi
at Rome, and in tlie two examples introduced from
the aarcophagi at Aries, which have also been uaed
in theae compoeitions, repreeent the aymboliam of
the fourth and fifth tenturies. 'fheee aculptllffC
are preeumed to ho!d the eame place in tht1 crypts
of the earlieat bui.licu founded under Conat.anWl8
and hia auceeaeora,aa the frescoes and gluaea bald
in the oat&AlOmba
of the firat three centurie..
STUDIBIIPRO)( THB OllBAT l[ABTBBS . Engrand
and Printed in Coloun. By W. DICKEi!. Part
Vil. Published by fux1LTON, A»AJO and
Co., London.
and A. Caracci'•·
Quintin Mataya'a "Misers,"
" Three Mari ea at the Sepulchre," are the printa in
'l'he former
Part VII. of Mr. Dickel'• "Studies."
ia oapitally rendered ; the drawing and ex~on
of the figures are good, and the colouring quite
brilliant. 1'he other, from Lord Carliale'a celebrated
picture, pleuea ua leu, but only becauae the
"Miaen'
ia really e1celltnt. Cancci'a painting
off'en, in the peculiar and nried feeling of the
women, greater diftlcultiea to oYercome than the
hard and furrowed facee of the old Dntoh uauren;
the.body of the dead Uhriat ia unexceptionable, aa a
print, in colour and drawing. Such woru of Art
u theM-and they are quite worthy of the nameat a ebilliog each, are among the marvela of this
entAlrpriaingage.
l'ubliahed by KomLondon.
There are few young boy,, we are penuaded, who
will not receive thia book u a welcome birthday
preaent, for it ia full of amusement and inatruction,
both admirably blended. The firat and longest
atory describes the aacent-preoumed, of coune-of
three "fellows," youths between fourteen and
seventeen, up Mont Blanc : it ia oapitally told~ and
"old boys," or fathen, might read and rehab it.
Then there ia another entilled, '' Young Gianta," a
kind of biograehical sketch of the li\·ea of a few
illuatrioua ~ugliohmen, the heroes of Art, induatry,
and patriotiam. "A T1tle of a Pin ;" "BuftaJ.o
huntmg in the PhilipJJinee;" "1'he Auatralian
Shepherd Boys," by Vi. Howitt; "Grandfather
Pigtail's Story," by G. A. Sala; "Uncle Jaclr.'a
Birthday Tale," by Mn. 8. C. Hall; and many
more, all or which will help to while awa, an hour
or two of the approauhiug long evenings, when boy1
are at a loea !or eom..thing to do. The nllDlea of
the authors are not appended to all the tales, but
beaidea those mentioned, we find on the title-page,
Augustus Mayhew and Thomaa Miller among the
contributon. It ia .amply illustrated.
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Mr. Wood continues to carry on this serial publication with spirit and energy. The sixth part, now
on our table, ia devoted principally to the hiatory of
doga; and here we find the pride of the sportsman,
the pet of the dr1<wing-room, the terror of the
burglar,-doge of all kinda and size1,-aceuratel1,
deacribed by one who hu studied their "point& '
and qu11lities,and pictorially represented by artist,,
who have done their work u accurately. The woodcuts, admirablv engraved by Meeara. Dalziel, from
drawinga by Wolf, Harve, ·, W.,ir, Coleman, and
others, are capital, and tliere is an abundance of
them; almoet every page hu its illustration. We
have rarely ieen finer apecimena of wood-engraving
from natural hiatory, than the majority of these.

ART, AND HOW TO BNJOY IT: a Reply to the
Question, " How shall I know a good Picture?"
Addreaaed to Amateun intereated in Painting •
By E. HoPLBY. Publiahed by Luw, l:lox,
and Co., London.
A little work, written originally for the benefit of
the memben of a private con•erauione, and, at
their request, now made public. .M.r. Bopley'a
eeaay d881!1"Ve8
to be widl!r known than the limited
cirul~ to whom it wu read; for though it oontaina
nothing which those who have atudi..d Art do not,
know, hia remarks will bt, of service to such aa are
ignorant of good Art: the principle, upon which
thia is constituted are laid down simply and without
TaP. TvR!fllB GALLRBY. With Descriptions bY
dogmatiam; they are such u he who rune may read.
R. N. WoBNVK. Partlll.
Published by J. S. PElllSPECTIVB.By G. B. MoORB. Published by We have an 1tbundl!ncec,I Arth·patrona in the oobounVIDTVB,London.
W
& M
Lo d
trv, but if the maJority of t em knew more a ut
ALTON
ABBRLRY, 0 on.
tlie aubjeot for which they pay their guine ... lioer~not her capital numher of this publication, which A pamphlet oC a few pag~a, written bv the author ally thau they do, we ebould hllVefar better Art than
11one that ought to find-and there ia little doubt u on appendix to hia larger work, "Pen~c1ive:
that we too frequently eee, and it would not coat a
it doee-t!xtenah ·e patronagt>,eBJl"ciallyin the coun- its Princ1plN and Practice." The rulea laid down fraction more. Artista who can sell almost an) thing
tr:v that claim, the honour of gh·ing bir1h to the Brl' intended to apply the science to sketching from they choose to paint, are little likely to elevate the
irreatPBtlandaeape-painter of thia or any other time. nature, more eepecially to the delineation of build- a!Jlndard or their worka 10 long u the public re•
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in ignorance of the spirit which alone gives in twelve compartments the History of St.
them value, and in neglect of nature, and John the Baptist, were begun first, in his
original conception and feeling. Already the twenty.third year, but continued after parts of
inspiration derived from the media:val form of the other series, at two intervals during fifteen
religion had passed awar ; and now the ruore years ; so that they illustrate the pro~s
of
purely natural graces which had succeeded it, his style from an early to a late~
Even
were, from this subjugation of fancy and feel· in the first painted, notwithstan · the yoothing, to give way in their turn to academical ful shortcomings, you are stru
with the
pei:lantries, theat.r-ical posturings, and vapid grace of the drawingand oomp08ition. In the
aft'ectations of sentiment. Thus the natural others, executed much later, his merits in this
sense of truth ed beauty WU superseded by respect are fullr developed. But your d~t
the false vanities of the .schools ; which full7. in the whole senes arises chiefly from something
implies,ol course, that imagination aad spint rare indeed in Florent ine pictures-namely,
succumbed to unfeeling mannerisms. Art, with the expression, in union with beauty and grace,
astonis~
rapidity, sunk low indeed. Mean- of naive innocence and simplicity of a more
while, uniler the tyranny of the degenerate · purely human cast than usual, and for the
Lo:<00:1,NOVK>l'llli:B l, 1859,
later Medici, the corruption of society was most part cheerful, tending to smiles ; the
undermining that which alone could have slight aevelopment of intellect in the countenchecked such a decline-the vigorous national ances beingatoned for by the sweetness of lieart
- ~===
==== ==--=-cc=
life, feeling, and thought of better times, of and ,pi_ritthey discover. Theae amiable beings,
which the geniua or the gifted was but as a created by our dear Andrea's pencil (for such
ANDREA DEL BARTO.
concentrative mirror, or refined essence. For works give you an airection for their author),
the mind of even the greatest artist is ever strike one as something betwtleD the JMl.l'6
keenly susceptible of the surrounding influ- gracefulness of Raphael, and the lively,
"'7 NE impression frequent at enoes: it receives their oolouring from his boyish innocency of Correggio. The stories,
Florenoe is, that Andrea childhood upwards ; and as sympath;r and J moreover, are told in o unaft'ectedly simple,
de! Sarto is really a very appreciation are the necessary fuel of his fire, mildly expressive manner; a _poeticalconcepdelightful artist, whoae due and sucoess is the very condition of his tion of domestic life, a refined fondness for it,
praises have been far too career, he is still impelled and tempted in every being a prominent and delightfw. ooaract.eristic.
much withheld by our re- way to adapt himseff t.othose about him.
Here the feelin,r, the costumes, and general
cent critical writers. It
Alld now the Church itself was beginning to treatment remin<l 011e something of the more
is no doubt true, as Vasari, his warm administer to him corruption in a new form. elegant modern German designs ; though, now
admirer, tells us, that there was a cer- The old severe ascetic spirituality was no • &lld then, the ~ and. the lines have a
tain timidity and want of force in his longer suited to a more softly and warmly spice of the grand Michael Angelesque; for,
conceptions. They were, indeed, of a illuminated age ; and so it became exeedient as Vasari says, the last of these works were
fi'1 mildly tender, elegant, and somewhat to substitute for it in Art, imposing displays of painted after Andrea had enlarged his manner
1
feminine cast, undistinguished by mas- sentimentality of a softer ana more tlieatrical by the study of Buonaroti. In {>orlrayingthe
culine grandeur and energy. He had kind. Hence the pictures of this class of horrible events of the Baptist's life, the painful
little dramatic power ; his range was not ex- expression, which more and more prevailed sa~uinary details are concealed by a gentle
tensive; but within that ran~, he is not un- during the period we are now approachina-, and spint embodied in figures interposed Vtlf'J
frequently truly, heart-300thingly, d~htful.
for whieh t.he paintersthe1nselves have of late ingeniously. The humanly gentle Andrea lS
Some or bis frescos, for tenderness of ieeling, been sometimes made entirely respcnsible, with far m.ore
of ~eh oijects than the seraphic·
not monkish, but sweetly and innooentry much shallow and ,Partial seventy ; for it is ally gentle ADgelieo.
human, arc quite unequalled in Florentine art : obvious that the pnesthood itself infused and
The five frescos in the Annunziata, reprein the most purelv gentle and simple aspects of encouraged this ilegeaerate spirit, which is senting the miracles of San Filippo Be:nizzi,
grace and beauty, he alone, in his liappieat further apparent ia the preC1Selymlogous the fowuler of the order of Servites, to which
moments, seems t.o us to have shared the tNe corruption at the same time or the other Arts the adjacent church belongs, oome next in
Rapbaelesque spirit . It is true that feeling under their patronage. But to return to order of date after the two first oompartmenta
of this kind is, in his eoftly splendid oil pictures, Andrea de! Sarto. Though his genius was in the Scalzo&eries; and they were oommenced
painted in the latter part of his career, too not strong and independent enough whollJ. ~ iu Andrea's twenty-fourth year, not completed
often forgotten for beauties of a more technical resist these declining tendencies, it is his high then, as that most serapliically absent man,
and artificial character; yet even in them, distinction that numbers of his works are Rio, states . Andrea, like our own Goldsmith,
b~ht instances of it are not W'llllting; and amongst the last shining protests against them. a tender-hearted genius, was, lilte him, but
thell' general character certainly raises them They are like sunset rays after a glorious day, weak and wandering in the ways of the world,
infinitely above Mr. Forsyth's most stupid ,rhen the withdrawing light is become soft and and very easily -duped. The artful sacristan,
notion, that "Alldrea hadneither poet,ryin his tender, yet still retains gieams of a truly Fra Mariano, who oow treated wita him, soon
intellect, nor feeling in his heart." The critic heavenly clwacter .
discovering this, persuaded him that his fame
here either shows utter carelessness, or else
This Ra.ffaeltino o.f__Flormce 1t'&S bom in would be so much exteaded by his paintsimply describes himself; not that we should 1488, five years after Raphael d'Urbino, wham ing the vestibule of the most popular chvch
have noticed this little piece of self-exposure, he survived ten years. Ilia peracmal instnJcior in Floretice, that he really ouglit not to be
but that it has been repeated to Andrea's pre- wu Piero di Cosinio, a naturalistic painter am.ions about payment, but, even though not
judioe in other books. And even where our of the quint and meagre old style ; but appa- invited, should have applied for the work,
painter's sensibility is somewha~mer
in his rently be formed himself chiefly by the study without any alloy of eordid considerations.
art, it is, at least, admirable,
· cent A.rt. of Fra Bartolomeo, and Albertinelli, of whose There waa that rising, and certainly very
In the spirited refinement of his rawing-we modes of conception and execution his own spirited young man, Franciabigio (formerly
see it marked especially in his sketches-he
may be termed a more humanl;r tellder, and Alldrea'a fellow lodger and assistant), hail
also comes next to Raphael, as it seems t.o us ; eoft variation. When young, he lS said to have already been there, secretly, three or four
and in his tender harmony of colour, soft and dedicated his leisure to drawingfrom the car- times, and fully appreciating the vaat advanwarm, yet strong and brilliant, in his beautiful toons of Leonardo and Michael A.ngelo,excel- tages of such a ~ition, had eagerly -0ft"ered
light melting grace of execution, he is alone ling every other student employed in the same to execute the wliole for pure faine, and any
amongst the Florentine&. Next let us notice manner ; and certainly we have found instances little trifle that the goodfathers would, optionhis rare skill in grouping and composition, and in ,rhich the iniluence of Da Vinci operated ally, add to the l>al.wun.This last bait fully
we shall at least begin to oomprehend why he exquisitel,r in his earlier works, as that of succeeded; and, in<leed, the simple paint.er's
was so often calloo in his own day, ..J.#drea Buonaroti did more questionably in his later ambition, or pn#esaional jealousy, was so
1enzaErrore,or Andrea the Faultless. An ad- ones. In this notice of Andrea, we shall con- thoroughly roused, that be actually became
ditional interest attaches to his name, not onl.r aider his frescos first, separately, and lus oil fidget_y unt.il an agreement was drawn up,
from the unhappiness of bis life, and its sad pictures afterwards ; because, on the waole, his securmg to him the whole work, be1ond risk
close, but from the fact that he was the last earlier characteristics most prevail in the first, of envious interlopers, at the magrufioe11.treof the illustrious lino of Florentine painters, and his latter in the others. His principal oompenoe of ten ducats a picture. Rio says
in whom poetic feeling and refined Art were freeoos are the two series at Florence ; the that "although mystical exaltation was foreign
harmoniously united. The time was now fast one (only in chiar'oscuro) at the supJ>ressed to Andrea del Sarto, his genius was, nevertheapproachin~ when eertain outer forma and convent of Lo Scaizo,<>rthe Barefooted Friars, less, occasionally elevated and purified b1, the
manners distinctive of Michael ~o,
and and the other (unrivalled for tender warm atmosphere of the cloisters." No slight tribute
other consummate artists, ,vere degraded by a , colour) in the court before the Church of the I this, in itself, to the painter's meekness and
blind general admiration to mere idols of Art, Annnnrieta: The Scalzofrescos, representingj powers of spiritual abstraction; sinoe the
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cloister was to him so Ion~ an atmo'.there of
priestly avarice, atid penunous toil!
he first
tliree of the series which, in consequence of
this superb bargain, decorates the recently
~lazed court before the church, represent
• Filippo Benizzi clothing the naked, reproving certain blasphemf'J'S, and delivering a
woman from an evil spirit. These earlier
pictures are somewhat rude and unformed in
style; and the second of tliem indicates weak·
neas in the delineation of the more violent
passions. Then follow those two frescos which
appear to us to be his masterpieces, so far as
pure tenderness of feeling is concerned. In
the first, S. Filiapo is lying dead ; the brethren
of his order an others mourning around ; and
seated upri{bt on the ground, in front, is a
child, wlio as been restored to life by touching the bier on which the saint lies extended .
A mild and gentle sorrow pervades the bystanders-a
sorrow softeninj;', through the
unseen holy Dove, to resignation. Some
fitres of youths in the peculiarly refined
e egance of their drape~a' and fjneral air,
are 9uite in the manner an spirit o Leonardo ;
et it is seldom Andrea directly imitates. The
ast of the S. Filippo Benizz1 series, and we
think decidedly the most beautiful in feelin~ of
all Andrea's productions, represents a /test
about to heal some naked children, by p cing
the saint's clothes on their heads. He stands in
front of the altar, with women and children before him. One child in arms stoops down towards
another with engaging liveliness of expression ;
the smiling fondness of the mothers, too, is
delightfully rendered. On each side a'l\outh in
red drapery approaches the altar.
ey are,
perhaps, too much counterparts, but quite
manifestly tous, sin{le-hearted youn~ men.
An infirm o d man ho bling in, with bis hand
on his knee, is said to be a portrait of the
sculptor, Audrea della Robbia, the nephew of
Luca, who carved that delightfully jocund frieze
of the singers. The ~res
are somewhat
thinly scattered and sm for the size of the
picture : the simplicitfu of composition is a
natural expression of t e sentiment ; and so is
the mild warm colouring, full of sunnai light,
and unusually pleas~ for a fresco. A elicate
red is here Andrea s brightest and most
favourite tint in drarvries ; and all the other
hues are likewise soft y tempered into a warm
and tender harmoifu. An air of innocence
and aft'ection preva· , to which all the various
means of Art thus minister; and above all,
the figures are guileless and amiable true men
and women, whose humanity hasnot been washed
out blr those monkish waters of purification.
This resco is the loveliest Florentine licture
more complet y than
in Florence, comb~
anrr other, the expression of true and genuine
re 'gious elements of the ~entler kind, such as
are proper to human belugs; the angelical
hybnds of tlie Fra Beato of Fiesole being, we
doubt not, much too abstract, exclusive, and
monotonous in their imaginations and sym·
patbies, and materially deficient in what we
will venture to term the true Catholic geniality.
on some of tlie
Rio, who expatiates at l~
other tctures here, only udes to the colouring o this one, the finest of all. But as
exy,ression becomes more and more human, it
on y seems, in the eyes of this spiritually super·
cilioua and thoroughly emasculated writer, to
sink more and more into mere "naturalism,"
and is nick-named accordingly. He has
pies
devoted several unctuous, inceDBC-fumy
to vapid praise of Andrea del Sarlo, qwi.Ji ed
by equally vapid regrets on account of his
assumed shortcomings ; but there is not a
syllable pointing out the particular kind of
beauty that gives their distinguishing value to
his works.
The left side of the court of the s. s.
Annunziata was th111 finished, when poor
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Andrea, finding the promised celebritb n little circular choir designed by Leon Alberti, retoo dear, wished to escape; but all e could mains hung with the richest crimson silk
gain was a modification 0£ the terms to the damask curtains, adorned by heavy tld corda
production of two more pictures only, with a and fringe, so that ou the whole t e church
slight increase of payment. By far the most looks as like a splendid drawing-room as well
pleasing of the two works whicli now a!{>Cared can be. We could not, at the time, possib~
on the ri~ht side of the court, is the 1rth of help calling it the Madonna's princi~ lev
the Virgm. Santa Anna, the mother, sits Ian- or reception-room in Florence. An we cerfete
C:dly ut in bed, with two women taking food to tainly found in it, on one of these cd
r. S e contemplates the new-born infant, occasions, more ener9: of devotion t an it had
whom some women, seated by tlie fire, are wash- ~reviously been our ot to witness in Italy.
he church was absolutely full, and now of
iug and clothing. A boy in a Ion! garment, beside
them, warming his bands, un er a magnificent smarter people, with a bright s~nkling of
old chimney·teee, is verily n little darling. bonnets, not unworthy of yde ark in the
Two el~t
dies have come to visit Santa month of Ma,:, amongst them ; and in place of
Anna.
hey are attired bandsomelv in coifs the languid drawlings and mutterings of nn
and banging sleeves, very much in the fashion ordi~ary mass, tlie priests chanted with extraof Catharine Parr or Ann Boleyn. A domestic ordinary vigoor; and the Sancta Maria1, taken
scene this is, not of holy times and characters, up by the crowd in the ever-recu~
rebut an elegant zing-in levee at Florence, in spouses, testified to the very roof their ·vely
Andrea's own ata. Mona Maddalena di enthusiasm. Had the object of these orisons
Giovanni d1li Al izzi has just brought an been indeed "the Mother of the
~ho
11
· d,"
infant into t e world ; and the ladies of the oft'ered her Sou for the salvation of m
the 1~
Tomabuoni and Soderini have called to oft'er as some of their writers have (CODe
their conretulations, and any little services 0£ contending, thefu could not have accosted
that may e needful. That is all: but it must her with more ve emence of worship. Prebe a very_fine ideal representation indeed of sently we perceived, amidst a gaily variegated
the Virgin's birtli, £or which we would wil- living lane, the priests glittermg and f~
Jingly exchan~ so ~ful,
so picturesque a along in procession towards the Michelozzi
glimpse of t e pamter's times. We went Chapel ; and there they resumed tlieir genumore than once to enj{ it. There was no flexions before an altar or silver, crowded
more favourite place o resort. with us in bfua eile of plate that almost vied with one of
Florence, than the cloisters adorned with these t e silversmith's dis.Plays at our great Exbifrescos ; and when the absence of the old bition. Beside this sumptuous chapel, we
custode prevented us from entering the glazed found an oratory lined around and under foot
arcade itself, we were content to lin~r and with the richest pietra-dr1ra,representing the
gazethroufch the panes on Andrea's cmfed and lily, the star, the rose, the moon, and other empelissed F orentine ladies, and on the amiable blems of the Madonna, in the costliest variousmnocence assembled round San Filippo's re· tinted marbles,shining beneath draperies of lace,
cresentative, where not only are children healed delicate as the tissues of frost-work that cury the touch of his raiment, but those who tain the ymphs of the glaciers. We could not
accompan&them seem to be made gentle and but trea as on eggs· amongst these dainty
cious
y his lingeriug s£irit. A lively re- splendours (fearful, moreover, as we were seriion from the evening g ow outside would, ously, of interrupting the worshippers), in our
at these moments, penetrate the silent cloister, endeavour to catch a falance at the miraculous
and overspread every_painting, hei1hte1:fc to picture which is disp ayed on the occasion, to
a most nch and splendid tone t at
· der ec~se, in plular interest, the softly painted
warmth, which is so de,htfully characteristic he of our aviour, by Andrea del Sarlo, on
of Andrea del Sarto.
hen, indeed, in his the adjacent altar. Rio, however, graciously
tomb here, he might be said, to lie enshrined in admits that this last " is not unworthy 0£
the glow of his own frescos.
the position which it occuties near the otlier
But even whilst we were thus admiring in -that miraculous work w ich has continued
~uietude the picture of the Madonna's birth, to be for six hundred ;rears the mysterious
t e anniversary of that event was being oh- object of po£ular devotion." The artist, it
served with fluttering and crowded splendour seems, fell as eep, exhausted with his vain enface, when
in the aioining church, the most sumptuously deavours to represent the Virt's
furnishe and popular one in Florence. Its an anfel came and completed ·s task. But,
roof and arches are all frivolous with modem alas, 10w ill this anf l }lainted ! It was on
baintings of cupid-like cherubs, and other such another occasion we 1eara in this church the
eings, in a taste fit for a concert-room. Be- prayer which the archbishlt had ordered to be
£ore the choir rises the baldacchino, all gilding, offered up periodically to oah, implor~ him
with a coloured imaf of the Madonna in the to intercede for the remission of that destrncmiddle.• A splendi crown and robes adorn tive disease of the vine, which, unhappily,
her ; nevertheless, a crowd of glittering swords seems assuming a chronic form. It is a very
pierces her flaminfiiuncovered lieart ; but, again, copious petition, composed with the blandest
notwithstanding t ese lower agonies, her rosy euphony, certainly; but we cannot h°i queslooks and e~e of upturned blue beam with the tioning the iu~ent,
not to say tlie elicacy,
softest placidities of sentiment. Numberless of particular y dressing Noah on the subject.;
wax candles are dotted around ; numberless for, indeed, are not his recollections of this
little silver hearts oft'ered to her fill an immense plant of a rather humbling character; and can
frame on one side ; and formerly innumerable we suppose him cminentl;r desirous of enmodels of lefi and arms, which she is believed courc:fmg that through which he himself reto have free from disease by her intervention, ceiv so much moral deterioration?
But returning to Andrea, we must now prowere hung all about ; but havi, not unfreguentl fallen on the heads of er votaries ceed, in the second J>lace, to notice bis oil
lieneat , and alsoon the works of Art, doing- tctores, which chiefly belong to a later part of
them serious injury_, their removal was judiis career, and, on the whole, denote n further
ciously deemed advisable. During the entire development of his splendid technical powers,
season of the Madonna's freat festival, every rather than of that pure innocent tenderness
arch in the nave, and in t e sumptuous semi- of spirit which we have been admiring in his
frescos. It is a dift'erencefor which his unfor• To preTent the posslb111tyot anch A charge or lrrevcrence "' wonld be nnJn1t and most] lnJnrloua, let It be tunate wedded life perhar.s accounts in no
undenlood, once tor all, that there I.I no ldenUty whatever slight degree; for surely it is less to be exIn the writer'• mind between the Bleucd VI~ and theae pected that sweet and placid conceptions should
flgurea or tho Madonna ; no, no more than tween her
and Jnno, the an<iffll, or daaical," Queen otHeaveo.~
grow in a brain contmually teased by a rest-
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less and im~rtunate woman,than that the less in exceedingly tight pantaloons gay as har- the wife of a cap-maker. Though of a family
tender and thoughtful requisites of Art should lequins' eg~ ; the wholepaintedwith a softness low both in meansand repute, she gave herself
flourish in sucli a condition of things. We almost vapid. These were originallyfurniture airs, and was flirtish, delighting above all
must now shift the scene from the Annunziata panels. Francesco Borgherin1 was bent on things, says the biographer, in catching the
to the Pitti, where the great collection of adorningone of his apartments with coffersfor hearts of men. Recanati, her husband,suddenly
Andrea's easel pictures is to be met with. In- hereditaryvestments,backs of chairs, and seats dying, Andrea married her, without a word to
deed, so far as the general effect of the halls of different forms, besides a magnificentbed- his friends, and much to their disgust; for
there is concerned,his works form their most stead of walnut-wood-a very throne, no doubt, highlyesteemin~his talents and prospects,the}.'
imposing ornament. We counted five large for Sleep, on which one would, it is likely, thought the alliancemost derogatory. But 1t
altar-J.>ieces,
besidesseveral others of consider- be too much quickened by restless admiration was soon manifest that he had destroyed his
able size; and nearlyall are of that soft, warm, of carvinl?'and miniatures,to sink very readily inner peace as well as his outer respectability,
splendourof colour,which, heightened-rather into her oalmyembraces. So he engaged for and becomenot only grievouslywife-ridden,but
too much for their own sakes-by varnish, and the work the pencils not only of Andrea, but jealous, and not onlyjealous, but still more laGranacci and Pontormo; and the three vied mentably an altered person; for the artful
surrounded by fresh and sumptuous gil~,
gives them a truly magnificentaspect in tlie with extraordinary carein embellishingthese Lucreziawrought upon him to abandonhis own
coup d' teil. In the first hall you are imme- beautiful articles,110characteristicof Florentine indigent parents, whom be had hitherto maindiately much taken with two of these altar taste. Andreanot unfrequentlysleepsthrough tained out of his scanty earninwi, and adopt
pieces, both Assumptionsof the Virgin, the a Holy Family picture-as who does not ?-re- her father and sisters instead; msomnch.that
one _principallya repetition of the other. The peating the samemonotonousinexpressiveman- his friends began to look coldly on him, and
Madonna is his pretty wife raised into the nerisms; nu misfortune being the constant whenever be approached in the street, seemed
clouds, in the act of prayer, and supported by haunting on the tip of his pencil of his wife's to find something preferableon the other side
a living garland of little cupid-like angels. pretty, but somewhatfretful and inharmonious of the way. Nay, this wife or his would scold
Her e1es are large and dark ; her features face; and a grimacingideaof childhood-for his and tease his pupils, not only with shrewish
small, but regular: here, at least, flirt and childrencommonlyswarm about their mothers words, but a smart box on the ear, now and
virago as she was, she looks serene and gentle with the roguishau-oflittle Pucks, or sometimes then. We arc t-0ld so by Vasari, here surely
enough. Foremost amongst the worshippers with most unmirthful simulationof laughter. a goodauthority; for " G1orgino"himselfwas
kneeling beneath, is one whose face is a por- Sometimes, nevertheless, a more refined spi- Cineof them, and speaks probab1;1,from a
trait of her luckless Andrea, lookinground out ritual tendernessapproachesthe blessedminded- smarting memorv. "And Andrea, ' he adds,
of the picture,with uncommonlylarge animated ness of those sweet frescoswhich he produced " thought this klnd of life a high pleasure."
eyes, but a physiognomyin other respects in his calm,free,unmolested,bachelordays,and It is certain that his very imaginationbecame
indicative of weakness of character. Much equals, we think, the work of any Florentine. uxorious; for he rarely painted a woman's
beauty and gentlenessof feelingmay be found His "Annunciation," a somewhatearlypicture countenllllcewithout avnilmg himself more or
in this picture, obscured by artificialnessof in the Hall of Jupiter, is particularly distin- less of his wife's features. Many a fair tender
arrangement; for the figures are but too obvi. guished by this excellence:of the three angels, vision,such as Connelygraced his pencil, when
oualy assisting in a display for artistical pur- Gabriel who kneels with a lily branch in his he dwelt in "maiden meditation, Caneyfree,"
poses, combined with those ecclesiasticalob- hand, has a look highly tender and fervid. was doubtlessexcludedby them, or superseded
Jects, in furtherance of which a softer senti- We would couple this work with that flowerof before he could embodyit on his canvas.
Yet he bore not his life ever with this equamentalism in all the Arts is now beginningto his maturest time, his patl,eticpicture, the Debe encouraged,as, in the softer temper of the position from the Cross, which at least equals nimity, for we learn by and by, not that his
times, more conducive to eclatand effect the adjacent Fra Bartolomeoof the same sub- wife's fascinations waned, but that her corthan the old severer forms. But whatever ject, and is original,and "not almost entirely morant reb.tivesbecameintolerable,subjectin~
may be the regret for a decline in conception borrowedfromtbat picture," as Rio affirms,but him to a discreditable mode of eristence, ana
and feeling of this kind, which seems indeed altogether different. Andrea painted it for the a poverty from which it seemed impossibleto
to have been the ~neral tendency,let not the Camaldolesenuns at Mu~llo amongst the rise. It must have been amidst this state of
painter be deprivedof the honour here due to A~ninnes, wherewith his wife,his sister-in-law, things that he received the following letter
him as a graceful and brilliant improverin the and step-daughter, be had retired for refu~ from BenvenutoCellini; we picked it up the
more technicalelementsof his art. The beau- from the plague. The whole companyin this other daJ, much torn and crumpled, whilst
tiful light meltingexecution,and the colouring, Piet11is mourning, gracefullyindeed, but un- walkingm the garden of our fancy somewhere
combininga warm harmonioussplendour to a deniably,with true-hearted depth. The Mag- a little out of the Via Larga. Our friend
singular degree with delicacyand tenderness, dalen, kneelingat Christ's feet, 8!1Zeson him Benvenuto does not seem 9uite to hit the parare his own, and stand by themselves in Flo- wildly, with raised hands clasped beside her ticular circumstances; and yet perhaps be derentine Art. An altar-piece uniting similar cheek; and her characteristic excitabilitycon- scends acutely to that foundation of the evil
beauties with a moremanlyforce of expression, trasts vividlywith the more solemnlyrestrained which whollycomprehendsthe rest.
is Andrea's famous "Dispute on the Trinity." grief of all the others.
AKDBBA,JOOc.uo.-Yon are vexed, I htar, a.t some reFour saints stand side by side. Of these,
Andrea's stay with the nuns amongst the marks
Imputed to me by that pesUlent fellow, Dandlnelll,
Aug'118tinemoves vehemently towards Peter mountains,whilst he painted this picture, is re· touching yonr domesUc Infelicity. He Ilea. There Is no
truth In bis tongue than In bis blundering and Inthe Dominican,who, in the excitement of the presented as one of the few green spots of his more
capable chisel. When next we meet, I will take my
argument, holds up a book with earnest in· existence. Pleased with the country air and solemn oath on the gospels that my tender l1eart has
only wept In respectful silence over those un.
dignant action; St. Francis (ever mild in man- !luiet, and with the constant proofs of friend- hitherto
happy circumstances which, more even than you cau
ner) seems more gently persuasive; and the lmessbestowedby those venerableladies on his Imagine,
are the unlveraal topics ot convenaUon. But to
youthful St. Lawrence listens with attention, familyand himself,he lingeredhis sojourn,and, maintain this silence with yourself 'Individually, were
1lmply
unklndn
... , since It really seem, to me that a
yet modestlyhesitates, in deferenceto the con- as we see, painted with more than his usual little friendly advice
anll counsel are alone 'wanting for
ffictingopinionsof his elders. A figure kneels finenessand tenderness or feeling. His looks, your enf'ranchlsement. For naturelly In our bolaUon we
from the application or those bolder remedies ot
on each side : one is Lucrezia,Andrea's wife, probably,weremeanwhilein a state of transition shrink
we should avail ourselves with enUre comfort and
in the character of Santa Maria Maddalena, betweenthe aspects of his first and secondvery which
conftdence were they suggested and 1ancUoned by the
throwing up her fine dark eyes with devout interesting autographic portraits in the Uffizh. counael1ofan enlightened friend. My apprentice, Ascanlo,
lnterrupte me, or I should enlarge more on the fhlloaophy
fervour, or that which finelysimulates it; the In the former of these be is thin, thoughtful, and
prlvilegea ot friendship, respecUog which have Jolt
other, a most feminine St. Sebastian with a 01elancholy,with large impressive eyes, a been bold Inga masterly dlscoune with the divine Benedetto
Varcbl.
however, by the exalted aubject, I
nude back, and golden-brownhair, and green steady penetrating gaze, worthy so excellenta cannot do lc1plred,
Jes,, my dear Andrea, than Implore you to
drapery, is exquisitelypainted. Here we have painter : the secondrepresentshim later in life, a.rouse youraelt to that ftrmnesa which your trea(lheroua
alone can have hitherto kept aloof from your
forcible and di~ed expression,nice shades fatter and more placid and common-placelook- heart
noble and manly will. When milder medicines fall, we
of character anJ feeling,life that animatesthe ing. But a third picture in the Pitti repre- proceed
at once to speclllca of a violent nature, which,
room,and an executionand splendourof colour senting him, to~ther with his wire, is dramatic from the pain they lnftlct on ourselves also, do, In tact,
more afl'ectlon toward, the object of them, than
rarely equalled. Ah, poor Andf'easenzaEN'oreI and singularlys1gni!icant. His hand is on her evince
those aofter remedies before Ineffectually administered.
one exclaims. At the advanced period of shoulder,and he addressesher with an air of We have, In your case, plainly, It ls m~nlfest, got beyond
the proper aeason of emolllents ; and were I you-now
his career when he painted this-his " culmi- melancholy entreaty ; his countenance here comes
the very pith or my advice-I ahonld, I candidly
nating period" it is called-he was still in lamentablyindicativeof weaknessand irresolu- admit, In
the case or this Intolerable woman, have recourae
to
auch
atout and copious corrootlon as would probebly
wretcheiipoverty. Not only hadhe the father tion. She, meanwhile,looksout of the picture,
resound
through
the whole borgo. And yet, all the while,
and all the sisters of his wife devouring every- perfectlyunmoved,holdinga letter.-She has, a ministry or Infinite
love would It be, whipping, not her,
thing he gained, but his remuneration itself we ween, been rating h1m for coming back In the deeper or esoteric aenae, but out of her the devll 1
who
tormente
her
as
much
as me, and Is not to be reachea
was only scanty, partly, no doubt, in conse- from France, from wealth abroad to poverty at otherwise. To emblemlze which
motive, the twigs abould,
quence of his timid shy inaptitude for dealing home, and now holds her own letter imploring at least some ot them, be flowery,
and bound together
with the hard men of the world.
his return, which he has humblyplaced in her with roee-coloored rlbbona, their power being anperdclally
lrrll&Uve,
not
profbundly
detrimental,
In tact, not open..
There are smaller pictures by Andrea in the hands as someextenuation.
Uve much beyond the Inferior cuUcle. Thus should I,
Pitti, with many slender qnaintJShfigures,often
When first Andrea met with her, she was with an art that reminds me oCmy goldamlth'a on.I\ (aa
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1peclally exemplified In the lacomparable ornament I have 1 wit.h bursts of appla1111e,
lllld Andrea was immereoontly wrought for his eminence the Cardinal Oaddl ), di tel
roclai ed. K'
f th F t It ·
forge tbo llrst link In the troe chain of connubial love,
a Y
m
. mg O
e eas •
!.'!
which Is fear, the second being respect, and the thlnl, love. at one o these meetings that he read a oom1c
The light or love, surronnded and set off by the shadom
~m from his own pen. in imitation of the
of t..rror, compose the true ohlar'oscuro of wedded 11r..
.
.
There Is no love worth having wit.hoot respect and rovertrachomyomachia, m which, at the end of
ence, or which the strongeot roandatlon Is undoubtedly
every canto he thllllks the Signori of the Caulfear. lleside1, how much more delight and pride wlll 1ho dro t th '·
·
h ·
f hi
derive from your endenrmenla when they are oontruted
n or ell' patient earmg o s verses.
with yow- manly severity, whon their prcclousne• ii
The other society, that of the '!'rowel, was
enhanced by their precarlousnoss ! Commending you lo distinguished not only for the whimsicality of
the protection of the Deity, I remain, yonr alf•cUon:,t..,
th
t'cal '· ts, b f th ! iful beaut

I

B,nmnnrro C&LLDII

·
It was in this abject state of his affairs that
Andrea reoeived llll invitation from Francis L
Advised b'h anxious friends, he accordingly repaired to is court, lllld there the poor man
seemed conducted at onoe from the depths
of sordid anxiety to the height of prosperity
and ease. The French ~ aid his utmost to
retain him in his eervioe, or he was pleased
with the readiness lllld punctuality of his
hiincil, and his high satisfaction with all abo\lt
m. But snddeiily, in a luckless hour, came
an artful letter from his wife, full of bitter
oomplaints, and tender entreaties for his
return. He had adequately provided for her;
he had even ordered a house to be built for
them both, behind the Nunziata; and given
assurances that he mif t be back at any time,
laden with money.
ut with this restless,
wretched woman, the inconveniences of the
tesent hour outwe~hed all the golden future.
she wrote that s e never ceased to bedew
her deserted pillow with widow's tears, and that
if he delayed his return, he would certainlh find
her, no mistress of that tine imaginary ouse
by the Nunziata, but in her cold grave. The
foolish man gave way : he obtained leave of
absence for the arranfemeut of his affairs,
swearing to return wit in a few months, lllld
set out with n considerable sum, which the
k~entrusted
to him, for the purchase of
wor
of Art . At home once more, he lived
with his wife, making handsome presents
to er father and sisters, but doin/ nothing
for his ow11.parents, whom he woul not even
see-alas, for the hainter of the little children
~ healed by t e garments of San Filippo
Bemzzi ! They were suffered by him to end
their days iu poverty and misery.
About this time it was, probably, that
Andrea signalised himself as a conviv1alist at
the clubs of the Cauldron and the Trowel, of
which Vasari gives an account in his life of
Rustici, the sculptor. These societies, consisting chiefly of artists, wits, and bonvivans,
but including gentlemen of the highest families,
were wont to sup together, and divert themselves in an astonishiufly quaint and fanciful
manner. The Brother ood of the Cauldron
feasted in an enormous boiler, whose overarching handle ·was illumined with lamps, and
its sides with pictures. In the midst, a tree,
branchin~ with the various courses, rose and
descende to the sound of unseen musical
instruments, and every member had to contribute a dish exhibitinf some fanciful external
device, as well as re nement in the culinary
art. Andrea once brou~ht as his contribution llll ex1'uisite mode of the Florentine
he revement was a mosaic of
Baetistry.
various-tinted je ·es ; the porp_hyy columns
were thick sausages, with capitals o Parmesllll
cheese, and cornices of sugar-work. In the
eentre was a singing-desk made of cold veal,
the book on which was delicat.ely wrought of
pastry, with musical notes represented
pepper-corns. On the roof bemf remove ,
a nnmber of choristers made o thrushes,
dressed in surplices of lard, were discovered
standing before the desk, their beak$ wide
open, as in the act of earnestlfu chanting ; and
behind them, to complete t e group, stood
two vez fat pigeons as contra-hassi, with
half a ozen ortolans officiating as sokilni.
This delectable device was worthily
· ed
r
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distaff, and great Jove himself even by the
graceless blandishmentA!of others' wives, ~
not I, a weak mortal, whose collllCcrating · t
is ar,preoiation of beauty, by the attracti<JDS
of t e enchanting Lucrezia di Baccio del Fede P
Why not, whlr!ot ?" But there must have ileen
momentary
:whacks amidst this enjoyment.
Pasaing thoughts of his neglected puents cannot have been consolatory. The period, too,
e prac 1 Jes
ut or e anc
y at which he had engaged to return to Fraaoe
of the tablea,u; fJi1Jafl8 contrived by distin- was fast arriving, lllld the French king's
guished artists belonging to the club. On one DlllldleY
had slipped awa1 for his own puroccasioB, the members were to come in Caney poses.• Furbishing up his rusty honour, liowdresses; but any two similarly attired were ever, ae resolved to throw himself at the
liable to a ludicrous penalty. Another time, French ~&
feet ; but here again his wife
the oompany tresented themselves in the guise prevailed.
u£1ual endearments, honeymoon
of masons ; w en architectural structures oom- revivals, fast ailing pearls from the ines.posed of delicious eatables were submitted to haustible treasury of the finest eyes he had
their criticism, and if oondenmed, eaten. until ever ventured to look into, ignominiously
at
sudd~,
a cleverly-contrived shower of rain bribed him, lllld he remained-remained
enfo
a general dispersion. Another time Florence, with a load of diahonour and selfan invitation to supper came as from Pluto ; :n_braiding added to his other miseries. W c
condemn him freely, because we feel-we
and the guests were ushered through the mouth
of an enormous~
into a chamber nearly know that we could not ouraelves be thus
Jark, where devils
t them into their seats, seduced from probity. " Unyoke us from your
and served what seemed Tartarean rebtiles, and arms, fair dame ; for in this cause we W'Ollld
'l'he
even bones lllld refuse of the grave ; ut moral far preferably kiss the hem of Francis."
courage and faith in their host were rewarded French kiug, meanwhile, in high dudgeon.
Meanwhile roundly swore that if ever that Fiu du Taillncr
by the verv ecstasies of the ~te.
fires glared fitfully, and t e abysses of the fell into his hands, he would do him some harm
damnedwere momentarily displayed, and fear- or other. From time to time compunction reful groans resounded; and sometimes the visited the painter, and he even devised means
spirits of the guests themselves were satiricall,Y of regaining circuitously the ~s
favour ;
represented as paying the penalty of their but, finally, hi.& fickleness or
·
tres~es
: when in a moment, lieypre8to! the poverty prevailed, lllld they were never
who e vanished, and the apartment was seen out. And now suddenly breaksthe thread of
mildly illuminated, and set forth with a banquet this poor life of mingled honour and dishonour.
in the most cheerful and elegant manner. Andrea died at the age of forty-two, of fever.
Over waves the greenest and most silvery "No remedy was found; nor were man& cares
enelf,
past.eboard could acco:falish, then came curt- bestowed on him, his wife withdra~
seying to the guests,
bly, a ship from the as much as she could, for fear of the infecti00Hesperillll Isles, laden with bonbons, which He died almost without any one being aware
the of it."t
were distributed by the mariners amo~
guests ; lllld the entertainment ended with the
Poor Andrea del Sarto ! His desertion of
comedy of Philogcnia, most beautifully deco- his parents is the worst ; but apart from conrated. But the expense of these meetings duct thus wholly inexcusable, we are not hasty
becoming extravng&!!t, a warning w• needful, to condemn abso=
lllld unreservedly henud it was given. The members were invited pecked men ; ea · y those who of feeble
to which, as was signi· oon.stitutioa, or t.empeniment, are absorbed, to
to a eeemin~shonse,
brought themselves down by the stretch. of theu- {>Owers,in some most
fied, the,1
their lav1Shness. Certain w~ already there, needful businllll!, or trying intell.ectnal pnnmit.
dressed up as paupers, straig tway beganbe- When fatigued-when perhaps exhausted by
tween thelllBelves a dialogue full of sarcasms such cares, it is much, surely, that the,yshould
on those who squander their substance in be exrected to begin a new struggle with some
frivolous luxuries ; but presently Sant' Antmtlo foolis untameable woman, who can only be
ente~,
tempered their excessive hitterll.ess kept down, either by weak submissiveness, or
with t e sweetness of a milder homily, and such correction as will convert the whole
delivering the guests from the poor-house, neighbourhood into her allies, in the name of
invited them to a more moderate repast within, oppressed womanhood. H we add the msion oondition of econo~ for the future. When dious treachery of our hearts, which
the most accomplish
artists were on the stronger even as our bewildered hea ~
managing committee, their spectacles were no weaker, and taking the part of the
oved
doubt well worth looking at. In a oertain tormenter, is ever whispering sweet memories
in her favour ; if we add her look.
representation of a dis~ute on the Trinity, and f11I1cies
Sant' Andrea wu exhi 'ted as commmuiinJ so like that with which she gave her heart,
and yet so iteously difl'erent, candour will
that l1eaven should be lened, all vocal wi
the choirs of angels! An a wonderful display admit that t e maintenanoe of matrimonial
it was, V asari assures us. On llllother occa- lordshif, is sometimes beset with exceeding
sion, Andrea del Barto and Sansovino assisted difficul y, and will be slow to oondemn, even
so far as his r,ntle biographer has don~ this
in desi~ng the scenery of Tartarus and:zsium, with n manifestation of the heathen
, most ill-starre paint.er.
each with their pro~r attributes, and fanciful
• Notwithstanding the enconragement In ~ the
inventions of their lissful gardens, poetically
pictures Andrea palnt..d there, now In the Lonvre_ are
meteoric with pyrotechnics, from which, we two
but mannered and uninteresting. The Holy Famll:y, In
must imagine, as from their own opening which th e two children seem to be crying peevishly and
unmeanlngly, la feeble every way. 1n the other work.,
planets, or expand~ petals of flowers, or oor- two
wolf.grown boys, whom It Is high time lo wean.
ruscating bowers o rainbow-tinted meteors, rest, with queer grimaces, Intend ed for joy, on the bosom
or
a
very h•vy, 1tnpld-looltlng woman, Intended 1'ur
these ~raceful deities emer'a:d. Mona Lucrezia
Here Is too much or that artlaUo display,. for
probab y here made a fine emonstration. Did Charity.
the Inappropriate lntroducUon of which Into such subjects.
she come forth as the blooming Ceres, eared M. Angelo lo not ollghtly responsible; but Jct It Dot be
thought, for a moment, that 1uch woru adequately repre.
with gold P-Her haughty mien, lllld "the sent
Andrea de! Sarlo,
larre orbs of her resplendent eyes," are Juno's
t [Andrea Vennocchl, commonlyllnown as An~
del
rat er. With what admiration must Andrea Sarlo, died at F1orenoe, of the plaguo which vialted that
olty In 1630, u Vuarl say•; but In • book pr~
have gazed on her. " If Hercules is thus Venice In 15'8, he Is a.ssomcd to be then 1Ull ..Uve.-at
bound by the light threads from Omphale's En . .A.. J .J
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rence." He must have been at that time a remarkably fine and handsome boy,
and his intelligence, spirit, and talents, in addition, rendered him a general
favourite with every one. His father brought him out firat at Weymouth, then
STYLE AND CHARACTER.
THEIR
a fashionable watering-place; afterwards at Oxford, and subsequently at Bath.
WITH ENOII.AVED ILLIJ8TRAnON8.
His crayon portraits were eagerly sought after; the price for them at first was a
g11inea,but they were soon raised to a guinea and a half: be executed them
with great rapidity, in black chalk heightened with white. Young Lawrence
No. XLVJI.-SIR THOMAS LAWRENCE, P.R.A •
generally received four sitten each day, giving to each person about half an hour,
R. T11omsnu1n,in a recent Number of the and continuing another half-hour on the work after the sitter bad left. At the
Art -Journal, has sketched out a vivid and age of thirteen or fourteen a gentleman of rank offered the sum of one thousand
att ractive picture of Lawrence when his pounds to allow of bis going to sti1dy at Rome, but it was refused by the father,
atelier was thronged with the rank, fashion, who said " his son's talents required no cultivation." In 1787 the elder Lawand beauty, whom the "season" had col- rence brought the youth to London, and introduced him to Reynolds. In
)ectcd within the metropolis; and he in- September of the same year he was admitted a student of the Royal Academy:
trod11ccd as 'acce11soriessome of those "his proficency in drawing at that time," said .Mr. Howard, the late Secretary
incidents which marked the life of the artist, and Academician, "was such as to leave all his competiton in the antique
from its dawn to its highest culminating school far behind him. His personal attractions were as remarkable as bis
r,oiut. We are not now about to enter the talent; altogether he excited a great sensation, and seemed to the admiring stulists with our fellow-labourer by an attempt dents as nothing less than a young Raphael suddeuly dropped among them. He
~- - -;::,-. to rival him on his own ground; this was very handsome, and his chestnut Jocks flowing on his ahoulden gave him a
would be utterly futile : our pencil, or romantic appearance." Lawrence was unquestionably born nuder a lucky star:
rather our pen, illdeed essays the same subject, but onr mode o( he bad begun oil-painting aome little time ere he came to London, where be
treatment must uecc nrily be far different, in conformity with the soon gained popularity as a portrait-painter, and was admitted into the beet
plan of this series of biographical notices, even were we gifted with society in the metropolis, both literary and fashionable ; and the King,
the power of writing lilce the author of "Lawrence in London George III., honoured him with an audience.
·
Lawrence bad scarcely reached his twenty-second year when be was electedDrawing-rooms."
" England," says a modern French Art·critic, "is the country of it is said by especial desire of the King and Queen, supported by the iuflnence
,
portraiture; where then shall portrait-painting be sought for, if not of Reynolds-an Associate of the Academy (his first works were exhibited
\ \ in a nation 10 personal; and which, by its manners, ita institutions, there in 1787); and three years afterwards, namely in 17114,an Academician:
and even its religion, attaches so great importance to the individual? the annals of that society afford, we believe, no parallel case of early electiou to
What a magnificent career was that of Lawrence! exciting at fi,·e or six years its honours. He bad already been appointed, on the death or Reynolds in 1792,
of age universal admiration-weeping with jealousy, in bis ninth year, before a portrait-painter to the king, and also to the Dilettanti Society; so that at the
picture by Rubens-his father a man whose speculations in business always comparatively youthful age of twenty-five he had achieved the highest distiocfailed him, an innkeeper incapable even of maintaining that positioo,-the
tioos, save one,-the Preaideotabip of the Academy,-which the monarch aod the
young artiat finds himself almost at a single leap,-without the exercise or en- Art societies of the country could confer upon him. Commi11ions now came
durance or intrigue, -the favourite painter of kings, of great ministers, of lovely rapidly into his bands, among which were whole -length portraits of their
children, of ladies whose sweet, proud
Majesties, intended as presents for the
faces are characteristic of the English
Emperor of China ; but with all the
aristocracy ; passing hie life in confer,
patronage received, he became involved
m difficulties, and waa indebted to the
ring an immortality upon those whose
late .Mr. Angerstein for advances of
position or beauty deserves such diatinclion ....
. There is nothing in this
money to meet bis engagements. Late
which ought to astonish, Lawrence not
in life he acknowledges to a friend
only poaseasing merit, but that partithat-aud many others have been compelled to make the same confessioncular kind requisite for aucceS&in the
country which bas given to him bis
be" began life wrongly," spending more
reputation ."
money than he earned, and accumulatAnd wheu crowned heads, and ering debts, for which he bad to pay heavy
interest.
mined nobles, and decorated warriors,
In 17117Lawrence exhibited at the
and jewelled foreheads, aat before the
easel of the fashionable J>ainter, how
Academy hia "Satan," one of the few
few among them knew, or cared to
ideal works from bis pencil; but, even
know, that the courtly Lawrence, whose
had he poaseaaed the geuiua for historical painting, which be certainly did
geniD1 they invoked, was the son of a
comparatively obacure government offiuot, it could scarcely have been expected
cial, and anbsequently, the landlord of
that the prestige of bis pencil in poran inn in a small country town ! It
traiture, and the society into which
this inevitably led him, would, with
was sufficient for them that he could
one of bis character and dispoaition,
hand down to posterity their " form
and lineaments ;" that be could e:thibit
have been e:tcbauged for the more
laborious, thoughtful, and leN attracto the people, present and to come,
tbe image of those whose lives and
tive work of historical painting: it is
action• had become part of the world's
quite true that many of his portraitahiatory. The excise-officer's son, though
u for enmple, his "John Kemble, as
in person one of nature's aristocracy,
Hamlet," now in the National Gallery
would have had no pa88port to the
-aeem to be identified with hiatory,
uotice of the great, if nature had not
yet they are only portraits .
also endowed him with talents which,
Opie and Hoppoer had beeu the
in their eapecial application, placed him
great rivals of Lawrence in portraiture,
on a level with rank and birth : such
and notwithstanding the patronage enis the homage due, and rendered, to
joyed by the latter, he ofteu fonnd
genius.
. them ataoding in Jiis way : however,
Lawrence was born at Bristol in
the death of Opie in 1807, and of
17611
. Soon after his birth, bis earents
Hoppner in 1810, left him a clear and
undisputed field; and immediately after
removed to Devizea, where his father
became landlord of the White Bear, a
the latter had been removed from the
house much frequented by the uobility
LADY »ovoa.
scene of his labours, Lawrence raised
and gentry viaitiog Bath . The elder
.
his pricea to one hundred guineas for
Lawrence aoon found he hnd a prodigy in bis hoy, whom he instructed to recite beads, and four hundred guiueaa for fttll-lengtha, which sums he maintained
poetry for the amusement of his guests and the gratification of his paternal pride; till 1820. After this year, and to the period of his death, his chargea were
10 that the talents of tbe child were in great danger of being misdirected, and their for a head size, or three qllBrters,
two hundred guineas; for a kit·cat, three
power weakened, by the injudicious conduct of bis father, who, although con- 1 hnndred ; for a half·leogtb, fonr h1mdred; for a bishop's half-length, five
scious that there was in him a manifest love of Art, accompanied with a 1 hundred; !or a full-length, aix bnodred; and, for an extra full-length, seven
natural gift for its exercise, offered no other encouragement to its development I hundred guineas. For the portraits of Lady Gower and her child he was paid
than permission to visit aome of the picture collections in the neighbourhood ; · fifteen hundred guineas; and for that or " M,\STEll L.UlBTON,"one of onr
and it waa while making one of these viaits,-to Corsham Honse, the reaidence engraved examplea,and among the moat renowned works of the artist, he received
of Mr . Paul Methueo,-tbat the child, being missed by his friends, was found six hundred guineas CromLord Durham.
atanding before a picture by Rubens ; and, as he was led away from the s11ot,
The termination of the protracted continental war proved a remarkable epoch
he murmured with a sigh, " Ah, I shall never paint like that I"
i in the life of Lawrence, for the visit of the allied sovereign• to England, which
At the age of ten he painted bis own portrait, which was engraved by Dean, followed the peace in 1814, introducea us to the moat important period of bis
and published in Williama's "Life and Correspondence of Sir Thomas Law- 1 )lroressionalcareer. He was at that tin.ie in the full meridian of popularity, the
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favo•uite painter of the conrt and the aristocracy, and it therefore natnrally I anJ commander-in-chief~;:he combi~ed armies of An,tria anJ Rnuif:,
in H!~4,;
followed that he should be selected by the head of the eourt, the Prince Regent, Major-General Czernichelf, aide·de-camp to the Emperor of Ruu1a; Pna.ce
to paint the portraita or hia illustrious gueata, and of the moat distinguished Metternich, the Anatrian minister !or foreign alfaira; and Connt Capo d'Iatri:l,
statesmen and warriora who bad cont.ribntedto bring the war to a conclnaion. Rnaaian secretary of state. In the aame year Lawrence went to Rome, where
These portraits were intended by the prince for Wind,or Cutle; and they now he painted the portrait& of Pope Pins VII., and his minitter Cardinal Gonsalvo.
hang there, in the" Waterloo Gallery," a name given to the apartment to denote Ju addition to these pictures there are in the "Waterloo Gallery," from the
its pictorial contents. Lawrencecommencedhis laboura with th,i portraits of the pencil of Lawrence, portraits of the following personages, who wert. more or.lea•
King of Pruuia, Count Platolf, the renowned Coaaack leader, and the veteran connected with the events of the war: "GEoaos IV., IN TUE Roar.a OP THIC
Blncher; but the audden renewal of hostilities in 1815, consequent on the Oan.1ta.OP THE GuTEa," one of our engraved subjects; Lord Castlereagh, afterescape of Napoleon from Elba, seemed likely to pnt a atop to the whole scheme. wards Marquis of Londonderry, foreign secretary of ~tate from !813-;-1.823;
Again, however, peacewas restored to Europe, by the ~attle of Waterloo, and : the Duke of York, commander-in-chief; the Eat! of L1Yerpool,pnme-m1ntater;
the artist, now Sir Thomu Lawrence-he had been kmghted by the Regent- 1 the late Duke of Cambridge ; Charles X. of France, and h11 aon the ~uc
reanmed his work. In September, 1818, he set olf for Aix-la·Chapelle, that he · d'Angoul~me; Major-General Sir G. A. Wood, who commanded the Bnt1&h
might take advantage of the congreaa or the allied sovereigns sitting there. Ju artillery at Waterloo; the Dnke of Bruuawick, killed at Waterloo, and ilJ?morthia town he painted the portraits of the Due de Richelieu,the French minister; taliaed by Byron in his "Cbilde Harold," in that pathetic stanza, commencmgof Connt Neuelrode, the RUllian minister; Ale1ander I., Emperor of Ruaeia;
" Within II wlndow.. t niche or that high hall
Francis II., Emperor or Anatria; completedthat of 1-'rederickWilliam III., King
Sat Brunswick'• fated chlenaln ;"
of Pruaaia, which was commenced in London, in 1814; and of Prince Harden.
berg, the PruHiau minister. In 1819 he proceeded to Vienua, where sat to the Dnke of Wellington, the foremost man among them all; C1:nning; ~not
him the Archduke Charles of Austria; Prince Schwarzenberg, field-marahal . Alten, commander of the German Au1iliary Legion in the Spanish campaign ;

ii
I

NATURE,

Count Munater, Hanoverian minister in England; Earl Bathurst, secretary for '
tbe colonies; General Overolf; and Baron Wilhelm von Hnmholdt, brother of
the celebrated traveller, and Pnwiau foreign minister.
'fhis aeries of thirty-one portraits, the majority of whieh are fnll-length,
constitntea in itself a gallery of works that would do honour to any artist:
the commiaaionwas one which either or Lawrence's great prototypes, Titian,
Veluqnez, and Vandyke, would have been proud to receive; and we believe the
English painter entered npon his arduoua task with a due sense of what he
owed to his own reputation, to the character and position of his distinguished
"1itten," and to the munificent prince who hnd entrusted the commiaaion to
hit hands. Writing, when at Vienna, to his intimate friend, the late Mr. J. J.
Angeratein, he says:-" The term• on which I nndertook this miHion were,
to be paid my uanal prices for the 1>ortraits,and £1000 for travelling expenses
and l~s or time. My journey to Rome will be on the same. These appear
to be liberal terms, and I am sure are meant as 111chby the prince. The first
wu of my 01r11 proposing, when the question was asked me; but I must still

look to the bononr I have received, and the good fortune of being thua diatiaguished in my profession, as the chief good reanlting from it, for many
unavoidable circumstances make it or leu pecnniary advantage."
Much
importance seems to have been attached to thit continental miaaion of the
representative of British art; for the government, fearing a want of due
accommodation for so many pictnres on a largescale, caused a wooden howie,
containing three large rooms, to be conatrncted, and ,hipped for Aix-laChapelle, bnt through some miaadventnre it did not arrive at ita destination till
too late for the purpose intended; bnt the magistrates of the city, as fOOll aa
Lewrence reached it, at once granted him the nae of part of the large gallery of
the Hotel de Ville, and fitted it np as a painting-room, which be confeaeed
was the best he ever had.
It wonld be absurd to e1pect that in the pecnliar circumstances under which
these works were executt.d, and considering their variety, they wonld be all of
nniform excellence; neither are they: a few stand ont in brilliant cont rut
with others, though, with the exception of the portrait of Wellington,-& moat
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unsatiafactoq production, where every Englishman would desire to eee it the
beat,-there is not one which is not worthy of the painter. But his greatest
successes are thoae of the venerable pope, and his minister Gonaalvo, which are
e,teemed the two finest p ictures he ever painted, and by ao:ne nuthoritiea, the
two grandest portraita of 1Uodern times. Mra. Jameson, in her "Handbook to
the Public Galleries," aaya of them ,-" I know not any that in the comf>ination
of e,tcellence, the noble conceptio n, the felicitou& arrange ment, the truth of
character, the gorgeons yet harmon iotu colouring, add too, in size and importance, can compare with them. Rome aud the viciuity of the great works of
Art seem to have inspired Lawre nce. On the occasion of his visit he waa
lodged in the Qnirinal, and treated almost with the honours of an ambassador."
Lawrence himself writes, in a letter from Rome,-" The pope being au old man,
his counteuance has a great deal of detail in it; and a good and cheerful
nature, with a clear intellect, gives it variety of expression . He is a very fine
aubject ; and it it probable that the picture will be one of the very beat I ever
11&iuted
. " Nor waa he wrong: no one, we are persuaded, can look upon that
glorious picture without feeling that he is
cont emplating a nobl e
work of Art, the fait hfol, living representation of an aged, bu t
highly intellectual and
benignant countenance,
which, when once seen,
will scarcely be forgotten : it has never faded
from our memory 2ince
we fu st saw it many
years ago.
The portrait has been admirably engraved by S.
Cousins; it is one of
his finest priot11.
The portrait of Gonsalvo- or Consal vi, a3
some write the namenext claims especial attentioo ; the head is
not so grand ns that
of Pius VII. , bu t more
elegnnt, with a keen,
resolute l,>0k, and II
brow indicatin g intellectual energy and activity ; his eyes, as
Lawrence
remarked,
seem to follow you
about, and you feel as
if them was no getting
out of their reach.
The portrait s of the
Duc de Richelieu, of
the Emperor of Austria,
the King of Prussia,
nod of .Blucher, are
among the other most
remarka ble works in
the gallery. The letters written by the
paiut er to many of his
frieuds while eugagcd
upon this series, and
which are publi shed in
Williams's "Life and
Corre spoudeoceofLawrence, " are full of in[cresting gossip about
the distinguished iodividuals with whom he
became acquaint ed . lo
one, writt eu from Aixla-Chapell e to his niece,
he says,-" J\Iy e:i:ertion! have been repaid
MASTER
by complete success;
th e family, att endants,
and subjects of each ovcreign unanimously declaring that the portraits I have
tak en are th e most faithful and satisfactory resembl11nces of them that have
ever been painted, and the general ,·oice of all unites in common approbationn word, I usurc you, much below the impression I use it to describe."
everal of the portrait s he repeated, at the request of the respective "sitters,"
either for them selves or to give away.
Lawrence returned to England, laden with honouu, and with many substuntia l marks of esteem, both as an artist and a man: diamond rings from the
Emperor of Austria and the King of Prnssia, n costly dessert service of Sevres
chino. from the King of France, by whom he wn.s al o decorated with the Cross
of the Legion of Honour, were among the gifts presented to him ; and he was
elected member of the .\cademy of St. Luke at Rome, of the Ac11demiesof
Fl orence, Venice, Bologna, Titrin, and of the American Academy of Fine Arts:
such distinctions have never before or since fallen t.o the lot of a British art ist.
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death of Benjamin West, President of the Royal Academy, a few days
only before Lswreoce had reached England from Italy, he waa elected to fill the
vacant chair, on which occasion the king conferred upon him the gold medal
and chain to bu worn by all fnture presidents. He died January 7, 1830, and
was buried in St. Paul's Cathedral, near his predeceaaors iu the Academical chair,
Presidents Reynolds and West.
The late Mr. Howard, R.A., baa, we think, Conned a tolerably correct
estimate of the genius of Lawrence, in the following observation• :-" In the
intellectual treatment of his portraits, he baa produced a surprising variety of
happy and original combinations; and baa generally conveyed, with the feeling
and invention of a poet, the heat representation of his subjects, seizing the
moat interesting e1preaaion of countenance which belonged to each: in this
respect he haa shown, perhaps, a greater dramatic power than either of his
illuatrioua rival,,"-allnding
to Titian, Vandyke, Velaaqnez, and Reynolda,"and certainly, in painting beaut!/, he yields to none. He haa tometimea been
censured for rather a theatrical taste in his attitudes, approaching to the meretriciona, but in general
theyarediguificd ,grace fol, and easy. Early
in life he aimed at a
depth and richness of
tone more readily to
be found in Titian and
the best Italian · colourists , than in the hues
of nature in thi s climate; but he gradually
quitted this style, and
imitated closely the
freshness of his models
as he found them;
striving to giv~ his
works the utmost briJ.
linocy and vigour of
which his materials
were capable. H eoce,
if his pictures seldom
possess the mellow
swcetne s of Reynolds,
he often surpasse d him
iu some of the nbovementioned qualities . Jn
vivid and Vllricd c/1iaroscuro, he baa perhaps
no rival, and may be
said to hav~ enlarge_d
the boundaries of his
art, changing by de.
grees the character of
our an~~ exhibitiou s,
and gtvtng them at
length one of acknow!edged and unprecedented splendour. The
extraordinary force and
vivacity of etfec~, the
gracefulness of his manipulation, and t.hosc
aoimatd expressions of
the hnman face divine,
which his powerful skill
in drawing enabled him
to fix so admirably on
canvu, constitute his
peculiar distinction and
glory aa an original
artist, and his claim to
the title of a mllD of
genius."
It can scarcely be
doubted that if the
talent of Lawrence had
not been developed at
so early an age, and in
LAMJ.ITON.
that peculiar departmeot which he so rarely
forsook, he would have
become a greater painter than he wu. Before an ordinary child can scarcely
distinguish a pell from a pencil, or one colour from another, the boy
1 Lawreuce was handling the crayon, nod copying, with wonderful power and
fidelity, the lineamenh of his elders. Never at any period of his enrly life
did he de1•ote himself to such a course of discipline and stndy 8l! would
, huve enabled him to rank with the greatest men of former days; and when
1 he had reached the years of manhood, be was too constantly and successfully
employed to allow of his withdrawal from snch occupation for the purpose of
He possessed many of those qualitie s which, matured by earnest,
I improvement.
co11scientiousstudy, would have, doubtless, made him a good historical painter:
be was a fine aud accurate draughtsm11n, h:i.d a perfect knowledge of the humau
figure, great mental intelligence o.nd perception of individual character, 8l!
his portraits show; an exquisite feelin" of the beautiful, the grand, and the
pathetic, with a rich and luxuriant ta3te in landscape nod background,-in
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ahort, he seemed deficient in 110 one requisite. His admiration of ancient art was
evioced by his large and unrivalled collection of drawings by the olcl masters,
and of antique casts of all kinds, accumnlated at a grut cost. The,;e are
primd facie evidences that iu Lawreuce the British school wonld have found
a good historical painter, but, perhaps, it woulcl have lost a greater portraitpainter .
lo a comparidon of the works of Reynolds and Lawrence, it may be remarked

I

that the former, in the treatment of his heads, depended more upon the eff'ect
I of the chiar-01curofor the resnlt; while the latter looked to the reaemblance,
I and the local colour of the iudividual parts, for his likeneasea: hence, though
, Lawrence'• portraits are more life-like and intenae, the features oftentimes
I seem to lack vigour and 1ize. For the sake of preaerving a breadth of light
in the whole maak, the darks of the eyes, ancl the hair, look blacker than in
nature, ancl the lips, especially of the women, look redder than life; and

ii

GEORGE IV.

thongh a full red lip is a recognized sign of health aud beauty, aud though L.UIBTON," is a lovely picture, full of rich imaginative fecliop:; that of" LADY
great intensity and inclh·iduolity of character resicle in the eye, yet we perceive Dovoa," and her child, refined ancl graceful; and that of" GEORGI! 1V. " the
!h11t_when the~ are overdone, the dignity of the art appenrs to be sacrificed to beau ideal of oue who iu personal appearance was "every inch a king." '
10fer1oraensat1on1.
By a fortuitoll8 circnmstance auother engrHing from one of Lawreuce's
Th~ engravin~ from his . works introduced here are from pictures of pictnres appeara in the present number; it is that of the Princess Charlotte
eatabhahed celebnty: that entitled" NATURE," representing the children of the which forms one of the" Royal l'icturea."
'
late }fr . Calmady, is a charming composition; the portrait of ".MA!TER I
J . DAFFORNE.
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of rendezvous for travellen starting npon the aame of a tavern will be aeen in our cut (Fig. 9) to the

TRAVEL~ING IN THE MIDDLE AGES. journey. It is thus that Chancer represents himself present paper. ·
BY THOllAS WRIGHT, F.S.A.
TDa ILLllBTLlno:cs
BT r. "· uuwoLT, r.a •.l.
TeAVELLINO,in the middle ages, wu uaisted by
few, if any, conveniences, and wu dangerous u
well u clillicult. The insecurity of the roads made
it neceaaary for travellen to aaaociate together for
protection, u well u for company, for their
journeys were slow and dull; and u they were
often obliged to halt ,for the night where there wu
liltle or no accommodation, they had to carry a
good deal of luggage. An inn was often the place

u having taken up his quarten at the Tabard, in
Sonthwark, preparatory to undertaking the journey
to Canterbury; and at night there arrived a company of travellen bent to the aame destination, who
' had~theredtogether11Stheycamealongtheroad:" At night wu come Into that boatetrte
Wei oyne and twenty In a com.-nye,
or aondry folk, byaventure tralle
In !elaschlpo."-Canltr6urJ,Talt1, I. 23.
Chaucer obtains the consent of the rest to bis
joining their fellowship, which, u he describes it,
consisted of penons moat cliBSimilarin clase and

Lydgate compoatd his 1,oem of the " Storie of
Thebea" u a continuation of Chaucer'• "Canterbury Tales," and in the prologue he dracribes him-

11

ii

Fig. 3.-TBB

Fig. 1.--TII& O.l.'ffBRBORr l'ILGBDIL

character. The boat of the Tabard joins the party been too late to start with them, and had, therefore,
also, and it is agreed that, to enliven the journey, ridden hard to overtake them:" Ria yeman eek wu till of curtesye,
each, in his turn, shall tell a story on the way.
They then sop at a common table, drink wine, and
And aeld, • Sires, now lo the monre tyde
go to bed ; and at day-break in the moruing they
Out of your oatelry I 1augbyou ryde,
And ,vamed beer my lonl and 10verayn,
Which that to ryden with yow Is rut fayo,
atart on their journey. They travelled evidently at
For hla dlaport; be loveth dallaunce.'"
a slow pace; and at Boughton-under-Blee-a village
a fctr milea from Canterbury-a canon and his yeoCanttrbn Talu, l. l:Ul5.
man, after some hard ridioit, overtake them, and A little further on, on the road, the Pardoner is
obtain permiBSionto join the company. It wonld called upon to tell his tale. He replies" , It sehal be doon; qnod he, , and that anoon.
seem that the company had pa88ed a night aome-1
where on the road,-probably at Rochester,-and we
nut lint• qnod ho • here at thla ale-stake,
should, perhaps, have had an account of their recepI wlll boihdrynko'and by~n on a cake.'"
tion and departure, had the collection of the " C:111-1
CaAlriurJf Talu, I. 13736.
terbury Tales" been completed by their author;
The road-aide ale-house, where drink wu 1old to
and that the canon bad sent his yeoman to watch I travellers, and to the country-people of the neighfor any company of travellers who should halt at J· bourbood, wu BC&tteredover the more populous
th~ hostelry, that he might join them, but he bad and frequented parta of the country from an early

Fig . 2.-.l

rJLOBlll

period, and is not unfrequently alluded to in popular
writers. It wu indicated by a stake projectiug from
the hoose, on which some object waa hung for a
sign, and is sometimes represented in the illumioations of manuscripts. Our cut (Fig. 2), taken
from a manuscript of the fourteenth century, in
the British Mnseum (MS. Reg. 10 E. IV.), represeota one of those ale-house,, at which a pilgrim
is halting to take refreshment. The keeper of the
ale-house, in this i111taoce,is a troman, the ale-wife,
an~ the stake appears to be a besom. In another
(Fig. 3), tnken from a manuscript copy of the
" Moralization of CheBS," by J acquea de Ceaaoles,

.lT THII .lLll-ST.lU.

of the earlier part of the fifteenth century (MS. Reg.
19 C. XI.), a round eign is 1111pendedon the stake,
with a figure in the middle, which may poBSiblybe
intended to represent a bush. A garland was not
nnfrequently hung opon the stake; on this Chaucer,
describing his "aompuour," aays :"A garland had ho setnpon his heed,
.Aa gret u U werefor an ale-stake.'"

1,

110.lD-SlDB IX:<.

self aa arriving in Canterbnry, while the pilitrims
were there, and accidentally taking up his lodging
at the aame inn. He thus seeks and obtains permiseion to be one of the fellowehip, and returns
from Canterbury in their company. Our cut (1<'ig.1),
taken from a fine man111cript of Lydgate's poem
(MS. Reg. 18 D. II .), represents the pilgrims
leaving Canterb11ry, and is not only a good illustration of the practice of travelling in companies,
but it furnishes us with n dwacteriatic picture of
a medireval town.
1'hia readiness of tra'l"ellers to join company with
each other "'as not confined to any clua of eociety,
but was general among them all, and not unfreqnently led to the formation of friendehips and
alliances between those trbo had previously been
strangers to one another . In the intere1tiog romance
of "Blonde of Oxford," composed in the thirteeutb
century, when Jean of Dammartin came to aeek
his fortune in England, and was ridinit from Dover
to London, attended by a faithful servant, he overtook the Earl of Oxford, who was on his way to
Loudon, with a numerous retinue of armed followera.
Jean, having learnt from the earl's followers who he
was, introduced himself to him, and wu finally
taken foto his service. Subsequently, in the aamc
romance, Jean of Dammartin, returning to England, takes up bis lodging in a handsome hotel
in Loudon, and while his man Robin puts the
horaea in the stable, he walks out into the street,
and sees a large company who hod just arrived,
consisting of squirea, servanta, knight&, clerks,
priest,, serving-lads (garron.,), and men who attended the baggage horses (sommier1). Jean asked
one of the esquires who they all were, what
wu their business, and where they were going;
and was informed that it was the Earl of Gloucester,
who had come to Lo11donaboot some buaiueaa, and
was going on the morrow to Oxford, to be married
to the Lady Blonde, the object of Jean's alfections.
Next morning the earl began his journey at daybreak, and Jean and his servant, who were mounted
ready, joined the company. There wu 10 little
un111ualin this, that the intruden seem, for a while,
not to have been noticed, until, at length, the earl
observed Jean, and began to interrogate him :
"Friend," aaid he, "you are welcome; what is
your name ?"
" Amls, blen Ill.tea vend,
Comcnttu voatrenon pcldI
Roma11u of Blondt, I. 2627.

!1
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Jean gave him an 888nmed name, aaid that he wu
a merchant, and offered to aell the earl his hone,
but they could not agree about the terms. They
continued convening together during the rest of
the journey. As they proceeded they encounte~ a
shower of rain, which wet 'the earl, who was fuhionCanur/Jurv Talu, I. 888.
ably and thinly clothed. Jean smiled at _the ~mpaA bush wu still more common, and gave rise to tience with which he seemed to bear th11 mishap,
the proverb that "good wine needs no bush," that and when uked to tell the cause of his mirth, aaid,
is, it will be euily found out without any sign to "If I were a rich man, like you, I should always
direct people to it. A bosh hung out u the 1igu carry a house with me, so that I could go into it
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when the rain came, and nut get my clothes dirtied with him. He took provision, with him, or wu a bed, if benighted on the road ; and he bad, above
and wet." The earl and his fullowera set Jean obliged, at times, to reckon on what he could kill, all, to carry snflicient money with him in specie.
down for a fool, and looked forward to be made or obtain undressed, and hence he wu obliged to All these incnmbraocea, combined with the badnesa
merry by him. Soon anerwarda tbey came to the carry cooking apparatus with him. He carried flint of the roads, rendered travelling slow-of which we
bankaof a river, into which the earl rode, without and ateel to ,trike a light, and be able to make a might quote abundant examples. At the end of
first aaeertaining if it were fordable, and he wu fire, u he might have to bivonac in a solitary place, the twelfth century, it took Giraldns Cambrenaia
carried away by the atream, and only ,aved from or in the midet of a forest. In the romance of four days to travel from Powialand to Hanghmond
drowning by a fisherman in a boat. The rest of " Garin le Loherain," when the Count Begnes of Abbey, near Shrewsbury. The roads, too, were
the company found a ford, where they pused the Belin find• himself benighted in the foreat, he pre- infested with robben and banditti, and travellers
river without danger. The earl's clothes had now pares for paaeing the night comfortably, and, u a were only safe in their numbers, and in being
been completely soaked in the water, and, aa his matter of conne, draws out his ateel (/uni), and sufficiently well armed to repel attacks. In the
baggage-horseswere too far in the rear, he made one ligbtaa fire:accompanying cnt (Fig. Ii), from a mannacript of the
fourteenth century (MS. Reg. 10 E. IV.), a traveller
oC bis knights strip, and give him his dry clothea,
" Et II queD9est desoua l'arbre ramt!;
and len him to make the beat of his wet onct. "If
Prent 100 rusll, ,·ale ra alum,,
ia taking his repose under a tree,-it ia, perhaps,
Grant et pleuler, mervelllew embra.st!:·
I were u rich, nod had so many men, aa you," said
intended to be understood that he ia puaing the
Gorin le Lohwoin, vol II. p. ~31.
Jean, laagbing again, "l wonlcl not be exposed to
night in a wood,-.,.hile he is plundered by robbers,
misfortunes of this kind, for I would carry a bridge The traveller also often carried materials for laying who are here jokingly repreeented iu the forms of
with me." The earl and his retinue were merry
again, at what they supposed to be the folly of their
travelling companion. They were now 11earOxford,
and Jean took his leave of the Earl of Glonceater.
We learn, in the course of the story, that all that
Jean meant by the home, was that the earl ought
to have had at hand a good cloak and cape to cover
his fine clothes in case of rain ; and that, by the
bridge, he illtended to intimate that he ought to
have sent some of his men to ascertain the depth of
the river before he went into it !
Thcte illustrations of the manner and incouveniencea of travelling apply more eapecially to
those who conld travel on horseback; but the difficulties were still greater for the numerous class of I
people who were obliged to travel on foot, and who
could rarely make sure of reachinir, at the end of
each clay'sjourney, a place where they could obtain
a lodging. They, moreover, bad also to carry a certain
qnantity of baggage. Foot-travellers seem to have
Fig. 5,-PLtJ!CDIUUlCO .l TUV&LLBR.
bacl sometimes a mule or a donkey, to carry luggage,
or to carry weak women ancl children. Every one
monkey,.
While
one
is
emptying
his
"male," or means of locomotion are rather cnriona. The beggar
will remember the medireval fable of the old man
and hie aae, in which a father and his son have the box, the other is carrying off his girdle, with the and the cripple, too, were often only robbers in
one ass between them. In medimval illomioatiooa large pooch attached to it, in "hich, no doubt, the disguise, who waited their opportunity to attack
representing the flight into Egypt, Joseph is oneo traveller carried hismoney, and perhaps hie eatablea. single passengers, or who watched to give notice to
represented as walkinir, while the virgin and child The roads, in the middle ages, appear abo to have comrades of the approach of richer convoys. The
ride upon an aae which he ia leading. The party of been infested 'lfith beggars of all description, many medimval popular atoriea give abundant instances of
robbers and others disgni.ing themselvea aa beggars
and cripples. Blindness, also, wu common among
these obJectaof commiseration in the middle ages ;
often, aa in the cue of mutilation or other kinds,
the result of deliberate violence. The same manuscript I have ao often quoted (MS. Reg. 10 E. IV.),
has furnished onr cnt (Fig. 7), representing a blind
man and his dog.
,
It will be euily understood, that when travelling
was beset with ao many inconvenieoce11,private
hospitality would be looked upon aa one of the first
of virtues. The early metrical story of " The
J'ig. 6.-.l CIIU'PU.
Hermit," the foundation of Parnell'• poem, gives na
e:ramples of the different aorta of ho,pitality with
of whom were cripples, and persons mutilated in which travellers met. The hermit and hie companion
the most revolting manner, the result of feudal began their travels in a wild country, and at the end
wantooneu, and feudal vengeance. Our cut (Fig. 6), of their lint day'• journey, they were obliged to
also furnished by a maomcript of the fourteenth take np their lodgings with another hermit, who
century, represents a very deformed cripple, whose gave them the best welcome he could, and shared
Fig. 4.-TUVSLLS.8
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fool-travellers in onr cnt (Fig. 4), taken from a
manuscript of the beginning of the fourteenth century (MS. Reg. 2 B. VII.), is part or a group
representing the relatives or Thomas Beckett drino
into exile by King Henry II. ; they are making
their way to the eea-ehore on foot, perhaps to show
that they were not or very high condition in life.
In Chaucer, it ia a matter of surprise that the
" chanoun" had so little luggage that he carried
only a male, or portmanteau, on his horse', cmpper,
and even that wu doubled op (lwexfold) on account
oCite emptiness.

I

'I

II

I'

" A male tweyrold on hi• cropcr lay,
It seme<Ithat he carlod lltcl array,
Al light for tomer rood this worthy man."
Canlwbury Talt1, I. 1~94.

,1

On the contrary, in the romance or " Berte" when
the he~ioe ia ten to wander in the solitary foreat,
Fi(!. 1.-.l DU!<I> IUl< .l!ID DOO.
the wnter laments that she had "neither pack-horse
lad~n with coffers,.nor clothes folded op m males," his provision,. with them. The next evening they to escape their importnoities, he allowed tbem to
to a etty, where everybody a~ot hie door e~ter t~e yard, and sleep under a staircue, where
which were the ordinary accompanimentaof travellers ~e
against them, because they were poor, tall at length, his mBld threw them some straw to lie npon bnt
of auy consequence:weary and wet with rain, they sat down on the i neither offered them refreshment except ao~e or
" N'l ot romm!er tl.cotl'res ne dras trow,4!! en male."
atone eteps of a great man•!on ! hilt .the host was I the refuse of the table, nor allowed them to go to a
Roman dt Bme, p.
an mnrcr,. and r~fueed t? receive mto h11hou,e men fire to dry. their .clothes. The next evening the,A traveller, indeed, had many things to carry who promised bun ao little profit. Yet at length, sought thell' lodging in a large abbey, where the
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monks received them with great hospitality, and
gave them plenty to eat and drink. On the fonrth
day they came to another town, where they went to
the ho111eof a rich and honeat bnrghcr, who received
them with all the marks of hospitality. Their host
Wlldhedtheir feet, and gave them plenty to eat and
drink, and they were comfortably lodged for the
night .
It wonld not be difficult to illustrate all the incidents of this story by anecdotes of medireval life.
The traveller who sought a lodging, witbont money
Wll8 not always
to pay for it, even in private ho111es,
well received. In the fablian of the Botcher of
Abbeville (Barbazan, iv. 1), the butcher, returning
from the market of Oisemont, it overtaken by night
at the small town of Baillezel. He determined to
atop for the night there, and, seeing a poor woman
at her door, at the entrance of the town, he asked
her where he could procure a night'• lodging, and
she recommended him to the priest, as the only
person in the town who bad wine in his cellar. The
botcher accordingly repaired to the pricat'a house,
where he found that ecclesiastic sitting on the sill
of his door, and asked him to give him a lotlging
for the uke of charity. The priest, who thought
that there was nothing to be gained Crom him,
refused, telling him he would find plenty of people in
the town who could give him a bed. As the butcher
was leaving the town, irritated by his inhospitable
reception, he encountered a flock of sheep, which he
learnt were the property of the prieit; whereupon,
selecting the fattest of them, he dextrously stole it
away unperceived, and, returning with it into the
town, he went to the priest's door, found him just
closing his honse, for it was night.fall, and again
asked him for lodging. The priest asked him who
he was, and whence he came. He replied that he
had been to the market at Oisemont, and bought a
sheep ; that he was overtaken by night, and sought a
lodging; and that, as it waa no great consideration
to him, he intended to kill his sheep, and share it
with his host. The temptation was too great for
the greedy priest, and he now received the butcher
into his hon5e, treated him with great respect, and
had a bed made for him iu his hall. Now the
priest had-as was common with the Catholic priesthood-a concubine and a maid-servant, and they all
regaled themselves on the butcher's sheep. Before
the guest left next morning, he contrived to sell the
sheep's akin and wool for certain considerations
severally to the concubine and to the maid, and, after
his departnre, their rival claims led to a quarrel, and
even to a battle. While the priest, on his return
from the service or matins, was labonring to appease
the combatanh, his shepherd entered, with the information that his best sheep had been stolen from his
flock, and an examination of the akin led to the discovery of the trick which had been played upon
him-a punithmeut, u we are told, which he well
merited by his inhospitable conduct. A Latin
story of the thirteenth century may be coupled
with the foregoing anecdote. There \\'as an abbot
who was very miserly and inhospitable, and be
took care to give all the offices in the abbey to men
of his own character. This was especially the case
with the monk who had the direction of the 1,o,.
pitium, or guest-hoose. One day came a minstrel
to ask for a lodging, but he met with au nufriendly
reception, was treated only with black bread and
water to drink, and was shown to a hard bed of
straw. Minstrels were not usually treated in this
inhospitable manner, and oor guest resolved to be
revenged. He Jell; the abbey ueit morning, and a
little way on his journey he met the abbot, who
was returning home from a short absence. " God
bless yon, good abbot I" he said, " for the noble
hospitalit.y which has been shown to me this night
by yonr monks. The master of your gneat-houae
treated me with the choicest wines, and placed rich
dishes on the table for me in such numbers, that I
would not attempt to count them ; and when I came
away this morning, he gave me a pair or shollB,a
girdle, and a knife." The abbot hurried home in
11furious rage, summoned the offendinp:brother before a chapter, accused him of squandering away the
property of the monastery, callled him to be flogged
and dismitaed from his office, and appointed in his
place another, on whose inhospitable temper he
could place entire confidence.
These caaea of want of hospitality were, however,
exceptions to the general rule. A stranger was

. . - - . ----

usually received with great kindness, each class of
society, of conrse, more or less by its own claas,
though, under such circumstances, much less distinction of class was made than oue might suppose.
The aristocratic class, which included what we ·
should now call the gentry, sought hospitality i11
the nearest castle ; for a castle, as a matter of pride
and ostentation, was, more or less, like an abbey, a
place of hospitality for everybody. The visitor,
however unknown and unexpected, was received by
his equals or by his inferiors with respectful politeness; his hodt often washed him, especially his feet,
and bathed him, dressed him, and furnished him with

Fiq . 8.-B108lrnCO

.l GUUT.

a temporary change of garments . Onr cut (l!'ig. 8),
taken from a mano>JCriptof the earlier part of the
fonrteenth century (MS. Harl. No. 1527), represents the reception of a stranger in this manner,
and might easily be illustrated by anecdotes from
medireval writers. In the" Roman de la Violette"
(p. 233), when its hero, Gerard, sought a lodging at
a cutle, he was received with the greatest hoapitality ; the lord of the castle led him into the great

hall, and there disarmed him, furnished him with a
rich mantle, and caused him to be bathed and
washed. In the same romance (p. 237), when
Gerard arrived at the little town of Mouzon, he goes
to the house of a widow to ask for a night's lodging,
and is received with the same welcome. His horse
is taken into a stable, and carefully attended to,
while the lady labours to keep him in conversation
until supper i1 ready, u.rter which a good bed ia
made for him, and they all retire to rest. The
comforts, however, which could be offered to the
visitor, consisted often chielly in e!l.tingand drinkiup:.
People had few spare chambers, especially furnished
ones, and, in the simplicity of mediieval manners,
the guests were obliged to sleep either in the aam~
room as the family, or, more usually, in the hall,
where beds were made for them on the floor or on
the benches. " Making a bed " was a phrase true
in its literal sense, and the bed made consisted of a
heap of straw, with a sheet or two thrown over it.
The host, indeed, could often furniah no more than
a room of bare walls and floor aa a protection from
the weather, and the guest had to rely as moeh
upon his own resources for his personal comforts, as
if he had had to pass the night in the midst of a
wild wood. Moreover the guests, however numerous
and though atrangers to each other, were commou.ly
obliged to sleep together inditcriminately in the
same room.
In towns the hospitality of the burghers was not
always given gratis, for it was a common custom,
eveu among the richer merchants, to make a profit
by receiving guests. These letters of lodgings were
distinguished from the inn-keepers, or !,osteler,, by
the title of her6ergeor,,or people who gave harbour
to atrangers, and in the larger towns they were
submitted to municipal regulations. The great
barons and knights were in the custom of taking up
their; lodgings with these herbergeora, rather than
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goinp: to the public hostels; 'and thus II sort of rela- 1 It will, probably, be remarked, that the size of the
tionship was formed between particular nobles or I tapster 's jug is rather disproportionate to that of
kings and particular burghers, on the strength of
which the latter adopted the arms of their habitual 1
lodgers as their signs. 'l'hese herbergeors practised
great e:rtortioos upon their accidental guests, and
they appear to have adopted various artifices to
u.llnref.hem to their ho111es. These extortions are
the anbject of a very curious Latin poem of the ,
thirteenth century, entitled "Peregri1111.r"
(the Traveller.)
Onr cut (Fig. 9), taken from an illumination in the
unique mannacript of the Cent nouvelle&Nouvellea
(fifteenth century), in the Hunteriau Library at Glasgow, represents the exterior and the interior of ajublic hostel or inn. · Without, we see the aign, an the
bush suspended to it, and a company of travellers
arriving; within, the bed-chambers are represented,
and they illnstrate not only the practice of lodp:iug
a number of persons in the same bedroom, bnt also
Fiq. 10.-.t. nDI&V.lL TA.FSTBB.
that of sleeping in a state of perfect nndity. Our
next cut (Fig. 10) is a pictnre of a medirevaltapster;
it is taken from one of the carved seats, or muerere1, his barrel; but medirevalarlists often set perspectivc
in the liue parish church of Ludlow, in Shropshire. and relative proporlioos at defiance.
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THE ROYAL PICTURES.

PERSON AL RECOLLECTIONS OF
ARTISTS.

GREENWICU HOSPITAL.
G. Chambers, Painter.
J . D. Alleo, En:,r&ver.
Size ~r the Picture, 2 ft. 3l In. by l ft 7l ln.

DY THE LATE E. V. RIPPINGILLE.

No. 6.-EDWARD Il1an, R.A.
GEORGE C11A>1BEBS,
like another of onr beat
marine-painters, Stanfield, paned the early years of EDWARDDian was, at the time I bad the good
his lire among those acenea which both have ao vividly fortune to make hie acquaintance, just at the period
upreaaed upon eanvu. Chambers, a native of of middle age, and in the height of his fame as a
Whitby, in Yorkshire, waa born of parents in humble painter of domestic life. He bod then produced a
circnmstances, his father being a common seaman. number of highly sueeeuful works, and had become
At the age of ten he wu sent to eea in a small a member of the Royal Academy. He was living
trading sloop, in which he passed two years u a at Kingadown, at Bristol, and ,.... aurronnded,
cabin-boy: eubaeqnentl7 he wu apprenticed to the and had the advantap;e of being usoeiated with,
owners of n vessel which trll<ledto the Baltic and the many friends of a highly intelligent character .
Mediterranean, and here were manifested hie firat Bird, I believe, wu born at Wolverhampton, and
Art-impulaea, develo1,ed in decorative painting in destined by fortune to the humble trade of tea-tray
ships, in aketching and making drawinga of veeeela paiuting, which he practised for a time, both at
for hie messmates. Before the expiration of his Birmingham and Bristol. That native power with
term of servitude he contrived to get hie indeutnrca which he wu born, and which there is no rational
cancelled, and worked hie way back to Whitby, way of accounting for, but on the score of bodily
det.ermining in his own mind to become an artist : conformation, did not allow him to remain in this
bot he had no means which would enable him to hnmble condition, but be soon made hia way in
attain his desirell, and W118 therefore compelled to despite of all obstacles. Education had done but
place himself Ohce more in sen'ice. Thie time, little for him; yet that peculiar luminary, placed
however, it wu not in a ship, but with a female who by nature in the sphere of bis mind, warmed and
kept a 1,ainter's and glazier's shop: the lad turned lighted up not only its own proper objects, bnt a
the "colour" stock to good account; all his spare wide circle of those that lay around it. Thua it
hours he employed in producing small pictures, for occurred that Bird, devoid of breeding and educa·
which he seems to have found a sale: during this tion, appeared a man deficient in neither, nor in
time he received a few lessons from a Mr. Bird, a those qualities of mind conferred by them, and
provincial drawing-master. At the end of three essential iu the p111'8uitedemanding them . There
yean he worked hie way up to London by sea, and was, personally, a naturally thoughtful character,
although o!fored good wages u a honae,painter, he which was fixed, and alwaya apparent ; althongh
refused them, and started without hesitation u an a certain twinkle in the eye manifested the existartist, employing himself chiefl7 in painting portraits ence of an under current of fun, and a richueu of
of shipa. After he bad been some time in the humour peculiarly his own, and which was found in
metropolis, he was introduced, through a gentleman the pictures of hie early style of art. In person Bird
with whom he had become acquainted, to the late was below the middle height, and of a close set,
Mr. Horner of the Colosseun:i1 who engaged him to aturdy build. Hie head, well covered with dark,
work on the large panorama lte was then preparing . wnvy hair, wu large, and well-developed ; his foreChambers remained in the employment of Mr. head upright, rather than high ; his eyes light,
Horner seven years, and then resumed his old Jaho111'8 quiet, and reflective in expreuion ; his nose straight
of painting portraits of ships. Another field of and short; and his month and chin firm and mauly:
oecnpation wu, however, soon open to him, for hear- hie whole figure resembled a little that of the first
ing that the situation of scene-painter to the Pavilion Napoleon, and hie movement and gait were abort,
Theatre was vacant, be applied for, and obtained, it . firm, and steady. There wu nothing of flow or
Chambera'a aceues were so much admired that wavyn~ in hie contour, but au uprightues1 and
the manager speedily 88W abundant reason to double a look of independence, like a man who acts upon
his salary. Among the occasional visitors to the principle, and in the spirit of self-reliance ; bnt
theatre was the late Admiral Lord Mark Kerr, who his whole manner was quiet, eelf-poueeeed, and
soon manifested a great interest in the scene-painter, sedate.
gave him some commissions, and procured many
In the treatment of his subject Bird wu exceedmore from his numerous friends. But his lordahip'a ingly happy. He had great power in seizing chapatronage extended still further: by his intemt at racter, in furnishing illustrative incident, and the
Court, Chamben wu commanded to attend at employment of episodes 111itablet:> hia object. In
Windsor Castle, that their majesties, King William his execution there was also a great charm : it wu
and Queen Adelaide, might see his portfolio of draw- in resemblance what the Italians call tale quqle,
ings and ,ketches . In a short memoir of the life of identical with the thing-the most exact imitation
the artist, published in hie nnth·e town soon after bis po89ible without the Jeut appearance of labour, or
death, the interview of the quondam cabin.boy with the means by which it was effected. Exprcuion
the eailor-mouarch is thua described.-" Their ma- appeared the pure result of a happy proeeea in
jesties looked over hie sketches for the choice of execution and imitation, rather tbau the result of
subjects : the King fixed upon a stormy scene ; but thoughtfnl and exp~rimental labour. It was exactly
hie consort, with feminine aoftneas, expreaeed her the opposite of what is produced and found in the
dislike of it as too dismal. Our sailor-sovereign works of Mulready, who appean to reach the same
immediately spoke out in the blunt phraseology of 110 end by decidedly different means : and the same
old commodore-' Oh, ma'am, we aaili>n like those remark holds good u regards those of Wilkie. Bird,
boisterous acenes the best-eh, Mr. Chamben P' therefore, effected at once what auch men produce
Accordingly, the man-of-war monarch made choice by Jong and reiterated efforts, and what he did hu
of a sea.fight, while the Queen cho1e a calm coast- conaeq11entlythe charm which belongs to off-band
acene at Dover; and in addition to these, Chamben and rapid execution.
painted a view of Greenwich Hospital for the Qneen,
There is, perhaps, 110 depth of thought in anyand the opening of New London Bridge for the thing Bird has produced, but there ia that truth
King." It is this picture of Greenwich Hospital which cannot fail to satiafy wherever it ia found. It
which is here engraved; the view of Dover will is the purely natural, unadorned, and undeteriorated.
appear hereafter.
I remember well bow my young eye wu struck at
It wu abont the year 1836 that the former was the first sight of Bird's pictures, with a something
painted, and, coneequently, the view differs iu many I could not then understand . I bad been an observer
material points from that which the locality now for the fint few years of my experience, and compresents : all the old picturesque buildings in the menced to reason upon what I saw in snch pictures
forc~ronnd have been removed to make way for the as fell nnder my notice. In Bird I saw something
'' Trafalgar," of white-bait dinner notoriety : the pier, different from them all. In the works of various
at the further end o! the Hospital, and the railed-in painters, containing many figurer, I had noticed
walk, both of which are more recent additions, do and examined, in the different groups, well-contrived
not appear : we do not think, however, that the contrasts-the tall contruted with the short, the
picture losea any of its attractions b7 the omiuions. li1tht with the dark, the ronnd-formed with the oval,
The picture ia at Osborne.
a1id so ou ; but I saw nothing of this sort in Bird ;
bnt something which atill more distinguished one

l

-

character from another, and formed a flll'wider contrast without the means employed being apparent.
I saw what I have since seen in that marvellous
production of Raphael, the" .Miracle of Balsano,''heads which, in upect and attitude, scarcely dift'ered
from each other, but which, in that marvellous
something, are u wide apart and as distinct as the
aide and the front view of the human cn:ature. For
some time thia was an enigma, u it is a fact which
often eeeapea the observation even of painten themselves. It is now clear, and is to be attributed to
the practical apprehension and appropriation of that
sterling truth, found as rarely in Art aa in other
achievements of men. Bird had this power conferred by nature, and perfected by ob1ervation and
experiment. It hu nothing to do with common
intelligence, but is the offapring of that peculiar
quality of miad created and fitted for its purpose by
ita 11arent organiem and poaeeuiou. When the
world gets wiae enough to know how and what to
collect for public and profeaaional inatruetion, it
will seize upon the productions of Art of all times,
aucient and modern, which exhibit these cardinal
points in the province and prerogatives of pictorial
representation. It ia not a collocation of the different atyles, and schools, and times, that form more
than an ordinary curiosity in a collection of A.rtspecimena, but examples and instances in picturea
of the different pawen poaaeued
by men, and made
manifest in their productions. And in the nicer
discrimination, which will attend a belt.er acquaintance with Art, it will be seen that the two kinda or
productions-the one from natural fitneaa, the other
from cultivated intelligence-differ widely, and offer
a problem of difficnlt solution u to the true estimation in which they ought to be held. In such a
collection the highest kind of instruction that can
be given by the ap11liedand created thing would be
offered ; men engaged in the interests of Art could
not fail to obtain a better notion of what is to be
derived from human resonrcea, both natural and
acquired, while the man of taste would be inatructed
as to what to expect and eateem. Mediocrity and
average talent would find their level, and the world
be better able to judge of wbat rose above or fell
below it. Soch men III Bird, Etty, and a host of
others might become grand teachers in the world
of Art, and to the public at large, were the true
principles on which their m~rits reat nnderatood;
without that the lesson they teach ia lost.
Bird's powers of true and faithful representation
form the scale of hia merits, and constitute the
excellence for which be is distinguiahed, 88 well aa
hie natural forte; other excellence&clustered round
these u their nucleDI, but this appears to aw;tain
them . However, it mDlt be added that this excellence, which distiogui,hed hi» operative and executive
powers, is of a very i uferior kind to another, that
directed his ckoice of 1ubject. Bird was the man
next Hogarth who laboured to give to Art an independent character, by thinking for himself, and in
finding subjects in Jif,i inatead of in books. The
beautiful comedies painted by Bird, dreeted in
ordinary language, instead of that of Art, would
have given to him a high reputation 88 a dramatist.
But this is a truth for which the world ia in no
degree prepared ; an ignorance of the nature, aim,
and objects of Arts discourages all attempts of an
appeal to taste or public sympathy with any expoaitiou of this matter that may be put forward. Among
writers who have taken the highest ground aa
e:rponnden of the nature, claims, and attributes of
Art, but few inatances are afforded of that recommendation of Art upon which its dignity, independence, aud best interests depend. Art, to be great,
must be independe~, and capable of acting for
itself, without the aid of the poet and the historian ;
yet so little attention hu been given to the real
capabilities of Art, that ordinary taste expects no
other than that Art should seek its snbjecta in
books, in the records of history or tradition, and in
the effusions of the poet. The practice of the
painters has done no email injury to their art in
thus having a foreign sonrce to fly to instead of
themselves, as is proved io every ease in which men
are similarly situated. Thie h11&cramped the subjects taken to a very narrow range, and led to
repetitions, and a stagnation fatal to originality.
In the obsolete and stagnant philosophy of taste.
history in painting holds the post of honour; whilst
in the right-thinking good aenae of the world, the
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hietorian has never been made the rival or the poet,
und the cold imitator and the copyist have never
taken precedenre or the inventor. Yet in Art the
painter who will repeat, in forma and colours, all the
rncidenta in" Don Qnixote" or the" Vicar of Wakefield," claims as mnch honour as ir he were the
inventor of the stories themselves. It must certainly
be a very barren world, and the growth of passions
and feelings must have ce11sedto be available, iu
their originality at least, whilst obse"ant men can
find anbjecta for their thoughts, and new interests
awake at every tnm, and yet the artist can find
nothing to paint. Thna it is that the great volume
or life and natnre hasremained a sealed book, to the
great disgrace and detriment of the Art.
For a long time Bird continued to paint subjects
from common lire, and, perhaps, would have continned longer, bnt that he found they gave him
great trouble, and that, when produced, the world
cared little for them. I have ol\en heard him de·
spairingly and disparagingly remark, " One might
ns well paint the 1to17 of Goody Two-shoes, as
take the trouble to hunt for subjects in real life."
Bird had, certainly, good reuons to complain, especially in referring to the labour and Ion of time
that it coal to find the modela alone, without layiag
the plan, and maki11g the necessary study in the
mode of telling the story, and inventing incident
and episode to illustrate it . When chapter aud
verse supply the subject, little more ia to be doae
than to follow out the description, to omit nothing,
but introdnce every item provided for you, without
any concern to provide anything for yourself. The
merit of lliatory-painting ia often little more than
to follow out what ia described; whereas, in
original and inventional art, the description is
given, and not followed, by the painter. Wilkie,
I suspect, took to historical a.rt for the same reasons
88 Bird-to
save himself labour and difficulty, the
fag of searching for subjects, and the inconveniency
of using them when found,. as well 88 for the few
pictorial advantagesthey olru in colour and form,
and in ordinary and every-day costume. In history,
a painter renls in colours and maasea of any llize or
shape; and u for dignity, grandeur, and such like
qnalities, the difference is often in no more than the
name. The Madonnas of Raphael are to be found,
at thie hour, in abundance in the common life of
Rome, in that quarter of it called Trtuteuere, from
which he took so many of bis models; and the best
which baa been produced by him and all other painten of the " divine" nnd " angelic," ia infinitely
eclipsed in tire genuine maternal tendemeu and look
or affection, with which every 111otherin nature ad
in life regardsher cbild. Raphael, neither here nor
anywhere else, could rival the Creator, either in
the ontward form, or in the manifestations made
from within; whatever the dreamy theories or tbe
learned connoiuenrs in Art may put forth in their
schemes for mending nature, and improTing upon
God's creation. Bird was,of course, one of the upi•
rants that denounced a fact so repugnant to his
practice ; and when the 11,au ideal was talked of,
and the practice of nature-mending referred to, be
at once cut the matter ehort by saying, " Let me
first come up to nature, before I talk or mending
her." It waa clearly this desire of coming up to
nature, that gave the soul to his elrorta, and enabled
him to attain so near to the desired end.
It must, however, not be overlooked, for truth'•
sake, and for the love of Art, that Bird neglected a great deal which belongs peculiarly to Art,
and which Art demands of its votaries. There is
not only a long and laborious difficulty, and a dose
course of study n~eaaary in what the eye sees, but,
perhaps, as much m the atndy of the mode in which
obje~ta are ~~ by the eye.. Perhap1 of the two
provinces, this 11the more difflcnlt one, demanding
not ?nlY close ~tndy, b!lt ?Jatnral tltneu, to qualify
a painter for h1a mulbfanons task. Nothing can
prove more forcibly the purblind weakness and
abanrdity of Ruakinism, iu which raw upiranta are
told aud tempted to 1tudy one portion of a difficult
an_di~divi&ibleart, to the total neglect and obstinate
reJecbon of another. Bird, like certain of the architectural exhibitors at the Royal Academy exhibition,
who provide tl,ree vanishing points for the lines of
a sqna~e,never took the trouble to learn perspective,
of which an hour's 1erion1 application woold have
put him in po98e18ion,but committed some 11otable
blunders, at which he himtelf wu ever ready to

Jao!h with any friend that pointed them out ; in
fact, he did uot care for so small a matter, in comparison with greater things. He also remained
deficient in colour; his Jove or thinking for himself
stood resolutely in the way, not only of consulting
,dth the colourists in Art, but with himself, upon
the subject. I think it may be said, not that he
was incapable of colour, but that he took no pains
with it; all that belongs to proceasee, and the production of texture and transparency, Bird was indifferent to, and regarded aa so much quackery; and
any attempt to lead him to the consideration or
them excited division, and raised his choler. Ju
abort, Bird neglected much that belongs legitimately
to the province of Art, and which, to unproreuional
readers, would not be intelligible ; but what he
neglected, rather belongs to the body than the solll
of Art.
Ju a paper which was read before an artistical
society, I ventured to define a certain combination
of intelligences, on which, I believe, the true interests of the exaltatio:1 of Art depends. Thia combination I named the Mutual Faexlty. It conaists
in the aaaoeiation or the patron and the painter,
and il88umeathat, had all tlie pictures which have
been painted and sold by artiab, aince the time of
Reynolds, Jen their places upon the easels of the
painters, and the walls or the exhibition room,, and
the money paid for them had been depoeited in
their placea, the painter having no other eounection
with the patron, Art would never have arisen to the
grade of a liberal proresaion, but would have been
now where it was in the time or Reynolds. In
short, it ia us11111edthat t be cold oonnection between buyer and seller ia altogether inanfflcient to
encourage and anataiu Art. · I mention this because
at the time I am speaking of, there existed in Bristol a aoeiety for the express aaaoeiation.or the patron,
the amateur, and the artist. The party met ostensibly to sketch, and many pictures, which afterwards
made some noise in the world. originated there. It
was composed of men of higll standing, and or the
highest qnalitlcatious in intellect, science, and acquirement; and it ia nnqneatiouable, that Bird, aud
others I conld name, profited by thia; and thna, by
a mean, at once rare and efficient, became poaseued
of power they carried into Art, without conviction,
or, perhaps, conacionaneu of the meana hy which
they were obtained.
Poor Bird died at the age of about fifty years,
and lies buried in the eloiaters of Briatol Cathedral,
under a atone placed in 111tm1oriam
by his danghtera:
it has the following inacription engraven on it:SACKED TO THE Jn:ll'OllT
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P.lUNT.

ENGLISH HOMES:
AS THEY ARE, AND KAY BE, IN FURNISHINO
AND DECORATION.

P.1.n m.
THE general frinciplea stated, and perhaps proved,
in former articles, were, tint, that the aspect, w hether cut, west, nortb, or south or an apartment,
ought to determine the general tone nf wall decorationa; that harmony did not mean monotony, but
the proper balance or colour; that the apparent size
of apartments ia greatly depe»dant on the tones of
colour ado}'ted ; and, second, that there were certain
fixed qualities of outline euent.ial in things beautiful.
Bearing these general principles in remembrance,
another step of the home ladder may be aaceuded ;
and, havin~ 1hown the defects, and what, if adopted.
would be improvements in the houaea or the foremen, clerka, and small tradesmen, the hotllea or the
city men, t-he larger tradesmen, and merchants, next
claim attention. The manaioo.s of the merchant
princes form a different clau nf dwelliogt ; those
more especially referred to at preaent are houses
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rented at from £120 to £200 a-year, and are not
nnfrequently situated a few miles from town. As a
role, this tradesman and merchant section or the
community are the great customers for the better
class of 1''rench paper-hangings ; and without mean.
in~ to reflect upon this section of the population.
wholeaale, it may he affirmed, without offeuce and
without fear of contradiction, that among them
are the monied admirers of the most highly-priced
monstrosities that are to be found in home-decorations. An Irishman has somewhere &aid,that it takes
three generatious to refine a man into a gentleman ;
and, in spite of the bull, the statement contains the
stamina of a great practiCR! truth. So it may be
aaid, that it takes generations to refine wealth into
taste; or, rather, to give the accumulators of richea
that peculiar knowledge, which will enable them to
surround themselves with objects of genuine merit.
Nor need this be cause for wonderment, all circnmatances considered. Th11bnay tradesman or thriving
merchant hu, u a rule, had 11othingbut deteriorating
education in such matters. Not unfreqnently from
the country, his humble paternal home offered no
means of educating his eye, except for show ; and
now that he is engaged in the whirl of busineu, and
finds that he ia accnmnlating money, it is not unnatural that he should like to see his ancceea retlected in the only form of magnificence with which
he is familiar-the subdued magnificence of barbaric
pomp and show. As a rule, thia claas marry before
they are w bat may be called sueceufnl ; and aa,
with occasional exceptions, the wife hu been trained
under the same domestic ideas, on such points, aa
the husband, they more naturally agree npon honae
decoration than perhaps upon other matters at least
equally important:
An amusing chapter might be written upon the
house furnishings of such a pair; but, without
going over the scenes of consultation between iuterested mammas and equally important spinster aunts.
as to what would or would not be proper and genteel,-that ia, fashionable for the time being,-the&e
consultations usually end in a compromise of
opinions ; and how great the joint-atock ignorance
becomes, the ill-uaorted dwellings of the newly•
married pair too ol\en forcibly, though silenUy,
proelaira. Strong incentives are not wanting to
stimulate the folly. There ia an opinion abroad
that articles are valuable or beautiful, in proportion
aa they are costly; and all having goods to sell
have the strongest interest in anpportiug the dcln·
aion. Nor does taste now with wealth, because
there are many proofs tliat this section of the body
politic makes the breadth and brilliancy of their
drawing-room border the indicator of their growing
proaverity and riches. When they began hOUlll·
keeptng, their drawing-room paper-hanging had,
probably, but a narrow border, with a few simplecoloured dowers ; but the breadth or border hu
kept pacewith the weight of purse, till the drawing.
room baa become appalling through excessive glare,
everything palling before the profusion or Dutch
metal, mia-named gold, and the carnations and
greens of monster roses, the lilacs of immense u;...
and the exaggerated forms and tones of other dowers.
The drawing-room of a city man may be deacribed
aa almost innriably papered, chidly because in.
paper-hanp;ings he can get moat show for the money.
lie and his wife and daughters mnat, moreover,
have everything in keeping, and the general effect
may be thus described. The border of the paper•
hangiaga baa, probably, been chosen first, and solely
on account of its breadth and brilliancy, oa seen in
a paper-stainer's pattern-book. It ia. of course,
French, and has, therefore, all the manipulative and
harmonial beauty for which our neighbours are
celebrated. As a piece of block printing, it i6 not
only unimpeaeliable, but fascinating to the uninstracted, and lead• the city man with his hOllseliold
captive. It has a stripe of iacenae crimson, a
marroon or green on each tide, 111 inch and a half
broad, with a number of metal lines on a buJf
ground or grey, and a tremendous wreath of enormous tlowera till np the centre, with plain or "T"
comers to match. The tints on the dowers are
dazzling in their strength, and this, with plenty of
gold, "relieved" by the dark atripa of dock, ia a
moat po\>ular border. This fixed and determined
on, a lilling reqniree to be selected for the centres
of the panela,-for such a drawing-room ia supposed
nothing, if not panelled, and as this style costs
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moat, it ia always declared in fo.ahion,-and the just to themselves in their .drawing-rooms, than
family, having done their spiriting in the border, the artist ie to them on canvo.a? Asking aueh
begin to think it time to have a little quietneaa in questions is anfficient to excite a smile ; and but for
the other parts of the w111l1,and, accordingly, a the every.Jay experience of thonsanda moving in
filling is atlected not too ahowy, hut very genteel. respectable society, it would be impoesible to believe
}'illinga of this character are always in stock, but aa that ladies would permit false and eBSentiallyvulgar
nobody in their senses ever kept stock of snch decoration, to detract, in this wholesale fashion,
borders-the }'rench only making them for this from their own more delicate beauty.
pecnliar English market, and never for themselvesThere ia nothing more beautiful than flowers;
the border baa to be ordered from Paris. Jn the bot rows of roses, or &tripes of irises, hollyhocks,
meantime the curtains and carpets are selected, the dahlias, and sunflowers, fastened together no one
purchaser describing the ,bade of the filling u near knows how, and combined together no one seeswhy,
as recollection permits, and the seller always having were never meant to divide room-walls into comsomething that ia exactly anited for the description. partmente, any more than imitation braas scrolls
If the ladies have a partiality for curtai111 and were meant to walk npon, or have their forms
fnrniture of rose colour, lemon yellow, or light broken and distru bed by tables, chaini, ottomana,
blue, for crimson, drab, or " gir11ffe" colonrs, the and foot-stools.
preference is gratified, under the fullest assurance
The remedy · for thcae incongruoue anom1Iies
that it will "go" most admirably with the paper- ahall be noticed, after glancing at the city man's
hanginge, aa described. The carpets, including dining-room and library . As a ntle, the heat
hearth-ruge, share the same fate: there are flowers 1111dmoat harmonious room in this style of house
in the border, and therefore there mnat be flowera ia the dining-room, - dark red walls, more or
in the carpet; there are gold lines in the border, Jeaa ornamented with gold mouldings, the cornice
and there must therefore be yellow lines in the tipped with gold, and the wood-work painted imicarpet-imitation
gold ; and scroll,, being more tation oak. Of the walls nothing reqnirea to be
showy than straight liuta, are preferred, both scrolls said, except that the choice of tone-that is, whether
and flowers being in proportion to those on the the walls should be brighter or deeper in colourwalls, which means being very much larger, both in depends 10 entirely upon considerations of upect,
combination and individual parts. The so-ealled furniture, &c., aa to render generalized specialities
gold on the pnper-hanginp most of course be re- practically uselen. Dot in these dining-room1 the
peated on the cornice and ceiling oruamenta, and question of the rightneaa oi:. wrongneas, the utility
also on the mouldings of the doors and windows, or inutility, aud the reathetic value or worthleaaness
which will probably be grained imitation maple. of "imitations," is everywhere encountered, and it
Everything goes on satisfactorily till these decorations may aa well be dealt with now aa afterwarda.
are brought together, and then every individual part Many may never even have heard of the agitation
seems to be asking ite neighbour in amazement what against imitation woods a,nd marbles for purposes of
it is doing there. The border kills the " filling," decoration, which baa been carried on for years by
and reduces the room in appearance to half its a section of the c~1cmti.
For a time, that agitaactual size, both in height and area; while the carpet, tion was of little consequence either way, because,
when laid down, destroy, without subduiuii: the although one here and there believed, the public, aa
border, the deep richneu of the dyes only bringing such, kn.iw nothing, and probably cared 18 little,
ont the essential rawness of the distemper colours about the matter.
During Lord Derby's recent
into more conapicnon, prominence, while the cur- adminietration, and with Lord John Manners at the
tains and fnrnitnre, instead of being a connecting Board of Works, the question of imitations became
link, form only n new and aggravated element in more important; and when it was officially anthe discordant mus. The only consolation left ia, nounced throughout the government works all over
that the cbaiu, piano, and chcffonier will hide the the country, that " the fire! lord objecta to all imigreater part of the border below; but what hides tations," the grounds and value of the objections
the border only breaks the dark atripea which acquired sufficient importance, from the position of
" relieve " the panels ou tl,e walls, and the scrolls the objector, to entitle them to full consideration.
whicb constitute the moat attractive portion of the The late " first lord" gave no reasons, ao that Lord
carpet.
John Manners may not be fully represented by, or
What is the practical reanlt? What no oue accountable for, others who have hazarded reasons
doubta, need not be concealed. Such drawing-rooms agaioat this recent but rapidly-improving branch of
are chiefly wanted by ju:licions mammaa and prudent decoration.
papas, to bring out their families, and especially
Mr. Ruskin thD1 disconrsea on the 1nbject :their daughters. The general public have no idea " Touching the (alee representation of material, the
of how the visits of the daughter's "friend" directs question is infinitely more simple, and the law more
parental attention to the neceaaity of " doing op " sweeping ; all such imitations are utterly base and
the drawing-room ; although, if parents did but know inndmiaaible. • • • • Exactly aa a woman of feeling
it, there is no way in whicb they inflict 80 much would not wear false jewels, ao would a builder of
injnatice on theso daughters u by aubjecting their honour disdain false ornaments. The neing of them
fair faces to competition with masses of colours, is just aa downright and inexcusable a lie. Yon
which moat make the most beautiful complexion use that which pretends to a worth which it baa
and the finest flesh carnations look dingy, pale, or not; it is an impoaition, a vulgarity, an impertisickly. The consequence of this violation of common nenre, and a sin. Down with it to the ground ;
sense is obviona-diJappointmcnt with the drawing- grind it to powder; leave its rugged place npon the
room aner it is done. How should it be otherwise, wall rather ; you have not paid for it ; you do not
when the decorations violnte all the pnrpoaea for want it; you have no busineea with it. Nobody
which such rooms-or, indeed, any decorated room1 wants ornaments in this world, but everybody wants
-are wanted ? There are people, doubtless, who integrity. All the fair de,icea that were ever
furnish rooms not for nse, bot for their friends to fancied are not worth a lie. Lea"re your walls a,
look at and admire, and snch individuals look 011 bare u a planed board, or build them of baked mud
their apnrtment aa a savaii:e doea on his brass and chopped atraw, if need be, but do not roughbuttons or glaas beads-as glittering cnrio,ities ; eaat them with falsehood." There is more in the
bot the great majority of those who spend money same strain, and on the ume subject, but aner reading
on decorntions, mean their drawing-room& to be and re-reading this paroxysm of indignant virtue,
used aa well aa looked at. When in use, they surely it is difficult to help asking why the language ia so
mean the ladies and gentlemen assembled to be the etormy, and the logic 80 weak P And eapedally why
principal objects of attraction; and, if so, the walls the reasons for the condemnation are so meagre.
of the room ahould be aa mnch a background to the Aa t1Sun!,too, Mr . Ruskin's Jauguage may suit both
living flgnrea as the background of a picture would aides of the question ; because " the false reprebe to each individual portrait . Suppose the admirers sentation of material" is aa applicable to bad
of such paper-hangings and borders u are now imitatioua, aa the good repreacntation of marbles
naed by many, have their own and their wives' with an intention to deceive. To aaanme the sin,
portrllits painted,-what would they think if the ia to beg the question, and ride off 011a cheap and
artist introduced etripes of roses 10 intense in colour, worthleaa cant. Imitations, as parts of decoration,
u to withdraw attention from the face? If that may be expedient, or the reverse ; but, instead of
would not be tolerated, is the appearance and ex- "lies," they are specimens of Art aa real and true
preuion of the Jiving original less important than as the imitation of onions and mU86el-ahell1,comthe aspect of the portrait, or should ladies be Jess minioned by Mr. Raskin from Mr. Hunt. Nor is

it easy to see how imitating the bark of a tree
ahonld be declared a good work by him who proclaims that imitating the centre wood of the aame
tree ia a great sin. Imitation ia not proof conclusive of deceit, or Mr. Ruskin's Art dogma of
"aclect nothing, reject nothing," must add the
crime of an imm.iral aham to the weakness of a
delusion. Calling the imitation of marble on a ehopfront, or of oak on a dining-room door, "a lie"
and "a ain," c&11only be accounted for by au
ambition to startle, or a confusion of ideas, and the
one qnality which could make their utterance endurable, is sincere impartiality; bnt a writer who
promotes and procures imitations of ahella on "'hik
or coloured grounds* for himaclf, and denounces
u sin and falaehO<Jdthose who prefer ahelle ou
black grounda, in the form of "shell marble," is
not anfflcient evidence of this impartial virtue. Bat
who pretends that the imitations of woods or
marbles on or in hill ho111eare real? The supposition ia a mere indignant sham, uaed to bang
up pretensions to superior conacientionanea . Did
any one but Mr . Ruskin ever suppose that the
Trustees of the British Mneeum (the illuatration
which he quotes) intended to deceh·e the public by
the imitation granite used in that building?
It ia
evident, at a glance, that it was not became it was
granite, but because it was a good colonr for the
purpose required that it was adopted; and the
aound reasons, which guided the 'l'r118teea,are th0&e
which influence nineteen-twentieths of all who
adopt imitations in preference to plain colours.
They are in scarcely any caaea used ns "lies," with
an intention to deceive ; and, therefore, they are not
in the opinion of writers who yes"aioa"-except
terday declared perfect imitations of apple-bloseom,,
or shells, or bark of t.reea,the highest style of Art,
and to-day pronounce imitations of wooda, marbles,
&c., daring lies and damning sine I
But although there may be no moral obliquity
viaible to admiring mind! in imitation oak doors or
granite pilutera, there may be su11icient resthet.ic
impropriety to prevent the continuance of the practice; and if eo, it would be a great public benefit.
could that be shown in distinct, intelligible terms.
The public are thoroughly practical, and while
willing to listen to abuses or defects in anything,
Art and Architecture included, it is not nnreoaoaably
expected that those who condemn all that is, ehonld
be able to point out clearly what ought to be.
There have been surfeits of "fine writing," and
dreamy rhapsodies, and scathing abuse of " imitations;" bot the great want still is a plain statement of what ought to be snbatituted, and intel ligible reasons why the one ahonld be preferred to
the other. It is neeleaa, in auch a case, to heap
glowing words over the abnaes of imitations; everything hu been abused, even the power of writing;
and the public have a right to complain of thill
abuse eepecially, if it results in nothing more practical than brilliant fault-finding. The conclusion of
Hood's ecorching ode to Mr. Rae ia quite as npplicable to the denouncer of imitations, ao far as these
gentlemen have yet carried their agitation ; and
although it is quite permiaaible for any to apply- the
objections taken to Dr. Fell, and upon the same
grounda, the privilege of deonnciation should be
used with moderation, until reasons have been
offered sufficient to leave the wayward or ignorant
without excuse. No such reasons have been, or oui
be, offered against the use of imitations, eilher in
internal or external decoration ; while many reason&
appear on the surface why, under proper restraint,
the use of them should be encouraged. To talk of
their being a waste of time, ia only another phase of
that cant which seeks to hide all uncharitableneaa
in the smoke of sacrifice offered to vain -glorious
conceit. No honest, e&r11eatstudy of nature can he
a waste of time; and it seema aa reuonable to
imitate the inside wood aa the outside bark of trcca ;
and a rock polished, so that it ca.n be seen aa it
really ia, looks aa worthy of attention u its outaide
roughneaa. But, besides, imitationa have ad, ·an!ages of utility and colour, which will defy- all
assaults upon their use; while this so-called waate of
time has literally educated some of our most aucceaaful artists, and those 10 educated have been
per.uliarly remarkable for delicacy of feeling in their
• BeeJut catalolflle or t.hcSociety or Palntena In Water.
Colouna, where •omo Imitation shell, are e:r.hlbltc:d b7
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higher art. Richer colonr, and greater durability,
and better general effects for the every-day tear
nnd wear of hard knocks and often cleansinga, can
be got in imitations than in plain colours, and these
anbstantial advantages will defy the assaults of all
who object to imitations, simply because they don't
like them . Mr. Ruskin objects to imitations, as in
his British Musenm example, because they are good :
objections might be more strongly urged against
imitations when they are bad; and, instead of
sharing the acorn heaped npon nil by turns, it can
be shown, by all the principles upon which Art
reata,-althongh, of conrse, to an inferior degrcc,that such men as Moxton and Kershaw-the one in
marblea, and the other in ,voods-are u truly
nrtista in their imitation, as half the pictnre-painters
in the conntry, and display more genius in their
work. But while there are many exception,, of
more or less celebrity, among "grainera" or imitators, the imitations too generally prevalent can be
characterized u 11othing else than vile defacing& of
better colour. And the worst among the bad may
which
not unfreqnently be fonnd in the oak J>&per,
covers the walls of the well-to-do man s "library,''
or the room which goes by that name in the family.
If imitations are defensible elsewhere, there is no
abstract reason why they should not be naed on
walls u well u on wood-work ; and wbetlter
painted on paper, and put up, or painted on the
wall, is a mere question of r.onvenience. Bnt there
are insurmonntable objections to the deformities
with which such papers are loaded, in the form of
lmponible dogs sprawling arter
ornamentation.
contorted antlers through me&l'.linglessbrown and
ochre scrolls for corners, with heavy mouldings for
borders to match, are fair representations of what
are ealled oak decorations. The taste which prodnces such rubbish, costly though it be, ia as deplorable as the want of thought which permits its
use ; for if those who prefer oak walls would only
think, they would see that n simple imitation inlay
pattern, althongh in plain black, would not only be
cheaper, but more in keeping, and therefore better
in effect, than all the imitation carving which the
combined paper -stainers of France and Britaiu have
produced.
JOHN STEWART.
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PJ.:RHAPSthere never was any colour which was
ao readily adopted by the leaders of fashion, and
through them, by every class llf society, as the
so-called mau~e. Thie ia due to some two or three
peculiarities. lat. It is easentially a new colour,
although we have long been familiar with colonra
which in tint approach the mauve,-such as lilacblossom, peach, plum, &e.; vet no one of them
poaseuea the peculiar hue of the new colour. 2nd.
All those colours which were compounded of red
and blue in ar.y proportions were, under the best
poasible conditions, fugitive. Ladies could not wear
in snnshine pench or blossom-r.olonred ribbons iii
their bonnets for a dny without discovering thnt the
colour had auffered by the exposure. The ingenious aud the economical renewed the colour
from time to time by dipping their ribbons in sodawater; but this was troublesome, and the brip:htness and beauty of a new trimming was fleeting.
'fhe mauve is sinp:ularly permanent in its most
delicate tintinga ; it bean exposure to the brightest
aun. 3rd. In addition to its extreme beauty and
its p'ermnuence, the aniline coloura are very remarkably perfect tinctorial agents. They impregnate
the fibre to which they are applied with great
readiness, and give rise to very considerabJ., intensity of tint; hence they offer great facilities to
the manufacturer and the dyer. This ltas done
much for its introduction.
The dyer has been dependant for his colonriug
matters on certain natural productions ; that is, but
very few of them have been the result of any aruficial combinations of colourless bodies, as is the
case with the Aniline series. Colouring matters

occur in the vegetable kingdom abnndantly : we
find them in the root, the wood, the bark, the leaf,
the flower, and the fruit. la many casesthey nndergo n change in the process of manufacture, and
in some the colonr obtained is different from that
which appears in the plant; sineo the colour, for
example, of flowers is frequently the result of the
combination of two or more distinct colours. Dr.
Schnnck informs us that if we treat the petals of
an orange-colonred variety of the Tropt8olummajiu
with boiling water, we extract a colouring matter
which impart-a to the water a purple colour. The
petals so treated appear yellow ; and if they are
digested in boiling spirits of wine, a yellow colouring matter is extracted, and the leaves become
white. Similar resnlta are obtained when the petals
of the brown Calceolaria are successively treated
with boiling water and spirits of wine. Many other
flowers exhibit the same conditions. Light, nnder
some conditions, has the power of eliminating the
colours of which the prevailing hue is formed.
Mn. Mary Somerville has shown us that, if we
wash paper over with the juice which has been
obtained by bruising the petals of the dark purple
dahlia, and expose that paper to the action of the
parat/Jermicray.T,-that ia, of those rays which are
aasociated with the heat rays in the lower portion
of the prismatic spectrum,-that one set of these
rays develops a blne, and another set a red colour.
The vegetable kingdom is the only source from
which we can obtain a pure green ; all others are
combinations of blue and yellow. Chlorophyle,or
the green colonring matter of leaves, can be extracted as a pure green ; and we are recently made
acquainted with another vegetable green, ealled
Clii11e1e
!lreen, which hasbeen extracted from many
of the Buckthom tribe .
Some colonring matters are derived from the
animal kingdom . Althoup;h the akin and the hair of
animals, the fe11theraof birds, and the scales of
fishes, possess an almost infinite variety of colours,
yet there are bnt a few of them with which we are
acqnainted; and a still smaller number which have
been applied in the Arts. The cochineal insect
has yielded us beautiful carmines and lakes, and
the murex, amongst the molluaca, gave to the
ancients the celebrated Tyrian purple. A few other
colours, derived directly from the auimnl kingdom,
might be named, hnt the above are the most important. It is true that the constituents of blood
and bones yield us chemical agents, which, in combination, prodnce moat. intense coloura,-88, for
example, Prussian blue, and other cyanogen compounds,-but they are not to be regarded u natural
combination,.
The mineral kingdom ia rich in colonr, and
many of the combinations of cobalt, of copper, of
manganese, of iron, &c., are employed by the dyer
and the calico-printer. All the colours obtained
from the inorganic world are physieally and chemically different from those to which it is desired
more especially to direct attentiou. In couaideriug
the qnestion of the production of colour, as leading up to the preparation of those colours which
have been discovered and are manufactured by
Mr . Perkins, some few peculiarities may still be
noticed.
Jn numerons instances the colonriug matters exhibit, in an uncombined state, an entirely different
colour from wliat they do when they enter into combination. The colonring matter of litmu1 is, when
uncombined, red, bnt its componnds, with alkaliea,
are blue. The alkaline componnds of alizarine,
obtained Crom madder, are of a rich violet colour,
while the substance itself is redtllib-ycllow.
Dr. Schunck, to whom we are indebted, more
than to nny other man in this country, for the investigation of colouring matters, informs ua that
colonring matters, restricting this term to vegetable
and animal dyes, consist either of carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen, or of those elements in addition to
nitrogen. The exact relative proportions of these
constituents, however, is known in very few cases ;
and in still fewer instances have the chemical formulro of the compounds been established with any
approach to certainty . This proceeds, on the one
hand, from the small quantities of these snbatances
usnally preeent in the organs of plants and animals,
and the difficulty of obtaining snfficient quantities
for examination in a state of pnrity; and, on the
other hand, from the circumatances or their possess-
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ing a very complex chemical constitntion and hiith
atomic weight. Only a small number of colonring
matters are capable of assuming a crystalline form ;
the greater number, especially the, so-called, resinons
ones, being perfectly amorphous . Among those
which have been obtained in a crystalline form, may
be mentioned alizarine, indigo blue, quercitrine,
morine, lnteoline, chrysophan, and rutiue: it ia probable, however, that when imprllved methods have
been di,icovered of preparing colonring mat.ters,-and
we are no,v advancing rapidly in this direction,-and
of separating them from the impnrities with which
they are found so often aB80Ciated,many, which are
now snppoaed to he amorphona, will be found to be
capable of crystallizing. Very little is understood concerning the action of light on colonring matters and
their compounds. It is well known that these
bodies, when exposed to the rays of the sun, especially when deposited in thin layers on, or iu fabrica
made of, animal or vegetable materials, Jose much
of the intensity of their colour, and, aometimes,
even disappear entirely, that is, they are converted
into colourleu bodies ; but whether this process
depends on a physical action induced by light, or
whether, 88 ia more probable, it consists in promoting the action of oxygen and moiatnre on them,
is uncertain. The most stable colonring matters,
anch u indigo blue, and alizarine iu its compounds,
are not insensible to the action of light ; others, such
as carthamine, from safflower, which was used for
dyeing silk, poppy, nacarat (a bright orange red),
cherry, rose colonr, and flesh colour, disappear
rapidly when exposed to solar influence. Colonra
produced by the mb:ture of two colouring matters
are often found to resist the action of light better
than those obtained from one alone. In one caac,
that of the Tyrian purple, the action of light seems
to be abaolutely essential to the formati~n of the
colonring matter. The leaves of plants remain
colourless if the plants are grown in darkness ;
though in this case the formation of the green
colouring matter is probably dne to a physical state,
indnced by the !ominous power of the sunbeam, and
not the result of any inflnence or the chemical raya.
'fhe action of heat on colonring matters . varies
very much according to the nature of tbe latter, and
the method of applying the heat. A moderate
degree of hcnt often changes the hue of a colonriog
matter and ita compounds, the original colour being
restored on cooling-an effect which is probably due
to physical canaes. Sometimes this effect ia, without doubt, owing to the loss of water. Alizarine,
for instance, crystallized from alcohol, when heated
to 212° F., losea ita w11terof crystallization, its colour
changing at the same time from reddish-yellow to
red. At a still higher temperntnre most colonring
matter, are entirely decomposed, the products of
decomposition being those usually afforded by
organic matters, snch as 1Vater, carbonic acid, carburetted hydrogen, em11yreumatic oils, aud, if the
substance contains nitrogen, ammonia, or organic
hues, anch u aniline, the suhject of the present
paper. A few colonring matters, u, for example,
alizarine, rubiacine, indigo blue, and indiito red, if
carefully heated, may be volatilized withont change,
and yield beanti!ul crystallized sublimates, though
a portion of the substance ia sometimes decomposed,
giving carbon and empyreumatic products.
Colonring matters, like most other organic snbstances, undergo decomposition, with more or leas
facility, when exposed to the action of oxygen; and
the procesa may, indeed, be more easily traced in
their case, as it is always accompanied by a change
of hue. Professor Dr. George Wilsou, of Edinburgh,
has some moat interestiIJg and inatructive experiments upon the influence of light on colonring
matters, enclosed in perfectly dry gasea, which confirm the above statement. There are mar.y other
points of mnch interest in connection with those
colouring matters which are derived from the
vegetable kingdom, that is, which may be regarded
88 variable componnds of carbon, hydrogen, and
oxygen, but our space will not admit of their being
considered at present. We moat now proceed to
the examination of the new colour, which is, like
those already named, derived from, although not
actunlly existing 88 a oolonring matter in, the vegetnble world.
We are now obtaining t-his beanliruI dye from
coaltar, and it ronnot bnt be instructive, especially
to such 88 ere not familiar with chemical combina-
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solntioa o! potash, and the mau, after evaporation to
THE ROYAL PICTUR.ES.
drylleae, aobmitted to deetruetive distillation, it intumeacea considerably, and aniline is liberated, which
is condensed in the receiver, in the form of a brown
TIIE PRINCESS CHARLOTTE.
oil, together with a little -ter and ammonia disT. Oaroer, EograNr.
Bir T. L&wreoce,Painter.
engagedwith it. The aniline ia purified by rectificaSize ot the Plotare 2 n. G ID. by 2 n. it In.
tion. The aniline obtained is about eighteen to
twenty per cent of the indigo Died. Nitro-benzole LAWlll!NCE mnet have painted this portrait quite
may be converted into aniline by the action of aul- early in the present century , probably about the year
phuretted hydrogen gu, or, more convelliently, by 1801 or 1802, at a time when the patronage of the
Court gave him the highest poeition among eontemtbe action of a buie acetate of iron.
The -t
abundant IOW'C8 of aniline i1 tile baeic porary portrait-painters, and one which he maintained
oil of coaltar. Thie oil is agitated with hydrochloric till the day of hie death. The " aitter ,. on thi.l
G j.oous.
acid, which aeizee upon the buic o~. Aller de- oceuion was the young Princeu Charlotte, only child
Chemical tbrm11IL canting the clear liquor, which contains the hydro- of the Prince of Wales, afterwards George rv.,by hi.I
Nameote~
. H
Hydrogen
•••••
cbloratea of these oile, it ie evaporated over an open unhappy union with the Princeas Caroline of Bnm.sc2 H'
Lighl carbnretted hydrogen
fire until it begint to dieengage acrid fumes, which wick. The Princeaa Charlotte Wlll born in 1796,
co
Carbollic oxide •
iudieate a commencement of decomposition, and then and the portrait appears to have been talcen at
C' H'
Oleftant g111 •
filtered, to eeparate any adhering neatral compounds. about the age of five or _six. In May, 1816, she
cs H6
Pl'Op1lene •
The clear liquor is then decomposed with potash, or wu married to Prince Leopold, of Saxe Cobnrg.
HS
Botylene • •
milk of lime, which liberates the blllea themaelves the preeeut King of Belgium, and died in November
C 02
Carbonic acid •
iu. form or a brown oil, conlietinK chiefly of aniline oCthe following year. Our memory · can just go
SH
Snlphuretted hydrogen
ajid IencoL This mi:rture is submitted to dietillation, back to this event-one that threw a deep lhadow
N
and the anili11e ia chiefly found in that portion of sincere sorrow over the whole British nation,
~itrogen •
which paaaeao1"er at about S60° F. Repeated dis- whoae hopes seem to have been aet upon her aa the
Ll~cm.
tillation and collection of the product distilling at aucceaaor to the crown anbeequently inherited by her
HO
Water
thia temperature purifies the aniline; but to complete father. Her lofty spirit, her amiable disposition.
C
s2
Biaulpbide of carbon
the pnri6eation, it is well to treat the partially and bright intellect, appeared to fit her to reign oTer
c12ffS
Bellzol • • • •
11urified aniline once more with hydrochloric acid, a gteat and enlightened nation, and had already won
cu
!i8
Tlllnol
to separatethe buea again by an alkali, and then to the dectione of the people, who regarded her when
c1s a12
Cnaol
she entered the wedded state as, at leaat, the mother
nctify carefully.
c20
HI'
Cymol
When pme, aniline is aeolourlen liquid, of a high of a race of kings, it not destined to wear the
c12 H7 N
.dllilitte
refractive power, and of an aromatic odour. It ia diadem on her own brow. Providence, however, saw
c12 H7 N
Picoliue
alightly aolnble in water, and mixee in all propor· tit to diaappoint all expectations ; a few abort hours
CIS H8 N
Leucoline
tions in alcohol and ether. It diuolves phosphorua anfllced to torn joy into mourning, and hope into
c12 H6 02
Carbolic acid
and anlphnr wheu cold, and eoegulatea albumen. dread certainty. Byron, in bis "Childe Harold,"
With a solution of bleaching powder it strikes a wrote her death-dirge in someof hie noblest atamu.
SOLID.
NH' oco2 beautiful blue colour. Aniline combines with the " Harlr. ! forth from the ab)'II a volee ~
Carbonate of ammonia •
acids, and forms a long aeries of salts: the 1111lphate A long, low, dlalAnt murmur or dread aouod,
Hydroaulpbate of anlphide of am·
of aniline ia the most important, 81 being the salt
Buch u arises when a nation bleeds
NH' S+HS
moninm
With aome deep and lm,medlable woand ;
employed in the production of Mr. Perkine'a aniline
NH' 0 S02
Sulphite of ammonia •
Tbroact,
atorm &lid darka- y&wna the rending ground,
colours. It is prepared by mixing aniline with
NH' Cl
Chloride of ammonium
The plf la thlclr. with phantoms, but tbe chief
dilated sulphuric acid, and evaporating &lowlylllltil
C,O HU
Seema royal still, though with her head dlacrowned.
Paralll.ne
Aud pale, but lovely, with matem:.l grief
the salt appean. It crystallizes from boiling alcohol
c20
Napthaline . .
ia the form of beautiful colourl"811plates of a silvery l!be olupo a babe, to whom her breut ylelda DO nlleC.
C30n12
Para-napthalinc
lnetre. The eryatala redden by eipoeore to air, but " Bcloo orohlefll and monarcba, wbere art thou?
C3I>HS
Food hope or mauy oaUons, art thou dead r
do nol undergo any change by any heat below the
c:iea10
Could not tho grave rorget thee, aod lay low
Some leu maJoaUc, 1... belored bead r
boiliag-point .
111the sad midnight, while thy heart still bled,
The exquisitely beantifnl dye for silks, the mauve,
There are several o\ber hydroearbon compounds
The mother of a momeut, o'er thy boy,
abon. ia prepared by taking equivalent proportions of
OCClllionallyprodnced, which are nol n11111ed
Death bushed that p&ng Cor """; with thee fted
It may be remarked, in pueing, that to the Benzel enlphate of aniline and bichromate of potash, die-·
The prea~ut happiness and promlaed Jcy,
and Tnlaol aeriee belong the artificial -ntial
oil solring them in -ter, mixing, and allowing them to Which dlled the Imperial Ill• 10 Cull It aeemed lo clo:,.
of almonds, and eome of the fnit essences now stand for several hours. The whole is then thrown "P-111a brl11g forth Jn 1&Coty; can It be,
Oh thou that wert eo happy, ao adored !
employed in the DW1a!aotDJe of cheap conlec. npoa a filter, and the black precipitate ,vhich hu
Those that weep 11otCor lr.lnge, shall weep ror thee.
formed is washed and dried. This black substance
tionary.
And Freedom's heart, grow11he&\'l', case to board
Before ,re pn>ceed to the enmination of the is then digested in coal .tar naptha, to extract a brown,
Her many grler.t for Ol(s ; for ahe had poured
Her orisons Cor thee, 111do·er thy bead
aoiliue compounds, aome abon notice must be given resinous aubatance ; and finally digeated with alcohol,
Bebeld her lrla.-'Ibou, too, lonely lord,
to produce a to diaeolve out the colouring matter, which is left
or another product, which prom•
ADd deaolate conaort-valoly wert thou wed!
very 11.nedye : that is t:trl'IJolieIICid, or, as it i1 behind, on distilling off' the apirit, u a coppery friable The busbaod or a year ! the father of the dead !
sometimea called, pll6fl0le. The leu volatile por- masa. Thie is the dyeing agent, producing all the " or aaclu:lotb wu thy weddlnll' garment made ;
Thy bridal'• f'rlllt la ashes; In the dost
tion or the fluids produced by the distillation of coal charminp: nrieties of pnrples known by the name
The ~r-halred Daughter or the Illes Is laid,
tar contains eonsiderable qnantitiea of thie anbetanee. maa,i,e,which, u it appears to us somewhat inap•
Tbe Jove ot mllJIOIII ! how we did entruai
It may be extracted by agitating coal oils (boiling propriately, hu been given to this rolonr.
Futurity to her ! and though It mast
Darlr.en above our bones, yet fondly doem'd
between soo•end ,00°) with an alkaline solution.
The partienlarity of theae purples consists in the
Our cblldre11 abonld obey her chlld, and blesaed
The latter, eepanted from the undi1110lvedportion, peculiar blending of the red and blue ohrhich they are
Her and her hoped.for seed, whole promlae seemed
containa the carbolic acid, in the state of earbolate cooatituted. These hnes admit of almoet intinite Lllr.eatara to abepllmla' eyea : 'twu bat a meteor i-med."
or the albli used. Oa addition of a mineral acid, variation; coneequently, we may have many varieties
the phenole ie liberated, and ~ to the surface in of red 11tauve,and u many of IJ!uemauve, and any
The poet'a prediction in the last atansa, like man7.
the torm of an oil. To obtain it dry, recoone must depth of tint can be aecnred. The permanence other prophecies, h1111
not been fnl1illed; " futurity '
be had to digeetion with chloride of calcium, of these hitherto fugitive combinatioD1 ia their baa not "darkened above our bonea ;" happily for
followed by a new rectillcation. Carbolic aC'icJ, strongest recommendation.
England, two years after the death of the lamented
when "firf pure and dry, is quite solid end colour·
By the researches of chemista,-who have been princeea, another appeared among the royal family.
leu; btat when mixed with lime, and e:rposed to the following Glauber'a ad-rice, to "en.mine everything in the person of our present moat gracious Qu.een.
air, it yielda roaolieaeid, giving to the lime a riell which other people throw away,"-we have obtained whoee wile and gentle e1erciae of her exalted poaitiou
red eolottr. If a apliuter or deal wood be di~
eaaencea resembling thoee of the choicest fruits and amply compenaatea for the 1088,which, in 1817, the
lint in carbolic acid, and then in moderately strong ffowen, and dyes of eurpasaing brilliancy, which country deplored with so much true nniveraalsorrow.
nitric acid, it acquires a 6/we col<W.r.We have, no do not fade, from matters which were absolutely No monarch was ever followed to the grave with
doubt, here a colorifte compound of valne ; bnt u wute but a few years since. Thia will prove deeper feelings of regret than wu the Princesa
yet no means have been diaeovered
of fixing the to every one the advant&ge6 which are derivable Charlotte, when carried to her Jut home. ChMafrom studies too often regarded u abetract and trey'a monument lo her memory in St . George's
colonr.
,lni/i,,e, it will be obaened, dill'en from carbolic valueless. Rely upon it, however, no truth can Chapel, Windsor, is one of the moat touching CGD.l•
acid, in containing twelve equivalents of earbon, be discovered bot it must, aooner or later, be- positiona that can be conceived.
with lel'en of hydrogen, end one of nitror,en; the come of practical value to man. From coal tar
Lawrence'• portrait is a very charming repreaenlitter containing twelve equivalents of carbon, with we extract a dye which rival4 the far.famed Tyrian tation of childhood, playful in character, intelligent
six of hydrogen, end two of orygen. There are few purple, and we are about to produce from guano a in expreuiou, and exceedingly graceful as a compobodies which may be prepared in a greater variety similar colour, which, although obtained from the sition, but the tone or colour is remarkably low for
of -ya than aniline; and aiMe aniline is the buia vut deposits formed on the wute islands off'the coast a picture by this painter. The youtbfnl princesa haa
or the fuhionable colour, mauve, one or two of the of Peru, is probably the aame colonr which the juet released, from its cage, a favourite bird, which.
methods mnet be mentioned.
Phc:enicians obtained from mollnaca inhabiting the ia 11•netlyperched on her hand, and on which ahe ia
...
It may be obtained in quantity from indigo. When " bright .d<lgean
lov1ngly gazing.
indigo blue ie dieaolved by the aid of heat in a strong
ROBEllT HUNT.
The picture is in the collection at W"mdaor Cutle.

tions, to present, in an in!elli~ble fo~, some .of
the principal products which are obtained ~y ~
destructive distillatien. 'fh- are gueou,, liqmd,
and '°lid. In the following liat the chemical
formula ia given, for the purpoee of showing how
strangely, by an interchange of a few elements, the
condition of a substance is etreeted. It shonld be
noticed t~t H stands for hyd~n.
0 for 01ygen,
C for carbon, N for nitrogen. S for anlplmr, and
(.,')for chlorine; the figures attached to thoee letters
giving the relative proportiona in which the combinations take place :-
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Iiog of which it originally formed a part, in the
Ictue of th~ beautiful pavement in Earl Bathors~'s

No sort of difficulty occurred in l'IIDloviug the
fragments of pavements from Wroxeter to the
Park at C1rcooester, and those more recently dis- Shrewsbury Mu.eenm by this proceu, nnd it i.a beANCIENT TESSELATED PAVEMENTS
.I:
• covered in Apethorpe P1trlt, the seat of the Earl of lieved that pavements of much larger dimensions
DY GEORGE MAW,
Westmoreland, in Northamptonshire, where the re- could be taken up with equal facility, providing the
llEXIIER o, TH& 11onL .i.aatcCLTCRAL COLLEos, no.
mains have been carefully proter.ted from injury in strength and rigidity of the wood-work were made
the place they were discovered. But in the majority proportionate to their size.
THE great desideratum of pl'eie"ing from deatruc- of caaea, Roman remains are brought to light in
'l'he rims and lids of the boxes used at Wroxeter
tioo the examples of Roman Teaaelated Pavements, building and drainage e1cavations, which 11eceuitate for pieces of pavement S feet lty 8t feet, were made
that are from time to time brought to light, and either their immediate destruction, remov&l, or or ineh-thick deal.
the fact that the cirenmstancea which lead to their burial. This w1111
the CMe with the pavements dilShould any of your readers desire Curt.her partidiscovcry generally involve the necessity either for r.overed last spring at Wroxeter, in Shropshire, and culars of the method of proceedill@:,
I shall be happy
their removal or re-interment, induce me to think the desire to preserve them induced me to devise, to reply to any in11nirie&that may be addressed
that a short description of a method I have em- and put in practice, the process of removal I am to me.
played for taking up and trausporting pavements i about to describe.
Bra&eley,&lop, 16tA Sept. lBSII.
composed of tctserre, may be acceptable to those of
The entirety of the pavement or portion of paveyour readen who are interested in the preservation I ment to be removed ia preserved by cementing it
of the remnants of Roman Art in this country.
all OYer Oil the upper IIDffllC8of teaaene, u f'rnm
Where it is possible to leave the pavement in the state of decay of the cement originally o.ed in•
ART AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
aitu, there can be no doubt it is a more interesting the formation of the pavement, the teaserm are
object, in lllBociatioo with the remains of the build- : generally loose, and easily displaced. To secure the
THE direeton of the Crystal Palace have intimated
to Mr. Thowas Hayes, that his aerviees will not be
A~
any longer required by them, aa superintendent of
what has been somewhat homoroosly deeigoated
l;
their "Fine-Art Department." What course may
B
r,
B
be adopted, when thi.a "Department"
and Mr.
Hayes bHe ceued to be connectod, has not yet
been made known. Romoun have reachedns, bat
c~
~c
they are snlliciently contradictory aad improbable,
either to be ah!olutely uofoouded, or to cootaia the
Fiy.l.
germ of what at preaent is an undeveloped fact. We
pavement in 110unbroken mus, I provide a shallow of surface, may be from two to three illches ; and to truat, however, that at length the Ceyatal Palace
rim of wood (B B, Fig. 1). of the size, or a trifle its upper and under aurface flat lids (A ,A and C c,, will make au effort to rescue ita " Fine-Art Depart.
larger, than the portion of pavement to be removed; capable of being screwed on and otl', should be pro- ment" from the lame11tablecondition of maniti011,
its depth, somewhat dependant on the thickneu ef vided, forming together a shallow box of the size of 1"hieh has hitherto been its only diatmgniwog
tesaerm, and condition of pavement 88 to equality pavement, with top and bottom remov11ble. A onr- characteristic, uoleu, indeed, it liaa occaaionally
woke np to perpetrate some poei.tive :mischief.
Until 1"e find that such a resolution baa been actu~ lJ] LL1] 11 .Q.J ttJu111t2
111101,is
1.tanc1r
cc~~
ally adopted, and is in force, we shall not expect
to hear that the vacant "department" hu been
Fig, 2.
assigned, codicil-fuhioo, to the already folly occurow trench (D D, Fig. 2) is dog ronnd I.he pave- ! with its upper edge a little above the 1nrface of pied and very efficient (in his own "department")
ment, in which the wooden frame (B B, Fig. 1), the i pavement, 88 in Fig. S ; the space intervening be- Clerk of the Worka, or that it hu been absorbed
top and bottom Iida hBTing been removed, is placed, ; tween it and the wooden rim (which, of course, amongst the directors thcmeelves, each of them
undertaking to do aome of the Palace Art in the
manner that seems best in his own eight. Mr.
I l I LU.I.ID 1 1 ;'.11 , r,rn·1 l I 1U _uiJ/
,,---Bowley is au able man io his own art, which is
music; Mr. Grove is first.rate as a aecretary, and
though be might accomplish great things for the
F~. 3.
"Fine-Art Department," if it were under his direcshould be as small as pouible) is then filled in with sene floated over with plaster of Paris (represented tion, and he had time and lei,ure to deyote to it,
Portland cement (represented black in Figs. S, 4, 5, by diagonal shading in Figs. 4 aud 5) quite full to his duties aa secretary are too important and too
and 0), and, when hard, the whole aurfnce of tea- I the level of the rim, upon wbicl,, while the plaster onerous to admit of his attempting to add to his
present reaponsibilitiea. So we shall await " ooming
events" in this matter, hoping much from them,
even although expectwg but little.
And yet we onght to expect from the directors of
the Crystal Palace, that Art should be able to point
Fig.,.
to them, as to her truest friends and most atruuous
is in a semi-liquid state, the top lid A A is screwed propped op at intervals a3 the excavation proceeds, supporters. Their power is greet-at any rate it
down. The pavement (see Fig. 4) is no"' within au !eat its weight should detach it from the plaster.
might be great, and great it would become, if it
If the old cement foundation (a part of which has were rightly applied. The capabilities of the Crysinverted box, permanently cemented to it on the
fonr sides by its edges, and temporarily attached to been detached with the tesserre) is soft and decoyed, tal Palace it wonld be difficult to estimate too
the lid by its surface with plaster of Paris. It is as i, generally the case, it can be easily removed highly ; and the public still look to the Crystal
thus perfectly protected from injury, and may be from the back of the tesserre when the pavement is Palace, notwiLhataodiog all its short-comings, Ill!
detached from the foundation by excavation with a inverted, and replaced 1"ith a layer of Portland the institution which, beyond all othen, might
small pick.axe, at a level with the under surface of cement .
make good and true Art popular, and popular Art
rim, and turned over.
The piece of pavement can now be transported to good and true. That nothing should have been
H the piece of pavement is large, it may be any convenient place and refixed, or the bottom lid done for Art hitherto at Sydenbam, is the strongtst
of all possible arguments that as much should he
done for Art now and in time to corue, as it may
be within the power of the Crystal ~alace to ~om •
plieh. We have not forgotten certam clauses m the
report pot forth Jut summer by the Council of the
"C rystal Palace Art-Union," in which the strongest
Fi,J, 5,
stress is laid upon the advantages conferred by the
(C C, Fig. 1) strewed down and attached to the back j the pavement mny be ngniu turned face upwards, Palace upon popular Art and Art-maoofactorers. As
of pavement with Portland cement (see Fig. 5, repre- I the temporary lid A A unscrewed and removed, the we happen to be familiar with the Art-aoteceden!s
seuting inverted pavement) . All being now secure, : plaster of Paris picked off from face of pavement, of the Svdenhnm iostitntion, these pasanges of this
"report~. we have held to be prosperlfre in their
~~~~~~-1:~!~~~~~~~-lh'\fj A
application, and we accordingly have based upon
ij:~~~~~~~~~ifi.-~~~~~~~~v
them whatever hopes we may entertain, tbnt Art
nnd Art-manufactures may in future acquire from
the Crystal Palace advantages at present unkooWll.
c
c
Wc have reason to believe that a good appointment has lately been made, in the person of Mr.
BousficlJ, to the " Exhibitora' Department" of
Fig. 6.
the Crystal Palace. This ger,tleman has not yet
nnd the rim, which, it ,till be remembered, was with its surface, as shown in Fig. 6, or, if the pave- been sufficiently Jong in office to have accomplished
much ; but he has won favonrnble opinions, and he
11laced a little above it, should be planed down level ment has been relaid, entirely removed.
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are to be supplied by great eventa in ancient tu:d
hasaleo given indications of beinp: dcsiroUBto cfl'ect ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.
modern Italian history. The modern aubjecte are
e"{t:ry a\·ailable improvement. This ia aumethiug
the voting of the dicMance of the Auatro-Lorthat is at once novel and encouraging. The first
PA1us.-The collection of statues for the Loune ia nine dynuty by the Tuscan National Auemb~;
step towards efl'ectinp:bcueficial chaogea ia to desire
and the recection, by Victor Emanuel II., of
e
them. Mr. Bouafield hu a wide field open before au'!De~~ ~)' the f?llowing :-" Acucon," by M. Ful- deputies of t e eaid aaaembly, bearen of the vote
coma; . W1ado~, by M. Le~re; and" Sculpture,"
him, and he hu 011r beat wishes for his success in by Emile Blav1er.-Our artists are busy commo- for the anneution of Tuscany to th"
and
~very. legitimate eft'ort be may make to render morati';!g the various eventa of the war, real and strong North Italian kingdom. Deaidca eae, four
1t av&1lablefor good. Perhaps, when something allegoncal ; aeveral aro commanded for Venmillea battle pieces, celebrating the encounters of Curtahu been . done in the "Fine-Art Department," we 7.At • recent meeting of the Academy of Inacrit~ tone, in 1848, Paleetro, .Magenta, 11DdSan Martino,
may be disposed to anbmit a few SUS!(Utionathat tioos and Bellea-Lettrea, a ruual obeerver mig t •';Id four more, quadri di co,tum,, characteristic
· may he found of practical utility to both Mr. Bona- have auppOICd himaelf tran•torted to a splendid pieces representing different episodes of the late
exhibition o! ancient timee : t e tablts were covered war, and aix tortraita or illustrious Itnliam, defield and hia "Fine-Art" colleague.
ceaaed ,dtbin t e tut ten yeara, nnd well deserving
'fhere is another " department" in the Cr71tal with coatumea, bijoux, omamenta, &c., of immense of the country, u promoting by their writinga
value, that once formed the toilette or a rich
Palace which, in ill operations, has confonned very ~:g"ptian Ia~y, who died thousands of ,·eara ago. the triumph of the national cause. 'l'heae are-closely to that of . the Fine Arte; tbi, ia the "LileI ese 1plend1d tre11Buresof ancient Art have been V!ncenz~ Gioberti, Ceaare Dttlbo, Carlo Troya.
Dttrchet, Silvio Pellico, and GitUeppe
rary Department." We presume that it has ob- brought Crom ~J'tt b}· M. Mariette, the intrepid G!OV8:11lll
tnined it, title upon the lttcu a non lucnado prin- traveller entrUB
y the French Gonrnment with G1111t1.Th!3 eng'!'vera will have to execute lITriociple. Since the original handbooks were prepared, varioua important miaaions in the Eaat. Unfor- tr&Jta of Victor Emanuel and o! the poet,
when the Crystal Palace wua first opened to the lunately, the•e desirable obtcts will on~ remain Battista Niccolini. Theae two worka are eevenally
allo~ted
to
Profe~ra
GUBtavo
Donaioi
and
Filippo
public, the "literary" productions of this depart- here a abort time; they be oog to the iceror of Levi. The engravmg of all tbealatues and picturea
ment may be briefly described. It tried to ac- Egdpt, w~o hu sent the"! to Paris to. be repaired above-mentioned, na well aa the works themeelvee,
put 1n order. The Viceroy hu "1sezdecided
compliab ao enlarged and improved edition of an
that 1t ia inexpedient to allow Egypt to be cepoiled will be uaifv'ed bv Cree competition to euch artillta
Samuel Phillips' "Shilling Guide to the Palace and and he now unde~kea reaearchea !or himself.
u may app y !or them."
Park," and the attempt proved a signal failnre. museum of caat iron has been ordered, on the
Theo it published a" Penny Guide,"-exactlv the model ol the building in the Cl.amp, Ely1ie1 where
THE CATALOGUES
thing, or one of the things, that visitors to the all the precious diaroverica will be arran~
,md
Palace required.
Unfortunately, ho1nver, the clauified. We are bappv to record this proof o!
OF
THE
ROYAL ACADEMY,
"Penny Guide" that viaitora required wu not, by advancing civilization in ·the Eut .-Thejanorama
A!CD
lois, in tho Champa ly1i,•1, is
atJYmeans, such a " Peony Guide " as thia " Lile- by. Colonel La,nf
THE PAINTERS AND PICTCREB THEREIN
and w1l shortly be opened !or public inrary Department" placed before them.
'fhey tl01abed,
CHRONICLED.•
apectioo : the tlrat artists hnve been employed on
wanted _eomething they could buy for a penny, it.-The .Muaeum o! Grenoble hna been enriched
and w~1ch wonld real.ly "guide" them . They with a. painting by Fra Darl~lomeo, through the Evny sale of what are called "genuine eff'eeta "
found, 1Ddecd, that their penny would nceompliah p:eneroa1tyof the mayor, M. Ga1llnrd.-The magni- hasits quota of pictures, whereof a great proportion
the purchase of this production ; and they found tlcent librarr Conned by Daron Humboldt, and left are nameless productions, which find resting-places
aleo, when they had boup:ht it, that it conaisted of by him to h11t•alet-tk-ehambrt, baa been purchued in the back shops of speculative dealers, until
advertiaementa, ground-plans, nod a series of abort, b\· Lord Dloomtleld, ambasaador at llerlin. for added to the collections of the adventurous mletdry paragraphs, execrably written, and abeolutely 40,000 thalera.-The competition works from Ilome tanti by whom such acquisitions are made. With
have been exhibited, with the prizea for painting
devoid alike of information, interest, and utility. arulpture,
&c. The !ollowing awards have bee~ increuing wonder do we peruse those myaterioua
The ad\·ertiaements were a nuiaance, the groU11d· ~a~e :-Arcbitecture-H.
Boitte, firat .Prize; M. catalogues, with their lists of unintelligible titlea
plans not one reader in a hundred could make out, fh1Prry and :M. PIIIM:81,
and long-forgotten names. But as it wu then, so
second trizes.
aintingand the character of the " literary" portion of the M. mmann, first pnze; J. Lefe vre, aecond prize. it is now ; there is n legion of contemporary painten,
aft'air,re have already given. As a matter of course There is nothing very remarknble in any of the who flourish in the annahine of especial patronage.
this "Penny Guide" baa never hct0me popular'. produetions.-A column and statue are to be erected but who will be forgotten u soon aa their namea
And yet it baa made a vigorous eft'o1tto attain to at Compiegne, in memory of Joan of Arc.-Horace
disappear Crom the catalogues of the day. Their
popularity ; for it hu of lnte beeneold to visitors Vernet baa almoat finished hie picture of "Neto·
worka become depreciated, and in order still to make
Jeon
I.
surrounded
by
bis
Marahala
;"
l,t. Yvon u
~ a " New Penny Guide/' the ne11mtu conaiating
hia desire• for. the pic~ure, of the late a market of them, co,ucinatioiu dealers attribute
1n a fresh wrapper eoclo11Dgthe old ruatter printed eom_pleted
Thus
Italian battles . M. eance 1aexecutmg an equeatrian them to men of distinguished reputation.
from the original stereotype-plates. And, with thia statue of Marshal Canrobert; and M. Dumont is at thousands of mediocre pictures are continually in
ingeuiona device, the " Literary Department" has work on the model of a alatue o! Humboldt.
the market ; they are backed, re-lined, re-touched,
come to a halt. The almost ionnmerable subjects
FtoBENca.-Our eontei:nporary, the Critic, re- re-cleaned-eold and re-eold-lind a temporary restfor brief popnlar papera, which the Crystal Palace ports thl\t, "a num!>er of mleresting drawings and ing-place on the walls of some incipient collector,
au~geats, and which might be eold in swarm,, if IJ!&nuacnpta_,by .lhchael Angelo, have jUBt been from whose poaaeaaion they return to that of the
tkey tcere worlk kacing, are amongst the thiup:a d11Coveredm that house at Florence which all denier, again to constitute a "gem " io the cataloir;ue
which the future has to produce, if they are enr Italian touriata will remember in the Via Ghibel• of another, who is fain, u of old, to reap wisdom u
The houae hu been chan~ng hands lately, in
to be produced at all. We ahonld like to "know Jina.
consequence ohome law proceedings, and hu now be- the fruit of folly.
the reu;ou why" these things are eo ; and we come the propertv o! the government. A letter from
In these days of matter-of-fact identity, it ia even
should like to bs informed upon what principle Florence aaye--' The government hu appointed a instructive to look back upon the quaint r.onceita of
eucceaa can be looked for by the proprietors of the commi88ion to arrange all the memorial, ; and I the portrait-paintera and their sitten during the
have been uaured by one of the membera of the latter half of the lut century . To mythology and
Crystal Palace, while these things are aa they are.
We return once more to the" Fine-Art Depart- commisaion that there have been found in the allegory Rubeua g11vea temporary fashion ; but the
ment," that we may inquire whether there is any !l\mily archivea mnoy dra'l\'~lf' of :mchacl .~nrelo taste for the extravagance became exploded when it
prospect of a thoroughly p:ood" Handbook to the hitherto unknown, and wntinga or the hill' eat wu determined that ordinary capacities could not
value, both orirenal proae and poetical composition
Ceramic Court" being forthcoming? Such a work from
his pen; ettere, not only unedited, but ~uit; deal with mythology as Rubens did. Vand,·ke
would be eminently uaefnl in itself, aod could unknown, Crom the moat illUBtrioua men o his relied npoo his more refined taste, and painted ·his
ecarcely fail to be aucceaafnlu n speculation. The timea, addreaaed to the artist, and tending to throw aubjecta as they were, making the moat of what was
Cei:amic Cou~ is the one spot in the Crystal Palace a new light on the events of his life. Let us trust presented to him. When Reynolds wu becoming
which exemplifies what the entire institution might that the atudenta o! Art may rightly avail them- fuhionable, be indulged extensively his mytholo~cal
have been, and ought to have been. Unhappily it aeh·es ot theae treuures, and mar finally write a vein; but be had the quo t:ioeret. He painted comstands almost alone, a solitary oaai, · indeed it ia complete 1tory of .lliohael Angelo's life and times. paratively few subject-pictures; he was, therefore
quite alone in its high character
unique' excel- The commisaion is already engaged in preearing anxious to give a pictorial character to his portraits'
leoce. Some mouths back, we heard that tbe court the materials for a complete and correct edition of and could not help giving a portrait-like notion to hi~
his writings.' "-We also quote the following Artitself waa to be re-fitted, and that its accomplished news from the same source:-" The Tuacan ~ovem- picturea. 'fhe title• which he gnve to threc-foa.rths
authoT, ~fr . 1:. Ballam, would then be empowered, meo.t, thinking it their duty to labour at t 1e pro- of these portrait, are lost and forgotten ; bnt the
by the hberal1ty of collectora, to add considerably motion of letters . and arta, have decreed lhat eix persona whom they repreaent are, of course, still
to it, contents; but the Ceramic Court, when we statuea aha!! be east in bronze : two for Florence genealogically remembered, u the great grandfathers
l~t ~ through Jt, remained in 8taltl quo, and, to be erected in the Piazza Barbano, aliaa Piazz~ and grandmothera of extant descendanl.t. They are,
hke its oeighbonra, 1t could do no more thau point Maria Antonia, aliaa Piazza del' Indipeodenzn (a therefore, presented to ua as "'!'he Hon. 1\lra. W ilto "a good time" that, it was to be hoped might magnificent new square, destined, it would seem, kins and her da~hter," or "Mrs. Hobson and her
bear u many names u the Place de la Concorde
be "co!lling.''
The reputation of the Crystal to
in Paris), in honour of Napoleon III. and Victor son ;" aud the cnriona spectator looks in vexations
PaJnce 11endanger~ by any trifling with its best Emanuel II. ; two for l..e~om, one to Charle• perplexity at the properties and attributes of the
obJect. If ~he Cernm_icCourt reqnirea fresh fittings, Albert, the other to Victor 'manucl of Sardinia· ladies, without dreaming that the former gronp is
. or new h01oga for its cases, or anything of that one for Lucca, o! Francesco Darlamacchi, n Luc= "Cerea and Proscrpine," and the latter " Venua inkind, let. the rcno\'ations be done at once or we cheae patriot, 'first martyr of the cause ot Italian ~tructing Cnpid to inflame Dido with love of lEneas;"
shall be told that delays in such a matter ar~ only a independence ;' one for Sienna, in honour of 811!- for thus may both works have been entered in the
prelude to a suppresaion of the court itself in order lustio Bandini, ' the founder of the theories on catalogue, with lengthy Latin quotations. But all
that its. "apace" may eventually be let' to some Pconomical freedom;' finally, ono for Pisa of thti faces are yet stlll'I, if their lustre be not yet beLeonnrdo Fibonacci, ' the restorer of algebraic
e~cnlatrve 111;llerof cheap merchandize. The next studies
in Europe :' the statues of the Emperor and dimmed by thoae pernicious "megilphs,'' that Barry
t mg to this would be to advertise the Cn·stal of the King, in Florence, to be ornamented by baa- so much deprecated. If we are disposed to be
P~lace u a circna, or a divan, or a compound ~sta- relief•, illustrnting the cventa of the late Lombard critical about drCSICB,
hybrid between Olympus nnd
bbabment of eome ench Art-advancing description.
,,:ar. Besides theee arulptured works four historical
• Continuedfrom page l5j.
pictures are to be painted, the subjects of which
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Pall .Mall, the bright faces are elo~nently npologetic
for such unaccountable dove-taihog. Men were
exclnded from deification ; we tum over the pages
of the catalogues in vain for an exnmple on canvas:
perhaps the most remarkable instance of the time
is Dr. Johnson aa Hercules-a nude statue by Bacon,
in St. Paul's Cathedral; after the erection of which
exception was taken, with reason conspicuous enough,
to male demi-deification. Through the nffectatioo of
roncealing the names of peraous whose portraits were
exhibited, we find continually such titles aa "Portrait
or a Lady of Quality," "Portrait of a Nobleman,"
&c., a crotchet nnintelligible in these davs of prose,
and plain coats and waistcoats, when ;verybody'a
name, at full length, is appended io tloe catalogue to
the number of hia portrait. In 1773 Reynolds
painted the Duke and Dncbeaa of Cumberland, but
their names were printed without noy attempt at
mystificatioo. The same year was exhibited a work,
eonaidered one of the most remarkable of Reynolds'&
pictures-" Count Hngolino (sic) and hia Children
1n the Dungeon, aa described by Dante, in the
thirty-third cauto of th,• 'Inferno.'"
'1'11ispicture
was painted aa a speculation, tl,e subject having been
auggested to him either by Burke or Gold1mith.
Reynolds bad then been painting more than twenty
years, snrronuded by nil the wealth and distinction
of the country, but never, during tha.t time, had he
received a commission for 11"history picture." This
was his first essay in a new direction, in which, from
hia own countrymen, he received no aupport whatever. He was in practice forty-1i1 years, and it ia
moat probable that he diJ not receive, during that
time, ten commiaaionafor poetical or historical compoeitions from Englishmen, apart from those commiaaioned for commercial purposes. His "Ugolino"
remained oo hia hands a long time unsold. His
'Infant Hercules," as ia well known, was a commi,sion from the Empress of Rnaaia. Prince Pott:mkio
commissioned "The Continence of Scipio," also
" 'fhe Snake io the Grass;" Count D' Ademar purchase.I "Muscipnla ;" Montieur de Calom,e gave
the commission for "Mn. Siddons as the Tragic
Muse;" Noel Desenfaoa purchased the" Girl with
11Cat," and the "Girl with a Bird'a Neat;" and
M. Chanmicr purchased the "Boy Praying." Thus
waa that genius honoured by foreignera, which W118
neglected by the fellow-conutrymen of the painter.
"'fhe Vestal Tuceia," "'fhe Holy Family," and
"The Glenucr," were commissioned by Macklin as
apeenlationa; and similar commiasionswere given by
Doydell for " Robin Goodfellow,'' " Cardinal Beaufort," and the "Caldron Scene in 'Macbeth.'"
The hi.story_of our art of one hundred years ago
11boundam evidence to show that portrait.painting
elooe was the artist's staff' of life. The moat
remarkable instance of what might be termed a
success in composition dnring the lut century wu
e1emplified in Hogarth; but he united the man of
business with the artist, and but for this combination he, like others, might hue wanted bread.
'l'he secret of hia snceeu was the abandon which he
ehowed aa the satirist of the vices of his time, and
the power that his education gave him of exeeut..
iug his works aa prints. All his l'81&yahad a
breadth of exprcaaion that apoke freely and literally
to the limited Art-knowledge of the time. lo the
aaddest histories he charmed his patrons bv the
introduction of some ridiculous incident, and led
them, in the apirit of caricature, to the most melancholy of conclusiona nnd the gravest of morals.
Ho11:arth'1 great work is his " Marriage a la
Mode,'' now the property of the nation, as being
of the Angeratein collection; and it is most fortunate
that Hogarth is repreaenkd by this work, aa there
is no other so well fitted to show hia powen. By
Hogarth himself this story is called a "comical"
narrative, and so it baa been termed by others in
deference to him ; but of mirthful element there
ia bnt little in it, and many a narrative has been
called tragic that terminated with much lesa of
tragedy than a murder, a suicide, and an e1eeution. lo most or Hogarth'a compositions there is n
pleth~ra of accessory, of which every item lift.a up
,ta voice and will be heard. This ia according to
the intention of the artist, but io many casea the
impoaaibly accidental combinations destroy that
speciousness of reality whfoh should never be lost
sight of in every kind of Art-narrath·e intenC:ed to
impreaa the mind.
"Marriage nla Mode" ia not, as Hogarth 1vould

have it, a "comic" story, hnt a dire tragedy, show- day the extent of our wcruth in Vandykcs was little
iog how three persona suffered ruin and death known, and less aceeaaible), the works of all the
through a course of life which, n century ago, waa popular artiste were dry and opaque; and any that
mildly called "folly," but what ia now properly were otherwise, to any extent, fell far abort of the
called vice. It is a history in six chapters, of grey lustre of Hogarth's female beads, which seem
which the lint is "The Marriage Contract"-the
descended from the "St . Catherine" of Veronese.
second best picture of the series. It is finished in
The third scene, that nt the :French quack doctor's,
the artist's moat careful manner-a nicety which is ia said to be difficwt of interpretation; but to those
not sustained to the end; for the latter compoai- , who skim a history so vicious, the q11estionof tho
lions, though not leaa penpienous in story, are effect of the medicine matters but little. And it is
much less studied in execution. The arrangement not now interesting to know whether the centre
of the figures in "The Marriage Contract" is such coloaaal figure be Betsy Carcleaa or Fanny Cook;
aa might be expected from a man who conld pro- for it has been disputed which or the two is repreponnJ a "line of beauty;" but there is little in seated by the figure. It is enough to observe that
the aeries to Slll(gest that Hogarth could produce the figure i~ much too tall, and that of Lord
an "Analysis of Beauty." lo the lint picture the Squander ia somewha.ttoo old. 'J'he best picture of
alternation of the standing and sitting figures pro- the eeries ia the " Countess' Levee ; " it is full of
ducea an admirable line of heads-a feature of tloe figures remarkable for diversity of eharncter. Here
composition which escapes ordinary observers, but we find Lady Squander in the hands of her.fri:eur,
which is, nevertheless, a settlement effected only and deeply engaged in something beyond a flirtation
after considerable stndy and numerous akctchiog with Counsellor Silvertongue, who is extended on a
essays. On the right sits the o!J earl-a martyr sofa, and points to a picture or print on the screen
to the gout-pointing to his family-tree, in which near him. 'l'his is essentially her ladyship's recep•
hia deaceot is traced from William the Conqueror. tion; Lord Squander is not present, but his absence
Although building a new house, be is reminded ia compensated by the presence of a cc1tain class of
whence he has obtained the foods by the packet of notorieties that before and since the daya of the
mortgage documents held before him. The only Squanden have been e1tensively lionized by people
unoccupied peuon in the room is the bridegroom of fashion. The two figures on the left, the one
elect, who site on the left in full dress, and taking ain!,oiog,the other playing the flute, are both musical
snuff' with the air of a man of the fashions of the notabilities of the time; and the natural variety of
time. The impersonation of Lord Squander repre- feature throughout the compoaitiou snggesta the
seota a man leas in stature than he appean in the probability that each figure bean direct personal
1uceeeding scenca; his back is turned on his future allusion to some known character. ln the centre
wife, whose entire attention is engroHed by Conn- of the picture there is II person with red hair,
sellor Silvertonguc, her future paramour, and to wearing a gipsy bonnet, but it is impossible to
whose addresses she is already not indifferent. determine the pose of the figure; her arms are
Paaaages of the drawing are e1tremely faulty ; the e1tended, a11J she looks as if falling forward from
wooden limbs, for instance, of the yonnger nobleman her seat; but this could not be the intention of the
have been left with the easy and dangeroos self· painter, who may have proposed her movement u
assurance-" That '11 do," to which the gloriug an act of applause addressed to the flute-player and
imperfections or so many Tnluablc pictures are si11ger; but whatever Hogarth may have intended
attributable. Had the features and extremities this lignre to e1press, must now remain a secret.
been more accurately mnde out, these works, for 'l'he composition is full of allusion to every kind
their time, bad been models of paramount perfec- of extravagance and frivolity. Lady Squander baa
tion.
been making large purchases of curiosities at a sale:
The seco11dscene, "Alter Marriage," ahowa Lord these are diaplaycd on the floor, together with cards
and Lady Squander at their fireside. 'fhis is of invitation, one to a "Jrnm," another to a
generally understood to be a morning incident, but "Jrom•major," and a third to a ront; bnt we do
the clock marks the time twenty minntea past not see that which invited her ladyship to that fatal
twelve, the wax lights are llickering in their masquerade which brought final min and death to
aockete, and everybody ia yawning. The time is, herself, her paramour, and her husband. The next
in truth, the "heel" of an evening which Lord and scene is that in which Lord Squander discoven hie
Lady Sqoander have spent according to their 'l\ife and Sikertoogue in their retreat. The men
respective t:istes. She hns been entertaining her have fought; the latter ia escaping from the v.indow,
friends at cards, and is now taking a cup of tea. and the former is falling mortally wounded, and the
He has returned into1icated from his nightly orgy watch are enteriJJg at the door. The last scene i.a
nt some pandemonium in the " Garden,'' or its the death of L:idy Sqnander, who, having taken
vicinity. To each of the prints tbat Hogarth exe- refuge at her father'a, in the city, poisous henelf
cuted from these pictures he appended a couple of oo hearing the streets resouodin11:with "The last
disticha or his own verse, which as to quality is much dying speech and confession of Counsellor Silver.
on a par with Turner's "Fallacies of Hope." 'l'wo tongue;" and thDBterminates this eventful history.
of the lines Jescriptive of this subject areHogarth left behind him the reputation of a great
"Indlll'erence, Jassltnde, and wnstemoral teacher. Undoubtedly many of his worka
Showan,velaIn the nupLlaltaste."
were conceived and exeented with a view or demonAnd this is about the register of a man who wrote strating the hidcousneaa of vice; and if his descripmortgage without the " t ; " indeed, the infinnitica tions were coarse, they were not unsuited to a time
of his orthography were always a joke against in which nothing but the broadest form of expreshim. In the picture under considerution, Lord sion was acceptable. The ":Marriage a la Mode,''
Squander looks a giant in comparison with bis hia crowning effort, was a faahion11blenovel, in the
wife; the lO\ver moiety of the person ia much too most tragic paaaages of which he could not help
long ; and he is not the same person to whom mingling a dash of his ever-rendy vein of the
we are introduced in the contract 1ce11e. Lady ridiculous. As, for instance, in the scene wherein
Sqnaoder, on the contrary, remaina nearly the aame Lord Squander ia killed, nothing can be more
throughout ; ahe ia petite io person, petite in absurd than the manner of Silvertongue'a escape;
manner, with featlll'lll of rustic pretlineaa, and the and in that in which the death of the connteaa
e1prtSSio11of a heartless trifler.
occurs, the solemnity of the narrative is vitiated not
These picturea were painted seven yean before only by certain of the figures in the composition,
Reynold, returned from Italy ; Hogarth, therefore, lint especially by the atarved hound carrying off the
could not, have received any impulse in colour from pig's head from the table. In the lower ranges
his works ;-had even Reynolds risen a cynosure ut c1pression and diversity of character he was unin the aummer-tide of Hogarth, the latter wonld equalled; but when he attempted a dignified prenot have condescended in aught to follow him. seoce, that became the least happy of his C8licatures:
The observation is prompted by the delicate trana- it cost him much more of cft'ort to characterize the
parency of Lady Sqnander's carnations. Her face industrioua 11ppreoticeas Lord Mayor, than to pre·
here nod there is a joicy medallion; it is like a sent the idle apprentice in nil his phases of crime.
piece of fruit, more transparent than the peach "The Idle Apprentice" is a story of the George
which lteynolds commenda to the memory of his Barnwell school, with less of sentiment, but in
disciples when at the easel. Of this kind of pearly, striking contrast to the history of the industrious
glistening transparency there was but little ante- apprentice. His greatest works were considered great
cedent to Hogarth that he could have profited by. moral lcssona, but io the present day his methoJ
With the exception of Vandyke (and in Hogarth'a of teaching is so little consonant with public feeling,
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that his pictures would be regarded as having
a pernicious tendency : and if Hogarth, a hundred
and thirteen years ago, realized a comfortable aub&iatenceb7 his laboun, ii ia certain that in the present
day he would not procure anbscribers to them enough
to aan him from mendicity. Aa he is infelicitona
ill his e&aayain personal dignity, he ia equally ao in
his attempts at sentiment. Having dealt with a
range of characteristic commencing with our aimplest
motives, and taking au eYildivergence to the groHest
diacJnalificationsof onr nnture, he was free to employ
action whwh had been inadmiaaible in themea purely
sentimental. The scenes in " Southwark Fnir,"
"The Rake's Progress," and "'fhc Harlot's ProgreH," are &uch as do not appear now in the
C'lal'leatcaricatures; a fact which may be accepted
both as en evidence of a moral advance, aud an improvement of the public taato for Art. 'l'heae were
aceonnted amongst his m09t earnest lnboura for the
· amelioration of mankind ; but in these compositions there is alwnys an element so grotesquely
revolting, that it appears that in all hia predilections
the caricaturist gue place with bnt an indifferent
Nothing can be more
grace to the moralist.
absurdly extravagant than that scene in the " Hnr1.it's Progreu," in which the tea-things arc kicked
over ;-this ia an ultima ratio, and to give full
efl'ect to the action of the woman snapping her
fingers, baa been a theme to 'll'bich Hogarth haa
addreued himaelf with unnanal zest. It was
scarcely in hia zeal for public instruction that he
publiahed the two J>rinta, " Before" and "After,"
the unblnahing · breadth of which would counteract
any goodimpulse given by any of his other works.
A critical analysis, therefore, of his worke diaallows
onr concurring in the optimist opinions of hia
eulogists, thnt he was moved purely and only by a
great moral principle. In their artistic essence,
the six "Marriage a la Mode" picture, are enough
for a repntatiou ; had he done nothing elae, these
'll'ere anfficient to establish· 1,im, in thia clus of art,
the greatest painter of hia time.
To any one conversant only with Hogarth through
the general tone of his 11·orka,it would never occur
thnt he could enunciate the following sentiment :" No living creatures are capable of moving in snch
truly varied and graceful directiona u the hnman
species; and it would be needless to aay how much
superior in beauty their forms and textures likewise
are. And surely also, after wh11t has been said
relating to figure and motion, it ia plain and evident
that Nature has thought fit to make beauty of proportion, and beauty of movement, necessary to each
other ; so thnt the obaervatiou before made on
animals will hold e~nally good with regard to man,
i. e. that he who 1s most exqnisitely well,proportioned is most capable of exquisite mo~ements, such
u case and grace in deportment or in dancing."
This ia a passage from Hognrth'a "Analysis of
Beauty,'' a treatise which, considering the nature
of his anbjects, one would auppoae Hogarth leH likely
We
to have written than any of his contemrraries.
find in his moat e&r'ffulworks a ful a11d perfect
knowledge of all the canons of Art; and so much
is there to admire, end 10 little to censure iu all
that · contribute1 to pictorial excellence, that, con,
aidering the condition of Art in England, we marvel
in what school he acquittd his knowledge.
The rate at which native genins waa estimated in
the days of Hogarth will be understood when it is
stated that the " Marria~e II la Mode" realized at
auction no more than 120 l(llioeaa. The aeries wu
purchased by Mr . Lene, of Hilliogdon, for that snm,
with the Carlo Maratti frames, which coat the artist
4 guineas each. On Mr. Lane's denth they became the property of his nephew, Colonel Cawthorne, and in 17117they were sold to Mr . Anllerstcin for 1000 gnineaa. Thus the history of this
famona series is clear and concise. The pictures are
in an excellent state of preservation, but in order that
they may remain so, they must, like the other valuable works or the collection, be glazed. Hoprth's
method of disposiuic of his works wu by anction at
his own house. J'ive minutes were allowed for
biddings for each picture, nnd in this way the six
pictures of the" llorlot's l'roirrcss" were eold for
16'! 4,., the ei~ht of the "Hake', Progress" for
1 I 84 J 6,., and in like manner for various sums
were ioltl "llloming,'' " Noon," "Evenio!l'," and
"Nii:ht."
The spirit nod originnlity of his productious ha\'e set ell imitations et naught.
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all events, we throw ont the hint ; and we would
have other practical e:i:perimenll, of every description, made in abundance, &o that the Weetminater
bell No. 8, might prove to be a real A 1-tint-rate,
FaoM time immemorial, in the Weat u well u in and no mistake. There is the Ru11ian bell-the
aonnda aa well now, with
the East, it hu been the c111tomto cut inscriptions Sebaatopol trophy-that
upou bells of unusual 1i:i:eand importance . These au English 1e11trybeside it, at Alderabott, 88 ever
legends, thus perpetuated in bell-metal, are generally it did when its souorona voice waa well-known by
either commemorative iu some way of the circnm- the echoes of Inker man ; .why not have this bell
atances under which each bell may have been eumioed ? The Ruaaiaaa are famous u bellfounded, or they refer to the special dotiea which makera, and we-have encked two Big Bena in
the bell may be dcatincd to discharge ; sometimea, rapid anccenion I }'or our&clvce, we nre by no
also, iuscriptiona of thia clus are either precatory or means certain that the bell we want should not,
admonitory : "Sacria ab1it diacordia loeis" (" In after all, be made of 9ltU1; and, whatever ita
sacred places be discord unknown"} aays one of the material, we should like to be convinced that tbe
fine harmonious peal at Dewahnry, which is cele- proper 1ha11efor our bell really ia conical, rather
brated in the legends of campanology as" England's than flat-that it ahonld reaemble an iDYerted ten·
in a similar position.
sweetest melody." No Ina appropriate example, cup in preference to a 1111Scer
of bell-legends might be adduced, with eue, in con- These, however, are mt.ttera that, we anppc;ee, muat
siderable numbers. Highly curious, and very in- await the return of Mr. Hankey, and the reat of the
teresting alao, arc tbe characteristic legenda which metropolitan community, to London. So, meanappear upon the laq(e Chineae bell, the production while, we reat content to maintain, in general terms,
of the once powerful Yeh,'ll'hich wu lately captured onr conviction that the nation ought to be able
at Canton by our forcea, and now ia dcp011itedat the even now to obtain a aatisfactory clock, with a
Cryatal Palace. After having at once glorified the utiafactory bell, iu a aatisfactory tower, and at
cx-commiaaioner himaelf, aud dealt with the over- Westminster, for a sum (not including the tower}
the-water "barbarian " after the moat approved aomewhere between twenty and thirty thowsand
Chiueae fuhion, theae inscriptions conclude aa pounds.
follows:" The dlaclpl• o( the altar or Unending Spring over-

THE CIDNESE DELL AT THE
CRYSTAL PA.LAGE.

looked In oompaoy the cutlng

o(

tbb bell.

The Hong o( Lucky Proeper!L:, bad tbe managmnent o(
tbe matertab.
The Hong or Contented Elegance rused the metall and
cut tho bell.''

Then, to wind up the whole, two anapiciona linea :" Winds adjusted; Rains propitious;
Nation t.ranqull; People peaceful."
Now, we cannot refrain from expreeeing a ht,arty
wish that the proeeaaes for producing and aetting in
action our west-end metropolitan bell, whatever its
name may ultimately be, that ia to be raised to
the to11of the Westminster campanile, f7icethe late
Big Ben the Second, cracked and condemned, may
·
~
·t
'th
b e carne· d on an d compJeted 10
con1ormi Y WI
the Dewsbury aeutiment, "abnt diacordia," and
also th11t the whole affair may be ma11ogedsomewhat after the Chinese manner. The "Lucky
Prosperity" of the Canton Hong or campanologists,
to be sure, did not extend so far u to keep their
"<'71'eatTom-Tom" (u we presume they may have
entitled him) in their own flowery land, after they
had aucceNfully cut him, and set him ringing ; bot
this i, not the point to which we refer, for we
entertain no miagivinga !eat our bell of the parliament should take to foreign travel. Still we should
be very glad to have the future management of our
Westminster bell entrusted to a" Hong of Lucky
Prosperity ." Pouibly Mr. Denison may have conaidered that the other "Hong," that of" Contented
· t'
Elegance," was most h appi·1Y repreaented• m
ime
pnat, in his own person, and, accordingly, so far as
he was concerned, the "Lucky Prosperity" may
have been to him an affair of supreme indifference;
while, u a matter of course, the "Unending Spring"
he may have regarded as something of mere clockmaking detail, that could concern nobody but Mr.
Dent. With the latter aentiment we are by no
mean, disposed to interfere; but 81 there is a very
d 'd-~
· ·
1
'th h
bl' th ·
ec1 uu opm1on pren ent WI t e pu IC at IIl
future "al>nt di1cordia," as applied to the Westminster cfock-bell, may be read "abait Denison,"
we must insist upon the utmost attention being
bestowed upon tac "Lneky Prosperity," which it is
so devoutly to be hoped may, at length, atteud the
national bell-founding. The "Hong of Contented
Elegance" will find a far more suitable impersona. · th
1· hod tat
t h h d
t ion
6
ID
c aceomp 1•
eaman now 8 t e ea
of affail'8,than even in the versatile" Q.C.," who has
shown himself to be such a proficient in the ameuities
of a pleaaaut little newspaper correspondence, that
may be aaid to constitute a complete system of
belle, leltrea.
We ahould like to have the Chinese bell, as its
makers would say, "adjusted" for a performance
nt the Cn.·stal Palace-an experimental 1ierformance
that might prove cveutually instructive in our Westminster campanology. " Hand-bell ringing" has
taken its plare amongst the attractions of the Sydenham institution, an,l we cannot see why "Hong"bell ringing should not prove eqnally attraetivc. At

ART IN SCOTLAND, IRELAND,
AND THE PROVINCES.
IREL.um.-The
statue erected at Portruah, in
memory of the late Rev. Dr. Adam Clarke, baa
been inaugurated.
It ia said to be a truthful
hi1torio likeneaa, and ia in the usual attire or the
celebrated divine. Tho 1tatuo, when raiaed on the
plinth in front of the obeliak, will stand 8 feet high,
and will be Yiaible from the dift'erent approaches to
Portruah. The obelisk ii 46 feet bigh.-The laying
of the foundation-atone of the M.emorial Chapel;
at Portstewart, took place at the same time.fDr. Adam Clarke, the leai:ned commentator on the
Bible,wuaneminentWesleyanminiater:
hia"uaual
attire" w88 a plain black coat; he wore no "cleriea.I" garb, and W88 88 simple in manners 88 in
dreaa. He had al ways a singularly healthy look, and
W88of robust form. He. w88, we beline, entirely
self-educated . He wu a great and good man·; 11Dd
we rejoice to know that hia admirable character 11Dd
large acquirements haYe been acknowledged and
recorded in hia native country· He ii one of the
many of whom Ireland may be justly proud.]
I,
YAIWOuTu.-The second annual report of the
,I
committee of the School ot Art in this place has
I
been J>Ubliahed: its contents evidence the succeuful
I
working of the institution. During the put -sional year the aggregate number of pupils attending
the principal echool haa been 161, and at the
auxiliary achoola about 860.
PLYxourn.-An
exhibition of the works or the
students in the Plymouth School of Art wu opened
on the 28th of September.
Ba1ouTON.-An exhibition of drawings, &c., the
production ot the pupill of the Brighton School of
At-t, wu opened to the public in September. The
echool baa not yet been eatabliahed a year, but its
eucceaa hitherto ii quite commensurate with the
I
expectations of its friends and supporters; and the
progreaa of the pupils, under the exJ>erience and
aaeiduous attention of the muter, Mr. John White,
hos hitherto proved quite satiafactory . Among the
drawings exhibited on thia ocoaaion, the following-,
among a large number that ahowed both talent and
industry, attracted very general attention:per1pectivo view of the llrighton Diapenaary, by
J. Darnea; another of the Odd Fellowa' Hall, Ilrighton, by 0. Newton, both pupilaoftheartizan1' clue;
I
a perspecthe drawing of the interior of a room at
I
Bnghton College; another of the school-room at tbe
Jifistreaaes' Training School; an" Interior," by U.
King; n icctional view, &early 12 feet long, of the
Great E11stem; and several drawings from casts and
models by Mias Farncombe, Smithers, and others.
:MoNTBO~B.
- llr. Calder :Marshall's memorial
statue of the late Joseph Hume haa been inaug1
urated: the likene11 of the deceaaed is pronounced
1
excellent by those competent to judge. 'l'he statue
11
is 9 feet high, and stands on a pedestal nearly 12 feet
1
in height: the right leg of the figure rests on a
email pillar, bearing the arms of the to11·nof Mont•
rose and the name of the sculptor, end on it a
mantle and a book are placed,
_ __ _______ _
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the gate.honse, some of the buildings on the weal side immediately adjoining, and I.hat in the
mid,lle of the west front, still standing, are all of the second half of this century, though
much mutilateJ, nltered, and ad,led to, at later periods. Judging from the actual condition
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must ask the reader to quit, for
a time, the scenery to which in
later Numbers we have intro:luced him, by tbc wild sea-shore
-and to revisit the Wye, cootinuinsr our Tour dowuwnrd from
J\lonnioutb, 11ntil the fair river
loses itself in the Severn just
belo1vChcpstow town.
We have described the Kvmiu
Hill , which overlooks )lonmoutb, and whence
there is so grand a prospect, at once beautiful nod
sublime, presenting charming views in 1he immediate foreground, rrnd II vast extent of country.forest$, valleys, hills, and mouutains,-enablinir us,
indeed, by a short circuit round this steep, to obtain
sight of thirteen counties in Englan,I nod Wales.
Wc resume our voyage down the river. Pnssing n tree •
clad hill, called-we cannot say why-" Gibraltar," we arrive
at its junction with the !\lour.ow, which we lenve to the right .
Before us is Le,•ock's Wood; nnd here the little river Trothy
(having just past beside the ducal mansion of Troy, where
resides the excellent a11:entof the Duke of Beaufort) becomes
a trib11tary to the Wyc. Ou the summit of o wooded
height we ace the pretty Church of PENALT. It is charmRED DROOK.
ingly situate, looking down 011the rich vale it seems at once
to bleas and to protect. Soon we reach o very different
of the buildings, we ahould say that these now remaining must have been at lenst commenced
Rcene, affording nll the advantages of contrast; for, rising during the energetic reign of Edward I."
above n masa of thick folia:i;c,ia th, dense colnmn of smoke
'fhe list of Constables of St. Briafel's compriaes the most prominent of the peers of various
that tells the whereabouts of a manufactory. It i, the village reigna, from that of King John to thnt of George Ill.
of REDBROOK. There are quays here: we note the bustle of
commcrce,-other life than that of the stream and the forest.
'fhe masts of many barges rise from the river: they are loading or unloading. It is a manufoctory of tin-or, rather, of
tin in combiuation with iron-that gathers a population here,
nod breaks, pleasantly or unpleaaantly, according to the mood
of the wanderer, the sameneas aod solitude of the banks of
the Wve.
Whitebrook is next reached. Both villages derive their
names from streamleta which here find their way into the
river,-the one passing 01·er stones that are slightly tinged
with red, the other being 11ure from any taint of colonr.
Adjacent to this villnge, crowning the summit of a hill,Pen-y.fan,-still stands that time-honoured rel:c of )ferry
England, the :May.pole. And here even oow assemble, on
May.day nud other festive occasions, the neighbouring Inds
and lasses to enjoy the dance nod mRke holiday.
A mile or so farther on and we cross the Wye by its only
bridge-B1oo's-WEIR
BRIDGE-betwten Monmouth and
Chepstow. It is of iron, a single arch, and very gracefully
spans the river. In an ancient mansion here-Bigg's-weir
House-are preserved some fine tapestries of very quaint
design. Hence there is a circuitous rood that leads to the
famous Castle of ST. BRIAVEL,now a ruin, but one that
has n prominent place in border history. We obtain a
glimpse of it from the river, whence, however, it is distant
some two miles; bot it is worthy a visit. The Tourist will
do wdl to moor his boat awhile, and enjoy a refreshing walk
to this floe relic of the olden time.
St. Briavel's is i11Gloucestershire. The saiut after whom
it is named is not to be found in the Romisb Calender. He
was probably a military saint, whose deeds, for good or evil,
are forgotten ; they have failed to reach posterity ; history
has no note of the1n ; they are oot even seen in "the dim
twilight of tradition." Bnt we learll from Giraldus Cambreosis that a castle was first erected here during the reign
of Henry I ., by Milo Fitzwalter, Earl of Hereford, "to I
curb the incursions of the Welsh,"-a pnrpose it was well 1
calculated to answer, situate as it was in full view of a large
portion of the Wye, and skirting the forest of Dean. \Ve
borrow all that call be told of its history from a contributor
to the " Archreologia Cambrensis."
" The Keep, which was square in form, was probably of
Norman date, and no doubt the circnit of walls may have
been of the same period. The castle may have co11sistedof
nothing more than an outer wall, with a aingle bailey within, ,
and the Keep in the higbeat portion of the ground 10 en•
closed. Giraldua says that the castle was burnt when Sir
Walter Clifford held it, and that Mahe!, youngest son of
Sir Milo Fitzwalter, the fonnder, lost his life Oil the occasion,
by a atone falling from the highest tower on hia head. In
The entrance gateway, betireen hvo demi-ronndera, with an oblong pile of building extending
the thirteenth century aome new baildings were added, the sonthwards, remains in tolerable pr6llervation. On the outaide or the castle is a pict11resque
old ones having been repaired ; for the two demi-ronndcrs of chimney-shaft, anrmouoted by the horn, which was the badge of the warder of the foreat. In
~
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the interior there is a remarkable lire-place, which
nent architect, Mr . Seddon, who is now restoring
Cathedral, bas -rery accurately de~cribed. It is a
and very boldly treated early English example: "the

the emiLlandaff
genuine
counter-

The village or LANDooo i! soon reached : here we find evidence or active trade ; for there
are boata moored at amoll quays on either side the river. It is to its exceeding beauty of
situation tbnt Landogo owes its fame. The chnrch, a -rery old edifice,1uppo1ed to be dedicated
to St. James, stand, iu a dell at the foot of a monntainous glen, in every crevice of which
there are white cottages ; each cottage having its " bit or land" laid out as a garden, where
flowers and vegetablea are pleasantly intermixed. Every cottager ia a freeholder, and in this
little nook of the Wye they nnmber no less than eever,ty ; having, therefore, a preponderating
influence, if they act together, in detuminiog who shall be knight of the ahire-Monmonthahire. ~fr. Hulme baa conveyed an accnrate idea of this very charming acene, with ita striking
combination of wood and water, bill and dale, and cheerful cottage& among groups of venerable
treeP.
Ou we pnss-the river becoming somewhat Jen contracted, and losing mueh of the eameneu
that bas marked its course hitherto, and which we arc again to encounter aa we proceed down-
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forts at the angles arc beautifully,moulded circular brackeb,
supported on carved corbels." One of the windows we bare
pictured, as well u an ancient ,tone in the adjacent ,rra,·e .
yard of the church-a ,·enerable structure, that may ce11ainly
date as for back as lhe proterting ea.tie .

tiT. DJU.&.t"&l
.'S.

ward; for rock, trees, nnderwood, and wawr are its charms, row where we will 011 the
bosom of the Wye. And soon we reach another village-BRoc ·K\'l'EJR,in Glouceatenhire. The
brook tha~ gave it a UIUDe,and the weir attached to it , are 1till there . Some good cottage
houses skirt the bank ; but the most striking and interesting object of the village is the little
church, that. atanda among a group of trees-it& tnrret ee£n above the roofs of surrounding
houaea: it is a Moravian church, presided over by an excellent minister-the Rev. Lewis West.
Its achoob are ample for the district, and exceedingly well arranged ; and the graveyard
exhibit_&the singular and felicitons simplicity that prevails in all the habits of a primitive and
tranqml band of worshippers, who seem fitly placed in this calm and beautiful locality.• The
church was erected in 1832, on gronud given for the purpose by his grace the Duke of Beaufort ;
there wna, at that. time, no more lawlesa district in the kingdom ; a1,d it was for that reason
the Mornvian3, "the United Brethren,'' were induced to send there "a mission of mercy ." It
is impossible to visit this simple 11laceof worship without a feeling of sober yet intense delight.
WJ!('DO'i\" AT ST, BSI.A.\"EL S.
0

'flacre is a voi;ue tradition thst King John was some time
either a guest or R prisoner within these towers; a11d that
he wrote this conplet there :" St. Ilria,·el":t wntcr &lhl Whvrat's wheat
Are 1hc uc•t brcnll anti water King John ever eat."

For the drawin!,!Swe have engrnved we are indebted to the
courtesy of an esteemed correspondcnt-W. W. OIJ, Esq., of
)foumout b.~
• The l!c,-. l.c~ Is West, the minister of the Jlloravlnn church, at
Rrockl\·clr, informs u" that there Ii a singular and very u ,·enerabJe"
Ju the neighbourhood there h
a c1istrlct ,,( lar :tl ''"hich wn~ orl1,:"h1allyIn the possenlon of the crown.
noal "hlch Is usually called "the lludnalls ." Thi• ui,trlct .,..... by
11nme pcnon. <'lther with or without legal nuthority, gh·cn to the
iuhnbitant, and freeholders or St. DrtavC'l'I, for herbage for u cntlle ,
thl·<'r, and ,:oab."
A1 an equivalent to such poor who sent none of
tl•<""e11.nimalsto feed on the said district. a yearly "scramble" of bread
an,t cheese waa pro,·ided, hy an annual tax or one penny le,·led upon
e,·ery householder who nvalled hlmsclf of the privilege.
1'hl" scramble for about three C<'nturies was made In the church.
10 that on the Sunua)' , at the feut of Whlbu11tldc, Immediately
after the lnt'ocatlon of di\ lne Jieace on the assemh1y, ,,.·hich u~11a1ly
thronp:rd to~ether on that occHton, bep:an the nn,eem1y contest. as
to whom 1'as to J-i<,longthe larger porlion of the edibles di~Jtensed.
'J he clerk. !-tan1lln1? in th<" front or the gallcr~·, Wh the appointed
chief agent In the offray, anll the dh'bion, of ~eah nnd pews became
mean11of ,:>X('rching the grotC11qucagility of a11 the old and young,
the lltn<', the Olir1d, and na:;:;td boys arid i:-lrh performing their par1
In tht' J.C',:>ne.
D<"conllog to their JK'culiar humour and adroltncs~ .
Happily." Ith the i:-rowth of got.•d ,cn~eand pr.-,priety, to say nothln~
of the piety. of the ~enerntions ~ucceedlnJ?. thb ludicrous i>crnmolc
now takt-s 1,lacc on the out ~iJc of th:..• church .
CU!Jtom connected itith St. Drlal"cl's.
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BRIDGE.

'· Simplicity,'' in ill ordinary sense, will soon be obsolete-ir not na a word, certainly as a
ract ; to greet the eye only iu old sonp:s, no,·ela, and churchyards-such as this. "Simplicity"
is still to be met with in the "God 's acre" of the Quakers nnd the Moravians; it is very
tranquillizing to find, either within the folds of our Engli~h bills, as we did the last resting-

-- -- ------

----

- ~ -- --

--

• It lt a somo,..hat remBrkable fact t~at, ln the Jays which belong t ,, the uark ag,,s of this locality, the
piece of ground now occupletl hy th1s ncrcd edifice, "as a perpetual &cene or rc,·clry, and Its usual accompanlmen~,. at every holiday and fen.,t tlme, as •·ell as the favourite resort on the Sahbath of the ¥illnj?ers
at their natlc SPQrts-ftghters ns well a, <lancers. Persons )'et living rcmemucr the la,t bet that was h•ld
here, to the amount or £l20. by a farm.er, from n distant county-for men c.'lmc from far and near to this
pince of outlawry-upon
n dying cock, whether It 11·ould rAlse Its heo<I once again from the torr to peck
at its ath ·cnnry.
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place of William Penn, or here beside the wandering and
beautiful Wye, the burial-ground of the departed.
There
is eloquent silence within its precincts ; the aong of the
bird, or mnrmur of the bee, are the only sounds that mingle
with the rustling leaves. The lights creep tenderly through
the foliage, and chequer the aof't. grass. The "monuments"
are few, a,,d very plain" No ato1led um, or 11nlmatedbust:"
and the namea recorded aeem nther those of an old world
than a new. We saw two little girl,, one much older than the
other, hand in hand, walking slowly from grave to grave; the
elder paused, and read the inscriptions to the younger. There
wea aomething ao singular in their appearance and manner,
something so un-childish, that we asked them if they were
looking for any particular gr.we. The younger said" Yea! " with so sad a tone in her voice, and ao sweet an
expression in her delicate face, that she riveted our attentio,,
from the mo:nent she spoke. The elder was mncb handsomer, a really beautiful girl, about ten yean old ; she was
health il!elf, while the younger was, even then, almost nn
angel. We asked whose gnve they sought: and again the
yonnl(er spoke" Mother'• I"
.
"Mother," said the elder, "lies there, 11·herethe primrose
leaves are so large, and yo11 see the ro:1e-tree. I saw her
coffin go dolfn myself; but little Jtacbel was ill, and could
not leave her bed then. She will not believe but that
mother hu a bead-stone ; and she onen coaxes me to come
with her here, and read out to her all the painted lelten.
She thinks she will find mother's name on one of the bead.
atones. She will not believe me, when I show her the wilJ
primroats, and the green grass. If father had been ali~e.
mother would have had a bead-stone ; bot father wu drowned
in the river, and, aoon aner, mother died. The doctor said
ahe pined, bot she died-"
" Come," said the younger, pulling her sister's dress,
"come, we must find it to-day-come!"
"It hurla me so, that 1he won't believe me I" continued
the elder ; "and I have read her what ia on every tombstone
at leaat a hnndred times; and 1till, every morning, her great
eyea open long before mine, and I find her looking at me :
and ahe puts her little thin arms round my neck, and wbidpen, • I( Rachel is good, Keaiah, will you come to the church yard, and find mother?'
She cnn nndentand everything but
that: the doctor calla ii a monomania: I am afraid-" she
added, grasping her liltfo sister's ann, u if resolved to keep
her, whether God willed or not-" I am afraid, whatever it
11
is, it will take her from me-and we are only two ! "
" Come, come," said the little one ; "come, and find
mother!"
To the 100th of Brockweir, up a precipitous and wellwooded mountain, which you ascend by a winding path, you
meet with "Offa's Choir," a point ou the ancient embauk.
ment of "OJTa's Dyke," erected, by the Saxons, u a barrier
against the Britons. Tliis relic of antiquity, originally consistinl( of a ditch nod a mound, with a high well, iJ said to
have been erected about the year 758, by Offa, the successor
of Ethelbald, who, having shrunk before the gigantic stature
and bloody band of his adversary, Ediltbim, was, to remove
the disgrace , killed on the following night by his own gnlll'ds.
Clandt Offa, as the Welsh BI)' le it, or the Ditch of Oft'a,
originally extended from the mouth of the River Dee, a little
above Flint Castle, to the mouth of the Wye: and if a Briton
passed this barrier he become punishable with death.
From this elevated spot, the eye sweeps over the whole
adjacent eonntry, up to the beautiful falls of Clydden (which
are falls, however, only in rainy weather), overlooking also
the heights of Brock weir, the Villa of Coed Ithel, Norton
Hoose, and the neighbouring villages, which seem enclosed
in serpentine folds of the river , with its rich emenld banks.
On the same ridge of hill, as it diverges to the eoothward,
and at a similar altitude, there is a pecnlinr and romantic
eminence standing out from the surrounding wood, called
"the Devil's Pnlpit. " 'l'he Tourist mo»t descend the narrow
pathway by which he asceuded to Offa's Chair, nntil he gains
a grassy platform, or field, known by the name of Turk's
Ground ; tbeu turning to the lei\, be will diacover another
steep ascent, striking oft' to the right hand, by a winding path,
that will ultimately introduce him to a view of charming
divenity. The rock was, until successive rains and frosts bad
pulverized the rude ascending staircase, very much in form
like a pulpit,jutting out from underneath overhanging branches
of dark yew trees.
We approach the village and church of Tl!ITEBNE PARVA,
beautifully situate among trees 011 the river's brink. It is
an old place ; the church has been " restored," except the
.i
porch, a venerable relic. There was an ancient building
here, of which there remain a few broken walls ; they indi 1
cate, probably, the site of" the ,·illa or extn -cloister residence
of t.be nbbots
of-- Tintcrne,
------- ------to which, at--certain
--- seasons,
·-·-·- they
--

I\

l!I --

·---

---

- ·-

could retire from the exercise of their public functions, and enjoy the privileges of social lifethe society and couversation of friend! and strangers-without
the form• aud austerities of the
eloister." It is now, as it was then, a calm and quiet aolitude; * where nature invites to simple
lu1uries of hill and nlley, rock and river; and forms a striking contrast to the gorgeoua, yet
graceful, and very beautiful ruin, at the water-gate of which we now moor our boat-the Jongrenowned ABBEYOP TINTEK!IE.
From the water, from the heights, from the ro11d-no matter on which aide approached,
abbey excitea a feeling of deep and intenae veneration,
or from what position beheld-the

!i

!I
i

I:

BROCKWEJR.

of solemn and impreuive awe. It may be less gloomy, less "monutic,"
than others of its
order-deriving fame more from grac.l and beauty than from grandeur and a senae of power :
bot the perfect harmony of all its parts, and the simple, yet sublime, character of the whole,
give it high place amoug the glorious btqoests of fnr-off ages, and entitle it to that which it
univenolly receives-the earnest homage of the mind and heart.
By the courtesy of the c11stodi1111
of the abbey we were admitted withiu ita gates when the
solemnity of night wu over the ruined Cane. Bats were flitting throogl1 broken windows,

Tl:ii'TEIUIE

P.lRT.l.

and every now and then a " moping owI" uttered tbe deep plaint that at such ~n hour-or
any hour-there should be intruden to molest

al

u Jfer ancien t, solitary rclA"n."

• "It would be difficult to picture to the mind"• eye II scene or more enchanUng repose: In auch a place
as this (Tlnterne Parva), with auch objects before hlm-tho ,·erdanl pa,turos, the pendent grov.. , the
wlnJlng river, the tranquil sky; with these before him, ambition r,,rget.. the world; sorrow looka, up with
more cheerful realgni,Uon; carea and dluppolntments lose both their weight and their sting; with 10 little
or sordid earth, •o much of the subllmtty or nature, to contemplate,his thoughts becomechastened, soothed,
and elc,·i,led, and the heart expands under a new sense or happlnc,s, and a reeling or hrotherly kindness and
benevolencetowards everythlnlf that breathes." We extract this panage from "The Castles and Abbeys
of England,""by Dr. William Beattle-a work from which we shall freely borrow,not only teller-press, but
engraving,, which clreumatanceseni,bleus to do. The amiable and accomplbbedauthor hu written at great
length concerning this beautiful ruin; consulting the oost authorities, and condensing nearly all that ls
valuable In their histories; passing an lmmen,e amount of Information through the alembic or his own
with
the phltoso1,h
or ,n<lthe reeling•
oftho poet.
gcombin,tlon
-en--e-ro_u_•·__l-nqulr
..1
-n-the
-g-, a-reasoning,
-n-d -re_fl_ec
_-_
'_i•-or
e-mlnd,
and communicating
the knowledge
he bad derived from boob, In
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·-- -- - - - - - ---
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cleanted, but the greater part retaiuing the mould which
time haa placed over them-are
eeveral which bear the
arms of the abbey donors ; we copy two of these tiles : others
represent flowers, animals, and " knights in full career at a
too.mament." The most interesting of its relics, ho•ever, is
the elfin of a knight " in chain armour, a pavache shield,
and croaaed legs," anppoaed to be that of Strongbow, lint
Earl of Pembroke; but more probably that of Roger Bigod,
Earl of Norfolk, the bnilder of the church-Sir S. Meyrick
so coneidera it. It is still in a good state, and is said to
have been entire not many yean ago, when a drunken brute,
returning from a village orgie, struck the head from the body,
and mutilated the members.
One of the moat beautiful, and by no means the leut
iutereating, parts of the ruin ia "the Hoapitinm,'' or GuestHall. It wu a apaciona and lofty chamber, with a vaulted
atone roof, anpported on pillara, of which the maaaive buea
yet remain. " Of the style of architecture employed in this
dining hall, the nnmerona windows, with their mullioned
partitions, tall shafts, and foliated arches, face shafta, aud
corbel heada along the walla, from which aprsng the lofty
groined vanlt that covered aud connected the whole, preeent
a tolerably distinct picture" • Along the roof a maze or mouldlop slim,
Like velna that o'er the hand or Jad;y wind,
Embraced In closing arms the ke;y.atooe trim,
With hleroglypba and c;yphen quaint combined,
The riddling art that charmed the Gothic mind.'"

Dr. Beattie baa given a plan of the abbey, which we
borrow from the pages of hia valuable book.
And anch is Tinterne Abbey-a ruin eloquent of the paat:
a delicious combination of graceand grandeur, well expreued
A hundred yean at leut were
by the single word, H.uxoin.
occupied in ita erection, from the commencement to the finilh,
and many hands moat have been employed in its building and
adornments ; yet it would seem u if one spirit preaidod over
Anyand guided the whole, so perfect ia it in "keeping."
where it would be an object of anrpaaaing iutereat; but neither
Art nor language can do sufficient jnatice to the acenery amid
which the Abbey stands. Wood and water, hill and valley,
were eaeentials to the monks, when they founded any atructnre, and here they had them all in admirable perf11etionI
Thua on thia subject writea Gilpin:-" A more pleuing
retreat could not easily be found ; the woods and gladea intermiud, the winding of the river, the variety of the ground,
the splendid ruin, coutraated with the objects of nature, and
the: elegant line formed by the summits of the hilla 'll'hich
include the whole, make altogether a very enchanting piece
of scenery. Everything around breathes an air ao calmand
tranquil, so aeqneatered from the commerce of life, that it is
euy to conceive a man of warm imagination, in monkish
times, might have been allured by such a scene to become
an inhabitant of it." These words we borrow from Archdeacou Coxe :-"The
pictnreaque appearance of the rnilla is
considerably heightened by their position in a valley watered
by the meandering Wye, and, backed by wooded eminences,
which riee abruptly from the river, unite a pleaeing intermixture of wildneaa and culture, and temper the gloom of
monastic solitude with the beauties of nature." U ndonbtedly
the quiet enjoyment received at Tinterne is largely enhanced
by the landacape charms in which the ruin is enveloped ;
but it baa maoy attractions apart from the scenery : it is a
graceful, beautiful, and deeply interuting remain of the olden
time. "On the whole," writes Grose, summing up his detaila concerning Tinterne, " though this mouaatery ia DD•
doubtedly light and elegant, it wants that gloomy solemnity
so essential to religious ruins ; it wants those yawning
vaults and dreary recesaea which strike the beholder with
religions awe, make him almost shudder at entering them,
and call into hia mind all the tales of the nursery. Here, nt
one caat of the eye, the whole is comprehended-nothing ia
le!l for the spectator to gneaa or explore ; and this defect
ia increased by the ill-placed neatneaa of the poor people who
show the building, and by whose absurd labour the ground
is covered over by a turf aa even and trim aa that of a
bo11liug-green, which givu the building more the air of an
artificial ruin in a garden thnn that of an ancient decayed
abbey." • . • • " How unlike," he adds, " the beautiful deecription of the poet-

with him in condemning the care that hu preee"ed without reatoring, and the netttneaa that
refreahea the soul withont di1t11rbingthe solemn and impresaive thoughts here suggested:" How man;y hearts have here grown cold,
That aleep these mouldorlng stones among !
How man;y beMlahave here been told,
How man;y matlna here been 1ung ! "

And be his creed what it may, he is cold of heart and narrow of soul who feels no eentiment of
gratitude towards those who raieed temples such aa this in which to worship the Creator, and to
propagate or to nonriah Chriatianity, in dark ages when the church, despotic u it WU. stood
Eut Window,
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between freedom and a despotiam more brutal and more destructive. In theee cloisters the uta
of peacewere cultivated, when a Vandal ariatocracy acknowledged no law but power.
What food for thought is here-what material for refleotion I Who will not
" Envy them, tb-

mow

or old,"

paaaing a life in calm and quiet, amid scenes 10 surpaaaingly beautiful I Here they read and
wrote· here the Arts were made the handmaids of religion. We may not, nuder the walls
that shadow their dust amid pleuant meadows, at the foot of wooded hill.a, by the fair riverside all of which theyhad made charming and productive-we may not ponder over, or even
call' to mind, the errors or the vioea hidden nuder " the white robe with a black -pular or
hood I" Let them be remembered eleewhere, but forgotten here I
We may fitly conclude our visit to" faire Tinterne" by quoting a pauage from the eloquent

historian Macaulay:-" A system which, however deformed by superstition, introduced strong
moral reatninta into communities previoualy governed only by vigour of muscle, and by audacity
of spirit; a system which taught even the fiercest and mightiest ruler that he waa, like hia
meanest boudsman, a responaible being, might have seemed to deserve a more respectful mention from philosophers and philanthropists. . • . . Had not such retreats been scattered here
and there, among the huts of a miserable peasantry, and the castles of a ferociolll aristocracy,
European society would have conaisted merely or beaata of burden and beasts of prey. . • • •
The venerable antiquary found elsewhere, no doubt, many 1'he church haa many times been compared to the ark of which we read in the book of
scenes such aa he de.iired, where neglect had effectually aided Genesis; bnt never was the reeemblance more perfect than daring the evil time when she rode
time: and, perhaps, where nature baa been leaa lavish than alone, amidst darkness and tempest, on the deluge beneath which all the great worke of ancient
here by the banks of the Wye, desolation may be more power and wisdom lay entombed, bearing within her that feeble germ from which a eeoond and
pictnre&quethan order. But there will not be many to agree more glorious civilintion waa to spring."
" • Bair-burled there lies many a broken bmt,
And obelbk and urn, overthrown b;y time ;
Aod many a cherub here de.,cends In dmt,
From the rent roof and portico sublime;
Where reverend shrines In Gothic grandeur atood,
The nettle or the nodous nlghtahnde spr'8ds ;
Aud ashllogo, wafted from the neighbouring wood,
Through the worn turrets wa.vetl1elr trembling beads.'"
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THE CORRIDOR

OF STATUARY-PORCELAIN
AT ALDERMAN COPELAND'S, NEW BOND ST,

I
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Tm: pure and enduring marble which so deservedly
waa held in high esteem by the great sculptors of
antiquity, baa given its name to one of the moat
beautiful, and also of the moat useful, eubstances
employed by modem artiste for rendering sculpture
a popular art. The life,size marble or bronze ia.a
work of an exclusive order. Its coatlinesa rendera
it accessible only by the few, while ita proportions
forbid that it should find a conaistent home under
any roofa except such aa are of a national, or palatine, or a patrician character; it ia, accordingly, in
the reproduction of great works, on a reduced scale,
that aculpture can alone discover the elements of
popularity. Small groups and figures, obtainable
at a moderate coat, are the statues of the people.
Tliey are to the originals what fine engravinga are
to pictures of the highest rank ; indeed, they even
anrpass the utmost powers of the !Juri11in their
faculty of graphic and impressive translation. The
statuette model reproduces the atatue, through the
ap;ency of another expression of the aame art ;
wbereu the engraving ia a work of an art altogether diatinct from the picture, although the two
arta are in close and moat felicitous alliance.
Until a recent period the great difficulty bu been
to reproduce works of aculpture in an artistic
material. Skilful manipulators have long been able
to reduce the scale of statues, and to produce small
model,, which, in form and expression, were faithful transcripts of the originals. B•it, when the
reduced model waa perf'ected, there existed no
mean, for executing the desired atatuettea under
conditions that would impreaa npon every one of
them the unquestionable character of works of Art.
A plaater caat might be moat valnable u a model,
but it never could riee to be anything Iese ignoble
than a plaater caat. A statuette in a fine Porcelain ia
a different thing altogether ; it is a true and a beautiful work of Art in iteelf. It may be that the
sculptor, in the first instance, executed the desi!!n
which we eee before us in the Statnary-Porcelain,
for the expreaa purpoee of ita beiug produced and
repeatfd in thie material ; or the porcelain work
may have been modelled from aome aculpture in
marble or bronze. In either caee, every StatnaryPorcelain-or, aa this material ia sometimes called,
" Parian "-work, is equally a work of Art: and
ita value aa such ia greatly enhanced throngh the
circumstance that it admits of an unlimited repetition. It ia like a painter's etching, in ita faculty
of being always original, and in its direct transmission of the thought, and feeling, and intention
of the aculptor .
There ia aomethiug alao that is peculiarly agreeable in works or sculpture when they are on a
email acale. Instead of a large group or statue
being degraded by appearing or atatuette size, in
the great majority of instances the reduced acale
imparta a peculiar charm to the composition. This
moat important quality in statuettes, however, implies that they ahould be executed in a delicate and
refined material. Statnary-Porcelain is exactly such
a material. Delicate and refined in the highest degree,
it is eminently aculptureaque in its aapect and tone of
colour, and, at the same time, it excites no auapicioos of fragility or evanescence. Statuettes executed in the Stataary-Porcelain or Porcelain, accordiugly, art! always regarded with favour and
admiration ; and all that is needed for them to take
a foremost position amongst the Art-productiona of
the present time is, for their numbers to be considerably increaaed, aod the repetitions of each
example to be multiplied to a great amount.
It must also be very distinctly understood, aa ooe
of the peculiar excellences of Statnary -Porcelain, that
it admits of being applied to the moat varied purposes of Art-manufacture no Iese euccesafully than
to the proclnction of works in the highest departments of the art of aculpture. Parian statuettes
may be, and they have already been, very happily
introduced into the composition of numerous objecte
that are made in porcelain; and, in many instances,
the material ia itself applicable to purpoaes of practical utility . In dessert-services the Statuary-Porcelain and ~he ordinary porcelain have been found to

work together in delightful harmony. This is one
example of the manner in which the highest expressions of Art may be made to bear directly upon the
aaefnl applications of manufacture. It is impoaaible to estimate too highly the importance of such
a union of Art with manufacture, since it ia thus,
and thus alone, that, through the consistent inftucnce and the confederate action of pure Art, all
manufacture, gradually attain to their moat exalted
character. The Parian, from ita high qnalitie& aa
a material, empowers the aculptor to extend hia
range of action far beyond the utmoat powers of the
chiael: and it aJao shows him by what means his
loftieat ideaa may diffuse a vital impulse through
the distant and diveraified ramification• of Aft.
manufacture.
By all the moat eminent ceramic mauufacturers
of the preeent era, Parian is in ttee for the production of statuettes and other objects, that may be
classified under the common title of Statuary Porcelain. And it is not in many instances that the
works thus produced prove to be nuworthy of
Whatever the degree of
the beautiful material.
succeaa that may have attended the efforta of other
establishments, Alderman Copeland haa devoted so
much attention to his Statnary-Porcelain, and he baa
produced theee works in such number,, variety, and
beauty, thllt he may justly claim to be conaidered to
stand at the head of this department of A.ft.manufacture. In hia spacious and handsome group of
ware-rooms, in New Bond Street, a Corridor is
devoted hy Alderman Copeland almoat excluaively
to the display of this claaa of hia productiona. Here
and there the visitor may encounter some gem in
porcelain-enamel, or the Parian works may appear
before him in that union with porcelain, of which
we have spoken, or perhaps he may pause to examine
a piece of pure modern porcelain, such u might
atand nnrebnked beside the clief6 d'Utuoreof Sevres.
The corridor, however, ia in reality a gallery of
Porcelain aculpture ; and it ia in that capacity that we
now introduce our readers to it, in order that they
may become familiar with by far the moat extensive
collection of worka of this class, that can be aeen
together in any one place in London. It will be
remembered, that the entire collection ia the production of Alderman Copeland'• ceramic establishment : and it muet also be understood that many
other works are either in the couree of actual preparation, or their future appearance ia in contemplation.
The groups, statuettes, busts, and other com~aitiona are arranged in two long lines on either aide
of the corridor, some of the mon, important apecimena bein!( brought together to form group,. In
the adjoining saloons, other specimens may also be
aeen, particularly those which have beendesigned
to conatitute parta of eervices, for the moat part
executed iu porcelain. Of the busts which have
been executed in Porcelain by Alderman Copeland,
eeveral are of the Culllife-size of the original marbles.
Busta of her Majesty the Queen and of the Prince
Consort are amongst the moat successful ; but the
work that is still more admirable is the Parian
reproduction of the well-known Greco-Roman bust
in the British Muaeum, known aa Clytie, with tbe
hair brought down so low on tbe forehead, and the
tlgnre represented as if rising from a bud of the
lotua. The buats of Juno ancl Ariadne, of full size,
are of great crcellence ; and those of Ophelia and
Miranda, by Calder Marahall,executed for the Crystal
Palace Art-Union, are also very beautiful; and the
reduced models of them are more beautiful still.
Amongst the buats of this smaller size, is a charming
one of Jenny Lind. A group of bu,ts of Indian
heroes, with Havelock at their head, will require no
special notice to aecure for them dae regard. Other
buats of Wellington and Nelson range consistently
with them, and various others extend the aeries still
further. The portrait-statuettes are not ao numerous
as the busts, bot they are eqnally eicellent with
them : they include an admirable fignrc of the great
Duke. The ideal statuettes and groupa, aa would be
expected, comprehend the larger portion of these
interesting works . They may be divided into three
classes : of these the first claaa consists of fac-eimile
reproductions of well-known statues and groups on
a greatly reduced scale ; the second compnsea a
variety or ori11:inalfigure subjects, modelled expressly
for the Statuary-Porcelain ; and in the thircl claas
may be inr.lud~ miacellaneou subjecta, euch aa
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groups or figures of animals, vaaes, jars, juga, and
other aimilar objects. Every class ia well repreeented. Many are the familiar forms that we have
known before of larger proportions, aa "Sabrina,"
" Sunshine," and " the Greek Slave."
Others
we have learned to know better in their statuette
form, than we knew them previously ; and not a
few come and form their first acquaintance with us,
in their capacity of statuettes in Parian. Our readers
will find every variety of subject here, from " Venua
at the Bath " to " Paul and Virginia," and Crom
" the Wounded Soldier " to " the Boy with a Shell."
There are moat apiritecl clogs alao, and eome noble
horses. The gronJ>a that have been incorporated
with porcelain, for the moat }.>artcooaist of figures
placed around a porcelain shaft, which 111pportaa
flat dish or tazza. Theee works are altogether succeaaful, and both Statnary and ordinary Porcelain accomplish their proper duties,in a manner which attests
the Judicious discrimination, aa well aa the true artist
feeling of the artists employed in their production.
There are, also, other groupa of lar14erfigures, which
are more decidedly erect in their attitudes, and upon
whose heads rest light perforated vases, of the same
material with the figures themaelvea. Theae CtUte·
plwr4 are amongat the best of their orcler that exiat ;
atill there adheres to their order an imperfection,
arising from the object aud aim of the composition,
which prevents their obtaining unqualified commendation, except so far aa haa reference to the
exec11tionof the whole in these examples, and this ia
really moat excellent. It ia always a mistake to
assign to figures the duty of columna; and it ia
impossible to place three fignrea together, having a
large vaee or baaket supported by them upon their
three heads, without prejudicially affecting the artistic character of the fignree. Theae otherwise beautiful groups would have been exceptions to this
rule, had it beenposaible; but it wa.i not possible.
The other fignree that Alderman Copeland' a art.i,ta
have grouped together beneath raised dishes in hie
dessert-aervioea, escape the oppression from which
their sister ca11eplwrt#
are anft'ering, since they have
nothin~ to carry upon their heads, and, therefore,
there 11 nothing to check the freedom of their
motion, or to interfere with the animation and
variety of their expression.
The art of producing aculpture in Porcelain is of
comparatively recent introduction into England,
and it differs eseentially from the old " Bisque,"
over which time-honoured body it poaaeaaea great
and manifest advantages. It ia foreign to our purpoae to enter upon any diacuaaion concerning the
priority of the invention of the Statnary-Porcelain,
or Parian sculpture. We are well aware that this
is a matter that ia still in dispute; and, perhaps,
like eo many other important and valuabh, inventions, in diapate it may be destined to remain. The
introduction of Parian at Alderman Copeland'•
establishment took place in 1842, at which period
Mr. T. Battam wu director ; and it may interest
our readers to be informed of an incident that took
place, some twelve years ago, when the Parian waa
undergoing the ordeal of its experimental trial. We
were at that time entering upon the duty, which we
have since continued to discharge, of seeking to
associate high Art with uaeful manufactures. With
that view we made a tour into the manufacturing
districts, when we visited the works of Mr. Alderman Copeland,-then "Copeland and Garrett,"at Stoke-upon- Trent. We there witneaaed the first
efforts to aecure popularity for the new art of Porcelain sculpture. A " new art " it undoubtedly _waa;
but it had not tben aaawned the character of bemg a
promising one. Two atatnettea had been produced
in it-one a graceful female bust, and the other
"the Shepherd-Boy," af'IAlrWyatt; but they had
not "sold."
The public did not show any si~n of
being prepared to acknowledge the real worthmesa
of the novelty ; ancl it is by oo means improbable
that the process would have proceeded no farther,
bad it not been oar good forltme to urge upon Mr.
Garrett (in whoae department the matter waa
placed) the wisdom of perseverance:, under the conviction that what in itself waa so evidently excellent,
must eventually attain to succeas. A meeting waa, in
consequence, arran!(cd _by us between aeveral ·sculptors, of whom Mr. Gib-oo waa one,and Mr. T. Batt am,
the artist of the works. The two honorary secretaries of the Art-Union of London were also present.
After a careful examination of the new material, an
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opinion was prollllunced decidedly in its favour, ?ilr.
Giblon declaring it to be "the material next beat to
marble that he had ever aeen," and hia brothera in
Art agreeing with him. Mr. Giblou, at the eame
time, expreaeed a hope that aome work of bia might
be auitable for Mr. Battam to produce in the Statuary-Porcelain. A commiuion from the !rt-Union
of London followed ; and thu the new art of Parian
ecolpture waa reecned from a peril, that might have
proved fatal in the flnt infancy of its career. The
material iteelf is a apeciea or porcelain body, in
which aoft felepar ia need instead of the more
ailiceom Cornwall atone. The peculiar tint, that
contributes IO highly to the beauty of the Parian,
i, due to the preaence of the oxide of iron in small
quantities in the clay. A silicate of peroxide of
iron ia produced through the action of this 01:ide
upon the ailica of the clay, which is of a pale buff
colour; and thoa the colour of the maN is obtained.
Full particulara of the proceuea of producing eculpturea and other object, in Statuary-Porcelain have
been described in detail iu onr pages, by Professor
Hunt, of the Jermyn Street Museum.
We haYe invited eapecial attention to this mbject
at the present time, in consequence of the peculiar
fltoeu of these beautiful worka for thoae presents
which ao cooatantly paaa from one friend to another
at the coming Christmas aeuon. As the beat po,.
Bible commentary upon our notice of Alderman
Copeland'• "Sculpture Corridor," we commend to
our readen the "Corridor " itself. 'rhat they will
find our admiration for its content, to be wellfouuded, ire are confidently assured ; and we are
allO diepoud to believe that they will accept our
proposition, to accord to these beautiful works an
honourable position amongat the Art-collection& of
the metro polia.

FROM THE MOORS.
Paloled by Park,

Engrand by T. Sherratt.

BT way of varying our illustration,, we ineert thia
month, in lien of an engraving from eome eculptured work, one from a picture, the ,object of which
ia not without interest to moat of m, and which is
especially aJJplicable to the preaent aeuon of the
year. Englishmen appear to have an inherent taste
for the ,ports of the field, and if not themeelves
actual participaton in them, there are few who do
not enJoy a stroll over a stubble field, or tbrongh a
cover where birds are plentiful, or to be present at
a " meet" among horaea and hounds, or to wander
by a picturerqoe tront-etream when the fty ia on
the water. Jn no conutry in the world are sportsmen, whatever their nok or condition, 10 nnmeroua
u in our own. At aome period of the year even
thoae moat diligently occupied in the buaineu of
life find a little leisure for indulging their tastes for
the hunt, the rod, or the gun : the profnaional
man will leave bis patienta or bia chambers, the
merchant hia counting-house, tbe tradesman his
wares, the mechanic bia tools of handicraft, to follow
the healLh(ol and invigorating purauit which most
suits bis inclination; and there are none who more
require anch a complete abatraction from their daily
toil,, than the clauet who have been emphatically,
it not eopbouioualy, called "bread-wiooen :" the
moor, the field, and the river, are ofteotimes their
life. preserven.
The picture painted by Mr. Park, from which
the engraving ia taken, i1 aul(geltive of a fair day's
sport with the gun : the lad mounted on a donkey
ia bearing homewards a quantity of game which bas
fallen beneath the ready hand and quick-sighted eye
of aome well-practised "shot."
By the aide of the
animal gambols its foal, and in front ia a young
apaoiel, whoae bark has Ptartled the remains cf a
once atroog covey, which haYe taken winp: acrou
the moorland. The materials of the /icture al'\!
aimple enough, but they are natural, an agreeably
brought forward. There is a kind of Art which
pleaaes if it does not aid in ioatrncting the mind,
and though the latter ia that which ought to be
the more appreciated, the former abould not be
held in light eeteem because one especial quality is
abaeut ; the wild ftower is often quite as mnch an
object of beauty and lll(tgeative of pleaaant thoughts
u the rareat productiona of the e<>nserntory.

picture. Yet another old portrait ia that inecribed
"Jacobos, Dei Gratia Rex Scotorum. lEtatis Brue
8, 1574.." He is preaented at full length, with bis
right band on his hip, and holding on hia lefi wri,t
a hawk with bells. The head is painted with a
TB1: collection in Parliament Street grows apace by rare finish, supposed by Federigo Zucchero. The
purchaaea and preaeotatiooa; but more, by the way, body of the young king ia tapered by that kind of
by meana of the former than the latter, for the buckram bodice, which waa fashionable in the day,
imtitution baa given a vut putative money value to of Elizabeth, contrasting moat grotesquely with tha
what hitherto has poaaeaaedonly a tnditional family capacio1ll nether contiooationa which be atill wore
interest.
Perhapa no Art-collection preaeota IO u James I. of England.
many cnrioaitiea in painting aa a portrait gallery.
Another portrait, more interesting than really
Who that kno"s the R,tratti dei Pittori does not valuable, ia that of Mary, Conotesa of Pembroke.
remember, with aome gema of Art, tbe ftaccid alid The face i, bright, annoy, and benevolent, fully
colourleu vacoitiea that have lived and bad their jutifyiog the famou epitaph that Ben Jonaon wrote
being, accepted and unquestioned, for ceotouies in at her death :these famoua rooms of the Palazzo Vecchio. There
" Undemeath thla sable beane,
are certainly the portraits of men among them who,
Llea the subJoct of all vern :
like the badking that, according to hi, prehomous
8ldoey•11l1ter-Pembroke"1 mother
epitaph, never did a goodthing, and therefore have no
Death, ere thoo bast alaln another,
••lr, and wlae, and good u ahe,
busineaa in the good company in which we find them.
Time shall lhrow a dart at thee ! ..
It due care be exercised in the admiuion of portraita, and the exclusion of paendo-celebritiea rigidly The work i, in perfect condition, showing the lady
enforced, every addition to the gallery most be a in a rich Elixabetban costume, worked out with the
matter of intereet. Such is, of the recent addition•, most patient elaboration ; bnt the moat striking
the portrait of Wolsey, of which all that ia known feature of the picture ia au inecription in the upper
is, that it was formerly at Weston, in Warwickshire, right-hand corner,-"
Martie 12, Anno Domini
the -t of the Sheldon family ; the painter ia un- 1614.-No spring till now,"-which bu been a anbknown. We believe that there is bot one portrait ject of ei:tensive speculation ; although, perhapa,
of Wolsey of undoubted originality, and that ia like many other thinga that have perplexed the
the well-known picture by Holbein at Christchurch, wiee, of slight eignificance. The winter of 1613-14.
Oxford. It i, a profile, ,bowing the left aide of the waa a aeaaon of extreme cold ; and, about the period
face. The left arm haoga down, the hand grasping a of the finishing of the picture, the prolonged frost
ecroll, while the right band ia raised aa in the act of broke up, and it ia probable that tbe painter compronouncing a benediction. All tbe portrait• that memorated the event by the inecription. This picwe have aeen of Wolaey are profiles of the left ture ia from the ancient mansion of Holme Lacy,
cheek; if, therefore, they are not copies of the Herefordshire, the -t of the Scudamore family.
Christchurch picture, there m1llt have been some
Reyoolds'a John Hunter, in the College of Surblemish on the right aide of the cardinal'a face, geons, is in raga, like Mn. Siddons, ~t Dolwich;
which he and the painten were desirou of con- but it is gratifying to aee John Jackaon'a copy eound
and bright in thia gallery. 'l'he background appears
there ia a portrait of Neleon, by Heinrich eomewhat darker than that of the original picture,
Ftlger, painted at Vienna in 1800, and chronicled and it ia not eo peach-like aa Reynolda's eunny glue
accordinp:ly in the ../.llflemeine Zeitu,,;, 1st Sep- lefi the original work ; but it ia eomething to pos•
tember of that year. Neleon waa at thia time in seu a copy by Jackaon, indeed, the beat aubetitnte
hia fortystbird year. It ia a profile, because, a few that we could have.
years l>l-fore,the hero lost an eye at C'alvi. The
The small portrait of David Wilkie we greet "ith
picture gives 1l8 an idea of a man peraonally larger a fervent welcome; it is honestly painted, and will
than Nelaoo. The painter, in eacrificiog to colour,
be freah five ceotnries hence. Who that aeea thia
baa given hia aitter the aemblance of ruddy health, face does not recognize it in " Blind Man'• Buff,"
whereas Nelaon was in peraon delicate, with a care"the Peony Wedding," "the Rent-Day," and, in
worn and aoxio1ll expression. It i,, however,
abort, aome modification of it in everything that
intereetiog aa an original work, bnt of auch a man Willcie painted?
there ought to be at leaat one more portrait.
These are among the latest additions to the colThe trueteea have acquired the likeneaa of John lection.
Drydeo,-tbat engraved by Edeliock,-the only one,
we believe, by which he ia kno•rn. The portrait
of Burns, painted by Alexander Numyth, and retouched by Raebnrn, has been preaented by Mr.
OBITUARY.
Dillon. The features are thoae recognised u of
Burns, but the bead and sboulden1 convey, like
ROBERT STEPHENSON, M.P., F.R.S., &c. A:c.
moat of the engravinga, an impreasion of a man
smaller and more delicate than the poet was. One Vnr brief bas bten the interval that baa interof the most. recent and moat remarkable pictures vened between the deatha of our two greatest and
ia a constellation of biabops-the aeven famous pre- most distinguished eogineen; and very remarklates of 1688. They are small heads, on one canvas, able is the similarity in the manner in which the
about kitcat-si.ze. Archbishop Sancroft is the centre- deaths of them both have taken place, almost at the
piece, and the otbera- William Lloyd, Bishop of St. preciae time in which the grandest achievement. of
Aeapb-Fraucis Torner, Bishop of Ely-Thomas
each was about to be brought to ita completion.
Keo, of Bath and Wella-Jooathan Trelawney, of Brunel sunk, exhaosted by the wear of hii own
Briatol-Tbomu White, of Peterborough-and John keen and vigoroua intellect, u the Great Eutern
Lake, of Cbicbeeter-eocircle him. The painter ie waa in the act of demonetratiog that, so far ae she
unknown ; but the execution ia not that of a master. was 1,uwork, her socceaa waa absolute and triumThe portrait of Elizabeth Carter, who translated phant ; and now Stepheoaon haa followed, t.he
"Epictetn1," and contributed to "The Rambler," energy of hie mind allO having worn away his phyia a cnrioua example of a style of crayon drawing, sical pow~ra, but a few abort weeks before bia wonwhich wu carried to high perfection douing the derful Victoria Bridite, at Montreal, will carry a
latter half of the laat century. It was exec11ted locomotive-the production of bis fnther'a and bis
by Sir Thomas Lawrence about 1788, when be waa own geniua and perseverance - over the broad
working in crayon,, in imitation of the admirable watera of the St. Lawrence, from Canada to the
productions of the famoua Jack Smith, of New Street, United States.
Covent Garden, whoae venieon and turbot auppera
After a ehort, but aevere illneu, which, from the
were u largely extolled by hia friend,, u trere bis lint, was of a character to excite the moat painful
portraits by hia patrons. That, and the unfinished, appreheoliom, Mr. Stepbeneon expired, at hie reaigosaiping portrait of Wilberforce, mark two distinct deoce in Gloucester Square, on October 18th. The
eras 1n the career of a famoll8 painter.
only aon of hia renowned father, George Stepheoaon,
The portrait of John Knox, pl'l'Sented by the of Newcaatle-on-Tyne, be died cbildleu, but the
Duke of Buccleuch, ia a work of a clau of which we name of Stepheoaon has a place amongat those
fear that there will be but few examples forthcoming. worthiea of England, which live, and will live, in
The artiet is unknown ; but it may be presumed perpetnal remembrance, without the ever-preaeo.t
that the Duke of Bnccleuch baa a history of the memorial of aons and daughters.
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POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHS
J.lCD

REPRODUCTIONS OF WORKS OF ART.
AN establishment has been opened at the entrance
to the South Kensington Muaeum, by order oCthe
Committee of Council on Education, for the sale to
the public of copiea of whatever 11botographs have
been, or hereaCter may be, officially executed for the
Department, from works of Art in British and
foreign museums, and in other collections whicb
cannot be photographed by private agency, and also
of certain other objects of public interest. Photographic ttegatires, made by order of the trnatecs of
the Briti,11 Museum, and for the War and other
Government Offices, will also be sold, together with
positive impressions of the aame pbotographa. Ju
addition to these photographs, the Department baa
commenced the sale of rcprocluction1 of works of
Art, coosiatiog of object& in metal, electrotyped by
Menn . Elkington and Meurs. }'ranchi, plaster and
fictile, ivory casts from various works in sculpture,
ivory-carvings, &c., with architectural and other
decorative details and acceasoriea. The whole of
the casts of the sculpturea, produced for the 'l'rustees
of the British Museum, may be obtained in like
manner ; and photographa are either in actnal preparation, or arrangements are being made for their
being produced from various royal and other collectiooa of original drawings by Rall'aelle, Michael
Angelo, and other great maslers . 'fbe pricea at
which all these photographs and reproductions are
sold, arc so low that they are rendered accessible by
all clasata in the community; and thus, not only
has this admirable plan opened a ready access to
the study of works that hitherto hove been inacceaaible, but it bas made that access sufficiently
easy to bring these works to bear with the most
complete efficiency npon popular education.
It will be understood that the "positive" impressions of photographs are not mo11nted by the
Department. The tariff of prices for them has been
fixed as follows :-A single impresaion (unmounted),
the dimensions of which contain leas than 40 1quare
inches, e. g. 5 X 1 inches, or 4 X 8 inehea, 6d.;
40 aqnare inchca, and nnder 60, 7id. ; 60, and under
80, 10d.; 80, and under 100, ls. }d ., and so on,
at proportionate rates of increase. The prieff of
the reproductions in metals, and of the casta, are
equally moderate. It must be added, that any per·
aona. deairing to obtain photographs of any of the
objects of Art in the South Kensington Mu.eeum,
can order " negatives " of such objects at the rate of
3d. per aquare inch. All application, are to be
made to Mr. George Walli1, at the Museum, under
whoee direction the whole of the arrangementa for
the sale of the photographs, &c., have beeu placed.
Mr. Thuraton Thompson ia the photographer to the
Department; and Mr. Roger Fenton has produced
the photographs for the trustees of the British
l\lnseum.
It is impossible to attar.h too ltigh a degree of
importance to the 1tep which the Governme11tand
public autbori ties have thus taken, with the view to
advance popular education through the agency of
Art. This is precisely the measure that we have
been desiring, and hoping for years that we might
eventually witness. Before the sun had taken his
place at the head of artistic reproducer&,such a plan
could have bet,n only imperfectly realized: but now,
when photographic reproductions can be readily
multiplied to any extent, all of them being exact in
their fidelity to the original works, there 1emaiued
but the formation of a plan for obtaining the
most worthy photographs, and for their public sale
at low prices. After a while, without doubt, it will
he our pleasing dnty to notice the beneficial effects
that will continually arise from tbe snstained action
of the system, the commencement of which we now
record with the strongest eipreseion of our cordial
approbation. H is sufficient for us now simply to
state the facts of the case, and to refer our readersarliste, students of Art of every class, manufacturers,
and the public at large-to the department of l\ilr.
George Wallis at South Kensiugtou.
A clear and highly satisfactory catalogue of the
photographs, &c:, now to be obtained, is sold at
South Kensington for 2d. At tbe bead of the
contents are photop-nphs of the Hampton Court
" Cartoon&" of Raffaclle, of different size,;. Sets of
---- .·- ·--- ---- ····- - -
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aeven photographs vary in price from £4 10,. 7d.
to 3s. 11!d.; and they are all of eqnal excellence.
Any single photograph of any of the sets ia obtainable, aa are large studies of portions c,f the cartoons.
Next in the catalogue follows a series of thirty three
photographs from drawings by Ralfaelle in the
l\lu.eeumof the LouYre, to be succeeded in their turn
by another series from drawings by Holbein in the
Royal Collection at Windsor Castle. A third series
haa been formed from the collection of life-size
portraits of the Tudor family, executed from various
authorities for the Prince's Chamber in the ntw
Palace at Weatminster, by Mr. B1trchett, head-master
of the Central School of the Department. The
groups that follow comprise photographs of Limoges,
enamels, ivory carvings, object&in crystal and other
precious materials, and miscellaneous objects, from
original, in various collections of the highest importance both in England and on the Continent, with
many photographs from nature, and others from the
British l\111.eumsculpturea, &e. &e. The electrotype reproductions and the cuta in plaa~r are
numerous, very judiciously selected, and they comprehend a great variety both of clasaca of objects and
of individual examplea.

MINOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.
THE TUII.NE'ltAND YliltNON COLLECTIONS.These important components of our "National Gal,
lery" of pictures and drawings have been remo\·ed
from Marlborough House, and deposited in the
apartment. which are to afford them a temporary
resting-11lace at the South Kensington :Museum,
until their wanderings are finally brought to a close
by some decided act of the legialatnre. The new
buildings at South Keusington, before the arrival
of the pictures, appeared somewhat dull and sombre : but it ia probable they will prove to be well
adap~d to their duties when they aball have been
prepared for the admiuion of the public. Thie
very desirable event will probably take place about
the commencement of November.
'fHE Bio BELL AT WESTXIN!rrJ;JL.-We have
reason to be thankful that we are to hear this
melancholy sonnd no more; the bell baa been guilty
of a second suicide, haa cracked ita sidea,-certainly
not with laughter,-and London is no longer to
endure the monroful tonea that teemed, at all hours,
heralds of impending doom. Thia ,trike is, at all
events, ended. But there seems to have been a
frighLful deal of bungling somewhere. We fenently
hope it is a case beyond mending: far better to
break up the bell piecemeal, aDd to convert the old
m~lnl into a statue of Caxton, who gave na a gift of
ineatimable value ou a 1pot over which the clock•
tower throws its shadow. In En!()and there ia as
yet no monument to this benefactor of genera4ion
after generation. 'fbe reproach, however, ia not
always to endure.
Ma. JOSEPHDURHAX,the sculptor, whose name
ia already honoured by the profesaiou and the
public, bas been cowwissioned to execute a statue
of " the first English printer," Caxton, to be
placed in the great room of the Westmiu.eter Palace
Hotel. The hotel ia built on the site of Caxton'•
printing office, and it occurredto the directors of
the compnny thnt the interesting fact should obtain
a permanent record. W bile the foundations of the
hotel were digging, there were bopea of finding
some relic of the old building : the ancient walls
were clearly traced, and a mutilated etatne of the
Virgin ai,d Child-probably one of the ornaments
of " the chapel "-was fonDd; but the search,
although carefully aud minlltely in1tituted, was vain
to procure a morsel of tile type whieh the firat
printer had used. Mr. Durham'• atatne, life.
size, will be in plaater. The directon, not feeling
justified thus to expend the money of the lhareholdera, have subscribed privately to meet the
neceaaary expense. It will be a work of very high
merit. Caxton is repreaellted seated on a fine oak
chair of the period, examining a proof-sheet, one
foot resting on an iron cheat.
THE WELLINGTON
}bJIOllU.L.-The prolonged
abiding of Marocbetti'a "Victory," in the garden of
Apsley House, seems to be intended as a peraiatent
cbastiae1nent of t.b.e public latte. A11dore we to
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believe that this, aner all, with the rest of the
design, is to be that of the intended monument?
'fhe facta of the case, as we understand them, are,
in brief, these :-Artists nre invited to send in de1igns, in competition for a monument to the late
Duke of Wellington. The dny for the reception of
the models arrives, as also th11t for the meeting of
the committee of aelection ; and the result is, that
those men, whose workd were pronounced to be the
most worthy, are aet aside, and another, of the SO•
called secondary class, to whom a hundred ponnda
was awarded, is commissioned to proceed with his
deaign ; and, accordingly, Mr. Stevens, the thns for
succesaful t.11ndidate,ia realizing his model. Bnt
will Mr. Stevens's work be nltimately accepted?
will it not in tnrn be set aside, and Marocbetti'•
adopted? We are perfectly justified in asking the
question, seeing the unhesitating rever.ial of their own
decisions by the committee. The utmost that can
be hoped for from committees is, that they should
be "indifferent honest ;" but, of late, the propositions of public Art committees have been a delusion
and a snare. Ir, in this case, there were one or two
artists, whose works were prononhced the most
excellent, wherefore have the authorities commi11ioned an artist who took bot a aecood place in the
competition? The committee themselves thns esta.
blish this fact-that, inaamnch a.atbq employ Mr.
Stevens, ,vbosc work they adjudged to be inferior to
that of Mr. Woodington or Mr. Marshall, they
declare either of theae artists to be better qualified
for the work than Mr. Stevens, and, therefore, pet·
fectly capable of executing the commiuion creditably.
Thnt which we contend for is an honeostconsistency.
Had the commission been confid£d to any particular
artist, in the same manner that Wyatt was elected
to "do" the great Duke at Hyde Park Corner, no
voice could be justly raiaed airainst the resolution.
But the selection of the artist is another thing, and
open to the criticism of all who choose to write or
apeak of it. If the committee, in open and fair
assembly, vote for and elect any particular sculptor,
the poblic cannot arraign them for their election,
bnt they are in nowise justified in breaking faith
with men whom fair profeaaioot thua induce to caat
:1
their bread upon the waters.
THEHOUSESOFPARLIAKF.NT
.-The ne:rlfreeco to
be placed in the corridors ia a work by Mr. Cope, R.A.,
11
the subject of which is "The Parting of Lord and
Lady Russell." The artist is still engaged on the
picture in one of the committee rooms of the Houae
of Lords; and, as it ia nearly completed, it will
;1
shortly be found in its place. It is to be hoped that
the method of executing these frescoea on elate,
and fixing them in their respective panels with a
space behind for the circulation of air, will secure
them against the fat~ that bas befallen the 'll'Ol'ks
in the Poets' Hall. It- is some months sinee we
:1
examined these frescoee, but on a more recent inspection, it is evident that injury is advancing with
increased rapidity. Jn Herbert's work the faces of
:1
Goneril and Regan are peeling off, aod in othen
large portions of the surfaces are extensively blistered.
!
The natural eause of this, aa we ban already stated, is
the dampue88 of the walls. There never has been
perhaps a fire in the Poets' Hall, and at times the
:i
walls are streaming with moisture. So insnfficient
is the light in the corridors, th3t every composition
painted on the principle of breadth of low or middle
tone, will be loet. Compositions designed with their
principal quantities in strong 01,position, like Ward's
"A~ le," are alone suited for such a light. The substitution of Htaineclfor white glass in the windows
of St. Stephen's Hall, bas materially reduced the
lights ; but nevertbeleea pictures there, especially on
the north wall, will be much more distinct than in
anv of the other corridon or pa88Dgesof the HOU!e&. I
11
'su-rcHINO Mr.ET1Nos.-'rhe sketching evenings
'1
of the Lanirham Chambeu School were resumed for
!,
the season on Friday the 14th of October. These
'·
pleasant hebdomadal tonrnou a l'ai11ta/Jle
are conIi
tinued until the end of April, when long days, green
!I
leaves, and especially the crisis of the Art year, "'!ith
1:
its excitement, bring about the nsual prorogation.
i!
There have not been for many years so few candidates
I•I
for this aoeiety as at present. It baa been common
!!
hitherto for namea to be on the lieta for two years
,,
before the admission of candidates.
.I
Duunca
GALLERY.-A COtTeaf'Ondent,writing
i
in reference to the paragraph we inserted last month
I
retpecting admission to this gaJlery, aaya-" Allow

:I
!!:,
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me to remind you that on Thursdays and }'ridays find their way in e\·cry direction throughout the
the charge to visitors is sixpence for cnch pcrsou." length and breadth of the land.
We thought no fee was expected at any time.
'l'HE ARTISTS'Colli'ANY OF VoLUNTEP.llRIFLES.
WESTlllNSTERABBEY,so crowded with a hete- -It is proposed that" Number 'rwo '' Campany of
rogeneaus group of monuments, may possibly soon the Marylebone Rifle Corps shall consist of painters,
be relieved by the removal of a modern ma&Sof sculptors, nrchitccls, eni,:ravers, and others immemasonry, which forms the background to those in diately connected with Art. The circular states that
the north transept, and unnecessarily blocks up "the committee will endeavour to render membertwo arches of the building . The monuments them- ahip as inexpensive as possible, under the conviction
selves can be as well displayed agninst the wall, and that voluuteer corps should be permanent iustitutio111,
air and light be secured where they are wanted. It not only for internal defence in case of need, but as
is not generally known that a project was formed tending to promote the physical well-being of those
some few years ago to convert the garden of West- who join them." Inasmuch as r.ampanies in the
minster School inlo an English Campo Saulo, ruetropolia will be formed from the ranks of various
where the modern monuments might be arranged professions, it was ta be expected that the profession
against the wnlls beneath an arcade, which should of Art wonld supply its quota to the general muatercommuuicate with the Houses of Parliament. The roll, though it was scarcely to be hoped that t-0 the
plan was scarcely moated, and has died a natural painters would be conceded the honour of standing
death ; but it might deserve resuscitation. '!'he next to the leading company . In 1830, in Paris, the
Abbey is now inconveniently overcrowded with mo- Art-students were among the foremast in the melee,
dem monuments, whicl1 hide each other, or by and among them were a few Englishmen, who did
jUJ.tapoaition give it the air of a tomb-cutter's show- good service in the popular cause. There is no class
room. We would not mo,e one stone, the interest of of men more interested in the maintenance of peace
which is associated with its present locality, but there than painters aud sculptors, and it is certain that
could be no objection to the removal of many masses none would more chivalrously acquit themselves in
of sculpture, which would be improved by giving face of an enemy, should they ever be called iuto
greater space to their exhibition, while the gain ta action. On grou:ids BOcialaa well as patriotic, we
sincerely wish the movement an entire success.
the eff'ect of the Abbey would be enormous.
BISHOP MONKhas been commemorated in West- May the drill-ground constitute a field of meeting
minster Abbey by an incised brass laid in the that will soothe all the jealousies that have hitherto
pavement of the northern aisle : it is on excellent divided the profession into so many antagonistic
artistic work, and shows how completely this antique sections. In the case of the artists there is not only
mortuary memorial may be adapted to the uses of a national purpose ta be answered, but a social rethe present age. The costume and accessories nre volution should also be kept in view. Their lirat
strictly truthful, yet they are not incongruous with rallyiug square should be commemorated as the first
the building. The Dean and Chapter, anxious ta en- instance of their ever concurring in a common purcourage thia good old style of memorial, admit snch pose, and this part of their drill should be carried, in
brasses into the Abbey without payment of the practice, ir,to their every-day life. In every other
usual fees.
country, painters, sculptors, and all who live by Art,
THE CHIMNEYSOP THE DUCHY OF LANCASTJ:'8.are a compnct phalanx-they enregiment themselves,
OPPICEs.-An evident improvement bas lately been and their rallying square ia unassailable. We cannot
effected by the substitution of Mr . J. Billing's conceive any more acceptable commanding-officer for
" Patent Terra-Cotta Chimney Terminals," for the the Art-contingent than Sir Charles Eastlake. As
singularly ugly metal smoke-pipes, with their accam- for the company's officers, they must all be men well
panying wind-guards, which for many years have up in the donble; aud, to be really effective, nil must
disfigured the upper part of this building. We be ready at once to resign the studio-canvas for
notice that the "chimney tenninals" are not only the raw material in the field.
T HE HANDELCoLLEGE--Jn the extentand commore pleasant ta look at than " chimney-pota,"
et id genru omne, but that they really possess the prehensiveness of their fraternity and benevolence,
important practically useful quality of providing a musicians are in advance of Jlainters. Some months
auccesaful remedy for smoky chimneys. The "tersince a prospectus was issued proposing the eatablishminals" made their appearance mare than two ment of an institution, to be entitled as above; having
yeara ago at Somerset Honse ; and the fnct of their for its object the maintenance and education of
introduction to the opposite office of the Duchy of the orphans of musicians of all classes, native aud
Lnucaster, in Lancaster Place, speaks well for their naturalized.
The movement has been warmly
efficient and satisfactory action .
seconded, and substantially met by a gift of a site,
THE ILLUSTRATIONS
OP THE BUILDINGNEWS. of which one of the conditions is, that .. the building
-In addition to the stetling cliaracter of the can- shall be worthy of the charity." Mr. Owen Jones
tents of its columns, our spirited contemporary, the @"iveshis services gratuitoUBly as architect . '.l'be
Building Ne,os, regularly places in the hands of its realization of the college is, therefore, all but assured
aubscribers a series of engravings on woad of such -an urgent appeal being about to be made to the
high excellence, that they e:rcite surprise as well as public. The families of painters are even more
admiration. Sa remarkabl e, indeed, are these illus- liable to cruel vicissitude than those of musicians.
trations as examples of what may be accomplished We instance the proposed "Handel College," hopeby •team-printing, that they claim from us a l'ery ful that the body of paiuters may at no diatant time
decided expression of our warm commendation. do likewise. We ihould rejoice to find peraons
They aha are equally meritorious if regarded aa willing to act with na in forming such an institution
apecimens of wood-engraving. They demonstrate for the orphan children of artists ; and if we do
the ability of English engravers an wood, and they find snch, will gladly give our best services to the
show haw successfully they are able at once to cause. We shall probably ere long have mare ta
illustrate a speciality in literature, and ta produce sav an this matter.
PtrBLIC MEM:ORIALS,
ANDTHEIR ScAFrOLDING
.
really admirable works of Art. As a matter of
course, the subjects of the illuatrntions of the -W e are not very famous, as a nation, for the
Bu ilding New1 are, for the most part, architectural, successful management of our public memorials. '.l'he
and th_eycomprise a great variety of abjcr.ts, some works themselves are rarely such aa to disarm, or
of which are necesaarily of a more artistic cha- ev1:nto conciliate, severe criticism. And, besides the
meter than others. But whatever the subject, the questionable character of these productions-which,
engraving is invariably goad. Occasionnlly a com- if any are, ought certainly ta be excellent in tbembinatiau of favourable circumstances enables the selves, we are very geni,rally unfortunate in getting
artists to produce some particular engraving that them into their places. We had hoped, indeed, that
takes precedence of its associates; thus, for e:r- a better era had dawned upon the works of camamp~e, the recent large two-page engraving, in mcmorative art, in which the nation, or certain
Jew1Wa best manner, of the interior of All Saints' associations of individuals, desire to do honour ta
Church, Mar"8fet Street, is one of the most beau- living worth, or to glorious memories: and, accordtiful engravings on woad, and, at the same time, iugly, we hnve for some time been expecting the
one of the very beat architecturnl representations appearance of two really noble memorials in associathat we ever remember to have aeen. It is nn tion with our gallant countrymen who fell in the
engraving fit to be framed, and we should be glad to Crimea; the one in front of the west end of Westknow that it was published on fine paper expressly minster Abbey, and the other in Waterloo Pince.
for that purpose . Such engravings cannot fail to Spaces in both localities have loug been enclosed,
improve the public taste, and we trmt they will and scaffoldings of the most apprond unsightlinees
0

1

I

hare already began to grow old upon them-and
so
these memorials still continue. Now, we do not wish
to urge the artists to any hurry or precipitation with
the completion of their respective works; but we
certainly should be glad to learn, both from llfr. G.
G. Scott and Mr . John Bell, for \\'hat reasons two
of the most important sites in western London
shoul,! have been occupied by these unsightly poles
aud planks for months before there was the slightest
discoverable neceHity, or even pretext, for their
appearance. We do hope to see, either the memorials
speedily erected, or the scaffoldings speedily removed.
In the one case, such prolonged delaya reftect by no
means favourably upon the artists; and in the other,
the parochial authorities have no right to tolerate
what positively amounts t-0 public nuisances in the
miJst of i;treat public thoronghrares.
THE 'l'ROPICAL ENCLOSUREAT THE CRYSTAL
PAI-ACE.-We observe with much Htisfaetion that,
iu&teadof the hideom screen of bed-ticking which
hitherto has abut in the tropical enclosure of the
Crystal Palace during the winter acasan, the partition is now being partly formed of permanent
panels of glass. Would it !lot be po1Bibleto erect a
frnme-work of decorative iron-work, which might
contain apecimena of stained gla1s, and thus form a
truly splendid diviaian between the main body of
the building and the tropical enclosure?
PoaTKAlTS OF MARY QUEEN 01' ScOTs.-There
nre in the posaeSBionof Dr . Copland, of No. 5, Old
Burlington Street, two portraits of Queen llfary,
paintea by Paris Bordane, in Paris; one in 1557,
about the time of her nrnrriage to the Dauphin,
the other in 1560, shortly after his decease. Both
portraits are small, lire-sized heads ; the former a
three-quarter fnce, with the hair turned back and
bound by a fillet. Over the hllir is worn a lace
bend-dress, with a gold ornament on the forehead,
and a string of pearls; and the lower part of the
neck shows pnrt of a red robe. The later portrait
is a profile, with the hair worn as in the other.
Both are in excellent condition, and extremely pure
in colour, treated according ta the taste of the
time, with an entire absence of shades. One of the
portraits was painted for Mary, daughter of the
fifth Lord Livingston, one of the four Marya who
attended Mary Stuart to }'ranee ; the other for
John Sempill, second aon of Robert, the third Lord
Sempill, one of her chamberlaios. Soon after their
retur:i ta Scotland, in 1561, Jahn Sempill and
J\lary Livingston were married in Halyroad Palace,
and t-0 their union John Knox has allr,ded as that
of "Mary Livingston, the lusty, ta John Sempill,
the dancer." Their descendant, Francia Sempill,
was an adherent. of James II ., on the occasion of
whose ab<U/!atian he wilhdrew ta the Continent.
Captain Wl!iiam Sempill, the grandson of Francis,
married Margaret Syeds, 11 member of a Spanish
family long resident on the continent, and to him
both portraits descended ns the last male repre.
seotative of this branch of the Sempill family. By
William Sempill they were bequeathed to his niece,
Janet Syeds, by whom they were again bequeathed
to her niece, Martha Grace Syeds, the late wife of
the present paSBCSSOr.Thus the pedigree of posBCBaorahip of these pictures is clear and satisfactory.
The features do not present that regularity of beauty
which is historically ascribed ta J\lary. Paris Bardone was painter to Francis I., Henry II., and
Francis II.
Oua REAllJ:RSwill probably recollect that, a few
months since, we noticed a series of remarkable
drawings of the most innccesaible parts of India,
made by the three enterprising German travellers,
the brothers Schlagentweit, one of whom fell a
victim to the savage disposition of 11 tribe of
natives. We learu that the King of Bavaria has
conferred titles of nobility on the survivors, as a
mark of his appreciation of the services rendered by
them ta the acience of ethnology.
A STATUEof the distinguished American statesman, Daniel Webster, has beton erected and inaugurated in the city of Boston, U.S., with much
ceremony.
Tm,: LATB MR. FRANCISGRAVES.-We deeply
regret to record the death of this estimable and
accomplished gentleman. The sad intelligence was
communicated ta us too late ta enable us ta do
more than record the event.
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REVIEWS.
Lu.LA Rooxn. An Oriental llomance. Dy Tnmus
Moonz. With Illustrations . Published by
RovTLEDOl!,London.
In anticipation of tho return of another new ycnr
aell80n, the enterprising publishers of Farringdon
Street have issued an illustrated edition of Moore's
exquisitelv graceful "Oriental Romance," which
they may 'justly expect to become a favourite gift.
book. " Lalin Rookh" itself cnn now need no
laudatory recommendation ; but the established
reputation of the work does certainly demand that
whntever illustrations mny nppear in a new edition
of it, should be worthy of the text with which thev
are nssociated. And altogether worthy of the place's
they occupy are the beautiful woodcuts in the new
" Lalla Rookh." We accept them, at once, aa
genuine representation, of the penonagea and the
scene~ which they undertake to paaa in review before
us. They are ns oriental as the book is, from its
opening passage to its laat word. They are
thoroughly poetic ; and they most hapl!ilY fulfil
their proper miBBion, by really illustrating, in a
graphic and artistic manner, the succCBBiveincidents of the romance. The entire "getting up"
of the volume is of the highest order; paper, typography, woodcuts, and the general execution of the
whole, combining to produce a most gratifying
ensemble.
It is worthy ot particular notice that these illuatrationa are distinguished by an unu1ual uniformity
in their excellence ; while they vary very considerably in their style and character, and comprehend
n db ·crsity of subjects, they are (with scarcely an
exception) alike in truthfulness and beauty . In
woodcut illustrations. views of scenerr, buildings,
and arcbreological aubjecta, arc generally well rendered, but the groups of figurea are no leBSfrequently
inferior. Thie ia not by nny me1m1the cue with
the "Lalla Rookb" figure-subjects, which range
with their companions on terms of the moat honourable equality. The artiste have at11diedthe author,
and they have cxpreHed Ma sentiments, and given
impersonations of l,u creations; tho result ia that
their designs _areco~pletely succeBBful. 'l'he artiste
are F. R. P1ckersg1ll, R.A., W. Harvey, G. H.
Tbom88, T. Macquoid, H. K. Browne, R. P. Leitch,
K . Meadow,, Dirket Forster, E . H . Corbould, S.
Palmer, H. Weir, and G. Dodgson. The engravings
are all by Edmund Evan,, nil excellent, and they
are forty-one in number.
PEN

PBNCIL, By Mrs. Il.A.UIANNO
. Published by APPLBTON,New York.
This is a welcome gift from the other aide of the
Atlantic; another proof that in all the elements of
book-making-paper,
binding, and typographywe may only d1apute the palm with our younger
brethren . Tbo volume is beautifully trinted, very
gracefully "got up," with evidence o much taste
and skill in arrangement. As nn " edited book," it
is aingularly well put together; this ie, however, by
no means ita on!~·, or ite lending, recommendation:
it is the production of a superior mind. Although
composed upon no e,·stem,-for poems and prose
sketches, on n vaat variety of subjecta, are intermixed, the results of much and large experience of
life and character,-there is a uniformity of sentiment and feeling throughout, and a 1ystematio
advocacy of what ia good, which give safe 1188urance
that the author baa thought, and read, and studied,
and has now written, to a high and holy purpose-that ot giving ple88ure while enlarging the mind
and purifying the heart .
The book is full of illustrative engravings; they
may not vie with those that embellish our own
Chriatm88 gift-booke; but they are of a good order,
some of them po88eBBingconsiderable excellence,
while the initial letters and other ornamental cbarllctera exhibit tftete and judgment, and do much
credit to the American engravers, who have performed this part of an agreeable task. The il~uatrationa 11renot only numerous, but very vaned,
aome from ancient pictures, others of vecera~le
buildings, such 811 Haddon nnd Holyrood ; wh1lo
others (and tbeae are, to us. the moat interesting)
are from portraits of persons whose fame ia u large
in the New World aa it h88 ever been in the oldauch u Lawrence, Stothard, Lamb, and Hood.
The poems are many of them very c~arm_in~;
those that are constructed on aome toucbmg 1nc1den t, those thnt breathe of the holieat and pureet
afl'ectione, thoeo that commemorate aome great historic event, or those that, imitating the old ballad
style, sound the heroic clarion of old England.
The article,, however, that poBBCBB
chiefeat intereet
for ua are the " personal rcc.ollectione" ~f the accomplisbtd autboreBB,who evidently cbenahea a few
memories of her old home inJ her heart ot hearts.
All'D

These are eketches ot the great artists, Lawrence,
Fuseli, Stothard, and others; and the authors, Tom
Hood and Charles Lamb, wilh a aingularly grnphic
memoir of Crofton Croker. '!'he pleaaant anecdotea
told herein are original and toucning ; they bring
the persona vividly before us-for we knew them
all; the look, and manner, and habits, nay, the
very speech, of 1heae men of mark are th ue made
familiar to us. It is a rare and enviable faculty
that which after twenty years-nay, more, much
more-recahs to memory, with marvellous fidelity
and exactness, thoee who are now parts of the hie,
tory of Art and Lettere in England.
We tha11k Mrs. Balmanno for a most agreeable
nod useful hook-n book that may take ita place
beeiJe the best of our time, ae regard, either ita
content, or its graceful appearance. Our only
regret ia that the author did not extend these personal recollectione; the lady and her husband, we
know, mingled much among artials and men of
letters-we care not to aay how long ago! Most
of their old friends and auociates have " put on
immortality," and any memory of them ie a boon
to the world in which they lived--nnd still live; for
\\ ' O may adopt, aa well 88 quote, a paB88gefrom the
high soul that, although born 1md a dweller in
New York, is the poet ot England, aa well as of
America:" They llre not dcrul, they're but departed,

tion. Wo congratulate tl,e public, and also the
author: the one, on tho incressed appreciation of
the wonders that everywhere surround ue ; and the
other, on the recompence he finde for bis labours,
in the demand for that wholesome and pleasant
intellectual food he has furnished so gracefully
and with so much discretion. .Mr. Kingsley wna
among the first of many to turn the thougbta of
pl~nsure-seekers during annual periods of recreation, into be.lthy and pure channele; and nlthougb mere dabblers in natural history bear much
the same resemblance to its true votariea, aa does
the shadow to the substance, :yet even their alight
introduction into the vaat mmea of wealth and
beauty that lie beneath the silvery waters or on
tangled hedgerows of our sea-aide hamlets, muat give
a tone to their minds, such aa of a 1urety lead1 to
bappineBB. Our fathers hnd little time for euch
enJoymenta; war, and its consequent hardening
education, was their duh·, and, therefore, pleasure .
They bftd to light for and retain the land that now
fiowera all around us, and to epill their life's blood
on the ocean that shelters our" cboicestapecimene."
All may be naturaliets and improve, nor lessen
their accustomed recreationa : the aportaman who
ram blcs over hills, or beside banks of running
streams ; the anirler, aa be strolls lazily, waiting for
a wind and a hvely curl; the young man, who
spends his month's holiday in smokinf cigars with
}~e r the artist net'er <lies!"
questionable companions, and sr,iling 81mle88c~isea
in Lord So-and-so'a yacht; the literary man, in hie
BOTANYAND RELIGIONj or, Illustrations of the life of toil and life of Art, loving the book of
Nature-the
only one be knowe but by hearsay,
Works of God in the Structure, Functions,
Arrangement, and General Distribution of and that so long ngo1 that he almoet forgete its
all sucn thia work, so elegantly
Plants. Third l!dition. Dy J . H. BALF01.JR, contents-to
so poetical, and yet so practical, must be
A.M., M.D., F .R.S., Profeaaor of Medicine and awritten,
deep
delight.
No hard, unpronounceable namee
Botany in the Unhersity of Edinburgh. Pubare here to p11zzlethe brain, already wearied with
lished by A. and C. Bucx, Edinburgh.
inexplicable workings of n busy life, no cautions
A book of which a third edition ia demanded may against impoBBibleaccidents, no glowing descripbe considered, so far as the author ie concerned, as tion, of the unattainable; but straight!'orward,
almost beyond the pale of criticism, for it is evident clear, and "come -atable" instruction, clothed in
to the writer that the public has already decided euch delicate semblance, that one might read it for
upon ita merita. We have a word or two, neverthe- a recount&) of the pleaannt wanderings of a poetical
less, to BI\Yabout Dr. Balfour'• " Botany :" first, dreamer, who discovers unknown Janda and acaa,
becauee we do not remember to have eeen it at any peoples and beauties, that etay not for the eunny
former time; and, secondly, because the present light of day to shine on, but vanish with the night.
edition hu been much enlarged, and the number of In all the sciencea-thia with the rest-we disillustrations increased.
ciples must take n great deal on trust; we have
'l'he leading idea of this work is excellent : any neither time nor, perhaps, capacity to search for
attempt to combine scientific knowledge with reli- ourseh·ea. In science, aa with matters or even
gious truths deserves commendation, and where ie greater and higher importance, "we walk by faith
tbero a subject that opena up a wider field for such and not by eight;" but, if we keep our eyes open,
unity of inatruction than the world of botany ? we shall aee enough to make us wonder and be
Astronomy may lead to higher thoughts ot the grateful-to lead ua from nature up to nature'•
Creator'e power and majeety, but botany, to those God.
who atud{ it, reveala the wonders of his hand, the
" He rrsycth best wholovethbc1t
All things both great and small,
variety o his resources,-if such a term may be
For the dear GO<!.
who lo,·cth us,
permittcd,-bis love to, and his care of, the great
Ho made,and lovethall."
human family, in the manner in which he administers to ita wan ta and ita gratification. We are among
those who believe that secular knowledge without TllR01.JOHNORWAYWITH A KN.A.PS.A.CIC.
By W.
scriptural may elnate a m11n11monghis fellow11 but
MATTIENW1LLIAK8
, With Tinted Views, a
will never make him truly happy; and this baa Deen
Map, and Woodcuts. Published by S:au:TH,
the expreaaed opinion of the wieest and greatest
Eu,sn, & Co., London.
whoee names are aBSocintedwith the philosophy of
This is juat one of those pleasant, 'readable books
acience.
Dr. Bslfour's book ia written with a view to point that carry their own welcome with them wherever
out the value of science 88 I\ handmaid to religion, they may find their way. From the first you are
and the two are so ingeniously and pleuantly woven convinced that the author baa given his volume
a d~ll intel)ect who exactly the right title ; for he takea you with him
together, that he must. poBB~&a
cannot derive both grat1ficat1onand 1nstruct1on from "through Norway," from end to end, and the
the perusal of these pages. 'l'he dift'e,:encebetw~en " knapaack" of the pedeetrian tourist ia unquesthie edition and those /reviouely pubhahed cons~ta tionably both his and your companion until you
in the introduction o a number of new facta m find yourself once more homeward bound, a paaregard to the atructure 1md physiology of plants, the aenger " by tbu rail way that paaaea through the
geographical distribution ot plants ia more fully set corn-fields and butter-yielding data of Holstein to
forth, and a chapter on the principles of natural busy Hamburgh, and then by aea to the giddying
claaaification baa been added. Thie ia certainly the roar, and whirl, and rattle of etill busier London."
book we would desire to place in the band, of all our Several ot Humbart's clever chromo-lithographs of
Norwegian scenery and Nonvegian skies add, after
young friends-ay, and of those of maturer yearawhoee tastes lead them to inquire into the wonders their own f88hion, to the sparkling vivacity of the
narrative; there is also a good, clear map, and a
and beauties of the vegetable kingdom.
But we have somewhat of a grievance to complain fow graphic woodcuts or.c88ionallyappear with the
of. Dr. Balfour paye ua the compliment of requeat- text. A. copioue abatrnct of the "contents" of the
ing bis renders to "look at the beautiful forms which volume ia given, but ]o[r. Williams baa not conare so exquisitely delineated from time to time in aidered an index to be necenary ; he has, however,
the Art- Ut1ion,"and elsewhere be al.Judea ~ o~r added an" aP.pendix" of the utmost practical utility
Journal, we presume\ under the aame title : th11, m to all who, like himself, may contem~late a journey
a new edition of his DOOkought not to have been. " throu"h Norw~y with ~ knapaaok, ' inasmuc~ as
It is now more than ten years since ,ve changed our it contains every item of h11"expenses of travolhngl
name, and surely during this time, ': period to board, lodging, &c., from the time of leaving Hui
which the doctor'e reference• more eepecially apply, to the return to London-two months and eleven
he muat have seen the Art-Journal.
There ia some- days · " the total amount being £'.l5 9s. 4d. !
M.!
. Williama gives a highly interesting account
thing in a name which one CRf!no
.t alway~ aa:ord to
of the natural features of Norway, and, at the same
lose, especially in that of a penod1cal publicauon.
time, he makes hie readers familiar with beth .the
character and the habits and cuatoma ot the Nor•
Guucus.
OR, TllB WoNDBRS OP TIIB SHORB. wegiana. Occaeionally he indulges i~ speculations
By ci1ARLES KINGSLEY,}'.S.A., F.J:.S. Pub- touching upon matters of Art and Literature, and
lished by .MAC)ULL.\N
& Co., Cambridge .
here he ahows that his sentiments lie in the r~ht
How popular-and juatlY. 10--thia little work h~s direction, though they are in the habit o~ advancmg
been, 11ehown by its having reached a fourth ed1- in that direction with a hnzardous velocity. Thua,
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detect an error,
not content with advocating the study or modem and loveable u the" Hary" of this book: faultleaa , penpective, we can -,ce)y
very angel yet a very woman,1 altho1;1ghit is full of subject of every ~ind, figure,,
languages, Kr. Williams denounces their noble yet naturalparent, the Latin, u "stilted and pompoua," and
mach~ery, toola, &o. &c. To. a practiaed ey!' the
" Not too pure nor rood
propoaeathat it be consigned altogether to oblivion.
engraTID_gappears .executed 1n au extraor~
For bnman nature·, dally food...
style 1tipple ai:d hoe ; but there are parta 1n 1t
But auch pa888gesaa this nre fow in number, and
cbaracten,
al
way,
excepting
"the
which our moat experienced eugraven would not
Of
the
other
they are so honestly set forth, wheu they do oceur,
that there is no danger of their doing any mischier. miniater," all are more or less worldly; but here be a&hamedto acknowledll'eu their own, while the
The book, on the whole, is a thoroughly good oue, there is no more taint or earth than 10 the dew- tout enum/Jleis ,·ery eft'ective. It is entirely worked
drop before it descends into the petals of the flower. with the graver, u Jrlr. Sharples is totally unacand we heartily commend it to our readers.
And aurely we have eeen au~b during our own pil· quainted with the uae of acids. Certainly this ia
grimage: the author may haTe found a model abe a moat unique production in e,·ery way, and ia
THI! DRAWINO•RoOMPORTRAIT GALLERYOP bu but aimed to copy,-the delight or her ~weet worthy of patronage, if ooly u the work of uneduEMINl!NTPEB80NAOES,
with Memoirs. 1869. portrait being that there ia nothing about it so in- cated geniua. The print hu no publisher'• name
Published by the Loudon Joint-Stock News- conceiTably perfect that we muat reject it u pure attached to it, but we believe it may be purchased
paper Company (Limited).
invention.
or the printer, Hr . Wilkinaon, Charrington Street,
We cannot go at length into this moat delioioua Somen Town, to whose hand, the plate ia cutruated.
Thie volume, the second in what we anticipate will
prove a prolonged aeries, contains forty portraits, story,-it ia not needed. It will be read uoiTerall of them reprinted from the plates wliich have aally, and it will add very largely to the author's
appeared in connection with the "Illustrated News already high reputation. It may uot obtain.for her Gum• TO
Co.a.STOP Kl!NT, Suuu,
HANTB
of the World" weekly newspaper. They form a greater admiration, but it will undoubtedl:y gaiu
AND DouBT, DBVONAND CORNWALL. By
really handsome volume, and in the moat con- for her more intenae respect, exhibiting u 1t does
.MAcx.BNztz
W
ALCO"IT,
K.A.
Publiahed
by E,
the strength aud delicao:yof her own lofty mind ;
viu01ng manner they bear testimony to the euter- her
London.
STANFORD,
deep
love
of
humanity
;
her
earnest
advocacy
P,riaeaud apirit or the proprietors of that Journal. of virtue 1· her rrofound and refined piety, and the All who remember Poole's burlesque "Guide to
The original portraits are all of them photographs,
which have been taken by the moat eminent photo- rare intel ectua power with which she is endowed Little Pedliugton,'' will teatify to its abeurdly truthjests on the style of local J.Uide-booka,u congraphen, and the engraven plates are faithful aud to seud good 1md holy thoughts-pure and upright ful
epirited reproductions or the sun-painted pictures. aentimcnta-north, south, eut, and west-to .the structed half a century ago. Topography wu the
lowest branch of lit.craturo ; it became a difficulty
The value or the engravings is verv considerably uttermoat parts of earth.
to burlesque its platitudes or its ridiculous inflaenhanced by the biographical memoirs with which
they are accompanied. These memoirs are clear, UNDl!nGoVBRIDIBNTjAn Official Key to the Ci\"il tion ; no acholar cared to lift the art out of the
dirt. We are now in a very different poaition; it ie
expreuive, and agreeably ~vritten•• Thus the public
Service of the Crown, and Guide for Candidat.ea no amall J_>roofof the general diffusion of sound
have ac-, at au almoat inconceivably amall coat,
aeeking Appointments. Dy J.C. PARKlNBON, topograph1cal knowledge, thnt such uaeful little
to a genuine Portrait Gallery of Eminent PeraonAccountant and Comptroller General's Depart- volumea u these are sought fer, and are succeaaful.
ages, which they may call their own; and, at the
ment, Someraet Howie. Published by DBLL They abound with the uaeful and curioua informaaame time, that they may, by this moans become
ANDDALDY,London.
tion ao valuable to a tourist. The author hu the
familiar with the personal upect of men and women,
whoae names may be to them u " household words," We notice this lilUe book beeauae of its manifest happy art of 111.yingmuch in litUe i nn art always
all cluaea in the community may also acquire a utility to the public at large, rather than from any valuable to the home reader, but aoubly 80 to the
correct knowledge of their livee, and of the ciroum- cuim it hu to a record in the columns of a Journal tourist. He is not dry by reason of bis compression,
stanoee that have conduced to place them in the like oun. The syatem now adopted of throwing open but is always ready with a cheerful or curious anecdiatinguiahed position, they occupy. It is pleuaut to competition the Civil Service of the Government, dote for the 1eader'a beboof. Mr. Walcott is well
and aatialactory to be able to form correct concep- naturally induces much inquiry u to the ad\"autagea known by more important works, evincing research
tion, of" eminent peraonagea," to know what they to be obtained by admi.aaionto the respective offices, and scholarahip; ond wo are glad to find a pen
are Jike1 and wherefore they are eminent; and such and Jrlr. Parkinson'• "Key" afl'ords full informa- such as hia, employed in a neglected. but most useful
knowleoge is al80 aomething moro than both plea- tion on the aubjeot, by a @pecificationor the number field of action.
sant and aatiaractory, aiuce, if rightly applied, it of peraons employed in each department, and or the
may enable us, in some degree at Jeut, to realize tni11imum and mazimum aalariea paid to each indiin our own peraoua the memorable admouitiou of vidual. He calculates that dunng the lut few HOWTOWoRK WITH THBMtCROSOOPB.Dy LIONn.
years the number of persona t1ominaud to the various
S. BaALs, M:.B.1 F.R.S., Profeuor of Ph,·aiothe poet, that the
branches of tl:e Civil Service bu exceeded two
logy, &c., in Kmg'a College, &e. &c. Pub" lJ~ea or great men all remind us
thouaand
annually,
aud
that
there
are
at
the
preaeut
liahed by J. CHUllCKILL,London.
w, can make ow Una aubllme;
time about aeventeen thousand civil aervants of the
And, dep11rUng, leave behind us
higher cl.1aa-hy which we are to understand men Thia work contains a course of· lectures delivered
Footprints on the sands or Ume."
during the put winter eeuioo, at King's College,
Thia collection compriaet, amongst other,, por- of educatiou--engaged in the ~arioua public ollicea we presume. Profeaaor lleale hu been induced to
of the United Kingdom. If we add to these the
traits of H.R.H. the Prince of Wales, the Arch- persona
iu lower poeitiona, auch aa office- give them greater publicity than the lecture-room
bishoJ> of Canterbury, Lord Lyndhunt, Lord k~pen, employed
m-ugen,
postmen, dock-yard artiflcen, offen, by an earnest desire, u be aay1, to uaist in
Brougham, Admiral Lord Lvons, Mr. Gladstone, inferior revenue officers,
&c., the number would be diffuaiug a love for microacopicnl inquiry, not lea
Mr. llright, Lord .Macaulay, Sir A. Alison, aod the swelled to fifty thousand.
The aggregate of the for the pleasure it afforda to the student, than from
late Sir I. K. Brunel.
aalaries of thia army of civilians affords a tolerably a conviction of ita real utility and increuing pracclear insight into the expenditure of the "wan and tical value in promoting advancement in the various
Tua lhlf18TIIR'aW001No. Dy H. Bucuu STowB. means" annually voted by parliament; yet, we branches of Art, Science, and Manufacture. It ia
believe, few of the really working men are much not a book for the young student, but one moat
Published by S.uiPBONLow, London.
overpaid. Mr. Parkinson speaks Htisfactorily al excellent for thoae who ba\"e gained eome litUe
We do not review thia book becauae of any merit the
advantages poaaeaacd by the clua to which he experience in the management of that woudroua
in the illuatrationa,-they are not worthy of com- belongs,
and there ia no doubt that a government medium of investigation, the microscope. The
paniouehip with the atory,-but we may not leave
hu a far euier time of it, to use an ordinary variety and completeneas of information contained
u nuoticed a work that cannot fail to attract uuh·er- empwye
in these pages will be found invaluable; it is of a
1 than a man engaged in the turmoil and
aal attention-in the Old World u well aa in the expreaaion
of buainea.1,or iu eome of the learned decidedly practicnl nature, combining the reaults of
Now. Tboso who expect an exciting tale, that will uncertainties
or we will add, in editorial duties. the prof"88or's own experience with those of othera
harrow up the feelings by the recital of wrongs in- profe86iona,
will, probably, never become a wcalthl man, but not unkuowu in the world of science.
flicted aud vengeance exacted 1whether real or ima- He
" hia bread and his water will be s11re,' and e,·~n
ginary, or J>artlyboth, will be diaappointed here. thia
is something in an age when thousands are
Somewhat there ia, indeed, of that theme, in the striving
in vain for a respectable living. As ,ve said TlrB CRtll8B OP THB " PEARL" ROUND TH1I
treatment or which the writer is moat "at home;" at the outset,
thia book ia opportunely published,
WonLD; WITH AN ACCOUNT
OP THB 0PlllU.but it is calm, subdued, aud rational-so at least it and will be found
of very general uae.
TION8 OP THR NAVAL BRIOADBIN INDIA.
must be considered, even by those who take opposite
By
the
Re,
·.
E.
A.
W1LLIA!lls,
K .A., Chaplain
views, and have protested against the truth of picRoyal Nary. Publiahed by R. BBNTLBY,
turea which Mn. Stowe hu drawn with ao powerful
Loudon.
a ~D.
Thie book does not therefore appeal, aa did THE FonoB. Painted and Engraved by 1Axl!.B
SHARPLU, Blackburn.
Thia enterpriaing and enlightened clergyman for•
"Uncle Tom,'' to the passions of mankind : it can
create no enmity ; it 'lll"ill not excite even indigna- The records of genius frequently tell us of the sin- tunately kept a journal, although while be kept it
tion ;-we may believe that it will content the most gular and unauspectcd wa~- in which it is developed: he bad no view to publication. Circumstances,
earnest, incouaiderate, or ruthlesa opponents or the like springs in the desert, it break, out amid dreary however, induced him to give it to the world: we
great advocate or humanity. It is not within our wo.stca; like volcanic fire, it shines forth from the rejoice that he hu doue eo, for it contains much
proriuce to dwell on this subject at all, and we do depths of darkneas. In its application to Art we new and interesting matter, and ia very valuable
not mean to enter upou it; but we enjoy the plea- ho.vo met with no more remo.rkable inatance than u containing the ideas and reflections orone who
sure or pusing a few remarks ou one of the most that which ie exhibited in this engra\"ing-one of a wu a looker-on during acenes of high interest aud
touching, beautiful, intcreeting, ond thoroughly rnther large eize, and the work of a person wboee vital importance. The author describes, sometimes
good bookathnt hu ernr been issued from the preu daily toil is carried on in the forging-room which it very graphically, the several actions in which the
of any countrr .
represents. Ja mes Sharples is, as we hear from Naval Brigade wns engaged during the rebel war in
The scene 11 laid in New England toward, tl1c the best authority, simply a blacksmith in a large India, and does full honour to the courage and encloae of the past century. lloat of the characters factory at Dlaekburn, who baa employed his leisure durKDceof British sailors. They have never failed
are new to ua. Tbo habit, and cuatoma, modes or hours for a long time paat in painting a picture their country ; but here they were engaged in a
thinking aud acting, although thoae of our common of "The Forge," and in engraring it; and, what style or warfare to which they were uua,-cuatomed
auoeatry{ have a degree of freabneaa and originality adds to tho singularit~· of the performance is, that -entirely "unprofeaaional." Their services were,
absolute y charming · and we of the old country the artist i8 entirely self-taught, and, till hie however, great, and have been heartily acknowmay be rightly proud of our share in that strength work was complet,,d and in the hands of the ledged. They have found an admirable "chronior character, lol\ineaa of purpose, and pious hope printer, he had never aeen an engraved metal cler" in their chaplain: one who hu made known
aud truat and faith, which form the ground work of plate, though, it is preaumed, be wuij acquainted their gallant bearing and heroic achievements, ond
80 moor, of the charactera introd111·edinto this with print,. llut our readers will naturully a&k, to whom the l'ublic, no less than the Service, owes
"novel.'
In the whole range or tidion, poetn, nftcr thi• preface, what eort of n work is this? a debt of gratitude.
;
or proae, there is no portrait so altogett..er lovely Our; answer is, that iu compusition, drawing, and
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not at all suppose that they could for a moment
rival in humour those dear Hibernian benefactors of ours, who, in exchange for a few
half-pence, have endowed ns with some of the
most golden of our customary facetire-fritillaria of the fancy, sparkling with a humour
more delicate, fine, and luxurious than the
wine with which they circulated .• But, on
the other hand, these Etruscan alm~men excel
those, amiable mendicants, those brilliant
paupers of the emerald isle, as fine serious
specimens of a thoroughly lowered humanity,
such as bv dint of a little attention and patience
renders the birth of soft pity in an observer
somewhat hard to prevent. As our favourite
specimen of pauper energy, we treasure up a
certain stout but legless cripple in a wheelbarrow, who, when he found himself a litt.le
too late for our diligence, commanded his
attendant to hurry him with all speed towards
another coach, visible on a second road which
did not quite touch the one we were following.
We kept him in view, waving his arms, and
vociferating violently at his conductor, who
jolted and jumbled him over the ditches and
mtervening dips of the landscape, with a wild
irreg_ularity of motion, quite wonderful in its
av01danceof an overturning. Another poor brother of ours, who like a spider crawled forth
on the road, his legs and arms at first being
not clearly distinguishable from each other,
was, let us believe, a member of societ.y of no
common import and value ; an occas1on, an
exercise for two of our noblest feelings, not
one only ; a theme not simply of compassion,
but courage also, since it not only needed
something of charity to relieve his wants, but
of nerve to look steadily at his inexplicable
lineaments.
But this was in Tuscany, and we have not
aa yet reached Genoa. W c descended thither
along roads knee-deep in mud, and from the
same geological cause, white when we returned
with <lust, which covered us aa a miller is
covered with flour. On approaching the city,
the first close view of the Mediterranean was
beautiful. The water here, in the large fulness
of its being, resumed the clearest brightest
colour of its infancy, even like some wise man
and good Christian. It was of that lovely
green-blue which had recently delighted us in
some of the highest birthplaces of the elementthe crevices of the Swiss glaciers, those of
Rosenlaui especially. And now its broad ex-

in a former paper, we approached
Florence, to record our impressions of some
of its works of Art, we did not, we remember,
fly thither at once on the swiftest wing of the
pen, but lingered a few moments on the way,
detained by its deligbtfulneRs. And now, for
certain purposes supplementary and collateral
to our former ones, wishing to return for a brief
space to "the airy Athens of the Apennine,"to borrow Mr. Benjamin Disraeli's euphoneous
epithet for the Tuscan capital,-we will again
alight on our passage for a moment or two,
though not, in the first place, to objects so
Lolmotr, DBC&IIBBB l, 18$9,
agreeable ; for it is but right now and then to
allude a little to one's drawbacks also, lest we
should be accused of painting everything
c011leur
de rose, an imputation we are most
sincerely anxious to avoid. It was on proAST year we ,uppoa«l,ourfrom Milan southwards by the ililiaelt-eato be a year older ceeding
gence, that one of these heavy drawbacks-a
; drag in every sense of the word-commenced,
than w11actually wer11
it ia only by tks iaaU6of since it took twenty-three hours to accomplish
this part-for IJecembM",about ninety miles. Even the conductor, a
~
1859-that we compkt11 silent, sullen, in short, a customarily unfeed
the twenty.first annual volum11of functio1UU1,sometimes for a few moments flew
the ART-JouRNAL. We are now, into a pa.ss10nat the tardiness of the postilions.
therefore, of full age, antl ask tks Starting from his habitual doze all at once, he
would open the window, and poking out his
congratulation,of our manyfrimds, Remi-military
head, (which, witli its angry red
in the bt1liefthat a bmgand laborioua hue, and thick grey moustachios, would have
Paat will beaccq,tedas tl1eguarante11done credit to an Austrian major in the army,)
of an ea,rnut and active Futur11.
be would execrate those dilatory outriders With
In the year 1838, tks Arts in England the harshest-sounding words of his vocabulary ;
WM'II in a poaition very differentfrom that and sometimes he even alighted, and, scarlet
in 1859. Our beatartist, with choler, seizing a whip, hobbled and ran
which tksy aaaum11
of their work,; Hilton nevM" along up to his ancles in the mud, dealing lo~
seldomdispoa11d
Juul a commia,ion; Comtabk rar11lysold a stroltes and copious blasphemies at the liorsea
But, alas, these moments of energy were
pictur11; w11might supply a long liat of legs.
only fitful and fleeting, vegetative islets in a
gr11atworker, rchofound but littk fame, and sluggish pool ; and the postilions-oh those
le,, recompence,whik they lived; nay, w11 imperturbable postilions 1-they seemed to
pro- know him by experience to be a very harmless
might includtlin it many of thosewluJ,11
duction, now, to u,11a commonphrase, "bring old fellow; for, Just exhibiting profiles of the
any price," who,for weary years, wer11toil- most serene and placid indifference, they continued to jo~ on, dancing up and down sedening, hopelu, of honour, antl rewards!
Happily, a larg11clas, of wealthy and tarily in thelf saddles 118mildly and leisurely
ever. They were our principal, nay, almost
libM"alpurchaser, has arism, chiefly in as
our only objects during the whole journey ;
prosperousLancaahire,who surround them- evermore
those postilions, " from morn to
of modtlrnArt, in noon, from noon to dewy eve," quivering in
selveawith thll tr11asurea
lieu of tks "ol.tlmaater," they havebanished; their seats; thev tarnished liveries more and
Briti,h art jlouriskss mainly under their more coated with mud, till at last they were
• Bore b a fancy, tor Instance, which may he accepted
liberal change e'fOn ror alxpence-" L<ing lire to your
inftumce; it ha, becomea ran, event to find nearly covered by it. Now a ~een coat, then uhononr;
and at tbe laot day, may every hair of your
a work of merit left on thll wall, of any a red one, more or less fancifully laced and precloD1 and beautlM head turn to a mould candle, to
light
you
to glory." And for aeTerlty or rebuke, founded
tail
plume
added
wu,iished,
and
once
a
cock's
ezhibition when such exhibition haa clo,ed.
on that lndefeulble lo'fO or liberty, which b Ule InheritTM r11troapectia quite aa cheering in its vivacity to the hat ; but alwa1s the same ance of tbeae poor children of the road-" Why, goody,
quiet aud gentle bobbing up and down of their don't you go Into the workhouae I Yon haven't raga
to .Art-industry and manufactur11d
r11ference
enough to cover you; but tbere yon would have warm
persons before us, denot.ing not only the ex- clothes,
a good roof over your head, and plenty of pratlea
produc11influencedby Art.
ceeding slowness of their movements, but their and 1Urabont. Why don't yon go Into the workhonse 1"W11mayjustly enjoy thllconacioumea,
that perfect contentment-their exquisite mild com- " Long life to your honour in ii." wao her wltberlng and
aa1wer, aa she turned aw1>yIn hfgb dudgeon
w11hav11not lal,our«J.in vain to aid thia fort in it. Another delectable feature in the attriumphant
tbe 1ugge1Uon. And for dlgnlty, the " Queen of tbe
progreBB,during the year, tha! havepaa,ed travelling here is the danger of being starved, Beggan," at Longford, being a little too Importunate at a
bD1y moment, I checked her. though almoat Involuntarily,
since the personal necessities of MmieMr, tu 11'1th
1inc11
oiir taak wa, commencedan 1838.
a touch, on which, ftonrlablng In my faee tbe hand
f!Dyageur1
are
so
little
considered
by
Me1Mr1
thDI
rudely profaned, ahe exclaimed Indignantly, with the
All thu11y11arsw11hav11b11en-and w11
majeaty
an old aybll, "And haven't I held out that hand
remain-the only An·r-JoURNALin Europ11hy /es directeur, du meuagem1. The diligence to dukes,ofand
marqubea, and earls, and viscoonta, aod
barons, and dlvll a bit of that ume have tbey ever uld or
which thll Art, ar11atlequat11ly
rt1p1"11mted. stops in some dull old town but rarely and done
to
me!
"
The accuracy with which she ran down the
for a few moments ; so that you have scarcely
Our auhscriherawill not require the time
of the peerage waa nmarbble
and edifying. But,
to dispatch some thick muddy prepa- scale
above
all,
tbe
pathoe
of that poor man, who, though more
assurance that, to retain the pontion w11 ration offered 118coffee, or more th11n con- ragged and forlorn than
any of bis brethren, yet stood
hold, we shall continw to labour earne,tly, sider the mysterious things in little saucers, to aloof In allent dlffldenoe behind them . "Why, Pat, and
how 11 It I("" have nothing to ,ay I"-" Nothing to ,ay !
and ever anzioualy.
which you are ushered in the night, under the and haven t my hollow eyea and poor thin cheekl been
aomethlng to you all the while; and lan"t It my
Gratefulfor thllpaat, antl truating in thll rude whitewashed piazzas. Half over the 1aylng
bare elbon through my rap, and my kneea almost bo\led
future, hoping and ezpecting confidtlnc11,
and town perhaps they take you, blinking uncom- down to U,e earth with dbtreoa, that have been alllllcaUnr
honour'• charity I " Eloquent advocate and frio,d
fully awar11that our 11.fforts
must he com- fortabl,r at the lantern carried before, like an yoDr
of all the mote, modeat beggan I may ever meet with
menmrat11with th11very dif!erent requir11-owl disturbed in its darkness. And then, hereafter! 8obtle, reftned enchanter, who drawesl from
Idle deptha through the eyu the ftneat pearb of
ment-1of 1860 from tho,11of 1840, w11again especially when you come to Tuscany, the tbelr
humanity , which, even of tbelr gracloDI aelves boy prloegeneral assemblage of mendicants which ~ta
leu treasures for the bean, art thou not my bm(/ad«';
rupectfully addrus our auhscrto61'1-wnomyou
at the several points of stoppage ! They
thou not give far more than thou recelvednl
Not
Tim111,.a, mad.eour frienda-in the Old quite vied in numbers, grotesqueness of 118pect, did,/
H yperldea or Cloero would have auri-cd
tb y melancholy
toochea
of
poetical
peranaalveneu.
They
could
acaroely
Worl.tlantl in th11New.
and indomitable importunity, with those of have Invented, and perhapo woold hGvo only 1poilt them
Ireland in days now almost gone by. We do by their ele1ant adornment.
4, LANCASTER PLACE,LONDON.
WHEN,
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panae, on which a large felucca was turning straightway thev rise foaming and ruffling, as J unexpectedly, and so, not without justice,

near at hand, was__~ntly swelling into little if with rude displeasure, and persecute us with ! seriously blame us.
advancing lines (li.te the snow), some of a long train of ignominious sufferings. And
Nevertheless, those were most happy weeks
which, however, became crested gradually all thus, alas, it was now. For although when at Florence-happy weeks; in the morning at
along with twinkling diamonds, as they rolled the steaJner was leaving the harbour, the the Pitti Palace, or the Uffizii, revisitin,g
over, echoing aud booming on the shore. The dappled clouds of sunset seemed slowly ~rt- master-pieces, which, notwithstanding their
sea was honouring with a cincture of light the ing away_above Mount Calvi and the Mantime universal celebrity, there is so much risk of
behind us in ignorance, so far as
Genoese steeps and cliffs, which indeed looked Alps, which, with a few moister and more our lea~
still proud, as if Doria and Spinola had not voluminous va{lours,looked even like a purple we are individually concerned, unless we bestir
departed from them-and well they may, even bed adorned with crimson robes and coverlets ourselves actively ; or in churches, and obprouder, under their present soverei~n, if ill- for the repose of the golden-winged Zephyru.s; scurer corners, findin$ out earlier frescoes,
contented even with tlie honours of hlS bright although the embayed waters seemed smooth- less known, yet sometimes of a pious, artless
and gallant sword, he adheres to his higher ing their ripples in the twilight, softening and interest, almost rivalling in attractiveness the
championship of constitutional freedom, dif. melting their own dark cold hues quietly into works of the fully accomplishedgreatest period.
fusing it, like this sunny tide, wherever his the warm ones vouchsafed by the overhanging And then, in addition, the general delights of
power extends. A dense grove of masts and heaven, like some wayward wandering wife, the city itself, and its neighbourhood ; those
spars now came into view, rising before Ion~ growing calm, and even tender in her looks, charming afternoon drives up the old CY.P.ress
ranges of lofty pale commercial palace,, deli- as she sinks to sleep beneath her gracious for- avenue to Bellosguardo, and Arcetri (Gal1leo's
cate1y as the groves of ,-oung firs we had lately giving husband's eyes; despite, we say, all Villa), or "at evening on the top of Fiesole;"
seen rising before ice ndges, torrents, or ranks these favourable symptoms, we had hardly pro- for Milton's phrase cleaves ever to the place,
of summer clouds. These lower objects repre- ceeded beyond the pharos, before the winds and we often find ourselves murmuring it at
sent the industry and enterprise of Genoa, the were heard loudly piping, and the obsequious the close of our Florentine reminiscences, as
base of the wealth and digmty well signified in slavish waves arose and danced to them ; and summing up compendiously their delightful.
those ranges of buildings crowning them aloftwe had one of the roughest, most nauseous, ness ! They are endeared, too, by the memory
the palaces of the nobility, raised in an expo- dilatory, miserable nights at sea we ever re- of a friend ready mad~,who there first sprang,
sition open to the fresh and cool sea breezes. member. On deck we lay all night, clinging as if full-grown and complete, out of mere
And farther off you descry the palatial villas, to the hard, wet-barred bench, and sinking and casualtJ, and there left us, almost certainly for
seemingly scarce less spacious and stately, heaving over pitiless flying hills of brine, and ever; but our intercourse with whom, animated
high on the rocks, with gardens and colon- under racing clouds which left but one long and enriched by_the beauty around us, attained
ruul.es,and groves no doubt of southern fruits cold line of light above the steady range of the a freedom and fulness of sympathy which does
and flowering f~t
shrubs, where Doria Carrara hills, whose forms, so slowly changing, not often bless the society of the most accusamused himself, m his glorious repose, with marked the wearpng slowne88of our progress. tomed associates, where there is little to arouse
rearing quaint fountains, embleming the great- A dreary dawning slowly wanned over us, and quicken the imagination and the feelings.
ness and power of the sea. We were soon on enlivened only by the crooni11f!of some female It is the very happiest potency of Nature and
the heights, threading the Strada N11<>Pa,
in the cabin oelow, in whom the marine malady Art that they, in such cases, forge the most
Strada Bal/Ji, and Strada N110vianma,where yet powerfulli worked, or by the s~ringdelicate, yet mdissoluble, links of brotherhood
it looked like Venice raised from the bosom of almost the spinning it was, once or twice-over between mind and mind, ever presenting some
the sea to the brow of an airy hill. Indeed, the cleared deck of some shadowy, muffled theme on which the merest stra~rs at once
except the Canal Grande of the Adriatic queen, mass of a man, keeping his legs with marvellous can closelyand completelysympathize ; educing
their best powers by the inspiration, and afterwe ltnow of nothing so stately as these most dexterity.
And even at Leghorn it was only captivity wards ennobling, almost sanctifying, the recolaristocratic streets of her haughty rival. As
you walk along before fa~ades of a bold and /Jecalmed;for the custom-house would not let lection of those moments, by the association of
massy style, some of them painted outside with us land for hours. Nevertheless, the active serene, enchanting beauty.
grotesques and large mythological figures, y:ou youth of this great commercialplace were perThere, in that holiday in a temporary paralook through loft;,:portals into entrance halls, mitted t.ovisit us : a number of them, each with dise, no considerations of worldly interests or
also decorated witli frescoes, or courts orna- his little portem()ftnaiebraced about him, and cares interfere, and our national coldness and
mented with fountains and orange.trees. Be- equipped as if bound on a long journey some- shyness are often divinely smiled out· of us.
y:ond these, perhaps, the eye may ascend a where, came on board, to show themselves, and It may be even thought (though it is certainly_
flight of steps to some second Kfeen and meet their friends, and" take stock" of things a humiliating satisfaction) that it was as well
shrubby cortile; so that now and then you around them. Now a ~neral kissing and em- we did not meet again in the precincts of prose,
have a long and intricate perspective of such bracement took place, without distinction of age and ordinary dulness, and selfish convemence :
objects, than which under a bright Italian sun- or sex: amiably all interoseulated; and it cer- for should we then have full1. renewed that
shine and sky, nothing can look more cheerful, tainly something amused our confinement to freedom, warmth, and kindly: liberality of disor festive, or Paul Veroueseish. Sometimes note the pleasant complacency with which course which hadbeen raised by the Medicean
open lo~e project from each end of the these youn~ Livornese factory clerks walked influences by the Arno P Might not possibly
palaces, 1n the very manner of Paul's architec- about, arm m arn1, to show to advantage their some trivial matters of the world have so
tural accompaniments. Indeed, nothing even spirited vivacity and courtesy, no less than engrossed us both, so lowered insensibly the
in his own Venice reminds you of him so pre- their complete tourist-like outfit, which they moral and mental tone, that we should, even
cisely, or makes you more long for a group of seem to have borrowed of their visitors from grievously, have disappointed one another P
his stately cavaliers and bright.eyed dames to different parts of the polite world, under the Ar~ing from what we have often seen (a better
animate and complete the scene, the deficiency impression of its being the permanent mode at gu1ae than our own self-excepting vanity), this
of which was that it, then at least, discovereil Paris or London, and therefore proper (or IS to be apprehended, certainly. And yet, my
no sign whatever of being worthily peopled. them to adopt in their stationary, every-day dear New England friend, even by the power
An individual standi~ under one of tbose condition at home. On the permission to of beauty in nature, which, not to s~
it
magnificent old Rena1Nance doorways, and land arriving, we had to tumble and crowd profaneli, is something next to saying by
pointed out to us as its princely:owner,-tbe
ourselves in a disorderly manner into the little heaven itself, I defy you, to the end of your
owner likewise of one of the noblest historical shore boats : no cargo of poor emigrants was days, however long they may be, to affirm
names,-certainly looked no better than a st.ock- ever dispatched with less ceremony to some resolutely that I also have not some place and
broker, with his hands in his pockets, at the carelessly-tinkered vessel, whose parting ribs, dearness in the deeper and tenderer parts or
entrance of Capel Court. Casting the eye by virtue of an economicalcontract, were soon your soul. You may become ambitious and
over descend~ tiers or these palaces, you to consign them to the bottom, by Madeira or successful : the applause floating around you,
enjoy a noble view of the sea.
the Cape of Good Hope, than were we polite the distinction, the more solid advantages, the
Its calm was altogether grateful to us, even visitors, with tolerably well-filledfacile purses, labour in earning these, and the pride in enjoy·
a solid comfort, since it promised a smooth remitted to the dogsna-a miserable cramped ing them, may often, from time to time, make
yoyage to Leghorn, a boon not to be lightly shed, and yet the door of grand Italy, through seem but slight and visionary the lovely t~
valued, for we are, indeed, of those whose which every visitor from this side must pass. we here beheld together, and our warm and
heartfelt admiration the nereides for the most Here another hour of crowded detention ended friendly converse touching them : but iu the
part reject very ungraciously. We lament to the second ebbing of the delightful wave of end fairest memories will be sure to triumph
say it, exceedingly, but we seldom venture on Italian travelling, on which we have lingered, over every less harmonious consideration ; and
their gt'een expanses, where, with channs of simply lest those who can scarcely dispense even I, but notbin~ in myself, am ever near
the fa1r lily's similitude and tone, they weave with their comforts, conceiving a desire to you with them, kmt by many ties of Nature,
their chaste play in hushed abysses whiclt tread the same footsteps (nice old ladies, for and also of Art, which have so much beauty,
their pleaaed movements never disturb, the net- instance, prone to leave their easy-chairs in that they cannot possibly want either tenderwork of golden light still waverin~ on over search of Pollaiuolo, De Bicci, and Orcagna), ness or enduring strength.
their pure cool limbs without impedtment, bnt should encounter these inconvenient things
Lastly, that very pleasant boarding~.
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where we were domesticated, composed an
amiable item in our felicity; the Palazzo Clarke,
let me call it, not forietfully. Let memory still
appreciate the int~lligence and courtesy of him
who may perhaJ>8be tenned the host, and the
agreeableness of that company assembled day
after day at the dinner-table; the merit of
some, and the litUe foibles of others, which also
deserve some tenderness, since they yielded
nothing worse than amusement as piquant and
acceptable, every whit, u the light wines and
the side dishes they sat behind. There sat the
opulent Glaswegian, turned for the time into
a most earnest and indefatigable connoisseur,
bent on enriching, with copies of Florentine
cAef-cl'<euore,,
the Ionic mansion he had newly
l,uilt on the banks of the Clyde, and employing his time even anxiously for that purpose,
with a
though he could scarcely (we SJ.>Cak
salutary fear of exaggeration) distinguish a
sign-post's disgrace from a Titian. And by his
side were those young ladies from New York,
travelling not so much to see as be seen ; not
to stud~ Art in stone or canvas, but rather to
display 1t in silk and lace and amplest crinoline
and painted muslin, and convince us denizens
of the older much rubbed half of the world,
how very much of style, and elegance, and
fashion, erevails in the transatlantic centre of
those thmgs. Ladies so highly-refined were
these, as when they wanted a le~ of a duck to
ask for the " first ioint," even m tbe languid
tones of invalids. The new dress almost every
meal-considering that such tbings must have
taken up nearly half their time-betrayed perhaps some mental nudity, some scantiness, we
mean, of intellectual covering ; and but once,
we well remember-we often think of it-had
one of them entered the galleries, to come
away "sick," as she said, very lackadaisicall;r,
using the word, as the Amencans still do, ID
its original wider sense, with that superior
purity on which they occasionall,r pride themselves, even to a point of patnot1c jealousy.
The wonder was that these demoiselles should
have troubled themselves to come on to
Italy; why, •mder the circumstances, wander
further than Paris, or Baden-Baden at the very
utmost? Nevertheless they were undoubtedly:
acquisitions also, light entertaining volumes ol
character, not inelegantly bound, and really
with very charming frontispieces . And yet cultivated "Boston (intellectual rival of fashionable New York), well represented, indeed ably
emblemed by our immediate companion, was
so much disturbed by their airs of invalid languishing elegance, that he was always turning
his head away from them, and declaring they
travelled abroad merely to expose to the world
how much of mere pretentiousness would pass
in their own country.
Meanwhile the {ialazzo itself was no unimportant ingredient In our enjoyments. Situated
on the quay of the Arno, and formerly inhabited by the poet Alfieri, it has a delightful
look out ; and with its patrician staircase and
vestibule adorned with statu811., and ample
saloons, it retains sufficiently still the characteristics of a high-bred mansion ; so that, in
point or fact, you would not be much surprised
at meeting Ginevra on the staircase. Here
we were usually most pleasantly greeted after
our Art-greedy peregrinations liy our excellent
quasi-host with some kindly inquiry or otber.
"Ah, the active ardour or your temperament has
been achieving another wonderCul victory over
the hot weatber ! But have you been making
llOOd use of your time to-day P Have you
found out anything new by Andrea de! Sarto P"
-prolonging the penultimate syllable with a
raised inflection of voice, which had a very
lively inspiriting effect; and not only making
these friendly little inquiries, but answering
ours (freq_uentl1 troublesome ones, we fear)
with rare 1ntell1genceon almost every subject,
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indicating an acquaintance with Varchi and / so exhilarating and delightful. The long
Guingen6, no less than with everything the narrow gloom1 streets of Florence are, on the
hand-book had carelessly left out. And how contrary, left 1n the dark; and if you should
fine and delicate a tact the accomplished gen- indeed venture into their black chasms, to
tleman showed, overflowing witb amusing con- work out some romance in your brain, with
versation, when a scarcity of inmates made it the help of the moon rolling bP,hind the lofty
essential to the pleasantness of the establish- battlements of some old palatial fortress, you
ment in which he had some secondary interest, would incur the imminent risk of being run
but else retiring quietly and modestly into down, not by the dagger of a Strozzi or
himself, more pleased to listen to others . Albizzi, but by one of those light britchkas,
Farewell, Monsieur F.! The pleasure of re- occupied by beautifully-dressed persons, scourmembering you is ,ome compensation for the ing round and round the streets in the dark;
prospect of never meetin!I' with you again in for independently of visits to their friends,
this sublunary sphere. It 1s but a sli~ht, slight and to the shabby, ill-lighted cafes,they acsubstitute ; but there is perpetuity in 1t.,believe tually make a fashion of these circwtous
me, 'tis ever a most genial, cordial kind of shadowy cbarioteerings, which, no doubt, are
satislactfon.
highly favourable to flirtations, and have their
And so leaving you in the salon, seriously mysterious charm in many ways. However,
studying Galignani, we will mount once more I having no introductions to these representato our own chamber, and opening the islazed · tives of the Gherardos and Fiordispinas, it is
doors that lead into the balcony, admit the better for us to stay at home and read Villani
cool air from Fiesole, and enjoy the open pros- or Maccbiavelli, or talk with Monsieur F.
pect across the Arno of the incomparablyAnd on a clear and sunny afternoon it was
crowned city. It was from this point we so better, certainly better, to air one's feelings
frequently regarded it during our after-dinner and intellects on the heights of the gartests, in the serenest glow and tranquillity of dens of Boboli, than to follow in the eft'emi·
evening, when it seems, even from the fairness nate wake of the young signori of Florence,
of the hour, to have no inhabitants but tbe who, though said to love horses, seemed to
J>!lllcefnland refined ; and the palaces look as prefer to their manlier use, lolling behind them
1f tenanted by lovers of the old time, calm in ID a carriage, with a cigar and a lap-do~.•
th1i joy of their successful affection. The And yet these famous gardens of the Pitti
evenmgs were then, most of the time, me- Palace, which cover the liill behind it, a good
morably beautiful. As the sun turned away deal disappointed us, in themselves. We found
from the long range of dwellings beside the a much shabbier, worse kept specimen than we
Arno, every projecting line in their fronts looked for of an Italian terraced garden, thickstood out in tender gold from their delicate set with walls and balustrades, and fountains
shades of warm grey ; but after the orb of all barbarous rockwork and clumsy shaggy
light itself had set, a mild yellow glow became statuary, by no me&IIScorresponding with one's
universal on the buildings, long retaining that ideal of Tuscan art. Neither has the palace
remarkable transparency and luminous P.ower itself-as you look down on it, with its coarse
which are the charm of an Italian twili~ht. rustic architecture of heavy brown stone, and
Some softer elysian sun seemed newly nsen under officestoo prominently displayed-beauty
and shining; and the absence of strong shade or dignity. The prettiest part of the rroen
everywhere gave an almost visionary air of is on the long slope, where the view 18 conlightness and refinement to the edifices ; the fined by Bellosguardo glisteniiig with olive
feudal battlements, peering here and there thickets, and crowned with villiis, convents,
somewhat more darkly, hinting mysterious and tufts of cypress. Here, in the more reromances of the Buondelmonti and the Amedei ; tired places of the gardens, low ilexes on each
and sacred piles, shrines of the old devotional side of the walks are trained (yet with a cerseraphic beauty, extending and towering above tain air of freedom, as if they embraced overmore loft.ily. Such was the clearness, that, as head or their own sweet will), so as to form
commonly in this atmosphere, aerial perspec- lonir grotto-like arcades of shade, throngh
tive seemed annihilated. On looking up the which the sunshine falls, chequering the ~:Ound
river, the light, elegant, horizonta111.-springing with sylvan mosaic, or dis[>laying br· · tly
arches ol the Ponte Santa Trimta seemed some white statue at the far end, or some
blended with the old lt&lleryof shops on the stray group of party-coloured loungers, appearPonte V eccbio ber,oncf; and the little height ing and disappearing-flitting across. When
of San Miniato, still further oft', with its early these give way to solitude, then fancy replaces
Romanesque church and line of cypresses them by a bevy of Boccacian ladies, or group
(where the old saint walked up, with his own of Medicean princes, scholars, and artists,
severed head in his hand, to bury it), came whose society, it must be confessed, has not
amicably forward to form part of the same many interruptions ; for the ordinary saunterers
group, leaving small obvious space between. are not numerous. A nursery-maid or two,
Meanwhile, the virgin moon, like a stray film with her charge, a studious priest, an Englishof white cloud, would hang alone in the warm man, with that incessant red book in his band,
precincts of the sky above Fiesole, resembling a solitary stupid-lookin~ lad of an Austrian
some fair pensive nun or lady of romance, left soldier, wandering in vam search of an ideato meditate by herself in one of the gardens how much better for him to be cultivating
of the slope beneath, amidst parterres or pinks, those downs behind Trieste !-these were the
and roses, and the red armorial lily of fair only beings you might meet with during a
Florence, palpably imaged by those lines of whole summer afternoon; the fashionables predappled clouds around.
!erring vastly to rattle in elegance to the
So far is a tolerably complete general out- Cascine, especially whenever the band of Sua
line of our enjoyments at Florence, such as .dpoatolica
Maeata,the Emperor or Austria, was
must have sat1Sfied a stranger not favoured playing beneath its suburlian umbrage. But
with social introductions ; for the public life notwithstanding these attractions, we usually
of the city was then; mos~ _meagre ~d. unat- p~ferred the pf?Spects of Fl~rence from t~e
tractive. The Austrian military music ID the heights of Boooli; and a certain spot there 18
suburban park of the Cascine,-the principal
resource of the day,-attended by no means
• Let us not seem to express onnelvea with an unwarrantsupercllloll8ness. One of the strongest argument.a
numerously, chiefly by fair-complexioned Eng- able
against reatrlctlve and bad government.a Is to be found In
lish-like ladies, in English-like britchkas, in a the maxim that where men cannot have honour they will
state of indolent modish languor, was but a tame have pleasure and ldlene... Now the Pledmontese and
have burst open the gates of Italian honour, we
aft'air ; and when night falls, there is no illumi- French
trust it Is •een already that these young gentlemen are
nated spacious gay resort, such as makes Venice hastening forward througll them.
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specially endeared to us, not simply bv the
view, but by the civility of a man who a1most
invariably JSSued from the vines below, and
presented us with grapes, shaking his bead
very pleasantly at the mention of payment,
and receh·iug it with an agreeable air of
smiling reluctance, which certainly did his
manners infinite credit.
A grassy terrace Corms your seat: a group
of cypresses, old enough to have cast a shade
over the brow of Beatrice Portinari, rises
above you, and Florence lies at your feet .
" or all the fairest cities or the earth, none is
so fair as Florence," says the poet ; yet the
city, from within, can scarcely be thought
beautiful; its narrow plain streets have been
better described as expressive of thoughtful
and sober dignity. But it has at least two
buildings of unsurpassed beauty, which combine with others with a most rare picturesqueness; and these, with the surroundm_g country,
tpve Florence an erlernal aspect which almost
Justifies the poet's praise. Besides, indeed,
these buildings seemingly give their character
to all immediately about them, so that JOU
fancy the inferior masses of common dwellings
huddled together at their feet to possess much
of the same elegance and dignity. The Apennines descend to the Campagna with a mild
grace, scattered with villas, and glistenin_g in
the noontide with the olive grounds, as with a
silver sheen. And yonder rises Fiesole on
a hill-how clearly iu the evening air! We
can trace every winding of the road, where
delightful excursions are made amongst objects
beautified tenfold by associations.
Here a certain Scotch gentleman joined me,
who had joined me once or twice before.
Madame and he were commencing a ma~ficent tour indeed, since Turkey and the East
were to be visited in their turn, and then the
north as far as Petersburg. His discourse of
his peregrinations, however, during our three
first interviews was entirely of his manner of
postin~, and his canny way of bargaining with
the ch1el<lsof oetturini and landlords ; not a
syllable did he vouchsafe about the places
themselves thus visited, however interesting,
however framed and built, as it were, for the
very purposes of instructive and delightful conversation . He seemed travelling solely for the
stimulus which mere locomotion and change of
place afford, independently of change of 1cene,
n,anners, and characters . Here, in short, we
see one of those whom my bountiful Lady Fortune introduces to the banquets of Nature and
Art, and he attends some of them to wile away
the dull and vacant time ; but he has little or
no appetite or digestion ; and though, as I
soon found, he can carrv home with him such
treasures of Art as one must needs eagerly
covet, he has it not in his power (poor resthetically indigent man!) to possess himself of any
of their beautie,, but only of their mere materials-their stone, their paint, and canvas. At
length, however, a change came over the spirit
of his dull, waking dream ; and after a most
lengthy, prosy account of all his arrangements
and devices on his last route from Bologna to
Flore!lce, he varied the subject, to my great
surP.rll!e, 80 far as to say that he purposed,
whilst at Florence, collecting the best copies
he could meet witb of the most popular and
esteemed pictures in the galleries. He should
lay out about !600, he added, with an imposing
quietness of manner, which spite of myself,
inspired me with an inclination to turn round,
and take off my hat to him : it was a warm
gush of admiration I had certainly not felt
before. He had noticed my interest in pictures, and taking it for granted (rather illogically) that my k:nowledge was commensurate,
he should be veri much "obleeged" by my
rendering him a httle advice and assistance in
the matter. To this I graciously consented ;
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and so during the next few days we visited
many of the picture-dealers together. One of
his foremost wishes \\'as for a good copy of the
Madonna della Sedia ; and several copies we
saw-there is sure to be one wherever you go
of this most popular of all pictures, which is
constantly engaged to the copyists at least a
good round dozen deep : but they were all too
utterly execrable to be recommended even to my
companion. At last, however, a dealer observing
that we were not very easily pleased, signified
witb an air of mysterious importance that he
had another copy of the picture in an interior
chamber, very_ superior, but double the price.
It was, he said, with that fluent and gracious
pomposity for which these personages are so
remarkable," una belli,ima cosa, the gem of his
collection, the copy from which ever so many
of the other copies had been made : he did not
usually show it-was not in the least anxious
to sell it ; but as we were evidently lignori
with serious designs of business," &c. &c., he
would depart from his ordinary practice, and
proceed to exhibit it. Certainly it was a good
copy-incomparably
better than any of the
others we had seen ; and after three visits, and
much cautious inspection of it, back as well as
front, my companion made up his mind to purchs.se it. But before finally riveting the bargain, he begged that the miserable aaub in the
outer show-room might be put side by side
with it, that the superiority in the proportion
of £60 to £25 might be proved beyond possibility of question. Now, indeed, tbe diff'erence
was fully shown to amount to a contrast . Tbc
inferior one was wretchedly drawn, the features
actually awry, and the colouring crude enough
to set one's teeth on edge; whilst the other was
really a pleasant picture, free from conspicuous
defects, and even graced (which is the rarest
thing of all in such instances) with considerable
feeling. " Look," said I, with all the suavity
of a connoisseur in the full flow of criticism,when, too, he has everything his own way, and
fears no contradiction,-" look on this counter feit presentment, and on tku. Here, you see,
the painter got into a difficulty with respect to
the eye, from which he was never able to recover himself; and the lip has suff'ered as
much as mine did the other day at Mautua
from the mosquitoes. Now this, had you
purchased the work, I should have had the
greatest pleasure in admiring as a fine stroke
or local truth in Italian Art ; but, as matters
stand, we may as well pass it over, and turn to
these livid shadows, black and blue, on the
cheek. Thou~h chiefly plum colour, they are
spotted and m~led up with all the hues of the
rainbow. This, to be sure, resembles the
manner of our new school at home, whose
painting in oil 80 often looks like a wretched
imitation of water-colour painting (as our waterworks often are of oil-works); but it has no
resemblance whatever to Raphael. or any other
old master. On the other hand, the £60 one
is a pretty face (which is always somethingnay, a good deal, let the ascetics say what they
will) ; the features have by no means fallen out
with each other, nor are the shadows like a
stale damson with the bloom half rubbed oft'.
It is all good pure fair painting, not mere
spotty brush-mosaic work; and what is needful
to give even that any value, it is animated with
no slight feeling, let me tell you."-" I see it
parefectly," he said, gazing closely at the two
pictures with an appearance of shrewdness,
which, however, rapidly alternated witb looks
of uneasy doubt and vacancy ; " I ~ee it parefectly, now you tell me: but," added he, m an
anxious undertone, " these chields are often at
their confounded tricks, I hear ; and after a
thing is bought and paid for, they will substitute another thing, and send you that instead .
Now all the peculiarities you have been remarking are very clear. I can see them all;

but still it must be confessed that they are all
more or less matters of opeenion ; and therefore I would be very much obleeged if you
would just, without letting the signor observe
you, point out some defeenitive and sairtain
mark 1n the picture I have bought, and not in
the other; that I may feel parefectly sairtificd
he has sent me the one which is Aeere,which I
have parechased, and not the one that's yon,
which I have not."-Ah
me, I fondly deemed
this had been done already quite sufficiently ;
but no-he wanted aometliing irrefragably,
mathematicall,r demonstrative ; no difference
requiring for its appreciation the least grain of
ordinary discernment could be made sufficiently
obvious to him for his present purpose. So,
sayin~ not a word more about the miserable
drawing and colouring of the inferior aberration,
I groped about in the dark places of the picture, and at length hit upon a certain item, or
particular, manifest in one and not in the other
-to wit, a decided moulding, or division,
running dimly, yet undeniably, up the shadowy
background.
This was precisely what he
wanted. "0 what an e'e you have in your
head!" he exclaimed, with a warmth of admiration which was certainly highlv gratifying.
What~ver doubts he might have felt as to the
genuineness of my connoisseurship were now
completely and happily dis~lled ; and thus
set comfortably at ease with regard to the
secure identification of his purchase, he immediately paid an instalment of the price, promising the remainder in a few minutes, that is
to say, on actual delivery.
A Madonna della Sedia secured, what was
his next object P Obviously (but rather under
the rose, so far as Madame was concerned), a
copy of Titian's decollete and somewhat over•
blown Flora, and also one of that picture by
Guido, in which Cleopatra, under the thrilling
courtship of the asp, makes so charming and
liberal a display of sorrow and of personal
loveliness. But it is a real pleasure to remember that, weaning him from two most fulsome daubs after these pictures, I prevailed on
him, though with much difficulty, to buy instead
a singularlJ beautiful copy from one of the
earlier spiritually-minded painters-a result the
more gratifying inasmuch as it was the work of
a needy young German, who else might have
had to sell it to some dealer for but a third or
the money. The sultan to whom I acted as
vizier on the occasion demurred. A friend or
bis had called these subjects "thin subjects,"
and he did not like thin subjects. In sim{>le
truth it was but a Madonna and Child, with
little save her purit.y and tenderness of soul to
recommend her. I fear the gentlemen, his
guests, at the new Ionic villa north the Tweed,
when left alone with their port and claret, will
not lift up their heav_yeyelids at it with the
high intelligence and folnesa of sentiment
which certainly would have graced the two
other works just named; nevertheless, it will
go far to sanctify the apartment in which it
1s placed, whether they will or no; and it is
a comfort to hope that under the eyes or
more thoughtful and tender-spirited observers,
this lovely work, wherever it IS, may sow some
seeds of pure, delicate, dove-winged fancy and
feeling. At all e\'ents, that excellent young
copyist, Laer, got his twenty.five napoleons
without abatement. In our most active quest
we had to explore manv solitary staircases, and
ring mani unanswered bells ; and sometimes
we met with painters whose gravity and pompousness formed the most perfect unconscious
harmony with the imbecility and crudeness of
their performances. The most exquisite)'- se!Csatisfied of these innocents of the pencil, the
very weakest of them, presented us not only
with the card of his studio at Rome, but with
a personal introduction to his aunt, who, he
gravely informed us, had made herself cele-
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brated and great by her many copies of Correggio's Magdalen. Certainly, never did greatness acquiesce in itself with an air of milder
and more gracious self-appreciation than in the
demeanour of this venerable lady, who has
seated herself in the Dliddle of the vale of
1_ears in a very stately way. Our last search,
1t onlJ remains to be added, was for copies in
marble of sculpture; but now one's leisure was
drawing to a close ; and on my last day at
Florence, there were only a few moments for
him just to run with me through two or three
studios, and mark with stealthy and rapid
crosses in pencil those figures on which my
esteemed approbation had time to alight. And
so we parted, with a hope of mine that his
success had not been the less for such aid as I
could give him ; for Mecenas, even in his
humblest shape, is an object for respect and
tenderness. But oh! into whose Art leadingstrinwi did he happen to fall next ; that is tlie
question I have since sometimes asked myself,
with uneasy imaginary replies.

THE

GERMAN

TOY MANUFACTURE.

FLEISCHMANN OF SONNEBERO.

years have not elapsed ainee all kinda of Artmanufactlll'e8, intended for the cheaper markets, or
{or the use of children, were constructed with a
determined ugliness, which really went out of its
way to compose diatortions and caricatures, as if
inch evils were necessary parta of au extensive
trade. In thia way the cottages of the poor, and the
pl11f-roomsof children, were tilled with a curiouslyhideo111group or mon1tro1ities, yet seriously purporting to represent something familiar to us all.
'fhe old delf im~es of horses and cows, with sunflowers and daisies painted all over their bodies,
were even more natW'al than the auhnsls constrncted
in the old English potteries, which decorated the
mantlepiecea of our grandmothers ; or, than the
pluter parrota and cats which succeeded them. If
adults fareu thus badly, the children were supplied
with toy animals whose resemblance to nature was
of the remotest kind. A " Noah's Ark" was the
glory of childhood-a treasure not enough to be
appreciated ; it wu a pleasnre to unpack, a delight
to puzzle over. IC it was never quite clear which
wu the dog, and which the bear, and an enigma
rew could aolve, whether the cat was not the
tiger ; while dozens or other creatlll'e8 were "given
up " in despair, and taken on trust as representat ions of aomethings existing somewhere. There
were 110Zoological Gardens then to refer to, and the
picture-booka were but a grade better , as authorities,
than the old Dutch Noah's Ark. Artists then would
not condescend to do anything for children ; they
were consequently left to their own ignorance, made
put before them.
still denser by what w1111
The present generation of little folk have advantages they wot not of. They must grow a little
older ere they can discover the strides that have been
made dW'ing the last quarter of a century in that
important brsueh of 1ilent education-the education
of the eye. Our best artists now do not disdain to
draw for children'• books ; a1,d so necessary do
we deem truthfulnesa and ability, that " the best
pencils" of the old daya of Mr . Newbery, in St.
Paul 's Churchyard, would totally fail of gaining
employment now; compare those of the great Bibliopolist of 1800, with those of his auccessors, Messrs.
Griffith and Farran, in 1860. The first toya put
into a baby's hands now, are artistically better
than were those given to children of advanced
years half a century 8!(0, We owe aomethiug of
this improvement to Parisian manufacturers, but
by far the greater debt is due to the Germana ; they
not only perfected the work, but supplied it at a
rate within the means of all.
The untiring induatry and economy or the German people is a marked national characteristic ;
their patience over labour, and innate ingenuity, are
but types of the race. Who has ever travelled in
the Black Forest without admiring the energetic
ingenuity its native peasantry possess in the proMANY
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duction of wares by which they live? OW' Great
Exhibition hau no more attractive and beautiful
national group of Art-manufactlll'e8 than Germany
brought together; and it exhibited a wiue field of
action, from the fabrication of the most exquisite
article fora boudoir, totheproductionofachild'stoy
.
It is not generally known how extensive the manufacture of children's toys in Germany has become,
nor the full amount of care and attention that is
bestowed on their co11struction. The best come
from one district, Sonueberg, in Saxe M:einingen;
and the pri11cipal manu!actnrer there is Adolph
Fleischmann , whose works in the Great Exhibition
Iu the soothof 1851 excited mnch attention.
eastern distr ict of the old Thuri11gian foreat are
numbers who live by this ingenious trade; and the
hereditary Duke, fully aware of the importance of
its mercantile improvement, has founded and fitted
out schools for the better instruction of the workmen, gathering for their use, books, prints, and
models. The workmen are generslly bred to the
trade; sons improve on fathers' work, and, as in
other factories, it is found that some have exclusive
ability in a particul11rbranch or manufacture onlya peculiar native facility which, in so large a factory,
can be excl111ivelydevoted to its own bias. The use
or papier-m&che in place of wood-carving hu been
the real secret of the great improvement in toys ;
for a good model in clay or wax being obtained, it
could be reproduced in cuts by the commonest
workmen, women, or children. Another auvantage
of papier-mtiche was its lightness and hollownessthe latter allowing the introduct ion of simpl11
machinery for movement. The cheapness of good
caatir.g triumphed over the commonest carving,
and the result has been a continued improvement
in German toys, until those of the best clau may
fairly be COWlideredartistic models of nature, acting
as educational agents where snch agents can only be
introduced-that is, by means of play.
It will be of interest to look a little at the life
of thia district, which, comprising not more than
two geographical aquare miles, includes Sonneberg
and the adJacent small towns. About three .fifths
of this apace is covered by foreata of fir and pine
trees, the rest being well-cultivated by the inhabi·
tanta . Every toy-maker aims at the possession of
a field, for the supply of potatoes, upon which his
household chiefly sub1ists; a goat supplies the family
with milk for their coffee, which they have for breakfast, dinner, and supper. In some casea a cow
enriches the homestead, which is a real scene of
pastoral simplicity. Iu this district about ten thousand workmen live, comprising plain wood-manufacturers, who make boxes of all kinds, and matches
(for which there is a sufficient demand to occupy
the greater part of the inhabitauta of several viilages) ; wood-turners and carvers in the employ of
the papier-mAche toy and doll-makers, as well as
papier-mflche casters, bellows-makers, and those who
con1truct wooden toys.
No toy of a good description, composed of wood
and papier-mlche , is produced entirely by one maker.
For example, a crying doll is made by three or four
different people : the doll-maker, who sells his produce to the toy-merchant , requires the assistance
of a turner , for the supply or the wooden arms and
lega, and a papier-mAchtl caster for the heads and
bodies, as well as an artificer who produces the
bellows which makes the doll cry ; it is his businesa
to join all these parts together, and paint and dress
the little figure. Thus four persons live by thia one
article alone, although of the simplest kind.
It is cW'ious to obaerve how cleverly some of
these men, who have never had a lesson in drawing
or modelling, will represent familiar animal, . These
models are then used to make sulphur moulus upon,
which sulphurs produce the finished cute in papiermAchtl. It is only the older toy-makers who th111
pract ise their art,-for about twenty-five years ago
the drawing and modelling school we have already
alluded to wu rounded by the reigning Duke for
their use ; it waa supported at his expense, and the
charge of two-pence (English) paid for an afternoon
lesson. Some or the old toy-makers, not caring to
bestow even so much on theirchiluren and apprentices,
it is now lhe rule that all manufacturers shall send,
under pain of fine, their pupils to the establishment,
where proper masters instruct them in modelling,
and enable Souueberg to send out figures that occaeionally rival the ceramic works of Dresden or Sevres.
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About two years ago a museum was added to tlte
achool by the munificence of the prince, consisting
of caste from the best antique and modern statuary,
and of vases, cups, aud other objecta, found at
Herculaneum (known u the Zahn'sche Collection) ;
u well as a valuable collection of prints, after the
best native and forei~ masters. A small fee, of
about two shillings a year, not only gives the work.
man free access to this museum at all times, but
the right of borrowi11g the prints and models it
contains, for his own use at home.
It is to this judicious Prince that Sonneberg owes
its continned proaperity. The whole dislrict is a
hive of industry; anu one of its few holidays was
made last yeRr, when he again visited the town, and
its inhabitanta greeted him with one of those tradeprocessions, which is so curious a feature in Belgian
and German industrial life, and in which they allegorically represent the wealth of their dislrict, and
rise of their trade . It was a scene of home aft'ectil)n between ruler and people honourable to both.
The humblest art may, by judicious culture,
become thu.s an element of wealth and civilizatio11.
A toy is as great a fact to a child u is any truth to
a philosopher. The perception of children is by no
means so obtuse as their elders may, in their self.
complacency, suppose ; there are very few children,
indeed, who will not appreciate and choose the beat
constructed toys shown to them ; if they obtain
them, they will keep them carefiilly. Now here
are two great ends served ; good taste fostered or
generated, and habits the reverse of slovenly
induced. A well-trained child is a pleasure to all,
and the training cannot begin too early, or be
carried on too carefully throuich the legitimate
means even of its pleasures. If truth is worth
teaching in one way, it ia equally so in all, aud a
toy-horse may u well resemble a real horse, u it
mRy some atrange conventionality, that a child must
be untruly taught to consider u one. If parents
and friend.a of children were fully aware what great
beneficial influence good represcutative toys have
upon the juvenile mind, they would foster correct
ideas, by discarding the unfaithful rudcnesses of
the old toy. shop, and patroni.iing the correct and
often beautiful figures which emanate from the new
manufactories.
We have thought it well to bring thii subject
before our readers at a season of the year when it
becomes especially interesting; for how many tens
of thousands of young minds will at Christmas be
influenced for good or evil by the toys they buy?
It is a venerable axiom, that education cannot begin
too early : those who visit "the German Fair at the
Portland Bazaar," will see at once ho1rmany lessons
in good Art may be taught by Mr . Fleischmann,
eveu by the comparative "nothings" that are obtained for "pence a piece."
It would be difficult to overrate the value of these
good and cheap aids to progress, whose first teachi11gaare in the cradle; often-indeed, generally-the
toys that go into the hands of girls and boys, are
sufficiently pure in design and good in execution to
aatiafy the man of refinement-even the sculptor.
.!for such influences, so exercised, we are grateful.
We have, in this brief article, made especial refer .
ence to the cheaper class of toys which Mr. Fleischmann produces, and send.aforth in quantities almost
incrctlible, and at prices inconceivably low; but some
worka he produces are of a high order, and comparatively large cost : such are the examples, in
terra-cotta, of costumes of many nations and periods ;
figures that, although but a few inches high, are as
admirable as the largest and most perfect productions
of the scwptor. They are creations of the same eye
and mind that produce the amall model of a cat,
and the 011e is as findy moddled and moulded
u the other. It is one great advantage arising
from this mannfactory-an advantage from which
no part of the world ia debarred-that it presenta
objects so true to nature that a child may safely
learn to draw from any one of them ; it is to this
we especially direct the attention of our readers,
asking from them gratitude to l\lr . }'leiachmann
and his compeers.
The excellent Prince, who has taken this manufacturing town, and ita millions of Art issues, under
his special guidance and protection, hns done well and
wisely for his country, but none the les3 for the
Art-cause throughont the World .
---
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'l'HE TOMB REVISITED.
.FllOK THJ: GROUP BY J, H. POLE!,

CONTINENTAL ARCHITECTURE.•
:B.,A,

Ha. SHAw dedicate. his 1plendid and u.e(ul volume
IT is a mournful pleaaure with which love seeks,
through the aid of the sculptor, to commemonte
the worth of the dead ; and yet it i1 the only mean,
left to surviving friends for testifying to the world
their aense of the 1011 sUBtained. We never look
npon a monnment reared by the hands of aff'ection
without calling to mind, and rt:alizing the truth of,
Gny'• well-known lines.. Can storied urn, or animated but,
Back to lt1 mallllon call the fteeUng bN&th ! "

Those who raite the memorial know well that no
auch result can by any pouibility follow ; and their
only conaolation, therefore, ii to embody their expre1aion of grief in a manner which will beat ahow
1ta fulneu and intensitr.
And a "meditation
among the tomba " in one of onr noble cathedrals,
or in aome venerable pariah chnreh, where, not unfrequently, a few worthr examples of the sculptor's
art mar be met with,-ay, and in the turf-covered
churchyard too, where
" The rude rorerathen or the hamlet sleep,"-

is neither an uninteresting nor an unprofitable way
of pauiog an hour or two:" Who looks on these, and finds no food ror thonght,
Colder than marble Is content to be;
The ,·er7 tlgnres by the sculptor wrought,
Are not more hard and passionless than be.
Call It reclllllve, morbid pedantry,
Mnslng to aland on couecrated ground ;
He claims our pity 1rho unmoved can see
Time'• fragments scattered In proC111lon
round,
And beanhla aolemn knell,yetechoes not the aonod."
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to "The President and l[embera of the Royal
Academy of Arts, London," in acknowledgment o(
the "great profeaaional adnntagee which he derived from hie connection with the Royal AcademJ
u travelling 1tudent in the department of architecture," and alao u an e:ipreaaion of gntitude
for peraonal kindneareceived from individual
membera of the academic body. Thie is a very
pleuant oommencement to & large and important
new work on Continental Architecture. And, u
we pue on and examine the work itself, we soon
arrive at the conviction that if Mr. Shaw con1idera himself to have been beneficially aided by
the Royal Academy, the Royal Academy may feel
proud of having sent CorUI 1uch & "travelling
1tudent" u Mr. Shaw. His volume conmtl of one
hundred engravings in lithognphy, not tinted, but
printed, with admirable eff'ect, upon a delicately
tinted paper. Forty of the aubjectl are from
edifice&ID France.1 twenty-two from thote of It&lf;
thirtr-two from uermany, and the remaining six
from Belgium. The engnvings themaelvea are
preceded by a clear and explicit index, which, with
& 1ingle page of prefatory introduction, completea
the letter-preae. The engnvinga, aocordingly, oome
before us by themsel ve1, to narrate their own hiltory, and to illustnte the sentiment& and architectural afl'eetion1 of thtir author. We readily accept
1uch a work i ill diltinctive chancter we recognise
without hesitation, and we trust that we fullr
appreciate ita utility and worthineu.
Mr. Shaw advertl to the fact th&t our arcbitectl
" have recently commenced to engraft on our national style many beautiea and peculiarities hitherto
confined to the Continent;" and he proceeds to
expreaa his hope, in whicn we oordially concur,
that a work faithfully illuatntive of foreign architecture may "find favour in the eyee of those who
are anxious to aee our art progreaaing and gaining
increased vigour by an infusion of new element.."
It is not a little remarkable, while the partizan1
of ancient olueio architecture are 1tudioU1ly endeavouring to demonatrate the architecture of the
middle ages to be an art &t beet eemi-barbaroUB,
and now long obsolete, that the latest worlr.a on
architecture 1hould be almost eiclusively devoted to
mediwval e:iamplea. We are told that the Gothic
is past and gone, if even it ever existed, u a 1tyle
for English civil and domeatic edificea, and yet
Mr. Parker hu just demon1trated the hith cbancter and the abundant reaouroee of the civil and
domestic Gothic of England. And here we have
Mr. Shaw with his hundred noble lithographs,
every one of them illustrating the " architecture of
the Continent" from the eiiating remains of Gothic
worka--the Italian examples alone excepted, in
which the Gothic element appeara either in an
early condition of development, or commingled 1
after the faahion of Italy, with Byzantine ana
Roman traditions. It would be well for the cause
of Art amongst lll, that the claaeio party in architecture, ioetead of auaulting those who love and
advocate the Gothic, should follow their rivals'
example in producing booka like this one of Mr.
Shaw's. We require progreaa and improvement
in our architecture, aa a living art-not
architectural antagonism, and a confiict of arehitecta.
If the clauic is the better 1tyle, and the style
better adapted to our ~uirement,,
and more in
harmonJ with our uaociat1ons, let it prove ita own
pretensions to be baaed upon faota ; and ao alao let
us have, not Gothic profeuion1, but Gothic evidence.
Mr. Shaw evidently is of the same opinion, and, as
he understands thoroughly in what manner architectural evidence should be given, he has submitted a case well made out, and eminently practical.
And his case ii a etrong one in support of
the Gothic. He ehows us plainly, and in a style
that carries conviction with it, whst the Gothic
once was on the continent of Europe; and he
leaves U1 to infer, from hie historical illustrations
oCthe past achievement& of the sty le, or what character its future development& and modifications
may be expected to prove.
There is one quality in the Gothic which Mr.
Shaw mu1t have e1timated very judiciously when
he sent forth hia work without descriptive letterpress, and this ia, that the style posaeaseaa phonetic
power of the highest order, and that it consequently
11 able to speak for itself.
We have more than
once heard Gothic remains described with minute
accuracy by peraons at their firat siF,ht of them :
auch peraona could read " at eight ' the chisel-

Monnmental aculpture hu made great progress
among us within the last century: prior to the
days of Bacon and Banks, almost the only works
of this character bearing evidence of Art-geniua
were those executed by foreigners, aud even among
these there is ample evidence of a vitiated taste.
We are no advocatea of rich and profuae fioral
ornament&, and decoration, of almost ever, kind
but that most appropriate to such acnlptures. They
should be simple and grand, exciting thoughts in
unison with the subject ; not " wrapped in rich
dnlueu," bnt exhibiting that poetry of Art which
speaks or the sublimity of death, and the hope that
the sleeper m&y awake t\l a new and joyous life.
Such appears to UI to be the feeling with which
Mr. Foler sat down to his design for the monument of which an engraving is here introduced : it
wu a commiHion from the three daughtera of the
late J. Jonea, Esq., or Croaawood, near Welchpool,
Montgomeryshire; and it is erected in Guilsfield
Church, in the vicinity or Welchpool. The ladies
whose filial affection called forth this tribute of
their love, are ideally re11resented as mourners at the
tomb of their Cather, whose portrait ia seen, u a
medallion, in front of the sarcophagus. The idea
is singularly Celicitoua,and it hu been carried out
in a manner worthy o( the sculptor, whose geniUI
hu raised him to an enviable eminence iu his profession. In engravings we have formerly given from
hie works, nre evidences resr.ectively of his powers
to treat effectively any attribute of human nature
required of him: his "Iuo and BacchU1," his
" Children in the Wood," his statuea or Lord
Hardinge, and of Hampden, are not more different
in aubject tl1nn they are admirable for the distinctive qnalities which mark each, and which are
in perfect harmony with the chanctera of each
separate work. In "The Tomb Revisited" we find
another feeling e1presaed, and with eqnal power and
truth : the three figurea art beautifully and lo,·ingly
~ouped-thc
elder, it may be presumed, supportmg her two younger sisters. The faces seen are not
of those who sorrow without hope; they are sad
but calm and resigned. The youngest, probably, h~
turned her head nway ; this is a perfectly natural
movement, and affords the sculptor an opportunity
oCvarying his outlinea and forms, or which he has
not failed to avail himself to the beat advantage.
The draperie~ ore admirably designed and arranged;
and what atnkes us as peculiarly worthy of notice,
ii the repou which characterizes the dress or the
centre figure in contraat with the flowing richneaa
or the olhen, offering no feature to lead awar the
• ABCl!ITECtUR.lL
BUTCDSS J'JIOII TBB Co,mmnn.
By
eye from the portrait o( the dead. Nothing conld
Richard Norman Bha1r, Architect. Publl•hed by Day
be more happy than this treatment.
and Bon, Lllllographen to the Queen, London.

written legend• of the 1tyle. And Mr. Bhaw'1
drawings are diltinguilhed by the same independence and the ume inherent faculty of articulate expreaaion. We can underat&nd what they
have to communicate by examining and ,tudrmr
the lithographa, without any other aid.
We confeaa to being powerfu!.ly iofiuenced in
forming an opinion of architectural dnwinga,
&
judiciou1 selection as well of pointa of view u of
1ubject1 for repre1entation : and in both theee re1pectl .llr. Shaw's volume aecure1 for it.elf a favourable prepoueaaion. The examplea exemplify well
the arch1tecturea of the different countriea in which
ther exilt; and the eketchea place the examples in
lightl, th&t display them to the utmoet advantage •
These remarlr.e are equally applicable to the detaila
which are repeatedly given on a large llc&le,and to
entire edifices or extensive portiom of them. The
1ubjecta alao comprise secular u well u eccleaiutlcal
architecture, 'and they ahow that the artist wu no
1- thoughtful in dealing with the one cl .. of
edifice, than with the other. The example. of eecular architecture are from An,en, Beaune, Beauvais,
Bourgea, Le Kam and Paris, in France ; Foligno,
and Florence, in italy .i Hildeaheim, Erfurt, lnnapruck, and Prague, in uermany ; and Antwe!'I? and
Maline,, in Belgium. The eccleaiutical 1ubJectl,
in addition to auoh u have been obtained from the
ume placel, are from Amiena, Au:urre, Chartrea,
Rouen, Seeei Sena, Stnabourg, Semur, and Toul, in
France; in taly from Auili, Lucca, llilan, Naples,
Pin, and Pistna; from Erfurt, Freiburg, Halberatadt, Lubeck, .llagdeburg, Nuremburg, Prague, and
Ratiabon, in Germany ; and from Brugea and Tournay, in Belgium. Theae namea 1ignificantly indicate
how enjoyable u well as advantageoua an architectural tour Mr. Shaw must have made through the
instrumentality or the Royal Academy. He hu
ahown ua in hie work that he ia a discriminating
and an aecunte obee"er, and that he takes with
him to the practice of his profeaion a facile and an
accompliahed pencil ; we shall hope to hear or him
as an able architect, one who will take a part in the
arehitectur&l struggle of the day I that may proTe
honounhly beneficial at once to himself and to tlle
great art whioh he hu ohoten to be hia profeaaion.

br

THE GLASGOW ART-UNION.
Tu:a selection of the prizes of the Art-Union of
Glugow for distribution among the snbscribera of
18611-60,hu beenrecently exhibited&t the Egyptian
Hall. There were sixty-two pictures, of which really
a moat libenl proportion are the productions of
Englilh painters. The whole were pnrchaaed at the
coat of £3155 18,., to be paid for from the prospective fund of the year's subacription. Some have
been before exhibited, but the majority are recently
executed works,
" Job,'' by John Faed, R.S.A., aupporta the
uaumption th11t the modern costume of the Arabs
ia identical with that or the immediate deecendants of Ishmael and Joktan. Mr. Faed ii nearer
the truth than those who arny their Old Tettameot figures in Greek draperiea ; but the modern Arab striped cloak ia not in its uaociAtion1
aufficienUy dignified for religiou art. Job, iu the
vehemence of his grief, has cast himself on the
ground; but, u he ia preeented, & sitting figure
would have uaiated the composition more eff'ectnally. Br the same artist there is "A Bedonin
Arab exchanging a young Slave for Armour,"
wherein the scene is on the Nile, amid the ruina of
tlie templea of ancient Egypt. The weapon vendor
ia seated in his stall, having before him & display of richly-mounted arms, and holding a shield
-which,
by tlie way, much reaemblea one that
Ettr once pOSBeUed,and which he painted in one of
hia sketchea. It is a brilliant and carefully-executed
work.
In R. M'lnnea'a " Tiuken,'' the composition generally is kept very low in tone, with one lightthe girl who preaenta to the tinker-major some
kitchen utensil to be repaired. By the use of a
microscope the admirable painting of the man's
attire comes out, but the tone is ao reduced th&t,
u the work acqnirea age the minute elaboration
will be lost. The wife is a thorough-going roadside character, perhapa too comfortably clad in
comparison with her ragged children. The great
merit of the picture ia ita ar1 celrmdi artea; if you
seek for the finilh it is there, but it doea not importune the eye.
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"A Girl'• Head," J Sant, ia a study of a bead
which, in character and expre11ion,vibrates between
Reynolds and Murillo. It ie not finished with a
glue, on which everything is made dependant, as
were Reynolds', works, and neceaarily all those of
bi.afollowers; but with a " lloat" of colour auapended
in vehicle, throngh the body of which every trail
of the bl'Wlh is apparent.
This is a retrograde
movement: but it refers immediately to Gainaborough and Reynolds. The latter allows ua only
the sight of that peachwhich he preacribee in hia
lecturee; but Mr. Sant profe11e1 the apricot, and
allow, U1 to taste the luaciom fruit.
Of the works which we have seen elsewhere there
are Anadell's "Toad-hunter;" " Undine," 1''. Wyburd; "The Picnic," D. Pasmore, &c. "Low
Tide,'' G. E. Hicka, 1how1 a party being carried
aahore by the waterman from the boat in 'll'hich
they have been sailing: a very bright picture.
" Contentment,'' C. Buter, is a girl seated at 'll'ork
with her back to the light. The delicacy of the
painting of the head and neck, with all their beautifully managed tonee, show, a command of means
attainable only by study concentrated in a particnlar
direction. Other strikicg instances of head painting lire "The Letter,'' and " Doncellita,'' J. H. S.
Mann, both of which are finiahed with a transparent
surface of charming quality. In these beads the
portion1 of rellected shade exemplify the utmoat
power of material. "Schevellinll( Sands," E. W.
Cooke, A.R.A., ie an old subject with this painter ;
but there is a freehuen about his North Sea eubjects much more agreeable than those be bas of late
culled from the wavelen lagunee of Venice.
"View in Arran,'' G. Hering. We feel at once
the aa,ertion here of the difference between the
aspect of the Scottish ialee and that of the Italian
lakee to 'll'hich Mr. Hering has 80 snccenfnlly devoted himself. This is the true complexion of that
" grey-eyed mom,'' in her mantle of rain-cloud,
that, with an almost timid light, risee on the Scottish hilla. " Eve.Ding in Greece,'' by the aame
artist, is another phase of nature, that of the sudden
twilight fading rapidly into night. It tonchee the
sense, inaomucb that 'll'e listen for the far-borne
80unds to which twilight seems more favourable
than any other time of the day or night. "The
Marauding Chief," R. H. Roe. This ia an eagle
clutching a dying mallard in his talons, and rising
to his eyrie from the lake. The eagle i1 well
drawn and life-like, but the calm and mellow landscape is nearly the IBIDe that Mr. Roe always
paint,.
"Jenny's fint Love-Letter,'' J. Craig,the work, perhaps, of a yonng painter,-at least, the
elaborate crowding of the composition is the error
of a "prentice ban'." "The Bird Minder,'' G.
Smith, is a venion of the old etory,-the rooka
plunder the corn-field while the watcher aleep1. It
is a small picture of infinite aweetne11. " Cro11
Roads,'' and a " Lane at Albury, near Guildford,''
by V, Cole, have everywhere the fragrance and
verdure of the reality. The trees are painted with
a maaterly power, that deals anitably with every
pusage of the scenery. These views have been
painted on the epot. "Wild Flowers,'' E. J. Cobbett. These wild llowers are field poppies, wherewithal two cottage !(iris are bedecking their hats.
"A Mill Stream,'' N. 0. Lupton, is a atudy of a
rirnlet aha~ed by trcee, throngb which are peeps of
a second d1ataoce. The lower part of the work i,i
detailed with extreme nicety, but in the colouring
of the foliage the opaque yellow tints are rather
colour than lights. The lights of foliage are
ahvaya !1:rey,at least yellow will not represent them.
"The Eddyatone Lighthonse,'' Melby, ie rather a
large picture, with a near view of the lighthouse;
the aea ia too green. There are some other aeasubjects by E. Hayes, A.R.H.A.
"Evenin!(Beecby Head,'' "The Pigeon Ronae Wall, Dublin,
during a Gale or Wind," and" The Hill of Howth,
from the New Slip,'' all very spirited productions;
na are al80 two small landscapes by Niemann, the
subjects being "Richmond, Yorkshire,'' and "Near
Bulled, Suesex." Gilbert'• "Bright Day on the
Tbamea,'' is, on the contrary, studiously careful.
"One more Uufortunate,'' C. Roll, ia a subject of
a clasa of which even a few are too many. It
shows the "unfortunate" as about to cut herself
into the river from the steps of Waterloo Bridge.
It is enough that our sympathies are moved day after
day by newepaper details; 1111,plementaryillmtra-

tione on the wall, of Art-exbibition1 can well be
spared.
Inasmuch as the difficulty ia coneiderable of
effecting a selection of worka according to a determined acale, the collection ie highly creditable to
the authoritiee of the 80cit:ty.

VISITS TO ART-MANUFACTORIES.
No. 10.-A VISIT To:THE LEE MOOR PORCELAIN
CLAY-BRICK AND ARCHITECTURAL WORKS.

THE visitor to the W eat, in bis progre11 by the
South Devon Railway, from Exeter to Plymouth,
pa11e1 through a country aingnlarly varied in its
geological character, and in its phyeieal aspects.
Running down the valley of the Exe, in the fint
instance, over a purely alluvial stratum, he reaches the
1trange muses of the Red Sandstoue Conglomerate,
which give many picturesque groups of rocke to
the coast between Star Croaa and Teignmouth. Pa11ing theae, the traveller comee upon a series of pictureaque undulations, of'ten ap,ead out into exteneive
valley,, which coneist mliin.lyof the Slate formation,.
At variom points the picturesque charscter of the
country ia greatly improved by the Limeatone rocks,
which at first appear in detached maaaee, but which
gradnally a11ume a more important character, and
become, indeed, around Torqnay the prevailing rock,
giving to that locality the peculiar beauty for which
it is celebrated. It is curious and instmctive to
notice how the Green Sand formation,, which occupy
80 prominent a poaition in 80me of the more eaatern
countiea, gradually thin out, aa the phrase is, and
around Newton Abbot are found as isolated patches
remaining on the tope of the rounded hilla, which,
with their woody knoll,, are 80 much admired.
}'rom theee we pa11 into a dietrict which may be
said to conaiat entirely of the older rocks. The
Carboniferous Slatea, the Clay Slate (known locally
as kill,u), with Trap rocke forcing their iron way
through them, and the Granite hilla, which form
the outliera of the Dartmoor range, become peculiarly prominent, furnishing frequently the moat
pictureeqne landaeapea.
The valleys which form the watenhed for the
extensive district of Dartmoor, are amongst the
moat charming spots to be fonud in England. A
volume might be writteu on the phyaieal canaea
which have been at work to produce them, and the
geological phenomena which continually present
themaelvee to the intelligent atudent of natnre, are
well deserving of the moat attentive observation.
Passing, however, all theae points of intereat, we
arrive at laat at the railway elation at Plympton ;
and, leaving the iron road, we proceed to that point
of Dartmoor upon which the extensive and remarkable works we are about to describe are aitnated.
}'rom Plympton, by a conetaut ascent of six milee,
we arrive at LeeMoor, an elevation of nine hundred
feet above the eea-le\"el,and eonaequently commanding an extenaive prospect in every direction. The
yet higher hills of Dartmoor, with their curiom
Granite tora, stretch away to the north aa far as the
eye cau reach, and they completely enclose the moor
around the euteru aide. To the south and west a
aeries of hills and valleys lie beautifully arranged,
with the sea opening upon us in Plymouth Sound,
and the River Tamar exhibiting little spots of light,
marking the ainuom course of its channel.
We are on Dartmoor-a wild and desolate region,
distinguished by its sterility, marked by rude boulden of granite, scattered in profnaion over the surface, looking like the wrecks of an ancient civilization,
and clearly exbibitiug the wreck of an ancient world
-a world ou the surface of which those granite
muaea formed portion, of more exalted mountains,
over which, in all probability, rolled for ages the
mighty waten ewcepiug from the north, which ha\"e
spread similar evideucea in the Drin and other formations, of the force with which the mighty current
awept over.
Here, in the very centre of nature•, wildeet
works, appear the labonn of man; and those labours
are marked by many striking peculiarities. The
buildioga which rise around yon are distinguished
by their substantial, and by their ,imple, but correct
architectural character. Ascending the laat hill to
the moor, the visitor sees a viaduct spanning a
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valley, proclaiming the presence of a railway, and
a steep incline, upon which the carriage, are
travelling,-the descending set laden with porcelain, clay, bricks, tilee, &c., while the ascending
ones are freighted with coaJe for the worke. At
the head of thia incline are two round towen, connected with the mechaniam employed for working
it, which, with the almost cyclopean wall, forming
the embankment on which they are built, give to
the whole the appearance of a citadel of etrength.
Suppoeing-which, as the carriages were travelling,
we might have clone-we ascended by the incline
instead or by the road, when we arrive at the platform, we have 80me idea of the extensive arrangements which have been made. Fil'lt, we aee the
kilns for bur.Ding the bricks, tiles, monldi11g1,&c.,
with the honaea in which they are manufactured;
and beyond them are the drying-holl8CI,reaervoin,
canals, milla, and accessory ahop1, Deeell&lf to the
preparation of the porcelain clay.. But it is nceeaaary, now thaL we have reached the circle of industry, that we deacribe the pecnliaritiee distinguishing
those worka from the commencement.
Nature hu, np to a certain point, provided the
article which man requires for the elaboration of
the moat perfect prudnction of the potter's art.
The clay-China Clay, u it is commonly called,
or kaolin, as the Chinese have it-ia qnarriL-dfrom
amidst the granitic ma.&1e11
of this region. We
are not at all aatiafied with any of the theoriea
which have been put forward to account for the
formation of porcelain clay. It is commonly elated
to be a clecompoaed granite. Granite, aa is well
known, consisting of mica, quartz, and felspar,
with 80metimes acborl and hornblende. The felspar ia euppoaed to have deco:npoaed; and, as this
forma the largeat portion of the ma11, the granite is
disintegrated by this proceas. We have, therefore,
the mica, quartz, and the clay, forming together a
aort ma11, lying but a short diataoce below the surface, but extending to a considerable depth. It ia
quite evident that this stratum ie not deponted ,·
bad it been so, the particles co111titutingthe mua
would have arranged themaelvee in obedience to the
law of gravity, towarda which there ia not the
alighteet attempt. But we do not know by what
procen the decomposition of the 80lid granite could
have been effected to a depth from the surface of
npwarde of one hundred feet, and then, as it often
doee, 111ddeolyto cease. This, bowel'er, is a qneation into which we cannot at present enter. Here
we see a quarry of this decomposed granite, shining
white in the annshine, and at the bottom of thia
quarry are numerona workmen employed in filling
trucks placed upon a tramway. This native material ia now carried olf to a house, diatingniahed by
the powerful water-wheel, which revolvee on one
aide of it, and here it nndergoee its firet pl'O<'.eaa
in
manufacture. The trucka are lifted, and the contents discharged into a hopper, from which the clay
falle into inclined troughs, throngb which a etroug
current of water paaaea,and the clay is separated
from the large particlea of quartz and mice, these
being discharged OPer a grating, ikrough v;/,icl,.
llowa the water charged with the clay and the finer
matter, the coarser portion aliding olf the grating,
and falling in a heap oubide the building. The
water contain&,not only the pure clay, but the finer
particlee of eilica, mica, achorl, or of any other
matten which may be mixed with the mass. To
separate these from the clay, very complete arrangementa are made. Large and deep stone tanks receive the water u it comee from the mill, iu these
the heavier particlee setUe ; and when each tank
becomea full, the mica, &c., is discharged through
openings in the bottom, into trucke placed to receive
it on a railway, and this, the refnae material of the
clay worka, elaewhereis preserved for other naea, to be
by-and-by described. The water, charged with its
clay, now ftowa alowly and quietly through a great
length of atone channel, and, during its progre11
nearly all the micaceona and other particles subside ;
the water eventually llllwing into very large pita, in
which the clay is allowed ,lowly to deposit. The
water enters in a thin sheet at one encl,and gradually
diffuses itself over the large area. The clay, in an
impalpable po,rder, falls down, and perfectly clear
water paaeee away at the other encl. When a thickne11 of about eighteen inches is obtained, the water
is stopped, and evaporation promoted by a graduated
artificial temperature. After a litUe time, the clay
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is snfficiently hard to b~ cut ont, and subjected to
its final drying . The clay ia cut out in aquarea of
about eight inches, so that they form parallelograms
when removed from the bed. Theae are then placed
in heated rooms, and, being still further dried, are
fit for the market.
lo the Art-Journal, Anguat lat, 1850, will be
fonnd, in a paper on the chemistry of pottery, mnch
information respecting clays; and to that article "e
wonld refer onr readers who desire to know more of
the phyaica and chemistry of clay. The clay prepared at the Lee Moor Worb is amongst the finest
varietiea which are obtained io thia country, and it
is consequently employed in the mannfacture of the
beat kiuda of porcelain. The Lee Moor clay, being
ready for the market, is earefnlly packed in the
trucks on the railway, which ia brought nnder a
very ornamental shed, and is transported in a 2bort
time to Plymouth, where it is shipped for the
potteries, or some other destination. It should here
be stated, that large quantities of the commoner
kinda of china-clay are now used in the manufacture
of the beat earthenware, the fine varieties being
reserved for porcelain. It is not generally known
that chiua-clay is largely 11Bedin giving body and
'll'eight to paper; and eapecially is it employed in
the preparation of paper-hangings; beaidea thia,
ealicoes are sometimes stiffened by meaua of this
clay, its pecnliar wbiteueaa adapting it for this
purpose.
We have now passed through the extensive premiaes which are devoted lo the prtparation of the
porcelain clay. Every visitor to these works will
be struck with the solidity of the structurea aronnd
him, all of them being constructed with I very
close-grained granite, and bricks which, in colour,
harmonize admirably with that atone. The granite
is raised and worked on the spot, the quantity of
this valuable stone being here unlimited . It is, u
we have atated, of a very close texture, the eryatala
of quartz and felspar in it beiug of a very uniform
size; and it has a pecnlior and ,·ery pleasing warm
tint, which is a relief from the ordinary cold grey
colour. A church-window was in process of constructiou: in workmanship this was of the highest
character, and the purity and perfection of the stone
very striking . This window ia intended for the
neighbouring Church of Plympton, a small town
rendered memorable to all lovers of Art, from it,
being the birthplace of Sir Joshua Reynolds.
Rut we must pass 011. In all the porcelaiu-clay
works which we have visited, the clay only is made
commercially valuable, the quartz and mica being
rejected as nseless material. Not so here ; from
the mill, in which the natural product ia washed, as
we have described, the refuse matter is received in
trucks, and conveyed on a tramroad to the brick,
tile, drain-pipe, a:id architectural works; and here it
ia utilized, in a way which completely entitles this
place to be qnoted aa one example of the economy
of mannfactures.
The sand, consisting of qnartz and mica, has but
little coherent power; but when it is united with
some alumina, and anbjected to a properly conducted proceaa of firing, nothing can be firmer
than the reanlting maaa. In such extensive works
u these, there is of necessity a large quantity of
clay,-snch ae is found near the surface in the
qnarry, and such as is soiled in the proceuea of
manuracturing the superior kaolin,-which is applicable to the purposes of preparing a brick or artificial atone. Such clay as this is received in large
tanks prepared for the purpose, and as these are
very long, the clay is in different degrees of fineneaa, accordingly as it is taken from the eud at
which the water enters, or from the extreme end
of the pit. In fact, three qualit.ies of common clay
are thus obtained, and they are used respectively as
they may be required for the production of finer
or coarser materials. In the first place, fire-bricks,
of a very superior qunlity, are manufactured. It is
not neceaaary for us to give any description of the
manufacture of a brick ; suffice it to say, that the
mixture of quartz, mica, and clay, being made in the
Jiroportiona considered the beat, they are thoroughly
kn_eaded together, and then handed over to the
bnck-maker. The composition of these bricks may
be stated aa nearly pure ailica and alnmina, the
amall quautitiea of other anbatancea which may be
found in them being anch u is fonnd in the mica
and clay employed. 'l'aking them, however, aa to
-
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the main featnrea of their composition, we have the
following proportions :1.

Silica
• . • 82-88
Alumina
• • IT-IS

2.

3•

7'·71
24 "78

81 ·68
3 s·:u

It will be evident to every one, that since the mix-

I

ture is artificially made, that any proportion can
be adopted, and any material required can be in•
troduced ; conseqneutly, whether these bricks _are
desired for iron furnll1lell,copper fnroacee, chemical
works, or for the gaa manufactory, they can be
made to suit each apecial requirement.
Dricb of this composition cau be, and are, made
.of any colour, from almost pnre white to red or
black, as may be desired. The white bricks, which
may be, from their composition, rewirded as an
artificial granite, arc much used for building pur poses ; and as they are monldcd by pressure into
any form desired, much very pleasing ornametatal
work resnlta from their employment. N umerons
architectural decorations are manufactnred from this
waste of the china-clay works : and when the
economy of production, and the elegant character
of the manufacture ia taken into nccount, we can
well understand the ~antagea offered by its employment . It is needleaa here to enumerate the
variety of articles manufactured, our object being
chiefly to direct attention to one of the moat
atriking examples of the value of persevering induatry with which we are acquainted. The Lee Moor
Works may be quoted in illustration of the German
tale, of the old man who bequeathed to his sons
vast treasnres, which were buried somewhere in the
d-rt
country which was their visible heritage.
They set to work digging the ground over to find
their treasnre, bnt their search for gold was with.
out avail; at last, however, they discovered, from
the productiveness of the aoil upon which they had
expended their industry, that the buried treasnrc
was the harvest they wonld reap from reclaimiug
the waste.
So was it here. But a few years siuce thia
division of Dartmoor was a waste moorland, covered
with granite boulders, and in every respect putting
on the most unpromising appearance. Its present
proprietor, Mr. William Phillips, diacovering the
value of the china clay which existed here, obtained
from the Earl of Morley lenses and privileges, such
as wonld enable him, fully and fairly, to develop tbe
bnried treasure; and the reanlt of his untiring energy
has been that really, not figuratively, he has caused
the desert to blossom with the rose. Hundreds of
acres of land have been reclaimed. In connection
with the works which have been· described, about
two huudred people are employed; a large number
of these are fnrnished with houses, gardens, and
small patches of ground. These cnltivated spots
are increasing yearly, and a perfect hive of industry
has been created upon a once desolate wilderness.
A railway, eight miles in length, with two selfacting inclines, and viaducts spanning the beautiful
valleys, con11ects the works with the port of Plymouth. The granite rocks, which prevented the
use of the plough, have been used in the construetion of the railway and the works, and that implement has developed the old man's hidden treasure;
so that the railway now carries from the moor, clay,
fire-bricks, ornamental bricks and tiles, granite, and
farm produce. The moor was, and is now in many
parts, a peaty morass. Water was abundant, but it
was of little use. Thie has been trained into channels, and rapidly flowing streams are now rendered
useful in the works already constructed, and an
enormoll8 amount of mechanical power is still available. There are large reservoirs, and one is now
in process of construction which will have an area
of seventeen acres. These appliances-all of them
the work of one man-proclaim a master-mind;
and his own dwelling, in the midst of his labours,
displays, indeed, the charm which industry exerts over
nature . Within its sheltering belt of fir-trees, exists
a garden which exhibits on every aide indications of
the most refined taste; and here, on a soil so naturally barren as to become proverbial for its wildness,
flowers give, but do not waste, their sweet111:ts011
the desert air.
Here are schools provided for the young, and
classes established for the workmen; instruction is
given iu many things which are 11Befnlto the working man, lectures being occasionally delivered, and
music, as a aonrce of enjoyment, ia not forgotten
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among1t those dwellers ou Dartmoor. There are
not many placea in these i,lands, or in Enrope,
'll'here nature looked leas promising than 011 this
division of Dartmoor ; and certainly the inhabitants
were even wilder, in their untrained habits, than the
moorland oo which they dw~lt- One man, by the
power of a well-regulated mmd, h~ produced a vast
re,·ol~tiou: where formerly the winds only broke
the s1le~ce of nature, the heal~hf?1.~onnd of maunfactun: •• heard; and the acm1-cmhsed people who
dwelt 10 acattered huts, few and far between, have,
b! him, been brought toge~he_r, and trained into a
simple, ~ntle, honest, Chmban people. Such an
example 11 worthy of all honour .
ROBERT Hum- .
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MR. THOMAS CRANE .

.i

Wft 111'\! indebted to a correspondent for the
following particnlara of the career of Mr. Thomu
Crane, a portrait-painter of considerable provincial
celebrity, and not altogether nnkuown and nnappreciated in London.
He wu born in Cheater in 1808; his father was
a man of edncation, but of means totally inadeqnate
to afford bis aon the pecnuiary aaaistance necessary
for the proaecutiou of those stndiea in Art for which
the boy showed a decided predilection. Throngh
the kindness ar.d liberality of a gentleman at Mancheater, the late Edward Taylor, Eaq., yonng Crane
came up to London in 1824, and entered the
schools of the Royal Academy, where he continued
two years, gaining, in 1825, the medal for his
drawings from the antique. Returning to Chester,
he commenced his profeaaion as a miniature-painter,
and not very long after his settlement he published,
in conjunction with a brother, who is also deceased,
some aketchea of celebrated characters in North
Wales, among whom were Lady Eleanor Butler and
Miss Ponaonby, the eccentric ladies of Llangollen.
Mr . Crane by his refined taste and winning manners
ingratiated himself with many of the moat distinguished families in Cheshire, Lancaahire, and North
Wales, and waa always a welcome visitor at their
mansions, where he was sometimes accustomed to
paas weeks, aud even montha. Many of thot1ewhom
he visited remained hia friends till death separated
them, such aa the late Earl of Stanford, Lord Stanley of Alderley, the late Sir W. W. Wy1111e,
&c. &c.
In 1832 )fr . Craue made his lint appearance u
an exhibitor at the Lh·erpool Academy, and continued
to contribnte to the institution for many years: in
1835 he was elected an usociate, and in 1838, a fnll
member of the Academy. In the following year he
married, and came up to London, where be resided
for some time, but found the metropolis prejndicial to a constitution predisposed to pnlmonary
disease. After trying Leamington and other placea,
be took up his residence iu Liverpool, and in 1841
was elected treasurer of the Academy of that town.
But the delicate state of his health would not permit
his contiuning there, and, in 1844, he removed to
Torquay, the mild air of which proved so beneficial
that he made the place his permanent residence for
twelve years, visiting, as occasion required, Mancbester, Liverpool, and Cheshire, where he procured
commissions, such as coultl not be obtained within
the limited population of Torquay and its vicinity.
His health being appareutly re-established, and
feeling desirous of giving to his children the benefit
of a better education than that afforded by the pro.
vincial schools within his neighbourhood, Mr. Crane
removed to Bayswaler in 1857: but though dishad been arrested for a time, it broke forth again
10011after his arrival here, and, advanciug by slow
steps, resulted in his death in Jnly of the present
year. He has left a widow and four children, whose
only support had been his professional labours.
:Mr. Crane'd portraits, of females and children,
both iu oils and in water-colours, were his principal
worka : he treated these with ao much elegance of
treatment and ao mnch fancy, as to render them
almost ideal works, yet without compromising their
identity aa portraits . Among bia subject-pictures
the more important are-"The
First Whisper of
Love," "The Deserted Village," "The Cobbler,"
"The Old Romance," "The Bay-Window,"" Mas.
I queradiug ;" most of theae were exhibited at the
[ Royal Academy.
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Ierected edifices or worship.

ROME, AND HER WORKS OF ART.

361
Rome was one or the earliest- plares where sncb n

I community was rormed. St. Paul is said to have suffered martyrdom there;

and his fellow-labourer, St. Peter, also laid down his life, two or three years
afterwards, in the imperial city, for the faith he professed. St. Peter was the
fir•t bishop of Rome; he was succeeded hy Liuus, and after him, Clemens, or
ELIGION bas II j11st claim upon man for the exercise Anacletus-for
chronologists have not decided which-followed.
The latter,
on her behalf of bis highest intellectual powers; who is said to have received ordination from St. Peter himself, erected an
and Art, as one medi11m for the devdopmcnt of oratory on the site where the present magnificent church stands, to commethose powers, has, in all ages, laid on her altars morate the place of the apostle's burial, and where many of the earliest
the noblest product.ions of architecture, painting, Christians suffered martyrdom. It was not, however, till the time of Constan.
and sculpture. The temple of the Jewish ritu11list tine the Great, or about the beginning of the fourth century, that any edifice
, "\);:; ., ,·~ ·
and of the heathen worthipper, the classic fane worthy of being called a church was erected there ; th11t emperor cawed n
(>
-::r,~-, >;
of the Greek and Roman, the pagoda of the splendid basilica to be built, which was consecrated by the then bishop,
":\
·.;
-·· 1
Chinese and Bhnddist, the mosque of the l\fahom- Sylvester I., on whom was conferred the title of Pope. C0Di1t11ntine
enriched
t
f.t
~ medan~ and the church of. the Chri~tian, alike the edifice with sumptuous onoame11ts,and its ministers with ample revenues:
~><.,,.
i i ·. bear witness to the zeal which has aDJmated the thus commenced the rise of the papal po-.vtr; while the emperor's basilica
~ •
~ :._';,";)
-~ C; ' followers of the respective creeds to do honour became the precursor of the great Church of St. Peter.
f;-f:£:.:J
to their deities, both as regards the expenditure
The old Church of St. Peter was a large edifice, more than three hundred
~
of worldly wealth, and the offering of the best ii;ifts that nature feet in length : it lay lower than the present building, which is of far greater
~' ,,.1 has bestowed on ma,,kind. Art owes a heavy debt of i;:ratitudc extent, and is raised above it . A portion of the ancient church is now 11
';,1'/' ) to religion-or that which assumes to be such : for without her subterranean vault under the pavement of the modern one, with chapels, altan,
1 1 powerful and efficient aid, the artist would, in all probability, have old monuments, and sculptures ; visitors have access to it. on certain days.
~:!,/
'~ C I fonnd no patrouage so varied and liberal; while the world wo11ld About the year 850, Pope Leo IV . built a wall round port of the Vatican hill
' \
have been deprived of the finest works on which the eye now and plain, to protect the church against the in,•asiona of the Turks. In 1450,
1
rests with delight, and which the mind contemplates with admira. more than llOO years after its erection, the sacred edifice had become in such
:
tion and profit.
1 11ruinous condition, that Nicholas I. conceh·ed the idea of replacing it with a
No sooner had the disciples of Christ expanded from the few poor fishermen new one. The .Florentine architect, Bernardo Uoselini, in conjunction with
of Galilee into a numerous body,-possessing, though still in a very. inferior Leon Battista Alberti, was engaged to prepare plans for this new temple,
degree, wealth and intluence,-than they formed themselves into communities, which, in grandeur and richness, was to surpass every other buildin!(; as well
termed "churches," appointed ministers and officers of various grades, aud as plans for a splendid palace, villas, gardens, aud fountains, for the Pope'• use
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or pleasure, aud iu a •tyle becoming the great bead of the Christian Chnreh: destination, the old Church of St. Peter'a, and Julius determined to eany
the desire of his holiness being to make this part of Rome conspicuous for on the new edifice with expedition and energy. We confess there seems 11
its mai;:nifieence. 'fhe death of Nicholas, in 1455, however, put a stop to little confusion in this statement, but it is taken from the hut authorities.
the whole plan, or rather diverted its course. The building of the church had Julius had engaged the aasistance of Bramante D' Urbino, known generally
been commenced, historians affirm, by Nicholas, and continued, though very I as Bramante, one of the most distinguished architects of the sixteenth censlowly, by hie successors, till 1503, when Julius II. occupied the papal chair. tury, whose name will always be aasociated chieOy with this noble edifice.
1'his pontiff, urged, as Vasari 11ya, by a desire to erect a splendid ma11soleum He prepared designs, the plau of which was a Latin cross, with a portico
for himself, engaited Michael Angelo to fnrnish a design for it (see p. 190, of six columns, and a vast dome in the centre of the chur~h, supported by
antt): when the design wa& finiahed, it was found altogether unsuited for its four coloS8al.pillars.
In 1506 Julius laid the foundation under the pillar
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against which the statue of Veronica now stands; but all that Bramante lived ance was sought, but he also died without adding much to its pro1tr:
and
to see completed were the fonr pillars and the arches which spring from tbem. then ~licbael Angelo, at the age of seventy-two years, waa called upon to
He died in 1514, one year arter the death or his patron, the Pope. Leo X., contribute his aid: the letter conferring the appointment is yet iu existence.
the succr.aaorof Julius, employed Giuliano di Sangallo, n J,')orentine architect, He at once restored Pernzzi's plan of a Greek crosa, constructed a dome of
to continue the work. Saugallo had taken offence at the selectiou of Bramante, different fonn and curvature to that of the ori~inal design, uaerting that he
and had retired to Jo'lorence,but he returned to Rome by desire of Leo, and j would raise the Pantheon or Agrippa (vide p. 364) in the air, enlarged the tribune
proceeded with the work : bis age and infirmities, however, compelled and the two transepts, and strengthened the piers for the second time. fo our
him to relinquish his duties within a very short period. Giovanni da Verona I notice of the works of Michael Angelo, a few months ago, we alluded to his
and Raffaelle ne1t undertook the task, aided by 1''ra Giocondo, a Dominican labours in connection with St. Peter's, and the ve:i:ation to which he was
friar; bot little more is said to have been effected by their joint labours than subjected during the seventeen or eiiihteen years of his labours, whicl, termito strengthen the piers raised hy Brnmnnte, which were considered too weak nnted only with his lire, in 1563. Numerous other architects-all of whom
to support the cupola. During the pontificate of Leo these three artists died, adhered to his plans-carried on the work during several successive pontiffs,
and the nest engaged was Baldassare Peruzzi, who, according to )filizia, till the time of Paul V., who, in 1605, aaceoded the papal chair. The dome
received 81 architect of St. Peter's, the liberal stipend of two hundred and was completed, in 1580, by Giacomo ddla Porta, appointed architect by
fifty crown, a year. Leo is said lo have considered Bramante's design 81 too I Gre~ry XIII.; he also, in the pontificate of Clement VIII., ornamented the
vast and costly, whereupon Baldnssare altered the plan of the Latin croBBto . inside of the cupola with mosaics, and constructed the greater portion of the
that of a Greek cro11. The work, however, made little progress for several I present pavement of inlaid marble. The architect engaged by Paul V. was
years, owing, chiefly, to the death of the Pope, in 1521. Doring the rei~ns of : Carlo Maderoo, who proceeded at once tu extend the principal nave easthis anccessors, Adrian VI., Clement VII., and in the early portion of that ward, aud thus again changed the form of the edifice to a Latin cross;
of Paul III., the tribune designed by Bramante was completed. Peruzzi died he also erected the fa~ade. The nave was finished in 1612; two years
in 1536. The next architect engaged was Antonio Sangnllo, who determined afterwards the fa~ade and the portico were completed; and on the 18th of
on reverting to the original plan once more; his designs for the purpose are November, 1620, the renowned church, or basilica, of St. Peter',, Rome, wns
still preserved in the Vatican, but he died before he could carry any of them consecrated by Pope Urban VHI. We often bear our countrymen complain
into effect. Giulio Romano is daid to have been the next artist whose assist- of the lengthened time Sir Charles Barry has taken in the erectiou of hi, great

lNTt:JUOlt

OF ST. PETt:&'s:

work, the Homes of Parliament, and of the cost of the building: without
nttempting to draw any cumparison between the magnitude or the style of the
two edifires, to show that the one might legitimately be expected to occupy
as much time as the other, and to prove as costly, it may be remarked, that
from the first foundation of St. Peter'•, in 1450, to it.a dedication, in 1626,
constitutes a period of 176 years, and that during this time no fewer
thau forty-three pontiffs Pat in the chair of the Apodtle. The expenses of
erecting it were so great as eventually to cause the derection from the Romish
Church of millions of her disciples: the bull for the sale of indulgences, iasued
by Leo X. for the purpose of raising money to carry on the work, roused, by
tbe excesses that characterised its promuliiation, the attention of Martin
Luther to the abuses of the Itomiah establishment, and brought about the
Reformation, the foundation-atone of civil and religious liberty.
By a reference to the engraving on the preceding page, it will be seen that
the principal entrance to the church is by an area flanked on each side by a vast
aemi-circular colonnade, erected by the architect and sculptor Bernini, during
the pontificate of Alexander VII., about the middle of the seventeenth century.
These colonnades are supported by columns, in four rows, arraop;ed so as to
leave sufficient room between the two inner rows for the passage of carriages,
two abreast; one hundred and ninety-two statues of saints are placed on the
balustrades abo\"e. In the centre of the areo stands the lofty Egyptian obelisk,
which waa taken to Rome from Heliopolis hy the Emperor Caligula; and on
each aide of the obelisk is a splendid fountain, erected by the architect Carlo

-1

THI: NA.VI!:.

I Mnderno, under the auspices of Pa•il V.

On each side of the 1teps leading to
the entrance is a colossal figure, St. Peter occupying one plaee, and St. Paul
the other. The fa~ade is generally condemned a, lieavy, and inappropriate to
the rest of the structure; it ha, five open entrances leading to the magnificent
vestibule, and thia has five doors, through which acceaa is gained to the body of
the church. A view of the nave appears a, our second illustration: it is
vaulted, and eight masaive piers separate it from each aisle at the side; at the
foot of each of these piers is a large vase, supported by cherubs six feet in
height; these vaaes contain the holy water.
Passing to the extremity of the nave, the visitor comes under the stnpendons
dome, whose size and magnificence must strike him with astonishment, if not
with awe; but what he sees there is only the inner vault, between which and
the outer cupola is a staircase leading to the snn,mit. The dome is certainly
the glory of St. Peter's, and all who have written about it seem to have exhausted the vocabulary of panegyric. Forsyth says, quaintly and enthusiutically, "The cupola is glorious, viewed in its design, its altitude, or even its
decorations; viewed either as a whole or as a part, it euchants the eye, it
satisfies the son!. The very air seems to eat up all that is harsh and colossal,
and leaves us nothing but the sublime to feaat on,--& sublime peculiar aa the
genius of the immortal architect, and comprehensible only on the spot."
The celebrated Baldacliino, or canopy covering the high altar, atauds underneath the dome, and over the spot said to be the grave of the Apostle. It is of
solid bronze, taken from the Pantheon, and consists of four vast spiral colullllll
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of the composite order, and covered with rich ornaments, many of them gilt; / Notwithstanding its age, and the perils of fire and llood to which it baa been
the height to the snmmit of the cro11 ia nearly ninety feet; and npon the enta. repeatedly subjected, the Pantheon still exists in an admirable state of preaerhlature are four colossal statues of angels, draped; this altar it ouly nsed on vation. Soon after its completion the building wu struck by lightning; in
great ceremonial occuiona, when the Pope officiates in person. The con- , the reign of Titna it was damaged by fire; restored by Domitian, it ugain
feMionalia anrrounded by a circular balnatrade of marble, on which are placed anffered from a similar calamity in the reign of 'frajan, and was repaired by
no fewer than one hundred and twelve lamps, in tingle, triple, and quadruple Adrian; snbseqnenlly it was restored by Antoninua Pina, and still later by
branches of gilded bronze. These lamps are kept continually bnming night I Septimins Severns and Caracalla. It was, there is no donbt, bnilt for a temple,
and day. The canopy was cast, in 1033, from the design by Beroini.
I but from the end of the fonrth century, till the year 608, it remained closed,
Another object of no inconsiderable interest ia the Tribune, of which an together with all the other pagau temples in Rome; in that year the Bishop
engraving is here introduced: it is profusely ornamented, from the alleged of Rome, Boniface YIU., obtained permi&1ionfrom the Emperor Phocaa to
designs of Michael Angelo, a11dcootaius the famous chair of bronze, called the 1, consecrate it as a Christian chnrch : it was dedicated to the Holy Virgin
"Chair of St. Peter;" this incloses the identical .chair in which, according to and the Martyrs, under the title of S. Maria ad Martyres. So convenient
the tradition of the Romish Church, St. Peter and many of his successors : were the niches for the rites nod ceremonies of the new worshippers, that very
officiated. The bronze
little alteration was recovering ia the work
quired to adapt them
of Bernini. At the
to the purpose. In
angles are figures of
the middle of the aefour of the ancient
venth century Con•
fathers of the Church,
1tan1 II . strip)led off
two of them, St. Aua large portio11of the
ptine
and St. Am·
bronze plates which
brose, of the Latin
formed the roof, and
Church; theothertwo,
in 731 Gregory III.
St. Chry10Stom a11d
substituted sheet-lead
St. Athanuius, of the
for them; after this,
Greek.
little is recorded of the
'l'o attempt to give
Pantheon for uearly
any detailed dcscripseven centuries, when,
tion of, or even to en•
in 1400, during the
dielurbances of the
nmerate, the various
decorative works and
middle ages, the leadobjecta of Art, which
work was taken from
the cupola and roof of
this great temple oft be
Romiah faith offers to
the portico. But by
thenoticeoftheviaitor,
far the most extorwonld occupy many
tionate plunderer of
pages, instead of the
this beautiful edifice
fe.,, we can uaign to
wu Urban VIII., who,
them. The altars of
in 1631, under the
pretext of restoration,
the numerous chapela
in both of the aide
earried off, it is said,
aialea are, mostly, deupwards of 4000 cwt.
coratcd with pictures,
of metal, principally
copied, in mosaic, from
bronze, for the Balthose of some of the
daclii,w in St. Peter's,
great Italian masters,
and to cut into canand very beautifully
non for the Castle of
executed. Among the
St. Angelo.
more prominent of
The Pantheon is a
theae are :-Domeninoble circular edifice,
chino's "Lut
Comof brick, surmounted
munionofSt.Jerome;"
by a dome of unusual
Raft'aelle's "Transfi.
flatness; ita internal
guration ;" Roncalli'a
diameter is 142 feet,
" Death of Ananias
and the height, from
the pavement to the
and Sapphira ;" " St.
Peter healing the Lame
anmmit of the dome,
Man," by Mancini;
has the same measure·
" The Crucifixion of
ment ; the walla are
St. Peter," by Guido ;
about twenty feet in
" The Incredulity of
thickness; theentrance
St. Thomas," by Cais through a portico
of great architectural
muccioi ; "The Conceptioo," by P. Bianbeauty, but antiquarians have been unable
chi; "The Presentation of the Virgin,"
todetermineaccurately
whether or not it ia a
by Romanelli; " The
Baptism ofChriat," by
portion of the original
edifice. "Opposite the
Carlo llaratti ; " St.
Peter Baptizing the
entrance,'' aaya Sir
George Head, " a
Jailer,'' by Puaeri ;
"The Baptism of the
m&g11ificent
arched re.
Centurion," by Proceae, corresponding to
caccini ; "The Marthe aperture of the
tyrdom of St. Sebu.
entrance, which, e1catian,"byD0meoichino;
TUE TRIBUNE,OR CHAIROP ST. PET.ER,
vated from the Vll6t
Poussin's " Martyr.
thickr.eS1of the wall,
dom of St. Erasmus;" "Christ in the Ship with St. Peter," by Lanfranco; contained, in former days, a colo11&lstatue of Jupiter, is now, under the disGuercino'a " St. Petronilla ;" and Guido's "St. Michael.'' The only oil- pensation of the Roman Catholic Church, occupied by the high altar. And
picture worthy of mention is Frauceaco Vanni's "Fall of Simon Magu,."
seven lateral chapela, attributed to the period of Septimius Severns, three
In these chapels are also a very considerable number of statues and monu- within spacious rectangular recesae,, and four in the intermediate spaces con·
menu, of which, however, there are bot few that possess any pretension to the tained within t8dicult8,N small projecting pediments, supported on co~umna,
character of superior works of Art; the best, by many degrees, are those of have been contrived on each aide of the circumference, without alteration. or
comp~ra.tively recent date : those of an earlier time are, principally, by Beroini infringement of the original pa11:an
model.'' Above these runs a marble corm~,
and h11immediate follo'lfen, and are designed in the wont possible taste.
supporting an attic, with fourteen niches, and a second cornice; and from this
rises the majestic dome, divided into square panels, which are said to have been
The two engravings on the next page represent respectively the exterior and originally covered with bronie : the only light that enters the building panes
interior of the PANTHEON,which ranks among the most remarkable of the through a circular opening in the centre, about 28 feet in diameter.. The
ancient buildings in the city. It stands in a confined and miserable piazza, portico, which, u we have intimated, is an object of nnivered admiration to
between the Corso and the Piazz11Navona, and, according to an inscription the eye of those who are judges of architectural beauty, is 110 feet l?ntt, a.nd
on the frieze, was erected in the third consulate of Maren, Agripp11,n.c . 26. 41 feet dee11; it exhibits sixteen Corinthian columns of oriental gron1te, with
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bases or Greek marble; the vestibule is supported by Outed columns or marble,

I

corresponding with the coh1mns. The pediment, originally covered with bronze

[i
I

EXTERIOI< OF THE PANTHIION.

baa-reliers, r~preseoting the battle of the Titans, still retains the marks by whith

INTERIOR
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or

the eogra'l"ing, were added b.r Beruini, by order ol Pope U, ban VI II . ; they are

I they

were fixed to the wall.

The belfries above the pedimer.t, u they nppear in

THE PANTIIEO!i.
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anything but ornaments to the edifice.
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FROM some cause or other which it would be very
difficnlt to account for, aeeing that nolionolity is to
a great extent characteristic of her people, Ireland,
which ha~ given birth lo ao many distinguished artists,
baa not proved herself, hitherto, a liberal patroness
of her children. Art baa not flourished there aa it
ha, in the sister countries of England and Scotland,
even in proportion to her means : and artists, compelled like merchanta to talce their goods to the moat
profitable marketa, hnve been under the necessity of
eceking elsewhere for the patronage denied them at
home. As with individuals, so it has been in a great
measure 1\'ith Art inslitntions ; they have made but
little headway, aud either linger on in a state of
sickly existence, or have sunk prematurely into decay.
Now surely such a condition of things aa this ought
not to be : there is no substantial reason why it
shonld be. In Ireland is wealth enough, and taste,
and liberal patriotic feeling enough, to effect nn
alteration for the better, if those who have it in their
power to lend ll!Sistance will bot stir themselves for
the purpose, and combine to raiae the Art or Ireland
to that position it deserves to occupy.
Towards the end of the last year, a nnmber of
I riah noblemen and gentlemen united their efforts
to establish an association under the title of the
"Art-Union of Ireland," the object or wl1ich WDll to
aid in the development of nntive talent, and the
cultivation of public taste. The committee has just
put forth the first Report of the aociet.y, and invite
attention to it l,ecanse, primarily, "the result of tbe
firat year's experience may be fairly pointed to aa
successfully establishing the soundness of the principles on which the plan of the society is based."
'l'hose principles are mainly two,-the
allocation of
t.he entire subscriptions, deducting necessary expenses, to the prize fund ; and the right of selection
in all cases by the prizeholden . Under this system,
with even the small sum available for the firet year,
1he committee has bern enabled 10 to apportiou the
prize fund aa to bring the chance or success to the
subscribers nearly as one to 1i1, A refereuce to the
prize list-published with the report-shows
that
the pr izeholdera have availed themaclvea of the
power of adding to the amo,int or their several priz es
to the e:i:tent or nearly twenty per cent on t.he sum
allotted to prizes.
The total amonnt of subscript ions for the past
year wu £888 61.; the expenses, necessarily hca,-y
at the commencement, together with a small sum
resrrved for contingeucics, amounted to £308 6.r.,
leaving a balauce or £580 for distribution: this sum
was divided into 134 prizea, ranging from one guinea
to £i0.
The number of pictures purchased was
upwards or forty, selected from the exhibition or the
lwyal Hibernian Academy, and from that recently
held at Belfaat : in tbe latter case showing the advantages ari sing to local exhibitions by this society.
The other workl or Art selected by prizeholders
consisted of engravings, Forian statuettes, photographs, but in no instance i• the JJrize valned at less
than one g,liuen.
Consideriug that t.he society hos been in operation
little more than seven months, the result may be
regarded as a success, nnd there is little doubt it
would have been still more promising ir the subacriptiou list could have been kept open during the
c:i:hibition of the Hibernian Academy, or nt least
during a portion of the time. This, however, was
impracticable, bccaU!e, as iu the cnae or the London
Art-Union, the committee deems it advisable to close
the aubscription before the opening of the Academy,
in order that 1,rivate purchasers may not have an
advantage o,·er a prizehold er.
How far the withholding an engra ving from sub scribers may operate to the prejudice of the Artl:n ion or Ireland, we are not prepared to say: that
it will to some extent there can be little doubt, for
the prospect of having something for one's money is
a ,·cry powerful motive with many for aubacribing.
The principle adopted by this society ia unquestionably a eound one, but it must naturully limit its
subscriptio11 list: still we are not sure but that a
larger amount of real good, in the prom otion of Art,
is offered by the plan thau by expending large anms
upon mons ter engravings which too often prove to
their owners an annoya nce rather than a pleasure.
Of one thing we are quite certain, that such an iu-
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atitution as this, must be or great importance to the hand is also" sold." l\[r. J. V. Grnsox exhibits a
Iriah nrtiat, whose patrons , oa 'll'e have already inti- charming little work, the story or which ia told by
mated, nre few and far between, and therefore it the title, "The Nibble;" and Air. J, L . BRODIBa
baa onr bcartieat wishes for its success; and we tn1.11t picture that manifelta great talent, called " Under a
Cloud." The subject is, unhappily, not a pleasant
that many friends or Art, and or Ireland, on this side one:
it repreaente two runaway lo,·ers in a 1teomor the Channel, may be induced to lend a helping boat; there is a punuit, and aymP,athy is with tho
hand in promoting its interests. We see by a notice pursuers, for the "gny Lothario ' ia obvioualy a
iu our advertising columns, that the subscription selfish acoundrcl. "Family Portrait&" ie a clever
picture, carefully and 'll'ell-studied, by Mr. R .
list for the ensuing year is now open.
There is, too, now a better chance of success to C1toz1ER. Excepting aeveral clever productions by
the new Institution, seeing that the elder society, Alr. S. Brough, a native of .Manchester, although
the "Royal Irish Art-Uuion," has just wound up a member. of the Scottish Academy, we have reto the only works by Manchester artiata that
its affairs; and, in accordance with authority placed ferred
attract speeiol attention. The school is, however,
in its hands by the 1ubscribers, hna presented to the one of good promiae, and demands the position it ia
Nationnl Gallery of Ireland the snm of £100, the about to aBBumc.
balance of the cash-fund, and nlao an unpublished
LtYElll'oor..-The
Committee or the Liverpool
Society of }'ine Arte baa awarded to Mr. S. A. Hart,
engraved plate, by Golding, of J\laclise's "Peep
the
prize
or
£1001..
for his picture or II The
R.A.
1
into Futurity," to be published for the benefit of
the " Gallery-fund for the purchase of worka of Captivity of Eccelino, 'lyrant of Padua." The
Art." We presume that the enbscribers to the worka which came next to thia, in the opinion of
the judges, were Mr. Faed'a " Sunday in the BackRoyal Irish Art- \;uion 1\'ill be entitled to receive a woods," Mr. Elmore's "Charlea V. at Yuate," llr.
print from thia plnlc.
Herring's "lloming after St. Bartholomew/' "A
Norwegian Fiord," by ll. Leu, and "Cupid Captured by Venue," by ll. Fontana. The e:i:hibition
this year contains a large number or foreign picturet,
of which several have been aold, to the value of £800 .
ART IN IRELAND AND THE
The sales of Engliah pictures amounted, at our lut
PROVINCES .
received statement, aome time 1ince, to £1700 .
BmMilfGHAM.-The members of the Birmingham
Society of Artiste held a conversazione at their
lIAXCHE8TER: THB UoYA.L INSTITUTIOX.-lt
there have been better, then there have been cer- gnllery, in New Street, on the evening of the 11th
of last month. We were unable to avnil ourselves
tainly worae,exhibitions than that which the Institution this year supplies: few contributions have been of the in\'itation courteously forwarded to ua, but
have
understood that the meeting, which was very
sent from the many great galleries or llnncheater;
indeed, the only "helpera" in this wav are Thomaa fully attended, paaaed off most agreeably. The
Wrigley, Eaq., John Knowles, Esq., .lohn Pender, band of the llth Huaaars contributed greatly to the
Esq ., and James }'allows, Esq. Our attention ia enjoyment of the evening .
S11BFPIBLD
,-'l'he annual meeting of the friends
naturally and rightly directed to the 'l\'Orka or
artiste reaident in Manchester; this city is, as it and supporters of the Sheffield School of Art wna
Herr, or in held at the rooms or the inatitution, on the 7th of
ought to be, an im_portant "school."
its immediate vicimty, are to be found the greater !oat month . llr . Young Mitchell, the head-master,
number of the best Britiah pictures produced during read the report, which etnted that though the comthe laat quarter of a century ; and here, beyond all mittee had not been able to reduce the debt in the
question, British artiste reap the honours or which school-building (about £2000), it bad met various
but the gleanings are to be gathered elsewhere. extra expenses, during the past year, out of the
We might seem greatly to exaggerate if we esti- ordinary receipts, thereby showing that the regular
mate tho coat of modern paintinga contained in the resources of the 1cl1ool had not diminiahed. The
1evcral collections in Lancashire as exceeding a committee baa resolved to mcmorialize the Lords or
million of pounds. We may Etartle our readers the Privy Council to aid it in liquidating the debt.
still more, 1r we express our belief that if these A resolution was pnlllled at the meeting acknowworka were re-sold by public auction, they would ledging the very efficient manner in which the
bring to their varioua poeaeaaors considerably more mastcra, lleBBra. Mitchell, Godfrey, Sykes, and H. D.
than they paid for them. Both opinions are eaay of Lomas, had performed their respeotiYe duties. Mr.
proof. Collectors in Lnncashire, however, cnn well SJkea bas recently been appointed decorator of the
remember the time when there was no thought of new galleries at South Kensington ; bis post nt
Sheffield bas been filled up by the appointment of
purcbMing a modem picture there, although "old
llr. Lionel Legge .
masters" were readily sold. A "genuine Rubens,"
B11LFAST.-A collection of "old masters" hos
or "a veritable 'l'ition," manufactured in White•
up by the found its way to Belfaat; but we suspect the conchapel, and splendidly "furbished"
dealers, found purchasers, where Constable nnd Hil- noisseurs of the town are too shrewd now-a-days to
ton were rejected altogether, and Turner had but pay n:ore than they are worth for these "highhere and there a "customer : " there was little faith claaa" pictures, a, they nre called in the catalogue
then in a time when paintings by Ii ving maatcra forwarded to ua. Uapbael, Andrea del Barto, and
would be infinitely wiser investments than produc- Guido, Paul Veron eae, Correggio, nnd the Poussins,
dead ." Occas1onally, Vandyke, Weenin:i:, Canal ett o, ltu~·sdnel, Tenier~,
tions by the "illustrious
indeed, in Lnncaahire, there were gentlemen who Boucher, De Beem, Watteau, anu others which
foresawthisgrcatfact;
who, having a natural taste, stand high in the Tocabulary of Art, are not
and an instinctive love for excellence, were collecti:>rs names to conjure guineas untold from the pockets
before collecting waa notorioualy profitable; honour of Irish connoisseurs, in these times . E, ·en our
to auch men! llut let ua rejoice also that their modem paintera, Linnell, Crome, Chalon, Nasmyt111
eumple baa been contagious, and that it continues Andrew,, who figure in the catalogue, are looked
to spread. Let us hope also that while there ia ao at very suspiciously, and muat go for what they
warm a competition for the productions of artiste of will fetch. Nevertheleaa, it is well to give our
"established" reputations, who obtain ,•ery large friends on the other aide of the Irish Channel a hint
pri ces for their worke, there will be in Lan cashire not to P.ay " too dearly for their penny whistles," if
aome "patrons" who will patronize when patronage they will have euch.
BRA.DF01m.-For the purpose of showing the
is needed, and may be useful; who will, in a word,
loolt out for the men who are to be the .Mulready,, stale or progress in the Bradford School of Design,
the llacliaee, the Websters, and the Linnell& of the an exhibition of drawings, works of thefupila, took
hereafter. When seven or eight hundred pounds are pince on Friday the 14th ult . Aa one o tlie attracpaid for a single small picture, that must be regarded tions at the Social Science Conference , this exhibias its extr eme value ; when a tenth of that sum is tion was most successful, and mRny of the drawings
paid for a production that has only "promise," an ahowed considerable knowled~e of the principles, aa
immense benefit may be conferred on itl producer, well aa facility in the mampulati,·e processes of,
while a grent and good investment haa been made, Art. As these drawings were not numbered, it is
The rich and liberal collectors of Manchester will, impo88ible to refer to those tl1at deserved more
we hope, benr this important truth in mind. It detailed notic e ; and the only regret felt was, thnt
will be well if such gentlemen u those we refer to ao few specimens were shown bearing on the special
would examine carefnlly this exhibition, " ·ith a requir ements of u-xtile fabrics. Otherwiae, judging
vie1v to ascertain where merit is, and where it moy from these specimens, the Bradford School of Deiign
be-ought to be-assisted.
We believe they have seems to be in a healthy and flourishing condition .
done ao, for there is one work or very great ability At the Social Conference, Mr. Stewart, of London,
read a paper on " Art-decorations, a Suitable Em-" Barley Harvest," by H. C. WHA!Tz-which
passed through the Uoyal Academy of London to ployment for w·omen," with illustrntions of what
return to Alnncheater, and find a "buyer" there. women could do in this way, which excited conIt was so hung in" the exhib ition" that no one saw aiderable attention .
FAL'.\IOUTH.-The 11nnual meeting and exhibition
it, or it would not have "gone baek." Now, ,..c
undentand, there are a dozen competitors eager for of the Royal Comwnll Polytechnic Society hl\8 just
itl poaae11ion, A very graceful drawing by the 1&me terminated. It will be within the knowl edge of
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motto! our readen, that thia aociety hu for tweutyeeven yean, been stimulating the inventi~e and
arti.atic geniua of Cornwall, bf the offer of premium•
and prises for every effort o thought in nearly all
the departments of human industry. There ia not
a 1imilar institution in the country, and the good
that baa been effected by it, in Cornwall, is incalculable. 'l'be display of Art-productions at the last
e:i:hibition waa in the highest degree creditable.
Tbo profe111ionalartists of local celebrity, Philph,
Hodges, Hart, and otber11,exhibited many interesting picturee. Tho amateur productions, and especially thote from tho Comish Schools of Design,
were moat praieeworthy. Nearly £100 wu given
in prizes on this occasion. Lectures were given by
Mr. Robert Hunt, and other gentlemen ; and, at the
conclusion of the exhibition, the drawing of the
prizes of the Art-Union of Cornwall took place,
The Polytechnic Hall, decorated, u it is, with busts
of eminent Comish men, and original portraits of
Carew the historian-of Opie, the painter-of Sir
Humphrey Davy, the chemist, and other geniuses
of the West, and filled with a display of mechanical
and artistio works, prel<'nted a moat pleasing appearance. The attendnnre, on each d,y or the
.
exhibition, wu very large.

---

THE NATIONAL GALLERY.
national collection hns opened after the usual
recess, with the addition of five new pictures,
all of I.he Italian schools. The moat important
ia an altar-piece, which wu painted in 1525, by
Girolamo Romanino, for the high altar of the
Church of St. Ale888ndro, at Brescia, whence, in
1785, it wu removed ; and, beooming the property of the AHeroldi family, was, in 1857, purchased for the National Gallery of the Counts
Angiolo and Ettore A vveroldi. The size of the
principal compartment i1 8 feet 7 inches in height,
by 8 feet ll inches in width. The subject is the
Nativity, aud the immediate point is the worship or
the infant Saviour by Joseph, a front fi!(llre, and
the Virgin, a profile, both kneeling-the Virgin, u
well in place ns cirr.umstanc~. being the priucipal.
The infant lies before them on his back, and above
is a choir of chernbim. It is painted on a panel
formed or three upright pieces, and seems to have
su1fered at some time serious injuries, which are
repaired, but not ao skilfully u to conceal the
mtechief. St. Joseph is not a dignified impersonation, but the Virgin ia a study of great beauty.
She wears a red robe, over "'hiclt is cut a blue
mantle, enriched by a flower worked in gold thread.
To the stable the allusion is but slight ; all novelty
in that direction had been exhansted, with all the
caential simplicity of vulgarity, before Romanino's
time. As the picture was painted after he had
et11diedin Rome, he doea justice to the discipline of
the 1chool by the elegance of taste ahown in the
composition. The fignrea are relieved by a wall,
which with a too absolute upright line separates
the interior composition from the outer landecape,
that ia violently precipitated on the eye from the
want of atmosphere nud gradation.
Romanino left Rome, aud went to Venice to
atndy colour; but whatcrer he moy have done at
the latter place, the characteristics of his first school
are, as to its flesh-colour, tha.e of thia picture.
The head or the Virjtin baa been moat carefully
painted, and the face has been finished with a broad
glaze, reminding ns or Giulio Romano, though not
eo brown. The amal! nude figure of the child all
but proclailllll iteelf to have been painted by another
hand ; at least, that which counoisseura call the
impa4to hu not bt:en worked iuto so smooth a aurface as the faces of Jo,, 1,h and Mary, and the
cherubim above are still le;s careful. The iufaut,
however, ia a most skilful example · of colour and
eJccution, reminding us more of Velasq1,ez than
anything we have ever seen by auy other painter.
On the 1,roper right of the picture is a figure repre senting St. .\lcxandrr, a young mnn iu a auit of
!>late armour, gruping a lance witlt a pennon.
On the other side is St. Jerome in the desert.
Both of these are full-lenitths, and above them, aa
lialf-lengths, are San Filippo and S. Gaudioso.
Arter leaving Venice, Romanino retired to bis native
city, where he painted numerous altar-pieces all of
great merit.
'
Another large picture b~· :\Ioretto hns been
THE

added-also ao altar-piece, celebrating rather cer- we have him here more certainly than in the Hemitain aaiuta of the Catholic Church thau rendering cycle, where we find nll the celebrities of the art,
any scriptural subject. It mny be aaid to form like a personage in a well-known "Walk"two picturee, each with its owu distinctive charac"In their Sunday oot, "teristics. The lower part preeents an ngroupment,
in which fignreSaints Bernardino of Sienua, Jerome, all in silks nod velvets inconveniently new. But
Joseph, Francia, and Nicholaa of Bari. St. Ber. thousands will pus this portrait without dreaming
nardino occupies the centre. and holds up a golden of the interest with which it is regarded by the few.
circlet, iu the centre of which are the letters I . H. S., It is in the Brancacci Chapel of the Church of the
· ray1. All Del Carmine thnt are seen those works by llfasaccio,
wheuce emanates a glory of vibratin11:
these fignrea wear monastic dresaee, with the excep· which revolutionized the Art of his time. It may
tion of oue, who is attired in the ceremonial robes be uid that, until the maturity of the fame of
of a bishop. The asceticism of thia part or the Raffaelle,-nearly a century,-the Brancacd Chapel
work coutraata forcibly with the upper section, was the school in which all the eminent painters of
which represents the Virgin enthroned, with St . the fifteenth and of the early pnrt of the sixteenth
Catherine and St. Clara one on eath aide. By the ' century studied, 11·ithRnfl'aclle, lllichael An!!;elO,Da
aide of t.he Virgin ia the Saviour, who places the Vinci, and Fra BIU'tolomco,at their head. We quit
ring on the finger of St. Catherine; this being with regret this portrait, to turu round to the
the motive, the subject of that part of the picture exceediu!(ly hard and dry work of Crivelli-a Piela,
is properly the marriage of St. Catherine . St. or Entombment, in 'll'hich two cherubim are repreClara, who kneels in prayer on the lei\ of the sentcd as supporting the bcdy-a half-length-of
Virgin, is a charming study ; she wean a mouutic the Saviour, but just removed from the crou . The
habit, and differs from the other figures in actuality picture is of the fourteenth century, intereeting as
or life aud prC6cnce. The purpose of the artist an example or the time, but a too faithful rcpre·
aeema here to present a contrast between the seutation of the detail of post mortem emaciation.
earthly and heavenly condition of the soints.
A picture by Gixolamo da Trevieo is from the
Northwick collection. It is a large composition,
and wu painted for the Bocceferri Chapel, in the
ART.EXIIIBITIONS AT CHRISTMA..S.
Church of St. Domenico, at Bologna, whence it was
removed to Imola. Some time between 1706 and
1733, it was added to the Solly collection, aud .\s the competition for the gratification of those
afierwards became the property of Lord Nortbwiek. ,vho seek relaxation during the Christmas recess is
The subject is the Presentation, by St . Paul, to the most energetic, aud so compreheusive as to address
Virgin Mary aud infant Jesus, of the donor of the itself to every shade of tute, it may be acceptable
picture to the chnrch. Besides these personages, to our readers, that we enumerate and briefly dethere are St. Joseph aud St. James . In comparison scribe the principal exhibition, of Art which may
with the works of Moretto and Romaniuo, this pic- be visited during the holidays. From the extensive
ture ia harsh and dry. The painter wu boru at encouragement given to the public exposition o(
1'reviso in 1508, and studied the works or Rafl'aelle picturee, it is sufficiently clear that collections of
in Rome, whence he proceeded to Bologna, where works of Art will be visited ..-ith as much relish at
he painted the history of St. Anthony of Padua, Chriatmas u at other season, ; and, therefore, to
in the Church of St. Petronio. He came eventually tboee who may seek some relief from the ueual
Chriatmns festivities in enjoyment more refined, we
to England, where he wu employed by Henry Vlll.
in the triple capacity of painter, nrchitect, and engi- address the following result of a round of visits to
neer. In the Jut or these characters he accom- public and private collections.
Time was-and that not long ago-when auch a
panied the king to the siege of Boulogne, where he
thing as au exhibition of Art was never heard of
was killed by a canuon-ball.
We could acarcely hope to pos9Cfl an oil pic:ture durinit the 11·inter. Mr. Pocock waa, we believe,
by llfuaccio; but, nevertheless, of these five, one is the fir11tperson who instituted the exhibitions of
a Masaceio, a portrait of himself, a small life-size sketches that were first opened in the winter. But
head, a front face with the ahoulders also square to Mr. Pocoek's plan was too liberal, and his apirited
the front-a pose which, e~en in hia youth, we are enterprise was necessarily abandoned u being
aurprieed that I.he inspired Muaccio should have attended by considerable I0118. Tbe5e e1hibition1
chosen for a portrait, when we remember the ease, have beeu continued by lllr. Gambtrt, but the
grace, and movement of his conceptions in the Del sketches have merged into pictures by artists of
Carmine Church, at f1orence. The face is youth- eminence, finished with the nicest skill. Of this
ful, but Maaaccio's years at this time could not exhibition, as containing works not before exhibited,
have been leu than twenty -five: he looks pale, we 11:ivean exclusive notice in another form. The
and the type is not thnt of a robust nature . He colloction is hung iu the room kno11·nas that or the
died suddenly, at the age of forty-one. The im- Frend, Exhibition, No. 120, Pall ~fall.
To the Gallerie,i at Kensington, the Vernon and
mediate cause of hie death wu auapectcd to be
poison; but at this time, with no other personal Tnrner Collections will have been ndded at Christdeacription of him thau this portrait, it might, with mas, though, while we write, the arrangements for
good physical reason, be preaumed that such a man opening are far from complete. We look forward
wonld scarcely tread even the " mezzo de! cammina to aeein,: those works nuder cireumstanees more
di noatra vita." The complniou, u 'll"C now aee it, favourable to an appreciation of their beauties, than
is extremely pale, though it may not have been left they have ever beeu seen in Marlborough House.
At the Gallery of Messrs. Leicgatt and Co., 19,
so wheu the portrait wu finiahed. The features are
of a type common in the south, but the grey eyes 'Chaue:e Alley, Cornhill, there is open to the public
and brown hair are rather northern thau iu anywise l\lr. Flatou's collection of coutemporury British Art,
Tuscan. It is probable, however, that at eome time, am'>ng which are found many productions that have
perhaps recently, the background may have beeu beeu works of mark iu recent exhibitions, as also
painted inexorably black, thns throwing the hair Olit many that have beeu transferred hither din,et from
in a tint lighter thau was intended by the painter. the easels of their respective authon. The catalogue
The earnest eyes and the straightforward maintin, numbers one hundred and fifty-three works, among
of the head challenge you at once ; the hair is bushy which are-' Cardil[BDBay,• by Cre,nrick, R..~., and
at the aides, bot not eo much eo u it appears in Phillip, A.R.A.; 'High lllus, Henry VIII.'s Chapel,'
the portrait in the Hemicycle. On the head is F. Goodall, A.R.A., and E. A. Goodall; 'Westward
worn a red berret, something like n fez, and the Ho!' H. O'Neil; 'E~e at the Fountain,' W. Etty;
tunic, which is fastened close np to the throat, is ' On the French Const,' C. Stanfield, R.A.; ' I'm
o'er voun,: to mnrry yet,' T. Pned; 'The finished
brownish green, painted simply with raw umber-a
mean garment, in compariaou with the personal sketch of the Derby-Day,' Frith, RA.; and othera
style of Giorgione, Ralfaclle, and others, who were by Linnell, Danby, A.R.A., Poole, A.R .A., Frith,
pittori camlieri iu all things. But the name (To) &c. &c.
Rosa Bonheur's 'Horse Fair,' bequeathed by
Masaecio-careleu, slovenly, even dirty Thomuforbids us to expect anythinit jaunty in manner or lllr. Bell, with other works, to the nation, although
attire. The face is prosaic, with a dow11riizhtearnest not yet added to the public collections, may 110w
and searching expression. Thus, about Tomaso Gnidi be seen ot Canterbury Hall; where, also, there
-for he bad a patronymic-there was nothing of is a very attractive catalof!:Deof modern pictures
the gaillard or ao11neteer; we believe, therefore, that (the property of lllr. C. Mortou), among which are
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conspicuous-' Noah's Sacrifice,' D. Macliae, R.A.; establishment has always been celebrated for the
'The Sailor's Beacon,' F. Faed, exhibited thia year; beauty of its dioramas. Jn addition to the famous
'The Advent of Sprin~,' F. Danby, A.R.A . ; 'The picture of Paris by night,-than which no similar
illoaion huever been more popular,-there is a new
Fountain of Youth,' H11UB10ullier;'Children-the
original sketch of the Group at the Pnmp for the series of disaolving views, with a variety of
Villnge Fair,' Wilkie, R.A.; • Iachimo in the Bed- ment that hu established the repntation of the
chamber of Imogen,' W. P. }'rith, R.A.; 'The Cot- Colosaeum.
tage Door,' Linnell; 'Comedy,' and 'Tragedy,'
J. Sant; and others not leas intcreating by F. Stone,
CHROMO-LITHOGRAPHY.
A.R.A ., P. }'. Pcole, A.R.A., J.E. Millais, A.R.A .,
T. Creswick, R.A., Co•itnricr, O'Connor, Bright,
Lnnce, T. S. Cooper, A.R.A., &c. &c.
Mr. Wallis's collection, which will be open for
THE GALLERY OF MESSRS. ROWNEY.
a certain time, is now to be seen in the g,ulery of SKILL and perae'l"erance are raising this Art to an
the Old Water Colour Society, in Pall Mall East. imitation of 1rater-colour manipulation, aa perfect
It contains many celebrated works, with which all aa can be hoped for from any mechanical process.
who may have ,cen them in the Royal Academy, or The first essays in anywiso suocesaful that we reelsewhert!, will be glad to renew their acquaintance. member in chromo-lithography, were certain amall
There is Poole's best picture, 'The l'lagne of lnndacape pieces by Mr. Rowney, especially a subLondon,' the well-known Solomon Eagle picture, ject from the Italian lakes, which wu produced
which is in excellent condition, and really more some ten years ago. A comparison of this, or any
harmonious than when first exhibited; and by the of its contemporaries, with works of receot execution,
anme paioter another acarcely less remarkable work, would abow the deficiency on the one side, and the
'Messengers bringing bad tidings to Job,' purchaaed advance on the other. One of the subtletiea of
by Mr. Wallis at Lord Northwick's sale. Admirers water-colour Art is texture, and in order to produce
of Calicott will be glad of an opportunity of seeing cunning and inexplicable surfaces, painters will even
what be himself considered his best picture; it ia sometimes IO piece the paper on whir.h they work,
here entitled 'A grand claaeical composition-Diana
that one drawing ahall be made on two, or perhapa
and her Nymphs returning from the Chase;' and more, kinds of paper, for the eake or obtaining
in this work hie design wu evidently to break a various appropriate texturea . The surface of a
lance with Claude. There are also magnifieeot drHing by Cattermole is very different from that
composition, by Linnell-' landscape, with winding of a work by Haghe, and the surface of a drawing
road,' &c., from Lord Nort-hwick'a collection, and by John Varley or 1'urner, which may hue been
'The Disobedient Prophet;' T. Danby'• 'Death of wuhed ten or fifteea times, i.a very dilferent from
Pompey;' 'The Pet Goldfincb,' by Sant; ' 'Twu
both. And in tbia texture abide very generally
withm a mile,' &c., Alexander Johnston; 'The
the spirit and character of the work; and if this
Opening of Waterloo Bridge,' Constable; ' Venice,' be ao difficnlt of acquisition in the original, how
J . D. Harding; 'John Knox administering the much more so ia it to aecure a mechanical imitation
Saeramcnt,' Bonner; 'Sea- Coast,' C. Stanfield. of such a surface. We obse"e also in latter works
The catalogue numbers one hnntlred andeigbty-senn
that the mellowneu, tone, barmor,y, and priamatic
pietnres, all of high qnality.
effect&of a highly worked drawing are succeaafnlly
At Burford's Panorama, in Leicester Square, the imitated . To reproduee the softneaa and variety
picturea are interesting and instructive, especially obtainable by floating tint on tint in water-colour,
that of Canton. The view is taken from an eleva- would appear by mean• of a printing procesa to be
tion chosen as the site of our military poet. Hence impossible : it ia nevertbeleaa accomplished, in a
we eurvey the city-if city we mar call the wide- manner that we ahall presently show. Even the
IIJl?elld wilderness of miserable hovels, which the beauty, breodth, and dclicious maturity produud by
picture on all aidea presents to the eye. We mnst glazes in oil-painting are imitated with extreme
not estimate the Chinese cities according to those exactitude.
aplendid examplea of Indian architecture that have
'fhe idea that lithography wu 1111Ceplibleor a
of late been brought home to 111hy all kinds of vast range of power etruck Sen11efelder,the iDYendeacription, pictorial and verbal, and o! which we tor of printing from the stone, and he snceeeded in
have, in the Panorama of the sncred city of Benarea, imitating drawings in chalks of two or three
an instance that contrasts forcibly with the archi- colours; but he failed in hia nttcmpta to carry
tecture of China.
chromatic printing beyond this : and ordinary lithoAt the Great Globe, in Leicester Square, that graphy waa carried to its utmost excellence before
most useful geographical and topographical aehool, Mr. Rowney begau those experiment& which have
the knowledge that may be pnrchaaed for one ahil- resulted in an excellence that upirea to the reproling is in amonnt profuse, aud in quality nnexcep- dnctiou of the most brilliant and harmonioua pictionable. The moving dionma of the Rhine com- tnres, as well in oil u in water-colour. A close
prehends in forty-four tableau every remarkable examination of aome of these works, however, tells
feature from Rotterdam to St . Gothard.
The ns that chromo -lithography has yet something to
diorama of Japan is a well-timed aeries of pictnrea; achieve before the lustrous harmonies and apecial
and not less so are the twenty-six Chinese view,, aoftne11 of oil-painting can always be &18ured. But
which we accept aa faithful, being from sketches from what haa already been done, we can aearcely
by Lient .-Colouel Kennedy, Colonel P . Anatruther, doubt that even the eccentricities of Torner'• work
Lord Cochrane, Major Edwards, &c. &c. There ia will by experience become of easy exeention, althongh
a lecture on the fate of the Franklin expedition ; the difficulty of imitating the "orka of tbia muter
and the late war in Italy is illustrated by a diorama, ' will be in some degree understood, wbeu we say that
with views of Florence, Genoa, Turin, Milan, and the Inst Mesars. Rowney ha'l"eprinted, required no
Mantna; and the late Indian campaigns are de• less than thirty-seven atones,-that is, it waa necesacribed by a new aeries of pictures .
aary to submit the paper under the atone thirtyMadame Tn!88ud's Exhibition, in Baker Street, sevea times to the preBB l,efore the picture wu
continnea to attract crowds o! visitora, in conse- finished. The subject is one of Turner's viewa of
qnence of the unwearied activity of the proprietors Venice, now at Keuain~on, a small piclure, showing
in pr:ividinii: novelty for the entertainment of the the Ducal Palace and the line of the rfra, with
public. Every individoal that rises to celebrity the prison, library, and other buildings.
1s immediately introduced among: the glittering
The methods <>fharmonizing and subduing the
throng that fills the rooms. The aplendid co11- tints will be understood from the &uccesaiooof the
tnmes of this exhibition, on which e<rery care is stones. CaLtermole'a drawin11;of ' The Murder of
beato1fed to secure accuracy, are eitremely nsefnl Duncan by Macbeth' required only twel~e atones.
ia, the
aa studies and authorities to the painter . The With a view to perfect "regiat.eriog,"-tbat
number of impersonations now amonnt to oue I the accurate adjustment of the paper to the atone in
•ery exact outline of the
hundred and aixty-foor; and, besides these, there is , successive printiogs,-a
a loog list of relics,-many interesting from peraonal I drawing ia made with sncb scrupulous nicety aa to
and historical 8880ciation.
embrace every object, even the moat trivial. The next
'rhe Colosseum, in the Regent's Park, haa, under step is the actual commencement of the picture, a
the present spirited management, risen deservedly preparatory base for which is a ge11eral middle tint
in public favonr. The entertainments are judi- of aepia-the impresaion of the first atone. The tint
ciously sdected, and the instruction that they con- of the second stone is a nentral, that falls on the
vey is agreeably blended with amusement . This l sepia without touching the highest lights or the

am-
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strongeat darks, both of which on the stone arc
blanks. Of this tint in its purity nothing appears
in the picture . The next atone is yellow, and although very little yellow appears in the drawing, it is
neverthdesa applied to II great extent on the aurfaoe.
The next tint id red-the base of all the red.ain the
dra.,..ing, of which there is a great proportion . The
next is green, o! which colour positively there ia
none in the drawing, bnt the colour modifies and
softens lhoee that have preceded it. The next stoue
aJds the brightest red touches, which of conrao
appear bot as ahapelesa spot& on the atone, but,
falling precisely ou the spota prepared for them,
communicate great life and apirit to the work.
The next colours are the highest yellow tinta, which
are even less sparing than the red, and yet of which
none ia left unsubdued. This ia 1ucceeded by a
sepia atone, whereby certain markings are strengthened, and the drawing confirmed. 'fhen comes a
maroon tint, that deepens the draperies, aa the curtaius of the bed, and strengthens the ~ of
red in the bed itself; and the next ia a deeper tint
of the eame colour, which break, np the mauea
left by the last stone, and determines the forms of
the lights and darks. The next atone communicates
the darkest touches, aa the hair of Macbeth, and
givea a few other marks which on the atone look
like unmeaning scratches with a pen. The laat
application is that of a general neutral tint, tlw
operates like a harmonizing glaze in oil-painting ;
after which the picture is drawn forth finisheda spirited facsimile, with all the feeling of the
original drawing. When the result ia placed in the
bands of an inquiring amateur, he is forcibly etrnck
by three facts,-first, of course, the sncceaa of the
imitation ; secondly, the amount or labour neceeaary for its production, three-fourths of which i.a
not apparent on the surface of the work ; and,
thirdly, that a product demanding in ita treatment
10 much skill and exact manipulation, through a
proceaa 10 protracted, can be sold for one guinea.
It would appear to the uninitiated, that much of
the proce,is might be diapenaed with, from the appli•
cation of colours generally applied over the surface,
which do not appei,r in the work, u the yellow
and green tints, of which nothing i.a left to tell that
the paper baa been 111bm.ittedto a yellow or green
tinted atone. But these stones perform a particular
office; they accomplish that blending, softening, and
diveraifying of the colours, that ia elrected by the
brush in floating diJferent tint• on one moiat surface.
or traversing a dry surface with a succession of
strengthening tones. And it must not be auppoeed
that this succession of stones represent& in 11nywi9e
the method which the artist pursued in making bi.a
drawing. We know that Cattermole elaboratea hia
works very carefully, with a view to the attainmeut of that studious deciaion of touch that constitatu the power of hie picturea. He placea all
his tinta at once in their places, breaking, subduing,
and forcing them in hie own peculiar 1111111J1er,
and
ultin.ately confirming the drawing by atro11gtonchea.
and forcing his clearest point&with colollf embodied
in Chinese white. And the coustancy of the paper
uoJer thia prolonged trial is not the least interesting
feature of the proceas. Whatever number of atonea
is used, the paper, before the superpoaition of the
atone, ia wetted each time, and when under the
press yields, in110m11cbthat ita 1urface ia eouidrrably extended ; but, nevertheleee, on each encceeaive
re-adjustment to the atone, the paper baa reenmed
its proper dimensions, so thnt every minute touch
falls iu its proper place.
To instance the compus of tbi.a art as practised
by Mesare. Rowney, it is only necessary to meutiou
a few of the works that they have succeafnlly reproduced in cl,romo-lithography, u 'Ulynea deriding Polypbemus,' Turner; 'Mount St. Michael,'
Stanfield ; • Crossing the Ford,' M,tlready; 'Isola
Bella,' Stanfield; ' Clifton,' J. B. Pyne; -'The
\
Bridge of Toure,' Turner; 'Tower of the Church
1l
al- Gorcum,' Roberta; 'Youth and Age,' }'.Tayler;
'Doune CuUe,' J. D. Harding ; 'Columbna in
the Monaatery ,' Cattermole ; ' Clunes, on the road
to Chamouni,' J. D. Harding; 'The Rhine near
Cologne,' T. lit. Richard1011; 'Lugano,' by the
aame artist; ' Unterseen,' J. D. Harding, &c. &c.;
11
besides a long catalogue of other productions, all
bearing prominently the characteristics of the
original pictures.
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ART IN CONTINENTAL STATES.

ANCIENTARCHITECTURAL:MEDALS.•

MuN1ca.-E1·ery visitor to the new Pinakotbeca,
at Kunich, will have been irresistibly attracted by
a larJe picture lately purchased, and placed there
by Kmg Louis, representing the .. Death of Wallen•
stein," by Piloty. It is a work tbnt holda you fast,
and kee~ you standing before it longer thnn you
,vould. Tlie murdered mnn is lying on the ground,
hia head towards the spectator, the lower pnrt of
hia body being entnngled in the dragged-down bedclothea, which, it is clenr, hemmed hie movements
in hia sudden haste to meet the midnight attack.
And cloae to him, with gaunt, rigid feature!, stands
Beni the astrologer, looking down on him who had
put auch f11ith in the atars. '!'here is horror on hia
countenance; but you see, by the convulsive grup
with which bia lonJ, withered fingers crush hie
bat-brim in holding 1t, how deep the struggle that
ia at work witMn. 'fhere, alone, 11re those two
figures : the seer and the pupil, the patron and hie
dependant; the once mi~hty lender of countleaa
hordea, so bold and aapirmg; and the astrologer
agbaat at the end of ambition lying, a useleaa thing,
at hia feet. Si/8nce rei9111lure-an awful silence.
The wax-light, on gutterinK down, has just burned
into the ldbket, and ia fi1ckering its last. The
candelabrum which bolda it is formed by a figure
of Fortune, on a wheel; but her back is turned to
the dead man, nnd abe seem, fieeing from him. In
the background the bedroom door, tom partly off
its bi:Jgee, proclaim, that outrnge preceded the laat
deed of violence. Dut the mention of this fine
work has insensibly drawn us on to dilate upon it,
although it ia of another by the same arhst we
intended to spe:ik. This is n much larger picturer,robably 18 feet to 20 feet in length, representing
'Nero at the Burning of Rome." The work is in
progreas, and far from completion. But the power,
combined with taste, which Piloty baa already
ebown, leada ua to expect that he will here pro•
duce aomething enhancing, in no small desrree, bis
already great reputation. Nero 11ndbia fnend are
seen coming from a feast, in ri~b robes, and cro\\·ned
with fiowere; the emperor stnnds in the centre of
the picture, gazing, with affected anger, at two
Chriatian women, with a child, bound to a pile to
being on the Christiane he would
be burnt-it
throw the crime of aetting fire to the city. A train
of courtiers follows him up the atepe of a temple,
while one of them bend, forwnrd, and looking over,
gazes on the innocent ,·ictims. Tbo smoke in front
11lreadybegins to curl up1vard, around the bead of
Nero, and creeps among the gnrlnnded band of
followers. Behind them the sky is red with the
rusbing flamea, making their way 01·cr the buildings of Rome. 'l'o the right are groups of citizens,
deferentially bowing, and pressing bnck to make
room for the tyrant to paas.-Another Munich
artiat, a 'l'eteran u regards yeara and experience,
the celebrated battle-painter, Albrecht Adam, ia
also engaged upon a canvas of large dimensions .
Ria Majeaty King Maximilian has commissioned
him to represent that crowning moment at the battle
of Zorndorf, during the Seven Yeara' War, where
the Pruaaian cavalry, charging down on a Russian
square, broke and diaperaed it, thus deciding the fate
o( the d11y. Adam, wbo is still ns young in heart 118
an ardent campaigner of eighteen, ia III d•lighted
with, aa be ia proud of, the commioaion. The size,
too, gives him ample scope for diaplnying his generalabip; it ia, indeed, a fine broad field for maraballing the combatants. When young, he followed
the army to RU88ia; W81present at the grent b:ittles;
knows u well as any eoldier the comfort& 11nddiacomforts of the bi~ouac 1 the toils of forced marches,
the borrora of the field-noapital, and the maddening
enthusiasm which electrifies bor.e and 1ider when
the bugle aounda the charge . 'l'ho soldier's life,
and the battle-field, he knowa in all their minutest
details; and hence hie pictures to all nre ao in·
tensely intereating: eHrywbere scattered about nre
ellown little episodet, which bear the stamp of truth
upon them. You feel they n11ut be true, for ther
are auch no one would ever think of inventing: and
all we see ia so l1uman in charncter, whether it be
pain, fright, enthuaiasm, upstart vanity, or skulkmg fear. It ia the very absence of tbe ideal in
which the charm of Adam's pictures consists, It
is the reality you ha,e before you; not ae fancy
might see the event, but as it actually 11·as. You
can identify yourself with the actora in the exciting
drama; their feelings are your feelings, and you
11recarried along by what you see; juat aa when
you hear the druma beating a march, you unconacioualy atep onwards with the measured tread of
the rest. Adam'• pictureR of the campai:;n in Itnly
under R•det1.ky ~erify these assertion, . Soldiering
in all its phHea ia here to be seen. And, in e,·ery
instAnce, a feeling, thnt does not deceive you, says,
"Tuia ia a faithful trnn1cript from nature itself!"
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is a science whose depth ia but little
underatood by the general sr.holar, and scarcely at
all by otbera. The coins of the ancients were not
11mere currency, as those of the modems are : they
recorded on them their religioua belief, and their
great public events, or represented their chief
edifice,; thus the atudent, who commences u a col•
lector of the Greek and Roman series, finda himself
poueeaed in them of a most valuable group of historic
data, and ultimately tre111uresthem for that alone.
The mere tyro soon learns to diatin~
the portraiture which ia so striking upon their obvenes; by
its aid we know the features of the celebrnted rulera
of antiquity with auch certainty, that the popular
personal alluaiona of the people, 81 in the case of
Veapasian, related by Buetonius, i,atonceatrikingly
confirmed. The acts of each emeeror receive on the
reverae similar illustrntions 1 typically or positively,
either ahndowed forth in tile poetic mythology of
the people, or delineated 81 the event happened.
We are thua enabled to illu1trate Romnn history by
Romnn coins, 11ndin some inetances they are the
only recorda which will enable ua to do thia with
certainty.
Long conversant with many of the fragment& of
clMaic architecture, and well read in all that relates
thereto in the worke of authon who aaw them in
the dsya of their glory, Professor Donaldson W81
peculiarly fitted for the taak be allotted himeelfthat of studying and elucidating their medallic re·
presentations. The value of the present work con·
sists in its peculiar tecbnicnl knowledge. It ia a
novelty for an architect to write on coins, and the
author is peculiarly modest in elating bis re81ona
tor intrusion where no professional architect baa
trodden before; but he ia ao valuable an ally to the
email army of earneat students, that we bail him
the more readily, particularly 81 he has the good
senRe to adhere to hia own speciality, and thus help
us where we wanteu help. Who but an architect
could so clearly define, aa be baa done, many a
battered con\'entional representation of a building,
comprehend the medallic short-band of the coin, and
then give us a fair translation, as he has done in
the restored elevation of the propylmum of the great
Temple of tha Sun, at Daalbec?
The vnlue of the aeriea uow described, may be
underatood, when we aay that it include& temples,
nltars, columns, arches, trophies, city g1tes, camps,
harbours, public buildings of all kinds, and places
constructed for popular amusements . All are de.
scanted on, and rendered fomiliar to ua by the pictured representation on the coin, and the contemporary descriptions of ancient authors. It ia not
a little curious to find that these ancient medals,
though rude sometimes in feature, preaen·e detail&
of building which modem researcbea prove correct.
Thus the medals of Nero and Trajan, which present
such strnngely-re~ulated pictures of the ports of
Claudius and TraJan, at Ostia, have had all their
indications verified by the reaearcbea of Monsieur
'l',•xier, on the apot where they existed, and hie
excavation, show that building& once stood where
the medal roughly indicates their situation. Addison long since insisted on the value of coins in this
peculiar walk alone: "You hue hero the modela
of ancient tPmples, though the temples tbemseh·es,
and the gods that were worabipped in them, are
perished many hundred yeara ago; these are the
buildings which the Gothe and Vandale could not
demoli•h, the~ are infinitely more durable than
atone or marble, and will, perhaps, last as long a,
the earth itself. They are, in short, so mnny real
monuments of brass." Perhaps these eloquent
words of one of our best acholnrs may have led the
Professor to the study nod compilation of thi1 work.
Thus one mind re-acts on another, nnd the great
departed atill give impulse to tho living. Now
that Mr. Donaldson baa ~hown how one brnnch
only of Uu, study mny be made of general interest
and use, we wonder it hu not been descanted on
before. He tells us that the subject is by no means
exhausted, and aa ho; baa opened the gate, we susprct be will not be alone m the field long. His
1·olurue is a most welcome addition to the worthy
series which the beat acbolllrs b11l'e devoted to
numismatics . It is beautifully produced, and a
clc~er series of enlarged coina are carefully engraved, and as conscientiously described by the
author, who baa never blemiabed his labour b1·
dulnees, or pretentiousneaa, but produced a book of
sound and agreeable character for the scholar's use,
or the gentleman's recreation.
NoMISMATOt.OOY

THE ROYAL PICTURES.
THE GUERILLA COUNCIL OF WAR.
Sir D. Wilkie, Painter.

J. C. Armytage, Engraver.

THERE are few picture& by Wilkie with which the

public haa not in a conaiderable degree become
familiarized by meana of engravings in some form or
another; but at the same time there are few-perhaps it might be said, there are no-painters whose
worke are leas likely to weary the eye than his.
Shakepere speaks of" an appetite that grows by what
it feeds on," a remark which justly 11pplieato the
paintings by thiurtiat;
for where there ia no know·
ledge to appreciate their excellences as worlrs o(
Art, the variety and interest of the subjects are always
of sufficient value to nfford unceasing attraction.
There were two great epochs in \Vilkie'a career;
in the former of these he attained his high reputa.
tion aud stood alone ; none, either in this country
or elsewhere, could be compared with him :-equal
to Hogarth in hnmour, but 11·ithout his vulgarity;
and acarcely inferior to Teniera in colour, grouping,
and composition, while infinitely his snperior iu
character. Wilkie's earlier works appear to combine
the chief merits of both, and these won for him
the eateem and admiration of his countrymen. And
although in hi• second epoch he forsook himaPJf, laid
aside the garb in which we all knew him, and assnmcd
a new charncter, our love still clung to him for
"auld Jang svne." Let ns not be understood as
implying t bat" the cl1ange to the second epoch was
altogether unworthy of a JO"e&tpainter; had it
occurred in any other than Wilkie, uot a word might
hnve been said ~nst
it: but it was felt thot the
painter even of "The Defence of Saragosaa" and
of "The Spanish Po&ftda" WIIS not nu equivalent
for the pointer of "The Rent Day,'' "The Blind
Fiddler,'' "Diatraining for Rent,'' "The Chelaea
Pensioners," and others of the same cloas.
The year af'ter his return from a tour throngh
Spain and other continental couutrie!, namely, in
1829, he exhibited three pictures, and in the year
following a fourth, which be described ad a eeries
intended to represent the class of patriots iu Spain
which the celebrated war of independenct', in 1808,
called into action . These four are "The Spanish
Posada,'' "'fhe Defence of Saragodsa," "The Guerilla's Departure,'' and "The Guerilla's lleturn to
his Family :" the first of these i1 the picture here
engraved, aud which is best known by the title of
"A Guerilla Council of War." Wilkie himself de.
scribed it thus:" It represeuts a guerilla council of wnr, at ,vhich
three reverend fathera-a Dominican, a monk of the
Escnrial, nod a Jeauit-11rc deliberating 011 some
expedient of national defence, with an emissnry in I.be
co,tume of Valencia. Behind them is the 7iosadera,
or landlndy, serving her guests with cbocoMe, and
the begging student of Salamauca, with his Lexicon
and cigar, making love to her. On the right of the
picture II contrabandist of Bilboa enlcr!, upon hia
mule; and in front of him is an athletic Castilian
armed, and 11minstrel dwarf with 11 Spanish guitar.
Ou the floor arc seated the goatherd and hia sister,
with the muzzled house-dog aud pet-lamb of the
family; aud through the open portal in the background is a dietnnt ~iew of the Guadaramn moon.

I

taiua."
It wu a happy idea of Wilkie"s to introduce him.

self before the public, on his change of style, with
such a series of subjects as this; the associations
connected with them in the eyes of Englishmen, aud
their novelty, did much at first to reconcile us all,
in some dtgree, to his d£clension from his previous
style: these four pictures are, perhnpa, the most
popular of any he painted nOer his sojourn on the
continent. It ia quite evident, if we look only at the
"Guerilla Conncil,'' that he hnd carefully studied
the characters of the Spanish people, or at least of
thoee claeaea to which the persons introduced here
belong: the agroupment is formed of indi\·iduals
from different proviuces of the country, but each retnins his distinct individuality. As a composition
the work is most effective, and the light, coming from
a window not seen iu the picture, fall&verv forcibly
• A ncRITSCTt:RANnnsx,rrc•;
or, Archltectul'lll Mo- on the principal group.
•
d~!• <•f Clas,lc Antiquity Jllustr11tc<land Explained . lly
The picture is iu the lloyal Collection at Buckingrrofessor Donal<lson. ruhllshod hy lJny & Son, Loudon.
ham l'alace.
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EXCURSIONS IN SOUTH WALES.
BY MR. AND MRS. S. C. HALL.

,~,i]!Ji~
PART XIJ.-CHEPBTOW.
IIF.

it

Tourist may proceed from

~..-)Tinterne to Chepstow either by

•

C

land or water, continuing

to

diJ,
V·:;· row
upon the Wye, or punning
,
, • . -r
th e road that leads all the way
W'.'. c::Y• journ
immediately nbove its banks. The
,•
ey is, perhaps, preferable to the
'o

voyn ; certainly it is more varied;
for the river is seldom out of sight,
its " winding bounds" a perpetual
refreshment; here more than ever "a
wanderer through the woods;" while
the view orten receives "enchantment" from distance, nod the prospect frequently takes in a
wide range of country, in which there is the very happiest
combination of wild grandeur with cultivated beauty.
By water, the Tourist neccHarily sees to greater advantal(C
those aingular rocks, that ,apply 90 much of the peculiar
character of Wye scenery ; they are at either aide, and all
have names : thus the !f0ide4or boatmen will point attention
to Plumber's Cliff, which is aurmounted by an ancient intrcnchment, and the highest point of which is the Devil's
Pulpit, the Baoagbor Cr•ir•, the Twelve Apostles, St. Peter's
Thumb, the Lover's Leap, Wyntour'a Lear,!and so forth;
while the aurpauing charms of the demesne or Piercefield have
been themes of euthuaiastic laudation in all the Tour Books
of the district, that have been written during the lut
century. The beautiful seat-Piercefield-now
belon1t1 to
a new owner, a gentleman who, within a comparatively
recent date, acquired it by purchase. It has had many
masters since it was formed, "an earthly paradise," nearly
a hundred years ago, by it, then lord, Valentine :Morri1.
Let the reader imagine a continuous " range" of wolke, or
more than three miles in extent, laid out with cooanmmate
kill, with breaks at convenient ond judiciously planned
openings among dense foliap;e, here and there carefully
trimmed and highly cultivated, where Art has been studious,
wise, and snceeuful ; while, every now and then trees,
shrubs, and underwood are permitted to grow and wander nt
their own will,-

Yea I the scenery here ia indeed beautiful; Piercefield ia, of n truth, entitled to all the praiae
it receives-and that ia large, free, and foll ; and he who write& of it to-day, cannot do better
than quote the words the eloquent historian or the county applied to it half a century ago:
"The Wye, which ia everywhere see1, from a p:reat elevation, paaaea under Wynd Cliff and the
Bauagl,or Rocks, winds round the peoioaula or Laneant, under a semicircnlar chain of 1tu)lendona
cliff•, ia lost in its sinuous course, agaill appears in a straighter liue at the foot of the Lancant
rocks, _and flow&under the majeatic ruins or Chepstow Castle, towarda the Severn. The rocks
are broken into an infinite variety of fantastic shapes, and scattered at different heights and in
different positions; they start abruptly from the river, swell into gentle acclivities, or hang on
the summits of the walls; here they form a perpeudirnlar rampart, there jut into enormoua
projections, aod impend over the water. But their dizzy heights and abrupt precipices ore
softened h,v the woods, which form n no less conspicooua feature in the romantic scenery;

they are not meagre plaotatiou plar.ed by Art, but a tract of forests scattered by the hand of
Nature. In one place they expand into open groves of larl(C oak, elm, and beech; in another,
form a shade of timber trees, copaea, and nnderwood, hiding all external objects, and wholly
impervious to the rays of the sun ; they start from the crevicea of the rocks, feather their edges,
crown their summits, clothe their sides, and fill the intermediate hollows with a hu:oriant
mus of foliage, bringing to recollection Miltou'a description of the border
.. I

where dellclOUI Paradise,

As with a rural mound, the champaln head
or a steep wilderness, whose hairy std .. ,
With thicket overgrown, grotesque and wild,
Acceu deny'd, and overhead upgrew
Insuperable height of lom .. t shade.

-and he will have some, though but limited, idea or the natural
or trained diversity of this beautiful demesne. Let him add the
grandeur derived from stupendoua and picturesque rocks, and
the value of the auxiliary river that rnn1 rapidly, now here
110wthere, continoall,v " winding;" the dense foliage, the dark
or gnicefnl trees, the gigantic ferns, and the thoDBBnd
cbarm1 of
park and forest scenery, in harmonious union,-and he will be
at no loH to nodentand the fame that Piercefield hu obtained-and retained-as the fairest bit of the Wye scenery,
and, consequently, among the moet delicioua landscape gracea
of England. It is, indeed, and has ever been, a paradise ;
and surely he, who brought so judiciously and so happily Art
to the aid or Nature, was a man to be envied by his generation. and to be remembered by posterity, u one to whom
Fortune had been lavish of her bounties, and wh0te destiny
wu that which tens of thouaaods would covet-in vain. Alu I
it wu not 90 ; the story is a aad one, and supplies additional
evidence of "the Vanity of Human Wishes l "t
• Wyntour'a Leap Is auoclaled with one of the fiercely-oontesled struggles of the civil wara. "The king's friends," aaya Corbett, tn his "MIiitary· Goremment cf Gloucester," "attem11ted a
second time to fortify thl1 spot, but before the workl were complete, Colonel Ma'8le attacked and defeated them. They forced
Sir John Wyntourdown theclltrlnto the river, where a little boat lay
to receive him. Many took the water, and were drowned, othera
by recovering the tx,ats aaved them,elves."
Tradition aoseru that
Sir John leapt his horse down the clltl'; but the precipice here 11 so
abrupt that be moot probably .. caped on foot.
t A memoir of Valentine Morrl,, &'(I., ..., printed In 1801 by
Archdeacon Coxe, In his "History of Monmouthshire." He anoceeded his father aomewhere about the year 1762, and thus Inherited
Piercefield. Before that period It was unknown and unfrequented,
the grounds being employed solely for agricultural purp<>MI, or
covered ..-Ith Inaccessible foresta. These he converted, at vast ex.
penae, lotn the" wonder·• It hu ever alnce been. "He lived lo a
style of princely, rather than private, magnl8cence." Every chance
vial tor was entertained; larg e was hi• bounty to all who ne«led;
his open hand was lavl•h of glfta ; and to the poor he was ever a
generout benefMtor. But the mine was exhausted: he beeame emb&rrasaed, and ..-as driven forth from the paradise he had created, to
a comparatively miserable •helter upon hi• depreued property In
Antigua. Hie departure from Chepstow was an event long remem.
bored. The carriage wns surrounded by sorrowful and sympathising
orowdl; and ns he passed the bridge that croued the Wye, "his car
was struck with the mournful peal of bells, muffled, as Is usual on
the loss of departed friends. Deeply atl'ected with this mark of
esteem and regret, he could no longer control his emoUons, bot burst
Into tears." He ultimately obtained the govemonhlpof St. Vincent,

or Eden,

Now nearer, crowoa with her enclosure green,

" The nogllgence of Nature, wide and wild,"

•

•

•

•

A sylvan soene, and as the ranks ascend
;<hnde above shade, a woody theatre
tJf stateliest vie,.·.' "

..

..
.f·

THI

wno curr, no•

BT• .1.aYsB'a.

The reader mmt not, however, imagine that Piercefield ia the only place of beauty that, in
this vicinage, borders "Sylvan Wye :" aacend any or the heip:hts, and the view ia gloriou1;
and there "laboured with so much zeal and activity In promoting the oultlvatlon of the loland, that he
almost made of It another Plercefteld .'' The Island, however, was taken by the French, and Morris wa•
again a ruined man. His claltn1 on the Oovemmout, though admitted, were never llquldated : his wrongs
remained unredreued. During seven yeara he was a prisoner for debt In the King'• Bench; "his boob, and
all his movables," were sold ; his wife sunk under the heavy load of sorrow and privation, and '-me
Insane; and he died In poverty, of grief!
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while the way is ever full ot charms such as those we have
been describing. Chiefest nmong all such heights-the fair
rivals of its fair neighbour-is the far-famed Wyod Cliff. Let
ua mount this hill, ,rhile the cool shadow, of eveoiog are
over ns; for it is a lnbonr when tbe sun ia up, aod half its
beauty will be lost io the glare of mid-day. Coleridge, in
his versea on this sublime aceoe, with its
"Dim couta, aod cloud-like hllls, and ahoreleq ocean,"

from the edge of the water, here wholly mantled with wood, there jutting in bold and fantastic
projections, which appear like enormous buttreases formed by the hand of nature. At the
fnrtber extremity of this peninaula, the river again turns, and atretchet in a long reach,
between the white and towering cliffs of Lancaut and the rich acclivitiet of Piercefield wooda.
In the midst of these grand and pictureaque acenea, the embattled turrets of Chepstow Castle
burat upon our sight; and, as we glided under the perpendicular crag, we looked ·up with
astoniabmeot to the mall\_Ve walla impending over the edge of the precipice, and appearing
like a continuation of the rock itself. Before stretched the long and pictureaque briJge, and the

eulaims.. It seemtd like Omnipresence !-God, methought,
Had built him here a temple: the whole ,rnrld
Seemed Imaged lo Its vaat clrcumfereoce.r

Adjoioioit the road, aod nearly midwoy between Tinterne
aod Cbepatow, the carria11:estops at "the :Mo11 House," a
rustic cottage, prettily built, in which resides th~ care-taker
of the hill,• who will accomJ111oy
you if you please; but his
companionship ie oot needed, for on its summit, where the
"views" are, you will find an old soldier statiooed-to
direct your notice to such places as have names. . You climb
np a steep for a mile or more, by a narrow footway made
through uuderwood at the foot of forest trees : every no" and
tbeu a nimble squirrel leaps from branch to brauch, or
springs ncro11 your path, while birds of various kinda are
singing from thick foliage. You may pause ocrasionally
to obtain vie•,• of delicious bits; aod to aid you, judicious
openiu~ have been made io many places. Perhaps, however,
it will be well to avail yourself of uone of them, but to wait
until you nre at the summit, and obtain at once a prospect so
amazingly grand and beautiful, that words can give you no
idea of it. All writers concerning this glorious district have
sought, and sou1tht in vain, to convey some impression of its
charms. Roscoe writes:-" On gaining the open space"a level flat on the summit of the hill, where a neatly-thatched
shelter is 11rovided-" one of the most extensive and beautiful
views that can be imagiued bunts upon the eye, or rather a
vast gronp of views of diatinct and opposite characlu here
seem to blend and unite in one. At a depth of about eight
hundred feet, the steep descent below presents in some places
single projecting rocks ; in othen, ; green bushy precipice.
In the valley, the eye follows for several miles the course of
the Wye, which issues from a wooded glen on the le!t hood,
curves round a gieen garden-like peninsula, rising into a bill
studded with beautiful clumps of trees, theu forces its foaming
way to the right, along a huge wall of rock, nearly as high as
the point where you stand, and at length, beyond Cbepstow
Castle, which looks like a ruined city, emptiea itself into the
Bristol Channel, where ocean clo1e1 the dim nod misty distance. On the other aide of the river, immediately in front,
the peaked tops of a long ridge of hills eitend ,,early the
whole district which the eye commands. It is thickly
clothed with wood, out of which a contiooous wall of rock,
festooned with ivy, picturesquely rears its head. Over this
ridge you a!tllin discern water, the Severn, three miles broad,
tbroo~ "itb white 11il&,on either side of which is seen blue
ridges of hills full of fertility and rich cultivation. 'l'he grouping of the landscape is perfect. I know of uo picture more
beautiful. InnbaDJ1tible in details, of boundless extent, and
yet marked by such grand and prominent features, that
confllllion and monotony, the uaual defects of a very wide
prospect, are completely avoided."
We have giveu the best of many description,; but the
eloq•ieot writer admita bis inability to render justice to so
grand, 10 glorious, so beautiful, and so wholesomely exciting
a aceoe. Yet it is but one of manv such attraction• thoi
border the delicious river Wye. t
·
We are now leaving ih peculiar charms-the stream henceforth becomes dark and mnddy ; the tide from the Severn
asccuda it with great rapidity. The ancient Ca~lle of Chepsto\V
comes in sight. We laud, if we are voyagers, at a clumsy
pier, bot adjacent to a picturesque bridge, and almost under
the walls of the huge fortalice of the Normans.
Are we voya!_(ingto Chepstow r many are the landscape
beauties we encounter on either aide of the Wye. The left
bank is steep and wooded to the water's edge; the right is
alao frequently the same, hut now aod then its line of trees
is broken by fertile meadows. We pass several wein, breaks
in the channel at low water, and reach the charming peninsula
of Laucaut, with ita " wee little church " atnnding on a hillock
a few yards from the river . Oppllsite ore the grounds of
Piercefield, aud liangiog over them ia the Wynd Cliff. We
bonow a passage from Archdeacon Coxe:-" At thia place, the
Wye turns abruptly round the fertile peninsula of Laucaut,
under the stupendous amphitheatre of Piercefield cliffs,atartiog
• Each vl,ltor ls reqoested to pay •ix pence, and no more. The hill
belongs to hla grnce the I>uke of Beaufort . The fee Is de,lgncd to
eff'ttt what It does eff'ect-a barrier to pre,·ent the intrusion of mere
ltlleni from the tmrn , who would dl!lturh the trnnqullllty of the scene.
t Mr. Hulme made his view of the Wynd Cllfl' from the grnve.
yard of St. Arven'• Chorch; and has al•o given a sketch nf the
pretty and plcturesqt10 chorch, happily and tranquilly altuated
among BO many landscape beauties.

CBIPBTOW

CASTLK, FUOM TIii: WTS.

view was closed by a semicircular range of red cliffs, tinted with pendent foliage, which form
the left bank of lbe river."
Journeying by land, the prospects are infinitely more grand, more beautiful, and more
divcnified, although views are obtained only of one side of the river, except occasionally, by
ascending heights.
Either wav, it is a charming tour of five miles between Tinterne and Cbepstow. The Touriat
cannot miss ·a scene of beauty, look where be will,-from either of the aurroundiog bills, or
even from the common road,-in any direction . It will therefore be easy to uudmtand that
there are few more happily situated towns in the kingdom than Chepstow, through which

TH& JilKP:
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runs the Sooth Wales Railway, nod near to which, in II low and swampy dell, the Wye joins
its waters to the Severo, both making their way hence together into the Bristol Channel.
Cbepstow was a walled town, and of the wall, there yet remain mar,y picturesque frngme11ts.
It is said to have been II Roman tllwn, but upon insuffident authority; Archdeacon Coxe, "after
repeah•d inquiries," conld never learn that any Romnu antiquities had been discovered in ita
vicinity. The probability is that, according to Leland," when Caerwent (one of the principal
cities of the Roman,, distant about seven miles) began to decay, then be~n Chepstow to
flourish." The Saxons undoubtedly bad a settlement here; and Coxe conjectures that ita
name is derived from eheapia11 ato,u, signifying a place of traffic. A bridge connects the
town, which is in Monmouthshire, with the opposite side, in Gloucestershire; and the Wye
divides the two counties.
The objects to be visited iu Cbepstow-always exceptiug the "views" to be obtained anywhere
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-are the Church, the Castle, and the Weatem Gate. Thi, or Caagwent; by the Saxons, Cheapstowe; and by the Nonnaoa, Estrighoiel, or Striguil.
ttale ia still entire, and i• or much interest, although not or a The atrnctrire, of which the ruins now exiat, and which occupy the aite of an earlier fortalice,
date very remote;" thoae who have time, and taste that way,
may be gratified by tracing the old walla-a work or no in-eat
difflcnlty. To the church we conduct. the reader.
The 1:hurch ia part or a Benedirtine priory or Norman
work, aaid to have been founded in the rei,tn of King Stephen ;
it wu a cell to the Abbey or Cormeille, iu Normandy,
and dedicated to St. Mary.• " Scarcely any remains or
the ancient priory can be traced, but the chnrch wu part
o( the chapel, and is a curions remnant or Norman architecture. The body .wu once the nave of a much larger
structure, built in the form of a cathedral, and at the eastern
utremity appeara one of the lofty arches, which supported
the tower. 'fhe nave is aeparated from the aide aisle&by a
grand range or c;ircular arches, repoaiog on mauive piers,
which have a venerable and eolemo appearance." 'fhe windows are oroameuted Gothic, much posterior to the era of
the original stn1ct11.re."The entrance to the north is through
a Gothic porch, which coven the original doorway, formed
by a semi-cireular arch, enriched with zigzag mouldings, and
tupported by two columns; but the entrance to the west
front is a m~nificent portal, in the higheat state of preservation: it consists of a semi-circular arch, reposing on
recedinit columns, and richly decorated with divisions of
diagonal and diamond mouldings, peculiar to the Saxon aud
early Norman style."
Siuce Archdeacon Coxe wrote theae remarks, much has
been done to the church in the way or restoration, and,
geuerally, well done. It is, unquestionably, a venerable and
very interesting edifice, with unmistakeable evidtnce of antiquity. 0( moo•1meuta there are few of note, excepting that
to Henry Marten, so long a prisoner in the castle, and who
wu here interred . The body wu bnried, and the atone
placed, originally in the chancel; but n bigoted vicar, objecting to the remains of a re,ticide lying so near the altar,
ordered the removal of both, and they are now in a passage
leading from the nave into the north aisle.t The atone records
the day of bnrial,-September 9, 1680,-and contain, a verse
and an acroatic, aaid to have been written for the purpose by
himself. Thoae who read them will incline to believe that this
is an error ; the 1t11rdyand intellectual republican conld never
have produced a compoaition so utterly wretched.;
The castle ia the principal object of attraction in Chepetow; it hu a fine eft'ect from the railway, aa the train
paaaea over the bridge that croaaea the Wye; but it ia
bedt seen from the oppoaite aide: ite solemn grandeur, however, and amazing ,treugth, are fully appreciated aa we paaa
under it, voyaging the Wye, and entering the totfD. It is
1ituated on the brow of a precipice, overhanging the right
bank of the Wye; the northern aide ia advanced close to the
edge, and so constructed u to appear part of the clift'; it
wu, therefore, apparently unassailable from this quarter. On
the other aides it was de(eoded by massive walla, flanked
with etrong and lofty towera ; it ia aaid there wu a moat
aleo, but there are no tl'llcea of it ; and it ia not likely that
it ever had that defence, the situation being so high above the
Wye, and there being no tributary etream in its vicinity.
In early times it was coneidered i1Dpregnable; it was required to be so, for it wu situate in the ruidat of brave and
mercileaa enemiee,-the Welah,-whowere ever on the wateh
to destroy the Norman invader and oppressor.
The caatle aeema to have borne dift'ereot appellations: it
ie aaid to have been called by the Brito11a, Caatill Gwent,

ia ucribed to a kinsman of the Conqueror, William Fitz.Osborne, E~rl of Hereford,-" the chief
and greateat oppressor of the English, who cheri&hedan enormous cause by hia boldueaa, whereby
many tho0B1nd1were brought to miserable enda."
For a long period after the Conquest, the hereditary lord• of the to1rn and caatle were the
old Earla of Pembroke, of the house of Clare, the last of :whom wu the renowned Richard
Strongbow, Earl or Striguil, Chepatow, and Pembroke, who died in 1176, leaving a dau~hter

TH& OR.&.TORT, IN THE ltlllP .

llllbel, by whoae marriage the estates aud title passed into the family of Marshall; afterwards,
by a aimilar union, into that of Herbert ; and, aubseqnently, by the marria!(e of Elizabeth, sole
daughter and heiress of William Herbert, Earl or Huntingdon, 1111d
Lord Herbert, of Raj,:lan,
Chepstow, and Gower, it descended to Sir Charles Somerset, created Earl of Worcester. It ia
now one .or the numerous caatles of the noble representative of an illustrioua race-Henry
Charlee Fitzroy Somerset, Duke of Beaufort.
History recorda but few sieges to which this huge atronghold was subjected. The latest and
greatest was that which took place in 1645, when garrisoned for the king, and aasailed by the

• There were formerly four churches In Chep,tow , three of which
have been destroyed, viz., St. Ann '•, St . Nlcholas 's, and St. Ewen'• ·
t The name of thl• clergyman was CRIST; some Idea of his character may be formed from the followlog epigram written by bis
1011-ln-law on the vicar', death:" Here lies at reat, I do protest,
One CuKSTwithin another;
The Ce&&Tor Wooo wu very goodWho uy, so or the other ? "
t We Append these lines, that the reader may judge forhlmself:HERE, SEPT. 9, 1680,
WAS BORIID

A TRUE-BORN ENGLISHMAN,
Who, In Berkshire, was well known
To love his country·, (N>edom'bove hl1 own:
But being Immured full twenty year,
Had time to write, u doth appearHIS EPITAPH.
Here or elsewhere (all's one to yon or me)
Earth, Air, or Water, gripes m)' ghostly dual,
None knows bow 100n to be b)" fire set free;
Reader, If you an old try'd rule wlll trust,
Y ou'II gladly.do and auft'er what yon must.

.t.8CUkD CB.t.JIUR

My time was spent In serving you and yon,
And death 's my pay, It seem•, and welcome loo
R eYenge destroying but Itself, while l
To birds or prey leave my old cage and fly;
E xamples pr011Chto the eye-care then (mine aaya)
Not how you end, but bow you spend you r days.

- - ---

-----

m TU& CASTLEnoes .

troops oCthe Commonwealth. It had been taken and re-taken ; bnt auch wu its importance,
it in person, took poueasion of the town, and uaanlted the
that Cromwell marched ~uat
castle without aucceas, though ill defender• amounted to 110 more than one hundred and sixty
men, commanded by a gallant soldier, Sir Nicholaa Kemeya. Cromwell then left Colonel Ewer,
with a train or artillery, aeven companies of foot, an3 four troops of horae, to prosecute the
siege. Bot the garrison defended themselves valiantly, until their provisions were exhausted, and
even then refuaed to surrender, under promise of quarter, hoping to escape by meant of a boat,
which they had provided for the pnrpose. A soldier of the parliameutary army, however, swam
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the river, with a knife between hia teeth, cot the cable
of the host, and brought it away. The cutle wu at length
forced, and the brave commander slain, with forty of his men
-some accounts say "in cold blood." The castle and park
of Cbepalow were confiscated, and settled by parliament
on Oliver Cromwell; at the Restoration, however, they reverted to the Marqnia of Worcester, and ao descended to
the Duke of Beaufort.
The entrance to the castle i, from the town ; it was defended by two circular towers, double gatea, portcnlliaes, and
a port-hole. A mauive door of oak, covered with iron bolts
and ~laeps of aingnlarly quaint workmanahip, still standa
intact, with a four-pound shot to serve the purpose of B
knocker. This passed, we are in the l(l'eat court, the wall,
and buildings eucloaing which are richly covered with ivy.
Little more than half a century ago, it wu in a habitable
atate ; but the roofs fell in, there wu no presiding apirit to
care for its safety, time did its wonted work, and it is now a
ruin, excepting a email part-one of the towers, in which the
warden resides. The court is a fine green award, huge
in all caaea where
waln11t-treesare flourishing there, and-u
the Dnke of Beaufort is muter-there
ia no danger of farther
decay, except that which naturally arises, and will now rather
add too, than take from, the picturesque.
The ramparts are, for the moat part, iu a good state, ao
are some of the towers; a pleaaant walk may be taken from
one of these to another, and charming views obtained of anrrounding scenery. One of the most remarkable of the
remains is that of the baronial hall ; such, at least, it is
generally supposed to be ; but there is no certainty on the
subject; its pointed arches and elaborately carved windows
indicate its former dignity. A more atriking object, however, ia an arched chamber io the castle rock; to reach it
some atcps are dcl(".eoded,it is; therefore, lower than the
foundations of the structure, and from a port- hole one looks
directly down npon the Wye. Tradition states this to hBYe
been the spot on which the severest fighting took place
during the aaaault, and that here Colonel Kemeys was killed.
It ia added, indeed, that the boat in which the beleaguered
garrison deaigoed to cM'.ape,wu moored immediately uoderne.ith; the rope which secured it, and which the soldier cut,
having been fastened to an iron ring within this chamber.
Jo confirmation of the story an iron ring may still be seen
strongly fastened to the stone floor ; unleas for some inch
purpose os that referred to, it is bard to gueaa whnt possible
buaineas it conld have had there.•
The portion of the ruin, hoW'ever,that at.tracts most attention, and ia carefully examined by all visitors, is the Ku:P,
which contain, the ParsoN of Henry M11rten. Southey's
memorable lioe1, when Southey was a republican,-lured by
the wild dreams of youth into ao elysiom from which be
wu aW'akenedby the issue of ita trial in l!'rance,-have been
quoted by all tourists:-

and a purer draught never flowed from mountain rill. From the anmmit, wide and beaotilul
views were, and are, obtained. Even within the walla there wu abundant apace for exerciee;
but there ia evidence that occasionally, at all events, he wu penr.itted to make vi1it1 to the
neighbouring gentry. Latterly, during hia incarceration, he bad the free companionship . of hia
,..ife and daughters.
In I word, J\farten waa rather confined than imprisoned, treated with
lenity rather than severity, and received indulgence instead or oppression. There ia little do11bt
that hia remaining life-for twenty yeara-waa far happier, more tranquil, and more comfortable, than hi, earlier years had beeu; and that, instead of shuddering aa we enter the room
that bears his name at Chepstow, we may envy him the fate that gave him aecluaion when-he
pleaaed, a release from labour when he liked, and u much freedom u an aged man, sick of
toil and turmoil, could have coveted or deaired.

IICl'081

" For thirty )"ean, secluded rrom mankind,
Here Marten lingered. Often have these walls
Echoed hi• (<,otatep1,as with even tread
He paced around his prison . Not to him
Did nature'• fair varieties exlot;
He never saw the sun's delightful beams,
Save wheo through yon high ban he poured a 18d
And broken splendour."

Stripped of ita fiction, the facta are these :-Henry Marten,
one of the most active and zealollll allies of Cromwell, a man
of much ability, and of great energy, wu "a member of
the high court of justice, regularly attended the trial, was
present when the sentence waa pronounced, and signed the
warrant of death;" he waa, therefore, one of" the regicides,"
and one of those who had leut claim to lire when "the
Restoration" re-established monarchy. He wu tried, and
found guilty; bot pleading that "he came in on the proclamation" of mercy, and petulantly adding, " that he had
never obeyed any proclamation before this, and hoped that
he should uot lie hai:,ged for taking the king's word uow,"
he obtained pardon on condition of perpetual imprisonment.
After a brief confinement in the Tower, he wu transmitted to Chepatow Castle, where he remained a prisoner
during twenty-not
"thirty"-yean,
and where he died
soddenly, in September, 1680, at the age of seventy-eight.
His " room " in the Keep is atill shown ; but it may be
taken u certain that the W'holeof the rooms in this tower
were hie : they were pleasant, sufficiently spacious, had fireplaces, and, no doubt, all auch other comforts aa a man of
1nbatance could have required and acquired. A well of pure
water immediately fronted the entrance,-it
ia there still,• There Is a monkish legend attached to the chapel within the
castle: It la said to have been erected by Lonfrinus, a Jew,-U,e
soldl•r who pierced the side of Chrbt, and who wu condemned to
vblt Britain and build a CbrlsUan edlftce there; this command he
obeyed, ,electing thb pleasant spot on the Wye to do architectural
penance. '' Nevertheless," remark• • quaint old commentator,'' he
must ha~e had a fine Gothic lute;" and certain It Is that the" sane.
tlty •• lhUJ obtained for his chapel brought many an offering Into the
boly nand.s or tbe prleota.

.&RCBID P.lS8.lO&.

Our engravingii pictnre the Keep ; the window denotes hia "room;" the print above it ia of
an oratory near the roof, a lovely little chamber, commaodinit views of snrpaaaing beauty.
While we thought o'l"er hia career-quoting the linea of the Laureate-and looked from out
those imaginary "hara" through which the 1unlight of a anmmer'a day wu 1hining gloriously,
gazed over fertile laud and fair river, beard the busy hum from the near town, and liatened to
birds among the branchea of treea hlouomiog in the cutle yard, murmuring
" Here Marten lingered ! "

we confess it wu with a feeling of envy-an intense desire to exchange a lire of toil for one or
anch intense tranquillity-a williogneaa to purchaae, at any price short of disloyalty to God and
Queen, the privilege to "pace round such a prison."

PL.llf

or

OBIPSTOW CASTLS.

Oar Tour or the Wye, however, haa drawn to a close; we may walk two miles out of Chepatow
before we leave its hanks, but they are milea of anti-climax : low meadows and aidea or mnd
mark the parting of the fair river, in monrorul cootrut with ita beauties passed. We may not,
however, bid it a grateful farewell without recalling and quoting the lines of great Wordsworth :" Once again
Do I behold theae steep and lofty ellff',,
That on a wild secluded scene Impress
Thougbta of more deep seclusion, and connect
The land.scape with the .quiet of the sty.
How on
lo darkneu, and amid the many ahapea
or Joyleoa dayllgbt, when the fretful ,ur
Unprofitable, and the fever or the world,
Have bung upon the beatings or my heartHow on, In spirit, have I turned to thee,
0 sylvan Wye ! thou wanderer through the woods,
How often bas my spirit turned to thee ! "
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then took place, in the first and aeoond quarters
the three lions of England appeared iMpaled with
the coat of Scotland ; the three fleura-de-lys oecu-
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PART VII.-THE Rou.r. BANNERSOP ENGLAND.
THE ROYAL BANNERof England has always borne
the arms of the reigning sovereign. When displayed
in war, this banner would always be regarded u
the ensign-in-chief of the entire army, and wherever
it might appear, it would invariably be considered
to denote that the sovereign wu present in per.on .
After the Conquest, William L is said to have
a&&umedthe two golden lion• of his Norman duchy
as the arms of his kingdom of England. The two
lions are considered to have been borne by bis
successors, until the acceasion or Henry I I., in .1154,
who is supposed to have added t~e one lioi, ~f
Aquitaine (in right of his queen, Ahano~e of ~'.Im·
taine) to his own paternal and royal ensign. Smee
the time of Henry II. the three golden lions upon
a ground of red have certainly continued to b~ the
royal attd national arms nf England. Accordmgly,
in the Roll of Caerlaveroclr, the acarlct banner of
Edward 1. is described aa having " three lions,
couraot, of fine gold, sette on" (52).

(~5.)

Part or the brass to Sir Symon <leFelbrlgge, K.G., with
the banner or RlchAnl II.

pied the second qusrter, and the arms of Ireland
remained in the third (li7). Thus, for the lint time
since Edward III. quartered the arms or Fnwce
and Englnnd, the lions and the fleors-de-lys appeared

Henry IV. bore the same banner u his grandfather, Edward III.; but before his acce11ion, and
during the lifetime of his father, Henry Bolingbroke
bore on hia banner the three lions of England,
differenced witli a label ef France. Henry V.
retained the quartered banner, reducicg, however,
the number or the fleurs-de-lys to three, in each of
' the firgt and fourth quarten ; this aame banner (54)
waa retained by all the succeeding sovereigns of England, until the accession 'lf James I . Edward IV.,
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( 52. )

I

~

under completely different conditions or heraldic
arrangement.
The succession of the Honse o( Hanover once
more affected the quarteringa of the royal banner

lo the year lS-13, the fifteenth of Edward III.,
in consequence of the claim advanced by that
monarch to t be throne of F ranee, the royal arms of
the French kings were introduced into the English
shield and banner, and quartered with the three
lions, pre<.-edence being given- in this heraldic
arrangement to the fleur-de-lys, which then were
1emie over the field. Froislllrt supplies us with
repeated examples of the royal banner of Edward I II.
thus emblazoned with France and England quarter!!/.
It is represented in example (46).
The aame banner wu borne by Richard II. This
prince, ho_wever,added to his annorial ensigns the
arms attributed to Edward the Confessor (38), im11alingthem with the quartered shield of Edward II I.,
and auiguing to thorn the dexter side of his Ol'l'D
shield. Banners of Richard II., accordingly, appear
~h~rg~d --;ith these in:paled as wel! as. quartered
msigma. rbe brass of Sir Symon de 1'elbr1gge,K.G,
~ have n~ti~:d already; here I must .~ain refer to
1t, as exh1l11t1ngthe ~ost valuable ~r,gmal eumple
of that banner of Richard H ., which I have been
,le~cribin~ (;j3). The b~s compria.eatwo full-len11;th
figures, lho~e of. the kmght nnd his lady, who bad
been a. ma,.d ot ~ouour to the Queen, Anne of
Bohemia, with a rich canopy and various heraldic
accessories. But very few examples of brasses have
been observed into which banners have been introduced: there is a very singular fragment of such a
brass, of the .fourte~ntb century, at Ashford, in
Kent; another, to Sir Hugh r.nd Lady Halsham,
A.D. 1441, is preserved in the cbnrcb at West Grinstead, in Sussex ; and at Dennington, in Suffolk,
there lies, on a low tomb, a despoiled slab, which

I

(5~.)

indeed, followed the e1ample of Richard II., and
sometimes displayed a quartered banner, charged in
its second and third quarten with 1''rance and
Eugland quarterly, ar.d having the arms of the
C:onfesaor (38) in the first and fourth quarters.
Queen Mary, also, after her marriage with Philip
of Spaiu, impaled the anns of England with those
of her husband.
When James I. ascended the English throne, the
arms of both Scotland nud Ireland were incorporated into the royal banner of Great Britain.
The arrangement then adopted involved the complicated process of double quartering; thus, France
and England quarterly occupied the lint and fourth
"grand quarters" of the new banner (55), and the
composition wu completed by the second and third
grand quarters being severally charged with the
aucieot arms of Scotland and the golden harp of
Ireland with it strings of silver. This same banner
coutinued in use until the crown of these realms
passed to William III., A .D. l 1189,when he added
bis paternal arms of Nassau (56), placing them in
a ohield in pretence upon the English banner. In
the year 1701 the Na&&auarms were removed by
Queen Anne, and the banner of the Stuarts wu
restored until the legislative union with Scotland,
A.D. 1707. Another change in the royal bariuer

(57.)

of England. By this change the arms of Hanover
were placed in the fourth quarter of the composition, and the first, second, and third quarters
remained unaltered, aa in (57). It will be apparent
that thus only half of one quarter of the royal
banner of England wu aasi!(ned to the lions of
England. 1'be banner thus emblazoned continued
in use until January 1st, 1801, the forty:lirat or
George J II., when ~he quarterings li~t. a.saumed
the character with which we are now fam1har. The
flenrs-de-lys were on this occasion finally removed
from the royal banner of England. The English
lions occupied the first and fourth quarters of the
new banner and the arms of Scotland and Ireland
appeared in' the second and third quarters_;' ~ve~ all,
in the centre of the banner, were the armonal 10s1gu1a
of Hanover. This banner was retained by Geor~ IV.
and William IV. The arms of Hanover in themselves -form a somewhat complex group of devices.
As will be seen from (58), this composition coosists
of Brunntlick (two golden lions upon a field of red),

3 C
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impaling L#,u,,liurg (a blue lion rampant on a field
of gold, which is also 1nttee with blue hearts), and
having, in the base of the group, &uony (a white
hone upon a red ground) ; over all ia a small red
shield, charged with the crown of Charlemagne,
and above there is an imperial crown.

On the happy aceeaaioo of Her Majesty the
Qneeo, the arms of Hanover were removed from
the royal banner of England, which accordingly
assumed the aspect of (59). Long may thia banner
wave over our heads in peaceful happiness! I know
no change which anv Eoidiabman worthv of that
•
•

11

•

--,I

iI
(sn.)

11

/1

name would for a moment th ink of admitiiog in its
blazonry,-unless, indeed, the lions of England should
yield the fourth quarter of the banner to some new
device, that might symbolize the great colonial
nttpire of 01tr 1overei911
.
With the royal banners of England, the banner
of the Priocil'ality of WALES(60) may be very con-

II

I,

ii
!I
I

The royal banner of SCOTLAND,
aleo, (61) now in
such auspicions union with the lion• of Englancl,
claims a distinct notice. It is a banner of cloth-ofgold, upon which is emblazoned a lion rampant,
within a double border (called by herald, a tre11ure)
enriched with fleU1'8-de-lys,all of them red :-thus,
when he refers to the royal banner of bis country,
Sir Walter Scott says, that it
"Ga\'& lo view the dazzling fteld,
Where, In proud Scotland's royal shield,

binntion with other insignia; they tbua are expressly
diatinguished from banners . Theae standards may
be regarded u decorative accesaoriea of wediieval
armies, of tournaments , and military pageanta. 'l'hey
might be displayed amongst the followers of a
knight, who himself bore a pennon, and wu not
entitled to bear a banner, u well u in 1be ranks of
princes, barooa, and baooereta. Their nnmber,
however, was regulated by the numbers of the
eoldiers, as their size was (in some degree, at least)
The ruddy 11,,nrsmp'd In gold.''
determined by the rank of their commander . When
Upon her signet -ring, Mary, Queen of Scots, bore the ground of a standard was of two colo111'8,the
the royal arms with the supportere, helm, crest, division waa made longitudinally.
Standards were aleo displayed at sea, as well aa
motto, and collar ; above the supporters also there
appear two banners-the royal banner of Scotland on laud ; nod they were evidently in high favour
(61) to the right, and to the left the banner of St . with thoae persons whose authority had any in.
Andrew (35). Both banners are friuged; and it is llueoee afloat.
remarkable that the white aaltire of St . •\ndrew is
The illumioator of Froiaaart has depicted two
placed upon a ground barry, instead of blue. This splend id royal standards of that magnificent prince,
may be another instance of the subatitntion of the Edward 11I. Oue of them, next to lhe staff, ia
royal colour,, instead of the proper heraldic tincture, charged with the royal arms, Prance and England,
in the field of a banner, 88 we have aeen to have quarterly; the upper part of the rest of the standard
been done in the inatance of the " St. George" of is red, and has upon it a series of lion• or England,
England by Henry VIII. (50); the harry ground ~nd the lower port, whic~ is blue, i~ 8ntt~t! de ly1.
of Queen l\Jary's "St. Andrew," accordingly, may fhe other standard :~ . d11played,.b) th~ 11deor the
have been gold and blue. 'l'he "St . Andrew," I royal banner, by I h1hppa, the .mt,rep1d queen of
may add, i~ found to have been aoinetimea green, ! Edward 111., at the bottle of Neville e Cro11, fongbt
.
I <?~tober 17, 1346, when she d_efeate~ David II;,
!
Kmg of .Scotl~nd, and. t.ook him p~oer:
this
sta11dard11white, ~od 11 11charged w~th the figure
of St. George on. his ~ar -.hone, thruatmg down the
drn~on. In the 1llummat1on, the.staves of both the
royal ban~er and Mtandard~re pamted of the Plantagenet ltr:er!fcolour1-wb 1te and red.
lo a MS. life of Richard Beauchamp, Earl of
Warwick (British Museum, Cotton. MSS., Julius
E. 4), written nod illuminated by John Rouse, the
hermit or Guy's Clift' (no mean artist in bis day), in
the second half of the fourteenth century, a standard
of immense size is represented more than once, and
it appears in scenes both on laud and at aea. Thia
standard ia charged with the cro11 of St. George
next to the atatf, or mast; next follow, the wellknown coguizaoce of the house of Warwick, the
" bear and ragged staff," and then the " ragged
ataff" is repeated again nod again. The ship,
which carries one of these standards, is an early
(GI.)
example of the adoption of marine artillery. Her
maior.ail ia emblazoned with the arms of the
charged with a silver aaltirc. Mary Stuart placed renowned baron to 'lfhom the vessel belonged; and
the eame two banners upon her great seal, that she the top-caatle of the main-mast, from which this
bore on her 1ignet-ri11g. Iler son, our James I ., proud standard floats, is adorned with bis favourite
introduced the same acceuories into the great seal deviee.
A standard of Henry Bolingbroke, afterwards
of the l'n ited Kingdom.
Henry IV . (Harleian MS., 4632), is a peculiarly
PAfi.TVJII.-THE STANDARD
.
characteristic example ~f thi~ variety of m~ii:cval
flags (62) ; the ground 1e white and red, w1thm a
As the BANNJ
.a was larger than the PENNON,so I border (probably of fri11ge) of the aame colours.
the STANDARD
was larger tliau either ; and it also . Next to the St . George's crou is a large "red
varied in size according to the rank of the owner. : rose" of Lancaster; then there ia a white swan,
The standard was alwaya of considerable length, but , with coronet-collar and chain of gold, the device of
not of a great proportionate depth ; it tapered ! the De llohuna as Earls of Essex, and adopted by
towards the extremity, where it was either pointed or Henry of Lancast.tr after his marriage (A.D. 1380)
swallow-tailed. Jn Eul(land standards, except wbeu I with Mary, the younger of the two sisters, cothey bore royal devices, or were displayed by royal htirtasea of the last Humphrey de Bohuo ; a series
personages, alway, kad I/rt! crou of St . George at of small red roses fill the rest of the upper division
tke head (or, next the staff); then came the cre,t, I of the standard, and 11pon the lower division are
or moat favoured device of the owner; to which, in two very singular devices, which are supposed to be
its tum, there commonly succeeded the motto; or, 1 La11castriao-a fox's tail, or brush, and the root
instead of the motto, some other devices were in- , of a tree . 'l'he fox's brush is said to have; been a

I

I

I

I

De Bohun bad11e,and the root of a tree is c~rtainly
a rebus of Ti'oodsfock; for what '!'eaaon it may
hove been borne by the son of John of Gaunt is not
troduccd and repeattd along the leuglh of the by any means easy to determine.
Besides bis royal banner, several standards ot
standard. It is to be observed, that etaodards never
bore the coat-of-nrma nloue, and very rarely in com- Henry VIII. arc displayed in the picture repre(6Z.)

( 60. )

aiateutly n1110Ciated
. It is quarterly of red and gold,
having in each quarter a lion rnmpaot,-gold lions in
the red qoartere, and red lions in the gold quarters .
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aenting the embarkation of that monarch for France, , kind, are repretented.
The " Bataile of Spurs,
to which I have already referred . Theee standards auno 1513," forms the 1Ubject of a third picture
are compoeed of the Tudor coloun, white and of this aeries ; I have introduced from it a short

Stuart prince, while behind the English princeaa
who had been espoused by Scotland's king, in complete armour, stand, St . Georp;e; he holds a mighty
lance, from which there waves a no less mighty
standard. Next to the shaft of hia weapon this
standard bears the red crou of the saintly warrior;
and bcyoud, upon ita ample fringed folds of white
and green (for the good aaint haa condescended to
adopt the Tudor coloura), in golden charactera of
antique form is written the precatory l'.iaculation,
IHV: MARIA.

( 63. )

I

green . A boat, under the ,tern of the king'• ahip, awal.low-t.ailed at!nd~
of St . George, which is
earriea four atandarda, two near each end, and all carried aide by aide with a Ila~ composed of cloth
of them with the croaa of St. George (68) . Three of gold (66), and another ataudard of similar form,

The ,tandard5 of the middle ages may be considered to have bctu auperaeded by the ensigns of
modem times.
P.t.llT JX.-Tut:
(84 . )

other varieties of the Tudor standard are carried in , ·which reveraea the colours of the "St . George,"
other boatsthat are in immediate attendance upon the crou being white upon a red ground (67).
A drawing, preserved in the HeraJd·s College,
the royal ahip : they are white and g,:een through-

out their length, and quite plain, with the exception , haa supplied me with another characteristic example
that near the atalf they are severally charged with of a atandard, which wu granted by Henry VII I.
a portc11lli1(64), a r04e, and a tlnr-de-lys (05). 1 to Sir Henry Long, of Draycot, iu commemoration
of a gallant charge made by him at the battle of
1 Thcrouenne, in Picardy.
The body of tbia standard
ia blue, with the crou of St. George at the bead ;
the c1est is a white lion'• bead, boldinp; in its
month a bloodatained and rent ountlet ; the motto
and fringe are of gold (68).
~
It will be sufficient for me to refer to oue other
atandard aa a specimen of its clan of ftaga. Besides
those that I have mentioned, there were two other
historical pictures of singnlar interest in the collection al Hampton Court, whid1 were sent, by command of the Queen, to the Manchester "Art-Treasurea Exhibition," and from thence they have
' journeyed still further northward to the Royal
Palace of Holyrood, where it is Her Majesty's pleasure that they ahould remain. 'fbey are full-length
10:.)
, portraits, by Jan de Mabnee, of Jamee IV., of
Scotland,-the
gay and gallant James, who fell at
Jo the companion picture, of which the subject is ' Flodden,-and hia queen, Margaret Tudor, 1i1ter
the meeting of the two yonthful sovereigns at the ' of our eighth Henry . Both royal personages are
1

represented aa in the attitude and act or devotion .
1'he coatume and aett1BOriesof both are curiona and
: intereating in the highest degree. Behind them
actual "}'ield of tlic Cloth of Gold," it ia remark- ( appear figures of the patron saints of Scotland and
figure of St. Andrew behind the
able that no banners, atandards, or flaga of any England-the
(68.)
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}'IUST UNION-JACK.

It baa been already stated thnt the bannen of
several sainted personages famous in English story
were borne in medireval times in the armies of Eng•
land, with the red -croaa banner of St . George, aud
with the royal banner charged with the arms of the
sovereign. la proceas of time, the other saintly
enaigna ceaeed to be used, and the banners of St.
George and of the sovereign were displayed together
without any other attendant ftag. The banner bearing the ro1al arma of the reigning AOVereignwas
always distinguished from tbe red-cross banner of
St. George in tbia very remarxable respect-that
it
was invariably held to be ii,~ ,pecial per,onal cog•
nizance ef I lte IOrJereign;while the St. George waa
regarded aa tlte national /fag of tlte coimt,y-the
symbol of our ialand nationnlity. This distinction
still obtain,.
What we now call the " Royal
Standard" (511),but which in reality is and ought
to be called the " Royal B•nner," bean the royal
the Queen. It ia
arms of Her Majesty, V1CT01t1A,
Her l\laje1ty'1 own ensign, and it is displayed wherever the Queen is present iu peraon. It is also the
present euatom to hoist the royal banner in honour
of the preaeuce of any member of the royal family :
but, in etrict propriety, on such occaaiona the royal
enaigr. ought to be differenced, to denote with preciaion the royal personage preaent, and to preserve a
becoming diatinction between the sovereign and every
other individual wbatr.oever. The armorial insignia
emblazoned upon Her Majesty'• royal banner are
also the arms of England, u well u of the Queen of
England. But the distinctive banner of England ia
still the red crou of St. George. England, however,
now baa no diatioet nationality apart from the fair
realm, of Scotland .and Ireland. The THREE now
form the ONII imperial realm of GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRT.LAND. And, when we now speak of" Engl11nd" (unleu we specially signify that the term ia
uaed with a distinctive and exceptional aignifit-ation),
we imply the U11ilt'dBrituk Empire. 1'he national
banner or ensign is, accordingly, the banner or ensign of the unio11,and we call it the 11nionJfag, or
union-jack. And this, with the royal bauner, and
witlt certain other flag,, for the moat part compounds
or modifications of the royal banner and of the
union-jnck, we now designate the " national ftoga
of England."
Aoout three years after King Jame• I. bad BI·
cended the throne of the two kingdoms of England
e!ld Scotland, and so had become the firat sovereign
of Great Britain, the banner of St. Andrew of Srotland
(70) waa united with that of St. George (611) by
virtue of a royal ordinance, which was eet forth in the
words following,.. Whereas some difference bath arisen between
our 111bjectaof South and North Britain, travelling
by seas, about the· bearing of their flags; for the
avoiding of all such contentions hereafter, we have,
with the advice of our Council, ordered that from
henceforth all our subjects of th!• Isle and Kingdom
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of Great Britain, aud the members thereof, shall bear
in their main-mast the red cross, commonly called
the St. George's cro~s. and the white croH, commonly
called St. Andrew's crosa,joint'd together, according
to a form made by our heralds, and sent by ua to
our Admiral, to be published to"our aaid subjects:
and, in their fore-top, our subjects of South Britain
shall wear the red cross only, as they were wont;
and our subjects of North Britain in their fore-top
the white cross only, as they were accustomed.
Wherefore, we will and command all our subjects to
be conformable and obedient to this our order, thnt
from henceforth they do not U!le or bear their flags
in any other eort, as they will answer tho contrary
at their peril. Given, &c. &c., 12th of April, 4th
of James I., A.D. 1606 ."
The aucient rivalrr would th•ts be no lon11erdisplayed in conflicting itrug!(les to ohtain n prc~edct,ce
and pre-eminence for the two banners of St. George
and St. Andrew, bnt the {,co in ,mion would float
from the main of every British ship, while at the

crown by lhe" Act or Union," this flag was der.lared
to be the" ensigns armorial of the United Kingdom
The true heraldic principle for arranging the two
banners in combination (heraldic!, " marshalling
them"), would have led to the quartering the two

(69.)

I

ll

crosses of St. George (611) and St. Andrew (70), in
the manner ahown at (71 ). This flair is constantly
introduced into the pictures of Vantlervelde, Heywood, and other marine painters, who flourished after

I.i
11
(ii.)

I

the ordiuance of James I.
pictures at Hampton Court
By a royal proclamation,
pursuant to the authority

It may be seen in many
and Greenwich Hospital.
tinted July 28, li07,
which was vested in the

CHILDHOOD.

Oreuze, Painter.

A. J. Annedouche, Engraver.

Size of the Picture 1 ft . 61 In. by 1 n. , In,

we aaked to point out a notable enmple of
the baneful influence exercised upon the genius of an
artist by the social state of the people to whom he
belonited, and among whom he laboured, we should
unhesitatingly mention the name of Jean Baptiste
Greuze, who was born at 'l'ournus, in France, in 1 i26,
and died at Paris in 1805-a period in the history
of the country signally chlll'llcterized by its moral corruptions. Had he chanced lo have been born in Italy
whrn sacred and lei,:endaryart found almost unlimited
patronaitc, he mi)(bt have rivalled Guido or Carlo
Dolce in their representations of female saint, and
martyrs; in the )oug calendar of the Homan Church
Greuze would have fouud a wide field for his glowing
and luxuriant colouring, and hie vivid imagination;
provided, that ia, he kept these qualities in proper
subjection to ecclesiaslical canons and the eonsciencea
of orthodox churchmen.
Greozc lived the greater part of his life in Pari1;
and all who have read 1''rench history know what Paris
wna during the last century: the licentiousness of
the French Court during the reigns of Louis XV.
and his successors, was an enmple the subjects of
these monarchs were not slow to follow, and it yielded
only to the still more brutal and degrading freedom
of the revolutionists and republicans. Greuze hacl
almost outlived his yrara or labour before the red flag
of the latter was unfurled; but the influence of the
former is too manifest in the pictures to which
allu1ion has been made, to be doubted. .-\rt, inatead
of being the handmaid of " things lovely aud of
good report," becomes here the aider aud abettor of
that which tends to debase human nature.
It must not, however, be inferred from these
remarks that Greuze'a woika are iovariably of such
a character; many of hia genre pictures are unexceptioual in subject and expreuion : the most imFather reading the Bible
portant of theae are,-".-\
to hie 1"amily," " The Paralytic 1''ather," "The
l' nnatural }•'lither," "1'he Good Mother" " The
Village Bride,"" The Broken Pitcher,"" The Little
Girl and her Dog," "The Blind Mau cheated,"
"L'Enfant au Capucin," " Le Gateau des Roia,"
" La Dame de Charite," " La Bonne Education,"
"La Paix du Menage," "La Priere a !'Amour,"
"Le :Fila Puni," "La Fille Honteuse," &c. &c.,all of which have been cogrnve<i, and by the best
engravers of Prance. There are aix of his best pict urea in the Louvre: uamely, '"l'he Broken Pitcher,"
a pair eolitled respectively," The Departure," and
"The lwturn" (of the Prodigal), "The Village
Bride," and two po,traih, one bei,,g of himself.
" The Village Bride " was purchastd for the Louvre
collection at the cost of £665 ; the Marquis de Menara, to whom it Jirevioualy belonged, paid £360 for
it. Greuze waa never a member of the l•'rench
Academy ; he was for a loug time on the list of
Anociatea, but beini,: placed in the claaa of genre
painters when elected to the higher grade, be considered it an indignity, and retired altogether from
the Academy.
The pictures of this artist are by no meana
numerous in this eouotry ; bnt coJiiea of the heada
of female and children painted by him are fl't'quentl:,
to be met with, and are sought after aa presumed
ori11inal works. Original pictures in his best style
fetch a high price here when otfored for sale : the
Marquis of Hertford, for example, gave five or aix
yeara a11:o,at a sale by Messrs. Christie and ~I an son,
as much as !600-we
are not quite sure that it waa
not £600-for
a life-size head and buat of a young
female: and yet Greuze cannot rank aa a great
painter, even of those subjects in which be most excelled : his Jclincations of character are clever,
though exaggerated, a fault in which 1"rench artists,
generally, are too apt to indulge . Only one ltistori·
cal picture by him is known to exist, "Severns
reprimanding his son Caraealla."
The picture engraved here is a :t0od specimen or
his pencil ; the head is well modelled, the expression animated yet child-like, an:l it is painted with
itrcat care aod freedom. It ia in the collection at
Buckingham Palace.
WERE

(72.)

fore each vessel would carry, as in time pHt, one of
the distincth·e ensigns of the two realm, of the
United Kingdom. The "Union -Jack," accordingly,
under its first aspect, wae a combination of the two

THE ROY.AL PICTURES.

of Grt'at Britai11."

cro,aea, aa in (i2), precisely in the same manner
that the lilies of France were quartered "A·ith the
lions of England, in the royal banoera (46, 54, 55),
and as the armorial insi11:niaof the three realms of
F.ngland, Scotland, ao,l Ireland are at the present
time quartered in the royal banner (59) or Her Majesty the Qneeu. The heralds or King James, however, entered upon their task without Rny intention
of being guided or influenced by heraldic precedent .
They made a new fl&{t,and they made it after a new
fashion, the laws and traditions of heraldry notwithstanding. Instead of quartering the two croaaca,
therefore, they engrafted one cron upon the other.
The result was a thorouithly united flag, and one
that was nt once intelligible and npreasive.
The
imperfection of this flag consisted in the red cron of
St. George having only a narrow border of white,
instead of its own white field. The narrow white
border (called by the heralds a" fimbriation "), while
apparently introduced in order to intervane between
the red cro88 and the blue ground of the new flag,
in reality produced a direct violation of the heraldic
law that "metal should not rest upon metal ." The
new flag may be considered to have been conatrncted
after the following manner :-first, npon the blue field
or ltl'Onnd or St. Andrew, the white saltire of the
Scottish saint was placed; then, over thia, the white
fimbriation; and finally, over all, the red cro88 of
S,. George. Such was the "first union-jack," and
such the mode of its construction. Perhaps a quartered flntt, like (72), might have been mon: correct as
an hernltlic composition; bnt there are memories and
associations inseparable from the flag of Kiog James
(ii), which forbid 114 for an instant to entertain a
desire to aubstitnte for it any other ensign.
The term "union-jack " ia one which is partly or
obvious siitnification, and in part somewhat per·
plexing. The "union" betweeo England and Scotlnod, lo which the flag owed its origin, evidently
supplied the first half of the compound title borne
by the flag il!elr. But the e1pre88ion "jack" iovolvca aotue difficulty. Several solutions of this
difficulty have been submitted, but, with a single
excrption only, they are by far too subtle to be considered satisfactory. A learned and judicious anti·
quary has recorded it as his opinion, that the flag of
the union received the title of " union-jack" from
the circumstance of the union between England aud
Scotlaud ha,·ing taken place in the reign of King
Jam~, by whose command the new flng was introduced. The name of the king in 1-'reuch,"Jaquf's,"
would have been certainly used in heraldic documents: the union flag of King" Jaques" would ,·cry
nnturnlly he called, after the name of its royal
nulhor, Jaqw•s' 1111ion,
or UNION Jaq,,,.s, and BQ, by
a simple J>roeess, we arrh-e at t:NtON·JACK. This
suggestion or the late Sir Harris Nicholas may 1,e
ncrcpted, I thiuk, witbo11t any hesitation.
The .lfrm "jack " havinit once been recogoi,ed as
the title of a flag, it is easy cuongh to trace its application to saeral flogs. Thus, the old white flait with
the red cross is now called the" St. George's jack;"
and Euglish seamen are in the habit of dcsignatinit
the national ensiitn• of other countries as the" jacks"
of France, Russia, &c.
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THE ART-JOURNAL.
THE WINTER EXHIBITION.
Tms exhibition, held at 120, Pall Mall, although
but 1et young, haa alread1, in its 10llth, rieen into
sketches,
popularity. Aa a collection of prof-d
it wos at once intereating, as showing crlkle ideas,
out of which magnificent worka of Art ha,e grown.
tut it
Dut we predicted, after the lint -.
,rould not remain an exhibition of sketches, aud
uow it comes forth with a catalogue of works u
scrupulonsly elabc;rnted aa if iu emulation ol DltraPre-Raffaellism. }'rom the beginning, the pictures
acnt hither have been amall, and, bJ a generalUR•
dcntanding, they contioae email ; and many of
them are worked into gems bJ wll aod felicitJ of
ma11ipulation. We aever look for religious Art u
a fwure in any of OW' uhibitio111; and 1et, in
truth, there ia more of thia tllan of legitimate hiatocy ; aod leaa here than an1where do we expect
eithu, aeeiDgthat it ia a magazine ol eua,a u brilliant u ma1 be conaiateat with bre-ritJ. 'fo theae
good worka are of coune appellded good namea : we
:I have, therefore, Madise, Stanfield, Ward, Roberta,
Poole, Phillip, Millaie, W. H. H11Dt,&c. Macliae'a
i &11bjectia • Lear and Cordelia,' and the particular
pu111g9may be that in the third eceue of tae ifth
oct, wherein Lear aaya.. nan I caogbt theot
Ire that parts III shall bring a brandCromheaven,"loc.,
llS holding hi, daughter to his boeom. The picture
not so highly worked as are Macliae's productions
i ia
generally, and thus the linea are leaa absolute; it
i eeem1 to have been quickly fi.oiahed,bat ia nevertheless a maaterly compositiou.
In Phillip'a picture (No. 126), • A thing of beauty
I
I
ia a joy for ever,' we agnin aalnte the Spanish girl
I whoae acquaintance we have already made : aheie
,iiquante, and pronounces from her eyes the Spauiak
motto, "Love is all in all," that stands appended to
I
the title. ' A Girl staDding at a Well,' aod ' A Girl
~oiog to the Spring' {Noa. 127 and 128), are contributed by P .. P. Poole--A1all studies, the fignrea
standing out, aud sparkling with that eft'olgence
that is eminently a property of the eompoaitiona of
11 the painter. 'A Pastoral,' by C. Rouiter, presents
a group of children in a aunny field, with a sprinkI
ling of sheep, aomewhere about llampttead:
one
I
of them, the Tityrus of the party, plays a tin
waiallc. They are criap in execution, and effective
in colour. No. 1S6, 'DaDciug Leaaou,' and the two
following nnmbera, by F. Smallfield, show tlaeir
author at once to be an accompli,hed painter, exercising the still aafer part of a yet earoeat at.dent.
By Uebecca Solomon there are two works, entitled,
' ReadiDg for Pluck,' and • Rending for Honours,'
in the latter of which we aee a gownsmao, who
I
conducts his reading upon the principle that the
I
proper study of mankind ia woman : both are
I
spirited picturct .
' Doawell'a Introduction to the Literory Club'
'
(No. 45), Eyre Crowe, i, a careful work, bot the
effect of the whole is embarruaed by the neceasity
of preserving fnlly-lighted portraits of the penona
introduced. The reaemblaocea are not kappJ: at
Ieut, the heads of Goldamith aod of Johnson are
not those th11twe a.re accnatomed to hllil a.croaeWardour Street ; nor is that of Reynolds like the por:1 trait in the lloctor'a gown, before which we always
!1 ataad nucovered.
'The Auxioua Look-ont' (No. 58), Thomaa Fled,
is a. fisherman's wife, standing with her ready creel
ou the aca-shore. The sky is dark ud loweriag,
10 u to give point to the tiUe. The figure ia aa
i>"lpablea presence u anything Mr. Fned baa ever
done. ' The Little Cardinal' (No. 62), ie a small
portrait of a child, wearing a red cape, and e:ithroned
in a stately chair-a atndy of commanding power ;
I' and (No. 63) 'The May Garland,' a little girl with
a plaited coronal of tlowen, ia aimilarly qualified:
both are by W. Gale. • Waiting for the Return
of the Herring Boats,' a water-colour drawing by
Miaa Margaret Gillies, preaeata a atudy that may
be reeoguisedu after a Newhaven fish-sir!. Wbea
Miaa Gillies coudescenda to 1ubjeet-matter of tJu.
claN, the nature ia u tme. &I tau laigh sentiment, which she uanally piinta, is penetrating. • The
School-girl's Hymo,' by W. H. Hant (No. 97),
sustain, the line of practiee that Mr. Ha.nt 1w
hitherto profeseed: although the anbject ia com-place, ita source ia remote. The lines quoted are
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lightaem.e llld cheerful, but thia fediag does not
appear ia the study. • Meditation,' J . E. Millaia,
A.R.A., is a small female head, all bat in profile,
with a comi-!exion Ullllormly red - a r11le of
colour much affected by !lie school to which Mr.
Millaia belongs, although uoesemplified by fact. A
luu ""'"'"" may supply a /,wu art~
curious
bat not a beatiful picture. By Simeon Solomon,
'David playing before Sanl' (No. 146), is a careful compositioa. Mn. E. M. Ward contributes
(No. 158) • Bed-time,' a work that we have already
epoken of, last season ; and " Morning,' and ' Home
Thonghta' (Nos.156 and 157), E. M. Ward, R.A.,
appearedin the Royal Acadrmy laat seuon. ' II
Ginco de P~--Osteria
Bomaua in Trutevere,'
by Brandon, a dark compoaition, showing a company
of gamhli.llgTraateverini, is a work of some claaaic
taete-an artat'a ratlter thau an amateu.r'a picture.
• Una Madrilona' (No. 27), P. H. Calderon, is a
&Ludyof a girl's head, natural and forcible. 'Cordelia' (No. 98), Alexander Jehustoae. is a halflength figure in a light blue robe. She u repreeeuted u tnrnin,: aside from the wrath of her
father, immediately after her diaiuhcritaDce:" What shall Conlellado? Love, and be silent."

It is a conception of much sweetncaa. The light ia
maoaged with admirable eJfect. 'A Turkish Lally,'
and 'A Portrait,' by J. H. S. Mann, are highly
aueceaaiul in that lnminou.a, life-like warmth that
diatinguialaes all the works of thia artist. 'Except
the Lord keep the city, the watchman waketh but
in vain' (No. 120), H. S. Marks, ia remarkable for
beautiful quality.
There are by C. Stanfield, R.A., two picturea,
small, bot nnDSUailyfull of felieitooa allusion : they
are Noa. 146 and 147, 'The Goodwin Sanda,' and
• 'l'he Land's End,' the former an espeeially melancholy tale of a forsaken wreck on a patch or the
traitorous Goodwin. ' Richmoud, Yorkahire,' George
Stanfield, 1w more locol reality than we have ever
aeen in any view of the place. Roberta'a two
pictures, • The Remains of the Temple of Pallas
and :\linerva, at Rome' (No. 129), and' Remaius of
the Temple of Man Ultor, at Rome' (~o.SO), are both
email pictures, treated with so resolute a denial as to
light and colour, that they already look old picturet,
and as grave u any PoUMin. G. E. Herin11:
contributes a pretty tri1d or small pictu.res in oue
frnme, eutitled 'Mountain, Lake, and Waterfall,'
three short chapters of Italian romance. There are
many other work• that merit description, hnt we
can only give a few of the names of the artists, aa
E. W. Cooke, A.R.A., E. Hayes, A.R.H.A., F. W.
Hulme, F. W. Keyl, A. J. Lewie, J. W. Oaka,
Henry Wallis. W. C. Thomas, H. C. Wkaite, J. T.
Willmore, A. W. William1, &c. &c.
Uada the Mme roof, bnt on ao npper floor, there
it a " Collection of one hundred drawings from Picturea in the Private Collectione of the Queen,'' made
by permiaaion of her Majesty and hia Ro1al Highneaa
the Priaee Consort. According to the expreae command of the Qneea, all the drawings are in -tercolour, in some imtances by the anthora of the
original pictnrea, in othera they have been tonciled
upon by the artists; and in each cue the permiaaion
was limited to one copy, the whole kaviog been made
for publication in the " Royal Gallery of Art" aod
Among theae copies are eer" The Art.Journal."
taiuly eumplea of water-colour art, which, as
copies, will perhapa never be equalled, becamea
aimilar opportunity for making them may not spin
arise. Many of these copies have been painted at
Oeborne, selected from the collectiona of modem
Art ; and nnmero111gems have beell gathered from
the collectious at Buckiugham Palace, where are
distributed the Dutch and Flemish collectiom, preemiaent in the estimation of Geerge IV.; ud those
at Windsor, ol various schools and times. A few of
the ~ memorable of the productiona of oar own
schools are-'The Welf and the Lamb,' Mnlready; 'Iechia,' Stan6eld;. 'TheMannoJettea,' Sir E.
Landaeer ; ' Miiae,' Macliae ; aad • Gil Blas,' i,y the
aame ; ' The Openiag of Lonion Bridge,' Staafleld ;
' Eutranee of George IV. into HolyroN,' Wilkie ;
' 'l'he Fountaill at Madrid,' Roberta ; • The Seraglio,'
Danby; aud others by the beat i:-inten of all times,
among whom we find Quentin Katsyt, Vandyke,
RubeM, Gniio, Clawl.e, Cuyp, Vadervelae, &:e.;
aod ol. these maeunthe works that kave ilea engraved are among the best.
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ENOR TOPICS OF THE MONTH.
AsYLUll J'Oll THE ORPHANS 01' AUIB'TS.-Mr.
S. C. Hall haa i11ned the following circular, addreaaed to artiste, patrons of Art, those who love
Art, and thoae who- benevolent in all things, and
beneficent in many-readily accord aid, where it can
achieve good, and lesaen suft'ering. Mr. Hall's objecl
ia to ascertain to what extent aaaistance in promoting
this project may be hoped for. If he receive replica
-approri11g, and tendering 1upport-1ntlicient to
justify pro<:edure,he will eadeavonr, by Goi'a help
and hleuing, to form and eatabrllh such an Institution as that referred to. If hia application be
not adeqnately reaponded to, he wm leave the work
to be performed by some more happy advocate and
more fortunate labourer. It will, for the preaent,
suffice to aay, that the propoeed Iutitntion ia r~
the orphans (lo11of the father conatitnti11gan orphan)
of Painters, Sculpton, Architects, and Engravers;
and that it will be a guiding principle of the Joatitation to bear ill mind, they are the childreu of
gentlemen, to be lodged, boarded, clothed, and
edncated, and launched on the voyage of life.
,, Lilew1ra1 Puca, W .i.naa.ooBsmcs,
Octoba- 26th.

May I presumeto ask yoa lo coml<lerthb project.
While nearly -11 proC11Slooa
and occupations bave
lnatltntcd.Myhtms,In which the orphans of their memben may be suatalned, lnatructed,and pre()Hffllbr tlM
battle or IICe,the Prore11lon that •!*IIAIIY reqlliNII such
aid h..,. no Institutionor the kind.
Artbts are vory rarely In a position to make prov~ton
for tbe tntore or their children, whendeath deprlft& Ulem
or a guide and protector: 10 many aad cuea or deaUtuUon
havocomoundormy notice, that I earneatlydealre lo aee
another addedto the many benevolentluailtutlonaor tbe
Metropolla,and reopecltullyult )"OW' .. 1ataoeeto Cou<l
an .MylnmCorthe orphan childrenof Art.Illa.
Ir the result oCthis preliminaryapplloatlonbe such u
to Justify further proceedings,l will devote time and
energ1osto accomplishthe object; and, by God's help and
blesolng,we may tbua eatablhlhone of the m01tvaluablo
-as It lo, undoubtedly,one or tbo moat needed-lnoUtutton1of the Kingdom.
·
IC yon will do me the honourlo reply to thla leUer,yea
will gruity encourageme lo take lhe atepothat are r.qulslle, and permit me Ag:un lo communicatewith you.
servant,
Your falthf\11
S. C. HALL.

B111,-Ifanasylum f01'the Orpbauaof Artists be t'onned
clrcomsor whichI appr<mt.,
and underouchausplcu u I believewilleoaure Ila •-,
I am willing to present the sum of
to such lnsUtotloo, or to contributeannually the IDID of
to Ila
support.

I<>my ,atllftlcUon,under

To B. C. H.t.LL, EsQ., F .8.A.,
Art-Journal Office,
,, Laocuter Pl:ice,

London.

It will thus be seen,that all Mr. Hall reqwreai.
a pledge ofauiatance in the eveut of arrangement,
being aatiafactory, a competent committee formed,
with reasonable aunrauce of a 1ucceaaf11li-.
It
will be for those who read thia statement. to give.
or to withhold, snch encouragement as may induce
the Jabour that ia neceaaary for the eatablwiment of
AN AsYLUXPOR THE 0llPHANS 01' AJrnsrs. When
the experiment haa been fully tried, the reeiJ.ara of
the .Art.Jo,m,al may look for a report of the re&ll!t.
THE ROYAL ACADEKY.-The two aaaoeia&ememllen elected to fill the Vacallciescreated by the
deatha of Mr. Leslie and Sir Robert Smirke, are
l'rleaara.John Phillip and Sydney Smirke. 'l'he latter,
an architect of uo inconaiduable emiuence, owes hia
election, no doubt, chiefly to bia name : for we believe
there ia now, aa there ouglat to be, a general indiapoeition to recruit the ranks of the Academy from
a body that has a power to confer laouou.raquite aa
valuable u those which "the forty" beatow. No
oue will question the rigat of h1r. Phillip to the
distinction he baa obtained. Aa an lll'tist he laolda
a foremOMplace: in all other rea~
a gentleman, and a man of inauatry and of high wegri.tyhe is an acquisition to the Academy. He ia, however,
thongh by no means a young man, one of the
youngest of the asaociatea : there are others-not
many- who with eqnal claims, have waited longer
for preferment. Surely, that ayetem cannot be
other than evil which keeps anch men as Mr . Phillip
knocking at tbe door for entrance DJttilhia had is
1-ld or hia laair ia ~.
aud thea Hllrita bim in
preremice to those who have been lrnocking yet
longer. The Royal Academy will very IIOOII. have
to -* another Academician andfour "Auociatea ;"
li:>r,almost at the very hour, on the evening of November 16th, when they were pFoceeiing with the
buainess of electiug the new memben, the oldeat on
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the list of academicians, the venerable James Ward,
puaed away Crom the ecene of his long labours ; aod,
ou the 18th, Mr. F. Stone, A.R.A., died. We most
postpone till next mouth any further notice or the
deceased )'&inters. The liet of candidate& for the
Aaaociateahip ie not encouraging.•
THB NATIONALGALLEBY.-From a etatement
which has receuUy appeared in. the Times, it would
appear that onr national collection ill to be enriched
by the acquisition or two fine pict11res by Rnysdael,
from the gallery of Count Stolberg, a Hanoverian
nobleman, which has lately been disposed or by auction. The sale attracted many competitors, among
whom were Dr. Waagen, the director of the Berlin
:Museum, Sir C. Eaatlake, and others . There waa au
animated contest for the two works in qnestionthey were eveotnally
pictnrea of high repnte-and
knocked down to Sir Charles, or ao agent of his, for
the aume of !1180, aod !1060, respectively. The
collection included 865 pictures: amonit them waa a
Correggio, which eold for !750, a large Jandecape by
Ruyadael (not ooe or those already referred to), for
!600, and a email work by Rafi'aelle, "of miniatnrelike character," aa it ie described, which waa bought
in by Connt Stolberg, for about fl 500.
THE ROYALExCHANO!:.-Mr. Sang hns completed the decoration of the Exchange io a taste
similar to that of the former embellishments, but
on the aide walls not eo rednodantly. The design
is made to coincide with the large and amnll archea
which rise immediately nuder the ceiling, in harmony
with which the wnlla are divided into large and
email panels. The large panels are J>llioted buff',
and in the centres are groups of fruit and flowers.
The small panda are blue, anrmonnted at the arch
by a bearded mask. The roof of the covered apace ia
coffered, on the divieions of which are classic running
ornaments, and the panels, variously coloured, nre
enriched with florid designs, bearing at intervals the
royal arma, thoee of the Prince of W alea, and certain
of the .city authorities, especially of the Drapers'
Company, and of Sir Thomas Gresham, whoae monogram appears everywhere in the compositions.
Th~ painting is Creeand sketchy, aod, on the whole,
aatiafactory. The former deaigns were principally
Renaiaaaoce, from the Vatiean ; the present have n
like origin, bnt iu:e not eo exclnaively Raft'aelleaque.
SOUTH KENBINGTONMUBEUU.-Not the leaat
valnable of the present arrangements ot the South
Kensington Mnaenm are those which provide for the
free Public Exhibition of Collections of Work of Art,
aod other objects of interest and importance, that are
lent for that purpose by their proprietors.
The
mnsenm is exactly the place thlll to form a connecting link between collectors and the public. By
these means collectors have the satisfaction of extending the naefulnesa of their cabinets and galleries,
and cansiog gratification, far more widely than they
conld otherwise accomplish ; aod the public are
enabled to enjoy advantages which, without the
facilities afforded by the museum, it would have been
very difficult, if not impossible, to briu~ within their
reach. At the present time the Uni\""ersityor Oxford
atilt keeps at South Keoaiogton ita extensive and moat
precions collection of ori~nal drawingt by Rafi'aelle
and Michael Angelo. With the Oxford drawings
Mr. J. C. Robineon has associated a aeries of additional works, of the aame class, by the aame great
masters, of the highest interest. In an adjoining
saloon there now are placed eight large cues, filled
with a _splendi~ collection of the choicest majolica,
and ,nth vanou works or the utmost beauty, in
ivory, glaae, cryetal, the preciona metals, and bronze,
the property or Mr. A. Barker. Near at hand are
other caaea filled with the varions acquiaitiooa of
choice works of orientnl art and &rt·mannfactnre
which Lord Elgin waa enabled to secure dnring hi;
recent diplomatic mi!llion to China and Japan. These
• Tho llat haa been rrlnted In the Allam-,
which wo reprint It :-

from

" Poinur1-Meun.
R, Anadell, M. Claxton A. Cor.
bonld, J. Croaa, J, Danby, W. C. T. Dobson, W.ll. Ford
H. Ora,.•, 0. E . Hering, 0. E. Hieb, A. Johnston w'
D. Kennedy, O. Lance, H. IA Jenne. D. )facnee, J.
don, 0. W. Mote, R. Norbury, J. W. Oakea, 11. O'Neil
H. W. PhUllpe, H. H. Plokenglll, 8. Pearce, A, Scboetn;
A. Solomon, J. Stewart, W. C. Thomas, O. H. Thoma,
P. M. Villamil, H. T. Wen,, and H. B. w1111,. &wplor;
-Mea,n. G, 0 • .Adam,, T. Earle, W. Theecl, J. Thomu,
T. Thornyorofl, and W. F, Woodlnrtoo. Armittd-Mr.
E. F&IJll:ener.~•-M-n.
H. L<!mon,J. Stepbenaon, • H. Watt, and B. Wallla."

collections onght to be seen and studied carefully by list of subscribers ia at present Car too limited to
all who are practically interested in the advance of juatify immediate steps for the execution of the
Art-manufactnrea amongtt ourselves; and they aleo work. No donbt, however, the list will be rapidly
will be found particularly instructive to every etndeot augmented.
AB.T-EKPI.OYKENTFOR F£lfALE8.-Whatever
or the history of the Eastern raeea of our apeciea.
In oue case is a gronp, nurivalled we believe in preaente a probable aud suitable addition to the
England, of the delicate egg-shell porcelain of Japan, few employments open to educated females is enwith ita characteristic figure-painting, ita rich gilding, tiUed to be welcomed ; aoy branch connected with
aod glowing colonrs. So thin aod film-like are eome Art ia especially interesting to na, u well aa to
the readers of thie Journal. It ia, therefore, with
of the pieces that they are nlmoat transparent,
and seem too fragile to endure a touch. Textile more than ordinary aati1factioo that we have seen
fabrics of the moat gorgeona richnese occnpy other some specimens of decorations in the Arabesque
casea. Cabineta, arm,, screens, carviogt, weapons, atyle, producod by yonng ladiea educated at the
personal ornaments, imitation, or European objects, Government School1 of Design, executed under tbe
anch u clocks and apectacles, and a cut glaae t-nmbler, directions of Jilr. John Stewart, and which promises
with many other prodnctiona, are grouped in a atilt to open up a wide field for this clasa of female,.
larger case. The skill, preciaioo, aod effectiveoeaa The apecimene we hsve seen are painted on paper in
with which every object has been executed, and the oil-colonn, thns having all the convenience of papernident aim at manuf acturi119 perfection which hanginga, with all the advantages and variety of oilcharacterises them all, cannot fail to convey an painting and hand decoration,. Under such gnidaoce
important leaeon. We never remember to have aeen and control aa Mr. Stewart's, there can be no doubt
before either snch admirable carvioga in jade and that females educated at these achoola of design may
,teatite, or lacquered object& of such high order u to a very large extent be employed in 1uch work,
works or Art. Another caae from Japan claims becataeit supplies a want, long felt to exist, of eome
particular attention, from the circumatance that it, intermediate style of decoration between paper-hangcontent& consist entirely of illu,trated Jap,11,e1e ingt and Art, at a price within the reach or an
book,. Of the literature of these remarkable pro- important and nnmeroll8 eection of the commnoity,
duction, we are constrained to be ailent : but the who were not prepared to incur the coat of Art, aod
beauty of the writing, and the artietic and evidently who had become tired of paper.hanging,.
Mr.
appropriate character of the il1U1trationa,can be read, Stewart's scheme or employing females, if well
and understood, aod appreciated withont a knowledge worked, ia adapted to 1npply thia want ; and we
of a aiogle character in the alphabet of Japan. We are glad to learn that there ia every prospect of ita
hope to learn that these illnatrated books will be receiving enfficient practical encouragement.
STJ:UOSCOPIC Vn,ws .-A
series of admirable
photographed, together with the various objects of
Art-mannfactnre which surround them. The arrange. atereoacopic views baa been &nbmitted to 111 by ?ilr.
menta for uhibiting the English pictures are now W. Woodward, a practical chemist at Nottingham.
completed: the rooms will be opened to the public These copies from nature are remarkably good; they
coneiet chiefly of .venerable ruioa and picturesque
ere onr Jonroal ie in the hands of our anbscribers.
THE BRITISH lNSTtTUTIOY.-Thc works that puaages among the lnkes and hills of the Northwere ten this season for copying were "Contemplathe tourist, with hia anxiliary, having taken a run
tion," Reynold,; the charming "Mila Lioley," into Scotland aa far as Kelso, Melrose, and Abbots.
ford. His professional knowledge baa obviously
Gaioaborough; "Portrait of a Lady," aod" Portrait
of n GeoUemao," F. Hals ; " A Girl Feeding given him much advantage; he seems also to have
Pigt," Gainaborongh; "Virgin and Chilcl," Van. been aided con1iderably by artistic skill-at least, iu
dyke; "Mrs. Gainaborongh," and "Miaa Gains- so far as relates to aelection and arrangement of
points of views. The series is, therefore, an acquisiborough," Gainsborough; "A Lady," Romney;
" Laodacape,'' Pousain ; " Ao Old J.llan," Rem- tion of valne, aud may be recommended to those
brandt; "River View,'' Van Goyen; "Lord Sack- who are making aelectiooa.
ville," "Mr. and Mrs. Hallett," nod "Family
ENGINE-TuB.NING.-1\tessrs. Elli, Brothers, of
Gronp," Gainsborough ; "Landecape," De Kooiog; Exeter, who have acquired large provincial celebrity
" Landacape," Ponaain ; " Abraham' a . Sacrifice," aa ailveramitha, nod whoae worka obtained marked
Spagnoletto ; " Angel releasing St. Peter from dietinction in 1851, have registered eome "improvePrison," Hilton : a selection presenting a variety meuta " in the application of engine-turning to the
whence to choose. The favourites, however, were ordinary work of plated forks, spoons, Bro.,which
Reynolda'a " Contemplation," and some of Gaina- give to the object a greatly better effect when introborough's portraits. To artists the Rembrandt i1 dneed jndicionsly. They inform 118 that little addia tempting study, bot the pecnliar texture and the tional coat ie incurred by the proceaa.
rare nglioe811of the head are very difficnlt to imitate.
MR. JOHN BETrB.IDGE,OP BIIWINGHA)(, is, we
The copies were nnmerona, and eome very auccessfnl. are glad to learn, continuing the bnsiue&&of manuBUST OP STJ:PHEN80N.-We find the honoured facturer of papier•mlcbtS and japanned works genename of " Wedgwood " affixed to a bnat of one of rally, in the establishment that baa been justly
the moat famona men of onr epoch ; we rejoice at "famous" for more than half a century, aa the firm
ao anapiciona an event : we have-alas I how ofienof "Jennens and Bettridge."
It is within our
exclaimed, " Ichabod I" when examining the grand knowledge that to the jndgment 11ndeducated taste
achievement& of pottery that sixty or seventy years of Mr. John Bettridge, the manufactory haa been
ago delighted aod instructed mind and eye. We mainly indebted for its high repute : he ia, moremay hope for a restoration. Thie boat ie iaaned by over, much esteemed and respected. The isaues of
"Wedgwood and Sona." Thongh genins ie not the new firm will, therefore, we are assured, be
hereditary, there may be of the" Sona" one who will commenanrate with modern advancements in the
uphold the hereditary renown to which he may lay important art. In no branch or Art-manufacture
just and indiaputable clnim. Thie bnat ie a right bas progress been more indubitable, nor is there aoy
good example of its clasa: or capital " material," which alforda 80 many facilities for excellence. It ia,
carefully maoipnlated and well modelled. It ie therefore, exceedingly aatiafactory to know that the
rednced (though not of a amall size) Crom the bust largest aod moat prodnctive establishment of the
by E. W. Wyon, and ia certaioly the best likeness kind in Europe ie io "good hands;" and while we
of the great engineer.
cordially wish succesa to J\fr. John Bettridge, we
THB STATUE 01' GOLDSKITH,proposed to be ahall do our ntmoat to promote it.
THE HUNTRR MEKOB.lAL.-The committee aperected in Dublin, ia to be e:r.eeuted by an Irishman
aa famons in Art as the great poet is io Letters-J.
pointed to direct the execution of .the statue of
H. Foley, who will thns hononr hie eminent country- John Hunter, have selected a limited number of
man in the Irish capital, and within view of the col- sculptors (principally of the Ac~demy), to eend in
lege in which his early education was obtained. We designs. The committee prescribe as the base of
are, therefore, secure of another fine atatne-we need the design they would prefer, Reynolds'a portrait,
no other assurance than the name of the sculptor. which ia oow io raga, and would have been lost in
The brief circular atates that "it only remains to character but for Jehn Jackeou'a copy io the National
supply the neceaaary Cuods, aod the Committee Portrait Gallery. The difficulty of rendering the
appeal with confidence to the liberality of all sitting figiu:e a faithful semblance of the portrait
patriotic Iriehmen, and other admirers of the genill8 will be inanrmouotable, u the "twist" of the fignre
of Goldsmitb, for their support in thie endeav<>ur, cannot be given in sculpture, 80 aa to afford auy
too long delayed, to pay a well-merited hononr to thonghtfnl relief to the pose.
The
the memory of their illnatriona countryman."
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REVIEWS.
TKB ABT OP ILLUXINATJN0
PRAC'l"IB'IID
Ill
1 .\8
EOROPB J'BOX TH'R EABLIB8T 'fl'IIEB. Dy
W, R. Tnols . With an Eaaay, and Inetructiona u to ill Practice, by H. DIGBYWYATT,
Published by Du & SoN, London.
The high favour with which the medieval art or
illuminating is now regarded by many per90ns, hu
very naturally called forth an additional eeriea of
examplea and authoritiea, to range with the worka
upon the ume subject by Noel Humphreys, Weatwood, 1nd Shaw . The new publication is at once
an example of the akill and venatility with which
Mean. Day are able to apply the reaourcea of
chromo-lith~phy,
and a moet valuable addition
to the peculiar clue of illuatrated literature to
which it belonr., In the parts that have at present been ileue , examplea onl7 of letters, borden,
and nrioua decorative IICC*IOnea,have been introdnoed ; of these each monthly part contain• eight
page,, exquisitely printed, on tinted grounds, in
gold and ooloun. The century to which the aeveral
exam plee are to be uaigned is aet forth at the foot
of eacll page, and the concluding part is to contain
a r.nenil eua7 upon the illuminator' s art, coupled
with inatructiona u to it.a practice, by Mr. Digby
Wyatt.
The aix part.a that lie before ua contain examplea
nnging from the aixth to the sixteenth century,
both incluaive; and they are remarkable no leu
for their variety than for their charaoteriatic and
expreaaive atyle. The alphabeta that have been
giv~ ban been judicioualy eelected; the large
and nchly illuminated aingle letter& are admir.1.ble
apecimene of both their period and their clua : and
whatner bordera and omamenta have been introduced are equally meritorioua. But few examplea
have at pretent been introduced of the ruedalliona
and minilturea which conatitute auch important
feature, in the early illuminationa.
It is to be
hoped that the work, when completed will contain
a carefully prepared index, that will refer every
example to the authority from which it baa been
derived, and alao will clauify chronologically the
•
whole aeriea of exam_plea.
The beauty, prec11ion, and uniformity of character which diatinguiab the writing in medieval
MSS., cannot fail to attract attention and to excite
admiration. The plain and yet nobly aimple forms
of the Roman letten, and the rich dignity of the
Lombardic, were thoroughly appreciated by the
caligraphera of the middle agea. They appear to
delighted in modifying the contour of the
lettera ; ana, by ,.a,,ymg bo\h their eiM and their
enrichment.a, they eridenLly felt that they had at
their command inexhluatible materiala for the aucoeuful practice of their art. In now reviving this
earl7 art, it.a admirera may rest content with folloWUlf the authority of the original examplea.
Illuminating ii still a mediev1l ut, if it atill exists
u an art. Aa ~ matter of couree1 it may be applied
at the preaent time to preaent obJect.aand ueea, but
atill it muat treat auch object.a and uaea alter a
medieval manner.
'l'he 1lluminator of to-dav
need not think of any freah development of the art
of illul8inating : wbat he hu to do ii to aecure
auch a publication as thia by Alr. Tymma, and to
work in ita spirit and in accordance with ita teaching. The application of the art real.a with the
illuminator, but it.a principles and it.a practice alao
have long ago been determined for him. It ia
indeed true that the old ayatem may be in some
degree applied to the production of a strictly_modern
and frelh atyle of decorative writinf. Thie, however, can scarcely be called "illummating," or, it
it is, it is a style of illuminating altogether diatinct
from the early art which Hr. Tymma is 90 aucoeufully illuatrating 1 and which we feel auured will
be no leu happily deacribed and tnught by :Mr.
D!4b_yWyatt. Thill art of illuminating ii one in
which the student muat aeek hia modela of excellence from the put, becauae in timea put the 1rt
itaeU attained to ita highett attainable perfection .
His encouragement conaiata in the intrinaio excellence of the early modela themaelvea: and Hr.
Tymma comea opportunely to bis aid with beautiful
fac-limile apecimena of many of the most excellent
of their number.
.

rent •ila, the dilmantlcd hulls, the smoke, and
heat, and excitement of II great naval action. The
scene ia depicted by a yoet-painter, and not by an
artiat whoee vocation 11 marine-(>ortraiture . The
aeoond engraving, by E. Cballi.11,11 " The Arch of
Titua, Rome;" one of Turner' a Italian " dreams,"
a gorgeoua repreeentation of architectural debria,
fucinating to look upon and auch u none but
Turner could imagine. •1iie laat subject is, '' The
Opening of the Walhalla," engraved by C. Couaen;
here, too, nature is made subaervient to the painter's
imagination ; he clothea her in a garb of bis own
fancy, and it is one of dazzling splendour: the
rolling Danube never uw auch a gathering on its
banka, and even Ludwig I. would nner recogniee
l.ia country and hia Aubjects in thia beautiful compoaition-a leaf culled from a poet's page. It is
charmingly engraved-indeed, throughout the eeriea
hitherto, the engravera aeem to have exerted themeelvea to tho utmost to do justice to the work• of
the great painter 1 u well u to render the publication-what it bide fair to be--om.' of the moat
enviable which enterprise and capital can produce.

TnB CA.XPAJON
IN IrmIA, 1857-61!.
From Drawinga made during the eventful period of the
great Hutiny, by GBOROB}'llANCKLINATKIN•
BoM, Captain Bengal Engineer&. Illustrating
the Military Operations before Delhi and it.a
Neighbourhood.
With Descriptive Letterpreae. Dedicated by J>ermiaaion to Her Most
Gracioua Hajesty the Queen.
" CoBRT AND RtcB II ON FORTY PLATB8j oa,
THB lNoBKDIBNTB OP SOCIALLIPB AT .. Oull
STATIONII Uf INDIA. By GBOBOBFRANCK•
LI~ ATI.INsoM, Ca.1>_tain
Bengal Eogineen, &~.
Second Edition. l'ubliahed by DAY & SoN,
London.
Like the famoua shield with ita oppoaite aiJes, one
of them golden and the other of silver, 80 hu
human life two distinct aapecta, both of which need
to be seen by the ume obeener before he can form
a juat eatimate of either. It ia the contrast and the
connection between the two phaaee of life that conatitute a true picture of what any particular condition and circumatanoe of life may really be ; and,
aingularly enough, it commonly happena that the
perplexing point.a which present themaelvea to the
obeener 1 u he gazet upon one aide of the picture
before him, are explained in the aimplest and moat
utisfactory manner by what the otlier aide hu to
1how of ecenee and incident& and characters of an
exactly opposite deacription .
Never were two worb in stronger contrut than
the two clever, graphic, and beautifully executed
productions of Captain Atltlnaon, with their admirable lithographa. It is euy to recogniee in both
the mind and the hand of the eame Captain Atki.n90D1u a aingle glance aufflces to eatabliah an identity of origin for every drawing. And yet, how
different ia the impreaa1on produced b'{ each eet of
drawings, and each aeries of brie descriptive
aketchea ! Here ii "Social Life '' in India ; there,
in the ume India, the " Great Rebellion" and the
" military operation• before Delhi II riae into view.
The country ia the aame in both inatancea,-the
people are the aame ; but we ahould know them
only in part, unleae we could COU(>le
together theae
two fearfully diatinct chaptera m their hiatory.
1'he " Curry and Rice "-the " Social Life " hu
very naturally attained to a " eecol'.\dedition ;1• and,
conaequently, we may no leN naturally auume that
a " lint edition " 90me abort time ago preceded it.
But the " Campaign in India" is altogether new,
and a really magnificent new book we may pronounce it to be. No doubt or question exiats for a
aiogle moment about the group, in either work, and
the pen of the gallant captain carriea conviction
with it, no leu promptly and no leu conclusively
than doea hill pencil. These two booka, taken together, tell the atory of the Engliah in India. The
social life explainl the war life, and in the war lifo
we discern UJ>Onwhat the aocial life ia bitilt up.
And theae pictures of Eogliah war life in Inda
have a terrible and yet a glorious grandeur about
them, that makea one ehudder and feel proud at the
aame moment. 'fhere the direst of evile are displayed aide by aide with the moat magnificent of
patriotic heroiam. The one fact that such a man
u "Hod90n of Hodaon', Boree," appeared on
the ecene in india, "during the eventful period of
the
Great Hutinr," in itaelf proclairua England to
THB ToBNlllt GJ.LLU.T. With Deacriptiona by
R. W. WoBNux. Part IV. Publiahed by J . S. be inTincible. The engravinga which re(>re&ent
that modern Paladin, when once aeen, "'111not
VI&TOB,London.
readily be forgotten : it is Hodaon bimaeU whom
The opening plate of this nnmber is "The Death we aee in them. And in the whole collection of
of Nelaon," engraved by J. D. Allen. A 111utical twenty-aix plates, there is not one which is wanting
man ,rould probably aee much to find fault with in in th~ power to produce a deep and a luting im•
the build and "rig" of T11mer'1 men-of-war, and preae1on.
in the potitiona in which the artist placea them ·
The work ia in large folio ; and in every detail of
but the din and confuaion of battle are hero : th; ita production it bean teatimony to the moet careful

ha••

u woll u the moet akilful preparation. The lithogra(>hs, executed in the tinted manner, form a collect1on of historical picturea of equal interest and
excellence. The "Plates" on wliich the "Curry
and Rice" are eerved, are much amallerin aize than
thoee in what we muat designate· the "companion
volume," and in their character the!. are more
sketchy and somewhat more fanciful a 90 than the
military acenea and incident.a: they poaaeaa their
own apfropriate merits, howe\·er, 111 this " aecond
edition' significantly teatifiea. We congratulate
lleura . Day on the production of both ,rork.s ; and
we at the ume time rejoice to know that, when
Engliah offlcen make drawinga auch u these, they
can find in England both artists able and ready to
reproduce them in lithography in thia manner, and
fello,r-countrymen who can appreciate worka that
are, in every reapect, 80 aignally honourable to all
who have taken a part in placing them before the
public.
UaB'B DICTIOM.\BYOJ' A.Rn, llulUPACTO'llD, AISD
M:Ufll8,
Edited by RoBBaT HUNT, F.R.s.,
F .S.8. Illuatrated with nearly Two ThouaanG
Engravinga on Wood. Part I. rubliahed by
LoNOXAN& Co., London.
Dr. Ure'• dictionary haa long been a text-book with
the clauea whom it moet concerns; 1md in such a
country u ours theae cluaea form no inconsiderable item in our population. It haa already pused
through aeveral editions, in order to kee(>pace wilh
the advanoee of ecientific diaoovery1 and 1ta applioationa; but aince the lut edition mt.c1eits appepanoe,
thoee diaooveriea have been 90 numeroua, raJ>id,
and varied, that the proprietor& of the copynght
have deemed it neceaaary to have the entire work
carefully revised 1 and enlarged to a considerable
extent, to meet Ule progreee of the age. The duty
of editing waa entruated to Hr. Robert Hunt, a
gentleman well-fitted for the tuk, as the readen
or the .Art-Journal muat be fully aware; and he baa
called in, to co-operate with hilll, a large number of
the moat competent authoritiea on the reapective
subjects, to enable him to supply information from
the moet reliable souroea. Very many of the articles
have been entirely re-written ; indeedt more than
two-thirds of the work, aa now publiaheo, is original
matter. "To auch an extent,' uya the publiahcra'
proapectua, "baa this, and the proceu of re-arrangement for facility of referencet been carried, that the
preeent may be fairly regarlled u an original production, baaedon, and fully maintaining, the plan
of the previoua work." A dictionary that hu
already gained 80 high a plaoe in the estimation of
thoee connected with, or intereated in, the great
acientific and industrial corumunitiea, muat certainly, in ita extended and revised form, find atill
higher favour.
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Pons
OF JAMBS MOMTOOMBRT.Selected and
Edited b,: ROBERT Arus WILUIOTT. Illus trated with One Hundred Deaigna by JoHN
GILBERT J. WoLP BIRKBT FosTER, &c.
Engra.,;;J by the Brothen D.u.ztBL. Publiahed
by RotJTLBDOB& Co., London.
If Jamea Montgomery wu not a great poet, he wu,
at leut, a very sweet onet whoee venea are worthy
of being embalmed in aucn a shrine as this elegant
volume. It containa the whole, or nearly ao, of hia
beat lyri-the
"Pelican laland," alightlr, abridged,
and liia longer poems, the " Weit Indies ' " Greenland," and the "World before the Flood," with
some puugea omitted. But why baa the editor
left out the" Climbing-Boy'• Soliloquies? "-certainly one of the moet powerful poema of the authori
dramatically written, and preeenting many pictoria
featurea. The illuatrationa in thia volume are quite
equal to any to which for a long time put we have
aeen the names of the respective artists attached;
and the aubjecta have been engraved with a delicacy
and taate for which the namea of :Meaera.Dalziel
are a warranty. This will prove a· right welcome
gift-book for Chriatmu or the New Year.
THB HOIT ExCIILLBNTll18TORIB OJ' TBB MoCHANT.OP VBN1cs. Written by WILLIA)(
SHAJtBPJ!.t.JI.B.rubliahed by s. Low & Co.,
London.
Thia is somewhat of a noTelty in the way of a
Chriatmu book. Spenser, :Milton, and Cowper,
Scott, Southey, Thomson, and Dyron, and a boat of
minor poet.a, have all gone through the proceu of
illuatration ; and at length we have one of the
immortal Shakapeare'a dramu aubmitted to a like
ordeal. 'l'he idea ii good, and we hope the " Her cban t of Venice " is the precuraor of many othera
from the aame 90urce. The artiata who have been
engar.d to illuatrate the volume are thoae whOdO
pencila hue long been employed upon aimilar
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work : Mean. lJirket Foster, G. H. Thomu, ud
H. Brandling; the engravel'II are Meean . W.
Tbomu, H . .Harral, ud W. Palmer. l,lr. Harry
Rogel'IIhu eontributed several elegant ftllblematical.dtt•ices ud ornament.&, "'hich ue engraved by
llr. E. Ji:ftns. · 'fhe version of the l)lay ia not
quite ~tact, the editor conaidering it to be his
duty, u the book is intended for a "gift-book for
funiliea, to omit a few lines, which, in the preeent
age, might be thought objectionable;" the pruning
baa · not been injudicioualy effected, and might,
probably, havo been o&rried a little farther without
injury t,o tile reputation of the great dramatiat :
Dowdler .uaedhill knife a little more freely than
. It is the licence of
wu )Mlrhapa quite n-ry
•pef!Ch ud thought in which Sb.akapeue indulged,
time, that
&11dwhich wu.oollllidered tolerant in 11.ia
ao often keepe his glorioua writings a sealed book
to the young. The "Merchant of Venice" nenr
appeared in a more inviting garb than this.
OP .t. VILLAGBLAD. Published
TRB STBUOGL'l!II
by WILLIA)( 'fWB:ttDIB,London.
"The StruJglee of a Village Lad " is a aimple tale,
very charmmgly told-with au eye, perhaps, a little
too evidently tumed to "fact," but, it may be, all
the more valuable on that account. It la written
in perfect harmony, and frequently in illustration,
of those principlee of "teetotali•m," which we can
nenr advocate too warmly. We recommend the
tale to fathers of famili~s, and directors of Jlublic
'IChoola, knowing it cannot fail to interest and

imtrutL
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NU11S'8JlY.Pomv.
Dy 1,(rs. YoTR'BJlLY. Published by BELL & D.u.nY,London.
"Nurtery poetry" ia a very difficult sort or poetry
to write; you must catch your little readers' attention , and keep it-not by reason, ao mueh aa by ideas
within their comprehenaion ; 1md while you do not
weary them, draw them on wards, ao that the fact,
of the poem may be established in each growing
mind. Ml'II. :Motherly writes as if she loved h~r
tuk, and her ttaehing ; the poems can be easily
eommitted to memory, and the illustration, are
simple and 11~ropriote. 1'he type is, as it should
be, large aad distinct, and the book clevly printed,
and firmly bound.

Buen RAllllLP..8
. Dy J. G. Fa .u.c1s . Published
11
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by RouTLEDOB& Co., London .
Thia book ia a perfect Cftbinet or knowledge. ud
young ud old pebble and cryatal hunters cannot
fail to profit by it.e content.&. It is, indeed, a budbook for the aea-beach ; and the coloured illtu1trations, by our friend and fellow .Jabourer, Mr. COLE·
MAN,obviate many difficulties. which, had not the
publisher availed himself of his valuable ser,·ices,
might ha•e been stumbling-blocks to the tyro .
1,lr. Francis ' style is singularly clear, and he really
givea all the information necessary to the collector .
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BOOKBOF THB PYLGII.BllAGII
OP THB SOWLB .
Edited by KATHRINEJ . CusT. Published by
P1ClltBBUIG,Piccadilly .
A quaint moral volume, from the preaa of William
Caxton , ia 1483, is now reproduced for modem eritici.em ; it may be said that its age relines it from
that ordeal , but iaumueh as few e"er read, ov aaw
the original, it comes with a certain nonlty to ua.
The utility of reprinting eueh a book at all may
be questioned, and it may be another added to the
many inatancee or " reburying the dead," which
Horace Walpole affirmed was the chief employ of
literary utiquaries.
But the work before ua has
mon, claim than uausl on the attention of modern
1eholan, inumuch u the pilgrim imagined by
Guilliame de GuileYile in the fourteenth century, 1a
the prototype of that o! immortal John Bunyan in
the ae<renteenth. It is instracti~e to note the difference of thought and feeling in the two ens ;
the somewhat wordy mysticism of the medirovol,
and the bold, practical. manly common sense of the
puritan, writer. Sooth to say, Guilevile is somewhat tedious, and the volume will chieffv be used
as n curioua reference-book by th<>eewho desire
to look ur,on the weak foreshadowii:g9 of "gre at
creaturee.'

TuB
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are really acquiring industry, thought, conatructiveneu, and order: learning to make the moat
JUVENILE ILLUSTRATED :BOOKS of everything, and pleued with their new-found
power.
We congratulate Mr . and Alisa.Alice LanOF THE BEASON.
della on thill valuable toy-book, and uaure our
readers that there can hardly be a more useful
TUE PUBLlC.#.TlON8OF MESSRS. GRIFFITH AND present to the nursery.
FARR.AN.•
TvrPY is by the author or "The Triumphs of
IT hu been ao frequently our duty to etate what wo I Ste~,'.' und ~omes with. the credit of. Harriaon
considered juvenile litemture ought to be, tllat we I Weir's ill~frat.i~na . CertamI1. Meura. Griffith &Co.
may limit ou1'9elvesthis year to brier noticee of the 1 " turn ou~, tlleir bo_oka admintbly ; u~: we.•aat
se•eral volumee that hue bttn placed before ua for I •y, ~at _the autob1o~phy or TvPPY, . a
notice, u the Chriatmn and New Year draw nigh to larly intelh~t
donkey , ia wo~hy of t1!e dutiactioll
us. Oar young frienda will have no caute to com- conferred on hi!D by Kr. HarrllOll .wnr .
plain; tllere is an abundance for both boyiand lirls :
1 u Nllfw • lVJl8 OP A C.t.T ~s a ver, pretty
pretty boob, in ?retty bindings ; aome mingling a broch!""' for tile nuraery ; tll~ illuatnboll&, by
little teaching with a great deal or mirth; othen, Mr. Chari• Bennett, are ex~1ngly
clffer. The
a little mirth with a great deal of teaching ; while , author tell ua .that the rend.enng of th!' aclage baa
othen are apparently without thoaght to either · been popular 1D ~e ~athor .• own fundy, &Dd_we
teaching or mirth-telling
a tale after the old do n_ot !onder ~t it. There ,If~uch of th~ gen11111e
fashion of "once upon a time ," atnight OD and co!'llcahty of '.fom H_ood in ~e du1g-d
stntight through . First, we render homage to a th18, of • truth, 11 tile htgheet pr&lH we can render
pretty illuminated volume , called
the book.
.
.
BHAXEBPP.ARB's
HousBHOLDWoRDS.-This ill a . We are by no rneana certain that we have, elrildvery chtll'Dling gift-book, we might, with due like, kept the but monela fOI'the lut, but we know
reverence, almost call it " text& from Shakespeare;"
we ha,e kept tile lllrgut.
The thrw Toi]!OW
e,·ery sentence is a gem; we aro well pleased to before ua ~loag more to youthhood th~ to ebiWposaeu the caaket. The "illuminations"
would hood, and, indeed, - ounelves have deT1ffd -h
have looked better on a larger page, but they do pleasure from them. They are. " got. up" with
credit to the taste and ,kill of Mr. Staaeeby though the usual care . that l.!eEB!S·Ori111th nnd _Fan-an
be.tow . on their pubheanon~, and first 111 our
occuionally the printing is a little "sm~ged "_
thia however, may be the caae only with our copy. esteem 18
•
HAND SHADOWSis 4 second aeries ot what baa
_WILL WUTH'BllHK!-K, . by our old fovounte! llr.
been very amusing and popular in o former volume. ~mpton, .the very D1bdm of proae. Who, big or
It is a common obeervation that a accond aeries is htt.le, hann~ .?ace read ! has ever forgotten, "Peter
never ao good aa a first ; there is no rule with- the Whaler •
Mr· Kmgato!1 hu !l 1'Hl lo".e. for
out an exception, ud tl,ill is one. Some of the ealt water ; the amell of tar 11 to him u delicioua
aa the
"shadow&," however, will be difficult to produce .
FUNNYFABLESFOlt L!'ITLB FoLX.s.-We rejoice
.. Drtolh ortho sweet South.to find the graceful and tender pen of " rom
Hood'•" daughter employed !or the benefit of other He does not belio.-e in danger, and extricates his
"little people" besides her own. Never did a more herota from the perils c,f the deep better than any
brilliut, more amuai11g,or a better, and healthier, "life-boat.''
He loves his them e, and ie, conaevolume iaeue from "the comer of St. Paul'• Chmeb- quently, beloved, not only by Hery boy who dreams
yard," -even during the palmy daya of renowned of dirka and blue jacket,, but by all who apprttiate
"Harris," the wonder of tile world in young eyea. the vigour with which he grupe his aubject, aD4 the
'fhe "fables" coctain the happiest mingling offun,
oarefulneae with which he worka it out. Will
fanoy, humour, and instruction, we have met with Weatherhelm ie exactly one of thoee wilful little
for manr, a long day; the book i. clearly printed, lada who become too etrong for female manage&11dthe 11luetrationa make ua regret they are ao few ment, and will go to tea-where etory-tellel'II nry
in number . Whatever attraction, other volumes properly always eend wild, aggranting boys. He
may put forth, neither the aubject.e or their trl'B1- goea through more than the UIIWII quantity of aeament, in llra. Droderip's book, can be excelled. life trial, ahiywreck, and pirates, and storms, and
This accomplished lady will "-to qoote the adnrfalse accuaat.iona; and repeats long yame, ap,m by
tiaemont of the eoothmg ayra~" a real bte.ing to old sailors, until our breath stops, and our betrrt.a
mothers," if lhe but go deeper into the mine of beat double time. Will deeerved puniahnumt I.or
the ore of which ahe hu aupplied ao valuable a hie wildnou, and ho ,.,._..,;.vod it, but we do not
apeeimen.
wish to spoil a story b,Yanticipation{ we have said
BUND :lu.N's HOLIDAYia &11otherbook for very enough to recommend 1t to a large c asa of readers.
young raaden . It is written by the author of The cleYer illustrations are by G. H. Thoma&
"Through the Shadows," and will be welcomed in
TH• WHITB ELEPHANT OP .Av.&.-The author
every nunery where it finda a plaee. The illustra- of "The War Tiger," and other popular tales, of
tion are equal to Mr . .Abaolona uaual book-platea, the aame clan, w~II kuows how to deal with hunt&11dthey are always good.
ing adventuret : he geta up mnundel'lltandinp with
Tllll 01aL'8 ow,i 'foY-XAX.Bll
ia one of those buffaloes, and escapes from serpents, and fights
with tigers, and entel'II "'·onderful eaves, and hunts
1 uggeeti.Yelittle boob that become perfect treasures
to i11duatrious children, and teach those who arc the rhinoceroe, as we hunt hares; "he gota well
not iadtu1trious to think, and enn act, for them- ahead," and we follow in meek admiration or hia
selves. 'fo blend employment with amuaement, or daring. 'l'he illustrations are by Harriaon Weir,
ruther to learn that there is no amuaemed without but in our copy the illuatrated poge is shorter than
emP,loyment, ia one of the art.a of education; and the printed page, which man the effect of the
while juveniles, guided by tbe engraringa and engravings ; thia may have been the miatake of the
directiona, imagine they are con1tructing toys, they binder in thi.l particular Tolume, but it ought not
to have occurred .
FRANK.t.ND .AIO)BBA.
is another "big boy .. book,
• Shak••.-r,,'s
HouseholdWord<.
which cannot fail to interest young England. The
Hand Shadon. By Henry Bonlll.
author adds additional value to this atory by the
Fttnny Fables for Little Folks. Dy Pranoes Preellng information that the perils, privations, and aaTenDroderlp. Wltb lllustn1tlon1by her Drother, Thomas turee
recounted did actually befall travellers in the
Hood, Ule younger.
Blind Man's Holiday . By the &111.bor
of" Through Uio interior of Sardinia, before the year 1832. The
increaaing importance which recent eventa have
Shadows." \Vll.b lllustratloas by John Absolon.
The Olrl"s Own Toy-maker. Dy Mr. and Miss Alice given to the house of Savoy, muat ere lonJ extend
Landen,.
to the island whence that house draws 1ta rep!
Tappy. By the author of " Th<>Triumphs of Stam."
title ; and there is more ueeful information in this
With lllostratlons by Harrlaon Weir.
The Nine LIof a Cat. With Illmtratlona by Mr. " pretty book" connected with Sardinia, than can
be found in the pagea of many a history . This
Charles Bennett.
Will Weatherhelm. Dy llr. Kingston. With Illuatraought to be a recommendation ; whether ita utility
tlous by O. H . Thomas.
will inerease its popularity is another queation .
The White Elephant of Ava. Dy William D:lllon,
Hr. El wee is nevn "dry" or "proey" and tlle
author of "The War TI~ .'· With lllustraUon.s by atory abounds in incident. Mr. Robert bud ley has
Harrlsoa Weir.
Frank and Andrea. Jly Alfnd Ehres. With mastra . illustrated "Frank and Andrea" with aome good
and characteristic aketchea.
UOIISby Mr. Robert Dudl•Y•
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